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Jofm Palfreys Message to Students

on the Newtown Tragedy

December 16,2012

Dear Phillips Academy students:

I am thinking ofyou from snowy Andover for many reasons, but primarily because of the terrible tragedy in Newtown,

Connecticut, on Friday. While I hope you are enjoying a well-deserved break, I am certain that the news of the school

shooting has reached you, wherever in the world you may be for the holidays.

To ignore events of this magnitude would be hard to do—and also a mistake, a step along the dangerous path toward

becoming desensitized to the suffering of others. But even when one looks at what happened at Sandy Hook Elementary

School head on, it is hard not to have a sense of powerlessness in the midst of the sadness. I am writing to suggest that there

are positive things that we all can do. Here are three responses to consider:

Empathy: One way to channel our sadness is to feel empathy for those who are affected directly by these events. As

President Obama said tonight at the prayer vigil for the victims and their families: "Whatever portion of sadness that

we can share with you, to ease this heavy load, we will gladly bear. Newtown, you are not alone." The President is right:

communities, even the global community, can stand together in ways that make everyone stronger, including those bearing

the heaviest burdens in the wake of the tragedy. Some people are flying flags at half mast; others are holding prayer vigils. I

noticed that Andover students have been writing messages online with the hashtag #prayersfornewtown. It almost doesn't

matter how we express our support, but feelings of empathy and responses, however small, can make an extraordinary

difference. We can work together to instill a sense of hope and of community on the saddest of days. It is on these saddest

of days when this connectedness is most important.

Compassion: A step beyond empathy, we can each find within ourselves compassion toward others and act upon that

compassion. Andover s founding principle of non sibi demands that of us all, on every day. Our admission office, in

choosing all ofyou, has selected you not just for your talents and brilliance, but the fact that each ofyou is nice, and

therefore good at compassion. These are ideals that define our community, compelling us to act while on campus and

during lifelong associations with this Academy. In the midst of the holidays, and also the complex time for our seniors of

finishing college applications and hearing some early news, we can all find new ways to act with compassion toward one

another, at home and in our communities. Tragedies can be an effective way to summon the better angels ofour nature.

Engagement: Trickiest of the three is to engage with the news and speak out about it. This can be especially hard when

the facts strike close to home: the violence took place in a school in a small New England town, which could have

been virtually any school, anywhere in the world. The random quality of this attack makes the violence seem all the

more unspeakable; and yet we should speak about it and seek to understand how we can prevent it from happening

the next time. There are many debates buried here in these facts. The historic debate in the United States about the

Second Amendment, the right to bear arms, and the movement for gun control is one. The paucity of care for those

with mental health disorders in our society is another. Those on the Phillipian or in Philo have natural outlets for

engagement with these issues, but we can all find ways to be involved in civic life around related issues. Whether

through social media, at the dinner table, or in our communities, we can all be part of learning from these terrible

events and helping to improve our societies in their aftermath.

My own reaction to these events has been sadness mixed with an aspiration to do all these things. But most of all I

am overwhelmed by a sense of gratitude for the strong and supportive community I find myself and my family in,

here at Andover. I wish you a restful and happy time with your families.

Warmly,

?

Editor's note: This is thefirst of what will be a regularfeature ofAndover magazine—a column written by Head oj School John Palfrey.
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FROM THE EDITOR

The Hill, since early September, has been a-buzz with a somewhat cumbersome new

phrase. Connected Learning. While the concept of employing new tools to enhance

our students' learning certainly is not new, the term and its currency arrived with

our new head of school, the uber-connectedjohn Palfrey. The movement from

largely didactic to more multisourced, experiential, participatory learning has been

going on at Andover for some time. And now, more students and faculty are eagerly

experimenting. Our cover story is an effort to define and explain the ever-expanding

concept and its growing influence on Andover pedagogy.

Over the years, we all have encountered connected learning and all benefited from

it, whether we knew it had a name or not. A late bloomer, I remember first thinking

concretely about it in the spring of201 1, watching Peter Neissas Spanish 520 class

reach out to the Hispanic corporate world looking for information and investment

opportunities for their $10 million in virtual funds. There were no texts, of course.

The world—via the Web—was their hornbook. To Neissas astonishment, one of

his groups had even gotten the CFO of a large Spanish clean energy company on the

phone to amplify their research. Very connected learning, indeed.

The audacious task of giving shape to this concept for the magazine was assigned

to Kristin Bair O'Keeffe—a recent addition to our staff as class notes editor—who
is a published novelist, writer, teacher ofwriting, and public speaker steeped in

connected learning. Attacking her topic with characteristic enthusiasm, Kristin

has successfully, I think, described, deciphered, and embraced something of an

amorphous and constantly shapeshifting beast.

Then came the equally daunting challenge: how to visually define this shapeshifter

to make a cover? We took the problem to Maine-based artist Wade Zahares whose

jaunty, abstract style and uncommon perspective we knew from his Smith Center

mural, painted in 2008. Drawing on mind-mapping examples, we hammered out a

tendriled nebula of learning terms, tools, technologies, and ideas emanating from our

hilltop cloister. Wade brought the beast to life before our eyes.

And it is here to stay. So woven into the fabric of our society is this modern

communication and learning mode that we can only win by embracing it with

enthusiasm and all the creativity we can muster. There is absolutely nothing to fear.

It is making us smarter, wiser, faster, deeper, and more broadly knowledgeable every

day. It is building community and bridging silos. It may even help Robert Putnam

sleep at night. So make room, Gunga. Another beast roams the Hill and beyond. It

would be good to get to know her.

- Sally V. Holm

Front cover: Maine-based artist Wade Zahares

created this mind-mapping style abstraction of the

concept of connected learning, our cover story. He
teamed with PA Art Director Ken Puleo to add the

words. Recent alumni will recognize Zahares's style

from the large mural he painted in the Smith Center

when it served as "Uncommons" during the Paresky

Commons renovation.
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TO THE EDITOR

Dear Editor,

Could you kindly forward an e-mail contact for

William Thomas in Kentucky? I would like to reach

out to help in his efforts to restore the Lexington,

Ky., church of his youth. William was the single

most influential faculty person for me while I

attended Andover (1 978-1 981 ).

—Suzanne Tanner '81

Westport, Connecticut

Editor's note: William Tiiomas's e-mail is

wthomas(a)insightbb.com.

Dear Editor,

I am writing to you today to thank you for sending

me Andover's magazine for 67 years. Is this a

record?!

I have enjoyed receiving it of course, but now I am
82! I obviously don't know anyone, and being quite

a keen environmentalist, I can't bear to think of all

the paper being used up on me—and postage, etc.

I was evacuated to the U.S. in 1 940 and lived at

"The Lily Pads," Peace Dale, R.I., with a lovely

Quaker family and was then sent to Abbot for

one year in 1 945, and thought that it was just

wonderful. Everyone, without exception, was so

welcoming and kind to me, the little (I'm only 5'1
")

English refugee.

My love to all at Andover.

—Mariel Mellersh Toynbee '48

Buckinghamshirej Great Britain

Dear Editor,

Love your new format for Andover magazine.

Strongly recommend your consideration of cover

story or major feature on Ms. Caroline Lind, an

Andover and Princeton graduate, who is a

double gold medalist in women's crew, winning

the women's eight in both Beijing and London.

Apparently started rowing while at Andover, in

addition to playing basketball.

Great story about the wonderful diversity of

opportunity at Andover. Few other high schools

present that opportunity for an "unusual" sport,

and Caroline took full advantage of the opportunity.

Also a great story of determination and focus.

Very difficult to maintain high performance level

between two Olympics, yet she did it. And a great

student. I taught an MBA marketing course at

Rider University, and Caroline was in my class.

She was studying at Rider because it was closest

to Princeton, where women's crew was training.

Princeton has no graduate business program. She

was an excellent student, enthusiastic and always

prepared—hard to imagine with her grueling

training schedule.

Again, a great article opportunity. Not aware of

many Andover Olympic Gold Medalists in recent

years, and she's a great story.

—Roderick McNealy '68

Hillsborough, New Jersey

Editor's note: Anticipating Rod'sfine idea, thefall 201 2 issue

ofthe magazine ran a brief story about Caroline on page 7.

A notice ofher address to the PA student body in

November can bepund on page 18 ofthis issue.

7 Macro Mystery

Can you identify the campus

location of the photo below?

If you think you know,

send your answer to:

andovermagazine@andover.edu

For the first time since the

contest began with the spring

2010 issue, there is no winner

ofthe latest contest.

Guesses included Cochran

Chapel, the Flagstaff flagpole,

and Paresky Commons.

Answer:

The eagle carving graces the top of

the double doorway on the left side

ofthe Garver Room in the Oliver

Wendell Holmes Library. Designed

by Charles A. Piatt, the library was

constructed in 1929. The Garver

room was named forJohn Anson

Garver, Class of 1871, a New York

City lawyer and friend ofThomas

Cochran, who funded the

library construction.

ERRATA Fall 2012

In two class notes captions (pages 68 and 123), we misspelled Joe Wennik '52 s name. We deeply regret the error.

In the B.A.S.K. in A.S.K. feature story on page 3 1 . we misidentified chemistry instructor Brian Faulk 00 as an

English instructor. We apologize for the error.

PLEASE SHARE YOUR THOUGHTS WITH US
Andover, the magazine of Phillips Academy welcomes

your comments, suggestions, and involvement.

Letters may be edited for length, grammar, and style.

Please e-mail andovermagazine@andover.edu or call 978-749-4677.



j-Pais firstAndover-ExeterWeekend on the other side

New head of schoolJohn Palfrey (PEA '90), affectionately known to students as J-PaL was All Blue as he

greeted Exeter principal Tom Hassan on the 50-yard line on a bright blue Saturday.^





^ DATELINE AN DOVER

Financial Aid and Faculty Support Chief among Priorities

The Campaign for Andover Tops $320 Million

Phillips Academy has raised $320 million in

support of students, faculty, and campus

facilities, surpassing its goal of $300 million

and marking the largest campaign effort in

school history. The announcement was made

jointly by Oscar Tang '56, chair of The Cam-

paign for Andover, Building on the Surest

Foundation, and Peter Currie '74, president

of the Board of Trustees. The campaign,

which concluded on December 31, 2012, has

been a catalyst for access and opportunity.

"I am incredibly proud of what we have

achieved, and I am deeply grateful to the

thousands of alumni, parents, and friends

who have made this possible," said Tang,

also acknowledging honorary cochairs David

Underwood '54 and Donna Brace Ogilvie '30.

Head of School John Palfrey an-

nounced one of the campaign's

final and most generous commit-

ments during a celebratory dinner

at the Harvard Club in New York

City—a $10 million gift from

Robin and Marshall Cloyd '54 to

benefit the Robert S. Peabody

Museum of Archaeology.

Funding for financial aid exceeded

$92 million, reflecting widespread

commitment to need-blind admission.

Also anchoring the campaign at a total of

$87 million (July 2005-December 2012) is

the Andover Fund, which supports priorities

that span the academic program, facilities,

and technology needs. "The Andover Fund

is a major factor in the Academy's ability to

sustain an exceptional program," said Trustee

Steve Sherrill '71, chair of the Academy

Resources Committee. The ongoing annual

fund includes gifts from $10 to more than

100,000.

Trustee Amy Falls '82 and

Board President Peter Currie '74

Marv Camp Hoch 78 and James Hoch

Trustee Dan Cunningham 67, Charles Hirsehler '72,

md Ruth Streeter

'ete Rabbins '97 and his namesake quartet provided

ntertamment.

Head of School John Palfrey and his wife, Catherine

Carter, with Donna Brace Ogilvic '30

The campaign has made a difference in the

lives and work of students and faculty in

significant ways:

• Andover leads peer schools in faculty

compensation and has continued to

invest in professional development and

global education. Support for teaching

foundations and instructorships has

strengthened Andover's commitment to

academic excellence.

• From Paresky Commons and the Andover

Inn to the Addison Gallery and the

Peabody Museum, the campaign has

played a visible role in the improvement

of a distinctive campus. The new Brown

Boathouse was dedicated in September

2012, and a renovated Bulfinch Hall

reopened in January 2013.

• From language immersion to service

learning in the United States and abroad,

the Academy has long believed that all

students should have the opportunity to

extend their education beyond Andover

Hill. While the economic downturn forced

the Academy to scale back such programs,

the creation of endowed funds has

allowed many to resume.

• A private school seeking to advance the

broader world of secondary education,

Andover supports programs that engage

neighboring towns and reach afar;

Andover Bread Loaf, the Institute for

Recruitment of Teachers, Math and Science

for Minority Students (MS) 2
, the PALS

mentoring program, the Addison Gallery,

and the Peabody Museum all garnered

strong donor support.

Palfrey remarked on the ways in which the

campaign has provided a superb platform for

developing the school's next strategic vision.

"Andover is wonderfully positioned to be a

leader in a new era of education—one that

is mediated by technology and enlivened by

globalization, " he said. "The success of the

campaign and the dedication of our alumni

and parents give us the confidence to pursue

even higher goals."

—Tracy Sweet

Andover Winter 2013



In January, after a $6.25 million renovation

and addition paid for with funds raised by

The Campaign for Andover, Bulfinch Hall

reopened with a restored exterior and a

new, updated, and expanded interior. An

additional $750,000 was raised during the

campaign to create an endowment for the

building's upkeep.

Some preexisting spaces, such as the old

Debate Room, have been transformed into

space for a faculty lounge and a large multi-

media room. Additionally, there are 1,400

square feet of new classroom space, new

conference rooms, a handicapped access

ramp on the exterior, and a new elevator.

The single-level addition off the east side of

the building features a green roof planted

with sedum and a moss garden, and a

granite outdoor classroom has been installed

just down the hill.

John Galanis, PA project manager, reports

that the project—by contractor Consigli

Construction of Boston—came in on

budget and on time. He speaks proudly of a

unique feature of the English department's

"new" home: all its new furniture was

made from trees that had to be removed

from the site. Alumnus Strother Purdy '85,

a writer and English teacher who operates

a woodworking business in Connecticut,

created exquisite pieces from the pin oaks

that stood in the way of the addition.

Department chair Jeff Domina loves the

renovation. "Bulfinch is beautiful and will

serve Andover students well for many years

to come. The English faculty can't wait to

start teaching in there again in January," he

said in December. "We're so grateful to all

those who worked on the project and to the

many generous alumni and other friends who

supported it."

Russell Named New Dean of Studies

Patricia C. "Trish" Russell, instructor in biol-

ogy, physics, and environmental science and

interim cluster dean of West Quad South, has

been named to a six-year term as dean of

studies, succeeding John E. Rogers.

Russell, a member of the PA science faculty

since 1989, has served the Academy in a

wide array of positions. In addition to her

current roles as sustainability coordinator

and JV swim team coach, she has managed

multiple cluster dean and house counselor as-

signments, holds a position on an impressive

range of academic and admission commit-

tees, and is a leader in global science educa-

tion and community service. Russell also has

served as head of the division of sciences and

has played the role of convener of several

Academy-wide initiatives. She has held three

teaching awards: the McKee Teaching Foun-

dation, the Francis C. Robertson Bicentennial

Instructorship, and an

endowed teaching chair.

In a recent statement,

Russell attributed her

interest in the position to

her enthusiasm for taking

on the responsibility for

"keeping the conversation

about the larger vision of

the academic program

moving forward. Given

that so many individuals

and groups across campus

are ably examining the

complex experiences and needs of our

students—preparation, access, technology,

off-campus and community-based learn-

ing—the dean of studies must cultivate and

integrate ideas that emerge and then lead the

translation of that vision into program."

Head of School John

Palfrey, in announcing

Russell's appointment,

also revealed a major

change in the reporting

relationship of the posi-

tion: the dean of studies

now will report directly

to the head, rather than

to the dean of faculty.

Russell assumes her new

position on July 1, 2013.

Palfrey expressed his

appreciation to Rogers,

who is also an instructor in chemistry and

advisor to the head of school for sustainabil-

ity, for his years of service.

Russell holds two degrees from Brown

University—a BA in biomedical engineering

and an MA in biology teaching.

Andover
|
Winter 20 1 3 7



^ DATELI N E AN DOVER

Hoyt Explores Racism Definition

in Journal Article

Associate Dean of Students Carlos Hoyt has waded

into the struggle to define the term "racism" in an

article published in the July 2012 issue of Social Work

magazine. The piece, which is available at the Web

address below, is a scholarly treatise that seeks to

reconcile a variety of different definitions that have

emerged since the term's original common application

in the 1930s to characterize Nazi theories on which

their persecution of the Jewish people was based.

As Hoyt reports, the principal dilemma has evolved

from efforts to add the notion of power to the defini-

tion, as in the construct Racism = Prejudice + Power.

This was the position taken by Martin Luther King Jr.

Day speaker Spike Lee in January 2010, which ignited

a marked controversy on campus that played out in

the pages of the Phillipian.

Hoyt argued then—as he does in his journal piece

—

that this formulation "...is an abandonment of logic

and a tendentious reengineering of a perfectly good

term to isolate white people as evildoers and let

black people off the hook even when they commit

similar offenses." Other members of the faculty at

the time—Stephanie Curci, Chris Jones, David Fox,

and Andrew Housiaux—strongly disagreed. They

sided with the views of Henry Gates, Cornel West,

and many others, including South African martyr

Stephen Biko, who said "one cannot be racist unless

he has the power to subjugate."

In the recent article, Hoyt explores implications of this

confusion of definition in both the classroom and case-

work, and offers a solution that integrates the term

"oppression," as in race-based oppression, and its

systemic version, institutional race-based oppression.

Hoyt, who joined Andover's faculty in 2006, holds

a BA degree from Wesleyan University and an MSW
from Boston University School of Social Work; he is

completing his PhD at Simmons College.

—Sally Holm

l3ead Hoyt's article in Social Work

magazine at www.andover.edu/magazine.

For the Record...

November Trustee Meeting Highlights

Academy Resources

Steve Sherrill 71, chair of the Academy Resources Committee, reported that The

Campaign for Andover stood at $298.8 million, closing in on its $300 million goal and

December 31 deadline. Among the highlights: the campaign had raised more than

$91 million for financial aid. He also reported that Fiscal Year 2012 finished strong for

the Andover Fund ($1 1 .4 million) and represented the best year ever in terms of cash

received ($39.2 million). (See updated campaign coverage, page 6).

In a special announcement during the November 2 trustee dinner, Head of School

John Palfrey announced two gifts totaling $1.5 million for the Peabody Museum

endowment from Marshall Cloyd '58 and Oscar Tang '56.

Sherrill also reported on the revival of the Andover Development Board, an

alumni organization focused on connecting younger alumni with one another and

with the Academy. The group comprises more than 230 members; approximately

50 attended meetings and events on campus the previous weekend. (See related

stories, page 49.)

Budget and Endowment

The board accepted FY12 operating results, which included a surplus of $39,000 and

endowment returns of 0.2 percent. Michael Reist, chief investment officer, noted that

the endowment's FY12 performance compares slightly better than that of other inde-

pendent schools and colleges (approx. -0.7 percent and -0.3 percent, respectively).

Steve Carter, chief operating and financial officer, discussed budget headlines,

including some positive financial gains. Due to better than projected Summer Session

revenue and incremental tuition/fees from additional student enrollments, for

example, the Academy was able to reduce its endowment draw by $923,000.

Josh Steiner '83, chair of the Finance Committee, acknowledged that while over-

enrollment has led to increased revenue, it also has placed considerable strain on the

campus community. He thanked faculty, administrators, staff, and the team in OPP for

accommodating these additional students. Steiner then led a full board discussion of

Andover's budget and endowment trends over the last decade. Themes for this and

future discussions included:

• How best to allocate philanthropy (Andover Fund vs. endowment vs. capital)

• How best to fund facilities renewal and technology needs

• Reducing the draw on endowment

• Taking a closer look at goods and services budgets

• Tuition as it relates to market trends, the Consumer Price Index (CPI),

and the Higher Education Price Index (HEPI)

Facilities

Shelly Guyer '78, chair of the Building Committee, led a discussion on the status of

Isham Health Center and emerging health and wellness facility needs. The board

heard a presentation from Lavallee Brensinger Architects, a local firm with expertise

in education and health service facilities, and began preliminary discussions on how a

new facility might fit into the campus's master planning.

8 Andover
|
Winter 2013



Phillipian Wins National Recognition

The National Scholastic Press Association has presented a

national 2012 Newspaper Pacemaker award for general

excellence to the Phillipian. The venerable student

paper, founded in 1857, was selected in the 9- to

1 6-page broadsheet category and was judged on

the basis of its coverage and content, quality of

writing and in-depth reporting, opinion page

leadership, layout and design, and photog-

raphy and art. Editor in Chief Sam Green '13 4^
leads the independent student-run paper with

his senior staff, including Connie Cheng '13,

executive editor; and managing editors Greg

Cameron '13 and Nicole Ng '13.

Green was pleased with the recognition. "All the

information that we print every week, from a news

article in the inside pages to our weekly Editorial, relies on

a high standard of journalistic ethics. I think quality journalism

flows from that idea. If you adhere to a high ethical standard, good

writing and good reporting will come naturally, because anything less

just isn't good enough," he wrote in an e-mail.

Faculty coadvisors are Nina Scott and Susan Greenberg, both instruc-

tors in English. Just last spring, the Phillipian won the top award for its

online version from the New England Scholastic Press Association.

Phillipian staffers, December 20 1 2. Standing,from left: Sarah (Sohyun) Lee '13, Kristin

Mendez '1
3, Stephen Moreland '1

4, Jing Qu '1
3, Connor Fraser '1 3, Patrick Naughter '13,

Walter Chacon '13, Mata Hirschler '13, Kevin Fung '13, and Pearson Goodman '13. Seated:

Alexi Bell'l 3, Connie Cheng '1
3, Greg Cameron '1

3, Nicole Ng '1
3, and Sam Green '1

3

Charting the Chilean Wild

With support from the team behind the

Patagonia National Park Project, Marty

Schnure '06 and colleague Ross Donihue

departed in December on a 12-week

cartographic expedition in southern

Chile. Their project—funded by a National

Geographic Young Explorers grant and

contributions via Kickstarter—will create an

interactive visual manifestation of the spectacular

650,000-acre "park in progress" and its long-term

conservation mission.

"We want to tell the story of one of the last wild

places on Earth through compelling cartography

combined with rich multimedia visual content and

spoonfuls of educational information," explains Schnure.

"Using the images and information we collect, combined

with open-source data and crowd-sourced content, we
will create a print map and guide to the park as well as an

interactive Web map to educate, inspire, and engage people

worldwide."

I'm excited not only to take my visual storytelling

skills to a new level, but also to do it in a

way that matters for conservation and

education," says Schnure. She and her

colleague hope that their work will help

create a truly sustainable future for a

region threatened by overgrazing, mining

and gas development, and a proposed

hydroelectric project.

A 2010 graduate of Middlebury College,

Schnure has worked as a cartographer at National

Geographic Maps and National Geographic

magazine. In 2012, she and Donihue cofounded

Maps for Good. The company's "place-based

visual storytelling team" produces maps and

visualizations for organizations and individuals

whose work is good for communities and good

for the planet.

Follow Schnure's expedition via her

blog at www.mapsforgood.org.

Andover
|
Winter 2013 9



DATELINE AN DOVER

Honoring Beloved

Alumnus and Leader

Oscar Tang '56

Retired board president Oscar Tang headlined

the November 2 trustee dinner, receiving

multiple standing ovations for his service as a

trustee and partnership with former head of

school Barbara Landis Chase, as well as for

his remarkable philanthropic legacy. Tang's

lifetime support of Andover totals more than

$40 million. (See related story, page 29.)

Current board president Peter Currie 74,

presiding over his first trustee meetings,

observed that Tang's generosity spans

numerous aspects of Academy life—including

the physical campus, the academic program,

and youth from every quarter. "Anybody who
has been a Tang Scholar, any faculty member

who has gone on sponsored trips, anyone

who has sat in Tang Theatre, anyone who
has been to the Abbot Campus..." has been

touched by Tang's support for the school,

said Currie.

Tang shared the spotlight with five senior fac-

ulty members, each named the recipient of a

teaching foundation to recognize exceptional

work in the classroom, service to Phillips

Academy, and achievement in their discipline:

• Peter Drench, history and social science:

Elizabeth Milbank Anderson Teaching

Foundation

• Therese Zemlin, art: Independence

Teaching Foundation #1

• Mary Mulligan, history and social science:

Margaret Capen Hearsey Teaching

Foundation

• Kevin Heelan, theatre and dance: Abbot

Academy Teaching Foundation #2

• Peter Cirelli, music: Frederick W. Beinecke

Teaching Foundation

Known for his kind heart, competitive spirit,

and vision of a Phillips Academy that shares

its "intellectual capital" with the wider world

of secondary education, Tang said that the

characteristics of these honored teachers

reminded him of his early days at PA. He en-

tered as a lower, a 15-year-old Chinese im-

migrant, struggling with his English language

skills, bouts of loneliness, and newfound

independence at a boarding school.

"What [Andover teachers] expect; what they

demand... They push you beyond what you

think you are capable of and will accept no

less," he said. "Once I began to meet the

standard here, it not only built my confi-

dence, but also taught me that I should ex-

pect no less than what I am truly capable of."

10 Andover
|
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Maqubelas Head for Groton in July Looking for Stories "Out of the Blue'

Temba Maqubela, Phillips Academy assistant

head for academics, dean of faculty, and

instructor in chemistry, has been named the

eighth headmaster of Groton School. His

appointment begins July 1 , 2013.

Head of School John Palfrey shared the news

with the Andover campus community in late

October, congratulating Maqubela on the

"extraordinary opportunity." He also thanked

Temba and his wife, Vuyelwa, for their

immeasurable contributions to Academy life

and learning. Temba and "Vuvu" have been

devoted members of the Andover community

for 25 years, serving in classrooms, in dorms,

and on the athletic fields. They also have

been ambassadors for Andover on the road,

reaching out to alumni and parents, hosting

events, and advocating for students and

programs that advance the Academy's highest

priorities. They are the proud parents of sons

Kanyi '03, Pumi '06, and Tebs '11.

A beloved house counselor and track coach, Vuvu joined the English

faculty in 2008. She also has taught in the (MS)2 outreach program and

codirected Andover Bread Loaf with colleague Lou Bernieri.

Temba has been a member of the chemistry faculty since 1 987 and

served as chair from 1 994 to 1 999. In addition to balancing duties as a

teacher, coach, and house counselor, he was director of (MS)2 from 2001

to 2004. He was named dean of faculty in 2004 and took on additional

responsibilities as assistant head for academics beginning in 2006.

His passion for educational access and a personal calling to address the

"preparation gap" is evidenced in a number of initiatives, including the

ACE (Accelerate, Challenge, Enrich) Scholars Program, which—along with

physics instructor Peter Watt—he conceived and launched in 2007.

Temba also spearheaded the Global Perspectives Group (GPG), which

seeks to educate faculty with a worldwide lens on contemporary issues

and instill global citizenship among students. Embracing Andover's role as

a private school with a public purpose, he also has been a consultant to

outreach programs and schools around the country and abroad. In 201 1

,

he teamed with German and Russian instructor and GPG coordinator

Peter Merrill to host "Sharing Best Classroom Practices: Context for

Change." The conference drew educators from as far away as China and

South Africa.

With these and other education innovations, the Maqubelas will leave

an indelible mark at Phillips Academy, noted Palfrey. "I will miss them

both, not only for their contributions to PA's programs and unwavering

commitment to students, but for their shared enthusiasm, kindness, and

generous spirit," he said. "I know I am not alone in saying that we wish

them every success in this next stage of their extraordinary journey."

Some are hopeful, some bring tears, there is some anger. Others

reflect wisdom beyond their authors' years. They are the stories,

poems, and essays born of pain, feelings of difference, and identity

issues. But they share something very tangible. All are stories "out

of the blue" of Andover.

In a student-run project first conceived by international student

coordinator Susanne Torabi and taken on by the Office of

Community and Multicultural Development (CAMD), students

and faculty have been asked to write stories of their identity

—

whether racial, religious, gender or sexual, physical, cultural, or

socioeconomic. These heartfelt stories are the nascent pieces of

a book to be published before next fall. Its title is Out of the Blue

(OOTB), and it will help answer the provocative questions: Who are

we? and Does Andover make everyone feel at home?

On the last day of school in December most students had departed

for the holiday break. But the CAMD office was humming with

a dozen student 00773 leaders, meeting for a four-hour retreat

to work on their project. Devontae Freeland '15 is huddled with

content team partner Malina Simard-Halm '14, reading the latest

submissions and discussing the overall diversity balance achieved

so far. Jordan Boudreau '14 and Ian Song '13 are trying out a new

Bamboo tablet technology to help them with design. The editing

team is holed up in the corner with plenty to accomplish in the next

few hours. The publicity team's work will come later.

Eagerly participating are the three adults

in the room—Torabi; Linda Griffith, dean

of CAMD and an early enthusiast; and

facilitator Chris Messinger. Messinger,

director of Boston Mobilization, stands at

the origins of the idea. At the

2010 AISNE (Association of

Independent Schools of New

England) Diversity Conference

that Torabi attended in Bos-

ton, he described a student-

driven summer project called

"Speak UP." Seeing potential

in the idea, Torabi wrote and

won an Abbot Academy Asso-

ciation grant to launch OOTB.

Two years later, they nearly have reached their goal of 50 stories and

poems from students, a few faculty, and several alumni. They are

hoping for more, and are getting close to having what they need to

begin putting the book together.

Griffith and Torabi have plans for OOTB: they want to use it as a

campus-wide learning tool starting with the workshops on Martin

Luther King Jr. Day in January 2014. Torabi says, "We hope it will

help increase sensitivity among students and create comfort zones

where differences can be expressed."

Down the road, OOTB leaders hope to include alumni stories in

either an expanded version, or perhaps a second volume.

-Sally Holm

Andover
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Waking the People Up

Inspired by her Abbot Academy photography instructor, Wendy Ewald '69

spent the summer following graduation in Sheshatshiu, Labrador—

a

village to which hundreds of Innus had been forcibly resettled several

years earlier. She gave the children cameras and worked with them to

document their community's adaptation to life on the reserve.

In 2007, Ewald, by then a renowned photographer and educator, re-

turned to Sheshatshiu with fellow photographer Eric Gottesman '94.

They reconnected with the children—now adults—and embarked on a

new project with three Innu high school students to create an updated

portrait of the community. The collaborative result was a series of large-

scale banners based on the 1969 and 2007 photographs, which were

installed throughout the Innu community.

Having met Dakotah and Zak from the Innu community,

I can't help but think of all the cultural changes their tribe is

enduring," says Ali Belinkie ' 1 3. "This photograph [on Abbot

Hall] is unique because the main girl is in traditional garb and

the expressions are candid; their feelings about those changes

are clearly portrayed by their faces. In the drawing, the girl's

frown is more evident, and the contrast between her clothing

and the young boy's is made more noticeable."

Last spring, 10 of those banners were chosen by the photographers and

members of the Innu and Andover communities to be hung in specified

campus locations in conjunction with Pekupatikut Innuat Akunikana/

Pictures Woke the People Up: An Innu Project with Wendy Ewald and Eric

Gottesman, a fall exhibition at the Addison Gallery. In October, five mem-

bers of the Innu community visited campus with Ewald and Gottesman to

interact with students; Innus Zak Hajjaoui and Dakotah Free Snow—along

with Ali Belinkie '13, Kevin Newhall '13, and Jess Gammon '14—led a

tour of the banners. The goal of the installation, says Ewald, was to pro-

voke conversation here about how communities respond to change and

challenges, and how they define their identities both internally and to the

world at large Clearly they have had the desired effect. Addison Educa-

tion Curator Rebecca Hayes says, "Many PA students have remarked that

seeing the banners every day shakes them out of their thoughts and rou-

tines and makes them think more broadly about the world around them."

"I especially love the man's pensive expression," saysJess

Gammon '

1 4 ofthe banner hanging on the front of the Ad-

dison Gallery. "It seems he's thinking about what the future will

bring for the child he's holding as well as tor even more distant

generations. This banner is perhaps the easiest for everyone to

relate to because everyone has a past that is important to them."

&ee all 10 banners and learn more about the

exhibition at www.andover.edu/magazine.

"The Innu who wrote the text for this banner [near

the Gelb Science Center] told me that the trail is an old elk

path," explains Kevin Newhall ' 1 3. "The banner comments on

how the Native People's natural resources are being destroyed,

how the wildlife is no longer flourishing. Ifyou catch it at the

right angle, it seems to blend right in with the trees behind it."

12 Andover \
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thomas chapin
quartets '95 & '96

Jazz sax player Tom Chapin '71 died way too soon. His life and very promising career were cut

short by leukemia at the age of 41 . Chapin already had played with the greats—he was lead

saxophonist and musical director of Lionel Hampton's orchestra for six years. He had his own

trio as well, where he made his real mark.

Now his widow, Terri Castillo-Chapin, his brother Ted Chapin 71, and guitarist Michael

Musillami have released a three-CD set of Tom's recordings. Never Let Me Go captures his

talents in full bloom and includes many cuts from some of his final concerts.

"Thomas's legacy is a perfect example for our music students to emulate," says music chair

Peter Cirelli. "His comprehensive studies of both jazz and numerous world music traditions

were seamlessly synthesized in his playing and then presented through his unique, incredibly

expressive voice. His music appeals to the most informed jazz musician and to the novice

listener alike due to its balance between rich content and the tremendous feeling that he

infused into every note. Andover is fortunate that his legacy continues for our students

through the Thomas C. Chapin Guest Artist program."

In a Wall Street Journal review in mid-December, Never Let Me Go is praised for giving the

world a poignant remembrance of Chapin and his rich, dynamic jazz.

lUead more at www.andover.edu/magazine.

Geek Day 2012

Crafted from the finest aluminum foil,

cardboard, and duct tape Staples had to

offer, this "Geek Day" view of an Exeter

student was created by JD Schink '13.

Through snow, wind, and a nonfunctional

jetpack that day, JD persevered.

Pentatonix Coming
to PA on April 6

Aya Murata, Pine Knoll cluster dean and

advisor to Asian and Asian American

students, and her 1
1 -year-old son Aki

enjoyed some hang-out time at Berklee's

Performance Center with Pentatonix, the

stunning a cappella group that includes Kevin

(K.O.) Olusola '06. Pentatonix has been riding

a wave of popularity since winning NBC's

The Sing O/f in November 201 1 . Murata

applied for and won an Abbot Academy

Association grant to bring the group

to campus on April 6 for a concert and

workshops with classes and student

groups. From left are Avi Kaplan, Murata,

Olusola, Mitch Grassi, Aki Charland, Kirstie

Maldonado, and Scott Hoying.
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Serving Up Squash to

Lawrence Middle-

Schoolers

Just after school on Mondays and

Wednesdays, 18 eager 6th- and

7th-graders from the Wetherbee

School in South Lawrence spill

out of a van and into the squash

courts of Borden Gym. Amid

shy grins, bursts of laughter, and

dangling shoelaces, order is achieved

and warm-ups begin. By 4:30 p.m.,

the boys and girls have packed up for 90

minutes of academic support in Morse Ha

On Saturdays they are joined by teammates from a north

Lawrence middle school for two more hours of play.

The new "SquashBusters" after-school program in Lawrence—an

offshoot of SquashBusters Boston—is not just about broadening

access to squash, a life sport typically associated with privilege. The

multifaceted program, which originated in Boston in 1996, seeks to

improve the lives of urban youth by combining the discipline and fun

of squash with academic enrichment. To enable SquashBusters locally,

Phillips Academy and nearby Brooks School are sharing their courts

and involving their own students as partners to work on the courts and

in the classroom with dozens of children from Lawrence.

A chance encounter in 2009 between PA philosophy and religious

studies instructor and squash program director Tom Hodgson and

SquashBusters founder Greg Zaff has evolved into a broad coalition of

local, regional, and national supporters—a list that includes members

of the Andover Racquet Club, local nonprofit organizations like the

Rogers Foundation, and the New Balance factory in Lawrence, as well

as PA alums and parents.

"That I have had a part in developing such a wonderful

partnership with great people in squash, in Lawrence, and at PA

and Brooks is tremendously uplifting," says Hodgson (pictured).

SquashBusters' goal is to provide the

necessary structure and support to

ensure that its participants graduate

from high school and, ultimately,

from college. Some 130 students

from Lawrence's Wetherbee and

Arlington middle schools signed

up for tryouts in September.

"Athletic promise helps," says

Dora Lubin, SquashBusters

program director and coach,

"but commitment, attitude, and

focus are key." Because the interest

level was so high, 36 students

—

instead of the planned 28—were

selected in early November to continue the

annual 30-week program all the way through high school.

"These kids are very motivated, and it's great to see that squash, a

game I love, will be able to help them in a dramatic way," says Alex

Demeulenaere '13, boys' squash captain and program volunteer.

"Working with SquashBusters has been an absolute pleasure and

privilege." Hodgson adds: "There is every reason to believe that

SquashBusters will be transformative for all concerned."

—Jill Clerkin

mnce midUschoolcrs prepare for their triweekly squash instruction front (standing, from left)

ott RedpiBind Adele Bernharll '14; (kneeling,front left) Alex Demeulenaeie 1 1; (standing,

sters piogiK director and eoaeh Dora Lubin and lake Rauh 14. and (kneeling,front right)

. PA studi^moach-vohinteers not pictured: Sam Landa\' 1 4 and Misha Hooda 1 4.



Making Holiday Magic for the Little Ones

Alternating among voices of scary goblins, Grinches, and innocent

Whos, Catherine Carter made holiday magic in the library's Freeman

Room on the last day of winter term. The wife of Head of School

John Palfrey read Hershel and the Hannukkah Goblins and

How the Grinch Stole Christmas to more

than 30 faculty and staff youngsters

clustered eagerly around her.

Continuing a tradition initiated

by retired head Barbara Landis

Chase, Carter hosted the annual

holiday reading and cookie

feast with her husband smiling

quietly by her side.
*rf

Far left: Charlie with his mom,faculty

member Tracy Ainsworth

Above: From left, Kaya, daughter of

faculty member Li Cai-Hurteau, and

Katie andAbby, daughters offaculty

members Chris and Caroline Odden

Left: Finnegan with his mom, OAR
team member Kim Gerighty

Mike Ebner '70 Becomes Chief Advancement Officer at St. John's

Michael J. Ebner, known as Rev. Eb to legions of Andover students,

left the Academy in late September to take over both fundraising and

alumni relations efforts at St. John's Prep, a private all-male day school

in Danvers, Mass. Ebner came to Andover in 1995 as Protestant chap-

lain, then served as director of Alumni Affairs, and most recently as a

principal gift officer in the recently concluded Campaign for Andover.

He also founded and enthusiastically led the Alternative Spring Break

community service program to Johns Island in South Carolina to build

and renovate homes of people in need. "That's something I will

remember forever and greatly miss," Ebner said recently.

St. John's, with a current enrollment similar to Andover's, is embarking

on a significant expansion program, with plans on the table to open

an all-female high school and a middle school. Ebner will be intimately

involved in both projects. He believes St. John's shares much of An-

dover's vision of seeking to educate young people for innovation in a

global society.

Ebner, the stockbroker turned minister who came "home" to his alma

mater 17 years ago, will be remembered for his dynamic, straightfor-

ward manner, and his creative programming. In addition to the Alter-

native Spring Break program, he has led dozens of service-learning

trips to international destinations. He was an instigator of Non Sibi

Day, revolutionized All-School Meetings,

and increased the participation of alumni

speakers. As a principal gift officer he

worked to match donors with needs of

the Academy.

He said leaving Andover was difficult. "I

have always appreciated the innovative f
and caring faculty at Andover. Andover

has its own brand of entrepreneurs who xS/M Mr Ml
tackle social issues like the achievement

gap and inequality in education with programs like (MS) 2
, ACE Schol-

ars, and IRT. But when I was a house counselor it also was obvious

what passion they had as they struggled to help students succeed

beyond their perceptions of themselves as learners." Reflecting on

the recent successful completion of Andover's long capital campaign,

Ebner said he believed that, "When all was said and done, alumni felt

that making the place affordable to anyone qualified to be there out-

weighed all the question marks."

Ebner's loyalties clearly are intact. "There's one more exciting thing

about SJP," he added. "The colors are blue and white. I would have

turned down any red schools!

"
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"A Night at the Circus" was the theme for Grasshopper Night, the

annual Parents' Weekend showcase of student creativity and talent.

Four packed performances were emceed by "ringleaders" Sims

Han '12 and Lydia Kaprelian '12, as well as by the four "clowns"

pictured. Along with a variety of dance, comedy, and musical acts,

this year's show included a stilt walker, a unicyclist, and spoken-word

poetry. The cast of more than 100 students was one of the largest

ever. A special shout-out goes to student directors Ananna Chang '13,

Graham Johns '14, and Anna Stacy '13; stage manager Susannah

Hyde '13; and technical director Julius Ross '13. "Those five students,"

says Theatre and Dance Department Chair Erin Strong, "are the ones

who really made Grasshopper a success."

Above, Grasshopper Night's diverse and talented cast—including, from

left, clowns Stephen Moreland '14, Jake Marrus '14, Scott Diekema '14,

and Remington Remmel '14—gathers on stage to take a final bow.

Connected

Learning in

Real Time

A sea of laptops and

deadline writers, bold

opinions, and takeout food

gave Kemper Auditorium

the buzz of a newsroom

on election night 2012.

For Gabriele Fisher '13 of

NYC and other students

from Nina Scott's and

Susan Greenberg's

journalism classes, it was

a real-time experience in

covering swing states and

critiquing mainstream and

social media—all while

tweeting and blogging their

impressions.

16



Kemper Reunion

Kemper Scholars held a reunion in August

in Gottingen, Germany, under the leadership

of the Academy's new German Kemper

contact, Antje Lewien '02. She succeeded

Otto Vehrenkamp last year. The group passed

along best wishes to new head of school

John Palfrey. In the back row, from left, are

Carl Koeckert '09, Svenja Vehrenkamp '09,

Vehrenkamp, Lewien, Philipp Giro '12, and

Linda Blanken "11. In front are Goodwin

Gibbins '1 1 (who is not a Kemper student

but is spending time in Gottingen during

an internship at the university's Institute of

Physics) and Antonia Schwiedernoch '13.

TED Gives Birth at Andover

I have always been a lover of ideas. Since I was 8, I have carried a yellow spiral

notebook with me where I record observations and ruminations. As the years

have gone on, I have used this notebook to build my view of the world, idea jpK[K)X pMHipsAcademy
by intriguing idea.

j
C--V^y

^independently organized TED eventOne day during brunch, my friends were discussing a fascinating talk by

Chimamanda Adichie, called "The danger of a single story." I asked them

where they had found the video of this talk, and my friends said, "TED Duh."

I quickly opened up my laptop and searched for TED. With a click of the mouse, I entered a treasure trove of ideas. Right away

a splay of talks faced me with titles such as "The future of lying," "Questions no one knows the answers to," and "The

psychology of evil." Venturing deeper into the site, I realized that I had finally found my virtual home in cyberspace.

Since that fateful click, TED has been where I go for procrastination and relaxation. One day, I stumbled upon their "TEDx"

program—independently organized TED events. These events are created in the spirit of TED's mission, "ideas worth

spreading," and are designed to give communities, organizations, and individuals the opportunity to stimulate dialogue

through TED-like experiences at the local level.

As someone who often has felt suffocated by the "Andover Bubble," I knew that a TEDx event at Andover not only would spark

dialogue across campus, but also help students step outside that bubble for however short a time. I e-mailed Carlos Hoyt, associ-

ate dean of students, right away asking for his help. Thankfully he agreed to support me on this venture and TEDxPA was born.

TEDxPA took exactly 10 months and 17 days to plan and lasted about three hours spread across three different days, consisting

of talks ranging from the future of technology in health care to walking the Camino de Santiago. Watching my germ of an idea

start out as bullet points and to-do lists in my notebook and grow into three hour-long sessions with five truly inspiring and

fascinating speakers was beyond satisfying— it was magical.

—MJEngel '13



THE WORLD COMES TO ANDOVER

Kaleidoscope Breaks Down Presidential Election

This year's Kaleidoscope speakers were political analyst and commentator Dee Dee Myers, who i

Chapel on September 27, and education reformer and former Florida governorJeb Bush 7 1, who I

podium the following week on October 3.

Students, faculty, and alumni expressed enormous appreciation for the opportunity to hear diverg

on Election 20 1 2. From within their basic Democrat-versus-Republican positions, Myers and Bush

provided multiple perspectives (female and male, appointed spokesperson and elected politician)

making for a rich and dynamic event. Bush also reflected on his time here as a student.

"What I loved most was how genuine and open both Myers and Bush were," says MJ
Engel ' 1 3. "They listened carefully to students' questions and responded in a thorough

and meaningful manner." Each speaker joined students and faculty for lunch and an

informal Q&A following their presentations.

Made possible by the Hosch Fund and initiated in 20 1 1 , the Kaleidoscope

Speakers Program hosts speakers with differing viewpoints at consecutive

All-School Meetings.

— Carlos Hoyt, associate dean ofstudentsfor personal and community education

i Cochran

Avi Melamed
Middle East Strategic Intelligence Analyst

"Winds of Change—The Arab Awakening,

Israel, and the Region," an early October

presentation by Avi Melamed, former Israeli

counterterrorism intelligence official and

senior advisor on Arab affairs for the city of

Jerusalem, drew a large turnout.

'Along with placing the Israeli-Palestinian

conflict in the context ofthe greater

Middle East, Mr. Melamed emphasized the

importance of distinguishing news source

biases," says Zoe Chazen '14, copresident of

the Jewish Student Union. "He conveyed the

humanity ofthe issue, how both sides possess

the natural, human urge to feel safe and to

find peace."

—Rabbi Michael Swarttz

Jaime Grant
Human Rights Activist

As part ofGSA (Gender and Sexuality

Alliance) Weekend, Dr.Jaime Grant presented

"Gender, Sexuality and Human Rights: An

Activist's Perspective" on October 1 2 in

Kemper Auditorium. Students were eager to

hear about Grant's experiences as an activist,

and many were particularly inspired by her

personal and professional commitment to

LGBT issues.

Grant has worked for more than 20 years

with a variety ofnational and international

organizations focused on social justice and

human rights for women, youth, and the

LGBT community, as well as survivors of

sexual and domestic assault, and people living

with mental illness.

—Frank Tipton, advisorjor LGBT Issues

Craig Kielburger
Founder of Free The Children

An international charity and educational

partner, Free The Children—founded by

Craig Kielburger when he was only 1
2

—

empowers youth to become active local and

global citizens.

"The response to his disturbing, inspiring, and

extremely passionate speech was phenomenal,"

says Christian Zhang ' 1 2, who worked hard to

bring Kielburger to campus as PA's Non Sibi

Day Speaker on October 1 0. "The students

crowded the podium after his speech and

filled the Mural Room in Paresky to meet

him at lunch." The two first met in China

several years ago and have worked together

in Africa. Kielburger s visit was funded by the

Hosch Fund.

— Carlos Hoyt, associate dean ofstudents

jor personal and community education

RAUMexpanded
Cross-Cultural Improvisatory Music

PA music instructor/percussionist Bertram

Lehmann joined forces with German pianist

Wolfgang Torkler for their first duo project,

RAUMexpanded. Also featured was multi-

instrumentalist Mehmet Sanlikol from Turkey.

"They brought so many exotic and beautiful

instruments ... the sound was a novelty," said

Charles Stacy ' 1 6. Included in the October

1 2 performance were a fantastically varied

array ofpercussion from all parts ofthe globe;

a minimalistic, melodious piano part; and an

assortment ofauthentic Turkish instruments

(oud, saz, ney, and duduk) likely never before

heard in Cochran Chapel. The whole concert

was quietly meditative and played with the

utmost delicacy and precision.

— Chris Walter, director ofperformance

Caroline Lind '02

Two-Time Olympic Gold Medalist

Caroline Lind, winner ofan Olympic gold

medal in crew (women's eight) in Beijing

in 2008 and in London in 20 1 2, was the

Academy's Finis Origine Pendet speaker on

November 7. Basketball and Softball had been

her passion, she told her Cochran Chapel

audience, until, as a new lower, she tried

rowing. She emphasized the importance

ofgrit, determination, and teamwork while

describing her unforgettable Olympic races.

The girls' rowing team especially enjoyed

spending time with Lind at dinner. "Caroline

is clearly blessed with tremendous natural

ability," said girls' crew coach Sallie Batchelor

'99, "but her work ethic and determined spirit

are even more impressive."

—Debby Murphy '86, director ofalumni affairs

Willie Perdomo
Spoken Word Poet

The author of Where a Nickel Costs a Dime and

Smoking Lovely, Willie Perdomo performed

in Kemper Auditorium on October 5. His

poetry also has been published in numerous

periodicals, including the New York Times

Magazine. "Seeing and hearing Willie

Perdomo bring to life the poems we'd

been studying was incredible," says Zach

Merchant '13. "I thought I had a good grasp

of their meaning, but now I think about his

poetry in a totally different way."

I especially enjoyed how he incorporates

different beats and rhythms and Spanish into

his poetry," adds Caroline Gutierrez ' 1 3. Partial

funding for Perdomo's visit was provided by

the Hosch Fund.

— Carmen Munoz-Fernandez,

instructor in Spanish
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AUNT HATTIE:

by David Chase

1 ike Andover, Abbot Academy nurtured writers

in every genre—journalists, poets, novelists,

historians, essayists, writers of children's

literature. Among present-day Abbot authors we count the

anthropologist Elizabeth Marshall Thomas '49, art theorist

Lucy Lippard '54, children's book author-illustrator Eileen

Christelow '61, and the essayist, novelist, and poet Julia

Alvarez, a member ofthe Abbot Academy Class of 1967.

Harriette Newell Woods Baker, Abbot Class of 1833, was

one of the earliest authors to graduate from the Academy.

Born and raised in Andover, she was the daughter of

Leonard and Abby Woods. Reverend Woods was the first

professor engaged by the Andover Theological Seminary.

The Woods home is today Pease House, the faculty

residence and dormitory just south ofPhelps House on

Main Street. Here Harriette began her career at age 10 with

a story submitted to Youth's Companion. "After a good deal

ofheart beating, I enclosed my story to Deacon Nathaniel

Willis with a note authorizing him to print it .... I had not

really imagined he would wish to use it ... . But when the

stagecoach brought a package to my father, and he passed

to me a heavy letter addressed with my name, containing a

silver dollar, my surprise and delight were beyond words."

Harriette was very much an exemplar ofher time, place,

and family. In 1835, at 20, she married Abijah Richardson

Baker, 10 years her senior, an Andover Theological

Seminary student under her father who taught part-time

at Phillips Academy. In 1838, Abijah Baker was called to

serve the first of a succession of Congregational parishes

in Massachusetts. A dutiful minister s wife, Harriette aided

Reverend Baker's parishioners while raising six sons.

Five lived to adulthood; four became ministers, the fifth

a Harvard Medical School professor. All

the while, Harriette continued her literary

career, which both advanced the moral

teachings ofher church and helped pay

the bills. She is said to have published

more than 200 books, most in the form

of sets ofmoralizing tales designed for

young readers, many issued anonymously

or under pen names. As "Mrs. Madeline

Leslie," Harriette produced many six-

volume sets of storybooks, among

them Robin Redbreast, Minnie & Her

Pets, Georgey's Menagerie, and Mrs. Leslies'

Bible Pearls. As "Aunt Hattie," Harriette

wrote Happy Home Stories and Aunt Hattie's

Library-—both in pairs of six-volume sets,

one for girls, one for boys. Individual titles

for boys included Diligent Dick, Little Fritz,

and Bertie and his Sisters.

At least one of Harriette's "Mrs. Madeline

Leslie" books was a best seller, Tim, the

Scissors-Grinder: Or, Loving Christ and

Serving Him, published in 1861. An
estimated half-million copies were issued.

It recounts the uplifting story of a boy who

supports his destitute family, turns the

other cheek, comes to the aide ofwidows,

and returns a gold coin to its rightful

owner. In tone and style such books seem

impossibly outdated, yet they reflect the

core values ofthe Abbot and Andover of

their time, and of today.
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TBI @ PR:
A Comprehensive

byAmy Patel, MD
Medical Director

Winter 2i

NewApproach to Brain Injury

Falling off a bike and hitting your head

on the ground, participating in a foot-

% ball game without noticeable injury,

head butting another soccer player—which

one is more likely to cause a concussion

versus a traumatic brain injury? The truth is

that any ofthose activities may cause a con-

cussion, and that a concussion is a traumatic

brain injury (TBI). TBIs occur when the brain is injured either by a

direct blow to the head or by a hit to the body that causes the head to

be forcefully jarred. The result is a complex neurometabolic response

within the brain.

Contrary to what many people think, TBIs often do not involve a loss

ofconsciousness. Resulting symptoms can range in intensity, and the

force of the injury does not necessarily correlate with the severity or

duration ofthe TBI. Symptoms may include fatigue, headache, mood

changes, dizziness or feeling dazed, and memory impairment. And the

diagnosis is easily confounded by the concomitant stress and sleep de-

privation often seen within the adolescent population.

The CDC estimates that approximately 1.7 million TBIs occur

annually, with the highest numbers reported in very young children

(ages 0-4 years), older adults (65 years and older), and older adoles-

cents (15-19 years). Approximately six percent ofPhillips Academy's

students sustain concussions each year, half of which occur during

interscholastic athletic games and practices. The other half occur

during daily activities common to adolescence, such as bike riding

or playing with friends. Our statistics mirror the national average re-

garding recovery—approximately two-thirds will resolve within two

weeks, and almost all will recover within one month.

The TBI Working Group, an offspring of PA's Community

Health Team, has been developing an interdisciplinary TBI man-

agement protocol to ensure appropriate evidence-based treatment.

The group consists of the medical director, athletics director, coor-

dinator of student disability resources, registrar/associate dean of

studies, and director of psychological services—encompassing all

facets ofconcussion management.

Increasingly, Academy administrators and clinicians are recognizing

the need tor prompt TBI diagnosis and appropriate management. The

most important treatment? Brain rest. The first 24-48 hours are cru-

cial. Victims must unplug from all sources of brain activity— reading,

texting, browsing the Internet, and watching TV as well as any kind of

physical, emotional, or mental exertion. At PA, students remain in Ish-

5 am Health Center, closely monitored by the medical team during the

i first 24-48 hours, both to watch for any signs of a more severe head



injury and to ensure compliance with the prescribed rest. Isham notifies the student s campus

support team as soon as possible after diagnosis, advising a gradual return to academics.

The TBI Working Group has developed a more systematic and phased approach to this return

to classwork, guided by the student's symptoms. Pat Davison, coordinator of student disabil-

ity resources, assists the student in negotiating the most reasonable approach, especially when

the student continues to be symptomatic beyond a week or two. Davison notes that "involving

classroom teachers helps . . . [to] devise a plan for completing all essential missing assignments

by term's end. Occasionally this may include a course reduction or some medical incompletes.

In rare instances, a student with a protracted recovery will need to leave school to convalesce."

Once a student is symptom-free and has resumed full academic responsibilities, he/

she will take the ImPACT (Immediate Post-Concussion Assessment and Cognitive Testing)

assessment, a widely used 20-minute neurocognitive test that aids in return-to-play deci-

sions. On arrival at Andover, all new students must take a baseline test; after a TBI, those test

results play an important role, along with clinical judgment from a trained health professional,

in guiding decisions about a return to athletics.

PA athletic trainers use a five-step return-to-play protocol that follows expert recommenda-

tions, including a gradual increase in controlled athletic play and monitoring by trainers look-

ing lor any symptoms that maybe TBI-related. Students must be symptom-free throughout all

stages ofthe protocol before resuming athletics.

Mike Kuta, director of athletics, insists on timely and appropriate concussion management.

"We place the highest priority on creating a safe environment for our athletes. Injury preven-

tion is multifaceted: physical training (neck strength), protective equipment, and monitoring

the number of contacts per practice and the number of officials assigned to referee games to

enforce checking, blocking, and tackling rules are all by design. It is a collective effort to reduce

TBI and injuries in general."

Kuta was integral in bringing national concussion expert Dr. Gerard Gioia to an

Andover faculty meeting last fall to discuss TBI management. Gioia, a neuropsychologist at

Children's National Medical Center, brought a graphic video ofa concussion that showed the

brain jarring -within the skull and why this results in a TBI. He praised the faculty on the inter-

disciplinary approach being developed for TBI management and referenced scientific literature

that the TBI Working Group has integrated into Academy protocol.

As we track concussion statistics at Isham, we are finding that students with concomitant

stress or comorbid depression/anxiety often take longer to recover. This is not particular-

ly surprising given the overlap of symptoms between TBIs and somatic manifestations of

stress, anxiety, and depression. The Academic Skills Center staff, Graham House counselors,

and the student's support team also are getting involved earlier in the process, before the

student falls too far behind.

One ofthe challenges ofconcussion management: it is a silent medical condition.A blood test

or a simple imaging study will not help track the course ofrecovery. This is why an interdisci-

plinary approach is so important. The good news is that the Andover community is working

well together to reduce the incidence ofTBI and to diagnose and manage TBIs appropriately

to minimize the impact on our students' short- and long-term health and well-being. With the

appropriate care, most concussions do resolve quickly.

Achieved: A perfect 15-0 season by

Girls' Varsity Volleyball, coached by
Clyfe Beckwith

Garnered: All-New England honors, by Ian

Whitall '14, Kevin Fung '13, and Ethan

Mcintosh '15, in the 2012 NEPSTA
Division 1 Cross Country Championship

Selected: Soccer standouts Jack

McGeachie '13 and Jack Katkavich '13,

for the NEPSSA Senior All-Star Game

Voted: Team captain/left back/offensive

lineman Jack Ward ' 13, to the All-New

England Class A Defensive Football Team;

wide receiver/cornerback/kick returner

Lawrence Kemp '13, to the All-New

England Class A Offensive Football Team

Earned: Fourth place in The Head Of The
Charles-ahead of 24 other crews in the

parent/child double event—by Cooper
Hurley ' 14 and father Dale Hurley, PA
math instructor, house counselor, and coach

Won: Last summer's Ladies' Challenge

Plate at the Henley Regatta, by Parker

Washburn '09

Field Hockey Alumnae Named: Brown goalie

Shannon McSweeney ' 10, to the Second

Team All-Ivy (leads the nation in saves/

game with 10.9/contest); Middlebury

sophomore Katie Riley ' 10, to the

NESCAC All-Conference First Team;

Salisbury University sophomore Summer
Washburn '10, to the All-CAC (Capital

Athletic Conference) Second Team

Clinched: First place in the 2012 NEPSTA
Division 1 Cross Country Championship,

by Anoush Shehadeh '15, with a time of

17:17 (a 5:46 pace)-26 seconds ahead

of the next finisher. During the season,

Shehadeh broke PA's 11 -year-old course

record as well as NMH and PEA course

records.

Anoush

Shehadeh '15
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Post-Colonial India:

Midnight's Children and India

in the 20th-2ist Century

by Sally Holm

Stephanie Curci is waxing

enthusiastic about her English S40

students' grasp of Salman Rushdie's

seminal, complex, and chaotic novel

Midnight's Children. All seniors,

they represent by birth or descent

far corners of our world—China,

Kazakhstan, Japan, the United States,

Taiwan, and India—and come at

Rushdie's tale of India in all its post-

colonial morass from many disparate

perspectives.

"The first-generation kids in the

class—from India but also from other

places—think about these issues a lot,

or are starting to. It's good for them

to see a model that's a sort of cultural

vacuum cleaner, taking it all in,

instead ofhaving to choose sides

—

one is either Dominican or American,

not both, for instance. One ofmy
kids is partially interested in the class

because his ancestors were on the

other side of the 1857 rebellion

—

they were the Brits in the Siege of

Lucknow. So there is something for

everyone," she explains.

Inspired by a trip to Mumbai with the

PA summer service-learning program

Niswarth two years ago, she is thrilled

to have the opportunity to teach this

text, this class. The kids, she adds,

"are phenomenal, super impressive."

(Curci is no stranger to enthusiasm.)

Rushdie's 1981 novel—the one that

put him on the literary map and won

many awards, including the Booker

Prize—is a rich and troubling feast of

magical realism set in the turbulent

birth and unfolding life of India

since independence. The author's

background—he is Muslim, grew

up in India, moved to Pakistan, has

an elite English education, writes in

English—lends an authentic tangle

ofperspective and identity to the

narrative. It is a story that lays bare the



cacophonous fragmentation and

confounding history ofthe emerging

southeast Asian subcontinent.

And as if it weren't complicated

enough, Curci throws her own

diverse perspectives onto the flames.

During one class period, she draws

literary parallels to Oedipus Rex, One

Thousand and One Nights, Death of

a Salesman, and Chronicle of a Death

Foretold as her students untangle the

multiple meanings of silver spittoons,

magical knees, snake poison, and

metaphorical chutney. It's a head-

spinning experience to sit in on

Curd's classes—rich with energy and

intellectual rigor, tempered with lots

ofhumor.

Her objectives in teaching Midnight's

Children are obviously many. "I want

them to read and understand a text

that is challenging and requires other

perspectives ... a text that is not ofmy
own culture. I hope they leave this

class with questions—such as who

has power in the narrative? Whose

story is being told? What is the

envelope? I'm trying to use my own
struggle with this work as a model for

them. I'm hoping to teach them to be

discerning about the author's perspec-

tive. I want the considerable difficulty

of this work to give them confidence

to take on other complex texts. And,

of course," she continues, "I want

them to learn that country's history

while we destabilize the idea of a

monolithic India. The novel is post-

colonial in its structure and reflection.

Rushdie celebrates the extreme hy-

bridity of the Indian culture, and that

can only be understood in the context

of its history."

On this day, the class is grappling with

the last chapter, in which Saleem,

the multifaceted narrator of the

story, faces his own mortality as he

prophesizes his body fracturing into

nothing, crushed by the multitudes

ofBombay's teeming streets. "Is this a

moment of apocalypse or apotheosis?

Does he martyr himself so that his

story can be known?" Curci asks.

One student sees catharsis, another

finds promise in Saleem's final

understanding of his own mortality.

Yet another sees Greek tragedy as

Curci draws on South American

novelist Gabriel Marquez's fatalistic

influence on Rushdie. "Do we know

from the start that this character will

die? And is this ending Rushdie's

prophecy for India—that it will

fracture and die? Or a harbinger of

hope in Saleem's understanding and

transcending his own reality?"

From the end of the table, Edward

Mole—a tall, thoughtful boy from

Taiwan—speaks up: "I think it's

a cinematic ending. It creates a

beautiful finale for the narrator's work

of art." Agreeing, Curci has the last

word. "Rushdie will always choose

artistic truth over reality," she offers,

leaving her students with much to

ponder as they close their books and

trickle out into the New England cold.

Stephanie Curci, instructor in English

EdwardMole '13
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Where
Tradition and
Innovation

Ignite

by Kristin Bair O'Keeffe

n November 14, Head
of School John Palfrey

and Tom Rubin 79—chief

intellectual property strategy

counsel for Microsoft—hunkered

down in the Trustees Room in GW
Hall with 16 PA students for an informal

discussion about intellectual property,

non sibi, and the social responsibilities of big

corporations.

An hour later, Palfrey, along with PA photography

instructor Peg Harrigan and another eight students,

engaged in a conference call with Hive Learning

Network coordinators about the possibility of PA

students participating in the newly launched Hive

Fashion program. Supported by the MacArthur

Foundation, the program is designed to give high

school students "the transformative learning

experience that comes from bringing personally

meaningful ideas to life through creative design

and production."

During the Hive call, Palfrey was mostly quiet. Instead

of driving the conversation, he let students make their

way—encouraging them to ask questions, express

what was on their minds, and talk directly with Hive

coordinators about various ways a partnership might

be configured. While there was no mistaking that he

and Harrigan were guiding and overseeing, this quite

obviously was a peer-driven, interest-driven inquiry—

a

connected learning experience. If the Hive program

comes to fruition, PA students will work virtually with

students and fashion industry professionals in Chicago

and New York, as well as with one another.

Attendance was not required at either event, no one

was going to be tested on what Tom Rubin had to

say about China and social responsibility, nor was
there a definitive outcome of the Hive conversation.

Yet students nearly floated out of each event, visibly

inspired and motivated. "It was such a privilege to

talk to [Rubin] and understand why he thought non
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Artwork by Wade Zahc

sibi was still

relevant at

such a high

corporate

level," says

Janine

Ko '14. "The

message so

many of us

get is that

we have

to choose

between
finding a

lucrative

career path

and finding

a good career

path. The

conversation with

Rubin assured me
that I might not have

to make that choice,

that many companies

are both socially conscious

and financially viable."

It's exactly that kind of

intellectual, emotional, and real-

world takeaway that connected

learning leaders and initiators know
will help today's students thrive in a world

that is rapidly and radically being altered by

globalization and technology. As these two mighty

influencers gain even more traction and lead the

world down even more exciting paths, Palfrey

knows that PA must lead in the movement to keep

students academically engaged and to prepare them
for meaningful participation in an information-driven

economy. He's adamant that PA must continue in the

educational leadership role it has served for well over

two centuries, and says, "Connected learning is a

reasoned and balanced approach to honoring tradition

in building for the future."

But What Is Connected learning?

For many people new to the concept, connected
learning is a slippery term that implies (a) all teaching

will be done using technology, (b) teachers will

disappear from classrooms, and (c) traditional literacy

skills (reading, writing, critical thinking, etc.) will no
longer be relevant.

Of course, nothing could be further from reality. As is

often the case with slippery things, there's a smidge

of truth in each implication and a good bit of ballyhoo.

In essence, connected learning is a research-based

model of learning that maintains successful traditional

standards and introduces new ways of doing things

that tap into the potential created by globalization

and technology. MacArthur Foundation Director of

Education for U.S. Programs Connie Yowell elaborates:

"Connected learning harnesses the powerful

new connection to ideas, knowledge, expertise,

culture, friends, peers, and mentors we have

through the Internet, digital media, and social

networking. It's dedicated to helping kids

pursue knowledge and expertise in subjects

they care deeply about, and doing it in a way in

which they are supported by peers, friends, and

caring adults working in educational institutions.

Connected learning is designed to address the

new political and economic realities faced by

schools in America, because it calls for a new way
of thinking about learning that is geared to the

promises of our new knowledge society and sees

schooling as only one pathway for learning." 1

So. ..is it all about technology?

No, but technology does introduce new possibilities

for learning, and children today will need to be well

versed in those possibilities by the time they graduate

from high school. Even so, it's comforting to know
that the benefits of quiet, focused class time are not

lost on the tech-driven, uber-connected students of

the new millennium. As Gabbi Fisher '13 says, "...I

prefer to keep those [techie] tools as supplements

instead of substitutes for real class time. I love class

time without technology because it allows me to

concentrate on my teacher and peers in real life, and

nothing beats the connections made and revelations

encountered in a physical classroom."

Will teachers disappear from classrooms?

As classrooms become less teacher-centered and

more inquiry-driven, the roles teachers play as guides

will become even more important. Instead of being

the primary dispensers of information, teachers will

facilitate research and application, help students turn

information into knowledge, and then help them apply

that knowledge to real-world situations. Figuring out

how to make these classroom shifts is a big part

of why Palfrey chose connected learning as this

Andover
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year's professional development theme and why it is

resonating with PA faculty. Referencing connected

learning guru Mimi Ito's workshop in September

—

which launched the theme—PA journalism instructor

Nina Scott says, "I was excited by the workshop

because of John Palfrey's energy and his devotion

to diving into the future with gusto, grappling and

wrestling with questions we've had for years—that all

educators have had for years—about not only how to

use technology in education but how to keep up with

the kids who are fully embedded in that world."

And what about those reading, writing, and critical

thinking skills?

In a world in which journalist Nick Kristof live-Tweets

his Bahrain visa crisis, Newsweek transitions to an all-

digital format, photographs of the devastating effects

of the earthquake in Haiti can be shared instantly,

and social media is recognized as a tool for political

change, reading, writing, and critical thinking skills

are more crucial than ever. Of course, they will be

paired with skills that are more important today than

they were 10 or 20 years ago, such as collaboration,

cultural literacy, information analysis, and advanced

problem-solving, but even so, their importance

remains intact.

Connected learning in Action

While surely the shift to a connected learning

paradigm will bring groundbreaking changes to

Andover classrooms, connected learning is already an

integral part of many PA classes.

Close to home. Some of the strongest examples

of connected learning already in place at PA are

grounded at the Robert S. Peabody Museum of

Archaeology and the Addison Gallery of American

Art. "Having the Peabody involved in [50] courses,"

Palfrey says, "whether it's a tiny modular thing

or something more extensive, that's absolutely

connected learning. Having students look at the

maps that Sidney Knafel '48 has just given us in the

Addison when they're doing history with Emma
Frey, that's absolutely connected learning. I don't

care if it's hard copy or digital. The format doesn't

matter. It's the connection, the connective tissue

we draw upon."

Alums. While Palfrey acknowledges that the core

work of learning a discipline like math is going to

happen in a master teacher's classroom, he's excited

by the myriad opportunities for learning from PA's rich

network of alums who have expertise in everything

from innovative surgical techniques to chicken

farming. "Some of the best teaching I've ever done,"

he says, "has been with a guy named David Hornik,

who happens to be the dad of Noah Hornik '15. He
was a graduate of Harvard Law School (HLS), and he

and I taught a course on venture capital at HLS, which

he volunteered to do. He came to Harvard for three

weeks. We co-taught the class...The students loved

it, we got great reviews, but we also, I really think,

taught a lot. And the point was he was an alum who
just wanted to give back."

Technology with pedagogy as a goal. One of the

many benefits of technology in the classroom is

that it enables teachers to provide prompt and more
efficient feedback to students on their work. In Vic

Svec's nearly paperless Russian classes, students

do the majority of their work on iPads. They submit

homework electronically; Svec marks it up and

sends it back electronically, often within an hour of

receiving it; students correct their mistakes

and send their work back to Svec. . . ^U^"
electronically. Each and every ..^a^o*^
piece of homework
goes back and forth

between teacher

and student
i

until it's

right and

until

SB*

0*
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n
'Connie Yowell, "Connected Learning: Reimagining the

Experience of Education in the Information Age," HuffPost

Education, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/connie-yowell/

connected-learning-reimag_b_1316100.html (March 3, 2012).
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each student understands why. Students even submit

audio files of their oral homework. Sure, Svec used

to do this same thing when students turned in paper

homework, but the exchanges took days and weeks,

not hours. To those who argue that technology makes

more work for teachers, Palfrey says, "The technology

is not making more work; the desire to give feedback

to kids is what's making the work." Svec echoes that

and adds, "If you do it right, it makes a lot more work.

But it also makes the work better."

These are, by no means, the only examples of

connected learning already happening at PA. In

Nick Kip's Greek and Latin classes, students do

grammar drills using interactive Excel sheets that

Kip first created more than a decade ago. Nina

Scott's journalism students blog about hot topics in

the news. During the recent presidential election,

Sue Greenberg's new media students blogged and

Tweeted in response to real-time results. Archivist

Paige Roberts is building bridges between libraries,

museums, and archives to create educational

programming that makes the best use of PAs

cultural heritage collections. And in teaching fellow

Patrick Rielly's English courses, students engage in

nightly class discussions about their reading

assignments on Twitter. Like many
English teachers, Rielly, in the

past, had his students

keep reading journals

or write one-

page reading

responses,

but he's

found

that

having real-time discussions with students on Twitter

allows him to provide immediate feedback.

And What If...

Beyond what is already happening in Andover

classrooms, Palfrey proposes a range of models

that will make the most of students' time at PA by

connecting it to blended or hybrid versions of online

education. "What if," he says, "we extend what

our classrooms are and [extend them] out to the

teaching that's happening elsewhere?" Sometimes,

he explains, that might mean offering Andover content

to others. Sometimes that might mean teaming up

with another school. And sometimes that might mean
PA students taking classes elsewhere via the Internet.

Looking forward, he recognizes that the virtual

opportunities of connected learning are far greater

than those possible in a traditional brick-and-mortar

institution.

So.

• What if Vic Svec isn't just sending feedback to

PA students who are taking his Russian classes,

but also to three students in Illinois, two in

India, and four in the U.K., whose schools don't

offer Russian? And what if these nine students

participate in Svec's classes either live via Skype,

if time differences allow, or via downloaded video

recordings?

• What if, when PAs budget does not provide

for an Arabic teacher, PA teams up with four or

five schools whose students also want to study

Arabic, and the schools collectively hire a teacher

for a virtual class?

• What if students in 10 literature courses around

the world who are all reading the same book take

part in Rielly's nightly Twitter discussions? What
enlightenment could readers in India shed on

Toni Morrison's Beloved? What enlightenment

could PA readers shed on Aravind Adiga's The

White Tiger? And what could these students

teach one another about culture, community, and

collaboration?

• What if PA faculty members develop teaching

materials (which is already happening in many

subjects) and share them more broadly with

the world in ways that are well thought-out and

sensible?
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Relatively soon, Palfrey hopes to implement a

summer program in which, say, 100 beds are

designated for non-PA kids who come back every

summer and who, during the rest of the year, do PA

coursework remotely. "Let's imagine," he says, "that

four of the classes that [these students] get at home
are fabulous, but they don't have enough science. It

just doesn't exist. They would take the online science

course with 10 other PA students."

Or, he says, "You could even slice it more thinly. You

could say kids come for one week during the summer.

There's week by week by week, and we have five

cohorts of kids come. You could do it with Exeter

and you could do it with Harvard, and you could split

"What if we

out

it up so they could come for one summer here, one

summer there. I think there are lots of versions of this

that we should open up. And it might mean that youth

from more quarters end up coming to Andover. I feel

like we already sort of do that with (MS)2
. We have a

version of that. So I think we've got a whole bunch of

neat experimental models that we can work from."

As the list of what-ifs clearly demonstrates, Palfrey

is putting all of his experience, know-how, and

energy into figuring out how connected learning at

PA will look in a year or two, but he's very much
looking forward to hearing more ideas from faculty.

"Connected learning is a set of possibilities," he says.

"And what I want most is for our faculty here to be

engaged in this inquiry, and to be engaged in testing,

exploring, assessing—really carefully assessing.

Asking 'Does it actually work? What works? What
works better?' Because ultimately, what we're trying

to do is to serve our kids better, right?"

Finally, Palfrey plans to create an institute at PA

designed to give faculty and students a place

to assess digitally mediated learning, a lab in

which new tools and teaching techniques

are tried out, tested, tossed around, and

assessed. In a world that is changing

incredibly fast, he wants PA to have

the capacity to be able to act quickly,

be a part of those changes, be a

center of excellence that serves

as a model for other educational

V
X
\

*SL institutions, and lead the

movement in educational

transformation. "Let's get in

front of the mob and call it a

parade," he says.

Eead more about

connected learning

at www.andover.edu/magazine.

Kristin Bair O'Keeffe is an author,

speaker, and writing teacher with

18 years of teaching experience in

both traditional and virtual

classrooms. She also is Andover

magazine's class notes editor.



I see promise in these

young people, and to

see that promise

fulfilled is so rewarding.

To think maybe I

had some favorable

impact—what could be

more fulfilling?"

OSCARTANG 56

His Legacy Deepens with Each Class of Scholars

by Tracy Sweet

Esther Muradov '11 was devastated when she realized she

would not be able to attend her first Tang Scholars dinner,

hosted by Oscar Tang '56 for the students who attend

Andover with his financial support. It was April 2008 and

the gifted violinist from Melbourne, Fla., had been selected

to perform with other young musicians throughout New
York. "I wanted to meet the benefactor who had changed

my life, but I had already committed to the tour," said

Muradov, the daughter ofRussian immigrants who settled

in the United States to build a better life for their children.

A ninth-grader at the time, she could have waited until the

following year's dinner, but instead Muradov used the very

skills outlined as criteria for Tang Scholarship recipients.

She "saw possibilities in obstacles" and "demonstrated

courage, strategic thinking, and creativity in facing

challenges." She took a risk and invited Tang to her final

performance of that New York tour—at Carnegie Hall.

And much to her surprise, he showed up.

Their first meeting took place on stage after her

performance. As family and friends gathered to greet

and congratulate her, Tang introduced himself. "I was

overwhelmed and touched," she said, recalling the moment

as surreal. "Knowing now how genuine and kindhearted he

is and how much he appreciates music, I am not surprised

he came—humbled, but not surprised." Muradov never

missed another Tang Scholars dinner during her time at

Andover. In fact, she performed a violin solo at each ofthe

three dinners prior to graduating in 201 1.

Established in 2002, the Tang Scholarship Program is just

one example of Oscar Tang's countless acts ofphilanthropy
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and leadership during his renowned association with

the Academy, the most recent being 17 years as a charter

trustee. He retired as president of the Board of Trustees last

June and continued to lead The Campaign for Andover,

Building on the Surest Foundation, which concluded at

the end of 2012 having raised a record $320 million. Often

described as Andover 's modern-day Thomas Cochran,

Tang personally has committed more than $40 million

to the school. His gifts include support for the Addison

Gallery, Brown Boathouse, and Tang Theatre, as well as

grants for faculty development.

His generosity began in earnest following the death of his

first wife, Frances Young Tang '57, whom he met while she

was a student at Abbot and he at Andover. The renovation

of Draper Hall and Abbot Circle in 1996 symbolized a

renaissance for an all-but-abandoned Abbot campus and

rekindled Tang's emotional ties to the school.

Those ties continue to grow stronger with each new class

ofTang Scholarship recipients, whose hometowns span

urban and rural America and dozens of international

locations. Student eligibility is intentionally broad, says

Tang, embracing the school's commitment to "youth from

every quarter" and need-blind admission, a policy voted by

the Board of Trustees in 2007. "It is really important to me
that we look at access from the widest perspective," he says.

"We look for promising students who see the world as an

opportunity, kids who will stretch themselves and pursue

an interest with gusto."

Perhaps he sees a bit ofhimself in this description.

As told in the documentary film by Charles Stuart '61,

Tang's opportunity began when he first set foot on U.S. soil

at age 1 1. A Chinese immigrant fleeing the Communist

takeover of Shanghai, Tang knew no English and struggled

through his middle school years in St. Johnsbury, Vt. He
then attended The Rectory School in Pomfret, Conn.,

and found a mentor in HeadmasterJohn Bigelow, who

encouraged him to apply to Andover.

"I knew that China was gone. So a realization that there

is nothing to go back to made the need to prepare myself

all the more important," says Tang. "There is nothing like

hunger, ifyou will, to motivate somebody. Through this

whole experience, in a sense, I developed hunger."

A similar determination caused Tang Scholar Henry

Yin '07 to negotiate his way past security into an Andover

admission event at the American Embassy in Beijing. Yin

knew that Andover held the promise of opportunity. How
he would pay for this opportunity, he had no idea.

After earning his undergraduate degree from Harvard, Yin

contacted his Andover benefactor for career advice. They

met for breakfast in Boston and talked about the role he

could play if he returned to China. " 'Create something

that can make a difference.' I still remember Mr. Tang's

words," says Yin. "I often think about how I might return

the generosity that so many at Andover provided for me

—

the resources, the care. Right now, the best way is to bring

some ofwhat I learned at Andover back to China."

Yin says China's positive aspects include its people's strong

work ethic and the country's unmet economic potential.

The Chinese are remarkably hopeful, he adds, but there



is a lack of non sibi and greater social

awareness. Yin hopes to shift that trend

by weaving "social impact and the

creation of something truly original and

lasting" into his own work.

He has been accepted to Harvard

Business School, with plans to enroll in

fall 2014, and has spent the last year and

a halfworking in Beijing with McKinsey.

He soon will join a computer animation

studio startup with the goal ofbuilding

"China's Pixar."

Juilliard doctoral student Meta Weiss '05

stays in touch with Tang via the New York City classical

music circuit. Tang has attended her performances and

even invited her to play at a gala in his honor. "I was

honored that he wanted me to be part of his life even after

I graduated from Andover," she says, adding that staying

in touch has given her greater appreciation for Tang s

impact beyond Andover. "Seeing the work he does for

other organizations—the arts, culture, and education—he

embodies non sibi in inspirational ways."

For Tang Scholars, the magnitude of his generosity often

hits for the first time as they gather for the annual dinner.

Students share their personal stories and Tang soaks up

every word. The students' aspirations and interests are

as varied as their hometowns and cultural backgrounds.

They studied pollutants in the rivers ofMontana. They

"blew in to Andover on the winds of Katrina." They are

first-generation college students. They lent their voices as a

coxswain for crew and as a member ofthe Academy choir.

Esther Muradov says music always will

be a part ofher life—she's first violinist

in her Columbia University quartet

—

but pre-med courses consume most of

her time these days. Weiss, who recently

signed a recording contract with fellow

violinist and longtime friend Arianna

Warsaw-Fan '05, hopes to teach at a

university while continuing her career

as a professional cellist.

Yin fondly recalls the annual scholars

dinners and Tang's understated nature.

"Mr. Tang does not make a big fuss

about his generosity. He's very happy to hear our stories,"

says Yin. "Here is this highly accomplished person, yet he

has a childlike innocence and excitement in how much he

cares about the school and its mission."

Tang lights up when he speaks about his ongoing

connections with these students. To date, more than 75

students have received a Tang Scholarship. He knows

details ofhow they came to Andover, their upbringings,

their colleges and career paths. He remembers Muradov 's

early days on campus. "She was shy and subdued, but she

shined when she played her music," Tang recalls. "She

soaked up all that Andover had to offer and now she has

blossomed into a confident young woman ....

"I see promise in these young people, and to see that

promise fulfilled is so rewarding. To think maybe I had

some favorable impact—what could be more fulfilling?"

^ee and /Tear the Tang documentary at www.andover.edu/magazine.



Justin Smith '87

Reviving
an Aging Icon

by Nathan S. Scott '05

The Atlantic Media Company's office sits on the eighth

floor of a Washington, D.C., high-rise adjacent to the

Watergate Hotel

(it seems only fitting

the offices would

nudge up against his-

tory like this—from

the main news pit

one can look down into the Watergate's rooms). The office

is clean and spare. At the entrance is a large room with a

spiral staircase jutting up through it. Wall-to-wall windows

look out over Route 66 West and beyond that the Potomac

River. In the distance, one can catch a sliver of the Jefferson

Memorial. Butted up against this famous old hotel, but with

windows facing out toward highways and the Potomac, the

office is a reminder that it's not always the object itself that

is important, but rather the way it is transported.
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No one is in this room, however,

no matter how impressive it is.

No, all the employees are stuffed

in an adjacent room: the cafeteria.

Huddled over lunch tables, the

young journalists talk loudly, sharing

ideas, laughing, typing away on

laptops, slurping down takeout food.

They are casually dressed and preposterously good looking.

The office feels more like a young Silicon Valley startup

than a D.C. news bureau. The beautiful foyer, with its plush

seating and big views, is something of the past, a time when

news was made on dark nights over a glass of Scotch. To

view the future ofAmerican journalism, one has to head

to the cafeteria, where the young newsmakers are spilling

Chinese food on laptop keyboards.

It is in the grand, deserted foyer that I meetJustin Smith

'87, the man who helped rescue Atlantic Media and brought

a classic American magazine, the Atlantic, back from its

deathbed. Smith is 42 but looks 30, with blond hair that

flows back behind his ears. He wears fitted corduroy pants

and a purple striped button-down shirt. Even he seems to

realize how bizarre this room is, and quickly shuttles us

back to his personal office on the opposite end ofthe floor.

Over Smith's desk a flat-screen TV displays a five feed of the

Atlantic Wire, the online news aggregator and blogging site

that represents just one ofthe many new parts ofAtlantic

Media's portfolio.

His Time at Andover

Justin Smith was raised in Paris, the son oftwo expats,

his father American and his mother English. He attended

French schools until he hit the eighth grade, when his

father decided the boy needed to go to New England to

achieve a proper education (Smith's father, brother, and

sister all attended Hotchkiss). After two years at Fessenden

School, Smith enrolled at Andover as a lOth-grader, excited

to be at a larger school. He moved into Fuess House and

made the soccer team.

"Sports were always a big thing for me at Andover—soccer,

tennis, paddle tennis in the winter," Smith said. "I tried out

for ice hockey at first, but Paris didn't exactly prepare me to

play with the hockey team here."

The Phillipian taught

Smith about the value

of journalism, but also

about the thrill of

working on a news team,

of hitting deadlines, of

getting the paper out

every week just under

the wire.

He also discovered another

passion: journalism. Smith became

a sportswriter at the Phillipian.

"Because I was on a team," he said, "I

had to use a pseudonym, of course.

So I wrote as Samuel Phillips." The

Phillipian taught Smith about the

value ofjournalism, but also about

the thrill ofworking on a news team, of hitting deadlines, of

getting the paper out every week just under the wire.

"Some ofmy favorite memories are driving down to

Harvard late on Thursday nights," he said, referring to

the time when the Phillipian was printed at Harvard

University. "We'd get extensions past sign-in and drive

down to Cambridge to oversee the printing ofthe paper.

There was something about that, watching the fresh papers

coming off the press, knowing that we created this thing.

It was special."

Another major influence on Smith was PA's foreign

languages program. "At first, I thought I'd just take French

because I was fluent, but everyone frowned on that idea
/'

he said, smiling. "So I decided to try Chinese. Pretty soon

I was obsessed with learning the language."

Smith dove into his Mandarin studies, then jumped at

the opportunity to pursue Andover s summer exchange

program in Harbin, a remote city in northeast China. "The

exchange program was amazing," Smith said, "because

Harbin is not a city like Beijing, where a lot ofpeople speak

English. You tell people you lived in Harbin, and they can't

believe it. They look at you, like, 'You lived thereV"

With his Mandarin improving rapidly and an ever-growing

interest in government (he served as cluster president of

West Quad South), Smith decided to enroll at the George-

town School of Foreign Service, with a goal ofbecoming a

diplomat. He was on his way to Washington, D.C.

College and Beyond

After four years at Georgetown, Smith found himself a job

at the State Department. He was young, energetic, and had

one of the highest security clearances in Washington.

He also felt unfulfilled.

Andover
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"The public sector just moved a little

slowly for me," he said. "I was eager to try

something new."

Smith was eager to get back to China

—

his Mandarin was getting rusty, and he

remembered his time in Harbin fondly. n«m;—
When thinking about what he'd do

there, he thought back to his time at the *4T^Hi

Phillipian, remembering how much fun he

had writing stories, staying up late to meet

his deadlines. He had one contact at the

International Herald Tribune in Paris and

sent him a letter asking if they had any openings on the

editorial side in their bureaus in Hong Kong or China.

A month later he got back a letter saying there were no

openings on the editorial side, but they did have a business

position open in Hong Kong. The job was his ifhe wanted

it. In 1993, Smith moved to Hong Kong and was tasked

with helping to figure out how to make the International

Herald Tribune profitable in the Far East. His bosses

knew that other magazines had held successful—and

profitable—events. They wondered if Smith might devise a

small, similar event they could call their own.

But Smith wasn't interested in any small or similar event.

He and his team launched a global conference: the 1994

China Summit (a poster from the event still sits framed in

Smith's office). Policymakers and thought leaders came

from around the world to attend the event, which became a

massive success for the next three years. After spearheading

the conference, Smith was promoted, at the age of 25, to

assistant to the CEO of the International Herald Tribune.

Over the next decade, Smith remained at the forefront

of media—he helped The Economist launch its popular

website CFO.com before going out on his own and

publishing the American version of an influential British

magazine, The Week. His ability to successfully launch a

weekly print magazine in 2001—when doomsayers already
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were predicting the death of print—landed Smith on the

radar ofmany publishers, including David Bradley, owner

of the Atlantic Media Company.

Bradley was frustrated with the Atlantic. He purchased

the magazine in 1997 and in just 10 years lost more than

$100 million.

But he wasn't willing to quit. Bradley brought in Smith and

issued him a challenge: take a magazine founded in 1857

and make it both relevant and profitable again.

Bringing the Atlantic

into the 21st Century

Smith was intrigued by the possibility of revitalizing the

Atlantic. He knew the history of the magazine. It was

founded by Oliver Wendell Holmes, and one of its first

feature writers was Harriet Beecher Stowe—two names

Andover graduates know well. Smith saw potential in the

aging brand.

He made his pitch to Bradley in two steps: first, they

needed to leverage the Atlantic's brand and create signature

events that would draw people in from around the country,

remind them of the influence of the Atlantic, and create

revenue for the media company.

The Atlantic had a partnership with the Aspen Institute

and had been hosting the Aspen Ideas Festival, an annual
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conference featuring leading minds from around the world

speaking on global issues. Smith recognized the promise

ofthe event and began promoting it heavily, including

publishing an "Ideas Issue" every year in the Atlantic to raise

awareness ofthe festival. Atlantic Media now hosts more

than 100 events a year, including both the Washington

Ideas Forum and the New York Ideas Forum.

Next, the two knew that they needed to supplement the

Atlantic's print edition with a stronger digital presence.

Instead ofmerely updating the website, Smith decided to

innovate. Bradley had spent millions bringing in top talent,

trying to restore the Atlantic. Smith liked the strategy, but

knew the way they delivered the message was outdated.

"We wanted to take the great heritage of this magazine and

use the Web, creativity, and an entrepreneurial spirit to

keep it alive," Smith said. "We wanted to protect the jour-

nalism by sustaining it."

Smith set about building a digital media company. He over-

saw the launch of the Atlantic Wire, an online news aggrega-

tor that provided rapid commentary

on the hottest news of the day while

also pushing readers toward more

traditional Atlantic content. The

company then released Atlantic

Cities, an online news site provid-

ing stories on urban development,

sustainability, and lifestyles.

The development ofthese sites put

a new focus on the "vertical" model

for news delivery. Instead ofusing the

Atlantic as the one news source that

covered everything, Smith focused

on building individual publications

and websites in the Atlantic Media

family that would focus on specific

topics and themes. Interested in

the inner workings ofgovernment?

Read the National Journal or the National Journal Hotline.

Want the latest quick hit news? Log on to the Atlantic Wire.

Desperate to learn about how Beijing is developing their

infrastructure? Check out Atlantic Cities.

Smith had changed the way Atlantic Media was delivering

its news. But he also wanted to change the way the com-

pany ran. To do so, he thought ofAndover.

"I credit a lot ofhowwe operate to my time at the Phillip-

ian," he said. "The power of small teams is so important,

giving them the tools they need and watching them put in

an effort to make something special happen every week."

"I credit a lot of how

we operate to my time

at the Phillipian

The power of small

teams is so important,

giving them the tools

they need and watching

them put in an effort to

make something special

happen every week."

He organized Atlantic Media into small, nimble teams

tasked with specific goals. This model, popular in the

startup world, allowed Smith to develop many projects

across the media company—from the events business to

many of their online properties—trusting in the eagerness

of these small teams to see their product succeed.

This, Smith thought, could bring the Atlantic back to life.

That was always Bradley's deal with Smith: turn around the

Atlantic and you can start to expand.

And turn it around he did. In 2010, three years into Smith's

time, Atlantic Media broke even. He was promoted to

president ofAtlantic Media Company that same year.

Revenues have doubled over the past five years. The

readership of the Atlantic print edition is healthy and its

websites average 18-19 million unique viewers a month.

"With the Atlantic turnaround, we're going on the

offensive," Smith said. "We're building new brands for the

21st century."

One ofthose new brands is a global business news outlet

called Quartz. Found online at

qz.com, Quartz is a totallyWeb-

based business journal that is meant

to rival The Economist. Designed

for smartphones and tablets and

available with no paywall restricting

access, Quartz already boasts nearly

a million visitors a month and is

growing rapidly.

Smith is still in Washington, where

he lives with his wife, Jeannie

O'Brien, and their two children,

Esme and Auden. He is happy with

the rebound ofAtlantic Media and

eager to continue building.

"Look at the history of the Atlantic,"

Smith said. "It was founded as an

abolitionist paper. It was big writers making big arguments."

He smiles.

"To me, at least, that's a precursor to Hogging: hiring smart

people and letting them make big arguments. We're just

bringing that to the 21st century."

J

Writer Nate Scott 'OS graduatedfrom Tulane in

2009 with a degree in English. He has writtenfor

Newsweek, ESPN, and Thought Catalog, among

others. This January he began working at USA
Today. Nate is afaculty brat, growing up on the

Andover campus under the sharp eyes and loving

tutelage ofNina and Bill Scott.
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Graham Johns (top) performs as a matroishka come to life in a Russian

Trepak in the magical second act. The Nutcracker, played by Adam

Brody '14, watches his soldiers—Anastasia Avvakumova '15, Muriel

Joel, Tyler Murphy, and Olivia Legaspi '15—ready for battle against

the Mouse King, and Wilbun's Clara tenderly comforts her injured

Nutcracker. Wilbun alternated the lead role with Madeline Silva '13,

who is also dance captain at PA. The Academy has not presented

The Nutcracker since 2008.
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Celebrating

Years of

by Sarah Zobel

Faces of (MS)

Dr. Christal Forgenie, above—left and right, raised by

Trinidadian parents in Prospect Heights, Brooklyn, grew up

surrounded by first-generation Americans and people who

looked and spoke differently from her. But until she came

to PA in 1993 to take part in Mathematics and Science

for Minority Students, or (MS) 2

,
Forgenie had never met

someone "who lived on a reservation, a Latino from Texas,

or even anyone from Tennessee," she says, laughing.

Once she moved past the culture shock, Forgenie, (MS) 2

'95, embraced the program's math and science courses,

which allowed her to tackle advanced placement classes

at her public high school. It also opened her eyes to new

academic possibilities.

"I'm 100 percent sure that I wouldn't have gone to Brown

University" if not for the three summers at (MS) 2
, she says;

she went on to Stony Brook University School ofMedicine,

and then to a residency at Babies and Children's Hospital at

Columbia University Medical Center. She's now assistant

40 Andover
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attending pediatrician at Montefiore Medical Center and

has mentored pre-med students, pointing to her time at PA

as motivation.

"(MS) 2 was crucial in preparing me to serve as an example

for others," Forgenie says, noting her additional time in the

program as teaching assistant and teacher. "I saw myself as

part of a huge, diverse community that I wanted to—I had

an obligation to—give back to."

A Farsighted Idea

(MS) 2 was established in 1977 under then-Headmaster

Theodore Sizer through a grant from the William

Randolph Hearst Foundation. The idea, at its most basic,

was to prepare more African American, Latino, and Native

American students for math and science courses and

careers. In its inaugural year, 26 students came to campus.

The program, says former director (now PA dean of

faculty) Temba Maqubela, is a full-school demonstration

ofPAs non sibi motto. "It's really an expression ofwhat we

mean by 'a private school with a public purpose,'" he says.

Each year students from 1 1 cities are invited: Atlanta,

Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Fort Worth,

Lawrence (Mass.), Louisville, Memphis, New York City,

and Washington, D.C. Native American students may

apply from anywhere in the country. The program is evenly

divided among the three ethnicities.

(MS) 2 has been called an academic boot camp—an apt

description, given the weekly 1 hours ofmath and science

and three hours ofEnglish or college prep instruction, plus

roughly that much time in homework. First-year students

study algebra or pre-calculus and biology; second-years

study pre-calculus or calculus and chemistry; and third-

years study calculus AB, calculus BC, or special topics

in mathematics, as well as physics. Though students all

follow the same curriculum, in each math class they are

placed in one ofthree levels based on test scores. First-

and second-year students also enroll in English, while

third-year students are required to take part in a special

college counseling class. There, they learn about the

entire application process and visit six or seven college

in the Northeast. In 2012, those visits were to Boston

College, MIT, Holy Cross, Worcester Polytechnic Institute,

Syracuse, RPI, and Cornell.

"We make them dress up," says (MS) 2 Director Dianne

Cruz ofthe students when they're on college campuses.

"It sets them a little bit apart from everyone else who's

there to visit."

The Numbers SpeakVolumes

They're already set apart from their peers: 98 percent of

(MS) 2 graduates have gone on to college; of those, more

than 50 percent have attended schools ranked in U.S. News

& World Report's "Top 50." Nationwide, only 1 percent of

Native Americans, 12 percent ofAfrican Americans, and

(MS) 2
students and teachers unite on the steps ofSamPhil in the

summer of 1 990 to welcome Bob Frehse, executive director of the

William Randolph Hearst Foundation, a major donor.



13 percent of Latinos self-report that they plan to continue

their education after high school.

"There were times, especially my first year, when I didn't

know if I could make it," says Lawrence native Jerisson

Jose De La Cruz, (MS) 2 T 1, now a Rochester Institute

ofTechnology freshman studying interactive games and

media development. "But the dream ofmaking honors all

the way through and getting that sash kept me going."

(MS) 2
classes are taught by PA faculty and teachers from

area public schools. Teaching assistants, an integral part of

the program, are recent college graduates; this year, three

(MS) 2 alums were among them, including one Native

American, the first ever to serve in that capacity. Days begin

with a 7: 15 a.m. meeting and end at 10 p.m., after evening

study hours.

But it's not all work, all the time. Together with Summer

Session students, (MS) 2 scholars enjoy special afternoon

and evening recreation-based activities, including

swimming, softball, music, and dances, as well as outings to

baseball games, amusement parks, and downtown Boston.

Students are required to take part in those activities,

because social growth is an integral part ofboth programs.

The fact that Summer Session students come from all

over the world adds a dimension to (MS) 2
that academic

programs elsewhere might not enjoy, says Cruz, and

students are aware of that.

"Being from New York City, I frequently encountered

people from different countries with different cultures,"

says Arnold Principal, (MS) 2 '86. "But Andover presented

the opportunity to learn from them. We developed

friendships and appreciated the similarities as well as the

differences."

Growing "Champions" ofthe Program

If there's a negative to the program, it's only that

participants want more. East Harlem native Venus

Velez-Vann, (MS) 2
'86, explains: "(MS) 2 helped me develop

better study habits. But it also made me realize how under-

challenged I was at my school, and I remember wishing I

could study at Andover year-round. I felt a little cheated."

Although the students are welcome to apply to PA for

the school year, says Maqubela, that would create an

unintended "brain drain" at their home schools.

"It's very important that when they're done with (MS) 2

,
they

go back to their schools and their communities and they

uplift their peers," he says, calling students the "champions

of the program." In essence, they serve as advance recruiters:

"You only sell the program once to a community," Maqubela

explains, "and then the champions take over. It's a form of

community service for them, a way to pay back."

Says Principal, "I made it clear to [my friends at home]

that I wasn't smarter or better than them, but had taken

advantage of an opportunity given to me."

Clearly, the champions have done their job well—the

competition to get in is stiff: this year, 450 students

completed pre-applications for 36 first-year spots.

Applicants must demonstrate an interest in math and

science, show self-motivation, and be willing to live away

from home for five weeks each summer. In addition, they

must demonstrate financial need—the entire cost of the

three-summer program, from airfare through pens and

pencils, is funded by scholarships.

Although (MS) 2 has an endowment, the program relies

on gifts of approximately $250,000 annually to meet the

per-student cost of $6,000.

Fortunately, (MS) 2
inspires loyalty among donors—even

those who didn't participate in it. Twins MargaretJohnson-

Gaddis and WinifredJohnson Sharp, members of the

Abbot Academy Class of '54, established the Double J

Ranch Fund in 2004 to support (MS) 2 Native American

students from the Four Corners area of the Southwest. And

Joshua Sommer, whose connection to PA is just one term

in Summer Session, also contributes regularly
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(MS) 2
physics instructor (and currentfaculty member)

Peter Watt with students in the summer of 1997

"The more we invest in smart low-income teenagers and

give them the benefit of an Andover education/' Sommer

says by way of explanation, "the more we will reap the

benefit of a diverse and vibrant economy."

Many graduates go on to careers in related fields, including

engineering, medicine, and IT, but others find themselves

applying (MS) 2
to their life's work in less expected ways.

Principal graduated from Holy Cross and studied in

Taiwan. He worked for Fidelity Investments, Lehman

Brothers, and Bank ofTokyo Mitsubishi before starting

his own firm, SYPCAP, which manages investments of $70

million for high-net-worth individuals and nonprofits.

Velez-Vann studied at Wesleyan and earned an MBA degree

at Baruch College's Zicklin School ofBusiness, and now

works as an education consultant.

"The program nourished my love for math and science,"

Velez-Vann says of (MS) 2
, "but it also increased my

enthusiasm for writing and helped spark my interest in

politics and social justice."

(MS) 2
, which now counts more than 1,100 alumni, has

inspired similar programs around the country, including

SMASH in California, HS 2
in Colorado, and Harvard's

Crimson Summer Academy. Individuals, foundations, and

even corporations, says Maqubela, have realized the benefit

that can come from reaching kids early in high school and

seek guidance from (MS) 2 administrators in starting their

own programs. But Maqubela scoffs at the notion ofthe so-

called "achievement gap," the reputed disparity in education

levels among different racial and socioeconomic groups.

"You cannot talk about an achievement gap at age 15," he

says. "It's only a preparation gap. And ifyou have enough

resources, you can close that preparation gap. (MS) 2 has

shown us how it's done."

Sarah Zobel is a Vermont-basedfreelance writer whose workfocuses primarily

on health and education. Her articles and profiles have appeared in a variety

of outlets, includingBoston Globe Magazine; O, The Oprah Magazine;

Utne Reader; Northfield Mount Hermon Quarterly; and Vermont

Medicine. She's an alumna ofNMH and Mount Holyoke College, but her

mother (Deborah Bethell Wroth 'S3) made sure she memorizedAbbot's school

song at an early age.

(ms)

Jodi Archambault Gillette, (MS)2 '84,

is currently serving as the Obama
administration's senior policy advisor

for Native American Affairs. Gillette, a

member of the Standing Rock Sioux

Tribe, was also the first Native American

associate director of Intergovernmental

Affairs, as well as deputy assistant

secretary for Indian Affairs. She played a key role in the

White House Tribal Nations Conference in 2009 and 2010.

Gillette came to (MS) 2 from the Pine Ridge Indian

Reservation in Kyle, S.D. (her brother, Dave, followed

her). She credits the "high expectations, structure, and

outstanding tutorial support" at (MS) 2 with moving her out

of her academic comfort zone, and went on to earn a BA
degree at Dartmouth and a master's in public policy at the

University of Minnesota. Like many graduates before and

after her, Gillette appreciates the social lessons as much
as she does the classwork, and says she remains grateful

today for "the various perspectives I would not have

understood had I not attended (MS) 2 ."

Faith Kniffley, (MS)2 '05, and Charles Shannon, (MS) 2
'06, met

at Andover during the program and tried to keep their

relationship under wraps. But the hours they studied

together showed—their science instructor observed

that Faith's homework looked a

lot like Charles's, and vice versa.

They've since married—the first

two (MS) 2 graduates to do so

—

and are now part of the Teach

For America program in Memphis.

In keeping with the theme that

brought them together, his subject

is math and hers, biology. Next year they'll head to New
York, where Charles, a Harvard graduate, will work as an

investment banker at Morgan Stanley; Faith, who has a

psychology degree from the University of Louisville, is

considering pursuing a master's.

One current student, Shawn Pacheco,

(MS)2 "13, was surprised to discover a

newfound appreciation for the English

classes he takes at Santa Fe Indian

School in Santo Domingo Pueblo, New
Mexico. While he's enjoyed his chemistry

class and lab time at (MS) 2
, it was the

English course that pushed him most.
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George H.W. Bush '42

Honored for his service

as a global leader

- -

a
On his 18th birthday—

^< also the day of his

Andover graduation

—

gT& George H.W. Bush

enlisted in the Navy,

V j becoming the nation's

lifr » youngest Naval

aviator in 1943. For

an act of "heroism and extraordinary

achievement in aerial flight," Lt. j.g.

Bush received the Distinguished Flying

Cross award. He graduated from Yale

in 1948.

Key appointments and offices held

prior to being elected president of the

United States in 1988 include U.S.

Ambassador to the United Nations,

Chief of the U.S. Liaison Office in

the People's Republic of China, CIA

director, and vice president for two

terms under Ronald Reagan. As

president, he oversaw the end of the

Cold War, Iraq's withdrawal from the

Persian Gulf War, and the creation of

the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty.

He also created the Environmental

Protection Agency in response to

the 1989 Exxon-Valdez oil spill,

initiated the Clean Air Act

Amendments, and created the

Americans with Disabilities Act.

Bush was knighted in 1993 by Queen
Elizabeth II for service to his country

and the world, and was awarded the

Eisenhower Medal for Leadership and

Service (2003) and the Presidential

Medal of Freedom (201 1 ). In 2004, he

co-created the Bush-Clinton Tsunami

Relief Fund in response to the disaster

in Southeast Asia.

Wendy Ewald '69; Lesley Mclntire and Evelyn Knowles, daughter and

wife of William Knowles '35, accepting on his behalf (daughter Elizabeth

was present but is not pictured); Stacy Schiff '78; and Peter Sellars '75.

Honoree George H.W. Bush '42, unable to attend the event, sent along

a special video acceptance.

Five Honored with Andover
Alumni Award of Distinction

by Jill Clerkin

A highlight of Leaders' Weekend, the

inaugural induction ceremony of the
i ANDOVER ALUMNI A , A1 A , r r-v- .• .•

Andover Alumni Award of Distinction

AWARD Of DISTINCTION

I (AAAD) was held in Kemper Auditorium

J on Friday, November 9. The AAAD wasS conceived to annually recognize and

honor alumni/ae of Phillips Academy or Abbot Academy
who have served with distinction in their fields of endeavor.

Opening remarks were provided by Alumni Council

President Tom Beaton 73, followed by presentation of the

awards by five members of the AAAD Committee: Leslie

Callahan '68, committee chair; Susan Urie Donahue 73;

Michael Schmertzler 70; Lee Sullivan '68; and Alfred

Blum '62. Committee members Christopher Auguste 76,

Peter Hetzler, MD 72, Sara Su Jones '91, and Karen

Humphries Sallick '83 also were present. Head of School

John Palfrey offered closing remarks before guests

proceeded to Paresky Commons for dinner.

43ead more about all five AAAD recipients at

www. andover. edu/magazine.

Please visit www.andover.edu/alumni/awardofdistinction for an

AAAD nomination form. For further information, contact Jenny Savino

in the Office of Alumni Affairs at jsavino@andover.edu.
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Wendy T. Ewald '69

Honored for her contributions to education and the

visual arts

^^^^^^^^^^^

(LTP) program,

writings about

The summer following graduation, Wendy
Ewald-—inspired by her Abbot photography

teacher—taught children on an Innu reserve

in Labrador, Canada, how to use cameras;

she was impressed by the honest imagery

that resulted. From 1974 to 1982, she taught

photography to children in rural Kentucky

through her Literacy Through Photography

with a goal of capturing genuine images and

life in Appalachia.

Today, LTP continues to thrive as Ewald collaborates with

people around the world to express identity and cultural

diversity; an LTP offshoot trains teachers in Tanzania to use

visual images in their classrooms. LTP images frequently are

displayed in art galleries across the country and in Ewald's

themed publications, which include Portraits and Dreams,

the American Alphabets series, In Peace and Harmony:

Carver Portraits, and Secret Games: Collaborative Works
with Children 1969-1999. The exhibition Pekupatikut Innuat

Akunikana/Pictures Woke the People Up: An Innu Project

with Wendy Ewald and Eric Gottesman ['94] recently was on

display at the Addison Gallery (see page 12).

Currently a senior research associate at Duke University's

Center for International Studies and visiting artist at Amherst
College, Ewald was named a MacArthur Fellow in 1992 and

a Guggenheim Fellow in 2012.

Stacy A. Schiff '78

onored for her contributions to literature

Pulitzer Prize-winning author Stacy Schiff

graduated from Williams College and worked
in the publishing industry for eight years.

While reading Saint-Exupery's Wind, Sand,

and Stars in 1989, she became inspired

to research and write a biography of the

pioneering aviator. Published in 1994, Saint-

Exupery: A Biography garnered stellar

reviews, won several awards abroad, and was a finalist for

the 1995 Pulitzer Prize.

Schiff's second book, Vera (Mrs. Vladimir Nabokov), won the

2000 Pulitzer Prize. A Great Improvisation: Franklin, France,

and the Birth of America, published in 2005, won the George

Washington Book Prize, the Ambassador Award in American

Studies, and the Gilbert Chinard Prize of the Institut

Frangais. The blockbuster Cleopatra: A Life, published

in 2010, won the 201 1 PEN/Jacqueline Weld Award for

Distinguished Biography and was named one of the 10 Best

Books of the Year by the New York Times.

A Guggenheim Fellow, fellow of the National Endowment
of the Humanities, and fellow at the New York Public Library

Center for Scholars and Writers, Schiff received an Academy
Award from the American Academy of Arts and Letters, and

in 201 1 was named a Library Lion of the New York Public

Library. She currently is working on a book about the Salem

Witch Trials.

William S. Knowles '35 Peter M. Sellars '75

Honored posthumously for his contributions to

chemistry and biotechnology

Although already accepted at Harvard, future

f Nobel Prize-winner William Knowles was
advised to spend a postgraduate year at

Andover—where he enrolled in his first-ever

chemistry course. Knowles graduated from

Harvard with a degree in chemistry in 1939

and earned an accelerated doctoral degree

from Columbia University.

In 1942, Knowles began working as a research scientist

in organic chemistry for Monsanto Company. Soon he

would couple his knowledge of catalyst reactions with

chiral molecules—molecules that come in mirror images
of each other that cannot be superimposed (like left

and right hands). Based on his research on asymmetric

hydrogenation, which began in 1968, Knowles and his team
at Monsanto developed a more efficient and cost-effective

means of manufacturing L-dopa, vital to this day in the

treatment of Parkinson's disease and for the production of

various antibiotics and heart medications.

Knowles was very surprised to receive the Nobel Prize in

Chemistry in 2001—15 years after retiring from Monsanto.
The $1 million prize money was split between Knowles
and his two fellow researchers. Knowles donated his share

to Harvard, Columbia, and various colleagues who helped

him with the discovery. In 2004, he was admitted into the

National Academy of Sciences. Knowles died in June 2012.

Honored for his contributions to the performing arts

Opera, theatre, and festival director Peter

Sellars is known for groundbreaking interpre-

II tations of classic works. Whether it is Mozart,

fp'XV' Handel, Shakespeare, Sophocles, or the

4r* f 16th-century Chinese playwright Tang Xianzu,

k -

k
. Lr Sellars strikes a universal chord with audienc-

gg^^yy es, engaging and illuminating contemporary

social and political issues. Sellars has staged

20th-century and contemporary operas at prestigious venues

worldwide. He and longtime collaborator composer John

Adams also have created many new works, including Nixon

in China, El Nino, Doctor Atomic, and A Flowering Tree. Their

latest work, The Gospel According to the Other Mary, will be

seen in the United States and Europe early in 2013.

His noteworthy theatre projects include a 2009 staging of

Othello, inspired by and set in the America of newly elected

President Barack Obama. Desdemona, Sellars' collaboration

with novelist Toni Morrison and Malian composer and singer

Rokia Traore, was performed in Europe and the United

States in 201 1 , and presented in London as part of the 201

2

Cultural Olympiad.

A professor in the Department of World Arts and Cultures

at UCLA and resident curator of the Telluride Film Festival,

Sellars is a member of the American Academy of Arts and

Sciences and the recipient of the Erasmus Prize, Sundance

Institute Risk-Takers Award, and Gish Prize, as well as a

MacArthur Fellowship.
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Sean Logan became Andover's

College Counseling Office director

in the summer of 2011. He took time

out of his busiest season to explain

how the process is changing and its

challenges. He spoke with magazine
editor Sally Holm.

Sally Holm: What are the biggest challenges overall in

college counseling right now?

Sean Logan: Educating students and families to the re-

alities of the current climate. Admission has changed dramati-

cally in the last 15 years. For example: I worked at Occidental

College in1 997. We overlapped a bit with Pitzer College, a

great small school that was admitting around 65 percent of

its applicants; I believe it admitted 1 8 percent of its applicants

last year. Take Vanderbilt—25 years ago people said, " It's a re-

gional Southern place, not particularly diverse, not particularly

interested in getting outside of that region." But Vanderbilt,

in the last 15 to 20 years, has changed remarkably. They're

more selective than Georgetown now, admitting 15 percent

of their applicants last year.

SH: Multiple factors must contribute to this. Some schools

have improved that much...

SL: Right. Schools have spent millions of dollars for im-

provements in academic programs and facilities. Also, ap-

plying has gotten easier. The Common Application now has

close to 500 schools.

SH: And the Web...

SL: The Web has dramatically increased applications. You

can be a kid in rural Iowa, get online, tour a school virtually,

Inside

College
Counseling,
with Director

Sean Logan
chat with current students, and realize, "Wow, the financial

aid is good, it has great programs, and I have a pretty good
feel for the place, I'll apply." The Internet also has allowed

international recruitment to flourish.

SH: What else has changed?

SL: I am in the generation where deans of admission have

become deans of enrollment management—a very different

animal. "Demonstrated interest" has become a big buzz-

word. Are you a competitive applicant and have you shown
the proper interest?

SH: Which consists of...

SL: Visiting is very important. Phone contact. E-mailing.

Some schools will look at how much you've been on their

website. Have you signed in? How many clicks did you go

through? If you came and visited, did you stop by the admis-

sion office? How about interviews? If it's strongly encouraged

and you don't, it sends a message: "I guess you're not as

interested in us." You have to pay attention to those things.

As admission deadlines approach, we frequently ask stu-

dents to add "Likelies" (80 percent chance of admission) to

their list, but it's almost too late to add them anyway, because

there's no contact history.

SH: So how do you address this issue?

SL: We have to make sure that kids understand that it's

not enough to say, "I'm at PA, and I'm an A-B student." The

pool that applies to boarding schools is a sliver of what ap-

plies to highly selective colleges. It's a very different group

of kids you're competing with. The idea that "I was admitted

to one of the best high schools in the country, so I should be

competitive at the top colleges" doesn't mean as much now.

I tell parents, "If your main reason for sending your student

to Phillips Academy is to get into a great college, that is a mis-

take. I can't guarantee that." I can guarantee they're going

to get an amazing education, and I can do that because I've

visited well over 300 high schools in my life—domestically

and internationally. This is a really unique community, and our

kids capitalize on that.

SH: So there's a big education task here—kids and parents.

SL: We cannot college-counsel a student without college-

counseling the parent. We spend several months working
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with students and building lists that match their interests

—

then they go home to the parent who is nowhere near that

same place. They come back with a totally different list. So I

say, "What happened?" And the student says, "My parents

want to make sure I'm not undershooting."

SH: So it's about lowering expectations?

SL: Making them more realistic. The other piece of it is that

there aren't just 15 amazing schools—there are so many
more! That's the mindset that's difficult to crack. We have

to do a better job of educating about these different schools,

and what else is out there. I spent a lot of time this summer
looking in-depth at what we're doing.

SH: What was the headline?

SL: In the CCO, we're always interested in where the entire

class matriculates. If you're a trustee, if you're the head of

the school, the questions you might get from parents are:

"Is it worth my investment?" "What kind of education is my
kid getting?" "What kind of opportunities are they getting if

they're in the bottom half of the Andover class?" I took an un-

scientific way of looking at that, with the U.S. News & World

Report top 100 colleges and top 100 universities, and asked

how our class did. Ninety-eight percent of the class was ad-

mitted to a top-100 university or college. That's not bad.

Of the two percent who weren't, some were attending inter-

national schools that weren't rated and some chose specialty

schools—like a specific arts program or conservatory. So, I

think in general—and within different quartiles of GPA here

—

we do well.

While the list of schools attended is impressive, it doesn't

talk at all to satisfaction of students and parents. There is

a definite lack of information about the college admission

landscape and Andover-specific information communicated
to students and families prior to January of the 11th-grade

year. Because of this, parents and students have an incom-

plete view of college admission, and this leads to disappoint-

ment. We have students who are admitted to highly regarded

universities and are very unhappy because it wasn't Harvard,

Yale, or Princeton. They would say their expectations weren't

met and probably will leave here with a feeling that this didn't

go well. We have to provide more information and context

earlier in the process so students and parents have an un-

derstanding of the current admission landscape. We can't

guarantee admission, but we should be able to guarantee a

thoughtful process.

SH: How does the counseling process work?

SL: Before I arrived, the CCO put in place a four-meeting

curriculum that we work through with all uppers in the winter

and spring. With seven college counselors and 300-plus up-

pers, you want to make sure that everybody's getting rough-

ly the same information. We like to think that we "teach"

decision-making skills—how do you go about making impor-

tant decisions in your life? Let's look at all the factors and

spend some time reflecting on your experiences. That first

meeting for us is: "Tell me about yourself. Let's get to know

each other. What are your hopes?

What are your dreams?" We gener-

ally don't talk about specific colleges

in the first two meetings. We start talk-

ing about ideas—locations, sizes, distances,

and maybe things the student wants to do, and

how to start thinking about that. If we start dis-

cussing schools before we lay the groundwork for

how to go about making this decision, the process gets

short-circuited.

SH: So having time is important...

SL: Yes, we need time to build trust so we can have honest

and frank conversation. Because of the current climate, ap-

plying to college is rarely going to be "fun," but I do think it

can be interesting. With good relationships with students, it

is possible to help them explore past experiences and hopes

for the next four years of their lives. As we work with stu-

dents to build a list of schools, we use four categories for

expected outcomes
—

"Likelies" (80 percent chance of ad-

mission), "Possibles" (50-50 chance), "Reaches" (25 percent

chance), and "Unlikelies" (5 percent chance). This presents

challenges because of expectations that parents and stu-

dents have for certain schools. We hear from parents: "My
child is an A-B student at one of the best schools in the coun-

try. Why wouldn't he/she be admitted to...?" I get that. I com-
pletely understand. But from a college's point of view, when
a school has 35,000 applications and they're going to take

2,100 students, being an A-B kid at Andover 30 years ago?

Great. Now?

SH: Not so much.

SL: Not so much. Remember, there are lots of wonderful

schools. And there are plenty of kids with sub-5.0 GPAs
who get into the most selective schools in the country,

but, generally, they have other talents; music, theatre,

arts, athletics,, that kind of stuff. I've been saying

this for 20 years: "Everybody repeat after me, 'Col-

lege admission is not fair.'" Let's get it right out

there. It's going to be as fair as possible, but ev-

ery school has different needs and wants. We
(Andover) admit students for various reasons.

There's academic excellence, but we also

want to have a dance program, we want

to have a music program, we have 40

varsity sports. So you're not just tak-

ing the top academic kids. Kids love

that environment here and look for it

when applying to college. We have

to do a better job of educating the

community to say, "All the rea-

sons why you loved Andover, ,

that's what these colleges

are trying to achieve." It's

not a level playing field. Not

remotely level.

SH: Is it out of control?



there aren't just 15 amazing

schools—there are so many

more! That's the mindset that's

uifficult to crack."
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SL: We need to create a better education system, for kids

and parents. They don't need to spend $5,000 each summer
to make their kid look impressive for college. They don't need

to spend any money to do that. In fact, if the student gets a

job at The Gap selling clothes, that could be as interesting and

as important as getting a research internship at MIT. College

admission people know that sometimes those things are very

much socioeconomically driven. It's about kids following their

interests. I completely understand why parents get caught

up in the vortex, worrying that they are disadvantaging their

kid by not doing "X"—getting a personal trainer for their child

to make him or her a soccer star, or an SAT tutor in ninth

grade, etc. And they are asking the CCO, "Please help keep

me sane! " And that's what we have to do.

SH: What impact is our need-blind admission policy having

on college admissions?

SL: I came to Andover partly because of its need-blind poli-

cy, so I'm a huge proponent of that. Since the economic crash

in '08, many more colleges now have less need-based aid

to give out. We saw "gaps" of $10,000-plus in students' aid

packages last year. Because we have more students apply-

ing for aid, we need more time to work with that group and

be fluent with all kinds of financial aid issues. It's a complex,

challenging situation for some kids, and you have to have the

support there. But from a college counseling perspective,

that's added a whole extra level of work and involvement. It's

interesting work. But you have to create time for it.

SH: So how do you raise interest in lesser-known, merit-

based schools?

SL: Plenty of places would love a PA kid! Last year, we had

students win merit awards ranging from $5,000, to full tuition

at schools like (JSC, Tulane, Northeastern, Boston University,

etc., and a lot of these merit programs also give students first

choice of classes, best choice of housing, and stipends to

do summer work. There are Andover families that quali-

fy for aid here but not in college. There are also fami-

lies that won't qualify for aid but might be very in-

terested in opportunities to reduce the cost of

college. We need to make sure that we ex-

plore merit options with all families. So

you need to talk about financial aid

in a broader way now. We have

to make sure we're educating

those families up front.

wi

College Counseling Director Sean Logan encourages Rhea Lewis 13

to talk about herselj and hergoals as they work through her college

opportunities.

SH: What kind of communication do you have

th colleges these days?

SL: A lot of parents think, "This is Andover, so you're going

to be able to pick up the phone and advocate for my child."

We're going to be able to do that in the application process,

but in most highly selective schools now, the numbers don't

permit phone calls. I worked at Stanford in the mid-'90s.

They had 18,000 applications. They admitted 2,100 students.

Last year Stanford had 37,000 applications, and they admit-

ted about the same number. The time frame hasn't changed,

but they need to evaluate almost double the applications. Be-

cause of that, Stanford's not taking a call from us to advocate

for our students.

But they may call us and say, "We really like this student.

Can you have him/her submit something else? Or can you

give me a little bit more?" Great. I'll be the student's biggest

advocate. But every spot is precious, so they're not giving

them away.

SH: Where does college counseling need to be at Andover?

SL: We can't promise where students are going to get in.

What we should be able to promise is a quality college coun-

seling process. I can understand why you'd be incredibly dis-

appointed if your child didn't get in to the first-choice school.

That's natural. But I want the family to be able to say they

were well informed and supported in our process.

And I think part of my job description was connected to the

idea that Andover is a private school with a public purpose.

It was clear Andover wanted the CCO to become a national

model, talking about access issues on the national level. I'd

like to expand some of that piece. The job is interesting to me
because it has that national piece, and I think it's important to

keep that national perspective. But for now, we've got to be

able to promise a more comprehensive process for our cur-

rent students.

SH: You've got to have the resources—and the personnel.

SL: We've had a very positive response from faculty and

the senior administration about some of the changes we're

proposing. I'm not worried that this isn't going to happen. But

it's going to be gradual. I'm not going to get everything I want.

Every department here has needs. We feel very supported.

When people think of Andover, they think of excellence. I

want you to be able to think of excellence when you think of

the College Counseling Office at Andover.
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Six Receive
Distinguished
Service Award
Alumni Council President Tom Beaton '73

welcomed six guests of honor and their

fellow alumni, families, and friends to the

November 10 Leaders' Weekend Recognition

Luncheon. The Distinguished Service Award

recipients (pictured at right) were praised

for their tireless volunteerism, which ranges

from service on the Alumni Council, Financial

Aid Task Force, and Board of Trustees to

Abbot Academy Association leadership to

the oversight of major fundraising campaigns

in Korea. In his closing comments, Head of

School John Palfrey expressed his personal

gratitude for the award recipients' efforts,

impact, and long-term commitment to

the Academy.

Andover's 2012 Distinguished Service Award recipients, photographed in Paresky's Mural Room, are,from left,

Peter Hetzler,MD '72, Al Blum '62, Blalceman HazzardAllen '66, Toomas '59 andJudy Kukk, P'86, '88, and

Byung-Pyo Kim '79.

Andover Honors Veterans

As part of Leaders' Weekend 2012, Andover hosted its third annual Veterans Day memorial program and dinner

on November 8. Prior to the formal program, the Veterans Day Observance, usually conducted in Flagstaff

Court, was held in Paresky Commons due to a light rain. The Reverend Anne Gardner led the observance;

former U.S. Army second lieutenant Marc Koolen, instructor in biology, spoke briefly.

The program and dinner were attended by more than 75 alumni and faculty veterans and their

families, as well as others in the PA community. Welcoming remarks were offered by Seth

Moulton '97, former USM captain and current chair of the Andover and the Military Executive

Committee. The committee, launched in 201 1, recognizes the men and women of Phillips

Academy and Abbot Academy who have served—and currently are serving—in the U.S. armed

forces, and promotes a greater understanding of the military, its history, and its important

connections to the Academy.

USN Cmdr. Robert Patrick '88 introduced this year's featured speaker, World War II veteran William

D. Cochran '41 (left). The former USN lieutenant junior grade's stories of life onboard an aircraft

carrier received a standing ovation.

The program concluded with remarks from committee member Christine Balling '86.

II
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The Yale University Art Gallery,

under the leadership of former

Addison director Jock

Reynolds '65, has

unveiled its expanded

and newly renovated

exhibition space to

rave reviews... Andy

Frankenberger '91 has

won the World Series

of Poker championship

for the second consecutive

time... Classmate Tina Hartell

has founded Bobo's Mountain

Sugar, a maple sugar business

in southern Vermont. . . Lucy

Thomson '66 has become chair

of the Science and Technology

Law Section of the American Bar

Association. . Nick Hadley 72

was a senior member of the phys-

ics team that confirmed the dis-

covery of the Higgs boson. . . From

mid-coast Maine comes word that

Cait Owen Hunter '71 won

three

bronze medals at the Big E Gold

Medal Cheese Competition for

her goat's milk feta, mixed-milk

tome, and cow's milk

. Camembert. .. Nancy

• Goodman '81 (who

lost her son to cancer

in 2009) authored and

successfully steered pas-

sage of the Creating Hope Act to

provide market incentives

for the development of

life-saving drugs for

kids with cancer and

other rare diseases...

Adam Namm '81 has

been named ambassador

to Ecuador...

Christopher Whittier

'87 is a veterinary medical

officer for the Smithsonian, work-

ing with gorillas in the Central

African Republic. . . Yale freshman

Claudia Shin '12s

senior bio paper

from PA recently

was chosen as

the cover story of a new

magazine. The Journal of Experi-

mental Secondary Science. . . for

the second time, tennis ace Trey

Meyer '09 was half of the team

that won the National Collegiate

Doubles (Div III) title in men's ten-

nis for Williams College. . . Glenn

Stowell '09, an economics

major at Wesleyan, is the editor,

translator, and author of two

poetry books published in 2012...

Guitar-playing radio man Alex

Wise '86, host of Sea Change

Radio, has produced his first

album since 2003. ..

Saidi Chen '04 was

a contestant on the

long-running TV show

Jeopardy in Decem-

ber Miles '96

and Kam '99 Lasater

continue to expand their

website, SeeClickFix.com, that

allows anyone to report and track

non-emergency issues anywhere

in the world via the Internet and

empowers citizens, community

groups, media organizations, and

governments to take care of and

improve their neighborhoods. .

.

Jess Cole '08 was a finalist

in the MassChallenge Boston

incubator with her local event-

finder startup called Roammeo. .

.

A similar app, called Spindle,

was launched in three cities by

founder and CEO Pat Kinsel '03

last year. . . Russian geologists at

the University of Silesia in Poland

have discovered two minerals

new to science and have named

them "edgrewite" and "hydrox-

ledgrewite" in honor of University

of Maine geologist and research

professor Edward Grew '58.

Annual Meeting of Alumni

The Annual Meeting of the Andover-Abbot Alumni

Association will be held during Reunion Weekend at 1 1 a.m.

on Saturday, June 15, 2013, in Cochran Chapel at Phillips

Academy, Andover, Mass. All alumni of Phillips Academy
and Abbot Academy are cordially invited to attend.
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National & International Events

Jan. 16 Washington, D.C. Young Professionals in Politics

Jan. 22 San Francisco Volunteers and Non Sibi Donors

Jan. 23 Palo Alto Volunteers and Non Sibi Donors

Jan. 24 Santa Barbara Volunteers and Non Sibi Donors

Feb. 21 New York Volunteers and Non Sibi Donors

Feb. 24 Seoul Head of School John Palfrey

Feb. 26 Hong Kong Head of School John Palfrey

Feb. 27 San Francisco Head of School John Palfrey

March 1

1

Palm Beach Head of School John Palfrey

March 12 Palm Beach Head of School John Palfrey

May 8 Boston Volunteers and Non Sibi Donors

Campus Events

Jan. 12 Alumni Basketball Game

Jan. 12 Alumni Hockey Game

April 5-7 Af-Lat-Am 45th Reunion

May 11 Grandparents' Day

June 9 Commencement

June 14-16 Reunion Weekend

For the most up-to-date listings, visit the Office of Alumni
Affairs event calendar at www.andover.edu/alumni.
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H andover bookshelf

JULIA ALVAREZ
author o/ IN THE TIME Of THE S U 7TC P FL IES

71

Wf DDiNQ
/ N

HAITI

"An unlikely friendship between two people, two families, and two countries

shines at the center of this book. We are privileged to witness it

and become a part of this journey via Julia Alvarez's funny and reflective

narrative of both pre- and post-earthquake Haiti."

— EDWIDGC DANTICAT. author of Brothmr, I'm Dying

A Wedding in Haiti: The Story of a Friendship

by Julia Alvarez '67

Algonquin Books of Chapel Hill

When Julia Alvarez promises Piti, a dear Haitian friend and

farmer in Alvarez's native Dominican Republic, that she will

return one day to attend his wedding, she (a) doesn't think

he'll follow through with an invitation and (b) has no idea how
drastically this simple promise will change her life. Years later,

m 2009, when Piti calls Alvarez in Vermont and invites her and

husband Bill Eichner to his upcoming nuptials, there's no way
Alvarez can say no. Bound by friendship and honor, Alvarez

and Eichner pack their bags, travel to the Dominican Republic,

and set out in a truck for Piti's home in a remote town in

Haiti. Via the treacherous journey that follows—as well as the

deep bonds she forms with Piti's family, new wife, and infant

daughter—Alvarez explores the geography of friendship and

love, physical and emotional boundaries, marriage, extended

family, and her own vulnerabilities.

But the story truly culminates when Alvarez and Eichner return

to Haiti in 2010 with Piti and his young family, just six months

after the devastating earthquake. As Alvarez bears witness

through Piti's Haitian eyes, she says, "The one thing we cannot

do is turn away...When we have seen a thing, we have an

obligation. To see and to allow ourselves to be transformed by

what we have seen." It is through these transformations and in

these final pages that Alvarez's very personal memoir becomes

one of those rare stories in which the whole equals more than

the sum of its parts.

POSSESSIVE)

V6A: Writing from Vancouver's

Downtown Eastside

edited by Elee Kraljii Gardiner '88

and John Mikhail Asfour

Arsenal Pulp Press

"V6A" is the postal prefix for Vancouver's

Downtown Eastside (DTES), often

described as "the poorest neighborhood

in Canada." In this significant anthology

of the same name, 32 DTES writers

wrestle stereotypes and preconceived notions, revealing the

human dignity, creative synergy, and self-determination that

form the backbone of DTES's struggling narrative.

Possessive

by Sally Van Doren '80

Louisiana State University Press

In her second collection of poetry, Van

Doren lets readers peek under the covers,

behind the curtain, and into those secret

places all of us protect with closed

mouths and veiled eyes. She leads readers

in one direction, only to pop up where

you least expect her, and she plumbs

the depths of love and death in lyrical language that seduces

and beguiles.

Naturally Based Biomaterials and
Therapeutics: The Case of India

by Veda Eswarappa '08

and Sujata K. Bhatia

Springer

Here, Eswarappa and Bhatia argue that

less traditional biomedical innovations

could allow developing nations, like India,

to access more effective, less expensive

medical treatments, improve the overall

health of their populations, and take ownership of their own
healthcare technologies. To this end, the authors explore the

properties and current applications of nine natural resources

(rice, soy, bamboo, tamarind, and others).

Client Service

by Shelby Tucker '53

Stacey International

As you crack open this novel from

anglicized American Shelby Tucker,

an alarm should sound: "Buckle your

seatbelts. You're in for a rollicking ride."

C//enf Service is a satire so energetic that

it brings to mind Voltaire's Candide, not

in plot or content, but in its fast-moving,

better-run-or-you'll-get-left-far-behind style. Set in the '60s

and pulled from Tucker's own experiences in the financial

world, Client Service tells the story of an investment company

teetering on destruction as a massive Ponzi scheme unravels.
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Cancer and the Kidney: The Frontier

of Nephrology and Oncology

edited by Eric P. Cohen '73

Oxford University Press

As part of the Oxford Clinical Nephrology

Series, this second edition of Cancer

and the Kidney acknowledges two basic

truths: (1) many cancer patients may
develop kidney problems, and (2) many

people with kidney disease may develop

cancer. Since nephrologists and oncologists are not often

comfortable navigating in one another's fields, Cohen bridges

the gap with much-needed facts, research, and advice.

H223HI
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Frank W. Benson: Etchings,

Drypoints, Lithographs and Prints

by John T. Ordeman '48

G.E. Nelsonn. -.A/- I t
This catalogue raisonne beautifully

Jpar^ presents illustrations of all known prints

Bfc^«^^s7££. .
of Massachusetts artist Frank W. Benson.

Known as "the dean of American

etchers," Benson founded the school of

the American sporting print. This collection includes an essay

by Benson on the creation of the intaglio print, as well as an

introduction by John T. Ordeman, who has been researching

and writing about American sporting art for 30 years.

—These notices were prepared by Kristin Bair O'Keeffe.

/ADDITION
No Lilies or Violets: Reminiscences of a Fighter Pilot

Jonathan A. Hayes '60

Amethyst Moon Publishing

The Merry Lives of Lisa

Lisa Figus '42

Create Space

Alchemy: How Adolescence Changes Children into Adults

Harris C. Faigel '52

Quill House Publishers

Seen published recently? Please send your book to Kristin Bair O'Keeffe,

Office of Communication, Phillips Academy, 180 Main St., Andover
MA 01810-4161. Afteryour book is announced, it will be donated to

the Oliver Wendell Holmes Library. Autographed copies appreciated!

Regrettably, due to the high volume of books written by alumni, not

all books will be featured In the Andover Bookshelf. Selection is at the

discretion of the class notes editor. Books not featured will be listed in

the new "In Addition" section.

ON BAKING
A TIXTBOOK OF BAKING & PASTRY FUNDAMENTALS

SARAH Ft LABENSKY

PBISCILLA A. MARTEL

EDDY VAN DAMME

On Baking: A Textbook of Baking & Pastry Fundamentals

by Priscilla Martel '74, Sarah Labensky and Eddy Van Damme
Pearson

The third edition of On Baking will make even the most

kitchen-averse don an apron and pull out the rolling pin. This

827-pager is more bible than textbook, and it is chock-full of

foodie histories, proper procedures, culinary principles, best

practices, safety alerts, how-to's, and, of course, page after

page of delicious recipes accompanied by mouth-watering

photos and illustrations. (Warning to baking enthusiasts: Do

not turn to page 425 unless you're ready to commit.)

Gather: A Journal

edited by Fiorella Valdesolo '96

At a time when big magazines like Newsweek are ending

their print editions, Valdesolo and creative partner Michele

Outland have launched Gather, a biannual, recipe-driven food

magazine (print and digital) that celebrates the thing that food

does best: bring people together. For your foodie gatherings,

the online edition even offers "Mixtapes" via Spotify. Visit

gatherjournal.com.
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^>CLASS NOTES

1932
PHILLIPS

[Editor's note: We received the following note from

Edwin O. Tilton. Although Edwin's class does not

have a class secretary, we wanted to share news from

one ofour oldest alums. Ifyou'd like to get in touch

with Edwin, please write to: 715 Renaissance Dr.,

Apt. 106, Williamsville NY 14221.]

From Edwin O. Tilton: "When my son showed

me the notice regarding our 80th class reunion this

past spring, I thought briefly about trying to come

for at least a short visit, but given the distance from

Buffalo, NY., to Andover, that was not possible.

Moreover, I wondered ifanyone else from our class

would show up.

"I turned 97 in August and am living in a

wonderful senior residence outside Buffalo, still

independently in my own apartment, but with more

daily assistance than I really think I need. My wife,

Betty, passed away a year ago, after almost 70 years

ot marriage. However, my son Sam lives about an

hour away in Rochester and visits frequently, and

my daughterAnne comes up from her home in

Georgia several times each year to spend a week

with me.

"I also have four adult grandchildren—two liv-

ing nearby in New York state, whom I see several

times a year, and two not so near, whom I see less

often—and two very young great-grandchildren

living in Florida, who visited this summer. All I had

to do was watch and smile as they played and enter-

tained themselves.

"I still read the Andover alumni magazine. Ifany

classmate sees this and wants to share his news, by

all means go ahead. Then I'll know that I'm not the

only member of 1932 still around."

1935

ABBOT
Doris Schwartz Lewis

250 Hammond Pond Pkwy., Apt. 515S

Chestnut Hill MA 02467
617-244-7302

dossl 23@webtv.net

Welcome, '35ers,

Here we are—another milestone! Sometimes

1935 seems like another age or era, and other times

it seems like yesterday. Before I get maudlin, let me

share the little news I have ofour class.

I spoke with EUie Du Toit, who is in assisted

living and has been for a few years. Her family is well

and caring. Unfortunately, her eyesight is not good;

she sends her best to all ofyou.

I couldn't reachJane Dawes McClennan with

several tries.

I spoke to Doris Zich, who really gave me a lift.

She is truly happy in her assisted living facility. She

Andover
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stay connected.

.

walks every day, plays some bridge, and always has

something to do. She says the people are great.

1 also spoke to Eliese Cutler, who made me

chuckle. "I'm not as spry as 1 used to be," she said,

"I've joined the club. 1 could swear she was talking

about me.

1 called Chris Nelson, and her grandson

answered. He said she is in assisted living. He took

down my name and phone number and hoped

Chris might call back.

As tor me, things are about the same. I'm not

as peppy as I once was (how come? ), but am

still managing to do most ot the things I like to

do, albeit slower: symphony, bridge, and a few

board attendances.

To those 1 was unable to reach, please call me.

My phone number is at the head ot this column.

My best and fondest wishes tor a happy and

healthy year.

1936

ABBOT
Lucy H. Winship

Heritage Heights

149 E. Side Drive

P.O. Box 350
Concord NH 03301
603-225-7109

lhwinship@comcast.net

Anne Robins Frank has moved into a retire-

ment hotel and has the same phone number. She

sounded well, and we had a pleasant chat.

Elinor Robinson Goodwin has stopped driv-

ing, but gets along very well.

Pat Smith Magee divides her time between

Waldoboro, Maine, and Marblehead, Mass. Her

daughter Heidi lives nearby. She sounded like her

young self, and 1 was glad to reach her.

Other classmates could not be reached at

the phone numbers I have: Clara Holland

Chase, Betsy Drake king, Helen O'Brien

Olcott, Caroline Rockwell Stevens, and Lois

Holmes Stokes.

1 spent time in Maine with my daughters, Fay

and Betsy, their husbands, and other relatives. It was

a pleasant six weeks. It is good to be home.

PHILLIPS

Robert W. Hewitt

644 Hillsdale Ave.

Hillsdale NJ 07642-2507
201-664-5063

1937
PHILLIPS

John Foskett

4694 Rue Bayou

Sanibel FL 33957
239-472-1726

jdfoskett@att.net

As you might expect, I've gotten very accustomed

to writing obits. But this one is especially difficult

for me as it concerns my oldest triend, Dr.James L.

Tucker, who passed away quickly on Aug. 17. We
met on our very first day at Andover when we were

checking in at the headmaster s office accompanied

by our dads, who literally pushed us together to say

hello. We did, and we remained friends ever since.

After graduation, Tuck went to Amherst, then to

Cornell Medical College, and after a two-year stint

in Germany, started practicing pediactrics out in

Seattle. He was a true professional, concerned not

only tor his patients' health, but tor their education

and progress in life. Tuck and his wife, Betty, whom

he met at Mt. Holyoke and married in 1941, lived

a full and happy lite together, raising five children

while he pioneered, among other interests, the

treatment ot dyslexia.

Tuck's son Jim Jr. told me that very shortly before

his dad died, he held in his lap his tenth newborn

great-grandchild and examined him as if he was a

patient. Tuck outlived his wife, Betty, and his son

Gary, while being supported by the love of daughter

Karen and sonsJim Jr., (ohn, Richard, and families.

Tuck and I were last together at our 70th Reunion,

when you may remember from past notes we had

forgotten what house we were in and came close

to reporting to security that all our posessions had

been stolen! Tuck was one great triend, and I know

that all his friends and classmates join me in sending

regards and condolences to his extended family.

Going through my PA file, I found a photo

given to me by Norm Karasick at our Old Guard

reunion in June and know you will be interested

that, shortly after WWII, Norm, an Army lieutenant

at the time, was assigned the job of maintaining and

monitoring internal communications during the

trial ofNazi officials in the court at Nuremberg. The

photo shows the entire courtroom in session, and

you can quickly pick out the Nazis on trial—the

most prominent and easy to identify, Hermann

Goering. Thanks, Norm.

On behalf of this class ofOld Guys, I would like

to welcome the arrival ot our new head ot school,

John G. Palfrey Jr., and |oin with you in wishing him

success and personal fulfillment during his tenure.

He has a tough act to follow, but has the back-

ground and talents needed to continue the progress

we have admired so much under Barbara Landis

Chase's leadership. Good luck and all the best, John.

1938

ABBOT
Dana Lynch '68

PO Box 370539
Montara CA 94037-0539

650-728-8238

Dana.h.lynch@gmail.com

PHILLIPS

Dana Lynch '68

PO Box 370539
Montara CA 94037-0539

650-728-8238

Dana.h.lynch@gmail.com

1939

PHILLIPS

Joseph F. Anderson

Box 482
Lower Hollow Road

Dorset VT 05251
802-867-41 19

jfanders@truvista.net

As you might imagine, this assignment calls for lots

of phone calls. When I'm fortunate to find someone

who answers, the resulting conversation is both illu-

minating and enjoyable. All too often, in these later

years, there is no answer—only a cryptic response

from an operator: "That phone number is no longer

in service." This means to me that our classmate has

moved to a life-care community or, more likely, has

died. I say the latter because I have pursued the "no

longer in service" by checking with the white pages

and information, without much success.

I work from a list provided by Andover, which

is as complete and accurate as their painstaking

efforts can supply. In short, as 1 begin this latest

report, the numbers in our class have dwindled. As

I write, I have before me the marvelous report on

our class prepared by the late Frank Campion on

the occasion ofour 50th Reunion in 1989. In the

23 years since that great occasion, many of those

classmates, whose pictures adorn the book, are no

longer with us. It's amazing to me, at age 91 , to look

at the picture ot our class as juniors. Those were

treasured days.

One ofthose early friends, Dick Barrows,

recently died in a retirement community in Alex-

andria, Va„ where he lived tor many years. Like so

many ofthe Class of 1939, he had great success in

his work. After graduating from Harvard College

and Harvard Law School, he served in the Navy.

Interested in library science, he was assistant profes-

sor ot law and law librarian at Montana State Uni-

versity. This work led him back to the Navy, where

he became chief librarian for the United States

Navy, retiring in 1988. To his wife, Eugenie, and his
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www. andover.edu/intouch

children and grandchildren, we send our sincere

regrets at the loss of Dick.

I had a brier but pleasant phone visit with

Ralph Smith, who is still holding forth at his home

of almost 30 years in Bethesda, Md. Ralph and

his wife of 64 years, Lilian, have literally traveled

the world. As a U.S. Foreign Service officer, he was

a member of the delegation that negotiated the

nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. French-born Lil-

ian had an equally impressive career. She served in

the Free French Air Force in World War II and later

was a correspondent tor the Paris newspaper Le

Monde. Ralph also worked for a French newspaper

feature syndicate based in Paris. Like the rest of

us, now in his early 90s, he has great memories of

Andover and the friendships that happily contin-

ued long after graduation.

Herb Fletcher and his wife, Mona, also married

64 years, live in Tarzana, Calif" Returning to the

family farm after his Andover graduation, tragedy

struck the family, and Herb's mother and father

were killed. He was alone with little money and

was forced to forego college.Jobs were hard to find,

but he was fortunate to get one as an usher in the

Grand Fabian, a nearby movie theatre. Within a

fewweeks, he became head usher, and this began

a career that continues to this day in the motion

picture industry. I hasten to add: not as an usher.

Instead, he gravitated to domestic film distribu-

tion and eventually to international distribution.

He was with Crown International for 20 years and

the head ofDisney distribution in Europe and the

Middle East. Initially, he negotiated for commis-

sions instead of salary, and this decision has served

his compensation needs very handsomely.

He credits his negotiating skills to Phil Allen

'29, who asked Herb to be a member ofthe new

PA debating team. "My partner and I beat Harvard

freshmen in that first debate," Herb proudly pro-

claims. He is a longtime member ofthe Academy of

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, and founder of

the American Film Market, which meets annually

in Cannes, France, and Santa Monica, Calif, to buy

and sell movies.A great story, a great lite, and it all

happened because Herb got a job showing people

to their seats!

Tom Flournoy still makes New York's Wash-

ington Square neighborhood his home base. He

enlisted in the Navy while at Yale and graduated in

1942. This led him to become a U.S. Marine cap-

tain, studyingjapanese in Colorado before heading

to the Pacific and sendee as an interpreter. In the

war, he was in the Central Pacific, participating in

the invasions ofSaipan, Tinian, and Iwo Jima. Tom
was a banker with Chase and aJersey bank for more

than 40 years. Good Andover friends includeJim

Kittredge, a neighbor from the Berkshires, and Art

Williams, whom he saw at Pete Strauss's funeral.

Dan Hall spends most ofhis time at the former

family summer home in Alstead, N.H. Now 90

years old, Dan lost his wife in 2002 and, as a wid-

ower, he has the support offour children, including

Tim, who graduated from Andover in 1972. An

Amherst graduate, he served as a pilot in the 9th Air

Force. He participated in the invasion of Normandy

in 1946. He told me his route to Andover was

somewhat circuitous. His father was a Presbyte-

rian minister, so the family lived successively in

Buffalo, NY, Binghamton. NY, and subsequently

Windsor, Vt An enthusiastic Andover graduate, he

attended our ~0th Reunion in 2009 and our 73rd

inJune 2012.

Harry Anderson reports he was a recent guest

at a mini reunion ofthe Andover Class of 1950 in

Newport R.I. His assignment? To enlighten the

younger tolks about what it was like at PA in 1938

and 1939. He also attended a special ceremony at

Yale tor the retirement ot the director of athletics

and the chairman ot the Yale Sailing Association, an

organization Harry cofounded in 19"6. He keeps

busy at his retirement home in Mystic, Conn.

Faelton Perkins says he's still maneuvering

quite well, even at 92 (he could be our oldest),

and suggests he might drive to Dorset, Vt, from

Brockton, Mass., tor a visit one ot these days. I hope

so, for he's one ot the most devoted classmates

I know. He attended our ~3rd reunion with his

daughter Pamelia.

George Wagoner and his wife, Pat, as reported

in an earlier issue, are living in Galloway Ridge, a

beautiful life-care community in Pittsboro, N.C.

The Wagoners have been married tor 63 years,

and it all started on a blind date in Dallas, Texas,

although George grew up in Hyannis, Mass. He

recalls his Andover days with great memories ofhis

many friends, including his roommate there and at

Yale,JackWalsh.

Late one recent Sunday evening, 1 received a

call fromJohn Leitch, who lives in a retirement

home in Laconia, N.H.John's father was an execu-

tive in engineering and research for Pacific Mills, a

textile company in Lawrence, Mass., and the family

resided in Andover. Before matriculating with

our class, he spent a summer or two at Long Lake

Lodge, a well-known camp in Maine familiar to

many Andover students, including Ted Harrison

'38.John left Andover after two years to attend a

naval prep school, with hope ot gaining admission

to Annapolis. However, his Canadian citizenship

deprived him ot that opportunity. He graduated

from Lowell Tech and, like his dad, entered the

textile field, spending 13 years with the Lawrence

mills. When the business moved south,John

joined Western Electric and laterAT&T, where he

worked 23 years, retiring in 1982. Sadly, his wife of

68 years, Dorothy, died recently. His health is excel-

lent, except for an arthritic knee. His only medical

claim to fame is a triple bypass, which he endured

with success. I enjoyed our visit very much, even

by phone.

That completes this opus on our class, although

I wish there were more contacts to share. I do get an

occasional answering machine and leave a message,

but I guess there is a hesitation to call back for one

reason or another. From my vantage point, it's just

great to hear what's going on and about the exploits

ofan outstanding group ot boys, now men, who

have lives reflective ot the good things they learned

growing up at Andover. Sharing those experiences,

I suspect, is good for the soul. On that note, I'll say,

as in Herb Fletcher's movies, "The End."

[Class secretary's note: As these notes went

to press, we learned RuloffKip had died in late

September. An outstanding student, Rulofftook a

PG at Andover and then headed for Princeton and

George Washington University Law School. He

had a heroic service record as a naval officer, who

survived the sinking ofthe last Atlantic destroyer

escort. For almost 25 years, Ruloffwas a patent

attorney with AT&T. In addition, he was an active

volunteer for many causes to aid the underprivi-

leged. He and his wife, Barbara, now also deceased,

visited Haiti several times on missions to help

those suffering in that troubled country.]

1940

ABBOT
Nadene Nichols Lane

125 CoolidgeAve.#610

Watertown MA 02472

617-924-1981
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Blake Flint

1762 Bay St. #401

Sarasota FL 34236-7751

941-955-9396

cbflint@comcast.net

Ed Freeman and wife Barbara live in Boothbay

Harbor, Maine. Ed sampled a number ot different

vocations. After several years as an industrial

engineer with what was then Minnesota Mining &
Manufacturing, he had the opportunity to acquire

one ofthe early Volkswagen dealerships. As we all

know, that developed into a bonanza. After 12 years

in automotive, Ed decided enough was enough and

sold out. He then entered the real estate market

in Bucks County, Pa., which was then one ofthe

fastest-growing counties in the country. While

there, he led an active political life, and for a time

was the deputy of community affairs- for the state

ofPennsylvania. After moving back to Boothbay

Harbor, his wife, Barbara, became one of the prime

movers in establishing and helping to develop what

is today 250 acres, known as the Coastal Maine

Botanical Gardens, one of the largest and most

highly regarded such developments in the nation.

Ed and Barbara winter on Sanibel Island, Fla.

Chuck Chandler is comfortable in a nursing

home in Heber City, Utah, having recovered from a

serious case of pneumonia.

Bill Casey has lived a very full lite. Following

Andover, he spent two years at Amherst, and then

transferred to the naval academy. After 18 years

in service, he commanded a destroyer, but was

losing his hearing. After a short term of land duty,

he elected separation and went into the customs
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brokerage business. He built this business into

a worldwide operation, including being the first

American business to be established in what had

been the Soviet empire. Along the way, he found an

interest in Ireland, had a home there, and became

part owner of a soccer team. Along with classmates

Walter Curley and Prescott Bush, he bought a

local castle and turned it into a hotel.

Bill lost his wife, Carlyn, in February, after 67

years of marriage. In June, they had a celebration of

her lite and his 90th birthday in Stowe, Vt., where

they summered. They have one daughter, one

granddaughter, and one grandson. Their grand-

daughter is in California, where she is second in

command ofa ski resort. She is world class in tennis

and skiing. While at Brown, she was captain ofthe

women's soccer, skiing, and tennis teams.

Bill spends his time now at a continued care

facility in Ft. Myers, Fla., and still finds time to

deliver a weekly lecture.

And now for some sad news.

James Magin died in Naples, Fla., onJune 25.

Following Andover, he graduated from Yale and

entered the U.S. Navy, where he served as an officer

during WWII. After leaving the Navy, he joined

Square D Company, where he remained until his

retirement in 1983, having served as vice president

and director for more than 30 years. He loved his

retirement in Naples, having first visited in 1938.

Wilmot V. Jerry" Castle died in Rochester,

N.Y., onJune 28. During World War II, he served

as a first lieutenant in the U.S. Army Air Force. He

returned to Yale to get a degree in 1946. He began

working at the Wilmot Castle Company in 1947,

a company his grandfather began in Rochester in

1883. He became president in 1964. He worked for

Ritter Pfaudler ( 1967) and the Sybron Corporation

(1968-81).

Jerry's passion was sailing. The international

sailing community respected his accomplishments

throughout his life. Jerry was chairman of the Tall

Ships Festival for the Rochester sesquicentennial

celebration, bringing and hosting more than 20

tall ships to Rochester's shores. In 2010, he was

awarded the first "Commodore Emeritus" at his

yacht club, which recognized his lifetime achieve-

ments on the water. Jerry was known as a skilled

competitor and a skipper who could quietly bring

out the best in his crew.

R.I.P.

ABBOT
Ruth Bondy Lowy

70 Chestnut Ave.

Larchmont NY 10538

914-834-4584

ruthlowy@optonline.net

PHILLIPS

William D. Cochran

233 Ash St.

Weston MA 02493
781-894-8067

wmdco@aol.com

Jerome Ziegler passed away on May 3, 2012, at

the age of88. He served in the U.S. Navy as an

ensign and returned to the University ofChicago

to earn a master's degree in political science and

anthropology in 1948. He was motivated in all

things by a spirit oflearning and a commitment to

public engagement. Much ofhis career centered

on education tor disadvantaged groups, prisoners,

poor communities, and others who most needed

access to good educational resources. As dean

at Cornell, Ziegler led the College of Human

Ecology from 1978 to 1988, as it built upon the

legacy ofhome economics and broadened its

mission to multidisciplinary research and outreach.

After stepping down as dean, Ziegler pursued his

teaching and research in the Department ofPolicy

Analysis and Management. He was also a founding

member of the faculty for the Cornell Institute for

Public Affairs. Throughout his years at Cornell,

Ziegler remained first and foremost a teacher

and an advocate for young people. To friends

and colleagues, Jerry was known as a gentleman

and a person ofremarkably broad interests. He

loved woodworking, listening to classical music,

planting vegetables, and writing poetry. He was

predeceased by his wife of64 years, Patricia, and

his brother Warren. He is survived by his three

children,Jerome M. Ziegler III (and wife Kathleen

Buchenauer), Sharon Lynn Ziegler, and
J.
Nicholas

Ziegler (and wife Margaret Weir).

Thomas J. Dwyer passed away on April 2, 2012,

after a lengthy illness. He attended Yale University

and graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy with

a BS degree in electrical engineering. He received

a master's degree in business from Columbia Uni-

versity. Upon graduation from the Naval Academy,

Dwyer was engaged in WWII in the European,

African, Mddle Eastern, and American theatres

and was awarded the World War II Victory Medal.

Dwyer enjoyed sailing with his wife on their

double-ended ketch Blue Horizon and cruising

the Bahamas and southern Eleuthera and Exuma

islands extensively. Later, he purchased a trawler/

cruiser

—

Lady Irene—and continued to enjoy the

blue Caribbean waters, in addition to cruising Lake

Okeechobee and Florida's western coastline and

interior waterways. He was preceded in death by his

parents, Martin Dwyer and Mae Baker Treadwell

Dwyer; his beloved brother, Martin Dwyer; sister,

Evelyn Dwyer VanSciver; and his son, Thomas
J.

DwyerJr. He is survived by his devoted wife, Irene

Cushing Dwyer, ofNorth Palm Beach, Fla.; daugh-

ters Winifred Dwyer Post ofSan Francisco, Calif,

and Doreen Dwyer ofNorth Palm Beach, Fla.; son

Douglas Dwyer ofAsheville, N.C.; nine grandchil-

dren; two great-grandchildren; his sister-in-law; and

many nieces and nephews.

1942
ABBOT
Ann Taylor Debevoise

Pinnacle Farm

222 Daniel Cox Road

Woodstock VT 05091-9723

802-457-1 186

Ann.T.Debevoise@valley.net

Making a stab at being class secretary, a task I find to

be "bitter sweet." First, the sweet.

Our doctor classmate Mary Bertucio Arnold

reports that one of her many grandchildren was

married on Aug. 25, 2012, in Lincoln, Mass., with

the reception at the home ofthe bride's parents. The

bride and groom were classmates at Harvard. The

newly married couple lives in Washington, DC,

where the bride is continuing her studies toward a

PhD degree in psychology at American University.

Mary has other family members doing significant

good work, and I hope to get details for a future

column (which reminds me that I welcome any and

all news from classmates).

Speaking of weddings, one ofmy granddaugh-

ters is getting married in St. Margaret's Church in

Westminister Abbey, London, on Nov. 28, 2012.

She has been living in London since getting an

advanced degree from the London School of

Econmics and landing a job with the European

Bank for Reconstruction and Development. She is

marrying a Brit, and they will be living in London

in a recently purchased fixer-upper. I get to go to the

festivities—how lucky can I be?

Alas, now the bitter.

The Academy reports the sad news that three of

our classmates died in 2012: Jane Bittel Weil died

on Jan. 27; Margaret Stuart Beale died on July 4;

and Irene Abbott MacPherson died on July 12.

[Editor s note: Please see Irene Abbott MacPher-

son's obituary in the In Memoriam section.]

I remember each in her own way being a stalwart

ofour class. To all oftheir families, we send our

condolences.

Love and best wishes to all.

PHILLIPS

[Editor's note: While preparing this issue ofthe

magazine, we got the sad news that class secretary

John E. Searle Jr. passed away on Oct. 30, 2012.
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With the news ofjohn's death, we received this

very moving note from his daughter, Carol Searle:

"My father decided it was his time. I spoke with

him on Sunday night, and he said, This is a new

experience.' I said, 'What?' He said, 'This dying

experience, but I think I have it down.' I said 1

would speak with him the next day. He responded.

'I doubt it.' My father was ready to go, and I thank

him for his sense ofhumor to the end and for still

teaching us all what is important—quality oflife,

celebration oflife, and love everlasting."

Please seeJohn Searle's obituary in the In

Memoriam section. Ifanyone would like to pick

up the mantle ofclass secretary, please call Laura

MacHugh at 978-749-4289.]

Joseph Maxwell Feldman passed away on

July 9, 2012. After graduating from Harvard Uni-

versity,Joe went into the family retail business and

was one ofthe founders ofJ.M. Fields retail dis-

count stores with locations from New England to

Florida.Joe loved his business, was an avid reader,

yachtsman, and world traveler. Joe is survived by

his beloved wife, Nancy, sons Theodore Feldman

(Anastacia) ofBoston, Mass., Samuel Feldman

(Jan) ofCupertino, Calif, Michael Feldman (Car-

men) ofJupiter, Fla., and daughter, Martha Delaney

(David) of Goffstown, N.H., and six grandchildren.

John Wagstaff-Callahan also passed away on

July 10, 2012. No details are currently available.

70th REUNION
June 14-16, 2013

PHILLIPS

Richard L. Ordeman
619 Oakwood Ave.

Dayton OH 45419
937-299-9652

mbo5 1 0@aol.com

It's the 70th for the Class of 1943. Before that, how-

ever, there will be a class gathering in Naples, Fla.,

Saturday, Feb. 23. Mary and Dick Harshman have

graciously offered to host a soup and sandwich

buffet luncheon.

In my last notes, in leafing through a 1943 Bul-

letin, I noted Sam Herron had won the Means

Essay prize. This brought a response from Roger

Morgan: "Nothing like keeping up with the news!

One shouldn't boast, I know, but much to Mr.

Basford's surprise, I had won the year before as an

upper-middler. I think my English accent must

have counted in my favor more than the contents

ofthe essay itself. My wife, Susie—originally from

Milwaukee—and I soldier on; but further visits to

the U.S. seem improbable—insurance coverage

and impossibly expensive!"

Peter Poor writes, "Having just read the class

notes with so many remembered names from the

past, I'm moved to let you know I am among the

survivors. Somehow, all my close friends from my

Andover years seem to have gone before me. My
wife, Eloise, died in February 2010. We had been

together since meeting in the eighth grade, and so

I live with ghosts in a New York apartment. Two

daughters live in Boston; a son, whose work I don't

understand, lives in Silicon Valley; and I have five

grandchildren. I'm well for 86, still ride my bike

around Central Park early in the morning and am

bored to death. My best to you all."

A note from TuckAsbury: "I have continued to

enjoy good health and still play a decent octo-

genarian game of golf As emeritus professor of

ophthalmology, I am still active at the University of

Cincinnati College ofMedicine, having been on its

payroll since 1956."

Perry Schwarzer has moved to Greenfield,

Mass., and lives with his son.

John Davis, still in Sarasota, Fla., has moved

with his wife of64 years to a high-rise retirement

home. When 1 mentioned football, John, a first-

stringer on Andover's football team our senior year,

instantly responded, "I remember our game—we

won 14-13!"

I am particularly saddened to report the loss of

eight classmates. I'm sure you all join me in express-

ing our sympathy to their families.

John Hayes died onJune 4, 2012. Longtime

friend Jim Brown wrote, "LosingJohn Hayes was a

serious loss to me. We met in Haverhill, Mass., and

played pool at my family's house every day. My best

friend tor 73 years, roommate upper middler and

senior years, both members ofPBX, best man at my

wedding, and constant companion at all times.John

was a great guy with a fine sense of humor and great

listening ability. I'll miss him."

Bob Herbst died onJune 22, 2012. Following

graduation from Yale, Bob worked tor the Bur-

roughs Adding Machine Co. and later moved to

the Essex Savings Bank, where in time he became

director, president, and chairman ofthe board.

Bob was a leader in many community activities, par-

ticularly Middlesex Hospital in Middletown, Conn.

He loved travel, golfing in Scodand, cross-country

skiing, and ice-skating. Bob's first wife, Dorothy,

died in 1983. He is survived by Margo Valentine, his

partner of28 years, one son, and one grandson.

Andy Sides died onJune 9, 2012. Ned Tebbetts,

a good friend ofAndy's who grew up with him

in Newton, Mass.—where they both attended

public schools with future Andover alumni, Fred

Bushnell '45, Gael Mahony, Fred Moore, andJim

Munro—told me Andy graduated from Annapolis

in 1946, lived for many years in Bristol, R.I., and

owned a business in Providence. He had deep roots

in Maine, where he owned several boats in Christ-

mas Cove. Some years ago, Andy and his wife,

Anna, hosted a cocktail party on his boat dockside

at the Naples Yacht Club prior to our annual class

dinner. Thanks for some great memories, Andy.

Besides his wife, Anna, of 60 years, he is survived by

four children and eight grandchildren.

Dirck Keyser died on Sept. 12, 2011 . Dirck

served with the Marines on Guam duringWWII
and became an intelligence officer. Following

graduation from Princeton, he won a Fulbright

grant to study at the Sorbonne. He later served

in the Foreign Service, the Department ofCom-

merce, and the Treasury Department. Following

early retirement in 1982, he earned a PhD degree

at the University ofVirginia. Dirck is survived by

his wife, Joan, her three children, and three sons by

his first wife, Patricia, who died in 1970.

Charles Ashley died on Oct. 2, 2011. Charles

served aboard the USS Essex duringWWII and

graduated from the University ofToledo following

the war. He was the retired owner ofa specialty

steel fabricating business in Toledo, Ohio, and

was later co-proprietor with his wife of a popular

Maumee, Ohio, wine store and restaurant. He is

survived by his wife of55 years, Geraldine, four

children, and six grandchildren.

Harry Wieting III died on Jan. 1, 2012. Harry

served with the Navy in WWII and later graduated

from the University ofMichigan. He worked for

United Technology Corp. and retired as vice presi-

dent ofthe automotive division. After retirement

he lived in Leland, Mich., and Naples, Fla. It was

good to see him at several ofour Naples dinners.

Harry is survived by his wife of62 years, Jean, two

children, and five grandchildren.

Bradford Wagoner died on March 9, 2012.

Brad left Andover after our junior year, later gradu-

ating from Holderness School. He served with the

81st Airborne in Europe during WWII. Following

graduation from Hobart College, Brad worked

for Aetna Life and Casualty Co. His wife, Janet,

survives him.

Robert L. Dodge died on Nov. 20, 2011, in

Burford Oxon, England. Unfortunately, I have no

further information concerning Robert.

ABBOT
Emily McMurray Mead
P.O. Box 292

Etna NH 03750
603-643-3741

Emily_mead@valley.net

Surprise! With help from staff, we have a few notes

from our classmates.

Margi Atwood writes, "DearAbbot class-

mates—And only yesterday we were in the PA

chapel for our 50th Reunion.

"My husband and I have moved to 'a senior

retirement community' over my dead body; that's

the downside. The upside is that it's exactly two

miles from Gun Mill Farm, where we've lived since

72. At present, we still have the property, and it's

keeping us sane, well, sort of

"I think again, how sort ofuptight Abbot rules

were. And then I think ofthe education. I'm only

mad about our French classes. But now it would be

different. With love, Margi Atwood."
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Nancy "Stonie Heymann writes from Boze-

man, Mont., her current home. Her husband, Rusty,

died April 14 ot Alzheimer's disease, which she

refers to as "dreadful stuff" Our hearts go out to

her. "I have two sons—NYC son has two grown

daughters (25 and 23). Seattle son has three sons

( 12. 11, and 44)—and a daughter Anne, who now

lives in Bozeman.

"We moved here permanently in October 2009

when I broke both my arms and couldn't get Rusty

back to Toledo for the winter. I d always wanted to

live here full time anyway. It's beautiful; lots to do.

It has an excellent symphony and chamber music,

a wonderful museum, and I have lots ot friends. I

must get busy volunteering now. I'm active and in

good health. I live on the north edge of town with

lots ofspace and mountains. Hope all is well with

you. I haven't kept up with Abbot, which is my fault.

All the best, Stonie."

Aagot "Ricki" Hinrichsen Stambaugh winters

in Phoenix, Ariz., and summers in Edgartown,

Mass., on Martha's Vineyard in a summer home

she's owned tor 50 years. Her wonderful grandchil-

dren are in and out all summer.

Amie McMurray Mead writes, "I am still living

in Etna, N.H., outside ot Hanover, in our lovely

home. Son Malcolm lives in NewJersey with his

terrific family and spends winter weekends skiing at

Killington in Vermont. Young Malcolm spent much

of the summer with me playing golt ! Daughter

Mary now teaches in the tine arts department at

Colby-Sawyer College. Her two sons, Emerson and

Edgar, both work tor their father's company. Mary

and I had a sunny trip to the U.K. to visit friends in

May. I'm still playing golf and voting Republican.

Thanks tor your notes. Tell us more. Amie."

PHILLIPS

Angus Deming

975 Park Ave., Apt. 2

A

New York NY 10028-0323

212-794-1206

ademingusmc@aol.com

If you're 85 years old, have had a truly fabulous

career, and can still remember everything, why

not sit down and tell people all about it? That's

exactly what Wheelock Whitney has done in a

blockbuster memoir titled Keep Moving. Those

two words, it seems, were all that Dr. Claude Fuess,

our famously remote headmaster, had to say to

Wheelock when he stepped forward to receive his

diploma in June 1944. And Wheelock has followed

that admonition with uncommon dedication and

success ever since.

It's hard to do justice to all that Wheelock has

seen and done in what he calls his "complicated

life." (It took him 406 pages; how can I do it in 400

words?) Some brief highlights: "Wheels," as we

knew him, entered Andover in 1941 , a bumpkin

from tar off Minnesota. He struggled at tirst, but by

senior year, he was captain ol the varsity basketball

team and a Big Man On C 'ampus. After two years

in the Navy, he entered Yale on the CI Bill and

graduated in 1950—already married and with an

infant son. (He has three sons and a daughter.) He

embarked on a business career involving bus com-

panies. But he kept moving and eventually became

CEO ofJ.M. Dain & Co., a Minneapolis brokerage

and finance firm. In 1971 , Finance magazine voted

him Investment Banker of the Year. But by then

Wheelock had already gained fame for perhaps his

most celebrated entrepreneurial coup: bringing

major league baseball (i.e., the Minnesota Twins) to

the Twin Cities in the 1960s (with crucial help from

the legendary Branch Rickey). When pro football

also came to town, he became part owner of the

Minnesota Vikings.

A lifelong Republican, Wheelock ran for the

U.S. Senate in 1964, but lost to Eugene McCarthy

(whose flame was to burn brightly but briefly in

the 1968 Democratic presidential primaries). In

1982, Wheelock ran for governor, but lost the race

again. That defeat
—

"the most important of my life,"

he called it—deeply depressed Wheelock. But he

came to see the upside—time to give up running

for public office. Once again, Wheelock decided

to keep moving. Over time, he could boast ot hav-

ing met or worked with every American president

from Dwight Eisenhower up to and including

George W. Bush '64. He also became a remarkably

joyful philanthropist— not to mention a tireless

world traveler.

Wheelock is a bit old fashioned. Theres not

much about technology in his book. What comes

across instead is his love ot family and friends, his

entrepreneurial drive, his moral backbone and

sense of civic responsibility, his extraordinary gen-

erosity, and his unfailing good humor. He is public

spirited to the core, the embodiment ofnon sibi—
not for self. Too bad he never got around to running

for president. Hed have had my vote tor sure.

Our next 85-year-old author is Sherwood

"Woody" Stockwell. Woody has had a long and

distinguished career as an award-winning architect

on the West Coast, principally in San Francisco.

Now retired, he lives in Denver, Colo., with Mimi,

his wife of 62 years—an avid gardener who has

written a book of her own. Woody loves to spend

his now-plentiful spare time painting, drawing, and

writing. He's already published three novels, three

travel sketchbooks, two portfolios, and a memoir.

Now he's out with his latest book— his eighth— an

iconoclastic look at famous architects and their

toibles down through the centuries. Fame Flaws

Failure: The Backside of Architecture is the title. Sales

are going a bit slowly so far, but Woody told me

lies already working on a new book—a true story,

he says, about a man named Rupert Sherwood. A
12-year-old orphan and stowaway on a wagon train

west, young Rupert became a jockey, a successful

miner, a landowner, and then a local hero in a place

called Fair Play, Colo. Sounds like a role for Leon-

ardo DiCaprio.

As I was wrapping this up, 1 received a note

from Roger Strong about what lies been up to. He

still lunches occasionally with Richard Abrons

and Whit Stevens in New York. At that moment,

though, he was preparing for a 10-day trip to the

lakes ofnorthern Italy, followed by some sunny

R&R in Scottsdale, Ariz.

Roger also included a printout ofa Dick Abrons

blog on the Huffington Post titled "Retirement Liv-

ing Doesn't Mean Packing It In." Dick— investor,

playwright, board member, fundraiser, etc.—is

at his office by 9:30 a.m. but leaves at 2:30 p.m.

( "kindergarten hours," he says). He's given up singles

tennis and rollerblading (thank heavens), but still

plays doubles every Wednesday morning. He also

gets in an hour ot stretching and weight lifting, or

an hour on his treadmill at home. He enjoys qual-

ity time with his extended family (he, plus sons,

daughters, spouses, and grandchildren—20 in all

—

spent Christmas last year in Puerto Rico), lunches

with old friends (ranging in age from 84 to 90), and

keeps up with his reading. "I think I'm 85, he says.

How old did you say you were, Dick?

1 had a nice telephone visit with Dick Hatton,

who lives in Qumcy, Mass. Dick suffers from

vestibular neuropathy which impairs his sense of

balance and makes walking difficult; bravely, how-

ever, he made it to Andover for a few hours during

our 65th Reunion, as some ot you may remember.

1 hadn't known before, but Dick served as a Navy

gunner on a landing boat at Okinawa in World

War II. He subsequently went to Harvard, where

he and Mort Dunn were classmates. Dick belongs

to the Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company,

a military organization chartered in 1638 to help

defend the early New England settlers, and now

largely a museum and library located in Boston's

Faneuil Hall. Dick, who is an honorary colonel,

attends meetings there every other Monday eve-

ning. Occasionally, he catches a ride with a fellow

member, Medal ot Honor recipient Thomas "Lou"

Hudner '43. "I still enjoy things," Dick says. Let's

hear it tor our octogenarians!

1945
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William M. Barnum

Two George Street

Providence Rl 02906-1 1 19

401-861-6083

wmbarnun@hotmail.com

[Editor's note: We'd like to welcome William

Barnum as the new class secretary. Please send all

notes to Bill. His contact information is listed above.]

1946

ABBOT
Sarah Allen Waugh
44 1 Pequot Ave.

Southport CT 06890
203-259-7640

SallyAW@optonline.net
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Richard R. Hudner

24 Merrill St.

Newburyport MA 01950
978-462-0103

rickhudner@gmail.com

In the little town of Bethlehem, N.H., there has

been a Softball league that plays seven nights a week

from Memorial Day to Labor Day. The founder,

groundskeeper, chiefumpire, equipment manager,

and clutch hitter is CliffCrosby. He started it as a

"senior" league 21 years ago, but soon accepted play-

ers ofany age, sex, or ability. One night in August,

this year, 26 people showed up to play.

Meanwhile, Dick Phelps and his daughter,

Ann Jacobs, were ranked at the top ot the U.S.

Tennis Association's ultra senior father/daughter

division. The competition was played on grass.

It's a great pleasure to note thatJohn Clayton '47

was inducted into the Andover Athletics Hall ot

Honor. He was the wonderful football quarterback

in our senior year. He also played baseball. In our

upper and senior years, which he played, we never

lost to Exeter.

It is sad to report the death of Hamilton "Whit"

Budge on Aug. 27, 2012, ofage-related causes. In

1951 , he joined the U.S. Navy. He served on the

USS Mason in the Sea ofJapan, where he used his

extraordinary swimming skills to rescue pilots from

downed planes. Whit attended Cornell Law School.

After graduation in 1955, he was hired as an associate

by the firm of Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison in San

Francisco. Prior to his retirement, he was managing

partner. Whit volunteered his time to numer-

ous organizations. [Editor's note: Please see Whit

Budge's obituary in the In Memoriam section.]

1947
ABBOT
Mary Lou Miller Hart

47 Harborview Road

Lewes DE 19958
302-644-9249

mlhart@comcast.net

I am writing this in September. We have managed to

survive a very hot and dry summer.

September is usually one of the slowest months

for news, but this issue I have very good news. I am

sure most ot you remember seven years ago when

Hurricane Katrina hit the GulfCoast. I wrote often

about the horrendous timeJack and Ginnie Eason

Weinmann had rebuilding their dream house after

being flooded out in New Orleans. Well, guess what!

Seven years to the day comes another hurricane

named Isaac. I watched it approach New Orleans,

praying that somehow it would not hit the city

and cause more havoc for the Weinmanns. Lo and

behold, my prayers were answered. I received the

following e-mail: "We evacuated to Atlanta to be

with son Winston and daughter Mary Virginia, so

we are safe and well. Son Robert, who stayed in New

Orleans, reports that we have much debris in the

front yard, no power, but also no flooding. We plan

to stay in Atlanta until our power is back on. Seven

years ago Hurricane Katrina hit New Orleans on the

same day—Jack's birthday!" Happy birthday, lack!

PHILLIPS

Bob Lasley

1958 Cherryvale Court

Tom's River NJ 08753

ralasley@comcast.net

As I write this the weekend after Labor Day, I'm

stunned that the summer took only about 15

minutes to pass. As I once again have heard nothing

from you, I will go wandering.

Mike Suisman is back from Europe after an

excellent visit with Mark Rudkin. Mike is back in

Hartford still trying to retire. I had a brief phone

conversation with Mark, and he is still very active

with his gardens and with his painting, having just

donated two of his own creations to the Addison

Gallery ofAmerican Art. It is reported that the gal-

lery director, Brian Allen, visited Mark in Paris and

admired those two paintings; and Mark, ever gener-

ous, simply sent them oft to the gallery.

Moving on to the travel department, Dick

Hulbert reports travels to Europe and Caribbean

cruises, but he also very much enjoys summers in

western Massachusetts. Bob Tucker reports a 60th

anniversary cruise to Greece with three daughters

and their entire families. To complete a trio, Bob

Lasley spent a week cruising the west coast ofNor-

way— fjords, waterfalls, and incredible vistas.

I had an interesting phone call withJon Mosle

in Dallas, where he and his bride are still very active

in the educational world, particularly the local prep

schools. His better half is more than active with

Rice University, serving on various boards over the

years. I then remembered talking withJohn about a

decade back when he told me about his consuming

involvement in local literacy programs.

I finally reached Vic Tyler's wife, Mary, and son

Morris, who updated me on Vic's progress. He suf-

fered a stroke a while back and is recovering, making

valiant efforts to regain speech and use of his limbs.

The Tyler family has temporarily relocated from

Concord, Mass., to Boston to be closer to his thera-

pists. We wish him Godspeed and a speedy recovery.

I also caught up with Stew Clifford and had a

great review ofseveral decades, covering many chil-

dren and families, great summers in Duxbury, Mass.,

with a large extended family around the dinner table.

We reviewed his long-term work with Harvard, his

church, and several public service boards in NYC.

Ofpersonal interest, I discovered we've both been

through prostate and lung surgery, and all is well

with both ofus.

At some risk ofcontaminating this report with

"class agent stuff," I want to pass on a report of the

Andover Fund tor the year endingjune 30, 2012.

Our original class totaled almost 300 souls, which

includes everyone who spent as little as halfa term

at PA. We now have a total of 170 still listed, includ-

ing several dozen who are totally lost—no address,

phone, etc.—and several more dozen who are inac-

tive, leaving the class base of98—ofwhom 66 con-

tributed to the fund. This is an OK percentage by

existing standards, but it could be a whole lot better.

On a closing note, I am sure the untimely passing

of Tony Schulte on June 17 was a shock to most ot

us. 1 spoke with him the day before the reunion, and

he was concerned about balance and disappointed

that he couldn't be with us. The obituaries certainly

reviewed his many accomplishments at Andover,

Yale, the publishing world, as well as his non sibi

activities. But none ofthem contained the simple

critical truth—he was a good guy. All will sorely

miss him.
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ABBOT
Gene Young

30 Park Ave., Apt. 1 2C
New York NY 10016
212-679-8931

panchogene@gmail.com

As we shared in the last issue ofthe maga-

zine, RosemaryJones is undergoing treatment tor

macular degeneration and has asked me to take over

as class secretary. So please send me your news!

RosemaryJones attended the wedding ofher

grandniece, Kelly Sherman '96, in the Andover log

cabin in the woods in June. She is the daughter of

Judith Hannegan Sherman '67 and granddaughter

of Doris Jones Hannegan '41
, both Abbot grads,

and descendants ofJessie Wightman Jones, Abbot

1911 . Kelly received the Andover art prize upon her

graduation in 1996 and went on to win the $25,000

James and Audrey Foster Prize, granted by the

Institute ofContemporary Art in Boston in Febru-

ary 2007. In July, Rosemary visited her sonJeremy

and his wife. Rosemary says she's "nuts" about her

grandson Gabriel, almost 2 years old.

I am sad to report the death otMary Carroll

"Tootie" Sinclaire Morris in Denver on July 5.

Predeceased by her husband,James Reed Morris

IV she is survived by her daughter Katrina Schilling

and son Halsted Morris, and a grandson, Nicholas

Sinclaire Morris.

Felicia "Chica" Tavares Angulo's husband, Car-

los, passed away on March 15, 2012. 1 had lunch with

her just after Labor Day and expressed our deepest

sympathy on behalf of the class. Chica is well except

for a problem with her leg. She plans to eventually

move to Washington to be near her son Pepi and

his family

Jane Kenah Dewey, Nadine "Toddy"
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stay connected..

Cookman Martel, and I attended our 60th

reunion at Wellesley College and marveled at all

the additions and improvements that have been

made on the beautiful campus since our time. We

heard that Deborah Voss Howard also made a

briefvisit, but it was so short that we missed her.

Jacqueline "Jackie" Kay Schlosser jokes,

"We're still on the right side of the grass." She and

her husband, Alfred, visited London right after

the Olympics.

Our erstwhile class secretary Patricia

Hammond Foot reports she's spent a glorious

summer in Maine, sailing a 36-foot sailboat around

Penobscot Bay. She returned to Connecticut with

husband Ted in the fall, "from the best of all pos-

sible worlds to the best of all possible worlds."

Martha Ball Clayton is a "happy senior" living

in a lovely retirement home, The Terraces in Los

Gatos, in the San Francisco Bay area. Her three

children live nearby, as do good friends. Marty goes

to Naples, Fla„ in February and would love to see

any classmates who live there.

A rather slender budget of news. Help me do

better next time by writing to me about anything

at all!

Note for your calendar: the 65th Reunion for

the Class of 1948 will take place onJune 14, 15, and

16,2013. Plan to come!

PHILLIPS

Robert Segal

1 18 Sutton Hill Road

North Andover MA 01845
978-682-9317

robsegna@verizon.net

Ted Hudson called shortly after our return from

our 60th reunion in New Haven, Conn., to say that

he and wife Pain had recently moved to an assisted

living facility in Miami. He said that he would try

to make it back to Andover and offered his cartoon

talent. And at the time of this reading, Sandy

Saunders has the reunion well on its way. Bob

Brace is working hard on the all-star panel discus-

sion, and it should be a highlight of the weekend.

Ifyou missed the information sent in an e-mail,

we repeat that Allen West s piece on WWII, "Evac-

uation 1941 ,"
is posted at pawwii.wordpress.com/.

Only Terry Buchanan and Harry Flynn

have been noted to check in to our Facebook site.

Recognizing our hesitation to display the workings

of our lives to the world, it is not necessary to offer

any content to the site other than what we wish.

Ihe site is intended to provide more timely detail

to the class than what is possible in this column.

As detailed earlier on Facebook, we note too

man) deaths.

H. Templeton Brown Jr. died Aug. 13, 2012,

from a fall suffered three days earlier. Temp had

been in New Haven, Conn., two months before,

looking as vital as any man there. He and wife Suzie

had moved to Lyme, Conn., after a business career

in Chicago. He took immediately to his new life.
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His work on their home and grounds was notable.

He was a director ofthe Lyme Land Conserva-

tion Trust. His warm and gentle way was winning

with people; he found joy every day and every-

where— in the garden, at the theatre, in a museum,

with music, or with a book. He loved good food

and wine and was an accomplished chef himself

He loved to travel. But most of all he loved Suzie,

whom he had loved and with whom he shared a life

since freshman year at Yale. His notice remarks that

his friends and family will long remember his keen

observations, his curiosity, his wonderful laugh,

his dignified carriage, his impeccable manner, and

his graciousness. Temp is survived by Suzie, three

daughters, and five grandchildren.

Joseph Humphrey Chadbourne passed away

May 3, 2012, in Chagrin Falls, Ohio. Joe gradu-

ated from Yale and the University ofConnecticut.

He served in the army before beginning his career

as a biology teacher at the University School in

Cleveland. He became a pioneer in environmental

education and later continued watershed studies as

the headmaster at Tilton School, from 1969- 1971

.

In 1971 , he founded the Institute for Environmen-

tal Education in Cleveland. Projects included the

Watershed Heritage Program, Cleveland's Teacher

Internship Program, and coauthorship of numerous

books and studies. Joe, with his wife, Mary, opened

their own environmental education and consulting

business, Chadbourne & Chadbourne, where they

worked together from 1976 until 1993. He was also

a fellow at the Institute for Institutional Leadership

in Washington, D.C. Ever an avid hammer thrower,

he was an Olympic contender and later established

many national records in masters track and field

competition. Joe is survived by his wife, Mary, three

daughters, one son, five grandchildren, and two

great-grandchildren.

Bourne P. Dempsey died May 7, 2012, in

Cleveland. Bourne showed academic achievement

through Andover, Yale, and Harvard Law, and

following graduation, practiced law in Cleveland

for 57 years. He married Louise Pomeroy, and

they had two children, Lawrence P. Dempsey and

the late Louise A. Dempsey. He led a quiet and

reserved life and was active in the Western Reserve

Land Conservancy.

T. Kirk Parrish III died in Boston on April 28,

2012, after a prolonged illness. Following Andover

and Princeton, kirk served as a lieutenant in the

U.S. Navy 1952-56. His business career centered in

New York, where he rose to be president of Ameri-

can Chicle, Life Savers, and Lanvin-Charles of the

Ritz. His success led to several board memberships.

He was part of a team that developed management

exchange seminars in the then-Soviet Union and

other Eastern Bloc countries. Of special interest to

him was his 20-year membership on the board of

advisors of the Patterson School of Diplomacy and

International Commerce, kirk formed his own con-

sulting company in 1982 and continued that until

his retirement. In addition to business, he enjoyed a

political career as a Republican. He is remembered

as a collegiate track star, a superb ballroom dancer,

a voracious reader ofhistory, a lifelong innovator,

and a family man of unhesitating generosity. He

is survived by three daughters and a son. [Editor's

note: Please see T. kirk Parrish's obituary in the In

Memoriam section.]

John B. Turner died peacefully at home on July

25, 2011, after a long illness.John graduated from

the University of Rochester, married Carol Lewis,

and served in the U.S. Navy before joining a family

business until his retirement at age 80. He was active

in civic, business, and religious activities through-

out his career, but it was his work in retirement as

COO for Water tor Sudan that seemed to give him

the most satisfaction.John traveled to Africa to buy

equipment and establish a Rotary Club to facilitate

their operations. He represented Water for Sudan at

the World Water Forum in Turkey and likely would

be at work today had he not been stricken. Carol

was his wife and soul mate for 59 years. He was a

proud patriot and a generous philanthropist who

toiled to make this world a better place.John leaves

his wife, two sons, and two daughters.

William Winkler Walthall passed away peace-

fully on May 16, 2012, in Evans, Ga., after a long ill-

ness. Wink left Andover after lower year and joined

the Navy, where he developed his music skills. Upon

his discharge, he held a number ofsuccessful busi-

ness positions in the Houston area. He maintained

his interest in music and was generous with his time

and talent in his church in Houston and in Evans,

where he had retired with Jan, his wife of32 years.

He leaves Jan, three sons, and two daughters.

1949

ABBOT
Deborah Williams Troemner

223 Medford Leas Road

Medford NJ 08055
609-654-3223

dtroemner@verizon.net

Dear Abbot '49 Classmates:

In response to my appeal for news, I had a won-

derful note from Premi Ashirvatham Latimer.

She writes, " [Husband] Geoffrey and I have just

returned from a P&O cruise with our granddaugh-

ter Margaux, 9. We had a really lovely week with

perfect weather, sailing in and out ofbeautiful Nor-

wegian fjords. This was her third cruise with us and

she absolutely loved it, having starting when she was

only 5 years old. We chose P&O as they have very

well run age-related children's clubs.

"Margaux lives in France just outside Versailles,

as our son works for a multinational based in Paris.

Tins has given us an excuse over the years to visit

them three or four times a year, driving through

the Channel Tunnel. Not a hardship for Franco-

philes like us! Our son Adrian is also a very keen fly

fisherman and has written five books on fly fishing

in places like Iceland, Patagonia, etc. We have loved

living in London ever since we retired."

My dear neighbor ofmore than 50 years and
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often my co-correspondent in gathering news from

our classmates, Lynn Olney Paglee, had a special

family reunion in July in Santa Fe, N.M. Her twin

daughters, Ann and Jane, with their husbands and

granddaughters, Marina and Becka, all living in

Portland, Ore., were joined by Lynn and her third

daughter, Susie, from the East Coast. Lynn and

Susie had one of those epic stories ofmissed airline

connections and having to fly to LA to finally reach

Santa Fe ! They did some exploring for their "roots,"

as Lynn's grandparents were pioneer residents

when New Mexico was still just a territory. This has

become a tradition for Lynn; she enjoys the yearly

opera festival and this year was thrilled that Tosca

was performed!

I would like to share with you exciting news

about my oldest granddaughter, Sarah Herard.

While still an undergraduate at the University of

Michigan, Sarah chose to take a semester with SEA

[Sea Education Association], which is headquar-

tered in Woods Hole, Mass. The students do

scientific research and, ofcourse, learn to sail a tall

ship. Sarah was hooked and has continued to serve

as a professional crew member on their ships in the

Pacific and the Caribbean. While serving aboard

Tfie Pride ofBaltimore, she participated in an inter-

national gathering of tall ships with a race from Ber-

muda to Charleston, SC., which her ship won. The

flotilla continued to a gala celebration in Boston

and gave us an exciting family reunion, including

Sarah's parents, her three younger sisters, my son

Robert, and, of course, Grandmother Debby.

In September 2012, Sarah flew to Istanbul,

Turkey, to be a professional crew member aboard a

Norwegian full-rigged (3 masts, square sails) ship

that is being chartered by a Canadian high school

program for sail training! They will go to Croatia.

Greece, Portugal, Corsica, Morocco, the Canary

Islands, Senegal, and then cross the Atlantic Ocean

to Brazil! I certainly hope to participate vicariously

through the e-mails that she promises to send.

Fondest wishes, good health, and do stay in

touch.

pMHMHBBHMniHMB
PHILLIPS

James P. McLane

28 County Sf.

Ipswich MA 01938
978-356-4149

jpmcl@cs.com

On a bitter winter afternoon in '49, Deke's Andover

basketball team was playing the Tufts JVs. The

creaky gym smelled ofvarnished birch timber and

the sweat ofdecades ofathletes struggling through

their workouts. Stout fibrous climbing ropes hung

from their steel ceiling braces. Exercise bars lined

the walls behind pulley weight lines and handles.

We leaned on the balcony railing circling the

playing floor. After the shoot-around, the varsity

players positioned themselves for the opening

tip-offJames Heppes "E.A"Windsor taps to Don
Goss, who flips it to Louis Savard, who connects

with AugieJohnson, making a neat bounce pass to

captain Eddie "Sunshine" Ryan, who cans a layup.

Is it possible that Eddie is no longer with us? In fact,

all of these guys are now shooting baskets in that

eternal gymnasium in the sky. Maybe e.e. cummings

said it best: "... how do you like your blueeyed

boy[s] Mister Death."

Now don't let your eyes glaze over completely.

Skip this stuffunless you want to read some Olym-

pic esoterica. Wilder Baker, the manager ofour

undefeated '49 swimming team, asked me whether

or not the swimmers still had to do a hand touch at

the turn. The answer is no, they can do a flip or som-

ersault turn during which only the feet touch the

wall. As you can see, this has an effect on the time,

since the swimmer actually covers less distance. It

saves about a halfa second per turn. As the conver-

sation ensued, I told him I noticed that the 100m

breaststroke finalists were illegally dolphin kicking

like mad out ofthe turn.

The next day, the winner, South Africa's Cam-

eron van der Burgh, announced, rather proudly

I thought, that he violated the one dolphin kick

allowed rule and that everybody did it. In this era

ofnobody taking responsibility for anything, early

indications were that, rather than censuring Mr. van

der Burgh, the Olympic Committee was thinking

of, guess what? Don't hold your breath too long.

Here comes the hard decision—change the rule.

Don't punish the offender. It's called the Paterno

doctrine of ethics and responsibility in sports.

If you are still awake, I will let you in on another

bending of the rules involving Dick Thoman and

me in the 1952 Olympic trials. There was a rule that

ifa swimmer qualified by swimming first, second,

or third in any event, he would be eligible to be cho-

sen to swim in the men's 800m relay in the Helsinki

games as long as he swam in the elimination rounds,

regardless ofhow he finished in those rounds. Since

I had already earned a spot in my races, I could hold

back in the tryouts, creating a position for someone

in the four-man 800m relay. Dick Thoman was not

only a world-class backstroker, but an excellent

freestyler. For some unknown reason, Dick failed to

qualify for any backstroke position on the Olympic

team. So another Yale teammate and I did what

was known as, "taking a bath," allowing two guys

to make the Olympic team who would otherwise

have stayed home. I always thought that there was

no harm, no foul in this matter. The only people

who suffered were perhaps spectators, who paid

money to see an event in which some ofthe guys

were dogging it.

Did you notice that Dick Thoman's grandson,

Nick, placed second in the Olympic 100m back-

stroke? Those swimming genes are strong stuff.

Karen and Cliff Lindholm have had heavy guest

traffic with "more relatives and friends interested

in dropping down to the Joisey shore. One ofour

guests, HankWood, was a hot item on the widower

circuit, but deft bobbing and weaving kept him

from being tackled." Dick Collins will be assisting

with the football team again.

FromJudy and Bill Fleming: "We are no longer

traveling the country via motorhome. Judy's fond

memories ofBoone, N.C., led us there, where we

have stayed for three happy years. We found many

cultural activities, along with whitewater rafting,

horseback riding, canoeing, gem stone and gold

mining. (Yes, gold mining.) Bob Chandgie passed

along a poem containing 90 percent ofthe difficult

and mispronounced words in the English language.

It is too long to print here, but send me your request

and I will forward it. In conclusion, we lost two

other cherished classmates, Laval Robillard and

Dick Dudley. R.I.P.

1950

ABBOT
Nora Johnson

1619 Third Ave., Apt. 1 3G
New York NY 10128
212-289-2097

noraj3 1 @gmail.com

PHILLIPS

Eric B. Wentworth

2126 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Apt. 32

Washington DC 20008
202-328-0453

ebw@bellatlanfic.net

As mini reunions go, our Aug. 19-22 gathering

in Newport, R.I., hosted by Skip Schaum, was a

humdinger. A grand total of27 members ofour

class turned out, most with spouses, other family

members, or partners. While some came only for

a couple ofdays (or even for just one event), most

ofus enjoyed each day's events and each other's

company for the entire program, which ran from

the opening reception Sunday afternoon through

an elegant dinner Wednesday evening at the New
York Yacht Club. Those who stayed over into

Thursday for an encore were treated to a midday

cruise around Newport Harbor on Skip's 42-foot,

twin-diesel yacht New Horizons.

Traveling the farthest distance to join the party

wereJohn Hanna with his wife, Barbara, from Palo

Alto, Calif, and Bill Wright with his wife, Mary, and

their granddaughter Elisabeth Bily from Elko, Nev.

Among highlights on Monday were visits to two

ofNewport's most opulent mansions—The Break-

ers and Marble House—and a bus drive-by past

other "cottages" and along Ocean Drive. This was

followed by a leisurely lunch at La Forge Casino

Restaurant next to the International Tennis Hall

ofFame. Tony Herrey, George Beatty, and Dick

Suisman's wife, Ingrid, ventured onto the casino's

historic grass courts after lunch to demonstrate

their Wimbledon-worthy skills. That evening, we

enjoyed a harbor cruise on the colorful schooner

Aurora and a lobster dinner on Goat Island.

On Tuesday, we traveled by bus to Mystic

Seaport on the Connecticut shore, where

numerous exhibits and demonstrations of maritime

Andover
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stay connected.

Bill Kauftnann 'S3 and his wife, Paulette, host a 2012 springtime

lunch at Orsay restaurant in New York Cityfor Bill Joseph 'S3, and

Virginia and Jim Gale 'S3. Picturedfrom left are Bill Kaufmann,

Virginia, Jim, and Paulette. (Photo by Bill Joseph)
In May 2012, members of the Class of '48 pausefor a post-lunch photo in the Mural

Room ofParesky Commons. Front row, from left: Robert Brace, David Dearborn,

Roger McLean, and Robert Segal. Back row: Richard Lindsay, Bradford Wellman,

Allen West, and Preston Saunders.

culture intrigued us. No matter how often you've

visited this Museum of America and the Sea,

there is always more to see. That evening, back on

the bustling Newport waterfront, Skip hosted a

delectable dinner tor our entire crew at the Clarke

Cooke House.

On Wednesday, we took another bus ride,

this time to nearby Bristol, R.I., where visits to

the America's Cup Hall ofFame and Herreshoff

Marine Museum enhanced our appreciation ot

ocean sailing. The grand finale that evening was our

celebratory dinner at the New York Yacht Club's

Harbour Court, overlooking Newport Harbor at

sunset. A special guest tor the evening was Henry

H. "Harry" Anderson Jr. '39, the club's oldest living

commodore at age 91 and an engaging raconteur.

On our leisurely cruise about the harbor the next

day aboard Skip's boat, we glided past watercraft

ot many shapes and sizes, from sleek sailboats to

mega-yachts sporting high-tech navigation gear and

Cayman Islands flags.

Back on shore afterward, Ken McDonald, his

wife, Chandley, my son Ben, and I drove over to

Plymouth, Mass., to visit and bring classmates'

greetings to our class's oldest member, 83-year-old

Manny d'Amonville, at the senior living com-

munity where he has dwelled in recent years. Bob

Rogers and his wife, Rinda, had already visited

Manny that morning en route trom Newport to

Maine. We found Manny in good spirits and look-

ing hale and hearty.

I had the pleasure after the Newport reunion ot

reading Dick Bell's marvelous saga ot his service as

a young Navy officer fresh out ofYale. Dick had sent

a copy of his manuscript to Cicorge Webb after

the two discovered during a lunch with Pirn Epler

that they had served on destroyers with serial hull

numbers (DD-707 and DD-708) and both had

been in the Mediterranean in 1956. George was so

impressed with Dick's writing that he told me about

it and, with Dick's OK, passed the manuscript along

to me. Dick's account of his Navy experiences is

entertaining, splendidly told—further evidence of

the remarkable literary talent in our class.

In news (aside from reports ot 80th birthday

celebrations!) from those who weren t able to join

us in Newport, Caleb Woodhouse wrote that he

was enjoying his voice studies and had become "a

shamelessly eager participant" in studio recitals.

Early last August, he continued, "I spent a week at

the Berkshire School in Sheffield, Mass., with some

180 fine choristers to practice and then perform two

great masses by Haydn and Schubert, accompanied

by a professional orchestra and conducted by a

world-class director. The faculty of the Berkshire

Choral Festival were simply first-rate. What a thrill

tor this 80-year-old rookie."

Chris Weatherley-White reported he was still

actively involved after many years with Operation

Smile, which provides free surgery for children suf-

fering from a cleft lip or palate. "I am now playing a

somewhat different role— mentoring younger sur-

geons from the countries in which we work, rather

than simply operating," Chris wrote. "But I have

been in Guatemala and southern China so far this

year, and am offto Paraguay about the time of the

reunion. Still struggling to learn Russian and Arabic

and have completely given up trying in Mandarin,

he added.

I succeeded in reaching Dick Elwell in London

just before the Newport reunion after finally obtain-

ing his e-mail address. Dick, in remission from can-

cer, wrote that he was in the early stages of writing

a history of U.S. Civil War battles, a daunting task

that "keeps me happy and very busy." He added, "I

like to concentrate on the individual battles, which

I find fascinating." What's next on the calendar?

Burkhard Strack contacted several ofus about the

time we were convening in Newport to confirm that

he was inviting class members to a mini reunion

in Berlin during the latter hall of |une. It you've

told Burkhard that you re interested, you've likely

received more details by the time you read this.

Once again, unfortunately, I must end these

notes with sad news about classmates— this time,

four ofthem. Sigurd Sandzen Jr., who enjoyed a

distinguished career as a hand surgeon, died July

II
,
2012, while traveling in Alberta, Canada, with

his wife, Pam. J. Evans Rose, a prominent lawyer

in Pittsburgh, Pa., who was deeply engaged in

community service and Pennsylvania Republican

politics, died July 20, 2012, after a long illness. Paul

Urnes, who practiced obstetrics and gynecology

in Chicago and won teaching awards at Northwest-

ern University Medical School, died Sept. 13, 2012.

Philip "Wells" Shambaugh, one ot our class's top

scholars who became a psychiatrist, died Oct. 7,

2012, after battling multiple sclerosis for many years.

[Editor's note: Please see obituaries for these four

classmates in the In Memoriam section.]

1951
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Connie Hall DeNault

37 Green St.

Marblehead MA 01 945
781-631-9233

dkdenault@comcast.net
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Skip Schaum, pictured at right with wife Shirlee, hosts the

Class of 1950s mini reunion in Newport, R.I., August 19-22

Twenty-seven class members attended, including George

Jacoby and wife Lee (at left).

In early 2012, Charlie Treuhold '48 and wife Faye Field andAl Bress '48 and wife

Francoise meetfor lunch in Lahaina on the island ofMaui, Hawaii, in view of the Bress's

cruise ship. From left are Faye, Francoise, Charlie, andAl.

PHILLIPS

George S.K. Rider

22 Curiosity Lane

Essex CT 06426
860-581-8199

ridercrawford@gmail.com

With summer galloping to a close and a dearth ot

news, I e-mailed for help. Many thanks to the first

responders!

Doc Castle accompanied wife Nancy to Ando-

ver inJune. She was attending a conference at Mer-

rimack College. Doc left a note for Dick Kapelson

at the North Andover Country Club, which led

to a Saturday breakfast—a ritual occurrence with

Dick and Bill Duffy, followed by 18 spirited holes;

shoes and clubs supplied by Kappy along with

several guest Mulligans. Doc reports Bill was his

usual enigmatic and entertaining self, very involved

in the community.

Norm Allenby's pearly prose could be cap-

tioned, A Day To Remember!"
—

"Low clouds

absent, bright sun kept morning fog offshore. We
headed for Coronado, Calif; Ocean Beach, Calif,

would be too crowded. Lunch and old Grundig in

hand! Riprap as backrest. Grapes and cinnamon

apples with vitamin water for lunch, PC race off-

shore with Padres game on radio. Swim time! Water

temperature 70-plus and bodysurfing waves rolling

in. I caught several. Back to Point Loma, Calif

"Cell phone call from son. Dinner invite.

Couldn't do; heard about toddlers response to her

mother's latest 'either, or': 'I don't like my options!'

(Sounds like a mature voter.) Dinner at Del Fangos;

margaritas, came asada enchilada, and mariachis

in quiet ofOld Town. Leisurely stroll to Cygnet

Theatre for Man ofLa Mancha with its sobering

thoughts, and then home to the condo, conversa-

tion, and bed. It I did Facebook, this would be

my entry!"

Norm muses on current affairs: "Courtroom

is the only place truth is insisted upon. Whole

truth and nothing but the truth ..." He contin-

ues—outside the court and sometimes within

it—Flip Wilson's Geraldine said, A lie is as good

as the truth ifyou can get somebody to believe it!"

Challenge by Norm: let's have an essay! Send them,

and I'll circulate.

Mentioned in the last column, Billy Lee's

promotion ofHome Stay initiative in China as a

way to build cross-cultural friendship was rooted at

Andover. The program allows youth to stay a night,

a weekend, a month, or a year as a foreign student or

visitor at a host country 's home.

Tony Thompson commiserated with my

distress call. "My notes for Stanford '55 have a 9/5

deadline!" Tony lauded the choice ofjohn Palfrey

as new head ot school, commenting on his back-

ground and amazing credentials.

Peter Baldwin reflects on the pain ofthe twice-

weekly visits from his neuromuscular therapist

and comments that it has nothing on the mental

anguish visited upon him from wife Carolyn's yearly

chiding at his April birthday, complaining that she is

married to a "much older man." Eighty is the num-

ber this year. July rolled around, Carolyn's birthday,

and the critique was quelled for another year.

Peter is preparing a training course for the fall

in advanced clinical psychology for students in the

employment ofhypnosis in the practice ofpsycho-

therapy. Carolyn serves as "ofcounsel" for her law

firm and continues her involvement with several

local and statewide environmental boards.

Peter's P.S.: "I have to believe that falling in love is

a psychotic state. A little rabbit, formally known as

Oestra, informally known as Bun-Bun, has totally

captivated our hearts. She lives outside and around

our house, trusts us, lets us touch her wiggling nose,

demonstrates gourmet salad tastes, and assures us

she has a number ofhiding places. Our dogs and

cats don't mess with her! Lucky for them!"

Steve Yamamoto writes, "It is good to be

needed at 81 ." He works one day a week at RIKEN

as special advisor on international relations.Japan's

summer heat wave refocused discussions on energy

and nuclear power. Events at Hiroshima, Nagasaki,

and the Fukushima power plant disaster turned

sentiment against nuclear devices."

Steve notes that he has four U.S. citizens in the

family: daughter Etsuko, son Yuji, and grandsons

Yuturo and Yusei. Yuji took his family back to

Seattle this summer where he did his second post

doctorate at the University ofWashington School of

Medicine. He is currently chairman ofthe biochem-

istry department at the university.

Steve's wife Keiko spent 10 days in France, with

time visiting schoolmates in Paris. She and Steve

plan to spend time traveling in Japan. Most ot their

traveling has been out ofthe country. Steve plans to

spend "more time smelling the flowers!"

Norm traveled north this summer and dropped

by Andover to report on Nathaniel Reed's tree.

"It's thriving!"

My grandson Graham shed crutches and wheel-

chair and is learning to walk again after his suc-

cessfulJanuary operation. He's weight bearing and

allowed to swim, and is resilient and tough as nails.

He is now 51" and counting. Despite six months

in Florida for physical rehab, he managed to stay on

the honor roll. All OK on Curiosity Lane!

Stay well!
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ABBOT
Mary "Molly" Edson Whiteford

149 Pine Valley Road

Lake Oswego OR 97034
503-636-0980

davwhiteford@yahoo.com

An informative note arrived tromJanet Leach

Stebbins with news ot her family. A daughter, Anne,

lives nearby and runs the Upper Valley Housing

Coalition, which worked with Vermont towns in

the aftermath ot 2011 s Hurricane Irene. In addition

to that busy job, she belongs to the Brittany Spaniel

Rescue League and is currently taking care ot seven

spaniels. From those ot us who have found one dog

difficult, our hats go offto Anne.

A second daughter, Hope, lives in Arlington, Va.

Hope has a son at the University ofColorado, in

Boulder, and a daughter looking into colleges where

she can continue her softball career.

Janet and her husband are planning a trip to

France next spring. Do let us know ot your adven-

tures there.Janet also keeps in touch with Deborah

Snover Evans, and Lorna Ball Prescott.

Janie Edwards Holbrook also sent an update

on her news and tamily. She was unable to attend the

60th Reunion due to the fact that she was visiting

her first great-grandchild, Lilly Ann Jane. Question:

Is this the first great-grandchild ot our class? Do let

me know. Janie has six grandchildren in their 20s

and hopes for lots of"great-grands."

Sadly, Janie can no longer sing due to a polyp on

her vocal chords. However, she is busy with volun-

teer work in her church and library. Her children are

well and involved in their jobs, which range trom

being an environmental developer ofFlorida real

estate who also teaches in the summer program at

Rollins College to a computer games developer

who travels all over the world. Another child works

in actuarial science.

Janie ends her news with, "Give my love to every-

one. It they are coming to Atlanta, come see me. I

have room." Now wouldn't that be fun

!

I close with the usual plea to please send your

news.

PHILLIPS

Mike Bromberg

PO Box 423
The Sea Ranch CA 95497
707-785-3910

mibromberg@pbnlaw.com

Jim Li has been dividing his time between Sao

Paulo, Brazil, and Beijing, spending spring and

autumn in Beijing and the rest of the year in Sao

l'aulo. He's working with other alumni on the start

ofan Andover club in Beijing. He also reports that

his fifth child,James Ming Bo Li (PA '28?) was born

in March 2011 Jim and his wife, Jean, are leaning

toward "Jamie getting his primary education in
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China.Jim encourages classmates to look him up

in Beijing (mobile: 13911080808) or in Sao Paulo

(mobile: 99648888).

Bob "R.D." Anderson spends three to four sum-

mer months at his cottage on Georgian Bay near

Parry Sound, Ontario, with his wife, Marilyn, and

winters in Florida or cruising on Holland America

Lines. He reports that he and Marilyn are "doing

well, all things considered."

I was pleased to hear that Dean Gitter has been

traveling the world with his grandchildren, taking

each to a country of his or her choice when they get

to 13 or so. Dean and Lynn have been to Tanzania

and Paris on recent trips, having rejected the request

ot granddaughter, Ali, to "hang out in a bikini" on the

beach at Ipanema. The next trip (2016) will probably

be to the Olympics in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. With

luck, Dean will redeem the travel pledge tor his

youngest grandchild, now 4.

Joe Wennik. basking in the PA Athletics Hall

ot Honor, typically describes his induction as

"unlikely." He and wife Inga are offon a two-week

European trip. Joe loved the 60th, calling it "the best

one yet," and sends kudos to Ed Selig and Hugh

Fortmiller for their fine planning. He also asked me

to express his admiration to Ed Elson and wife Susie

for their constant support ot the school and to Bar-

bara Landis Chase for her "extraordinary leadership."

Gib Durfee reports from Washington, D.C., that

he and wife Camilla are living in the District. Their

five kids and 10 grandkids "are a joy." Their young-

est child, Don, is in charge of Reuters in China,

Mongolia, Japan, and Taiwan, and lives in Beijing

(Jim Li— note!). The family is fluent in Mandarin.

Camilla is still a competitive rower
—

"mostly sculls,

doubles and quads." She recently received three gold

medals. Wow!

Tony Holt and his wife turned their

6,600-square-foot home in Storrs, Conn., into a

B&B when he sold his business in 1995. It's The

Fitch House (fitchhouse.com).

It's the perfect spot for visiting kids at the

University of Connecticut. Tony is contemplating

yet another "retirement," and has the place on the

market. Meanwhile, his wife is the CEO; Tony cooks

and serves the breakfasts. He manages to play much

golf and ski about 20 days per year!

Harris Faigel recently retired trom the practice

of pediatrics and adolescent medicine in Chestnut

Hill, Mass. He has just written a newbook, Alchemy:

How Adolescence Changes Children into Adults. Harris

graduated from medical school in 1960 and was

board certified in his specialty. He opened the first

consultation service for adolescents at Georgetown

University School ot Medicine and opened the first

services for teenagers with disabilities at the Ken-

nedy Memorial Hospital for Children in Boston.

Don Bourne finally showed up at a reunion after

60 years! He enjoyed a class in macroeconomics,

despite being teamed with "a pair of deficit hawks

who quickly dismissed me as a Krugman reader."

Don was also impressed by the emphasis on non silri

during the reunion. He has found himself repeating

it inward over the years. Don and wife Celia have

been enjoying life on Cape Cod in Mass., while run-

ning his "free hotel," freezing tomatoes, and pursuing

various other "old guy " occupations.

Peter Bartlett, a great soccer goalie at Andover

and Yale, and captain ofthe Yale soccer team, passed

away in NYC onJune 27. Pete became a partner at

Brown Brothers Harriman, Inc. in 1974, and rose to

becoming a member ot the steering committee and

supervising partner of banking and treasury. He is

survived by his wife, Elizabeth, and his children and

grandchildren. Pete was active on numerous corpo-

rate and philanthropic boards.

J. Marvin Moreland Jr. died on June 2. A resi-

dent ofHouston, Marvin was a graduate ofWashing-

ton and Lee, where he had established a scholarship

and was a private investor. He served as president of

the Houston Stock and Bond Club and chairman of

Security Dealers District 6 Committee and Business

Conduct Committee. He was active in his church

and numerous charities. Marvin is survived by his

wife, Jane, and his children and grandchildren.

Be well!
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ABBOT
Patricia Eveleth Buchanan

9 The Valley Road

Concord MA 01742
978-369-6838

pebl35@comcast.net

Before I share with you news from some ofour class-

mates, I d like to urge you to set asideJune 14, 15, and

16 for our one and only Abbot 60th Reunion. Make

it a not-to-be-missed moment! Now for the news.

Ruth Sidon Fleischmann writes, "I continue

to enjoy my work as a director at the University of

Rochester. My son, Karl, and his family recently

moved back to the U.S. from Scotland and have

relocated in Houston, where he is head of IT North

America for Shell Oil. While in Scotland with Shell,

he also won accolades for his musical endeavors and

for two years was chosen instrumentalist ot the year

by the British Blues Awards. My son, Peter, is a pilot

for United Airlines; his wife, also a pilot, markets

helicopters worldwide for Sikorsky. Their eldest son,

Max, is now a freshman at St.John Fisher College

in Rochester, N.Y, to my great joy!" Ruth closes by

saying how much she looks forward to our 60th

Reunion (and so do I, dear classmates).

Connie Weldon LeMaitre placed a bid on a

week on a farm in Provence, France, at a PA fund-

raiser and, by golly, she won. She was hoping she

wouldn't be called on to do any weeding or heavy

lifting— she'll be at the reunion and can tell us all

about it.

Martha Gross Boesing, although far away in

California, would also love to be in Andover in
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June. She writes, "I moved from Minneapolis to

Oakland about 10 years ago to be with my partner,

Sandy Boucher, and close to two ot my children

and my four grandchildren who all live in Berkeley

in a couple ofhouses on the same property so the

cousins can grow up together. I'm still plugging

along (a lot slower these days) as a theatre artist

(playwright, director, actor, teacher). I'm working

on a new play, more or less about the 60s, teach-

ing an improvisation class at the Faithful Fools, a

street ministry in the Tenderloin ofSan Francisco

(where the homeless are herded), and continuing

my Buddhist studies and practice. Basically I am in

good health and am experiencing a lot ofgratitude

for my life these days. My website is marthaboesing.

com, in case anyone is interested." Well, I, tor one,

certainly am, Martha, and very much hope to see

you at Reunion this June.

From Beverly Berkey Sipes comes this mes-

sage: "Every issue otAndover is a pleasure to read

about classmates. I am looking forward to the

reunion inJune and plan to be there! My life for the

past 60 years involves family, teaching third grade,

retiring, my husband David's death in 2008, and

now—grandchildren, gardening, book clubs, paint-

ing classes, exercising, volunteering, and ushering

at the Tulsa Performing Arts Center. I am happy

in Tulsa, Okla., and very grateful for my health

and family."

Diana Stevenson Banat writes that she and

her husband, Gabriel, "still spend six months in

Dobbs Ferry, N.Y., and six months (mid-April to

mid-October) in Begur, Spain, and find it a great

lifestyle. We are playing less music (arthritis sets in

to the shoulders), but still some. Gaby is writing his

memoirs, and I set him up an impressive website,

gabrielbanat.com, which has lots ofhis old concerts

that can be played, including some with me. Like

many ofus, I am sure, we have five grandchildren

in university, and one almost there." Diane would

love to attend our 60th, but thinks she will probably

be in Spain.

I'd like to suggest, in a kind ofback-to-the-future

way, that it may be possible to be in two places at

once. For example, I'm sitting on the couch typing

these notes, but as you're reading these words I'm

pushing a cart at my local grocery store. The point

is that you, too, can be in two places at once—just

make sure that one ofthem is at ourAbbot 60th

Reunion in June!

PHILLIPS

Bill Joseph

225 West 83rd St., Apt. 5Q
New York NY 1 0024
917-441-0558

wjoseph80@hotmail.com

347-907-4647 (cell)

646-590-1 171 (home)

O.C. Dean reports that he is in good health and,

while disclaiming the achievements ofJoe Mesics,

enjoys biking (including biking down the banks of

the Danube) to keep him fit. He continues to work

as a German language translator and to serve as a

voluntary tax preparer forAARR He has a daughter

and two grandchildren. Bill Bride sounded great

but, unfortunately, is suffering from lung cancer.

Dexter Olsson is retired after a long career

with Bethlehem Steel. He is still active with the

Plymouth Symphony in Massachusetts. He has four

grandchildren, one ofwhom is graduating from

PA in 2013, which means they will be celebrating

reunions together for years to come. I spoke with

Terry Porter's wife. He was unable to come to the

phone at present.

Warren Clein, now living in Pennsylvania,

scouts women's high school soccer, basketball, and

lacrosse teams for Yale. He has two children and

four grandchildren. Clive Chandler continues to

practice law part time in the intellectual property

area. He is in overall good health and runs for exer-

cise. We swapped tales of our inglorious running

careers at PA and in college. Clive has two children

and three grandchildren.

Deforest "Mike" Mellon enjoys scuba diving

and glider riding for recreation. Bob Maes has

retired and is living in the Sonoma Valley wine

country ofCalifornia. He has three children and

three grandchildren.

Stew Ogden and wife recently enjoyed a

weeklong visit from their two grandchildren from

Alexandria, Va., where Stew's daughter is an Epis-

copal priest. In the context of this column the "be

fruitful and multiply" champ is C.F. "Skip" Kimball,

who has five children, four grandchildren, and one

great-grandchild. Skip was a petroleum engineer

and land- and sea-based rig operator; he still has an

office with his company. We had a long chat ranging

from our late classmate Tony Lopez to Louisiana to

Erie, Pa., to Lake Chautauqua, NY.

Gene Doggett has been retired for a while, but

remains very busy. He is now living on Cape Cod,

Mass., and I interrupted his work on his garden. I

assured him the weeds would still be there when

I let him go. Aside from gardening, Gene is active

on a number of charitable boards, often relating

to nature conservancy, such as the Massachusetts

Audubon Society and Manomet. He is also an

active fisher, oyster gatherer, and bird watcher. His

five grandchildren are not the least ofhis interests.

Earlier this year, Gene saw Bob Sullivan and

observed that he was in bad shape, but was lucky to

have wife Annie taking such good care ofhim (see

note below).

Just after rousting Gene from his garden, I got

Charlie Cushman on his farm in Vermont. He

invoked Candide's Dr. Pangloss. Charlie lost a

daughter to cancer in April 2012, but is carrying on.

He is in good health and sounded great.

Ken Demarest, retired from the law for some

20 years and in good health, now continues to enjoy

gardening and hunting. Last fall he went on a bird-

hunting trip to Hungary and, in recent years, has

also hunted in Argentina, Canada, and Wyoming.

On the domestic scene, he recently sat for two ofhis

three grandchildren for a week.

J.D. Watson and wife Barbara sounded and

advised that they are great—healthy and happy

on Gibson Island, offthe Maryland coast between

Baltimore and DC.

In memoriam: We lost two since the last issue.

One was Bob Sullivan, a stalwart member ofour

class, ofhis Yale and Harvard law classes, and ofthe

Massachusetts bar. Many classmates have written

to express their teelings ofadmiration and loss. Bob

had been suffering with a debilitating and progres-

sive disease for a number ot years.

We also lost David Hess, a magna cum laude

graduate ofPrinceton, who retired in 1993 as a

senior vice president ofFamily Circle magazine after

a 26-year career.

Our condolences go out to the families ofboth.

I want to remind you that Andover has a very

active Facebook page, and don't forget Blue-

Link, where you can focus on our or any other

specific class.

Also, don't forget the 60th Reunion in 2013!

Hope to see as many ofyou who can make it then

(assuming, I can!)!

Finally, I need news, and class agent Tom Shoop

needs assistants as well as assistance!

Be well!

1954

ABBOT
Nancy Donnelly Bliss

31 Cluf Bay Road

Brunswick ME 0401 1-9349

207-725-0951

I enjoy writing the class notes, though I find this

edition the most challenging, as the notes are due

in September 2012 for publication inJanuary 2013.

It is not easy for me to visualize folks reading the

notes in the middle ofwinter that I had written on a

clear, perfect, late summer day with the goldenrod

blooming and monarch butterflies gliding on

the breeze.

My husband, Howard, and I had an especially

good summer while living in the Bliss summer

cottage on the coast in Georgetown, Maine. As

always, we had grand visits with our children and

grandchildren. But another highlight was having

Judy Prior Blair visit for three days in July when

we had perfect weather.Judy and I had a marvel-

ous time together. We walked and talked, covering

many subjects, and savored the fact that we have

stayed connected and have been friends for more

than 50 years. There was much laughter and a few

tears shed duringjudy's visit.Judy continues to

enjoy living in Florida, where she has many friends

and keeps active in a reading group and other cul-

tural activities.

It is fun to pick up the phone and have a chat

with Griermoen Catledge, who calls periodically

to thank me for my notes.

Suzanne Kent Evans enjoys her work volun-

teering at the Helen Woodward Animal Center.
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She also occasionally helps out in AniMeals,

where meals and treats are organized and distrib-

uted every evening to seniors and those in need.

Suzanne continues to write tor the local Carmel

\ alley News.

I enjoyed seeing Lucy Lippard when she spent

time this past summer just up the road trom us on

the Point in Maine. Lucy, like many ot us, has man-

aged to stay active with various causes and activities

near her home in New Mexico. She has not retired

from writing and works on projects every day, even

while on vacation. Lucy does take time tor her early

morning walks, where we often pass each other on

the beach. She also sails and spends time with her

son Ethan and his tamily.

Panna de Cholnoky wrote that she had a

special time with cousin Cornelia St. John Lewis

and Cornelias husband, Charlie, when they visited

in late spring 2012. Valjeanne Brodeur-Paxton

joined them trom Switzerland and brought ingre-

dients for a "really sumptuous" meal that Val|eanne

prepared tor everyone.

Doris Niemand Ruedin is faithful about

keeping in touch. We talk on the phone often and

always enjoy sharing about the books we've read

and about what's going on with our grandchildren.

Doris keeps well and active.

I received an e-mail from Pat Sanborn, com-

menting on a photo 1 had enclosed in a class letter.

Pat also mentioned that she visits the Addison Gal-

lery ofAmerican Art often and is appreciative of the

fine collection of American art at the gallery.

Thanks tor your notes, calls, and e-mails that

help me to be able to share your news with other

classmates.

Blessings.

PHILLIPS

W. Parker Seeleyjr., Esq.

Seeley and Berglass

855 Main St., 5th Floor

Bridgeport CT 06604
203-366-3939 ext. 483
wps@seeleyberglass.com

Thank you, everyone who sent me material for this

column.

As this goes to press, 1 sadly report that Skip

Elsas died on Sept. 16. From those classmates who

visited Skip ( Hugh MacMillan and Bill Martin ),

and trom the many ot you who were in touch with

him via e-mail and through his wife, Nancy, our

beloved longtime class notes secretary, while in the

grips of that awtul cancer, was unwavering in his

strength of mind, heart, courage, and love for us

and tor Andover— a great inspiration tor us all as

we begin the Fourth Quarter.

After a visit with Skip in early August, Hugh

alerted Ken MacWilliams that we should consider

nun ing quickly to honor Skip tor his contributions

to the world ot medical science and genetics and

to thank him tor how much he has done for our

class, Ken asked Dave knight to lead the effort,

and Dave took the baton and led the coordination

with Andover, working with the input of a small

committee, Park Weaver, George Shapiro, and

Bob Feldman. Dave, the committee, and Ken

worked with Gail Mansfield, a great friend in the

Andover development office. Gail suggested a tree

be planted, and she cleared the way for it to hap-

pen (for which we are deeply indebted to her)—

a

beautiful maple tree has been planted near the Gelb

Science Center, so dear to Skip's heart.

Dave, Ken, Bill, and Hugh and others who were

in contact with Skip reported that he was really

touched by the tree. Skip noted to us that while at

Andover he wondered about how changes in the

chemicals in the leaves of the maple trees caused

them to turn to such brilliant colors in the fall in

New England (being a southern boy)— foretell-

ing what would become a very distinguished

career in science and genetics and as a teacher of

medical students.

Ken has been in the forefront ot the nomination

ot Skip this year tor the Andover Alumni Award

ot Distinction.

For all who sent in suggestions (via the VCR),

and who sent in contributions to honor Skip, our

class is grateful and proud. George Shapiro's stepson

delivered to Skip the list of classmates who made

the tree possible and reported that Skip said, "[l]t

gives me peace ot mind that I have contributed. If

you would like to contribute but are not reached by

the VCR, please send your contribution to Office

of Academy Resources, Phillips Academy, Andover

MA 01810-4161, Attn. Gail Mansfield, Senior Asso-

ciate Director ofDevelopment.

Bill Dove, professor emeritus ot oncology and

medical genetics and the George Streisinger Profes-

sor Emeritus ot Experimental Biology at the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin-Madison, has suggested and is

willing to sponsor a series of four lectures on medi-

cal science (Elsas lectures) by prominent members

ot the medical science profession. Perhaps this can

be another way we can pay tribute to how much

Skip did tor our class over the many years since our

graduation. Bill worked with Skip professionally

and is among the many in our class who has written

special words for Skip, noting that Skip embodied

the purest notion of "brotherhood."

Jon Foote suggests that if there are funds left

over after the bench is obtained for the Elsas tree,

we could direct such funds toward the cost ofthe

"Elsas lectures." Good thought, Jon.

A profile ot Skip was printed in the Fall 2012

issue of the magazine.

Bill Purinton writes trom Eliot, Maine, that he

is "alive and well," living in retirement on the bank ot

the Piscataqua River. He and his wife, Nancy, were

guests at a 50th anniversary dinner for Nancy and

Newb Le Roy given by his children in Scituate,

Mass. Bill sends his best regards to all ot us.

Jim Cooper writes that he and his wife, Mary,

are enjoying Naples, Fla., and are trying to keep

up with their grandchildren, who are spread trom

Naples to Scarsdale, N Y. They occasionally go to a

NASCAR race, where they sit on the tires in the pits

and "watch and hear what TV cannot broadcast."

George Shapiro sent two wonderful pictures

of bicycling 11 miles up Croy Canyon Road from

the Ketchum Springs post office in Idaho. The first

photo showed him in a Harvard shirt, but the next

showed him in an Andover shirt. Great exercise

and a lesson tor all ot us. Unfortunately, there were

no other Andoverians in the photos, so we cannot

include a photo with these class notes.

Dave Knight reports that his Friendly Type

(FT) reader is now available in the app store for

the iPhone and iPad. In the FT, words are clustered

together (in columns) and are much easier to read

and with taster retention. Actors, in particular, find

this helptul tor learning their lines. Dave credits Josh

Miner, Heimeran von Stauffenberg, Kurt Hahn

(founder of Outward Bound), Kent McKamy,

and Ken MacWilliams for inspiring him to stick

with this project. For those interested, Dave can be

reached at 603-430-2004.

Larry Sears keeps on with his tennis career. In

the summer, the United States Tennis Associa-

tion announced that Larry has been named to the

U.S. team that then competed in the International

Tennis Federation's Super-Seniors World Team

Championships, held in Croatia.

Dave Mackenzie hosted a family Labor Day

feast at his home in Fairfield, Conn., attended by

Kent McKamy and his wife, Linda. Kent reports,

"The table conversation turned to politics, where he

was outgunned by a phalanx ofRedStaters"

Kent reports that our class adoptee, Dutch Wolff,

has recovered to the point that he is driving again

and is out and about just five months after that

awful auto accident.

Joe Goodman writes from Los Altos, Calif,

where he is the William Ayer Professor Emeri-

tus at Stanford, at which institution he spent his

entire professional life. He works one day a week at

Google on its Project Glass and is writing a second

edition of his book, Statistical Optics Investing (in

startup companies through the Silicon Valley's

Band ofAngels and as an individuals).

Skip always ended his class notes with some-

thing pithy. Thinking ofhim and our Andover

heritage, none better than non sibi.

As these class notes go to press, I report having

joined my wife, Liz,Jim Spencer and his wife,

Joyce, Dave Knight and his friend, Sarah, and Ken

MacWilliams and his wife, Natalya, at the investi-

ture ofjohn Palfrey as the 15th head of school, in

front ofgrand old Samuel Phillips Hall on Sept. 23.

More impressive than the more than 50 represen-

tatives ot universities, colleges, and prep and high

schools ( including Andover High) from all over

the U.S. and from foreign countries were the 46

flags of foreign countries carried in the procession

by students from their home countries, leaving me

in further awe than ever. Jim, Dave, Ken, and I had

a quiet moment together on a bench next to the

beautiful maple tree planted in Skip's honor in front

ofthe Gelb Science Center.

[Editor's note: Please see Skip Elsas's obituary in

the In Memonam section.]
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Canada
416-231-1670

n.iacobucci@bluelink.andover.edu

The mailbag, real and virtual, tor Abbot '55 has not

exactly been bursting in these last four months. I

recently received a new class list with presumably

all correct addresses, snail- and e-mail. Ot our

64 members, there are 17 e-mail addresses listed,

approximately 26 percent ot the class. 1 find it

hard to believe that only one-quarter ot our active,

energetic, brilliant class have online access! Are

you all holding out on me? If you do not want the

Academy to contact you electronically, you could

at least send your address to me; and it you do not

want it sent to anyone else, I promise I shall keep it

to myself.

In my last column, I said that I had happily

caught up with Gail Baldwin Whipple. A subse-

quent e-mail from her told an amusing anecdote

from her Abbot days. Because her tather married

twice and she was a daughter ofthe second wife,

she was an aunt to the children ot her much older

halt-siblings. One ot her nephews was at Yale when

she was at Abbot, and he told his friends that he was

going to invite his aunt to all his parties. Ot course,

they all thought he was crazy!

A most welcome August e-mail from Dee

Fleming King filled me in on her full lite in her

new home, Ocean House, where she lives in a

separate upstairs apartment in a house shared with

her son and his family. She has a gorgeous view of

water and islands, and describes her home as won-

derfully filled "with friends, tamily, and new and

old acquaintances." Her two grandsons "are doing

beautifully" and are into individual sports: karate,

tennis, golf For her own activities, Dee is still a "sec-

ond reader " tor her church each Sunday, which she

describes as a "lovely commitment." Sadly, she no

longer has her beloved Labradors, but their absence

has allowed her to do more extended traveling. Last

spring she went with a friend to Europe, a marvel-

ous trip that included Paris, Slovenia, and Croatia,

and a cruise on the Adriatic, Ionian, and Aegean

seas, ending in Athens, Greece. She has definitely

now caught a serious travel bug and has plans for

more distant destinations tor 2013. As for shorter

trips, she and her daughter usually get away together

in the fall, but that had not yet been planned when

she wrote; as well, she said she might go to Crete,

Greece, in October to celebrate the 50th birthday

ofher friend Rick. Finally, for Christmas 2012, the

whole family planned to be together in Disney

World in Orlando, Fla.

My thanks go to Sue AppletonJowett for nudg-

ing Diane Sorota to send me an e-mail inJune

about her latest triumph in a juried art exhibition.

Diane sent a link to an image ot her painting-collage

Coronado Zip, her entry accepted by The National

Collage Society's 28th Annual Juried Exhibition.

There were three jurors and about 585 entries for

the show, which ran at the Berman Museum of

Art, Collegeville, Pa., fromJune 9-Aug. 12, 2012.

The director ot the museum was an award juror

and designated Diane's work the recipient ot

TheJonathan Talbot Award for Advancement

in Collage. (For the artistically uneducated like

me, Diane mentioned thatJonathan Talbot is an

eminent collage artist.) This was the third juried

show in which Coronado Zip had been selected;

it had appeared also at The Coronado (Calif.)

Historical Society and a San Diego Watercolor

Society show. As Diane said, "third time lucky as

far as awards went." When she wrote, Diane was

busy with new work to submit for two more out-

ot-town exhibitions. She commented that she telt

vindicated after not being encouraged by a former

teacher. She ended with, "We are not getting older,

we are, indeed, getting better." I recommend that

you go to the link to see Diane's wonderful work:

nationalcollage.com/2012_exhibit/~0.html.

You do not have to be a world traveler or an

award-winning artist to appear in this column ! Your

classmates (including me) just want to know what

you are doing these days. Please write!

PHILLIPS

Tom Lawrence

1039 1/2 Sweetzer

West Hollywood CA 90069
323-654-0286

323-804-4394 (cell)

yogi@earthlink.net

Sam Kennedy died Feb. 20, 2012, in Painted Post,

NY. He was a graduate ofCornell University and

received a PhD degree from Syracuse University.

Upon graduation he joined the staffof the

Auburn Citizen Advertiser, where he rose to the

position ot managing editor, and then returned to

Syracuse as a professor ot journalism for 25 years

and was appointed chairman ofthe S.I. Newhouse

School ofPublic Communications.

His students and colleagues remember him as

an old fashioned journalist ot the type made iconic

by Hollywood in the 1930s. He espoused rigid

journalistic ethics and traditional newspaper pro-

duction methods like pica poles— a typographic

measurement system—and scaling wheels, eschew-

ing computers.

He was also responsible for the creation of the

Auburn Prison newspaper and served for many

years as the executive secretary ofthe New York

State Society ofNewspaper Editors.

In 1961 , Sam founded the Auburn Players Com-

munity Theatre, one ofthe nation's longest continu-

ously running community theatres, and would go

on to direct more than 50 plays. He oversaw pro-

ductions at the prison and with other local groups,

most notably the Seneca Community Players. In

celebration ot the 50th anniversary ofthe Auburn

Players, he staged his final show, Vie Curious Savage.

In 1999, he published Samuel HopkinsAdams

and the Business of Writing, a biography ofthe

magazine writer and muckraker who went after the

thriving early-20th-century patent medicine indus-

try and became a biographer, novelist, historian,

and screenwriter.

Sam is survived by his partner, Jackie Carpenter,

his former wife, Bourke Kennedy, three daughters,

and three grandchildren.

Jack Doykos writes, "Last October Bob

Ferguson organized our annual '55 golfget-

together at the Bedford (NY) Golf& Tennis Club

and the following day at Yale.John Palmer, Art

Hotchkiss, Art Murphy, Beez Morton, Gerry

Jones, and Steve Clarkson played the first day.

Gerry had to return to Woodstock, Vt., for the

second day, so we were delighted to haveJohn

Suisman join us in New Haven, Conn.

"This fall we'll be hosted by Steve Clarkson at

Burning Tree Club in Bethesda, Md., with Walt

Levering and Pete Briggs also playing. We hoped

Jay Precourt could join us, but his annual fishing

week interferes.

"Occasionally I chat with Don Oasis usually

about our mutual intellectual pursuit—thorough-

bred racing. I also talked briefly with Dan Blatt,

who was wondering what the Andover faculty were

wearing to class these days so his next film, set at a

prep school, could be sartorially up to date."

Russ Shaver reports that, with his daughter's

help, he is adjusting to life without his wife, whom

he lost to cancer in December 2011 . "Nevertheless, I

am surviving," he says, "exercising regularly, working

with the RAND retirement people, and starting to

play golf again after about a 20-year layoff"

Darryl De Vivo continues to work full time at

the Columbia University Medical Center seeing

patients and conducting research. He was recently

honored by the university with the establishment

ofthe Darryl De Vivo Endowed Professorship in

Pediatric Neurology and says he is looking forward

to meeting the first incumbent ofthe chair. "Maybe

then, I will succeed in retiring. Until now, I have

failed miserably in this effort."

This from Mark Gordon: "In the 1990s, we

wanted to build a giant radio telescope array in

North America, working at radio frequencies close

to the infrared. As one ofthe observatory directors,

I convinced my observatory and colleagues to

build it in Chile and, in time, did most the Iegwork

regarding access to the site above the Atacama Des-

ert, estimating construction and operating costs,

learning how to work at high altitude—and learn-

ing how to cope with Chilean labor laws.

"Formally, I was the project's division chief

for Chile. One could say I was the advance guy. I

regularly went to the 16,500-foot-high site and even

took [wife] Julia with me on one trip—taking her

to 17,500-feet so she could overlook the beauti-

ful Andean valley, Llano de Chajnantor, where the

telescope would later be built.

"To get funding, we had to go international.
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This telescope—60 40-foot, carbon-fiber reflec-

tor antennas—costs about S 1 billion, split mainly

between Europe and the U.S., with Japan contribut-

ing some of it. It will be completed in 2013, but is

already in use. Astronomers do not have to go to

Chile to use it. They have access to the telescope via

the Internet—providing that their research propos-

als are approved by their peers.

"Its primary ability is to detect and image very

cold, dark ( 30K) objects, which are forming into

stars. Optical telescopes cannot detect this phase ot

matter; it is not luminous in the range the human

eye detects. Why is this important? Because stars

are born,' evolve, and then die. In the process,

they create all of the atoms from which our bod-

ies are made, and when they die, they spew these

atoms back into the cosmic gases. And, they form

in groups—into galaxies—each galaxy contain-

ing 100 million stars. Moreover, the newly formed

atoms chemically interact, forming molecules in the

30K cosmic gas, some of which are so exotic that

they cannot be made in terrestrial laboratories.

"This telescope helps us learn about the universe

in which we live—and about the laws ofphysics

that describe how matter interacts. And, ofcourse,

the technical devices we learned to make will even-

tually find their way into industry.

"Here is the result, shown briefly on NBC's Rock-

center program and narrated by one ofour young

astronomers, Scott Ransom: nrao.edu/index.php/

learn/'gallery/watchtheuniverse."

Ifyou wish to know more, I recommend you

Coogle Chajnantor. At 16,500 feet, it's unlikely you

will have to sort out WalMart store locations.

1956

ABBOT
Anne Woolverton Oswald

9365 Spring Forest Drive

Indianapolis IN 46260
317-846-2331

Woolvie56@gmail.com

It doesn't seem that summer is over and Labor Day

is upon us as I write this on Sept. 1

.

News from Susan Wickham Maire: "My plans

are to go to Sardinia (second largest island in the

Mediterranean Ocean, after Sicily) to spend holiday

time with my sister Diana. Diana is 82 and has lived

in Florence, Italy, and southern Switzerland for

many, many years.

"We have had another sunny summer at our

Michigan lake. We are ever thankful for the good in

our lives!"

And from Jane Tatman Walker: "[Husband]

Frank and I were able to attend a luncheon in Sara-

sota, Fla., last spring in honor of Barbara Chase as

she did her farewell visits. Carolyn C.aines Ruckle

'57 and I have managed a few lunch get-togethers

in Indianapolis, Ind. Always special to connect

with Abbotites!"

Betsy Parker Powell writes, "In April, I

ventured to Madeira and Portugal with my

husband's Princeton '54 class. In the first week of

May, I joined Babson's Global Advisory Board in

Bordeaux, France. And on May 23, 1 took offfor

Istanbul and Ankara, Turkey, to attend Tufts Univer-

sity's International Board of Advisors meetings and

cruise the Bosporus. I then progressed to Talloires,

France, to a Fletcher School ofLaw and Diplomacy

seminar; then spent four days in Paris and took

the EuroStar to London to meet my daughter and

enjoy Billy Elliot and Jersey Boys. From June 10- 16,

we joined a small group to venture to the Broadway

Festival Arts. We stayed in Abbots Grange, a medi-

eval monastic manor house, and toured gardens

designed by Alfred Parsons. Ahead is a trip with

my 9-year-old grandson on a Tauck tour to Rome,

Sorrento, Pompeii, and Venice, Italy. At 73, 1 am still

hanging in there—must be Abbot phys ed course

and stamina!"

Marjorie Orr Stein says, "[Husband] Paul and

I were in Old Lyme, Conn., to see a terrific Hudson

River School exhibit at the Florence Griswold

Museum. We had lunch with Carol Kelton Ryland

and husband Mike and were joined later by their

two super grandkids from London, who have been

with them for most of the summer. Both kids are

having an experience anyone would envy— trips

to Maine, science camp on the Connecticut River,

their grandmother's gourmet cooking (although

they are apparently good cooks as well), art lessons,

fishing with the grandfather, and more. I can't imag-

ine a better way to spend a summer.

"We had two ofour four granddaughters here

tor four days and loved every minute oftheir visit.

They are all in high school and have reached the age

where they don't have a lot of free time to hang out

with the grands.

"In early October, we're headed for Prague,

Czech Republic, and a trip up the Elbe to Berlin

with a group of Paul's Dartmouth friends. I'm look-

ing forward to meeting up with a godson, who is a

musician in Berlin."

This from Eleanor Rulon-Miller York: "I have

had a great summer. My African daughter and her

three remaining kids were here in the United States

until early January. Meanwhile, two granddaughters

were married. Maria, the youngest girl, is offto col-

lege this month. Kate, the elder ot the brides, gradu-

ated from college magna cum laude. Must be my

brain! The rest of the gang will be here in Maine for

the month ofSeptember (the unmarried ones, that

is). I am feeling better every day and even have dark,

curly hair—an inch at a time. li looks like Brillo, but

it is all me. It does take a long time to build up one's

strength and balance. But, hey, I am here!"

My husband, Bob, and I spent a day with Ellen

Welles Linn in Wyoming, where she took us to

Grand Teton National Park and later the Linn

Lodge for a great dinner with her husband, Gene,

who also entertained all lodge guests with his guitar

and singing. We were on a tour with a group from

the Eiteljorg Museum in Indianapolis through

Utah and Wyoming— 29 artists' studios, collectors

homes, galleries, and museums in six days. We went

on to Yellowstone and Glacier national parks from

there. We also had a I2-person (of 16 total) family

get-together in Estes Park, Colo., gathering three

generations from Vancouver, British Columbia;

Evanston 111.; Virginia Beach, Va.; and Boston.

I followed that with a weeklong ocean kayak-

ing experience at Cortes Island, off the coast of

British Columbia.

Good to hear from so many ofyou. Let's keep up

the activities and reporting. I have 19 current e-mail

addresses from our class. Please send me updates.

PHILLIPS

Phil Bowers

322 W. 57th St., Apt. 30F

New York NY 10019
212-581-0538

philbowers@verizon.net

Philip R. Hirsh Jr.

59 Union Run

Lexington VA 24450-6040

540-464-5202

prhjr@rockbridge.net

ludging from the tenor of my conversations with

classmates this time around, there is a clear sense

that as a group we have largely settled into retire-

ment—watch our PSAs, enjoy our grandchildren,

travel, and reject the idea any of this qualifies as

"news." But once in a while what starts as "sorry,

no news for you," turns into something signifi-

cantly newsworthy.

Take Haj Ross, for example. He wrote, "My

news is both hum and drum. If you publish this,

you're nearing the bottom ot the barrel," then

reported a recent two-month wanderschafi to Ger-

many, consulting with a language group focused

on natural learning processing, "a field which makes

search engines, does text-mining, and works on a

wide variety ofprojects that basically depend on

helping computers understand and work with lan-

guage better." Partnered with the University ofChi-

cago Department of Linguistics, he is assembling

a video archive of major figures in the linguistics

world to allow "future students and scholars to see

the faces and gaze into the eyes ofthose on whose

shoulders they stand." Read more at linguistica.

uchicago.edu/lives/. Haj and Rosalia's son Nicholas

has started an MA degree program at the New

School in New York. Haj adds, "We found a good

apartment tor him in Brooklyn." Haj ended his

supposed non-news with an invitation to anyone

passing through the Denton, Texas, area (near the

Dallas-Fort Worth airport) to stop by for a beer.

Congratulations to Tom Bagnoli and Tom
Burke, our class agent team since the 50th. They

raised almost $200,000 this year with 57 percent

participation, highlighting both their persever-

ance and the ongoing generosity ot our class. More

kudos to Ann and Tom Bagnoli, who just celebrated

their 50th wedding anniversary. I know many ofyou

have or are about to celebrate this marital milestone.

Here's to you! Well done!
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And while we're celebrating achievements,

John Tederstrom and Mark Cannon were

married inJune 2012 in Chautauqua, N.Y.John

writes, "We have been together for almost 30 years,

are very happy to be doing this, and enormously

grateful to have done so surrounded by the love of

friends and family."John is a retired Episcopal priest,

and Mark is a musician whose work is focused

mainly on English and Gaelic musical traditions,

derivative American music and dance, especially

contra dancing. He plays violin, dulcimer, mando-

lin, tin whistle, and probably several others, and

is currently performing with his band, Guilderoy

(Gaelic for red-haired boy).

Jesse Barbour has had a rough go-round with

rotator surgery and the demanding rehab neces-

sary to again play his trumpet comfortably with

both hands. "I have been going to physical therapy

every day for 15 weeks, and I am pain free unless I

do something stupid like reaching way up over my

head. The good news is I have been able to keep up

my trumpet practice on a daily basis since about 10

days after surgery. My surgeon told me not to play

with two hands unless I supported my shoulder, so

I put a hymnal under my elbow, providing shoulder

as well as religious support during practice."

Is contentment news? I think so. That's the word

that came to me while reflecting on the conversa-

tion I had with Hugh Brady. Without pressing the

idea in our conversation, it was clear Hugh is living

an entirely contented life, retired on his farm in

northern California, close to the coast and deep in

"the northern California culture." He maintains a

large garden, tends his orchard, enjoys family, and

likes to write. He also stays in close contact with a

number ofclassmates, and he is looking forward to

returning for our 60th.

News ofjim Benedict's death was reported in

the last notes, though at that time we only had a

short Denver Post obituary saying, "James Benedict,

acclaimed Colorado geologist and archeologist,"

had died after a briefbattle with kidney cancer. That

doesn't scratch the surface.Jim began his career

as a geologist (BA degree from the University of

Colorado, PhD degree from the University ofWis-

consin), served in the Marine Corps, and returned

to Colorado to do alpine research. In a 2004 letter,

Jim described himselfevolving over time into a

"Quaternary geologist specializing in alpine-tundra

processes, ecology, paleoenvironmental history, and

high-altitude archeology."

A friend ofmine, a fellow arctic archaeologist,

describedJim as, "a real leader, first-rate researcher,

and pioneer in the field ofalpine geology and

archeology."Jim was involved in environmental

research on the North Slope ofAlaska's Brooks

Range, an area also ofinterest to me. In an exchange

ofletters, I found outwe shared another bond:

crash landing on the North Slope with famed

arctic pilot Walt Audi.Jim founded the Center for

Mountain Archaeology (foundation.colostate.edu)

in Colorado, and with his wife, writerAudrey DeLe-

11a, worked on many environmental protection

projects. Audrey has written a number ofbooks,

texts, and articles on environmental issues, perhaps

most famouslyA Sierra Club Naturalist's Guide to the

Southern Rockies and Valley ofthe Dunes.Jim was also

an accomplished photographer. I have seen some of

his pictures, and they are stunning. Helen and Russ

Donnelly have kept all ofjim's beautifully photo-

graphed Christmas cards.Jim didn't have terribly

fond memories ofAndover, but the friendships he

formed there have been durable, and the gifts he left

to science and the environment are extraordinary.

By the time these notes make it into print, our

group of 16 will have made the trip to Berlin to join

hostJulian Herrey for a week ofexploration and

learning. My thanks to you for putting up with my

many annoying recruiting letters and e-mails in the

lead-up to the trip.

—Phil Hirsh (The Other Phil)
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Anne Boswell

5 Choate Road

Hanover NH 03755-1701

603-643-5043
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Lulu Cutler

267 Legend Hill Road

Madison CT 06443-1881

203-314-7898

lucindacutler@gmail.com

Dinah Hallowell Barlow writes, "On behalfof

our entire class, Miriam "Mimi" Ganem Reeder,

Louisa Lehmann Birch, and I would like to thank

Marcia Truslow for taking on the class notes for the

last five years ! She did very well by us, eliciting news

from many who have not been heard from in years.

We are all in this together, and reaching out to one

another feels good. The teenage connection binds.

"I am living life to the fullest. I notice and am

starded by the changing cycles ofour seasons,

particularly after this long, hot summer. Luckily,

I am in good health: playing competitive tennis,

doing Pilates and yoga, eating well, taking various

probiotics, and generally trying to keep my mind

active. That is not hard to do in Cambridge, Mass., as

Mimi will also admit.We belong to an organization

ofretired people—ranging in age from 60 to 100

—

and take terrific peer-taught courses.

"My summer in Maine, this time as a renter, was

carefree. The summer population gets huger each

year. Lobsters, too, abounded and were down to $4/

lb, a hard situation for the lobstermen. My ongoing

love ofMaine rests on sailing almost every day in my

Herreshoff 12 1 /2. Never do I experience such calm

and freedom!

"Last, but far from least, I just became a first-time

grandmother, to Lucas Christiaens Barlow, born

in August 2012. 1 am anticipating spending many

hours with this adorable boy, who lives nearby in

Somerville, Mass."

Lucinda "Lulu" Sulzbacher Cutler writes,

"Anne Boswell and I are already enjoying our

commitment to you as Abbot 1957 'class criers'

Keep the news coming, you wonderful women ! I

am loving my new condo in Madison, Conn. My
1713 lovely old home in Killingworth, Conn., is still

on the market. My four months in Vero Beach, Fla.,

are wonderful. Between seven busy grandchildren,

DAR, PEO, and lay caring ministry at my churches,

my life is quite full. On my 73rd birthday, one ofmy

grandchildren said to me, Lulu, what's your favorite

age?' I said, '73.' They said, "That's what you are!' I

said, 'Right
!

' I still sing solos in our Madison Beach

Club follies in the summer."

KarenJones Anderson writes that she keeps

active as cochair ofthe church bazaar, serving as

president of her United Methodist Church mission

organization. She's also active in her symphony

women's board (encore) and PEO, a philanthropic

organization for women. Karen also enjoys her four

grandchildren, concerts, and tennis with her hus-

band, Michael. She was sorry to miss our reunion

in June, but feels, "We do have an outstanding class,

and I feel fortunate to be a part of it."

Lynne McLaughlin Moughty writes, Tm
still recovering from having my kitchen totally

remodeled in June! Happily, summer provided lots

ofgood days for tennis and flower gardening. In

August, I was able to go on a six-day cruise aboard

the windjammer Angelique out ofCamden, Maine. I

had a great time, but it had been more than 15 years

since my last Angelique adventure. Dealing with the

bunk bed (upper) was much more ofa challenge

this time. I hate to see the days getting shorter, but

I'm wishing everyone a good autumn."

Jacqueline Goodspeed writes, "Hello, every-

body! [Husband] George and I greatly enjoyed a

trip to France—briefly in Paris and then through

the Loire Valley. I had never seen Normandy, which

truly humbled me. It was a real vacation, mostly

relaxing and enjoying the wonderful food. And we

didn't gain a pound! Then we went on to Flagstaff,

Ariz., for the summer in the cool pines. My dog

Mowgli certainly enjoyed the walks in the woods, as

did I. Now it's back to Cave Creek, Ariz., for fall and

winter. I never dreamed I would like Arizona, but it

certainly agrees with my health. I've been here for

20 years now; it's the longest I've lived in the same

place in my life. Peace and love to all."

Anne Luquer Boswell visited Cecily Dickson

Campbell-Smith in the environs ofCecily's home

on Putney Hill, England, just a few days before the

Olympic bicycling races were to commence. It was

pleasant to talk and roam near the Thames with her

as excitement for the games mounted throughout

the city. Cecily is an adventuresome bicyclist in her

own right. She is a keen student ofhistory as well.

Secretarial duties are new for me, but I look

forward to passing on news from our class with

Lulu Sulzbacher Cutler's help. I have occasional vol-

unteer teaching assignments, which are fun, and an

archaeological writing project, which is seemingly

endless. Participation in a Bach chorale group is a

wonderful pleasure.
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Libby Horan Edgerly writes, "My daughter

Louisa '87 is embarking on a long-term research

project in the field ot the ethnography of commu-

nication. The first part ofthe research is a six-week

trip to the Republic ot the Congo in November-

December 2012. She described the project on a

website that she used for raising money for the

trip—petridish.org—a Kickstart-type of crowd

sourcing tor academic research."

Lucy Beebe Tobias is moving to Sarasota,

Fla., and hopes to find acquaintances trom Abbot

nearby. Her new address is 2353 Loma Linda St.,

Sarasota FL 34239.

Sue Rairdon Allen and her husband, Tom,

were about to leave for a long-planned trip to Brit-

tany, France, when she sent word tor the class that

they are also about to celebrate their 53rd wedding

anniversary. Their one grandchild, Maddy Schriger,

entered Denison University (Sue's alma mater) as

a freshman. Tom's North East Brewing Company

continues to grow. The Aliens find lite in Austin,

Texas, vibrant.

Carol Gaines Ruckle has finished hospice

training and looks forward to increased involve-

ment in the tield of palliative care. Her own family's

experience with cancer deepens her commitment.

Her husband, Jim, is director ot the Walther Cancer

Foundation, which supports cancer research at

Indiana University, Notre Dame, and Michigan

State. The private, nonprofit foundation also funds

research in breast and cervical cancer at Moi Uni-

versity in Eldoret, Kenya.

|udith Medwed Stahl plans a quick trip up

trom Washington, D.C., to Hanover, N.H., to see her

grandson play rugby for Dartmouth. We planned

to get together late in September. She has many

years' experience in New Hampshire politics. My
late husband was a judge ot the district court in the

same state. It is just by chance that we reconnected

via class notes.

Josephine "Jody" Bradley Bush writes, "My

14-year-old granddaughter, lzzy, and I went to

Kenya this summer. We went to see animals primar-

ily, but she also wanted to visit a school and bring

the children school supplies and soccer balls. After

leaving a huge duffle bag full ot supplies in Nairobi,

Kenya, and speaking very eloquently to more than

500 children, we set off tor three different camps

to see animals, plants, and birds, all of which about

lzzy already knows a great deal. It was a very special

experience tor me to be with her but also to see the

landscape and the wildlife. [Husband] John and I

are now living in New Haven, Conn., and enjoying

urban life again." —Anne

PHILLIPS

Stephen C. Trivers

151 South Rose St., Suite 61 1

Kalamazoo Ml 49007
269-385-2757

Stephen@StephenTrivers.com

Gregory Wierzynski

4426 Klingle St., NW
Washington DC 20016
202-686-9104

gregor@wierzynski.com

In a note he received trom Sam Suitt, Bill Sterling

was struck by Sam's observation that while the 50th

Reunion had a magical allure ot its own, the lesser

reunions, such as the 55th, appeal to those who have

a particularly strong devotion to the school. To tap

into that sentiment, Stephen "Triv" Trivers and 1

queried a cluster of classmates who were not able to

make it to campus in |une. Heres what we got back.

After Andover, Grant Willis went to the Air

Force Academy, circled the globe as a navigator

aboard a USAF aircraft and, when his obligation to

Uncle Sam was over, moved to New York, where

he became a publishing executive by day and a

guitar-strumming coffeehouse denizen by night. He

quit "the scene," as he puts it, after 18 years, enrolled

in law school, and became a country lawyer in his

Cape Cod hometown of Falmouth, Mass. He's

still at it, six days a week. "It's nice to be wanted

professionally," Grant writes. His firm's motto:

"Reasonable Doubt at a Reasonable Price." Tragedy

prevented Grant trom attending the 55th. Sarah, his

wite of 23 years, was diagnosed with cancer in early

201 1 and died within a few months. "In a nutshell,"

Grant writes," life is solitary, weird, and good."

Bill Bayfield was struck by similar misfortune.

"My wonderful wife passed away onJune 15 of

heart failure," Bill writes. "Her passing was exactly

as she would have wanted. She died while reading

a magazine on our back deck with her flowers and

her dog next to her. I am dealing with it by continu-

ing to stay busy with my golf officiating and junior

golt schedules."

Steve Larrabee was more fortunate. When his

wife, Marka, was diagnosed with cancer, surgeons

removed it in time, and by summer's end, Marka

and Steve were tooling around Mexico. Now retired

in Maine, after a career as a teacher and school

administrator, Steve is busy serving as a trustee of

the local museum and a member ot the Kennebunk

Historical Preservation Commission—posts in

which he has a personal stake, his family hav-

ing built the community's first garrison house

back in 1717.

Henry Bourne retired tour years ago trom run-

ning a cell biology lab and teaching at the University

ofCalifornia in San Francisco. Since then, he has

written two books: Ambition and Delight, a memoir,

and Paths to Innovation, a chronicle of the discovery

ot recombinant DNA, oncogenes and prions, all

in one medical school and in one decade spanning

the 1970s and 1980s. Henry also writes a blog,

Biomed Watch, in which he mostly rails against

the government 's policies tor biomed research.

He and wife Nancy recently celebrated their 50th

wedding anniversary with their three children and

tour grandchildren, whom Henry describes as "an

unending source ot delight."

Grabo Keator, like Henry, also reached a half-

century ot matrimonial bliss. He and wife Marnie

toasted the milestone with family at their home in

South Londonderry, Vt. Grabo still works half time

in PA's development office. He says that many ofthe

contributions to our 55th Reunion gift ($114,000)

were made in memory of Kim Pendleton, whom

we lost two years ago, and in honor of Kim's fund-

raising partner, Tom Fox, who is retiring this year

as class agent after 30 years ofprying checks from

us. Tom sends special thanks to Ben Field, Al

Blanchard, Leo Ullman, andJohn Finney.

Leo Ullman retired inJune as CEO of Cedar

Realty Trust, a company he founded and grew to

$ 1 .7 billion in revenue and a listing on the New

York Stock Exchange. Barely a month later, he was,

literally, back in business, forming a new com-

pany, Vastgood Properties, that, like Cedar Realty,

develops shopping centers. On the side, he writes a

monthly column about U.S. real estate tor a Dutch

publication. During the summer, Leo and wite Kay

celebrated their 52nd wedding anniversary hiking

in the Canadian Rockies. A devotee of arduous

exercise, Leo still competes in Olympic-distance

triathlons. "I enjoy the effort," Leo writes, "and,

importantly, in my age group, I can get a medal |ust

by showing up."

From the alum office comes word that Doug

Beattie died on Jan. 13, 2012, after a long illness.

Wayne Earl, his lifelong friend, penned this

remembrance: " We met at Andover in our upper

year. Being trom Southern California— far from the

insular New England community—we bonded for

the common defense. In summers, we fished from

his father's boat offCosta Mesa, Calif. Then we both

went on to Stanford—same fraternity, Chi Psi. After

graduate school, we joined in a small entrepreneur-

ial venture to develop and market a portrait camera

designed by Doug's father. Eventually, the business

was sold to a company in Ohio and, as part of the

deal, Doug went with it. Later, he and his wife,

Martha, moved to Rhode Island. There, I believe,

he contracted the nerve disorder that would ulti-

mately kill him. As Doug began to suffer more and

more from his malady, going to an office became

difficult, and he and Martha returned to San Jose,

Calif In the meantime, I had acquired a small farm

equipment manufacturer and hired Doug to be my

accounting department: 1 got a trusted friend and

an able partner; he had regular employment in the

comfort of his home. In 2004, 1 sold the company,

and the arrangement ended, but not the friendship.

Doug soldiered on, keeping the books tor the local

Kiwanis club and League ofWomen Voters. Never

giving up, never complaining, he endured inde-

scribable difficulties. And finally, he left us."

In his class letter, president-for-life Bill Sterling
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muses eloquently about his search for faith and

the answers he found in Buddhism. "The more I

learned about Buddhist teaching, the more the

teachings made sense to me and satisfied the long-

ings I had carried," he writes. It is posted on the

class website, andover57.ning.com; classmates are

invited to comment.

. Before signing off, I would be remiss not to

mention that my colleague in these scribal duties,

Stephen Trivers, received a Hiram S. Hunn Memo-

rial Schools and Scholarships Award from Harvard's

admissions office for his selfless help in screening

applicants.—

G

9
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55th REUNION
June 14-16, 2013

ABBOT
Parry Ellice Adam
33 Pleasant Run Road

Flemington NJ 08822-7109
908-782-3754

peaba@comcast.net

Greetings! After a busy (and hot) summer, I've given

you a break from my begging for news. As I figure

the timing, this issue will be prime for making your

plans to return to Andover for our 55th Reunion.

The dates areJune 14-16, with plenty oftime to dust

offthe blazers and shine the saddle shoes. We'll look

forward to sharing our news—in person.

PHILLIPS

Dermod O. Sullivan

Morgan Stanley Smith Barney

590 Madison Ave., 1 1th Floor

New York NY 10022
800-468-0019

dermod.o.sullivan@mssb.com

Tom Cutler is living in Cape May, NJ. He

volunteers three hours a week as a DJ on a local

radio station. His specialty is jazz, and the station

has a fully computerized library of classic jazz from

which to choose. About 20 other guys volunteer as

DJs on various subjects to provide all the content for

the station. The station reaches only 10 to 15 miles,

so ifanyone near Cape May hears Tom on the radio,

call in, because he has no idea ifanyone listens.

Tom says it's been very educating for him, as he

learns more about the various sectors ofjazz; Bebop,

Dixieland, West Coast jazz, hot five, etc. Tom was

brought up in a musical family; his father, you'll

recall, was the celebrated society bandleader Ben

Cutler '22, and his grandfather was a member ofthe

Harvard Quartet, a venerable Cantab singing group.

Tom was in the 8 'n 1 and the Whiffenpoofs at Yale.

I had asked Tom earlier to be a guest correspon-

dent at the Yale 50th reunion forAndover magazine,

and he more than fulfilled my request with these

notes: "The Yale 50th has come and gone, and it

was a delightful weekend. Andover can take a bit of

pride in the number ofgraduates who were heav-

ily involved in the creative end ofthe programs.

Messrs. Bill Weeden and David Finkle wrote the

class show, emceed it, and sang a series ofdelightful

songs about Yale and aging and reunions, including

my favorite ofall time 'Reunion Prayer' (as in 'Oh,

dear lord, please don't let my roommate have a big-

ger car than mine,' etc.). The Whiffs sang a number

oftimes, and happily our group has three Andover

alums (outpacing Choate with two): Dixie

Carroll, Mike "Biggie" Moore '56, and me. And

Dixie put together an art exhibit ofvarious works

done by Yale alumni. In addition, Jane and Sam

Back, Mary Beth and Art Mann, and Earl Smith

were all there; and all looked about 35, well, maybe

45? Both ofthe above couples must be in our class's

Top Ten for marriage longevity and good health.

There was a memorial service for those who have

passed, and 1 hated to again hear the name

Ed Perell— a good old friend."

Shame! A misplaced Christmas card from

Jonathan Middlebrook has just surfaced. It needs

further explanation because it showsJonathan

standing on top of an actual Union Pacific caboose

(full scale), holding a miniature potted Christ-

mas tree in his right hand.Jonathan writes, "The

caboose is on the highest point of my property

out here in the low-rent district ofMendocino

County. Would have bragged about it sooner (it's

been on-site sinceJune 2011 ), but I figured some

one ofmy overachieving classmates not only owns

a caboose, but likely a locomotive and the railroad

that goes with it." The caboose is painted Union

Pacific yellow and has undoubtedly by now been

fitted out with UP logos and its original car num-

ber. In our 50th Reunion book, Frederick Prahl is

reported to be building a live steam locomotive, so

all the class needs is the intervening passenger and

freight cars.

In my role as the archivist for Winged Foot Golf

Club, I flew to Houston to film the reminiscences

ofjackie Burke, who founded the Champions Club

withJimmy Demaret.Jackie was an assistant pro

at Winged Foot in the late 1940s, studied under

consummate teacher Claude Harmon there, and

went on to win the Masters and the PGA in 1956.

While in Houston, I had dinner with Paul Kelly

at Champions, who was suitably impressed that

Jackie came over and hobnobbed with me after the

filming. Paul is retired and splits his time between

Houston and his farm.

In writing this column over the years, I've been

challenged by what to call the Andover faculty.

What did we call the faculty: instructors or teach-

ers? Certainly not masters or professors. I person-

ally recall that we used instructor rather than teacher,

but I'm not sure. Would we say we had a substitute

math instructor, or did we say we had a substitute

math teacher 1
. I'm certain we called the faculty

member resident in our dorm our housemaster.

When addressing a teacher, we did say Dr. Grew or

Dr. Chase, and we did say Mr. Pieters and Mr.James.

And we always said Sir. I even responded "Yes, Sir" to

"Big Red" in the Libe. For the next Andover magazine,

I plan to reveal my research on notebooks and text-

books. Did we carry them around? I don't remember

lugging heavy Latin and math textbooks all around

campus all day. We certainly didn't use backpacks,

because they hadn't been invented. I seem to recall

parking our books and coats at Commons in large

closets outside the dining halls. I have a faint recol-

lection pitying day students forced to lug around

all their essentials. Stay tuned tor more exhilarating

discussions about long-ago preppy practices.

With the deepest regret and sadness, I must

report the passing ofmy dear wife, Patricia. She

passed awayJuly 30, 2012, after a 27-year struggle

with breast cancer. Our two boys, Conor, 30,

and Griffin, 27, have been very supportive and

strong. Andover classmatesJack Clymer, Don
Richardson, and Grant Brownrigg traveled

far to pay their respects to Pat, which I very

much appreciate.

I would like to remind everyone to begin plan-

ning for our Andover 55th Reunion, which will be

held on the weekend ofjune 14- 16, 2013. Mark

your calendars. I will be hosting a fishing weekend

in Stowe, Vt, at the Lake Mansfield Trout Club early

that week, and you can be sure I will line up competi-

tive golfcourses for Thursday and Friday.

1959

ABBOT
Nathalie Taft Andrews

2407 Ransdell Ave.

Louisville KY 40204
502-459-5715

dulcie@iglou.com

'After years ofsilence, your staunch perseverance

as our class news dispatcher has motivated me to

answer your recent plea for updates" declaresJean

Roundy Sullivan. "My husband, Peter's, vision of

providing excellent medical care in a small commu-

nity has finally been realized. He merged his private

oncology/hematology /radiology practice with the

Yuma Regional Medical Center to become the Yuma

Regional Cancer Center in Yuma, Ariz."

Jean adds that their 9-year-old grandson, William,

joined them for a summer month to explore the

Canadian Northwest, take an Inside Passage cruise

to Alaska, and top it oft with a train ride from Van-

couver, Canada, to Toronto.

In the fall, Jean and Peter returned to Montreal

for his 50th McGill Medical School reunion and a

drive through the Eastern Townships of Quebec and

Quebec City. "Can we really be this old?" Jean asks.

Back home in Houston, Jean participated in film

week with Robert Redford and fashion week. "We

truly feel blessed each and every day."

"Life is good," writes Sue Calnan Bates. "Enjoyed

our week with family on Cape Cod, Mass., in August.

Just back from a nephew's wedding in Indiana and

Andover
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in Hampton, N.H.
Members of the Class of '54 gather in Mayfor lunch and a bit of catching up at Bryant Park Grill in

New York City. From left are Dave Mackenzie, Kent McKamy, Roger Whitcomb, DougAyer (red vest),

Steve Wilson, Tom Malloy, Dick Starratt, Dave Knight, and Bob Feldman. Malcolm Swenson and Bill

Stubenbord also attended, but left early and missed the photo shoot.

more good times with family. [Husband] Ben is

still guiding tours at Montpelier and I am enjoying

role-playing tor medical students at UVA. I see

Duncan Moose Whittome and DearingWard

Johns-Lewis from time to time."

Susie Fox Castellini sent the following dispatch

from her iPad, while attending the National League

Baseball playoffs in San Francisco: "My news is the

best. My husband is the majority owner ot the [Cin-

cinnati] Reds. We are in the playoffs and have just

won the first two games against the Giants. It has

been a wonderful weekend in San Francisco. The

Americas Cup was here and the Blue Angels were

also performing each day. Hope this finds you all as

happy as 1 am at this moment. Hope it continues!"

Ann Patch Hill's big news is that a major forest

fire in Idaho came within 50 yards ot her home

and also threatened the town. She writes, "We

had to evacuate tor almost two weeks and were

in a pretty constant state ot aaxiety. Town and

home were spared, thanks to major efforts by the

NIMO [National Incident Management Orga-

nization] fire team that was in charge. They were

(are) wonderful!"

From Panama, Missy lams Kittredge writes,

"I'm still here in Panama, nut farm. Still working on

vintage house (read money pit, but charming!) in

Camp Dennison, Ohio, to which I hope to move

after getting rid ot house and tarm here. I 'm not

holding my breath. [Daughter] Aveling analyzed

this situation and pronounced that it's clear I don t

want to move, otherwise I'd have sold both proper-

ties by now. Well, 1 don't want to justjive them

away. My real-estate-savvy children's eyes roll at this.

Anyway, saludos to all!"

Dorothy Henry Pazcreskis and her husband,

John, finished their fifth American Kennel Club

( 'hampion at a dog show in Wilmot, Wise, this past

Sept. 8. "CH Asgard Ultimatum, aka Tommy, is now

an official AKC Champion, and we are very pleased

to have accomplished it. In the cosmic scheme of

things, it may not be much ot a story, but it certainly

involved a fair amount ot effort on all our parts: I as

the groomer,John as the showman, and Tommy as

a 2-and a-half-year-old standard schnauzer."

And finally a sad note: Molly Feltwell Gordon

passed away on May 16, 2012. Ifanyone has her

obituary, please send it on to me so I can give it

to the Academy. I remember Molly as an awe-

some hockey player ot the type only turned out in

Sewickly, Pa.! I found a darling photograph online

ofMolly in the fifth grade at Edgeworth Grade

School by Googling "Molly Feltwell." It will make

you smile and feel sad at the same time.

Be ofgood cheer, remember our youth together,

and start making plans to attend our 55th Reunion,

just over one year away.

PHILLIPS

David Othmer

4220 Spruce St.

Philadelphia PA 19104

215-387-7824

davidothmer@aol.com

Just recently, Andover successfully ended a major

capital campaign, one that will enable the school to

not only continue to do what it does best—expand

kids' imaginations ... in the classroom, ofcourse,

but also on the stage, the fields, in small and large

groups, and perhaps most importantly in their

own minds—but also to continue to both plan tor,

not |ust adapt to, the changes in education that are

taking place, to be a leader in creating new ways to

provide Andover kids with great educations, and to

share those thoughts and techniques with others

beyond 01810.

This milestone—and thanks to so many of

you who helped out—got me thinking about

fundraising in America in the 21 st century: how

it has become a necessity, a science, and a way to

bring great joy to both the donor and the recipient.

Think about each ofthose: necessity—entrepre-

neurs need funds to create and bring their ideas to

fruition, so venture capital firms have been created

specifically to provide that funding. It's an interest-

ing sidelight that the traditional investment banks

that used to provide that kind ot funding to new and

established entities began to make money with a

variety ofclever but not economically productive

financial instruments (poster child: credit default

swaps), which enabled a new breed of companies

to take their place. The venture capital companies,

whose primary goal is to make money, ofcourse,

have an important secondary goal of being on the

bleeding edge ofcreating something new, think

Silicon Valley, and how many flinders get great

satisfaction from being a part ot something new and

creative, even if it doesn't make money. The same

is true ofBroadway and Hollywood Angels—even

it the play or film fails, they enjoy being part ot the

action.

Politicians need funds to pay for their campaigns,

and the same dynamic is at work—some give

money only because they will benefit financially

from policies a certain politician espouses, but most

give because they share the philosophies a certain

politician stands for, and therefore are happy to

part with their funds whether the politician wins

or loses. And some—Warren Buffett comes to

mind—support politicians whose policies are det-

rimental to their financial well being, and get great

joy from so doing.
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Dave Knight, Jim Spencer, Ken MacWilliams, and Bill Seeley,

all Class of54, share a quiet moment under a maple tree

just outside the Gelb Science Center to rememberfriend and

classmate Skip Elsas, to whom the tree is dedicated. Skip passed

away in September.

In February 2012, Andy Adams '62, Jack Fabiano '62, Dan Adams '57, and Jonathan

Sox '62 wentfishing in Rio Cisnes, Patagonia, Chile. Despite a bit of civil unrest that

madefor an interesting journey home, they report that the fishing was reasonably good.

Foundations are classic examples of institu-

tions that transfer money from individuals pockets

to causes those individuals believe in—whether

they are massive foundations like Gates, Pew, and

Ford, or relatively small family foundations (there

are some among our classmates, and many among

Andover and Abbot graduates). The people who set

up foundations have said, in effect, "I get greater joy

from helping to find the cure for cancer or educate

our population than from driving a Rolls Royce or

drinking Chateau Lafite (or Haywagon Vineyard,

tor that matter) every night." Now some can do

both, ofcourse, but these folks get more joy from

investing in what they view as important issues than

in a company that might increase their wealth.A few

months ago the Thiel Foundation got some play

for encouraging kids to drop out ofhigh school or

college and pursue a dream oftheir own—they are

overwhelmed with applications, ofcourse!

Fundraising has become a science; just think

ofhow you are approached. What is the message?

How is it delivered? How are you treated by folks

who are trying to interest you in the cause they

champion? The messages are no longer "we need

money to pay for TV ads" or "the roofis leaking

in the museum" or "we need new computers"; the

messages are targeted at interests and issues that

you, specifically, are interested in—the tax code,

the deficit, the environment, reproductive rights,

cancer, world hunger, poverty. Whether you're an

entrepreneur, politician, or social activist, to be suc-

cessful, you must have time, the ability to research,

and the skill to schmooze (note the article in the

New Yorker a few months ago about Obama called

"Schmooze or Lose").

And, ofcourse, fundraising is a joy. Recently, an

NPR fundraiser said "really successful fundraising

only happens when both parties are happy—the

donor thanks you for providing the opportunity

to do what the donor has wanted to do, and you,

ofcourse, thank the donor tor now having the

resources to do it."

So you can be sure that Andover succeeded

in the capital campaign by doing a lot more than

appealing to our love ofAndover—they also

appealed to our hopes and aspirations tor our coun-

try as they can be influenced by what Andover does.

And in so doing, Andover has made a lot ofpeople

happy over the past several years—ifthey hadn't,

they would not have been so fabulously successful

with the campaign!

So that's the news. Gerald Curtis wrote of a

prank he played 50-some years ago, which involved

the Bell Tower. More next time in the pranks issue.

(So send me your favorite prank!)

And remember, our next reunion is just a year-

and-a-halfaway.

1960

ABBOT
Lynne Furneaux Clark

P.O. Box 1087

Manchester Center VT 05255-1087
802-362-1744

puffinplace@aol.com

It's been a quiet summer with only a few classmates

sending in contributions. Husband David and I just

returned from three weeks at my cottage in Ontario,

Canada. This was highlighted by a two-week visit to

Vermont and Canada by my son, daughter-in-law,

and two grandsons. The boys loved fishing and

swimming offthe dock, plus they mastered the

kayak. Our daughter and son-in-law came up, too,

tor a couple ofdays—the first time we were all

together in almost three years.

Cally Williams just had her 70th birthday.

Some friends arranged a wonderful birthday party

for her that may have been "the best birthday party"

she's ever had. 'Avery thoughtful and fun thing to

do," she added.

Susan Koster reports that she, Lexa Crane,

and Kathy Stevens had a great lobster roll in Plaice

Cove, N.H., at the beginning ofAugust. It was nice

to catch up.

As always, I love getting your news. Thanks so

much to the faithful contributors.

:.v:,^i 'V.i :•: ::
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Dick Bourne

1503 McDermott Road

Pylesville MD21132
410-836-1 100

rbourne@ubalt.edu

www. 1 960pa.com

The long, hot summer is nearly past. For me, it is

gone; we started classes a week ago, and I must

report I was delighted to return to the classroom

after the dog days ofsummer—further evidence of

my returning for a second childhood!

I spent the first halfofthe summer recovering

from surgery for Crohn's disease, with which I have

been living since I was 18 years old. The opera-

tion was May 29, but it took me to nearlyJuly 1 to

return to my former self—and even then I had to

regain nearly 30 pounds. (I needed to take some

weight off, but this method is not recommended.)

I had similar surgery in the mid-'60s, and again in

1974, but back then the recovery was much quicker.

Wonder why?
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During my period in hospital 1 received a num-

ber ofcalls and notes from old classmates.

Particularly faithful wereJerryWood, my old

roommate in Foxcroff North, and Andy Combe

and Mitch Ostrom. Mitch reminded me that he

and Andy wanted me to recover soon so 1 could

repay them tor the wonderful crab feast they had

given me earlier in the spring when we got together

in Baltimore.

Mitch reported that Andy was "offto the West

Coast to keep the fleet afloat," and that Mitch and

wife Shirley, after a short visit to Nantucket, where

they saw many men wearing hats indicating each

was indeed "a man from Nantucket" (for some

obscure reason he claimed the hats reminded him

of me!), were off to London to begin a cruise from

the Tower Bridge down the Thames and thence

to Edinborough and Iceland. The Ostrom trip

was timed to get them out of London immedi-

ately prior to the Olympic Cames and aimed

at putting them in Scotland in time to celebrate

Mitch's 70th birthday.

Congratulations, Mitch!

Allen Ward celebrated his ~0th earlier in May.

Allen reports the spring 2012 semester being "prob-

ably my most enjoyable in 45 years of teaching." He

was particularly thrilled with the opportunity to

teach Lucretius's De Rerum Natura for the first time,

partly because he had always loved but never had

the chance to teach him before, and partly because

the classical philosopher had become shockingly an

courant, especially amongst his youthful students.

Allen reports that he will not teach in 2012- 13,

partly because he has a new edition of his Roman

history to get out and partly because his wife has

too many house and garden projects for him to

avoid (before he becomes too old to finish them

and still has time to enjoy them).

Good news' from Ward Wickwire. He and wife

Tracy have moved from Wisconsin, where they

have resided for 34 years, to Lincolnville, Maine.

The move puts them closer to their children and

families, all of whom live in New England. "I'm still

working— at my pace and schedule," Ward reports.

"I'm managing director for a global network of32

midmarket M&A firms. I can also participate as

a finder in putting buyers and sellers together. It

hasn't interfered with my other activities (skiing,

boating, golf, tennis, etc.) or family get-togethers. 1

guess this is what you called a phased retirement. So

far, I have no end date and don't really want to set

one." Some of you may wish to reach Ward, either

personally or as our class web-meister. His e-mail

is the same: wardwick((?gmail.com. His snail mail

address is PO Box 315, Lincolnville ME 04849.

[erry Wood is still gallivanting round the coun-

try to visit his offspring and praise their artwork. In

March he visited LA to celebrate son Jonas's 35th

birthday (think of it— half our average age!), see

a granddaughter and daughter-in-law (who was

expecting a son in early summer), and attend a

highly touted opening of his latest work. Earlier he

went of! to hang out with Augusta, the photogra-

pher daughter, and her mate, Andrew Freeman.

Jerry reports that Tom Campion and wife Ellen

traveled to Italy to go bicycling and stimulate the

Italian economy. As Tom says, "Sta bene. Ciao, Ciao"

1961
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Carolyn "Cally" Butler Dow
44 Spruce Street

Portland ME 04102
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Callydow365@gmail.com

Molly Upton writes that she and Jane Paffard

Nichols and Joan Smith Bowker launched the

summer with a lunch on her deck and lots of

thoughtful conversation. Karyl Charna Lynn

has been busy organizing a free opera concert in

Gloucester, Mass.

As 1 grapple with the loss of several good friends,

including Edmund "Ned" Cabot '61, one of our

classmates up the Hill, I feel such sorrow, yet such

gratitude, to have had them in my life. At times like

these, it is a reminder to cherish the memories and

to honor the words carpe diem.
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Paul Kalkstein

42 Doubling Point Road

Arrowsic ME 04530
207-443-5675

pkalkstein@gmail.com

Our class lost Edmund "Ned" Cabot on Sept. 1

,

2012. Ned drowned off the coast of Newfoundland,

Canada, when a rogue wave swept him from his

sloop Cielita, which had taken Ned and two friends

from Nova Scotia through Greenland, Iceland, and

Scotland to the coast of Norway. [Editor's note:

Please see Ned Cabot's obituary in the In Memo-

riam section. For information about his memorial

fund, e-mail Ann Harris at aharris(i?andover.edu.]

A while back I received a letter from Maitland

Cuthbertson, describing a horrendous auto

accident. A driver "hit us so hard, she knocked my

two-ton truck seven feet sideways into oncoming

traffic. It took me two months to learn how to walk,

and 1 had to retire because of it." Maitland adds,

"So I followed the moral of the story and bought a

larger truck."

Enclosed with the letter was a copy of Maitland s

Bronze Star Medal, awarded in 2003, detailing

how "First Lieutenant Cuthbertson distinguished

himself by heroic achievement on 31 (anuary 1968"

in Vietnam. Maitland "unhesitatingly left the relative

safety of a covered position to [save] his fellow offi-

cer's life by directing the enemy 's fire onto himself?'

Maitland was seriously wounded during this action.

But this past May, Maitland and the man he saved,

along with their lady friends, took a cruise from

Florida through the Panama Canal. I'll bet it was

grand. Like many of us, Maitland is writing, and,

like many of us, finds himself"at the stage of Stephen

King's career prior to his first blockbuster novel.''

This year marks the 30th anniversary ofSearch

for Common Ground's founding.John Marks,

founder and president, received kudos recently by

being recognized by the Cardozo Journal of Conflict

Resolution "because of his extensive work in conflict

prevention, transformation and awareness-build-

ing." The awards event was held in May in NYC. Past

recipients of this award include President Bill Clin-

ton, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Senator George

Mitchell, Ambassador Richard Holbrooke, Ambas-

sador Dennis Ross, and economist Jeffrey Sachs.

My very good friend and former colleague Ed

Quattlebaum 60 has for years sent flocks ofpost-

cards, not all of them obscene, to friends whenever

he travels. As he returned from spring training

(his son Gus '93 is in the Red Sox front office), Ed

lamented that in this e-mail age, it is hard to find

postcards, even nice family cards, in stores. So,

quick! While you can, send me a postcard.

Tony Robbin's fourth book, Mood Swings, A

Painter's Life, an e-book memoir, is available from

Amazon. From the press release: "Robbin looks

back on a life full of the exhilaration of participat-

ing in the creation oftwo new art movements, the

satisfaction of collaborating with some ofAmericas

best-known artists and mathematicians, and the

thrill of peak adventures such as mountain climbing

and scuba diving. Written after the death of his son

and before the outcome of his cancer was known, he

reflects on human fragility and the sadness ot living

with loss, but he never loses his sense ofhumor or

ceases to marvel at the ups and downs of life."

A note from another of our artists, Gary

RieveschI: "Attending our reunion last year allowed

me to reconnect with the Pythagorean Arbor that

I planted there in 1985. I'm glad to report that the

Arbor is now complete and open for business,

thanks in large part to the dedicated folks at OPP

and Barbara Landis Chase, as well as Brian Allen at

the Addison. The whole story is a long and winding

road best recounted another time. The results are

well worth a look." Gary was artist in residence at

PA. The trees, between the Cage and Main Street,

are large now. Check it out!

Each summer, Nancy and Tony Accetta spend

a week with Nancy's family in Georgetown, Maine,

the town next to us. They invited Marnie and me in

July tor a delightful lunch. They had |ust seen Lisa

and George Bartlett in Denver. Both the Accettas

and the Bartletts love to spend time at their cabins in

the Colorado mountains, though George and Lisa

are much farther offthe grid. In a brief exchange

about our Andover athletic careers, Tony recalled

his track days and remembered how much mileage

Tom Evslin got from stories about his tumble on

the cinders. These days the track is blue—no more

cinders, alas.

Mike Bragg writes, "All is still quiet here in the

beautiful North Georgia mountains. After losing 55

pounds in advance ot our 50th Reunion, 1 contin-

ued my 'reduction' efforts tor another 15 pounds.

Minor, but incapacitating bilateral foot surgery
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John Marks '61

Bringing a visionfor peace and

conflict resolution to life

HOW MANY people who say they

want to change the world

actually go out and do it?

John Marks did, and, he says,

Andover played a role. "The

school's non sibi philosophy

made a difference, i probably would have

had a perfectly good life anyway, but I don't

think I would have taken on global change.

Andover gave me that."

At 22, after earning a degree in govern-

ment from Cornell, Marks passed the For-

eign Service exam and entered the diplomat-

ic service. His first post was in Vietnam as the

war raged. In 1970, deeply troubled by U.S.

policy in Southeast Asia, he resigned in protest. His next job was executive as-

sistant for foreign policy to Senator Clifford Case (R-NJ) where he worked with

Senator Frank Church's (D-ID) staff to manage legislation—the Case-Church

Amendment—that cut off funding for the war.

After playing a key role in ending a war, what do you do for an encore?

In Marks's case, he coauthored a best-selling book, The CIA and the

Cult of Intelligence, and then wrote the award-winning The Search for the

"Manchurian Candidate.

"

Beginning to realize that his career was being defined by what he was
against, Marks decided he wanted to build a new system, rather than tear down
the old. In 1982, he founded Search for Common Ground (SFCG). It has grown
under his leadership into the world's largest nongovernmental organization,

whose mission is to turn conflict away from adversarial approaches and toward

cooperative solutions. "I had a very large vision," he says, "and very few
resources." Today SFCG's funding comes from the European Union, the U.S.

and European governments, U.N. agencies, foundations, corporations, and

individuals. Despite the bleak economy, Marks notes that funding increased by

20 percent in 2012.

SFCG has offices in 30 countries and a staff of 600. Together with basic

conflict resolution techniques—mediation, facilitation, and training—it uses

innovative methods to promote societal healing and peace. Among these

are TV and radio soap operas, reality shows, the Common Ground News
Service, social media, community-organized sports, and music. SFCG has

just finished its first feature film, a fictional drama about ending the Israeli-

Palestinian conflict.

Among SFCG's successes have been negotiating the release, in 2011, of

the American hikers who had strayed into Iran; retraining 25 percent of the

Congolese army to reduce the occurrence of sexual violence; and playing a

major role in bringing Burundi back from the edge of genocide.

"Search for Common Ground became an indispensable [U.S.] partner in

Burundi, where its community peace-building efforts helped prevent the kind

of genocidal violence that tore apart neighboring Rwanda," says Ambassador

George Moose, who worked closely with Marks in 1995, when Moose was

assistant secretary of state for African affairs.

In recognition of their extraordinary contributions, Marks and his wife, Susan

Collin Marks—who is both his romantic and professional partner—received

honorary doctorates from the U.N. University for Peace, and fellowships from

the Skoll Foundation honoring their work as social entrepreneurs.

As he approaches 70, Marks's vision and commitment have not dimmed. An

optimist, he says: "All conflict will end, but it usually will take a long time. " Still,

he doesn't advocate staying on the sidelines. "You need to wait proactively,"

he says.
—Paula Trespas

kept me out of the exercise game until mid-June,

resulting in a 10-pound gain. But after that, 1 got

back to work and lost that extra 10 (and a couple

more) with my daily 2-plus-mile lap swim. I'm at

the wellness center pool by 5: 15 a.m. (M-F) for my

2-plus-hour session." Now that's dedication!

Mike adds, "In mid-July, Ann Fahnestock

Cody '61 (my 1961 spring prom date at PA) and

her husband, Jerry, were house guests here at Just-

A-Mere Lodge' in Blairsville, Ga., for a couple of

days as they were on their way from Florida to their

summer home in New Hampshire. We had a won-

derful visit that included a day trip to the beautiful

town ofHighlands, N.C."

John Marks writes, "InJune, my wife, Susan, and

I had the privilege of attending Landon Carter's

wedding to Diane Covington, which took place

at their home in the woods outside Nevada City,

Calif, on an absolutely beautiful California day." If

you were at the 50th Reunion, you will remember

Diane. I know I do!

Now repeat this magic mantra: Cornelius Gor-

don Schuyler Banta. And send that postcard to the

address above.

1962 fHHB
ABBOT
Kathrin Krakauer

405A Ridgefield Circle

Clinton MA 01510
978-368-3348

kakrakauer@comcast.net

I am sorry to have to tell you that Carol Laaff

Nuttall died on Aug. 12, 2012, after a nine-year

battle with cancer. Carol had served in the Peace

Corps from 1964 through 1968 as a bilingual

secretary in the Peace Corps offices in Niger

and Chad. She had also helped teach English to

Hamani Diori, the first president ofthe Republic

ofNiger. She and her husband, Dennis, whom she

had met in Chad, lived in Newburyport, Mass., for

33 years before retiring to Texas. Her obituary in

the Newburyport News described Carol perfectly:

"Carol will be remembered for her compassionate

and supportive nature, contagious laugh, and for

always finding beauty in the people and places

around her. She was always available to listen

with unwavering patience and happy to share her

experiences and sincere advice with an appreciated

directness that made her a good friend." Carol

became a Friend ofBill's in 1981 and remained so

until her passing. Carol left her husband, daughter

Anna Nuttall, son Nathan Nuttall, and her sister,

Friedel Laaff.We will miss her energetic laugh,

sense ofhumor, and friendship.

FredericaMulIer Aalto updated us on her

work for women's rights in Afghanistan. She is

making progress on her goal to bring a clinician

from Afghanistan to the United States to train in

family planning. She indicated that, although these

things are complex and proceeding slowly, they



stay connected..

are moving in the right direction. Two possible

candidates trom Herat have been located, and she

has discussed a possible training program with the

School of Medicine of the University of California

in San Francisco. She will need our help once the

plans become more crystallized. If you are inter-

ested in being involved, please contact Frederica

at taaltotifnorthcoast.com.

PHILLIPS

Vic Obninsky

21453 Shainsky Road

Sonoma CA 95476-8412

707-935-7422

707-925-7310 (fax)

vpobninsky@comcast.net

Good vibes keep flowing trom our 50th Reunion.

The audio quality of these vibes has stirred a

number of classmates to plan our SI st Reunion

next May 17- 19. Al Blum set up a conference call

tor a planning discussion; he ran the meeting with

a very gentle gavel. Ideas floating around are for

the trustee treasurer Tom Israel to try to take over

the Inn tor the weekend. Brent Mohr and Mike

Moonves will try to set up a golfing function at The

Country Club in Brookline, Mass. Budge Upton

was the construction manager for a new wing at

the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston; he and Rick

Beinecke will try to arrange a tour for us. The new

headmaster, |ohn Palfrey, will be invited to join us

tor dinner tor a sharing of views, and we will try

to have dinner Saturday at the Log Cabin. Paresky

Commons will cater whenever possible, but 1 can

say that Paresky food now is very good.

The agenda for the 51 st will be designed tor a

very small amount of programming and lots of time

for visiting informally. Ace Lake, Dan Jenkins, and

I were the other participants in the telephone con-

ference. 1 reminded everyone that we were all scat-

tered throughout the country and that a number

of guys wanted to get away trom the campus. The

programs in |une were interesting, but there was

uni\ ersal agreement that we need more unplanned

time to randomly communicate with each other. If

2013 works, the consensus is to go oft campus for

the next conclave. For now, save the weekend, and

George Andrews will be writing all of you a letter

about this exciting idea. I was warned that the unau-

thorized Flagstaff Court Whiskey and Cigar Society

must reconvene. This would mean that Hal Byrd,

Mike Davey, Tim Carter, andJimmy Pfaffmust

join together next May.

I received two e-mails answering my request for

news. The first was trom Al Blum. I want to put Al

under the spotlight a little; he is a professional fun-

draiser for nonprofit organizations and has done an

amazing job for years and without any compensa-

tion in getting us all to help out our school finan-

cially. I believe Al when he says it is more important

to have a higher percentage ot the class to be donors

than to always top the cash charts. Al and his wife,

Karen, have a granddaughter trom the L'kraine

who is a lower prep at PA. The young lady, Nastya

Prokhorenko 15, is on an exchange program and

is being hosted by the Blums, just as her father was

when he was at Dartmouth. Nastya likes the school

and attended the PA Summer Session.

Tommy Israel's first grandchild was born in

December 2011. For inexplicable reasons, Izzy says,

"Whenever I walk into Berkley's room, she beams

the most beautiful smile.this world has seen. At

which point I turn to mush." I seem to have heard

this from other classmates, especially about grand-

daughters. Tom's younger daughter, Wendy, is mar-

rying a young Norwegian named Mike. Tom writes,

"Mike was born in Iraq to an Iraqi father and a Per-

sian mom. In his early years they moved to Norway,

and they all became citizens of that country. Mike

has been at college in the Boston area for several

years, but is transferring to UR1 this fall. Having

missed out on a professional soccer career because

ofa knee injury, he hopes to become a place-kicker

on the UR1 football team. They met in a coed soccer

league—he protected Wendy (a goalie—apples

don't fall tar from the trees)—and the rest is history.

Meanwhile, my son Peter '94 is dating a recent grad

trom BYU who is clearly a Mormon. In current

Andover tradition, we certainly have a big tent to

cover all the ethnicities and nationalities in our

growing family." I think the quest for diversity has

achieved its goal.

The PA Classmates mailing list has over 50

members now. It seems relatively popular. All Class

ot 1962 guys are welcome. Everyone can talk to the

group or to each other. There is frequent content

from the alumni office, but 90 percent of it is from

all of you. There are a tew simple rules related to

not giving or taking offense: no requests for money

for any purpose, little political correctness, and no

sharing ot communications to those outside the list.

Send me an e-mail if you want to join the group.

Jorge Gonzalez shared his thoughts about our

50th Reunion, but his note is too long to include

here. I will be happy to forward it upon request.

Gonzo encapsulated his thoughts about PA after 50

years by saying that the schoolwork was very hard

and that he felt certain tears comparing himself

academically to his classmates. This almost uni-

versal thought was well stated by Steve Abbot at a

meeting. Jorge went on to describe the drive tor us

to attain excellence in class and on the athletic field,

which we learned over our one to four years on

Andover Hill. This goal, shared by us as individu-

als who comprised a wonderful group, has always

motivated me. The third point Jorge raised, and I've

heard this frequently, was how family concerns and

a desire to watch our progeny develop is gradu-

ally taking over a lot ot our previous connections.

I wish I could share this feeling, but an extremely

evil divorce combined with my children choosing

to avoid me leaves me on the outside of this part ot

the circle.

I just receiv ed a lovely note from [ill Ward, Ivan

Higgins s widow, thanking us for all our love for

Ivan. Tom Gilmore spoke of Ivans days at Andover

at his funeral in Portland, Ore. There were a number

ot proposals on how to honor our beloved class-

mate. The current thought is to establish a scholar-

ship for a PA wrestler to attend a first-class wrestling

camp during the summer.

Alan Fox '60 sent me some biographical mate-

rial about John Blossman, tor which 1 thank him.

The National LP Gas Propane Hall of Fame has

just been established.John was in the first year of

inductees. His widow, Courtney, now runs Bloss-

man Gas out of Biloxi, Miss.; she spoke to Alan

about how muchJohn enjoyed his time at Andover

and Yale.

I am very glad not to have to report more deaths

in this article. I have a lot more material to write

about the reunion and will return with this in

the next issue. Please send me your thoughts and

memories. I write this with weather quite warm and

know you will get this when most ofthe country is

quite cold. 1 wish you and your families a fine holi-

day season. In the spirit of things good in the world,

1 hasten to add wishes for a very Merry Christmas

and a fine 2013!
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Cynthia F. Kimball

7 Thoreau Road

Lexington MA 02420
781-862-6424

cynthiakimball@earthlink.net

So much effort and enthusiasm are being poured

into plans for our 50th Reunion! It is sure to be

a great event. Betsy Cadbury writes, "Helen

Watson Collison, Morley Marshall Knoll,

Danica Miller Eskind, and 1 (and many others on

various committees) are having a ball reconnect-

ing with women we haven't seen in years, in our

outreach tor the class 50th Reunion yearbook. In

attempting to contact the families of some of our

deceased classmates about whose post-Abbot lives

we know very little, we have been lucky enough

to find some of their children, who are willing to

contribute to the yearbook. Danica had lunch with

Mary " Weezie" Kase Tackett's daughter Kelly, and

I am having lunch this Saturday with Ann Sample

Bates's daughter Katie. It's all very exciting sharing

stories and photos, and they are thrilled to meet

people who knew their mothers way back when.

We are all working very hard to ensure that as many

classmates as possible contribute their stories to

the yearbook, that we have the largest possible class

turnout for next June, and that the program will be

really tun and inspiring tor everyone, with lots ot

Abbot-only time.

Iris Vardavoulis Beckwith, whose husband

passed away earlier this year, writes, "Fred and 1

had long been planning this move to Owl's Head,
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Maine, and had been designing and redesigning a

house on our property. It is now in the process of

being built. I will live in the old house until the new

one is completed, then will move into the new one

and tear the old one down." A recent e-mail from

Iris confirms that the move has been made, her

horses are settled, and the house-building project is

proceeding as planned.

I had the pleasure ofgoing sailing with Cindy

Sorensen this summer in Boston Harbor, with

Cindy being the very skilled sailing instructor for

this novice. I am saddened to report the death of

Charlotte "Carla" Flint this past May. Her son

Jeremy wrote the obituary, which begins as follows:

"Charlotte Eugenia Flint, who was known through-

out her life as Carla, died in her sleep on Tuesday,

May 8, 2012, at Norwalk Hospital, Norwalk, Conn.,

after a short battle with cancer." Carla's sisterJudy

has been generous in her willingness to update

those of us who had lost touch with Carla over the

years. Carla was a special person indeed. [Editors

note: Please see Carla Flint's obituary in the In

Memoriam section.]

Let's keep the reunion spirit going!

PHILLIPS

John C. Kane Jr.

Ropes & Gray LLP

One International Place

Boston MA 021 10-2624

617-951-7775

617-951-7050 (fax)

Jkane2727@aol.com

Lou Lower, with input fromJohn Born and Mike

Greene, has written a glowing remembrance ofour

late classmate Terry Rogers:

"Having not written anything for the Andover

magazine for many years, perhaps decades, I am

deeply saddened to have my 'resurfacing' be a

communication concerning the premature and

unexpected passing ofa great friend ofours, Arthur

Verne "Terry" Rogers III. As many ofyou know, he

suffered a massive stroke last fall while running near

his home in Norwalk, Conn., and passed shortly

thereafter. He is survived by his wife of 25 years,

Deborah, and two children, Christopher, 23, and

Devon, 19.

"While my friendship with Terry was largely

centered around our four years as roommates while

at Yale, I do recall that Arthur Verne Rogers the

Third' was quite the handle for a kid from Scituate,

Mass., to have when showing up to become a Son

of Phillips in fall 1960. That was quickly shortened

to 'Terry' The Class of '63, including his roommate

Al Taylor, will remember him as an accomplished

athlete (varsity basketball and soccer upper and

senior years along with three years ofvarsity golf

including golfcaptain in his senior year). Alongside

of the hours ofcompetition on the playing fields

|

for the Royal Blue, Terry found the time and

i energy to achieve academic distinctions, while

also participating in Andover's community life in a

good cross-section of PA organizations.

"Mike Greene,John Born (both ofwhom col-

laborated on this), and I know Terry better as Bear,'

which became almost his given name at Yale. As

John recalls, the roots of'Bear' go back to AP chem-

istry at Andover, where the moniker Chemistry

Bear' originated. While I can't personally vouch for

that, I do know that 'Chemistry' (which didn't hold

promise for dating) didn't survive. The perfectly

suited name of 'Bear' did, however, make the transi-

tion to New Haven. It lasted a lifetime, perhaps

because Terry was both strong and lovable. As an

Easterner who has adopted both the Chicago Bears

and Cubs, I appreciate the Bear symbolism more

than ever today.

'As I think about Bear, a barrage ofYale images

pop into my mind— all night cramming for courses

we mistakenly thought were guts' (e.g., Peoples

and Problems of the South Pacific, Rocks and Stars,

Cowboys and Indians, as they were then called in

the undergraduate vernacular); football weekends

centered around the Bowl; fence club and haunt;

our junior and senior year central party room; reli-

giously watching every episode of Hie Fugitive and

Soupy Sales; countless road trips to seemingly every

girls' school in the Northeast; plus fun in the sun

over spring vacations in the tropics (oh, to roll back

the clock; if only we could survive it today).

'AsJohn Born reminisces, 'Terry was a very

easy-going and easy-to-like person with no cutting

edges about him (an exception to the rule at those

high-pressure education institutions we attended).

My happiest times with Terry were the relaxed

moments we shared, hanging out in our dorm

room, having a few beers, listening and dancing to

the great tunes of the '60s. Bear's favorite was the

Stones's 'Get OffofMy Cloud.' I can still visualize

him closing his eyes when Mck began to sing,

going into his own magic world.'

"From Yale it was on to b-school at Columbia

and then ad sales at TIME, Inc. (Sports Illustrated).

While meeting with early corporate success, the

lifestyle eventually led to a personal challenge that

he faced during the mid-'70s. Happily, as Mke
Greene recounts, He turned everything around

in the mid- 80s. He started a new family with wife

Deborah and raised two great kids. As a fabulous

numbers guy, I think he passed the CPA exam

without studying and went on to meet with great

success in that profession. He kept himself in great

shape, ran marathons, and kept his handicap in

the single digits. He'd joke that we both weighed

the same—only he was six inches taller. He had

an incredibly positive attitude toward life and was

about to move into his dream home on the coast

ofMaine.'

"Earlier this summer, that newly built dream

home was the gathering place for a memorial event

organized by his wife to pay tribute to Terry/ Bear.

Following a round ofgolf, ofcourse, friends shared

remembrances of a life exceedingly well lived. In

many different ways, all recounted how Terry lives

on in their hearts and minds as a continuing inspira-

tion and, in the case ofone ofhis friends, how Terry

saved his life. Such memories and my own leave me

torn between sadness that such a good man has left

us and overwhelming gratitude that he was with us

in the first place. So bittersweet.

"Make no mistake about it, Terry's life was

blessed. Yes, he experienced a 'bump in the road

along the way (don't we all?), but he overcame it

and prevailed with grace and dignity, rebounding

to build a rich and deeply rewarding life. When we

were last together at a Yale reunion, he privately

characterized his early post-college years as ones

where he pursued success as defined by others, only

to discover that it was devoid of happiness for him.

Having moved from there to his own personally

defined path, he expressed immense gratitude that

he had found real happiness and true love—a poi-

gnant message for all.

"I know that all our Andover classmates' hearts,

along with Mke's,John's, and mine, go out to Deb,

Chris, and Devon. May they find comfort in know-

ing that all of us share their loss and grief, but just

as importantly, celebrate Terry's life. We are all far

better offfor having walked alongside him. And may

we all be blessed with the true happiness and love

that brought him such joy, peace, and comfort."

PHILLIPS

Bob Marshall

3610 Northome Road

Wayzata MN 55391
rpm@marshall846.com

By now, 1 hope many of you have watched Regular

Guys, Kevin Rafferty '65 s wonderfully indulgent

look at our mutual Andover experience. For our

fast-approaching 50th Reunion, we could do worse

than screen this film and compare the memories

ofthe class of '65 to our own. Without giving away

the plot, my strongest initial reactions were: ( 1

)

How do people remember events in such detail?

(2) Why do they get so emotional? (3) How come

guys from the class behind us look so much older

than we do?

One "star" ofthe film is our ownJack Sartore,

whom the underclassmen remember with amaze-

ment for standing up in assembly when Headmas-

ter Kemper asked, "Who just made that derisive

whistle?"Jack confirmed the accuracy of that

memory, and when I asked what happened next, he

recalled, "From the podium Kemper directed me to

see Dean Benedict after assembly, which I did. The

dean seemed somewhat flummoxed and gave me

a grufftalking to along the lines of'Well, you stood

up, so I'm going to leave it at that, but don't pull any

more dumb stunts in assembly.
"'

Jay Heard commented how moved he was by

the interviewees' memory of the dining hall litmus

test—turning left or right to find your seat. How did

that get passed on from class to class? Jay is in New

York, semi-retired, working part-time as a school

bus transport nurse.
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Among the fully retired, we find Ames Nelson,

who took a package after 30 years with IBM and

talis it the "best decision ot my late lite." Ames's

decision led to docenting at the Katonah Museum

of Art, downsizing from house to condo, regularly

popping into NYC for music, galleries, foreign

films and, for the last dozen years, being with "a fine

woman, Maddie, an executive coach."

Steve Harker says he "worked in various bank-

ing computer systems up until 1999, when I was

downsized out of the rat race, and 1 haven't looked

back." His new lifestyle consists of summers run-

ning a B&B in Kingston, Ontario, with his partner,

(can Whiteside; winters in Mexico; and shoulder

seasons in Europe in their camper. Steve fondly

reports that the 50th anniversary ofAndover

crew a few years ago "was great! Longtime English

teacher and crew coach Bill Brown '34 was guest

ot honor, and we rowed on the Merrimac in a

huge downpour."

Not so far away, the aforementioned Sartore and

his wife, Sally, "run a Bob Newhartish B&B on Lake

Champlain, where I spend more time each summer

bussing." The rest ofthe year lack is lawyering at the

firm he started in Burlington in 1971. Swimming

has been reduced to "offand on. Mostly 1 walk

our dogs and enjoy taking guests out on my new

Boston Whaler."

Speaking of boats, three winters ago Tim Booth

refitted hisJ/40 for extensive cruising, shoved off

from Florida, and now leads aJimmy Buffett life,

sailing the Caribbean from a home base in Guate-

mala. "Sure wish I'd taken Spanish instead of floun-

dering through German at PA," he writes. After vari-

ous business lives, Tim s final challenge was turning

around a bankrupt fuel treatment business, which

Tim sold and, "with much trepidation," retired.

"To any classmates who haven't been to Central

America, 1 recommend the trip. These countries are

incredibly diverse— mountains, deserts, coral atolls,

rich, dirt poor, safe, and/or dangerous. The native

people see simple pleasures in life, while doing

without almost all of our conveniences,' though it

is an interesting study to see them paddling their

dugout canoes while talking on a cell phone."

Still in the rat race, Tony Sapienza, CEO of

Joseph Abboud, spends Monday through Thursday

in New York, then trains to Bedford, Mass., where

the Abboud factory turns out 1,200 (fine) suits a

day. "Recently divorced after many married years,"

Tony still has his getaway beach house on Cape

Cod, Mass., and his golf slice.

Geologist David Walker teaches a large lecture

course at Columbia on alternate energy resources

when not on sabbatical, as he is this year. He

describes his field of study thusly: "Basically I am a

high-pressure, high-temperature physical chemist

using lab methods to try to understand how the

Earth and other planets work." As for Andover

connections, Dave mentions occasional lunches

with Alan Timberlake, who "washed ashore at

Columbia a tew years ago"; a continuing enjoyment

of bridge, which John Secgal taught him to play;

and the legacy of his father, Roland Walker '24.
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Still working and still winning honors is Steve

Calderwood, chief of infectious diseases at

Mass General Hospital since 1990. In 2012, Steve

received the Lifetime Achievement Award in Men-

toring from Harvard Medical School, where Steve is

a professor, specializing in microbiology and immu-

nobiology. Steve was recognized for his outstand-

ing record ot mentoring students, residents, and

faculty across all ot Harvard's medical facilities, and

the award presenter singled out the "women and

multicultural faculty members and trainees who

expressed their deep belief that Steve has been par-

ticularly attuned to their goals and dreams." Since

1999, Steve has been working with a Bangladesh

institute on an improved cholera vaccine.

Frank Holland claims to still be practicing a

little law "thanks to the wonders oftelecommuting"

from his retirement in the woods ofMaine, but the

praise he lavishes on his "snow blower, front-end

loader, rotary cutter, and chainsaw" makes me won-

der. Also wondrous was the double cataract surgery

that, he says, gave him 20/20 vision. Somehow, I

can't envision Frank without his glasses.

Finally, JeffGarten reports that he has been

teaching about the global economy since step-

ping down in 2005 as dean ofthe Yale School of

Management. My daughter, by total coincidence,

had a wonderful experience working as his research

assistant one of those years. In addition, as such pro-

fessors often do, Jeff set up a consulting firm based

in Washington, "translating policy developments

into the implications for commercial strategies." Of

perhaps more interest, he admits that he is the Jef-

frey" who is often mentioned, and more rarely seen,

on the Food Network's Barefoot Contessa.

1965

ABBOT
Karen Swenson

20100 SW Peavine Road

McMinnville OR 97128
503-472-2988

chezkren@gmail.com

PHILLIPS

Nick Marble

1 0674 North Osceola Drive

Westminster CO 80031

303-439-7819

nick.marble@yahoo.com

Greeks, Romans, Saxons, and Gauls, here are the

notes for one and for all. GeoffPerry holds down

the fort Down Under, where his wife, Valeric, is

CEO ofthe Australian Ballet. Charles Vinick splits

his time between Santa Barbara, Calif, and Florida,

as chairman and CEO of Ecosphere Technolo-

gies. Kevin Rafferty's DVD Regular Guys is the

hands-down, blow-the-doors-ofl highlight ot 2012

tor our class. If you haven't seen it, you must. If you

have seen it, you know what I'm talking about. My

overriding takeaway is that we weren't perfect, but

we worked hard, we played hard, we studied like

mad, and despite all that, we turned out OK.

Court Dixon and wife Brenda had dinner last

August in NYC with Doug Pirnie, wife Roxanne,

and Kevin Rafferty and wife Paula. Court was

equally enthralled by Kevin's masterpiece. Pete

Burkhard is back in Atlanta, as a part-time babysit-

ter for grandson Elijah. Colin Mathews' Big Sky,

Mont., gallery (Creighton Block) is a huge success.

The website is easy to find. Ofall the guys in all the

gin joints, Randy Evans met up at a Casablanca

night with Princeton '69 roomies Ted McLean and

Bob Gang, and appended a photo. Randy could

almost be Bogie's stunt-double. Ted, alas, is no

Ingrid Bergman.Jim Grew still runs a major water-

skiing organization and competes on a national

team. Winter 2012-2013 will find him back on (sort

ot ) dry land in Steamboat Springs, Colo.

John Jameson wrote from the Cayman Islands,

where he was on a five-week "professional" stint

(sure you were, John, sure you were) and hop-

ing to survive Hurricane Isaac. Ralph Swanson

organized PA '65 Summerfest on the West Coast

and still practices law. (Thanks, Ralph, for keeping

my former employer out of hot water until I got my

gold watch.) Pete Vanderwarker reports that he

is alive and still behind the camera. Pete delivered

the Lowell Lecture with coauthor and Pulitzer

Prize winner Robert Campbell. Son Chris is the

director of primary care at the Seattle VA Medical

Center. Steve Seeche continues to live the Outside

magazine lifestyle: Machu Picchu, Galapagos, then

back to reality visiting family (new grandtwins) in

Dallas. Steve, keep it up; some ofus live vicariously

through you. Steve also commented on Rafferty's

opus, lamenting the stuffhe missed out on as a day

student. C'mon, Steve, you had home cooking, a girl

next door, warm showers, a car, and television.

Bob Horvitz "czeched in" (I couldn't resist)

from Prague, where he has lived since 1991 , with

his wife, Biljana, and children Leon, 10, and Alex,

17. Bob has participated in the reformation of

broadcasting in the former Eastern Bloc countries.

He describes Prague as the "most beautiful city in

the world." All classmates are welcome to visit. I've

heard that the beer is the best in the world. You can

reach Bob at bob(rt>openspectrum.info.

The irrepressible Ed Samp not only continues

to help us all celebrate each birthday, but he also

finds some semi-long-lost classmates. To wit, most

recently, Ed kindly forwarded an update on Terry

Thomas. After PA and Vanderbilt '69, Terry earned

a master's degree in education at Adelphi University

( 1980). Terry's professional career reads like a

Who's Who of achievement in special education,

English, math, coaching (football and wrestling),

writing, and public speaking. He also found time to

get married (33 years) and raise three sons. Wow!

Brian Haley has raised two daughters, Michelle

and Kami, and two sons, Nate and Alex. Brian

and his wife, Ada, live in bucolic California with

mostly domestic quadrupeds as neighbors. The

semi-eponymous Peter Haley is a real-estate loan
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workout guy for Wells Fargo in NYC, after a very

long stint with J.P. Morgan and its various corporate

incarnations. Pete has to box the compass to see all

three kids (Maine, Georgia, California) and one

grandkid (California, also).

Dick Cromie met up with Steve Devereux

and George Strong for the "656565" (more, later)

reunion at stately Castle Strong. By year-end 2012,

Dick and wife Marcia will hang their hats in Sparks,

Nev. They've been married more than 40 years.

They sold the horses, but Dick kept the '67 Mustang.

Little-known fact: In summer 1967, Dick was a shag-

man at a local Andover auto dealer, with Jay Leno.

Leno delivered one-liners, and Dick did all the work.

Ward Hinkle spends as much time as possible hik-

ing the trails and the mountains ofVermont. Like

yours truly, Ward finds that the downhill is tougher

than the uphill (the body may be 65, but the knees

are closing in on 95). I recently mugged a Boy Scout

for his trekking poles.

Jim Milmoe frequendy visits family in Colo-

rado, but so far he and I have not connected. We'll

keep trying. Congratulations and thanks to Mark

Carnevale, Doug Pirnie, and Ed Samp for organiz-

ing the 656565 events, some ofwhich I've already

mentioned. (FY1, "656565" refers to PA '65ers

turning age 65 and celebrating the event on

June 5 (6/5).) New York partygoers were: Tom
Witherspoon, Craig Scanlan, Doug Pirnie, Mike

Sheldrick, BJ Bernblum, Jack McLean '66, Roger

Valkenburgh, Ted McLean, Greg Richards,

Hugh Cuthbertson,John Fox,Jon House, Kevin

Rafferty, Terry Kahn, and Mark Melamed. Port-

land, Maine, celebrants were: Lowell Turnbull, Jeff

Pidot, Morrison Bonpasse, Mac McCabe, Bud

Kellett, Dan Warren, and Rusty Bennett. The

Pacific Northwest (Seatde chapter) weighed in with

Vaho Rebassoo, Charlie Sheldon, Nick Phillips,

and Chris Barry. Farther south (Palo Alto, Calif),

the good weather brought out Steve Marshall,

Tom Hafkenschiel,JohnJameson,Jon Rairigh,

Mike Madison,Jim Eller, Ralph Swanson, Dave

Roe, Steve Devereux (who apparendy attended

two events), and Doug Karlson. The blue ribbon

goes to the Andover Inn contingent, who practically

tore down the place: Eddie Samp,John Samp, Bill

Chamberlin,Joe Magruder, Pete Vanderwarker,

Don Shepard, Mark Carnevale, Henry "Skip"

Comstock, Paul Henry, Michel Scheinmann,

Jon Levine, Tom Doherty, Pete Constantineau,

and Tim Mahoney. I'm chagrined to report that the

Colorado group consisted of me—Nick Marble

—

but I drank enough for seven or eight, and I sent

the tab to the no-shows. Stay in touch, and get

ready for 2015.

i
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Blake Hazzard Allen

481 School St.

Rumney NH 03266
603-786-9089

603-359-0870 (cell)

blakemanallen@gmail.com

ballen@plymouth.edu

Greetings from New Hampshire, with a winter sky

inset into a September night. In a tew days, that will

be swapped lor the end ot the monsoon season in

Pakistan, as I return to a packed Islamabad schedule.

While preparing to leave, thanks to Bethe Moulton

and Lucy Thomson for class notes inclusions

—

grateful thanks!

From roomie Lucy Thomson in Alexandria, Va.:

"I am just back from a very eventful trip to Lima,

Peru; Quito, Ecuador; and the Galapagos Islands

with Tory, my younger daughter/ environmental

science grad student atJohns Hopkins.

"I was fortunate to be working with the U.S.

Department ofCommerce and was asked to

assist Peru officials ot the Ministries ofJustice and

International Trade to draft privacy regulations

and policies to enable the country to participate

in the APEC privacy program. The meetings with

lawyers who spoke only Spanish (all women!

)

were fascinating.

'After five days in Lima—where we stayed at

a 5-star hotel high above the Pacific Ocean and

were served breakfast on the roofby the pool—we

flew to the Darwin Islands ofthe Galapagos and

saw three strikingly different islands full of all the

famous animals, birds, and plants we see in photos

ofthe islands. We hiked every day, snorkeled with

sea lions and turtles, walked through deep mud to

stand next to decades-old tortoises, and met adven-

turous people from around the world.

"The week before in Chicago, I became chair of

the American Bar Association Section ofScience &
Technology Law. Now I oversee 28 committees that

address a range ofcutting-edge issues ranging from

cybersecurity and privacy to life sciences, space law,

and healthcare technology.

"My theme for the year is the mobile transfor-

mation: how mobile devices are changing our lives

and the way companies do business, and creating

numerous opportunities, challenges, and risks that

we will explore for the next 12 months.

"All the best, Lucy."

Lucy had planned to be at PA for the investiture

ofthe new head ofschool and was looking forward

to catching up with many old friends. As a former

alumni trustee, she'd been invited to participate in

the processional and festivities.

From equally peripatetic Bethe Moulton:

Florida, Argentina, New England, and Until Brazil!

"In early August, Plymouth, Mass., saw another his-

toric event. Lucy Crane Draper, who lives in New

Mexico, and Bethe Moulton, who lives in Florida,

were united with Lee Haselton, thanks to Lee's

persistence in linking us together. Over lunch at the

Cornerstone Cafe, we talked about our children

and grandchildren before turning to Abbot memo-

ries. So many ofour classmates' names surfaced in

the conversation that it was like being back on the

Sacred Circle."

Thanks to Lucy and Bethe for sharing such

rich images.

PHILLIPS

Ray Healey

740 West End Ave., Apt. 1 1 1

New York NY 1 0025
212-866-8507

drrayhealey@gmail.com

Dear friends,

We have recently lost another one ofour class-

mates, Doug Crichton. Remembering him, here's

what some ofus said:

Earl Maxon remembers, "Doug had a wickedly

delightful sense ofhumor and was ever the instiga-

tor. In the winter of'65-66 (when one weekend it

snowed steadily from Sunday afternoon through

Tuesday morning, canceling school for two days),

Doug had the whole dorm jumping out of a third

floor window ofFoxcroft into a huge snowdrift we

had created on our infamous Snow Day. He loved

Bob Dylan, Paul Butterfield,John Mayall, and the

Lovin' Spoonful at a time when most ofus were

wired into the Beatles and Stones. He always had a

smile to greet you.

"When he told me he had multiple myeloma in

2000, he did the traditional treatments for a while,

but eventually went to nontraditional therapies;

even those wiped him out for months at a time. I

knew he would be out oftouch indefinitely when

he told me he was starting treatment to fight the

cooties—his term for cancer. He drove down to

Annapolis, Md., from Connecticut a couple of

years ago, and he, Admiral Dan Bowler, and I

had a wonderful time catching up and laughing

until it hurt. He heaped praise on 'the love ofhis

life,' Debbie. She was at his side through all of this

and through the loss ofhis brother Michael, who

he was extremely close to and with whom he had

collaborated on books and movie projects. He was

special— I will really miss him."

Debbie Crichton wrote, "Doug passed away

on Friday, May 18, peacefully and at home. While I

am very sad and miss him terribly, he is surely in a

better place now and released from all that he was

going through for so long."

Topper Lynn added, "Earl, what a perfect and

eloquent tribute to Doug. I did not know that

you had such a deep friendship with him, but I

am not surprised. Doug made a lasting impres-

sion; he became a part of my worldview in the

one year he was there. Some people stay with you

throughout your life, and Doug was one ot those

rare ones—the energy, the smile, as you mentioned

the mischievous sense ofhumor, and, above all, the

Andover
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kindness and lack ot pretense. Despite the tact that I

never saw Doug again after our graduation, I can see

his face as vividly today as I could 46 years ago."

Another classmate added, "I'm not sure how

many ot our class got to know Doug during his

senior prep year at PA, but the world just lost a great

soul and 1 lost a true triend. I had the pleasure of liv-

ing in Foxcroft North with Doug and fellow senior

prep/roommate Dan Bowler, and they managed

to be an integral part ot a great senior year torJoe

Seamans, Ned Kendrick, George Chimento,

Steve Burke,JeffYoungquist, and the rest ofthe

dorm. He was a varsity swimmer with Topper

—

and Ned, Joe, and Steve talked him into rowing

—

and he managed to make the first eight by spring, if

I'm not mistaken."

Al Basile wrote, "I want to second what Topper

wrote. It wasn't easy to get to know those of our

classmates who came later to the game, unless you

lived in the same dorm or crossed paths in class,

on the fields, or elsewhere, but Doug made a vivid

impression on me almost immediately. From the

middle distance, his manner and spirit were always

an uncloudy day, m a time when so many of us were

overcast. We've lost classmates since the first years

after graduation, and we've reached an age where

those losses are picking up speed. Every one is some

kind ot body blow. I think it shows us at our best

that we remember and celebrate the best in each

other, while we're here together and after each of

us moves on."

Denny Tottenham added, "Doug is a loss to our

entire class. Twelve years of fighting cancer is a very

long time and takes inordinate courage and strength

of will. That Doug ventured into nontraditional

medicine once traditional medical treatments were

exhausted shows he was a valiant warrior who had a

lot to live for. And he couldn't have done this alone,

but with the support and encouragement ofa lov-

ing wife and friends, such as Earl."

John Leone recalls, "Like all the Crichtons,

Doug was tall, athletic, and good-looking—6' 4" in

his bare teet, a remarkable physical specimen. Like

his older—and even taller!—brother Michael, he

had terrible eyesight and wore John Lennon granny

glasses. I first saw him in the Andover swimming

pool, laughing as he hoisted himself out after a

workout, streaming water. Though he was a giant,

there was nothing intimidating about Doug.

"He was an oar ot the Henley medalist crew.

Any sport he turned to, he excelled in; his physical

endowments gave him huge advantages, as his tem-

peramental ones endeared him. At Harvard, Doug

used to tool around Cambridge on his Beemer,

a BMW 650 motorcycle, dressed in heavy black

leather boots, jeans, and a black leather jacket. He

w a-, deep into the blues, dugjohn Hammond |r.,

and listened to Muddy Waters.

"Doug wrote Dealing: or The Boston-to-Berkcley

Forty-Brick l.ost-Btif> Blues with [his brother]

Michael under the mm deplume Michael Douglas.

In the 45 years I knew him, I never saw him angry or

belligerent; there was some gentle governor on that

big engine, and though he could have easily lifted
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people high into the air with either hand, he instead

brought peace to the spaces he came into. If I lost

my temper, Doug used to laugh at me, put his great

hand on my shoulder, and say, 'Be cool, my man.' He

inspired love, admiration, and laughter in those who

knew him. He was just a blast to be around, smart

as they come, with a benevolent spirit that charmed

all. In a conversation I had with him a year before

his death, he said, Tm cool. Don't worry about me.

Everything's under control. Then he laughed. It is

that ameliorating laugh I miss most."

Adios, aimgos. Keep writing, e-mailing, and

texting.
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ABBOT
Anstiss Bowser Agnew
2 1 Canoe Trail

Darien CT 06820
203-912-5264

aagnew@forestdaleinc.org

anstissa@aol.com

Catherine Hoover Petros

251 19 US Hwy 40
Golden CO 80401
303-526-5202

chpetros@msn.com

Anstiss Bowser Agnew writes, "Cathy and I are

delighted to reach out to old friends and ring the

clarion call that we shared important experiences

growing up together at Abbot that need to be rec-

ognized and celebrated. Regarding old friends from

Abbot, I have kept up with Ann McKeever Hatch,

who resides in San Francisco and Manhattan. She is

as energetic and creative as ever."

Catherine Hoover Petros writes, "I am about

to celebrate my 10th wedding anniversary with my

husband, Ray. We live in the foothills above Golden,

Colo., in what I call 'the wild kingdom. 1 hope to see

you all at our 50th!"

Julia Alvarez writes that she hoped to attend

the reunion, but was worn out after finishing a

month-long, cross-country book tour right after

losing her mother in April, less than five months

after losing her father in November ot last year. As

she beautifully noted, "The grief is not just for my

parents, but for a whole string of losses that I'm sure

all ot you are experiencing or have experienced."

Check out Julia's new memoirA Wedding in Haiti

at |uliaalvarez.com.

Julie Schneller VanEenwyk writes, "I am still

working full-time, having basically taken my retire-

ment in my 20s—going here and there, having kids,

etc. I am looking forward to retirement if the stars

align financially. However, I don't want to wish my

life away longing tor the future. At this advanced

age, slowing ot time and maximizing the moment

is good."

Rosa "Lyn" Tavares writes that it's been 20 years

since she made a reunion. She writes, "I remember

clearly since my smallest son was still a baby, and 1

was going through chemotherapy at the time! But

here I am, fortunately, 20 years later and healthy. I

still live in the Dominican Republic, but travel to

the States a lot. I will definitely join you guys for

the big 50."

PamJones writes that she has lived and worked

in Hong Kong for almost 20 years. Pam says,

" When we retire, we will likely settle in Portland,

Ore. If anyone is in Hong Kong, look me up."

Sue Hamilton Aquino regrets that her hus-

band's MIT reunion conflicted with ours, but she

hopes to see everyone at the big 50!

Theda Braddock regrets not attending our

reunion, but was on the foredeck ofa Naval Acad-

emy 44, where she was volunteer teaching sailing.

Joyce "Joy Wannop Bruce writes, "My hus-

band, Bob, and I live in Vancouver, British Colum-

bia, Canada (West Coast, just north of Seattle), and

we celebrated our 39th anniversary this year. I'm

finally a grandma: Anni-Mae Maria is almost 2 now

and currently in Bangladesh with her parents."

Judy Hannegan Sherman writes, "I, too, went

to the reunion. I went for a solo walk in the sanctu-

ary to check out venue tor my daughter Kelly's

wedding, which later occurred there inside the log

cabin on a humid rainy evening inJune."

Vicki Bennett Moreland writes, Tm currently

working as the department director of public affairs

at Southwest Florida International Airport. I love

living in the Fort Myers, Fla., area. If any of you are

in the Fort Myers/ Naples area, let me know or per-

haps connect on Linkedln or Facebook."

Roxanna "Roxy " Wolfe writes, "It is all good.

Our son, Dan, is returning from Hanoi, Vietnam,

but that's its own story." We hope to hear more

about Dan in the next class notes.

Nancy Porosky Harris-Frohlich writes, "In

June, I retired after 17 years as head ofschool at The

Advent School, and we have moved to Rockport,

Maine. After 40 years ot being part ot a community

of (adult as well as kid) learners, retirement will be

an adjustment!"

Gail Niziak Wiggin writes, "Life is good.

My husband, Alexander, and I continue to work

together; it's 24 years now. As the years go by, we

are more and more inclined to spend time in Blue

Hill, Maine, where the family has roots going back

for many decades and where a robust Contempla-

tive community satisfies my deeper longings. In all

ways, it's a piece ot heaven."

Alice Robertson Brown writes, "We didn't

make it to reunions (as you recall, my husband,

Steve, is PA '67) as our niece, Laura Barton, after

nine years as a young widow, married Denver artist

William Matthews. Steve has now completed his

second book, a novel titled Concealed, set in his

home territory ofthe desert Southwest, due for

release in October 2012."

Sara Delano writes, "I'm still close by Andover

in Winchester; Mass., where my husband, Bill, and

I have lived for almost 30 years. If you find yourself

near Kittery Point, Maine, during the summer, or

Winchester, come fall, it would be wonderful to see
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you and catch up. Just call: 781 -258-2346. 1, too, will

plan on the 50th!"

Linda Sullivan writes, "Still working, running

WORDsmart Word Processing for 28 years! I'm

living in NewJersey with Michael ( 18 years) and my

brood ofanimals. Whoever visits NYC should give

me a ring: 212-889-2157. Call ahead, and we can

plan lunch or dinner!"

Nancy Howe Erdmann writes, "Linda Cregg

Nielsen, Claudia Arrigg Koh, and I have struck

up a great friendship. We were not really close at

Abbot, but we get along great now and have had

some wonderful times. I live in Exeter, N.H., and my

husband just fulfilled one ofmy biggest dreams by

buying a lake house up in Maine."

Faith Beane writes, "My grandson is 2, and I am

enthralled at a distance—Mssouri to Tennessee.

I am still teaching Russian and French at Truman

State University, until age 66 it possible. I'm with

everyone who wrote in about attending the 50th;

many ofus will be retired by then. Party time!"

MaryJane "Msty" Major writes, "I'm still prac-

ticing internal medicine in Arlington, Va., with the

group I cofounded. I'm married to my sweetheart,

Tom Dennis, and I'm the mother of two wonderful,

loving adults, Jeffrey and Lindsey Knowles."

Laurian Cannon Coburn sends her best to

everyone.

Candace Howes writes, "Not much has

changed for me. I have been doing more and more

expert witness work almost exclusively to support

union efforts to prevent states from reducing wages

of home-care workers. I want to teach less, worry

about more important things, think more, hike

more, and grow better tomatoes next year."

Ann Dickerson Whitehurst writes, "It is nice

to hear news about so many ofyou. My husband,

Lee, and I are living full-time in Wilmington, N.C.;

Wrightsville Beach is a big draw for our children

and nine grandchildren. My best to all ofyou."

Priscilla "Prilly" Hammond Hall reports that

she is busily engaged in volunteer work with youth

at risk, as well as hospice care in the D.C. area. Prilly

has been involved in hospice for decades.

Louisa "Weezie" Huntington writes, "I am

happy to have my name and story added to the list

ofAA '67 people. Alice Brown, who I see periodi-

cally, forwarded everything to me. So my story is:

I have been happily married for 23 years to Paul

Moran. I will try to get to the 50th—that will make

two times back."

PHILLIPS

Joseph P. Kahn

28 Gallison Ave.

Marblehead MA 01945
781-639-2668

jkahn@globe.com
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ABBOT
Annette Davis Esteves

848 Brickell Key Drive, Apt. 1 604
Miami FL 33131

305-377-2027

aedesteves@yahoo.com

Cher Lewis writes, "I'm writing from Lake Toba,

Sumatra, Indonesia, my latest stop on a six-month,

26-country journey. I have traveled by Mercedes bus,

minivan, hot air balloon, ferries, ship, and on foot. 1

left London on April 15, with 21 adventurous souls,

and we are now sashaying our way to Singapore

and goodbyes on Oct. 7. Traveling the Silk Routes,

I saw countries I only dreamed of—Kyrgyzstan,

Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan—and cities with mina-

rets, spires, and fair)' chimneys. Yerevan, Samarkand,

Ashgabat, and Luang Prabang—words to trip offthe

tongue and savor on long winter evenings. Waters

have been crossed, dipped and swam in—the

Caspian Sea, the Mekong River, the Adriatic Sea,

Taboo Lake, a volcanic crater in Sumatra, and the

Bosporus Strait. I've eaten donkey ragout and mari-

nated buffalo, chomped on sauteed grubs, and drank

yak's milk! I've slept in hotels, hostels, busses, yurts,

tents, a brothel, a cave, a general's house in Georgia;

a caravanserai in Azerbaijan, and experienced a 6.6

earthquake in the Taklamakan Desert in China! Top

ofthe world! I went 12,000 feet up to Song Lake and

into Turpan at 143 meters. The group and I danced

like pagans around the Darvaza gas crater in Turk-

menistan. Looking forward to returning to Italy and

the olive harvest. Lite is groovy! Cheers, mates! I'm

with a crew of Brits." By the way, you all can find the

trip blog, "Odyssey Overland—London to Australia

2012," at odysseyoverland2012.blogspot.com.

I bet Cher will need some serious snoozes under

the shade ofher trees upon that return—oh, that's

right—she'll be harvesting them and making olive

oil. This is one lady from the Class of '68 who hasn't

slowed down one bit! Good for her. Enjoying life to

the fullest seems to be the ticket she bought. Just take

me with you next time, Cher—please?

Diane Russell writes, "I took an interesting

trip to Kazakhstan to visit one of the conservation

projects our office supports. I got out to the arid and

strange Ustyurt Plateau and saw some endangered

saiga antelope. I also stepped into the Aral Sea. Its

pollution and receding shoreline was one ofthe

greatest environmental disasters ofthe century. I

have an upcoming trip to Punta del Este, Uruguay,

and then on to Bangkok. But for fun, my boyfriend

and I went to Mendocino, Calif, and took a cool

wine tour. It made me want to retire!"

I hear ya, Diane, and I don't even need a wine

tour to want to retire. Actually I try to take a mini-

tour every chance I get— at home in the evenings

after work!

Susan Barton says, "I will be making the rounds

in Florida—Palm Coast, St. Pete, Sarasota, and

Mami. We were able to spend a warm week with my

recently married niece at a family home in Michigan

over Labor Day. We squeezed in a trip to Mackinac

Island, where we had spectacular weather for the

day's bike ride. We flew to Mchigan this year instead

ofour usual two-day-each-way road trip—not due

to old age, but due to high gas prices. This year it was

actually cheaper to fly and rent a car!"

Susan, I'm so glad to hear that you haven't

changed your ways due to old age— at least not

when traveling! Cher certainly hasn't either. Hey,

Rabbits, just remember— ifyou can (joke)—that

we are not getting older, but like fine wine, we are

aging and are now considered vintage. Oh, yeah,

and there's that little matter ofour 45th Reunion

nextJune—yikes! Think about it. And now signing

offfrom downtown Mami, where it is trying to

start cooling down and drying out. Your ever-

faithful secretary.

PHILLIPS

Gordon Baird

27 Fort Hill Ave.

Gloucester MA 01930
978-283-0390

Gordon@rampartsfarm.com

When the subject turned to those great cars '68ers

have owned along the dusty trail—and wish we still

had—a great sigh arose.

Neal Rendleman wrote, "I bought a '48 Packard

in '85, had it repainted to its original canary yellow,

reupholstered with flannel and carpet from the

original mills, did the basics—wires, hoses, belts

—

myself, and drove it as a daily driver for 20 years. It

was no more expensive to maintain and fuel (inline

8 cylinders 140 hp 144 fp) than any other second

car and cost S300 a year to insure. I sold it for twice

what I paid tor it. I should have divorced the wife

and kept the car. I now have a line on a '42 Willys,

which I will buy if it's any good, and any future pro-

spective wife will be judged, at least in part, on her

attitude to the car."

Doug Thompson rejoined, "My regret is not

being able to keep the 1968 Mustang my mother

had when they lived in Venezuela."

Ward Flad commiserated, 'Another one that got

away—gone but not forgotten—my grandpa had

a 1956JaguarXK 140 roadster, factory modified

for racing. When I was 10, we drove it, top down, to

Florida, and it scared me shirtless. Also, I still own

a 1935 Hillman 20-70 Saloon—flat-head inline

straight 6, suicide doors, sunroof, cigarette lighter in

back. All original, plus manual, hand crank, and tires

with spare. Original 21 ,000 miles."

Dick Dumez: "Best cars I ever owned? ( 1 ) late

'60s Saab 96—3-cylinder. Awesome car, indestruc-

tible motor. I bought it down south and drove it up

north. It was so cold, it froze up the block, but it still

ran after thawing. (2) '69 Beetle (3) '69 Plymouth

wagon— it was big! I bought it in Denver, packed it
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In early August, Lucy Crane Draper '66 (right)

traveledfrom New Mexico and Bethe Moulton '66

(left) traveledfrom Florida to meet goodfriend Lee

Haselton '66 (middle) at the Cornerstone Cafe in

Plymouth, Mass.

Rex Armstrong '68 (with beard) and his wife, Leslie Roberts (thirdfrom left), returned home

to Portland, Ore., from China with their two newest daughters, Xu Jinlong (Shannon, second

from left) and Xu Jinzhu (Drew, in bright stripes) in early April. The 13- and 8-year-old sisters

arefrom Heilongjiang Province. "They are doing very well and are making a good adjustment

to their newfamily—and their new siblings are making a good adjustment to them," says Rex,

adding that theirfamily, with seven sons and seven daughters, is now complete.

Kill of stuff, and, with a couple of friends, drove it to

California, up the coast, through Canada, eventu-

ally back to Vermont, where it became communal

property and did dump runs, hauled lumber, and

car parts, etc., for several years. It wouldn't die

—

until it was lent to some locals one night and had an

encounter with a tree. Darn trees.

Speaking of which, Jeff Hansen still fantasizes

about the 1954 VW bug he owned while stationed

in Germany with the Air Force: "I wore dog tags,

because it was still an occupied country. Lever on

the floor tor the reserve gas tank (no gauge) and

stalk turn signals that flipped out from the side-

door posts. I was too young to realize how cool it

was. My dad wrapped it around a tree in Connecti-

cut tour years later."

Alan Fairley had that car, too, in Germany

around the same time. "We brought it back to

the States and then took it with us to East Africa.

My parents used to pile luggage on the back seat

between me and my sister to keep us apart. The

stalk turn signals were insanely cool in hindsight.

There was a time around 1968 when I could tell you

the year of aVW by looking at it."

Carter Boynton s dad "bought a 1965 350 hp

327 red Corvette convertible for me to drive when 1

h as 17, and then, even after my license was revoked

indefinitely, three years later (at my begging) he

bought a yellow 42" 410 hp Corvette with which I

barely escaped losing my license ( but not for want

oftrying)." A 1978VW Convertible Beetle also

haunts his dreams, as does Rex Armstrong s 56

I Bird that was Rex's mother's.

Al Garten still drives a 1985 911 Carrera Targa

that lie s had since 1986. Drives like new. Not a

single maintenance issue. Replaced the clutch and

alternator. Only drives it 2,000 miles a year when it

is sunny. Just picture Al. After 115,000 miles it drives

as nicely as it did when he bought it in 1986. It only

that could be said ot all of us.

Peter Quinlan regrets that "my 1987 Honda

was driven out ofmy life by complaining by others

in the household. There was embarrassment that I

had to enter from the passenger side and climb over

the parking brake and gearshift lever to get into the

driver's seat. (We've all been there.) It got about 30

mpg and was a nifty car."

Ken Krier's recently acquired '83 Porsche

944 (with a 2.5 liter 4 cylinder engine, manual

transmission, and no power steering) delights him

even more than the 2007 version that it replaced.

In with the old! And, of course,John Watkins

coveted his 1961 two-toned baby-poop greenVW
Microbus, with the small rear window, barn doors,

split windshield, side vent windows, and canoe tie

down bumpers, that he spray-painted lemans red

and reupholstered with purple corduroy at CalArts

in 1971—as much as Gordon Baird did his 1965

Microbus that had the touring windows, also had to

be entered from the passenger seat, and caught fire

on the Pennsylvania Turnpike, also in 1971.

John Buchanan wrote, "My father bought a

'56VW Beetle—one ofthe first in the Pittsburgh

area. My bug memories include squeezing into

the scratchy way-back when I was 6, with the little

oval back window and what we called the babv scat,

behind the back seat, plus mastering that rolling

accelerator when I was 11 . In sixth grade, a friend

and I started stealing the VW and driving it on

a network ofnearby private roads whenever my

parents were out. He would usually stand on the

running board while I drove, and I remember a

couple of occasions when I took the corners so

hard that his feet went flying out and he was left

hanging on to the top, white-knuckled through

the sunroof opening. Miraculously, 1 managed to

avoid both killing Chris and totaling the car during

those escapades."

Finally, when Stan Crock was in college, "My

parents had one of those ubiquitous brown Bonn-

eville Broughams. I came out of a drug store in Del-

ray Beach, Fla., after buying the papers and realized I

had locked my keys in the car. I went into a clothing

store, borrowed a wire hanger, and picked the lock

of the Brougham in front of me—only to discover

when I got in it was not our Brougham. Ours was

two cars away. That would have been tough to

explain to the cops or owner. On second thought,

it could have been early onset senility, from which

some would argue I never have recovered." Neither

have we. Drive on, old brothers, drive on.

[Editor's note: Courtney A. Marshall passed

away on Sept. 17, 2012. Please see his obituary in the

In Memoriam section.]

1969

ABBOT
Madelon Curtis Harper

529 Poppy Way
Aptos CA 95003
831-345-91 1 1 (cell)

mcurtis6 1 2@aol.com

Hi, everyone! Well, 1 hope by the time you're

reading this issue, that you have seriously decided

to attend our fabulous reunion in |une 2014! No

excuses allowed!

It was great to hear from Carol Kinzler after

such a long time! She writes, "My husband and I

are still in Connecticut and doing the daily com-

mute into New York, although we escape to New

Hampshire at every opportunity. 1 work tor the
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In May 2012, six members of the Class of72 attend Buzz Bissinger 72's book-signing eventfor Mari Wellin King, husband Dick King, and

his new memoir, Father's Day, in Brookline, Mass. From left are Nancy Pinks Bennett, Brett Stephanie Curtis Harman, all Class of'7S, along

Cook, Kevin McCall, Buzz (seated), Walter Moroney, Sam Butler, and Mat Maclver. with Stephanie's husband, Fred (partially hidden

from view), pose in April in front of thefamous

Hotel California in Todo Santos, Baja California

Sur, Mexico.

Environmental Defense Fund and love every min-

ute. Our kids are both married to wonderful people,

so 1 feel very blessed. Our daughter Katie is a profes-

sor ofdevelopmental psychology at the University

of Chicago, and our son David is a captain in the

Marine Corps, currendy serving in DC. as a Con-

gressional Fellow. And the delight ofmy life is little

Barrett, David's son, who just turned 1

."

KatrinaWollenberg had mentioned many

months ago that she sold her dog wash and groom-

ing salon. She now tells us, "My new advice to dear

friends out there in Abbot/Andover land is retire]

Yes, I am retired for now and loving every darn

minute offreedom. Yes, ma'am, as they say in Texas.

I am this wild, selfish, happy-go-lucky woman, who

pretty much does what she teels like when she feels

like doing it—or not! I keep up with a workout

routine, garden, care for the dogs, read (I had almost

forgotten reading), cook anything I feel like cook-

ing in a gourmet manner and then scrutinize each

meal when I dine out. I travel a lot now—Califor-

nia in March, Lebanon and Switzerland in May/

June, Massachusetts in July, Colorado in August,

Santa Fe, N.M., and Scottsdale, Ariz., in September.

I am signed up for a golfschool for women tor the

Scottsdale trip, as it has been two years since I have

played. I am practicing again and am shaving offa

few points each round. I am heading to Boulder,

Colo., next week for the birth ofmy second grand-

daughter. She is waiting for my arrival—that is how

it works when you retire. People wait for you ! LOL
!

"

You go, Katrina! So happy to hear ofyour newfound

freedom and fun life!

BothJennifer Cecere and Wendy Em aid

Abbot classmates and good friends, wrote in

this time with news oftheir artistic endeavors. In

November, Wendy received an inaugural Andover

Alumni Award ofDistinction back on her old

school turf at the Academy. Also, her exhibition of

the Labrador work that she did in 1969 and recently

with alum Eric Gottesman '94 was shown at the

Addison Gallery this fall.

Jennifer says, "Presently, with a grant from the

Lower Manhattan Cultural Council and the NYC
Department ot Cultural Affairs, I am creating a

plaza redesign to install my Double Doily Sculpture

at Whitehall and Waters streets in Lower Manhat-

tan. As an Abbot alumna, 1 would love to create a

community-inspired piece for an outdoor site or

multiple sites on the Abbot - Phillips campus.

"My goal is to create a feeling ofhandicraft in

the built environment, highlighting forgotten tradi-

tions. Doilies were invented by industrious women

to hide and protect worn and frayed furnishings

(maybe feelings, too)." Since 2009 and her first

public art project at Socrates Sculpture Park, she

has been busy creating doily-inspired site-specific

sculptures in and around NYC, including outside

the Staten Island Ferry Terminal, Central Park,

35th-37th streets, along the FDR bike path, and on

Pratt Institute's campus, to name a few.

Congratulations, Wendy, on your October artist

residency and project at the Addison, and here's

hoping that Jennifer will also soon be exhibiting her

work on the PA campus and in the beautiful new

renovated Addison Gallery as well!

I also heard from Margaret Gay Lavender,

who wrote, "I am on my annual summer pilgrimage

to New England to reacquaint myselfwith friends

and family. HusbandJohn and I continue to debate

where we should spend our golden years. In the

interim, we continue to enjoy having transplanted

ourselves as Midwesterners nearly 30 years ago.

Hope to see many ofour classmates in 2014!"

I see Gali Hagel frequently for lunch, and we

have a lot offun reminiscing and talking about

everything under the sun ! We attend Andover

events here in the Bay Area together, along with my

hubby, Stephen Harper '69, and other PA alums like

Nate Cartmell '69 and Larry Gelb '69.

Stephen and I had a lovely vacation this past July.

We cruised the Seine from Paris to Normandy tor

eight days. After celebrating our 10th anniversary in

Paris (where we got engaged in 2001 ), we boarded

the cruise. Neither ofus had ever done a river cruise,

and we just loved it! We'll take another for sure!

PHILLIPS

Hugh Kelleher

1 2 Afwood St.

Newburyport MA 01 950
617-448-8073

hughkelleherl @gmail.com

Summer comes, summer goes. Some people have

been on the road.

I got a tour ofLA from Larry Uhl and his wife,

Valerie Casey, who kindly put me up at their lovely

home in San Marino, Calif, for a few days. We swam

in their pool and watched the London Olympics.

Larry and I recalled some hilarious times as room-

mates on West End Avenue in NYC.We walked

his three King Charles spaniels through the broad,

quiet, tree-lined streets ofSan Marino. Much to be

said for that fine weather.

Larry was headed offto Utah, where he owns

much land around Zion. He and a couple ot bud-

dies had just purchased a well-established trailer

park nearby. They are looking for a maintenance

man, ifanyone is interested. Could be a fine life in

that part ofthe world.

I got in a rental and drove alone up the coast,

stopped at the Hearst Castle, and was duly

impressed. I then twisted through Big Sur, taking
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Stay in Touch!

Visit our "one-stop Web page" that consolidates all the

various ways of connecting with Andover friends and

classmates. At www.andover.edu/intouch, you can

link to BlueLink, Alumni Directory, Andover's Facebook

page, Notable Alumni, and lots more.

Of course, you can still update your records in

the traditional ways:

• Visit www.andover.edu/alumni. Click on "Alumni

Directory." Scroll to the bottom of the page.

Click on "Update Info."

• E-mail alumni-records@andover.edu

• Call 978-749-4287

• Send a note to: Alumni Records, Phillips Academy,

180 Main Street, Andover MA 01810-4161

my time, a tew more days—before arriving at the

Pebble Beach Golt Club, where I know guys like

Rob Gardner, Nate Cartmell, and Larry Gelb

have capably hit the greens. Sitting at the sunny bar, 1

e-mailed a photo to Larry and Nate, hoping to meet

them just north in San Francisco. Alas, Nate was

doing some kind of merger deal in Chicago. Larry,

poor dog, was vacationing on a boat somewhere in

Eastern Europe. But in San Francisco, I was able to

visit my lovely niece, Lauren Kelleher 07, and Pete

Olney and his wife, Christina Perez. I got a tour ot

Pete's Longshoremen's union hall on the waterfront.

You could feel the history.

Pete is among those of us who are still on the job,

but many arc now able to pull the plug and set ofTin

new directions. Larry Gelb, for instance, was on that

boat celebrating the sale of the company he founded,

CareCounsel, to Stanford Hospital & Clinics. The

company provides health care advisory and services

to 150,000 people. Larry will remain as president

and CEO, but he will have that newfound freedom.

JeffKilbreth, also away from his San Francisco

home, wrote, "Gail and I decided to take the plunge

and retire last spring. We re now in Paris for three

months, celebrating -with side trips to Normandy.

Brittany the Alps, and ( Ircnoble. Boy, is retirement a

big change! It certainly is an amazing thing to be able

to go and live anywhere in the world for two or three

months Kyoto, [apart, is next on the list."

Jeffwas also planning a few weeks late in the

summer at his home on Vinalhaven, Maine, where

Fred Strebeigh also has a lovely summer place. I

still recall swimming with them and Fred Adair in

one of the island's many crystalline quarries.

Fred A. was traveling around the country on

business for Adair Consulting, but he, too, found

time to spend at his own home in Maine. We've

been getting together for lunch, talking about

writing, aging, love, and work. There is so much to

consider, and to reconsider.

Sad news came ot the passing of Bob Willis.

Bob had an architecture degree from Pratt and a

long career in various arts—from photography,

to the several enterprises he undertook in recent

decades as a chef, restaurateur, and race-car driver.

He lived vigorously, and died in Lakeville, Conn.,

with his family at his side. We all send his family

our condolences.

David Ensor, head of the Voice of America,

hopes to visit my new home in downtown New-

buryport. The 1778 house has several fireplaces

large enough so that residents long ago could

roast pigs and prepare porridge in the heavy iron

pots that have been preserved and hang against

the recessed brickwork of a big baking oven. Most

coincidentally and remarkably, the home recently

belonged to Dalton McBee, PA English instructor,

and an exceptional gentleman. It was he who, as an

admission officer, brought many ofus to PA, and

was our junior year housemaster. Dalton passed a

few years ago, and it was his son, Joel McBee '71,

who sold me the home. During 35 years ofhis own

vigorous retirement, Dalton created a masterful

garden that feels like a tiny secluded forest in the

tradition otJapanese landscaping. The entire, small

property feels rich with tended history.

OfDalton, the perceptiveJim Shannon had

this to say: "I thought he was a wonderful teacher,

because he gave me selfconfidence as a writer. He

was very kind and also sensitive to the insecurities

ofguys like so many ofus who had come to Ando-

ver without having seen much of the world."

It is good to know that over our own decades,

many of us have had opportunities to travel the

world, as some ofour classmates are now doing.

Should we appreciate what we encounter— as I

believe most ofdo—perhaps that ability to appreci-

ate was developed in no small part thanks to the

kindnesses and guidance of men like Mr. McBee.

Ot course, there were jerks around us as well. But

they, too, were educative.

Congrats to all of you who are traveling, and to

those who remain at home, on the commuter bus,

or at the office. It is good to see that, as many ofus

approach or enter retirement, we are nonetheless

still traveling. Whatever is going on for you, may

you keep on trucking

1970

ABBOT
Penny Snelling Sullivan

972 Summit St.

Lebanon PA 1 7042
717-274-0498

sullivan@mbcomp.com

Sandra A. Urie

38 Prospect St.

Winchester MA 01890
781-729-4480

sandraurie@gmail.com

By the time this magazine is published, our

"AA '70 (a) 60 Birthday Bash" will have taken

place in mid-October 2012. We look forward to

sharing news from the weekend celebration. In the

meantime, there is not too much news to share

this time around. Sandy Urie and Leslie Breed

McLean had a chance for a quick visit inJune when

Leslie was at Andover for her daughter, Katies, PA

graduation. While rain was threatening, it turned

out to be a beautiful day, and it was especially fun

to watch Katie race into the diploma circle with the

other Blue Key leaders to lead the Class of2012 in

a series ofAndover cheers. Katie entered North-

western this fall.

Pauline CerfAlexander is looking forward

to her son,John Resnick's, wedding. He will be

marrying Sarah Rivas, "a wonderful woman," at

Paulines summer house on Lake Champlain
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. in mid-September. She reports that it will be

a small wedding and that she is busy getting

everything organized.

It has been fun to reconnect with members of

our class who have put in terrific effort and energy

to plan a weekend filled with fun and time for

reflection. Adelle Nicholson chaired the plan-

ning process, organizing our periodic conference

calls. Melanie Rosen Brooks was our NYC
expert, researching hotels, event locations, and

interesting Saturday tour opportunities. Virginia

Knapp Cargill spearheaded the communication

to classmates by drafting the invitation, getting

invitations and reminders out by e-mail and snail

mail, and serving as our treasurer for the weekend.

Andra Rudolph created a terrific logo support-

ing the weekend's birthday theme. Cathy Stone

contributed her website design talents to creat-

ing a website that I hope all ofus use to connect

even after the weekend. Suzy Rowen kept us all

on track as our minute-taker, reminding us after

each conference call ofthe tasks each us agreed to

complete.JoJayne Swift Soule weighed in with

her knowledge ofNYC, as well as brainstorming

ideas from her performing arts background. Anne

Townsend Overbey contributed her artistic

talents in thinking about how to incorporate images

from our yearbook into the weekend. In the course

ofplanning, we also had a chance to speak with

many other classmates who shared good ideas. This

was a collective effort with contributions from so

many in our class. My wonderful assistant, Elaine

Virzi, has also been a great help to the committee,

and she and I (Sandy) have been coordinating a

number of details to support the weekend and the

planning committee.

We look forward to sharing lots of news from the

October weekend in our next column.

PHILLIPS

Peter Williams

3070 Shamrock North

Tallahassee FL 32309
850-893-3342

Petewilliamsl ©hotmail.com

Frank Herron

38 Prospect St.

Winchester MA 01 890
617-852-0126

ffherron@gmail.com

We got a delightful e-mail fromJimWake from

The Hague in South Holland, Netherlands. In

December 2011, he and his wife, Pat, traveled to

West Africa. They spent a week in Ghana and two

weeks in Burkina Faso. ForJim, this trip brought

him back to places where he spent a lot oftime

between 1976 and 1978. (Note: Burkina Faso was

not in our pre-Andover geography textbooks; you

might remember it as the Republic ofUpper Volta

or, ifyou were really well prepared forAndover,

as Haute Volta.) Jim's briefsummary ofthe trip

went this way: "We caught no fatal diseases, failed

miserably at getting kidnapped or even mildly

threatened, and had some pretty good laughs. I'm

very glad I made it back, a bit regretful that I waited

so long, and resigned to the fact that I may never get

back again."

Jim and Pat put together a spectacular online

album of the trip. Here's the address: home.tiscali.

nl/t755047/Africa/InAccra.html. You will be

rewarded ifyou have the eyesight and patience to

copy the address accurately. (Otherwise I got the

page on the top ofmy Google cue by typing these

items in the search window: in Accra, cityscape

1978, Haute Volta. Good luck!)

Also,Jim mentions that his band will release a

new album in October.

Africa also surfaces in some news related to

Grant Heidrich. He and his wife, Jeannette, have

received some high praise from Stanford. The

Heidrichs (both ofwhom have Stanford degrees)

have followed up their years ofStanford-oriented

philanthropy by designating a portion oftheir

charitable remainder trust to support the univer-

sity's Program in Human Biology. It's a natural

outgrowth ofGrant's Stanford undergraduate expe-

rience, during which he spent eight months doing

research at the Gombe Stream Research Center in

Tanzania with Dr. Jane Goodall. That time made a

lasting impression on Grant, who sees a direct con-

nection between his human biology studies and his

success as a venture capitalist.A Stanford brochure

quotes him: "The program taught me to think in

systems, cause and effect, relationships."

Grant also said he "learned a great deal about

baboons, a fair amount about chimps, a lot about

people." That comment provides a natural lead-in

to the next item, regarding an unusual once-in-a-

century celebration for the Class of 1970.

About a month after filing these notes in early

September, at least one ofus (Frank Herron)

will wade into a certain class secretary 's heaven (or

will it be closer to hell?) on Oct. 18, 2012, in NYC.

That's the date scheduled for an informal "birthday"

celebration for the class. The birthday number

in mind is 60, ofcourse. The vast majority ofus

were born in 1952, aka the waning months ofthe

Truman Administration.

The idea for this sprang fully armored from the

collective brains (oops, make that "skulls") ofChip

Boynton, Mark Kelly, Bill Roth, and Frank dur-

ing a weekend ofslumming on Nantucket, Mass.,

in late July (with, respectively, spouses/friends

Leca, Kim, and Sheelin). Within a couple ofweeks,

we had secured solid interest and commitments

from more than 30 classmates. Who knows? We
might get 40.

We would be remiss ifwe didn't acknowledge

that the idea was largely inspired by the pace-setting

Abbot Class of 1970, who lived on a higher plane

in that parallel universe down the street way back

when. That class has spent months planning a

collective 60th birthday (also in October; also in

NYC). They are way ahead ofus, not surprisingly. In

addition to having a place, they have a logo, name-

tags, gifts (tote bag, cookbook, and cutting board),

a music CD, and a budget. We have none ofthose.

We do have a gleam in the eye.

That Nantucket weekend was fabulous, includ-

ing swimming, biking, dining, wining (maybe

whining, too), and even a spectacularly suc-

cessful session ofgolfcroquet.

One highlight was an outdoor dinner, during

which we were nearly swallowed by a fast-moving,

lightning-enhanced fog that swept over the harbor.

One guest (who will not be identified) said he

gained four pounds in the four days. (I won't iden-

tify him; if the pound-a-day gain continues, he will

be easily recognized at the 45th reunion in 2015.)

Another wrote, "Not much I'd rather do for fun

than chill with friends, drinking wine and telling

stories—throw in lobsters and more wine

—

divine."A point to remember. Hope the October

evening will tap into some of that.

Questions that might be answered in the next

class notes: ( 1 ) Did Peter Williams win the elec-

tion on Nov. 6 for state attorney for Florida's 2nd

Judicial Circuit? (2) Has Rhodes Scholar Grant

Gibbons enjoyed his time in politics in Bermuda,

partly as "a leader ot the opposition" in Bermuda?

and (3) Did any classmates show up for our infor-

mal 60th birthday celebration?

1971
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500A East 87th St.

New York NY 10128
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sara-ingram@earthlink.net

Abby Johnson

1983 Maison Way
Carson City NV 89703
775-885-0612

sagedl 83@gmail.com

We are very proud to announce that Mary

McCabe was confirmed as a justice ofthe district

court by Massachusetts Governor Deval Patrick on

Sept. 12, 2012. Mary has been a lawyer in Lawrence,

Mass., since 1987, with a focus on criminal and

civil litigation. "This is a dream ofmany years," she

said. "When you practice in the court system, and

see what judges do, and how important they are,

it's only natural you dream about it a little bit." She

adds, "I am honored." Those ofus who have known

Mar)' for many years are not surprised that she

would be worthy of such an important appoint-

ment. Kudos, Mary!

A new job is also on the docket for Sue

Dampier King-Irwin, who left Valley Christian

High School in Dublin, Calif., after 17 years. Sue is

now teaching chemistry at the local community

college and loves it. Sue's family had a scare when

it was discovered her baby grandson, Owen, had

craniosynostosis, which results when the skull fuses
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prematurely. Fortunately, this is a relatively com-

mon condition, and Owen came through with fly-

ing colors and is well on the way to recovery, much

to everyone's relief. Sue capped off her summer by

going to Texas to attend her husband's daughter's

wedding, which was a happy event despite the hot,

muggy weather.

Selma Hershfield Urman proudly writes that

her son David graduated from Boston College Law

School in May. David will be working in Boston tor

Ropes & Gray starting in November and took a trip

to China before he started. Selma went to Scotland

and England tor two weeks at the end of August.

Alexandra Rollins Upton is currently the

interim executive director of the Rhode Island

Council tor the Humanities. She's enjoying all the

challenges involved in running a cultural entity in

this economic environment and reports that the

organization has great support trom key members

of state and federal government. Knowing Sandy s

rich and extensive expertise in the field, we know

she'll do a fabulous job.

Beatriz McConnie Zapater and Lucy Pope

spent time together over the summer on Cape

Cod in Massachusetts. The highlight, without

a doubt, was when they were in kayaks at Race

Point Beach, in Provincetown, Mass., and a minke

whale breached right next to them! Bea is geared

up for a new school year as head ofschool at Bos-

ton Day and Evening Academy (BDEA). BDEA
graduated 70 students this year, and Bea remains

constantly amazed at their resilience, which helps

them achieve their goals and aspirations as a way to

"walk through" the tough realities of urban poverty

and oppression.

Linda Hynson's three children were home for

the summer. Emily is a junior at Wesleyan, Nick

is in his last year of grad school at Villanova, and

Tyler is studying video game design. Linda and her

red kayak experienced Blue Mountain Lake in the

Adirondacks at music camp, the Farmington River

in Connecticut, and with her husband, Ray, the

French Broad River, which flows through Asheville,

N.C., where they make their home.

Cait Owen Hunter filed this report in August:

"|ust in trom the Big E Cold Medal Cheese Com-

petition: bronze medals tor our goat's milk feta,

mixed-milk tomme, and cow's milk Camembert!"

Alert class members know that Cait makes goat

cheese and raises the curious critters at Appleton

Creamery, located m midcoast Maine.

Dory Streett landed in Shanghai, China, in

August for her next high school counselor assign-

ment and posted an update on Facebook. Husband

Dave is job hunting (and taking great photos),

and son Kit already lives there. "Here in steamy

Shanghai, cicadas buzzing in the background,

temps run around 95 degrees during the day with

a dramatic drop to 85 degrees at night; humidity

is around "0 percent. Tough on a Maine girl like

me, but amazingly the skies have been blue with

puffy white clouds every day since we arrived, and

we can see the moon and a tew stars at night. Our

apartment is a comfortable place with hardwood

floors, Asian-ish furniture, and big American appli-

ances. The Shanghai Racquet Club, which is the

name of our complex, is beautifully landscaped

with big leafy trees outside our windows, and there

are seven—count em, seven—swimming pools

(which, ot course, are not very cool). We're a 10- 12

minute walk to school, but there are shuttle buses

regularly, which we appreciate because they're air-

conditioned. So far, so good."

Mimi Walker Sherwin combined business

with pleasure inJune when she rendezvoused in Las

Vegas with daughter Katie, who flew in trom Chile,

and son Will and his girlfriend trom San Francisco.

She writes that they meet at a different location

each year, and it is fun to explore different places

together. Mimi lives in Erie, Pa., where she runs the

family boutique, A La Carte.

PHILLIPS

Frank duPont

8 Nichols Drive

Hastings-on-Hudson NY 1 0706
914-478-7818

dupont@wdfilms.com

One class, two guvnors . . . and more!

As most ofus watched the presidential cam-

paigns ebb and flow during the national conven-

tions, it was hard not to remark on the political

connectedness of 71 . Not one, but two governors

from our class spoke at the conventions.

On the Republican front, former Florida gover-

norjeb Bush spoke about his family's commitment

to public service, citing his grandfather, father Presi-

dent George HW Bush '42, and brother, President

George W. Bush '64. One could not help but detect

a tinge of irony trom Jeb (once considered the most

likely next-generation Bush to become president)

when he vowed "1 love my brother...
."

Meanwhile, Rhode Island governor, and former

Republican senator Lincoln Chafee, who likewise

hails from a political family—his father was a

former governor and senator— addressed the

Democratic convention. Line took a stand as an

Independent endorsing President Obama. Mean-

while off-stage, John Gillespie, who has written

and edited for Democratic National Conventions

for years, was crafting speeches.

No doubt other classmates were devoting their

talents to the candidate and causes of their choice.

But as this issue hits the mailbox, the election will

have worked its way to the finish line. We will have

taken in a few debates, avoided an endless stream of

acrimonious attack ads, and survived another cycle

of our unique electoral process. But as the dust

settles, we will be back to the real challenge—trying

to find common ground. Heres to those who work

in good faith toward that end.

In the course ofcontacting classmates, I've been

fascinated by what people are doing prolessionally,

and impressed among other things, with how many

teachers we have in our midst. Heres an initial,

work-in-progress list:

Brian Balogh is the Compton Professor at the

Miller Center and the Corcoran Department of

History at the University ofVirginia. He founded

the Miller Center National Fellowship and cur-

rently chairs that program, which has provided dis-

sertation completion fellowships to more than 100

talented PhD degree candidates who are studying

politics from an historical perspective.

Brian teaches popular undergrad courses, but

says that his passion is training graduate students.

He cites Kelly Wise and Tom Lyons as his two most

influential teachers: Kelly, who taught him how to

write, and Tom Lyons because "Man and Society"

fueled his interest in politics and history. Along

with researching, teaching, and writing, Brian

cohosts the nationally syndicated public radio show

Backstory with the American History Guys.

Jerold Kayden is the Frank Backus Williams

Professor of Urban Planning and Design at Har-

.

vard's Graduate School ot Design. His research and

teaching focus on law and the built environment,

as well as public-private urban development. For

15 years, he has been the principal constitutional

counsel to the National Trust for Historic Preserva-

tion. In recent years, he's also been a consultant for

the World Bank, USAID, and the United Nations

Development Programme. Among a host ofhon-

ors, Jerry has been recognized with a Guggenheim

Fellowship and recently received the "Teacher of

the Year" award at the Design School.

Ian Balfour teaches English at York University

in Toronto, and is Visiting Professor of Compara-

tive Literature at Toronto University. Along with

recent teaching assignments at Cornell and Princ-

eton, he has been recognized as a Visiting Scholar at

the Getty Research Institute. He is currently work-

ing on a book titled Vie Language oj the Sublime,

including readings trom Wordsworth, Hegel, Schil-

ler, Kant, and Schopenhauer, among others. As a

sideline, he writes about film and teaches a regular

course on filming literature.

Ian mentionsJim Lobsenz (who's a lawyer in

Seattle) as "about the only Andover person whom

I ever see."

As mentioned recently, Deolis Allen is a busi-

ness professor at Wayne County Community

College and Marygrove College, both in Detroit,

Mich. Deolis writes that PA history instructor Mr.

lames Bunnell had a positive impact on him, and

that the ABC [A Better Chance] program was influ-

ential. In his words, one ot ABC's objectives was to

encourage inner city students to become teachers.

Deolis said he "fulfilled their mission without even

being aware of it." Alex Chessman is a professor of

family medicine, teaching medical students at the

Medical University ofSouth Carolina. He credits

Kelly Wise as a major source ot inspiration. And

Tim Gay, as described recently, challenges and

entertains his physics students at the University of

Nebraska-Lincoln.

Add to this list Tom Siegel, who teaches history

at Buckingham Browne & Nichols in Cambridge,

Mass. I can imagine Tom bringing the intellec-

tual passion, excitement, and liveliness always
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, evident at PA to a fortunate next generation ofhigh

school students.

Having studied engineering in college, Don

Jackson shifted course into the history ofengineer-

ing, with a particular focus on the history ofwater

in the American West. He is now a history professor

at Lafayette College in Easton, Pa. Don was recently

featured on the American Experience documentary,

Grand Coulee Dam. He credits Dick Lux, Nat Smith,

and David Cobb for being supportive and for pro-

voking independent thinking.

This list is no doubt far from complete. Perhaps

in a future installment, we'll solicit stories about

teachers at PA—those who provided motivation,

intellectual stimulus, occasional aggravation, and

inspiration to us all.

In the realm ofgeneral news, Doug Buxton

works full time as a clinical professor ofophthal-

mology at the New York Eye and Ear Infirmary,

specializing in anterior segment (front of the eye)

laser surgery. In 2010, Doug helped create and fund

the Jorge N. Buxton, MD, Microsurgical Education

Foundation at the Infirmary, with the objective of

fostering a culture ofexcellence in postgraduate

microsurgical training and pedagogy.

Recently, he expanded the Foundation's mission

by supporting a yearly surgical mission to Zambia,

where the foundation delivers advanced ophthal-

mic services, including cataract surgery and corneal

transplants, to an indigenous population with abso-

lutely no access to specialized care. Doug admits

to seeing a lot ofSteve Sherrill, but very little of

other classmates.

Peter Sachs writes that the architecture busi-

ness has been good. He stays in touch with Ernie

Adams, forwhom he recently did a home renova-

tion. He describes driving his truck in Wellesley,

Mass., and a guy shouting out a window, 'Are you

the Peter Sachs that went to Andover?" "Sadly,"

Peter says, "I don't look the same, but I answered

yes." It turned out to be Scott Hughes (who works

in commercial and industrial real estate in central

and eastern Massachusetts). "We still need to get

together, but it was fun shouting across traffic." Pete

talks with Kurt Kuchta frequendy and plans to ski

with him in Denver this winter.

Tom Bolles reports splitting his professional lite

between trying to make money as a residential real

estate agent and trying to satisfy his impulses (and

make money) as an artist. With one daughter in col-

lege and twin daughters now finishing high school,

Tom's personal life is a study in controlled chaos.

And he adds, "I'm dating again at age 59!"

Tom and Etahn Cohen both write about gather-

ing with Ed Coghlan, Scott Page, and more than

100 other friends and family members at Peter

Eden's memorial service last year. The service, in

Etahn's words, was "a tribute to Peter as a musician,

as a teacher ofother musicians, as a software pro-

grammer, and as a keeper ofgood friends." Peter is

missed and remembered well.

1972
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juliagibert@gmail.com

About the time this issue of the magazine lands

on your doorstep, Aleta Reynolds Crawford

will be celebrating the 40th anniversary ofher

marriage toJim Crawford 72. Their son Brice '98,

besides being dad to Aleta andJim's 2-year-old

grandchild, is a project leader at the Boston-based

consultancy The Parthenon Group; their daughter

Jen '99 is leaving her job with the Penguin Group

to go back to school to study for an MBA degree.

No doubt you can learn more of the adventures of

the younger Crawfords in their own class notes.

Meanwhile, Aleta hopes we are all enjoying our

"advancing years," because, as she puts it, "there is no

going back."

Linda Rawson seems to be enjoying hers. She's

taking an advanced digital photography class at

Santa Fe Community College in New Mexico, and

is busy working with rescue dogs, her own dogs and

fosters, an enormous garden (5,000 square feet),

other volunteer work, swimming six days a week,

and lifting weights.

Linda R. mentioned that she's regularly in

touch with Linda Calvin, who recently got a big

promotion (that came with a really big office) at the

Economic Research Service ofthe U.S. Depart-

ment ofAgriculture. Linda C. was too modest to

mention the promotion, but she did write that last

fall she went to a 30th reunion of her PhD degree

class at Berkeley; 10 students, spouses, and kids

got together in the same classroom where they had

first met 30 years earlier. She had a great time; three

decades on, everyone seemed to have so much

more in common than the)' did in their student

days. It also had the happy effect ofLinda thinking

she ought to come to the next Abbot reunion. (It's

not too soon to start planning for 2017.)

Maud Lavin usually has some news for us all.

This time she writes that she will be doing a three-

month residency at the East Asian Institute of the

National University ofSingapore, fromJanuary

through March 2013, working on a new book, Cute,

Androgynous, and Pop: New Asian Femininities Circu-

lating in the Media Landscape.

As I write these notes, my younger daughter,

Catherine, is within a few miles ofcompleting her

nearly 1 ,200-miIe summer project ofwalking the

length ofGreat Britain from the farthest southwest

point in England to the farthest northeast point

in Scotland. She's raising money for the not-for-

profit that employs her sister, Liz, as a researcher in

international human rights law as it affects children.

I don't always enjoy seeing Liz offat the airport— in

2012 she spent two months in the South Sudan

(as a consultant to Save the Children) and has also

worked with the U.N. in Thailand and Laos and

UNICEF in Malawi. I did, however, very much

enjoy a week's walking with Catherine in the Scot-

tish Highlands, when her brother and 1 joined her

to offer company, encouragement, and temporary

transport for her backpack.

I end these notes with the terribly sad news

of the death inJune ofAlice Miller Sweeney's

younger son, Cameron. Cam was a promising

young lawyer; a 2011 graduate of the University of

Alabama School ofLaw, he was awarded the Order

ofthe Coiffor excellence in legal studies, was called

to the Alabama State Bar the same year, and had

begun his career as an associate at a Birmingham

law firm. I spent an afternoon with Alice in Oxford

a couple of years ago, and, as we talked about family,

it was easy to see how proud she was of both her

boys. I know that while reading this, we will all have

Alice in our thoughts, sending her our love and

our condolences.

PHILLIPS
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As I write these notes, the 2012 presidential

election campaign is moving into high gear. I am

recalling my arrival at PA 44 years ago in the midst

ofanother very contentious presidential election.

I quickly discovered, to my delight, that Will Hall

was full of 14-year-old political junkies, eager to

discuss, debate, and deconstruct current events. Jim

Mayock and I proudly wore our Eugene McCarthy

buttons on our sport coats, despite the fact that the

Mnnesota senator had already lost the nomination

contest to Humphrey. Doug Westberg joined me

in altering Nixon campaign posters, using a process

I would now call prehistoric photoshopping. Bill

Pruden and Dan Burd carried the torch for the

other side. From both sides of the aisle, we were

going to change the world. Mr. Royce was just hop-

ing that we'd change our sheets. Hard to believe that

in 1968, those two old men, Nixon and Humphrey,

were younger than we are now.

Walker Heywood, killed in a terrorist attack in

Rome in 1973, lives on in our memories as a gentle

soul who brightened up long winter nights at the

West Quad and on the Gloucester project with his

happy tunes and jovial spirit. He is remembered and

honored in the book It's Time to Go Now: One Soul's

Journey Virough the Veil, an account ofthe tragedy in

Rome by B.J. Geisler, a survivor of the attack and a

personal friend of Walker's.

Our scientists have been hard at work. Nick

Hadley, physics professor at the University of

Maryland, is a senior member of one of the teams

that confirmed discovery ofthe Higgs boson, a sub-

atomic particle that holds a key to understanding

diversity in the universe. George Church, geneti-

cist at Harvard University, is the senior researcher
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on a project to encode data into the genetic

molecules of DNA. From the Wall Street Journal,

Aug. 16, 2012: The experiment ... may point a way

toward eventual data-storage devices with vastly

more capacity for their size than today 's computer

chips and drives. A device the size of your thumb

could store as much information as the whole Inter-

net,' said Harvard University molecular geneticist

George Church, the project's senior researcher."

And I was just marveling at my 64GB flash drive.

Big congratulations to both Nick and George.

40th REUNION
June 14-16, 2013

ABBOT
Leslie Hendrix

50 West 29th St., Apt. 11

W

New York NY 10001
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Anne Allen McGrath
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Lori Goodman Seegers

222 Park Ave. South, Apt. 9

New York NY 1 0003
212-217-2059

lorigoodseegers@gmail.com

1 had this great idea. Our 40th Reunion is coming

up, so I thought, "Why not just let loose and have

some really, really good anecdotes about our Abbot

years in class notes? Relive the days? 1 mean, the

statute of limitations has run out. It's not like they

can take our diplomas away at this point, and actu-

ally they really can't, since they're Abbot diplomas!"

So 1 sent out little feelers. How about it? Your

greatest rules-breaking accomplishment? 1 even put

out for public inspection one (notice the inclusion

ofone— 1 was quite resourceful) of my own

personal best: I used to forge my mother's signature

on a day pass, go into Boston, listen to music, and

then have a couple of drinks at the 1776 Bar and

Lounge next to the bus station before returning to

school. Well, OK. Thought that would do it—there

must be masses of '73 anecdotes yearning to be told.

I heard a couple of things back. Very hush-hush.

No one wanted to be named. Nothing in writing.

And 1 have a hard enough time getting anyone

to tell me anything for notes as it is! So I have to

be content to count this as a little reminder that a

milestone reunion is coming up. Please come. Tell

your stories. Reminisce about the great and quirky

faculty who taught us. I he eccentric dorm mothers.

Let us all laugh. If everyone gets loaded—and

from past experience everyone does—no one will

remember the next day, and if they do, it will be

with admiration. June 14-16 is the big 4-0.

In other news, people not heard from in a while

popped up. Noreen Markley said, 'As for current

news, I am still a substitute teacher in Michigan. I

enjoy working with the students. I found that 1 had

a gift for math at the age of 49! It is never too late to

learn something new, or to relearn something again.

I have been married tor 24 years to an Exeter man,

who loves what PA did tor our daughter. Yes, I am

coming to PA in June for the reunion. I am booking

the airline tickets tonight!"

Robin Waters writes, "It's been an adventur-

ous year, beginning with a month-long road trip

through the Grand Canyon and Arizona to LA

and north for a tun and culture-rich visit with

Catherine Armsden. This was followed by a three-

day motorcycle class and camping in Wyoming. In

the tall, I went to a workshop in Nevada, and then

spent a month in Florida. I'm still working in real

estate investment and management, production

and fundraising tor various cause-related events,

hiking, kung tu and tai chi, and am gearing up to

redevelop and sell my old Aspen-area real estate

magazine (cheap!)."

Cathy Armsden, who has been a great contribu-

tor and thoughtful advocate on our Abbot Rabbits"

Facebook group, wrote in with this: "While gener-

ally alums don't report on their illnesses in these

pages, being diagnosed with Parkinson's disease

several years ago has made me aware ofthe value in

coming together over a shared plight. Parkinson's

is something people typically live with for many

years, so there's ample opportunity to help each

other and, of course, to kvetch ! I ve learned more

about Parkinson's from the two amazing Facebook

groups I belong to—more than 100 people with

young-onset Parkinson's, ages 26 to 60—than

I have from my neurologist. If anyone else has

Parkinson's or knows a younger person with the

disease who would appreciate a Facebook sup-

port group, please send me a Facebook message.

Thanks!"— Leslie

PHILLIPS

John T. Bird

1920 Chateau Circle, Apt. 306
Birmingham AL 35209
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Since I did a poor )ob of fishing for info for this

issue (in Peter Morin's inimitable term), I thought

I would jog classmates' memories with the purpose

of noting favorite textbooks and professors during

our time at Andover for the next issue, which by the

way will be bursting with reasons tor us to attend

Reunion No. 40. The dates are set: June 14- 16,

2013. As usual, there will be too much to do, but

there will be ample opportunity to see old friends

and make new ones. I'm not begging; please find a

way to come. DougMavor, you've got a ton of old

pals who would love to see you. Ditto, Mike Fox.

I still have my favorite Andover textbook, ifyou

can call a crumbling, tattered 95-cent paperback

that is titled The Religions of Man, written by Huston

Smith in 1958. It has never been out ofprint! Smith

tried to explain the appeal ofBuddhism, Christian-

ity, Confucianism, Hinduism, Islam, ludaism, and

Taoism. Taoism! For a 15-year-old former acolyte

confirmed in an Alabama Episcopal church, this

was quite an eye-opening experience. The man who

made Smith's opus sing was our very fine teacher

and chaplain, the ReverendJames Whyte. First-day

impressions often last long. I remember thinking

that this red-bearded academician would make a

most convincing Santa Claus.

Rev. Whyte (as everyone called him) employed

a stentorian voice, while digging deep into Smith's

unlikely bestseller. It seems Huston Smith, by 1970

a professor of philosophy at MIT, grew up in China,

which explained his expert willingness to explain

modes of Eastern thought that would bedevil any-

one hamstrung by a more insular background. Rev.

Whyte was quick to share Smith's major insight,

that the seven major religions of man, so different

at first glance, actually shared important tenets. Rev.

Whyte's favorite was The Golden Rule, common to

these religions, albeit presented in different ways.

So there you have it: a classic book taught by a

skilled professor. Send me your favorite book/pro-

fessor combo. And see you June 14- 16, 2013.

1974

Jack Gray

80 Central Park West, Apt. 20F

New York NY 10023-5215

212-496-1594

jackgray@BlueLink.Andover.edu

This time we get to enjoy updates from several class-

mates we have not heard from recently, starting with

Sloane Citron. He opened his note with the wish

that "life is treating you respectfully. That seems to

be all we can really ask these days, when the world is

harsh, our children are leaving us, and we are aiming

for 60." He continues, "Having survived the publish-

ing meltdown of 2009, 1 am contentedly running

my resurgent publishing company, writing my

monthly essays, and hoping that paper magazines

last as long as I do. The tremendous rebound of the

Bay Area—and, in particular, Silicon Valley—has

been fortunate for those of us who profit from it.

Happily, the two ofmy four children who have fin-

ished college are ensconced in high-tech ventures

and have forsaken my last world business.

"Finally, since Facebook is now just down the

block from me, I have joined the fracas and have

greatly eii|oyed connecting with our classmates.

Particularly of late, I have seen that Bob Trehy is

still handsome and still attracting beautiful women.

He did not go bald and get fat. Damn him. I encour-

age those of you who are not on our class page to

get involved in our Phillips Academy Class of 1974'
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page, which was generously put together and is run

by Christopher Maietta."

Harriet Richards was lured into accepting a

really great job with a progressive school in Manhat-

tan, which was started by the founders of Blue Man

Group. The school's innovative program is based on

the new research Harriet studied at Harvard.

KevinWood has been anonymously immortal-

ized! A short trail Kevin described as "steep and

gnarly" in the White River National Forest in

Colorado has been officially named the Broken

Wheel Trail. He tells a tale ofextreme mountain

biking: "I took a nasty spill one day when bouncing

offone ofthe rocks put just enough pressure on my

front wheel to cause the side ofthe rim to explode."

Fortunately, Kevin was not stopped abruptly by any

trees or boulders.

Tony Pietrafesa is living in Albany, NY,

practicing consumer law. He writes, "Essentially, I

sue banks and collection agencies for consumers.

In this day and age, I can help families regain some

financial equilibrium, often without the pain

ofbankniptcy.

"My 14-year-old has a band called Bring Home

Ohio. Watching him play reminds me of the jazz

combo Randy Carroll, Tom Mitchell, Roger

Kohn 75, and I had. We played a few coffee houses

and a nursing home. I'm taking my son up for

an interview at Andover this fall. My 16-year-old

started working at Dunkin Donuts. When he com-

plains, I tell him it is nothing like working slop in

the Commons ..."

Sue Rodgin and her husband, Warren, are both

fully engaged in medical practice in Boston, and she

has begun acupuncture school to expand her skills.

Their three kids have left the nest— one is traveling

the world with her husband, another is working

onMD /PhD degrees at Perm, and one is in the

Israeli army.

GregWinn provides a tale ofdifficulty over-

come: "At the last reunion in 2009, 1 was living in

Charlotte, N.C., and was embarked on a job search

in a very difficult environment. Now I am returning

to Boston to start a role as a treasury vice president

for a company called Dentaquest— a dental insurer

that operates in Massachusetts under the Delta

Dental brand. [Wife] Claudia has been a trooper

putting up with my being around the house for

most ofthe last five years. She is hoping to embark

on a design career and had started taking some

courses at Moore College ofArt & Design in Phila-

delphia. Unfortunately, she suffered a concussion

in a car accident last August and is still dealing with

the aftereffects that have slowed her down." Greg

will commute as his children transition to a new

city. He closes on a generous note: "It anyone either

living or passing through the Boston area would

like to get together for dinner or a ballgame, I am
certainly available during the week." Let's take him

up on that.

Mark "Pier" Ingram provides this stunning

narrative of midlife change: 'After 20 years of

working in kitchens, I changed careers, again. I

took a masters degree in optical sciences and am

currently working as a researcher in medical imag-

ing at the University ofArizona. The lab is a lot like

the kitchen, only more genteel. At the same time, I

began other aspects of my life anew: I graduated in

07, got married, bought a car, and, later, a house. It

all seems to be agreeing with me very well— I don't

knowwhy I always eschewed the ordinary pleasures

that accompany modest ambition. There was no

cataclysmic awakening; perhaps only the inevitable

wearing down of my resistance or maybe the unsus-

tainability of my hitherto bohemian lifestyle." You

go, dude!

A last-minute update came from Sara Knowles,

who has just begun a new career adventure at Crow

Canyon Archaeological Center in Cortez, Colo.

"This is a magical place and an exciting opportu-

nity tor me as a fifth-generation Colorado native,

and as a graduate of Andover." The Crow Canyon

campus is within minutes of Robert S. Peabody's

(PA 1857) former Colorado farm, which is near

the sites at which he engaged in precedent-setting

research and from which the artifacts in PA's The

Robert S. Peabody Museum ofArchaeology come.

She mentioned that she has been pushed to scale a

few rock walls this past week, which brought back

fond memories ofthe S&R program at PA. ("1

could just hear George Ireland saying, "Come on,

Knowles, you can do it! So, of course, I did.") As it

happened, George was in town on business and

also "apparently to give me a hard time about previ-

ous dalliances while at Andover." Other classmates

she has caught up with in the past year includeJohn

Friedenberg, with whom she also chatted about

experiences long forgotten, and Mason Wilkinson,

who was in Denver with American singer /song-

writer Stephen Stills. Sara seesJack Crawford on a

regular basis
—

"interesting and obtuse as always"

—

and she caught up with Harry Weiss on his way to

a start a new job in GrandJunction, Colo.

That's it for this time. Reunion is 2014!

1975

Mari Wellin King

1884 Beans Bight Road N.E.

Bainbridge Island WA981 10

206-842-1 885
marjoriewk@gmail.com

Roger L. Strong Jr.

6 Ridgeview Circle

Armonk NY 10504
914-273-6710

strongjr@optonline.net

Peter Wyman
963 Ponus Ridge Road

New Canaan CT 06840
203-966-1074

peter.wyman@merrillcorp.com

Greetings, Class of 1975! While it may be winter

when you read these notes, keep in mind they were

written in August as I relate stories ofour classmates'

glorious summer adventures. Dana Halsted spent

most of the summer on horseback (living out her

cowgirl fantasies) in Wyoming and Colorado with

her husband and children before heading back

to LA to begin her internship as a marriage and

family therapist. Vicki Christian spent a restful

summer vacation exploring Cape Cod, Mass.,

and was looking forward to starting work again at

Duke as COO of the Duke Translational Research

Unit. Also on the Cape were Phil Welch, his wife

Mimi, and daughter Emma, who enjoyed a month

visiting friends and family, including Phil's brother,

Richard 73, who sailed down from Portsmouth,

N.H. Phil had just been in touch with Rick Cotten,

who is in Austin, Texas, and Yogi Pappadopoulos,

who is now working in Toronto— splitting time

between there and Massachusetts. Alice and Pete

Wyman joinedJane and Gordie Nelson for a

weekend on Block Island, R.I., and had a great time

at the beach biking, fishing, and talking. Gordie

writes, "Pete is the only person I know our age

who can take his shirt offin any situation and feel

comfortable, with good reason."

Steve Bache and three ofhis children and

friends spent seven weeks oftheir summer biking

from Astoria, Ore., to theJersey shore, while they

explored history, art, and nature. Rod Rolett and

his wife, Ann, backpacked 18 miles up the Hoh

River Valley in Olympic National Park. "We made

it to Glacier Meadows, and the last half-mile ofthe

hike unexpectedly included an avalanche chute,

which we navigated with the aid ofa 20-foot rope

ladder. That's a nerve-wracking climb with a 40-lb.

pack and a 55-year-old body. In summer 1976,

1

worked as an intern in the Hoh River Valley, where I

spent my days aiding hikers and backpackers."

And Peter Cohan wrote news of his summer

trip: "Mr. [Vincent] Pascucci's Italian class turned

out to be a big help to me this summer. As part of

my daughter's graduation present, we went to Lake

Como in Italy, where the Italian he taught me came

in really handy. One evening we went to a restaurant

in Bellagio and the power went out. That meant my

credit card would not work. Fortunately, I used my

Pascucci-brand Italian to get the owner to take dol-

lars (since I did not have euros). I was not too eager

to wash dishes there."

Last May, Zareen Mirza received a certificate

and an advanced certificate after tour additional

years ofstudy at Bangor Theological Seminary. In

June 2012, Arthur Kell released his fourth CD,

Jester. Live in Germany II, which is on Brooklyn Jazz

Underground Records. Arthur left late August for

six weeks in Chennai, India, where he was going to

be a professor of electric bass—not many acoustic

basses in that land. He still lives happily in Brooklyn,

NY. Eben Gay writes, "I just changed positions. I

completed the breakthrough technology project

REVEAL, building an open-source archaeological

recording and database tool at Brown University

(yourube.com/watch?v= 1 OJkiEMiMSg). Now

I'm leveraging some ofthe photo-to-3D model

technology to work for a startup company, building
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stay connected.

a cuneiform auto-translation tool. Don't know how 1

find these wonderfully strange jobs."

Nancy Rose Blais lives in Eliot, Maine, with her

husband, Andre. They have three children, Juliana,

who is a treshman at the University ot Vermont;

Benjamin who is in medical school at Dartmouth;

and their oldest, Hunter, who is a professional

chef. Nancy works part-time with a school district,

overseeing educational programs for special-ed

students, but is tar busier with her private practice

as a guardian ad litem— focusing mostly in marital

and abuse neglect cases. Nancy has offered a tree-

range egg breakfast tor anyone who stops by! Single

and living at the beach in Deerfield Beach, Fla.,

Peter Hubshman is surfing and putting together a

small band to play at local pubs. His latest startup is

lvnuckleHeadAi.com, an Al-driven game company,

which is out in the iTunes store. Peter says, "We

make smart stuff silly."

Bruce Carlisle sends word from Marin County,

Calif., that he is founder ot Conference Hound, a

startup in San Francisco. " We are well on our way

toward aggregating all of the world's 500,000-plus

annual conferences and trade shows and making

them easy to discover for the 100 million people

around the world who are attendees. By way of

self-promotion, 1 was featured in a chapter ot the

just-published book InternetAd Pioneers: Vie Stones

of the Unsung People Behind the Birth and Growth oj

die Internet Ad Industry by Cory Treffiletti." Bruce, his

wife, Dorian, and their children Drew and Courtney

have lived in Marin for 10 years.

And a further report from the Bay Area is from

Lewis Butler, who notes that the architectural firm

he and his wife, Catherine 73, started "continues to

see a trend toward green homes, and is doing four

or five right now. About to go into construction is a

LEED Platinum (highest green rating by Leader-

ship in Energy and Environmental Design) house in

Menlo Park, Calif Not only will this house perform

efficiently but much of it is being fabricated off-site in

a warehouse, which is a new step for us, too. The bal

ance ofour work, ofcourse, is over-the-top projects

for the captains of finance and technology, so the

green projects provide some work balance." Lewis

and Catherine's daughter Elena is working at Bain in

San Francisco, and son Tobias is a senior at Wesleyan.

On a sadder note, Christopher Thorpe passed

away in June from complications related to a stroke

and heart attack. He was a lifelong resident of Car-

lisle, Pa., where he worked for 26 years at the South

Middleton Township Authority. Chris is survived

by his wife,Judy Prescott. Gordie Nelson wrote

the following: "At Andover, Chris was a one-year

senior, who was diagnosed with I lodgkins disease

at the beginning of the year. He underwent radiation

treatment while at school, but he never made it a

reason for being. He threw the javelin, continued to

pursue photography, and, most importantly, always

had inspired things to say about his or his friends'

predicaments; he always kept his dry sense of humor,

along with his comforting smile. [ Editor's note:

Please see Chris Thorpe's obituary in the In Memo-

nam section.]

Thank you, as always, for allowing Roger, Peter,

and me to be your scribes. Stay healthy and stay in

touch. Life is moving fast.—Mari

1976

Ruben Alvero

7875 S Wabash Court

Centennial CO 80 11 2

303-358-8739

ruben.alvero@ucdenver.edu

Lisa Barlow

530 9th St.

Brooklyn NY 1 1 2 1 5-4206

lisabnyc@gmail.com

Each time I sit down to assemble our class notes,

I am humbled and inspired by the energy of our

classmates and the myriad ways we are trying to

change the world.

kayce Freed Jennings's latest project, 10x10

(profiled in last year's Andover magazine) will have

launched on Oct. 11, the first ever International Day

ofthe Girl. 10x10: Educate Girls, Change the World

is both a feature film and a social action campaign.

By relating 10 stories about 10 girls in 10 developing

countries and offering the film to partner NGOs to

use as a consciousness and fundraising tool, Kayce

and her team aim to create a ripple effect that will

transform communities for generations. Their point

is simple, but enormous: there isn't anything that

can t be ameliorated through education. Empower

girls by educating them to the same standard as

boys, and you will see major improvements in

HIV cases, domestic violence, population control,

general health statistics, and the overall standard of

living around the world.

Sam Worthington, who writes an excellent blog

for the Huffington Post about his work as president

ofthe NGO alliance InterAction, checked in from

the Montreal airport on his way home to Wash-

ington,DC after attending a global gathering of

civil society organizations. "September is, as usual,

a hectic month with various board meetings, time

in New York at the United Nations and the Clinton

t llobal Initiative, and InterAction's ongoing work

with the Obama administration," he says. "Thank-

fully; life isn't all work without some play. [Wife]

Renee and I, with our son Jamie, 21, and daughter

Lindsay, 17, all look forward to visiting our daughter

Rachel, 24, who lives in Argentine Patagonia over

the winter (summer) holidays."

Tanya Luhrmann's new book, When God

Talks Back: Understanding theAmerican Evangelical

Relationship with God, explores the gulf between

believers and nonbelievers in a society where the

two sides have a difficult time respecting each other.

An anthropology professor, Tanya spent four years

analyzing her subject as a member ot the Vineyard

Christian Fellowship in Chicago, where she was

teaching at the University ofChicago and then in

Palo Alto, Calif, where she is currently the Watkins

University Chair at Stanford University. In her

praise of the book, Joan Acocella of 77ie New Yorker

says Luhrmann "has addressed a subject that most

other people would never touch. We should thank

her." [Editor's note: See Andover Bookshelf "
in

the Fall 2012 issue for a short notice ofWhen God

Talks Back]

Louise Aitel Koutavas is also a teacher, tutor-

ing math in southern New Hampshire. "My favorite

age is middle-schoolers and early high-school stu-

dents," she says. "They are always up to something."

Louise and 1 had a fun time reminiscing about our

time together in Mr. [Richard] Pieters's Algebra 2

class with many members ofthe PA hockey team.

We both loved the class. Louise commented,

"Mr. Pieters was a very good teacher who also cut

through the crap the athletes could give a teacher

they thought was not so tough. If they weren't

paying attention, as I recall, he was a very good shot

with a piece of chalk!"

Two classmates send greetings to us from

Germany. Ted Exstein has recently moved to Hei-

delberg, where he welcomes all visitors. Ted will

be doing knowledge management with General

Dynamics for the U.S. Army. Wife Patti and the

boys will join him next year when they all relocate

to Wiesbaden. Karin Stienemeier will be close

by in Frankfurt. That is, when she is at home. Karin

still works for Lufthansa Airlines ( 34 years!), but

manages to travel often to various food fairs and

blogging conferences in Italy and Spain. In addition

to her food blog, she and her husband, Ludger, are

launching a new travel blog. Their sonJasper just

turned 15. Like mom and dad, he likes to travel.

He will be learning to scuba dive during vacation

in Ibiza, Spain, while his parents are at work. Karin

says she was happy to reconnect recently with

Laurie Desiderato and "loves keeping in touch

with all my PA 76ers."

Also on the move, but closer to home, Kris

Manos and her husband, David Shryock, have

left Michigan for central Texas, where they plan

to build a home in Salado. Kris is the president of

Wilsonart, a decorative laminate company. They are

empty nesters now, with both boys in college. Son

Robert is a senior at Reed, and Ben is a sophomore

at Harvard. "I didn't think it was possible to move

farther away from both of them, but we managed,"

she laments.

Don't worry, Kris, they will find you. My
husband Alan's and my empty-nesting days are

temporarily over now that our daughter Caroline

has boomeranged back to Brooklyn, N.Y. Because

we are traveling so much these days, the parent/

child dynamic has somewhat reversed, as we find

ourselves to be the ones bringing home laundry

and raiding the fridge after a late-night arrival.

In my travels this year, I was happy to run across

Chris Randolph 77 in Hartford, Conn., where

he was acting with my brother in an excellent

rendition of Vie Tempest. I saw a good deal otjim

Horowitz in Colorado, where he has a second

home. |im has reconnected with his old dormmate

Ray Bowers 74, who lives in Telluridc. He is also
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in touch with Labeeb Abboud and says that con-

gratulations are in order to Labeeb and wife Kristen

on the birth oftheir daughter Sofia.

I also enjoyed seeing Shelley Slade and her hus-

band, Mark Betts, for lunch this summer. Shelley is

still working at her firm, Vogel, Slade & Goldstein,

representing whistleblowers under the False Claims

Act. Mark is the owner ofthe beautiful Goodstone

Inn in Middleburg, Va.

Finally, the tremendously sad news is that in May

our classmate Howard Williams died of meningo-

encephalitis and non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. Our

hearts go out to his wife, Pamela, and his daughters

Amy and Kathryn. A discus champion at PA,

Howard attended Duke after Andover and earned

a medical degree at the School ofMedicine at the

University ofVirginia. After practicing ophthalmol-

ogy for many years, Howard took a new position in

2001 when he became staffphysician specializing

in addiction at Father Martin's Ashley in Havre de

Grace, Md. There "he was able to treat the whole

person and not just the eyes," Pamela says. "He had

both passion and compassion for those who had

alcohol and substance abuse issues. His patients

loved him."—Lisa

1977
Buck Burnaman

222 Nod Hill Road

Wilton CT 06897
203-834-9776

bburnaman@msn.com

35th REUNION
June 14-16, 2013

Judith Morton Bramhall

252 Elm St.

Concord MA 01742
978-369-6369

jmbramhall@comcast.net

Nick Strauss

945 South New St.

WestChester PA 19382
610-436-4978

infinitysw@comcast.net

ncs@alum.mit.edu

1979

Amy Appleton

2201 Hall Place N.W.
Washington DC 20007-2217
202-338-3807

Applta9@aol.com

Rick Moseley

71 03 Sherman St.

Philadelphia PA 191 19

215-753-8809

rdmosely@gmail.com

Doug Segal

1 556 North Orange Grove Ave.

Los Angeles CA 90046
323-969-0708

dougsegal@earthlink.net

Preparing to write this installment, 1 pondered

my usual thematic question, "What am I going to

write about?" And after not coming up with much,

1 reached out to you all. 1 then received many wel-

comed e-mails, good ideas ot topics as well as your

various bits ot news, and it was in reading your news

that I realized our lives are so wonderfully diverse.

Not just in terms ot our locations and vocations,

which, ot course, is true, and we are all basically

the same age, but our stages of life, the chapters

we're in, completely cover the spectrum. Some of

us are beginning second marriages, while others

are just entering our first. Some have children who

are leaving our arms for college or beyond, while

others are welcoming infants into those arms. Many

are beginning new careers, while others are already

anticipating retirement. And, as we get older, we've

had to too often deal with the tragedy ot death, most

frequently with parents, sometimes our spouses,

and even, in incomprehensible cases, our children.

Ultimately, what I'm left with is that anythings

possible at this point in our lives. Were not stuck in

ruts. We're not looking down the hill at the back half

ofour lives and careers. We're still striving, trying,

battling, coping, succeeding, then failing, then

succeeding again, finding love, losing love . . . living.

And all that is the best news I can share.

In terms ofspecifics, Chris Peacock joined

many other proud parents at the college gradua-

tion ofhis son. Gretchen Van Dusen is doing the

juggle many ofus are familiar with, high schoolers,

sports, college counselors, and Melinda Hobausz

will have two in college next year. Planning for her

empty nest includes setting up a maker space, since

her son is very involved in the maker aspect ofthe

Steampunk movement. And just to prove how

unhip I am, I know what college means in Melinda's

update, but pretty everything else there is foreign

to me. In other news that is a little foreign to my

knowledge base,Jamie Marks sold his early Inter-

net patents on Q&A systems, now known as micro-

blogging, and in March, joined the board ot Family

Equality Council, the national education/advocacy

group for LGBT-headed families with children. In a

nod to my last set ot notes, he does, however, fondly

recall blasting Bette Midler throughout Adams

North, selt-admittedly an early indicator if there

ever was one!

And for some news that is actually foreign,

Bill Schultz and his wife are entering their 10th

year abroad, still in Manila, Philippines, working

for Coca-Cola and the Andover Asian Council.

Another international report comes from Doug

Sun, who has left Sierra Leone and is now in

Geneva, where he is at the U.S. mission to the UN,

covering the International Labor Organization, as

well as cochairing The Geneva Group. Thirty years

after graduating, he still credits Mrs. Kirkland and

Mrs. Shorr for his French abilities.John Vail stuck

out a tough year in Japan, but senses a return to

normalcy following the devastation there. He's still

working in investments, and I, for one, am trying to

figure out how I can pay him a visit.

From our various artists, Tory Read is currently

living in Oakland, Calif, though at the time ofwrit-

ing was in the Nevada desert building the temple

for Burning Man. She also plans to document the

building and subsequent burning for a later photo

installation. Kay McCabe recently visited the West

Coast from her empty-nest home in Norwich, Vt.,

for an intensive dance workshop (she still teaches

dance at Kimball Union Academy), which was

followed by a little backpacking vacation with

husband Rod. Roger Kass is enjoying a nice run

of Trite— the play he produced that won the 2012

Drama Desk Award (congrats!)—and among

other projects is working on a documentary with

brother Doug '81
. Roger also connected with Drew

Guff in Nantucket, Mass., over the summer at

Drew's annual summer soiree, as they prepared to

send more teens offto college. Geri Pope-Bidwell

shares news ofher recent LA lunches with Cindy

Farrelly Gesner '80, who is an entertainment lawyer,

and Kris Timken, a photographer, both looking

beautiful. She also caught Dan Zanes's Del Fuegos

reunion show in Santa Barbara, Calif, and went

horseback riding on the beach with Brot Bishop.

Charlie Hess had designed his first interactive iPad

magazine, which should now be available for free on

iTunes, so check that out. And Rachael Horovitz,

perusing last year's commencement packet, noticed

a marked lack ofcynicism from current graduating

classes compared with our own. But then wonders,

"Is this a good thing or a bad thing?" Personally,

I've found the shift from conservative to liberal to

be a cyclical thing, though I'm not sure the liberal

peaked any higher than with our year.

A couple ofawesome photos were sent as attach-

ments that I wish I could include. One was from

Sean Wolfort, documenting his early Andover

band days on guitar withJosh Kaufman rockin' the

drums. Sean loves being a new dad with adorable

baby girl Phoebe, and Josh just got hitched again.

Mazel tov to both. Perhaps Josh'll be welcoming in

a second round of children soon ! John Andrews

sent a recent photo of himself in Puerto Rico,

standing next to an abandoned bus whose banner

read "Phillips Academy," which might bring to rest
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On Sept. IS, 2012, at Stuyvesant High School

in New York City, friends andfamily of Todd

Isaac '90 gatheredfor the 2nd Annual Todd A.

Isaac Memorial Basketball Game & Reception.

This year's events included a self-guided tour of

the newly opened 9/11 Memorial. Members of

the white team included, front row (from left):

Michael Rand '92, Tiffany Corley '91, and

Anthony Aime '92. Back row: Oba Davis '93,

Zach Dixon '08, Rick Herlihy '02, Bryan

Farris '08, Chris White '93, Elliot Wagner '70,

Malik Lewis '02, Zainep Mahmoud, (MS)2

'08, and Imani Moody '90.

Members of the blue team included, front row

(from left): Imani Moody '90, Dan Raedle

'91, Mazyar Dar '93, Nate Wagner '11, and

Sidney Smith '85. Back row: Kent Lucas '84,

Chris White '93, Samuel Levy '91, Chris

Bramwell '07, George Smith '83, Oba

Davis '93, and Bruce Hamilton '88.

the mystery of what happened to many missing

classmates following the final graduation party.

|ohn has one son at Tufts, whereJohn was hoping

to catch up with Moses Grader, Victoria Abbott

Riccardi, Margaret Slum all Briggs, and Dave

Crane, among others. Catherine Tice was looking

to get in touch withJane Moncreiff, who had just

hung out with Susan Palermo, whom I saw with

her baby girl, Josie,Jenny Melville, and Rachel

Cartmell while on Cape Cod, Mass., where we

rented the remake of Footloose, which originally

starred ... Kevin Bacon. Bam, nailed it!

Jay Schiavone is still working for AT&T and

can taste the sweet freedom of retirement just

a tew years away, provided that it all doesn't go

to hell before then. He just celebrated 25 years

of marriage, and he, his wife, and tour dogs are

enjoying life and mountain biking in the nearby

state forest. Fred Leebron is contemplating the

notion of reinvention, prolonging and expanding

our lives, and is curious as to how we're all doing

that. Ranie Pearce checked in from Stinson Beach,

Calif., where she was hanging by the ocean with

Glynn O'Donnell Butterfield. They entered a

plea for a "whatever happened to column nomi-

nating Rountree Collett and Doug Orr as the

first contestants.

John McCorvie enjoyed reconnecting with

Andover this summer while his daughter was at

Summer School there. Forty Conklin and Tad

Flynn s sons are continuing their lathers legacies,

now attending Andover. Forty hasn't strayed too

far himself, as he rowed for Andover in the most

recent Head of the Charles (or at least was planning

to at the time of this writing). Tad had a nice visit

u ith (iinny Selden, who recalled how her father

took one look at Tad with BillyWay and immedi-

ately referred to them as Friz and Fro. Ah, the days

of hair...

And to close,Janet Milkman wonders ifshe's

ahead of the curve or behind it regarding any

midlife crises. The answer is, as you can see from the

variety ofnews herein, there is no curve. It's life.

Enjoy and be in touch.—Doug

1980

Kate Thomes

158 Commercial St., Apt. 2

Boston MA 02 1 09

katethomes@gmail.com

1981

Warren Jones

Houston, Texas

281-450-6457

wcjonesllc@gmail.com

Stefanie Scheer Young

New York, NY
917-287-61 1 1

stefanie.scheer@gmail.com

We think our class has its first U.S. ambassador.

Adam Namm writes, "Greetings from Quito, where

I am now U.S. Ambassador to Ecuador. Arrived on

May 30 of this year. Joined the Foreign Service in

'87, and just before this assignment was the director

of the state department's Bureau of Overseas

Buildings Operations in Washington (constructs

and maintains U.S. embassies and consulates

worldwide). 1 am joined here in Ecuador by my

wife, Mei Huang, whom I married in 2009 and who

works for the World Bank. My daughter Rebecca

(from first marriage) will shortly be a senior at

George Mason High School in Falls Church, Va.

I would love to hear from/see any Class of '81 er

visiting Ecuador.''

James "Jigger" Herman was featured in a recent

article on the Blackburn Challenge in Rowing News

magazine. The race is a grueling 20-mile open-

water rowing event held annually in Gloucester,

Mass. When interviewed for the article, Jigger was

asked why a flat-water rower with a new boat and

only a week to train chose to participate in this

brutal open-water marathon. Without hesitation

he replied, T blame it on Chris Richards." At

our 30th Reunion, the Head of the Charles board

member and Belmont Hill crew coach listened as

Jigger lamented what a "nightmare" it is to access a

river from his home in Marblehead, Mass., and how

envious he was of his friends who row regularly.

Richards suggested that he purchase a Zephyr,

a 19-foot craft specifically designed tor the open

water. With three practices under his belt, Jigger and

his trusty Zephyr finished second in their class, 30

seconds behind the winner, with a time ot 3:04: 19.

Our thanks go out to his wife, Alessandra Bianchi,

who wrote the excellent article, which appeared in

the July issue.

The hardworking folks in the Office of Alumni

affairs kindly forwarded us an article on classmate

Nancy Goodman, which had appeared in the

Washington Pi>>/. We asked Nancy to fill us in fur-

ther. Nancy e-mailed us: "Greetings to all Andover
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In April, Harold Kim '82 hosted a prereunion gathering at his home in Hong Kong. Moving In January 2011, Trustee Cori Field '83 married Philippe

rightfrom Yichen Zhang '82 (holding The Phillipian) are Stephen Aldred (Stephanie Sommer in Charlottesville, Va. Pictured, back row, are

Yoo '82's husband), Janet Rim (Albert Rim '82's wife), Andrew Suan '87, Barbara Zhang Anja Hanson '84 and husband Derek Pierce, and, front

(Yichen Zhang's wife), Harold Kim, Albert Rim '82, and Stephanie Yoo '82. Julia Koo, row, flanking Cori, Rachel Simons '83, Phoebe Brown '82,

Harold's wife, is missingfrom the photo. and Jennie Niles.

friends. I now live in D.C. with my husband,

Michael Froman, and my son, Ben, 10, and daughter

Sarah, 2. My life has been defined by a date—Jan.

16, 2009—when my oldest son, Jacob, who was 10,

died of a pediatric brain cancer.Jacob did not stand

a chance. There have not been material improve-

ments in treatments for his form ofbrain cancer

in 30 years. In response to Jacob's death, I founded

Kids v Cancer to find policy solutions to address

the lack ofpediatric cancer drug development and

pediatric drug development generally. I authored

and successfully advocated for the passage ofthe

Creating Hope Act to provide market incentives

for the development oflife saving drugs for kids

with cancer and other rare diseases. The Creating

Hope Act was signed into lawJuly 9, 2012. 1 am also

working with the FDA on mechanisms to promote

pediatric cancer drug development, and I have a

tissue program. I'd love to reconnect with all of

you, and I welcome all your interest and support in

finding new drugs for kids with cancer. (For more

information, visit kidsvcancer.org.)"

Your Houston-based correspondent attended

a lovely celebration for former Head ofSchool

Barbara Landis Chase hosted by Trustee Emeritus

David Underwood '54, who also chaired the

search process leading to Chase's selection in 1994.

Among the crowd ofabout 75 regional alums, we

counted 17 who attended the Academy during her

tenure; there's a great photo ofthem with Chase on

page 51 ofthe Spring issue otAndover magazine, if

you still have it lying around. Also in attendance was

Kelly McPhail Mendez, who made the trip down

from big D.

Finally, on a very sad note we must report

the death ofJames Alex, who passed away in an

automobile accident on May 29. Our deepest sym-

pathy goes out to his wife, Marlena, of Cohasset,

Mass., and his family.Jim was a respected surgeon

and founder of the Weston Center for Cosmetic

Surgery. After graduating from PA, he earned BA

andMD degrees at Dartmouth University and sub-

sequently completed his internship at Syracuse Uni-

versity and his residency at the University ofVer-

mont. At Vermont, he developed and introduced

the technique ofsentinel node radiolocalization for

the treatment ofbreast cancer and melanoma. This

work earned him several awards and a fellowship

at the University of Illinois at Chicago. He later

served as director of facial plastic and reconstructive

surgery for seven years at Yale University and then

as a director at the Lahey Clinic and cochair at the

Lahey Institute ofCosmetic Surgery before starting

his private practice in 2009. The Boston native won

numerous honors for his research and clinical work,

authored many journal articles and textbook chap-

ters in his field, and lectured nationally and interna-

tionally. His breakthrough diagnostic and treatment

procedure is still widely used, a truly noteworthy

legacy for our friend and classmate.—W&S

1982

[Editor's note: The following notes were written by

Paul Hochman, who has stepped down from his

position as class secretary. We extend a heartfelt

thanks to Paul for his 12 years ofservice to the

Class of 1982. Ifanyone would like to step up as

class secretary, please contact Laura MacHugh

at 978-749-4289.]

Dear Class:

The first note I ever wrote to you went out a little

over 12 years ago this past May. I'm pretty sure I

wrote it on a Mac, and I'm pretty sure none ofthe

editors at the Office ofAlumni Affairs could read it.

And no wonder: who the hell uses an Apple

Macintosh, anyway? That company is doomed!

If I remember correctly, I had to copy the text and

paste it into an e-mail and resend it a few times to

Charles Richardson, who made fun ofmy choice of

computer. I miss Chuck, by the way.

But I was thrilled to be your class secretary. I got

to talk to you, write down memories ofour time

together, and fold them up and send them out to you

Like paper airplanes. It was a total gas—a thrill to talk

to you through nearly 50 issues. But I'm afraid today

will be my last letter to you.

Five years ago, I fell in love with a fabulous chick

and married her and had two hilarious little kids,

who are now 1 and 4 and who, thank God, look like

their mother. About two years after that, I left the

languorous and—let's face it—human pace of my

journalist's life and swapped it out for the weird and

exhausting thrill ofstarting my own company. With

much disappointment, I can report to you that things

are going great and my company is growing fast.

Indeed, along with the diapers and the spread-

sheets has come the reality that I'm overwhelmed;

I can't keep up my epistolary responsibilities to you

guys. So I now have to draw my conversation with

you to a close. Some ofyou will shrug, which is cool

with me, and some may even cheer, which also is

cool— I remember one of my Fortune Magazine edi-

tors telling me that ifnobody was upset at you, you

weren't writing anything of value.

Anyway, here's a request: any among you who
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stay connected.

On a May afternoon in New York City, friendsfrom the Class of '84 gatherfor dinner to

celebrate more than 25 years offriendship. Kneeling in thefront row, from left: Hans Wydler,

Derrick Queen, Stefan Kaluzny, and Joel Post. Middle row: Andrew LeSueur, Chris Suan, Bob

Zech, and Mike Cahill. Back row: John Moon (Hee Jung Shin '84's husband), Rich Eisert,

Eric Thieringer, Stu Bergen, Kent Lucas, Josh Steiner '83, Sturgis Woodberry, and Rob Kellan.

Struan Coleman also was present, but is not in the photo.

would like to take over (and likely improve things

by doing so) the illustrious and honorable duty of

helping to keep us all connected, well, you're on.

Let the folks at the alumni office know you'd like

to be our class secretary. They'll welcome you with

open arms.

Thanks for the memories, Team '82, and here's to

our next get-together. — Paul Hochman

1983

30th REUNION

June 14-16, 2013

Susannah W. Hill

32 Willow Road

Menlo Park CA 94025
650-328-6880

susannah.hill@gmail.com

Blaise P. Zerega

575 1 1th Ave.

San Francisco CA 941 1 8

415-640-5339

blaise.zerega@gmail.com

Hi, everyone!

We are thrilled to have so many classmates

sounding in with news and reminiscences of

Andover days. To join our class Facebook page,

visitfacebook.com/groups/359752614051908/,

or send an e mail to andover83classagcnts(d>gmail.

com and we'll send you an invite to the page. Now,

on to the news.

Amy Pullen reports, "Just dropped my son

of} at Andover— he's entering as a lower (Ethan

Mcintosh '

15). He is in Stuart, in a room next-door

to Struan Robertson's son Nick. It was great to be

back on campus, but my smartphone did not work

in the dorm. E-mail and video chat on the other

hand are great to have in the Andover dorms."

Cori Field shared news of herJanuary wedding

to Philippe Sommer. A number of Andover alums

attended, including Rachel Simons, Anja Hanson

'84, and Phoebe Brown '84. Rachel and Anja both

live in Portland, Maine. Phoebe is in D.C.

Congratulations also to Sam Avrett, who

recently married his partner of20 years, David

Blaine. Sam is also running a consulting company

and volunteering as a local EMT in upstate New

York. Thanks tor your service, Sam.

Tim Choate let us know he is living in Berkeley,

Calif, with his wife and four kids, ages 5 to 18. He

writes, "I helped start the Berkeley Playhouse the-

atre with my wife. It has professional shows for all

ages, and more than 600 kids in theatre education

programs. I'm now on my third Internet venture,

RedAwning.com, in the vacation rental space. In

other words, chaos all the time. It's wonderful
!"

Gina Poe offered vivid reminiscences ofher

Andover experience as a one-year senior from a

parochial boarding school farm in rural California.

"At first 1 felt pretty out ofplace at Andover. Back

in my old boarding school, I 'd been nicknamed

"Perky" and was elected class pastor. Senior year

at Andover was a first for me to feel so unsure of

myself, away from my element, culture, family,

and religion. But Laura DiMeo and Jennifer

Graber took me under their wings, and Linda

Shirley in the room next door and Nina Luis and

the Delgado twins [Mercedes and Mereides]

downstairs at Stimson House made sure I, who'd

never lived in a room by myself before, never got

too lonely. I will forever love you guys for welcom-

ing me in. Andover made me realize it would be

OK wherever I ended up. Kind people like Jen,

Laura, Linda, and Reverend [Philip] Zaeder would

open their arms and take me in." Gina—you have

reminded us what intense years those were and how

kindness changes everything. Thanks for writing!

John Byrnes and his wife, Sheri, welcomed their

first child, Nikko Ransom Byrnes, in August. They

also completed another joint project, their first

indie film, titled Rock Jocks, opening theatrically in

the fall. They are both producers on the film.

Warren Zanes writes, "This past year I put

out my third solo recording since leaving the Del

Fuegos for the university. If any classmates ask it of

me, I'll send them one on the house (find me on

Facebook). I'm also running an education-focused

nonprofit tor Little Steven [Van Zandt] of Bruce

Springsteen's E Street Band and Sopranos fame, did

work on the Scorsese-directed George Harrison

doc, continue to work on an authorized Tom Petty

bio, and, mostly, work on the art ot raising two sons

as a single parent. I plan to check into an old-age

home as soon as my room is ready."

Tanya Kane-Parry wrote to us from Bordeaux,

France, where she is assisting in a remount ofa pro-

duction of Vie Barber ofSeville. She had assisted the

director, choreographer, and design team on a new

production ofthat work at Houston Grand Opera

last fall. She'll return next to Houston to work on

Vie Italian Girl in Algiers with the same director and

team; and yet again for Cinderella at the LA Opera.

She also teaches at California State University-Los

Angeles and creates performance work with her

company Opera del Espacio. Blaise Zerega and

Susannah Hill are looking forward to Tanya's new

site-specific opera premiering along the Russian

River in northern California next fall.

Another creative leader among our classmates

is Chris Fitch, who posted on our class Facebook

page about his latest work. "I just returned from

Shreveport, La., where my brother and I created a

sculpture installation in the form ofa big indoor

swamp made entirely out ofjunk..." You can get a

look at his work—La Plus Belle Poubelle's Economy

ofMeans in a Mean Economy—on YouTube.

Speaking ofour class Facebook page, there is a

wonderful chat about children entering Andover.

Struan Robertson posted that he found it fascinat-

ing on several layers to reconnect with Andover

after 30 years.

We heard from Jason Bernhard, who was sit-

ting in the airport in Dublin, Ireland: "Our oldest,

Adele '

14, is an upper at PA. (She is back in Nathan

Hale. I have a new appreciation for the Hale after

seeing the rooms in Stevens, where she lived last

year. That place should be condemned.) Our sec-

ond child, Helen, is at Brooks School. Luckily one

still at home—for now."

Thanks to all of you for continued involvement

with the class.
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1984

Alexandra Gillespie

52 Amelia St.

Toronto ON M4E 1X1

acoonpie@gmail.com

William P. Seeley

Department of Philosophy

73/75 Campus Ave.

Bates College

Lewiston ME 04240
wseeley@bates.edu

Adam Simha

84 Rice St.

Cambridge MA 02140-1819

617-876-0103

adam@mksdesign.com

Hi, folks! Thanks to everyone, especially the less-

than-usual suspects who were willing to share a little

bit ot their late adolescence— it's a great grab bag of

news. Here's how the straight skinny shakes down

this time around. None ofyou admitted to too

much hang gliding or paragliding, but some you did

reference hiking or a view ofthe mountains. Anita

Mattedi Kurisko and her family had a grand time

hiking the South Kaibab Trail in the Grand Canyon

this summer. Chris Lynch is still in India as Regus's

commercial director. He is still cycling and plans

to climb Mt. Kilimanjaro next summer. He reports

that Ali Levin Lee-O'Halloran andJohn-Gabriel

James are both doing well.

Charles Pollard sawJim Smith recently while

he was in Portland, Ore., on business. They rented

a Camaro SS and did some joy riding within view

ofthe long shadow ofMt. Hood. Lisa Pritchard

Bayley is living in Red Wing, Minn., on the bluffs

ofthe Mississippi. Lisa has her own law practice,

specializing in criminal defense and family law.

She is also on the city council. In all ofher other

spare time, she chases her two children to swim

meets and little league baseball games. Lisa sends

a hearty "Hello!" to her Clement House friends

Wendy Dick and EmilyAyscue Hassel and asks

tor any help tracking down Alfred Griffin orJody

Greene. Al?Jody?

Laurie Nash has abandoned the narrow con-

fines ofthe Northeast Corridor for the fog ofthe

San Francisco Bay to manage Russell Reynolds's

San Francisco office. Rumor has it that she has been

sighted by design by SteveJones, Betsy Biern,

Serra Butler de Simbeck, and Andrea 'Auny"

Abegglen, who lives in LA but works for a SF-

based company. Serra adds that she regularly sees

Auny, Laurie, and Betsy out and about and that they

visit her family often in Portola Valley, Calif They all

have a good laugh while she tries to maintain some

semblance ofcontrol and balance directing the lives

of three energetic boys and idealistically volunteer-

ing for every good cause that comes her way.

Tim Cahill and I briefly reminisced (electroni-

cally, ofcourse) about life at the beach growing up

in New York on the Long Island Sound, with clay

tennis courts. Nothing like his current digs in Mal-

ibu, Calif, I am sure! He, too, sends news ofAuny

and Andrea Feldman Falcione 83 out on the town.

We may need to appoint Auny our Pan California

ambassador (or borrow some of the energy that

keeps her moving!). And yes, Tim, lobsters do flow

freely through our dining room at times.

Joe Bardetti writes that he is ready to take over

a portion ot the notes any time Adam gets tuckered

out. Ex-best Andover scribe Beth Serlin says it's

finally official that she knows something about

something and that that "something" is screenwrit-

ing. The evidence? She recently earned tenure and

promotion at Loyola Marymount University. Con-

gratulations, Beth! She is currently on sabbatical,

sketching a book proposal, figuring out emergency

supplies we need for the next earthquake, watching

and waiting for the comedy she is writing to turn

into a drama, and pondering how preschool suc-

cessfully transformed her 3-year-old into a master

negotiator—maybe a change in agent is in the

offing. Oh, yeah, and her latest film was released in

Europe last year.

Courtney Keppelman still digs Hie Mamas

and the Papas—and California living—although

she writes that an occasional Massachusetts wicked

slips into her vernacular between the punctuated

calls ofrad and stoked. She says surfing is hip and

that she'll have mastered fire dancing by October's

full moon! Anne Stout Hughes lives in San Diego

with her husband, who is a Navy pilot, and their

children. They are by now back from a combined

business/family trip to Atsugi, Kyoto, and Tokyo,

Japan. It was the first time out ot the country for

their 12- and 14-year-old kids and promised to be a

great adventure. I trust it was!

David Corkins reports thatJeffWoodhead's

children are fish—each with their own San Fran-

cisco Bay swimming accomplishments. No news

about David joining them any time soon...or hang

gliding. Milisa Galazzi has been busy making art

and running Brewster Day Camp on Cape Cod.

She recently donated a week ofcamp to the auction

for need-blind admission at Andover (Debby Bur-

dett Murphy'86 and Paul Murphy were the highest

bidders). You can check out an interview with

Milisa about her paintings at rfpaints.com.

I am delighted to report that my partners

behind the curtain in the Emerald City, Alexandra

Gillespie andAdam Simha, managed to ren-

dezvous in Maine this summer. Continuing his

recent crusade to fall in love with love all over

again— I think it's a marketing scheme for his new

Burt Bacharach tribute band called Love, Love,

Love—Adam writes that he had a fantastic and

all too short time visiting with Alexandra and her

family. They even managed a few interludes with

Julie "Dewi" Ongaro de Luxembourg, where

they plotted an encore family performance next

summer. All reports are that Alex is working on a

duet with Adam for his Bacharach project, but that

that Dewi will not be singing backup on this record

(tentatively titled Uie Look ojLove Love Love). Do I

hear a solo project produced byAdam in the wings?

My plan was to join them, but the fast-paced life of

sleepy academic research and dodging Linkedln

invitations kept me in Lewiston, Maine. What-

ever happened to lazy summers? My family and I

did manage to cross the line to Canada for a week

of canoe camping in a bit ofOntario wilderness,

where Sturgis Woodberry, Alan Yost '83, and I

went to camp together once upon a time. It turns

out I can still find dry wood in the rain and light

a fire. We also spent an afternoon swimming and

paddling withJohn Chaisson and his family over

in the Western Lakes.

The penultimate word goes, as usual, to sageJim

Reische, his dogs, and the family owl named Barky

Gilles.Jim still hasn't hopped the freight across

campus to a meeting, but they write that there's a

21 st-century opportunity in the prairie winds. So

hitch up your wagons, folks! It's a breeze. AVIS is

out! It's happening in Jim's new Iowa loft!

One more thing. To all ofyou who were out of

the office ... I hope you do get back to us when you

return. We'd love to hear from you! — Bill

1985

Chris McCarthy

163 W. 17th St., Apt. 2D
New York NY 1001 1

646-580-9714

chrismccarfhy@gmail.com

"We collapsed on the couch," writes Liesl

Rothbacher Hawley, describing the end of a week-

end at Andover, during which she and husband

Andy helped their daughter Sam ' 16 move into

Isham, her ninth-grade dorm. And then, helping

their son Ben ' 15 move into Flagg House, his lower

year house. That's a lot of moving into dorms. "It

brings back the memories," says Liesl.

Hilary Babcock reports in from St. Louis, Mo.,

where she and husband Andrew White are both

doctors. Their youngest child just started first grade,

and twinsJackson and Hannah have started high

school. In consideration ofa lOth-grade boarding

school entrance, they visited schools this past sum-

mer and told ofa refrain I've heard a few variations

of, upon tour visits to Exeter: "We saw your mom
went to Andover, so we're doubling up tour guides

to show you how great Exeter is
!

" Apparendy,

Exeter needs the extra support.

From Woodstock, N.Y.Juliana Ferris tells

me that she works as a property manager and

spends time with her two young nieces, Sally and

Annabelle. She planned a trip around Eastern

Europe for summer 2012, along with photographer

Brett Bagley.

Ed Yim continues the preparations for his

upcoming marriage to Erick Neher. Andoverites

will be in attendance, and I've asked for photos.

Erick is a marketing executive at Hearst magazines,

and Ed is head ofartistic planning at the New York

Philharmonic.
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stay connected..

Ben Schwall is (still) living in Taiwan and finds

time to travel to the U.S. for an annual barbecue

tradition (number 22) in New York with Peter

KJeinman and Chris Schluep. Chris is expecting

child number two, but Ben and wife Emmy are

staying ahead of the curve with the recent addition

ot number three. Ben keeps in touch with David

kerner ("the Brit" he writes, as a reminder).

David's house was leveled in the Christ Church,

New Zealand, earthquake ot last year—no one was

hurt—and he and his family have, in the meantime,

decamped to Adelaide, Australia. Ben says David

has kept a stiff upper lip throughout the disaster

and the move.

Monumental sculptures with a focus on

art, nature, and community: That s what Kiki

Thompson Smith wants from you tor her recently

cotounded Verbier 3-D Sculpture Park Residency,

which invites international and Swiss artists to

create such pieces. The artworks will be exhibited

in the sculpture park on the ski slopes. Kiki and

husband Mike have two young children, Eloise and

Oliver, and live in Verbier, Switzerland.

And finally, for this time anyway, a report from

Heather Parker in LA. She is a director with

LegalShield, working nationally to help families

and small business owners affordably access the

justice system. Her feature documentary about

the LA River, Rock the Boat, won many awards in

previews and has received educational distribution

(rocktheboatfilm.com). Heather lives in LA with

her partner, Jillian, and two rescued dogs.

As 1 write this, I'm traveling through Bali on a

little vacation with my wife, Nancy. I hope you all

glean a little tropical sunshine from these particular

class notes. Please keep the info coming!

1986

Christine Balling

22 James Farm Road

Lee NH 03861
603-479-6829 (cell)

cballing@msn.com

Kathleen Campbell DiPaolo

25 1 6 Vista Drive

Newport Beach CA 92663
949-689-3314 (cell)

949-209-2043 (fax)

Kathleen@pacificfamilyhomes.com

Caroline Langston Jarboe

3124 63rd Ave.

Cheverly MD 20785
301-322-4241 (home)

301-379-6572 (cell)

caroline_jarboe@yahoo.com

Hi, class! I have a ton of scoop from our 1986

friends. 1 so appreciate the e-mails 1 received and

always love reading the notes. When you write

about lite, I think everyone loves it!

Kimberly Doggett Formisano has been teach-

ing at Park School tor 17 years, and she finally got

a yearlong sabbatical, during which she went on

a 325-mile bike trip to Utah and to Australia for

three weeks. Now that is called taking advantage

ot a sabbatical! Kimberly also saw Debby Burdett

Murphy, who has a daughter who is a junior at PA

this year. Wow!

Meg Merrill spent the summer exploring the

amazing Oregon outdoors—backpacking, camp-

ing, and kayaking. Meg and her husband, Erik, had

a sabbatical of sorts, too! They took offtwo months

to travel in Ecuador with their kids, Sophie, 14, and

Max, 11. Meg has a documentary

—

Play Again—
that she showed during her travels. She also shared

that Lydia Wise just received a Fulbright Scholar-

ship to teach in Ireland for a year. Congrats, Lydia!

SteveWu lives in Guangzhou, China, with his

wife and three kids. He is working as an expat and

says, Andover classmate sightings are rare over

here. Would love to hear from any alumni in China,

or for that matter, any alumni/teachers/students

interested in China."

Jon Kukk lives in Naples, Fla., and recently

dodged hurricane Isaac. His kids "spent the sum-

mer in several camps, too. Hip-hop dance, waterski-

ing, video game design!" That's what I am talking

about. I am going to hip-hop dance next summer!

Gwen Mcintosh just took her oldest daughter

to start her junior year at Andover! Gwen says, "I

am not ready to let her go, but know it will be a

great experience for her. I am looking forward to

the excuse to visit campus more often."

Enough about little kids. Diane Simoni has a

24-year-old who graduated from Trinity College

in Connecticut. Her 19-year-old daughter is at

Tufts. Diane has a private practice and works as

a psychotherapist with a specialty in geriatrics,

caregiving, and adult onset disability. She shares, "I

saw classmate Becky Thomas French and Diana

Fisher Gomberg '87 for a hike on Mount Cardigan

this summer. Becky brought her three kids."

Christine O'Dell Harrington lives in

Needham, Mass., with husband Nate and three

children—Annika, 12, Finn, 10, and Kajsa, 7. She

recently sawJahna Malitsky Gregory and her

three kids Lily, ll.Rachael, 10, and Max, 3. Chris-

tine's biggest regret is missing our reunion last year.

She practices medicine for the Beth Israel Deacon-

ess Medical Center.

Andy Garrett recently welcomed a new family

member—Adeline, who joins her 4-year-old sister.

Amelia. To add to the amazing year, he has, "a great

new job. I was recently promoted to the being

director ofthe National Disaster Medical System

(NDMS) at the U.S. Department ofHealth and

Human Services. We have almost 8,000 personnel

around the U.S. organized into teams that provide

emergency medical, mortuary, and veterinary

support to the states during federally declared

disasters '

1 hope we won't need your help soon,

but it is comforting to know someone at the top!

Congratulations!

Alex Wise has a new album. For an awesome

sound, visit AlexWise.com. Alex shares, "A couple

of fun tacts about the album: First, all ofthe pro-

ceeds for the kids' tune "Gonna Give It Back to

Nature," will go to 350.org to help solve the climate

crisis. Second, the album was recorded in San

Francisco with 25 musicians, some of whom added

their parts remotely from New Orleans and Vin-

cenza, Italy." (Facebook users should "like" Alex's

page at facebook.com/alexwisemusic.)

James Cho wrote that he is going to escape his

new bride in February to ski with Dave Eckman,

Todd Brown, and Ben Brooks. So fun!

Tom Takoudes is in his 10th year ofpracticing

ear, nose, and throat surgery in New Haven, Conn.

He writes, "I coached all three of my kids' lacrosse

teams this past spring and am coaching my two

sons' soccer teams now. My daughter is doing soft-

ball, so I just cheer trom the sidelines. Training tor

the Philadelphia Marathon this November, which

will be my third in three years." I really liked that

he started his e-mail to me with, "Geez, not much

going on!" I can't imagine doing all ot that ! You

must have discovered how to clone yourself!

Randall BatinkofTwrote thatJames Cho and

Alex Wise met his daughter Isabel. He attests that

Alex's new album is great! Jim Israel visits Randall

when he passes through LA. Social Randall also

had a few fun dinners atJohn Claflin's house with

Christy Balling, Christine Yoo, andJames Cho.

Randall says his most exciting news is that he is

directing his first film this tall about a rock star with

a death wish. It's called 37. Also two new movies

starring Randall

—

Mungcr Road and Ties That

Bind— will be available on Nettlix this September.

I can't wait to see 37! I am not sure which

part excites me more—the death part or the

rock star part!

Marten Wennik is doing well in Canaan, NH.

He writes, "I am still teaching English (and am the

English department chair) at Cardigan Mountain

School. Throughout the summer, I continued to

have direct contact with classmates David Cox,

Michael Morris, Eric Neyman, Matt Shine, Pat

Burke, and Malcolm Galvin. Mostly we discussed

our families and benign subjects like the Olympics.

"I am so proud ot my father [joe Wennik '52],

who was inducted into the Andover Athletics

Hall ofHonor. At the ceremony, I saw Eleanor

Tydings Gollob and some folks from years ahead

and behind us." Big news ! I can't wait to read about

your dad!

Tony Verbeck says that everyone in his family

is great and that he can't believe his son is going

into ninth grade! He enjoys living in Doylestown,

Pa., and is still playing his guitar. You may be

shocked to learn that he plays a lot of Grateful

Dead! I know, don't faint!

I have been busy with my three kids and my

design business. I have had some projects featured

in Coastal Living'and the August issue of Better

Homes and Gardens. I have had so much fun this

year and can't wait to see my daughter's bedroom

on a new HGTV series this fall. Miss you all

!

— Kath
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David Kopans

2 Princeton Road

Arlington MA 02474-8238
781-646-4515

617-947-2454 (cell)

dave@kopans.com

OK, while my kids still think that I have eyes in the

back ofmy head and can read their minds, I can't

do this with you all. So, since I did not get a lot of

responses, I'll start offby telling you about my new

best friend from Exeter. Yup, that's correct. Ifyou

don't write in, from now on I'll tell you about Exies.

To that end, during a family trip to Alaska this

past summer, I had the pleasure ofmeeting Geo

Beach (Exeter 75). Geo is a writer, host ofThe

History Channel's Tougher in Alaska series, and an

all-around nice guy. Geo also expertly leads the

guest services department at the Land's End Resort

in Homer, Alaska. Land's End, and its sister hotel the

Van Gilder in Seward, is a wonderful place to stay

and thankfully isowned by Sara Faulkner 79 and

her husband,Jon (who went to St. Paul's). While

I did not have a chance to meet either Sara orJon,

I do hope to get the chance someday. Homer, and

Alaska in general, is an amazing place, and the entire

Kopans family is itching to return. Ifyou can, visit

and say hi to Geo.

You should also (please) respond to requests for

class notes info so in the next set I don't have to ask

Fred Herberich (Exeter '87) to recount how he was

lost at sea for eight days.

Now, to the kind and wonderful folks who did

respond, thank you! Here goes the show.

Nicole Wynn wrote in that she was lucky-

enough to spend a few days with Torrence Boone

(torrenceboone.net) and his partner Ted Chapin

'68 in Provincetown, Mass., this past summer. While

no further reports on Torrence were forthcoming,

Nicole did report that earlier in the summer, she was

on campus with her family for an admission inter-

view for her daughter, Sofia, 14, who is applying for

her lower year. I will not report that they also looked

at some other school in New Hampshire. Nicole

would love to hear from any classmates who have

kids at Andover (or, ahem, that other school).

Ken Krongard wrote that he recently decided

to do a lot ofsomeday things, including helicopter

lessons, getting a motorcycle license, skydiving, and

going to Fiji. While he may have said that folks are

accusing him ofhaving a midlife crisis, I think this

confirms his double-0 status. Always suspected he

was a secret agent with a license. Just did not realize

he was British.

Wayne Jervis was kind enough to let me know
that Kent Kendall is married and has kids in San

Francisco and is COO ofa very cool "Made in

America" clothing company out in San Fran. Check

it out at tinyurl.com/PA87-Kent.

Callie Hershey had the best 70s era TV refer-

ence in her e-mail back to me. I mean, does the

word sleestaks bring back memories or what! You

can decide what that is in reference to currently.

On other topics, she is following in the footsteps

ofDavid Older and has purchased an Oxo mud-

dler. A bit ofreunion in the kitchen drawer for

sure. (Ifyou don't get this reference, come to the

next reunion!)

Chris Whittier writes in with the soft hum of

Harry Chapin playing in the background. I say this

because he reported that only a few weeks post-

reunion he was removing a snare from an injured

gorilla in Central African Republic, while his son

made his transition to walking Stateside. May little

Whittier only grow up to be "just like his dad"—the

world would be so luck)'.

Chris also reported in that he stays in touch

with Tom Stiles (they were PA roomies for three

years). Tom left his Wall Street destiny many years

ago and now works overseas as an oil executive

and is happily married and has a couple kids. Tom's

e-mail is tomstiles(2>mail.com.

Lastly, Chris sent me the following link toJim

Detora who apparently has gone "old school" on us

all: tinyurl.com/PA87-Jim. Go, Jim, go!

Jay Ulfelder reports that his lovely wife, Fran-

cesca, finished an MFA degree in June and that his

boys are still mad at me for not sending them each

an Epic Chicken shirt. In other news, Jay has started

working on a very interesting project at the U.S.

Holocaust Memorial Museum, where he is working

to help launch a public early-warning system on

genocide and mass atrocities (tinyurl.com/PA87-

Jay). Ifanyone wants to know more and perhaps

help get this project operational, Jay would love to

hear from you (uIfelder(3>gmail.com).

I am not sure ifJody Hillegas Lewis is a

double-0 agent, pirate, or just plain smart. While the

first two might or might not be true given that she

wrote in from Corn Island, which is located 50 miles

offthe Coast of Nicaragua and probably close to

Crab Key (movie reference anyone?), one needs to

wonder. But back to the "smart" part. At present she

is homeschooling her three daughters with a current

core curriculum of the Three Sisters Cupcakery

and Spanish. Yes, she wrote this. Since I have no

idea what Three Sisters Cupcakery is and just barely

escaped upper year Spanish, this sounds like code to

me. I am back to thinking she is a secret agent.

Deb Palmer is doing great research at the

University ofTexas-Austin (tinyurl.com/PA87-

Deb) studying the critical issue ofrace and class in

bilingual settings. She is also in touch with Marcella

Eckels, who has beautiful twin baby girls and is liv-

ing in Brooklyn, NY, as well as Ian McCarthy, with

whom she had the opportunity to hang out recently

in his Palo Alto, Calif, backyard, picking plums and

drinking his killer cardamom-spiced coffee.

Laura Kane Rock reports that she is settling

into life in Brookline, Mass., with two sons and

renovating an old house. This, ofcourse, in between

saving lives at the ICU at Beth Israel and teaching at

Harvard Medical School. In her offhours, she gets

to hang out with Laura Bewig Chritton whenever

she can.

Finally, I had the good fortune ofspending a

bit oftime with Liz Graham and her husband,

Brad Feldman, prior to penning this set ofnotes

on Sept. 9. Liz told me that she touched base with

Tony Gellert on the topic ofhis chocolate busi-

ness. So good to hear.

Oh, almost forgot to mention that our president,

Travis Metz, continues to deliver on his campaign

promises. Attaboy, Travis!
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25th REUNION
June 14-16, 2013

Peter Reese

1 834 Fairmount Ave.

Philadelphia PA 19130

peter.reese@uphs.upenn.edu

Roddy Scheer

1729 NE 56th Sf.

Seattle WA 98105
206-729-6638

roddy@roddyscheer.com

Terri Stroud

800 4th St. SW, Unit N418
Washington DC 20024
202-486-4189

terri.stroud@gmail.com

So much news, so few words allotted! Here we go:

After living in Brooklyn, NY, for five years,

Rebecca Simons, her husband, Jonathan, and their

three kids recently moved upstate to Buffalo, where

Jonathan got a job in radiology. Rebecca is a family

doctor, and she will be medical director at a com-

munity health center in Buffalo.

Speaking of Brooklyn, NY, my fellow Tar Heel

Sarah Ludington, lives there with her husband,

Dark Schlesselman, and their daughters, Chloe, 8,

and Josie, 6. Sarah and her hubby opened a micro-

distillery in their Red Hook neighborhood called

the Van Brunt Stillhouse. They are currently pro-

ducing a rum called Due North (available only in

NYC as ofthis writing, but carried by two Internet

retailers), and whiskey and grappa will be available

by the 2012 holiday season.

This past summer, Paula Rand Hornbostel

took a family trip to New Mexico, where she gave

a talk on sculptor Gaston Lachaise. While in New
Mexico, the Hornbostels visited Georgia O'Keeffe's

home in Abiquiu, the cliffs of Plaza Blanca, the Echo

Amphitheater, the pueblos ofTaos and Santa Clara,

and stayed in great writers' rooms at the Mabel

Dodge Luhan House.

Moby Parsons is practicing orthopaedic surgery

in Durham, N.H., and has three kids (ages 12, 11,

and 8). Moby admits to doing a pretty lackluster job

of keeping in touch with fellow Philippians, but says

that living close to exeter (yep, little e) and having
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numerous friends whose kids go there keeps the

rivalry going and the Andover pride alive. He will he

running the NYC Marathon in November.

Wendy Ying is a veterinarian living in Sarasota,

Fla. Her main focus is sport horses. She competes

at the Federation Equestre Internationale (FEI)

level in combined driving and hosts a podcast about

driving on the horse radio network.

Elee K ral| 1 1 Gardiner lives in Vancouver,

Canada, with her husband, Robert, and their two

children, Bea and Ivar. She runs a writing program

called "Thursdays Writing Collective," and recently

coedited an anthology with John Asfour titled V6A:

W riting from Vancouver's Downtown Eastside. Elee

spent time in NYC this summer with John Kline

(they snuck into a Woody Allen matinee at the

SoHo Angelika) and Suzanne Petren Moritz and

her two kids, Axel and Astrid.

Jill McElderry-Maxwells alpacas continue to

shine in competition; they just had the five highest

scoring entries in the Suri Symposium Spin Off, the

premier spin-oft competition tor suri alpacas. She

welcomed six beautiful baby alpacas this year and

is looking forward to ten more next spring. Jill's son

Fox just started his high school career as a boarder at

the Maine School for Science and Mathematics, one

of the top science high schools in the country.

Heather Dunbar Lucas traveled to Peru with

the Robert S. Peabody Museum of Archaeology

Advisory Committee (ofwhich she is a member)

and several PA faculty members. Heather highly

recommends that people check out the Peabody

Museum whenever they are on campus to see the

collection and to learn about how the museum is

integrated into the Andover curriculum. Heather

lives just outside of Washington, D.C. with her hus-

band, |ohn, and their tour kids (ages 17, 14, 13, and

II ), and she works as a private pediatric speech-

language pathologist.

In tall 2010, Sarah Getchell met the man she

couldn't resist marrying six months later. They live

in Wilmington, N.C., where her hubby works in the

film business. She ran into Bo Webb '87 in a Wilm-

ington store a while back.

Sarah Perkins has been working tor the past

three years as a grant manager at the Washington Yu

Ying Public Charter School, the first public school

in Washington, D.C, to offer Mandarin Chinese

immersion coupled with the International Bacca-

laureate Curriculum Framework. Sarah's kids (Sofia,

9, and Kadin, 7) attend Yu Ying, and hubby, koro

Nuri, works at the Export Import Bank of the U.S.

Tory Stewart and her husband, Cory, are expect-

ing their second child around Thanksgiving. Tory's

play, Rich Girl, is having a reproduction at George

Street Playhouse in NewJersey and at the Cleveland

Play House in Ohio in March April 2013.

Lerothodi Leeuw attended the triennial Inter-

national Astronomical Union meeting in Beijing.

Lero will soon be taking up a professorship at the

University ofSouth Africa.

Patton Adams enjoyed a nice summer, spending

time with his family at beaches in South Carolina

and Delaware. He discovered the Maryland stretch

of Assateague Island, which is very pretty with its

wild ponies, and one of the last lengthy stretches of

pristine U.S. coastline on the Atlantic. He recently

had lunch withJose Diaz, who was breezing

through D.C. with two ot his children on an East

Coast college tour. Patton works in computer secu-

rity and recently turned from day-to-day discovery

and analysis ot routine hacker activity to working

on new ways ot integrating operations, HR, export,

and other kinds of data to protect his company (and

potentially others) from highly motivated hacker

threats. Patton and a colleague recently published

"Occupying the Information High Ground," an

in-depth report for the congressional U.S.-China

Economic and Security Commission on Chinas

capabilities to conduct cyber espionage. Patton's son,

Thomas, 14, just received an Andover admission,

and the family is planning a trip to Andover in early

November to show Thomas how great PA is.

I am thrilled to report that Alison H. Climo and

her family recently celebrated the first-year anniver-

sary ofsurviving a near-fatal head-on collision. It was

a long year ot healing, but Alison and her family are

back on their feet and glad to be alive! ( For more

into about the accident, visit canngbridge.org/visit/

ali-sebastian.)

In May, Bettie Teasley Sulmers and her hus-

band, Georges, welcomed daughter Samantha Paige.

Joanne Quinones is a criminal court judge

sitting in New York County. The Honorable Mayor

Michael R. Bloomberg appointed her to the bench

in September 2010.

Britt Lewis is still living with his wife and three

daughters on an island oft the coast of Patagonia.

They visited the U.S. in June-July and saw the lovely

(and very pregnant) Polly LaBarre and partner

Zeb. In October, they 'll visit Alex Tynberg and

family in Austin, Texas, and Neil Weiss and Andy

Mercy and their respective families in the San

Francisco area.

Min Xiao moved to Suzhou, China, in October

201 1 . As a Chinese saying goes, Above there is

heaven, on earth there is Suzhou and Hangzhou."

Xiao says Suzhou has a beautiful autumn, a mild

winter, and a gorgeous spring full of blossoms, but

that the summer there is anything but heaven

—

there are three months ot 100-plus degree tempera-

tures (in the shade) with 100 percent humidity.

Yikes!

That's all, folks! —Terri
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Emily Muldoon Kathan

1 8 Laurel Terrace

Somerville MA 02143
emily@kathandesign.com

Christian Parker

1 1 Berkeley Place, Apt. 3

Brooklyn NY 11217
cparker39@nyc.rr.com

Gina Hoods

7477 Commons Blvd., Apt. 326
Chattanooga TN 37421

423-892-7140

404-667-4939

ghoods@yahoo.com

Greetings, '89ers!

It is high time I look away from the late summer

train wreck that is Bobby V. and his Red Sox (with

all due respect to Dr. Quattlebaum's son, who works

tor the Sox) and focus on the great Class of '89.

So, let 's start oft withJamie Tilghman, who

is living in Winter Haven, Fla., the former spring

training home of the Red Sox and Indians. He lives

there with his wife ot 16 years, Erin, and his three

daughters. His company, GrannyJo Products,

makes and sells products tor seniors and the dis-

abled. He invites any classmates who have parents

or grandparents who might need special items to

check it out.

Jamie added that one advantage to being in

central Florida is that he's been able to meet up with

classmates who come to visit Disney World. So far

he's entertained Michael Finkelstein and Sean

Gottlieb and their families.

Lee Webster Barone has found a new vocation

in upholstery. The former social worker and busy

mom ofthree is basking in the glow of what she

describes as "upholsteria!" She is continuing with

her interior design studies at the Boston Architec-

tural Center and is tacking up a storm. She wrote, "If

it were the Matrix, I would know jiu-jitsu by now."

Watch out.

Laura Hsieh turned an unexpected period ot

unemployment into a fruitful year ot art making.

She was awarded a Palmer Fellowship to attend

Ragdale, an artists/writers residency on a prairie in

Illinois run by the Ragdale Foundation. "It was an

amazing experience living and working as an artist.

In March, I participated in a curated show at Hie

Research House for Asian Art in Chicago, where I

created a life-sized pig made ot recycled paper and

covered in rice paper." Much ot Laura s time over

the past year has been dedicated to [amms Year

Ten, a grassroots, all-volunteer organizing group

working to end inhumane conditions in an Illinois

supermax prison. "We work on cultural, artistic, and

legislative projects to highlight the conditions at

Tamms Correctional Center, which are considered

torturous by international human rights organi-

zations.'' To balance out all this artsiness, Laura
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has been coaching her youngest son, Jadyn, in the

cutthroat baseball scene that dominates Oak Park,

111. And with commendable results, no less. The Red

Sox might need to take a page or two out ofher book.

BothJadyn and older son Jai Mason are currently

owning the soccer fields in the off-season. In her

spare time ( !
), Laura is also an independent stylist for

Stella & Dot jewelry.

Laura shared the following news as well:

Andy Shea and his wile, Jennie, welcomed

a son, Ian Ralph, in October 2011 and are very

much enjoying the bipolar climate of Chicago.

Andy writes that he hopes Dan Phelan, Keith

Flaherty, and Tim Watt will all drop him a line at

couchtablevet(o)gmail.com to reconnect.

Karyn Ri mas Patry had just sent her annual

"First Day ol school" photo (which Laura loves

receiving). Her girls, Layne and Emlyn, are entering

the eighth and sixth grades. Karyn hails from York,

Maine, and recently celebrated 16-plus years of

employment at HP Enterprise Services.

Congrats to Henry Gourdeau, who married PA

English teacher and girls varsity tennis coach Deb-

bie Chase in lateJune. David Frechette and cousin

Chad Stern '92 were groomsmen. Also in attendance

were Doug DAgata '88, Hillary Stern Conkling 90,

PA teacher Kevin Cardozo, and "too many faculty

to name." Henry wrote, "I'm moving into Hearsey

House as I write! I went to convocation last night and

met the new headmaster,John Palfrey, and his wife.

Saw tons ot old teachers—Bardos, Kuta, Rotundo,

Meredith Price, etc. Excited about being at PA with

my wife, so we'll see how it all unfolds. Be sure to

reach out ifon campus!"

Liz Symchych King had Lisa Lopardo Welch

'88 and Peter Welch '88 stop through on their road

trip this summer—in their 30-foot RV with kids and

dogs. She welcomes any other alumni "to say hi, since

living inJackson Hole, Wyo., is nine months ot winter

and three months ofhouse guests."

And, on a final note, please know that your

classmates delight in the most mundane ofmusings.

Entertain us with your news and non-news, and keep

in touch.—Emily

1990 . WSMffl
Regina A. DeMeo
1666 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Suite 250
Washington DC 20009
240-621-0559

reginademeo@yahoo.com

Thomas W. Seeley

1572 Heifer Road

Skaneateles NY 13152
315-685-231 1 (home)

315-685-3416 (work)

twseeley@gmail.com

There is a proverb—which I've been told is Dutch

—

that says, "We grow too soon old, and too late smart."

As most, if not all, ofus have completed our fourth

decade, clearly we are approaching an age when we

could be called old, notwithstanding the fact that

I'm sure most ofus feel like we're still 18 and many

ofus still look like it! More importantly, with the

benefit of experience, I'm sure we are all perfectly

positioned to disprove the last part ot that proverb

as we all enter our fifth decade on this planet.

In September, I was privileged to help honor the

life of Todd Isaac with a tour of the 9/ 11 Memorial.

All were humbled to stand in the presence ofTodd's

inscription at the northeast corner ofthe north pool

when a gust ot wind came up and doused us with

a spray ofwater from the fountains—a clear sign

that Todd's spirit was with us that day. I think we all

pictured him laughing at us as we wiped the water

from our faces!

Following the memorial, a number of folks gath-

ered for the second annual Todd A. Isaac Memorial

Basketball Game at Stuyvesant High School refer-

eed by our own Iman i Moody, who was accom-

panied by his wife and children. During the game, I

enjoyed catching up with classmates Wanda Mann,

Erik Moody, Rob Milton, Michelle Pae, and

Ricky Shin, among others! Following the game, all

gathered at The Palm restaurant in Tribeca, where

I also enjoyed catching up with Greg Djerejian

and family.

Last summer, I enjoyed a collective 40th birth-

day party with the Aidover Cottage crew at Mark

Megalli's Nantucket family compound. Special

thanks to the Megalli family for so graciously open-

ing their home to us! In addition to Megalli, it was

great to catch up with Eric Older,John Berman,

and Mark kali is Older and family recently moved

to Chicago, where Eric continues to climb the

corporate ladder at Daymon Worldwide. It anyone

can alert Eric to the perfect recipe tor better mayon-

naise, I'm sure he'd love to hear from you! Especially

good to catch up with grill master Mark Kallis, who

continues to live and love in Adanta, where he is a

director for Stable River Capital Management. I'm

sure many caughtJohn Berman reporting from the

floor at the Republican and Democratic national

conventions, John's insightful reporting gave those

who are unable to muster at 5 a.m. a glimpse into his

new role at CNN. He is anchor oi'Early Start from

5 to 7 a.m., reads the news for Starting Point with

Soledad Brien, and has done a better job than me

at preventing the onset ofgray hair.

I was disappointed that Ricky Shin and Carl

Smit could not make it to Nantucket due to fam-

ily commitments. Thankfully, I had a great time

catching up with Ricky atJohn Berman's new family

compound in Armonk, NY., on the eve of our jun-

ket. Riclcy is living and working in NYC, where he

and his wife, Hay-Won, just celebrated nine years of

marriage. They have three children and a dog. Ricky

recently caught up with Joe Bae while he was pass-

ing through the city and reports reconnecting with

favorite Andover teacher Katherine Halsey, which

connection was quite possibly initiated through my

Facebook account!

No direct updates from Carl, but through the

grapevine I heard that Carl and family welcomed

What's new
with you?

Get married? Move?

Change your e-mail address?

Let PA know! You can update your

information in any one of the

following ways:

• Visitwww.andover.edu/alumni.

Click on "Alumni Directory."

Scroll to the bottom of the page.

Click on "Update Info."

• E-mail alumni-records@andover.ed

• Call 978-749-4287

• Send a note to:

Alumni Records

Phillips Academy

180 Main Street

Andover MA 01 81 0-41 61

twin boys last summer! Charlie andJamie joined

big sister Olivia, who entered kindergarten in the

fall. Carl and family live in Half Moon Bay, Calif,

not far from Gretchen Whittier, who was recently

promoted to associate partner at Arterra Landscape

Architects in San Francisco. Well done, Gretchen!

Reliable sources, who refused to be identified for

this column, tell me that Stephanie Gosk is moving

back to New York from London. We hope to have

more to report on this subject by the next notes.

Any and all alums who can make it to Boston

thisJune, be sure to check out the world premiere ot

Carrie Ann Quinn's play Vie Illustrious Adventur-

ess, now set forJune 2013 at Boston's Playwrights'

Theatre. The play has been three years in the making

and is set to travel to LA and Sydney, Australia.

Catherine Bryant Crocker entered her 18th

year ofteaching this year, which is a scary thought

in and of itself, but not so frightening as the fact that

none ofher students were alive 18 years ago! Cat is

coming to grips with turning 40 this year, and the

fact that she is now the parent of a 'tween, with her

oldest daughter Eliza rocking sixth grade. Jury is out

on which is worse, but I think I can one-up both:

my oldest, now in eighth grade, has reached the

point where he has the same shoe size as me! Cat's

youngest daughter, Olivia, is in third grade and loves

school and playing travel soccer. Cat invites anyone

passing through New Rochelle, NY, to stop in and

say hello!
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Great to hear from Jared Jackson, who had just

learned thatJen Brown Bonniwell and Allison

kornet live close by. In honor of his mother, who

died from cancer a few years ago, Jared and a good

friend founded a team to ride in the Pan-Mass

Challenge, raising money for cancer research. His

team has grown to 23 riders and expects to raise

more than S 100,000 for the 192-mile ride from

Sturbridge to Provincetown.

After 15 years in Colorado ski towns,Jean

Coulter, husband Eben, and their son Quinn

moved to Boulder to "settle down," in her words. In

addition to crossing the 40-year-old milestone, Jean

took Quinn on his inaugural mother-son camping

trip last summer, hiking and camping through the

Eastern Sierras, Utah, and Colorado s SanJuan

Mountains.

Adam Butler and Bater Pelletreau '91 are in

their second year of a three-year stint in Dar Es

Salaam, Tanzania. Bater is the political/ economic

counselor at the U.S. Embassy and Adam works in

the IT department. Adam is currently the musical

director of a local musical production ofWe Will

Rock You, which brings back memories of playing

piano with a cigarette hanging out ofhis mouth for

the production of Twelfth Night senior year. Adam

and Bater's daughter Sophia entered kindergarten

this year, while son Cameron is in preschool. Both

have grown up speaking Kiswahili. The family

would love to hear from fellow alums.

What a blessing for Adam Galvin and Chris

Weber to live so close to one another in Boulder,

Colo., where both families' children attend the same

school and regularly spend time together. Chris is

still teaching in the Boulder Valley school district.

With his twins entering kindergarten last fall, Chris

thinks his parenting duties might be nearing an

end. We'll see how that 's going tor him in about

eight years. He reports having spoken with Max

Caulkins briefly at a performance of 77ir Book oj

Mormon and enjoyed adventures in Yosemite, Calif,

Costa Rica, and Jackson Hole, Wyo., this summer.

Gina DeMeo had a great time visiting Lynne

Langlois Hunter and her family in July. Later that

month, Gina launched her television show Making

It Last, on which she invites guests to share ideas

that will help families tackle major issues. The show

airs weekly on Montgomery Municipal Cable and

can be viewed online at mmctv.org.

Gina is enjoying making radio and television

public service announcements as a breakaway from

her daily routine of dissolving marriages in Wash-

ington, D.C.

As for me, it's been a busy year juggling family,

friends and, most importantly, the launch ofmy

own law firm. Thanks so much to all who took the

time to reach out and share a part of their lives with

me for these notes. So great to hear from so many.

Gina and I look forward to hearing from more of

you soon!

Stay smart, Class of 1990! —TWS

1991

Hilary Gershman

6124 SW 104th St.

Miami FL 33156
305-467-6581

hilarygershman@yahoo.com

Matt Fleming

22 1 Edgevale Road

Baltimore MD 21210
410-375-8302

Mattfleming 1 @bluelink. andover.edu

Greetings, classmates! I hope everyone had a great

summer. Mine got offto a fun start with a visit from

Victoria Hostin, who came down to Baltimore with

her husband for an afternoon to watch the Grand

National Steeplechase. I think she might have had

a little too much sun because, by the end ofthe

day, she declared that lumping horses over fences

at high speeds "really does not look that hard" and

that maybe she would "give it a try." I have no further

update on her burgeoning career as a jockey, but will

be sure to keep you posted.

In other sporting news, Andy Frankenberger

continues his tour de force through the profes-

sional poker circuit. Andy recently returned from

six weeks of play in Las Vegas, where he won his

second consecutive World Series ofPoker bracelet

by beating Phil Ivey, who is considered by many to

be the world's best player! Andy is in the running to

become the World Series of Poker Player ofthe Year,

which would complement last year's winning of the

World Poker Tour's Player ofthe Year award. Con-

gratulations, Andy! In case you missed it, Andy's suc-

cess was covered in a front-page Wall StreetJournal

article in June, as well as a Bloomberg Internet story

that was jealously passed between Josh Tulgan, Nat

Furman, Charlie Glass, Tyler Newton, and me.

Another exciting event involving our classmates

is the second annual Todd A. Isaac Memorial Bas-

ketball Game. Tiffany Corley reports that alumni

from all over the U.S. were expected to participate,

and that this year's event would also be highlighted

by the attendance of Todd's family, as well as a tour

ofthe 9/ 11 Memorial, led by Dan Raedle and Mar-

cia McCabe 73. In other great news, Tiffany noted

that the Todd A. Isaac Memorial Scholarship has

been successfully funded and fully endowed; many

thanks to all those who worked so hard on these

fabulous projects.

Tina Hartell is also busy in southern Vermont.

When she is not caring for her husband and 2-year-

old twins, she is busy with the launch of Bobo's

Mountain Sugar, a commercial maple sugaring

operation she hopes to have up and running next

spring. Tina was also recently part of a PA girls

getaway, where she caught up with Mara Raphael,

Hilary Lerner Gershman, Hilary Driscoll Price,

Ali Fitzgerald Dodwell, and Lucie Flather. 1 am

told that much tun was had, hut that details are

strictly guarded!

Steve Peck lives in the mountains of Colorado,

where he works for a software company called

Active Network. Steve has two sons, who sound like

they are well on their way to being mountain climb-

ing prodigies with Steve's help. Chris Chase also

loves the outdoor lite in Mt. Shasta, Calif, where

he lives with his wife, four kids, dog, and chickens.

Chris is the manager of a timber company with

operations in California and Oregon.

Elena Giammarco lives in the slightly flatter ter-

rain of Andover, Mass., where she recently moved

into a lovely house that is near campus. Son Roman

and daughter Vivian have quickly learned where

Johnson North is located. Elena is still working for

Moct Hennessy and sees Sasha Kipka when she is

in New York for meetings.

Last, but certainly not least, Pat Shea and his

wife, Sara Pedersen, welcomed their third child,

James Griffin, into the world in February 2012.

Little " Finn" joins big brothers Liam, 6, and Hugo,

3. Patrick is a partner at the Montreal office ofBlake,

Cassels, and Graydon, the Canadian law firm he

joined in December 2010 and where he practices

corporate law.

Thanks tor the great news, and I look forward to

staying in touch. All the best.—Matt
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Daphne Matalene

160 East 97th St., Apt. 4B
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Nick Thompson

77 8th Ave., Apt. 4

Brooklyn NY 11215
212-996-0981

nick@nickthompson.com

It's an exciting time for the Class of 1993 in

Somerville, Mass. Nils Vaule is living there and

has been teaching middle school and high school

in Boston tor the last several years. He's also doing

(and teaching) improv at ImprovBoston. Also in

Somerville is Anna Stewart, who's working as a

barista at a nonprofit art space and running her

own pet-sifting business while hammering away at

a graphic novel—which, ideally, Nils will assign to

his students.

Somewhat further away, Imrana Khera has
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been living in Mumbai, India, for the last two years,

after a decade in NYC working at Adantic Philan-

thropies and Asia Society. She's currently enjoying

the monsoon weather and consulting tor different

NGOs, doing fundraising 'development/commu-

nications strategy.

Further east, Carole Bird and Willett Bird are

in Hong Kong with their two children—now 5 and

3. From time to time they visit with Angela Cheng

Matsuzawa, who runs a company called Punch

Detox, which sells a juice cleansing system that

Carole plans to try soon. There's no word yet on

whether fellow Hong-Konger Alicia Eastman, now

a director and partner at Asia Pacific Capital, has

signed up to try it, too.

This summer Carole was back in the U.S. for a

few weeks and managed to see a number ofour

classmates: Heather Brown Lewis, who's now a

physical therapist; Jen MacArthur, who was about

to start a job with the Department ofState as a

regional English language officer; and Kathleen

Mulcahy Hopper, who was living in New Hamp-

shire with her husband and two kids.

In the mountains to the west, David Dorn

reports that he's living in Denver with his wife, Ame-

lia, and their two little girls (ages 2 1 12 and almost

5). He's been working at a startup architecture

office for a year; he's recendy seenJane Penniman

Grinney, whose daughter attended the same

summer camp as his, and David Wilhelm, who

came by for a visit. Plans are in motion to see Chris

George, who's living in Carbondale, 111.

In otherNew England news, Philip Akel got

married in Cochran Chapel on Aug. 25; Margaret

Huang Casey returned to campus to share in the

special day.

In New York, my soon-to-be neighbor, Dan

Levine, who is now practicing law at Covington

and Burling, reports thatAdam Cail is soon to

become a father for the second time. Dan now has

two sons himself Rejji Hayes and his wife, Celeste,

also recently welcomed their first child Hunter

Crawford Hayes. Liz Roberts and her wife, Anne,

welcomed their first child recendy as well, lone

West-Church Roberts.

In the department ofthe arts, Nick Lloyd is

still making and recording music in New Haven,

Conn. He also had a photograph published on

The New Yorker website (joining Sam Appleton).

Jeremy Parise released a (fantastic) album ot his

rock music, Hie Year I Clung to Fantasy. Lilli Lewis

will soon begin a West Coast tour to promote her

music. Also out West, Sam Pasarow reports that

he has developed a mobile app called deci (rhymes

with messy)—a mobile solution to group decision-

making that borrows its voting algorithm from

nature. Download it, and your life will become

easier. —Nick

1994

Moacir P. de Sa Pereira

+ 1 774 473 9856 Google Voice

moacir@gmail.com

This installment ofthe class notes begins with sad

news. Ata Erdogan passed away on Aug. 26 in

Chicago after a long battle with lung cancer. Cem

Karsan '95 helped organize a memorial service

at Northwestern Memorial Hospital in Chicago,

where Ata was the chiefresident ofcardiology.

Among those present at the service wereJohn

Harris,Jason Ko '95, Rick Rhim '95, and Ata's

brother, Mete '95. BothJohn and Cem wrote to

me about how much Ata meant to them and how

he, with his diverse talents, truly embodied the

well-rounded Andover spirit.John echoed Mete's

words said at the memorial about how Andover

was a springboard that launched Ata into the larger

world, so that more people could be touched by his

friendliness. At PA, Ata was a sometime cohost with

me on Dan Ingster'sWPAA radio show, Diversion.

Cem's and John's words reflect the jovial and enthu-

siastically amicable man I tondly remember from

our 10th Reunion. [Editor's note: Please see Ata

Erdogans obituary in the In Memoriam section.]

As summer has rolled into autumn, our class

seems to have experienced quite a bit oftransition

in other realms. Jason Lusk wrote, tor example,

about how he left a job at a large ad agency, sold off

everything keeping him in the U.S., and moved to

Hanoi, Vietnam, where he has launched the Global

Imperative Project, "with the aim ot encouraging

expatriatism, global entrepreneurship, and social

entrepreneurship through inspirational storytelling,

knowledge curation, and education." Marta Rivera

Monclova spent the summer moving throughout

China, and she expects to return soon, allowing

her to meet up with Jason on, asJason terms it,

"reciprocal visits."

GregWhitmore has left the East Coast tor the

West, where he has begun a master's ofinforma-

tion and library science degree at University of

Washington. In October, MASS MoCA will feature

artistJerry Gretzinger's giant map ofan imagi-

nary town, as well as the short movie Greg made

about the project (massmoca.org/event_details.

php?id=~60). In the meantime, Greg asks that

ifanyone is working with Afghan libraries, they

should contact him. He needs teammates.

Gillian Rickmeier Schmitz left San Diego to

return home to Texas, where she is teaching in the

new Emergency Medicine Residency Program at

the University ofTexas-San Antonio. Similarly,

Tim Wexler has been moving around. He wrote

from NYC, where he was helping the Obama

reelection campaign, but his longing for big moun-

tains has him contemplating a relocation to Oregon.

Tim spent part ofDecember 2011 in Madrid and

Toledo, Spain.

Jessie Clyde continues bouncing around the

world, writing to me after having just returned

from San Sebastian, Spain, which has, accord-

ing to her, the best pintxos (Basque tapas) in the

world. Spain, she notes, is her son Xavier's 14th

country visited before his second birthday, but

Jessie anticipates that the fact that Xavier's airplane

tickets will soon start costing money might slow her

down somewhat.

In other child news, Mark Sabath wrote from

the hospital to announce that his family had

doubled in size, as his wife, Kay, gave birth to twins

Benton and Norah.A full year ofmaternity leave

awaits Saasha Celestial-One, who gave birth

to a boy, Nolan. She's still in London doing busi-

ness development for American Express. Aaron

Flanagan enjoyed his first summer as a father and

bragged to me that he's perfected cooking burritos

at home. I'm not so luck)' out here, Aaron, but

there is at least one Mexican restaurant in Vilnius,

Lithuania, worthy ofthe name. New motherAmy
Smith wrote about a recent visit by Christina

Lauricella Klineman and her three children.

Reuben Teague recently welcomed baby Thea

to join brother Leo. He and his wife, law professor

Johanna Kalb, live in New Orleans, and he is eager

to reconnect with any classmates who find them-

selves in town, like Eric Gottesman, who briefly

visited duringjazz Fest last year. A perennial Jazz

Fest attendee, Peter Caperonis, wrote about his

renewed focus on his funk band The 9s. They hope

to expand beyond Philadelphia in the near future.

Pete wrote before the start ofthe NFL season, so

he could only mention being in a fantasy league

with Tim Stonecipher, Rich Enos, Ben Haddon,

and Darren Hopkins. I anticipate that the next

installment will include an element offantasy-

based football gloating from one of the above-

mentioned managers.

The potential existence ofthe Higgs boson keeps

Sarah Demers Konezny busy with her research,

which she describes as "beyond exciting." I assume

she's continuing the arduous commute between

the Large Hadron Collider in Switzerland and Yale,

merely so that I can segue into Amanda Moger

Rettig's recent trip across the Adantic, where she

spent time both in Belgium and Israel, visiting

family in both places. Her younger brother, Dan

Moger '99, is the U.S. Treasury attache to Israel and

Palestine, so she visited him in Jerusalem.

Danielle Debrule sent in an update about her

recent activity. This summer, while adjusting a filter

at the Save the Bay Aquarium in Newport, R.I., she

tumbled into the tank in front ofexcited children,

who watched agape as she strove to leave behind

the tank and its main inhabitants, sharks. She

anticipates returning to college this year to study

mathematics and biology. In the meantime, she's

also braving herself up for a gig singing at a local

venue. She closed her message with news about

other classmates: Sandra Sarmiento Mazier "is a

leader in her field" from her beach-facing office in

Fort Lauderdale, Fla.; Fiona Conway is continuing

a doctorate degree in social work at Rutgers; and

Jessica Lubarsky, still in NYC, is newly engaged,

lust under deadline, Adayna Gonzalez wrote
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Vanessa Kerry, MD f

95

Working to improve global health services

HEN VANESSA Kerry and

fellow medical residents

returned to Harvard Medi-

cal School hospitals from

rotations abroad, they

came with stories of alarming health-

care deficiencies in developing coun-

tries. Their experiences made them want

to volunteer in global health service,

but how could they with medical school

debt averaging $150,000 to pay off?

To answer that question, Kerry came up

with an inspired idea: a nonprofit Glob-

al Health Service Corps (GHSC) that also

would help them pay off school loans.

Delving into problems associated with

insufficient health care in Tanzania, for

instance, she found that there was one doctor and 24 nurses for every 100,000

people. In addition, she reports, in Africa as a whole, 4.6 million people die annu-

ally from AIDS, tuberculosis, or malaria, and 6 million children die from preventable

causes before reaching age 5.

An urgent need, Kerry believes, is training health-care professionals—doctors,

nurses, and midwives—in Africa and other underdeveloped countries, "not just

to provide services but to build up the next generation of caregivers, creating a

pipeline to help others in years to come," she- says. "Keeping them in their home
countries by making their own communities better places to work is also key."

Kerry laid the groundwork for her vision, putting out feelers to various govern-

ment agencies in Washington, D.C., to secure funding. In 2010, at a public forum

at Harvard's Kennedy School, where the then director of the Peace Corps, Aaron

Williams, was a speaker, Kerry publicly made the bold ask: Would the Peace Corps

consider partnering with GHSC? The answer was an emphatic "yes." Williams

invited Kerry and Dr. Sara Auld, who initially helped found GHSC, to Washington

for discussions. When the President's Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR)

stepped up to be GHSC's primary funder, it all came together.

This July, the Global Health Service Partnership (GHSP) will launch a pilot pro-

gram placing 30-35 fully trained health professionals in training institutions in

three African countries—Tanzania, Uganda, and Malawi—for a minimum of a year.

Working closely with host-country faculty, GHSP volunteers will function primarily

as academic, medical, or nursing educators and also will participate in direct clinical

care. The Peace Corps will pay a living allowance and other benefits, and GHSC
will provide technical assistance to the Peace Corps as well as provide a stipend to

medical and nursing volunteers to enable them to repay educational debt.

One wonders how Kerry could accomplish so much. Besides her work for

GHSC, of which she is CEO, she is an intensive-care specialist at Mass General Hos-

pital in Boston, on the faculty of Harvard Medical School, and, with husband Brian

Nahed, a neurosurgeon, has a young son. "The program erupted when I was five

months pregnant, and we launched three weeks before my son was born. It was

a very intense time," she says, adding, "Initially, I ran it from home with wonderful

backup from our staff. I didn't feel overwhelmed; it needed to be done, so I did it."

Kerry says her education at Andover was "extraordinary—a rich education

that gave me a strong work ethic."

"I was brought up to be of service," she says. Her father, Massachusetts

Senator John Kerry, is a Vietnam War veteran, and her late mother, Julia Thome,

founded a nonprofit educational foundation for depression. "The world around

me at home was reinforced at Andover."

—Paula Trespas

about her daughter Nila's second birthday and to

announce the launch ot a commercial, featuring the

New York Yankees Alex Rodriguez as part ofher

Hispanic advertising campaign tor RushCard.

This leaves Dimitri Chalvatsiotis, who wrote

from New York after a five-week break in southern

France. He's back to his career in finance and adds

that, having "been fascinated with political/ eco-

nomic history since our days at PA," he considers

"epic the "experiment we are all living today." I

rather agree, and I'm going to try to keep under-

standing this experiment myself as I draw my disser-

tation to a close in reasonable seclusion in Lithuania.

All the same, I end here reminding you all

to please consider joining our class's group on

Facebook: tinyurl.com/pa94fb.
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Lon Haber

PO Box 907
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323-620-1675

lon@lonhaber.com

Margot van Bers Streeter

+44 077 393 77700
margotstreeter@gmail.com

First, a quick welcome to Margot van Bers

Streeter as co-class secretary for the Class of

1995. Margot s perch in Europe and relentless

international scamperings make her well placed to

keep tabs on those ot you who left the U.S. for other

pastures after graduation. So, lest any of you are

wondering whether moving out of the States means

moving beyond the reach of the 1995 class notes,

let her appointment be proof that the answer to that

question is a resounding no !

Speaking of those who have jumped continents,

Candice Koo has had a wildly eventful 2012. (Seri-

ously, we're exhausted just thinking about it.) In

addition to being appointed group merchandising

director ot Hermes International and joining the

board of Brunello Cucinelli S.p.A. as a non-execu-

tive director, she got married in May. Candice and

her husband (Dartmouth alum Jeffrey O'Rourke

)

split their time between Paris and London, and

their nuptial celebrations reflected that international

focus. Held in both Italy and Hong Kong, Andover

alums in attendance includedJane Chen-Fulop,

Terry Friedlander, Carmen Ho 94, Terence

Fung '97, Jonathan Shih. Janet Pau Tong, Kevin

Kwong, Carmen Jap Sennelius, and Alice Chan

'97. Among the musings evoked by such glamor one I

question remains front ot mind: was Kevin Kwong's

beautiful little daughter Aliana in attendance? We

wait with bated breath tor the answer.

Another impossibly multitasking '95-er engaged

in the international arena? Vanessa Kerry, who, in

addition to working as a physician at Mass General

Hospital in Boston, recently started a nonprofit

that partners with the Peace Corps to send health
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professionals abroad as medical educators (see

story, previous page). Called the Global Health

Service Corps, its mission is to partner with devel-

oping countries to strengthen their health systems.

Even more impressive? In an effort to reduce barri-

ers to service, it provides loan repayment stipends

to those who serve. Non sibi, indeed! Never one to

juggle two things when she had ample bandwidth

tor three, our ever-intrepid Vanessa and her hus-

band, Brian (whomJohn Fawcett jokingly refers to

as Ponch), also had their first child in April—a son,

Alexander—who is now rapidly accruing frequent

flier miles alongside his mother as she gets her pro-

gram up and running.

We also hear that there was a mini reunion

of the Class of '95 in April—one that sounded

like an early Andover athletics recruiting event

masquerading as a play date. That afternoon, the

four Averill girls (Ali Coughlin Averill's brood)

were outnumbered by Rachel Karchmer Lipton s

three boys, Delphine Rubin McNeill's son, and

Caitie Fawcett andJohn Fawcett 's two boys—but

had Laurie Coffey's gorgeous "mini-me" daughter

Brooke been present to round out the group, the

uneven boy girl ratio would totally have been a

nonissue. For the Division I coaches reading this

and weeping at having missed an opportunity to get

a first look at the all-Americans of the future, book

your tickets now for our reunion—the progeny of

the Class of 1995 are shaping up to be a force to be

reckoned with.

More news from stateside alums? Why, yes!

From the East Coast, we hear that after eight years

in Holland at the International Criminal Court,

David Roller will be heading to NYC to take on

the role of U.N. advocacy officer for the NGO
Watchlist on Children and Armed Conflict. Pete

Nilsson wrote in to say that he's now the assistant

dean offaculty at Deerfield—and that ifany teach-

ers reading this are keen to return to a boarding

school environment, he'd be happy to have them

look him up. And from the West Coast? News

that (after getting in some well-deserved sun and

relaxation in Nantucket) Ben Cathcart will be

heading back to Hollywood to step into the role of

assistant director at the Directors Guild ofAmerica.

Onwards and upwards, gentlemen!

What else have our classmates been up to

this summer? Maria Damon was charging over

Swiss peaks like a rock-climbing superstar, Frank

Georges was tearing up the asphalt with the

Greater Lowell Road Runners, Kirstyn Leuner

was conducting research in Geneva, Switzerland,

RickJohanson got engaged, Brenna Haysom

got married (on crutches), Morgan Nickerson

was named a rising star among Boston's lawyers,

and—last but certainly not least—Caitie and John

Fawcett welcomed their third son, Jones. (See what

we mean about the reunion?)

On a much more somber note, in late August, we

were terribly saddened to hear ofthe loss ofDr. Ata

Erdogan '94, brother ofMete Erdogan.A doctor

ofinternal medicine and interventional cardiol-

ogy, Ata served on the Department ofMedicine

faculty at Northwestern, where he was a member

of the Bluhm Cardiovascular Institute. This spring,

despite his illness, he continued to work, receiving

the Department of Medicine Award for Teaching

Excellence and authoring multiple abstracts, journal

articles, and book chapters. His memorial service

was attended by more than 200 people, including

his good friendsJohn Harris 94,Jason Ko, Rick

Rhim, and Cem Karsan. The Andover com-

munity lost one of its truly outstanding members

with Ata's passing, and the world an extraordinary

human being. Mete, you and your family are in

our thoughts.

1996

John Swansburg

349 Adelphi St., Apt. 2

Brooklyn NY 1 1238

john.swansburg@aya.yale.edu

InJanuary 191", a young man who wished to

attend Phillips Academy sat down at his desk and

composed a letter to Headmaster Alfred Sterns.

It read:

"My object in writing this letter is to reserve

a room [at the Academy]. I should like a suitable

roommate selected by you. I should also like a

personal estimate of my expenses at Andover to

show my father, including tuition, board, and other

necessary expenses. 1 wish to reduce my expenses as

much as possible and still be comfortable. I would

like to know the date at which I am expected to

report to the Academy. Thanking you in advance for

this courtesy, Yours respectfully."

The young man was duly admitted and reported

to Andover diat fall. The boy 's father, who had also

attended the Academy, had big plans for his son:

Andover, Yale, a career as a surgeon. But it wasn't

to be. The boy was expelled from school just days

before what would have been his graduation. Later

in his life, after he'd achieved renown in a field other

than medicine, he would maintain that hed been

kicked out for dunking an unpopular instructor in

Rabbit Pond. (On other occasions, he'd say he'd

been caught drinking.) But the truth seems to have

been more mundane: he couldn't keep up with

the course work. Despite repeated prodding from

Headmaster Sterns and remonstrative letters from

his father (who worried his son had "given up his

mind to sports and a continuous correspondence

with his girlfriends ), Humphrey DeForest Bogart

was told to pack his bags.

And yet, according to Jeffrey Meyers, from

whose biography these details are gleaned, Bogart

felt some measure of pride in having attended, if

not completed, Phillips Academy. After his own son

was born, Bogey told a reporter: "I hope he goes

to Andover, my old school. Such fondness for an

institution that expelled him just days from getting

his diploma! (Notes Meyers, drily, "In fact, his son

went to Milton Academy and tailed out of school as

his father had done.")

School spirit can be a powerful thing; just ask

Brigid Donahue. Brigid is a longtime listener,

first-time caller to the class notes. She attributed

her decision to break her silence to the fact that "I

am really happy and also super proud of my alum

friends." Brigid recently moved from the Bay Area

to LA, where she works as a hospital social worker.

Back in her Northern California days, she used to

"dine, dance, or otherwise wreak havoc with Kaytea

Petro." Reports Brigid: "Kaytea is as marvelous,

funny, and creative as ever. She completed an MBA
program at the Presidio Graduate School in SF a

couple of years ago and presently is working

at Yuba Bikes."

Brigid also brings news of Fiorella Valdesolo,

who lives in the fair borough ofBrooklyn, NY.

Fiorella, writes Brigid, "is a force to be reckoned

with in the publishing world. Her writing style

rules—she infuses a feminist perspective and often

also makes reference to old-school Massachusetts

institutions such as Kelly's in Revere or the now

defunct Strawberries music store chain." That does

rule. Brigid pointed me to a recent issue ofElk, in

which Fiorella published an excellent essay about

her taste in fashion, which has always tracked with

her taste in music. Here's the pertinent passage, for

our purposes:

"In high school, I kept angsty female vocalists

(Tori Amos, Fiona Apple, Ani DiFranco, Liz Phair,

PJ Harvey) in heavy rotation, but my wardrobe and

car reflected a dizzying dev otion to Phish and the

Grateful Dead. My '84 Volvo (christened "Bertha"

after the Dead song) was blanketed in dancing

bears and 1 in patchwork tunics, frayed bell-bot-

toms, hemp jewelry, and Birkenstocks (winterized,

as needed, with socks)."

Rest assured, Fiorella has since adopted a look

that's moreJoni Mitchell than DonnaJean God-

chaux, replacing her bell-bottoms and hemp with

denim and chambray. But in a nod to her sartorial

past, she'll occasionally still don "wispy skirts from

the high school hippie days when, as one friend

likes to say, my sleeves would precede me."

Hannah Pfeifle Harlow checks in with news

from not one, but two, Andover weddings. Writes

Hannah, "InJune, Kelly Sherman married Daniel

Goldsmith, a true gentleman, at the PA Log Cabin,

which was looking lovelier than I've ever seen it.

In attendance were Stephanie TippingWithers,

Lael Byrnes Yonker, Julie Gwozdz Redfern.

Regan Clarke, Julia LloydJohannsen, and

Josh Oberwetter.

She continues, "In July, Chris Flygare married

Carolyn Choong—a wedding 15 years in the mak-

ing—at a beautiful spot in the middle of nowhere,

Massachusetts.Josh Mann, Mike Krupp, Ting

Poo, Steve Carter, Colin Asquith, Megan

Burke '98, and 1 all managed to find our way there

for the festivities."

Hannah's next dispatch will be from San Fran-

cisco, where she'll be attending the nuptials of Ben

Garcia. As tor Hannah herself, when she s not wit-

nessing solemnities or dancing to "I Got a Feeling,

she's caring tor her two sons, Wells and Huck, and
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In summer 2012, Vicki Salinas '97 got married in Austin, Texas.

A number ofAndover alums celebrated with her, including (back

row) Jack Quinlan '97 and Kanu Okike '97, and (front row)

Hillary Brendzel '97 and Reena Mehta '97.

Justin Felt '97 married Nicole Barber in August 2012, near Minneapolis. Best man

Jon Hoffman '97 gave quite a speech, in which fond Andover tales were told. Fellow

Carter House posse members Addisu "Abu" Demissie '97 and Teddy DeWitt '97 helped

celebrate in style, owning the dance floor to the end. Picturedfrom left are Teddy, Justin,

Jon, and Abu.

working for Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. Hannah is

handling the marketing for the publisher's Tolkien

titles, a task she's "nerdily loving." She writes, "If you

need a 'Gandalf tor President' button or just a new

copy of 77it' Hobbit to read, let me know."

Dan konet and his wife welcomed their first

child in October 2011. Dan finished a PhD degree in

molecular biology and a postdoc with the Centers

tor Disease Control and Prevention and now works

as a genomics sales specialist with Roche. "Yes, I've

gone to the dark side of biotech," writes Dan. I guess

that means he won't be voting for Gandalf.

Finally, an item from class secretary emeritus

Tom Miller, which arrived just as this edition of

the notes was going to press: "Finnegan Miller (or

as his 2-year-old brother Maxwell calls him, 'that

guy ) joined us yesterday, not wanting to miss the

class notes deadline. In his 30 hours of life so tar, he's

already seen a blue moon and three thunderstorms

(which is more rain than we've seen in Utah all sum-

mer)." Tom, who is in his third year ot a pediatric

cardiology fellowship, says he misses the Northeast,

but has been enjoying Utah. "We get Andover visi-

tors looking for good skiing and mountain biking

from time to time," he writes. "Katherine Jollon has

also come out a few times in her role of giving lots of

( ioldman money to startup companies."

There you have it. Send Katherine your startup

prospectus and send me news of your adventures

—

maybe not today, maybe not tomorrow, but please,

sometime soon.

1997
Jack Quinlan

514 S. Clementine St.

Oceanside CA 92054
760-415-9054

illegalparietal@gmail.com

Kelly Quinn

2538 NW Thurman St. #205
Portland OR 97210
919-949-0736

illegalparietal@gmail.com

The Class of 1997 continues to live life in perpetual

motion. JeffOwen Herzog moved from Houston

back to New York, working as senior U.S. economist

for Oxford Economics. Naveen Kankanala also

moved to nearby Brooklyn, NY. Comfort Halsey

Leckerling spent the past year in Palo Alto, Calif,

with her husband, Kit, where they almost saw the

elusive Nicole Mason. Comfort and Kit are back

in Vermont at The Mountain School (of Milton

Academy), with S-year-old son Rowan and 3-year-

old daughter Cedar.

Josh Lemaitre and Ali Lemaitre will be

moving back east after several years enjoying San

Francisco. But to bring balance back to our coastal

distribution, Kevin Cline and Hillary Brendzel

now call the west home. Kevin, partner Michelle,

and their 8-month-old baby, Finley Ray, moved

from western Massachusetts to San Francisco in

September. Kevin started a new job producing

marketing \ ideos for Zendesk. We hope he looks

up Neil Kumar, Shruti Haldea, Thomas "Bear"

Witherspoon, and Mary Barensfeld in San Fran-

cisco. Apparently Neil and Bear have rekindled the

squash rivalry.

After nine years in Washington, DC, as a fund-

raiser, Hillary Brendzel returned to southern Cali-

fornia and is working in LaJolla for Scripps Health

as director of development, leading the campaign to

raise $180 million for the Scripps Prebys Cardiovas-

cular Institute, soon to be the largest heart institute

in California. Hillary was sad to leave behind regular

happy hours with Heather Barry, Vicki Salinas,

and Carolyn Davol Ruyak '95, but now gets to

spend serious amounts of quality time with Jack

Quinlan. The two attended Vicki's wedding in Aus-

tin, Texas, this summer along with Reena Mehta

and Kanu Okike.

To the north went Erik Limpaecher, from

NewJersey to Concord, Mass., where he channels

Thoreau with morning swims in Walden Pond. Erik

works at the MIT Lincoln Lab, on energy security

for the Department of Defense and Homeland

Security applications.

Moving south is Elizabeth Greig, heading to

the "Dirty D," aka Durham, N.C., or to Chapel Hill.

Durham/Chapel Hill is home to some good Ando-

ver folks, specifically Berkeley Yorkery, Maggie

Dickson, and Slade Sawyer. We caught up with

Berkeley and Maggie at Reunion, both ofwhom

look fabulous and are enjoying lite in the south.

Luis Gonzalez will move around the globe this

November from his naval station at Pearl Harbor,

Hawaii, to Lisbon, Portugal, where he will report

as flag secretary to the commander, Naval Striking
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Marion Read '01 married Alex Saltman at herfamily's home on Newfound Lake, N.H.,

in September 2012 with an enthusiastic Andover crew in attendance. Kneeling in the front

row are, from left, Jenny Hoffman '96 and baby Ember Ruth Larson, Sarah Kline '01,

Misty Muscatel '01, Nicholas Ma '01, and Paige Austin '01. In the middle row are Caitlin

Henningsen '01 and Ella Hoffman '01, and in the back row are longtime PA instructor in

history and social science Vic Henningsen '69, faculty emerita Susan McCaslin, Marion

(holding a picture offamily member Charles Parker Bancroft, Class of 1870), Alida

Payson '01, Eli Lazarus '00, Rachel Weiner '01, Erin Winkler '01, Amita Singh '01,

Smita Singh '01, and Susie Dickson '01.

In August, Matt Romaine '97, center, married Sawaka

Kawashima. Haruki Chitani '97, left, and Emory Chan '96,

right, attended the ceremony in California.

Forces NATO. Luis also had the best reason for

missing Reunion, as he was deployed at sea in sup-

port ofmultinational tasking.

Steve Tsou moved from LA to Hong Kong,

where he is working in finance and laying the

groundwork for a crime film about the Triads.

Wedding and engagements are also keeping

pace for our class. AndyMoon got married mid-

summer in Pordand, Ore., with Steve Dise, Kevin

Manning, and Rob Kinast there to help celebrate.

Justin Felt married Nicole Barber on Aug. 11

,

2012, near Minneapolis, Minn., where best man

Jon Hoffman gave quite the speech, in which fond

Andover tales were told. Fellow Carter House posse

members Addisu Abu" Demissie and Teddy

DeWitt helped celebrate in style, owning the dance

floor to the end. The crew also celebratedJon's

recent engagement and upcoming wedding next

summer in NewJersey.Jon and his fiancee recently

moved from Washington, D.C., to Hoboken, N.J.,

to pursue professional opportunities in NYC.

Matt Romaine added his wedding to the August

calendarwhen he married Sawaka Kawashima in

California. Haruki Chitani and Emory Chan '96

attended. Matt was pretty excited to correspond

with Illegal Parietal, sending us his news all the way

from his honeymoon in the Maldives.

Also arriving were more prospective students.

Alice Chan added baby Cameron Wang to her

family in April. Alice is now stationed in Shanghai,

China, and recently opened a newLotopia sterling

silver/ Hello Kitty store in Guangzhou, China.

Lotopia is a brand that Alice distributed interna-

tionally then finally brought to Asia.

Hannah Weiner and husband, Kenny

Weiner '96, are still stationed at Scott Air Force Base.

Hannah continues to work as a nurse practitioner

in bone marrow transplant. The Weiners are work-

ing on adopting a sibling for their charming son,

Evan, after such great results the first time around.

Matt Wilder and wife Sandy traveled with

young son Bayes to Peru, where the little Wilder

was already rock climbing.

Even more ofyou are expecting, and we'll save

those announcements for the next round.

Also on the way are books by Domenica Ruta

and Olga Massov. Spiegal & Grau will publish

Domenica's first book on March 5, 2013. Hers is a

personal memoir, touching upon her life oflove,

squalor, and best of all, time at Andover (don't

worry, folks, there's only one chapter devoted to

our fine institution). Earlier this year, Domenica

was able to catch up with fellow authorAnna

Post, who continues to live a lovely and beautiful

life in Vermont.

Olga has cowritten two books since leaving

Wall Street: HwKimchi Cookbook, which came out

on November 27, and one with Iron ChefMarc

Forgione, slated to be published in 2013. Olga

also married her former middle-school classmate,

Andrew Freedman, this summer at Moraine Farms

in Beverly, Mass.

Ida Hattemer-Higgins is working on her

second novel after moving from Odessa, Ukraine,

back to Berlin.

Erica Goldberg Cummings is down on the

Cape, earning rave reviews for her restaurant, the

Academy Ocean Grille. Rasaan Ogilvie spent

some time recovering from Reunion there and

continued to catch up with Erica.

Simone Thavaseelan reports that she finally

finished her training/residency/fellowship and just

completed her first year ofpractice as a urologist

at Brown.

Lindsey Bernard lives in London with her

husband and works for a large energy research com-

pany, selling energy analysis into hedge funds and

asset management firms.

Lisa Denmark Rosmussen lives in Orlando,

Fla., working in private practice as a psychologist. In

January, Lisa, her husband, and 2-year-old daughter

caught up with Dana Parnes Stulberg and her

family.

Libby Pettit is the letterpress queen ofFort

Worth, Texas, at her store byrd & bleecker.

Marc Hustvedt mans the helm at tech startup

and entertainment company Chill (chill.com),

trying to shake up the way Hollywood distributes

content to the world and keeping up with LA-area

alums, including Meredith Philpott, whose drama

series Burns & Cooley was just bought byABC.

That's all the news that's fit to print, but we've got

the rest stashed away.
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15th REUNION
June 14-16, 2013

Zoe B. Niarchos Anetakis

75 Waltham St., No. 4

Boston MA 02 1 1 8

781-475-9772

zbniarchos@yahoo.com

It is as it our children are taking on our competitive

genes. Not to be outdone by the Class of 1998 baby

boys who have recently made their arrival, we have

,<i.v new baby girls to add to our roster!

Sarah Hendricks welcomed baby Eleanor this

past March, Emily Porter welcomed Margaret

(Maggie) in June, Ashley Frechette welcomed

Zinnia in July, and Erin Dougherty O'Connor

welcomed Adare in August. Each baby girl is glori-

ous and gorgeous and perfect in every way. Coming

on deck, Sonal Malpani is expecting a girl in

November, as is Mike Nardy (and wife Heather).

Mike recently celebrated his last baby-tree birth-

day in Manhattan alongside tellow '98ers Amse

Hammershaimb and Dan Davis.

Despite the run ot girls, we do have two

newly born gentlemen in our midst. Alexandra

Chavez-Keri welcomed her second son, Santiago,

in June. After 11 years working in wines and spirits

at LVMH, Alexandra has transitioned to fash-

ion and leather goods as marketing manager for

Louis Vuitton Mexico. I don't know what is more

droolworthy—Alexandras new gig or her future

accessories closet.

Sarah Zukerman Daly and husband Bobby wel-

comed won Robert Weston in April. Sarah summed

up new motherhood perfectly: "We are so in love

with him, and he doesn't even do anything yet!"

Sarah, Bobby, and Weston are living in NYC, while

Bobby finishes his medical residency at New York

Presbyterian Hospital. Soon, however, they will

move to Chicago, as Sarah has accepted a professor-

ship at Notre Dame. Sarah and Bobby have spent

their lives living on both coasts, but they are looking

forward to the adventure of raising their son right

smack in the middle.

The very darling Chessie Thacher has made her

way from west to east. After graduating from Stan-

ford Law School in 2011 (impressive), she clerked

in Montana for a judge on the ninth circuit court of

appeals (very impressive). She has since moved to

NYC and has started a second clerkship tor a federal

district court judge (even more impressive). Chessie

has enjoyed being back east and sees Andover folk

more often now. I'm jealous. Chessie is sunshine,

and you New Yorkers are lucky to have her!

Speaking of sunshine, we have some news in

the nuptial department. Mary Laura Lind mar-

ried Leslie lhomas in Scottsdalc, Ariz., on Sept. 1.

Emma Soichet, Anna Cooper, Anne Fender,

and Mary Laura's sister, Caroline Lind 02, were all

in attendance to raise a glass to the happy couple.

Mr. Thomas is lucky to have Mary Laura as his new

bride. Surely ML's unmatched intelligence and

amazingly warm soul charmed him as much as it

did me when ML and I became friends in 1996.

Another future bride, Grace Dingledine, is

engaged to a tine Aussie gent, Michael Puckett.

Michael proposed during a lesson on the flying tra-

peze, and the duo will be married at the carousel at

Lighthouse Point Park in New Haven, Conn., next

August. Grace and Michael will be attending our

reunion in the spring, and 1 think they are going to

bring the carnival. I'm already excited.

Remember when I mentioned Vanessa Ho's

marathon medical training in the last column? As

it turns out, Vanessa was featured prominently in

the recent TV documentary NYMed. I loved the

series, and it was fun to see Vanessa both kicking

some serious butt in the operating room and smil-

ing all the while. The marathon theme continues

as Kathryn McLean has begun a PhD program in

clinical psychology. Perhaps we should give the NY
Med producers Kathryn's number. If I had to guess,

NYMed: Psychology would probably be stranger

than fiction.

That's a wrap tor these short but sweet notes

on our class. I hope to see you all at our 15th this

spring so that our reunion edition, which will mark

my 10th as class secretary, will be our best yet. Until

then, be well, my friends.

1999

Marisa Connors

35 Pitt St.

Charleston SC 29401
617-216-6264

marisaconnors@gmail.com

Colleen Boylan Cooper and her husband, Conor

Cooper, have had quite a busy year! After marrying

in Cochran Chapel last September, they moved to

Atlanta and started two new jobs: Conor is working

in sales development for Oldcastle Architecture,

and Colleen and her sister Annie Boylan 07 helped

build a new therapeutic horseback riding program,

linen Colleen and Conor decided to build a house

and discovered they were expecting identical twin

girls! Clearly everything happens at the same

time for them, because the day before they were

scheduled to move into the new house, their girls

decided to make an early arrival. Anna Grace and

Emma Rose were born on Sept. 13 and are very

happy, healthy, and adorable babies.

Kirsten Lewis Riemer and her husband, Tim,

welcomed a son, George Anthony Riemer, in July.

All are doing well, and Kirsten reports that she

and Tim are having tun as new parents. George is

reportedly a cutie, and Liza Trafton was able to

stop by for a visit this summer. Elena Bayrock

Sapora and her husband, Andy, welcomed a son,

Felix Bayrock Sapora, in May. A big congratulations

to all the new parents!

In wedding news, it seems our class has another

alumni marriage to report. Paul Penta and

Marlena Montanez were married on Aug. 4 in

Cochran Chapel at Andover. Their reception was at

Artists for Humanity in South Boston, with many

Andover alums in attendance.

NickJohnson e-mailed from Ireland with news

that he "married Emily |effers, an Irish girl 1 met

here seven years ago! Our wedding was in Ireland,

at Borris House in County Carlow, on Sept. 1 . In

the groom's party was Teddy Dunn as well as Dan

Schwerin 00. Attending the wedding were a few

other alums—Jimbo Shea and Tom Huntoon '98."

Faran krentci I e-mailed with an update: "Sum-

mer was scary, in a good way. I went surfing in

France, drove the Pacific Coast Highway with my

brother, and quit my job at Nylon. I recently began

writing tor Vogue, which has been a goal ofmine

since lower year. And I 'm finally taking some time to

get back into theatre—but this time as a playwright.

Hopefully, you'll all get to see the show I'm working

on by winter!"

After graduating from law school in May 2011,

Bill McGonigle spent the following 14 months

clerking for a federal judge in Laredo, Texas. He

says, "It was quite an experience being on the

Texas / Mexican border, right at the forefront of

the immigration and cartel issues, not to mention

exploring Texas." He is now back in Washington,

DC, and has moved into a house on Capitol Hill

with his girlfriend. He also recently began a new job

with a civil litigation firm focusing on trial issues

and hopes to soon see Graham Norwood, who

also moved to DC.

William Lincoln finished graduate school at

the University of Michigan and moved to D.C,

to work as an assistant professor at the School of

Advanced International Studies at (ohns Hopkins.

Bryan Bishop has taken a new job as an associate

vice president at Churchill Management Group

and recently moved to North Hollywood near the

Arts District.

Amy Lynn Teleron Findley has been racking

up her frequent flyer miles. A week after return-

ing trom her honeymoon, she left for a two-week

medical mission in the Philippines, sponsored by

Kiwanis International and the Tri-State Fil-Am

Association ofWest Virginia, Kentucky, and Ohio.

Shortly after returning, she was oft again to Toronto

for an international cardiology conference to pres-

ent an original research project tor which she was

principal investigator. A week later, she traveled to

the University ofNorth Carolina as a guest speaker

to give a similar talk in cardiology to the depart-

ment of internal medicine. Luckily, things are

settling down, and she reports she and her husband,

Joe, are finally able to enjoy married life.

Thanks to all who sent in updates—keep them

coming!
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2000

Jia Jung

550 1 1th St. #4R

Brooklyn NY 11215

917-589-5423 (mobile)

jiaiung@alum.berkeley.edu

[Editor's note: After three years, Kelly Elworthy

has stepped down as class secretary. We extend a

heartfelt thankyou for her three years ofservice. Jia

Jung will continue in her role.]

Happy New Year! Hopefully, a lucky ' 13 for all.

Our class has been moving and shaking as usual.

After several years ot performing with her instrumen-

tal synth-based band FORMA (formasounds.com)

atMoMA PS 1 , the New Museum, and other spaces

in NYC and throughout the U.S., Sophie Lam

released a second album on acclaimed Austrian

experimental electronic label Spectrum Spools

(Editions Mego) in November 2011.

Pamela Williams-Cheers and her husband

celebrated their eighth wedding anniversary and

firstborn daughter Eleanor Olivia's fourth birthday

at the end ot last May. Pam is also happy to report

that Party Prep, the business that she began in 2009,

kicked into full gear in 2012. She says she's been

doing a lot ofglitter tattoos
(
partyprepevents.com/

facepainting.php) and spent the summer working

festivals and events, after which she tell victim to heat

exhaustion. She warns us all to stay hydrated. As if

this isn't enough, Pam is putting a master's degree in

education to use by working part-time as an educa-

tional technology consultant.

In March 2013, Ten Moss-Tyler Alexander

and her husband, Testa, welcomed son Nathan-

iel Alem Tyler Alexander. In August, Teri caught

up with Andover buddies Anayah Barney

Sangodele-Ayoka in New York, and Tamika Guis-

hard '98 and Richelle Lane '99 in Washington, D.C.

Teri is also keeping the Andover connections alive by

being on the planning committee for the Af-Lat-Am

reunion this April. She's looking forward to returning

to campus, and campus is sure to be excited to see

you again, Teri!

Nikki Salva is already approaching her second

anniversary October 2013 with David Luk, soulmate

found through mutual friends. Migina Tsai, Bonnie

Lui, Sandra Sanchez, and Eric Seo were in atten-

dance at the wedding. Nikki recently started working

as an OB-GYN in Philadelphia. She's loving the city

and welcoming visitors.

Thayer Meicler relocated from Hong Kong to

San Francisco last summer. The Meiclers are very

excited to move back to the U.S. and are looking

forward to connecting with any Andover people

out there.

Kavita Sutaria secured a spot on the Miller-

Coors marketing team in Chicago after graduating

from Kellogg last year. She works in advertising and

marketing and says, "I'm pretty much saving the

world one Coors Light (or at least one Coors Light

commercial) at a time." Bet you are! In exchange

tor her valiant work, she gets access to an in-ofHce

pub, open Mondays through Fridays from 4 to 7

p.m. and a monthly beer allowance that she refused

to disclose. She told me to come by if I was ever in

Chicago. Now that we've popped the top on this

year, I don't think anyone needs a greater excuse

to make this a reality at some point over the next

12 months.

A little more offthe grid, Sally Manikian reports

a lot that has happened in the past couple years. In

April 2011 , her mother passed away after a seven-

year bout with ALS. Shortly thereafter, Sally bought

a house in northern New Hampshire, to which she

relocated her disabled brother and sister. Sarah

Lansing helped with the housewarming by stop-

ping by on the way to meet up with her mother dur-

ing an Appalachian Trail section hike. As time went

on, Sally began homesteading in earnest, harvesting

all her own firewood from her own land, heating

two-thirds of her house with an efficient woodstove.

Still, she says, this means tour to five cords per

winter, which is "a lot ot trees to fell, buck, haul, and

split by hand !

' She adds that she is working on her

"lumberjane biceps."

Meanwhile, Sally has continued to manage three

major backcountry construction projects in the

White Mountain National Forest, doing everything

from carving logs by hand to replace rotten wall

sections in shelters to designing new tent sites to

replacing a dilapidated shelter with a beautiful

custom-made log shelter. All this done without run-

ning water or electricity, save for what comes from a

generator fueled by gas carried up the mountainside

on the backs of the crew members! Sally says, "We

cook on a Coleman camp stove and go to bed when

it gets dark. In other words, it's pretty darn near

perfect." But it's not all glamorous. There are still

those rainy days when broken waste pipes draining

the outhouses need repairing!

Blazing the trail (literally) as the only full-time

female employee ofthe Appalachian Mountain

Club Trails Department is pretty impressive. So is

running your first dogsled race last winter, finishing

respectfully in the range from middle-ot-the-pack

to second place winner! This past winter, Sally ran

longer (45- and 60-mile) races in order to qualify

for 100-mile races later this year. On a fast day, the

team can run 30 miles in about three hours or less

(depending on snow, trail, and elevation). Sally's

racing dog kennel is pretty small at 12 dogs max.

Currently, she is training 11 furry champs, and will

race a team ofeight. Pray for snow and a pro-

longed winter!

That's all, folks. Would love to hear about what

is going on with all ofyou, whether good times or

hard times or somewhere along the prairie ofthe

in-between. Keep in touch.

2001

Misty Muscatel

203-569-9713

mistina.muscatel@gmail.com

It's been another eventful few months for the 01

gang, full ofweddings, babies, moves, and job

changes!

Andrew Smith, David Auld, Eric Feeny, and

Will Chan have launched egraphs.com. They are

all based in Seattle and were recently joined by Alex

Kehlenbeck, who just moved there with his wife.

Maeva Bambuck is working in Kabul, Afghani-

stan, as a reporter for Le Figaro and France 24.

Lex Renwanz is on sabbatical from the office

world and is enjoying some free time looking for

her next adventure. She's looking for reasons to

move to the West Coast, so '01 West Coasters, give

some reasons!

Things have stayed very busy for Deb Linder,

who finished her veterinary clinical nutrition

residency at Tufts in July and then took a faculty

position at the Tufts Cummings School ofVeteri-

nary Medicine. Deb is now the head doctor ofthe

Tufts Obesity Clinic for Animals and was recently

on the front page ofthe Boston Globe and the

Huffington Postl

Liesl Beecher-Flad began her one-year clinical

psychology internship and is working at the Boise

VA Medical Center. It's been a career goal ofhers

to get into the VA system, so she is in a great spot

career-wise. Liesl misses San Francisco, but is enjoy-

ing Boise, Idaho. She welcomes all Big Blue grads

and says she'll take you camping in the Sawtooth

Mountains and that they have some "mighty fine

Tater Tots out there"!

Ben Hogan is still working in private equity as a

vice president atAMF, a private equity subsidiary of

Credit Suisse, and is living in New York. He sees or

hangs out with someone from Andover every week!

Farah Peterson and husband Eugene Sokoloff

00 have graduated from Yale Law School and are

living in South Norwalk, Conn. Farah will spend

this year clerking for the Honorable Guido Cal-

abresi on the U.S. Court ofAppeals for the Second

Circuit while she continues work on her disserta-

tion for a PhD degree in history from Princeton.

John Kluge, Mihir Patel, Nick Mele, and

Tyson Reist had a solid round of30th birthday

celebrations together last fall in New York!

Michael Paa moved to San Francisco and is

currently house hunting in the city with his wife,

Jessica Paa. Ian Cropp is looking forward to visiting

them sometime in the early fall. Ian spent a month

in London during the Olympics, working for one of

the sponsors and got to "Tebow" the torch.

Raquel Leonard Moreno is working with the

Food Bank ofSouth Jersey on a Healthy Living

Initiative. She has become a gourmet chef, cooked

a lot ofokra from her summer garden last year, and

is working on a few changes to her upcoming book,

La Nena's Kitchen. Look for it on Amazon!
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In July 2011, Kim Ramos '02 and Dave Breen '02 got married in Cochran

Chapel. Picturedfrom left are Katherine Cascio '02, Melissa Donais '02,

Dean ofFaculty Temba Maqubela, Kim, Dave, and Kate Breen '00.

In August, Tara Gadgil '03 and Alex Hammer '03 hosted a mini reun

dinner in San Francisco. Picturedfrom left are friends Carrie Nielson

and Abby Frey, Matt Lindsay '03, Michael Ruderman '03, Alex, Will

Heidrich '03, and Tara.

Julia O'Hern recently returned from working in

the Gulf ofMexico. The research vessel she worked

on released a tew rehabilitated sea turtles and then

sent divers down to survey the USS Hattcras, a ship-

wreck from the Civil War. She spent the summer

writing her dissertation but was able to sneak away

to attend Zalika Guillory s wedding in Colorado

last summer!

In more wedding news, Marion Read married

Alex Saltman at her family's home on Newfound

Lake, N.H., this September. I was honored to attend

with a massive Andover crew including Susie

Dickson, Paige Austin, Nicholas Ma, Sarah

Kline, Ella Hoffman, Alida Payson, Eli Lazarus

00,Jenny Hoffman '96, Rachel Weiner, Erin

Winkler, Amita Singh, Smita Singh, Caitlin

Henningsen, Vic Henningsen 69, longtime PA

instructor in history and social science, and Faculty

Emerita Susan McCaslin.

Ashley Foster and Tina Valverde had an amaz-

ing time celebrating Arabella von Walstrom (now

Arabella Christian) s wedding to Mike Christian on

June 9 in Mystic, Conn.

In baby news, Meredith Hudson Johnston and

husband Ken welcomed Emily FrancesJohnston

into their family, |oining big sister Ellie, now 2, in

August. Meredith is currently the vice president of

advertising at StrollerTraffic.com and ScooterTratfic.

com. For all of you mothers out there looking for a

good (and informative) read, sign up for their news-

letter! Meredith and Ken recently met up with Ellie

Parnes Campbell s family (including her beautiful

baby Talia) in New York.

Becky Dann Hewitt welcomed a baby boy,

James, into the world in May and sent some ador-

able pictures of him with her update.

Sylvia Elmer had her second child, Niko, in

April! He is a wonderful addition to their family

and gives her respite from his older brother, Alden,

who is deep into the terrible twos. Sylvia is teaching

special education full time, loving being a mom, and

is super happy!

James Kenly loves daddy lite with his daughter,

Emma, who turned 5 months old in October. He

got to see Greg Kimball and Kate Kimball in

Denver when they were in town tor a wedding.

Greg graduated from Tuck's MBA program at

Dartmouth this past summer, along with Gavin

McGrath. Kate and Greg are back in Boston, where

Greg has started a company called ClutchRetail.

Kate is entering her fifth year as an environmental

attorney at Bingham.

In the academic world, Ira Renfrew just moved

back to the U.S. from Italy to start at HBS and is

enjoying being back in the Boston area. He's already

bumped into several PA grads on campus!

Cailleach De Weingart-Ryan started her

second year ot business school at the University of

Chicago and has accepted an offer to work at Bos-

ton Consulting Group in Chicago.

Andrew McKinnon was one of a whole crew of

Andover alums who attended Nick Mele's wedding

last summer, where they all had an amazing time.

After seven great years, Andrew has left TIAA-

CREF to pursue an MBA degree at Emory Univer-

sity's Goizueta Business School.

Corbin Butcher will be completing an MBA
degree at Kellogg this year, then moving to NYC
to start with the leveraged finance group at BMO
Capita] Markets.

Thibault Raoult is enjoying the charm of

Athens, Ga., where he's pursuing a PhD degree in

English and creative writing. He hopes to hang with

Lawson Feltman in nearby Atlanta this tall.

I had a whirlwind start to the tall with travels to

Paris, and Milan and Venice, Italy, and preparations

for a jam-packed fall and winter ofweddings, events,

and the year ot 30th birthdays!

2002
Paul Crowley

919-724-5868

Skip.crowley@gmail.com

Lauren Nickerson

355 Elmcroft Blvd., Unit 6209
Rockville MD 20850
Lauren9@gmail.com

Hey, Class of2002: So many weddings, so little

time. PA 2002 alums are Hying oft the shelves; here

we go.

Laurel Ingraham Aquadro got married in

San Diego to Brian Aquadro, and they had an East

Coast celebration in Rockport, Mass. Laurel is an

1 1 th-grade dean and an 1 1 th-grade English teacher

in New York, where she and Brian live. Laurel, Kara

Gaughen, Alicia Widge, and Jessica Spradling

Russell attended the beach wedding ot Roxanne

Beinart to AndrewJones in Gloucester, Mass.,

in September. Courtney Gimbel married Jesse

Bardo 03 in October, and Olivia Wilde, Christie

Checovich, Mariel O'Brien 01 , and Madeleine

Fawcett were her bridesmaids. Over Labor Day

weekend, Rachel Sobelson married Gabe Tash in

Jackson, N.H., with Ellen Thistle, Kate Planitzer,

and Felice Espiritu on hand to celebrate.Just

down the road from Jackson, Sasha Parr wed

Ryan Corken that weekend as well, with Natalie

Ho, Helen Spink Meier, Laura Miller, Imran
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In September 2012, Rachel Sobelson '02 (now Sobelson-Tash) married Gabe

Tash in Jackson, N.H., with a number ofAndoverfriends in attendance.

Pictured in thefront row, from left, are Felice Espiritu '02, Ellen Thistle '02,

Rachel, and Naomi Sobelson '08. In the back row are Morissa Sobelson '05,

Daniel Adler 'OS, Kate Planitzer '02, and Jonathan Adler '08.

Numerous enthusiastic classmates attended Chris Lynch '04's 2012

wedding. Picturedfrom left are Nick Pappadopoulos '04, Darren

DeFreeuw '04, Chris, Scout Kingery '04, and Ryan Chapoteau '04.

Hendley, andAmy Galvin in attendance. Sam

Takvorian married Melina Marmarelis on May

19 in Malibu, Calif., with a big Andover contingent

in attendance including Dan Crowley, Emily

Robbins, Becca Wexler, Dan Cote, Lexi Steil,

Katy Dybwad, Ben Beinecke, and Sam's best man,

Andrew Montgomery. Alex Coppock married

Penelope Van Grinsven in Minneapolis last August,

and celebrated with Elizabeth "Storm" Garner,

Richard Allenby, and Liz Edmonds 01. Richard

started a political science PhD degree program at

Columbia a few weeks later.

Moving from rings to medals: Caroline Lind

won her second gold medal at the 2012 Olympic

games this year, sitting in the seven seat ofthe wom-

en's eight (where she had sat while winning her first

medal four years earlier at the 2008 Olympics in

Beijing). She followed this with her first month-long

vacation from rowing in 11 years, touring northern

California. In slightly less well-publicized athletic

news, Ariel Axelrod-Hahn took up Brazilian jiu-

jitsu two years ago; she placed third in her division

at the IBJJF Pan American Championship this year

and cofounded a group called the Boston Women's

Open Mat. Ariel is working at Skyword Inc. in Bos-

ton, where she recendy became a lead editor. Anna

Barensfeld raced professionally this year for a team

called Optum Pro Cycling and has recendy returned

to Wellesley, Mass., and Babson for another year of

classes. She is hoping to do a repeat performance of

the same arrangement next year.

Freddie Martignetti was recently elected to the

Andover Alumni Council and is helping out Coach

Mo and company this fall as the defensive backs and

special teams coach for the Big Blue football team.

Freddie graduated from Harvard Business School

in 2011 and started a small late-stage venture capital

fund called Suffolk Equity Partners, based in Kend-

all Square, Boston. Freddie played golf this summer

with Mitch St. Peter and Dave Frisch. Dave was

promoted at BlackRock and moved from New

York to St. Louis to take a sales role in the Mdwest;

he lives in the same building as Justin Eberlein.

Mitch started business school at UCLAs Anderson

School ofManagement after taking the summer off

and spending a month in southern Africa.

Kelsey Siepser is in LA, where she is entering

her third year in the MFA degree program in acting

at USC, where she will perform in a Three Play

Repertory, including an original work called The

Iphigenia Project. She has written her first feature

screenplay that may or may not have been inspired

by the beginning ofher summer.John Kang is

leaving Norway after four years to play for the Dan-

ish Radio Symphony Orchestra in Copenhagen,

Denmark, inJanuary.

Keziban "Kezi" Barry was photo editor at

both Art+Auction and Modern Painters Magazine

until she left to focus solely on her photography.

Since then, she has launched her new website,

kezibanbarry.com, which combines fashion, por-

traiture, and a personal photo story on guns. She

has been busy traveling the world to Peru, Turkey,

Greece, Mexico, Thailand, Puerto Rico, and most

recently the Dominican Republic. Meghan Perry

(formerly Meghan Whitehead) and her husband

are living in northern NewJersey, where Meghan

teaches high school English. Last fall, four ofher

short stories appeared in literary journals including

Sycamore Review, Tlte Fourth River, Passages North,

and Prism Review.

After organizing the National Equality March

on Washington for LGBT rights two years ago,

Tanner Efinger decided to back out ofthe

activism business and move to the U.K. so his

fiance could get his PhD degree at Oxford. They

live in Oxford now, and Tanner is writing a young-

adult fantasy novel.

Becca Lewis has been living in New York for

nearly five years and is now living in SoHo. In

December, she graduated with a master's degree in

art business from Sotheby's Institute ofArt and has

been working in the press office at a small museum

called the Neue Galerie that specializes in German

and Austrian art.

Ben Neuwirth and his wife, Kim, live in

Chicago, where Ben graduated from the Kellogg

School ofManagement with an MBA degree and

is starting a PhD degree in marketing at Kellogg.

Also starting a doctoral program is Katherine

Cascio, who moved to Lexington, Ky., to start a

doctorate program in counseling psychology at

the University ofKentucky. Kim Ramos Breen

helped Katherine move; the pair drove together to

move Katherine to Kentucky, which made for a fun

road trip.

Felice Espiritu started at UC Berkeley's Haas

School ofBusiness in the same cohort as Bronson

McDonald, who missed our 10th Reunion to

attend anMBA degree conference. Also at the con-

ference was Kwadwo Acheampong. Kwad left his

job at Sponsors for Educational Opportunity and

started school at the University ofChicago Booth

School ofBusiness to get an MBA degree.

Thanks to everyone who sent in updates!

—Paul
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stay connected..

2003

10th REUNION
June 14-16, 2013

Will Heidrich

wheidrich@gmail.com

We are officially less than half a year from our 10th

Reunion next summer. It you have not already,

save the datesJune 14- 16, 2013, in Andover! In the

meantime, congratulations to our many classmates

making big lite changes and completing graduate

programs—from MBAs to litelong commitments,

your activities deserve an overdue salute. And if

you're looking tor a more modern, cutting-edge way

to keep on top ot our classmates's activities, check

out the EverTrue Alumni App, available for alumni

ot most schools on iPhone/iPad and Android via

evertrue.com (hat tip to Jesse Bardo).

I write this time trom my new home in San Fran-

cisco, a place many ot our classmates call home. For-

mer Stowe House Band guitarist Tom Oliphant

and I traded cities this summer—he moved to

Chicago to begin graduate school at Northwest-

ern and 1 moved to San Francisco tor a new job.

Since landing in Chicago, Tom has caught up with

longtime friends Phil Caruso and Kaitlin Caruso,

who have settled into a condo on Printer's Row. Phil

and Tom's former Steams-mate Andy Hattemer

visited Chicago in August for a work trip and caught

up with the group. Fellow Stearns alumnus Chris

Skipper has also returned to the Midwest, moving

hack to Ann Arbor, Mich., after a second stint with

Bosch in Stuttgart, Germany. In September, Phil

and Kaitlin ran into classmates Matt Longley and

Shaalini Ramanadhan in Boston's Logan Airport.

Matt was on his way to go fishing for a week, and

Phil and Kaitlin were returning to Chicago.

Stephen Fee has also come stateside after

spending the last several years in Budapest,

Hungary. He has joined many ot our classmates,

including Shaun Blugh and Ali Rosen, in NYC.

Still abroad, Paul Sonne continues to write for

the Wall Street journal in London, where he has

stayed close with Alex Hammer. Brown University

alumna Alex also lives in London and consulted for

Nike and several other brands during the summer

Olympics in Great Britain. Alex and Tara Gadgil

hosted a dinner party for a handful of classmates in

San Francisco last summer while Alex was in town.

They cooked up a storm for Michael Ruderman,

Matt Lindsay, and me.

Chimaobi Izeogu wrote from Houston, Texas,

his adopted home until summer 2014 as part of

Rice's architecture program. He headed to Rice's

Paris program tor the tall and winter. Look him up if

you are traveling through France!

Janis Rice and her husband, Brandon, recently

moved to San Francisco as well. In August, Janis

and 1 met with up longtime SF resident Margaret

Ramsey lor a food cart festival. While there, we

connected with Tom Dimopoulos, James Chou,

and Ashley "Jina" Corneau, who are also living

in the city. We are all continuing the class mini

reunions over the next few weeks with Bay Area

residents Kelly Sinclair, Nick Evans, Kanyi

Maqubela, Seb Benthall, Krys Freeman, Nick

Franchot, and Alexa Raducanu.

On the Boston front, Nyssa Liebermann

recently returned to Harvard Business School

for her second year, where she has again been

classmates with Jayme Mendal and Mimi Hanley

04. While in school, she has traveled, including

|aunts to Ireland and India. This summer, she drove

crosscountry to LA for a summer internship and

caught up with longtime pals Lucy Keating, Tony

Pucillo, Simon Hawkins, andjeanne LeSaffre.

That covers it trom here. Stay in touch, and stay

safe. See you in June!

2004

Emma Sussex

214 Court St., 3rd Floor

Brooklyn NY 1 1201

702-378-6695

emmajcsussex@gmail.com

Hey, everyone! Thank you for writing to me this

summer. It was great to hear from so many ofyou.

It sounds like the Class of 2004 had quite a few

summer weddings. Taylor Yates got married on

June 30 to his college sweetheart, Karen.Jisung

Park, Patrick Callahan, Lars Trautman, Homan

Lee, and Wing-Kit Chu were all there to celebrate.

Taylor and his wife moved to Cambridge, Mass.,

where he will begin a MBA program at MIT Sloan

this tall.Jenny Byer married Andrew Elgin in Har-

bor Springs, Mich. Ali Schouten, Amy O'Gorman,

and Abbe Anderson 03 were in the wedding party,

and Brent Vale was also in attendance.

Posie Wilkinson married Rob Wood inJune in

Brooklin, Maine. Sophie McCoy was a bridesmaid,

and Jen Evansmith, her husband, Ben, and their

baby Finn were also there. After 10 years ot dating,

Ben Heller 05 and Kaylea Nelson got married on

Aug. 18 at the Mystic Seaport in Mystic, Conn. A
handful of Andover alums were there to celebrate,

including David Coit,Jacqui LeBoutillier, and

Margaret Griset. Ben and Kaylea are still living in

New Haven, Conn., while she finishes a PhD degree

in astrophysics at Yale. Chris Lynch got married

on |une 30 and moved to New York with his wife.

Robert Scout Kingery, Ryan Chapoteau, Nick

Pappadopoulos, and Darren DeFreeuw attended

Chris's wedding.

Tom Treat is living in Longmont, Colo., with

his fiancee, Lola, and their baby girl Clara. They

often get to sec Vineel Kankanala, who is doing

his residency in Denver. Daniel Meller spent

August volunteering with Kate Foley 08 at Camp

Jabberwocky, a residential summer camp for people

with disabilities in Vineyard Haven, Mass. Emily

Watson started dental school at the University of

Pennsylvania with Warner Robinson and Andy

Fraser. Ben Stone finished a year serving with

Americorps at Habitat for Humanity Greater Bos-

ton. He started a master's degree in public policy at

the University ofChicago this fall.

Adelaide Polk-Bauman was promoted to head

ofpublic relations at Forevermark, the diamond

brand startup company from the De Beers group.

She had been doing a fair bit ot traveling between

NYC, the Hamptons, LA, and Newport, R.I. She

was gearing up tor a big event in December for

Art Basel Miami Beach. She regularly sees Eunice

Kim, Amanda Senatore, Jeff Pena, Meredith

Wing, and Loni Edwards '02 for SPiN and The

National Arts Club events. Livy Coe is in the

Mariana Islands, where he will spend the next year

living mostly on Guam and Saipan. His unit man-

ages forward-based supplies that the military keeps

as contingency preparation (in the event ofa new

war, natural disaster relief, humanitarian projects,

etc.). Lolita Espinoza completed five years with

IBM. She has accepted an invitation to become a

Peace Corps economic development advisor in

Burkina Faso under a United Nations initiative,

DABA. Outside ofwork, Lolita recently bumped

into Michael Stinnett at a bakery in LA. The two

had dinner several days later. She also caught up

with Celia Alexander and had plans to see Laura

Lisowski in San Francisco last tall.

Dave Morse spent a week traveling up and

down the East Coast with Matt Garza, Mariah

Russell, Saidi Chen, Sam duPont, Anthony

Roldan, Susannah Nitz-Gund, and Alex

Limpaecher. He also visited NYC, where he had

dinner with Rohit Acharya. Dave lives in India-

napolis, where he works for Zipp, a company that

designs and manufactures bicycle racing wheels

and components. This summer, several wheels for

which he was the design engineer competed in the

Tour de France under several teams, helped win

five Olympic medals in cycling-related events, and

were ridden to an Ironman World Championship

win. After finishing his teaching at Marymount,

Clem Wood spent part of the summer reading and

speaking Latin and visiting Rome's sites and muse-

ums with the 17 high school students in the Paideia

Institute's Living High School Latin in Rome

program. He has now moved to Princeton, where

he is studying for a PhD degree in classics, focusing

on Greek and Latin languages and literature. He

looks forward to reconnecting with Andover alums

in the area.

Ben Sweeney is in Tbilisi, Georgia, on a NSEP

Boren Fellowship and returned to the University

ofMichigan in the fall to continue his dual master's

degrees in Russian, Eastern European, Eurasian

studies, and public policy. Paull Randt, who is on

a Fulbright in Kazakhstan, visited Tbilisi, where he

presented at the lecture series that Ben coordinated.

The two had a chance to catch up over Georgian

food. Manna Hughes is in the Dominican Repub-

lic, where over the past six months she has launched

Dominican Republic operations for Community

Enterprise Solutions, an organization that builds
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locally operated and owned social businesses that

provide isolated communities in the developing

world with life-changing products, services, and

technologies. She has also had the opportunity to

travel to Guatemala for training, Haiti to become

one ofthe two project leads for their launch there,

and Nicaragua/Panama/Costa Rica for some back-

packing that led her to run into Brittney Bailey '03.

As for me, life in Brooklyn, NX, continues to

treat me well. I'm finishing my last year oflaw school

and taking advantage ofa little more free time to

catch up with old friends. This week I hadJenny

Wong and Ellen Knuti over for dinner to hang out

and reminisce about life on Nathan Hale 2nd floor

west. Hope you are all well. Look forward to hear-

ing from you soon!

2005

Matt Brennan

matthew.s.brennan 1 3@gmail.com

Alex Lebow

alexlebow@gmail.com

Hey, folks, thanks as always for your updates. Per

usual, everyone seems to be in the midst offascinat-

ing work, study, and travel.

Luis Ortiz finished a great first year atJuilliard,

working toward a master's degree in collaborative

piano. He has been playing concerts with Meta

Weiss, including a spring 2012 performance during

Barbara Chases farewell concert and a debut duo

recital in Peru in September. He had coffee with Ian

Schmertzler, who's also in New York, and enjoyed

an exciting trip to Tanzania inJune—his first visit

to Africa—where he saw wildebeests, elephants,

rhinos, leopards, lions, giraffes, warthogs, and every

other animal (except for the cheetah) one can find

in the Serengeti. He recently ran into Hector Inirio

in Boston and Kenechi Igbokwe in New York.

Stefanos Kasselakis also lives in NewYork and

works at Goldman Sachs.

Also in New York, Chloe Hurley (who took

on the New York City Marathon with Morissa

Sobelson) and Louisa Rockwell '06 organized an

online book club to take on Infinite Jest. It contained

more Andover alums than you can shake a stick

at—more, in fact, than the word count for these

notes allows me to name.

Jon Hillman was also in New York for the past

two years, working as a research associate at the

Council on Foreign Relations. He was lucky to see

Andover friends such as Marc Asch, Billy Doyle,

Zach Sandman, Greg Feldmann, Nick Shea,

Bobby Spang, LizzyMaxwell, Tess Scott 06, Sam

Hall '06, andAlex King. In September, he moved

to Cambridge, Mass., to start the Kennedy School's

MPP program, where he'll be a presidential scholar

and student fellow at the Belfer Center, an interna-

tional relations think tank at the Kennedy School.

He gets to seeJon Weigel and Ned Henningsen a

good amount, usually over beer and burgers at their

place in Boston.Jon started a PhD degree program

in political economy and government at Harvard,

and Ned is an assistant director ofadmissions at

School Year Abroad.

In fact, big moves were a theme ofthis batch of

reports. Natalie Ho moved in December from Dal-

las to NYC, getting out offood service to take a job

in sales for the wine and spirits distributor Empire

Merchants. She recently went home to Boston

and had a BBQwith Andrew Heilmann, who is

currently working for the Pyramid Hotel Group in

Boston. She traveled to Hong Kong in July.

Samantha Lederfine Paskal just moved to

Baltimore from Vermont and sawJess Taggart in

Andover before Jess left for Colombia. In August,

Ben Hoerner moved from New Orleans to Phila-

delphia, where he goes to the University ofPenn-

sylvania Law School, hangs out regularly with Kyle

Kucharski, and wears hats with less frequency than

he used to. He says he fiercely misses Alex Lebow,

Matt Brennan, and Nate Kellogg which is prob-

ably the nicest thing he's ever said about any ofus.

After almost two years, Hilary Fischer-Groban

finally made it out of India. She started a MBA
degree at MIT Sloan School ofManagement in

2012. She hung out with Lindsay Baker in Boston

and went back to Andover for Barbara Chase's last

ASM. She helped out in Raj Mundra's bio class,

talking about the economic effects ofinadequate

sanitation in India.

Su Zhu and Kyle Davies resigned from their

jobs in Hong Kong to found a hedge fund, Three

Arrows Capital LLC, based in San Francisco, which

launched Oct 1 . Mark Margiotta, after four years

at Georgetown and three years in Manhattan as an

investment banker, also headed to San Francisco in

July to work at a private equity firm.

Nearby, Elia Herrera is starting her last year at

Berkeley Law, is editor in chiefofthe Berkeley La

Raza Law Journal, and saw Sheena Hilton at the

end ofthe summer for a lovely week eating deli-

cious food in LA. KelseyWinterkorn attended

the epic Burning Man festival in the Nevada Desert

and started a new job in sustainable agriculture in

Guerneville, Calif. Natasha Midgley says two films

she was in were screened on the Warner Brothers

lot and is heading to Trinidad in February ifanyone

wants to join her for Carnival. Mac King has noth-

ing really new to report—just the news in Idaho,

where he is a burgeoning local news star in the

Boise market.

Krishna Gupta andJohn TincofFare working

together to grow Romulus Advisory, where they

have just closed their first deal. The firm works in

a variety ofsectors and has a focus on the U.S. and

emerging markets. They're also raising a second

fund at Romulus Capital, focused on seed-stage

venture capital. Krishna and Kelly Stecker Reeve

organized a Boston YoungAlumni event attended

by more than 75 Andover alums. Kelly moved back

to Boston inJune after a year in Hanover, N.H. She

works in B2B marketing for Perm Foster, an online

education company that enrolls 150,000 students

every year. She gets to spend quality time with

Krishna, Lindsay Baker, and Alison Wheeler on

occasion. Dan Hackney is finishing a degree in

computer science at Brown and spent the sum-

mer working on protein analysis for the Salomon

Research Group at the Laboratories for Molecu-

lar Medicine, part ofBrown University's School

ofMedicine.

Outside the U.S., Carina Serreze just signed on

to stay in Sydney, Australia, for at least a second year,

and bumped into Dan LeClerc, who is also work-

ing there, in front ofthe Sydney Opera house. She'd

love to see any other '05ers who find themselves

traveling through her truly awesome city. Ann
Wilkin is living in Toronto and working in adult

education, teaching academic English to college/

university-bound students. She is also playing soc-

cer a lot and starting to run 5Ks. She lives with her

partner, Kristy, and as they are now permanent resi-

dents, the government nationwide recognizes their

relationship. They celebrated their sixth anniversary

in April. Congratulations, Ann!

As forNOLA, PeterAccomando stopped in

for a visit with Matt Cranney '08 and Catherine

Hambleton during a cross-country drive from San

Diego to Boston with brothers Ian Accomando '08

andJosh Accomando. Catherine is in town finishing

up her last year of medical school. She's currendy

applying for a surgery residency and will be inter-

viewing all over, so she hopes to see some PA kids.

Nate Kellogg and Meg Coffin '03 got engaged in

Maine in July, with nuptials planned for next June.

They're both teaching, playing tennis, and honing

their skills in darts at their neighborhood bar.

Matt Brennan recendy visited Russia, started his

second year in Tulane's PhD degree program in his-

tory, continues to write film criticism for Indiewire,

and enjoys fighting about movies with Nate Scott

on their blog Shoutsfrom the Balcony. Matt saw

Sarah Donelan, Laylah Mohammed, andMeg
Scarborough (and just missed Chris Zegel, who

was traveling in Europe) for dinner a while back

in Boston. Nate just added Vwught CatalogXo his

list ofwriting projects, was featured as Gawker's

"Worst Thing on the Internet," and continues to

choose DC. over New Orleans, somewhat inex-

plicably. Alex Lebow is special assistant to Mayor

Mitch Landrieu, and continues to grow Youth Run

NOLA, a youth development organization that

teaches students about health, commitment, and

leadership through the medium ofrunning.

As always, drop us a line ifyou're in town, and

keep the hits coming.

Much love, PA '05! —Matt and Lebow
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Jeni Lee

7914 Paragon Circle

Pleasanton CA 94588-3 1 22

925-846-8300

jeni_lee@bluelink.andover.edu

Paul Voorhees

345 West Berwicke Common, N.E.

Atlanta GA 30342
404-402-4869

pauldvoorhees@gmail.com

We've been keeping busy!

Lindsay McLellan started medical school at

the University ofVirginia, hoping to become a

pediatrician. She saw Kira Gendlerman, Nandini

Vijayakumar, and Kassie Archambault over the

summer in Brooklyn, N.Y. Kassie is a teaching fellow

in Andover's Russian department. She is aWQN
house counselor, and in the winter will be an assis-

tant coach tor varsity wrestling.

Jane Henningsen heads UVAs admission work

in Latin and Central America; she spent time there

this fall.

Matthew Boylan began the MD-MPH com-

bined degree program at SUNY Downstate Medi-

cal Center in Brooklyn.

Ariana Wilkinson started at Boston Univer-

sity's School ofMedicine after graduating in May

from BU with a master's degree in medical sciences.

She will graduate in 2016.

Grace Ha started graduate school in ecology at

UC-Davis this fall.

Marty Schnure received a National Geographic

Young Explorer Grant to lead an eight-month visual

storytelling and mapping project in the new Patago-

nia National Park in Chile, starting in January 2013.

Kate Connors visited Sarah McLean before

Sarah moved to London tor graduate school.

Emily Pollokoffheaded to Rabat, Morocco, to

teach as an English teaching assistant at Universite

Muhammad V on a Fulbright grant. Her husband

and daughter Hazel joined her. Previously, we

reported that Emily quit a Facebook job, but really,

she quit Facebook entirely— apologies!

Nick Bowen graduated in August from Ohio

State University with a bachelor's degree in psychol-

ogy. He also works as a roofer.

Justin Wu graduated in September with a doc-

torate degree in physical therapy. He works with the

physical therapy clinic associated with the Boston

Celtics and Bruins.

Derek Strykowski worked as a teaching assis-

tant with Princeton University's Summer Institute

for the Gifted.

Emma Dorsey has been settling into Philadel-

phia and learning the ins and outs of radical nursing

at the University ot Pennsylvania.

Lucrctia Witte headed to Switzerland to teach

English at the Swiss Semester.

James Kelly and Conor Sutherland visited

Chamonix, France. On July 12, while making a sum-

mit attempt on Mont Blanc, they were caught in an

avalanche— the deadliest in more than a decade.

They walked away with only minor injuries. Ava-

lanche notwithstanding, Conor enjoyed traveling for

two months through Europe, Maine, and Colombia

with family and triends. He returned to New York to

work at Apollo Management. Conor lives with Nick

Smith Wang '05 (their third year) and a Princeton

friend (who regrettably happens to be an Exie).

Bree Polk-Bauman still lives in NYC, working in

television and film production. She finished a docu-

mentary on Napster called Downloaded that will air

on VH 1 , but hopes it will premiere at film festivals

first! She's working on a Comedy Central special

with stand-up comedian DL Hughley. Bree often

sees Lindsay Dewhirst, Steph Sit, Sarah McLean,

Carly Williams, and Paul Engelhardt for brunch

(now a tradition), and occasionally Eliot Fearey,

Emma King, and Erina Shibata. Bree visited Sarah

in London, and Eliot in Munich.

Emma lives in DC. and is working on Capitol

Hill. She sees Emily Frumberg frequently, as they

both work on financial services issues (Emily for

a House committee and Emma in a Senate office).

Emma also ran into Erina and Parag Khandelwal.

Paul moved from Boston to NYC to work in

global corporate and investment banking for Bank

of America Merrill Lynch. He and Carly are dat-

ing again ! Paul sometimes wears his Andover tie

when they grab lunch. Carly often sees Catherine

Castillo, who is at Columbia University.

After his first year at Tufts School of Medicine,

Rajeev Saxena spent the summer in Boston pursu-

ing an MBA degree at Brandeis's Heller School of

Social Policy and Management. Rajeev enjoyed

the Andover alumni event in Boston. Though sad

to see Paul leave, Rajeev says they "replaced him

with Parag."

Andrea Coravos attended Brendan de Brun's

ceremony when he got his Air Force wings in

August. Brendan, now officially a pilot, will be flying

HC- 130s. He will train in Little Rock, Ark., for six

months and then Moody AFB in Georgia. Andrea

transferred to McKinsey's D.C office and lives with

Olivia Pei 07. While she is excited to see all the D.C.

Andover alumni, Andrea is sad to be leaving Aba

Temeng in Houston.

Liz Finnegan works at MicroStrategy. Liz and

her family spent two weeks at Martha's Vineyard,

Mass., paddleboating and playing beach volleyball.

In Boston, she went to Faneuil Hall with Parag. Liz

and Rachel Isaacs had brunch in Kendall Square,

Boston, at The Friendly Toast. Liz, Ginia Sweeney,

and Rob Constantine road-tripped to Atlanta and

visited D.C. Ginia finished an internship for her art

history degree. Olivia Pei 07 stayed with Liz while

training for Accenture. Liz works nearJohn Tincoff

05 and lives near Komaki Foster '07.

In July, Lisa Donchak ran the first-ever Inca Trail

Marathon, which ended in Machu Picchu, Peru. She

spoke at TEDx Sacramento, Calif, in August on "The

Game Theory ot Running." In September, Lisa spent

three weeks in Sydney for work.

Merit Webster moved to New York to work for

Brown Brothers Harriman in commodity banking.

She spent July 4 in Cape Cod, Mass., with Claire

Collery, Louisa Rockwell, Justin Yi, and Emily

Chappell. In August, Emily moved to Deloitte's

Munich, Germany, office and enjoys meeting new

people, traveling, and exploring the beer options!

In NYC,JeffZhou had sushi and sake with

Andrew Park, Eliot Wall '07, and his brother Larry

Zhou '09. At the Ultra Music Festival, Jeff, Larry,

and Eliot met up with Ishan Kapoor '09 and Lucy

Bidwell '09. Jeffalso sawJustin Lee and Khaki

Burke. Jeff visited Isaac Opper at Stanford.

Thomas Gebremedhin had an essay published

in Jlu Pans Review and will remain at the Iowa Writ-

ers' Workshop for one last year.

Kevin Olusola and a cappella singing group

Pentatonix moved to LA. They released their first

record PTX Vol. I onJune 26; Edwin Kulubya

attended the release party. With a Billboard 200

No. 14 debut, Pentatonix is one ofthe highest chart-

ing a cappella groups in U.S. history (see their You-

Tube channel). They went on tour and are releasing

another album, PTXmas. Kevin performed (cello)

at the Global Leadership Summit in Chicago.

In February, Kevin spent time at QuincyJones's

house; Kevin may represent him at Switzerland's

MontreuxJazz Festival. Kevin performed for Bar-

bara Landis Chase on campus. Finally, Kevin gave a

speech on behalfof the American Embassy in Japan.

Hunter Thunell got engaged to his college girl-

friend, Kate Olko, while on vacation in Italy, Greece,

and Turkey. Congratulations!

Jamie Neuwirth moved to San Francisco and

works at startup Kenandy.

Emily Mortara moved to Tucson, Ariz., and

works at a Montessori school, while preparing

applications tor a master's degree in education or

educational psychology.

Thanks, 2006!

2007
M. Conner Stoldt

94 Saddle Hill Road
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conner.stoldt@gmail.com

Catherine L. Crooke

61 Eastern Parkway, Apt. 2C
Brooklyn NY 1 1238-5916

917-375-5551

catherine.l.crooke@gmail.com

Things are getting interesting as even those who

deferred college graduation start to enter the

professional sphere, and old classmates relocate

and reconnect. Alan Wesson has moved out west

where he is living in Oakland, Calif, and working in

San Francisco. Ben Feng graduated in May with a

degree in math and economics from Georgetown,

where he met Boston Celtic and Georgetown '12
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graduateJeffGreen, ofall people. Ben is currently

working at Andover as a math teaching fellow. He

and Noah Warren taught together at Andover s

ACE Scholars Program in Colorado this summer.

Ben also plays for Philadelphias elite ultimate

team and has recently played in tournaments in

Maryland, Colorado, and California.

Steve Blackman managed a state senate

campaign to unseat an incumbent in a Chicago

suburb and looks forward to traveling and visiting

some classmates after the election. Ryan Ferguson

worked forJoe Kennedy 's congressional campaign

in Massachusetts, which consumed all of his time

this fall. Stacey Middlebrook took a long vaca-

tion this summer to visit California, New Mexico,

and Texas. Being a tan oftravel, she is already

looking into a vacation to Europe this spring.

Just after Reunion, Brooks Canaday took a staff

photographer job for Northeastern University,

which has been keeping him busy. He's run into

Stacey, Adrienne Sabety, and Rosemary Bailey

around Boston. Addison Godine is working on

developing off-grid infrastructure on Hurricane

Island in Maine.

Colleen Thurman started her first year of

veterinary school at Tufts University this fall. She

enjoyed traveling to Cape Cod, Mass., on a few

ot her long weekends, during one ofwhich she

hosted Katharine Matsumoto for a visit. Chris

Bramwell reports that things couldn't be better.

He's full time in conference and event sales, with a

part-time position in custom clothing. He works in

the same office building as Pete Smith and bumps

into him from time to time. Generally, Chris is

very busy, but gets to meet elite people including

athletes, models, and singers. Living down south,

Conner Stoldt has been enjoying the warmer

climes. When not busy at work, he golfs, plays bas-

ketball, and enjoys long walks on the beach. Danny

Silk is still working in Cambodia and traveling

around Asia.

After treasure hunting in the Caribbean, David

Curtis has settled into Harvard Law School. Miles

Silverman is doing graduate work at UCLA and

likes sunny days that never end. Gina Kim is now

living in New York and completing her graduate

studies. Akosua Oforiwaa-Ayim works in foreign

exchange at J.P. Morgan and is involved with spoken

word poetry on the side. She had a show in Brook-

lyn in July, and ifanyone is in NYC, they should get

in touch in case there is another show in the works!

EmmaWood is also living in NYC, working as a

literary scout. Eliot Wall hosted a 4th ofJuly party

with a phenomenal view, at which Emma, Becky

Greenberg David Cuthell, Pete Smith, Henry

Frankievich, Evan Moore, Catherine Crooke,

and Olivia Pei were able to catch up.

Having spent a month in Fuertevenrura—with

one radical environmentalist and no electricity or

running water—decompressing from a data entry

gig at Human Rights Watch, Catherine is now look-

ing for work in London. Olivia now resides in DC;
she lives with Andrea Coravos '06 and, in recent

months, managed to catch up withJocelyn Gully,

Amy Fenstermacher, and Elizabeth Finnegan

'06. Komaki Foster also recently moved to D.C.;

she lives with Sara Nickel and just started working

on Capitol Hill for the House ofRepresentatives.

James Flynn just moved to New Haven, Conn.,

and started his first year at Yale Law School.

Catie Shaw is still doing public relations for the

thermal enterprise business within GE Power &
Water and made a lot ot trips to Boston and NYC
over the summer. Catie, Annie Boylan, Karen

Schoenherr, and Sam Gould met up tor a night

out in Boston after a Red Sox game. Annie also

joined Catie (for the ninth year in a row) on her

annual family vacation in New Hampshire. Catie

recently stayed with Yoni Gruskin at his apart-

ment in NYC for two separate weekends and got

to seeJon Louie there as well! LaurenJackson

still lives in Boston, working at Healthworks Fitness

Center, overseeing the Boston College section of

her church's college ministry, and loving life! Jared

Bard graduated from Yale last May and just started

studying tor a PhD degree in the molecular and cel-

lular biology program at UC Berkeley.

Becky Agostino is busy serving as the chair of

special education at her school in Harlem; in the

spring, Aaron Weisz 06 took some ot her kids on

a tour ofCBS, where he works, and they loved it.

Emily Kennedy now resides in Cleveland, Ohio,

where she studies biomimicry at the University

ofAkron. Ethan Schmertzler graduated from

Middlebury this past May and, after a summer of

working in the Bay Area tor a venture capital firm,

is pursuing early stage investing as a career. He is

currendy getting experience growing companies by

working in corporate development at a late-stage

biotech. Over Labor Day weekend, he got together

with Yunsoo Kim, who now studies at Yale Medi-

cal School.

Please keep the updates rolling in. It you haven't

heard from us in a while, get in touch— it prob-

ably means w7e need to update your contact into!

—Catherine
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Evidence that the members of 08 are almost real

people is now irrefutable: both Lindsey Branson

and Cassidy Carpenter are engaged ( !), andJake

Bean adopted a dog. Lindsey and her fiance, Kyle

Crosby, are getting married in September 2013

(open wedding invitation to the Class of2008);

Cassidy originally met her fiance, Dan Belz, on a

blind date, and they will be married in May 2014 in

Kansas City, Mo.; Jake's dog's name is Ajax—Jax

for short.

Far from home, Andrew Cox and J.J.McGregor

will spend the next year playing professional hockey

in Europe. Andrew is playing for Stjernen Hockey

Fredrikstad Elite, a team in Norway's premier

hockey league.
J.J.

is living in the French Alps, play-

ing for a hockey team in Meribel, France.

AlyssaWarren is in Kosovo for the year, teach-

ing English via the Fulbright Program. Siobhan

Alexander is teaching English in Russia Kristy

Spiakwas an au pair on the Italian Riveria last sum-

mer, and Carolina Marion spent three months last

spring teaching high schoolers in Viterbo, Italy.

Max Meyer and Kie Watanabe both work

for McKinsey in Asia—Max in Beijing and Hong

Kong, and Kie in Tokyo.John Heroy andJeffLu

are both working at investment banks in Hong

Kong, where Lizzie Chan and Abby Hoglund also

live. Cousins Ben Schley and Dana Feeny traveled

together through Vietnam and China; Ben met

with Andrew Chan tor drinks in Hong Kong and

spent two days with Nich Koh in Singapore.

Very close to home, Chris Wade, Kate Farrell,

and Veda Eswarappa all taught at Phillips Acad-

emy Summer Session this year. While Chris and

WalkerWashburn picked up Summer Session stu-

dents at Logan Airport, they ran into Steve Bartz!

Chris now teaches at the MATCH Charter Public

High School in Boston, and Veda is also working

in the city.

After spending a few weeks as a rowing instruc-

tor in Pennsylvania (running into Silke Cummings

at UPenn!), IanAccomando road-tripped across

the U.S. with his brothers, diligently mobile-upload-

ing images from the journey to Facebook.

A few luck)' '08ers are still in college! Jen

Downing will graduate from Yale in December,

milking her last season ofeligibility for cross-country.

A senior, BlaineJohnson welcomed PA ' 12 grads

at Dartmouth's freshman orientation— it made

her feel old. Mikaela Sanders is finishing at Smith,

Dana Feeny is wrapping up at Stanford, and Caro-

lina Marion is in her last semester at Northeastern.

Simone Salvo embarked on senior year at Bard

after an amazing summer leading treks through

Thailand for Rustic Pathways.

Among those ofus who graduated from college

this past spring are the wise '08ers who opted to

head straight for grad school. Murphy Temple

started at the University ofCambridge, Silke Cum-

mings remained at UPenn for dental school, and

Cassidy Carpenter started a doctoral program

in clinical child psychology at the University of

Kansas. Michelle Hollebeke started at Syracuse

Law School, and Jade-Isis Lefebvre is pursuing a

master's degree at McGill.

Sebastian Caliri started at Stanford Medical

School after a summer spent analyzing early-stage
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In July, Larry Zhou '09 hosted an impromptu mini reunion in New York City. Pictured in thefront row, from left, are

Kristy Spiak '08, Caitlin Feeney '08, Hailee Minor '08, James Rockas '08, Mike Palermo '08, Larry, Tony Zou '09, and

Emelyn Chew '10. In the back row are John Twomey '08, Zach Dixon '08, Steve Bury '08, Foster Jebsen '08, Bryan Farris '08,

Brendon Sullivan '07, Gary Cao '07, Merit Webster '06, Mike Jiang '07, Derek de Svastich '06, and Simon Keyes '06.

biotech companies for a venture capital firm in San

Francisco. Both headed to Columbia University,

Nicole Lee is studying nursing and Josh Infantine

is in a chemistry PhD degree program. Hanson

Causbie and lake Bean are both in flight school in

Fort Rucker, Ala., and Pensacola Fla., respectively.

Unable to shake each other, Lambros

Theofanidis, Zach Feldman, FosterJebsen, and

Chris Waskom all graduated from UPenn this

spring and now live together in New York. Brian

Watson and Frank Pinto, who both graduated

from Columbia, also live together in New York.

Caitlin Feeney is a paralegal at an NYC law firm

and lives on the Lower East Side. Rajit Malhotra

works for the Royal Bank of Scotland in NYC and

spent training in London with J.R Santaniello,

who is also working tor RBS.

Also living in NYC, Lydia Dallett danced in the

ram with Miguel Tavarez and Alyssa Yamamoto

at a MoMA outdoor concert this summer. Abby

Colella is spending this year as a paralegal in NYC
and will head to Harvard Law School next fall.

Molly Shoemaker is working at The Signature

Theatre after a summer (with Evan DelGaudio!)

at the Weston Playhouse Theatre Company in

Vermont. And you should all go to Ellie Shepley's

yoga class at Prana in Union Square!

Earlier this summer, Rachel Cohen and Katie

Costello met up for a cupcake-making class

in the East Village. Paul Hsiao, Kie VVatanabe,

[ohn Heroy, Tudor Radoaca, and Eleazar

Vega-Gonzalez rendezvoused for Japanese food.

In San Francisco, Sara Ho is working at

Stockbridge, a real estate investment firm, and

hosted Mary Doyle during a trip to NorCal. Kristy

Spiak and Britney Van Valkenburg are living

together in the Bay Area, where Britney 's working in

the education practice ofBerkeley Research Group.

Mercy Bell is living in Palo Alto, Calif, working for

a mobile analytics company.

Kelly Lacob, Dana Feeny, Alyssa Warren, Steph

Clegg, and Katie Michaelson reunited near Santa

Cruz, Calif, over Memorial Day weekend. During

what they each described as a fabulous week-

end, they bumped into Steve Bartz and Kimbo

Chang in Palo Alto, Calif, and met up withJanet

Scognamiglio, who is teaching seventh-grade

English in Oakland. Alyssa lived at home in San

Diego this summer and popped up to LA to see

Daisy Hoffman and Cecelia Worthington, both

of whom were working in LA tor the summer.

In DC, Adam Giansiracusa is working on the

Obama campaign; he moves to Chicago in January

to start consulting with Monitor Group. Adam

saw Jen Downing while she was in DC. this sum-

mer. Victoria Glynn graduated from American

University and is working for the Truman National

Security Project in DC. She and Maggie LeMaitre

met up for a weekend in Atlantic City, N.J. In nearby

Richmond, Va., Chris Lim is teaching high school

physics. Over the summer, he got together with

Sophie Scolnik-Brower, Obinna lgbokwe,

Miguel Tavarez, and Bryce Frost for a reunion in

NYC. On his way down to Richmond, he stopped

in Philly to get coffee with Silk Cummings.

In Boston, Kate Foley is a clinical researcher at

Mass General Hospital, where she lunches with

Jamie Harisiades. Naomi Sobelson, Haley

Bruns, and Megumi Ishizuka all live and work

in Boston as well! Anne Tucker is a residence

counselor at McLean Hospital in Belmont, Mass.,

and she'll be applying to neuropsychology grad

programs this fall.

Steph Clegg is a Hitchcock Fellow with the

Amherst athletics department; she'll spend the

next year assistant coaching field and ice hockey,

organizing intramurals, and generally continuing

her career as superstar of Amherst athletics. Katie

Michaelson hosted Steph for the annual Monster

Shark tournament in Martha's Vineyard, Mass.,

where Katie was working in the emergency depart-

ment of Martha's Vineyard Hospital.

As a finalist in the MassChallenge Boston incu-

bator, Jess Cole is working full-time on her startup,

Roammeo, which is a local event discovery engine

(now live in Boston; roammeo.com). Jess rendez-

voused with Allison Parr and Siobhan Alexander

this summer.

I'm also in Boston, working at the Harvard

Innovation Lab and catching dinners with Simone

Salvo, Abby Colella, Jonathan Adler, and Molly

Shoemaker. Can't wait to see you all at Reunion in

mere months! Blue Love! —Mary
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Larry Zhou hosted an Andover event this past

weekend withJohn Twomey '08 and Bryan Farris

'08. He writes that the reunion took place "onJohn

Twomey s rooftop and [they] had the grill fired

up." Lots ofAndover alums attended the event

including Emelyn Chew ' 10, Tony Zou, Brendon

Sullivan '07, Gary Cao '07,James Rockas '08, and

Zach Dixon '08, among others. Larry also visited

Steven Lee-Kramer with Ishan Kapoor at UVA
on their way down to Duke.

Lucy Bidwell, Conor May, Kit Halvorsen

'08, Phil Meyer '08, and Marvin Blugh were all

reunited at Lucy Bidwell's house in Santa Barbara,

Calif., for an end-of-summer party. The party was,

writes Lucy, "offthe hook." Lucy and Marvin are

in the same anthropology class and see each other

all the time at USC In July, Harrison Hart met

up with Brian Russell, Will Thompson-Butler,

Stephanie Moroney, and Ryan Heavey in

Manchester, Mass., to celebrate Annalee Leggett's

21st birthday.

This summerJenniferMorgan interned at

the Department ofCommerce in DC. In August,

she got to spend some time with Kaki Elgin and

Carolyn Han (who came down from Baltimore

to visit Kaki andJennifer). At Brown,Jennifer

has been seeing a lot ofZoe Bogus, Sudhandra

Sundaram, and Cassie McManus. Also, Guy

Puymartin has been in Providence, R.I., while

visiting his sister at her boarding school in eastern

Connecticut, so Jennifer has seen a lot ofhim as

well. While interning at the U.S. Department of

State in DC. tor the summer, Kaki Elgin ran into

Declan Cummings, Hannah Finnie ' 11 , Mike

Yoon'10, andJulieXie'lO.

While we were unable to reach Margaret Finch,

who is usually very good at submitting, we received

an automated e-mail message notifying us that she

is "currentfy in Namibia and will have very sporadic

Internet access until late December." Have fun in

Africa, Margaret! Victoria Sanchez spent a week in

Maine with Louisa Chafee in August. She also just

turned 21 in September and celebrated in style with

MalikJenkins andJoel Camacho '08.

Roommates Sam Auffant and Eddie

Houghton are both still at Holy Cross and play-

ing football. Sam is majoring in economics. Allie

Theriault had lunch with Michaeljit Sandhu in

Chicago this past May. Kevin Ofori and Kyle Ofori

ran into Abby Levene. They write that while "it's

been a while since [they have all] seen each other . .

.

[they] had a good chat and caught up with each

other on the sunlit steps ofBrown Hall at Princeton."

Kyle also writes that he caught up with Dave Luan

over the summer in Palo Alto, Calif, for a weekend.

The two ofthem hung out on campus, then went

into San Francisco for a day before Kyle headed back

to Sacramento, Calif, where he was living.

Jill Kozloflj Glenn Stowell and Nick Craven

are now neighbors at Wesleyan and have frequent

Andover-themed get-togethers. In late August,

Danica Mitchell and Alice Conant went on a hik-

ing expedition in Maine and ended it with a summit

ofKatahdin. The two ofthem crossed the treacher-

ous Knife's Edge in 50-70 mph winds and gave a

shout-out to Mark Cutler and Charles Clerc, our PA

search and rescue instructors, "for introducing us to

the technical climbing skills that enabled our safe

voyage." (Congrats, guys!)

Chelsea Carlson andJean Fang ran their first

half-marathon in May. Jean spent her summer in

Hyderabad, India, interning for a pharmaceuti-

cal company and traveling. She writes that she is

"enjoying serving as vice president ot membership

programming in [her] sorority and connecting with

local alums!" This summer, BreezyJordan and

Aubrey Zimmerling worked in Washington,DC
Annie McDonough, who was working in New

York, met up with Breezy and Aubrey in DC. for a

weekend in August.

Jessica Frey met up tor a night in Boston with
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Megan Farquhar, xVlariannaJordan, Sophie

Shimer, and Lauren Wilmarth, who is now at

Cornell University's College ofVeterinary Medi-

cine. This summerJessica interned with the devel-

opment departments at the Museum of Fine Arts,

Boston, and the Peabody Essex Museum. Since she

was in Boston, she often got lunch with Megan, as

Megan interned at the Massachusetts State House

and the two ot them "were just a tew T stops away

from each other."

Trey Meyer visited NYC for a while and played

tennis and squash at Tony Zou's club. Tony writes

that they "had an epic bet on our matches that

ended up in a tie." Larry Zhou joined them for

lunch and they all hung out for a bit, caught up,

and talked about future plans. Tony writes that he

Took[s] to continue [his] rivalry with Trey next year

with a new bet." VincentJow also visited for a day

from Penn, and he and Tony had a nice dinner, after

which Tony showed Vincent around his neurosci-

ence lab where Vincent "promptly freaked out

when he saw rats." Tony also just recently enjoyed a

chicken teriyaki dinner at Hatsuhana with Jin Won

Lee '08, Andrew Chan '08, Mike Zhan '08, and

Jay Park 08.

As for me (Alex McHale ) , I am excited to work

with VincentJow after graduation at an investment

bank in New York. Additionally, Max Abitbol

hosted some of the old Taylor Hall crew (Jack

Walker, Matt Gorski, Spencer Rice, Andrew

Pohly, Moses Kim, Marvin Blugh, and me) at his

place in the Hamptons after we all finished work

this summer. I also had chance encounters with

Annie McDonough, Tory Marvin, Kimberly

Kuoch, Jill Kozloff, Sol Jin 07, and FosterJebsen

08. 1 look forward to finishing senior year, and

anyone who is ever in New York is invited to grab

drinks and catch up with me.

2010
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Will Lindsey spent winter term and summer

working as a policy intern for the president pro

tempore of the North Carolina senate. He did

research, wrote policy briefs for legislation, and

attended committee meetings when the senate was

in session. He got to see Sophie Fourteau and

Alex Gray on a trip to NYC.

Mia Pecora is currently studying abroad in

Spain and is excited to be in Europe for the first

time. She's staying with a host family and taking

classes through 1ES Abroad and the University of

Granada. She's enjoying a semester off from her sci-

ence degree and plans to travel to Morocco, France,

and hopefully Prague.

Nathalie Sun is studying at Donghua Univer-

sity in Shanghai, China, this semester. Her program

consists of intensive Chinese with an intern-

ship, which she's doing at DDB China Group, an

international advertising agency. She's living with a

Chinese roommate and is excited that her program

gives her two weeks offto travel.

Rob Stevens is majoring in math at Davidson

College and spent the summer in Texas working

for an oil and gas investment banking firm. Over

the past year, he hung out with Annie Bonifas

and Natalie Cheng in Chicago, as well as Alexis

Dawkins and Brandon Wong ' 12 in Chapel Hill at

UNC. A few months ago he also got to reunite with

Colleen Flanagan before she headed off to study

in Guatemala. Rob is having a great time studying

abroad in Madrid right now, where he's living in a

homestay and studying Spanish.

Juliet Liu spent the spring semester abroad

in London, and visited Anna Fang, who was also

studying abroad, in Madrid. She took the oppor-

tunity to travel around central Europe, where she

particularly enjoyed the thermal baths in Budapest,

Hungary, and the Vienna State Opera in Austria.

Over the summer, she worked at the Creative

Artists Agency in the motion picture talent depart-

ment in LA. She also reunited with Courtney

King and Tim Ghosh, who spent the summer in

LA working for an investment banking firm.

Kyle Leahy is majoring in government at Ham-

ilton College and doing a political internship in

Washington, DC, this semester.

Anna Fang spent the summer doing an intern-

ship at the UC Davis Medical Center, shadowing

in all services in the department ofsurgery. While

in California, she also spent time at Yosemite

National Park, and ran a trail run half-marathon.

Caroline Gezon worked in Montana again this

summer, taking time on her days offfrom baking

pies to hike Glacier National Park and encounter

more than a few bears. She traveled through Ireland

and Scotland, and hiked the Corfu Trail in Greece

before beginning her tall semester abroad in Aix-

en-Provence, France.

Trevor Braun went miniature golfing in Maine

with KhalidMcCaskill and Jackie Wallace this

summer. He'll be playing hockey and studying hard

at McGill University this year.

Alec Bingaman is throwing javelin tor the

Princeton track team, as well as playing club

hockey. Over the summer, he met up with James

Poss, Peter Hetzler, and Alex Muresanu in NYC.

Courtney King spent the past semester back-

packing through Southeast Asia and volunteering

for a women's empowerment NGO in India. She

recently transferred to Wesleyan University and is

glad to see Nicole Okai and Lauren King around

campus, as well as what feels like the entire Andover

Class of '12.

Helen Lord is studying film in Buenos Aires,

Argentina, this semester. She's taking all her classes

in Spanish and plans to travel a lot. Helen is a

member of the Brown University Sailing Club and

continues to sail in Argentina.

Garnet Hathaway spent the summer in Provi-

dence, R.I., where he opened a lobster roll pushcart,

making use of skills learned from majoring in busi-

ness and entrepreneurship. He was also named an

assistant captain of his hockey team this fall.

Isabella Uria spent six months in China this

past year, first studying in Beijing and then working

in an internship for the U.S. Consulate in Shenyang,

China. Alexis Dawkins went to live with her in

China while she was working on her internship.

Over the summer, Michael Scognamiglio

worked in the entertainment division of DKC, a

public relations firm in Manhattan whose clients

include Paul Simon and 50 Cent. He also biked

through Martha's Vineyard, Mass., with Celia Lewis

and Ben Prawdzik, and went to Pitchfork Music

Festival in Chicago with fellow Andover buds Ben

Brodie 11 and Adam Levine 11. This fall, he's taking

English courses at King's College in London.

Alanna Waldman spent the summer working

as a lifeguard and teaching swim lessons and swim

team at a yacht club in the Boston area. She also

spent two weeks in Guatemala on a medical brigade

with the USC Volunteer Center. There, she lived

with a host family and had a great time helping out

with community service and practicing her Spanish.

Claire King is spending fall semester studying

abroad in South Africa, where she's taking classes

at University ofCape Town and working at a home

for abandoned children in Khayelitsha. She has

a classroom of 14 12- 15 year olds, and she helps

them with homework and writing, as well as playing

games and working on health, hygiene, and empow-

erment. Claire loves South Africa and is hoping to

live there at some point after graduation.

Andrew Townson spent his summer in Austra-

lia, where he was an intern working with the Sydney

Film Festival. While he was away, a documentary

short he filmed about the natural gas shuttle service

atJohns Hopkins University was recognized by the

White House and was screened at the UN's Rio+20

Earth Summit 2012 in Rio deJaneiro, Brazil, as

part ofthe United States's presentation. In August,

he was invited to the White House for an award

ceremony and to meet with the Environmental

Protection Agency.

Josh T. Feng spent his summer in the Boston

area. He once again worked on the staffof Green

Move Out during commencement week with Ms.

Russell, Turner Shaw II, and lonah Guerin 07. Josh

worked with 6-8 year olds as a sports day camp

counselor at MIT, where he was lucky enough to

catch a brunch with Melissa Yan. Melissa recently

got a chance to catch up with Faiyad Ahmad,

Kristi Dode, Peter Bang ' 11 , and Tom Hamel at
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an impromptu get-together at Harvard. Over the

summer, Tom traveled to Italy with the Harvard

basketball team and had a great time playing basket-

ball against Italian teams and sightseeing with his

teammates.

Matt Lawlor is now living offcampus at Yale

and is cooking for himself He worries that he might

not survive. He is also playing rugby with Alex Du.

Zahra Bhaiwala is starting her junior year at

Columbia, majoring in biology and Middle East-

ern/South Asian studies, and is also planning on

pursuing a master's degree in public health before

medical school. She loves NYC and explores as

much as she can!

Vijit Kapoor is entering his junior year at Princ-

eton, majoring in economics but doing certificates

(minors) in applications ofcomputing and finance.

He has been a part-time intern at My Card My
Story since April. He has also been playing a decent

amount ofcricket and played in the American Col-

lege Cricket Regional Championship in NYC in

October with the Princeton Cricket Club.

Michael Ma transferred to Penn Wharton from

NYU Stern and will be concentrating in finance and

accounting. This past summer, he went to Peru to

build a treasury model for Caja Rural Los Andes (a

rural microfinance institution), where he saw awe-

some sights, ate great food, and met good people.

He is still running whenever he can.

Sara Bakrow transferred to the University of

Virginia and absolutely loves her new school. She

joined Sigma Kappa and the Frisbee team. Over the

summer, she worked in NYC for an energy consult-

ing and management firm.

2011

Christopher Batchelder

4 Raymond St.

Manchester MA 01944
cqbatch@email.unc.edu

Oriekose Idah

8 Sycamore Lane

Rolling Hills Estates CA 90274
oidah0608@gmail.com

Kevin Song

1 Windy Hill Road

Green Brook NJ 08812
kevin@andoverl 1 .com

Edith Young

470 Park Ave., Apt. 2D
New York NY 1 0022
edithwyoung@gmail.com

Over a year has passed since the Class of2011 spent

our final days as Andover students. Since then, we

young alumni have successfully finished first years

ofcollege and gap year adventures.

This past summer vacation was perfect for

Andover '11 connections. Patrick Brady spent a

few days on Marthas Vineyard, Mass., to celebrate

at Andrew Schlager '12's surprise birthday party.

Some festivities took place at an arcade where Mike

MacKay, Ben Brodie, Margaret Curtis '12, and Eli

Grober 09 were also in attendance.

Chris Batchelder, Matt Appleby, Tim

McLaughlin, Michael Berube, and Patrick

Wolber saw TED together in Boston. After the

Andover alumni picnic on the Great Lawn, the

group drove to Tim's home on Cape Cod to

catch up.

Some spent their summers even closer to

academy grounds. Kellie Walsh, Shannon

McSweeney, Haley Scott, and Edith Young

worked for Andover Summer Session, alumni

affairs, and among the Winslow Homers and

Robert Mangolds ofthe Addison Gallery during

the day, and the girls cooked dinner for each other

at night. When Haley and Edith weren't watching

for Tess Scott '06 onABC World News with Diane

Sawyer, they were reading David Foster Wallace's

Infinite jest with Infinite Summer Session, an Ando-

ver alumni book club.

Capitol Hill seduced many fellow classmates

this summer. Kerry Lanzo had the opportunity

to participate in the Youth G8 G20 Summits in

Washington, DC. She met delegations from every

represented country and escorted them around

the D.C. area.

Chris Batchelder also headed to D.C. to meet

Mike MacKay and attend the Dark Ktnght Rises

premiere. They then spent the next day at the White

House, where Mike works as the arts and humani-

ties event coordinator.

Katie Hess writes, "This summer, [sister] Ashley

and I both had internships working at the U.S.

Senate with Senator Scott Brown ofMassachusetts.

While coming out ofa Whole Foods near our

Foggy Bottom apartment one night, we ran straight

into Hannah Finnic On similar occasions, we ran

into Ryan Marcelo ' 10 and Sebastian Becker '10,

met up with Kyle Franco ' 10 and TylerJennings ' 10,

and had dinner withJeremy Hutton."

Jeremy Hutton interned with J.P. Morgan in the

nation's capital. Over barbecued food with Edith

Young, Haley Scott, Kyle Franco ' 10, Nathan Scott

05, and Eli Feghali 05, he discovered that the icon

for the Washington National's baseball team is the

same as the Walgreen's symbol.

Ryan Gaiss reports that "the gang" (Luke

Miggs, Alex Sal ton, andMark Hanson) ended

up finally making it back to Martha's Vineyard,

Mass., for a few nights, spending time on the sands

ofSouth Beach and Menemsha, eating lobster and

reminiscing about last summer's memories. He

adds, "We eventually caught up with recent gradu-

ates Colton Dempsey ' 12, Kennedy Edmonds '

12,

and Myles O'Neil ' 12 in downtown Edgartown and

enjoyed the evening on a private yacht."

As you may have noticed with the new Andover

alumni iPhone app, NYC is swarming with Ando-

ver graduates. Jesse Bielasiak spent the summer

interning in New York and made frequent trips to

the Upper West Side to hang with Scott Cuthell

In September, Christopher Batchelder '11 and

Zac Elder '11 watched the UNC Tar Heels

trounce the Elon Phoenix in Chapel Hill, N.C.

and Batch. One weekend, Jesse's old Stearns pals

Ryan Yost, Alex Nanda, and Conor Deveney

visited for a few days of hijinks in the concrete

jungle—Alex Smachlo and Robert Palmer were

there in spirit. Highlights included sighting Al

Sharpton in a cigar shop, hanging out with fellow

Andover grads Elaine Kuoch and Alanna Waldman

'10, and meeting up with Mary Polk-Bauman at a

ping-pong club. Meanwhile, Oriekose "Orie" Idah

started summer offtouring Wall Street. She was

surprised to see Malcolm Mason Rodriguez at a

Goldman Sachs training camp, and the two spent

a tew days catching up about college and roaming

the city. As nostalgia for Andover s Thai Sweet Basil

cuisine set in, Orie met up with Chioma Ngwudo

and Ijeoma "E.J." Ejiogu for an evening ofNew

York pad Thai and laughs.

Chris Batchelder met up with Rishabh

Bhandari and Jesse Bielasiak in Manhattan to see

the Prometheus premiere. He also explored Central

Park with Yuto Watanabe and Diego Mendia.

Chris, Yuto, and Mike MacKay spent some time

at Columbia University and attended an Andover

reunion with Mike Discenza 09, Ricky Chen '09,

andNayabKhan'08.

Over on the West Coast,Jeremy Hutton, and

Teddy Smyth spent the day with USC Tro-

jans Nikita Lamba and Thomas Armstrong.

Gabrielle Kwon also spent a busy summer in

sunny California interning at the Irvine Plastic

Surgery Center in Orange County, Calif. Gabby

had an amazing catch-up session and food esca-

pade with fellow 201 1 alum Hannah Finnie when

Hannah went to participate in LAs 2012 Walk to

End Genocide!

A bit further north, Kevin Song spent the sum-

mer in San Francisco, interning for Pacific Gas and

Electric Company, doing strategic planning. Living

in Berkeley, he frequently went on food expeditions

Andover
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stay connected.

with Anita McDowell 10 and explored northern

California. While there, the two met up with Steve

Kim, Anjali Narayan-Chen '

10, and Greg Hosono
' 14 at an Oakland A's game.

Denzil Bernard's summer travels took him

across continents to Japan. He was awarded a Yale

fellowship that enabled him to spend two months

immersed in Japanese culture and language on

the island ofHokkaido. He called his trip "nothing

short ofamazing," one he will never forget.

Year two after Andover marks new beginnings

for several members ot ' 1 1 . After a successful gap

year, Charlotte Cleveland is excited to begin her

first year at Washington University in St. Louis,

Mo. Benjamin Talarico is adjusting well to lite in

the West Village ot Manhattan, enjoying learning

about archaeology and marketing, and making

new friends.

Got a story about antics in Commons, adven-

tures in the Sanctuary, or escapades in the OWHL
library and didn't say anything about it? Get it off

your chest—write to your class secretaries!

9HHHH1
Kennedy Edmonds

47 East 9 1st St., 5th Floor

New York NY 10128

917-294-5091 (cell)

kennedyedmonds@gmail.com

Miranda Haymon
197 Clare Ave.

Boston MA 02 1 46
617-308-6252

mirandahaymon@gmail.com

Lauren Howard

PO Box 1 352

Lexington MA 24450
860-682-4641 (cell)

howard 1 1 6@mail.wlu.edu

Ryan Ramos

700 Commonwealth Ave., Box 3232

Boston MA 02215
917-841-0294

ryan.alexander.ramos@gmail.com

Taylor Perkins left for the U.S. Air Force Academy

inJune 2012. In an e-mail, Taylor said, "I spent

my summer waking up at 4 a.m., learning military

decorum, and doing physical training. I also piloted

a glider at 8,000 feet!"

Katie Benvenuti spent her summer working at

Aquaman I'ool and Spa six days a week. The Class

of 2012 took Europe by storm this summer with

plenty ol people backpacking across the continent.

Katie traveled to Paris with Deena Butt and

Andrew Schlager. In an e-mail, Deena said, "It was

the best time of my life."

Christopher Nanda, Ryan Ramos, Kell

Yang-Sammataro, and Min Jae Yoo also trav-

eled to Europe this summer but, unfortunately,

lost their passports. By an amazing stroke ot luck,

they were able to contact the U.S. ambassador to

Germany and receive temporary passports, giv-

ing this adventure a happy ending. They also ran

into Charles Guan, Christian Zhang, Omegar

Chavolla-Zacarias, Taichi Yokoyama, Boyd

Whittall, and Peter Lamer in Nice, France.

Cameron Hastings, Alex Schneider, Dennis

Zhou, and Terrence Arjoon had a three-week

tour through Europe as well: eating tapas in

Madrid, attending music festivals in Pans, and eat-

ing real Belgian waffles. Terrence said of the experi-

ence, "It was an eye-opening bonding experience

for four already-close friends."

Derrick Choi, Nikhil Dixit, Alex Davidson,

Andrew Cho, Brian Hanafin, and Tahir Kapoor

said their Euro-trip was full of surprises. Derrick

recalled, "We got lost in streets ot Venice, were

locked out ofour hostel in Florence, and were

stranded in a remote part of Italy, but I 'll forever

cherish those moments."

Yuni Sumawijaya started off her summer by

going to Dubai, United Arab Emirates, and Bali,

Indonesia, with Katie McLean and Evan Eads.

They, too, continued by visiting Europe, specifically

Italy and Greece, joined by Shannon Adams,

Madison Grant, Madeleine Matsui, and Isabel

Elson along the way.

Katie and her fellow Chicago native Ricky

Goldstein hosted Jon Bakken, Colton

Dempsey, Myles O'Neil, Kennedy Edmonds,

Greer McBeth, and Isabel in the Windy City. They

all attended the Lollapalooza music festival.

Shortly after, Colton, Myles, and Kennedy

spent a week soaking up the sun and traveling

along the northeast coast on a boat with Ken-

nedy's family. They met up with several Andover

alumni along the way, including a few members of

the Class of2011.

Kennedy spent his summer working in NYC at

a social services agency called Henry Street Settle-

ment, where he helped primarily Chinese immi-

grants learn English and find jobs. He is spending

his fall semester studying Chinese in Beijing with

Madeleine Matsui.

Miranda Haymon, Matt Lloyd-Thomas,

Sophia Lloyd-Thomas 14 andJohn Ingram II

spent time in Nantucket sailing, surfing, and riding

tandem bicycles.

Izzy Kratzer and Thea Raymond-Sidel

spent three weeks in July teaching at the Summer

Institute for the Gifted at Bryn Mawr College in

Pennsylvania. Afterward, lzzy and Thea met up

with Minymoh Anelone in New York to see a

show. Ben Romero and Tia Baheri also met up in

New York to see a play called Clybourne Park.

Brandon Wong interned in Washington, DC,

at the global headquarters ofAshoka, an organiza-

tion founded by Bill Drayton '61
, where he was

visited by Ryan Ramos for a 3 a.m. bike ride from

the White House to the Capitol.

The "BOSS" clan met up this summer at Ben

Manuel s house in Charleston, S.C. Dylan Gully

and David Russell said they loved their time down

South, especially experiencing their first Chick-fil-A.

Blake Grubbs worked this summer at PALS in the

basement ot Cochran Chapel with Ryan Hartung,

Brian Hanafin, Luz Lopez, and Kelseyjamieson.

He said, "It was nice to stay involved in the commu-

nity even after we all graduated."

Anthony Tedesco spent most ot his summer

working with Chris Cameron 11, Summer Wash-

burn 11, and Kellie Walsh 11 as a proud member

of"Capano's Crew." He also had the opportunity to

hang out with Gabbie Cirelli and Myles O'Neil,

who were often in the Andover area.

Tobi Coker, Calvin Aubrey, Christopher

Nanda, and Jonathan Westling all went toJack

Sykess house in the Hamptons this summer. Tobi

emphasized that it was great to meet up with triends

before going offto college, and it's definitely some-

thing he'll try to do at least once or twice a year.

Maya Odei, Marie Liu, Madeleine McClintic,

Rachel Ryu, and Seika Nagao visited Ray

Thamthieng, Vidush Mahansaria, Ben

Rak-amnouykit, and Sarah Techavarutama in

Bangkok, Thailand. After the trip, Maya worked

at a nonprofit called NewJersey SEEDS, then

participated in the Stanford Summer Engi-

neering Academy.

In Singapore, Mia Dwyer and Vita Lampietti

went to 1 -Altitude, the highest al fresco rooftop bar

in the world at 925 feet above sea level.

Katrina Fuller started an internship at lnterbake

Foods, where she will work through January, and

received her first paycheck ever. She tries to spend

as much time with her siblings by going swimming,

biking, shopping, and seeing movies.

Danny Gottfried visited Cape Cod, Mass., with

Joe Kruy and Brian Delaney and stayed in Joe's

house in Mashpee. There, the three went boating

and swimming with Maddie Bremer and Sage

Hunt. Danny also went on a trip to Boston with Joe,

Vita, and Asia Bradlee.

Melissa Wattana took a week offfrom her Krav

Maga training to spend a week in California with

Lauren Howard, Sofia Suarez, Katie Ellinger,

and Claudia Shin, just relaxing and soaking up

some sun before going off to college.

James Lim and Chris Blackwood visited

Ian Sigal on Long Island, NY. Their get-together

involved plenty of sailing and going to Broadway for

a showing of The Book oj Mormon.

FACULTY EMERITI/AE

Andy and Jennie Cline

P.O. Box 1562

Southwest Harbor ME 04679
207-244-3741

acline27@gmail.com

This fall begins the first year at Andover for our new

head of school,John Palfrey. In recognition thereof,

we asked emeriti colleagues to share favorite memo-

ries of their first years at the academy. We were
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delighted to receive more wonderful recollections

than will fit in one edition ofthe magazine. So here,

in chronological order and somewhat condensed, is

the first "volume." The span ofthese stories reflects a

school that has evolved greatly over time, but always

having at the core talented students eager to learn

and passionate teachers to guide them.

Jack and Wendy Richards arrived in 1957,

when Jack became a teaching fellow in history. Their

memories include "squeezing ourselves, daughter

Laura, and a dog into the very small Stott Cottage;

having a proctor upstairs the same age as Wendy;

being warmly welcomed byJames "Spike" '28 and

Nancy Adriance, Dalton and Lee McBee, and

Fritz '31 and Teence Allis; Wendy being chastised

by a senior faculty spouse for wearing Bermuda

shorts in downtown Andover; 1 being very nervous

when mentor LenJames visited my classes and

frantically trying to undo mistakes made at 8 a.m.

before covering the same material later on; looking

forward to the one-day Thanksgiving break after

what seemed like a very long fall; and during that

term watching Sputnik pass overhead with other

spellbound residents of the Will Hall complex."

Hired in summer 1960,John Chivers was

"happy indeed to leave my job at a neighboring

school where I simultaneously taught German,

science, and manual training, was athletic equip-

ment person (painted helmets and distributed jock

straps!), ran a dorm, coached two sports, supervised

the literary magazine, tutored weaker students in

homework tactics, and more. Also, the kids taking

German had already tried French and/or Spanish

before being handed to me for a final chance. What

a delight to begin at Andover with the cream ofthe

crop and be able to teach the language entirely in

German. Since my father was dean at Lawrencev-

ille and a friend ofPAs Dean Gren Benedict, I felt

some pressure, but the situation encouraged me to

try my best."

Sue Lloyd recalls Mrs. [Lorene] Banta's wel-

come in the fall of 1962. "Moving from a small farm

in Lincoln to Phillips Academy, where [husband]

Bob Lloyd was to be PAs first woodworking/

architecture teacher and independent furniture-

maker, proved somewhat perplexing, and we five

Lloyds, including our three sons, ages 3, 2, and

just 6 weeks, would have adjustments to make. In

Lincoln, the older boys could safely run around

with or without diapers; and now, here we were, on

a busy street, all toilet training having been utterly

forgotten. It seemed that our washing machine was

going nonstop.

"No breaks forMom either—no babysitter or

nursery school available to cope with three ener-

getic boys in diapers, however perfect in my eyes. So

when Mrs. Skip Eccles conveyed an invitation to a

special white-glove tea at the Bantas's elegant home,

I had to say I could not come. Besides, I didn't have a

pair ofwhite gloves.

"Word came back from Lorene Banta: please

come anyway, and bring your children! The cour-

age behind this invitation required some grateful

response. I'd hope for nap-time for Tom, the boy

in the laundry basket, and do my best to bor-

row some white gloves. I'd dress the older two in

their only dress clothes: black velvet shorts, blue

Swiss smocks.

"I took pains to learn more about our hostess,

Lorene Banta. Much more than decoration for math

teacher Cornelius "Con" Banta, she was a learned

woman and a first-rate organist who played for

every PA chapel service. But when tea-day came, I

surprised myself by dreading the afternoon engage-

ment. A spot of dirt on the borrowed gloves, a hole

in the seam of one pair of shorts, an emergency

diaper change tor the previously toilet-trained

3-year-old, along with an uncharacteristically and

inexplicably cranky baby

—

how did I get myself

into this?

After much ado, we arrived only 10 minutes late

and were greeted by a smiling Lorene. Inside, all

three boys were awed into temporary silence by the

gleaming tea tray, plates of cookies, and most of all,

the welcoming group—Alma Grew, Helen Barss,

"Nana" Stott, and Mrs.John Abby Kemper, in

addition to Skip Eccles and Mrs. Banta herself

"We didn't stay long; the more welcome my boys

felt, the more they relaxed into their usual obstrep-

erousness, and the more it became utterly clear that

protocol should have persuaded me to refuse the

invitation, no matter how warmly and frequently

offered. My reward, however, was experiencing the

generosity of veteran PA wives. Their kindness over-

came the formality of this occasion, as it did at other

gatherings, such as the opening-of-school faculty

tea, where new teachers and their wives stood in an

interminable receiving line, remembering almost no

one at the end ofthe event.

"When did such formality end? Particularly for

faculty wives who had no special work oftheir own?

Sim and Ann Hyde, Abby Kemper, and Ted and

Nancy Sizer certainly did their best to change the

tone. The advent ofcoeducation created a demand

for wise and sympathetic women house counselors

and teachers, but likely also left too many faculty

wives in limbo between increased expectations of

their hospitality services and decreased family time.

Fortunately, the revived Ladies Benevolent Society

channeled energies into worthy causes; fortunately,

successive heads ofschool, with their spouses,

provided both inspiring models of productive,

private couplehood, and unthreatening examples

of women's determination to help shape a more

egalitarian society.

"On the other hand, no one ever invited me to a

white-glove tea again."

Nancy and Meredith Price welcomed son

Doug on Sept. 16, 1963, their first fall at PA.

Meredith recalls watching coverage ofJFK's assas-

sination with his Andover Cottage boys. He also

confides, "Because some senior faculty seemed so

little interested in the students, Nancy and I thought

long and hard about leaving. Thanks largely to the

support ofWendy and Jack Richards, Karen and

Hale Sturges, and those difference-makers from

Mt. Hermon, we stayed 39 years."

In 1965, Nat Smith had spent three years in

Greece teaching "maths" at Athens College when he

wrote to three schools inquiring about jobs for the

fall. "The two non-PA schools called on the phone,

offered jobs, and offered to fly me over for visits.

Andover was silent. I wrote again and, a few weeks

later, once again. Finally, a letter appeared offering

me a job for $50 less than the other schools had

tendered. 1 accepted, sight unseen on both sides.

Andover seemed very distant and cold.

"In May an official letter informed us when

to report to Andover Cottage and how to find a

key. We arrived in late August, found the key, and

moved in without further word from the school.

Fortunately, the weather was as spectacular as our

first glimpse of the campus was beautiful. Neigh-

bors, Sarah '52 and Zab Warren and Prices, were

the only signs offriendly humanity. I sought out

department chair Dick Pieters, and introduced

myself. He recalled having bounced me on his knee

when he lived in my grandmother's back apartment

as a graduate student at Princeton. My mother

always said 1 was an ugly baby, but Pieters must have

thought I was at least acceptable. And so started a

marvelous 40 years at Andover."

Karen and Hale Sturges arrived in 1965 when

ladies had to wear hats and white gloves to faculty

receptions. Further, Karen was told she mustn't

wear shorts or pants in downtown Andover. Hale

remembers faculty meetings filled with cigarette

and pipe smoke and a teaching fellow being cen-

sured for not wearing a tie. On the brighter side,

they arrived at Clement House mid-August and

were promptly invited to an end-of-summer-school

reception at Samaritan House by Spike and Nancy

Adriance. Ted Harrison, a fellow guest, said to

Hale, "I understand you're a ballplayer..." Ted was

going on sabbatical that year and a month later

made Hale varsity assistant to acting head coach

Guy Hughes. In the classroom, Hale recalls, "My

department headJim Grew visited my French 2

class after one week, and afterward presented me

with a one-page critique. One month later he came

again and wrote a one-half-page critique. One

month after that he came a third time and simply

wrote 'Bravo!' He had taught, and I had listened."

John McMurray writes, "Invited to teach at PA

by Diz Bensley in '67, 1 came from raising sheep in

West Virginia with a wife and daughter to a campus

with plenty ofgrass, but no sheep. When given my

schedule, I wasn't sure exactly what I was expected

to teach. I asked my dear friend, Lolo Hobausz,

why I wasn't given more directions; he said, 'Ifyou

couldn't figure it out for yourself, they wouldn't

have hired you.' Thus began more than three

decades ofdeveloping over 30 different ways to

teach art and a wonderful experience with fantastic

students who were certainly not dumb sheep! Best

crop I ever had."

To be continued...
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^IN MEMORIAM

FACULTY EMERITI

Thomas T. Lyons

Newburyport, Mass.; Oct. 11, 2012

A fine college athlete, Tom Lyons had his undergrad-

uate athletic career abruptly interrupted by polio.

After a yearlong recovery, he retired his shoulder

pads and baseball glove and transferred from Brown

to Harvard, completed a BA degree in history, and, in

another year, a Master ofArts in teaching. Over the

next lour decades, with his lovely wife Eleanor, he

torged a new life, one nurtured by voracious reading

of historical texts and the iVen< York Times, teaching

modem European history, U.S. history, a seminar

on "The Constitution and the Supreme Court," and

writing scholarly articles and monographs.

In his second year at Mount Hermon School

in northwest Massachusetts, he became a highly

regarded coach and teacher. I can remember those

frigid fall nights coming oft the football fields above

the river and hearing Tom barking play calls to hisJV

team. When winter came, if he occasionally slipped

on the ice and fell head over heels into a snow bank,

he did not complain as he dug in his crutches and

heaved his massive upper torso upright.

Joining the Andover faculty in 1963, he continued

to teach, house counsel (now in Abbot Stevens), and

coach football. Students and colleagues quickly rec-

ognized him as a dynamic master teacher. Beyond

the classroom, he began to be tapped for key com-

mittee assignments: The Steering Committee of

1965-66, the Academy Curriculum Committee of

1978-79, and the committee that created a three-

person team ministry for Andover students.

Notwithstanding the books he published, the

awards he received as a scholar/teacher, or his role

as chair ofthe history department, nothing was more

important to him than his interaction with students.

In the ways he addressed and kidded them, students

knew he was in their corner.

An attentive conversationalist, he was broad-

minded but held strong opinions. When he over-

reached and thought he had asserted himsell

too strongly to a colleague or friend, he would

scrawl a note of acknowledgement in his crooked

handwriting.

For 25 years, Tom was advisor to the Phillipian.

He fought hard to preserve the paper's autonomy.

Over the years, 1 have heard Phillipian staff members

rave about the clandestine after-publication critiques

by its advisor with the assembled staff Here is a mem-

ory of those sessions by a former Phillipian editor and

chief, Andrew Guft '79: "The paper was always held

up by masking tape, taped to the cinder block wall of

the old Phillipian Room in the basement ofSamPhil. I

can still see Mr. Lyons pointing his mighty silver-gray

crutch at each article and delivering his verdicts...

Poor journalism? Forget it—not in Tommy T's Phil-

lipian. His love of journalism was so motivating for

all of us. It's what kept me going through all those

all-nighters—the fact not just that the student body

read the paper, but that HE was reading the paper. We
wrote it as much for him as for anyone else."

In or out of his classes, Andover students appre-

ciated his deep concern for them; they read his kind

heart. History, news, the U.S. Constitution, presi-

dential elections, foreign affairs, debating ideas with

close friends and colleagues—are what turned him

on. It comes as little surprise that his three sons have

followed in his footsteps, each teaching history and

working in top New England prep schools.

His was a richly engaged life. He was fed by devo-

tion to his family, teaching, the whirring activity of

his mind, faculty committee work, and forty years of

gratifying service to students. —Kelly Wise

Faculty Emeritus and Executive Director, IRT

Ulead more at www.andover.edu/magazine.

Robert W. Sides '34

North Andover, Mass.; Oct. 25, 2012

Robert Whittemore Sides, Phillips Academy instruc-

tor and director of admission, sailor, athlete, birder,

loving husband, father, grandfather, and great-grand-

father died peacefully at age 96.

In the classroom, on the tennis court, ocean, and

golf course, and in the admission office, Bob Sides

taught his students how to find the square root, box

a compass, trim a jib, ace a serve, choose a school, and

not least, to win and lose gracefully.

Most of Bob's professional life was spent at Ando-

ver, whose faculty he joined in 1938. He taught math-

ematics and celestial navigation, and directed admis-

sion from 1954 until his retirement in 1972. He also

coached sailing, tennis, squash, and golf On his retire-

ment, a faculty resolution read, in part: A wise man of

good judgment and high principles and standards, he

performed his duties with thoroughness and patience,

u hid] earned him the respect of his colleagues ... As

one of the founders and architects of the Second-

ary School Admissions Testing Program (SSAT), he

provided unusual leadership in making this national

program a successful one, not only for Andover, but

for the many other participating schools."

Bob was born on Valentine's Day, 1916, in Yon-

kers, N.Y. His mother died when he was very young,

so her brother, Parker Whittemore, took Bob under

his wing, introducing him to sports. First it was golf,

and by age 12 the youngster had broken 100. He

went on to play competitively for Andover and Har-

vard. Golf was succeeded by tennis, a sport he was

still winning in his early nineties. But his real passion

was sailboat racing.

In 1940, he teamed up with sailing competitor

Kate Meredith Boyce of Baltimore, co-skippering

over the next three decades in Triangles and one-

design 210s in Gloucester and Marblehead while

raising a crew offive children.

Bob was dubbed "Old Iron Sides" by the Boston

Globe in his 50th consecutive Marblehead Race

Week. In 1991, he was inducted into the Marblehead

Yacht Racing Hall ofFame, and later was awarded the

Eastern Yacht Club's Charles Francis Adams Memo-

rial Trophy for a lifetime of racing success and sports-

manship. At age 82 he skippered his Etchells, named

Sidekick, in the World Championships with 100 boats

on the starting line, the largest regatta of one-design

boats over 30 feet in the world. In 2009, he was

inducted into the Andover Athletics Hall of Honor.

After Andover, Bob and Rate took up birding,

traveling the world. His life bird list exceeded 4,000.

He was a longtime board member of the Massa-

chusetts Audubon Society. Kate died in 1992 after

52 years ofmarriage.

For Bob, family was everything, and his welcom-

ing home in Marblehead was the family's true north.

Everyone competed in sports, many taught by their

grandfather. He rarely missed a game, a meet, or a

regatta at schools and colleges all over New England

and west to Colorado.

Ten of Bob's grandchildren went to Andover

—

Paul D. Chesterton '84, Kate M. Flather '85, Charles

R. Flather '87, Lucie B. Flather '91
, ParkerW. Sides '95,

Rebecca S. Capellan '97, James F. Cowan '98, Tyler

W. Cowan '99, Frederick P. Flather '99, and Sophie

M. Cowan '01—and to no one's surprise, he chaired

the Grandparents' Committee. He also is survived

by his children, Kitty Sides Flather '59, Robert W.

Sides Jr.
'61

, Posie Cowan, Lucie Bourdon, and Natalie

Miller, and by eight additional grandchildren.

A memorial celebration of Bob's life was held on

November 3 in Cochran Chapel with private burial

in the Phillips Academy Cemetery.

—The Sides Family

dead more at www.andover.edu/magazine.

FORMER FACULTY
Samuel V.K.Willson

Sag Harbor, N.Y; Oct. 2, 2012

FACULTY EMERITUS SPOUSE
Patience G. Follansbee

Farmington, Conn.; Dec. 11, 2004
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ABBOT AND PHILLIPS

1936

HarryJ. Groblewski

Beverly, Mass.; March 13, 2012

1937

Thomas P. Rockwell

North Andover, Mass.; Sept. 2, 2012

William H. Rockwell

Escondido, Calif; Sept. 14, 2012

James L. Tucker

Lake Forest Park, Wash.; Aug. 17, 2012

1938

William R.SchuIhof

New Canaan, Conn.; Sept. 14, 2012

1939

RuloffF. Kip Jr.

BriarcliffManor, NY.; Sept. 26, 2012

1940

G. Edward Freeman

Boothbay Harbor, Maine; Oct. 30, 2012

Stephen Horner

Cranford, N.J.; Nov. 12, 2008

Suzanne Mary Long

Sarasota, Fla.; Nov. 4, 2011

1942

Annette Curran Conlon

Pittsfield, Mass.; Aug. 13, 2012

WarrenW. Francis

Providence, R.I.; Oct. 3, 2012

Irene AbbottMacPherson

Walpole, Mass.; July 12, 2012

Irene Abbott Abby" MacPherson passed away

peacefully at age 88. She was married for 65 years to

her beloved husband, Kenneth MacPherson, whom
she met at age 15 on a blind date arranged by Mary

Peg Boynton '42, her Abbot roommate. Abby and

Ken lived in Westwood, Mass., until retirement,

when they moved to Singer Island, Fla., spending

summers in Walpole, Mass., and Bridgton, Maine.

The couple owned the Colpitts Travel Agency in

Wellesley, Mass., and were world travelers, ballroom

dancers, and avid boaters.

Abby was a talented musician and artist who

played the piano by ear and sang in Fidelio at Abbot.

She was a lifelong tennis player and a lieutenant in

the Palm Beach Power Squadron, and was active

in many community organizations, including The

Home for Little Wanderers in Massachusetts and

the Red Cross in Palm Beach.

Abby is survived by her husband; daughters Laurie

Chalmers and Jean Muir; sons Bruce and Douglas;

12 grandchildren; and four great-grandchildren.

—Laurie Chalmers

John E. Searlejr.

Delray Beach, Fla.; Oct. 30, 2012

Class secretary and former class president John E.

"Jack" Searlejr., who showed his devotion to Ando-

ver in many ways, died at 88. After graduating from

Phillips Academy, he entered Yale's Class of 1945W
and then enlisted in the Army Air Corps, serving

as a flight instructor in multi-engine aircraft during

WWII until his discharge in 1945. Under the GI

Bill, he entered MIT, where he captained the swim

team and helped the college hire the school's first

director of athletics. He graduated from MIT in

1948 with a degree in business and began his career

at United Carr Fastener (later to become TRW) in

Cambridge, Mass.

An active resident of Marblehead, Mass., Jack

was a founding member of the Marblehead Racing

Association and coach of the YMCA girls' swim

team, which once voted him "Man of the Year." He

retired from TRW in 1986 and became a permanent

resident ot Delray Beach, Fla., where he was an active

member ofthe St. Andrews Club.

He is survived by his wife of 67 years, Linda;

daughters Kip Abbott and Carol Searle Ley; and

granddaughter Kelsey Abbott. Donations in Jack's

memory may be made in his name to Phillips Acad-

emy, 180 Main St.,AndoverMA 01810.

— Carol Searle Ley

John Wagstaff-Callahan

Palm Beach, Fla.; July 10, 2012

1943

Jean Schubert Acford

Lexington, Mass.; June 10, 2012

J. Henry Berne

Richmond, Va.;June 3, 2009

George J. ClarkJr.

New Canaan, Conn.; Nov. 17, 2004

Rand C.Johnson

St. Petersburg, Fla.; Sept. 30, 2012

C. Dirck Keyser

Charlottesville, Va.; Sept. 12, 2011

BradfordWagoner

Madison, Wis.; March 9, 2012

1944

Paul V. Robinson Jr.

Wayne, 111.; Oct. 24, 2012

1945

Nancy Dodge Glazebrooks

Virginia Beach, Va.; Aug. 8, 2012

1946

M. Ellen Brumback

Orlando, Fla.; Nov. 2, 2012

Hamilton W. Budge

Eugene, Ore.; Aug. 27, 2012

Hamilton "Whit" Budge earned a BA degree at

Stanford University in 1950 and, shortly after his

marriage to Elaine Walton, joined the U.S. Navy. He

served on the USS Mason during the Korean War,

using his extraordinary swimming skills to rescue

pilots from downed planes.

Whit earned an LLB degree from Cornell in 1955

and joined the San Francisco firm Brobeck, Phleger,

and Harrison. He became a partner in 1961 and,

prior to his retirement in 1989, was managing part-

ner. While living in the Bay Area, Whit volunteered

his time to numerous organizations, many of them

dedicated to the study and preservation ofnature.

After Elaine passed away in 2000, Whit married

Claudia Waggoner, and they moved to Eugene to

be closer to his family, especially his grandchildren.

Rarely seen without a Labrador retriever at his side,

Whit was an avid fly fisherman and enjoyed bird

hunting. He will be best remembered tor his devo-

tion to family and friends.

He is survived by his wife, Claudia; a son,

Whit Jr. '72; daughters Nancy and Sydney; and tour

grandchildren.

—WhitBudge Jr. 72

1947

Mackie Hall Kernan

New Hartford, NY; Oct. 2, 2012

1948

William C. Bradley

Fort Myers, Fla.; Oct. 19, 2012

H. Templeton Brown Jr.

Lyme, Conn.; Aug. 16, 2012

T.KirkParrishlll

Boston, Mass.; April 28, 2012

Andover s number one sprinter in the 100- and 220-

yard dashes, a collegiate track star, a superb ballroom

dancer, a lifelong innovator, and a family man of

unhesitating generosity, T. Kirk Parrish III died after

a prolonged illness.

After graduating from Princeton, he served as

a lieutenant in the U.S. Navy from 1952 to 1955.

His business career centered in New York, where,

as president, he provided creative leadership for

American Chicle, Life Savers, and Lanvin-Charles

of the Ritz. A member of numerous boards

—

including 20 years on the Board of Advisors of the

Patterson School of Diplomacy and International

Commerce—Mr. Parrish was part ofaYMCA team

that developed management exchange seminars

in the former Soviet Union and other Eastern Bloc

countries. In 1982, he established his own consulting

company that continued until his retirement.

He is survived by his daughters, Linn 78, Wayne,

and Susan ("Scotti") '82; his son, T.K.; five grand-

children; and nephews Blair 72 and Hunt 77

Richardson. n . , „ .,— Ihe Parrish tatmiy

Donald H. Parsons

Palm Beach, Fla.; July 23, 2012

1949

Willis H. Carrier

Myersville, Md.; Oct. 23, 2012

Bass C.Wallace

Houston, Texas; Sept. 12, 2012
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1950

John K. ColbyJr.

Staunton, Va.
;
Oct. 26, 2012

J. Evans Rose Jr.

Baden, Pa. ; July 20, 2012

Evans Rose was captain ot the varsity soccer and

basketball teams at Andover and captain ot the var-

sity soccer and rugby teams at Yale University. He

graduated with honors from the University of Pitts-

burgh School ot Law, and practiced law tor decades

in Pittsburgh.

For many years, Ev was a respected advisor and

fundraiser for Republican political leaders in Penn-

sylvania, including Yale classmate Gov. Rjchard

Thornburgh, and many other state and local office-

seekers. He served on numerous corporate and non-

profit boards, among them the board of trustees of

the University of Pittsburgh, and on various councils

and commissions serving the state judiciary. Close

to home, he was president of the Sewickley Heights

Borough Council.

Ev died at 80 after suffering from dementia for

several years. His survivors include his wite, Patricia;

daughters Virginia, Susan, and Hilary; stepson Henry

Clement; stepdaughter Jennifer Clement kelley; and

six grandchildren.

—EricB. Wentworth 'SO

Sigurd C. Sandzen Jr.

Banff, Alberta, Canada; July 11,2012

Sigurd Sandzen, an orthopedic surgeon who special-

ized in hand surgery, died suddenly while traveling in

Alberta, Canada, with his wife, Pam.

Sig earned his bachelor's degree at Yale University,

his MS degree in anatomy at Loyola University Chi-

cago, and his MD degree at Loyola's Stritch School of

Medicine. From 1967 to 1969, while a commander

in the U.S. Navy Medical Corps during the Vietnam

War, he developed reconstructive procedures that

helped hundreds ofinjured servicemen regain partial

or complete use of their upper extremities. Treating

their injuries inspired his passion for hand surgery.

Sig practiced and taught this specialty at several

hospitals in Philadelphia and Dallas. He also wrote

many articles and two books, and edited a third book

in this field.

He is survived by his wife, Pamela; three children,

Glyn, Sigurd III, and Peter; a stepson, Frank Burnett

Treat IV; a stepdaughter, Carolyn Treat Heaton; and

three grandchildren.

—EricB. Wentworth 'SO

Philip Wells Shambaugh

Brookline, Mass.; Oct. 7, 2012

Wells Shambaugh, one of our class's top scholars,

died after a brave battle with multiple sclerosis that

lasted many years.

Wells graduated from Harvard College and

Harvard Medical School. He interned at New Eng-

land Medical Center Hospital in internal medicine

and served as an assistant in pathology at the Peter

Bent Brigham Hospital before changing to a career

in psychiatry.

A lieutenant commander in the US. Naval Reserve

Medical Corps during the Vietnam era, Wells served

at the U.S. Naval Hospital in Newport, Rhode Island.

Establishing his own practice after that, he special-

ized in child psychiatry and wrote many articles. He

was an insatiable reader, enjoyed poetry, and was flu-

ent in Italian.

He is survived by his wife, Barbara, and his sister,

Sarah Shambaugh Tull. ^ „ ... .
,& —EricB. Wentworth SO

Paul D. Urnes

Chicago, III.; Sept. 13, 2012

An obstetrician/gynecologist who practiced in Chi-

cago for more than 40 years, Paul Urnes delivered

thousands of babies. He won praise from his many

patients and from the medical students whom he

mentored and taught at what is now the Feinberg

School ot Medicine at Northwestern University.

Paul graduated trom Harvard College in 1954

and returned to Chicago, where he earned an MD
degree from Northwestern in 1959. He received

further training in California, Massachusetts, and

Maryland. In the early 1960s, he spent two years in

the U.S. Navy Medical Corps, mostly in Okinawa,

Japan, before joining his father's medical practice

in Chicago.

"He was always wise and gentle, and his patients

responded to that," said Dr. Christopher Talbot, his

office partner. "His patients always raved about him

and his medical students idolized him." Away from

work, Paul was a supporter of a number ofChicago

cultural organizations, including Lyric Opera of

Chicago, tor which he occasionally appeared in stage

productions as a supernumerary.

Paul died of complications from a stroke, leaving

no immediate survivors.

—EricB. Wentworth 'SO

1953

William T. Bride Jr.

Andover, Mass.; Sept. 23, 2012

1954

David B. Bradley

Barton, Vt.; Nov. 15,2012

1954

Louis J. I'Kas II

Atlanta, Ga.; Sept. 16, 2012

Dr. Louis
J.

"Skip" Elsas had a strong sense of com-

munity that shaped his entire life. Coming to

Andover as a lower middler, he was fun loving and

sociable. Behind his mild demeanor, however, was a

determination and toughness that became apparent

on the wrestling mat. Skip was a member of the Glee

Club and sang in a Gilbert and Sullivan operetta. A
few years ago he joined the Class ot 1954 s distin-

guished "8 n 1
" a cappella group and, in 2009, sang

at his 55th Reunion. He served as class secretary for

nearly two decades.

Skip evidenced an interest in biology at an early

age, raising assorted "critters." At Andover, a chem-

istry course led to an interest in how maple leaves

took on their bright tall colors. After graduating from

Harvard in 1958 with a BA degree in biochemistry,

he worked with Dr. Thomas Dooley in Vietnam

and Laos; this experience sparked his commitment

to children's health and medicine. He earned an

ML) degree from the University of Virginia Medical

School in 1962 and completed his residency at Yale,

later becoming a tellow and assistant professor there.

He returned to Atlanta in 1970 as director of the

nascent field ot medical genetics at Emory University.

At both Yale and Emory, Skip was instrumental

in the emergence of medical genetics as a recog-

nized medical discipline. Cofounder of the Interna-

tional Society tor Inherited Metabolic Disorders, his

research contributed to the metabolic screens that

detect abnormalities in newborns, now federally

mandated. His understanding of biological com-

plexity led to sophisticated genetic testing ot gender,

which he directed at the 1996 Olympics in Atlanta.

Acting on his belief as a physician that the individual

is more than his or her genome, Skip championed

the nutritional treatment of intants born with genetic-

disorders. His prominence as a researcher, teacher,

and leader led the University of Miami to recruit

Elsas in 2002 as the first director of its MacDonald

Center for Medical Genetics.

Skip is survived by his wife, Nancy, and his chil-

dren, Jake '85, Nancy, and Margaret. The Fall 2012

issue ofAndover magazine shares more about Skip

and the Elsas Maple Tree.

— William Dove '54 and George Shapiro '54

Edward E. SoxJr.

Los Altos Hills, Calif; Oct. 5, 2010

1955

Winslow Lewis Jr.

Boulder, Colo.; Sept. 21, 2012

1956

Peter P. Herrick

Calabash, N.C.; Aug. 22, 2012

1957

Douglas S. Beattie

SanJose, Calif; Jan. 13, 2012

1959

Mary Feltwell Gordon

Haverford, Pa.; May 16, 2012

Charles L. Mussman

South Portland, Maine; Sept. 30, 2010

1961

Edmund B. Cabot

Belmont, Mass.; Sept. 1 , 2012

Dr. Edmund "Ned" Cabot was lost at sea when a

rogue wave swept him from the deck of his sloop,

Ciehta. He was 69. Dr. Cabot was on the final leg of

a voyage begun with a group of friends seven sum-

mers ago, which took them from Nova Scotia to

Greenland, Iceland, and Scotland, to Svalbard (well

above the Arctic Circle), the coast of Norway, and

the Baltic Sea. The accident occurred offthe coast of

Newfoundland, only 200 miles short of the comple-

tion of the crew's odyssey.

Dr. Cabot, who wrote and lectured about his

many voyages, won a writing award in 2012 from the

Cruising Club of America, of which he was a long-

time member. A conservationist, outdoorsman, and

lifelong adventurer, he enjoyed whitewater kayaking,
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scuba diving, helicopter skiing, and horseback riding,

in addition to his passion for sailing.

A graduate of Harvard University and Harvard

Medical School, Dr. Cabot was a surgeon at Peter

Bent Brigham Hospital (now Brigham and Women's

Hospital) for more than 25 years, and taught at Har-

vard Medical School. He retired from medicine a

decade ago and dedicated his time to philanthropy

and sailing. He was managing director of Cabot Wel-

lington LLC, the family's financial management office.

His bond to Phillips Academy was exemplified

by his many philanthropic and volunteer commit-

ments. He funded a scholarship in honor of daughter

Virginia '91, contributed to the Academy's new boat-

house, and gave generously to several capital cam-

paigns. A former Alumni Council member and class

co-agent, he helped raise funds for his 50th Reunion

and was a career mentor for 10 years.

Numerous tributes from school friends included

reminiscences of days at Andover, including Dr.

Cabot's singing in the Sour Grapes, his athleticism as

a coxswain, and the hospitality extended at his Boston

home. "Ned had that special quality ofmaking us feel

valued," saidJohn Hutchinson '61.

He is survived by his wife, Elizabeth, and his chil-

dren Virginia, Christina, Bradford, and Heather.

For information about Ned Cabot's memorial

fund, e-mail Ann Harris at aharris(3>andover.edu.

Michael J. Sites

Fremont, Calif; May 20, 2012

1962

Carolyn LaafFNuttall

Cypress, Texas; Aug. 12, 2012

1963

Charlotte E. Flint

Norwalk, Conn.; May 8, 2012

Charlotte Eugenia "Carla" Flint died after a short

battle with cancer.

Carla grew up in North Andover, Mass., at the

Brooks School, where her father was a faculty mem-

ber.An Abbot day student, she studied piano with Ms.

Chang and frequendy played for the vespers service.

She graduated from the Manhattan School ofMusic

with a BA degree in music.

In 1976, Carla, who by then was divorced, moved

with her two children to Barcelona, Spain. Passionate

about chamber music, she frequently performed in

chamber music groups, taught piano, and was a tutor

in Latin and French. After returning to the United

States in 1986, she lived in Cambridge, Somerville,

and Lincoln, Mass., before moving to Connecticut to

be closer to family. A teacher of piano both indepen-

dently and at the Longy School of Music, she will be

remembered tor her passion, sense ofhumor, contrar-

ian views, and intelligence.

Carla is survived by her two children, Kira andJer-

emy; her sister Judith; two granddaughters; and her

beloved West Highland terrier, Malkie.

—Judith Flint

1967

Norwick B.H. Goodspeed

Palo Alto, Calif; Oct. 15, 2012

1968

CourtneyA. Marshall

Grantham, N.H.; Sept. 17, 2012

Courtney Allen Marshall, a health-care adminis-

trator and avid runner, died suddenly at age 61. He

attended Andover and Stanford University, from

which he graduated in 1972, on full scholarships and

later earned an MBA degree at Indiana University.

Courtney worked as a health-care administrator

for most of his professional life. A long-time runner,

he resumed competitive running in 2009, racing

locally and around the United States and Europe. He

was most proud of having completed marathons in

Stockholm, Chicago, and Burlington, Vt., and had

earned many age-group awards in races through-

out New England. With a kind and gentle manner,

Courtney was known to encourage new runners,

making them feel welcome and reminding them that

running at any pace is better than not trying at all.

Courtney is survived by his loving wife, Beverly,

whom he first met at Stanford in 1969 and then

reconnected with in 1996. He also is survived by his

mother, Dorothy; son, Lucas; stepdaughter, Danielle

Carey; and three siblings. —Beverly Marshall

1970

Gary H. Tourtellotte

Spring Hill, Fla.; July 28, 2012

1973

Stephen J. Sullivan

Weston, Mass.; Nov. 22, 2012

1975

Christopher D. Thorpe

Carlisle, Mass.; June 8, 2012

Christopher D. Thorpe, a proud lifelong resident

of Carlisle, Mass., died of complications related to a

stroke and heart attack. He was 55.

Like his grandfather and well-known local busi-

nessman, the late William S. Eppley, Christopher

supported many causes and projects designed to pre-

serve the special qualities of Central Pennsylvania.

Christopher attended Dickinson College and

then went to Harvard College, where he majored

in art history. He was employed for 26 years at the

South Middleton Township Municipal Authority,

serving most recently as assistant operations man-

ager. In May 2010, he married Judy Prescott, whom
he had known since their schools days. They shared a

love ofkayaking, the outdoors, and travel to historic

locations in Pennsylvania. A talented photographer

and artist, Christopher also loved antiques and often

worked at local auctions. A foundation has been

established in his name to support scholarships in art,

music, and experiential learning.

Besides his wife, Christopher is survived by his

father, Ronald D. Thorpe; his stepmother, Deborah

Thorpe; brothers Ronald Jr. and William; stepsister

Anne Walizer; and his beloved niece Katherine and

nephews Daniel, Christopher, and Zachary.

—Judy Prescott

1978

Peter Marvit

Baltimore, Md.; Sept. 18, 2012

1981

Robert E.D. Hawkins

New York, NY; Sept. 24, 2012

1989

PeterJ. Condakes

Weston, Mass.; March 6, 2011

1994

Ata K. Erdogan

Chicago, 111.; Aug. 26,2012

Ata Kenan Erdogan passed away at his Chicago home

after a courageous four-year battle with lung cancer.

He was surrounded by family.

As a new upper at Andover, Ata lived in Fuess

House and Newman House. He was a varsity letter-

man in soccer and lacrosse and excelled academically.

Ata was accepted to the highly selective eight-year

Program in Liberal Medical Education at Brown Uni-

versity, the only combined baccalaureate-MD pro-

gram in the Ivy League. He would go on to become a

fellow in Interventional Cardiology at Northwestern

University, serving as the Chief Cardiology Fellow

at Northwestern Memorial Hospital. This spring,

despite his condition, he continued to work and

received the hospital's Award for Teaching Excellence.

Ata was known for his remarkable intellect, pro-

found inner strength, infectious smile, and selfless

love for those around him.

He is survived by his parents, Drs. Mehmet

and Remziye Erdogan of Nova Scotia; his brother

Mete '95; and countless loving friends. He was laid to

rest in Mahone Bay, Nova Scotia.A memorial service,

attended by more than 200 friends, was held in his

honor in Chicago.

—Cem Karsan '95 and John Harris '94

In Memoriam Protocol

Please notify Alumni Records at alumni-records(5)andover.edu about an alumna/us death.

Andover welcomes obituaries written by family members or classmates. Submissions

should be no longer than 150 words and will be edited. Please e-mail questions or

submissions to Jill Clerkin at jclerkin(5)andover.edu or call 978-749-4295.

Andover
|
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An Andover Friend in Jacksonville

by Daniel Adler '05, with Bill Frank '28

When workbrought me to Jackson-

ville, Florida, Hooked to the Andov"

network to meet potential friends. My

Google searches for "Andover C ub

ofJacksonville"
and "Andover Club of

North Florida" brought zero results-

other than "Didyou
mean Strip Clubs m

Jacksonville?^ search returned 5,000

results, but no Andover alums. But

then Diane Glynn from the Office of

Academy Resources connected me with

Bill Frank '28.

The 103-year-old Mr. Frank and I

compared our Andover experiences.

In the 1920s, Andover was very strict

and failing grades were
common "Too

many failures and you were not allowed

toplaysports,"Mr.Franktoldme. I

was one failing grade away from being

.nelieible and would have been denied

thepleasureofplayingfootbalUwas

supposed to get a failure in a class, but it

Jnt to a student named Waiter Frank.

A strong student, he was quite unhappy,

so we went to straighten it out. The

teacher gave the credit to Walter,bnt
he

was kind to me and did not give me the

last failure."

Although Mr. Frank said that he

thought the school was much stricter

inhisdaylthoughtbacktomytimeat

Andover and found it difficult to imag-

ine Registrar Herb Morton showing

such leniency.

Not all of Mr. Frank's Andover memo-

nes are quite so pleasant. With only

three pitches, the Exeter pitcher-son

ofabigleaguer-struckoutMr.Frank

during his final Andover-Exeter
baseball

aame With men on second and third in

Lninth,thestrikeoutledtoAndovers

fourth consecutive loss to Exeter. That

at-bat has haunted me for over 80 years,

he admitted. The Exeter pitcher could

not be reached for comment.

My own baseball failures were less no-

table, although 1 imagine my grandpar-

ents are still haunted by an embarrassing

error 1 made on Grandparents' Day

in 2002. Playing first base in aJV2

game against Governor Dummer,

I got an easy popup. Backing up,

1 tripped over my own feet and

fell flat on my back as the popup

dropped for a hit. Unfortunately

for me, most fans are still alive to

tell that tale.

After Yale, Mr. Frank entered the

workforce at the height of the

GreatDepression-HiredbyWall

Street for $20 per week, he showed up

and was told he would be paid only

$15 per week. "That was not a good

timetobeonWallStreet,"henoted^

Many ofmy classmates have learned a

similar lesson over the past few years.

Mr Frank stayed in finance until volun-

teering for the army in 1942. He served

in Guam, Florida, and Hawaii, ending

his service as a major with a Bronze Star.

He modestly says, "1 didn't do anything

heroic-1 just did what I was supposed

t0 do." I similarly did what 1 was sup-

posed to do during my first job with the

Boston
ConsultingGroup-Butldont

expect a Bronze Star anytime soon.

After service, Mr. Frank founded his

own propane and gas company in

Armonk, NX, living there until the late

1990s when he followed his grandchil-

dren to Jacksonville. Through it all, his

five Andover friendships endured, his

group staying close for more than

50 years.

Mr Frank's timing was better in ro-

mancethanbusiness.Hemethiswife,

Ruth, when they were both in their

mid-twenties. The story ofhow they

met brought a big smile to his face
_

They were married for 74 years before

she passed away at age 99. The secret

tohisenduringmarriage?"Allyouhave

to do is say, 'Yes, dear."' He attributes

their good health to diet, exercise, and

his one scotch and soda each evening

before dinner.

Despite his age, Mr. Frank does not

spend his days merely contemplat-

ing the past. He reads the paper daily

plays bridge online, keeps up with the

Web, Googles, and occasionally enjoys

a YouTube video. "I'm hooked on the

computer,"he admits. Duringmy visit,

he showed me a favorite video-a talk-

ing dog with over 100 million views.

Apparently when a 103-year-old man

Koofs offwatching funny
videos, society

finds it acceptable, but
when a 26-year-

old does so at work, it is not allowed.

Mr. Frank visits regularly with his two

grandchildren and six great-grandchil-

dren, some ofwhom live in Jacksonville.

I observed him flirting with practically

every female member of the staff at his

assisted living facility. My own efforts

went no where. He knows everyone by

name and is clearly a favorite of staff and

residents alike.

As we finished lunch, Mr. Frank joked,

"When you gettobe 100, everyone

thinks you'reasage.
My sage remarks

that thebest measure
of ones wealth

is not in currency, but in friendship.

I've been very lucky, I have wonderful

friends. That's the name of the game.

I'm so happy I've found an Andover

friend in Jacksonville.

BUI Frank's new friend Dan Adler

is assistant director offootball

research for the Jacksonville Jaguars

At Andover, he was school president

in 2004-2005.
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ANDOVER
Front cover: The collage of images represents the conver-

gence of the histories of Andover and Abbot Academy,
through their merger in 1973 and the first female gradu-

ates, represented by the photo of Caitlin Cofer receiving

the Madame Sarah Abbot Award from Ted Sizer at the

1974 graduation, to current times. The central image, of

the 2012 Commencement, reflects the blending of tradi-

tions—the boys in blue blazers, the girls' white dresses

and roses—that symbolizes the Phillips Academy of today.

With this issue ofAndover, the magazine of Phillips Academy I begin packing up for the

wilds ofwestern Maine, where my husband and I will retire to our little farm, our pond,

the loons, and the salmagundi ofjoys of living in the snow belt. I take with me great mem-

ories of getting to know so many wonderful folks in the Andover community, and the very

real inspiration ofbelonging to an institution so steeped in the values I hold dear. I thank

you all for the opportunity to serve you and Andover. You made it easy. As I have said so

often, in this community, there is a great story under every stone. Thanks for sharing!

Sally V. Holm

Voice—a simple word speaks volumes about one ofthe most important elements Sally Holm

has brought to Andover magazine. As Sally retires this summer she will do so having led the trans-

formation ofAndover's alumni publication ofrecord. In addition to a visual evolution—the subtle

but important change horn a bulletin to a magazine and more contemporary design— Sally has led

a vocal evolution ofsorts, making it her mission to draw in diverse voices, one by one.

Alumni, faculty, staff, parents, and students serve as writers, interviewers, illustrators, and sounding

boards for new ideas. With deep passion for each ofthe magazines subjects, Sally has paired faculty

with alumni—renowned authors, a groundbreaking geneticist, and a Supreme Court justice, among

them—to produce articles that engage, inform, and sometimes amuse. She once persuaded a Class

of '84 alumnus to spend a day in the life ofa current student.

When she called for alumni stories to fill a special edition celebrating World War II veterans, more

than 1 00 poured in. When no single photo adequately captured the legacy of Ted Sizer, Sally

commissioned an illustrator to memorialize the education reformer.

The magazine and the entire Andover community are richer for these connections.

Sally and I recently were asked to describe the magazine's voice. While we aim to highlight messages

of non sibi and educational innovation, we explained that there is no singular voice—by design!

That's the beauty ofAndover's global expanse; it's a vast, diverse, and vocal network.

From Kunming, China, to Lexington, Kentucky, Sally and her team have captured Andover at its

complex, nuanced best. Seventeen magazine issues later, we salute Sally for her "anything is possible"

outlook and her enthusiasm that will remain boundless in retirement.

We are fortunate to promote in-house talent as Sally's successor. Class Notes Editor Kristin Bair

O'Keeffe, also a published novelist, writing teacher, and social media expert, has shadowed Sally over

the past few weeks. She brings to her new role 19 years' experience, five in Shanghai, where she taught

writing and authored articles for a number ofnational and international publications.

She has served as an adjunct professor at schools including Boston College and the University of

New Hampshire, and recently founded a series ofonline writing workshops that attract students

worldwide.

Kr istin holds a BA degree from Indiana University and an MFA from Columbia College Chicago.

She no doubt will elevate Andover's chorus ofvoices, while adding her own gifts and expertise to this

beloved magazine.

—Tracy M. Sweet

Mixed Sources
Product group from well-managed
forests, controlled sources and
recycled wood or fiber

O 1996 forest Stewardship Council



TO THE EDITOR

Dear Editor,

I read with interest the short article in the winter

2013 issue about the renovation of Bulfinch Hall.

The article noted that the renovation included

a handicap ramp and an elevator. I was glad to

see the mention of access improvements, which

reminded me of Dudley Fitts, my English teacher for

my final two years.

He was a wonderful teacher, a scholar and

translator of Greek drama and poetry. He was

also severely limited in mobility, moving slowly on

crutches. He drove his old Ford across the grass to

a door near the classroom in Bulfinch Hall and he

made a point of being at his desk when the class

arrived. I remember feeling as uncomfortable as I

thought he was when he was detained and had to

reach his desk in slow steps across the front of a

room full of students. Once at his desk, no one was

a better inspiration to them.

I am thankful that we have come a long way since

the 1950s in accepting disabilities and providing

better facilities. And I am still grateful to Dudley

Fitts for teaching me many things, including that

physical limitations, no matter how distressing,

often matter little compared to the contributions

that can be made.

—John Hansman '57

Rockvilk, Maryland

Dear Editor,

Last night I read the current Andover magazine, and

it actually took some time to do. Every article. ..some

admittedly more enjoyable/interesting than others...

just amazed me about what the school is doing,

how advanced and into the future they seem to be.

Clearly, they are on the forefront edge of education

in every facet. The new head, John Palfrey, is not

only an Exonian and young, but obviously has a

brilliant mind. I'm considerably impressed and count

myself lucky to be an alum!

—Tom Shoop 'S3

Cincinnati

Dear Editor,

Who would alums contact

to inquire about how the

recent constitutional/political

controversy relating to

firearms, 2nd Amendment
Rights, and violence in the

U.S. is being discussed within

the classrooms? I thought that

Head of School Palfrey wrote a sensible comment
about the recent Newtown, Conn., shootings as a

forward to our recent Andover magazine. However,

I am concerned that during the public media and

political discussions of the topic, perspectives have

polarized into two opposing camps that both have

valid arguments and objectives, yet talking points

given by the politicos and repeated and distributed

by the news media lack—and even hide—the

elements necessary to apply the critical thinking

skills that I learned at Andover and beyond. I see

this as a topic rich for philosophical discussion

that touches on U.S. history, statistics, philosophy,

government, religion, and journalism, but I would

feel more comfortable if our youth were being

taught how to critically analyze the debate positions

in a world where the digital age is providing

ever faster reporting and opining with ever less

circumspection, citation, and objectivity.

Perhaps an article about how the discussions have

played out within Andover's campus and classrooms

would be a good addition to the next magazine?

—Scot Blair '94

Elkhart, Ind.

Dear Editor,

Not in any way as a criticism, but as a meditation:

perhaps the Connected Learning cover should

also have shown the faculty (whose example and

mediation is needed to help students sort the

diverse quality of information available today); the

staff (who may contribute more to education than

is sometimes recognized); the campus (the physical

plant and the social structures it mediates certainly

helped my education); and "communities"—the

PA community in its largest sense, the Andover and

Massachusetts community, the schools we play

against, and so on.

There is also an interesting temporal element

to Connected Learning. When I was at PA, the

fraternity houses still existed with their Greek labels.

They had relatively recently been disbanded.

This was one of many evidences of the

changing PA environment, but of

change within continuity. Perhaps

an important part of what PA

teaches us is how to decide

which things to change and

which to preserve.

—David Bowen '63

Canterbury, England

Macro Mystery

If you think you know,

send your answer to:

andovermagazine@andover.edu

Congratulations to the winner of

the winter 2013 Macro Mystery:

Daniel Reiff'59

He correctly identified the corner-

stone of the old Stone Chapel, laid

in 1875. The chapel was demolished

in 193 1 to make way for Thomas

Cochran (Class of 1890) and Charles

A. Piatt's dream of a substantial house

of art, the Addison Gallery ofAmeri-

can Art. A new chapel, also part of

the Cochran-Piatt grand plan for the

Academy, was built across Chapel

Avenue and dedicated in 1932.

Jon Pedicino '87 and faculty spouse

Amy Sheehan Latva-Kokko correctly

identified the location of the stone,

but were unsure of its provenance.

ERRATA Winter 2013

In the Buzz? column on page 50, we inadvertently aged Ed Grew by several years, listing him with the wrong cla

He is a proud member ofthe Class of 1 962. On page 1 0, we noted that Mary Mulligan, instructor in history and

social science, had been the recipient ofthe Margaret Capen Hearsey Teaching Foundation. The foundation is

named for Marguerite Capen Hearsey. An error on page 1 3 incorrectly listed saxophonist Tom Chapin 75 and his

brother Ted '68 as Class of 1 97 1 . Andover magazine sincerely apologizes for these errors.

PLEASE SHARE YOUR THOUGHTS WITH US
Andover, the magazine of Phillips Academy welcomes

your comments, suggestions, and involvement.

Letters may be edited for length, grammar, and style.

Please e-mail andovermagazine@andover.edu or call 978-749-4677.



"One ofAndover s architectural treasures, Bulfinch represents

the classic hall revitalized for 21st-century teaching and learning."

—Head of School John Palfrey

Bulfinch Hall Rededication

May 3, 2013





hroughout its long history,

Andover has oftentimes

found itself in the national

dialogue. On October 26, 1962, TIME ran an

issue withJohn Kemper, PA's 1 1th head of school,

on its cover that looked at Andover as an example of

educational excellence and innovation. We are proud

of the role that the Academy has played in public de-

bates about access to a world-class education, need-blind

admission, and extraordinary modes of teaching and

learning that have taken place on Andover Hill for more

than two centuries.

This spring, once again, Andover found itself in the public

discourse, this time in a prominent article about gender

and leadership in the New York Times on April 1 1, 2013.

The story recounted the election for the copresidency of

the student council, which resulted in a victory byJunius

Williams '14 and Clark Perkins '14 over Farris Peale '14

and Benjamin Yi '14—three boys and one girl, all four

strong, articulate student leaders.

The reaction on campus to the Times story has been

mixed. For some, national coverage of an important

social issue—the role ofgender dynamics in leader-

ship—was a welcome prompt to further conversation.

For others, the story missed the true point ofwhat has

been happening on the Andover campus as we have

worked on this issue throughout this year, and for

years past under the leadership ofmy predecessor

Barbara Landis Chase.

I see this discussion as a welcome, important teach-

ing and learning opportunity for all of us in the

extended Andover community. The data make plain

that we have work to do when it comes to leadership

opportunities for boys and for girls at Andover. The

facts are stark: since the merger ofAbbot Academy

and Phillips Academy, 36 student council presi-

dents have been boys and four have been girls. The

Phillipian editor in chiefand other major leader-

ship positions likewise have been more frequently

held by boys than by girls. We are not alone in

this respect. Neither are we immune from what is

a larger issue in our society in the United States

and also in the dozens of societies around the

world from which our students hail.

The way to address these issues, without reverting

to a knee-jerk form of identity politics that serves

no one, is a much harder thing to puzzle out. Issues

ofgender, race, and class still play an important

part in campus life, as they do in society at large.

We need to acknowledge these facts and then find a

pathway, for ourselves and our students, that defines leader-

ship and merit in equitable ways. We seek to encourage both

boys and girls to grow as citizens and as leaders, while help-

ing them to understand and address the relevant structural

issues at play when we select people to lead.

At Andover, we are in the business of educating young

people at a formative stage in their lives. We have adopted

an educational approach to leadership development among

both boys and girls. The part that did not make it into the

New York Times was the series of projects and thoughtful

discussions that are underway to help us address these is-

sues on our campus.

The Girls' Leadership Project is one important initiative in

which girls who are leaders, along with several faculty, pro-

vide support, mentoring, and encouragement to girls seek-

ing positions ofleadership. The Women's Forum, established

by a student-faculty group, provides a safe and productive

space for dialogue. Feminism Is Equality, a website recently

launched by 12 seniors, is addressing common misper-

ceptions about feminism and Andover's gender norms.

The Brace Center for Gender Studies recendy has offered

dynamic presentations by student fellows on media por-

trayals of female political candidates and women in media

management positions. Nearly 20 faculty members—male

and female—met in late April to form a coalition on gender.

They have multiple efforts under consideration: a summer

reading list; training programs on gender issues for proc-

tors, prefects, other student leaders, and faculty; a speaker

series; a Brace Center oral history project that is part of the

Coed(5)40 programming to observe the Abbot-Andover

merger; and a number of others. Later this month, we will

hold our annual School Congress on the issue ofhow to

develop student leaders. Through each of these mechanisms

and every day across campus, students and faculty are work-

ing side by side to learn and to make progress together.

I have heard from many members ofAbbot Academy and

Phillips Academy alumni about this issue. Your views range

broadly about whether there is a big issue here at all and if

so, how we should approach it. I welcome your ideas and

your engagement on this matter, and on all important issues

that we are working on at Andover.

In the meantime, with great joy, we keep at the job of

instructing our youth—girls and boys alike—and teaching

"the great end and real business of living" in our complex,

global society.

John Palfrey

Head of School



Leo Ullman '57

His "Hidden"

Childhood

and the Andover
Inspiration

When the Nazis began rounding up the Jews of Amsterdam and loading

them into cattle cars for transport to "labor camps" in 1942, Leo Ullman was a plucky 3-year-

old only child of well-off Jewish parents. His parents knew they had to go into hiding for any chance

of survival and made a wrenching decision that little Leo would be safer in a non-Jewish home. They secured

a placement for him and turned him over to a couple who were members of a Dutch Reformed Protestant

Church. He would not see them again until after a Canadian brigade liberated the city in 1945, and his par-

ents walked across the city in search of their son. They had endured great fear, terrible hunger, and untold

grief. They found Leo, alive and well, though he did not know them.

Ullman's story, told before a packed house in Kemper Auditorium in late January, was rich in

detail—he shared the yellow Jewish star from his father's coat, the talisman rug from those

Amsterdam days that was a good luck charm and that still graces the piano in his home. He

remembered the arguments—inspired by hunger—over food and recipes, the "meals" of

sugar beets and tulip bulbs.

And then, in 1 947, came the decision to come to America, to forsake their Jewish

roots and start anew on Long Island. Ullman endured a taste of bullying in the

public schools, but eventually made what he called "the most important deci-

sion of my life—to attend Phillips Academy." That decision "shaped my life

and brought me great joy," he told a hushed crowd. It was a very differ-

ent Andover in the 1 950s. It was where Ullman learned for the first time

that he was Jewish— it had not been mentioned at home. But also, he

said, where he learned the values that would carry him through life.

After Andover, Ullman went on to Harvard and highly successful careers

in law and real estate investing. They allowed him to extend a significant

generosity to meaningful parts of his past. He became determined that the

Anne Frank story be widely told and contributed to its wide dissemination.

He generously supported the Dutch war documentation center. He has given

much to the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum—funding an extensive exhibition

on propaganda
—

"to examine the power of written and spoken words to create

demons...and incite people to do horrible things."

Ullman would not say so, but perhaps his greatest generosity has been to his beloved

alma mater. He has given much to Andover—to Bulfinch Hall, CAMD, the Addison

Gallery, Phelps Stadium's turf field, the Andover Fund. And the magnificent Steinway in

Cochran Chapel was a special gift he made on the occasion of his 50th Reunion in 2007.

His gratitude is clear. "Where, but for Andover, would I be?" he said in closing, a proud

and humble man with an unforgettable story.

—Sally V. Holm



DATELINE ANDOVER

February Trustee Meeting Wrap-Up

Budget and Finance Andover's financial

outlook, student health and wellness, and

the Academy's contribution to the national

dialogue on education were among the

issues addressed during February's trustee

meeting. Board members also had the

opportunity to meet and dine with students

and faculty and view the latest Addison

exhibition.

One of the board's primary goals over the

next few years is to nurture the endowment

by gradually reducing "the draw"—the

amount of money withdrawn from the

endowment to fund the Academy's annual

budget. The proposed budget for Fiscal Year

2014, for example, includes a reduction of

the draw from 5.75 percent to 5.65 percent.

Also reflected in the FY14 budget: Trustees

increased the compensation budget by 2 per-

cent. They also approved increases in board-

ing and day tuition, as well as a financial aid

allocation that allows the Academy to pre-

serve need-blind admission. [Tuition rates for

2013-2014 were announced the end of Feb-

ruary: $36,700 for day students and $47,200

for boarders. For the first time, fees—totaling

$900 for the academic year—are included in

the tuition rates.]

Campaign Success Secretary of the

Academy Peter Ramsey reported the

successful completion of The Campaign

for Andover, closing in January with more

than $322 million in gifts and pledges,

substantially above its $300 million goal.

Wellness Center Following presentations

by Medical Director Amy Patel, MD, Carol

Israel, associate director of counseling, and

architects from Lavallee Brensinger, trustees

agreed that a centrally located facility

combining health, counseling, and wellness

efforts would provide the best possible

program and approved the initiation of the

design phase for a new facility (see story,

page 16).

PA's National Role "What does it mean for

Phillips Academy to be part of the national

dialogue on education?" That big-picture

question drew faculty and trustees together

for three separate lunchtime conversations

focused on three distinct areas: residential

education, technology, and specialization/

pursuit of passion. The conversations are

part of the board's larger goal to engage

with faculty directly on matters related to

the academic program and their overall

experience at PA.

Outreach Update Trustee Dan

Cunningham '67, chair of the Admission

and External Program Committee, and Head

of School John Palfrey hosted a discussion

with the directors of Summer Session and

outreach programs: (MS) 2
, Andover Bread

Loaf, Institute for Recruitment of Teachers,

and PALS. In addition to sharing program

updates, the group discussed ways to extend

their efforts more broadly, potential new

partnerships, and opportunities to include

more PA students in their programs. Thanks

to a generous gift, the Academy has funding

to hire a director or dean to oversee these

programs. Palfrey looks forward to continu-

ing the discussion among the directors prior

to beginning a search.

At the end ofa day ofmeetings in early February,

trustees and donors were treated to a session at the

Addison Gallery ofAmerican Art. Director Brian

Allen described the three exhibitions opening later that

evening: Eye on the Collection; Stone, Wood,

Metal, Mesh: Prints and Printmaking; and Frame

by Frame: Photographic Series and Portfolios

from the Collectioa

Faculty Instructorships

Congratulations to Tracy Ainsworth,

Paul Cernota, and Yasmine Allen. Each

was honored for teaching excellence

during Friday's trustee dinner. Dean

of Faculty Temba Maqubela and Dean

of Studies John Rogers announced the

following instructorships:

• Harkness Instructorship #1—
Paul Cernota, chemistry

(department chair)

• Donald and Beverley Jones

Instructorship—Tracy Ainsworth,

history and social science

• John H. Porter Jr. Bicentennial

Instructorship #2—Yasmine Allen,

Spanish
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MLK Jr. Day 2013

An Energetic and
Inspiring Memorial to

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

The Gospel Choir flooded Cochran with "He has

done marvelous things" to kick off what was

to be a momentous day in the 23-year Andover

tradition of remembrance and celebration of

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Donning the purloined

rainbow stole of a choir member, Head of School

John Palfrey introduced the day's events with a

discomforting confession: he is descended from

slave holders, via an ancestor who inherited a

Louisiana plantation long ago.

The revelation set a humble, confessional

tone for the day, applauded by MLK Jr. Day

organizer Linda Carter Griffith, dean of CAMD,

and prompting her observation that "it is

much more complicated to live in a diverse

community." She set the stage for the keynote

speaker, Steve Pemberton, who grew up a biracial boy with

no family and who was told he had no future. By sheer

determination, he became an author, a national speaker,

and the chief diversity officer of one of the country's

largest corporations—Walgreens. Pemberton's story of

devastating loneliness inspired students and adults alike

—

exhorting them to learn the deeper stories of others, to find

commonalities and common ground.

Throughout the day, students attended 20

different offerings on a wide variety of topics of

diversity, justice, and community building. Here

is a sampling:

No Look Pass

Lowers viewed No Look Pass, a documentary

exploring issues of race, sexuality, and tradition.

The film follows first-generation Burmese

immigrant and Harvard basketball superstar

Emily Tay as she struggles to succeed as a professional

basketball player in Germany while coming out as a

lesbian. Later in Cochran Chapel, Director Melissa

Johnson described the challenges of her four-year

project and the friendship she developed with Tay.

"Put yourselves in the shoes of your friends," she

urged students. "Stand up for one another."

Fight Injustice with Your Cell

Phone: How Technology and
Digital Tools Can Help Us Build

a Better Future

In her lively, big-hearted #tech4good workshop,

Biz Ghormley '00, associate director at Digital

Democracy, had students define justice,

injustice, and technology, sparked a discussion

about the issues students care most about

(human trafficking, censorship, gun violence,

education reform, and more), and shared

ideas for using storytelling and technology to

instigate change in the world.

Reaching Summits with LGBTQ Teens

During this joint session, award-winning writer and producer

Curtis Chin empowered students with his personal story of

challenges and triumphs as a gay Asian American, while Cason

Crane, a 201 1 graduate of Choate Rosemary Hall, shared his

mission to become the first openly gay person to scale the

Seven Summits in order to raise money for and

awareness of The Trevor Project, a nonprofit

group working to prevent suicide among gay

youth. By mid-session. Chin and Crane had

the crowd laughing, crying, and packing their

climbing gear.

CAMD Scholar Presentation: What
Happened to the Rainbow Nation?

Xenophobia in South Africa

Lazola Nyamakazi '13 discussed his research last summer

in his native country on the sharp increase in xenophobic

violence. Nyamakazi explained that with the explosive growth

in the sub-Saharan emigrant population and its resulting

competition for scarce resources has come disturbing

incidents of black-on-black violence. He also attributed some

of the unrest to years of oppression under apartheid, and to

the failure of democratically-elected governments since 1994

to lift poor residents' standard of living.

Nyamakazi '13

Gumboot Dance Performance

and Workshop

Wearing knee-high rubber boots, 20 young

dancers from the Kliptown Youth Program

rattled the Kemper stage with their drums and

rhythmic, enthusiastic stomping and clapping in

the traditional gumboot dance of South African

miners. The distinctive dance is a means of

communication as well as entertainment. The

performers told stories of their upbringing, then

cajoled several courageous Andover students onto

the stage for an impromptu lesson.

Closing the Achievement Gap

In a panel discussion, prominent educators June

Daniels, executive director at Harvard's EdLabs,

and Yohance Maqubela '91
, charter school

principal in Washington, D.C., discussed what

America needs to do to ensure that all students

have the opportunity to succeed. The discussion

focused on the lack of opportunity in broken

educational systems that leads to high drop-out

rates in so many U.S. urban centers.
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Mundra and Dolan

Named Cluster Deans

Kate Dolan, assistant dean of advising

and instructor in athletics, and Raj

Mundra, instructor in biology, have

been selected to serve six-year terms

as cluster deans of West Quad

South (WQS) and Pine Knoll (PKN),

respectively.

Dolan replaces Patricia Russell,

sustainability coordinator, instructor

in science, and incoming dean of

studies. Russell has served as interim

dean of WQS since the resignation of

Cindy Efinger in the spring of 2012.

Mundra succeeds longtime dean Aya

Murata, advisor to Asian and Asian

American students, who will complete

an extended eight-year term at the end

of the academic year. Murata assumes a

new position in the fall as an associate

counselor in the College Counseling

Office.

Dolan, who came to Andover in 1990,

has 24 years' experience as a house

counselor in Thomson House. She will

step down from her role in the dean of

studies office, but will continue to coach

varsity field hockey, JV girls' hockey, and

varsity girls' lacrosse.

Mundra leaves his position as house

counselor in Rockwell House, but

will continue to teach biology; direct

Niswarth—the summer service learning

program in Mumbai, India; and serve

as a member of the Global Perspectives

Group and assistant varsity football

coach.

Photos of a Disappearing World

Anthony Weston "A.W." Dimock graduated from Andover in 1859, found his way to Wall Street,

and amassed a fortune. During that time, a little-known native population in south Florida was

facing forced relocation to Oklahoma and possible annihilation at the hands of the U.S. military.

Several hundred of them, called by their tribal name Seminole, managed to slip into Big Cypress

Swamp—the Everglades—and continue to live in that wet wilderness in relative isolation.

In 1905, A.W. Dimock tapped his fortune to take his 31 -year-old son Julian, a photographer, into

Seminole country. They tied up their small houseboat at a remote outpost on the edge of white

civilization, the site that would become Everglade City, near Marco Island. Julian began—with

the assent of the reticent Seminoles—what would become a five-year effort to capture with his

lens the people and their vanishing way of life.

The invaluable collection of several hundred photos and glass negative plates eventually were

donated to the American Museum of Natural History in New York, where they languished in

relative obscurity. But Nina Root, then director of the museum's research library, was curious

and began to study the plates in bits of spare time. Realizing what a valuable cache of cultural

history they represented, she involved Jerry Milanich, then curator of the Florida Museum of

Natural History, who immediately shared her enthusiasm. The result of their collaboration is a

beautiful and revealing book, Hidden Seminoles: Julian Dimock's Historic Florida Photographs,

published last year by the University Press of Florida.

Robert S. Peabody Museum of Archaeology Director Ryan Wheeler, former state archaeologist

in Florida, knows the subject well. "The photographs in Hidden Seminoles, captured by PA

graduate A.W. Dimock and his son Julian, complement the early 20th-century anthropologists

like Alanson Skinner and Mark Harrington. The clarity of the images is capable of transporting

one to a place that has been transformed from wilderness to metropolis," Wheeler commented.
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For the daytime lunar mosaic and solar

halo photos shown here, Joli-Coeur also

was named Runner-up. in the Under

21 category in the 2012 Astronomy

Photography of the Year competition,

organized by the Royal Observatory in

Greenwich, England. The photos appear

in Astronomy Photographer of the Year,

a Royal Observatory Greenwich book

series published by HarperCollins UK.

Reaching for the Stars

Laurent Joli-Coeur ' 1 5 thrives on challeng-

ing himself. So when his study of amateur

astrophotography failed to earn a medal in

the 50th Annual Canada-Wide Science Fair in

May 201 1, the then 14-year-old Montreal na-

tive didn't think twice about what to do next.

"I gave myself the challenge, for the 2012

science fair, to be the first person to prove

that light from Jupiter casts a shadow on

Earth," he says.

He succeeded, and won Best Project Award

and 1st Prize Overall in the renowned com-

petition. But the accolades didn't stop there.

Shortly afterward, he was named "Person

of the Week" by Montreal's La Presse news-

paper and national public broadcaster CBC/

Radio-Canada. Over the next six months,

he won numerous science and astronomy

awards and was featured on television and

radio shows. And at the end of 2012, La

Presse and CBC/Radio-Canada awarded him

the coveted title of "Person of the Future."

"This past year was incredible, " says Joli-

Coeur, who will be an upper this fall. "Some-

times when I think about it, I'm speechless."

Joli-Coeur's love of astronomy began when

he was 7 years old. "I got a small plastic

telescope for Christmas and I was hooked,"

he recalls. Intrigued by the science and

beauty of the night sky, he began spending

hours under the stars—first observing, and

eventually, capturing digital images of con-

stellations, planets, and galaxies.

It was Joli-Coeur's fascination with astronomy

and astrophotography, along with his disap-

pointment at having won nothing at the

201 1 science fair, which prompted the ama-

teur astronomer to embark on the yearlong

Jupiter project. "I got the idea for it after

reading about a British astronomer who
photographed the shadow of Venus," he

says. He chose to focus on Jupiter because its

light is about five times less bright than that

of Venus, making his research project that

much more challenging.

To conduct his experiment, Joli-Coeur de-

signed and built an equatorial sundial with a

flat surface aligned with the celestial equator,

and a gnomon perpendicular to the surface

and aimed at the North Celestial Pole. The

gnomon cast a shadow of Jupiter onto a pro-

jection screen, and Joli-Coeur took pictures

of the shadow using a Nikon SLR camera.

Initially, he took one 5-minute exposure and

processed the image on his computer, reveal-

ing an almost imperceptible shadow. Then

he took two additional 5-minute exposures,

each time moving the sundial in the right

ascension (the east-west coordinate by which

a celestial body is measured). This, coupled

with further image processing, enabled him

to study how the shadow moved on the

screen and ultimately eliminate other light

sources—light pollution, lens flare, and other

bright objects in the sky—as being the source

of the shadow.

The Jupiter project has won numerous

awards and thousands of dollars in prize

money for Joli-Coeur, but he is not content

to rest on his laurels: over the next 12

months he plans to do the same thing with

Mars, the next brightest object in the sky.

"This will be even more challenging. I'll have

to upgrade my equipment to gather as much

light as possible, because Mars is a lot fainter

than Jupiter," he says.

In the meantime, having mastered the art

and skill of medium-field, wide-field, and

Among the more than 200 photos in Joli-

Coeur's collection is this one of the Andromeda
Galaxy (background), which is 2.9 million light

years from Earth.

Joli-Coeur's photo of Venus crossing in front

of the sun (right), an event that will not occur

again until 2117

deep-sky astrophotography, Joli-Coeur has a

bigger idea. He has begun raising money to

build an observatory in New Mexico that will

further showcase the beauty of astronomy

by creating animations that seamlessly tran-

sition between the different photography

disciplines. "The relationship between art

and science isn't explored enough," he says.

"This will let me share that relationship with

as many people as possible." He estimates

he'll have to raise $125,000 to purchase the

cameras, lenses, and telescope he'll need to

bring his idea to fruition.

Although Joli-Coeur has not yet taken an

astronomy class at Andover, in his spare time

he has been involved in a few projects in the

observatory atop Gelb. One involves making

the observatory's telescopes and computers

robotic so they can record images without

human intervention. The other, which he

recently completed, encompassed writing a

script that will stack images taken with the

observatory's meteor camera, resulting in one

image of all the meteors shooting through

the sky on a given night.

Joli-Coeur says he thought about pursuing a

career in astronomy, but has decided against

it. "I love science, but I love being creative, so

I'm leaning toward architecture," he says.

"I plan to continue with astrophotography

as a hobby," he concludes. "I really love the

challenge of capturing deep-sky images and

the beauty of the result."

—Audrey Doyle
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First Copresidents

Elected in Midst

of Gender Equity

Debate, But...

Clark Perkins '14 and Junius

Williams '14 were elected Phillips

Academy's first copresidents in

mid-April voting, besting worthy

opponents Farris Peale '14 and

Ben Yi '14 in the culmination of

a campaign that drew as much

attention to the issue of gender

and access equality as it did to

the candidates' platforms and

qualifications.

The copresidential model was

introduced in early January by

then-school president Hemang

Kaul '

1 3 not only to manage

responsibilities and "project an

image of collaboration," but also

to encourage more girls to run for

student government's top spot. Since

1973—when the Academy became coed and the position was

first established—only four girls have served as school president

They n Are \

Following approva

dential teams

and six were

healthy and often

Copresidents Clark Perkins 14, secondfrom left, andJunius Williams 14, center, on their campaign poster.

and across campus about reasons and remedies for low

female representation at the top, and inspired coverage by the

New York Times on April 12. The ironic conclusion of the vote left

many questions unanswered.
by Student Council, 12 copresi-

emerged; six were dual gender

all male. The campaign fired

j heated debate in the Phillipian

IHead the New York Times story at www.andover.edu/magazine.

i

Palfrey Catches the Spirit

for His First HOS Day!

Predicting when the head of school will raise her or his symbolic baton

to signify an unexpected day free of classes has become for students

something of a Phillips Academy intelligence test. This year was no

exception, even though it was the first for John Palfrey, and even

though he was determined to outfox them.

Warned they might be on to him, Palfrey stole quietly into Paresky

Commons during dinner on February 4 and slipped up a back stairwell

to upper right. Raising his beloved squash racquet, the deed was done,

to the surprise and delight of diners. Then, sprinting back down to

lower right where a more expectant crowd had gathered, he entered

to music, exuberance, and waiting thank-you signs. The racquet was

raised to great rejoicing!

Within minutes, the uber-connected J-Pal had tweeted a photo of

himself with students and the racquet, and within minutes more than

200 "Likes" had appeared on the PA Facebook page, proving the old

adage, good news travels fast.

2 Andover
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Russian Language Instructor

Peter Merrill Honored

In early February, the 1 ,650-member American Council of Teachers of

Russian (ACTR) presented its "Distinguished Service Award" to longtime

PA instructor Peter Merrill for his contributions to the organization and

to the field of Russian language education. Merrill has taught all levels

of Russian and lower-level German at Andover since 1 989 and is former

chair of the World Languages division. Since 2006 he also has served as

coordinator of the Academy's Global Perspectives Group (GPG).

"I was caught completely off guard," says Merrill, who did not learn he

was being honored until the day of the award. "To be on the list with

others who have received this award, many of whom have played major

roles in the wider field of foreign language education, is quite humbling.

"At both ACTR and at Andover, I have had wonderful colleagues who

have given me the support to think about language education on the

appropriate scale. My work with ACTR has proven incredibly valuable

as background for global work at Andover with [Dean of Faculty]

Temba Maqubela and GPG."

Along with praising his success in engaging "in the wider field of

language education and opportunities for international education,"

Jane Shuffelton, chair of the ACTR award nominations committee, also

commended Merrill for his thoughtful leadership as an ACTR board

member and former ACTR vice president and president.

"Peter is a master teacher and a mentor to many of us," says Peter

Neissa, current World Languages division chair. "He is a quiet leader

who works tirelessly for students and colleagues."

Non Sibi 26.2!

Juniors Peyton McGovern and Olivia LaMarche gathered 400 signatures

and raised $3,000 for Boston's The One Fund with their run from the

Boston Marathon finish line to the Andover campus on April 27. To

jumpstart their relay effort they left a poster signed by students and

faculty at the memorial for victims of the bombing. "This horrible

tragedy hit so close to home for us, which is why we wanted to make

a difference," McGovern says.

Associate Head ojSchool Becky Sykes was celebrated at the Davis Hall dinner and

presentation ofthe McKeen Award, with her husband, Faculty Emeritus Elwin Sykes,

and their eldest son and daughter-in-law, Emmett Bell-Sykes '92 and Tahia Bell-Sykes,

in attendance.

Becky Sykes, Role Model

The Brace Center for Gender Studies honored Associate Head of School

Becky Sykes with the McKeen Award on April 5. Named for Abbot Academy

Principal Philena McKeen, the award is presented to those who have made

significant contributions to shaping the "new"—now 40-year-old—coedu-

cational Phillips Academy. Among those who offered reflections on Sykes's

40-year tenure was former Head of School Barbara Chase, who also read a

message from current head John Palfrey. Palfrey regrettably could not attend

the event. When Chase asked those in the crowd of 100-plus attendees to

stand if they had worked with Becky in any capacity—from committee work

to residential life to administrative roles—virtually all rose to their feet.

Others offering reflections were Diane Moore, director of the Brace Center

and chair of the Department of Philosophy and Religious Studies; Rev. Anne

Gardner, director of spiritual and religious life and Protestant chaplain; Linda

Carter Griffith, dean of CAMD; Bobby Edwards, former dean of CAMD and

current head of the Lower School at the McLean School in Maryland; Paul

Murphy '84, dean of students and instructor in mathematics; Boyoung Youn

Cho '00; and Kathleen Dalton, instructor in history and social science.

Andover
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Palfrey's Leadership Team Takes Shape

An Andover trustee once said that among the signs of an

organization's strength are its ability to promote from within and other

organizations' desire to "poach" its top talent. Both experiences have

been the case at Andover, giving Head of School John Palfrey the

chance to build a leadership team of his own.

Jane Fried, former assistant head for enrollment, research, and

planning and dean of admission, is completing her first year as head of

The Brearley School in New York City. Her departure opened the door

for highly regarded colleague and veteran director of financial aid Jim

Ventre '79. Ventre was appointed dean of admission and financial aid

in January, following a national search.

Ventre has been involved in all aspects of Andover's mission to recruit,

enroll, and support talented youth from every quarter. He has served

as an ambassador, guiding families through the application and

financial aid processes, and representing the Academy worldwide. An

advocate for students across the socioeconomic spectrum, Ventre was

instrumental in Andover's quest to become a need-blind school and

played a major role in The Campaign for Andover, which raised more

than $92 million for financial aid.

The dean of admission search also led to the discovery of Rachel

Skiffer, a Harvard-educated lawyer whose background includes

enrollment management, strategic planning, and management

consulting with McKinsey & Company. She is currently director of

admissions and financial aid at San Francisco University High School.

Impressed by Skiffer and moved by enthusiastic feedback from

colleagues after her visit to campus, Palfrey saw an opportunity.

He decided to fill an unmet administrative need by establishing a

position—dean of policy and strategic planning—to oversee Academy-

wide strategic efforts and institutional research. Skiffer will lead the

upcoming strategic planning process and coordinate implementation

and evaluation of the resulting initiatives. She also will oversee a

comprehensive institutional research program.

Patricia Russell, a veteran faculty member, coach, and advisor who

also has held administrative roles in academics and residential life, will

become dean of studies, replacing John Rogers, who has decided to

return to the classroom (see winter 201 3 issue).

Dean of faculty since 2004, Temba Maqubela—along with Jane Fried

—

represents the "poached talent." Groton will welcome Maqubela as

new head on July 1 . That same day, Pat Farrell, Andover's chair of the

jmi Venire welcomes ii newstudent enrolled forSeptetnbt

Farrell

Department of Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science, will join

Palfrey's senior team as dean of faculty.

Joining the PA community in 2004 after nine years at The Maine

School of Science and Mathematics—where he designed the school's

math curriculum—Farrell has served Andover in a number of capacities.

He has taught math at all levels of the curriculum and served on the

faculties of (MS) 2 and the ACE Scholars Program. Throughout his

career, he has coached competitive math teams and individual students

to regional and national success.

A house counselor and assistant track coach at Andover, Farrell also

has spent numerous spring breaks traveling with students on service

missions to rural South Carolina. He has developed workshops,

resources, and guides for teachers, and served as a reader and scorer

for Advanced Placement exams as well.

Each of these newly appointed leaders has or will become part of

Palfrey's senior administrative leadership team, an advisory group with

roles that encompass all aspects of the Academy's educational program

and administrative operations.

Palfrey is excited by the prospect of creating a leadership team with

diverse interests, strengths, and backgrounds. From budget matters

and school operations to strategic planning, programming, and

professional development, his hope is that "we will collaborate as a

team and excite in one another the passion and innovative thinking

needed to move Andover forward. I very much look forward to our

work together."

New Institutional Research

and Assessment Director Named

Mike Barker joined the Academy in May as director of

institutional research and assessment. He comes to Ando-

ver from Harvard University, where his work focused on library services,

organizational planning, and financial management.

His experience in data gathering, analysis and presentation, financial mod-

eling, and organizational planning will serve the Academy especially well

as it enters a new phase of strategic planning. Reporting to Rachel Skiffer,

who will join the Academy in July as dean ofpolicy and strategic planning,

Barker will work with administrative offices and academic departments on

research projects, benchmarking studies, and other strategic initiatives.

In his former role as director ot financial planning and analysis at Harvard

University Library, Barker helped to manage a budget of$65 million for the

newly centralized library system and served on the teams that ultimately

helped to transform the 375-year-old library system for the 2 1st century.

Barker holds a BA degree from San Diego State University and an MLS from

Simmons College Graduate School ofLibrary and Information Science.

—Tracy Sweet
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In the sunroom ofPhelps House

on a wild winter's day, Head

ofSchool John Palfrey discusses

the subject ofhacking with his 1

students Gabriele Fisher '13,

Kevin Fung '13, and

Emily Carrolo '13.

Proud to Have Been Hacked

When my friends found out that I was in Mr. Palfrey and Mr. Hugon's hacking seminar, many

asked, "Did you learn how to infiltrate computer systems? Can you take down the Phillips

Academy computer network now?" My answer to these questions was "no," and rest assured,

the Andover computer network is still safe from students like me!

While my friends' questions were humorous and exaggerated, they also revealed a general

perception of hacking as a destructive practice, ranging from stealing people's personal

information to cyberwarfare between countries. In this class, however, we developed a more

holistic view of hacking: the practice of deconstructing systems and reassembling them in

different permutations, sometimes for the worse and sometimes for the better.

As a student very much immersed in Andover's classes and excited about their future, I loved

when our seminar explored the hacking of institutions like schools. "Hacking education"

initially seems like an odd phrase, but the deconstruction and reconstruction of the classroom

has become an increasingly important topic as schools move into the digital age. Teachers and

students should learn how to navigate this new information ecosystem and take full advantage

of the Internet's connective properties.

A great example of a "hacked" classroom was our seminar itself. Our small size of 10 students

and two teachers created a great environment for experimentation. Mr. Palfrey and Mr. Hugon

rarely assigned specific content for homework. Instead, we students found our own pertinent

content for class—news articles, blog posts, journal pieces, or videos that related to the topic

at hand. By defining our own homework assignments, our class discussions were unpredictable

and exciting. Everybody had different information to share. Through a seminar Facebook group,

we shared more conversations and hijinks—such as Instagrams of our group with Sal Khan, who

Skyped into a discussion—even outside of class time.

Even more exciting were the guest appearances. We were lucky to have scholars like Katie

Salen, a game designer and innovator in education, visit us in our real-life class. Most of our

guests visited virtually. Skype conversations with Ethan Zuckerman of the MIT Media Lab and

Sal Khan of Khan Academy were some of the highlights of winter term. Talking directly with

such paradigm-shifting leaders took us beyond texts to the writers and thinkers themselves; we

became a borderless classroom.

I now can say that I have been hacked, and I have thoroughly enjoyed it. The class constructively

used the innovation required in hacking, and I can't wait to see other teachers and students hack

their classrooms as Andover courses evolve under the school's new connected learning model.

Although I won't break into computer networks anytime soon, I still would like to call myself a

hacker: one who tinkers with systems, hopefully to make a positive change.

—Gabriele Fisher '13

Planning for New
Wellness Center

Underway

Plans for a new Wellness Center gained

significant momentum over spring trustee

weekend. The facility, to be located on

Salem Street in the neighborhood of

Shuman Admission Center, Benner House,

and Bulfinch Hall, would be Phillips Acad-

emy's first new campus building since Gelb

Science Center opened in 2004. Trustees

were assured that the proposed location

would not interfere with the sight lines

from Bulfinch across Salem Street.

Trustee Shelly Guyer '78, chair of the Build-

ing Committee, reported that architects

Shepley Bulfinch of Boston will work with

trustees and members of the campus com-

munity on design specifications over the

next several months. In order for construc-

tion to begin in summer 2014 as planned,

trustees require that funding for the ap-

proximately $10 million project be secured

by April 2014. Peter Ramsey, secretary of

the Academy, was pleased to report that

several leadership commitments have re-

sulted in $6 million to date. Trustees Tom

Israel '62 and Chien Lee 71 have agreed

to chair the fundraising effort, building on

this early philanthropic support.

The center will house a "synergistic model"

for a new approach to comprehensive

care and programming. Recommendations

from the Health and Wellness Committee

include an all-inclusive program that would

combine medical services, physical therapy/

rehabilitation, and psychological counseling

under one roof, with additional accom-

modations for health education, wellness

programming, and related classrooms.

The proposed facility will house the com-

ponents of an integrated, comprehensive,

updated model of health and wellness

education, with programs including a

variety of stress reduction approaches,

nutrition and substance abuse counseling,

reproductive health services, disease and

risk avoidance training, functional rehabili-

tation, community wellness programs, and

collaborative interdisciplinary teaching.

The Isham infirmary building dates from

1912, built with a $30,000 gift from Flora

Isham in honor of three nephews who had

graduated from the Academy. The latest

remodeling took place in 1978.
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Japanese Middle Schoolers Visit a Very Personal Shrine

Alt was quiet one chilly morning on the Hill as spring break was winding down. A flash of color and excited young voices broke the stillness

as 53 adolescents from a school affiliated with Doshisha University in Kyoto, Japan, burst on the scene. The youngsters were on a Boston tour, sporting

Red Sox paraphernalia and shy smiles, sightseeing on the campus where their school's founder had himself been educated. Joseph Hardy Neesima, Class

of 1868, went home with a PA education and started Doshisha School and College. He was the subject of a Thorndike research paper published in the

spring 2012 Andover magazine. The students gathered around the monument to Neesima near Bulfinch Hall, displaying a universal sign of peace.

Earlier that morning, they had been treated to spear throwing and a scavenger hunt at the Peabody Museum and a tour of the Addison Gallery.

Flow, a Meditation on the Connection between
Humankind and the Natural World

Take the masterful, creative vision of longtime Andover dance instructor Judith Wombwell and

add the videographic talent of Faculty Emeritus Stephen Wicks and you have a uniquely Andover

collaboration that is at once beautiful and deeply meaningful. Flow, a dance narrative on

camera, combines the beauty of dance and interpretation with the lushness of nature as a trio of

dancers explores unfamiliar surroundings with all their senses as they follow a pristine

forest stream to its source in the Berkshires of western Massachusetts.

Three dancers from Wombwell's DeadFall Dance Company—including Erin Strong,

chair of theatre and dance, and Renee Amirault '07—performed the unique creation,

which Wombwell choreographed and Wicks recorded. The late February presentation,

which also included a live dance called White, based on the choreography of Flow,

was performed in late February in Kemper Auditorium. The Abbot Academy

Association provided a major portion of the funding for the collaboration.

mm
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Conferences Stimulate Ideas, Action for Social Change

The Clutch Collaborative Conference on Social Innovation and Global

Citizenship, held on campus April 14, was organized and launched by

students to educate, engage, and empower their peers as innovators for

social change. Inspired by speaker Max Schorr '99, social entrepreneur

and cofounder of GOOD, students shared ideas, insights, and experiences

in a series of small-group workshops and panel discussions, and through

participation in a case study with Ashoka's Youth Venture.

Closing keynoter David Scheffer, U.S. Ambassador for War Crimes Issues

during the Clinton administration, spoke about opportunities to become

involved in international social change and urged students to "build a

vision"—right now—and help the world through a career based on that

vision. Scheffer currently directs the Center for International Human

Rights at Northwestern University, where he is also a professor of law.

Jordan Boudreau '14, Suzanne Wang '13, and Elaine Sohng '13, coheads

of the Clutch Collaborative student club, organized the conference, made

possible by an Abbot Academy Association grant. Carol Israel, associate

director of the Graham House Counseling Center, is the group's faculty

advisor.

"Be present. Listen. Connect." Such was Niswarth Director Raj

Mundra's advice to students in his introduction to The Business of

Social Change conference, sponsored by Andover's Niswarth pro-

gram on April 28. Along with offering a summer learning experience

in Mumbai, India, Niswarth creates a model for students to question

social structures and to discover their own core beliefs.

Topics covered by keynote speaker Nitin Nohria, dean of the Harvard

Business School (below), included how personal observations of eco-

nomic development in India gave him a basic foundation for ideas

around economic inclusion, the infrastructure that develops when

successful businesses are established in a community, and how

government and NGOs can learn effective business principles when

delivering services and scaling their work. "I especially appreciated

Mr. Nohria's opinion on how to catalyze social change on an institu-

tional level," says Rachel Murree '14. "The panels provided ways to

explore different perspectives on social issues."

Students, parents, and alumni participated in two panel discus-

sions—on student activism and the future of non sibi at PA. "Panels

also discussed 'mindsets of intellectual humility' and deep reflection

as ways to connect goodness and knowledge," says Mundra.
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Student Discovers Eclipsing Variable Star

Methodical analysis of multiple batches of telescopic images taken at the

Phillips Academy Observatory led to Ji Seok "Joshua" Kim "I5's discovery

of an eclipsing variable star—a first for the school's burgeoning astrono-

my program. Kim, a native of Seoul, South Korea, is a student in physics

instructor Caroline Odden's advanced Astronomy Research course.

The sequential images examined by Kim originally were taken to deter-

mine the rotation period of specific asteroids. The 10th-grader focused

instead on hundreds of peripheral stars, creating a lightcurve—a graph

of amplitude versus time—for each one. Weeks of persistence paid off

with the detection of a star whose brightness changed discernibly over

the span of several hours, a star 630 times fainter than the dimmest

star that can be seen by the human eye alone.

Kim was eager to take additional images with the observatory's

16-inch telescope, but, at Odden's suggestion, he requested assistance

from John Briggs '77 at the HUT Observatory in Eagle, Colo., where

the night skies were considerably clearer.

"Kim's preliminary information, complete with pictures, plots, and celes-

tial coordinates, made it reasonably certain that the star in question was

indeed variable," says Briggs, who regularly collaborates with Odden.

"Variable stars vary in brightness often because of an object passing

between the terrestrial observer and the target star. In many cases, as in

Kim's, the object is another star, known as a binary companion star."

"Right now I only have data on my star's visible light spectrum—

a

very tiny range of light," says Kim. "If I uncover more detailed data

by looking at other wavelengths, such as the Ultraviolet of the X-Ray,

I can discover so much more." With two full years remaining at the

Academy, Kim says he may study asteroids or search for planets

outside the solar system.

Although variable stars are relatively common, Briggs notes that it is

"fundamental astronomical exploration" to discover and document ad-

ditional examples. Kim's discovery was confirmed and recorded by the

American Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO) in early April.

EJead John Briggs '77's article about Kim's discovery at

www. andover. edu/magazine.

Instructor Caroline Odden andJoshua Kim 'IS with the light curvefrom his variable

star discovery. The shape ofthe curve coupled with the short orbitalperiod (approximately

8.3 hours) suggests that the star and its binary companion are very close together, perhaps

even touching.

Connected Learning

Update

Tim Draper '76

Is Looking for Heroes

On April 12 in Ted Parker's Economics Research Colloquium,

venture capitalist and founder of Draper University of Heroes

Tim Draper '76 cracked open a discussion of Robert Reich's

Aftershock: The Next Economy and America's Future. "I've got

a question," he said. "Let's say each of you has an acre of land.

Stephanie [Kim '13] goes and farms her land. And you guys all

goof off. Maybe you shoot a few rabbits and stay alive. All of

a sudden Stephanie's crop comes in. She's been working hard,

hard, hard—day and night. First of all, do you [Stephanie] think

they deserve what you've built? And secondly, do you guys think

you deserve what she built?"

With that, Draper sparked a passionate discussion about

economics, entrepreneurship, social responsibility, globalization,

morality, and politics that students are unlikely to forget. Draper,

aka "The Riskmaster," is known worldwide for his unconventional

tactics; commitment to learning and young people; successful

investments in Skype, Tesla Motors, and SpaceX; and, yes, strong

ideas. About the experience, Tyler Olkowski '13 says, "I disagreed

with some of Mr. Draper's beliefs, but these disagreements led

to thoughtful debate. He definitely forced me to articulate my

opinions and stand up for what I believed in."

Later that afternoon, while speaking in Kemper Auditorium to

a broader audience made up of students, parents, alums, and

other members of the PA community, Draper described the

many ways he has changed the world, as well as his desire to

help others learn to do the same. His well-tested philosophy? Try

and fail. Try and fail. Try and fail. A philosophy that he's sharing

in big ways at Draper University of Heroes, his unconventional

boarding school in San Mateo, Calif., launched as a pilot program

last summer that has enrolled its inaugural class of "heroes" this

spring. It teaches innovation, entrepreneurship, and fearlessness

through which Draper plans to revolutionize how business and

entrepreneurship are taught. "There's nothing quite like it,"

Draper says. And he's right.

—Kristin Bair O'Keeffe

ii]ead more about Draper University of Heroes and connected

learning at www.andover.edu/magazine.

[Editor's note: Connected Learning Update is a new feature in

Dateline Andover. Events shared here are by no means the only

connected learning events happening at PA, but in each issue,

we'll highlight one or two that stand out]
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DATELINE ANDOVER

'GreenFuess" Pilot: Let the Savings Begin

Shrinking one's ecological footprint

may sound a bit overwhelming, but

the residents of Fuess House have

taken a giant step in the right direc-

tion. A series of upgrades begun in

late December and completed in March

—

combined with ongoing efforts to change

some wasteful habits—are promising

significant results.

A 1960s-era boys' dorm with 46 occupants,

Fuess House was chosen for the pilot project

in spring 201 2 by sustainability coordinator

and science instructor Patricia Russell, with

enthusiastic support from house counselors/

instructors Mark Cutler, Peter Merrill, and

John Bird.

"Fuess students and house counselors have

been working together for years to lead the

campus in how to live more responsibly and

sustainably," says Russell. "This pilot was

designed to further engage students, reduce

building operating costs, and, of course,

reduce emissions associated with the burning

of heating fuel, production of electricity, and

treatment of tap water."

Over winter break, Fuess's approximately

1 10 dorm room and corridor CFL (8,000-

to 1 0,000-hour life) light fixtures were

converted to LED (50,000-hour life) fixtures.

Bathroom and common room lights were

replaced with energy efficient fixtures and

lamps, and basement and first-floor common

areas were outfitted with occupancy sensors

for automatic light shut-off.

During spring break, the focus shifted from

electrical savings to water and heat conserva-

tion. In dormitory bathrooms, the installation

of low-flow sink aerators, water-saving

showerheads, and dual-flush handles

for toilets is projected to save more than

100,000 gallons of water in the year ahead.

In addition, the insulation of heating pipes

and equipment in mechanical rooms and the

installation of exterior door weatherstripping

will further reduce energy consumption.

Office of Physical Plant Capital Project

Manager Stefan Csigay coordinated the

work, which was performed by GreenerU,

a Massachusetts-based company that helps

schools tackle campus sustainability and

energy management challenges.

"Affecting behavior by providing an under-

standing of how to participate in achieving

a more sustainable campus is a crucial part

of this project," says Csigay. GreenerU rep-

resentatives hosted two meetings with Fuess

residents to encourage behavioral changes. In

the fall, students were asked to choose one

of three devices—LED desk or floor lamps,

smart power strips, or shower savers

—

around which they'd be willing to modify

their behavior in some way. Students chose

the shower saver, a valve that quickly stops

the water flow while maintaining the same

temperature. In addition to turning off the

shower water when not needed for rinsing,

nearly all students signed pledges to cut their

water use to five minutes.

- -

- Usr)

I
"We hope that, overall,

students are developing

a greater consciousness

about sustainability

and what it means to

conserve resources by

consuming less of them."

—Mark Cutler

Instructor in Spanish,

Fuess House house counselor

"A main reason our dorm is a leader in

environmental friendliness is that its

members do a lot of 'green' things volun-

tarily, almost unconsciously," says E-proctor

Greg Young '13. "We take short showers out

of habit. When I see people brushing their

teeth, the tap water is always off. We're also

very good at recycling and composting."

The $50,000 project qualifies for nearly

$8,000 in utility rebates and has a projected

payback of 4.2 years. "If this pilot is fully

successful, Fuess House alone will save the

school money in utility costs and reduce

annual campus greenhouse gas emissions,"

says Russell.

—Jill Clerkin
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New IRT Data Confirm Successful Outcomes

The Institute for Recruitment of Teachers (IRT) announced initial results of a

2012 survey of its participants, reporting that 236 of its alumni have earned

PhD degrees and more than 535 have earned terminal master's degrees. The

PA outreach program works to diversify the educator workforce to better

reflect the demographics of students in American schools.

According to recent statistics, 7 percent of college and university faculty

identified as black, 6 percent as Asian or Pacific Islander, 4 percent as

Hispanic, and 1 percent as American Indian or Alaska Native. In contrast,

approximately 79 percent of faculty in higher education is white. In

Pre-K-1 2, students of color make up more than 45 percent of the student

population, while teachers of color constitute only 1 7.5 percent of the

teaching population.

According to Faculty Emeritus Kelly Wise, founder and executive director,

the program's early survey results demonstrate that IRT teachers have a

higher career retention rate compared to other programs, such as Teach for

America. Wise attributes this success to IRT's aggressive counseling program,

which each year guides 1 00 undergraduates of color through the graduate

school admission process and beyond.

"For many minorities, teaching is not a viable option. Many have never had

a teacher of color themselves. Often, their families and mentors encourage

them to pursue more lucrative careers, ones which can, at the very least, pay

off the debt left from graduate school," says Wise. "And for those who do

enter the teaching profession, many lack a support network of peers facing

similar issues in the field, and they leave. This survey demonstrates that IRT

has found a way to clear these barriers so that those who aspire to teach,

can do so, and quite happily."

Since 1 990 the program has maintained a consortium of 42 colleges and

universities—including 25 of the nation's top 28 schools—that aggressively

compete for IRT students with sizeable financial aid packages. Beginning

with an intensive four-week on-campus program, students are both

immersed in graduate-level studies in pedagogy and process, as well as

shepherded through the application and financial aid processes.

Wise emphasizes that the program's counseling does not stop once a

student starts graduates school; IRT continues to counsel many of its alumni

throughout their graduate studies, and for many, well into their careers.

Moreover, IRT alumni who are more firmly established in the teaching field

mentor their younger counterparts, who also receive strong peer support.

"The guidance I received from IRT helped me craft successful applications,

not only for my top-choice graduate schools, but for subsequent funding

grants and, ultimately, for tenure-track professorial positions, says Dr. Aaron

Moreno, IRT '03, an assistant professor of history at Saint Mary's University

in San Antonio, who earned a PhD in medieval history from UCLA. "IRT

helped me to fully realize how my unique background and professional

goals could have a real impact on diversity in education."

—Amy Morris

IRT Alumni Academic Titles*

Instructor

Executive Director Kelly Wise recently announced his retirement from the IRT

effective September 1. The concept for the institute grew out of his frustra-

tion—while serving as dean of faculty from 1985 to 1990—with the paucity of

qualified candidates of color available to fill teaching positions on campus. Wise

first came to Andover in 1966 as an instructor in English.

Adjunct

Visiting Assistant Professor/ ^-"""^

Visiting Scholar 4% 3 /c

5%
Lecturer / J/°

Postdoctoral Fellow

Associate Professor

s based on number ofalumni that hold positions in ffefi

professoriate, which is roughly SS% of IRT PhD recipients.

All IRT PhDs

Other Fields

66%

IRT PhDs in Other Fields

Linguistics School & Social Psychology

Sociology.

Anthropology

Psychology

Political Science

Psychology

Latin American &
Caribbean Studies

Higher Education
Educational Studies
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^THE WORLD COMES TO ANDOVER

Two Performances Celebrate Black Arts Weekend
Habina Garinagu, an Afro-Caribbean drumming group, performed a series of dances in Steinbach Theatre on February

15. "I had never heard of the Garifuna culture, and now I will never forget it," says Devontae Freeland '15, Black Arts

Weekend cohead along with Doris Nyamwaya '14. "The group taught us several styles of dance, including the dugu,

the hugu hugu, and the poonta. It was quite a workout! "

^^J^.
The following evening, rhythm and blues singer Rudy Currence,

'

a DTP/lsland Def Jam recording artist, performed in Susie's. >
Currence recently won a Grammy for writing and producing on

Lecrae's gospel album. "First he wowed us with songs by other

popular artists, then he wowed us even more with his originals,"

says Freeland. Currence's amazing range
—"He has the voice of an

angel," claims Julia Zell '15—and passion for music were evident.

Students showed appreciation with dancing, singing along,

and enthusiastic cheering. The Hosch Fund helped bring these

performances to campus.

—Neferterneken Francis and Terrell Ivory '00, Af-Lat-Am coadvisors

Alexander Tamkin '14, W Reid '15, Alexandra Westfall '15 Phillipian

Reza Asian
Religious Scholar and Author

The author of international best-seller Nogod

but God: The Origins, Evolution, and Future of

Islam, Reza Asian delivered a passionate and

entertaining presentation titled 'Alter the Arab

Spring'' to a packed audience in Kemper

Auditorium on February 1 . "He also contextu-

alized and explained the revolutions' genesis,"

says Junius Williams 14. "He was unrestrained

in his criticism ofthe status quo, but unapolo-

getic in his optimism for the future."

Representing a young generation of Muslims

fighting for democratic reform, Asian spoke of

the patience required for the roots ofdemoc-

racy to take hold in the region. Sponsored by

CAMD, Asian's visit was funded by an Abbot

Academy Association grant.

—Frank Tipton, instructor in history

and social science

Lucy Walker
Documentary Filmmaker

At Earth Week All-School Meeting, two-time

Academy Award nominee Lucy Walker spoke

about the power of documentaries and the

responsibility filmmaking entails. "You affect

people's lives simply by observing," she said,

"by asking questions no one has asked them

before." Waste Land, which focuses on pickers

and recyclers at the world's largest garbage

dump, and The Crash Reel, Walker's latest film,

were shown throughout the week.

In one ofseveral classes visited, Walker used

three students' upcoming film project in India

as a case study for questions and concerns that

may arise when developing a visual story ofan

unfamiliar community. "It was helpful to hear

her advice and perspective," says Rachel

Murrec '

1 4, noting that Walker's work provides

great inspiration. Walker's visit was funded by

the Bernard and Mildred Kayden Fund.

—Peg / larngan, instructor in art

Tony Hoagland
Award-Winning Poet

Tony Hoagland, this year's Isham Fellow,

packed Kemper Auditorium for a reading on

April 1 2. He also engaged with poetry and

creative writing classes in Bulfinch Hall and

met with faculty about his recently founded

program that coaches teachers ofpoetry in

secondary schools.

"Mr. Hoagland didn't dance around the

difficult topics," says Saranya Wallooppillai ' 1 3.

"I liked how honest his poetry was. His great

sense ofhumor and fresh descriptions made

me truly enjoy reading his work." Hoagland is

the author offour volumes of poetry including

Donkey Gospel and WhatNarcissism Means to

Me, and Real Sofistakashun, a collection of

essays about poetry. His visit was funded by

the Sandra Isham Vreeland Fund.

—Kevin O'Connor, instructor in English

Iskwelahang Pilipino Rondalla

Youth String Ensemble

PA's three-year "Celebrating the Cultural

Legacies of Catholicism" initiative—founded

by Elizabeth Oppong ' 1 2 in 20 1 and funded

by an Abbot Academy Association grant

—

culminated with two mid-April performances

by IP Rondalla, a Filipino-American string

ensemble that includes Sierra Jamir 14. The

concei t and Southeast Asia Club kickoff event

were opportunities for collaboration, celebra-

tion, and some wonderful music and feasting

between and across many people— students,

teachers, Rondalla members, and Oppong,

who returned to campus for the day.

Seeing this project come full circle was a

testament to our spirit as a Catholic commu-

nity," says Larry Flynn '13, who, with Andrea

Yepez '14, heads the Catholic Student Fellow-

ship (CSF), which cohosted the events.

—Dr. Mary T. Kantor, Catholic chaplain

and CSF advisor

Joseph Brophy Toledo
Pueblo of Jemez Tribal Elder

On April 22, medicine man, tribal elder, gov-

ernment official, and educatorjoseph Brophy

Toledo presented a non-Western perspective

on the evolution ofhumans and their ties

to Earth. Brophy (as he prefers to be called)

believes all people belong to the Earth and that

we all are the same on the inside—products

ofboth the Creator and ofthe earth. Based on

his Native heritage and firsthand experiences,

he is a strong believer in living respectfully and

harmoniously with our natural environment

Brophy visited several classes, engaged in

lengthy individual discussions, and taught

students how to play a game called Shinny

Stick. His visit was jointly funded by an Abbot

Academy Association grant and the Peabody

Museum.

—Maria Taylor, Peabody Museum

collections manager

Olivia Wilde '02

Actress and Social Activist

Olivia Wilde spoke candidly in Cochran

Chapel about her career failures and opportu-

nities, and using her celebrity to support

causes she cares about. The popular actress is

featured in Half the Sky: Turning Oppression

into Opportunity for Women Worldwide, a recent

PBS documentary inspired by the widely

acclaimed book by Nicholas Kristofand

Sheryl WuDunn.

"She's so down to earth and passionate," says

Devon Burger ' 1 3, who met Wilde in person

in her Abbot Global Seminar class. "Because

Olivia, an Andover graduate, has gone on to

do so much to help countless people, I realized

that I could do that too." Wilde's mid-February

visit was funded by an Abbot Academy

Association grant.

—Seth Bardo, instructor in English



Abbot and Phillips alumni of the 1930s, '40s, and '50s

remember the straight-laced rules that kept the sexes

separate. In 1913 a new Abbot headmistress, Bertha

Bailey, had instituted a proscriptive set of rules designed

to shield Abbot girls from Phillips boys. Miss Bailey

brooked no dalliance.

Things had been different before the Bailey era. There were

rules, but for Abbot and Phillips students relations were

more open. Witness the dedicatory page from the 1894

Phillips Pot Pourri yearbook dedicated to the young women
ofAbbot. An Abbot beauty is portrayed above the text,

flanked by Abbot's familiar Draper Hall and Andover s now

unfamiliar Academy Building (demolished in the 1920s).

Below the text sits a soon-to-graduate senior, conjuring up

Andover memories, including schoolbooks, the Phillipian,

a tennis player, a pipe, cards, a banjo player, a mug. His

imagination turns to Cupid. In his mind's eye he sees

himselfwriting love notes, couples embracing, and, above

all, his fashionably hatted Abbot love.

In the 1870s and 1880s, the Phillipian published a regular

front-page piece written by an Abbot student recounting

the past week's activities. The author ofthe 1879 Phillips

Class Poem, read at Commencement, recalled his Andover

career including, in his upper year, the loss ofhis Abbot

sweetheart—that is, Charles Sheldon recalled his "Fern

Sem" sweetheart, for that was Abbot Academy's nickname

(derived from its early title: Abbot Female Seminary),

which became the Phillips nickname for Abbot students:

About this time he thinks, with halfa smile.

Ofhow a Fern Sem did his heart beguile,

And howfor weeks that heart was strangely mellow—
Until hefound she liked anotherfellow.

Then howfor weeks he was in great distress,

And paid but little heed to books or dress;

And gazedfor hours upon afaded glove,

The only relic of hisformer love.

Despite Abbot's Miss Bailey, who reigned into the 1930s, the

Fern Sems would ever be the subject of Phillips fascination.

The ardor ofAndover boys for Abbot girls was such that

from 1896 through 1935, most Andover yearbooks devoted

a page to the most famous "Fern Sem chasers" in each

Phillips senior class. There is no denying youth.

Bead more: Many "Fern Sem chasers" pages appearing in

Andoveryearbooks contain wonderful student drawings.

A selection can befound at www.andover.edu/magazine.
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Years Beyond Title IX . .

.

Wrestling.

It's Not about Gender

by Sarah Zobel

In 1 992, a student walked into the PA boys' wrestling team practice room

and asked to sign up.

The student was a girl. The team's coaches told her she was out ofluck,

but the athletics director, Leon Modeste, overruled them, saying they had

to let her participate since there was no equivalent for female students.

"Grudgingly, we accepted her," says Rich Gorham '86, then an assistant

and now head coach. Since then, there has always been at least one girl

on the team—some years as many as seven.

One ofthose was Kassie Archambault 06, who had been disappointed

to find no gymnastics team at PA. She chose wrestling as a somewhat

unlikely alternative, and though her early career included a number of

forfeits from all-boy teams that weren't ready to compete against a girl,

she kept practicing.

"I tell into it and I loved it," she says. Andover has a great program that

allows you to start wrestling without ever having been exposed to the

sport, and by the end ofyour lour years you can really excel."

Archambault knows what she's talking about: by her lower year, she

was a varsity wrestler, and in her senior year, she was given the Richard S.

Pieters Award tor Outstanding Contribution to Andover Wrestling.

Gorham says choosing Archambault as recipient was a "no-brainer,"

based on her overall contributions to PA wrestling and tor breaking

new ground, including many firsts: first girl to become a varsity wrestler;

first girl to place in a Class A tournament; first PA girl to win the New

England USGWA Girls' Championship, which she did in 2005.

Although female wrestling became an Olympic sport in 2004, its world

remains exclusive— at least in the United States, where, said Gorham,

everybody knows everybody. The inherent physical differences may

be to blame for keeping numbers low. After about 1 00 lbs., girls tace a

disadvantage in terms of upper-body strength. They also tend to have

lower centers of gravity. On the flip side, they're more flexible than boys.

Today Archambault is back at PA, a teaching fellow in Russian, but also

an assistant wrestling coach, the first female to have that role in New

England prep wrestling. Resurrecting moves she adapted for herself

she coached Alyssa Augustin T 5 to victory in her weight class in the

USGWA tournament in March. Augustin, who took up wrestling for

basically the same reason as Archambault— her sport of choice was

Wrestling continued on next page
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Hailey Novis '13 Punches Ticket

to 12-LetterClub

by Tracy M. Sweet

Hailey Novis ' 1 3 joined her local swim team at three and a halfyears

old and competed in her first triathlon at age 5. As a young child, she

remembers riding her bike alongside her mom, former PA biology

instructor Esther Novis, when she'd go on marathon training runs.

Novis has yet to run a marathon herself—though she's a nationally

ranked tri-athlete—but what she has achieved at Phillips Academy

requires similar dedication and perseverance.

The two-sport captain, cohead ofthe Athletics Advisory Board, and

community service program leader is poised to earn 1 2 varsity letters

when she concludes her PA career this spring. It's like the pitcher

throwing a perfect game; only her "game" has lasted four years.A
native ofjamestown, R.I., Novis has lettered in soccer, cross-country,

swimming, and lacrosse, demonstrating her ability to perform

individually and contribute to a team.

Athletics Director Mike Kuta says Novis will become one offew

modern-day student-athletes to earn this distinction. She joins the ranks

of other notable alumni in the 1 2-letter club: Eleanor Tydings Gollob '86,

AishaJorge Massengill '88, Carter Marsh Abbott '93, Becky Dowling

Calder '94, and Zak DeOssie '03. (Records for Andover girls reflect the

40 years since the Phillips-

Abbot merger in 1 973.)

"This is quite a teat tor Hailey

and stands among the finest

achievements ofour student-

athletes," says Kuta. "In this

day and age, where the

culture leans toward sports

specialization, it is becoming

increasingly rare to find a

three-sport athlete, especially

one who performs at the

highest level."

Last fill's cross-country

season was especially

meaningful for Novis, who

captained the team but began

the season in physical therapy

Novis continued on next page
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Brazilian jujitsu—competes mostly against

boys. She says her biggest challenge is rinding

the locker rooms at other schools, adding

that her teammates don't seem bothered by

her gender.

"It's not a big deal," Augustin says ofbeing the

sole girl on the team. 'As long as you work

hard, they really don't care."

Gorham says the coaches make it clear to PA

wrestlers at each season's outset that girls are

part ofthe team, and that ifany boy is not

comfortable with that, he is welcome to leave.

No one ever has.

That acceptance continues to grow beyond

campus. Both the National Wrestling

Coaches' Association and New England

Prep Wrestling have rewritten all documents

to make them gender neutral. The only

remaining distinction relates to weigh-ins,

which are done in "suitable undergarments"

and thus require female officials; there is a

move to have weigh-ins done in singlets, which

would eliminate the issue.

"There are a lot ofways in which having

females in wrestling makes it a more human

sport—a better sport," says Gorham. "Over

the last 20 years, I've become a huge advocate

ofgirls' wrestling, and I'm very grateful to have

them here."

Novis continued
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mode after having surgery on both shins over

the summer. Disappointed but undaunted,

she focused on the team and getting herself

healthy, and trimmed what doctors said would

be a six-month recovery to two months. "Even

ifI wasn't going to run, I wanted the team

to have the best season possible," she says.

"When you have a group of competitive girls,

it can create some drama. I made it my goal

to make sure everyone had fun.We had pep

talks and sang songs before our races. It was

about the team and counting on each other."

She credits coach Becky Hession and her

teammates for keeping her spirits high.

Faculty member Kate Dolan, who coaches

Novis in lacrosse, admires her work ethic and

determination. "She is fierce and relentless yet

humble and self-deprecating," says Dolan, "the

extremely rare girl who competes and is able

to set aside personal feelings in a competitive

setting, yet remain extremely fun loving and

friendly as soon as the play, race, or game is

over. She is one ofthe toughest kids I have

ever coached."

Novis tempers that toughness with several

off-the-field interests. Among her favorite

activities are Sundays spent at a localYMCA
teaching kids with mental and physical

disabilities how to swim. She's also a proctor

in Paul Revere and a peer tutor in math and

science.

In addition to her teams faring well, she

also has earned individual honors for

sportsmanship and kindness. One award sums

up the type of student-athlete that Kuta likes

to cultivate: "one who best combines the vigor

ofa competitor with a grace ofcharacter ..."

Won: 1st place at the 14-team Northern

Invitational Wrestling Tournament, by Big

Blue wrestlers, including individual titles:

Andreas Shiekh '15 (106 lbs.), James
Palmer '14 (170 lbs ), Henry Curtis '15

(195 lbs.). Christian Vallis '14 (120 lbs.)

Earned: 4th place at Eastern Championships

(40 teams) by Girls' Swimming & Diving

Triumphed: Diver Lilybet MacRae '13,

with 512.45 points, a new EC record

New School Records Set: 200 IM (2:04.34)

& 500 Freestyle (4:57.04): Danielle Liu '14

400 Freestyle Relay (3:31.50): Liu, Hailey

Novis ' 13, Kaitlin Simpson ' 14, Amy
Zhao '14

Crushed: A-E records (held by Exeter) in 200
IM and 500 Freestyle, by Danielle Liu '14,

with times of 2:07.40 and 4:59.31

Earned: 4th place at Eastern Championships

(44 teams) by Boys' Swimming & Diving

200 Medley "A" Relay: 1:34.48; 2nd place

(2nd fastest time in school history). Named
All-American: Tim Wynter '14 (backstroke),

22.9; Aaron Teo '15 (breaststroke), 26.8;

Joe Faller '14 (butterfly), 23.0; Scott

Simpson '14 (freestyle), 21.7

100 Butterfly: Tim Wynter; 49.74;

2nd place (new school record). Named
All-American

400 Freestyle "A" Relay: 3:07.74; 3rd place

(2nd fastest time in school history). Named
All-American: Joe Faller, 46.9; Scott

Simpson, 47.6; Travis Bouscaren '14, 47.9;

Tim Wynter, 45.4

Received: Robert L. Wurster Award and

Richard McAllister All-NEPSAC Class A
Honorable Mention, by varsity basketball

player Brendan O'Connell ' 13

Dashed: 12-year-old school record (11:19.7) in

the 2 mile, by Anoush Shehadeh ' 15 with

a time of 11:18.33; the 13-year-old junior

class record (6.6 seconds) in the 50-yard

dash, by Camille Little '16 in 6.52 seconds

Named: Kaitlin Gaiss '09, Duke's lacrosse

captain and starting goalie

Set: Yale records in hits (64), doubles (19),

home runs (14), batting average (.430),

by sophomore Sarah Onorato '11, voted

softball MVP this season

Honored: St. Anselm's Tucker Mullin '08,

with prestigious NCAA Hockey

Humanitarian Award. iHead more

at www.andover.edu/magazine.
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Music 485/History-Social Science 485 by Sally V. Holm

MadmenA film of the Metropolitan Opera's

latest version of Parsifal is playing

in a Graves classroom occupied by

15 attentive students. Their two

teachers have already briefed them

well on the ancient Germanic story

with its Wagnerian elements that

appealed to—and very likely heavily

influenced—a young Adolf Hitler.

They are deep into the motifs—the

suffering ofAmfortas, the seductress Kundry edging

toward the compassion and redemption that finally gives

way to resolution at the end.

"Did you hear that?" Chris Walter asks, eyes wide. "And

there it is again!" A few students nod. "Dee-dee-dum. What

is that? What's the connection between Parsifal and PA?

It's a trick question," he teases. Quizzical looks abound.

"It's called the Parsifal Chime! Hear it in the bass? Da-

da-da-dum. It's the Bell Tower chimes!" The moment is

punctuated by laughter.

Walter attempts to connect students on a personal level

to the deep meanings and motivations behind Wagner s

famous opera. And to set it in the context of the times, the

1930s as Hitler was amassing power, he has a substantive

partner. In this inventive collaboration called Out of Tune:

Music and the State in the Twentieth Century, music and
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So "Out of Tune

history are parsed and conjoined by

instructors who share passions for

both, a country of origin, and 21 years

of friendship as part of the Andover

faculty. Marcelle Doheny, instructor

in history and social science and

classically trained oboeist, has taught

world and European history for all of

those 21 years. Walter came in 1977

as a French and German teacher, and

then went off for a master's degree in music before returning

to the music department, where, aside from his teaching and

conducting, he served as chair of the department from 1995

to 2001 and has been director ofperformance since 2007.

The idea for the course was hatched over lunch five years

ago, born of a mutual desire to increase the comingling

of history, politics, and music studies. But how to narrow

the focus? They settled on classical music in the 20th

century (Doheny believes this timeframe is insufficiently

studied, and Walter senses that few students have had much

exposure to classical music of this period) just as New Yorker

writer Alex Ross published his book, The Rest Is Noise:

Listening to the Twentieth Century. "It crystallized it all for

us," Doheny says. They would look at Strauss, Wagner, and

Hitler, Shostakovich and Stalin, Copeland and McCarthy

for starters. Toward the end they would look at the

deprivations imposed by the Cultural Revolution in China.

I



The key element would be questions. How did the politics

ofthe time influence a composer? How reflective ofthe

culture is the music of its time? How do we discern sarcasm

in a composer's work? How do you create irony in music?

What forbidden emotions or realities are imbedded in a

work? Questions that have no definitive answers, but that

ask students to ponder deeper meanings and come to their

own informed interpretations of art. Doheny and Walter

agreed that only seniors and uppers would be able to enroll.

"It's all too sophisticated, too ambiguous for 9th- and 10th-

graders," Doheny says. "They have to be mature enough to

tolerate uncertainty."

Uncertainty dominates the classroom throughout the

discussion ofShostakovich and the angst that held Soviet

Russia in its grip in Stalin's time. Doheny sets the stage: an

atmosphere offear, rampant paranoia in the arts brought on by

Stalin's ruthless purges ofanyone who deviated from the party

line, the promotion ofa "classless society" marked by a mirage

ofhappy workers bringing industrialization to the economy,

the crushing ofFormalism and the rise of Soviet Realism.

Enter Dmitri Shostakovich. Walter describes him: a prodigy

and product ofthe intellectual elite who tended toward

dissonance and abstraction in his music until a disastrous

review in Pravda ofhis Lady Macbeth ofthe Mtsensk District

marked him as a target for Stalin's wrath. Change or die.

Shostakovich was certainly no fool. His 5th Symphony,

written in 1937, had to be seen as a monument to

Soviet Realism. It resurrects his career. Walter plays a

video of a rendition by the San Francisco Symphony,

interjecting throughout: "This symphony expressed all

that Shostakovich had endured, yet Stalin accepted it.

How was that possible? Was the composer being sarcastic?

What imbedded emotions can you hear?" He points out

a briefthematic reference from Bizet's Carmen—a prime

example of a "code" in the music. He draws their attention

to the strings' subtle echo ofthe choral music of the

Russian Orthodox religion. An elegy to Stalin's victims,

amongwhom were Shostakovich's relatives and friends?

Is the composer taking a huge risk? Remember, Doheny

chimes in, "communism is an atheist creed. Religion was

completelyforbidden in that era." At the time, students are

told, the audience cried.

The students are assigned to listen to a movement ofthe

5th Symphony in its entirety before the next class. But

Walter, in his enthusiasm, cannot help himself. He skips

to the end ofthe second movement, explaining about the

"dead ends" Shostakovich has crafted into the music that

reflect the composer's hopelessness and frustration. "But

then, listen to how he finishes," he implores them. The

harp's "ghostly notes" lead into the strings' "last benedic-

tion," full of religious overtones, winding down to what

sounds suspiciously "like a haunting amen." And so it does.

The class is silent. No one stirs for a moment, lost in thought

about what becomes ofmusic in a time so out of tune.
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Looking Back at

the Merger...and Its

Unfinished Business
by Susan H. Greenberg

Forty years ago this spring, 127 Abbot Academy girls,

wearing white dresses and clutching red roses, stood in the

Abbot Circle to receive their diplomas. They were more

nostalgic than most graduating seniors, for not only were

they leaving their beloved school; their school was about to

disappear altogether. After years of consideration, debate,

financial woes, and trial exchanges, the deal was done:

Abbot would merge with Phillips Academy beginning in

the fall. It would surrender its name and assets—along

with about two-thirds of its teachers and any interested

students—to the richer, more prestigious boys' school up

the hill. "The leap of faith we're making, by extinguishing

our school's life, can be made precisely because we believe

that with us lodged firmly within your corpus, you will be

incapable of remaining the same," Abbot headmaster Don
Gordon told the Phillips contingent at the first meeting of

both Boards.

Gordon was right about that. The arrival of girls in the fall

of 1973 heralded a dramatic transformation ofAndover's

culture. "When I started in 1965, it was the same school

my father had attended in the '40s: harsh and unnurturing,"

says retiring history instructor Vic Henningsen '69. Barely

half of each entering class graduated four years later. By the

time Henningsen returned as an administrator in 1974, the

atmosphere had become much more "dynamic and sup-

portive," he says. He credits the shift to the influx of girls

and faculty from Abbot, traditionally a far warmer, more

creative, and more flexible—if less rigorous—institution,

and to the visionary leadership ofAndover's new headmas-

ter, Ted Sizer, who arrived in 1972 deeply committed to

"The leap of faith

we're making, by

extinguishing our

school's life, can

be made precisely

because we believe

that with us lodged

firmly within your

corpus, you will

be incapable of

remaining the same."

—Don Gordon

last headmaster of Abbot Academy

coeducation. "Although he was the product of an all-boy

school, Teddy had coed classes and he thought they were

way more interesting than the all-boy classes," says Sizer

s

widow, Nancy, who taught in the history department and

describes Andover's reputation back then as "rigorous and

heartless." "He was persuaded by the fact that men and

women thought differently, or maybe they were inspired by

all that [sexual] electricity."

Forty years later, the cultural transformation unleashed

by the merger is still going on. Discussions about gender

relations reverberate in the Phillipian and in the classroom,

around the tables in Paresky, and across Twitter and Face-

book. "Just because we put boys and girls together doesn't

mean we've addressed all the problems around equality

and gender," says Trustee Susan Urie Donahue '73, who

took courses at PA but graduated with Abbot's final class.

"Coeducation is a much longer process."

Students, faculty, and administrators are still grappling with

the same questions that surrounded the merger: Do we

have different expectations ofboys and girls? Can we treat
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them equally? How can we ensure that equality of access

translates into equality of experience? Since the merger,

only four of PA's 40 elected student body presidents have

been female. As long as that's the case, as long as outspoken

girls are accused ofbeing "aggressive" and soft-spoken girls

interrupted by their male classmates, as long as girls feel

demeaned at campus dances, the goal of educational parity

has not been met. "Historians have a saying: 'Today's solu-

tion is often tomorrow's challenge/" says Henningsen. "The

merger wasn't the end or the culmination of something,

but the beginning of something much harder: working out

what a coeducational Andover—really, a completely new

Andover—would be. And we forget that that's a continu-

ous process; it really doesn't have an end."

In the big picture, the merger itselfmarked just another step

on Andover 's long and fitful path toward coeducation. As

early as the 1850s—two decades after Abbot's founding

—

girls trekked up the hill to attend science or literature lec-

tures at PA. By the 1950s, Abbot girls mingled with PA boys

at weekend mixers and "could actually sit with boys during

the second half of a football game and walk with their

callers in the Grove at specified hours Saturday afternoon,"

writes Susan Mcintosh Lloyd in her definitive history of

Abbot Academy,A Singular School. In 1969, the two schools

embarked on a trial program of "coordinate education,"

opening up more than 70 classes to both boys and girls.

"The merger wasn't the end or

the culmination of something,

but the beginning of something

much harder: working out what

a coeducational Andover...

would be."

—Vic Henningsen '69

"To us, it felt like, 'Of course

we're going to go coed! It

was exotic, exciting, and

fun to have the girls there."

-Peter Currie 74

"The boys were particularly intrigued by our sex-ed classes,"

recalls Donahue. "They would come down and we would all

hang out, smoking cigarettes in the 'butt room.'"

To be sure, Andover 's transformation reflected the

sweeping social changes of the era. "When I showed up

in the fall of 1970, the school switched from coat and tie to

blue jeans and T-shirts," says Board of Trustees President

Peter Currie '74, who graduated in Andover s first coed

class. Between the Vietnam War protests and the women's

liberation movement, "it was a time of real upheaval," he

says. "Everyone was exploring and trying to figure out the

new boundaries."

Coeducation was in the air; by the late 1960s, 94 percent

of students in single-sex high schools in the Northeast

favored coeducation, according to Lloyd's book. Yale wel-

comed female undergraduates in 1969 (a full century after

it began admitting female graduate students). That same

year, Brown men and Pembroke women began sharing

dormitories, and the two schools officially merged in 1971.

Andover s boys—along with most of the younger faculty

members, who had come out of schools like Yale and

Brown—couldn't understand why anyone would oppose

such a change. "To us, it felt like, 'Of course we're going to

go coed!'" says Currie. "It was exotic, exciting, and fun to

have the girls there."

Not all trustees and faculty members saw it that way. The

Board voted down an Abbot merger three times before it

finally passed. They were worried not only about Abbot's

finances, which were shaky, but about the quality of its

students. "There was a real sense that Abbot was an inferior
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"[Sizer] wasn't an Andover guy or an

Abbot guy. From a student's point of

view, he had just the right personality.

He quickly learned a lot of our names."

—Mari Wellin King 75
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school, and a measure of their inferiority was that they

were going down the tubes," says Faculty Emerita Ruth

Quattlebaum, longtime archivist and instructor in

art. But the dithering was costing PA applicants

and threatening its reputation as a prep school

leader. Exeter started admitting female day

students in the fall of 1970 and boarders the

following September; St. Paul's and Taft welcomed girls

in 1971, the same year Northfield Seminary and Mount

Hermon School merged to become coed. For Andover, the

question became not whether to turn coed, but how: by

swallowing Abbot whole, finding another girls' school, or

starting from scratch with its own admissions.

The merger with Abbot might never have happened with-

out Sizer. Unlike many of his PA colleagues, he admired

Abbot's progressive, student-centered approach to educa-

tion, and he got along well with Gordon. By the time they

sealed the deal in 1972, the two schools had become quite

comfortable with one another through coordinate educa-

tion. When the first girls matriculated the following fall,

Sizer went out of his way to make them feel at home. "He

wasn't an Andover guy or an Abbot guy" says Trustee Mari

Wellin King '75, who attended Abbot for two years and

PA for two. "From a student's point ofview, he had just the

right personality. He quickly learned a lot of our names."

Still, some of the girls who moved up the hill struggled to

fit in. Girls composed only 30 percent ofthe student body

that first year, according to a 1985 study conducted by his-

tory instructor Kathy Dalton; by 1978, the proportion had

risen to nearly 40 percent, finally reaching parity in the mid

1980s. Many Abbot girls were still mourning the demise of

their school. "There was always a bit of sadness about the

Students Research the Merger

Annika Neklason '13 and Rachel Murree '14 have researched

the history of the merger of Abbot and Phillips academies.

Working as Brace Center Fellows, the students produced

a comprehensive paper titled "The End of Abbot: How the

1973 Merger with Phillips Academy Became a Takeover."

EHead Neklason and Murree's research paper at

www. andover. edu/magazine.
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loss of the Abbot name—the

sense that it wasn't really a merger; it

was a takeover," says Donahue. To make matters

worse, PA began admitting girls from the outside, creating

a sharp division between the "old girls," as the Abbot trans-

fers were derogatorily known, and the "new girls," who were

deemed more capable. "There was a bit of a stigma attached

to being a girl from Abbot in those first couple ofyears,"

says Assistant Head of School Becky Sykes, who arrived in

1973 with her husband, English instructor Elwyn Sykes,

and joined the faculty as a house counselor three years

later. The facilities were sorely lacking; the girls' locker

rooms were inadequate, and girls were only allowed to use

some gym equipment when the boys didn't need it, wrote

Dalton. Some academic buildings didn't even have women's

bathrooms. "There were a lot of complaints about urinals,"

says Quattlebaum. While most PA teachers welcomed the

girls, a few couldn't hide their disdain; Donahue recalls one

demanding French teacher who, even before the merger,

always seemed to find her and her female classmates singu-

larly ill-prepared. Others forbade girls from wearing certain

items of dress, like overalls, remembers Sizer.

Abbot's female teachers faced their own challenges at

Andover, which only employed three women faculty before

the merger. They generally had less formal academic train-

ing than their male colleagues, some ofwhom considered

them lightweights foolishly focused on discussion-driven

teaching. "They saw me as not willing to make anyone do

anything and potentially the ruin ofsome bright young

students," says Lloyd, who was one of three women to

join Andover's history department. Henningsen says she

survived "just by being obstinate." At the first department
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Events are being planned for the coming year to provide opportunities to

both celebrate and reflect on the merger of Abbot and Phillips academies,

and on the unresolved issues that have come with the joining of the two
schools. This is a partial list that will continue to evolve over the next year.

June 14-16, 2013: Reunions; Friday dinner and program

for all Abbot Academy classes; Abbot
personal histories project launched by

the Brace Center for Gender Studies

June 28, 2013: 40th anniversary of the signing of the

merger documents

Summer 2013: Filming of a documentary on Abbot

Academy featuring Abbot alumnae,

including Donna Brace Ogilvie '30

October 1 7, 201 3: PSPA program: On Gender and

Leadership

January 27-31, 2014:

March 2014:

May 2014:

May 31, 2014:

June 2014:

Wellness Week: Focus on Gender

Celebration of International

Women's Month

Softball field dedication

Revival of the Abbot Bazaar, honoring

the history of Abbot Academy and
its traditions

40th Reunion of the first coed Phillips

Academy class; presentation of Brace

Center personal histories project

meeting, some of the men started to carry in chairs for

them. "We said, 'We'll carry our own chairs!'" recalls Lloyd.

"History teacher Fritz Allis was very much a gentleman

who didn't relate to women in any other way."

The Unfinished Business

Every generation ofwomen fights its own version of

the same battle. This spring, the simmering tensions

surrounding gender equality on campus erupted over the

election of the student body president. In January, mem-

bers of the Student Council voted in a new model to help

"We're playing out the gender

issue everywhere, not just in

education. For all the headway

we've made, it's still on the front

page all the time. We're no

different from anywhere else."

—Susan Urie Donahue 73
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boost women's representation in student government:

copresidents. While they did not mandate that each pair

of candidates be boy-girl, that was the unspoken hope, and

five of the six pairs of finalists were. In the end, however,

the students elected the sole pair of boys, sparking a frenzy

of discussion, hand-wringing, and publicity—including

stories in the New York Times, the Hujfington Post, and

on CNN—about Andover 's leadership gap. A group of

students launched a grassroots organization, Feminism

Is Equality, to address the lack ofwomen in prominent

campus leadership roles and "the larger issue of sexism on

campus," according to its website, which invites students

to share firsthand experiences of gender discrimination.

"The first day ofmy high-level math class, I walked into the

room and the first thing someone said was 'Oh good, we

have a girl,'" reads one post. Another says, "While sitting

at the copresidential debates in the Mural Room, the 4/40

presidential statistic was introduced, and two guys behind

me said, 'That's four more than we should have had."'

The group also has hosted several on-campus forums

devoted to leadership and gender, and launched a Face-

book page, called Feminism at Andover, which boasts more

than 800 members. Participants, who must be invited by

an administrator, are using the space to ask questions, post

links to relevant readings, and engage in protracted—and

sometimes heated—debate on everything from Andover 's

hookup culture to gender differences in leadership style.

Some argue that leadership per se is not the issue; girls

actually hold a significant number of top positions in

campus organizations, including the yearbook, commu-

nity service, and the Phillipian, where three of the top four

editors are female (although the editor in chief is male).

"The issue is framed as leadership, but perhaps it should be

framed as power," says Currie, noting that all three finalists

for this year's Means Essay prize were women. Nancy Sizer

believes fixing the imbalance requires a fundamental shift

in perspective. "We have to look at leadership differently if



we're going to blame women for not being natural leaders
/'

she says. "Maybe we pay too much attention to gener-

als and not enough to community teachers." That is not a

tendency unique to Andover. "We're playing out the gender

issue everywhere, not just in education," says Donahue.

"For all the headway we've made, it's still on the front page

all the time. We're no different from anywhere else."

When my daughter Devon receives her Andover diploma

inJune, she and the other young women of the Class of

2013 will wear white dresses and carry red roses, just as

their Abbot forbears did. But that's hardly the only symbol

ofAbbot's enduring impact on Andover. The old Abbot

campus itself, a set of stately brick buildings on a quiet

expanse oflawn, was meticulously restored in the 1990s,

led by Oscar Tang '56 and his late wife, Frances Young

Tang '57. It now houses Andover faculty, administrative

offices, and a childcare center that grew out of a playgroup

started around the time of coeducation. The Abbot Acad-

emy Association, funded with money from the Abbot trea-

sury after the merger, graciously awards tens of thousands

of dollars in grants to students, faculty, and staff seeking

to improve campus life. And the Brace Center for Gender

Studies, funded by Donna Brace Ogilvie '30, supports stu-

dent research on issues ofgender and sexuality in society.

Most important, the Abbot legacy lives on in each new

generation ofPhillips Academywomen—and men—who

understand that the merger was just the beginning, and

that the struggle they are waging is much bigger and more

entrenched than the architects of coeducation ever imag-

ined. "Change is incremental," says Sykes, who helped found

the Girls' Leadership Project and has been a huge propo-

nent ofFeminism Is Equality and its discussion forums.

"But anything you do now can have an impact. You may not

be able to see it, but looking backyou can recognize that

what you've done has mattered." Driven and hopeful, the

youngest daughters of coeducation already can glimpse the

"Change is incremental. But

anything you do now can have

an impact. You may not be

able to see it, but looking back

you can recognize that what

you've done has mattered."

—Becky Sykes

fruits oftheir labor. "The single most encouraging thing has

definitely been when lower classmen come up and say they

never would have had the confidence to talk about gender

with their friends had we not made it such a pervasive

conversation," says MJ Engel '13, a cofounder ofFeminism

Is Equality. As Andover enters its 40th year of coeducation,

let the celebrations begin. But let the dialogue continue.

Susan H. Greenberg, afrequent contributor to this magazine,

is an instructor in English, coadvisor to the Phillipian, and

mother ofDevon Burger '13.

The Augustus Thorndike Jr. Internship I 2013 Research Paper

Elisabeth Luce Moore '19

by Jennifer Sluka '13

In a 1970 article in the Los Angeles Times headlined "Luce Sister Does Man-Sized Job," Elisabeth

Luce Moore, Abbot Class of 1919, defended her appointment as the chairman of the Board of

Trustees of the State University of New York by asserting, "Women have great talents and America

cannot afford their waste." Despite often being overshadowed by her older brother, Henry Luce,

founder of Time, Life, Fortune, and Sports Illustrated, Elisabeth Luce Moore and her individual

achievements are proof of the talents of American women. In addition to being chair of the board,

Moore served in a variety of roles, from chairman of the National USO Council during the Second

World War to president of the United Board for Christian Higher Education in Asia.

E3ead the rest of Sluka's research paper, continued at www.andover.edu/magazine.







Temba and Vuyelwa

MAQUBELA
A Deep Legacy of Conviction, Inclusion, and Yes, Love
by Sally V. Holm

From Soweto to Andover, from apartheid to equal rights,

from revolutionaries to the top of educational leadership

in America, Temba and Vuyelwa Maqubela have traveled

a long and transformational road of inclusion. From deep

roots in the fierce struggle against apartheid South Africa,

they took the tools of courage, conviction, and education

to revolutionize Andover—arguably one of the most

influential schools in the world. The stories of that journey

and the lives they have touched along the way would fill

many volumes. And the next chapter is about to unfold on

yet another unfamiliar turf—Groton School, where they

become headmaster and instructor in English in July.

DEEP ROOTS IN HISTORY AND STRUGGLE

The broad-brush facts of the Maqubelas' origins are known

in the Andover community: Both born to prominent,

intellectual families populated by educators, church

officials, lawyers, and leaders in the political struggle in

South Africa. Meeting and falling in love in high school.

Temba becoming radicalized in the growing struggle,

forced to escape to exile in neighboring Botswana in

1976. Vuvu joining him in Botswana. The first Andover

connection—through a diplomatic officer at Botswana's

American embassy—and their first teaching jobs there.

The desperate escape with their infant son to New York,

spending a long and difficult year in poverty. And finally,

job interviews at Andover.

But the roots of their story and the little-known details

bring undeniable perspective. They stretch back to 1869,

when two young adolescents near the town ofAlice heard

a Scottish minister named William Govan talk about

the mission of education. Those boys were the great-

grandfathers ofTemba and Vuyelwa "Vuvu" Maqubela,

and 30 years after their meeting they would establish the

cornerstones of their descendents' lives. Temba s great-

grandfather, Rev.John Knox Bokwe, founded schools, and

Vuvu's, Rev. RJ. Mzimba, a church that is vital today. These

ancestors helped build the foundations of the anti-apartheid
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Chien Lee 71,

trustee

"[They are] by any standard

living examples of the American

Dream. [They] have brought

with them a deep appreciation

of the rich diversity of the world

outside Andover Hill and for the

last 26 years have constantly

been reminding colleagues and

students that there is a world out

there worth learning about and

connecting with."

Roshanda demons Parks '90

"Not only did Mr. AAaq serve as a teacher

in academics, but also as a pillar for

the community as a parent, spouse,

inspiration of hope, demonstration of

courage, leader by faith, and upstanding

political figure. I thank them both for

being the essence of divine love."

movement—educating the children ofblack South Africans

and feeding their growing Christian faith. Temba says

Bokwe "started the whole family on my mother's side toward

education and was instrumental in founding the premier

university for blacks from all over Africa, the University of

Fort Hare." They also were lifelong friends.

Temba's maternal grandfather, the venerable Z.K.

Matthews, who marri ed Bokwe 's daughter, posed the

original idea ofthe Freedom Charter of South Africa that

became the preamble ofthe current Constitution and laid

the groundwork for Reconciliation. Yale-educated, he

taught Vuvu's father and Nelson Mandela, among so many

others at Fort Hare. So, to the question ofhow he became

a revolutionary in the fight against apartheid, Temba

responds: "There was no way out!"

Vuvu admits to being less political, but grew up at her

father's knee. Head of a number of schools, he led the

teachers' union in South Africa, fighting tirelessly for their

rights and better conditions. In college at Fort Hare, she

began to participate in protests. "You couldn't be a student

in South Africa and not be involved."

Highly active in the anti-apartheid struggle, Temba became

a hunted man. While sitting in his mother's science class,

he and three close friends were arrested and led into the

back of a police van. He ultimately escaped into Botswana

leaving everything behind, including a scholarship to

medical school. He was 18. Not safe for long, he fled to

Nigeria, where he enrolled in school. Eventually he went

back to Botswana to teach, where he married his childhood

sweetheart, Vuyelwa. They were about to meet the family

who would change their lives.

Dane Farnsworth Smith '58 was head of mission at the U.S.

Consulate in Botswana, where he was stationed with his

wife and three children. They had become very friendly

with the Maqubelas. Smith's older daughter, Nita '88, was

Temba's student at the Maru-A-Pula School. She asked him

for a letter ofrecommendation to her father's alma mater,

a New England boarding school called Phillips Academy.

"Why," Temba asked, "do you want to go to a military

school?" He laughs now at his error, but "that was the

mindset we were in!"

Not long after, in 1986, the South African army came

over the border, looking to kill exiled "terrorists." His

name was on the list. "It was clear we had to get out,"

Temba says. The family included baby Kanyi by this time.

With Smith's help, they found a timely sponsor in New
York and escaped again. But this new chapter posed new

challenges—homeless, jobless, friendless, they would be

strangers in a harsh new urban environment. Their route

took them from homeless shelters and soup kitchens to

a walk-up in the South Bronx. For Temba, jobs at the

Museum ofNatural History as coat checker, then cashier.

For Vuvu, days with her new son and nights teaching ESL

to models in a Manhattan school. Each evening, they would

meet in the 42nd Street subway station to hand off the

baby. Eventually, Temba landed a job in a Queens school,

teaching accounting, then chemistry.
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instructor in Russian and Sermon

"So many of [Temba's] contributions will endure

because they are not dependent on having the

person who developed them in place. That was an

early and key component of his vision for how they

should develop— completely intentional on his

part—to develop things that have staying power."

THE ROAD UP THE HILL

But fate was about to strike again. The wedding of an

American friend who had been an expat in Botswana took

them out ofNew York for the first time. The green beauty

ofNew Hampshire was thrilling. Fortuitously, an Andover

English teacher, Ed Germain, was present. He told Temba

about an opening at PA. The bride, a Milton alum, insisted

the Maqs look into her alma mater. In the end, Temba

visited both schools in one day. Milton offered him a job on

the spot, teaching introduction to physical science with the

chance later to move up to his primary subject—chemistry.

At Andover, he met with Dean of Studies Skip Eccles '43,

Dean of Faculty Kelly Wise, and others. They showed him

the course of study book and asked him what he would like

to teach. It was the affirmation Temba longed for. "Skip was

involved in (MS) 2
, he did all the things about inclusion."

Temba tells the story that later, when colleagues asked

Eccles ifhe really thought Temba could make it at PA,

Eccles replied, "Are you afraid of a revolutionary? We could

use a little of that!" Before returning to New York, Temba

also negotiated a position for Vuvu, who would become a

house counselor. It was 1987.

The Maqs settled in quickly. "It felt like home to us, really,"

Vuvu says, "like the extended family we were used to at

home. Members of the community became our friends,

our mentors." Temba already knew he loved teaching,

promoting the developmental lesson. ("You can teach

anybody anything," he explains, "ifyou ask the right

questions, in the right way") But he really loved teaching at

Andover. His students reciprocated. From the very start, he

was on a mission that spoke from his own life experience:

to identify those students who had potential—though not

necessarily confidence in it—and give them all they needed

to succeed. More than any other, that mission would come

to mark his transformative legacy at Andover.

Meanwhile, Vuvu gave birth to number two son, Pumi, and

already had begun to display her deep natural nurture

—

becoming "mother" to her dorm full of girls, standing up to

and/or any student who found him or herself in the throes

of adolescent storms. Former Head of School Barbara

Landis Chase says she was inspired by Vuvu's strength and

honesty, which "made her a magnet for students needing a

safe place and caring adult to trust with their challenges."

Associate Head of School Becky Sykes was a new house

counselor back then. She formed a special bond with her

"sister and friend" Vuvu, both mothers ofyoung black

men, which "was not always easy in this community back

then," says Sykes. Vuvu went on to teach in the (MS) 2

program and codirected Andover Bread Loafwith Lou

Bernieri. In those early days, the Maqs quickly developed,

not surprisingly, a reputation for "their special affinity for

students of color and those from abroad," says Trustee

Chien Lee 71. CAMD Dean Linda Carter Griffith

watched their special relationships with students: "They

became family to so many kids, their warmth, opening

their home, their love and comfort just brings people to

their front door."

In 1992, with third son Tebs newly born, the Maqubelas

packed up and headed to the University ofKentucky for

two years so Temba could earn a Master of Science degree.

The university administration quickly recognized the

treasure that had come to them, offering Temba virtually
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Nicole Ng '13,

former managing editor, the Phillipian

"What defines Mr. Maq—an

incredible teacher who gives so much

time, energy, and passion to his

students—is the chemical phrase,

The AG is always negative. The

phrase means that when the value is

negative, it creates the most favorable,

spontaneous reaction in chemistry, and

in life! That's why we printed it in the

corner of the Phillipian when his Groton

appointment was announced."

Rebecca Sykes,

associate head of school

"Temba has a gift for being able

to put ideas into action. Although

he came from political struggle, he

learned how to make change inside a

system. And they are people of great

conviction. Everything Temba and

Vuvu have done has been informed

by conscience and a sense of right."

whatever he wanted to stay. UK went so far as to pay for

a car, driver, and travel expenses to send them to Atlanta

when it turned out that was the closest place to vote for

Nelson Mandela for the South African presidency. It was a

lesson for everybody Vuvu remembers. "People here can

go to the neighborhood town hall or across the street to

vote, and we wanted to go to Atlanta. It was a huge deal."

The Kentucky offer to stay was tempting, but the answer

was no. "We have to go back to Andover," Temba told

them. "That's home." He got a call from then Head of

School Don McNemar: "Would you like to come back and

be chair ofthe chemistry department?" Temba now says

they always had planned to go back to South Africa once

Mandela was released. "And when people ask me what

happened, I say Andover happened. And I don't regret one

bit having been here."

The family grew and matured on the Hill. After a few years,

Temba took on the leadership ofthe outreach program

(MS) 2
, a perfect union for the revolutionary who was all

about inclusion. Vuvu began teaching fifth grade at nearby

Pike School, and by 1999 Kanyi was ready for Andover.

(All three sons would graduate from PA.) Temba gets

emotional remembering the morning 16 years to the day

after their arrival in the United States that Kanyi addressed

the school in Cochran Chapel during the final campaign

speeches. He went on to win—elected student president.

"They believed in him," Temba says. "That is evidence of

the Tightness of this journey and the good things that have

happened here for us." Several years later, Vuvu became an

English instructor and track coach, joining her partner full

time on the Hill.

In 2004, Chase chose Temba as her dean offaculty and

encouraged him to think big. It was a popular decision

that would launch a period in Andover s maturation

unlike any other. "His integrity, his commitment to

fairness and compassion, his excellence as a teacher have

always resonated with this community," she says. With

that appointment came a host of outreach and global

prograrnming that Chase and Temba, along with co-

conspirator and Board President Oscar Tang '56, cared

deeply about. Temba created the summer program in the

Colorado Rockies calledACE (Accelerate, Challenge, Excel)

Scholars to give students facing a preparation gap a chance

to catch up and then take advantage ofthe Academy's

highest level courses in math and science. "It goes beyond

access to success," Temba says with obvious pride. To date,

132 students have benefitted greatiy from the program, as

have the teaching fellows who have trained there.

In 2006, Chase gave Temba an additional responsibility

—assistant head of school for academics. One ofhis first

moves was to establish the Global Perspectives Group

(GPG), dedicated to taking Andover pedagogy far beyond

its own borders and previous international efforts. Temba

already had begun taking faculty to South Africa and

other countries. Griffith went for the first time with the

African Studies Institute. "It was an amazing experience,"

she says with obvious emotion. "When you travel with

the Maqubelas, you become part ofthe family, period,

welcomed into the homes ofbrothers, sisters, aunts, uncles,

cousins—an amazing sense ofwarmth." But in 2007, GPG
put the global initiative in high gear—at least until the

financial crash of2008. Russian and German instructor Peter
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Linda Carter Griffith,

decnofCAMD

"[Temba] . . . likes to quote an African proverb: 'If you want to walk fast, walk alone. If you

want to walk far, walk together.' When you've seen wall after wall that man has broken

down to create stairs for others to walk up, to benefit, to grow—it's just unbelievable."

Merrill and Temba brainstormed, and dreamed, together,

meeting weekly from then on. And they traveled together.

Merrill remembers a moving experience in South Africa.

"We were a group ofwhite guys, some with PhDs, visiting

the home of Temba's sister, and Temba was our boss. He

told me later that that was the moment his father finally

realized that his rebellious teenager had arrived in a global

sense." Merrill laughs at the notion of sightseeing with

Temba. "When you travel with him, it's work, work, work.

No sightseeing involved. We spent three or four days in

Beijing, and then on the last night he says, "Well, I guess we

better see Tiananmen Square.'" So we got in a taxi about

9 p.m., and it was closed. That was all his sightseeing! But I

got to see how he interacts with people in China—and as

he is here—he's so charismatic and that comes through in

almost every context."

The China trip was one of several that have resulted in the

latest effort to broaden Andover s global reach. BASK in

ASK—a program, and a name, created by Temba— officially

opens in July. Twelve Andover students and 12 Chinese

students will come together in Kunming, China, in a

school whose curriculum is built around the study of the

environment—the result of a collaboration among faculty of

three Chinese schools and Andover. Largely underwritten

and enthusiastically supported by Tang, BASK in ASK is but

the latest global effort Temba leaves to Andover.

AN UNFATHOMABLE LEGACY

Assessing the Maqubelas' legacy is a bit like trying to

quantify an ocean. Do you count the fish? Analyze the

nutrient content? Measure its reach and depth? Assess

its ability to transport? Calculate all it reflects back into

the universe?

As Andover s dean of faculty, Temba's legacy is rich in so

many ways—a far more diverse faculty that also boasts more

women than men. "To have an African dean of faculty is just

a huge plus," Merrill says, "and a statement about the school

when it comes to diversity, and when it comes to hiring

faculty, and when it comes to dealing with issues around

diversity." Merrill also says that on frequent occasions

Temba had to tell the institution, "You guys think you're

supportive about diversity, but the truth is you still make

many, many judgments that are thoroughly discouraging

— if not outright racist—to people of color trying to

contribute in an environment that is still not really as diverse

as it thinks it is." He wasn't afraid to speak the truth.

Merrill is awed by the leadership gifts Temba has brought

to Andover. The list is long. He cites Temba's perspective—
applying the lessons of his life of struggle to institutional

processes; his intelligence—the ability to think and

then express himself in his fourth language at deep and

complex levels; his potent charisma—across all cultures;

his courage—his convictions are immutable, and he never

hesitates to express his view; his restlessness and work

ethic—always looking for ways to make things better; and

his incredible generosity—always sharing credit, always

giving of himself.

Head of SchoolJohn Palfrey acknowledges the "gaping

hole" the Maqubelas leave. Temba, he says, is "an exquisite

recruiter" whose leadership also is demonstrated in the

quality of the faculty, the number ofPhDs and faculty with

nontraditional boarding school backgrounds. "PA became
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Barbara Landis Chase,

faculty emerita and 14th head of school

"As an educational leader several strengths stand out.his

commitment and innovations and work. . .to create a level playing

field to allow all students to achieve their best; to provide a global

network and context in which Andover faculty have been able to

develop their own teaching and the curriculum for the global age

in which students must understand not only how to navigate, but

how to exercise non sibi, and his aspiration. . .to provide everything

necessary for Andover faculty to teach at their very best."

much more advanced in assessing the quality of teaching

and learning in Temba's time." He and Vuvu, Palfrey adds,

represent "deep generosity, genuine affection, seriousness

ofpurpose, and such excellent judgment."

Dean of StudiesJohn Rogers has worked very closely with

Temba and Vuvu over the years. He sees fundamental,

organic changes the Maqs leave with Andover. "Temba

and Vuvu shared with all ofus an expansive understanding

of cultural differences, and of 'otherness,' that has greatly

enriched our community. They have made relevant to

Andover their deep and personal connections to the anti-

apartheid conflict—and provided us with vital and unique

historical, political, and social justice perspectives on a huge

range of current topics." Rogers says they've also changed

faculty-student relationships. "Early on they challenged the

'sink or swim' mentality by engaging with students far more

proactively than was the norm, and showing the rest ofus

why it is important to do the same. They made us realize

that we, as adults, have to engage with these kids' well-being

far more proactively." And because ofthem, he says, that

attitude has become much more institutionalized, even

becoming part ofthe 2004 Strategic Plan.

Examples of their impact on students are legion. Mr. Maq, as

the students have long called him, felt strongly that a person

of color should be teaching at the highest course levels—to

be role model to kids and other faculty. So he always has

insisted on teaching organic chemistry. He and Vuvu always

had deeper motives, demonstrated most Sunday mornings

around their dining room table where students flocked for

extra help. Roshanda demons Parks '90 is now a physician.

She remembers well what a tough teacher he was, how

he "pushed me to give more than I ever thought I had. I

now see the impact ofempowering others to discover and

become their best, so they can thrive."

One student fell so in love with the Maqs that he changed

his own family name to theirs. Yohance Maqubela '91

remembers his student years with the Maqs as "the most

enriching ofmy life." The youngest child of comedian

and activist Dick Gregory (who supported his son's

unusual decision) grew so close to them that he decided

to become a Maqubela. On his first trip to South Africa to

meet the Maqubela's relatives, he was greeted with all the

love, respect, and privilege of a family member. Yohance

has gone on to pay tribute in another powerful way; he

founded, and runs, a charter school at Howard University

in Washington, D.C., modeled on (MS) 2
. He says Temba

was his inspiration, his mentor, and his helper, making trips

down to D.C to advise his adopted son.

And now Groton School will welcome these dynamic,

gentle teachers. Much ofwhat they have given to Andover

will live on in the farsighted programs they have created

and the quality ofteaching they have inspired. But as

Trustee Steve Sherrill '71 says, "What will be irreplaceable

will be the incredible inspirational message that they have

delivered every day that they have been here. Every kid that

they have touched has felt it. It goes something like this:

'Here is somebodywho likes me. Here is somebody who

cares for me, so much that sometimes they will support

me and sometimes they will demand more ofme. Here is

somebody that came from a very different place than me

yet seems like a parent to me.'" Groton students will learn

soon enough how lucky they are.
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It's a profound example of lack of

aCCeSS tO libraries. It is 1926, author Richard

Wright is 18 and living in Memphis, Tenn., and, because of

an article he read in the local paper, Wright is hungry to read

books by the contentious H.L. Mencken. Unable to use the

library because he is black, Wright takes a big risk. He asks

one of the white men for whom he works if he can use his

library card. His plan? To request books he wants to read by

forging notes to the librarian from the white man. It's a ruse.

A dangerous ruse. Yet he's that hungry, that ravenous, for

knowledge. Thankfully, the man says yes, and from then on,

Wright reads (and writes) voraciously.

While, as Wright's story exemplifies, an insatiable desire

to read, explore, and learn has no boundaries, access to

materials often does. Today U.S. libraries welcome people

from all walks of life, regardless of skin color, religion,

gender, or economic status, but the libraries themselves

are not created equal. The library at Lawrence High School

in Lawrence, Mass., cannot offer the same rich collections

as PA's Oliver Wendell Holmes Library (OWHL); nor does

Northern Essex Community College offer what Harvard

College Library does.

L A

The Digital Public Library ofAmerica
by Kristin Bair O'Keeffe

But the newly launched Digital Public Library of America

(DPLA) intends to alter these inequalities. By unifying access

to millions of items in America's libraries, archives, and

museums and providing free access to all, it gives anyone

with Internet service the ability to use materials they'd

otherwise experience only if they set off on a lifelong road

trip from city to city, town to town, wandering in and out of

cultural institutions all day long.

The Launch
On April 1 8 and 1 9, 201 3, folks from all around the United

States had planned to head to Boston for the celebratory

launch of the beta version of the DPLA. Two days of events

were planned at the Boston Public Library, the nation's first

municipal free public library, which bears the inscription

"Free to All" over its front door. After years of dreaming,

planning, hosting hackathons, crowdsourcing talent and

know-how, gathering volunteers, and raising funds, the

DPLA—which is the brainchild and passion of many,

including Head of School and DPLA Board President John

Palfrey and recent Fuess Award-winner and DPLA board

member Robert Darnton '57—was going live.

But in the end, there was no fanfare. After the

heartbreaking, life-changing Boston Marathon bombings on

Monday, April 15, the launch events were canceled. Yes, the

DPLA went live as planned on Thursday, April 18, but it did

so quietly, with a single ding of a counter bell by Executive

Director Dan Cohen.

Yet in that quiet but powerful moment, more than two million

materials from a dozen or so large and small institutions

around the country, including the Smithsonian Institution and

the U.S. National Archives, were suddenly and universally

accessible at the DPLA website. Phillips Academy also

has a notable presence. "PA has been fully committed to

participating in the DPLA from day one," Elisabeth Tully,

OWHL director, says. "We have, for several years, been

uploading archival images to the Digital Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, which is one of the hubs that will be

harvested by the DPLA." A keyword search at the DPLA
website for "Phillips Academy Andover" will lead to some
marvelous archival materials, starting with photos of Ho Tng
Liang, one of the first students from China who arrived in

the 1870s; of PA students taking the K.O.A. stagecoach to

Phillips Exeter for the rival football game in 1 891 ; of Thomas
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"Out of all the things that we could do at this

moment in history, to create a public option in this

way, I think, is enormously important to democracy."

—John Palfrey

quarter. It doesn't mean that people are going to come
here, necessarily, but it is that people may get the benefit of

some of the knowledge that's here. I feel like we should be

a part of it in some little way."

Darnton, who draws a direct connection between the

research he's done on the world of publishing and this

attempt to make the "cultural heritage of our country

available to all our fellow citizens," celebrates, among other

things, the importance of access to materials for community
colleges. "Now every community college in the country

will have a fabulous library," he says, "once we get this

thing really organized and properly built up, with all the

resources." Of course, while the DPLA will make high-level

education available to more people, Paige Roberts, archivist

and head of special collections at the OWHL, points out

that there will be other powerful outcomes as well, such as

"civic action, social justice work, and getting a sense of your

own personal identity."

Sharing Is Good
Created on the open source philosophy that "sharing is

good," the DPLA is also a platform that welcomes and

encourages developers to create apps that use the library's

data in different ways. It consciously and deliberately steps

away from the traditional institutional philosophy of holding

things close and instead encourages collaboration and

innovation, skills that, as discussed in the "Connected

Learning" article in the winter^^^ 201 3 issue of Andover maga-

zine, high school students

must master in order to excel

in the rapidly changing global

economy.

Hudner Jr. '43 winning a sprint in 1943. As Roberts and Tully

digitize more and more materials from the OWHL and the

Archives, this collection will continue to grow.

Intention and Non Sibi

Despite the fact that there is no official relationship

between the DPLA and PA, there is a palpable non sibi bent

to the DPLA that is exemplified through both Palfrey and

Darnton's connections to it. "As projects go," Palfrey says,

"this is the most important one I've worked on in my life,

full stop.... Out of all the things that we could do at this

moment in history, to create a public option in this way, I

think, is enormously important to democracy." He says he

fears for the future of libraries and hopes that the DPLA is

a solid step in altering the current trajectory. He also would
like the non sibi aspect to be nurtured at PA. "I would
love to see the work on DPLA as an outreach program,"

he says. "I think it's consistent with our youth from every

Roberts says, "This is a rather

ambitious vision, this DPLA.

It's pretty radical for the field.

If you're not open to the idea

of openness, there are some
philosophical barriers you have to overcome." Many people,

she explains, hold tight to the idea of ownership of their

collections because doing otherwise changes the balance

in the traditional relationship. "Part of what we're doing by

putting our collections out there is kind of trying to give up

a level of our authority to our users because we're moving

from a custodial world to a more user-centered world. Yes,

we have a base knowledge, but users bring a lot to working

with a collection."

With its keen eye focused on the future, the DPLA moves

forward in its pilot stage, morphing and growing daily.

As some are quick to point out, it's got a few kinks to

grapple with, but even so, it is quickly proving to be an

ever-changing treasure map leading to a rich and rewarding

treasure chest. With "free to all" as its guiding light, it's a

pretty sure bet that Richard Wright would be pleased.

dead more about the DPLA at www.andover.edu/magazine.
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Fuess Awards Presented to Sons of Andover

Robert C. Darnton '57

Making Knowledge the Common Property of All

As a young PA student eager to engage the world-renowned anthropologist

Clyde Kluckhohn at an All-School Meeting in the mid-1950s, Bob Darnton '57

rose to ask the great man a question* Darnton doesn't remember what he asked

now, some 55 years later. But he will never forget the response. "That was a

culture-bound question!" Kluckhohn scolded. He had no idea, Darnton told

his recent audience, what that meant. "But I knew it was something bad."

Something bad, that started him on a

long road to something wonderfully

good, something significant to the

entire world.

Darnton found himself in

Kluckhohn s place in late January

2013, addressing the All- School

Meeting. He, along with classmate

George Whitesides, had just received

the Claude Moore Fuess Award for

distinguished contribution the public

service—the highest award given by

the Academy. "Ever since that day,"

he continued, "I have been trying to
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answer questions that take us out of

the boundaries of culture."

At Andover, Darnton was able to

pursue those answers with gusto,

"roaming around in an alien culture

where learning foreign languages

was like entering another world. "My

studies here at Andover," he said in

an interview later that day, "gave me
the tools with which I could develop

the kind of academic career I've had.

The teaching was terrific, unlike most

ofmy experiences in classrooms after

Andover. And I learned to read

—

deeply, seriously, analytically—and

to write." And he developed a passion

for history.

The son of a highly regarded New York

Times foreign correspondent killed

in the line of duty early in World

War II, Darnton always thought he'd

be a newspaperman. But as a cub

reporter just out of college working

for the Newark Star-Ledger, he was

aghast to discover the culture-bound

conventions that determined that

crimes against white citizens made

headlines; crimes against people of

color merited no ink at all. Ending

his briefjournalism career, he went

off to graduate school and a Rhodes

Scholarship in search of history.

It wasn't long before he "stumbled

across a historian's dream—a Swiss

archive of 50,000 previously unseen

documents that had belonged

to a publishing house during the

Darnton continued on page 46



...Driven by Research, Teaching, and the Public Good

George M. Whitesides '57

Tackling the Questions that Change the World

The distinguished Harvard professor of chemistry George Whitesides '57 sits in

a Gelb classroom listening to students present a paper on the Hammet Equation.

He is back at his alma mater to receive its highest honor, the Claude Moore

Fuess Award for distinguished contribution to the public service. He honors the

three young speakers with high praise: "Terrific job! You presented stuff usually

done by juniors and seniors in college."

Then he turns to the standing room

only crowd of 16 boys and seven girls

to share what's on his mind. "What

are the most important questions

for the world in the next 50 to 100

years?" he asks. Students suggest

hunger, water, infectious disease,

education, energy, climate change.

"Climate instability," Whitesides

corrects them. Yes, he acknowledges

that these all raise great questions.

He suggests one he has been working

on—the origins of life. Where can

they be found? "In Manitoba?" he

offers. "In the potash?"

Whitesides gets right to his point:

"There are an infinite number of

interesting things to do. So how do

we get there? What can you start

doing now to avoid working just for

money—I am deeply annoyed with

the American style of capitalism—so

that you will be doing something

interesting and important to you

in 20 years? You must think about

really learning something, acquiring

deep knowledge of something, not

sampling, not spreading yourself too

thin. Take risks, try new things."

It is the theme he carried into

Cochran Chapel later that morning

for the presentation ofthe Fuess

Award that he and PA classmate

and fellow Harvard Distinguished

University Professor Robert C.

Darnton received onJanuary 23.

He told his rapt audience that

the education he received at

Phillips Academy "was the basis

for everything I've gone on to do."

Whitesides enjoys an international

reputation as one of the world's

most influential scientists, whose

breakthrough work in surface

chemistry laid the groundwork for

advances in nanoscience that have

precipitated substantial discoveries

in electronics, pharmaceutical

science, and medical diagnostics.

He also is the author ofmore than

Whitesides continued on page 47
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Darnton continuedfrom page 44

Enlightenment." These included all the great books of the Enlightenment, but also bawdy

best-sellers, forgotten today, which proliferated beneath the cultural screen—documents

that were almost never saved or archived. From these documents, Darnton gleaned an

untold history ofworkers' protests of the era that he published as The Great Cat Massacre

and Other Episodes in French Cultural History. "It has always been so difficult to

make sense of the past in the old ways. History was so inaccessible, the

My
studies here

atAndover gave

me the tools with

which I could develop

the kind of academic

arbitrary work of a few people. All ofus are victims of our archives and

the perspective they give us," he explains.

Massacre was just one ofmore than 15 works he would research and

write, with more to come, as he was developing a new discipline:

the history of the book. But it also opened the doors ofhis mind

to the infinite possibilities of accessible knowledge, laying the

foundation for the groundbreaking work Darnton is doing today to

make all manner ofthe world's culture part ofthe discussion between

creator and user, and preserving it all for future generations.

There is a quote from Thomas Jefferson, a great truth on which the American view of

democracy is based, that has deep meaning for Darnton. "Knowledge is the common
property of all mankind," he quotes. That was "a Utopian view at the time, because there

were few books and most people couldn't read." Now, Darnton says, technology and the

Internet have made that great truth practical. And he stands at the orgin of something

he calls "colossal, on a scale that has

never occurred."

It is as though his whole life since high

school has been building toward it. "Yes,

there is a direct connect between the

research I've done on the whole world of

publishing, the circulation ofbooks and

pamphlets, and the attempt to make the

cultural heritage of our country available

to our fellow citizens and people outside

the country as well, and the DPLA." The DPLA—Digital Public Library ofAmerica—went

online in April even though the Boston Marathon bombings forced its formal launch from

its headquarters in the Boston Public Library to be postponed until fall (see DPLA story,

page 42). Darnton, along with Head of SchoolJohn Palfrey, is a founder of the DPLA,

which has the potential to develop into the largest library in history—the repository of

books, films, music, newspapers, magazines, photographs, and all manner of cultural

product available to anyone in the world with access to the Internet.

Through 39 years of teaching European history at Princeton to his appointment as

Harvard's Carl H. Pforzheimer University Professor and director of the Harvard University

Library, Darnton has continued to research and to write prolifically. His tireless efforts have

earned him many honors, among which are the National Humanities Medal from President

Obama in 201 1; France's highest honor, the Legion of Honor in 1999; a MacArthur

Fellowship; the International Gutenberg Society Prize; the National Book Critics Circle

Award for criticism in 1995; and the Los Angeles Times Book Prize in 1984.

He has future books in mind. As he told a SamPhil classroom full of eager students, one of

his next efforts will explore how books have changed the world. A fitting endeavor for one

of the builders of, as Madeleine Lippey '14 said in her introduction ofDarnton that January

morning in Cochran Chapel, "a bookshelf the size of the world that everyone is entitled to."

—Sally V. Holm

History of the Fuess Award

The origins of the Claude

Moore Fuess Award can be

traced to a small group of

Boston-based, community-

minded professional men

who wanted to "stimulate

in Phillips Academy

students a greater interest

in careers in public service

and a greater concern for

public affairs." So reads a

letter held in the Academy

Archives from Wilbur J.

Bender of the Committee

of the Permanent Charity

Fund, dated December 23,

1964. These committeemen

contributed the initial funds

to establish the award. It

was to be awarded annually,

if feasible, and nominees

were to be "holders of

public office, whether

national, state, or local,

and whether elected or

appointed." Nominees were

not required to be Andover

alumni (though only alumni

have received the award to

date), and it was hoped that

student consultation would

be sought.

The award was named in

honor of Andover head-

master Claude M. Fuess,

who died in September

of 1963 at the age of 78.

Fuess had contributed to

Andover for 40 years—as

an instructor in English, then

as 10th headmaster, from
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Whitesides continuedfrom page 45

1,000 publications and has the highest ranking of all living chemists in the Hirsch Index, a

measurement of a researcher's most cited papers. Harvard University's past president, Larry

Summers, has called Whitesides "a scientist of extraordinary imagination and scope."

Whitesides currently oversees nearly 50 graduate students, postdoctoral fellows, and

research associates in his laboratory at Harvard. He holds an AB degree from Harvard, a

PhD in chemistry from the California Institute of Technology. He has collected a long list

of awards and honors, including the National Medal of Science, the Priestley Medal, and

the Benjamin Franklin Medal.

An inventor with more than 100 patents and a self-described "functional capitalist" who

has started at least 12 companies, Whitesides cited an example ofhow he has brought

together his passion for science with interests in the unequal distribution of resources,

national security and the sources of anti-Americanism in the political world, and bringing

down health care costs. Case in point: Through his nonprofit foundation, Diagnostics For

All, Whitesides has developed a sophisticated diagnostic device that is

built into a small, three-dimensional paper chip that changes color When
when blood or urine is applied. A smartphone app or health

care worker can then interpret the results—requiring little

power, no water, no trained professionals—to potentially

save lives in the developing world. The mission that

drives him: to make health care cost-efficient rather than

maximally profitable.

you go from

your current age

to being, let's say, 35,

if you don't find yourself

with something that is the

beginning of a career, and

an adult life, you couldyou

end up not being

an adult.

Whitesides seems driven by so many issues. A recurring

theme during his daylong Andover visit was his concern

about jobs for young people, and the lack of emphasis on what

he calls "deep knowledge." "When you go from your current age

to being, let's say, 35, ifyou don't find yourselfwith something that is

the beginning of a career, and an adult life, you could end up not being an adult. Because

we live in a society in which ifyou don't have a job and you're not contributing, you can't

measure your worth. And right now what we lack in the United States—and, arguably, in a

lot ofthe developed world—is enough jobs to occupy all the smart young people. It breaks

my heart to see really bright, really well-educated, really decent young people who, for one

or another reason, have been led to a life in which, when they get finished with it, they don't

quite know what they have been doing. They're still searching for an epiphany. And they

don't have that hardcore skill that makes them unarguably the best choice for something."

He blames higher education for pushing the notion of a broad cultural education and

using a college education as a "sampler" rather than an opportunity to delve deeply into

the chosen subject matter. He urges students today to ask the big questions—the ones that

change the world, to find somewhere to tackle and solve the big problems, and to develop

the ability to learn deeply

and "do the things that are

hard. That's so important!" It

was a clear and unequivocal

message to his audience of

eager young people, hopeful

that among them is the next

generation ofleaders with

extraordinary imagination

and scope.

—Sally V. Holm
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John U. Monro '30 received

the Fuess Award in 1982.

John U. Monro and Phillips Academy
by Toni-Lee Capossela

The life ofJohn U. Monro '30, one of

Phillips Academy's many illustrious

alumni, is a veritable case study in the

ramifications of the school's motto,

non sibi. Monro is best known for

his decision, in 1967, to step down

as Dean of the College at Harvard

to teach at unaccredited, historically

black Miles College on the outskirts

of Birmingham, Alabama.

But this was only the best-known

chapter in a life dedicated to the

cause of social justice. As damage

control officer aboard the USS

Enterprise during World War II,

Monro assisted in the early stages

of integrating the U.S. Navy. As a

Harvard administrator, he developed

a financial aid formula that became

the national template for need-based

scholarships; expanded work-study

opportunities to include student

entrepreneurs; promoted the Peace

Corps during its fledgling first

year; provided commuter students

with a fuller college experience;

and designed and taught a writing

course to fit the needs of extension

program students. At Miles, he

spearheaded the creation of a satellite

freshman program in economically

depressed Greene County. When
Miles dismantled the program under

a new administration, he moved to

Tougaloo College in Mississippi,

another historically black college,

where he continued to teach and

work with individual students until

symptoms ofAlzheimer's forced him

to retire at the age of 84.

Monro's affiliation with Phillips

Academy spanned seven decades, and

with the exception of his family ties,

it was the most enduring relationship

in his life. He was 14 when he arrived

in the spring of 1927 as a transfer

student from Punchard, Andover's

public high school. On his first day,

he promptly revealed himself as

an outsider by showing up for his

early morning Latin class wearing

a sweater instead of the mandatory

jacket and tie. His favorite class was

English, taught by Claude "Jack"

Fuess. Building on the enthusiasm

for writing he had acquired in Fuess s

class, he later spent three years on

the Harvard Crimson. In 1982, in

a particularly serendipitous link to

his favorite teacher, he received PA's
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Claude Moore Fuess medal "for

distinguished contribution to the

public service."

In 1955, while director of Harvard's

Financial Aid Office, Monro was

elected to a three-year term on

Andover s Alumni Council, which

had just been beefed up to give

alumni more of a say in educational

policy. As his term was set to expire,

the Board of Trustees voted to make

him a charter member. Flis fellow

board members, most ofwhom came

from the world ofbusiness, relied on

him, as an educator, to fill them in on

educational theory without subjecting

them to academic claptrap or jargon.

Monro also could be counted on

to repeat tirelessly that the school's

mission to accept "youth . . . from

every quarter" demanded diversity

on every level. In 1959 he praised the

way in which scholarship funds were

being allocated, pointing out, "The

school has a very special obligation to

train the ablest boys it can find. The

new policy assures that we can do just

that." Hinting at Monro's watchdog

role, HeadmasterJohn Kemper

reported to him that the board had

approved a tuition raise during the

fall of 1967, "doubtless because you

weren't here and weren't looking."

The playfulness ofKemper's remark

reflects his warm friendship with

Monro. Writing to tell Monro ofhis

election to the board of trustees,

Kemper joked, "No small part ofmy
satisfaction is that for once in his

life the highly articulate Monro was

speechless!" Kemper and Monro

worked particularly well together

in the service ofvalues they shared.

Chiefamong them was equal

opportunity in education. When
Monro sent Kemper a copy of his

College Board presentation, "A

Modest Proposal for a Talent Search,"

he urged Andover to participate

in the search for qualified black

students. Kemper replied that the

school had just hosted a meeting of

headmasters for the purpose of re-

activating their ties with the National

Scholarship Service for Negro

Students (NSSFNS) recruitment

program. In the summer of 1964, the

prep schools createdA Better Chance,

which sent gifted but underprepared

students of color to intensive summer

programs, then on to prep schools

on full scholarship. Although the

program was by no means a magic

bullet, minority enrollment at the

participating schools increased

significantly. By 1969-1970, Andover,

which previously had enrolled only 4

or 5 black students at a time, had 54.

Perhaps because of their friendship,

Monro was tapped by the trustees to

draft the resolution marking Kemper's

retirement in the fall of 1971. It was

a sad occasion, since the headmaster

was suffering from terminal lung

cancer. After listing Kemper's many

accomplishments, Monro's resolution

concluded, "Above all, let us say it,

we are grateful beyond words for the

enduring example you have set for us,

ofpersonal gallantry and courage."

Monro also got along well with

Andover s next headmaster, Ted

Sizer, with whom he had worked at

Editor's note: Toni-Lee Capossela is professor

emerita at Stonehill College, where she taught

writing and directed the Writing Program

and the Writing Center. Her biography,

John U. Monro: Uncommon Educator,

recently was published by LSU Press as part

of its Southern Biography Series.

Harvard. Sizer had been dean of the

Graduate School ofEducation and

had helped design the 1961 Peace

Corps training program that Monro

directed. Sizer made it clear that as

headmaster he intended to preside

over the merger of Phillips and Abbot

academies, and Monro became his

staunch ally, reassuring more skeptical

members of the board that it was a

good idea. Later he called it "the most

significant and humanizing event in

the long history of this old school."

In 1983, Monro retired as a trustee

and was granted emeritus status.

During his 28 years on the board, he

had served on a variety of committees,

including the Executive Committee,

the Educational Policy Committee

(which he also chaired), the Alumni

Relations Committee, the Arts Center

Committee, and the Archaeology

Committee. A particularly apt

summary ofMonro's contributions to

Andover came from Sizer, who noted,

"John has been a model for many of

us—as a university dean who could

melt bureaucracy with wise good

humor, as a trustee who remembered

about growing up and who

consistently took the long, humane

view, and as a person who shared that

fragile dream ofthe best ofthe 1960s,

that all Americans ofwhatever walk of

life or race or place of origin deserved

schooling of quality, dignity, and

hope. John not only articulated his

dream: he lived it.
"
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by Jill Clerkin

On a clear spring afternoon nearly

two centuries after its original

construction, Bulfinch Hall—home

of the English department since

1936—proudly opened its newly painted

doors to scores of alumni, donors, faculty

emeriti, and friends. The $6.3 million Bulfinch

renovation and expansion was completed in

seven months—on time and under budget

—and is the final capital project funded

through The Campaign for Andover.

Polished marble floors, carefully restored wood-

work, and a bolder palette of colors greeted the

more than 200 visitors. Much—now invisible

—had been patched, rewired, replumbed.

Several older alums appreciatively noted the

new handicap access ramp and elevator.

Clockwisefrom left:

Trustee Emeritus Stanley Shuman '52

spoke warmly ofhisformer English

instructor Hart Leavitt,for whom
Shuman named a Bulfinch classroom.

Secretary of the Academy Peter Ramsey,

who led the Office ofAcademy Resources

in securingfundsfor the Bulfinch project^

greets Alumni Council member Joisan

Decker DeHaan '99.

Alumni, including Trustee and Building

Committee Chair Shelly Guyer '78 (far
;

right), mingle beneath one of Bulfinch's

beautifully repainted transoms.

English instructor Paul Tortorella's

impromptu class generated lively

conversation around one of the new

Strother Purdy '85 tables.

On May 7, Bulfinch's granite "outdoor

classroom"—funded by the Abbot

Academy Association—was dedicated

to Faculty Emerita Jean St. Pierre

(in bright blue).

Bardyl Tirana '55 and Yichen

Zhang '82 meet in the corridor outside

the new media room (right),for which

Zhang donatedfunds in Tirana's name.

A first stop for many was the former Debate

Room, now a faculty space conducive to

meetings and casual gatherings. The conversion

already is fostering "far greater collaboration

and collegiality," says English instructor David

Fox. "This, more than any specific curricular

or pedagogical innovation, will lead to

improvements in our teaching and learning in

the coming years." Few could resist smoothing

their hands over the gleaming grain of the rooms massive conference

table, handcrafted by Strother Purdy '85 (see story, page 52).

Bulfinch's stunning new lower-level addition, the Tirana Room—with its

clean, contemporary lines, high-tech capabilities, and full wall of glass—is a

joyful leap into the 21st century. Named by donors X.D. Yang '83 and Yichen

Zhang '82 in honor of Bardyl Tirana '55, mentor to the Harbin Exchange

Program, the multimedia classroom looks out over Phelps Park and to the

tennis courts beyond.

English faculty staffed six "open

classes" to chat with visitors

about the current curriculum. A
common talking point: the many

ways student learning is enhanced

by modern technology

—

specifically, wireless Internet,

overhead projectors, and video

screens in most classrooms.

TIRANA ROOM

BAKDU TIRANA



A Stately Backdrop
With Bulfinch as a stately backdrop, the outdoor ceremony began. "There are

only a few buildings on this campus that every single student spends time in

over all four years, and Bulfinch is one ofthem," said Peter Currie '74, president

of the Board of Trustees. He welcomed familiar faces in the audience and

thanked former Head of School Barbara Landis Chase and Trustee Emeritus

Oscar Tang '56 for initiating the Bulfinch project; donors for their generosity,

including Yichen Zhang '82, who traveled from Beijing for the event; and

members ofthe Office ofAcademy Resources, led by Secretary ofthe Academy

Peter Ramsey, for securing project funding.

Before offering a briefhistory of Bulfinch, Trustee Shelly Guyer '78, chair

ofthe Building Committee, thanked Larry Muench, director of facilities;

John Galanis, project manager; Office of Physical Plant personnel; English

department faculty; Ann Beha

Architects; Consigli Construction; and

many others who contributed to the

project's successful completion.

"Donor participation reached far and

wide," said Head of SchoolJohn Palfrey,

noting gifts from parents from China and

Korea, and from alumni across the globe.

"Virtually every decade from the 1950s

to the present day is represented among

[Bulfinch's] more than 250 donors." He

thanked Trustee Tom Israel '62 and Tang

for their lead gifts, and Trustee Emeritus

Stanley Shuman '52 for his thoughtful

naming ofthe Leavitt Classroom. Shuman

spoke eloquently about Hart Leavitt, his

former English instructor, and shared

warm memories of his Andover days and

ofthe lifelong friendship that formed

between the Shuman and Leavitt families.

English department chair Jeffrey Domina,

beaming with pride and speaking on

behalf ofhis more than 30 English

department colleagues, expressed

gratitude to all who took part in "this

smooth, efficient, gratifying

cooperative effort—

a

vibrant, dynamic, productive

collaboration. We are proud

to teach in this venerable old

building, now so elegantly

preserved and ennobled

—

and we feel awfully lucky."

"The quality of

light that filters

' into Bulfinch...

suggests a spiritual

presence. often

after the last

istudent has left

rTH E CLASSROOM

I HAVE LINGERED

TO APPRECIATE

THE GRANDEUR OF

pTHIS STRUCTURE'S

GRACEFUL SPACES."

^jfSfflgj*

—

Seth Bardo
INSTRUCTOR IN ENGLISH

m

1/

itlead Bulfinch's history at

www.andover.edu/magazine.



Strother Purdy '85
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by Sally V. Holm

I he students gathered around a massive wooden

conference table are delving deep into Homer's

classic, led by their teacher Greg Wilkins, when

Strother Purdy '85 pokes his head in the door. In a flash, he

recognizes "those dear, favorite stories" he learned in this

classic old school building. "How wonderful!" he marvels.

"They are reading the Odyssey at my table."

Purdy is a master furniture maker. And that gleaming table is

one of 18 he has made with his own hands for his alma mater.

But there's more. Each table was lovingly crafted from the 10

mature trees that had to be taken down last summer before

the renovation of Bulfinch Hall. The final order was substan-

tial—four large conference tables, six coffee tables for the new

faculty lounge, and eight side tables for various classrooms.

No one is quite sure how the idea came about, to use the

site's wood, to ask an alum (who is also, ironically, an English

teacher) to work it. But JeffDomina, chair of the English

department was there, as were Larry Muench, head of the Office

of Physical Plant (OPP), andJohn Galanis, Bulfinch project

manager. Purdy had passed their way before—volunteering to

make a table and a cutting board to donate to the Andover auction

held in 201 1. He wanted to create them from PA wood, and OPP
obliged with a maple recently cut down next to Bartlet Hall.

They asked him if he was interested in the Bulfinch project. He was,

definitely. Purdy calls himself a "very personal woodworker," doing his

best work when it's for somebody or some place he cares about. Clearly

a romantic, he loved the idea ofmaking tables for the school where
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he had been a student. He sent off a proposal with four

different designs and waited eagerly for the wood to arrive.

The wood—mosdy pin oak as it turned out—was not so

enthusiastic. Twenty-seven hundred board feet of it arrived

at Purdy s western Connecticut shop one afternoon,

knots, warps, and all. Purdy had known he was not

getting furniture-grade wood. Pin oak does not meet that

standard. Plus, the Bulfinch wood, having not grown up

in a sheltered forest but exposed to the elements, was full

oflow branches—which became knots—and grain that

was twisted. Freed, the wood wanted to move. "It was like

tortured adolescents who, when cut down, finally got to get

their 'yah-yahs' out » ^e eXplainS- Purdy spent hours milling

down in steps to relieve the stress, and worked around

warps and knots as best he could. The wood, he says,

"didn't want to do what I wanted it to do, it just didn't want

to behave." It took him almost three months, working seven

days a week, 10 hours a day. The size of the pieces also

slowed him down. One tabletop weighed 450 lbs. To move

it around the shop to work on it, he had to call in friends.

Woodworkers are problem-solvers, Purdy says. So he

was in his element. The knots posed a special problem,

requiring a special solution. He decided to fill them with

epoxy to prevent students from pushing pens through exam

booklets they were writing over them. ("They might have

been expelled, which would have been my fault. I couldn't

let that happen!") But he added a Purdy touch, sealing

2012 pennies in knotholes of each table.

For all their recalcitrance, the finished tables were sturdy

masterpieces, with beveled edges to make writing on them

easier, hard lacquer surfaces to withstand years of abuse,

and footrests. When Purdy stopped into Wilkins's class that

day in February, he asked the students for feedback. "They

really liked them," he remembers, "or they were being very

nice." His joy is obvious. "I love doing meaningful things

for people," he says with a shy smile.

Purdy seems largely motivated by the need to do good

works, but he has learned that man cannot live bywood
alone. It's hard for him to make a living at it, he admits, so

he pursues other income so he can do what he loves.

He was an editor at Fine Woodworking magazine for two

years, worked as a book editor for Taunton Press, and

has written several books on woodworking. He was

off to China the day after the interview to complete an

experience design project for the Caterpillar corporation.

In 2005, he took his young family—wife Jeannette and two

children—to live in southern India for three years, where

he taught English and woodworking in an international

school. "One of the most gentle places I've ever been,"

he says, "an absolutely wonderful country." He loved the

simplicity of life there, where they lived very comfortably

on $10,000 a year. He hopes they can retire there, but that

may take some negotiation with his wife.

Purdy followed his father, Strother Purdy '50, and sister,

Alexandra '79, to Andover. "I didn't have a choice," he

says. He "grew up fast at PA, where you made your own

mistakes and learned from them." He had his favorites

—

biology teacher Tom Cone, the Quattlebaums, and the

Rotundos, especially. His devotion to Andover comes

from his appreciation ofthe intellectual as well as personal

development he experienced there. "PA delivers on its

educational promise to help students learn to develop the

mind skills to engage in whatever they choose to do in life,"

he says. "Other schools don't do that nearly as well."

From PA, he went to McGill University and majored in

English, taking a semester somewhere in the middle "to

catch up on his reading." That's when he went to work in a

cabinetmaker's shop in Connecticut and "got into wood."

It's a love affair that won't let go ofhim. He is increasingly

intrigued by the Art Nouveau style—particularly the line of

beauty "S" curve. "There are no straight lines or flat surfaces

in nature," he muses, "except the surface of a pond when

there is no wind."

1

No straight lines except for those pin oak tables in

Bulfinch, that adolescent wood he coddled and

struggled with, graced with his artistic

sensibility, and eventually tamed for

generations of adolescents to come.
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CELEBRAT1

by George S.K. Rider '51

7. Medal of Honor recipient

Thomas Hudner '43 visited

Bath Iron Works in Bath,

Maine, where he met a number
of workers building the

destroyer named in his honor.

2. The events of the day
culminated with a luncheon at

the Maine Maritime Museum
in Bath.

3. The daughter and
grandchildren of Jesse Brown,

the navy pilot Hudner tried

to rescue, attended the day's

events. From left are Jamal
Brown, Hudner, Pamela Knight

Brown, and Jessica Brown.

G CAPT. TB6MAS HUDNER '43

In the military, the only time is on time. Events are planned with precision

down to the last detail. April 12, 2013, dawned with a snotty northeast wind

blowing low-lying clouds across a battleship dark gray sky punctuated by a

sporadic drizzle of rain and sleet—perfect for any sailor/aviator celebration.

The luncheon at the Maine Maritime Museum in Bath, Maine, honoring

Andover's Medal of Honor recipient was just hours and a bus ride away
from Andover. The occasion was to celebrate the naming of a new Arleigh

Burke-class destroyer for Capt. Thomas J. Hudner Jr. '43. We were joined by

the family of Ensign Jesse Brown, who perished in a battle over the Chosin

Reservoir on December 4, 1950, when the Corsair he was flying was struck

by enemy fire and forced down in rugged, snow-covered mountain terrain.

Lt. j.g. Hudner and the rest of the squadron presumed that he had died in

the crash. But when Tom flew a pass over the downed plane and saw Jesse

waving from the open cockpit, he made a split-second decision and landed

his plane wheels up, 100 yards away. The squadron leader radioed for help.

Tom tried to free Jesse, the navy's first African-American pilot, whose leg

was trapped by the crushed fuselage. With his bare hands Tom packed the

fuselage with snow to keep the flames away and labored in vain to free

him. The helicopter pilot arrived with an axe and a fire extinguisher. They

worked together—unsuccessfully—to free Jesse. He was fading in and out

of consciousness. Darkness was settling in and snow was beginning to fall

in the sub-freezing conditions. The mountains made flying out in the dark

impossible. Jesse's last words to Tom were a message to his wife, "If I don't

make it, tell Daisy I love her."

On April 13, 1951, President Harry S. Truman awarded the Medal of Honor to

Tom Hudner for his heroic efforts to save his wingman.

The events on the Maine coast almost 62 years to the day later were a tribute

to a great and enduring memory. Earlier that morning, Tom, his family and

friends, and the Brown family had been invited into the cavernous building at

Bath Iron Works (BIW) just downriver from the Maritime Museum to see the

very beginnings of the USS Thomas Hudnertake shape. Huddled amongst

the steel and cold were BIW officials and nearly 20 of the workers who are

bringing the destroyer to life. Richard Grant, a safety inspector with 24 years

at BIW and 19 in the military, saw Capt. Hudner, his medal on a bright blue

ribbon around his neck, enter the building. Tears sprung to his eyes. "I had

goosebumps, just looking at him," Grant said afterward. "And when he came

4. Cmdr. Rob Patrick '88 presents

Hudner with a navy medallion,

a long tradition among navy
officers.

5. Hudner shares a few good
stories with Marshall Cloyd '58,

whose admiration for Hudner
inspired and made possible

the event.

6. BIW workers are delighted to

meet the namesake of a ship

they are building, an event that

has happened only three times

in BIW's long history.
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over and talked to me, I felt it was such an honor. We don't get to meet Medal

of Honor winners." In fact, Tom is only the third Medal of Honor recipient

in the BIW's 129-year history to visit with workers on a namesake ship in

progress. The Hudner is scheduled for launch in 2017.

Back at the museum, the luncheon and festivities led off with Jesse's

granddaughter Jessica, from Washington, D.C., speaking on behalf of Daisy

about the bond that will always exist between Tom and her family. Her

mother, Jesse's daughter Pamela Knight Brown, and her brother Jamal
smiled and nodded from a nearby table. The affection between the families

was obvious throughout the day.

Retired Admiral Gregory G. Johnson recounted a detailed history of the

Korean War and had special praise for the Andover and the Military initiative.

Captain Mark Vandroff, program manager for the DDG class of ships,

remarked "that in the not too distant future the USS Thomas Hudner will

remind future generations of what it means to be a shipmate and to put your

life on the line for another."

Cmdr. Robert Patrick '88, a U.S. Navy pilot, said that Tom epitomized

what it is to be a pilot and quoted their motto, "Never leave a wingman!
Capt. Hudner lived that motto to the fullest." He presented Tom with a

special challenge coin, struck to commemorate his heroic actions. Each of

the 160 alumni, faculty emeriti, faculty, and guests present received a

beautiful replica.

A brief video by Charles Stuart '62 allowed Tom to graphically describe his

actions during the rescue attempt in Korea and reminisce about his Andover
and navy careers.

The event was a unique collaboration among the Maine Maritime Museum,
BIW, the Pentagon, and Phillips Academy made possible by the support

and behind-the-scenes work of Marshall Cloyd '58, Patrick, and Jenny
Savino, associate director of Alumni Affairs. The presence of Jeffrey

Geiger, president of General Dynamics Bath Iron Works, and staff members
underscored the importance of the festivities.

At the close of the ceremony, Tom spoke briefly and thanked all for the

support given not only to him, but also to those serving and who have
served in the military. His smile told the story of this incredible event.

IBL_



Af-Lat-Am Reunion

Going Strong at 45 Years!

by Sandra Lopez-Morales '97

The Afro-Latino-American Society

celebrated its 45th reunion April 5-7

with members from the classes of

1955 through 2016 present. Though

61 years separated some attendees,

a palpable feeling of community

connected all. This diverse community

of color acknowledged its strong ties

to each other and to Andover. In his

opening remarks, Temba Maqubela,

dean of faculty, set the tone for

the weekend when he emphasized

inclusion as a perennial goal and a

key component of the affinity group's

ongoing success.

Current student panelists emphasized

the role of community in choosing

Phillips Academy and discussed how
the community of color on campus

provides a "home away from home"
and consistent support. Alumni pan-

elists shared that sentiment. Jessica

Gonzalez '91 described how she con-

tinues to "depend" on her "Andover

sisters," while Kanyi Maqubela '03

described how the "Andover net-

work" has been present for him

"at every point along the way."

In one of the most entertaining

displays of community, past and

present members of SLAM (Student
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Leaders of Andover Madness)

performed together at dinner. The

community was proud to observe

one of its sons, Kevin Olusola '06,

perform with his nationally recognized

a cappella group, Pentatonix, on

Saturday night. On Sunday morning,

more than 200 gathered to celebrate

the life of Faculty Emeritus Jay Rogers

in Cochran Chapel.

"Giving back" was another major

theme of the weekend. In his

keynote speech, activist and author

Wes Moore asked, "What have you

done to make humanity better?" He

reflected on the sacrifice of others

that made subsequent generations'

success possible and challenged

the community to give back. Judge

George Bundy Smith '55 was present,

and Head of School John Palfrey

recognized how the Smith's decision

to send their son George Jr. '83 to PA

was one of the greatest things that an

alumnus can give back.

Trustee Rejji Hayes '93 offered

the following reflections in regard

to giving back: "Lifetime alumni

engagement will be a key focal point

for Andover's leadership team as

we flesh out the new strategic plan.

Andover is a life-changing experience

for most, but given how early this

experience occurs in one's life, alums

often lose touch with the school over

time. To that end, it was encouraging

to see such a great turnout for this

45th reunion of the school's largest

and oldest affinity group. In every

panel, there was not only a deep

interest by alums of color in Andover's

students, faculty, administrators, and

current initiatives but also a collective

desire to give back to the Andover

community, which bodes well for the

future." In one of the most moving

expressions of gratitude, alumni and

former faculty reflected on the legacy

of Temba and Vuyelwa Maqubela,

who have given 26 years of their lives

to this campus community.



Though the weekend was filled with

exploring the role of community and

giving back, Palfrey encouraged all to

strive to "be better." He encouraged

each of us to consider ways we can

build upon an amazing past and not

accept our accomplishments as "good

enough." Each person connected

to this community understands the

relentless pursuit of excellence and

the significance of coming home.

Tiffany Joseph '00 summed it up:

"Attending the Af-Lat-Am 45th

Reunion was a great opportunity to

celebrate the history and legacy of

black and Latino community members

at Andover and the institution's

ongoing commitment to diversity of

all kinds. Coming back to Andover

was also like coming home." This was
a homecoming filled with enthusiasm

for giving back, supporting a

community that supported each of us,

and working toward another 45 years

of success.

Lopez-Morales joined Af-Lat-Am shortly after

arriving at Andover in 1995. She is a PhD and

currently a fellow in counseling at PA.

Photos:

1. Carolyn Chica, Adhana Flores, Dhariana

Gonzalez, Atima Lui, Frank Pinto, Britney Achin,

Nkem Oghedo, all Class of '08

2. Kanyi Maqubela 03, Nonkosi Mzamane '94,

Vuvu and Temba Maqubela

3. RichelleLane and Connell Cloyd, both Class of '99

4. Linda Carter Griffith, dean ofCAMD
5. William Hiomas and Eva Cirelli

6. Kevin Olusola '06

7. Temba Maqubela and Jim Ventre '79

8. Shanna Bowie '01

9. Nicholas Olmo, Juma Waugh, Anthony Morales,

Tamika Guishard, Gillian Wallace Noel, Dario

Collado, Sooyun Chung, Luis Bello, all Class of
'98

Calling all Alumni

from the late '60s

to the late 70s!

In honor of the 40th anniversary of the

merger of Phillips and Abbot academies,

Andover magazine will devote most

of the spring 201 4 issue to

recollections of the merger.

If you graduated in the late '60s through

the late '70s, please send us your stories.

What do you remember about this

historical event? How did life change

after the merger? What was better or

worse? What was hard to adjust to?

What surprised you? What made you

laugh or cry? What lingers, even now?

Please e-mail

andovermagazine@andover.edu

no later than January 1 5, 201 4.

Thank you!
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Harvard Medical School Professor

of Genetics George Church 72,

a founding investigator of the Hu-

man Genome Project, is one of six

scientists

named to a

high-level

Obama ad-

ministration

initiative to

map the ac-

tivity of the

human brain with the potential for

far-reaching scientific, medical,

and humanitarian implications...

Kayce Freed '76 premiered the

feature film Girl Rising, created

by The Documentary Group, her

production company, as part of

its global campaign to educate

girls . Henry Smyth '88

has been named 14th

headmaster of the Gil-

man School in Baltimore,

Md.... The Waynflete

School in Portland,

Maine, has appointed

Geoffrey Wagg '84

to its head of school

position... Lawrence, Mass.,

attorney Mary McCabe '71 has

been confirmed as a circuit Dis-

trict Court judge in eastern Mas-

sachusetts... Collaborative Fund

partner Kanyi Maqubela '03 has

been named one of the 25 most

influential African Americans in

Technology by Business Insider. .

.

singer Carrie St. Louis '08 is the

female lead in the rock musical

Rock of Ages playing through mid-

September at the Venetian Hotel

in Las Vegas. . . the number one

movie in America in early Febru-

ary, Warm Bodies, was directed

by Jonathan Levine '94.
.

.

intrepid Deadspin reporter Jack

Dickey '09 dug out and broke

the bizarre story of outstanding

Notre Dame linebacker Manti

Te'o's online relationship with a

woman that turned out to be a

hoax. . . Law and life partners Ida

"Pinky" Cattley Noll '66 and

Jon Noll '66 have bought and

restored the old

railroad depot in

Springfield, III.,

site of the newly

elected Abraham

Lincoln's farewell

speech as he left town to take

over the reins in Washington. .

.

Anna Harrison '13 received the

Girl Scout Gold Award—the high-

est achievement in scouting—for

constructing a greenhouse

made entirely of recycled

products. . . Ashoka founder

ill Drayton '61 has been

selected to receive the

13th annual Benjamin

Franklin Creativity

Laureate Award in honor

of his pioneering work in

social entrepreneurship and public

service David Eckman '86

won a coveted spot on the U.S.

Masters Men's Soccer

Team competing in

the 19th Maccabiah

in Jerusalem this

summer... CEO Loni

Edwards '02 made

a giant transition from

practicing law at one of the

world's most prestigious law firms

to founding Stitch Collective,

a fashion company that pro-

duces limited-run, luxury fashion

accessories Manchester

Wheeler '58, UMaine standout

quarterback who played for the

Buffalo Bills and later the Boston

Patriots, has been inducted into

the Maine Sports Hall of Fame. .

.

singer-songwriter Amy Correia

'86, has a new single out called

"Love Changes Everything" . .

.

Kelly Amis '86 has enjoyed

screenings of his

new film TeachedaX

the Harlem Film Festival

in NYC, as well in DC, LA, and

the Bay Area. . . supermom Laura

Hsieh '89 led the "I am a Mom"

March that successfully closed

down the Tamms super-maximum

security prison in Illinois...

aquatic creatures at the University

of Rhode Island's Marine Life Sci-

ence Research Facility were res-

cued thanks to the heroic efforts

of graduate student Danielle

Debrule '94, who also managed

to avoid being electrocuted while

braving the ravages of Hurricane

Sandy John Buffalo Mailer

'96 has written a play, Hello

Herman, on the subject of bullying

that has been made into a film

with an interactive component

that can be used in schools. . . a

classmate, Jimmy Chie '96, is

executive producer of Su-

percapitalist, a financial

thriller set in Hong

Kong, featured at

NYC's Asian American

Film Festival last win-

ter Josh Lemaitre '97

and Alison Aiello Lemaitre '97

won the Today Show's

"I Do... Over, f Baha-

mas Getaway" contest,

giving them a redo of

their f honeymoon,

which was upended

when the boat they

were on tipped and sank.

(Josh managed to save a

life!)... another filmmaker, Pablo

Durana '02, won an Oscar for

his camera and sound work on

the winner of the best documen-

tary short, Innocente.

.

. signing

a multi-disc deal with the Sono

Luminus label are cellist Meta

Weiss '05 and violinist Arianna

Warsaw-Fan 04 Anthony

Green '05 has just launched

TeachYourselfThe SAT.com, a

self-study program that comes

a bit late for all but our kids...

Chris Batchelder '11, Zac

Elder '11, and Nick Camarda
'12 have teamed up to create an

interactive video feed (the first

one is the Duke-UNC Portal) that

will connect a dozen campuses

in the next few months. . . Gardy

Gould '03 shared an Oscar for

his work as an assistant editor

of Life of Pi Will Lindsey

'10, a junior at UNC, has been

awarded a national 2013 Harry

S. Truman Scholarship for his

academic, leadership, and public

service accomplishments... Elliott

S. Fisher '70, MD, MPH, is the

new director of the Dartmouth

Institute for Health Policy and

Clinical Practice... and finally, your

visits to Boston may have gotten

a lot sweeter with the opening of

famed TV-chef Ming Tsai '82's

new restaurant, Blue Dragon, in

Southie!
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Alumni News Briefs.

Former President George W. Bush '64's presidential library and museum were dedicated on April 25 on the cam-

pus of Southern Methodist University in Dallas with all living U.S. presidents and many heads of state present.

The library also houses the George W. Bush Policy Institute and the office of the George W. Bush Foundation.

The inaugural issue of The Blue Guidon, the biannual newsletter of the Andover and the Military affinity

group, was published in early April. To subscribe, please contact Jenny Savino at jsavino@andover.edu.

Archivist Paige Roberts has completed the digitization of all issues of the Abbot yearbook, The Circle,

and the Abbot alumni bulletin, as well as A Singular School, the' history of Abbot Academy, written by

Faculty Emerita Susan Lloyd. They are accessible at the PA archives website: http://www.noblenet.org/

paarchives/?page_id=31 5 or through the Internet archive (along with thousands of other publications):

http://archive.org/details/phillipsacademy. Roberts has applied for an Abbot Academy Association grant to

complete digitization of Phillips Academy yearbooks and magazines.
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Phillips Academy Alumni Events, May-August 2013

National & International

May 18

May 20

May 25

May 27

May 29

June 8

July 26

July 28

August 4

August 25

Washington, D.C.

New York

Exeter, N.H.

Boston

Wellesley, Mass.

Portland, Ore.

Martha's Vineyard

Nantucket

Berkshires

Los Angeles

Events

Big Blue Gathering, Classes of 1998-2008

LGBT Gathering, studio of Tad Beck '86

Andover-Exeter Alumni Lacrosse Game

Red Sox vs. Phillies

Dinner at Blue Ginger with Ming Tsai '82

Gaston Lachaise Exhibit with Paula Hornbostel '88

John Palfrey, hosted by Tom Israel '62

John Palfrey, hosted by Sandy Urie '70 and Frank Herron '70

Tanglewood Concert & Brunch, hosted by Don Shapiro '53

Dodgers vs. Red Sox

Campus Events

May 3 Celebration of Coeducation;

rededication of Bulfinch Hall

May 1 1 Grandparents' Day

June 9 Commencement

June 14 Reunion Weekend Begins

June 14 Special Buffet Dinner for all Abbot

Academy Alumnae

June 1 5 Coed Alumni Soccer Game

For the most up-to-date listings, visit the

Office of Alumni Affairs event calendar

at www.andover.edu/alumni.



Handover bookshelf

With or Without You
by Domenica Ruta '97

Spiegel & Grau

Reading Ruta's gut-wrenching memoir about her wildly

dysfunctional childhood in a working-class town north of

Boston makes you feel as if you're peering through a hole

in the wall and that, at any time, a finger is going to poke

you in the eye because you really shouldn't be looking. It's

the hot, raw story of Ruta's hardscrabble life with her single

mother, who is, among other things, a screamer, entrepreneur,

drug dealer, shoplifter, loving parent, liar, irascible human,

and "narcotic omnivore." By the time you reach the end of

the prologue—during which Ruta's mother Kathi smashes a

windshield with an iron poker while 4-year-old Ruta looks on

—

you start glancing over your shoulder to see if Kathi is coming

at you, hollering, "Rubbernecker!

"

But somehow, in what seems an impossible likelihood, Ruta

becomes a passionate reader and eventually a talented

writer, who, despite her own downfall into life-threatening

alcoholism, attends PA, Oberlin College, and, finally, graduate

school at the Michener Center for Writers at the University

of Texas at Austin. And when she finally finds the strength

to cut all ties with Kathi, Ruta writes an "Exit Interview for

My Mother." In two simple questions, she reveals the true

complexity of this heartbreaking love story: "Do you know
how much I love you? Do you know how much I hate you?"

Truth's Ragged Edge:

The Rise of the American Novel

by Philip F. Gura '68

Farrar, Straus and Giroux

This comprehensive study by one of our

nation's foremost authorities on 19th-

century American society and culture

dissects and examines the birth and

evolution of the American novel in its

first century. While at first glance Gura's

ambitious exploration may seem too weighty for an average

reader, a deeper look reveals its richness and readability. For

after all, what Gura has done is write stories—good stories

—

about authors, history, novels, and the ideas from which those

novels grew.

Straight-A Study Skills

by Justin Ross Muchnick '16

and Cynthia Clumeck Muchnick

Adams Media

STRAIGHT-A

STUDY
SKILLS In more than 200 concise, readable

entries, this mother-son team shares

valuable tips and strategies to help

students learn life-changing study skills

and achieve academic success. From

properly fueling your body to finding a mentor to excelling

outside of the classroom, the Muchnick team returns again

and again to its primary message: the importance of being an

active, not passive, student.

Untouched
by

Morning

Untouched by Morning

by Francis Klein '66

Finishing Line Press

A musicologist. A diving medicine

specialist. The founder of the DuSable

Museum of African American History.

An Auschwitz survivor. A dream doctor.

A narrator of audio books. An illustrious

origami artist. A master plasterer. The

mother of an autistic daughter who
would step around a spot of light on the floor for hours.

And many more. All gone from this earth. All separate, yet

somehow all connected in this poignant, quiet, and essential

chapbook of poetry.

The Kimchi Cookbook:

60 Traditional and Modern Ways
to Make and Eat Kimchi

by Lauryn Chun, with Olga Massov '97

Ten Speed Press

Despite the fact that while growing up,

Chun's mother often cautioned her not

to share kimchi—Korea's ultra-spicy

staple condiment—with anyone who wasn't Korean because

of its pungency, Chun and Massov are doing just. First came

Mother-in-Law's Kimchi, Chun's company that makes and sells

artisan kimchi based on an original recipe from her mother's

restaurant in California, and now this cookbook.
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Born on a Mountaintop:

On the Road with Davy Crockett

and the Ghosts of the Wild Frontier

by Bob Thompson '68

Crown

When Thompson's 4-year-old daughter

becomes obsessed with the legendary

Davy Crockett, he has no idea that

even after her interest wanes, his own
will launch him on a mission to trace

Crockett's path across the United States, interview hundreds

of affiliated parties, and explore the intricate and surprising

mysteries of man versus myth. Part travelogue, part history

lesson, and part biography. Born on a Mountaintop begins

with "that" song and ends, quite appropriately, at the Alamo.

Cancer, Courage and Collateral

Damage: An Inspiring Story of

Resilience, Hope and Determination

by Raymond J. Stecker '73

Xlibris

In this deeply personal memoir about

his journey through the diagnosis and

treatment of brain cancer, Stecker shares

some hard truths about what really goes

on in the heart and mind of someone

diagnosed with a potentially deadly disease. Always passionate,

often heart wrenching, frequently funny, Stecker explains his

transformation—physically, emotionally, and medically—from

what he calls his BC (before cancer) self to his AC (after cancer)

self. The differences aren't always what you expect.

/ADDITION
Timeless and Transitory: 20th Century Relations

Between Romania and the English-Speaking World

by Ernest H. Latham Jr. '56

Editura Vremea

Start Over! Start Now!
Ten Keys to Success in Business and Life!

by Jamie Wolf78

Wolf Tide Publishing

Modoc Vengeance: The 1873 Modoc War
in Northern California & Southern Oregon
by Daniel Woodhead III '54

Linden Publishing, Inc.

Conflicting Loyalties: A Civil War Sea Saga

by Hibberd V.B. Kline III '65

Amazon Digital Services

—Written by Kristin Bair O'Keeffe

Been published recently? Please send your book to Kristin Bair O'Keeffe,

Office of Communication, Phillips Academy 180 Main St., Andover MA
01810-4161 . After your book is announced, it will be donated to the Oliver

Wendell Holmes Library. Autographed copies appreciated! Regrettably, due to

the high volume of books written by alumni, not all books will be featured in

the Andover Bookshelf. Selection is at the discretion of the class notes editor.

Autobiography of Us

by Aria Beth Sloss '96

Henry Holt and Company

With 1960s Pasadena, Calif., as its backdrop, Sloss's debut

novel is a first-person narrative about Rebecca Madden and

Alex Carrington, best friends who come of age at a time

when women throughout the U.S. are grappling with sexism,

women's rights, the Vietnam War, civil rights, and more. While

the effects of the cultural revolution are deftly woven into this

hypnotic story, at its core, Autobiography of Us is about the

many comings-together and letting-go's of best girlfriends

throughout the lifespan of a friendship. It beautifully expresses

the passion that erupts during youth when a girl finds that one

person outside her family who "gets" her, understands her

deepest questions, and aligns with her against anything and

everything. And it equally shares the inevitable sadness and

angst that surge when, despite the bond, something breaks,

comes between, and creates a wound so deep, no one is sure

the friendship will survive.

From the moment Rebecca and Alex meet at 14, the question

"How long will this last?" hovers above them like an ominous

cloud. Alex is wealthy, gorgeous, passionate, confident,

and dramatic. Rebecca, who narrates the story, is quite the

opposite: quiet, rather unwealthy, introspective, and brainy.

Their stark differences and ways of navigating the world seem

to foretell their future, but Sloss keeps you guessing until the

very end.
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ABBOT
Doris Schwartz Lewis

250 Hammond Pond Pkwy., Apt. 515S
Chestnut Hill MA 02467
617-244-7302

dossl 23@webtv.net

ABBOT
Lucy H. Winship

Heritage Heights

149 E. Side Drive

P.O. Box 350
Concord NH 03301

603-225-7109

lhwinship@comcast.net

PHILLIPS

Robert W. Hewitt

644 Hillsdale Ave.

Hillsdale NJ 07642-2507

201-664-5063

[Editor's note: EdmondJ. Ford Jr. passed away

on Jan. 21 , 2013. Please see his obituary in the

In Memoriam section.]

PHILLIPS

John Foskett

4694 Rue Bayou

Sanibel FL 33957
239-472-1726

jdfoskett@att.net

What is there to report when, unbelievably but

thankfully, no obits have been received. Not a

problem this time around with the installation of

our new headmaster (a designation that goes back

to our time),John Palfrey Jr., and our new chairman

ofthe governing board, Peter Currie 74. Yes, Palfrey

did attend Exeter, but even so he is admirably suited

and prepared for his new position on the Hill. After

reading the fall issue ofour magazine, I'm certain

you will reach the same conclusion—that our new

team will lead Andover purposefully and safely into

a future filled with challenges and tumult not faced

before, building on the firm foundation reinforced

strongly by Barbara Chase and Oscar Tang '56,

who also led the way into a cooperative educational

relationship with China. So the future looks excit-

ing, and I know all our classmates will support our

newly elected leaders, wishing them all the best
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stay connected.

and divvying up financial support as possible. Not

to forget the whole Palfrey family, Catherine Carter,

John's wife, son Jack, and daughter Emeline (there's

a name that takes us back). All living in Phelps

House on campus and quite possibly looking

forward to the time in the not-too-distant future

when the kids may apply for Andoverian status, not,

hopefully, Exeterian. Happy new year to all.

1938

ABBOT
Dana Lynch '68

PO Box 370539
Montara CA 94037-0539

650-728-8238

Dana.h.lynch@gmail.com

PHILLIPS

Dana Lynch '68

PO Box 370539
Montara CA 94037-0539

650-728-8238

Dana.h.lynch@gmail.com

Seeing that 1938 has been underrepresented in the

class notes in recent years, Bradford Wright sent a

note as a gesture of affection and solidarity. He lives

in Newton, Mass., where he has lived with his wife,

Mar|orie, tor 53 years. He retired from teaching his-

tory at Brookline High School and was also church

organist and choirmaster for many years at Grace

Church in Newton. He says that his two years at

Andover have meant a great deal to him ever since!

The Academy told me that William R. Schulhof

died on Sept. 14, 2012. 1 didn't know Mr. Schulhof,

but 1 have gathered the following notes about him,

which I believe are substantially correct.

From the Village of Plandome on Long Island,

N.Y., Bill Schulhof entered Andover as a lower mid-

dler in 1935. After graduating with the Yale class

of 1942, Bill served throughout World War II as a

naval officer, serving on the USS North Carolina,

USS DdphirtUS, and finally as commanding officer of

USS LSM-333 (Landing Ship Medium)— all in the

Pacific. A long, interesting account of his war experi-

ences appears in the class's Recollections of World

War II: Andover 193X.

After the war, Bill began writing and publishing

about the office equipment industry, and by 1965,

he was vice president, general manager, and editor

of Office Publications, which was founded in 1935 by

his father. While beginning his career in publishing,

Schulhof earned a master's degree from Columbia

in 1950 in political science and, in 1951
,
published

Anglo-Russian Rivalry in the Far East, a book that

may have sprung from his master s work. Bill played

tennis, squash, and golf, including playing squash

for the Yale Club into the 1960s. By 1988, he gave up

squash and tennis because of arthritis and took up

swimming and walking.

In 1944, he married Katherine Clarkson with

whom he had tour children: Anne, Eric, William,

and Russell. Divorced in 1973, he married a second

time in 1980 to Irmgard Wiebel. In 1988, Bill was

still in New Canaan, Conn., then president and

publisher of Office Publications, and he continued

his involvement in publishing the trade journal The

Office at least into the 1990s. I offer my belated con-

dolences to his family and friends.

By the time this is published in the spring, it will

be the 75th anniversary of your graduation from

Andover (and the 45th anniversary ofmy own). If I

manage to make the long trip back East for the occa-

sion, I hope I will be able to meet some ofyou.

1939

PHILLIPS

Joseph F. Anderson

Box 482
Lower Hollow Road

Dorset VT 05251
802-867-41 19

jfanders@truvista.nef

Last spring, classmate Faelton Perkins sent me a

print of the picture of those members of the Class

of 1939 then living in Williams Hall. The 59 in the

picture represented about one-third ofour class, and

the average age was 14. The fresh young faces reflect

a joyous new experience about to commence at a

great school. Now, almost 80 years later, as I write

these, many ofthese classmates sadly are no longer

with us.

Like most of you, 1 suspect, 1 think of those on

whom I am reporting the way they were in that

wonderful photograph. For a better rendition ofmy

thoughts, I turn to classmate Henry Terrie and his

profoundly moving words at our 50th Reunion: "...It

is said a tendency to dwell on the past marks one as

old and ready for death. True enough, for the most

part. Yet there are times when it is inspiring and reju-

venating to visit our former days.... Each of you will

wish to call up particular names in your memory....

Among those who died young...we will think of

Roger Kiley.... For me, Roger is a quintessential

Peter Pan, the boy who never grew up. With his

cowlick, his freckles and his puckish grin, his impish

imagination, and his invincible good nature, he is

frozen in time, like those youthful figures on the side

of Keats s Grecian Urn, forever young and spared

the diminution and disillusion of aging. Though we

regret Roger's early death, we must still be grateful

that in dying he made our youth permanently avail-

able to us in imagination, for we never knew him as

anything but young, and when we think of him, we

think ofourselves at that same age."

As I muse on these thoughts and turn to the tele-

phone to talk to classmates listed on the roster ofthe

living prepared by the alumni office, 1 am pleased to

discover many of our classmates still in reasonably

good health and happy to talk with me.

Among those isJohn Leitch, with whom I had

a great conversation. |ohn just experienced a sad

and difficult year, which turned out much happier

in December. A year ago during the winter,John

lost his wife of68 years and then a son. Life at

his home at the Taylor retirement community in

Laconia, N.H., was very lonely. One evening while

getting into his car, a group of lady residents at

Taylor drove by on their way to dinner. One of them

rolled down the window and invited John, whom
she didn't know, to join them. He not only took

her up on the offer, but also treated all five ladies to

a five-star meal. One event led to another, and on

Dec. 15, 2012,John married the window-roller, who

is now Charlotte Ruth Leitch. The combined ages

of the bride and groom are 180-plus years, a fact

recently announced from the pulpit by their minis-

ter. A new statistic: "Life begins at 90!"

Art Williams is back home in Fairfield, Conn.,

after a difficult four months in the hospital. A rare

blood disease, which required steady treatment

with antibiotics, finally left him, and Art happily was

able to rejoin wife Mary Helen at home. "I need a

wheelchair, but 1 get out to lunch once a week and

hope to get to Vermont for a weekend this summer."

He won't be playing anything but fantasy golf, but

Art is delighted to be back in civilization.

In late summer, Ralph Smith wrote thought-

fully in response to my earlier class questionnaire.

Ralph and his French-born wife, Lilian, live in

Bethesda, Md. Following service in the U.S. Navy

in World War II, Ralph spent his entire career in the

U.S. diplomatic service. He was a member of the

delegation that negotiated the Non-Proliteration

Treaty. A keen interest in sailing has taken Ralph to

New England, the Chesapeake Bay, the Bahamas,

and the Caribbean and Greek waters.

Bill Brewer lives in Annapolis, Md., with his

wife, Collot Guerard, a lawyer who commutes

regularly to her office in Washington, DC. Bill, a

graduate ofWilliams, class of 1943, had a career in

national oceanic service. Now he is devoted to the

sport ofcroquet, which he describes as "fascinating,

a great game."

In Ernie Holthausen s absence, I talked to his

wife, Martha. Ernie was out exercising a knee, which

gave out recently. A little less spry, Ernie finds read-

ing heady books a good antidote as the years roll on.

I close this opus with a report on a conversation

with classmate Wjnfred Bernhard. Win lives in

Amherst, Mass., close to the campus of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, where he taught American

history for 35 years. An interest in the subject was

nurtured at Hamilton and came into full bloom at

Han ard. World War II found him in a meteorology

unit of the U.S. Army on his way to the invasion at

Normandy. Win's experiences there prompted a

memoir, which is now in the Harvard archives.

Following the war, Win studied American his-

tory at Columbia and New York University, earning

a PhD degree. While at Columbia, he also met

Mary Elizabeth, to whom he's been married for

more than 60 years. He taught at Duke Univer-

sity before moving to New England, his first love
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geographically as well as historically. Win's life study

has been colonial America and the early 19th cen-

tury in New England.

My reflection, as 1 check this over for spelling

and grammar, is that this assignment is fun as well

as illuminating. I talk with world-class scholars, cro-

quet aficionados, newly married 90-year-olds, and

international film distributors. Not all bad! Hope

we talk soon.

1940

ABBOT
Nadene Nichols Lane

125 Coolidge Ave. #610
Watertown, MA 02472
617-924-1981

BHHHHMH
PHILLIPS

Blake Flint

1762 Bay St. #401

Sarasota FL 34236-7751

941-955-9396

cbflint@comcast.net

At 92, Dicran "Bars" Barian is going strong, with

a long brisk walk every day. Bars admits to being in

good health. His son retired recently and moved in

with him. Bars and his son live in North Chatham

on Cape Cod, Mass., where they miraculously

escaped most ofHurricane Sandy's torments. He

drove around the PA campus recently and says it is

absolutely beautiful.

Jim Caul kins is still living in New Vernon, NJ.

He reports his life is quiet these days and that most

ofhis friends have passed on. However, he is deter-

mined to make it to 100!

Bill Hart, one of the shining knights ofour class,

is living alone in Duxbury, Mass., having lost his

wife about a year ago. He has his dog of 14 years for

company, and they take walks every day. Bill used to

play golt every morning and bridge every afternoon.

This sounds as it life has become dull. No way!

Bill's two sons and his daughter rotate visiting him

every weekend! Either son Henry Hart '68 from

Washington, D.C., son Brad Hart 72 from Green-

wich, Conn., or daughter Debbie from Boston visits

Bill every weekend. This is a wonderful family.

John Brittain continues to enjoy life in a retire-

ment home in Bryn Mawr, Pa. He had been looking

forward to Christmas, when his children and

grandchildren were going to be with him. Two of

his grandchildren live in NewJersey, and one lives

in California.

It is difficult to gather news for these pages.

A number oftelephone numbers are discon-

nected. This would seem to indicate that either the

individual has given up the land line in favor ofa

cell phone, or, more probably, that the individual

has moved to an assisted living facility. We are all

90 or older!

1941

ABBOT
Ruth Bondy Lowy

70 Chestnut Ave.

Larchmont NY 10538
914-834-4584

ruthlovv7@optonline.net

PHILLIPS

William D. Cochran

233 Ash St.

Weston AAA 02493
781-894-8067

wmdco@aol.com

1942

ABBOT
Ann Taylor Debevoise

Pinnacle Farm

222 Daniel Cox Road

Woodstock VT 05091-9723
802-457-1 1 86

Ann.T.Debevoise@valley.net

2012 was a somber year for our class. The fall

issue ofAndover magazine reported the deaths

ofMargaret Stuart Beale, Irene Abbott

MacPherson, andJane Bittel Weil. With great

sadness, I have to add to that list the death of

Annette Curran Conlon on Aug. 13, 2012.

I wish that 1 had other news from class members.

I will try the postcard approach again for another

issue. If anyone has added an e-mail address, please

let the Academy know.

On a happier note (even though I violate the

cardinal sin for class secretaries), on Nov. 24,

2012, 1 attended the wedding ofone ofmy grand-

daughters in London. The ceremony took place in

St. Margaret's Church, which is the parish church

for Westminster Abbey. As you can imagine, the

ceremony and the music were absolutely glorious. I

was very touched to be asked to read a passage from

the Book of2 John.

Please send me your news, whether by e-mail or

snail mail. Best wishes to all.

PHILLIPS

[Editor's note: Three members ofthe Class of

1942 passed away in recent months. Please see the

obituaries ofWilliam A. Bauman, Bernard G.

Palitz, andJohn Wagstaff-Callahan in the

In Memoriam section.]

70th REUNION
June 14-16, 2013

PHILLIPS

Richard L. Ordeman
61 9 Oakwood Ave.

Dayton OH 45419
937-299-9652

mbo5 1 0@aol.com

Wow! It doesn't seem like 70 years since we gradu-

ated from Andover, but it's true! Two events will

mark our 70th year. First, on Sat., Feb. 23, Mary and

Dick Harshman hosted a luncheon in Naples, Fla.

Then we'll celebrate Reunion Weekend at Andover

June 14-16. A number ofmonths ago, a letter from

Andover welcomed us back to the campus as mem-

bers ofthe Old Guard and included a generous

imitation to attend the reunion free ofcharge. In

March, you should have received a reunion package

from Andover with further details.

In other news, Wendy andJim Munro, after

12 around-the-world cruises, left inJanuary for a

shorter trip, just 65 days around South America

and to the Antarctic. After Pat and Dave Thurber's

exciting drive to Florida last year, which included a

heart attack en route, they flew this year! My write-

up in a previous column about the Thurber's trip

brought a phone call from Bob Noble's widow,

Wendy, who wanted to call Dave. She's still living

on Water Island, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, with

her special companions, three shih tzu dogs. Her

home suffered some damage during a big storm

last summer. When we spoke in late November, her

computer was still not working.

Alice andJohn Davis celebrated their 64th

anniversary in September.John tells me he's not

driving anymore. Three years ago while they were

returning from Neenah, Wise, to their home in

Florida, they were driving on a two-lane highway

and he fell asleep at the wheel, crossed the other

lane, and ended up in a ditch. Fortunately no other

cars were coming in either direction! Hildegarde

and Dick Baird are still fighting some health prob-

lems, but were able to drive up from Naples, Fla., to

Sea Island, Ga., for a family Thanksgiving gathering.

Art Sherrill tells me he has a granddaughter at the

Air Force Academy. Mary and Vic Curtin have

moved to East Ridge at Cutler Bay on the south

side ofMami, not a happy move to downsize from

4,500 square feet to 1 ,300. We can all image what

that means! In 2010, Vic had a stomach virus that

lasted nine months and touched ever)' muscle in his

body. Today, though, he's still able to get to his office

at the Miller School ofMedicine at the University

ofMami.

Cliff Wright hosted a big family gathering at

Christmastime. In a concluding comment to our

phone call, something to which many otus can

relate, he said, "I don't travel much anymore, even

around here. 1 have so much to do in my house, I
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stay connected..

In October 2012, Woody Stockwell '44 and wife

Mimi enjoyed the sunshine in Kotor, Montenegro.

don't have to go anywhere to find something to do."

I called Peter Poor to see how he had weathered

Hurricane Sandy, which was so devastating to parts

ofNYC. Peter, who lives at 96th Street, told me he

put on some rain gear and went outside to see the

storm, later watched television, and went to bed.

He added that he was sorry he hadn't stayed up and

watched more out ot his window. Peter, whose wife,

Eloise, died in 2010, has two daughters who live in

Boston and keep tabs on him, but he is still lonely.

Some ot his time is spent working on problems

relating to his father's former home 30 miles north

of NYC, which he sold but which has since become

somewhat troublesome. A group ofcitizens are

trying to retain it as an historic building, and that

is complicated by the fact the property lies in two

different towns. Peter still owns the contents of the

house. We hope all works out for you, Peter.

At the end ofOctober, Bill Eastham told me

he had recently driven across the country. Back in

Milwaukee, he had just come in from nine holes

ofgolfin 37-degree weather that included mak-

ing a 25-foot putt and two bogies. He likes to tell

people these were his two best holes. A Christ-

mas card from Diana and Eason Cross reports

they have moved to Springfield, Va. Eason notes,

"Into a retirement center at 87. Couldn't run an

architect's office, too demanding on an old body!"

Here in Dayton, Ohio, Martha and 1 ( Richard L.

Ordeman ) enjoyed a visit from Joe Houghteling's

widow, )udy. She was here to research the history of

some ot her early Shroyer family relatives. We had

a great time!

I'm sorry to report Rand Johnson passed

away on Sept. 30, 2012. Following Andover, Rand

attended the University ot Louisville undergraduate

and medical school and graduated from North-

western University Medical School. During the

Korean War, he served in the U.S. Air Force as a

flight surgeon in Honolulu and Wake Island (one

ot the U.S. Minor Outlying Islands). He moved to

St. Petersburg, Fla., in 1960, where he practiced

as an OB/GYN board-certified physician until

his retirement in 2001 . Rand and his wife, Nancy,

attended many of our reunions both at Andover

and in Naples, Fla. Rand will be remembered as

always telling some great stories and adding much

to our events. He is survived by Nancy and her two

children; the mother ot his three children, Peggy;

and 12 grandchildren, and four great-grandchildren.

Our class extends its sympathy to all of them.

With the loss of Rand, there are now 76 remain-

ing members ot the 197 pictured in our 1943 year-

book as either seniors or non-returning uppers.

Here's a final item, to prove once again what we

all know—Andover wasn't easy! Dated June 4,

1943, this is the first question on the final American

history exam. You are allowed 45 minutes, and it will

count as 50 percent ot the exam's credit. Here's the

question. I hope you all do well: "On a certain occa-

sionJohn Marshall said, '...the United States form,

for many and tor most important purposes, a single

nation....' With this in mind, write an essay analyzing

the problem of agriculture from the Granger move-

ment ot the 1870s through the New Deal ofthe

1930s. Be certain in the course of your discussion

to show the extension of federal authority at the

expense of states' rights."

1944

ABBOT
Emily McMurray Mead
P.O. Box 292

Etna NH 03750
603-643-3741

Emily_mead@valley.net

[Editor's note: The Academy received word that

Aagot Hinrichsen Stambaugh passed away

on [an. 16, 2013. Please see her obituary in the

In Memoriam section.]

PHILLIPS

Angus Deming

975 Park Ave., Apt. 2A
New York NY 10028-0323

212-794-1206

ademingusmc@aol.com

Whenever I'm at a loss as to how to begin these

class notes, I always seem to be able to tall back on

the weather (usually bad). This time it's Hurricane

Sandy, the superstorm that struck last Oct. 29 and

wreaked havoc along the Northeast coast. Old news

by now, maybe, but tor those who lived through it,

Sandy is a memory that's not apt to fade away soon.

Stan Dickey and wife Gloria, longtime residents

ofMassapequa, near Long Island's southern shore,

survived Sandy's wrath. On Nov. 10, 2012, he sent

out this e-mail bulletin: "Hello all. Home after nine

days with [eldest daughter] Nancy at her home on

the North Shore. We [had] lost power, lights, and

heat, and it just returned last night. Cold! Cold!

Cold! The seawater surge reached just two blocks

short of [our house], and the wind was scary. We
have three huge oaks and a large old maple hang-

ing over the house. Homes just south ofus took

the brunt ot the storm: downed trees and water

in basements and well up to the first floor. Lots of

cars ruined by saltwater. Two homes burned to the

ground. Jones Beach a total disaster." More bad luck

followed. Stan and Gloria had driven up to North

Reading, Mass., to spend Christmas with younger

daughter Carol. But Stan "ran into a heart event"

and spent Christmas Eve and Christmas day in the

Lahey Clinic outside Boston "being attacked by

vampires who wanted my blood every tour hours."

He was home by New Year's, "well, and looking

forward to 2013." On another note, Stan says he

talked recently with Otis Parker, and that Otis and

wife Connie are well—though "not quite as much

tennis" as otold.

The rest of the news is less problematic. A
Happy New Year e-mail from Sherwood "Woody"

Stockwell gives proof that he and wite Mimi are

as active as ever—or almost so. In January 2012,

they spent time in Huatulco, Mexico, then returned

home to Denver and "an almost snowless winter."

In March, Woody got together with Peter Baker

tor a mini reunion. )uly found Woody and Mimi

in Vail, Colo., "happy to find old friends still there."

And last October, Woody and Mimi boarded a ship

in Venice, Italy, for an Adriatic cruise that took them

down the scenic Dalmatian Coast ot Croatia and

Montenegro and beyond, with stops in Split, Pula,

Zadar, Dubrovnik, and Corfu. Their e-mail includes

a picture of the two ot them in Kotor, Montenegro,

looking tanned and fit in glamorous dark glasses.

Peter Stevens, who resides in a retirement

community in Beverly, Mass., doesn't sit still for

long. His Christmas 2012 newsletter began, 'A busy

year, with lots of trips away from Beverly. 'Where

are you going next? is a question I am often asked.

No wonder. His 2012 travels began in January

with a flight to Florida for a two-week family visit

in Hillsboro Beach, just south of Boca Raton. He

played golfand took a boat tour of islands in the

Everglades National Park. February: down to New

Haven, Conn., to hear grandson Henry sing with

his Yale a cappella group The Duke's Men. April:

back to New Haven to see Henry in a lead role in the

student production ofBroadway musical Cabaret.

Then to Nashville, Tenn., for more family visits, to

Bethlehem, Pa., for a Bach festival, and then back

to New Haven to see Henry in the lead role of Hair.

May 28: Peter celebrated his 86th birthday. June:

joined his choral group tor a concert, including

Verdi's Requiem.July: annual family reunion at Bar

View, on Cape Ann's west coast, with a view of

Ipswich Bay, Mass. It began July 25 and ended Aug.

15. (His newsletter includes a photo of Peter sitting

on a porch in a row with his seven children.) There

was group singing, swimming, boating, Frisbee, and

soccer on the beach, plus shore dinner cookouts

for anyone still standing. After that came travels

to Philadelphia and Washington, followed by a

European journey that took him to Spain; Geneva,

Switzerland; and Lyon, France, plus swimming in
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the Mediterranean and a visit to the Montserrat

monastery high in the mountains in Spain. Peter

returned to the States in November—his flight was

delayed two days by Hurricane Sandy—in time to

celebrate the birth of Simon, his latest grandson. He

now has 11 grandchildren—seven grandsons and

four granddaughters. "I am richly blessed," Peter

says. Amen!

Late in 2012, 1 received a welcome letter

from Harry Hall, who lives in Sharon, Conn. He

sounded rather philosophical. "My life seems very

pedestrian and simple," he wrote. For the past 20

years, though, he's served as a volunteer on the sewer

and water commission in Sharon, a small operation

with an annual budget ofno more than 5500,000. "I

feel proud ofmajor accomplishments," he said. "It is

fun to realize that a small frog can enjoy even a small

pond." He's also the director ofa 50-member group

of duplicate bridge players who get together every

Wednesday. "I can still enjoy my cocktails," Harry

concluded, "and the sun when it shines."

On Dec. 6, 2012, 1 attended an evening in NYC
withJohn Palfrey, Phillips Academy's new head of

school, at the Pratt Mansion, across Fifth Avenue

from the Metropolitan Museum ofArt. I was most

impressed by him. Engaging and approachable, he is

very smart, and very much in sync with information

technology. He addressed the gathering for some

25 minutes, fluently and without notes. Education

in America is at "a dramatic crossroad," he told us

—

referring to the IT revolution and the challenges it

poses. It was only last September thatJohn Palfrey

was invested as the 15th head of school, but he is

making his mark already. The search committee

couldn't have chosen a better leader for the school

in these rapidly changing times.

A reminder: Our 70th Reunion comes next

year—June 13-15, 2014. Details will be forthcom-

ing from Peter Stevens. Meanwhile, save the date

—

and stay well.

PHILLIPS

William M. Barnum

Two George St.

Providence Rl 02906-1119

401-861-6083

wmbarnum@hotmail.com

It is with some trepidation that I take pen in hand

to address you as the new class secretary. The

shoes ofBill Morris can never be filled. Weren't

we fortunate to have him as secretary for all the

wonderful years he acted in that capacity? My first

pleasurable reward for saying yes to this role was

a nice luncheon withJohn Thorndike, Charles

Chittick, and Artie Moher. Nice to have such

staunch support.

As for news, here goes: Recent conversations

with Mario "Chips" Lazo were joyous, and his great

enthusiasm came through the phone. This from a

man diagnosed a year ago with an inoperable tumor.

My wife, Kit, and I visited Brita andJim Herman at

their beautiful home overlooking the Connecticut

River in Old Lyme, Conn. They both volunteer at

the Essex Museum directly across the river. Peter

Lageman is first rate, and I talk with him fairly fre-

quently. He and his partner, Usschi, travel to many

exotic spots, and he continues to be active at Wel-

lington Shields & Co. A call to HenryWarren finds

he and wife Sheila happy and well in Del Ray Beach,

Fla. I hope to see the Andover magazine Close-Up

about Brot Bishop on the website. [Editor's note:

The Brot Bishop Close-Up is available on PA's web-

site on the 'Alumni Close-Up" page.]

I hope to hear from many of you as to what is

going on in your lives and what news you might

have about any other 1945ers. May 2013 be a great

year for all ofyou, and as 1 said, I'd be happy to hear

from you.

ABBOT
Sarah Allen Waugh
441 PequotAve.

Southport CT 06890
203-259-7640

SallyAW@optonline.net

PHILLIPS

Richard R. Hudner

24 Merrill St.

Newburyport MA 01 950
978-462-0103

rickhudner@gmail.com

John Macomber still lives in Washington, DC,
having been there since he went to work as part

ofthe Bush 41 administration. He continues to

keep busy managing family interests and in several

nonprofit organizations. While in Sun Valley, Idaho,

over the holidays, he had the opportunity to meet

with Mary Creed Anderson (O.J. Andersons

widow) and her lovely family. ArtAsbury says he is

still active in Philadelphia in his professional role at

the University of Pennsylvania, although he never

sees patients. He mainly interviews candidates for

neurology residencies and the child neurology

program, as well as candidates for admission to

UPenn's Perelman School ofMedicine. In the

past few years, he has been active in the American

Neurological Association, as past president, and

has recently chaired a couple ofcommittees for

the World Federation ofNeurology. He became

emeritus 16 years ago.

Roger Pugh audits courses at Hunter College

in NYC: "Sexuality, Gender, and Science" and

"Macroeconomics." "I understand them partially,"

he says. Over Thanksgiving, he visited Haiti, where

his son Andy is working as country director for

Oxfam England. Roger says Haiti is very unsafe. He

traveled only in an Oxfam vehicle with a Haitian

driver. His grandsons school has an armed guard at

the entrance, as did the local grocery store. He's just

read Hie New Jim Crow book and recommends it

to classmates. He plans to go to France for two

weeks in June.

Peter Harrison is in between semesters of his

current hobby: drawing. Charcoal on paper is the

medium. He has been participating in a class at one

of the local art galleries, the Wayne Art Center. His

instructor is an artist he rates as a fabulous teacher.

CliffCrosby says he enjoys life in New Hampshire.

He walks his dog, Patches, twice a day in the fields

where the moose and bears and birds come to play.

Dick Morrison reports from Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,

that he indulges in age-related activities: dieting,

limited exercise, and doctors. He'd enjoy lunch or

dinner with classmates should they drop by.

Dick Phelps reports that he had a delightful

lunch withJohn Macornber in Washington. Led by

Macomber, they regaled their lunch host with the

Andover fight song. On Dec. 18, Dick Phelps and

wife Sally were at a holiday reception at the White

House, hosted by the president. Dick belongs to a

group in Palm Beach, Fla., called the Commodores,

and Phil Sweet has been a member for many years.

Phil Sweet recently announced his resignation

and will not be coming to Florida due to his wife's

health. Dick Phelps also reported that the Class of

1946 Teaching Foundation (established by the class

on the occasion ofour 50th Reunion) had a book

value of$879,894 and a market value of$1,454,561

onJune 30, 2012.

Martin Begien says he called Sheila Thomes

(Russ Thomes's widow) after Hurricane Sandy

—

she's on Long Island, NY.—and she was fine. Fred

Terman says he is partially retired, but still on

the faculty in the Department of Electrical and

Computer Engineering at the Naval Postgraduate

School in Monterey, Calif. Last quarter he taught a

course in "digital circuits" for 20 naval officers. He's

still interested in performing arts ofall sorts. He was

the stage manager for a number oforganizations

including the Carmel Bach Festival, the Baroque

Choral Guild in the San Francisco Bay Area, the

Festival ofMasses in San Francisco, and the Cali-

fornia Bach Society. But now he limits his support

to attendance and contributions. He is on three

nonprofit boards: a ballet company (Amy Seiwert s

Imagery), a chamber music series (Chamber Music

San Francisco), and a "nerd" conference (Asilomar

Microcomputer Workshop). 'All three are doing

well," he says, "despite the tough times."

Hamilton "Whit" Budge died in Eugene, Ore.,

on Aug. 27, 2012. He graduated from Stanford in

1950. He got a law degree and practiced in San

Francisco. He belonged to numerous organizations,

many ofthem dedicated to the study and preserva-

tion ofnature. He had moved to Oregon to be near

his children.

[Editor s note: The Academy received word

that Henry A. Rentschler passed away on

March 26, 2013. Please see his obituary in the

In Memoriam section.]
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1947

ABBOT
Mary Lou Miller Hart

47 Harborview Road

Lewes DE 19958
302-644-9249

mlhart@comcast.net

It is January 2013. 2012 was quite a year: hurricanes,

election, and tragedies. Hopefully, lite will be better

this year.

Unfortunately, 1 am limited to the number of

words I am allowed in each column. Therefore, I

probably will not get all the news into this issue.

1 wish 1 could start this column with good news.

In October, Nancy "Hammie" Hamilton Eglee

called to tell me she had read in Yale's alumni maga-

zine about the passing otJoanna "Jo Campbell

Crocker's husband, Weyman. She then sent me

the following that Jo had sent to her: After 64 years

together it seems strange, this single lite! Thank

goodness that I am surrounded and supported

by kids. I can't read and have trouble writing, but

I'm OK." Weyman diedJune 21 , 2012, leaving five

children, 11 grandchildren, and two great-grand-

children. Since Jo does not see well, her youngest

daughter sent a letter, from which I will quote:

"Jo is still in the white farmhouse with Ralph, the

black Lab, and El-gata, the little gray cat. She still

does running and jumping dives oft the end of the

dock into the pond—not bad for 83 years old." Jo

had the following added to the letter: "It has been a

busy year, and I thought of all classmates at reunion

time." On behalf of the class, 1 send condolences to

Jo and her family.

The sad news continues. Dorthea "Mackie"

Hall Reman died Oct. 2, 2012. After graduating

from Abbot, she attended BriarcliffJunior Col-

lege, BriarcliffManor, N.V. Upon completing her

education, she was employed by Ferris, Hughes,

Dorrance & Groben in Utica, N.Y. She married

Leslie W. Kernan, with whom she celebrated 61

years ot marriage. She was a dedicated volunteer in

her community and church. As a devout member

ofher church, Mackie was an active member of the

altar society, a past member of its vestry and vari-

ous committees, and a member of its Wednesday

morning special set, St. Hubert's Society. She was

also a member of the Ladies Book Club and a

lifelong volunteer in many civic and community

organizations, including the (unior League of

C Ireater Utica, the Utica Symphony Orchestra, and

the Hospice and Palliative Care Foundation. Dur-

ing her years with the [unior League, she was one

ot the founders ot the junior Museum of Oneida

County (now the Children's Museum ot History,

Natural History, Science, and Technology). She

enjoyed membership at the Sadaquada Coif Club

and the Fort Schuyler Club. Mackie is survived

by her husband, four children and their spouses,

nine grandchildren, and two step-grandchildren.

She is also sun iyed by her sister Constance Hall

DeNault '51
. Condolences to all ot Mackie s family.

From Hammies Christmas card came the fol-

lowing: "I'm still able to dodder around, but it takes

time to go from here to there, trying not to trip or

hang myself on 30 feet ot oxygen tubing. But, with

cane in hand, 1 soldier onward as best I can." In the

note she sent me about Weyman, she wrote, "I was a

bridesmaid for }o and Weyman in 1948, along with

Darlene "Dolly Sharpe Fiske andJane Brown

Reynolds. I did fare quite well during Sandy and

a week later another nor'easter. Sandy was a great

name for the storm! The sand sure was rearranged

here on Cape Cod, Mass. I spoke with Nancy

"Scrip" Scripture Garrison. She had a miserable

summer with back problems."

"Dolly" Sharpe Fiske and her husband, Ken,

work as lake monitors tor the Wisconsin Depart-

ment ot Natural Resources and enjoyed their

annual trip to Dairymen's Club while they checked

out all data. Dolly was still basking in memories

ot 2011 when she was honored by the Woodstock

Fine Arts Association (WFAA) she'd helped

found 50 years before. The celebration continued

in 2012 with the production ofa DVD focusing

on the longtime and continued success ot the

association. It provides volunteer support of the

Woodstock Opera House, which was built in 1890

and restored in 1974-77 when Dolly was president

of the WFAA. It has many projects (scholarships,

children's programs, fundraisers, etc.), but the

Creative Living Series has probably been the most

noteworthy. This year (2013) will be its 50th year to

present six programs with speakers and perform-

ers such as Beverly Sills, Maya Angelou, Martha

Stewart, Paul Sereno, andJacques Pepin. Dolly has

been a committee member almost continually and

served as chairman for six years. She is still on the

board ofthe McHenry County Audubon Society,

which she founded. She hosted a feeder watch in

May, when members enjoyed 35 species visiting her

feeders. Actually, she identified 88 species visiting

the property. During the summer before when

extreme heat drove her indoors, Dolly worked

really hard training several chipmunks to come tor

peanuts during happy hour!

PHILLIPS

Bob Lasley

1958 Cherryvale Court

Tom's River NJ 08753
ralasley@comcast.net

Before getting into the travails and triumphs of '47,

I can report good financials. The 40th Reunion

fund to create and maintain the Reading Room in

OWHL (Reading Room Endowment Fund) has

more than doubled to $ 133K, the 50th gift for the

Language Learning Center in SamPhil (Language

Learning Center Fund) has grown to S827K, and

the Hart Scholarship Fund to S344K.

As usual, no volunteering ot comments from

the class, so I went wandering. The first noteworthy

news is generally good to excellent health, peppered

with a tew hip replacements.

Herb Briggin reports a new hip. He did well

through rehab and, otherwise, is in fine shape. He is

keeping busy volunteering at his local library. Also

joining in the hip replacement trend is Fred Bahr,

who is also doing well and is still busy raising 24

Nubian goats in rural Virginia.

The word from Bill Davis in remote Sitka,

Alaska, is a wonderful cruise from Sitka to Wash-

ington (state) tor visits with relatives and spending

New Year's Eve in Skagway, Alaska. Bill reports he is

very happy with life in Sitka, and he stays involved

in the summer festival, local theatre, and radio.

John Grinnell retired in 2000 from a very

satisfying and exciting career in commercial design,

including the interior design of 5-star hotels from

Paris to Tokyo to Sydney. He is now "a full-time

unpaid house husband" ( his words) as his younger

wife continues in a very busy career. This involves

all the trimmings—shopping, cooking, laundry,

and so on. It sounds like a whole new life.

Mike Suisman refuses to retire, but has finally

quit skiing. He still goes to Deer Valley, Utah, for the

film festival.

A report from our president, Bill Wood, states

that he's fully operative and starting to count great-

grandchildren—two at last count.

A call to Don Blackmer determines he's in

good shape, living in a retirement community in

Concord, Mass., and walks some four miles every

day he can. For balance, he spends his summers

in an old (1840) house in Vermont and is still into

mountain hiking.

Art Brockie reports in as being pretty busy, and

at the time was getting prepared for a Princess line

cruise in South America, which included a flight to

Buenos Aires, Argentina, a voyage through Tierra

del Fuego, and on to Santiago, Chile. What a mind-

blower that promised to be! Following that, he had

started to prepare for a reunion ot his Air Force

fighter pilot class. He's happy as ever, enjoying a

24-year retirement from Allied Signal.

And finally, our nonstop Dave Nathan con-

tinues full speed ahead, working full time under

an NIH grant researching sickle cell anemia, as

well as continuing to teach and care for patients.

And there's more! Just to keep busy, Dave wrote a

comprehensive article in the Jan.-Feb. 2013 issue of

Harvard Magazine, detailing his work and research

in pediatric and adult blood/gene disorders.

Obviously, I couldn't understand it, but I know it's

incredibly important to those affected. At least, he

takes the summers off in Nantucket, Mass., with

golf, tennis, and cycling 15 miles almost every day to

more than keep him busy.

Late breaking news! After many attempts, I

finally reached Dean Webster, who reports feeling

better after a siege. He was distressed at missing the

reunion (after hitting almost every other reunion

and being instrumental at most), but was very

happy to hear about this one.
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ABBOT
Gene Young

30 Park Ave., Apt. 1 2C
New York NY 10016
212-679-8931

panchogene@gmail.com

RosemaryJones has been diagnosed with macular

degeneration and is undergoing treatment for it.

"Oh, Momo, I'm so sorry," I said. "What can I do to

help?" "Take over doing the class notes," she replied.

So here I am, your new class secretary. Please send

me your news!

Barbara DakeJohnson celebrated her 80th

birthday with her whole family, sailing on two boats

to the British Virgin Islands. She is living a "happy,

joyful" lite in Boothbay Harbor, Maine, where she

moved upon retirement. Her son lives nearby and

her daughters live on the East Coast; her seven

grandchildren live "all over the world."

Nancy Nalle Ulrich has a son and three grand-

daughters. She is an active volunteer in Surrey

Services for Seniors in her hometown ofBerwyn,

Pa. Its mission is to keep elderly people in their own

homes, and the organization provides home care

and such services as taking people shopping. Nancy

loves the work.

Brigid "Biz" Bisgood Galusha had hip surgery

at the end of2012, but hopes to come to our 65th

Reunion this June. She writes a gardening column

for Vie Coming Leader and has a gardening spot

—

SeniorNotebook—on local TV
Judy Erdman Makrianes says she is in love!

She met her beloved when they were both 15, and

during the ensuing 67 years, they encountered each

other perhaps nine times—twice at dinner parties.

"No bells went off" until they reencountered each

other after both were widowed. They are both happy

and revitalized, butJudy warns that she "curdles" if

anyone says "how sweet!" She is considering com-

ing to Reunion in June.

I spent the latter part of2012 involved with 100th

birthdays. My mother turned 107 in September,

and my sister Shirley Young '51, brother-in-law

Oscar Tang '56, and I gave her a birthday dance

at The Pierre in NYC, attended by 170 friends,

grandchildren and step-grandchildren, and 18 great-

grandchildren. The children did a dance coached by

Jacques dAmboise's National Dance Institute fac-

ulty, soprano Huang Ying performed Mom's favorite

aria "Un Bel Di," and the festivities concluded with

a birthday cake blazing with 107 candles.Mom
danced with Oscar—in her customary high heels.

In November, I went to Wichita, Kan., to partici-

pate in my late husband Gordon Parks's centen-

nial celebration. Wichita State University, which

houses his papers, put on a weeklong celebration of

Gordon's 100th birthday, and I spoke about working

with him as his editor, which I was, before I became

his wife.

Class of 1948's 65th Reunion will take place

June 14-16, and I hope you will give serious thought

to coming.

PHILLIPS

Robert Segal

1 1 8 Sutton Hill Road

North Andover MA 01 845
978-682-9317

robsegna@verizon.net

E-mail would appear to be the communication

mode ofchoice for 1948. Ifthere is anyone in the

class who would like to receive class news on a more

timely basis than the class notes schedule, please

send me your e-mail address.

The reunion will be at hand, and hopefully every-

one who wishes to attend can make the occasion.

The 65th is the last before we become Old Guard.

We were on campus in September to catch the

investiture otjohn Palfrey as the new head of school.

The dignitaries of the Andover family were pres-

ent, including Trustee Sidney Knafel. The words

offered were inspirational, and the pomp made

for a great show. The Boston group was honored

to enjoy lunch at Paresky Commons with John in

November and to get insight into the early days of

the new administration, as well as where and how

he might be directing the school. He paid proper

obeisance to his predecessors and the traditions of

Andover. He drew us out to elicit comments on our

academic development and individual develop-

ment. He addressed the old ways and the new, the

new demographic at Andover, and the burgeon-

ing place oftechnology at the school. We could

not help but be taken by the mind and energy of

the man. We saw Carole and Phil Aronson,John

Bloom, Bob Brace, Norm Henderson, Roger

Hunt, Nancy and Mike Hurwitz, Dick Lindsay,

Andy Lorant, Latie and Roger McLean, Preston

"Sandy" Saunders, Bob Segal,Jim Stockwell,

Brad Wellman, Allen West, and Bob Whitney.

We left with the feeling that Andover is in good

hands. I took a current copy ofthe Phillipian to read

later. The speaker at All-School Meeting covered

in an article was the winner ofthe Andrew Lorant

Fellowship for Most Earnest Endeavor. Awarded to

an upper for travel and work before senior year, the

student esteem for the award might be measured by

the 60 candidates in the class who had applied for

the award. Andy modestly accepts congratulations

for having conceived the fellowship as well as fund-

ing it. Mark Efinger '74, son ofFrank Efinger, was

the chair ofthe fellowship.

As I refolded the Phillipian, I noted a picture of

Bob Sides on the front page. He had passed away

recently. He taught at Andover lower year before

he went on to Harvard. He served as the director

ofadmission in 1954 until his retirement in 1972.

The article detailed his teaching and dedication to

sports, but did not mention that he was the football

coach ofthe Saxon club football team in 1945. 1 was

a running back on that team as wasJohn P. Dollar.

Robert Diefenbach was an end, and Hugh Stone

was the quarterback. Does anyone remember the

names ofthe other guys on the squad? Not one

made the NFL. Emma Mehlman '

14, granddaugh-

ter ofBob Mehlman, had her byline on the piece.

Allyn Bress called to say that he and wife

Francoise are fine. They decided not to wait for the

Maryland real estate market to improve and have

moved to a retirement community and to be near a

son in Madison, Wise.

We learned shortly after the last issue that Betty

Henderson, wife ofNorm Henderson, passed away

inJune 2012 after a long and hard illness. She was

a dedicated wife and mother, and her dedication

was only matched by the care given her by Norm in

recent years. Her courage was remarkable.

Donald H. Parsons succumbed to Alzheimer's

disease on July 23, 2012. He and wife Louise had

moved to assisted living in West Palm Beach, Fla.

Don graduated from Yale and the University of

Michigan Law School. He was the founder and

managing partner ofa law firm in Michigan, but the

banking business appealed more. Don was a bank-

ing pioneer, and his group ofpartnerships owned

25 commercial banks throughout the Midwest dur-

ing the mid- to late- 1960s. Alan Schwartz can tell

how helpful Don was financially and in encourage-

ment when Alan began to build his sports empire.

As an avid hockey fan, Don was managing partner

of the Pittsburgh Penguins NHL professional

hockey team in the late 1960s. After banking, he ran

several real estate developments in Michigan and

South Carolina. He was a bigger-than-life guy who

loved people and the clubs and events where people

met. His energy and activity belied the fact that he

had fought back from polio when he was 11 . Don

is survived by Louise, three sons, a daughter, and

eight grandchildren.

Charles Bradley '47, brother of William C.

Bradley, sent us a copy ofBill's obituary. Bill

passed away Oct. 19, 2012, after a two-year battle

with cancer. Bill graduated from Yale and New
York Medical School. Following his residency, he

reported for duty and served as chiefofthe obstetri-

cal/gynecological clinic at the Naval Air Test Sta-

tion in Maryland. After his tour, he set up practice

in the Portsmouth-Exeter, N.H., area and was an

instrumental party in developing the Lafayette Pro-

fessional Park over a 20-year span. He was also the

developer oftwo residential complexes in coastal

New Hampshire. Professionally, Bill served as chief

ofthe medical staffand a board oftrustee member

for Portsmouth Regional Hospital. He was pivotal

in the movement to open a new facility there. He

married Diane in 1984, and together they formed a

health-care consulting company to help deal with

quality, utilization, and risk management. They

worked in Fort Myers, Fla., as well as Portsmouth.

Bill was devoted to his family and his pets. He is

survived by Diane, a daughter, two sons, two

brothers, and a sister.
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We received word that Ross Kipka passed away

on Dec. 3, 2012, in Indianapolis. Ross was cum laude

at Andover. graduated from Yale, and spent three

years in the Air Force, which he left as a first lieuten-

ant. He obtained a law degree from the University

ofMichigan, making law review in the process.

He served as general counsel for Eli Lilly for 27

years until his retirement. Ross was an active and

esteemed member of his community. He served as

senior warden ofthe vestry at Saint Paul's Episcopal

Church, was an active member and often an officer

of many civic organizations, and was prominent

with the Indianapolis Museum of Art, Indiana

Landmarks, Indiana Historical Society, Eiteljorg

Museum, and the Indianapolis Zoo. He was a for-

mer board member of the Concord Neighborhood

Center, Premier Capital Corp., and Indianapolis

Early Music. He was active and a supporter ofhis

causes and much sought after.

Ross is survived by his wife, Mary "Joie," daugh-

ter Julia Enkema, son Robert, and three grandchil-

dren. Ross roomed with Don Parsons at Yale.

[Editor's note: The Academy received word

that Dan S. Tucker passed away on March 8,

2013. Please see his obituary in the In Memoriam

section.]

1949

ABBOT

[Editor s note: The following notes were written by

Deborah Williams Troemner, who has stepped

down from her position of class secretary. We

extend a heartfelt thanks to Debbie for her eight

years of service to the Class of 1949. If anyone

would like to step up as class secretary, please

contact Laura MacHugh at lmachugh(i?andover.

edu or 978-749-4289.]

Dearest Abbot Classmates:

Warmest good wishes tor a happy and healthy

2013! When this reaches you, planning for our 65th

reunion in 2014 will be well underway!

When Nancy Jeffers Whittemore announced

her retirement as class secretary in 2005, 1 agreed to

fill in temporarily! What a joy and a privilege it has

been to continue for eight years. However, it is time

for me to retire; health issues (non-lite-threatening,

thank goodness) are sapping my energy, and I

have an obligation to leave my family an organized

family history rather than file drawers of miscel-

laneous notes. I am full ofhope that I can count on

a volunteer to step forth and continue to keep us

connected. The alumni office in Andover is a great

support, and what a joy it has been to stay con-

nected with all of you.

With the fondest good wishes to each one

of you.

[ Editor's note: We received the sad news that

I'remi Ashirvatham Latimer passed away

on Jan. 24, 2013. Our condolences go out to her

family and friends.)

PHILLIPS

James P. McLane

28 County St.

Ipswich MA 01 938
978-356-4149

jpmci@cs.com

Plagiarizing David Kopko, I discovered this in an

article he wrote about reminiscences ot Andover:

"Ot course, there were the stars: in scholarship, in

sports, and just tor being all around good guys. But,

basically we all took pretty much the same courses,

lined up for calisthenics, went to assembly, chapel,

and lived in the dormitories where our rooms were

inspected. We wore blue blazers, striped ties, and

khaki trousers. ' In the article, he was making the point

that the relationships made in prep school had a

distinctly different flavor from those made in college

or in later life. Dave received a grim notice about the

late Tony Escoda's mother. Sixty-eight years earlier,

Tony 's celebrated mother had been executed for

refusing to collaborate with the Japanese. Tony lost

his father the same way. She chose to die with him

rather than to be pardoned.

It was a night in September 2012 when I saw an

ominous call coming in from Texas. It was Bruce

Wallace. His twin brother, Bass Wallace, was gone.

He had suffered from the rare amyloidosis and died

on Sept. 12. In the final tew months, he underwent

dialysis in a good-natured way thrice weekly. Years

before, after his dad died, Bass entered Andover on

scholarship. He was a captain ot the track team and

a tough tight end on the undefeated football team.

I don't think I have to retell his best-known exploit.

It was the record-setting "600-yard twin brother

indoor track record." The unique thing was that

Bass hid in a trackside bathroom into which Bruce

slipped while Bass finished the race. There ought to

be a plaque tor this droll happening. Good night,

sweet prince.

Wilder Baker is still actively consulting in

marketing and advertising, with a side career as a

trustee ot a Bronx charter school. On the "ouch front,

some unconscious irony. Orthopedic wiz Dr. Bill

Rhangos got a second new knee. Bob Chandgie

comments that Bill's knees are getting older, but the

rest ofhim stays the same. Bill volunteers his services

to the Georgia State Defense Force, working in their

clinic treating outpatient soldiers with orthopedic

problems. Harvey Zarem did the arm-twisting to get

him into this. Bill's nose is way out of joint because he

has two years of U.S. Army service, Harvey has none,

but they end up with the same rank, major. Harvey's

wife, Beth Zarem, an anesthetist, only got the rank of

lieutenant, so they outrank her. If you seek justice in

this world, don't look to the U.S. Army.

Have you discovered the many college level

courses now offered online? I have taken a number

of them and am thrilled with the results. To have a

look, enter "Yale Free Courses" into your browser

and follow the links. 1 took Peloponnesian War and

philosophy courses. Marvelous! Another site is

Coursera.org. Priceless courses for tree.

ABBOT
Nora Johnson

161 9 Third Ave., Apt. 13G
New York NY 10128
212-289-2097

noraj3 1 @gmail.com

I welcomed two letters for this issue. From Carol

Bernstein Finn: "My 80th birthday was celebrated

with a glorious party given by my four daugh-

ters—one, Julia Horowitz 73, went to Abbot. Then

I took them all to Paris tor nine days to continue

the festivities. It was a once-in-a-lifetime magical

celebration—my daughter Felice was a student in

Paris in the '70s, so we had a built-in translator. It

was only bittersweet because my husband, Philip,

and I enjoyed Paris often. He passed away three

years ago.

"My grandson Caleb Shapiro is a vocalist and

solo artist on the music circuit. He opened tor

Justin Bieber on Dec. 6 in Boston, and you can

learn more (and listen!) at Timetliesmusic.com.

Daughter Felice Shapiro has a successful, growing

business on the web called Better After 50 (better-

after50.com). A must for those over 50. 1 spent the

winter in Palm Beach, Fla. I'd love to hear from oth-

ers and find out what they are doing. Please contact

me at CarolBFinn(a)gmail.com."

From Nancy Gray Sherrill: "My husband

is semiretired from the law firm where he has

practiced for more than 50 years. His health is less

than perfect, so our comings and goings are some-

what measured. Our three children have grown

unbelievably into middle-age people; we have six

grandchildren: two out on the economy, two in

college, and two still in high school. I have been

involved in several different nonprofits through the

years and am still working—although now at the

peon level—as a volunteer at our hospital, which I

find to be a lot offun and much easier than raising

money or being in charge. I garden, do the family

bookkeeping, read a lot, quilt, and cook. I find

cooking relaxing and, by far, the most creative of

the domestic arts.

"I was saddened to hear ofAlice Russell's

death. She and I (along with other South Benders

Jane Galill Towner, Jane Woolverton Wrench '49,

Madelon Olney Paglee 49, and Sue Davis Snyder)

regularly rode the New York Central train back and

forth between Boston and Chicago, and what a

time we had! Our parents started us out in a 'draw-

ing room,' but we soon abandoned such propriety

tor the fun ofstaying up all night in coach. Free

at last from the Abbot rules, we bought cigarettes

in South Station and tried unsuccessfully to get a

drink in the club car.

"We always hoped that one or more boys prep

schools would begin vacation on the same day

as Abbot and consequently be on our train, and

once or twice we got lucky. We all had train cases,

with the handle on the top of the case, in which we
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carried our toilet articles. Around 11 p.m., we would

march down the aisle, carrying our cases, to the

ladies' restroom, where we would spend an hour or

more scrubbing our faces and putting pin curls in

our hair, before scrunching down in our seats and

trying to sleep."

I love memories ofthe old days, so I'll contribute

a few—quick before I forget them!

Trying to ferment cider in the closet—the result

was beyond awful.

Saturday leaves in Boston, which always seemed

to consist of lunch at a certain Chinese restaurant

and a visit to Bonwit Teller—the only places we

knew how to get to. We wore ladylike suits, hats,

gloves, two-inch heels, and sometimes pea-green

stockings, which were briefly in fashion, though not

at Abbot.

Friday night calling hour! Our necklines were

supposed to be max four inches deep— I remem-

ber being measured by Miss Dodge, the Abbey

housemother (referred to by my English roommate,

Shirley Squire Arek, as "the Corridor Mistress").

Then into the rec room for dancing, and later a

chaste line which divided in two for good-night:

girls here, boys there.

Lots ofsinging—to me Abbot means music.

Fidelio and little Miss Friskin...Madelon "Lynn"

Olney Paglee 49 and Elizabeth Bradley

Hubbard's beautiful voices...concerts with Ando-

ver and Exeter...Christmas vespers in the chapel.

[Class secretary's note: I edit out parts of

letters, including kind words about the writing

of these notes. But I receive them with thanks

and appreciation.]

r
PHILLIPS

Eric B. Wentworth

2126 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Apt. 32

Washington DC 20008
202-328-0453

ebw@bellatlantic.net

Andy Hall wrote that he and his wife, Felicia, "still

shuttle between Boston and Spain because we

enjoy both places so very much.We really need

an 18-month year to be in both places longer." The

Halls spend most ofthe year in a village on Spain's

Granada coast, where they have had a home for

four decades and where they ran an art gallery from

2004 to 2010. Their travels this past year included

10 days in Cuba with friends and four days in Berlin

with two oftheir grandsons.

Also involved in seasonal shuttling are Lucky

Von Letkemann and his wife, artist Maria de Eche-

varria. They split their summers between Scarsdale,

N.Y., and Salem, Mass. (Lucky keeps a sailboat in

Marblehead harbor and says he has been "trying

to get my daughters trained and interested enough

to continue sailing it.") In midwinter they head for

Santa Fe, N.M., where Maria paints in her home

studio. "She has shows regularly in both New York

and New Mexico" Lucky reported, "and I make

myselfuseful in shipping and handling as well tax

calculation." He added that he was "in frequent

touch with our classmate Ed Nowaczek, with

whom I swap aviation stories."

I askedJim Fletcher for an update on his recent

activities after this magazine ran a photo last spring

ofJim and senior-year roommate Bob Goddard

having a reunion after they hadn't seen each other

for 61 years. "I teach 4-H kids fly tying and fly-

fishing (one of the truly great philosophical lessons

in life)," Jim responded. 'Also, as a retired CIA case

officer, I do a little 'advising' to military attaches

and such. And, of course, traveL.Greece, Italy, and

Norway most recently."Jim and his wife, Kitty, live

in Melbourne, Fla. "Not any classmates in the near

area that we know of, but any who are we'd love to

meet,"Jim said. "We have every intention to make

the 2015 reunion."

Veteran birder Charlie Austin and his wife,

Carol, spent three weeks in northern Borneo

(Sarawak and Sabah) last June, staying mostly in

forest ecolodges and seeing birds, primates, and big

snakes, including two 12-foot reticulated pythons

and "a very territorial orangutan on our path." Char-

lie said he spotted about 50 new species, bringing

his life-list total to an impressive 2,070. "That'll have

to be enough," he acknowledged. "Macular degen-

eration, which I've been fighting for years, caught

up with me in October, taking most of the vision of

my right eye. Maybe it's time tor a monocular!"

"My last astrophysical publication was in 1995,

so I am now officially obsolete," Florida resident

Gordon Hammond reported. After 1995,

1

renewed my golf game and have been able to 'shoot

my age' every year since I was 73. (I'm now 81.)

My wife, Dede, and I are avid Elderhostelers and

usually choose programs with golf included that are

within two days' drive in the Southeastern states.

We are working on our bucket lists, which included

an Elderhostel event at Glacier National Park, a trip

to Prince Edward Island this summer to visit rela-

tives, and hopefully a visit to my old PA roommate

Billy Lee '51 in California."

Bill King and his companion,Jayne Palmer,

were "very surprised and pleased" when Maine

Preservation honored them in November with

its 2012 Statewide Honor Award for their com-

mitment to revitalizing the town ofBath and to

advancing the Main Street program in Maine and

preservation throughout the state.

Also in November,John Havelock shared

another ofhis newspaper columns for the Anchor-

age Daily News—this one written abroad: "Today's

commentary comes to you from Venice, Italy, the

end ofan Italian tour starting in Rome and wander-

ing through intervening communities far removed

from Alaskan and American politics, no? Well, still

a shadow ofinterest here."

Rodman Starke assured us he was carrying

on "despite the nuisances ofaging." He continued,

"I don't walk so well, but ride my bike every day,

play golffrom a cart, and am glad to have the time

to read a lot of the things I missed while I was

'busy' over the years. My 'work' life has gradu-

ally closed down and is now not more than an

occasional blip on an otherwise quiet screen

—

and that's OK with me!"

John Thompson was hopeful that his fourth

surgery, this time atJohns Hopkins in Baltimore

late last year, would finally solve recurring mela-

noma problems on his right ear.John was sorry his

melanoma caused him to miss our Newport, R.I.,

mini reunion last August. He said Bruce Kaiser

sent him a batch of his photos ofthe event. "I have

stayed in touch with Bruce and wife Mary, and

I had a nice visit with him last spring at his new

home in Davidson, N.C.,"John added.

Barry Hirsch, art professor at Saginaw Valley

State University in Michigan for more than four

decades, reported he was still teaching full time

and had no plans to retire. Barry added, "I continue

to paint and exhibit in area galleries." In 2010, the

university art gallery held a major retrospective of

his work.

Several adventurous classmates were planning

aJune trip to Berlin to enjoy the enticing mini-

reunion program organized by Burkhard Strack

and his wife, Trudi. Those signing up included

Phil Brooks and wife Claire, Palmer "Pirn" Epler

and wife Eleanor, Bob Martin and wifeJoanna,

William Watson and wife Myra Harrison, Charlie

Flather, and Sigurd Sandzen's widow, Pam.

As the mid-January deadline for these notes

arrived, I heard from Bill Wright's wife, Mary,

that she and Bill were "working toward recovery"

after the nasty heart attack Bill had suffered last

September and were spending as much time as

possible at the family's Nevada cattle ranch (where

they had a foot of snow and the temperature was

20 below zero).

Strode Purdy's son Strother Purdy III '85

was making a total of 18 elegant oak tables for the

classrooms and faculty lounge in Andover's historic

Bulfinch Hall, which reopened inJanuary after

extensive renovations. Strother used wood from

pin oak trees cut down at the site, and he hid at

least one 2012 penny in each table to mark the date

(see story, page 52).

[Editor s note: Please see obituaries for

Gibbons G. Cornwell III and Geoffrey Pond in

the In Memoriam section.]
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Connie Hall DeNault

37 Green St.

Marblehead MA 01 945
781-631-9233

dkdenault@comcast.net
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George S.K. Rider

22 Curiosity Lane

Essex CT 06426
860-581-8199

ridercrawford@gmail.com

Since the last column, tor us, living in Connecticut

has taken on a new meaning. The word sandy has

changed in the memory banks ot our minds forever,

from images of sunny days, a beach, dunes with

green grass gently swaying in a light breeze, or a

sandbar with grandchildren splashing and building

sand castles, to the human devastation that was

wrought in minutes at Sandy Hook Elementary

School in Newtown, a sleepy Connecticut town,

just a short drive away.

I was reading to the fourth-grade class at Essex

Elementary the day of the mayhem "in Newtown,

Conn. While driving to school, I became aware that

something dreadful had happened. Unconfirmed

reports ot a shooting with few details interrupted

the radio broadcast, but the full horror would not

untold until after the reading when I turned on the

car radio. Prior to departing tor the school, I had

spent the morning talking with insurance adjusters

estimating the damage to our beach houses on Fire

Island, NY, trom Hurricane Sandy. At the time, that

topic occupied a lot ot my concerns. Sandy Hook

certainly put things in perspective. The ensuing

debate over how to control the outbreak ot violence

in this country is welcome. Hopefully the conclu-

sions will be also!

Billy Lee wrote to Steve Yamamoto, quoting

the New York Times in an article about Japan and

China trying to de-escalate the recent conflict

regarding the islands. It mentioned that the foreign

diplomats from the two countries had spoken by

phone and might be using "personal rapport" to

try to bridge the differences. We need more of such

bridges around the world. Steve forwarded the note

to me, adding that the Democrats and Republicans

ought to build friendly bridges also.

Steves belated Christmas note finds his family

happy and well. Oldest grandson Yaturo, 13, is navi-

gating new junior-senior school well, with its more

demanding academic curriculum, playing soccer,

and having a long commute on public transporta-

tion; younger brother Vuesi is displaying consider-

able artistic skills; and sister, first-grader, Matsumi

"is the apple ot father Yuji's eye, shy and giggly" In

April 2012, Steves son, Yuji, became chairman ot
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the applied biochemistry program at the Univer-

sity ot Washington School ofMedicine, and his

daughter, Etsuko, continues long hours at work and

was hospitalized for minor surgery February 2012.

Steve's wite, Keiko, traveled again to France to visit

school friends. Steve continues to work one day a

week. Together they teach the grandchildren Eng-

lish. Steve quoted (ohn Donne's meditation: "No

man is an island." The tone of his letter was much

more optimistic about the future than some ofhis

more recent letters.

It was great to hear from a number of you at

Christmastime either by card, e-mail, or phone;

John Scheiwe, Tom Regan, Tony Thompson,

Hans " Wolf Duerr, Don Falvey, Peter Baldwin,

Bill Duffy,John "Doc" Castle, Dick kapelson,

Jerry K. Lasley's widow, Joan Lasley, and Connie

Hall DeNault '51.

Ed Nefhas recovered trom a minor stroke he

had in ]une 2012 while filming a brief sequel to

his Mongolian film, where the film team tried to

capture the elections, highlighting the controver-

sies surrounding Mongolia's sudden wealth. He

received prompt medical attention and an escort

to accompany him home on the 26-hour flight. A

couple of weeks before Christmas, Ed returned to

Mongolia for several days, where the temperature

was 32 degrees below zero, and then he went on

to Vietnam where the temperature was 85-plus

degrees. How do you pack for a trip like that?

Dick Kapelson reminded me today that the skies

over Hutchinson Island, Fla., had just clouded over

and the temperature had plummeted to "8 degrees.

He was speaking trom poolside as I gazed out my

window in Essex, Conn., at what was left ofseveral

melting dirty snowdrifts and a lead-gray sky. I was

almost mad at myself tor calling. He was looking

forward to Don Falvey s arrival in Jupiter, Fla., and

informed me that Don is returning to the golf scene.

Look out for the handicap! He was and will be again

tough to beat. JoAnne and Bill Duffy would be visit-

ing shortly.

Our Andover and the Military initiative gathered

more momentum. We are now 892 strong. I urge

any of you who served to register if you have not

yet done so. We have created a newsletter to be

distributed tour times a year. It should be a trove of

historic and anecdotal information. We have a great

deal to be proud ot, not least ot which are the eight

Congressional Medal ot Honor recipients among

Andover s graduates and Ceorge H.W Bush '42,

the youngest Navy pilot in WWII, who became our

41st president.

Seth Moulton '97, Harvard 2001 , chairs the

committee. He pined the Marines after graduation

and served four tours in Iraq— the first two as a pla-

toon leader, and was in the first wave to enter Bagh-

dad; the last two on the staff of General Petraeus.

His leadership skills are evident. I'm honored to be

a part of this effort. Any doubts about the future ot

our country are quickly put to rest, realizing that

Seth and his generation are hard at work.

Last weekend was this grandparent's dream.

Retired bishop ofWest TexasJames Holts, father ot

our rector, confirmed my oldest grandson, Graham,

13, at St.Johns Episcopal Church in Essex, Conn. I

watched Tory, 9, play her first basketball game. Her

team won 20 to 10. She scored 14 points and had

two assists. Duncan, our youngest, played his first

basketball game, a win, 16 to 8. He plays point guard

and had eight assists. Eleven-year-old Bradley's team

also won. He played a solid game and scored two

points, adding a number of assists, blocked shots,

and rebounds. Three more games are on tap this

weekend! Also lots of football and hockey to watch!

Let's resolve in 2013 that each of you keep this

crusty, aging, red-headed secretary informed about

your whereabouts and doings so that I won't have to

dwell on my grandchildren's activities in search of

scholarships to use up my word count!
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ABBOT
Mary "Molly" Edson Whiteford

149 Pine Valley Road

Lake Oswego OR 97034
503-636-0980

davwhiteford@yahoo.com

PHILLIPS

Mike Bromberg

PO Box 423
The Sea Ranch CA 95497
707-785-3910

mjbromberg@pbnlaw.com

Stu Mac Donald has relocated to Arvada, near

Denver, Colo., where he is still active as an architect.

His wite, Suse, a well-known author and illustrator

ofchildren's books, is "somewhat retired. Stu is

a member of Arvada s Building Code Advisory

Board, having taught a course in building codes

at RPI's School ofArchitecture for six years as an

adjunct faculty member. He no longer designs

schools and churches, but does do church renova-

tions, as well as home additions. He and Suse are

also working on their home, 25 years old with "no

visible maintenance." Next summer will be devoted

to repairing the deck. Stu, as most ofus, regrets not

taking full advantage ofall that PA had to offer, but

promises that it he is reincarnated, he will go back to

the Hill and "make up tor that in a big way."

David Slavitt, our prodigious ( 106 books!)

author, has translated (with Nive Gronkjarr) The

Crooning Wind, a collection ot three Greenlan-

dic poets' work. The Tunes Literary Supplement

describes David's work as "witty, energetic, playful,

outrageous, yet serious, and somber [sic] too." Yup,

that's the David we all knew.

David also passed on the sad news ot Dellson

"Del" Albert s death in late December. Del spent

most ot his life working for the Boston Globe, in

merchandising, community relations, and selling

advertising space. His passion, however, was music.
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A number ofus were guests at Dels apartment in

Boston on occasion.

Hugh Fortmiller spent a few weeks in LA with

his son,Jonathan (who taught my grandkids at

Kent Denver School). Hugh now has new identical

twin granddaughters in LA.

Bill Poorvu, the owner ofthe building that

housed the recently closed Club Casablanca bar /

restaurant in Boston, has offered its famous murals

to the Brattle Theatre at no cost. Non sibi.

Keep them cards and letters comin' in, neigh-

bors ! Happy and healthy new year to you all.

60th REUNION

June 14-16, 2013

ABBOT
Patricia Eveleth Buchanan

9 The Valley Road

Concord MA 01742
978-369-6838

pebl35@comcast.net

On Martin Luther King Day, two student fellows

at the Brace Center tor Gender Studies (located in

Abbot Hall)—Annika Neklason '13 and Rachel

Murree ' 14—gave a revealing and candid account

of the 1973 Abbot-Phillips Academy merger, its

pains as well as its rewards. Among those attending

the luncheon and presentation (based on extensive

research in the Academy archives by the two speak-

ers) were Connie Weldon LeMaitre, Ellen Smith,

Betsy Hitzrot Evans, and me, along with about 20

other Abbot alums and many others. One alumna

who was a student during the transition period

and who attended a class on the Hill remembered

the instructor asking her to be in charge oftheir

"tea and cookies."We have evolved (and so did the

instructor, according to his student), and over the

years many ofthe rules that defined our lives as

Abbot students were relaxed, sensibly so. Yet there

still linger fundamental questions—what did it

mean for us at a critical stage in our young lives to

lose a place where we could discover our voices

and be less encumbered by the then-decidedly

stifling social mores? It was a bit like jumping from

a rowboat onto a yacht. Had we been one-upped?

Perhaps, but if Annika and Rachel are representa-

tive ofthe Abbot legacy, then it seems to me our

young sisters have found their sea legs.

There is news from Natalie Starr that she and

her partner, Gayle, have moved into a continuing

care retirement community in Maryland. They

are in good health, but felt it was time to make the

move. Ever the travelers, they went with Gayle's

daughter and family on what Nat calls a "mini grand

tour," visiting Rome, Paris, and London, with an

especially interesting visit to Pompeii, Italy. Nat says,

"It was wonderful and fun to introduce the children

to different cities, cultures, and cuisines. And it

was amazing what they were willing to try at the

restaurants: snails and confit are two which come

to mind." Nat and Gayle also revisited Botswana

last year. About that trip, Nat says, "I love the wide

open spaces, the topography, the trees. It was a

wonderful experience." And on an intergenerational

Elderhostel last summer in Newport News, Va.,

with one of her granddaughters, 10-year-old Char-

lotte, Nat looked at marine life, flora and fauna, and

used microscopes in the process. "I had a great time.

Char wants to do another one, a good sign I'd say."

Char is big sister to Nat's newest granddaughter, her

fifth, born in fall 2012.

Also in fall 2012, Julie Gaines Phalen and

her husband, Clif, went to Alaska and, from there,

embarked on a cruise that took them to Bangkok,

Thailand, by way ofJapan and Russia. In Septem-

ber as well, Mary "Muffie" Grant Lynch and her

husband, Bill, and Anne OliverJackson and

her husband, Dick, enjoyed a mini reunion at the

homes ofPam Bushnell Ellis and Betsy Evans on

the seashore in Chatham, Mass.

Speaking of reunions, don't forget we have our

60th in just a tew short weeks. Please try to come!

How about exercising our own sea legs?

I am sorr)' to report the passing in February of

one of our classmates, Elizabeth "Wendy "Allen

Wheeler. Wendy was a day student who attended

Abbot tor just one year as a prep. I last saw her at

our 50th reunion, and she was as full of energy and

spark as ever. That energy and spark is evident in the

beautiful and profoundly moving book she pub-

lished in 1998 called Path Jlirough the Fire, a com-

pendium ofobservations and images that revealed

themselves to her during a six-month course ofche-

motherapy for breast cancer. In her introduction,

Wendy writes, "My story came to me in images,

through dreams and through the words in my jour-

nal. I tell it here to serve my further healing and the

healing ofmy family. Ifmy pictures and words also

help others ease their way through cancer or any

other life-threatening or debilitating disease, I will

be pleased." Wendy certainly accomplished that and

a great deal more, with candor and grace. On behalf

ofour class, I extend our deepest sympathy to her

family and friends.

PHILLIPS

Bill Joseph

225 West 83rd Street

Apt. 5Q
New York NY 1 0024
347-907-4647 (cell)

This just in from Nort Wright: "For your alumni

magazine notes, here's a briefsummary ofthe

trouble Susan and I have been getting into recently:

I'm still producingTV movies tor the networks, my

latest on the Hallmark Channel being Safe Harbor,

starring Treat Williams. My wife, Susan, continues

on the wicked stage and just spent a year's run

starring in the revival of the Stephen Sondheim

musical Follies, which played the Kennedy Center

in Washington, DC, went on to Broadway, and

finally wrapped here in LA. Here in California,

Susan and I often rendezvous with Dick Lumpkin

and his glamorous equestrian wife, Ginny, at their

Carmel home where they run their Cima Collina

vineyard and produce elegant pinot noirs and

chardonnays. In my other career as an abstract

expressionist painter, I enjoyed a one-man show at

Dick's art and wine-tasting gallery, and after getting

suitably sauced on burgundy, one buyer bought one

of my major paintings. What a sales strategy! The

ever-adventurous couple Nan and Gerry Snyder

recently got us to join them on a visit to Hanoi,

Vietnam, a kayaking voyage in Halong Bay, Viet-

nam, and a trip to Cambodia's AngkorWat temples.

In February, we tour planned to go dogsledding

across the snowy tundra near the Snyder's new digs

in Ely, Minn. It we survived, we're still on schedule

to reunite after the '53 Reunion and go over Niagara

Falls in a barrel!"

Both of the Wrights' sons have followed their

parents into the entertainment field. Robert writes

for TV, notably for Mob Doctor, and Douglas creates

special computer effects.

And this from Bob Pelletreau, courtesy of

Shelby Tucker: " [Wife] Pam and I spent a won-

derful two weeks in December with our foreign

service daughter Elizabeth '91
, her husband Adam

Butler '90, and their children in Dar es Salaam. In

addition to visiting the spice island ofZanzibar and

two ofTanzania's remarkable game parks, Manyara

and Ngorongoro, we had the coincidental pleasure

ofmeeting up with our class's most renowned trav-

eler, Shelby Tucker, in the northern town ofArusha.

He had come over from Moshi, an hour away,

where he was visiting members ofthe families he so

vividly described in T/ie Last Banana and translat-

ing the hitherto untranslated work ofa German

Africanist. After a briefreplay ofStanley's historic

1871 encounter with Dr. Livingston on the shores

ofLake Tanganyika ('Mr. Tucker, I presume?'), we

exchanged news and reminiscences over lunch,

then toured La Boma tort and museum from the

German colonial era. Shelby alternately starded and

astonished the local staffwith his unique blend of

Mississippian-Oxfordian Swahili. Declaring himself

somewhat fatigued from the exertions ot the day,

he asked us to put him down at the colorful Arusha

bus station, where he planned to ride a local bus

back to Moshi in preference to his normal hitchhik-

ing mode oftravel. We parted, hoping that our next

meeting would be at our 60th in June."

Shelby also starred at his own book-signing party

hosted by Ray Lamontagne and Randy Heimer's

widow,Judy, in the social room at her new digs on

East 79th, NYC, near where I spent my first 25 years

a block away. Also at the book party were Paulette

and Bill Kaufman n . Peter Wiese, Turhan Tirana,

John "Pete" Roe, and Dave Patterson. Shelby's

novel Client Service is based on his experiences

before becoming the author he is today. [Editor's

note: Client Service was featured in Andover Book-

shelfin the winter 2013 issue ofAndover magazine.]
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stay connected.

In September, Judy Heimer and I were guests

of Paulette and Bill Kautmann at a sausage tasting

ot halt a dozen varieties created by Bill s son and

daughter-in-law, chefs Fred and Danielle Kaufmann.

the proprietors of ProperSausages, whence cometh

all your future sausage purchases.

Earlier in the fall, I was the guest of Dave

Patterson at a delightful lunch at the Harvard Club

of New York. Dave is enjoying time with his family,

including his wife, three sons, two brothers, and

one sister.

I missed Tad Girdler, but spoke with his

daughter, Faith. Tad lives on Binney Lane in Old

Greenwich, Conn., where generations of his wife,

Jean's, family have lived and own several houses.

They were in the crosshairs of Hurricane Sandy, but

only one house was damaged.

Lastly, I received a Christmas card from Judy and

Dave Christenson and daughter and son-in-law

(enniter and Brian with several photos and the fol-

lowing note: "2012 gave us some interesting experi-

ences. Most notably was a wonderful rendezvous

with [daughter] Karen in Atlanta. She is happy and

well. In June, we went to a golf tournament in Buf-

falo, N.Y., where we played four great courses and

spent a day on the Niagara River, where we experi-

enced one of nature's wonders: Niagara Falls.Jen-

niter's work for the Gates Foundation took her to

M C, where she represented the foundation at the

Clinton Global Initiative. Here she met Bill Clinton

and rubbed elbows with philanthropic dignitaries.

And we got a dog: Handsome Dan the umpteenth.

He's low maintenance (a garden statue)."

Don't forget the alumni fund and our 60th

—

June 14-16!

1954

ABBOT
Nancy Donnelly Bliss

31 Cluf Bay Road

Brunswick ME 0401 1-9349

207-725-0951

Elizabeth Hilgenberg Heminway wrote an

enthusiastic account of her travels in Europe last

summer and fall. She spent time in Germany

and Italy, and also had a river boat adventure in

Russia "with tour days in Moscow and tour days in

St. Petersburg, in between cruising up a remarkable

series of rivers, locks (one was 60 or 70 kilometers

long), and Europe's two largest lakes." Betsy also

wrote that they had "excellent guides leaders

and a fascinating introduction to this remarkable,

passionate, and complex culture." This past fall,

Betsy spent time in England with her daughter

and then traveled with a friend in Extremadura

and Andalusia, Spain, areas that Betsy would enjoy

seeing again.

Holly Dunn Rodman sent me an interest-

ing article from the Brooklyn Museum about an

exhibition that was being held from Sept. 14, 2012,

to Feb. 17, 2013, in the Elizabeth A. Saclder Center

for Feminist Art. To quote from the article, "This

exhibition is devoted to examining the defining

impact Lucy R Lippard s groundbreaking book

Six Years had on the emergent conceptual art move-

ment. Published in 1973, Six Years simultaneously

catalogued and described the development of

conceptual art practices in the late sixties and early-

seventies, and is now widely considered an essential

reference work tor the period." It is exciting to know

that Lucy's writings in the field of art have contin-

ued to be respected over time.

LindaJones Matthews and husband ]im

continue to lead active lives, spending time with

their families as well as having time for travel. Linda

continues to enjoy playing the piano and shares her

gift of music by playing in retirement homes and tor

church services, including weddings and funerals.

Frances Nolde went on an "intense and exhila-

rating five-week pilgrimage to Northern India in

October 2012. The pilgrimage consisted offour

major Tibetan Buddhist teachings, experiencing

a bit of India through the food and travel from

monastery to monastery, hotel to hotel in a caravan

ot 11 small SUVs with Indian drivers, making a

caring community out of 37 strangers, including

the pilgrims and staff Franrie shared, "Everything

we experienced became a teacher." All the teach-

ings were given when a practitioner was close to

reaching enlightenment. The first teaching was held

at 11 ,000 feet in the high Himalayas in the Lahaul

region. Francie participated in four teachings.

"The last teaching was not part of the pilgrimage,

but many stayed to hear His Holiness the Dalai

Lama speak about the Middle Way or Emptiness

in Dharamsala at his residence." Francie concluded

her account of her trip by writing, "I had a few magi-

cal moments. Miraculously (believe me), I found

the nun I've been supporting for six years. At 32,

she's sick and cannot participate in monastic life,

so she lives in the village not far from her nunnery,

Dolma Ling, near Dharamsala. Another unex-

pected, deeply moving moment was reaching out to

the Dalai Lama to thank him tor all he says and does

and to say, 'We love you!' Tears streamed down our

faces after he left."

I am sure I have not done justice in reporting

about Francies amazing trip. Hopefully this gives

an idea ofwhat she experienced on her pilgrimage.

In early May 2013, we had a class gathering at PA

during which Francie shared about her trip and

showcased pictures.

I continue to appreciate hearing from so many

classmates who faithfully keep in touch, helping

to make my job easier and definitely keeping

us connected.

Sadly I report the passing of Carole Cox

Hampton on Nov. 20, 2011, after a valiant struggle

with cancer. Carole was an energetic, creative, and

caring person who had a special gift in advocating

tor the welfare ot abused children, always working

diligently tor their protection.

Joan Wheeler Kaufman s husband, Ivan T.

Kaufman, passed away on Dec. 31 , 2012, from

complications of Alzheimer's disease. We send our

deepest sympathy to Joan and her family, as well as

to Sylvia "Sam" Thayer whose mother passed away

on Oct. 23, 2012, at the age of 100. Mrs. Thayer had

been in good health until she fell and broke a hip

this past October. In early May 2012, she had had a

wonderful 100th birthday celebration with family

and friends.

Love to all.

PHILLIPS

W. Parker Seeley Jr., Esq.

Seeley and Berglass

855 Main St., 5th Floor

Bridgeport CT 06604
203-366-3939 ext. 483
wps@seeleyberglass.com

Despite a number of direct e-mail pleas, there has

been a dearth ot material since the last submission

date in September tor the winter issue class notes.

Notice ot us on Facebook just does not do it. So

please forgive this scribe for not being aggressive

enough.

We lost Skip Elsas, our longtime class notes sec-

retary, and the winter issue contains a testimonial

to his career, his dedication to his family, and his

dedication to our class.

We lost David Bradley on Nov. 15, 2012. His

brother,John Bradley '51
, sent an obituary from the

Caledonian Record (St. [ohnsbury, Vt.) noting David

was a lifelong teacher, first at St. Marks School and

then until his retirement, at Lyndon State College.

Mort Downey reports that he lostJoyce, his

wife ofmany years, in December, to a sudden and

completely non-forewarned heart attack, and our

hearts go out to him. Mort took a break from the

task ot settlingjoyce's affairs and visited the Ai

Weiwei exhibition at the Hirshhorn in Washington,

DC, caught the Roy Lichtenstein retrospective at

the National Gallery of Art, and went to the new

Kaufman Collection of American Furniture at the

National Gallery of Art that Joyce so wanted to visit.

Creeping age has not blunted our classmates'

prolific writing habits.

Dan Woodhead has brought his book to press

about the 1875 Modoc Indian War in Northern

California noted in this column in the spring 2012

issue. Dan will provide a free copy to any classmate

who is interested; his e-mail address is Wood-

heacB@earthlirik.net.

Jud Sage is working on two books: one (per-

haps motivated by his love of the young Washing-

ton Nationals baseball team) is about a baseball

player who leads a colorful lite outside the game as

he works to become a lawyer after his playing days

are over. The other, he says, has been "percolating

for years." It's about an American politician who has

a relationship with an Irish woman he met while

studying at Trinity College in Dublin; she has con-

nections to the IRA that come back to haunt him.

The book is called The ln<h Connection, and you can

contactJud at hsage(i?cox.net.
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MTV
ave Knig

Promoting an easier,

friendlier way to read

j could say Dave Knight's "ba

iendly Type®, is his adopted chi

c hio!r\niral naront u;ac 17_\/03r_c

Southern Methodist University stu

ob Anderson. Winston Churchill used i

idea first. But Kniaht readilv admits the

idea wasn't his.

It all began in 1947 when Anderson, his

eyes tired after a marathon studying session, was lo

lunch. He saw a billboard on a local restaurant, short and to the point: "Eat at

Joe's Place." Then and there he had an epiphany: he didn't have to "read" the

sign, he could take in the phrase with just a glance.

Anderson's aha moment led him to develop a revolutionary new way to read:

group words in clusters, like short stanzas of poetry, with only two to four

words per line, two to four lines per cluster, that read down the page in col-

umns rather than across. Churchill had his speeches typed in a similar way, says

Knight. "They kind of look like blank verse."

Anderson's concept was reported in an article in Texas Outlook and was

excerpted in Reader's Digest in July 1949, where Knight saw it as a 13-year-old

boy. He thought, "This is the way books will be printed in the future," and, he

says, he never forgot about it.

But his enthusiasm would take an indirect path. Since graduating from

Harvard, Knight has made a living in an eclectic assortment of endeavors. From

1958 to 1993 he ran a company founded by his father. Knight Tuition Payment

Plans; worked in insurance; bought and sold floating cranes in Great Britain in

the 1980s; and restored and is the owner of a small hotel in Montana.

In 1 980, Knight finally called Anderson about the print format, only to learn

he had long abandoned the project. He gave Knight permission to use it, saying,

"Have fun with it."

Knight began tinkering with the format he rechristened Friendly Type in

the 1990s. His son, Andy, wrote the software needed to translate texts into the

Friendly Type format and is now president of the company Knight founded in

2002, Cambridge Reading Project LLC, based in Belmont, Mass. Knight can now
concentrate on his mission: get the reading public and publishers to love Friendly

Type as much as he does. "Once people get exposure to it, they often find it's

their preferred method of reading," Knight says. The whole point? "It's easier

and more natural to read."

Knight has published two volumes of 0. Henry's stories and other books

in Friendly Type. Smart phone or tablet users can get Alice in Wonderland, The

Cask of Amontillado, and The Notebooks of Leonardo DaVinci free from their

app store. The New Testament costs $1 .99.

Translating his passion to publishers has been a task. "Publishers need to

know we won't upset their well-worn path to the composition and printing of

books," he says, adding, "We offer an alternative way to read on tablets, smart

phones and computers as well as on paper."

Knight, who describes himself as an "old Andover guy from way back, " has

deep familial connections to the school. His father, Richard Knight '24, coached

Andover's ice hockey team for years, and two of his four children are alumni, as

are two of his nine grandchildren. Remembering his late wife, Ann, Knight says:

"It was a blessing, sharing a life with the same good woman for 50 years."

He meets 1 5 of his Andover classmates for lunch periodically at the Bryant

Park Grille in New York. "It's important enough for me to travel to New York to

see them," says the Newington, N.H., resident, adding, "and important to keep

in touch."
—Paula Trespas

more and see samples of Friendly Type at www. friendlytype.com.

Bill Blunt has written a novel, A Dangerous Mar-

riage, a romantic suspense story told trom the point

ofview ofa woman in her late 20s. You can contact

him tor more information at wblunt(5>verizon.net.

Spike Bragg continues to monitor the auto

industry and its devious practices in publishing

its "dealer invoice price" (now readily available on

the Internet, accessible to all prospective buyers).

USA Today, Dec. 7, 2012, described our Spike as a

peppery contrarian, as he continues to disclose the

truth about "dealer invoice prices." Spike forwarded

to me a while ago his revealing expose titled, Let-

ting the Cat Out ofthe Bag: How theAuto Industry

"Redesigned' the Dealer Invoice Price When the Internet

Arrived. It's very informative reading. You can con-

tact him at jbragg(Sfightingchance.com.

Joe Goodman, William Ayer Professor

Emeritus at Stanford, has been elected to the Silicon

Valley Engineering Hall ofFame and received an

honorary degree trom the St. Petersburg National

Research University of Information Technolo-

gies, Mechanics, and Optics, in Russia. He and his

wife continue to be active in their own individual

charitable giving and through their tamily charitable

foundation. [Class secretary's note: My apologies to

Joe Goodman for my mistaken reference in the win-

ter class notes to his landmark publication, Statistical

Optics, as Statistical Optics Investing, pointed out to

me by Kristin Bair O'Keeffe of the great staff at the

Andover magazine and our own Hugh Macmillan,

who has firsthand knowledge ofit.]

I was informed by Steve Wilson that Bob

Semple is in his 50th consecutive year at the New

York Times. (Is that a NYT record, Bob? Perhaps a

class record for the most continuous years with one

employer.) He continues to work into the evening

because he reports that these young staffwriters just

do not know how to write for a newspaper. Great

record, Bob!

DougAyer writes that Dutch Wolfwas back

for the 51 st consecutive performance at the Indian

Harbor Yacht Club in Greenwich, Conn., on New
Year's Day, but that Doug and wife Lynnie could not

attend due to other commitments. Congratulations,

Dutch, on your recovery from that frightful car

accident last year.

We continue to be thankful to Ken MacWilliams

for his shepherding ofthe 1954VCR (Virtual

Continual Reunion) that reaches about halfofour

class. And on the matter of class reunions, when

you receive this issue, we will be about 13 months

away from our 60th Reunion. You will be hearing

shortly from the "60th Reunion committee," and if

you want to help on this committee and to drum up

interest in attending, please let Ken and me know.

There is no present plan for "anything strenuous" at

Reunion, just relaxation and camaraderie.

Please send Andover and us your e-mail address,

as well as your current mailing address, so we can be

sure to communicate with you. Ifanyone knows the

correct address for (or any information about) the

following, please let us know: John Crosby (last

address: Minneapolis) and K. Michael Day (last

address: New London, Conn.). Send information



On Martin Luther King Jr. Day, more than 20 Abbot alums attended a luncheon and student

presentation about the Abbot-Phillips merger. Afterward, from left, Betsy Hitzrot Evans, Pat

Eveleth Buchanan, Ellen Smith, and Connie Weldon LeMaitre, all Class of 19S3, paused in the

School Room for a photo in front ofAbbot teacher Phebe McKeen's portrait.

to: wps(i?seeleyberglass.com, KenMacwilliams((?

carthlink.net, or AndoverBulletin(iT>andover.edu.

[Class secretary's note: We have lost another

member ofour Class of 1954, Leslie H. "Les" Blank.

Les went on to Tulane, where he majored in English.

He then made his way to UC Berkeley and appren-

ticed in the film industry, and the rest is magic. He

received lifetime achievement awards from the

American Film Institute and the International

Documentary Association tor his 43 films. See Les s

obituary in the April 8, 2013, Nov York Times.]

ABBOT
Nancy Eastham lacobucci

17 Wilgar Road

Etobicoke ON M8X 1J3

Canada
416-231-1670

n.iacobucci@bluelink.andover.edu

As usual, 1 have not been inundated with news

trom you all, but fortunately two lovely visits with

classmates, plus three Christmas cards, have given

me something to write about.

First, in September, husband Frank and I went to

London to attend the wedding ofa friend from my

Cambridge University days. Fortunately we had a

tree evening during which we were able to connect

with Eleanor Easton Flaxen and her husband,

David, tor dinner. They recommended a small

restaurant near our hotel, and we had a wonder-

ful meal and an even better visit. They were both

in fine form, and we did not lack tor conversation,

trom the Olympics to our tamilies; as well, David

had some wonderful jokes to share! Then their

Christmas note mentioned that they were planning

to spend the holidays with their daughters and their

husbands (who live in the U.K. and Massachusetts)

in Ludlow, Vt. What a lovely place for the tar-Hung

family to gather!

In October, while I was in Cambridge, Mass., for

my 50th reunion at Harvard Law School, I visited

Katharine Lloyd in her new apartment on Mt.

Auburn Street. Kathy had recently downsized after

living for many years in a large house near Central

Square in Cambridge; the sorting and pitching

before moving must have been a huge job! But her

new home is lovely, with a large balcony and a great

view out over the Charles River, with a field and a

park beyond. She also has a dog now, a lovely, good-

natured yellow Lab, which is great company. Unfor-

tunately, the basement of her apartment building

had been flooded by overflow trom the river some-

time before 1 arrived, and the elevator was still not

operating. Using the stairs was fine for Kathy and

me, since her apartment is on the third floor; but a

tew days before I arrived, the dog had unfortunately

started down when Kathy was going up, and Kathy

had taken a bad tall and broken her wrist. She had

managed to get some help, with tood and with

taking the dog tor walks, but the wrist was still very

painful and limited her activities. Nevertheless, we

were able to do some walking (and, ofcourse, talk-

ing! ) so it was a super visit despite everything.

A beautiful Christmas card depicting St. Paul's

Cathedral arrived trom Diane Sorota, who (as

she said) had hand-carried the card across the

Atlantic and across the U.S. trom England. She

had spent a month in Sussex and France in the fall,

and had also enjoyed a couple ofdays in London

(her old home), which she said she very much

misses. However, she also acknowledged that "the

San Diego-Coronado climate is not without some

serious advantages!"

My loyal Christmas correspondent Christine

Maynard did not let me down! In her note, she

regretted that there was no Phillips-Abbot mini

reunion of the Class of '55 last spring, since Susan

Appleton Jowett had retired from organizing them

and nobody else had stepped in. Any volunteers?

Chris also reported on her usual wonderful tour-

month summer at her cottage on Lake Winnipesau-

kee in New Hampshire. It was evidently a particu-

larly hot summer, and she said she spent some of

the hottest and most humid days in the water or on

the porch; when the weather was more comfort-

able, she drove around the lake or took a day trip

somewhere. She returned to Andover in October,

where she had been busy resettling the house and

having company tor Thanksgiving and in Decem-

ber. She described her imaginative Christmas

decorations for 2012, which covered the geographic

extremes, both north and south: small figures of

bears ( polar and others) and penguins!

Chris also sent me a lovely gift: a magazine called
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www. andover.edu/intouch

At an Abbot mini reunion in January 2013, alumnaefrom various years gathered at the Hancock

Church in Lexington, Mass., to hear the Lexington Pops Chorus perform composer Gwyneth

Walker '64's The Midnight Ride of Paul Revere. Picturedfrom left are Cindy Sorensen '63,

Betsy Cadbury '63, Cynthia Kimball '63, Walker, and Joanne Schwiebert Birge '64.

Merrimack \ alley Home (October 2012), which

included an article about the house in which I grew

up ( 1938- 1956): "Miracle on Bartlet Street." My
parents sold the house to Phillips, who used it as

a dormitory, then it went to the "A Better Chance"

program, and eventually it was sold back into

private hands. The article shows the magnificent

results of an extensive renovation by the current

owners

—

very special tor me to see!

I would like to comment on the report ot annual

giving in the Academy 's recent BLUEprint publica-

tion. In the non-reunion totals as ofjune 30, 2012,

our class had given S 1 ,275, the next-to-lowest

amount (other than a few older classes that do not

have agents). 1 am not faulting our agents at all

—

they try their best to encourage donations. But it

seems to me that as a class we could and should do

better. It is not important to give a lot—small gifts

add up. Do think about it. Thanks!

And thank you also for sending news to me!

(I hope!)

PHILLIPS

Tom Lawrence

1 039 1 /2 Sweetzer

West Hollywood CA 90069
323-654-0286

323-804-4394 (cell)

yogi@earthlink.net

Winslow Lewis died at his home in Boulder, Colo.,

on Sept. 21 . He came to Andover as a postgrad from

Pomfret School and went on to Princeton, where he

rowed on the heavyweight crew and was a member

ofthe Ivy Club. Very much a sportsman, Win sailed

the open oceans, flew private planes and gliders,

skied on two continents, rode his motorcycle, got

shot in cowboy-action matches, and was passionate

about rowing on Lake Carnegie in Princeton, N.J.

His four-decade-long career was spent in pub-

lishing, where he established a reputation at Ladies

Home Journal National Geographic, RollingStone, Life

International, Money Magazine, and Time Magazine.

Win is survived by his wife of 35 years, Tina, as

well as five children and six grandchildren.

In May, Julia and Mark Gordon were in Denver

for the marriage ofJulia's daughter Laura. "Sunday

morning, Laura introduced me to one ofthe few

out-of-town guests, Ed Bass '63. After chatting for a

few minutes, I remembered that he was the famous

philanthropist and environmentalist from Fort

Worth, Texas. He had gone from PA to Yale, where

he now serves as head ofthe board ot trustees. We

found ourselves exchanging fond memories of

Andover. such as [taking] Latin with Mr. Benton,

etc.A fun encounter for me."

The recent mention in class notes of Mark's work

with the ALMA telescope in Chile generated some

reaction in the class, from newspaper coverage by

Steven "Stave" Kaye, publisher ot Tlie Millbrook

Independent (NY.), to a request to review a student's

research paper by Sydney Morgan.

Tony Doherty and his companion and music

collaborator, Sophia Bekakos, got married on

Dec. 9 at St. Demetrios Church in Concord, Calif.

The newlyweds live in Antioch, Calif.

Charlie Helliwell says he and wiie Karen are

relishing their grandson Wesley Fabyan '

13 s senior

year on the Hill. He is the fifth-generation Helliwell

family member at PA, a legacy that began in 1882

with Charlie's grandfather, Charles.

Marilyn and David Haartz's travels this year

took them to Cuba, where Dave, a car enthusiast,

was impressed by the vintage U.S. automobiles

throughout the country. Vietnam and Cambodia

rounded out the travel year.

John Daly reports he is still working full time as

a third-part)' marketer and is about to take on two

new clients—his first foray into the world ot alter-

native investments—searching tor an outsourced

chief investment officer to run the S 115 million

endowment ot the Culinary Institute ot America.

John is also involved in three startups: a company

that will bring Australian investment managers to

the U.S. and U.S. managers to the Australian market,

and a company that will take any kind ot waste and

turn it into electricity, most importandy, without

burning. The one he is really happiest about is the

revival of E.F. Hutton, "at which I spent 23 great

years many years ago."

Peter Parsons e-mails from southern Spain,

saying he is well and keeping fit with competitive

swimming. In September, he participated in a two-

kilometer ocean swim and took second in his age

category, 40 and over.

Walt McLeod spent a few days with Doug

Fisher and his companion, Joann, in the North

Carolina mountains last month. Doug says, "Walt

continues to represent his constituents from New-

berry, SC., in the state legislature and still attends

even7 funeral, baptism, and social event in the area.

He may be the best kno\m figure in that part of

South Carolina."

Doug attached this item from the op-ed page

of Vie State, Columbia's daily newspaper, which

appeared last May under the byline "Cindi Ross

Scoppe": "Rep. Walt McLeod is passionate and

smart and a little quirk)', and on the day the House

finally took up the bill to dismantle the Budget and

Control Board, he was at his best.

"He reminded his colleagues that he was one ot

three Democratic co-sponsors ot the original bill to

turn a little bit ofpower over to the governor [Nikki

Haley], then poked fun at the girth ot the hot-off-

the-presses 2S0-page amendment that proposed

to give her a lot ofpower, suggesting that it you put

this little amendment behind your chair and lean on

it, you can absorb it all by osmosis.' He held up the
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stay connected.

pretty chart' that explained how the multitudinous

functions ofthe state's hermaphroditic, quasi-con-

stitutional central administrative agency would be

dispersed: Pink. Blue. Green. Very pretty chart.'

"Then, his tone turning ominous, he warned, No

part ofthe State Retirement System should ever be

under the Department ofAdministration with an

executive appointed by the governor'

'"It's dangerous waters,' he said, his volume

increasing, his intensity quickening. Enormous

amounts ofmoney are involved, and when enor-

mous amounts or money are involved, when politi-

cal appointees are involved, bad things happen.'

"He was just getting warmed up. 'Procurement

on this pretty chart is under a political appointee. It

you're looking for bad times ahead, I can tell you the

dark side ofthe moon is where you're gonna go. It

is big-time bad, it is big-time bad to have a political

appointee in charge ot procurement.'

"Mr. McLeod was gaining traction until Repub-

lican Leader Kenny Bingham pointed out that the

original half-hearted bill that the House had passed

96-13 also gave the governor procurement. At that,

the House turned back his warning, and sent a mus-

cular reform bill back to the Senate, which sent it to

conference on Wednesday.

"But this fight isn't over. Powerful Senators share

Mr. McLeod's fears, and whether the House and

Senate can reach a compromise or this bill gets left

for dead depends on whether those concerns can

be mollified.

"The fact is that Mr. McLeod is right. The plan is

dangerous.

"Democracy is dangerous."

Speaking ofdanger, 1 have Skype now and wel-

come any classmate who may wish to surprise his

unkempt class secretary before 10 p.m. PST, except

for 7-7:30

—

Jeopardy, you know...Y.

ABBOT
Anne Woolverton Oswald

7862 East Greythorn Drive

Superstition Mountain, AZ 851 18

480-374-4281

317-502-0339 (cell)

Woolvie56@gmail.com

Deborah Holbrook Winthrop sent this in

November: "What fun to read so many newsy

notes from classmates. 1 feel very remiss in not

writing sooner. I had a lovely call from Winnie

Ward saying she had just had a long chat with Jane

Tatman Walker, who was determined to nail down

my address ( 1065 Tobago Terrace, Vero Beach FL

32963) and e-mail address (dhwinthrop(<f>gmail.

com). I finally bit the bullet,' sold my Connecticut

digs, and have settled near some very good friends

in Vero Beach for the winter months. Thank

goodness 1 missed Sandy and the wrath she caused.

My Connecticut family (daughter-in-law, son, and

grandsons) weathered a week ot no electricity, etc.,

but our two married sons in California and South

Carolina were spared.

"I am concentrating on feeding and helping to

educate the poor, and attempting to hold my own in

bridge. I hope to get back to tennis doubles, but will

have to see how the hip replacement functions. I

headed to San Francisco for Christmas with young-

est son Bayard, who launched his own company

last year (American Giant), then I moved through

New York and Charleston, S.C., to visit each ot my

two other entrepreneurial children. Lite is good

and busy."

And more from Deborah in January: "I, too, am

just back (in Vero Beach) from rainy San Francisco,

where I had Christmas with my youngest son, his

wife, and my adorable 2-year-old pint-sized grand-

daughter, the first girl in our family in two genera-

tions. She is a handful and an absolute joy. The best

news is that they are expecting another baby after

trying forever so long." Deborah was expecting a

visit from all three of her boys and their families

over George Washington's birthday."

Susan Waterous Wagg reports, "We have excit-

ing news in the Wagg tamily: Son Geoff, who has

been in Philadelphia as the head of the upper school

at Episcopal Academy, is moving to Portland,

Maine, in June to become head ot the Wayntlete

School. We are thrilled for him and his family, but

also pleased that it is but a three hours' drive from

Hanover, N.H.

"Husband Tim and I spent earlyjune in England

v isiting our London daughter, watching the queen's

Jubilee celebrations, visiting museums, and doing

lots ofwalking around the city, which we love to do.

Otherwise, we are busy with our usual pursuits in

Hanover with its wealth ot things to do, including

lots ofexercise to keep us going—swimming for me

and stationary bike and tennis tor Tim.

"We both attended a lunch at Andover in

November and were very impressed with the new

head ofschool, although we will miss Barbara

Chase. The Abbot campus was lookinggood!"

Carol Kelton Ryland writes, "My son, Thane's,

children, 12 and 10, spent the summer with us while

their parents were involved with the Olympics in

London. I fractured my shoulder in September and

have been sidelined since. My big outings are to

physical therapy."

Eleanor Rulon-Miller York writes, "I left

Maine the third (ofjanuary) and it was degrees.

Florida that afternoon was 75. Sutler! 1 shall return

someday?! In January, my Ugandan tamily returned

to their home for two years. I hope to stay healthy

this winter with lots ofwalking and swimming and

easing oft the fattening food."

Louise Day Cook writes, "We had lots of fun

with kids, grands, etc.! One grandson and family,

who came from Texas, was joined by our son and

family from Flagstaff, Ariz. I love getting cards from

various classmates. That is a highlight (the only

other Abbot news I get is from your great report-

ing! ). Our 'sibling' reunion on the Outer Banks,

N.C., in October was wonderful! The five ofus

Days rented a house on the beach in Corolla, N.C.,

(known tor its lighthouse and wild horses), and

flew into and departed trom Norfolk, Va., where my

granddaughter is stationed with the USS Abraham

Lincoln. We had a guided tour ofthe carrier—from

flight deck to mess halls, and all the spots in between.

Those metal ladders are killers! I've enjoyed attend-

ing a couple of meetings ofthe Arizona Correctional

Educators (ACE) with my daughter, who is on the

board. Representatives from each county in Arizona

report on the work in their individual facilities, and

the level ofcommitment to the incarcerated youth is

very impressive."

Susan Wickham Maire e-mailed to let me know

she has stage 1 breast cancer. Her treatment will be in

Savannah, Ga. Prayers for Susie!

Happy new year from your scribe ! We have a

new address, which is now our sole residence. And a

heartfelt thanks for your quick responses to my plea

for news. Not a bad report on any schedule.

PHILLIPS

Phil Bowers

322 W. 57th St., Apt. 30F

New York NY 10019
212-581-0538

philbowers@verizon.net

Philip R. Hirsh Jr.

59 Union Run

Lexington VA 24450-6040

540-464-5202

prhjr@rockbridge.net

In character, Pete "Tank" Herrick left us last August

after an aggressive, hard-fought one-year battle with

cancer. His wife of45 years, Fran, recounted his

"last wrestling match." She particularly wants his

classmates to know that he placed extraordinary

value upon his Andover experience, especially his

grounding in lacrosse. She noted that, through his

kids and grandkids, Tank initiated a veritable lacrosse

dynasty. A daughter was an all-American at Kenyon

College. Another initiated the U.S. Naval Academy's

lacrosse program. And his son, who played at Prince-

ton, coaches lacrosse around the world. Fran invites

classmates to reach her at FranEH 1 ed(if>gmail.com.

Orrin Hein shared condolences for his fellow PA

wrestler and lacrosse comrade. He also noted that

the access road that he and 26 families shared in the

Big Sur area on the California coast collapsed in a

mudslide at the end of last year. The slide ended up

closing 20 miles ofthe famous Route 1 coast road for

nearly a week. Rocks the size ofSUVs were tossed

about like pebbles. Orrin managed to escape to his

secondary home in LA.

Alas, after more than a halt century, Vie Aces have

disbanded and will no longer play at reunions. Fear-

less leader Dan Kimball mournfully writes, "The

party's over. It's time to call it a day. It was great fun,

but it was just one ofthose things. I'll be seeing you,

in all the old familiar places, just as when we were

all Aces."
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. Peter Wells further shared (in no particular

order) that he served as the U.S. Postal Services

first marketing consultant, recently won the "oldest

contestant" title in a 1.5-mile run, moved from his

home in Darien, Conn., to a condo in New Canaan,

Conn., and continues to find occasional second-

career employment in USA Network's TV series

Royal Pains. Found in crowd scenes in the Russell

CrowebiopicABeuufi/ii/MiW, Peter confesses to

having regularly violated the movie set caste system

by ignoring the admonishment, "Don't talk to

the stars."

Guy "Robo" Robinson, Gerritt "Grabo"

Keator '57, and I met for a holiday breakfast to

solve the problems of the world. Once rectified,

I notice that such problems are now returning to

prominence again. Whereas most ofus are at the

point in our lives in which we are engaging in the

process ofdetaching ourselves from organizational

commitments, Robo is the contrarian, collecting an

array ofdisparate affiliations too numerous to name

here. In case you did not notice, Grabo is still at bat

with PAs development group while simultaneously

nurturing his menagerie oftarm animals.

In a note intelligible only to a select cabal,

Brooks Stoddard sends the following coded mes-

sage, designed to mix it up a bit: "Regarding the

true story ofthe Cinnamon Buns' performance at

the Abbot mixer ofOct. 22, 1955, 1 must write that

despite Lanny's good looks (and height), it was

the comic, elastic facial expressions and general

demeanor ot Angel' Dick Gallop that really saved

us from getting lynched. And in the spirit of full

disclosure, I seem to recall us earlier practicing

a few risque songs in the gym basement below

and that we had the good sense not to sing for the

assembled crowd upstairs. Now that would have

been a hanging!"

A propos of good-willed holiday greetings,

Frank Converse overwhelmed me once more

with his serpentine prose, a sample of which fol-

lows: "How many hours it took me to look up the

definition ofamanuensis remains my secret, but

how embarrassed am I, the beneficiary of much

priv ate education, which would include pickling

myselfin the briny distillate of the AndoverWord

List, to disclose my ignorance of this word. Unless,

ofcourse, I said to myself, the a word means chore-

boy, teamster, dog groomer, or suburban layabout, I

cannot familiarize myselfwith its euphemistic mar-

row." Methinks our actor confrere seriously needs

gainful employment.

Jim Lorenz weighed in with a note that he had

his second aneurysm repair. Yep. It's patch, patch,

patch. William Wilson notes that he finally gave

up waterskiing two years ago when he tore his right

bicep, but that his fellow-surgeon wife, Julie, still hits

the boards every day. What does a retired waterskier

of74 years do? Why, he takes up golf—out ofthe

frying pan into the fire for Bill.

"Low key" is nowJoel Murphy's life—mundane

and unspectacular, he says. That characterization

includes arguing in divorce court and land-use

proceedings, traversing the lakes ofnorthern New

Jersey in his 26-foot motorboat, golfing, and grand-

fathering five grandchildren all in their teens or

older. To Joel, it is the good lite— active, rewarding,

and filled with friends. To me, it sounds great.

Garland Lasater wistfully notes that when

his wife, Mollie Lupe Lasater '56 s, term on PAs

Board ofTrustees expires, the Class of'56 will

no longer have a presence there after decades of

representation with the likes ofBetsy Parker Powell

and Oscar Tang. It has been a good run, and we

are proud of our classmates. Bravo. And thanks.

Oarsmen Lasater and Tang helped launch the new

William H. Brown Boathouse in May, a year ago.

When you read this column, more than a dozen

classmates plus another dozen of their spouses and

friends will have been hosted to a week of touring

in Berlin underJulian Herrey's planning and guid-

ance in his adopted hometown. My co-secretary,

Philip Hirsh, and eminencegrisejim Taylor

handled the planning on this side of the Atlantic. If

we're lucky, we'll have a report on the proceedings

in this magazine's next issue.

Go to YouTube and key in "David Paresky"

for a stunning, refreshing, and moving video

tribute to parents, Andover, Williams College,

wife Linda, and eternal values. You will be proud

of your classmate, (http: / /www.youtube.com/

watch?v=Nz9Cp2yIXF4)

If you have news you would like to share with

your classmates, contact either ot the two Phils.

Ifyou are not receiving our infrequent and news-

worthy e-mails, and would like to, send either Phil

your e-mail address. We promise not to abuse the

privilege.—The Other Phil... (Bowers)

1957

ABBOT
Anne Boswell

5 Choate Road

Hanover NH 03755-1701

603-643-5043

aboswell@valley.net

Lucinda "Lulu" Cutler

267 Legend Hill Road

Madison CT 06443-1881

203-779-5859

lucindacutler@gmail.com

Anne Luquer Boswell hopes for incoming news

from classmates and adds the following brief report

for the Class of 1957: "I am planning to go early in

February 2013 to Singapore and thence to Vietnam

with my elder son, Tom, his wife, Margaret, and

their two teenage grandchildren. Margaret's family

has supported a Vietnamese orphanage tor many

years. I am eager to see it. The beauty ofVietnam's

landscape and the recollection ofwar there will

make the journey extraordinary. I think ofthe

people ofthat country as remarkably resilient and

forgiving. My son was only 3 years old when the Tet

Offensive began in 1968. No one in my immediate

family was involved, yet the war weighs on my mind

as the years go by. My neighbor passes on quantities

of information designed to help veterans ofthat war.

Acquaintances of all ages talk of its effect on our

nation and its policies.A young Vietnamese gradu-

ate student tells me that the Perfume River, which

runs through the city of Hue, got its name from the

scent ofapricots that flowered on its banks each

year at the start ot the autumnal moon festivals.

Perhaps memories ot those orchards and blooms

will help us to protect and love."

From your co-class secretary Lucinda "Lulu"

Cutler: "I send best wishes from Vero Beach, Fla.,

where I am spending the winter until May 1 . 1 am

enjoying pool aerobics, art lessons, concerts, family

visits, and a church I love. I am looking forward to

an area luncheon for Abbot-Andover alumnae on

Feb. 25. Anne and 1 love receiving your news. Please

keep it coming. Love."—Lulu and Anne

PHILLIPS

Stephen C. Trivers

151 South Rose St., Suite 61 1

Kalamazoo Ml 49007
269-385-2757

Stephen@StephenTrivers.com

Gregory Wierzynski

4426 Klingle St., NW
Washington DC 20016
202-686-9104

gregor@wierzynski.com

The Mayans were wrong. The world didn't end in

2012.Judging from Christmas letters that reached

us, the Class of '57 is trucking along resolutely. In his

letter,John Hansman celebrates the publication

—and rave reviews—ofhis wife's book, Finding

Your Style in Pastel, a two-year labor of love that

summarizes her artistic and teaching experience

in that medium. Take a look at jeanhirons.com.

John spent most of his career as an urban planner

for Montgomery County, in southern Maryland.

Retired since 1994, he devotes much ofhis time

nurturing new ministers at his Unitarian church.

Diane and Phil Olsson gathered their three

daughters, son, son-in-law, and grandson, along

with uncles and cousins at their Washington, D.C.,

home for Christmas. "The year 2012 has been good

to us," Phil writes. A travel highlight was a bicycle

trip across Portugal in October.

"I've worked all year to help the Harvard Library

recover from the financial crisis. I also do what I

can to assist the New York Public Library," Robert

Darnton writes in his Christmas letter. "I devote

most ofmy remaining time to the cause that moves

me most, the Digital Public Library ot America"

(see story, page 42). When fully built out, the

DPLA will make available online the country's

cultural heritage, free of charge to everyone within

range ofthe Internet. Bob was awarded the National

Humanities Medal by President Obama last year.

This year, Bob and George Whitesides were
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recipients ot the Claude Moore Fuess Award, PA's

highest honor. George, a Harvard chemist, was

recognized, the press release notes, for his work

toward a science "driven not by capitalism, but by

the needs ot the people (see story, page 43).

For Cynthia and Dick Guthrie. 2012 was a

year ot family reunions, a nostalgic return to Paris,

a river cruise in Provence, assaults on wilderness

peaks—and literary pursuit. Dick is polishing up

his Vietnam W ar memoir, Gone to Soldiers, Every

One. The story celebrates the men ofCompany B,

the infantry unit Dick led in 196~-68, and follows

them to the present day. "Coming out ofthe rice

paddies, each ot these soldiers lugged a duffle bag

stutied with nightmares," he writes.

"Oh, what a year!" That s how Rod Parke, a

32-year resident ot Seattle, sums up his move from

the busy and bright city to the sylvan quiet of

VVhidbey Island, some 30 miles to the north. "We're

eagerly decorating our new home—and figuring

out how to garden while surrounded by deer, rab-

bits, and other wondertul creatures." As I write this,

Rod and his longtime partner, Dale, were thinking

ot getting hitched, now that the state legislature has

allowed it.

Jim Cook reports that, sadly, the sputtering

economy forced him to close the family lumber

business that he and Jill, his wife, operated for nearly

40 years in their hometown ofMt. Pleasant, Pa.

Meanwhile, he's been downsizing, selling properties

accumulated over the years—a Virginia horse farm,

plus houses that Jim. an architect, designed in the

Bahamas and Northwest Ontario.

Tom Bissinger celebrated the winter solstice in

a "sweat lodge"— a Native American ritual in which

20 or so people gather in a tarp-covered dome and

sit around an open pit tilled with hot rocks. Water is

poured over the rocks, and as steam rises and heats

the space, the participants pray and purify. The pro-

cess is repeated tor each quadrant ot the compass.

Tom is also writing a two-part autobiography. 77jt

Fun House, i939- 19~S. chronicles "the years about

doing." Hie second part will be more about "being,

he says.

John Austin organized another ot what he mod-

estly calls opera parties, this time a production of

Beethoven's Fulelio. The cast was ofCecil B. DeMille

dimensions: 89 performers, includingjim Stewart,

I *e and Tom Terry, Brian Pendleton and wife

Susan Stein, plus Abbot s Miriam "Mimi" Ganem

Reeder
'57.John, as usual, played double bass in

the orchestra. The performance was held only five

days after Hurricane Sandy, investing the opera's

message ot triumph over adversity with special

meaning. At the end, everyone was glowing with

joy, John writes.

Bill Sikkenga has the good fortune ofhaving his

three children and their families close by. All live in

Ann Arbor, Mich. There are six grandchildren, and

Bill and Sheila, his wile, take each one on a cruise

when they turn 12. Last year they did the Eastern

Mediterranean. Bill figures he'll be 80 when the

voungest grandchild reaches cruise age.

Albert Arkic Koehl writes. "In my quest to be

a '57 pioneer, am I perhaps the first in the class to

enter a retirement community? My wife, Ruth's,

illness has prompted the move. In September,

we entered Arcadia, a wonderful continuing care

facility right in Honolulu, across from Malcolm

"Nappy " MacNaughtons and Barry Obama's old

school, Punahou."

Having run out ot shelt space, Bill Sterling

engaged in the melancholy task ofwhittling down

his book collection: "The process ot deciding what

books to keep and what to let go is challenging and

brings me hard up against the realities ofmortality

and the choices I face in determining how to spend

the time remaining to me. The challenge arises

each time I ask myselt: is this a book I wish to read

or reread: If not, what earthly reason is there for

keeping it? Vainglory perhaps—a visitor might see

the title on a bookshelfand think the better ofme
tor owning the book? Or is the book suitable for a

bequest? Or am I deceiving myself in thinking if I

ever get to the writing I have in mind, might not the

book be a resource? Clinging, hanging on beyond

what is timely and appropriate, is pandemic in

this territory."

Leo Ullman has penned a moving memoir.

Some ot the most poignant parts describe his child-

hood in Nazi-occupied Holland, when as a toddler

he was hidden by "war parents," who were, in fact,

strangers who cared tor him not knowing who he

was and who faced execution it the)' were discov-

ered harboring aJew. Leo has given generously

to Andover, helping to fund community and

multicultural development programs, which

include lectures, known as the Ullman Lectures,

on the evils ot intolerance. In lanuary, Leo delivered

one these lectures at PA, fittingly on Holocaust

Remembrance Day (see story, page 44). — Greg

1958

55th REUNION
June 14-16, 2013

ABBOT
Parry Ellice Adam
33 Pleasant Run Road

Flemington NJ 08822-7109
908-782-3754

peaba@comcast. net

PHILLIPS

Dermod O. Sullivan

Morgan Stanley Smith Barney

590 Madison Ave., 1 1th Floor

New York NY 10022
800-468-0019

dermod.o.sullivan@mssb.com

Bill Stiles, ever occupied raising money for

Andover, has found news for the column, at least.

Bill reports that Riccardo "Rjc" Boehm has

opened a specialty antiques shop in Palm Beach,

Fla. According to its website, the shop specializes in

vintage 20th-century furniture, lighting, painting

and decorative objects, featuring Scandinavian

designers. Ric's merchandise is also represented

on eBay. You can find his store on Google under

"Riccardo Boehm" and click the link to eBay for

his merchandise.

Bill's canvassing prompted me to call Dane

Smith. At the end of2010, Dane, who was teaching

courses on peace-building and African politics at

American University and Shepherd University,

was named senior advisor for Darfur at the State

Department, some 12 years after his retirement

from the Foreign Service. Throughout 2011 and

2012, he made 18 trips to the region, including a

dozen into Darfur, Sudan's far west region. He met

with Darturi rebel leaders, Sudanese government

officials, Darturi refugees in Chad, displaced per-

sons in a dozen camps in the region, civil society

and human rights activists, plus U.N. and African

Union peacekeepers and senior representatives.

Although a peace agreement between the govern-

ment and an important armed movement was

signed in 2011 in Doha, Qatar, implementation has

been disappointingly slow, and the people of Darfur

still await justice. Now Dane is back working in aca-

demia and with several international NGOs.

Bill also reports that Frank Morse, his home-

town buddy from Swampscott, Mass., has become

commodore ot Eastern Yacht Club. Bill and Frank,

along with Tom Welch, went to grammar school

and junior high together, before reuniting at Ando-

ver. He has been a member ofEastern for more

than 50 years, joining in college as a junior member

when his parents were tull members. He started

with sailboats (Lightnings) and moved up to inter-

national class. For the last 10 years, he has been into

powerboating. Frank's daughter Amy '89 went to

Andover, and his son Chris is a surgeon on staff at

Mass General. Frank had knee surgery in October

yet was planning to be on the slopes in January.

Bill reports that he saw the following PA

classmates at their Harvard 50th reunion: Gil

Bam lord Malcolm Salter, Maarten Henkes,

Ric Boehm, Frank Hammond, Ted Bailey. John

Rockwell. Mac ( .onion Geoffrey Movius. Peter

Bicnstock. Dane Smith, and Gil Douglass.

I have an extensive e-mail list that reaches about

165 ot you. Those on that list received a wonderful

retrospective from Lawrence I aw i \ ( bickering

who described his many ski vacations in Utah with
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Milton Friedman and William F. Buckley. For 18

years, they convened regularly for one week inJanu-

ary. The recollection is worth reading (or reread-

ing), and 1 would be happy to mail a hard copy or

resend the e-mail to those interested.

Lawry is a social entrepreneur and writerwho

designs and implements civil society strategies in

public policy. He is founder and president ofEdu-

cate Girls Globally (EGG), which has developed

a powerful program for promoting girls' educa-

tion and empowering traditional communities by

reforming government schools, partnering with the

government ofthe very tribal state ofRajasthan in

India. He is the author ofseveral books, and he has

concentrated his recent writing on the uses of civil

society in foreign policy and, more specifically, in

counterinsurgency warfare.

Ed Simon replied to my e-mail about Lawry as

follows: "I'm still coaching (50 years in a row), hav-

ing returned part time to Episcopal High School of

Virginia in Alexandria. Coaching football and track

and field, and tutoring math on the side, is much

nicer than the hectic pace ofa full-time boarding

school job."

I also sent to my class list airplane pictures

provided by Phil Makanna. Bruce Kaplan

responded, "I very much appreciate your postings,

especially when you forward pictures from Phil. In

our senior year, we had the distinction ofrooming

on the third floor ofHardy House, which I have

now decided should be referred to as Hardy House

Heights. I so admire how Phil has taken his inter-

est in photography to ever-increasing, impressive

heights over the years. Incidentally, in chatting with

Marshall Cloyd, I learned that Phil had taken up

crew in college and stroked the varsity shell."

Bruce continues, "That is very much in my mind

because I'm ready to make a contribution to the

William H. Brown Boathouse. I am doubly pleased

to help honor him, as he was both my housemaster

in Bishop North as well as my crew coach, even

though I showed no aptitude lor it. I just had a

long conversation withJohn Cooper. He is quite

the enthusiastic aviator and proudly pilots a twin

engine Beechcraft Aero Commander (I hope I got

that right). Wife Janet and I had the pleasure of

visitingJohn and Tina in Scottsdale, Ariz., in April,

and seeing his beautifully maintained airplane in his

private hanger adjoining his offices."

Classmates, you will get this magazine (I'm

writing this in mid-January) just before our 55th

Reunion. The class is arranging golfand fishing,

and Sally and Winthrop Orgera have committed

to be on the first tee. Winthrop replies, "We would

love to play. I try not to miss a day. Sally's and my

health are fine. I just lost my mom at 95 years old in

September, but, on the other hand, we just became

grandparents again in November. We now have

five girls and one boy. Two daughters are in Dallas,

where we spend a fair amount oftime.

"We live in a golfcourse community in SanJuan

Capistrano, Calif, probably the best golfing weather

in the country. We just spent five days in the desert

and had a wonderful time. It was 80 degrees with

no wind. We also spent a week in Kauai, Hawaii,

in September and played all seven courses there.

Looking forward to the 55th."

ManchesterWheeler reports that he was

inducted into the Maine Sports Hall ofFame on

May 5, 2012, at the Augusta Civic Center. The

citation read, "Manchester H. Wheeler—A two-

way standout at quarterback and safety at the

University ofMaine 1958-1961, Wheeler led the

Black Bears in total offense in his junior and senior

years. In his final season, Wheeler averaged 10.09

yards per carry. Drafted by the Buffalo Bills ofthe

American Football League, he also played for the

Boston Patriots."

1959

ABBOT
Nathalie Taft Andrews

2407 Ransdell Ave.

Louisville KY 40204
502-459-5715

dulcie@iglou.com

Frances "Eve" Hooper Dalmolen is as busy as a

beaver with volunteer work, grandchildren, and

travel. Her pace would be difficult for most. She is

president ofCape Cod Opera, sits on the board

ofPleasant Bay Community Boating, is a docent

at the Chatham Marconi Maritime Center, and

is a member ofthe Chatham Democratic Town

Committee. Active in the Friends and Gardeners

Club, she also bikes and hikes with the Newcomers

group and paddles a kayak throughout summer.

Recent travels included the Amazon and Galapagos

Islands, Costa Rica, Laos, Vietnam, and Cambodia,

as well as Spain, Portugal, and Madeira. In March,

she was planning for a monthlong trip to Australia,

New Zealand, and the Fiji islands.

Eve's sons, Hans and Piet, live on opposite sides

ofthe country, yet synchronize summer vacations

on Cape Cod in Massachusetts, so granddaughter

Samantha, 4, can get to know her cousin Van, 21/2.

Eve celebrates two Christmases: St. Nicholas, the

Dutch Christmas, in California with Piet and his

family, and Dec. 25, in New York with Hans and

his family.

Eve again invites classmates to visit her at the

Cape: "Walk to the end ofmy street and there is a

mile-long beach on Nantucket Sound with all kinds

oftreasures from the sea."

Check out Marilynn Fairfax's and Perry

Munson's blog for pictures and a personal view ofa

recent European trip (munsonandfairfax.blogspot.

com). The blog gives a wonderful peak into

Marilynn's life. Marilynn first visited Sicily 45 years

ago, and on this trip found improved roads with

fewer sheep and goats herded on them and classic

Sicilian carts now confined to museums. Marilynn

remarks about western Sicily: "It is fascinating, and

many things are older than in the rest of Italy. The

big events include the Crusades rather than the

Renaissance, and the early dates are BC instead of

AD." Marilynn continues to work full time as a clini-

cal pathologist at Detroit Medical Center. All three

kids, two adopted in later life, have made it through

college. Marilynn is still skiing and hiking.

Elizabeth Kellogg Morse writes, All is going

well here in Providence, R.I. Apart from an occa-

sional conference presentation on learning games, I

really seem to be retired and can admit to enjoying

more local events as well as more travel. Last fall we

were thrilled to hike the ancient Inca Trail to Machu

Picchu, and next fall we're joining a wilderness

travel group in Myanmar. Life is good!"

Last fall, Ann Morris Stack and husband Chris

biked Manhattan from the uppermost tip to Battery

Park, where they saw the effects ofclimate change,

the damage from Hurricane Sandy, and the slow

recovery in their son's neighborhood. Then for

Christmas, they went to Paris for 10 "perfect" days

with more bike rides. Each morning they took a

different route with their marvelous guide: biking

on small streets, grand boulevards, and past iconic

landmarks. They even rode to Versailles, enjoyed

lunch, and came back to Paris by train. With friends

living in Paris, they listened to classical music in his-

toric spaces and revered French food and wine and

the ambience of "this most aesthetic and historic of

cities." Ann says she is "particularly grateful for my

small and extended family, our friends, our health,

and the continued leadership ofPresident Obama,

who said in his first inaugural address 'giving our

all to a difficult task is the price and the promise of

citizenship.' My resolve is to remain engaged in the

task ofbeing a citizen ofthe United States and to

return to Paris."

Deborah Hayes Gillette writes, "I have entered

the realm ofbesotted grandmotherdom. Apart from

gushing ad nauseam over my almost 18-month-

old Lunja and spending minor fortunes on trendy

clothes for her, I have finally gotten around to some

domestic improvement in Italy. I remember being

horrified when I read in Freya Stark's memoir

Traveller's Prelude (a fine book, by the way) that

she was abandoning her vineyard in Liguria, Italy,

and starting afresh building a brand new house in

Veneto, Italy, at the impossibly ancient age of70.

Why bother, I wondered. Well, I, too, have finally

abandoned my vineyard (have to admit that what

wine I made from the few bunches ofgrapes left by

wild boar, foxes, badgers, songbirds, and, recently,

voracious roebuck was unfailingly awful). But,

above all, because of my precious little grandperson,

paint that had been peeling offceilings and beams

for about 35 years has been scraped away (by a pro-

fessional) so that now spanking white paint makes

a uniform surface where no spiders or scorpions

can lurk. I am finally getting around to putting an

inside staircase between the two floors as well as

reconverting a tumbledown tractor shed and wine

cellar into habitable spaces. At age 70 yet! No longer

will I need an umbrella to go from the kitchen to the

dining room. Cheers all around.
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David Othmer

4220 Spruce St.

Philadelphia PA 19104
215-387-7824

davidothmer@aol.com

So we'll get to the New Year's resolutions. But first,

age and retirement seem to have done wonders tor

the heretofore hidden writer within. In addition to

Jim Hayman's Detective Michael McCabe Myster-

ies, here are two more:

Who knew that John Briley, a retired pediatri-

cian who's lived tor decades with his family on

Maui, Hawaii, had secretly been writing not one

but two series of children's books between well

and sick baby appointments. Sitting on shelves in

various stages ofcompletion, Seafoam Wavefollower

(a series of three) and Green Dragon (a series of

six) are being released as |ohn polishes them and

are sold by Amazon as electronic books. The price

is right ( S2.99), and the reviews are great. Search

Amazon.com tot seafoam wavefollower.

Far from Maui, Chris Costanzo is doing the

final edits on his book about his life as a covert

agent in the Central Intelligence Agency. Chris

writes, "I wrote my book because, while many peo-

ple have written about our clandestine intelligence

bureaucracy, tew have tackled its concomitant

atmosphere, corporate culture, or mentality (warts

and all). My book tells what it was like to be a young

careerist in clandestine operations and then to rise

through the ranks. 1 also delve somewhat into the

art of clandestine operations.

"Near the end of 2012, 1 submitted the book to

the agency for review to ensure that I didn't reveal

anything classified. They have asked tor a few

changes, which I think are reasonable, and they

rejected three chapters, which 1 am now rewriting.''

Chris expected a final OK in February, after which

he'll decide how to peddle the book. Chris adds,

I ast \ ear my wife, Margaret, and 1 left Vermont and

bought a house in Henniker, N.H., a tew minutes

from our daughter Catherine Costanzo '89. After

publishing the book, I plan to veg out for the rest of

my days, doing only what I please."

On the resolution front, I had two spirited

exchanges w ith John Charlton and Luke

Fichthorn, both inspired by my crack about my

resolution not to feel sorry for those of us earning

over $450,000. As many of you know,John and

Luke are both extremely articulate, intelligent,

witty and dedicated conservatives; 1 won't bore you

all with the details of the exchanges because they

were pretty predictable, on both sides of the politi-

cal divide, 1 have to admit. Let's just say that |ohn

isn't moving to France anytime soon, and Luke is

enjoying life in V'ero Beach, Fla., despite the fact that

the ["lodgers no longer grace that delightful town

each spring.

Quinn Rosefskys daughter Anna is expecting

Sophie, their first grandchild soon, and Quinn's

resolution is to send in a winning caption for the

New Yorker magazine's weekly cartoon caption con-

test. Keep your eyes peeled!

George Steers was pondering the end ofthe

world. He believes that the mainstream press has

been not only wrong, but also extremely lazy

—

as to the Mayan calendar, for example, and that

rapture guy. He asks if anyone checked to see how

many Mayans are still alive? A good question, and

the answer is undeniably a tiny, tiny traction of

the many millions ofMayans who lived when that

prophetic calendar was carved in rock. Perhaps the

Mayan calendar wasn't that far off, after all. And as

to the end-of-the-world-by-rapture, George adds,

"Just because pastor what s-his-name and his flock

were not among the chosen does not mean he had

the date wrong. What if some remote, impover-

ished village in Southeast Asia or the Solomon

Islands (now there is a possibility) with the requisite

number of deserving souls had simply vanished

on the appointed day? No one would have known

for weeks, and by that time the media would have

moved on and no one would make the connection."

So are you ready? George says, "My New Year's

resolution is to make a concerted effort to avoid

lumping to conclusions. 1 see that as both a positive

and an achievable goal. I have the requisite skills at

procrastination, and I haven't had the urge to jump

anywhere for years."

Which, ofcourse, will remind everyone ofthe

Jan. 15, 2013, article in the New York Times science

section about procrastination. The article sum-

marized the wisdom of Sir Francis Bacon, Robert

Benchley, Raymond Chandler, and tenured (of

course
! ) professors at Stanford, the University of

Calgary, and Florida State, and said that the way to

procrastinate successfully and productively is to

make a to-do list: put a couple of difficult tasks at

the top and some less difficult ones on the bottom.

So, if you really need to clean the garage and paint

the guest room, put them as numbers tour and five,

under find a cure tor cancer, stop global warm-

ing, and double the approval rating of Congress to

18 percent. It's amazing how fast the garage will be

cleaned and the guest room painted!

Start thinking aboutJune 13, 2014, and block off

some time to come back to PA for our 55th. (That's

just about 375 days from the time you get these

notes.) It'll be great!

[Editor's note: John R. Cox passed away on

Dec. 18, 2012. Please see his obituary in the

In Memoriam section.]

1960

ABBOT
Lynne Furneaux Clark

P.O. Box 1087

Manchester Center VT 05255-1 087
802-362-1744

puffinplace@aol.com

PHILLIPS

Dick Bourne

1 503 McDermott Road

Pylesville MD 21 132

410-836-1 100

rbourne@ubalt.edu

www. 1 960pa.com

My wife, Anne, and 1 have just put away the

Christmas decorations after a holiday full of

relatives and too much food. One ofthe virtues ot

being class secretary is the number ot holiday cards

you get from old friends and classmates. Some are

quite newsy.

From England, Handley Stevens and wife

Anne write that grandchildren continue to arrive

(their fourth, Stella, was born in October 2012)

and give them plenty to do. Handley is still singing,

though he stepped down in tall 2012 from the Bach

choir after a season in which he sang Britten's War

Requiem, which he first sang with the choir in the

1964-65 season. He is continuing to teach a bit,

visiting a summer school in Norway to teach about

European transportation policies. He and Anne

managed four short vacations: to Madeira, Portu-

gal; Alsace, France; along Offa's Dyke, U.K.; and a

bit of sightseeing in Cordoba and Seville, Spain.

Mike Burlingame and friend Lois took an

eight-day musical tour in southern Tuscany, Italy,

with friends from Springfield, III., exploring hill

towns by day and attending concerts in the late

afternoons and evenings. They bracketed the trip

with a short visit to Lugano, Switzerland, to visit

Lois's daughter and her family, and short sojourns

to some of Italy 's finest— Rome, Florence, Viareg-

gio, and Lucca. Mike brushed up his Italian tor the

trip and tried it out at a restaurant in Lucca, the

birthplace of Puccini, ordering funglu puecim (rather

than porcitti). The waiter greeted his pun with a

distinct roll ot his eyes.

Allen Ward claims he is retired, but he contin-

ues to teach and write (he sent oft the text for the

sixth edition ot his A History of the Roman People in

September 2012). "The second semester," he writes,

"was one ofthe most enjoyable that I can remember

in 45 years of teaching." He found his Greek history

course students lively and engaged, but was most

excited by the way his advanced Latin class on

Lucretius went ("an absolute joy"). "Ofcourse the

subject matter— the nature ofthe universe, sex, life,

and death— [helped] generate much discussion."

A] and wife Carol were too busy to travel much, he
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said, but they did get in a couple ofshort visits in

2012 to Providence and Newport, R.I. (where he

saw old friends from Brown and visited the Elms

and the Breakers on Memorial Day weekend), a

trip to Lake George in New York, and a trip to the

Hudson Valley, NY., in mid-July.

Dayton Datlowe has finally retired after 36

years with Lockheed Martin, and he and wife Karen

McCaffrey Datlowe '60 have moved from Palo

Alto, Calif, to East Sandwich, Mass., to be closer to

their grandchild.

JeremyWood continues to alternate between

staying near home in Massachusetts and galavant-

ing across the country to visit his children and

grandkids. Recently, he has been showering me

with reports of the artistic successes ofhis son

Jonas, whose recent works have received accolades

from showings in venues far flung from his home in

LA, including London, NYC, and Miami Beach.

Jerry had breakfast with Tom Campion in

Boston in November. Tom told Jerry a harrowing

tale involving a biking accident his wife, Ellen, had

near Siena, Italy, on Sept. 12, 2013. Tom says the

helmet saved her life. Ellen suffered a severe head

injury and was taken to a trauma center in Siena,

where she was hospitalized for three weeks (includ-

ing a weeklong drug-induced coma to help reduce

swelling on the brain). Tom got a real-life chance to

brush up his Italian language skills so he could com-

municate with the doctors. The good news is that

she received great care, and Tom reports that, as this

goes off to the alumni office in earlyJanuary 2013,

Ellen is practically fully recovered, though she will

have to lay offskiing for a year or so and may forego

the bicycle for a while, too.

In December, I had lunch in Reston, Va., with

Andy Combe. Andy spent the fall traveling around

the world on Navy and Naval Academy business,

closing out the fall with a successful trek to the

Army-Navy game.

Al Fox sent me a missive fromJennifer Barton,

widow ofclassmateJoseph Barton, whichJen-

niter had sent Al on the 10th anniversary ofJoe's

death. The note reported the successesJennifer

and friends ofJoe have had with a memorial fund

created a decade ago inJoe's name, which is aimed

at providing educational opportunities for poor

but bright and hardworking students in Colombia.

The fund has assisted individual beneficiaries to

become doctors, architects, and economists and

has helped build a primary/secondary school for

children living in a bad area in need ofsome sort

ofeducational facility. Jennifer's e-mail address is

jenjoe(S)hotmail.com.

As Al recently reminded me, several members

ofour class tried to create a method, separate from

simply giving to the Andover Fund, to contribute to

a class gift at the time ofour 50th Reunion in 2010.

Despite the fact that it has not been well advertised,

the fund—called the Class of 1960 Scholarship

Fund—now contains more than $50,000. Once it

surpasses $ 100,000, Al tells me that our class will be

able to get the school formally to recognize it and

give us the power to guide how it is to be organized

and distributed to help future Andover students.

Tony Lee noted what a heck of a job our class,

with a friendly nudge from Bill Sherman, has been

doing in contributing to the Andover Fund and the

capital needs ofthe school. Tony pointed out that

December 201
2

's BLUEprint indicated our class has

given the school $946,082, making it the third most

generous class among all the nonreunion classes

from 1950 to 1970. Kudos are particularly owed to

Bill, whose many letters and phone calls have led

us to several 51 percent donation years and has him

shooting for a 55 percent goal in the near future.

ABBOT
Carolyn "Cally" Butler Dow
44 Spruce Street

Portland ME 04102
207-899-4178

Callydow365@gmail.com

Sybil P. Smith is planning to retire after many years

as executive director of the Division of Graduate

Professional Studies at Brandeis University. She

and her husband, Don, continue to be active in

Wellesley, Mass.'s Village Church, participating in

programs on understanding spiritual vocation and

prayer. Their trip to London to visit their daughter

Jennifer H. Smith '89 also included an excursion

into the Scottish Highlands and around Loch

Lomond, Scotland. The MET opera, Handel and

Haydn Society concerts, and Huntington Theatre

in Boston continue to be "weekend delights." "We

both continue relatively fit and healthy,'' she says.

(No wonder, with such an active life and all that

enriching culture!)

Jane Paffard Nichols sends news that she is

moving to Seattle. "I've got work out there," she says,

"as I'm directing two shows this summer, one at the

Intiman Theatre and one at a small theatre called

the Washington Ensemble Theatre. But it is, of

course, for my kids and grandkids that I am moving.

I'm terrified, daunted, and slightly nauseated at the

prospect of leaving the East Coast. But I think it is

the right thing to do now."

Andrea Lynch Cole says, "My husband, Carl-

ton, and I are taking a vacation trip to NYCJan.

16-23 to visit friends from Miami living there and

to see many ofthe wonderful exhibitions at the

Met, Frick, and Morgan. Our impetus for the trip is

to hear a lecture a friend is delivering to the Ameri-

can Friends of the Louvre.We will see The Heiress

starringjessica Chastain, as well as Dan Stevens of

Downton Abbey fame."

And from Eugene, Ore.,Judy Draper Cottrell

writes, "I just celebrated my 69th birthday and am

laughing at myselffor all the 'old lady' traits that I

seem increasingly, and unbidden, to take on, to wit:

I've now got photos offamily (especially my two

enchantress granddaughters) all over the place in

the house and have become a true crossword puzzle

addict. Images from the past appear in my brain

oftheir own volition (I found myselfsinging "O

Abbot, O Abbot, to you we lift our voices high" on

my walk the other day!). I nod off after dinner, don't

much like driving at night any more, can't sustain

heated political debates with same enthusiasm as in

times past, need physical therapy to stave off (hope-

fully indefinitely) having my hip replaced, and find

that I tire more easily. My life continues, by choice,

to be a very quietly lived one, except during family

visits. What moves me and gives me joy on a daily

basis is my ever-increasing love of all nature's beau-

ties that surround me, the meaningfulness ofeach

season, my family, the remarkably good Eugene

Symphony, daily walks with my beloved dog Tip-

per, sporadic playing with color and painting, and

a constant counting ofall the many blessings that I

am gifted with enjoying."

And blessings are those little (and big) things I,

too, count these days. I am approaching the aston-

ishing age of70. It's a big deal really, and I'm plan-

ning a huge celebration. Despite those pesky little

joint aches and "senior moments," I am relatively

healthy and active. My three grandchildren con-

tinue to give me great joy. I spend a good part ot my

summers in Downeast Maine at my family cottage

on Penobscot Bay. I still feel passionate about clay.

And most recently I have been enjoying doing some

"cooking without borders"—where alchemy meets

imagination. Recipe? What recipe?

PHILLIPS

Paul Kalkstein

42 Doubling Point Road

Arrowsic ME 04530
207-443-5675

pkalkstein@gmail.com

In September, Dave Hannon attended the

dedication ofthe newAndover boathouse, named

for Bill Brown. He writes, "David Kirk and Clint

Kendrick were also there. I missed Edmund "Ned"

Cabot's presence. He was our cox. After the event,

which I thought was great, I called Tom Pollock

and Geoffrey Gratwick to tell them about it.

[Wife] Fay and I visited with Tom and wife Helen in

April and stay in touch. Geoffwas busy at his cam-

paign. He will be rowing in a single in the Head ot

the Charles Regatta this weekend. We look forward

to seeing him and wife Lucy and hearing about his

campaign for state senator. I know that he and Lucy

are greatly respected in the Bangor, Maine, area for

their public service.

"The new boathouse has a spectacular site, on

the opposite bank ofthe river and upstream from

the old boathouse. Tire building, a recycled truck

dealership, is practical but attractive. I commend the

school and its donors for making this investment

in the rowing program. The ceremony evidenced

that the rowing program has had strong support

from more recent, as well as present, classes. I

spoke to the architect andJohn Born '63, the

structural engineer.
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"I was somewhat surprised by how positive I felt,

because I am usually not a supporter ot large invest-

ments in athletic facilities. The program started

in 1956 when Bill Brown got donations of three

old (and heavy) shells from three colleges. The

boathouse was a primitive metal shell, which often

flooded in the spring. 1 did not mind. Our coaches

also included Sim Hyde '37 and Phil duBois (who

was invited, but I did not see him)." Thanks, Dave.

Crew at Andover is something special.

While we are on the subject of oarsmen, in

November I reported on the listserv that Geoff

Gratwick had won his contest tor the state senate in

Maine. It was a marquee battle in our state, featuring

a record amount of outside money spent to influ-

ence results and some apparent skulduggery on the

part ofGeofl s Republican opponent, as reported in

the Bangor Dadv News.

Tom Pollock e-mailed me this after the election:

"Geoffwas Mr. Pure. Several classmates tried to

contribute to his campaign and he said, No outside

contributions, but thank you. It was all homespun.

His wife, Lucy, was a campaign trooper. His oppo-

nent, the incumbent, seriously violated campaign

funding ethics. [As reported on the class listserv]

some ofGeoff s supporters then began personal

attacks, and Geoff told them to knock it off' that

this campaign was about issues not personalities."

Tom quoted Geoff s Facebook post from

right before the election: "Monday morning one

of my supporters was kind enough to call me to

report that there were a large number of anti-Nichi

[Geoff 's opponent was incumbent Nichi Farnham]

signs opposite Nichi's house in Fairmount Park,

Maine. When I saw them, I thought they were inap-

propriate, uncalled for, and offensive. I removed

them personally. We need to be talking about ideas

and issues, not engaging in personal attacks." Tom

adds, "Talk about being proud ot a classmate!"

Indeed.

The service for Ned Cabot in the Memorial Cha-

pel at Harvard in late October was well attended by

our class. Dave Hannon later e-mailed the memo-

rial program to members of the listserv.

Sentient readers perhaps observe that our class

notes tor this issue were supplied by Dave Hannon

and Tom Pollock. Without their generosity and

concern tor our class, there would be no news of

PA '61 in this issue. For the next issue, the notes

will feature the clever sayings ot my grandchildren,

unless I hear from some ot you. So send me an

e-mail or a postcard.

1962
ABBOT
Kathrin Krakauer

405A Ridgefield Circle

Clinton MA 01510
978-368-3348

kakrakauer@comcast.net

PHILLIPS

Vic Obninsky

21453 Shainsky Road

Sonoma CA 95476-8412

707-935-7422

707-925-73 1 (Fax)

vpobninsky@comcast.net

It 's a very cold January here in Sonoma, Calif. There

has been lots ot rain and even a little snow. Night

temperatures are below freezing; the place I walk

with Lexi has mini-hockey rinks in the runoffs

along the rural roads. When the sun comes out,

it reminds me ot the cold winter sun at school in

that it provides light without warmth. Winter at

Andover was never my favorite season, except tor

snow fights and playing in the snow. I remember

we built a wonder slide out of Andy Goodwin and

Bill Bacon's room on the second floor ot Bancroft

our lower year. We slid as tar as we could, using

pilfered Commons trays as bobsleds.

One of my favorite Christmas cards I ever

received was from Ed Grew and wite Priscilla, who

stood at the Reunion for her husband. Our class is

amazingly diverse; this is when "diverse" connoted

nothing other than a great variety ofcomponents.

We now have a new entry in our diversity list.

Here is an excerpt trom their card: "In 2012, (Ed)'s

lifelong dream came true—two new minerals were

named in his honor! Two Russian mineralogists,

who have worked with him for 20 years at the Uni-

versity of Silesia, have discovered two minerals new

to science. One is named edgrewite and the other

hydroxkdgrewite. They were found in a caldera near

Mt. Elbrus in the Caucasus Mountains. The miner-

als are tiny and can only be seen by microscope."

This is really neat news. (Ned), how proud your dad

would have been and so are the fellows in your class.

[Editor's note: In the Buzzzzzz section of the winter

2013 issue, we listed Ed Crew's graduation year as

'58 instead of '62. We deeply regret the error.]

Stephen Kaufman and wite Margel were relo-

cating to London for at least six months beginning

Jan. 9. He has a British work permit and hoped to

land a job in payments or treasury by being "local"

tor the recruitment process.

Archie "Buzz "Andrews is in Savannah, Ga.,

and is pretty close toJohn "By" Bishop and wife

Patricia. Buzzie is an expert in fly-fishing and enjoys

being close to the water. He recently thought of

moving to Panama, but got stymied when he

learned that Panamanian Spanish is different from

that ot Spain and Mexico. Soon he learned that

each country in Central and South America speaks

differently. Our boy then fled tor the north and may

take a stab at writing about his experience.

Our 51 st Reunion will take place at Andover

on May 17- 19, 2013. Al Blum has pretty much

rounded up the usual suspects to run things.

There will be golf on Friday at The Country Club

in Brookline, Mass.; this was arranged byJay

Westcott. I think some classes will be open to our

visit, and we are hoping to meet the new head-

master. He gets high marks from Tom Israel and

George Andrews.

DanJenkins said that the Ivan Higgins Memo-

rial Wrestling Fund has been agreed to by the

School. This will be a scholarship to Penn State for

an upper or lower wrestler selected by the coach.

You may designate your gifts to the Andover Fund

to be used for The Ivan Higgins Memorial Wres-

tling Fund, and it will be used tor that purpose.

The following is part ot what I shared tor the

memorial service last June: Ivan Higgins and I lived

in the same dorm in September 1958. We were pals

at school, and I would say that we became good

friends when he was in his two-year program in San

Francisco and I was a young lawyer. We used to sit

out on my deck, drink beer, and talk about many

things, but 1 was especially interested in his explora-

tion ofwhether or not he was an African or an

American. At that point, there was no such thing as

an "African-American." He lived in Kenya and prac-

ticed medicine there for about 14 months and then

undertook a marvelous journey from Israel to India

via Persia and Afghanistan during the period when

it was still quiet. Ivan was an all-around nice guy as

a student, and, I believe, remained so as a man; I did

not see him personally after he moved to Oregon,

but we spoke somewhat frequently over the tele-

phone. I know that he was happy with his life there

with you, Jill, and his kitty cats. I'm glad that you had

pictures ot him with the kitties when Tom Gilmore

was out there around Christmas.

Ivan and I had different political views, and we

would discuss them with mutual respect. At one

point, he wrote me an e-mail that anybody voting

for McCain should be named "Bubba." I challenged

that remark and got a return e-mail in seconds

saying, "Of course, I didn't mean you, Vic." When

Obama won, I remember his happy smile standing

with Jill in the snow holding an Obama sign, and I

cherish the memory.

Ivan was a quiet leader at school without try-

ing to be. He was very intent on his athletics and

did everything he could to excel at wrestling and

lacrosse. In those days, the desire to excel at what-

ever one did was hammered into a bunch of dispa-

rate adolescents from all over the country.

After the horrible disease struck Ivan, we dis-

cussed our forthcoming 50th Reunion; this took

place shortly before ourJune 2012 celebration. He

promised me that he would attend, and I told him I

would hold him to that promise. Sadly, Ivan missed

the date by less than a month. But he was present

at the reunion in spirit. His passing was discussed,

and he was definitely mourned by his classmates.
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He is the 30th member of our class to pass away

since we graduated. The memorial service during

Reunion Weekend was extremely impressive, and

our mutual friend Jack Fabiano slowly read the

names of each ot our deceased classmates—each

name was followed by a single bell tolling in honor

ot the individual.

Ivan Higgins was a joy to know. I mourn him and

rejoice at having known him.

I am happy to report that no new deaths have

been reported. Let's try and get together in May!

1963

50th REUNION

June 14-16, 2013

9

ABBOT
Cynthia F. Kimball

7 Thoreau Road

Lexington MA 02420
781-862-6424

cynthiakimball@earthlink.net

We're heading down the home stretch before our

fabulous 50th Reunion! Another mini reunion,

following on those that have been happening in

recent years, occurred in mid-January when some

otus (along with other Abbot alumnae) gathered in

Lexington, Mass., to hear the wonderful premiere

performance of a work by composer Gwyneth

Walker '64, titled Vie Midnight Ride ofPaul Revere.

This piece, commissioned by the Lexington

Pops Chorus, was most enthusiastically received.

Some of Gwyneths music will be sung at our

50th Reunion. Thanks to all those who have been

working so hard to make the reunion happen.

It is exciting to think of our coming together to

create a very special experience. I want to mention

that Carla Flint's obituary, written by her son,

Jeremy, and Carla's sister, Judy, appeared in the

In Memoriam section ot the winter 2013 issue of

Andover magazine.

PHILLIPS

John C. Kane Jr.

Ropes & Gray LLP

One International Place

Boston MA 02 1 1 0-2624

617-951-7775

617-951-7050 (Fax)

Jkane2727@aol.com

Unless I miscalculate, you will be reading these

notes during the spring, shortly before we assemble

for our 50th Reunion (Thurs.,June 13 to Sun.,

June 16). Having participated in the planning

process tor more than three years, I can testify that

the work conceptualizing and gearing up for the

event has been stellar—Dick Clapp's steady hand

at the overall tiller,Jon Stableford and Barry

Seaman on the class book, Bruce Cleverly and

Dick Pechter on the class gift, Louis Wiley on arts

and literature fronts,John Hayes on the memorial

service, Dennis McCullough on program,John

Harwood and Peter Marvin on planning and

outreach, and many others (you know who you

are). While you will hear this from more credible

sources than me, the program is a thoughtful

balance ot many themes—personal retrospection

and anticipation, relationships (many dating back a

halfcentury), achievements, and the ever-changing

institution that first brought us all together. Even if

you have not felt closely connected to classmates

or Andover at different points since graduation,

I sincerely hope you will attend. You will be

warmly welcomed.

Will Nettleship, whose e-mail bears a date that

1 am embarrassed to report (the fact thatAndover

magazine appears thrice annually is an explana-

tion, if not an excuse), wrote, "Sculptors don't retire.

For 30 years, I have busied myself with large-scale

commissions...[which] were ot interest from a

sociological point ot view, since I worked with the

community where the sculpture was to be and

sometimes my work even helped to form a com-

munity, at least a temporary one." As ot his writing,

Will was concentrating on his studio work and "the

formal language of sculpture: scale, torm, texture,

color, image, pattern, and the dialog over the centu-

ries about the discipline." And, in the non sibi spirit,

he had served for a year as president ot the congre-

gation ot his church, an experience that taught him

lessons in "listening, not jumping to conclusions,

and waiting for a consensus to develop." That expe-

rience paralleled somewhat a 1970s stint presiding

over a neighborhood association in Kansas City,

prompting the thought that "maybe on the micro

level all politics are the same, and come to think of

it, maybe on the macro level, all politics are like the

neighborhood association, only with gigantic stakes

instead ofpetty ones." In a subsequent e-mail, Will

reported that daughterAnna '07 (whom 1 was privi-

leged to meet during her time at Andover) gradu-

ated from Mills College, did a summer program

atJohns Hopkins in international relations, and

had begun basic training in the Army at Fort Sill,

Okla. Following that, she was scheduled to go to

the Defense Language Institute in Monterey, Calif,

all as part ofa larger goal ofa career in international

relations. Will and Louis Wiley have been in touch,

discussing ways ofdisplaying examples of Will's

work at our reunion.

Dale Stevens has been perhaps the most

dependable and engaged class member both at and

between reunions. During the tall, he visited Dan

Hootstein in Atlanta (retired, "has a few aches and

pains in his legs and hips from football"), called

Dick Uihlein ("I had run into two ofhis employees

in Dallas a while back and they spoke highly ot his

company"), and talked to Roger Ritvo and his

wife, Lynn ("He was heading out the door for a trip

to somewhere in the old Soviet Union—maybe

one ofthe 'Stans—to be a guest professor for

several months"). Dale himself and wife Cathie will

be at the reunion. Would that we all were as dedi-

cated as Dale to maintaining friendships, and to the

success ot our impending gathering.

Professor Ritvo confirmed Dales information,

that he "was awarded a Fulbright to Tbilisi in the

former Soviet state ofGeorgia. I will be teaching at

Tbilisi State University and working and research-

ing on governance in NGOs in this emerging

democracy and the development ofcivil society

there. This builds on the work I did about seven

years ago in Azerbaijan." Roger's tour was to encom-

pass the tall 2012 semester. He also reported "a heart

attack in London in 2010...a lesson from that experi-

ence is to get to the hospital fast. I did not think it

was much, and it never crossed my mind that it was

cardiac; it felt more like a pulled muscle, since I had

been on the rowing machine earlier in the day. All

is fine now, and I have EKGs to prove it!" (To steal a

notion from the Gospel's Doubting Thomas story:

Roger, how about letting your classmates check

your pulse on June 13?)

David Bowen and spouse "are now settled in

a new smaller house (which we built at the bot-

tom of our garden, then sold our older house),

well-insulated and with solar PV panels and an

air-source heat pump. We can easily accommodate

up to four guests—and will be glad to welcome any

Andover-Abbot people who are visiting or passing

through Canterbury, U.K." As ofNovember, "we

are offtomorrow to see progress on the house we

are renovating in Modovi (one hour south of Turin,

in Italy). It is a lovely hill town, close to skiing, the

Mediterranean, Turin, and good mountain biking

and walking. Again, guests will be welcome; we can

already accommodate four guests and will soon be

able to offer a separate apartment and sleep up to

eight or 10."

Finally, and again with health overtones, from

Jon Peirce: "Underwent the brachytherapy pro-

cedure for the prostate in fall 2011. I'm fine on that

score, though the arthritis in my hips has gotten

worse. I still play tennis, but can't bend down to

pick up the balls offthe court, so have resorted

to some ingenious alternatives."Jon reported a

tailed relationship, a return to writing (including

two published articles), teaching an introduc-

tory writing course, and eyeing a further degree

(a master's degree in history). To be continued, in

person, in June.

1964
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Bob Marshall

3610 Northome Road

Wayzata MN 55391

rpm@marshall846.com

By the time you read this, you should have received

letters from your 50th Reunion Committee adver-

tising the Big One,June 13- 15, 2014. Even ifyou
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stay connected.

Doug Pirnie '65, left, and Court Dixon '65 metfor a

baseball game at Yankee Stadium in summer 2012.

in Concord, Mass.: 40 acres of apples and 40 of

organic vegetables. Do I detect a possible supplier

for Reunion Weekend?

Finally, the Jan. 2 New York Times reports that the

famous investigatorJules Kxoll has acquired New
York-based Thacher Associates, "a leading player in

the business of overseeing construction projects to

protect against fraud." The Times also reports that

Thacher's CEO, the former inspector general of the

New York City School Construction Authority, is

Toby Thacher.

Even more finally, on (an. 4— ripped from

the headlines as I write—Richard "Dick" Wolf

was interviewed by Matt Lauer about Dick's first

novel, The Intercept. Check out their conversation

on your local website and Dick's book at your

local bookstore.

can't attend, please join in by submitting an entry to

the reunion book, but try to come ifyou can.

Randolph Hobler tracked down a half-dozen

of you tor this report and, upending recent patterns,

found more on the retired side of the ledger. One

exception is Hugh West, still history chair at the

University of Richmond. With a high school senior

still to get through college, Hugh says retirement

is not imminent. "We adopted her from Roma-

nia when she was 3, when my son was a senior,

because Friday night football was about to disap-

pear in our lives. All those classmates trying to fill

their days by traveling the world don't know what

they're missing."

Perhaps Hugh could get a debate from Dan

Gift, whose work with a life sciences company in

Massachusetts included extensive travel, including

deals in China. Dan retired in 2003 and continued

traveling, to all of Europe, much ofAfrica, and Ant-

arctica. South America was to be next, but his wife

(and traveling companion) recently died.

Russ Baumanns work as an intellectual prop-

erty lawyer setting up companies all over the world

also got him to China. More prosaically, Russ, now

retired, has been married 43 years and swims seven

days a week at 5 a.m.—quite a combination

!

Both Bob Cheek and Bob Leier checked the

box for "semi-retired lawyer." Cheek keeps his hand

in as a mediator for parties in litigation in the DC.

area. He also teaches meditation and mindfulness

philosophy to jail inmates.

Drawing on his own motorsports experience,

Leier was in-house counsel in Virginia tor Lucas

Industries. In 2000, he moved to Marathon, Fla.

(famous, Bob claims, for "fishing and drinking, but I

don't know in which order"). According to Randy's

interview, "Bob recalls his greatest triumph at PA

was singing backup during the famous / // / Win
performance in ( !W Hall." Coincidental!)?; that song

was performed at my country club's New Year's Eve

party by an original member of the Diamonds, who

couldn't hold a candle to Alan Wofsey.

I don't think farmers ever retire, so we won't

count John Bemis, who tor 35 years after archi-

tecture school has been tending his organic farm

ABBOT
Karen Swenson

20100 SW Peavine Road

McMinnville OR 97128
503-472-2988

chezkren@gmail.com

Our 50th Reunion committee is starting to gather

items and would love to have pictures for a display

(and possibly in a book). It you come across photos

while uncluttering (as I am presently doing), put

them aside to be sent in either digitally or physically.

Martha "Tunket" Spaulding says she is happy to

receive either digital or physical photographs, of

which she will take very good care, at 23 Bay State

Road, Belmont MA 02478. Also, keep in mind

this event will take place earlyJune 2015, so try to

keep that time open on your future calendar. I just

sent her the lyrics, printed in blue ink offan Abbot

copying machine, to junior and senior class songs.

Somehow that paraphernalia traveled across the

country with me. It's part of the joy and curse of

living in the same house for 40 years—cleaning out

is a chore when you never move.

Anne Rahilly Crawford writes that she lives

in Needham, Mass., with her beagle, Max. Anne

writes, As fate would have it, Ellen Huntington

Slade and I both have children who married Brits

and live in England. My son Alex is married to

Rachel and they have two adorable (of course)

children, Leo, 5, and Emily, 2. They live in Surrey

outside of London, where Alex works. They visited

last August for two weeks, and I miss them so much.

If I could, I would live next door to my grandchil-

dren. They are so funny and fun. Maybe someday

I will defect to England. However, I could never

drive there. The roads are narrow; they drive 100

mph, and about that lack of good central heating....

My son Phil is also married and just bought a house

in Holliston, Mass. He is an IT guy, and his wife is

a nurse." As a caveat to this note, Ellen Huntington

Slade, Anne's roommate at Abbot for two years, and

husband Clark spent part ofOctober in England

visiting her daughter Sarah.

Marjorie Strauss Power writes, " While on a

recent visit to Michigan to visit my son's family, my
husband and I were treated to an elegant dinner

by Laura Halford Sparrow in Ann Arbor, Mich.

I barely knew her at Abbot, but always liked her

vibe in those days. She is one very, very intriguing

woman. 1 hope to see her again and meet her hus-

band, who sounds interesting as well." Claudette

N. Chipman, in Ararat, Va., had a great phone con-

versation with Barbara Sykes. Claudette said, "It

was great catching up with Barbara Sykes. Yikes, it's

47 years ago that we were at Abbot. Time sure goes

fast." As these notes emphasize, have I mentioned

how great it is to reconnect with old Abbot class-

mates, even the ones you did not know that well?

Melanie Fales Davis noted, "I saw Tunket in

New York a few weeks ago, then 1 spent a weekend

as a newly elected member of the Alumni Council,

staying with her. Then I went up to New Hampshire

to see another Abbot roommate, Sarah Umphrey

Dinsmore. I have not seen Katherine Abler

Harvey and husband lulian, but they are on my list.

I just spent this past Sunday at the Chicago Yacht

Club with my five grandchildren watching Santa

arrive by boat."

Betsy Foote Pope sent an e-mail and said, 'A

2012 highlight for us was the birth ot our third

grandchild, making three delightful grandkids

under 3: Lucy in NYC (parents are our son Saxton

and his wife, Marika), and Ada and baby |olyon in

Portland, Ore. (daughter Sarah and her husband,

Adam). The parents are all keepers, too! Otherwise,

I'm involved in hoard work and some facilities

design for the small, independent Spring Street

International School (80 percept ofstudents trom

our San )uan Islands, 20 percent international),

which provides fine education as well as amazing

experiences in international travel with service

components. We (mostly husband Chris) are fin-

ishing our new house (my design) and are involved

in various other community projects, a choral

group, etc. Chris does professional woodworking,

and I'm hoping to dust offneglected paints and

pencils soon. Visitors welcome! Betsy added, "I

had a wonderful New Year's letter from Margrit

Krakauer Schneeweiss in Germany, who is a jew-

elry designer and maker—very creative! (I can say

that— I ve seen some photos!) Their son Lukas just

graduated from art school and daughter Hanna's

family, in California now, includes new baby Amelie

and 3-year-old Sebastien, so Margrit and husband

Wolfgang may be doing some extra traveling."

Sarah Watson DeCew is spending her first

almost-complete winter in Nevada. I think she is

loving it, except for being so tar away from her first

grandson, Bradley. I hope to meet up with her and

maybe some other Abbot buddies in Florida before

the winter is out. I am still in Oregon, waiting for the

birth of my second grandchild, before skedaddling

to Florida. My husband Jay and I spent the month

of September in Croatia and Slovenia, which is why

I missed the last magazine deadline.
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Nick Marble

1 0674 North Osceola Drive

Westminster CO 80031
303-439-7819

nick.marble@yahoo.com

The end ot the world didn't happen, and the fiscal

cliffwas more like a two-foot ditch, so I'm back at

the word processor. In response to my suggestion

that we share a favorite Andover experience, here are

some results: Ralph Davis: the excellent instruction

in French; Mike Wood: history instructor Tom

Lyons; Kidder "Kit" Meade: sharing a particularly

tasteful treat with Mr. Leete, but only after he had

his diploma securely in hand, and enjoying the vista

from the steps of SamPhil; Herb Ogden: belatedly

seeing Mr. Benedict's name on the flyleaf of a

German-English book; me: see the final entry.

After a five-week stint in the Cayman Islands,

JohnJameson has relocated to Felton, Calif. Wife

Patti is an RN at a hospital in Monterey. On a

cross-country road trip to visit family in Seattle and

Vancouver, Craig Scanlan and wife Barrie spent an

enjoyable evening with me and my wife, Kerry.

Mark Carnevale and Don Shepard plus

spouses got together for a Yankee Swap (is that

A-Rod for a player to be named at a later date?).

Mark and wife Penny will get their kicks on Route

66 this summer. Red Corvette convertible? Don't

know. Dave Benjamin reports that Triad Com-

munications is doing well, ditto wife Laurie and the

kids, David and Elizabeth. Last Thanksgiving, David

Waud and kids Dana and Haley swung hammers

in Haiti with former PresidentJimmy Carter, Rosal-

ynn Carter, Trisha Yearwood, and Garth Brooks.

Bennett "B.J." Bernblum was anticipating near-

retirement and looking forward to nonprofit work

in Connecticut. B.J.'s wife, Barbara Fallon, practices

in the field of medical oncology. The kids, Dan and

Alyssa, are at Holy Cross and Loyola-Maryland,

respectively.

Newlywed (February 2011, to Lesley Silves-

ter) Terry Kahn enjoyed travel (Australia, New
Zealand, and Switzerland) and home renovation in

Truro, the next-to-last town on Cape Cod, Mass. The

kids are grown and self-sufficient. See, it can happen!

Hugh Cuthbertson and wifeJudy got a firsthand

look at the Truro renovation on a summer vacation.

Hugh's comment: "Stunningly beautiful." Hugh's

family (three kids: Matthew, Douglas, and Julia)

is stretched coast to coast and now includes two

grandkids. Peter Burkhard has relocated to Atlanta,

where he heads the ad agency BurkhardWorks. Pete

now has two grandkids, Maksim and Eli. Pete sent

timely advice: ifyou're on a train headed for the fis-

cal cliff, sit in the caboose!

Michel Scheinmann's biggest news is that he

and wife Brigitte are now Latin ballroom dance

aficionados. Samba, rhumba, salsa, tango—Michel

promises lessons for the class in 2015, so get movin',

guys, or come up with a good excuse to stay offthe

floor. Kids? Gabriel (Georgetown); Clara (GW,

international relations), and Emma (McGill). Kit

Meade (mentioned above) writes that his wife,

Carolie, is now a certified nurse practitioner, after

earning an MS degree in nursing. Mac McCabe
and wife Kate have a monthly "boarder," retired

pastor Dan Warren, who does itinerant counseling

at Maine Medical Center. Mac teamed up (quite by

accident) with a PA non sibi group last fall to serve

meals to the less fortunate in his local community.

The McCabes now have five grandchildren.

Along with 100,000 ofhis closest friends, Ralph

Swanson saw his team (Stanford) win the Rose

Bowl. Ralph's twin grandchildren also keep a smile

on his face. From his home on the high ground in

Colorado, Courtlandt "Court" Dixon runs ocean

fly-fishing trips to Mexico. You can sign up through

Sunrise Anglers. Google the website, and there he

is. Court, Kevin Rafferty, and Doug Pirnie got

together for a Yankees game. Class birthday guru

Eddie Samp made it through Sandy unscathed,

undefeated, and unscored upon. Ed tells me that

brotherJohn Samp swims upwards of three miles

ever)' day. Perfect segue intoJim Grew's news,

specifically, induction into the American Water Ski

Educational Foundation's Hall ofFame.Judson

Brown is a part-time counselor and social services

advocate at a senior center. Peter Constantineau

tells us that his kids, while still in school, are paying

their own tuition.

Paul Henry has met the new head ofschool,

whom he described as a "rock star" (youthful,

energetic, handsome family). Lowell Turnbull still

practices law. Wife Randi worked for the Obama

campaign. Sons Ian (ageophysicist) and Derek

(former Israeli paratrooper demolitions expert

and now a copywriter in Hong Kong) have made

Lowell a very proud father. Peter Clapp keeps busy

with kids, grandkids, wife Nanci, and pro bono legal

work in the Bay Area. Peter Vanderwarker was

hired to do a photo shoot ofBulfinch Hall.Jock

Reynolds oversaw the expansion ot Yale's art gallery

and got well-deserved mention in the press. Here's

a sample from the New York Times: "Its prodigious

director,Jock Reynolds, who masterminded the

expansion project, is himselfa sculptor."

Gordon Phillips has done it all, and then

some. Briefly: former bandleader, taxation expert,

currency trader, husband to Marlena, and father

to Jefferson, Liberty, and Victory. Self-described

career entrepreneur Bob Wilbur lives in Austin,

Texas, with wife Mary. Bob has three kids: Chris,

Grant, and Mary. Bob hopes to make it to our 50th.

(Hint, hint! Let's all be there.) Charlie Sheldon

has shipped out (literally) on a cargo ship. Kirk

Hamilton continues to teach architecture at Texas

A&M. Dave Herrelko retired from the Air Force

many years ago, as a brigadier general.

Finally, some difficult news: Stephen

Tottenham passed away in December 2012. Steve

was a good friend and the first Texan I ever knew.

As Rockwell juniors, Steve introduced me to Buddy

Holly and 1960s muscle cars. Steve and I played an

enduring trick on PA at the start ofour lower year

(or maybe it was upper year), when we exchanged

places at the annual PA photo shoot for the booklet

that featured everyone's headshots and personal

information (home address, date ofbirth, dorm

room, etc.). Steve's photo has my information, and

mine has his. And we both had a good laugh when

the book came out. It is there for posterity. Steve was

a fun guy. Period.
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603-359-0870 (cell)

blakemanallen@gmail.com

ballen@plymouth.edu

Greetings with notes for spring 2013. With so

many ofus turning 65 in 2013—how can that

happen?!—the vibrancy ot the class continues to

provide a snapshot of our generation. And, yes, do

think ahead to that 50th Reunion celebration just

three years away!

During Andover forays, I usually bunk in with

Ruth Sisson Weiner. Besides being the hostess

with the mostest— a November visit ended up as an

"all girls" pajama party spanning Abbot and Andover

classes—she continues as the director for annual

giving at Brooks School in North Andover. She also

imparts wise, and occasionally hilarious, advice to

friends, which is most appreciated. "Ruthisms" are

now in use halfa world away.

Lucy Thomson continues to be another con-

stant as lawyer on the go from her Washington, DC,
base. With thanks to Lucy and her sister, Mary, the

December 2012 holiday season began with a won-

derful Boston Pops concert. The almost 50 years of

friendship set the tone for a very special evening,

anchored by a touching children's choir show. With

the tragedy ofSandy Hook taking place less than

two days later, the night had a special poignancy.

With the Phillips class notes deadline just hours

away, below are some morsels from 2012 round-

robin e-mails, heavily edited.

Louise Fletcher Tayloe checked in from

Charlottesville, Va.,—for those with UVA friends,

the center ofthe universe. Fletch says, "We have a

daughter, Michaux, who met her husband, Stan,

during college at Mary Washington in Freder-

icksburg and married him after dating for eight

years. They have two adorable children, Millie, 4,

and J.T., almost 2.We get to see them fairly often

as they live only two hours away in Roanoke, Va.

Michaux, who went to the Gemological Institute

ofAmerica in New York after college, has a jewelry

appraising business, and Stan works for Hanson, a

pipe and precast business. Thornton, our son, met

his wife, Kate, at Mary Washington and married

after dating eight years. They have two children,

Dickinson, 4, and Sophie, 3. Thornton has a
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stay connected..

business that distributes wine bottles, beer bottles,

and other glass products, and his wire teaches fourth

and fifth grades, combined, at a new school in Cape

Charles, Va. They live in Virginia on Cherrystone

Creek, the home ot the Cherrystone clam. We have

a cottage next to their home."

Margaret * Peigi" Donaghy Huseby writes from

Portland, Ore., "1 have a job in adult and adolescent

mental health case management. The good news is

1 have a good job, unlike many Oregonians. Good

news here! [Daughter] Monica's twins just turned 1,

and they 're demolition experts now that they are so

mobile. They're darling and happy. [Son] Conor just

had his first capital murder case, which is unusual for

a fairly young defense attorney. [Son] Devin works

in a job as head clerk to a federal judge, so he picks

up pro bono cases from Conor's office to keep him

real and part of what is really going on in the world."

And last from the chain— last, but not least

—

Rose-Jane Bendetson Sulman! Rosie checked

in from Massachusetts, where she divides her time

between Weston and Falmouth, and, yes—that

recurring theme for some of us—four grandchil-

dren. "I work as an assistant teacher/mentor three

days a week in a third-grade class at aJewish day

school in Brookline, which 1 love. The best of all, of

course, is the grandchildren, which are one of the

few joys of life that is even better in reality than it

is purported to be. Since I'm sure you all remem-

ber my family— all those Sunday big dinners in

Haverhill, Mass. My mother is 85, still swims 20 laps

every day, still lives in the same house in Haverhill,

and still winters in the same condo in Florida, drives

day and night, and is still really beautiful. I think

the important thing is we are still all very close, talk

with one another all the time, and just know we can

count on each other."

On the Rosie note, with its reminder ot all that is

really important, best wishes to all for a meaning-

ful 2013.

PHILLIPS

Ray Healey

740 West End Ave., Apt. 1 1 1

New York NY 1 0025
212-866-8507

drrayhealey@gmail.com

Dear friends, Alfred Basilc writes, "I'm still smart

ing from missing our 45th Reunion, but I 've been

busy making music and poetry at an increasing rate

since quitting the Providence Country Day School

in 2005, after 25 years ot teaching and coaching. My
eighth solo CD, Hit Goods, was released in March

of last year and featured the Blind boys of Alabama

singing backup on one of my songs. The record

made the Liv ing blues radio chart for two months,

and it helped me to my second blues Music Award

nomination as best horn player; I II go to Memphis

tor the awards event and plan to have as much tun

as I did on my first visit in 2010. I'm currently in

the middle of production on my ninth CD, which

will again have me backed up by producer Duke

Robillard and his band, and feature a guest spot by

old friend and tenor sax phenom Scott Hamilton.

"For baseball tans in general and Red Sox fans

in particular: after having some poems in the oth-

erwise all-fiction Further Fenway Fietwn (Rounder

Books, 2007), 1 have a short story "The Play of the

Game in the third book in the series Final Fenway

Fiction (Cornerstone Press, 2012), which was out

in time tor the 100th anniversary of Fenway Park. 1

participated in readings around New England.

"I also have a book of poems coming out (A Lit

House: 100 Poems 197S-20U, from Winnikinni

Press), which will be available at Amazon and at my

website albasile.com. This collection of most ot the

work I consider worthwhile from my last 40 years

includes "Phillips '66: One Man's Andover," as well

as a number of recent poems about incidents which

occurred at PA."

He adds, "Lately, I've taken to giving talks to schol-

ars about the technical similarities between writing

blank verse and setting lyrics to music, including

appearing before a meeting of the Association ot Lit-

erary Scholars, Critics, and Writers at BU in 2010.

"Lots ofmemorable events for me in recent

years: playing Louis Armstrong's trumpet at the

Armstrong Archives in Queens; playing at the Blues

Music Awards in Memphis, Tenn.; getting more

poetry written, accepted, and published (in Louisi-

ana Literature). I promise to make our 50th! Warm

greetings to the reunion regulars.

We have lost another one ot our classmates,

Phipps Arabic who died onJune 23, 2011, in New-

ark, N.J., after a career as a professor at the Rutgers

Business School. Remembering him, here's what

some of his friends and colleagues said:

"1 started working tor Phipps as an undergradu-

ate research assistant in 19~2. To this day, when I

start a complex project, I remember Phipps asking

me if I really thought this through."

In our graduate school days at Stanford, Phipps

showed me the ropes, particularly with regard to

computing resources when we spent many long

hours working on our respective research projects

in the Institute tor Mathematical Studies in the

Social Sciences. When Phipps received a PhD and

departed Stanford, he recommended me tor one of

his part-time jobs as a data analyst, enabling me for

the first time to buy both gasoline for my car and

decent red wine (which Phipps loved)."

"1 knew Phipps when 1 was a research assistant

in the Stanford Department ofPsychology back in

the mid- 1970s. Back when many of the graduate

students were pretty full ot themselves and didn't

have the time ofday for me, Phipps was unfailingly

gracious and never condescending.

"1 enjoyed the honor ot working tor Phipps at the

University ot Illinois in the late 1980s. He guided

my master's thesis. 1 think 1 got the job because I was

German and from Cologne, and he really liked to

drive fast on the German autobahn."

"I first met Phipps in the late 1980s, when he was

in the Department of Psychology at the University

of Illinois. At that time, he was already a leader at the

interface of psychology and statistics, and his work

foreshadowed the contributions he would make as a

professor ofmarketing at Rutgers. He always stood

up for quality in scholarship and teaching."

"I clearly remember his office, a labyrinth of

stacks of papers and printouts. Phipps was able to

locate any specific paper or printout without search-

ing. I still profit trom his clarity ofthought and

uncompromising perfectionism as chairperson of

the marketing department."

"Phipps was one ofmy closest colleagues at

Rutgers tor many years. We came to the Graduate

School ofManagement at about the same time,

served as department chairs offand on, and shared

mutual friends in psychology, sociology, and man-

agement, which created an additional bond beyond

Rutgers Business School. We are all probably better

offwhen there are people like Phipps who call us to

account and encourage us to strive for a better self

and a better world."

"There are so many memories of a shared friend-

ship lasting almost 43 years, beginning in the labora-

tory of psychophysics."

Matt Schneiderman writes, "1 retired a few years

ago from my primary care internal medicine practice

at Kaiser in the San Fernando Valley in LA, but still

work there a couple of days a week. My main hobby

continues to be collecting and writing about antique

firearms. My wife,Janet, is a research associate

professor in the School ofSocial Work at USC. Her

focus is the health ot children in the child welfare

system. Our older son, Mark, is a corporate lawyer

in NYC, with a specialty in bankruptcy. He and his

(female) partner, Adrian, just had twin girls, so life

has changed tor them and (to a lesser extent) for us.

Our daughter Ellen also lives in NYC, is an artist (a

painter, ellenuschneiderman.com) and a grant writer

at Henry Street Settlement, a large social service

agency on the Lower East Side. Our younger son,

Andrew, lives in Oakland, Calif, and is into music

(jazz, blues, soul) and is a dealer in vintage vinyl.

Adios, amigos. Keep writing, e-mailing,

and texting.
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Catherine Hoover Petros

251 19 US Hwy 40
Golden CO 80401

303-526-5202

chpetros@msn.com

Hi, all! Our request for news from classmates has

generated a wonderful e-mail chain with conversa-

tions ranging trom aging parents and caregiving

to unhappiness during our stint in Andover to the
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rules on how we were to wear our Abbot class rings.

There was an arrow hidden in the design and, as

I recall, upon receiving the rings, we wore them

with the arrow pointed inward toward our hearts.

At graduation we had a ceremony, perhaps in the

garden outside Draper Hall, and turned them to

point the arrow outward toward the world. While

our chain letter is a tabulous way to communicate

among ourselves, here are some selected news clips.

With many thanks for all the wonderful input!

Julia Alvarez reports, "Last year was rough:

we lost my mother in April just four-and-a-half

months after my father. Both had been ailing with

Alzheimer's disease, so their quality of lite was not

great, still when the final departure comes, it's sur-

prising how much you know a stage oflife is over.

So, now 1 am struggling with reinvention as one of

the elders ofthe tribe, as I call myself News: I pub-

lished a nonfiction book, A Wedding in Haiti: Tlw

Story ofa Friendship, and went on a mini book tour.

In September, husband Bill and I welcomed a new

grandson, Sam (now we have two grandsons and

two granddaughters). In October, Bill and I with a

handful ofyoung Dominican-Americans created

an event at the border ofHaiti and the Dominican

Republic to commemorate the 75th anniversary

ofthe Haitian massacre, a horrendous massacre

never addressed or redressed by the Dominican

government (borderotlights.org). It was a moving

gathering, with citizens coming together with good

will and hope tor a better future together." [Editor's

note: Julia Alvarez's new book,A Wedding in Haiti,

was featured in the Andover Bookshelf section of

the winter 2013 issue otAndover magazine.]

Dorsey Green checked in referring to Rosa

"Lyn" Tavares s contribution. "Lyn's e-mail sent me

reflecting on how different our lives are compared

to when we were at Abbot. I never gave a minute's

thought to grandchildren, and now they are lights

in my life. I have two grandsons, and the younger

one turns 1 in a couple ofweeks. I wished they lived

near me, but it is a quick flight to Berkeley, Calif,

from Seattle. I have finished my four years as part of

the leadership team ofthe Friends Committee on

National Legislation. I miss the people but not the

work; so, I'm figuring out what to do with the extra

time. I have put some time into learning a very good

couples therapy system and really hope to become

competent at it. Old dogs and new tricks now make

sense to me."

Lyn Tavares reports, "I was very blessed this

year with the birth of two new grandchildren ! I

have three already, ages 9, 7, and 3. My daughter

will deliver mid-April and my daughter-in-law

two weeks later, so it will be a busy time for me!

My grandchildren live in front ofme, so you can

imagine that Tita, as they call me, is very busy

most ofthe time. My husband and I travel a Tot to

Miami. My daughter lives in Miami, and my son

Christian, 21 , is studying at Lynn University in Boca

Raton, Fla. Miami is very relaxing, since things are

changing very rapidly in the Dominican Republic.

There is a lot ofviolence and delinquency, poverty

is increasing, and politicians are more corrupt than

ever, so all those things put together, and with the

worldwide financial crisis, makes this country a

time bomb, as are most Latin American countries

around us."

Alice Robertson Brown checked in from

Australia, where she and husband, Steve Brown '67,

are traveling and visiting one of their daughters,

commenting on this newfound support regarding

the care ofand loss ot her parents.

Nancy Harris-Frolich noted that while wearing

her Abbot ring, a teacher at her school recognized

it and said that she had graduated from Abbot five

years before we did.

Nancy Howe Erdmann related her caregiving

role in the lives ofher 92-year-old parents in nurs-

ing care in North Andover, Mass. DaughterAmy is

married, has three children, and lives in Sudbury,

Mass.; daughter Moll)' is house hunting in Roxbury,

Mass., is getting a master's degree in early education,

and works as a teacher's aide in Wellesley, Mass.

Daughter Sara is finishing a PhD degree in English

literature and creative writing. Family time is spent

in Maine at a lake house.

Judy Hannegan Sherman has been spend-

ing time in Haiti standing in solidarity with the

National Spiritual Council ot Churches of Haiti

—a grassroots Haitian organization that some

from western Massachusetts support with teaching,

human and financial resources, and using these

experiences to learn from those they support.

PamelaJones said that due to the health issues

ofher 92-year-old mother, she and her husband,

Ed, are returning to the U.S. after 20 years in Hong

Kong—to Billings, Mont., now and Portland, Ore.,

on the horizon.

PHILLIPS

Joseph P. Kahn

28 Gallison Ave.

Marblehead MA 01 945
781-639-2668

jkahn@globe.com

Norwick Goodspeed passed away last October

at his Illinois home after a long struggle with

ALS, commonly known as Lou Gehrig's disease.

PA classmates will remember Wick as a talented

musician and hockey player who was passionate

about learning and life. Wick spent a postgrad year

in England before heading to Yale (where he also

played hockey) and Stanford Graduate School of

Business. He never lost those early enthusiasms,

either, becoming a lifelong sportsman (hockey, ten-

nis, road running) and rock n roll junkie, playing

bass in The Wildcats, a band that formed in Palo

Alto, Calif, to raise funds for local schools. When

not thumping away on a Lynyrd Skynyrd tune or

launching a slapshot from the blue line—Wick

played hockey into his 50s—he managed a long

and successful career in the medical technology

industry. He leaves behind his wife, Mary, and their

three children.

Wick's PA roommate Dan Coit, a renowned

surgical oncologist at New York's Sloan-Kettering

Cancer Center, recalled dining with Wick a few

years ago, when Wick "appeared to be the picture of

health, with his life having come together in every

respect," Dan wrote to me. "My acute memory is

that I was concerned that he was substantially over-

tipping both the taxi driver and the waiter in our

neighborhood restaurant (to the tune of about 50

percent ofthe check) and that we would not be able

to sustain that level ofgenerosity going forward. His

reply was that he could afford it, and that it meant

more to them than it did to him."

Wick later sent Dan a copy ofa CD he'd recorded

at Andover with future jazz great Kenny Blake '68.

"What an absolutely genuine guy, in every aspect

ot his life," Dan concluded in a tribute to his old pal.

Amen to that.

The Metropolitan Museum ofArt is mount-

ing an exhibition lent byWheelockWhitney III.

Titled Hie Path ofNature: Frencli Paintings from the

Wheelock Whitney Collection, 178S-18S0, the exhibi-

tion ofmore than 50 oil sketches will be on display

through April 21 . Lock is a New York-based art

historian and philanthropist who has been a major

Met benefactor for years now.

Last October, while working on a Boston Globe

profile of Ethel Kennedy, I strolled into her house

in the Kennedy family compound in Hyannis Port,

Mass. Scores of guests mingled about, enjoying

a lavish dinner the night before Mrs. Kennedy's

annual charity golftournament. First person I ran

into?John Doran, who whisked me to the bar and

then introduced me around the celebrity gathering.

John has played in every one of her 23 golftourneys

and is practically BFFs with Ethel (who knew?).

When not hacking his way around the Hyannisport

Club, he serves as president and founder ofDoran

Enterprises, a consulting company, and runs the

John Doran Family Foundation, which supports

disadvantaged youths. The list ofcorporate and

nonprofit boards on whichJohn sits is a lengthy

one, and he's deeply involved in the Cape Cod Base-

ball League, too. Maybe he'll buy the Red Sox next

and straighten out that team.
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ABBOT
Annette Davis Esteves

848 Brickell Key Drive, Apt. 1 604

Miami FL 33131
305-377-2027

aedesteves@yahoo.com

Kathy Wies Dietz writes, "We spend our time in

Boston on Marlborough Street in the Back Bay,

and in Tuftonboro, N.H., on Lake Winnipesaukee,

which our family really considers home. Our
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son Stephen '98, his wife, Beth, and daughter

Abb), 13 months, moved last year trom Boston to

Wellesley, Mass. Steve works at Thermo Fisher. Our

daughter Martha, who was accepted at PA but chose

Middlesex, deciding that she didn t want to be a

day student at a boarding school, and her husband,

Gardner Loring, live in Boston's South End. She's

in her third and final year ot a master's program,

becoming a nurse practitioner. Our son Carl 00

is serving his fourth year in the USMC. He'd done

graduate school at Cambridge and worked in

investment banking in London tor three years, then

came home at Christmas in 08 and told us he'd

joined the Marines. He's had two deployments, one

in the Pacific and one in Afghanistan. He returned

home safely in September and is currently stationed

at Camp Pendleton in California, pondering his

next step. My husband, Dave, is still a partner with

Goodwin Procter, and 1 continue my volunteer

work, athletics, and music. 1 have a wedding in

Charleston, S.C., the weekend of our 45th, but

perhaps I 11 make it to our 50th."

Diane Russell says, "1 missed out on the 40th

Reunion when my flight trom Mali was delayed and

I missed the connection. But this year 1 am geared

up! (That's six reunion "tor-sures" at this point!) I'm

into my eighth year with the Forestry and Biodiver-

sity Office ot USAID, supervising research, manag-

ing programs, and supporting our field missions.

It's a great job with super colleagues. Next month

I'll head back to the Congo and will celebrate the

25th anniversary ot the first report I ever prepared

for USAID on integration ot women into a big

agricultural project. My daughter came back from

Edinburgh, Scotland, in the tall and is working in

D.C, living at home. I love having her here! I've

been in a relationship tor the last year and a half with

a man who works tor another federal agency. We
travel together—California, Kenya, Uruguay. We're

planning a trip to France in May. Lite is good."

Nancy Roberts continues to embrace the

wild wild East in Florida, just four hours north of

Annette Davis Esteves and Jacqueline Mathiot

Collaso, and tour hours south ot Lynn Black Reed.

Nan hoped to get to the Charleston mini reunion

and must be off to Newport, R.I., for her son, Brent

Godfrey's, commissioning as a Navy ensign (with

pending candidacy as a SEAL). So somewhere

Nan's Battle ot the Bulge tank commander father

chortles mightily. Joanna Frost Golino now calls

herself a grandmother, as daughter Christina had a

son in November 2012. Paula Atwood spent late

December 2012 in Guatemala (you'll have to ask

her in June). By the time we read this, Paula will

have retired as a civilian nurse practitioner at the

New London, Conn., submarine navy base. As is

Iter wont, she'll travel everywhere sharing her skills.

Nancy will be at the 50th, but will miss the 45th, as

she will be traveling with her college class in Italy.

Susan Barton writes, "We are hoping to be in

Andover tor the reunion, celebrating our anniver-

sary again—June 14. 1 wanted to go to the [presi-

dential] inauguration today, as one of my offices is

only about tour blocks trom the Capitol, but opted

to get a closer look via TV. My husband, Roy, when

he was still working at the Capitol, said it was not

uncommon tor him to pass Senator Obama in the

hallways when he had his breaks. Hes really tall,'

he said. Hoping the best tor everyone to make it in

June. I can't believe the next one will be the 50th!"

Anne Moses Bennett writes, "Against all odds,

long distances, and barring the unexpected, I will

be seeing you at Reunion. For the longest time, it

looked as if the daughter ofmy dear Greek 'sister'

would be getting married onJune 15 in Paros,

Greece—something 1 would never have been tor-

given for missing—but the date has since changed,

so I will be making my way to Massachusetts

instead. My husband, Bill, is hoping to come (as he

had a brilliant time at our 40th!), but he is up to his

neck with his anti-piracy work and may be stuck at

home in Athens or perhaps in Dubai, U.A.E., where

so many of his clients are based.

"One of Bill s favorite memories ot my last

reunion is the convoy ot 68ers setting off from

the Marriott heading toward campus— following

us in our rental car (with GPS, thank God)—and

Annette Davis Esteve's husband, Xavier, remarking

that you all had to follow a Scotsman from Athens

to find your old school! Happy days.

'Anyway, the prospect of seeing you all is

wonderful. It has been tar too long. Bill and I are in

Switzerland now tor a couple ot months, back to

Greece, then off to South Africa on an adventure.

Many stories to tell in June."

Karen Seaward realized that, given that our

reunion is in June, she will postpone her annual trip

to Maine from May to June! She says, "This winter,

we have had about five feet of snow in the Sierras,

so the skiing has been really good. I'm aiming again

for Masters Nationals at the end ofJanuary in Sun

Valley. But my biggest news is that I recently elected

our company's Voluntary Transition to Retirement

program. I already have plans for what I will do after

'work.' Perhaps you have some good ideas tor an

encore career or just plain fun as well, and I would

love to hear them at Reunion!"

Caroline Cleaver, who also confirmed she's

coming to the bash in June, reports, "1 successfully

trailered my horse plus a friend's horse to a training

clinic. Amazingly, we are all still on good terms. The

content of the clinic was 'The Six Keys to Harmony'

between the horse and rider. My guy, a 15-year-

old quarter horse named Guinness knows how to

execute many complex maneuvers. But because he

was trained as a cow horse, he was never taught the

basics about being a horse tor pleasure riding. Now

he has strong opinions about whether or not he

wants to learn. We have come a long way together.

I'm signed up for another clinic injune, the week-

end before our reunion, which will involve herding

cattle. It will be his turn to teach me the basics!"

Juliana H. Crane checked in: "My husband,

Ben, and 1 just returned from a holiday visit with

our youngest son, Jay, who is finishing his third year

teaching in Amnat Charoen, Thailand. We came

away completely assured that our son was in the

right place, having heard statements from tellow

teachers and friends such as, 'You can't take Jay with

you. We need him here!' The Thais are so friendly

and generous. Lots of mixed feelings tor us leaving

Jav and coming back to Connecticut. I'm think-

ing Connecticut might not be our proper home

anymore! I do hope to see a large crowd of'68ers

injune."

PHILLIPS

Gordon Baird

27 Fort Hill Ave.

Gloucester MA 01 930
978-283-0390

Gordon@rampartsfarm.com

Lots of activity. Russ Hall writes, "I have been

very delinquent in posting an article from the

San jose Mercury News this summer on our tellow

classmate James Nadel and his pioneering Stanford

Jazz Workshop: In 1972, aspiring saxophonist

Jim Nadel joined other musicians to launch the

Stanford Jazz Workshop. Fast-forward 40 years,

and you'll find this institution going stronger than

ever. Though best known to the public for hosting

the Stanford Jazz Festival (which took place last

year fromJune 22-Aug. 4), young musicians know-

it for the Stanford Jazz Camp and (azz Residency,

which brings students together with artists and

educators. The workshop has grown from about 20

participants in 1972 to about 900 this year.' Never

one to blow his own horn."

Meanwhile, Frode "Skip "Jensen scours every-

thing skiing and came upon our dashing classmate

John "Jackson" Hogen in a "meet the author"

event. Jacksons bio trom realskiers.com: "Jackson

Hogen has played more roles in the ski trade than

Eskimos have words tor snow: ski designer, binding

and boot product manager, freestyle competitor,

retail salesman, lecturer on risk management, ski

instructor, marketing director, resort feature writer,

ski tester for 25 years and boot tester for 20, OLN
and RSN television show host, extreme camp ski

coach, Desperate Measures co-creator, 4X Warren

Miller screenwriter, R&D chief, honorary Cana-

dian, college racer, 2X personal therapist to Greg

Stump, regular contributor to at least 10 different

ski magazines..." He has an interesting website: jack-

sonhogen.com. Whew, I wanna be this guy when I

grow up.

Mail Department: "I read your musing about

Mike Malkan's bar in NYC. I was there only once.

John Kelsey and I stayed with Tim Overton over

a break our senior year, and it was Tim's plan to

see ifhe could getJohn drunk when we went into

the city from Tenafly, N.J. We hit a number ot bars,

and Mike Malkan's was the last. I seem to recall

that John Barclay and others were also there, and

the place was absolutely jammed. I got to the bar

and never left, partly due to the crowd pressing in

from behind. Someone talked me into a Singapore

sling, and 1 had three— 1 think. I seem to recall the

cab driver to the Port Authority told us his name

was Frankenstein, and the girl who hitched a ride
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with us may have been follicly challenged— ifnot

bald—but that all is a bit hazy now, as it was the

next morning. Tim failed in his endeavor to get

John loaded, but I was another story, much to the

chagrin ofthe people in the bus going back to New

Jersey (when I hurled ). When we got home, Tim

nicely put my head in a trashcan and that was that.

I have not had a Singapore sling since then. Yer pal,

Tom Kidde."

We just learned of the sad news that our old

friend Courtney Marshall passed away on

Sept. 17, 2012.Jay Drake recalls, "I was in Fuess

with Court, and he was a pretty laid back dude.

I thought his parents had a great sense ot humor

naming him Courtney, but he swore that his across-

the-street neighbors, the Hanger family, named

their son Clifford, so I guess there was a lot of free

time down there in Maehias, Maine, in 1950." Gary

Meller still keeps in touch: "It's a shocker. He was

running and blogging up to the night he died. He

left a great family.A good Downeaster lad."

Reaction reflections from Ward Flad: "1 see in

the alum mag that Oakley "Tad" Hall died in 2011.

Maybe he didn't want the publicity, but 1 doubt it.

Perhaps he just forgot to tell us. I roomed across

from Tad junior year in Rockwell. Once dropped

offat PA on day one, I was freaked and confused.

Tad had the innate ability to transport me from any

reality 1 had, into his, and thus dispel any concerns

1 might have about my lite. This was his forte. He

had already settled in and arranged his room. For

whatever reasons (Tad had plenty), he had to com-

mute to PA by rail from his home in California.

He enlightened my simple and innocent ears with

tales ofthe three-day train travail; he had the great

good fortune to accompany himself with a copy

ofLady Chatterley's Lover, which he had slipped

from his dad's study. Oh, dear, porn had such

literate beginnings.

As the year progressed, Tad found a way to chal-

lenge nearly every concept that I had considered

bedrock, in a way that made it seem obvious that I

had been misled but was now righted. Maybe this

is why 1 now live in the Bay Area, a few miles from

the house he grew up in, one that his ancestor had

won in a poker game during the gold rush. Maybe

that explains his DNA. I last saw him with Brandt

Andersson,Jim Nadel, and Lyndon Comstock

He was a bear of a man, dressed in furs and smok-

ing. As always, a sight to behold—flowing ideas and

bigger than life itself?'

Russ Hall was also there: "It was great to see

Tad at Kevin Hart's West Coast Class of 1968

mini reunion in San Francisco, but quite a shock,

too. Brandt and I were on the same Paul Revere

floor with Joe Moravec and Tad when all ofthis

blew up. Other denizens of the same wing were

Frank Currie, Lyndon Comstock perhaps, Hunt

Deming, Andrew "Dito" Staley, and Richard

Dumez perhaps? Memories tend to blur. Anyway,

I did have one e-mail with Tad that I kept and the

group might appreciate, from February 2006:

"Dear Russ, Sorry to be out oftouch so much. I

have been working on, or working with the director

of a documentary about me, which will be showing

on PBS, whatever channel that is near you, at about

10 p.m. on the 28th. This is about the theatre that

I formed in Lexington, NY. It was a summer stock

theatre that did little items like Dr. Faustus, with a

13-day rehearsal period. It was nuts, and, apparently,

I was nuts, too, and it seems pretty good to me. See

you soon, and can you get the information on the

doc out to other Andover folks (Andover folks?

What?) ? Ifthey knew me, they might care. Who
knows? All the best. —Tad Oakley M. Hall II."

Gary Meller reminds me that the beginning of

the PA hat group was tied to the release of this same

movie about Tad's adventures in theatre (and his

accident).John Buchanan joins in: "Tad left in a

blaze ofglory during the winter ofupper year, when

he was kicked out tor an unauthorized excursion

to Bennington College for—what we all assumed

was—a weekend ot passion with this Benning-

ton girlfriend. Unfortunately, his roommateJoe

Moravec, who had loyally signed Tad in on Saturday

evening, was also swept out in the dorm-cleansing

process. We felt the latter was immensely unfair and

staged a sit-in on the steps ofSamPhil in protest.Joe

says he's coming back tor reunion in June, tor the

first time since 1967."

Dougal Thompson ends this chapter: "Shit...

Tad. He was one ofmy first friends at Andover.A
total dork at first, but so intriguing. I remember his

swagger. Bell bottoms a little too short; thumbs

hooked in the pockets, Beatle boots. He did

demand to be dealt with on his own terms."
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ABBOT
Madelon Curtis Harper

529 Poppy Way
Aptos CA 95003
831-345-91 1 1 (cell)

mcurtis61 2@aol.com

Hello, everyone! Thanks so much to those ofyou

who saved the day on this round and sent me quick

updates on your news. With the holidays and my

having the flu, I had totally lost count of the days,

and the deadline was upon me! Again, thanks for

coming to the rescue and sending in some fodder

for our column! Many ofyou wrote in, so here's

the latest:

Deborah Elliott wrote that (most importantly!)

her cats are fine, her house in Florida is maintaining,

and she is docenting at the Freer and Sackler galler-

ies, which are the Smithsonian's museums ofAsian

art. "There is a great exhibit

—

Roads ofArabia—
which takes me home," she says.

Barbara Allen spent three weeks in Novem-

ber traveling in India with a friend, first as tourists,

then as guests at a five-day wedding celebration

in Bangalore. She writes, "We absorbed the rich

cultural traditions by visiting temples, palaces, and

forts in the north, then we relaxed in the slower

pace oftropical Kerala. The bride's family embraced

us warmly (my friend was her professor at Mount

Holyoke) and extended invitations for future trips."

She also says, "In December, I visited with Wendy

Ewald when Wendy was at Colby College as the

first distinguished lecturer in a series exploring

the future ofthe liberal arts (for Colby's bicenten-

nial celebration). From her lifelong experience as

a visual artist, Wendy described the importance

of looking and listening as the basis ofknowledge

in our globalized world. She shared photographs

taken by her students in Appalachia, Saudi Arabia,

and elsewhere around the world, illustrating the

value ot encouraging children's creativity and self-

expression. I was proud to say I knew her when."

Barbara also had news about Carol Nimick, who

she says taught English at a college in China for four

months. Carol immersed herself in Chinese culture

and made many friends, then traveled in Southeast

Asia before returning to California.

Katrina Mouton Wollenberg decided that

2013 will be a year of travel. There is still so much to

learn! She writes, "I head for a cruise in the eastern

Caribbean in late February, and then I will join a

cooking class in Tuscany, Italy, in May. This particu-

lar program has students cooking in the homes of

local women. Each day one is in a different home

with a different chef I have always wanted to par-

ticipate in a European cooking class, so I guess I am

fulfilling a bucket list item." She will follow the six-

day class with a journey through the northern Ital-

ian countryside. Katrina also enjoys swim aerobic

classes and gardening classes. She says gardening is

such a challenge in Texas as summers can be so hot.

Despite Hurricane Sandy and a month's delay,

Jennifer Cecere's Double Doily—a bench sculp-

ture—is going ahead thanks to the wonderful

women at the NYC/DOT Urban Art Program.

She says, "I am so grateful to them and my loyal

supporters, which include many Abbot classmates.

Thank you!"

Diana Brainerd wrote that her company

Brainerd Communicators celebrated its 19th anni-

versary on Valentine's Day. "We recently relocated

our headquarters near Times Square in NYC
and relaunched our website—braincomm.com.

Among our clients served, over one-third are on the

West Coast, including Facebook and MGM."

Carolyn Cain Ware told me that her super

senior 4.0 tennis team (60 years old and over) won

districts and was heading to nationals in April in

Surprise, Ariz. "I will visit my mom and stepfather

in Scottsdale when I am out there. They are 85

and 92 respectively, and doing well, considering

their ages."

Since wrapping up her two Maine multi-year

federal grant projects, Mary Schiavoni has been

totally enjoying a less stringent schedule to her day.

"Growing my medical products company encom-

passes most ofmy focus. We provide Chewy Tubes

oral motor tools globally to therapists, healthcare

facilities, and clinics. Our new line of Chewy Q_

baby teethers is now available in Whole Foods

markets and regional grocery stores around the
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Members of the Abbot Class of 1970 gathered in New York City in October 2012 to collectively

celebrate their 60th birthdays. The three-day celebration, much of which took place at the Yale Club in

Manhattan, was aptly titled Abbot70(3)60.

country. Made in the U.S.A.!" Additionally, time

given to her private practice in speech pathology

allows her to treat a limited number ot pediatric

patients. She adds, "On another note, my mother

celebrated her 94th birthday in October, so I enjoy

lots ot visiting time with her. And my husband,

John, gives me weekly updates of his Krav Maga

[the official self-detense system of the Israeli

Defense Forces] classes, so I'm learning a lot there!"

Mary and I both hope you all are doing well!

Please keep our upcoming reunion in mind for

2014! Abbot Academy memorabilia items are

still needed for our gift to the Oliver Wendell

Holmes Library. If you have any, or know of

anyone who would love to see their cherished

keepsakes in our Abbot collection, e-mail Mary

at schiavonime(ii>gmail.com.

PHILLIPS

Hugh Kelleher

1 2 Afwood St.

Newburyport MA 01 950
617-448-8073

hughkelleherl @gmail.com

It was a pleasure in the autumn to sit down to

lunch at the attractive bar at Andover Inn with

Vic Henningsen ot I'A's history and social science

department. Vic had been chosen to represent the

faculty at the ceremony wherejohn Palfrey was to

be installed as the head ofschool. That a member

of the troublesome Class of '69 would now be

welcoming the first new 21st-century headmaster

caused me a moment ot puzzlement—and then

satisfaction. Perhaps we had been right all along!

So, who's been up to what? The finest house-

warming gift I received here at PA English instructor
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Dalton McBee's former 1778 home on Arwood

Street was a beautifully wrapped package of home-

made canned goods carried through the door by

Howard Murphy. I had visited his backyard mini

farm along the banks ofthe Concord River, but

who knew he was an expert not only at growing

things, but also at concocting brilliant recipes for

chutneys, sauces, and sweets. Beyond that, Howard

could be a food writer. I love the descriptions he has

pasted on his Ball jars: "Murph's Peach-Nectarine

Salsa: Peaches, tomatoes, peppers, and onions from

the garden. (The Irish are known all over the world

for their unique take on salsa. Try this tasty little

number and see why.)" Howard, I have tasted and I

see. You make our old country proud. You deserve

to be featured at next summer's Cork Food Festival.

Across the hall from Howard in the year of '69

lived David Ensor, now head ofthe Voice ot

America (VoA). David recently gave a deeply

engaging lecture at Harvard Kennedy School, and

afterward, generously invited me to join him at the

Faculty Club tor a wonderful dinner conversation

with ambassadors, reporters, and representatives

to the European Parliament. One of Davids points

was that international media, such as the VoA, no

longer operate in the age ofshortwave radio. Events

like the Arab Spring demonstrate that information

is now more accessible, and potentially much more

powerful, than ever before. In such an environment,

the VoA plays a key diplomatic role in informing the

world about the complexities and wonders ot our

remarkable country.

Evan Thomas continues to demonstrate his

amazing ability to take a piece of history and

discover things that had been overlooked. His lat-

est book, Ike's Bluff, examines the ways President

Eisenhower cleverly handled nuclear tensions with

the Soviet Union. It is also a portrait of a man whose

public persona as a bland "nice guy" was tar from the

full truth.

Speaking of books, you should see the amazing

coffee-table size book ofJohn Malick's architectural

achievements. A Lyric Architecture is evidence, mul-

tiple and stunning, otJohn's great work, so informed

by traditions from India to English Arts and Crafts.

Deep congratulations and respect to John, who ded-

icates his gorgeous volume to "Franziska P. Hosken,

the first architect I remember meeting." Franziska

was the mother ofnone other than John's friend, our

classmateJohn Hosken.

In the mail, I continue to receive wonderful,

illustrated letters from Alex van Oss, who also sent

along Core Vidal's memoir Palimpsest. One ofhis

regrets, Alex says, is that during his days as an NPR
reporter, he never met the great Vidal (whose book

Mvra Breckinridge was, I believe, a source ot much

heated-up amusement during our upper year). Did

you know that Vidal was a relative ofJackie Kennedy,

and that he was a groomsman at the Kennedy wed-

ding? The guy was a Forrest Gump ofthe elite.

Jim Shannon and I shared a nice lunch at a

Korean restaurant in Quincy, Mass., near his office.

He says the last thing he wants to do is to stay home

and be retired. He and wife Silvia recently purchased

a pied-a-terre in Manhattan, in the same building

where their daughter Sarah '98 lives.

Way out on the other coast, Tom Mesereau

appeared on Dateline NBC in the fall. He spoke of

the plea deal he arranged forJoe Pesci's ex-wite, who

had been accused ofmurder. Tom continues to do

much pro bono work in Alabama. My niece Lauren

07 is planning to meet him to discuss a future career

in public interest law. They should get along, since

for the past two years she has been working for the

California Prison Rights Projects in Berkeley, Calif

Very sad news. Crosby Kemper lost his wife to

melanoma. Maria Rosa Menocal was the Cuban-

born scholar ot medieval culture and history and

Sterling Professor of the Humanities at Yale Univer-

sity. She and Crosby met not so long ago and had

two wonderful years together. Maria's friend, the

scholar Harold Bloom, spoke glowingly and fondly

of her at the memorial service in New Haven, Conn.

In the early spring, I hope to set foot for the first time

in Kansas City, Mo., and share a couple ofdays with

my dear friend Crosby.

It seems undeniable: we are at an age where

people tire (or at least begin to consider what their

retirement income might be). It is a confusing time,

mixing memory with calculation. We have wives

or girlfriends (or boyfriends), known or perhaps

secreted, and maybe children who are already having

children. We wonder how everything happened so

fast and unexpectedly.

From Howard s salsa, to Alex van Oss's amus-

ingly illustrated letters, to Evan's histories, and the

architectural achievements ofjohn—we see proof

that creative engagements on all scales are what keep

the soul elastic.

The thoughts ofhistorian Vic Henningsen and

VoA head David Ensor remind me that the world

will continue to change around us. Many of us have



On October 18, 2012, members of the PA Class of 1970 gathered to collectively celebrate their 60th birthdays at Clyde Brazier's Wine and Dine in

New York City. The group admits this was a shameless rip-off of the Abbot70(a>60 celebration.

great gulps left: books to write or read, and nice

walks in many forward seasons. There may be wis-

dom lurking in your creaking bones. Who knows,

there may be kisses coming toward your longings.

Certainly there will be days when the sun will shine.

My mother passed away recently, and my seven

brothers and I buried her on her 97th birthday.We
will inscribe upon her stone, "It was a great trip!"

—

something she repeated right up until her last day. It

is an attitude, an orientation. It's something I keep

in mind.

1970
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sandraurie@gmail.com

Our 60th birthday celebration at the Yale Club in

NYC from Oct. 19 to 21 was a great success.A big

thankyou to the committee that organized the week-

end mini reunion: Adelle Nicholson, Sandy Urie,

Virginia Knapp Cargill, Suzy Rowen, Melanie

Rosen Brooks,JoJayne Swift Soule, Catherine

Cake Stone, Andra Rudolph, and Anne Crowley

Overbey. On Saturday morning, Sandy's daughter,

Katie, led some ofus on a tour ofMOMA, while

other classmates toured the Metropolitan Museum

of Art or walked the High Line trail. Sandy arranged

a lovely Abbot Tea and an elegant 60th birthday

dinner at the Yale Club, complete with a video

birthday greeting fromJohn Palfrey, the new head ot

school at PA (tor which Sandy was appreciated with

heartfelt thanks from the group). Melanie Rosen

Brooks graciously arranged a brunch tor the group

at the Harv ard Club on Sunday morning. Those

in attendance included Pauline CerfAlexander,

Sarah Bowen Blades, Melanie Rosen Brooks,

Virginia Knapp Cargill, Lexi Freeman, Pamela

Malle n Carlson, Cindy Niziak Hazard, Pam

Huttenberg, Gay Luster, Leslie Breed McLean,

Debbie Naman Meyer, Adelle Nicholson, Anne

Crowley Overbey, Sandra Perkin Queram, Nancy

Quick, Marcie Rickenbacker, Tamara Elliott

Rogers, Suzy Rowen, Anne Smith, Jo Jayne Swift

Soule, Adrienne "Penny " Snelling Sullivan, Sandy

Urie, and DianeAnton Wilmot. Spouses, partners

and significant others, as well as Lexi Freeman's two

wonderful daughters, joined in the festivities.

It was wonderful to catch up and reminisce

about our more eccentric teachers. Imitations of

some ofthe more memorable staffwere hilarious,

beginning with our lisping Latin teacher, "Mrs.

Dee." We shared fond and funny memories about

Ms. Minard, Mademoiselle Barratte, Miss Ritchie,

and Ms. St. Pierre, among others. Oh, it was fun to

remember back to those days. After the weekend,

Nan Quick wrote, "The feeling that lodged itselt

in my heart after the Saturday reunion is that I 'd

been in a roomful oftwo dozen women who were

blessedly individual, but who were also collectively

sensible, compassionate, and good-humored—

a

rare instance of the best ofboth worlds."

On to some ofthe news tidbits picked up over

the weekend. Anne Crowley Overbey reported

that she "finally replaced her 1965 kitchen and is

enjoying the update." Way to go, Anne! Leslie Breed

McLean reported that her son, Ned, is in his senior

year at Pitzer College in Claremont, Calif He is

studying cultural ecology and anthropology and

hopes to find a job in some aspect of sustainability

upon graduation. Her daughter, Katie, graduated

from Andover inJune and is now a freshman at

Northwestern University. Leslie continues to work

at The Book Stall in Winnetka, III, and when not

working, she is learning how to garden, playing

bridge, refinishing furniture, and spending time in

Beverly Shores, Ind. Debbie Naman Meyer's son

got married in November in Charleston, SC., and

has moved to San Francisco; her two daughters live

in NYC. Her daughter, Laura, is an MD, complet-

ing a fellowship in reproductive endocrinology and

infertility. Pamela Mallen Carlson's daughter lives in

Lake Tahoe, Calif, and teaches and coaches soccer

and skiing. Her younger daughter is a biomedical

engineer living in Boston and working in Andover.

Adelle Nicholson serves as a cantor for congrega-

tions in Louisville, Ky, and Miami Beach and tutors

12-year-olds for their bar and bat mitzvah ceremo-

nies—when she's not scuba diving.

joJayne Swift Soule moved to the seacoast of

New Hampshire, where her husband has a new

job and she volunteers her time singing for the

elderly. She misses teaching special needs children

and hopes to do some theatre with children who

are healing from challenging lives. They frequently

travel to Philadelphia to take part in their grandchil-

dren's lives. Jo Jayne, you are an inspiration for all of

us.We send our sympathy to Marcie Rickenbacker,

who lost her mother, Patty Bowne Wrightson '46,

in November 2011. Marcie was, however, blessed

with twin grandsons inJune 2012. To top it off her

son got married in October 2012, and like the rest of

us, she and her husband turned the big 60 in 2012.
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stay connected.

Diane Anton Wilmot has become an entrepreneur

in the skincare industry. Check out her website at

dw skincare.myrandf.com. Sarah Bower) Blades

wrote how much tun it was to see everyone at our

birthday reunion. Her youngest daughter, Leslie,

got married in December. Pauline Cert Alexan-

der reported that her son |ohn got married in

September 2012.

Our New York reunion was a blast! Thanks to all

our classmates who made it happen, and keep that

news coming.

PHILLIPS

Peter Williams

3070 Shamrock North

Tallahassee FL 32309
850-893-3342

Petewilliamsl @hotmail.com

Frank Herron

38 Prospect St.

Winchester MA 01890
617-852-0126

ffherron@gmail.com

Ifyou asked Jim Wake "Hcb je nieuwsT (that means

What's new? in Holland, whereJim has lived and

sung tor quite a while), hed say that his band has a

new album. It's called Whatever It Is I'm Against It,

the third CD from Jim Wake & Sleepwalker. It was

released Oct. 14, 2012.

The album is available as a digital download on

iTunes, among other places. The title tune is the

band s own interpretation ot a Marx Brothers song

trom 1932.Jim says he is happy with how the album

turned out: "It's fun and ( I hope) sometimes tunny,

occasionally serious and reflective, with some great

horns on some ot the tunes, and—ot course, I 'd

say this— 1 think it's the best thing the band has

ever done."

A description says the CD features "stripped-

down blues, rough-edged rock and roll, slightly

ragged rhythm and blues, and twangy stuffyou

wouldn't dare call country."

You've probably been sitting at the edge ot

your seat waiting tor the election returns ot Peter

Williams' race this past tall for state attorney in the

Tallahassee, Fla., area. Sad to say (although some

miscreants might be happy) Peter, running as a

Republican, lost by about two percent. During the

campaign, he earned the endorsement ot the Talla-

hassee Democrat. He said getting word ot the paper's

backing brought to his somewhat unpredictable

mind "the scene in lhc jerk when Steve Martin finds

out lie s in the new phonebook!"

Peter's campaign commitments in October kept

him trom joining a sizable crowd ( 38 ot us) ot 197*0

(MCMLXX ) graduates who gathered on Oct. 18 to

celebrate collectively their LXth birthday party.

The soiree was at Clyde Frazier's Wine and Dine

emporium at 10th Avenue and 3~th Street. (That's

I Jell's Kitchen, isn't it? ) ( Tissmates came trom far

(San Francisco; Tucson, Ariz.; Charlotte, N.C.; Red

Oak, Texas; Chicago; Washington, D.C.; and Bos-

ton) and near ( 122 East 42nd Street). Truth be told,

we really kind of, sort ot piggybacked on a won-

derful weekend reunion ot our Abbot classmates

("Abbot "0((?60," they called it). Maybe both classes

should do it all together the next time.

The list ot participants follows. But, first, here's a

sampling ot postparty comments:

Rod Goldstein: "Inspired idea, great follow-

through, big turnout, fine venue. Great tun and an

evening that will be long remembered."

Elmer Rynne: "These guys are the best."

George Forsyth (heavily redacted): "It was

great to see everyone and share some laughs. I look

forward to doing it again some time."

Guy Dempsey: "Thanks for organizing the din-

ner. Is there any extra contribution needed for the

wine that showed up unannounced?"

Peter McCallum: "So delighted to see my

friends tor lite, with whom I can resume as it no time

has passed."

Tony Carroll: "Thanks again tor organizing this.

It really was great fun."

Owen Hearty: "The pic is fantastic. Terrific,

hilarious time. Look forward to the joint ~0th birth-

day party for allot us!"

Bill Hudson: "Thanks tor the photo. I like how

William Roth, as the event originator, is playing

Where's Waldo?"

Jim Rogers: "My daughter just looked at the

picture, pointed to Chip Boynton, and said 'No

way he was in your class!
"

Frederick Peters: "Seriously. Chip was frus-

trated when we were 16 and he still looked like a

14-year-old. Now that we are 60 and he looks like a

24-year-old, the shoe is on the other toot!"

Chip Boynton: "Ifyou could see it through my

eyes—but enough about me. Tom Wattles

—

thanks tor the drink—that was a stunning entry into

the taxi at Clyde's."

Marc Poirier: "Actually there were a couple ot

folks at the party who 1 never heard ot or set eyes on

before. I am convinced they were imposters. They

heard it would be a good time and got in somehow."

David Short: "A good time hanging out with a

bunch ot old-P't preppies?!"

Nicholas Leone: "Where will we meet next

year?"

Might as well end with that one.

Here are other attendees (not including those

quoted above): Peter Belknap, Donald Celotto,

Ken Colburn, Alex Donner, Rob Maclver, Bill

Brenizer, Kevin Doyle, Tom Harman,John

Healey, Frank Herron, Mark Kelly, Tom Luby,

Rob Maclver, Don Rollings, William Roth, Rich

Samp, Fred Sawabini, Michael Schmertzler,

Rob Stearns, Mark Swanson, Burr Tweedy, Tom

Wattles, and Chuck Willand.

Chuck was kind enough to distribute a slide show

set to the tune of"Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds."

Not everyone who wanted to attend could make

it. Andy Wexler said he had a great LXth celebra-

tion. He took his two daughters, one son-in-law,

and one wile hiking in August. Hie trail began in

France's Chamonix Valley. They perambulated

around the Mt. Blanc massif, "winding through

Italy, then Switzerland, then back to France." They

racked up more than 100 miles and climbed more

than 23,000 vertical feet during the eight-day trek.

He noted the spectacular scenery in the glaciers,

pastures, and woodlands of Heideland. The yodel-

ing probably got a bit tougher when they spent

six to eight hours crossing a pass into Switzerland.

Another recent trip was of a vastly different nature.

He spent much of October leading an Operation

Smile team in northern Ethiopia to repair some cleft

lips and palates. He also worked with UNESCO and

Doctors Without Borders, who brought children

from Somalia and Djibouti. He continues his work

in plastic surgery and as regional director for cranio-

facial services for Kaiser Permanente in Southern

California. Also, Andy teaches at USC.

Unfortunately, not all news is good. We have

word ofthe death of Gary H. Tourtellotte. He died

at his home in Spring Hill, Fla., injuly 2012.

Gary was a true friend and wonderful classmate.

He graduated from the University of Miami and

earned a master's degree from Old Dominion

University. As some might have predicted way back

when, he worked as a field biologist and analyst,

doing much of his environmental work tor oil and

gas entities. He enjoyed being outdoors, especially

scuba diving and fishing. His gentleness served him

well. He left his wife, Jean Nelson, and two sisters,

JoAnn Hewett and Susan Kataja.
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It has been an unusually busy time tor Emily

Schroeder Reade and her family. Her oldest

daughter, Amanda, and son-in-law, David, were

expecting their first baby in February of this year. At

the point she wrote, Emily didn t know the "flavor"

ofher first grandchild, but family excitement was

mounting. If that weren't enough, the couple left

their restaurant careers in Manhattan and moved

to Rhode Island, where David has accepted a sous

chefposition at the newly renovated luxury resort

Ocean House in Watch Hill. Emily 's younger

daughter, Elisabeth, got married to Cameron Law

on Sept. 29, 2012, at Mt. Hope Farm in Bristol,

R.I. The couple lives in Houston. Elisabeth has

joined the family's specialty chemicals distribution
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company doing outside sales in the Southwest and

is the fifth generation ofthe family to work in the

business. That s what s known as a good continuity-

of-business plan!

Emily attended a luncheon celebrating

Elizabeth "Brownie Richards Tully's birthday.

Helen Lacouture was there as well, and Emily said

they are both looking wonderful and that it was

grand to catch up with them.

Anne Rappaport writes to describe her

meaningful and increasing!) - relevant career path.

Anne is self-employed and wears many hats, but

they all involve helping people who have suffered

various types oftrauma. Anne serves as a licensed

professional clinical counselor providing outpatient

clinical psychotherapy tor individuals, couples,

and families. Anne also acts as an emergency/

psychological first aid EAP (Employee Assistance

Program) responder, providing care to individuals

and groups after a workplace accident, death, threat,

mass layoff, etc. Finally (and we don't know how she

does it), she is a certified rehabilitation counselor

working with insurance companies, managing both

vocational cases and complex medical cases, assur-

ing satisfactory outcomes after injury or illness.

We are not sure how she finds the time, but Anne

volunteers for the county she lives in, serving as

a critical incident response team member. Thank

goodness Anne is reminded of the beauty in lite

every day when she and her dogs have the oppor-

tunity to walk in the woods and watch the deer,

hawks, and foxes near her home.

Adisorn 'Aul" TechapaibulWebman and her

husband, Richard, are both now retired. Richard is

currently in Boston with their son, Andrew, who is

a second year law student at Boston University. Aul

visits Boston often, which makes herbi-continental

(a few steps up from bicoastal, I believe!). She

would welcome seeing any fellow classmates who

visit Bangkok or enjoy getting together when she

goes to Boston.

One ofMary McCabe's first steps after becom-

ing a judge was to address the issue of her judge s

robe. Apparendy, in Mary's words, it "resembled

a black circus tent," so she had it altered, added

pockets, cut down the "Wicked Witch ofthe West"

sleeves and had it monogrammed on the inside,

with pink thread. A big difference in making the

move from courtroom lawyer after 35 years to judge

is perspective. Literally. As a lawyer, Mar)- spent her

career looking up, focusing on the judge. Now that

she is the judge, she looks down, concentrating on

everyone else. Her Honor presides over proceed-

ings such as criminal trials and restraining orders,

mental health hearings, drug and alcohol commit-

ments, civil trials and motions, and evictions in

various courts.

At the close of2012, Linda Hynson ended her

association with Mountain Area Radio Reading

Service for the blind, where she was a volunteer

director for seven years. Linda says she is "both sad

and happy and glad the flow is going from dark to

light." In the spirit ofone door closing and another

opening, the new year saw her beginning exciting

new endeavors. Linda has joined the board of

another North Carolina radio reading service, the

Triad Information Reading Service, and started up

her company Dancing Spiral Woodturning. Linda

creates handmade wooden styluses that can be used

on touchscreen devices to help hit the right letter

or create art work. In creating the styluses, Linda

uses pieces of domestic and exotic hardwoods that

are too small for use in her master woodworker

husband's, RayJones, custom wooden-box-

making business.

Susan Foord Kettering and attorney husband

Bob are retired. They live in Minneapolis, but were

escaping to Florida (road trip! ) tor part of the brutal

winter. Their daughter, Louise, 27, is a nanny "out

east," near NYC, and is engaged to Eli Olken-Dann.

Sara, 24, works tor Habitat for Humanity in Min-

neapolis. Susan's new passion is playing American

mahjong. She also enjoys gardening and spending

time at their lake cabin in Wisconsin. Susan is a five-

year breast cancer survivor. She would like to hear

more about Nancy Phillips Peoples, Alexandra

"Sandy" Rollins Upton, and has a question for

Lucy Pope. Lucy, can you still ride a unicycle?
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Recently, I got together with Peter Halley for

lunch. Having not seen him for ages, there was

plenty of catching up. It was fun to see the same

mix of traits, the same Peter (with a bit more

mileage), whom I remember from PA, and New

Orleans in the mid- T0s, when Harris Todd and

I descended on his apartment during Mardi Gras.

(I ended up staying in New Orleans for a year.)

Abstract-minded, analytic, formal, courteous, his

conversation was punctuated with ironic insights

and humor. In the intervening years, Peter has

had an accomplished career as a painter, writer,

and publisher. Until recendy, he was the director

ot graduate studies in painting and printmaking

at Yale, a nine-year stint during which he enjoyed

teaching a talented flow of young artists. Peter

remarried several years ago to tellow painterAnne

Craven and has two children in their 20s.

While I can't testify to Peter's artistic life at PA,

his artistic development then and since, is just one

expression among a huge pool of artists and musi-

cians from our class at PA. Was this just coinci-

dence? Think for a moment about the amazing art

and writing teachers who were gathered at PA (not

to exclude other disciplines): Diz Bensley, Robert

Lloyd, Gerry Schertzer, Chris Cook, photo teachers

Steve Perrin and Don Snyder at Abbot, and Steve

Marx in film.

Among painters and draftsmen at PA, I

remember the extraordinary facility otAndrew

Rutherford. Over the holidays, I sawAndy playing

with his medieval music ensemble. Beautiful music

emanating from the gorgeous lute, which he had

crafted (he'd also made the viola da gamba). The

path that led from Andy's 24 7 drawing at PA (and

Abbot), to his becoming a world-class lute maker,

I'll leave to your imagination. When I asked him

recendy whether he thought about painting again,

he mentioned that he had some ideas.

Andy's longtime friend Bill Pangburn, who is

a painter and printmaker in NYC, recently had a

show opening in New York (which also included

work from his wife, Renee). As Bill says, "The

main teacher tor me was Virginia Powell at Abbot.

I thought the visual arts class at PA was a great

introductory class, as well. But afterward I ended

up at Abbot for art. You can't underestimate the

influence ot our classmates as well as the Zeitgeist of

the time either.

'Also, we were connected to a family friend of

Chris Cook's (former Addison director). Her name

was China, and she brought us to Walter Gropius s

widow's house one afternoon. It was quite some-

thing. The point being, there were so many intel-

lectual sources that were available to us, that it has

lasted a lifetime. How's that for schmaltz?"

I spoke with Scott Page recently. He lives in

Berkeley, Calif, where he went to college, got an

architecture degree (after a period ot doingjapa-

nese joinery with a teahouse builder), got married,

and shared a building which he co-owned with

Peter Eden. Recendy, he shifted from house design

and started a business doing 3-D laser imaging of

structures. Very cool looking stuff. Scott mentioned

reconnecting with Ed Coghlan, with whom he had

traveled around the world in earlier days. Ed is an

attorney in Tucson, Ariz.

Scott also mentioned seeing H. Schuyler

"Tripp" Royce, Etahn Cohen, and Theodore

Mook. Theodore got in touch trom Rhode Island,

where he was in the midst of a weekend visit with

his kids. He stays in touch with Tripp and sees him

fairly frequently.

Nils Finne writes from Seattie that, yes, he did

spend a lot oftime doing sculpture at PA, work-

ing withJohn McMurray and Gerry Schertzer.

Nils created a large 8'xIO' steel sculpture, which

survived in the arts courtyard for about five years

before it fell apart! ("My welding technique was

definitely subpar.") Nils received a sculpture award

and a book on David Smith. "I subsequently hitch-

hiked to Smith's farm at Bolton Landing in upstate

New York and walked around the fields filled with

Smith's sculptures. (He had passed away some years

earlier but many pieces were still on the farm.) I

think Smith became firmly lodged in a corner of my

brain, and Gerry Schertzer was a key inspirational

teacher tor me at Andover (along with Tom Lyons,

K. Kelly Wise, and others).

Stuart Rickey, who is a lifelong family friend ot

my wife, Lindsay, wrote not long ago trom Buenos

Aires, Argentina. Thanks to telecommuting, Stuart

and his wife, Virginia, were in the midst ot living

abroad for the year in Argentina, where they were

studying tango, learning Spanish, and introducing
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their granddaughter to the possibilities or an inter-

national lite. Remembering earlier conversations

with Stuart about influences at PA, he appreciated

Chris Cook and the privilege ofhaving open access

to the Addison Callery.

Richard Gordon, who has had a richly pro-

ductive, award-winning career as a documentary

cameraman, producer, and director—creating a

fascinating, widely varied collection ot films about

China with his wife, Carma Hinton—writes with

delightful irony about the tutile efforts ot a photog-

raphy teacher (whom he remembers as "Corner

Pyle") to assert his professorial authority. Richard

said he was doing "what I wanted to" and was

advised to change if he ever wanted to accomplish

anything. If you have not seen Richard's films, search

out his work online, including his magnum opus,

Tlie Gate of Heavenly Peace, about the Tiananmen

Square protests in 1989. Rjchard writes, "In case you

forgot how old we are: my daughter Adrian is having

her first photo show. She's still photographing with

two ot the Leica lenses I used on my M4.

Darryl Robinson called from Charlotte, N.C.,

where he is retired from a career with a software

company in NewJersey. Darryl has four sons rang-

ing in age from 17 to 38 and is happily married to his

wife, Freddie, whom he met back in the day at Wes-

leyan. George Pratt allowed that he was willing to

be in touch even though he has not as yet received

the Nobel Prize or achieved "rock and roll stardom."

( "It turns out to be harder than I expected," George

added). He has worked in professional publishing,

been happily married to Barbara Roby tor more

than 30 years, and raised two children, including

George '06.

Stan Livingston is a family physician working

with the University of Wisconsin, Madison. His two

grown children are productively "offthe payroll."

After PA, Stan stayed in touch with Sam Walker for

a while. To stay in shape, Stan has been running tri-

athlons for the last 20 years! And to balance things

out, he recently started a meditation practice.
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iuliagibert@gmail.com

After our splendid 35th Reunion (chronicled by

the ever wonderful Brett Cook), I w as filled with

enthusiasm tor a plan to find all our missing class-

mates before our 40th. My first success was Sally

Jo Gilbert de Vargas, who lives with her dad in the

Ballard neighborhood of Seattle. SallyJo is dean of

students at a nearby middle school, is very involved

with the local Intertaith Community Sanctuary,

and is Seattle program director tor Soldier s Heart,

a veterans' return and healing organization. Sally

has two grown children: her daughter, Fabiola, is a

trained architect looking tor work in San Francisco,

and her son, Michael, works at Pike Place Market

in downtown Seattle. Besides her professional and

community work, Sally Jo spends her spare time

going to concerts, swimming, and babysitting her

granddaughters, Emma, 4, and Dahlia, 2. SallyJo

is not in touch with any Abbot classmates, but

was hoping to hear from Joan Blaxter, who's still

living in Ojai, Calif, working for the Weston A.

Price Foundation, and giving lectures and doing

nutritional consulting.

We missed M. Virginia "Ginger" Chapman at

the reunion ( though her sister Cathy Chapman 75

dropped in). Ginger made several trips in 2012

—

to Prague with Cathy and their husbands last May

and to Nicaragua in October as part of the board

delegation for the New Haven /Leon Sister City

Project. Ginger has been working since 1985 with

the project, a group that promotes social justice

and engages in education in Connecticut and

sustainable economic, development, and com-

munity projects in Leon. You can find out more at

newhavenleon.org. Ginger's older daughter, Micha,

will graduate from Barnard College, Columbia

University this spring and is applying for post-

baccalaureate pre-med programs. Younger daughter

Nora is a sophomore at Wesleyan, and, at the time

Ginger wrote, Nora was on her way to Israel with

other Wesleyan students.

Closer to home, Brett Cook met up with Amy
Broaddus MacNelly andjocko D. MacNelly 72 to

take in the recent Addison Gallery show American

Vanguards. Brett has also traveled several times to

Claremont, Calif, to visit her daughter Julia, whos

at college there, to Berkeley, Calif, to revisit old

haunts, and to Washington, DC, to take in the pres-

idential inauguration with Lucinda Leach 73. But

it hasn't been all palm trees and partying for Brett:

for Thanksgiving she hiked up to Lonesome Lake

in New Hampshire, where her son, Miles, is living

alone as the caretaker of a remote Appalachian

Mountain Club trail hut. Miles is a fine writer, and 1

look forward, in due course, to his 21 st-century ver-

sion ot Walden Pond.
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Tom Rawson

571 1 Phinney Ave. N, #102
Seattle WA 98 1 03

206-632-8248

tomrawson@spamcop.net

I'm very sad to report that Andrew Thurman died

in October 2012. Andy lived in Pittsburgh and was

an attorney specializing in medical ethics. David

Schwartz, who had been in touch with Andy in

recent years, sent a lovely remembrance: "Andrew

was, as we all recall, the president ot the student

government, called the "co-op" in our days. He was

a thoughtful, fine leader, and a natural people-

person, which probably made him a great lawyer

in his later years. My favorite Andy Thurman story

was told to me by Andy himselfabout his Harvard

interview. He sat down in front ot the interviewer,

and the first question was not really a question, but

went something like, 'Mr. Thurman, I see you are

involved in student government. I think all people

involved in student government at the high school

level are suck-ups.' Andrew thought for a moment,

and, keeping his cool, said, 'Well, that seems a vast

overgeneralization. For example, if I were to judge

all college admissions officers on the basis ofthe

one sitting in front of me right now, I'd conclude

that they're all assholes.' Andrew did not get into

Harvard, and I am sure Harvard is the poorer for it.

We reconnected a few years back through Facebook

and had some very informative discussions regard-

ing healthcare and medical malpractice, a subject

on which he was a true expert. I will certainly miss

him." Thanks, David. Our condolences to Andy 's

parents and his tour sons.

In news from the upper left-hand corner ofthe

map, Langdon Miller and wife Marta recently

moved to Seattle from New Jersey. Langdon is

working as a drug developer in biotech. "Having

escaped Hurricane Sandy on the Right Coast, we're

hopeful that mudslides, earthquakes, and tsunamis

can be avoided out here on the Left. We re empty-

nesters at this point; my kids, both PA alumni,

are fending for themselves; my son Nilsen 02 is a

biostatistician in NewJersey and my daughter Signe

05 is working as a chefin western Scotland. Phil

Moore, wife Char Heitman, and son Rio live in

Eugene, Ore. Phil teaches math at Lane Commu-

nity College. I pass through the Willamette Valley

at least once a year, and I always look forward to my

annual visit with Phil and his family.

In what will surely go down as one ofthe most

memorable subplots ofpresidential election nights,

our own Arnon Mishkin gave a nationally tele-

vised tutorial on vote analysis to political consultant

and former Bush advisor Karl Rove. Shortly after 11

p.m. Eastern Time, Tuesday, Nov. 6, 2012, Fox News,

along with several other networks, called Ohio for

Obama, giving the incumbent enough electoral

votes to win reelection. As part of Fox's on-air elec-

tion night reporting and analysis team, Mr. Rove

protested that the call was coming too early, arguing

that traditionally Republican districts had yet to

report vote totals. News co-anchor Megyn Kelly

then interviewed the Fox News Decision Team,

the department charged with crunching numbers

and determining election results, headed up by

Arnon and a colleague. Asked it he stood by his call,

given Karl Rove's doubts, Arnon replied, "We are

actually quite comfortable with our call in Ohio."

He went on to explain in great detail how the vote

would break down in the late-reporting regions.

Over Roves continuing objections, Fox News went

with the assessment ofthe fellow whose methodol-

ogy, no doubt, found its roots in Morse Hall. The

episode was enough to earn Arnon a spot in TIME

Magazines list of folks achieving their 15 minutes of

fame in the year 2012. Congratulations, Arnon, on a

job well done. And you look great on TV!
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[Editor's note: The following notes were written

by outgoing class secretary Leslie Hendrix. Leslie

and co-secretaries Anne Ellen McGrath and Lori

Goodman Sears are retiring after five wonderful

years ofservice to the Class ot 1973. Ifyou're inter-

ested in picking up the mantle ot class secretary,

please contact Laura MacHugh at lmachughf®

andover.edu or 978-749-4289.]

I was in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates, for

a few days last summer. It was mid-July, the tem-

perature was 119 degrees with 85 percent humidity.

I expected the heat, but I didn't know about the

humidity. I had never been there before; it was

miserable. I had just been out to see the Sheikh

Zayed Grand Mosque, a vast, eye-popping, budget-

busting (well, maybe not tor the U.A.E) marble

and gold-leafwonder on the other side ot town. I

had covered up appropriately for the visit, so I was

sitting, sweating, and cursing long sleeves and skirts

in the back ot a cab, when my phone beeped and I

got this e-mail: "Greetings from Abu Dhabi, Leslie.

I only yesterday received about five Andover maga-

zines here, dating to spring 2011 . It takes a while to

update all the PA databases to be in synch, I suspect.

Anyway, I wanted to thank you tor your kind com-

ments in the '73 Abbot notes regarding the advice

I shared with you regarding care for your dad via

Edie Wilson's cell phone.... All the best as Jay and

I endeavor to make it to 2013 s 40th (say it ain't so)

Reunion. Steve."

It was Steve Sullivan '73. Eight hours later I was

sitting in Steve and wifeJays kitchen, drinking

minted lemonade and chatting. Jay 's employer,

McKinsey, had given her an opportunity to work in

Abu Dhabi for a few years, so they'd packed up and

went. They were living in a pretty, modern house on

a quiet cul-de-sac near the Corniche, and I arrived

quite late. It was a lovely, comfortable, relaxed kind

ofevening, not one that I would usually expect to

have with people I didn't really know at all. I had

met Steve a couple ot times, and we had some back

and torth e-mails on class notes when he was PA's

class secretary, but that was about it, and I had never

met Jay. They were such fun—full ofenergy and

enthusiasm about their life there, and immensely

interested and curious about the country and

the region. I got a tour ot the house and stories

about where everything came from. Steve made

wry observations on everything from the local

newspapers (oddly obsessed with rapes, predictably

opaque on anything political) to driving habits (fast

and loose) to the oddities ofa country with first-

world ambitions but still a strangely disjointed lack

oftollow-through.

The night grew late, I had an early flight, and

Steve walked me out to the main street to find a cab.

The heat was abating a bit, and it finally felt balmy

and comfortable outside. We chatted about the

role ofclass secretary, and I asked him if I could put

a sentence or two into Abbot class notes— it was

such a funny coincidence ot timing and just plain

serendipity that evening a half a world away. "Of

course," said Steve. "Just be sure to mention Jay."

And I thought in the cab on the way back to my

hotel, "How vital they are, how in sync with each

other, and how curious about the world. Aren't

they lucky"

I learned in November that Steve had died. It was

quite unexpected.

As I said, it was a small evening, a few hours,

really—no big deal in the scheme ofthings. But the

older I get, the more I find that it's the small things

that stay with you.

This will also be my final class notes. It has been

a privilege and joy to share the writing of them for

the past five years. I have been so happy to connect

with all of you who have shared your news, and I still

remain curious about the many ofyou who haven't

been in touch much after graduation. I often wonder

about your lives now, especially when reunion years

come along—like our 40th this year—and like to

think that I'll get to see your names and news in

future class notes: Nancy Adams, Aina Allen, Ana

Alvarez, Barbara Bangert, Lee Belfield, Claudia

Brown, Dorinda Davis, Louisa Field, Liliom

Fisher, Vanessa Gray, Charlotte Hamlin, Lisa

Henderson, Lisah Keller, Ruth Leroy, Karen

Lewis, Lydia Long, Josie Martin, Charlotte

Mason, Robin Lothrop, Margo Laskowski,

Lisa Keller, Sylvia Kennick, Nancy Kottke, Ann

Merriam, MaryJane Miller, Deborah Mossman,

Carolyn Naifeh, Ann Palermo, Karen Pernokas,

Alison Polk, Bonne Rentschler, Andrea

Simonsen, Margorie Snelling, Delia Stallings,

Robin Stern, Carmen Vinales, Mary Webb,

Donna Wheaton, Barbara Willis, to list just a few.

I know you are all leading amazing lives, and I hope

we will get to hear about them.—Leslie

[Editor's note: For more about Steve Sullivan,

see the Phillips Class of '73 notes, as well as his

obituary in the In Memoriam section.]
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John T. Bird

1920 Chateau Circle, Apt. 306
Birmingham AL 35209
205-276-4609 (cell)

jtbird.com@gmail.com

Physician and entrepreneur Steve Sullivan, "Sully"

to his large and loyal circle of friends, passed away

Nov. 22, 2012, a victim ofcancer. David Downs,

president ofthe Phillipian while Sully was managing

editor, remembers Sully: "I'm sure so many ofus are

still blown away by the sad and almost incompre-

hensible news that our friend and classmate Steve

Sullivan passed away late last fall. While time and

geography pulled us farther apart with each passing

year since graduation, it was always so easy to fall

back into our exceedingly comfortable relationship

when we did have a beer together at reunion or a

chance encounter on the road (his or mine). One of

the things I will remember most about Steve from

our extremely intense years working together on

the Phillipian was his relaxed and casual confidence,

a manner that made working together or spending

down time together in his presence easy and enjoy-

able. I always felt welcomed by him, whatever or

wherever the occasion. He didn't have to be that way

around me as we had been put through the wringer

competing tor our jobs by our predecessors on the

masthead of the paper. But despite that background,

despite his imposing arsenal of a keen intelligence

and a mercilessly quick (but nevertheless not

mean-spirited) wit, to his eternal credit, he was

always constructive, creative, supportive, and a true

colleague. He was a joy to to be with. It just isn't fair."

[Editor's note: For more about Steve Sullivan, see

the Abbot Class of '73 notes, as well as his obituary

in the In Memoriam section.]

Ray Stecker notes, "It has been 12 years since I

was diagnosed with brain cancer. My family is doing

well. Still living in Beverly Farms, on the North Shore

of Boston. I have written a book titled Cancer, Cour-

age, and Collateral Damage, available on Amazon"

(see Andover Bookshelf, page 61 ).

Ralph Drury was quoted at length in the

Sept. 22-23 Wall Street Journal, focusing on

American style of the early '60s, an area of inter-

est for the former cartoonist on the masthead of

the Phillipian, now professor ofillustration at the

Rhode Island School ofDesign. Ralph's father was

a modernist style architect. I bet it was offthe top

of his head that Ralph mentioned Rob Petrie from

T7ie Dick Van Dyke Show, who "lived in a streamlined

universe ofstyle, transformed from Harry Truman's

baggy trousers and bulbous black Buicks." Also

mentioned by Ralph were the JaguarXK-E and Eero

Saarinen'sJFK terminal. Ifyou have a few minutes

on the web, take a look at Ralphs art at RISD, where

this talented teacher also takes time to paint, when

he is not at his studio in Brooklyn, NY.

Douglas Mavor sent a Christmas card from

Bozeman, Mont, where Doug has built custom

homes for some years now. "My busiest year ever

as a home builder was 2011-2012, completing two

large projects. Yet, since June, business has grown

quiet. But my fun factor more than made up for it,

with 2012 trips to British Columbia; Baja, Mexico;

Red Rocks, Colo., twice; the Caribbean; New-

England colleges; Lower Salmon River, Idaho; City

ot Rocks, Idaho, twice; and a Maine wedding. 2013

may rival last year's hedonism, with a trip to British

Columbia, sailing school in St. Vincent in the Carib-

bean, and a Grand Canyon trip in the fall." Doug

and his wife, Sunny, may be retiring sometime soon.

They are adamant about not going where there are

poisonous snakes.

Let's see, in Alabama we have all four American

poisonous snakes: coral, rattler, water moccasin, and

copperhead. But they don't frequent the sugar-white

sandy beaches. Come on down, Doug and Sunny.

Finally Reunion #40,June 14-16, will be

Andover
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stay connected..

happening a couple ot weeks after this issue of

Andover drops. See old Friends, make new friends,

and catch up against the backdrop ot what a prep

school should look like. Don't forget; the food is

now lots better than when we were around. See

you there!

Jack Gray

80 Central Park West, Apt. 20F

New York NY 10023-5215

212-496-1594

jackgray@BlueLink.Andover.edu

Walking down Sixth Avenue on my way to the

office one unseasonably warm morning in early

December, I saw a man that looked like either Santa

on his day offorJonathan Meath. As it happened,

he was both. |onathan was temporarily in residence

in NYC for a gig playing you-know-who at Radio

City Music Hall, working with the Rockettes. Those

of us long acquainted with lonathan know ofhis

long-standing interest in dancers.

My wife, Nina Rutenburg Gray, and 1 had the

pleasure ofa weekend visit with Katie Keesling

Newland and Barbara Goyer Rose last fall. Both

women live in suburban Virginia near Washing-

ton, D.C. Nina took her old friends from Draper

and Bancroft on an insiders' culture tour ofNew

York, including a visit to the bowling alley in the

basement ofthe Frick Collection. That night we all

enjoyed dinner at our apartment and covered sub-

jects old (AA and PA) and new (the pleasures and

terrors ot the empty nest).

Last tall, Nina and 1 also had dinner with Sara

Knowles, who was in town on a business trip doing

development work on behalf of Crow Canyon

Archaeological Center in Cortez, Colo. It had been

years since Sara had been to New York, and she was

a bit startled by its "aggressive" posture at first, but

soon was navigating the town that Manhattan native

Halsey Smith calls "dirt city" with verve.

News is thin on the ground this time, so consider

yourselves reminded tor next time. Reunion ho!
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Mari Wellin King

1884 Beans Bight Road N.E.

Bainbridge Island WA 98 1 1

206-842-1885

marjoriewk@gmail.com

Roger L. Strong Jr.

6 Ridgeview Circle

Armonk NY 10504
914-273-6710

strongjr@optonline.net

Peter Wyman
963 Ponus Ridge Road

New Canaan CT 06840
203-966-1074

peter.wyman@merrillcorp.com

The new year brought not only a break in the fiscal

cliffdeadlock, but thankfully also lots ofnews and

e-mails from various PA 75 classmates!

General contractor and real estate redeveloper

Paul Suslovic reports that he's "renovating his way

through the aged housing stock in the Cambridge,

Mass., area" and has recently become an empty

nester as both of his sons are now off at college.

While visiting his eldest son, Dan, last fall at Berke-

ley City College in California, Paul stayed with

Anne Wakefield Atkinson, who lives in the Bay

Area and coheads Thomas & Atkinson, a mid-sized

wealth management firm. Anne, a San Francisco

Giants season ticket holder, and Paul enjoyed sev-

eral late September Giants games before he headed

back East and had a mini reunion during Andover-

Exeter weekend with classmates Geoff Richards,

Charles Clark, Phil Hueber, and Felecia

Elias. Paul says that he and Harry Flynn occasion-

ally get together over lunch and "solve the world's

problems, usually coming from opposite ends ot the

political spectrum, but mutual respect and 40-plus

years of friendship keep us from coming to blows

over the pastrami and corned beef!"

I also heard from Eben Gay just as he finished,

in his words, a "National Science Foundation

(NSF) SBIR (Small Business Innovation Research)

proot-of-concept project to translate 3,000-year-

old cuneiform tablets by photographing them with

a cell phone and using cloud servers to extract the

text and translate it." Bet you didn't know that cell

phones, clouds servers, and Eben could do that!

This project was a spinoffofthe "photo-to-3D"

technology of his previous project— the REVEAL

archaeological recording tool— that is apparently

now quite popular. Eben is excited by the prospect

that NSF will fund two more years to turn the cune-

iform proof-of-concept into a real tool as well. Eben

and his wife, Winifred, live in Massachusetts and

have two children— Patsy is a successful dance his-

tory archivist in Brooklyn, NY., and Bob is a cook at

the famous Stone Soup restaurant in Burlington, Vt

Living in South Florida, entrepreneur Peter

Hubshman is single, working on startups of various

sizes, playing music as often as he can, and "loving

the beach life."

Toward the end of last summer, John Bishop

tracked down "the elusive Rysavy brothers" ( Peter

and Paul, both 74) and enjoyed lots ofpizza

and beer on Peter Rysavy s deck overlooking

the Columbia River Gorge in Oregon.John also

reports that John Kingery is picking stocks and

enjoying living in Bend, Ore., with his wife, Marilyn,

on a ranch with a bunch ot horses.John andJohn

occasionally find time to fly-fish together on the

Deschutes River, as their respective families both

have cabins there.

When I connected with Brian Burke he had

just returned from a trip to Miami with his wife,

Lisa, to attend the Notre Dame vs. Alabama Bowl

Championship Series game. While not at all happy

with the final score of that game, Brian indicated

that he and Lisa thoroughly enjoyed spending time

down there with Dan Bolduc 72 and his wife, Jane,

on Key Biscayne, Fla.

What would our class notes be without news of

another book byJon Alter? Jon's latest book, Vie

Center Holds: Obama and His Enemies, will be pub-

lished in May. How does he do it, fans? Remarkable,

especially given all the timeJon is away from his

desk being interviewed or conducting interviews.

Todd Richman and his wife, Susan, have two

boys in high school and are living in Sudbury, Mass.

In September, their oldest son, Bryan, will be a

freshman at Northwestern University. As the execu-

tive vice president of sales and marketing at Wall

Street Horizon—a firm that provides real-time and

intra-day events calendar data to institutional trad-

ers and brokerage firms—Todd is excited that he

has a lot ofclients in Chicago, so he'll have multiple

opportunities to visit Bryan at school.

Pediatric neurologist Cathy Chapman, practic-

ing at Boston Children's Hospital, has a son who

will graduate from college and a daughter who just

finished a semester in Barcelona, Spain. On a side

trip to Paris, Cathy's daughter was treated to a won-

derful lunch by Tony Nahas. Would you expect

anything less from the magnanimous and generous

75 guy in Paris? Cathy talked with Sandy Smith

Macartney, who says that Sandy's youngest is

playing lacrosse at Syracuse, another son is getting a

master's degree in mechanical engineering, and her

daughter had just finished law school. As tor Sandy,

she is now living and working in Vail, Colo.

In his early days as a solo family doc 25 years

ago, Dan Cooper, who says he never envisioned a

career in the pharmaceutical industry, is now work-

ing at Affymax, a small biotech company in Palo

Alto, Calif. In March, Dan and his team received

FDA approval to bring a novel drug to patients on

dialysis, and Dan has been overseeing the safety of

the product as it is being commercialized in the U.S.

f fe's clearly enjoying his work. And as he says in the

most wonderful way, while tying in the great Oliver

Wendell Holmes, "I'm thinking about ending up as

a country doc in my golden years, practicing medi-

cine until 1 just fall apart like a 'one hoss shay '...which

led me to thoughts ofOliver Wendell Holmes...and
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In fall 2012, Nina Rutenburg Gray '74, center, took classmates Katie Keesling Newland, left, and

Barbara Goyer Rose, on a tour ofNew York City, including a trip to the rarely visited bowling alley

in the basement of the Frick Collection.

that great library bearing his name...and that unbe-

lievable place that changed my life, or better yet,

made my life." With that Dan closed by including

Oliver Wendell Holmes' magnificent poem "The

Deacon's Masterpiece, or, the Wonderful One-Hoss

Shay: a Logical Story."

Dan also reports good news in that he and his

wife, Carolyn, who "continues to grow healthier

every day and is amazingly courageous in her

quest to conquer her breast cancer," and their two

children have all grown closer as a family during the

past very difficult year.Justin, 16, is an enthusiastic

water polo player, and Megan, 11 , is an energetic

fifth grader into dance and music.

Kate Murphy McClintic, residing in Geneva,

Switzerland, launched MMc Associates in March

2012. Her new firm, so far focused mainly on

Saudi Arabia and Qatar, has already completed 10

mandates for companies (in mining, oil, financial

services, etc.) requiring due diligence and project

management services. Kate has two daughters

—

Madeleine ' 12 is now attending Pomona College,

and Alasdair ' 13 is PAs varsity tennis captain.

I see Tony Pucillo (my Will Hall roommate)

and PeterVan Raalte in NYC fairly regularly and

they are both doing very well. Peter was recently

named president and CEO of Corinthian Capital,

where Tony also works.Jon Otto is also in New
York now, living on Long Island with his wife (a

math professor at NYU) and four young children.

His company, Metro Capital Holdings, in located

in Garden City Park, N.Y.Jon and I had plans to get

together in NYC in February.

At one point a couple ofyears ago, three of five

in my immediate family were schoolteachers. Now
it's two of three children in school—Pete Jr. at Duke

Law School,John at Middlebury College, and my

wife, Alice, teaching pre-K. My son Hank is a new

entrepreneur who started La Matera (imported

Argentine fabric on leather belts is the first prod-

uct), and I just crossed the 10-year mark at Merrill

Corporation, which thankfully has been more

rewarding and enjoyable every year.

Please stay in touch. Roger, Mari, and 1 greatly

appreciate our connection with all of you! —Peter

!
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Ruben Alvero

7875 S Wabash Court

Centennial CO 801 12

303-358-8739

ruben.alvero@ucdenver.edu

Lisa Barlow

530 9th St.

Brooklyn NY 1 1215-4206

lisabnyc@gmail.com

Alan Cantor, our legendary former class secretary,

whose skills as a writer were so formidable that

two agents were required to fill his shoes, came

to Colorado, where he was a featured speaker at a

national meeting of nonprofit organizations. The

meeting was in Estes Park, right down the road

from Boulder. I (Ruben Alvero) met Al at the

Cuba Cuba Sandwicheria, home of the best (and

only) Cuban food in Boulder. A couple ofhours

went by too quickly. It was before the election, and

Colorado's and New Hampshire's roles as key swing

states (remember that?) made for very lively discus-

sion. We also discovered that both the Alveros and

the Cantors had declared holiday independence

(from in-laws) this year, and both nuclear families

were actually going to desirable destinations at

Christmastime. Before going our separate ways, I

introduced Al to my 1990 Volvo 240 DL, and we

hugged good-bye, with hopes of seeing each other

again very soon.

It's been an exciting year for Kristen Manos and

husband, who, as new empty nesters, picked up and

moved to Texas so she could become president of

Wilsonart, the leading laminate company in the U.S.

"Control ofthe company was acquired by a private

equity firm in October, and I'm on boss No. 4 in the

11 months I've been here," she says. "My oldest son

is a senior at Reed College, the youngest a sopho-

more at Harvard."

Kayce Freed Jennings's labor oflove bore fruit

this past spring. Girl Rising, the feature film at the

heart of her production company's global campaign

to educate girls, will have been released theatri-

cally in March (girlrising.com). Kayce comments,

"It s an incredibly innovative film, directed by my

business partner, Richard Robbins, which tells the

stories ofseveral extraordinary girls growing up

in the developing world and the transformative

power ofeducation. Meryl Streep, Anne Hathaway,

Cate Blanchett, and Salma Hayek are among the

actresses who narrate the stories; Edwidge Danticat

from Haiti, Maaza Mengiste from Ethiopia, and

Mona Eltahawy from Egypt, are among the authors

who wrote them."

Our class is developing somewhat ofa presence

in Germany. Karin Stienemeier has been living

there for what seems like forever and recently moved

to a 10th floor apartment with a view of the Frank-

furt skyline. The New Year's Eve fireworks were

spectacular. Karin has launched a new travel website

(personaltravel.biz), which complements her

already thriving food website (yumandmore.com).

As Dan Malis notes, Karin is a food genius, and we

all enjoy following her travels and food triumphs on

Facebook. Also in Germany and very active on the

Facebook site is Ted Exstein. Ted earlier this year

moved to Heidelberg as an Army contractor and

has taken advantage of the prime location to explore

central Europe. He invites anyone traveling through

to stop by and have some apfelwein.

Chris Auguste maintains very strong ties with

PA. He is now in his third year as an alumni trustee

and has thoroughly enjoyed seeing PA from a

trustee's vantage point. He has been very impressed

with the diverse student body that the Academy

has maintained and with its sincere goal ofhelp-

ing all students succeed. He has also maintained

strong personal connections: his younger daughter,

Ceylon, graduated last spring. She was cluster

president ofPine Knoll, and the two ofthem claim

the distinction ofbeing the first parent and child

pair to be cluster presidents ofthe same cluster! At

Ceylon's commencement, Chris was dressed in full

academic regalia as a trustee and was seated on the

steps of SamPhil when she received the Madame

Sarah Abbot Award. Chris was warned by his wife

not to be too visibly exuberant ifshe won the award.

No fist pumps or cartwheels, but he was neverthe-

less extremely proud of his high-achieving daughter.

Chris was also on the planning committee ofthe

Afro-Latino-American Society 45th Reunion that

was held April 5-7, and he expected all former

members from our class to return to campus

in April.
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stay connected.

Peter St. Louis is another proud papa. He writes,

"I just returned from Las Vegas, where we saw our

daughter, Carrie 08, starring as Sherrie Christian

in the Broadway musical Rock ofAges on stage at

the Venetian through September 2013. Invite other

Andover alums passing through Sin City to go and

see this fantastic '80s rock musical!"

Out in Minnesota, Bill Catlin marks his 31 st

anniversary with Minnesota Public Radio. He is

now a senior editor responsible tor business and

economics coverage in the largest radio newsroom

in the upper Midwest. He attributes his success in

part to Chris Mullen, who lived across the hall from

him in Rockwell senior year and who had a WPAA
radio program called Tlic Barn Dance. Bill was so

inspired that he used similar music and set up his

own program called The Last Armadillo Roundup

at the Oberlin College student radio station. This

gave him enough experience to land a part-time gig

as a broadcast engineer at Minnesota Public Radio

in 1981 . He has been there ever since.

Dan Malis is "doing time" in Cambridge. He

runs his own law rirm and is president or the Mas-

terworks Chorale, one ot Boston's leading choral

organizations, while also serving as an adjunct pro-

fessor at UMass School of Law. Dan has good face

time with Naomi Rush Olson, who is working on

a degree in social work, and Michael Krumpe, who

spent some time this summer in Westport, Conn.

He continues to see his good friend and renowned

wellness guru, Mark Liponis, most recently in

Lenox, Mass., where they toasted composerJohn

Williams tor his birthday at Tanglewood. Dan also

sees Pamela Schwartz (truckman on occasion.

Pamela has a very active law practice in the Mer-

rimack Valley and two daughters who are now back

in Boston. One ot them is a senior math major at

Northeastern, and the other is a graduate of NYU
and now working tor a children's book publisher in

Somerville, Mass.

Since the last set ofnotes were turned in, the PA

community suffered the loss of beloved PA history

professor Tom Lyons, who passed away on Oct. 11

,

2012. Those ot us who were privileged to have had

him as a teacher no doubt remember his warmth

and intellect. Our class Facebook page ( Phillips

Andover Academy 1976-ish) has links to his obitu-

ary and to the 1999 New York Times retirement piece.

Keep your stories coming, beat the bushes for

missing classmates, and join our Facebook page it

you haven't already. Stay well!

1977
Buck Burnaman

222 Nod Hill Road

Wilton CT 06897
203-834-9776

bburnaman@msn.com

1978

35th REUNION
June 14-16, 2013

Judith Morton Bramhall

252 Elm St.

Concord MA 01 742

978-369-6369

imbramhall@comcast.net

Nick Strauss

945 South New St.

WestChester PA 19382

610-436-4978

infinitysw@comcast.net

ncs@alum.mit.edu

1979

Amy Appleton

2201 Hall Place N.W.

Washington DC 20007-2217

202-338-3807

Applta9@aol.com

Rick Moseley

71 03 Sherman St.

Philadelphia PA 191 19

215-753-8809

rdmosely@gmail.com

Doug Segal

1 556 North Orange Grove Ave.

Los Angeles CA 90046
323-969-0708

dougsegal@earthlink.net

Hunter Pynchon, known as Mary at Andover, and

her 13-year-old son, Will, moved to Manchester-by-

the-Sea, Mass., last fall. "It's been a great move for

us, living in this charming small town on the North

Shore." Hunter lives within walking distance of the

beach. She gets together with Kate Stevens, who

lives in nearby Beverly. Kate sings in the Chorus

North Shore, as does her father,John P. Stevens '44.

Hunter adds, "We recently got together with

classmates Marina Didi Schweitzer Dean and

her husband, Charlie Dean. Their son Nicolas

was Class of2010."

Melintla Hobausz remembers Andover

whenever her youngest daughter, Tegan, 13, prac-

tices in Graves Hall on the piano that her parents,

Lolo and Lillian Hobausz, purchased in the 1970s.

"1 think sometimes about the hundreds ofstudents

who learned on that old upright Steinway." Melinda

just ordered a Pot Pourri for her daughter, Natalia

Slattery, who is in the Andover Class of2013. "I was

thinking how different the school and the kids are

compared to 1979—and yet, the same." Reunion is

on Melinda's radar. She said she would "like to start

a campaign to have some ot the people who have

been no-shows up until now set foot on campus!"

Daniel Wheeler is in the final stages of con-

structing a chapel he designed for an Episcopal

school in LA. "It's one of the best projects I've ever

been part of Daniel continues, saying that "life is

in full spectrum," because his mother is in the final

stages of her 18-year fight with cancer. "I feel lifted

and crushed at the same time on a daily basis. Not

unlike how I felt at Andover. I just have the benefit

of 30-plus years ot experience to give context to it."

Elisabeth Tolmach Burch's niece, Christina

Schoeller, is a first year at Andover. Christina's

mother, Susanne Tolmach Schoeller, was Class of

1980. Elisabeth was a one-year senior from LA,

which was a hard transition because she "had never

even heard ofL.L. Bean!" Elisabeth has twins who

are seniors in high school. Her daughter is going to

Wake Forest, and her son will attend Duke, Elisa-

beth's and Susanne s alma mater.

Sloane Six is an organic farmer who supplies

some ofthe finest chefs and restaurants on the East

Coast. Quarry Hill Farm is a 106-acre sustainable

organic farm outside ot Philadelphia, providing

some of the most "nutritionally dense food on the

planet." Sloane is not sure what part ofher Andover

experience prepared her tor this "except the notion:

put your mind to it and do it. One hundred percent

grass-ted diet has made me feel the best ever

—

being a five-year breast cancer survivor makes it

even more important."

Robin Rosenberg just completed her first six-

year term as a circuit judge in Palm Beach County,

Fla., and was recently reelected, without opposition,

to her next term. She has three children: Sydney, 17,

Madison, 14, andAdin, 11. Her husband, Michael

McAuliffe, is the former elected state attorney for

Palm Beach County and now is the general counsel

ot Oxbow Carbon. "We both have committed

much of our professional lives to public service.

Andover certainly had a lot to do with that for me."

Katherine Forrester Westerman was chosen

by the SFO Museum in San Francisco for a solo

photography exhibition that runs fromJune 2013

to September 2013. The exhibition

—

Katherine

Westerman Sea and Ocean— will be in the SFO Air-

port in the United terminal just past security.

David Daskal writes, "1 had lunch with Howard

Stearn at Big and Little's, a groovy fish taco place

in Chicago that has been blessed by Guy Fieri on

Diners, Dnve-lns and Dives. My kids love that show."

David and Howard talked about the "seismic shift"

marked by car choices as a reflection of life stages.

Terence "Tad" Flynn's oldest, James, is Andover
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' 16 and living in Rockwell. Tad says it's "great to have

an excuse to visit the campus again, where fellow

' 16 parents include Harriet Bishop Bakken, Sarah

Cox '82, and Foster "Forty" Conklin." Tad had

plans to visit one weekend was looking forward to

finally having "my first legal beer in the Andover Inn

with Jim Ventre."

Neil Sheehy continues to live in Minnesota,

where he has a "wonderful blended family " with

nine children. Seven are at home right now, and two

boys are in the Marines. "I continue to represent

NHL hockey players as an agent," he says, "and am

thrilled the NHL ended its lockout. Feel free to

check out my website: icehockeyagency.com."

David Hartzell's 13-year-old daughter, Katie,

will be attending the 2013 Summer Session at

Andover. David and his family live in the suburbs

of Philadelphia, where Katie is currently in seventh

grade. "She is very excited to partake in the Andover

experience, and 1 am looking forward to getting

back to the campus as it has been many years since

1 last visited."

SusanJenkins Warren moved back to Dux-

bury, Mass., 10 years ago, after 10 years in invest-

ment banking at Merrill Lynch in NYC and nearly

two decades as an advertising director at American

Express, News Corp., and Time Warner in LA. Sue

coaches her 12-year-old daughter's lacrosse team

and her 9-year-old son's ice hockey team. She is on

the board of a local hospital and is an associate at

an interior design firm. "Sadly, I am also holding my

dad's hand as he walks down the dark corridors of

Alzheimer's disease. I hope none ofour classmates

have to take on this difficult role, but ifthey do and

want to talk, let me know."

Roger Kass produced the off-Broadway pro-

duction of a play called Tribes, which just finished

nearly a year's run in NYC and will be opening soon

in LA. He is currently producing the play Hit the

Wall, about the Stonewall Riots (bit.ly/XqG9Jj).

Roger and his brother, Doug Kass '81
,
just finished

a documentary withJonathan Franzen about migra-

tory bird poaching in southern Europe. It should

be in cinemas later this year. Roger enjoyed a great

morning of skiing inJanuary with Jessica and Drew

Guff in Utah.

Rachael Horovitz, proud mother of adorable

first-grade twins, is getting ready to shoot a movie in

Paris later this year.

Our very ownJim Ventre was selected as

Andover s dean of admission. He is thankful for the

support and confidence ofjohn Palfrey, the trustees,

faculty, and alumni. "The unwavering encourage-

ment from the greater Andover community has

been extremely meaningful to me!" More details

can be found at: bit.ly/WEFjtS.

If you did not receive an e-mail inJanuary asking

for notes, then Andover does not have your current

e-mail address. Please take a moment to update

your contact information online or by e-mailing

delworthy(iDandover.edu. With Reunion looming

next year, let's reach as many classmates as possible.

Until next time, see you in the notes! —Amy

1980

Kate Thomes

158 Commercial St., Apt. 2

Boston MA 02 1 09

katethomes@gmail.com

It isJanuary, not too cold, and Downton Abbey's third

season started last night. I don't really watch it, but I

hear about it. Have you ever seen the TV show Here

Homes Honey Boo Boo'? Whoa. One of my favorites

is Louie, written and acted by the comedian Louis

CK. Peter Carley told me to watch it. I love Louie.

OK, OK, enough TV. Yes, I missed the deadline for

the last class notes. There is no excuse, except I was

on my sabbatical and lost the grid. I apologize. That

was my first skipped class notes, and I feel bad about

it. In terms of my sabbatical, I ended up spending

the majority of my time in Mongolia, Turkey,

Bhutan, and India, with short jaunts to Moscow,

London, and Bangkok, Thailand. They were all

terrific trips, but the two places I would go back to

in a minute are Turkey and India. Varanasi, India,

was the most breathtaking and magical place I have

ever been to in my life. It is heavy on Indian culture

and a wonderful jolt to the senses. Go there.

In the meantime, I have had a tew notes, one

from Afshin Pedram, who wrote an amusing note

in response to classmates turning 50 in 2012 (at

least many of us hit that threshold). Afshin hails

from Ithaca, NY, and was writing in front of the

television as a game between the Cardinals and the

Giants was about to overshadow the presidential

foreign debate. Baseball always seems to win out.

Guy Letourneau sent a quick note to say hello. He

is enjoying lite in rural, unincorporated lands just

outside Portland, Ore., where he shares life with his

wife and is as busy as one can be without kids. He

has cut down on his volunteering in the county a

bit but is still volunteering on a land-use planning

commission. He also brought out the signal cannon

for a maritime heritage weekend in July, which has

a five-and-a-half mile audible range over water. He

still corresponds regularly with Mark Anderson '81

regarding pyrotechnics, full-auto collectibles, and

similar interests. Mark also has a cannon. Guy

turned 50 in November and has thought about

throwing some sort of Second Amendment-based

celebration in summer 2013. Also, late last year

he got his C&R FFL, which is a Curio and Relics

Federal Firearms License. For work, he is still doing

the mechanical engineering contract gig, designing

printer parts and mechanisms.

Kathleen LeMaitre and I exchanged several

chatty e-mails, in which she reported that she and

her husband feel they are in a weird zone of getting

adjusted to an empty nest. They have a daughter in

college—currently in Barcelona for a semester

—

and both of their sons are at PA, one in Rockwell

and one in Stearns. Recently they got to spend a

beautiful Andover-Exeter afternoon watching the

boys' soccer team win, with Beth Moore Bishop,

Aimee Thorpe Macfarlane, andJohn Furse. They

What's new with you?

Get married? Move?

Change your e-mail address?

Let PA know! You can update your

information in any one of the

following ways:

• Visitwww.andover.edu/alumni.

Click on "Alumni Directory."

Scroll to the bottom of the page.

Click on "Update Info."

• E-mail alumni-records@andover.edu

• Call 978-749-4287

• Send a note to:

Alumni Records

Phillips Academy

180 Main Street

Andover MA 01810-4161

felt like they were 18 again—only 32 years later.

That is about it. As I write, I have been back for

about six weeks so have not been that in touch. 1 did

see Catherine "Cassie" Doykos for dinner, dur-

ing which someone asked her ifshe was a model.

Happy new year, one and all! Here's to the year of

the snake!

1981

Warren Jones

Houston, Texas

281-450-6457

wcjonesllc@gmail.com

Stefanie Scheer Young

New York, NY
917-287-61 1 1

stefanie.scheer@gmail.com

Keith Sabin sent in this Class of '81 update: "Con-

grats are in order forAdam Namm, who was sworn

in as U.S. Ambassador to Ecuador on April 26, 2012.

My fiancee, Jamie, and I were among the cadre

offamily and friends joining a roomful of State

Department staffers in blue blazers, going through

a serving table's worth ofchampagne before Adam's

introduction at 11 o'clock in the morning. His

predecessor was toppled by the WikiLeaks scandal,

and Keith has a challenging portfolio besides, as
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Julian Assange remains under the shield ot the

Ecuadorian embassy in London and the Ecuador-

ian president is on ostentatiously friendly terms

with Iran. Adam's wife, Mei, is continuing her World

Bank assignment there, with daughter Rebecca in

high school in Quito.

Keith says he framed an unusual Christmas gift

for his folks: a 1922 Andover report card for a fellow

who lived a long and prosperous life in Oklahoma

City, and he adds, "I'm definitely not planning on

letting my report cards get out there!" Indeed.

We are deeply saddened to report that our class-

mate Robert Hawkins passed away this fall. Mark

Canning and Steve Dembitzer were kind enough

to write the following about his life tor us:

Robert Eliot Dexter Hawkins passed away in

September 2012 in NYC, after a long, heroic battle

with cancer. He is survived by his parents, Margaret

Childers and Eliot Hawkins, his wife,Jamie Ben-

nett, and his children, Claire, 16, and Eliot, 12. His

godfather was Jack Richards, the dean of Rabbit

Pond when Robert was at Andover.

Robert was a much loved and popular figure at

Andover who played guitar in student rock and jazz

bands, performed on many shows on WPAA, the

radio station, and played the lead in several theatri-

cal productions. He spent upper year in France in

the School Year Abroad program and graduated

from Andover with honors.

After Andover, Robert attended Brown Univer-

sity and shared a house there with Andover class-

mate Andrew Erickson. He subsequently received

a graduate degree in Russian from Middlebury Col-

lege and a law degree from Columbia University.

After spending a tew years in Moscow working

for an international law firm, Robert settled down

in his hometown, NYC. He established his family

and landed his dream job working in a business and

legal capacity tor the National Hockey League, ulti-

mately becoming general counsel. He immensely

enjoyed living in Manhattan and had many triends

and family in the area. He maintained contact with

many of his Andover classmates over the years,

among them Mark Canning, Steve Dembitzer,

Andrew Erickson, Doug Kass, Michael Marrus,

Bill Kummel, and his oldest triend, Alexander

"Xander" Patterson.

Robert was most happy helping his kids with

homework, playing with them, and enjoying their

companionship as they grew up. He was very proud

of them, their accomplishments and humanity.

While Robert struggled with his health the last few-

years, he maintained his unfailing sharp wit and

self-deprecating sense ot humor, bis generosity, his

curiosity, his intellect and pursuit ot excellence in

all areas of his lite, and his relationships with triends

and family. Until the very end, he had a twinkle in

his eye and a warm smile on his face. He was much

beloved by many; his funeral at St.James Church in

Manhattan and his subsequent memorial service at

the I larvard Club were standing room only.

—w&s

1982
Graham Anthony

2502 Waterville Drive

Champaign IL 61 822
434-989-5800

grahamanthony@earthlink.net

John Barton

480 Hulls Highway

Southport CT 06890
203-254-7751 (home)

212-230-3235 (work)

iwb@tfm-llc.com

Parker L. Quillen

170 E87th St., Apt. PH1B

New York NY 10128

917-923-7400

parkerlq@yahoo.com

[Editor's note: We'd like to welcome Graham

Anthony,John Barton, and Parker L. Quillen

as the new class secretaries. Please send all notes

and news to them. Their contact information is

listed above. 1

1983 m
30th REUNION

June 14-16, 2013

Susannah W. Hill

32 Willow Road

Menlo Park CA 94025
650-328-6880

susannah.hill@gmail.com

Blaise P. Zerega

575 1 1 th Ave.

San Francisco CA 941 1 8

415-640-5339

blaise.zerega@gmail.com

Hi, everyone! The word limit for Andover magazine

is just 1 ,000 words, and every season lots ofrich

correspondence is excluded from the published

version ot the notes. Well, no more! The unabridged

news is now available online. You went to Andover

so you know what unabridged means because you

lived it.

We put it on the Andover 1983 Facebook page

and on the BlueLink 1983 page. Ifyou e-mail Blaise

and Susannah at andover83classagents(2>gmaiI.

com, we will add you to the e-mail distribution

when we send out a call for notes and we will invite

you to the Facebook page. We'll have to "triend" you

(n st. Please consider getting in the loop because

the variety, passion, and personal reflections con-

tained in these messages will add richness to your

daily routine.

Our 30th Reunion isJune 14-16, and on-site

registration starts at noon on June 14 in SamPhil.

Karen Humphries Sal lick let us know that she

and Kathy Macoul are charged with getting as

many classmates as possible to the 30th Reunion.

Angela Lorenz e-mailed in with a good point

about Reunion: "It's great meeting members ofour

class I didn't know before, so don't be shy. By exam-

ple, I basically met Struan Robertson at a reunion,

who hosted us in Paris lastJune while my daughter,

Emilia, currently an upper, did some research tor an

independent project."

In his e-mail, Robert Allenby said, "I cannot

believe that our 30th Reunion is looming. When

did that happen?" He is father to Elizabeth, 3, and

was expecting a baby son in May. "Other than the

blips in the class notes and Zoe Littlepage s blogs

regarding her extensive world travels, I have heard

nothing from classmates oflate. I'd love to hear from

Barron Snyder, Gary MacDougal, Greg Herlihy,

Bruce Trask,Jamie Cohan,James Bracken, and

anybody else '83."

John Byrnes announced that he and his wife,

Sheri, had their first child, Nikko. Congratulations!

The pair also just produced their latest feature film,

Rock jocks, which he describes as a sci-fi comedy.

We are looking forward to it!

Roslyn Rea Webber reported that she is "hav-

ing a blast skiing, sailing, snow camping, sea kayak-

ing, surfing, and mountain biking with my husband

and two boys, 6 and 10."

Sam Avrett provided a fantastic summary of

his upcoming year: "2013 aims: more time in NYC
with friends, consolidate and build the business,

more hiking and hot springs."

Dara Donahue Hogan wrote that she is look-

ing forward to the 30th Reunion and just marked

eight years in the development office at Brigham

and Women's Hospital in Boston. "My oldest

started kindergarten, and what fun its been to expe-

rience kindergarten all over again through his eyes!

My almost-3-year-old daughter is a delight."

Also working at Brigham and Women's Hospital

is Nick Morse: "My wife, Loren, has courageously

decided to return to work outside ot our home

teaching English as a foreign language. I am still

at Brigham and Women's splitting my atten-

tion between urogynecology and health-care

delivery reform.

Another classmate in medicine is Cathy Hicks,

who lives in NYC with husbandjim Stallard and

daughter Grace, 2. She works part time in pediatric

emergency medicine at New York Presbyterian

Hospital-Weill Cornell Medical Center. "1 am plan-

ning on coming to Reunion with family in tow, so I

hope to see everyone there!"

Deborah Mei writes that she runs the China

office ofa boutique merchant bank in Beijing after

11 years in Hong Kong and three years in Shanghai.

She and her husband welcomed their first child,

|uan Ignacio, in September 2012. "We are ecstatic

young' parents!" she says.

Amy Kellogg e-mailed from London, where

she covers foreign affairs for Fox News. She sees

Tammy Snyder Murphy and Laura Culbert
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Knowles-Cutler, whose birthday they celebrated

in Paris. "I also had the rare treat ofsharing a curry

with Alison Beaumont Hah n last year in my

'hood, and she looks exactly the same as she did

when we were at Andover."

Gina Poe tells us she and her husband are in

Michigan raising two boys, 4 and 11, in the snow.

"After one lovely year at Andover, I thought I'd never

have to brave a snowy winter again. But I'm now in

my 11 th year in Michigan doing neuroscience on

the reasons we sleep, writing grants and papers, and

teaching students at the University ot Michigan."

Liz Schenck Phillips reported on Facebook

that Virgil "Sonny " Griffith and Willie Nabors

visited her in Memphis. "Both Willie and Sonny

looked great—just as I'd remembered them—and

both helped me understand my new city better by

telling me the stories ofhow they came to Andover

from the home ofElvis and Stax Records."

Tom Lee sent in his first-ever contribution to

class notes. Welcome aboard ! He and wife Arti

Hurria have a daughter Serena, 9. He is on the

medical faculty at USC and is director ofthe Vision

Center at Children's Hospital Los Angeles, where

he oversees the development ofa telemedicine

network and started an online medical educa-

tion platform tor doctors in developing countries.

Tom received the Ellis Island Award last year for

his work in developing countries. He wrote, "I just

had lunch with Don Kim and will hopefully see

Francis Lombard! for lunch next week. Get to see

John Kim and his wife, Kathy, as well. I will always

look back at Andover as the most important experi-

ence to shape my life."

1984

Alexandra Gillespie

52 Amelia St.

Toronto ON M4E 1X1

acoonpie@gmail.com

William P. Seeley

Department of Philosophy

73/75 Campus Ave.

Bates College

Lewiston ME 04240
wseeley@bates.edu

Adam Simha

84 Rice St.

Cambridge MA 02 1 40-1 8 1

9

617-876-0103

adam@mksdesign.com

Hi, folks! Despite some push back, and even a little

bit ot back talk, a cornucopia of tall tales rolled

in from a range ofless-than-usual suspects. The

first thing I would like to do is welcome Geoffrey

Waggto Maine! He has been appointed the next

head ofthe Waynflete School in Portiand (where

my children go to school). Congratulations, Geoff!

I look forward to crossing paths at the pickup and

drop-offline (yes, it has come to that). You may

want to ask Waynflete alums Blake Stoddard and

John Chaisson where you can find the extra keys

to the headmaster's office!

Last fall, I was in Belgium at a conference, and I

had the chance to see Rachel Bacon. She braved

a light December snowstorm and took the train

down from The Hague. We spent the afternoon

catching up and chasing down conceptual art on

the streets ofAntwerp. It you haven't checked out

Rachel's installation work, I encourage you to look

it up. Anne Stout Hughes and her tamily are mov-

ing from sunny San Diego back the Washington,

DC, area—the excitement...they get to purge their

closets. Abby Shuman is getting married for the

first time! And she recently founded an animal wel-

fare organization called The Mica Foundation.John

McCarthy's only true-life rumor to report is that

he fives near where he grew up in Brooklyn and his

three boys love the Giants, Knicks, and Rangers

—

but not the Nets or the Mets.

Christine Kim left the law for real estate, which

she says gives her more time for her tamily and is

more true to herself. Christa Thomas Kent and

her husband are busy raising a third-grader, running

Kitchen Switchin, a consignment store in Phoenix,

and managing ArtGecko Productions, a global

video production company. Christa has been in

touch with fellow Double Brickers Christine Kim,

Kyra Tirana Barry, Sarah Bullock, and old flame

Stuart Bomeisler. Catherine Page Harris teaches

landscape architecture and art at the University of

New Mexico, Albuquerque. She is crazy busy with

yoga, teaching, "trans-species habitats," and her kids'

gymnastics, flamenco, and ballgames. She and her

family have also become vegans
—

"embracing non-

violence in all the flawed ways we can," she says.

Jason Anderson is scouring frigid British

Columbia rivers for steelhead. Lee Novick just dug

out a pair ofskates I passed on to him 30 years ago

during his 3rds/cluster hockey years. Hopefully

they will see the ice again! Lee and his family live

in Laguna Beach, Calif. He is an ophthalmologist

and is likely en route to Honduras on a surgical mis-

sion as you read this.Jose Navarro had the chance

to get together with Amit Pandey and Ricardo

Parellada at Amit s house in Portola Valley, Calif

Peter Lee is based in NYC, where he is happily

remarried and works for TIBCO, a software com-

pany. Nick Bienstock has four kids, three dogs, two

cats, a bunny, a fish, evenings at homework, week-

ends in Millbrook, NY, and summers with his wife's

family in New Hampshire. Courtney Keppelman

is solidly Californian, gratefully untethered, and

involved in a couple ofphilanthropic startups. She

says she's got her backside down and hopes to have

her front side nailed by the time we see this in print

(some ofthat the surfing lingo eludes me—BS).

She caught up with Molly Boutwell Sperduto

back east over the holidays.

Daisy Smith often sees Hee-Jung Shin Moon,

most recently when Hee-Jung was down to Phila-

delphia to play in the bridge nationals, obviously!

Daisy has also seen SarahJane Cohen Grossbard,

Torrance York, and Meredith "Mery" Caplan

Wright They swapped stories ofparenthood and

suburbia this summer in Bryant Park, NYC. Sarah is

a practicing psychiatrist in NYC, and her daughter,

Lily, is at Andover. Daisy works for the American

College of Physicians, continues to see patients in

west Philadelphia, and has been training doctors to

provide high-value, cost-conscious care to patients

(to cut waste and improve patient outcomes). She

says it's hard to stay out ot the emergency depart-

ment with three boys—Frisbee, golf, and rock base-

ball are dangerous sports! Jonathan Hubbard says

his wife gave birth to a zebra-striped rabbit in

December, their first. Charlie Welch made a sur-

prise guest appearance at Perry Hewitt's son's high

school graduation last spring. Perry announced,

surprisingly, that she had her son when she was in

kindergarten! I'll let Max Ryan speak for himself:

"My life? My daughter is an absolutely wonder-

ful 6-year-old with curls. I love her. My company,

Apartment Therapy Media, is thriving. My wife left

me suddenly for a woman and is completely chang-

ing her life to her new, authentic lesbian self These

days she is wearing a bright orange tank top, silver

shoes, and tight jeans, while everyone else is cover-

ing up in the cold. Will wonders never cease?"

Bradford Lyman Phillips is now the assistant

director for the Contemplative Sciences Center at

the University ofVirginia. They are busy creating a

web delivery model for an open source contem-

plative university. He is often in touch with Scott

Crabtree. Robert Yelle lives in Memphis, Term.,

with his wife, Lynda Sagrestano, and their daughter,

Maya. He teaches history and religion at the Univer-

sity ofMemphis, published two books last year, and

spent his last sabbatical back home in Andover. He

also saw Christopher Suan in NYC.

Steve Hochman says, among other things,

that it's windy in the Netherlands (accounting for

the Dutch's strength in cycling), it is so flat you'd

be hard pressed to roll a marble, cycling into the

wind is like crashing into a tennis backboard, and

he dons duck pants and sings St. Paul's cheer (with

a dollop ofsarcasm) now that his son goes there.

Julia Luz Calhoun lives in Sao Paulo, Brazil, with

her husband and two children and invites everyone

to the party. Alexandra Gillespie, my erstwhile

partner in crime, tells me her family once owned a

goat that liked chocolate ice cream, lazy afternoons

sipping lemonade, and swinging on the front porch.

There was also something about a pony compan-

ion named Dido. Scott Bothfeld was recently in

touch to deliver a virus, asking ifshe wanted to take

raspberry weight-loss drops.Adam Simha! It was

an embarrassment of riches this time around—due

mostly to Alex's hard work pounding the pavement

and your generosity with stories about your families

and your lives. I hope I managed to get everything

in. Thanks to everyone, even those who contacted

me by ESP, and keep it coming!— Bill
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Chris McCarthy

8 Wilkie Terrace #09-05

22803 1 Singapore

+65 9864 7918
chrismccarthy@gmail.com

Note the new address: I'm in Singapore, probably

tor a couple ot years, and you're welcome to visit. It s

a lovely city-state, as city-states go. Yes, it's legal to

chew gum here. You just can't buy it.

So just before wife Nancy and I left tor "points

East, we traveled the East Coast, visiting triends

and family) stopping by the Lake Winnipesaukee

home ot Alan Himmer. Alan and his wife, Melanie,

showed me around the lovely Adirondack-style

home they 've built, and I was lucky enough to catch

their two teenage boys, Wyatt and Morgan, who

were briefly at home. Wyatt is at Exeter, and Morgan

is applying to boarding high schools for next year.

Stuart Magruder writes that he is still living in

LA and still loving the West Coast. He and his wite

are busy with lots ot soccer for their 13-year-old son

and lots ot swimming tor their 10-year-old daughter

(who was in the junior lifeguard program at Venice

Beach this past summer). Hes running his own

architecture practice—Studio Nova A Architects,

Inc.—and this past year was president ot the Ameri-

can Institute ofArchitects, LA chapter (an honor

that comes with lots ofunbillable hours, I'm told).

From Aspen, Pamela Paresky writes that she's

enjoying lite, keeping up with her children, who are

now expert skiiers in second and seventh grades,

and hanging out with Marcella Larsen '84. She

Stays in touch with Liz DeLucia, who works in the

nonprofit world ot development at Dana-Farber.

Pamela and her research partner spoke at the 2012

National Character and Leadership Symposium

at the U.S. Air Force Academy, where she has done

leadership consulting and course development.

And she just finished service tor Andover on the

Alumni Council—and has moved on to join the

Andover Development Board (ADB). Yes, she con-

firms, she's very busy.

Finally, a big thanks to Michael Schaus for his

years ofservice as our class agent, and thanks to

Alison Smith Lord, who is taking over, and to

Pamela Paresky for her work on the Alumni Coun-

cil and the ADB.

Please keep those updates coming, and if you're

passing through Singapore, bring me some chewing

gum. Until next time!

1986

Christine Balling

22 James Farm Road

Lee NH 03861

603-479-6829 (cell)

cballing@msn.com

Kathleen Campbell DiPaolo

25 1 6 Vista Drive

Newport Beach CA 92663
949-689-3314 (cell)

949-209-2043 (fax)

Kathleen@pacificfamilyhomes.com

Caroline Langston Jarboe

3124 63rd Ave.

Cheverly MD 20785
301-322-4241 (home)

301-379-6572 (cell)

caroline_jarboe@yahoo.com

Before I say anything else, I've got to hand it—and

my eternal thanks— to Maurice, formerly known

as "Ceef now known as "Mo," Plaines, who talked

me oft the ledge on a particularly bad parenting

day when my husband, Brian, was at work. I was

lamenting the absence ot grandparents who could

spell me for a bit with the children (my parents

are dead), and Cee sent me the most sensitive and

thoughtful Facebook message to say that I just

needed to rely on my friends and that I should look

up the mentoring work lacrosse instruction he has

done with other families in the DC area. In these

fractured times, we need to rely on each other.

It's a message I'm taking to heart—especially

with the Class of '86, and indeed, all our PA

schoolmates. In December, I was honored to attend

Windsong Hollis '85 s wedding to Ron Gottlieb at

the Cosmos Club in DC. (OK, so Windsong reclas-

sified into the class of 1985, but since she was part

ofour original group of juniors in fall 1982, she'll

always be an '86er in my mind.)

My son Alex also has gotten to know Brita

Strandberg's son Finn at summer camp, and

Alex was delighted to attend a masterful spy party

mounted by Brita, Finn, and Finn's twin sister

Annika. He had a great time and is already looking

forward to camp next summer.

Many ot us are in the householding phase ot lite,

all right: Brita lives right next to Rafael Lorente,

who reports. "It's all lacrosse and basketball all the

time" this winter at the Lorente home. He also was

proud to brag that he and lovely wife, Carolyn,

were headed to New York to see their daughter

Camille perform at Carnegie Hall along with her

University Park Elementary School choir. Con-

gratulations, Camille!

Tom Takoudes notes that he is keeping bus)

in New Haven, Conn., with work and coaching his

three kids' soccer and lacrosse teams. He is also

excited that in November he ran the Philadelphia

Marathon "in a personal best time ot 3 hours and

55 minutes. Pictures are on my Facebook page."

But lots ot folks are also expanding and headed

in loads ot unexpected and fun directions.

Jen Quinlan Chinburg reports that she has

opened a yoga studio, Newmarket Mills Yoga, in

Newmarket, N.H. "Come see me at the Mill!" she

writes. "Visit millyoga.com."

John B. Robinson writes, "I have news from

Christian Ehrbar that he is taking his entire family

on a extended voyage through the Western Pacific

and New Zealand.John Jake' Lynch's favorite

novel is now Blood Meridian, by Cormac McCar-

thy. John also noted that he had attended Mr. Tom

Lyons' memorial service at Cochran Chapel: "It was

extremely moving, [with] hundreds of people, and a

great tribute from Mr. Ed Quattlebaum '60."

(Speaking ofMr. Lyons, does anyone know if he

ever wrote a pedagogical paper about his History

35/300 methodology? I count History 300 as

one ofthe best courses I took at PA, and— for this

ADHD soul— it helped me learn to be precise in

thought and writing. I'd love to hear your thoughts

and experiences about this, or about other PA

courses, for a future column.)

John Domesick came over to my house on

Christmas afternoon and regaled our assembled

dozen with wild tales from the worlds ot business

and entertainment. He also said that he had had a

really fun time with David Dembitzer attending

Art Basel in Miami.

Are you on the Class of 1986 Facebook page?

You're going to need to be if you want to keep up

with Christine Balling's international work, as well

as the LA premiere ofChristine Yoo's movie Wed-

ding Palace (weddingpalacemovie.com).

Christy also noted that Amy Correia e-mailed

her tans her latest single, and 1 am delighted to

enclose the link here: bitty/ 11 18VP8.

Christine Yoo writes, "The journey with my

first movie, Wedding Pidace, continues. I just want

to express my sincere thanks and gratitude to so

many people in our class who have supported me

throughout this (insane) process—your financial

support, your spare bedrooms and couches, your

rides, referrals, your business and creative advice,

breakfasts, lunches, dinners, drinks, shoulders to

cry on, bitching sessions ( ! ), and pep talks: John

Clatlin, Ben Kuo.Td Choi, Hella Winston,

Kristen Harol, ArathaJohnson, Eunice Lee,

Jenny Rider, Randall Batinkorf Caroline

Langston Jarboe, Gloria Kim Pak, Christina

Pae, David Sullivan, Robert McQuilkin, Ted

Carleton, Nick Simon '87, and the list goes on and

on and on. The best fringe benefit ot having made

the film has been undoubtedly reconnecting with

so many ofthe amazing peers in our class! 2013

will be the year Wedding Palace will hit the movie

theatres' W ill keep you folks posted!"

From Kelly Amis: "Hey, Caroline! I recently

reconnected with some '86ers while traveling with

my short film series Teaclied. In Washington, DC,

I had the pleasure of a night out with Maurice

Plaines and Chris Siddall, who are both involved

in improving educational opportunities lor local

kids. I also loved seeing Rob McQuilkin in NYC; he
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. came to my screening at the Harlem International

Film Festival. (Thanks, Rob!) I have several Teached

screenings coming up this spring, back in DC, and

also in LA and the Bay Area (where 1 live most of

the time). I hope to see many more alums there!

(Details will be posted at teached.org.)"

Finally, I (Caroline Jarboe) am continuing as a

regular contributor to Image:A journal of the Arts

and Religion's "Good Letters" blog at Patheos.com,

and a recent post ofmine on airport chapels was

reposted by both H\e American Conservative and the

progressive Christian magazine Sojourners. Maybe

there is some hope for bipartisanship after all.

Peace. And do keep me posted on your develop-

ments, joys, and sorrows. Love!— Caroline

David Kopans

2 Princeton Road

Arlington AAA 02474-8238
781-646-4515

617-947-2454 (cell)

dave@kopans.com

Sometimes I am sad when the best news you

all send me comes from "Out ofOffice" auto-

replies combined with El Presidente's continued

wishful-thinking resolve to catch more fish than

Barry Crume '88. However, such was not the case

this pastJanuary when I sent out a request for

newsy updates.

Indeed, Charles Mathewes's out-ot-office

reply was one ofthe best I have ever read. Quite

witty. From some e-mail server at the University of

Virginia, where Charles is a professor ofreligious

studies—having written books on religion's role

in public life in pluralistic democracies, and the

first undergraduate textbook that attempts to

compareJewish, Christian, and Islamic ethics. His

autoresponder reported, "I am on sabbatical for the

2012-2013 academic year, and not checking e-mail

with the meth-addict level ofcompulsiveness that

would normally mark my relationship with elec-

tronic devices. I will eventually read your e-mail,

but ifthere is any way for me to tell myselfthat my
sabbatical permits me to ignore it, you can go for-

ward in your life with the quiet yet firm confidence

that that's what I'm going to do." Beautiful. More on

Charles at tinyurl.com/PA87-Charles.

Ofcourse, some ofyou were actually kind to

write back, and for this I am thankful. Keep it up!

To that end:

Emilio "Mimmo" lasiello was actually the

first to get back to me (how he beat out Charles'

auto-response I don't know) and reports in from

the Department ofDefense that he is working

overtime as a cybersecurity specialist (ah, that's the

reason
!
) and is the proud new father ofa baby girl.

How he juggles diapers, protecting us from bad

guys (and gals), and being a screenwriter I can't

even fathom! (Visittinyurl.com/PA-Mimmofor

more information.)

Our reunion party planning champ, Martin

"Chap" Munger's e-mail to me came with an icy

blast from Arctic Chukotka in the Russian Far East,

where he continues to spend time mining gold (and

apparently blaming Andover in general and Victor

Svec, specifically, for his fate). In case you did not

know where Chukota is located, it ain't anywhere

near New Orleans, which is where Martin's engi-

neering consulting firm is based. Rather, it's the

most northeasterly region ofRussia and, since the

sale of Alaska to the United States, has been the

only part of Russia lying partially in the Western

Hemisphere. As a result, it's butt cold (-31 °F in

January). Brrrrrrr.

Tonyjaccaci (tinyurl.com/PA-Jaccaci) on the

other hand writes in from balmy Shanghai, where

he and his lovely wife, LuciaJaccaci '88, had the

good fortune to see Hiroshi Okamoto (tinyurl.

com/PA87-Hiroshi) over the holidays. Tony, Lucia,

and their three boys live in the Songjiang District of

Shanghai. Lucia and Tony both work at the YK Pao

School Secondary Division, where he is the execu-

tive principal and Lucia is the head ofthe interna-

tional office. When not running the school and

traveling in Asia, the family still calls Newport, R.I.,

home in the summers. Tony and Lucia welcome

anyone coming through Shanghai to drop them a

line so they can play host in that part ofthe world.

Elizabeth Schulte Roth reports a move to the

mountains of Asheville, N.C., from the highway

belted confines ofAtlanta to become a "survivalist."

How else can one interpret the use ofthe term home

base in the following: 'After 10 years in New York

and another 12 in Atlanta, we have traded in the city

for a gorgeous mountain home base. Caroline is 5

now, and after many years as a magazine editor, I'm

actually writing again, covering fashion, style, and

a monthly 'chic mommy' section for a magazine

called IheAtlantan" OK, so maybe I misread her

e-mail. You decide: tinyurl.com/PA-SchulteRoth.

JayUIfelder (tinyurl.com/PA-Jay) continues

to use statistical models to forecast rare political

events and is still blogging about this under the

nom de plume of"the Dart-Throwing Chimp," which

he terms a "labor ofintellectual restlessness that I

hadn't expected to enjoy so much when I started

almost two years ago."

Robin Koster-Carlyon (tinyurl.com/PA-

Robin) rounded out the bunch offolks I heard from

with a most fantastic report from Down Under,

where she lives with her husband, Peter, and two

kids. It was beautifully written and chock full of

details. My apologies to her and the rest ofyou for

having to edit it to get under the 1 , 100-word limit.

Here's what's left:

"It is about 105 degrees Fahrenheit here today

with strong winds. While heat this intense does

make us worry, it also means we have to come

inside—just venturing out to rotate irrigation

—

and I have been able to do some computer work.

"My husband and I started a CSA (Community

Supported Agriculture). While so very common
in the United States, we are one ofmaybe five here

in Australia. For our part, we are passionate about

sustainable agriculture and localizing food. It seems

like a very simple offering as far as trying to do what

we can to actually change the world, but in my 40s

I think that little actions ripple and hope that many

littles make a big! This is our first full CSA season.

"Since we live on the Mornington Peninsula,

about an hour from Melbourne, Victoria, we are

about two minutes from one of the roughest surf

beaches in the area. I am enjoying learning to surf I

have noticed, however, that motherhood has vastly

changed my ideas on things...like surfing in an area

with rogue waves, reefs with submerged rocks,

and killer undertows. I like battling through the

breakwater and then just paddling away from the

land (which at times seems like a jealous girlfriend

when you are a farmer...always needing something)

and just floating. When it is time to head back to

the beach, and I get ready to catch a wave, I hear it

coming behind me with this roar of raw force and

wonder who the [bleep] I think I am! So maybe say-

ing I am learning to surfis a bit ofa stretch. Maybe I

should say I am giving myself lots ofopportunities

to pray!

"My kids, Maya, 8, and Rye, 6, are daily remind-

ers ofhow less is more and how grateful we are for

all that we have."

Class, I don't think I could have said that last part

any better. In that spirit, take a moment and reach

out to an old PA friend and say hi.

Oh, and update your "out of office" auto-replies

with something entertaining and witty. The next set

ofnotes is right around the corner.

9
1988

25th REUNION
June 14-16, 2013

Terri Stroud

800 4th St. SW, Unit N418
Washington DC 20024
202-486-4189

terri.stroud@gmail.com

[Editor's note: As you will read below, Peter Reese,

along with Roddy Scheer, is stepping down as

class secretary. Terri Stroud will continue in her

role, but looks forward to taking on a few new co-

secretaries. If you're interested in joining the team,

please contact Laura MacHugh at fmachugh(5)

andover.edu or 978-749-4289. We offer our

heartfelt thanks to both Peter and Roddy for their

combined 12 years ofgenerous service to the

Class of 1988.]

Hello, all you '88ers. This will be my last set of

class notes. I look forward to passing the baton and

a beer to one ofyou at our 25th Reunion this spring.

That's right—25 years! Block your calendars for

June 14- 16, 2013. We'll see you on the Great Lawn.

David Yashar wrote that he was getting married

in Costa Rica on Dec. 15. David and his fiancee,
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Stay in Touch!
Visit our "one-stop Web page" that consolidates all the

various ways of connecting with Andover friends and

classmates.

At www.andover.edu/intouch, you can link to

BlueLink, Alumni Directory, Andover's Facebook page,

Notable Alumni, and lots more.

Of course, you can still update your records in

the traditional ways:

• Visit www.andover.edu/alumni. Click on "Alumni

Directory." Scroll to the bottom of the page. Click on

"Update Info."

• E-mail alumni-records@andover.edu

• Call 978-749-4287

• Send a note to: Alumni Records, Phillips Academy,

180 Main Street, Andover MA 01810-4161.

Emma Rothteld, live in Cambridge, Mass. In 2003,

he founded a boutique consulting firm that helps

companies manage their software licenses. He has

worked with many well-known corporations to

help them determine what software is installed and

how better to negotiate with the likes ot Microsoft,

Adobe, and Symantec. He looks forward to seeing

you all at Reunion and can be reached at dyashar(2)

aid.com. Elizabeth Hopper Borge also got in

touch. She is a married mother ot two boys. She's

now Dr. Hopper, having received a PhD degree in

biochemistry and molecular biophysics from the

University ot Pennsylvania. She currently focuses

on breast and lung cancer research at Fox Chase

Cancer Center in Philadelphia. In her spare time,

she likes to run. Virginia Edington wrote to say

that she had planned to attend the 2012 Democratic

National Convention in Charlotte, N.C.

Justin Blake writes, "I'm still living in Camden,

Maine, with my ever-expanding family. Alexis Blake

w as born in May 2012 and joins our 3-year-old twin

girls, Kennedy and Olivia Blake. I 'm still providing

small animal medicine near our home. My wife,

Danielle, runs our animal rescue operation called

Maine t loast Animal Rescue at Blake Vet."

As tor me, I had a great time at the beautiful wed-

ding ol David Kicheson to I.atrisa Harper in NYC.

[here, I saw Jennifer Winingder El-Mattrawy,

Ivar Bazzy, Nick Sims, Bob Gibbons '89, Edward

Jasaitis '89, Courtney HiQegas Gibbons '89, and

James McLain '89. Ivar continues to travel widely

for his publishing work, including spending plenty

ot time in London and China. I hadn't seen Nick

in years. He is happily living in DC and rising fast

in the ranks ot the FBI, in internal investigations;

apparently, it Nick comes knocking on your door,

you may have done something wrong. Dave's wife,

Latrisa, was a dancer with the Alvin Ailey Company,

as were a number of wedding guests, so you can

imagine the impressive scene on the dance floor.

For some inexplicable reason, nobody seemed to

want to dance with Ivar and me.— Peter

1989

Emily Muldoon Kathan

1 8 Laurel Terrace

Somerville MA 02143
emily@kathandesign.com

Christian Parker

1 1 Berkeley Place, Apt. 3

Brooklyn NY 1 1 2 1

7

cparker39@nyc.rr.com

Gina Hoods

7477 Commons Blvd., Apt. 326
Chattanooga TN 37421

423-892-7140

404-667-4939

ghoods@yahoo.com

I had to recreate my perfectly crafted notes from

memory due to an unfortunate computer incident.

So if this version is not as fabulous as my prior ones,

blame it on my still-evolving computer knowledge

about sharing documents between devices.

As I write this, I am headed to our nation's

capital in the dead ot winter to celebrate the second

inauguration ofour president. I am filled with such

awe and wonder about what a great country we live

in to be able to vote freely (in most cases) and then

participate peacefully in the transition or continua-

tion ofpower.

I am also still processing my grief over the loss of

a beloved Andover faculty member, Mr. Jay Rogers,

history teacher, track coach, drama director, mentor,

and (as an adult) friend. It seems weird to think

of his booming tenor voice silenced, his beaming

smile and countenance dimmed, his gregarious

personality absent, or his being no longer present

on this side of heaven. I have many memories, as I

am sure many ot you do, including how he listened

to the cries of a spring-term upper at 6 a.m. after

a dormmates borrowed computer ate her History

300 paper crafted while at the keyboard, or how he

allowed three uninvited homesick refugees from

Stimson into his home unannounced to cook a

Southern meal, or how his History 300 class took

over his immaculate, white abode tor a red pasta

dinner eaten off his good china, or how soft drinks

served in his crystalware celebrated the completion

of his challenging class. Ah, the memories. Most ot

all, 1 will remember his acceptance ofmy teenage

self in whatever space or mood I was in and the

appropriate support or direction given. You will be

greatly missed, sir!

In the circle of life, I offer congratulations from

our class to Carl McCarthy and his wife, Hania.

They welcomed Nora Louisa in November 2012

and made son Gabriel, 5, a big brother. Carl cur-

rently works as a restructuring lawyer in New York.

As an OB, 1 celebrate each time a new life is

added to our Andover family. In which class years

will they become alums? I know of a number of our

fellow classmates expecting or who recently added

new members, but out of respect tor privacy, I will

not publicly congratulate them. I do hope they all
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know that their Andover family celebrates with

them and that we offer space in the notes to share

their news ifever they wish.

In other child news, two alums have kids who are

doing great things. Laura Hsieh is pursuing new

full-time career opportunities in the Chicago area,

but in the meantime coaches her sons in baseball.

Jadyn, 7, had a winning season courtesy ofmom's

coaching, and son Mason, 10, won the Oak Park

Village Championship! Congrats to Mom and

sons! Laura and her husband also run an indoor

soccer league. Laura also does amazing things, such

as leading the "I am a Mom" march that success-

fully led to the closure ofthe Tamms "supermax"

Illinois prison after 10 years ot advocacy. The march

was modeled after Martin Luther King Jr's "I am a

Man" march in Memphis, Tenn., that preceded his

assassination. In her scant free time, Laura is also

a Stella Dot stylist. Check out her jewelry. Hats off

to you, Laura, on all fronts! Thanks tor also being

patient with this sports newbie in explaining all

your Facebook sports references! We look forward

to welcoming your boys into our alumni circle.

Stacie Forte Gregg is also grooming some

future Andover graduates in New Hampshire,

including young Declan, who is a tireless advocate

to stop abuse ofhorses. He has testified on both the

state and national levels, accompanied by his proud

mother. There are rumblings about Declan applying

to a program affiliated with the New Hampshire

school that must not be named. We are ready for

the intervention, Stacie. Red is not a good school

color is all I'm saying. You have numerous class-

mates and fellow alums here for support it need be.

I kid, right? But call, e-mail, text, or send up a blue

smoke signal, and we are so there.

Jamie Tilghman is running GrannyJo Prod-

ucts, an awesome company in sunny Florida

dedicated to supplying the physically challenged

population with items that help maintain dignity

and aid with independence. He was so gracious as

to supply my nursing-home-bound father with

bags for his wheelchair and blankets that won't

get caught up in the wheels. My father and I thank

Jamie and GrannyJo Products for the items. Pine

Knoll loyalties run deep.

In December, I had the distinct pleasure ofvisit-

ing NYC, Elisa Istueta and her three future PA

graduates, Alejandro, 13, Tatiana, 9, and Adrian, 6.

The family welcomed me with love into their home.

After I took in the city sights, Elisa and I attended an

Alumni Association-sponsored event where new

head ofschoolJohn Palfrey spoke and answered

alumni questions regarding his plans and vision for

our beloved alma mater. I will admit he has won me

over despite his red-school ties. I have interacted

with him at both Alumni Council meetings and

informal events and have been impressed by his

rapid integration into Andover and his acceptance

that Andover should always precede Exeter in any

positive discussions. I also was proud ot how he car-

ried himself in the red school's fourth straight vic-

tory in football over our team. Guess we will have to

accept he will celebrate no matterwho wins—but

the celebrations will be more external when Big

Blue prevails, right?

As always, Emily Muldoon Kathan, Christian

Parker, and I welcome your submissions. We are all

getting pumped over our upcoming 25th Reunion

next year! Cheers!—Gina

1990

Regina A. DeMeo
1 666 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Suite 250
Washington DC 20009
240-621-0559

reginademeo@yahoo.com

Thomas W. Seeley

1 572 Heifer Road

Skaneateles NY 13152
315-685-231 1 (home)

315-685-3416 (work)

twseeley@gmail.com

Gina DeMeo is pleased to announce her engage-

ment to Steven Rubenstein, who proposed on her

40th birthday in Miami. Their wedding will be in

summer 2013. Meanwhile, she ended 2012 with a

bang—published in November by the Maryland

Psychologist, listed as one ot the top divorce lawyers

by Hie Washingtonian in December 2012, and she'll

be recognized as a DC Superlawyer for 2013. The

ABA Family Law Qiiarterly cited her as a lawyer that

has truly embraced the digital age, and her TV show

Making It Last had two otthe top 10 most viewed

segments for Montgomery Municipal Cable in

Maryland. If you want to check out past episodes,

they are online at mmctv.org, or you can follow her

blog GenXSmartie.

Lynne Langlois Hunter's second child was due

this spring. Tom Seeley is busy running his own

law firm in upstate New York. We all know that

work and kids consume a lot of our time in our 40s,

but please take a few minutes to send updates when

you can! Hope you all enjoyed the holidays.

1991
Hilary Gershman

6124 SW 104th St.

Miami FL33156
305-467-6581

hilarygershman@yahoo.com

Matt Fleming

221 Edgevale Road

Baltimore MD 21210
410-375-8302

Mattfleming9 1 @bluelink. andover.edu

Long ago, the philosopher Walter B. Pitkin wrote a

self-help book claiming, "Life begins at 40," which

sounds great, especially this year when many of

us are in the midst of celebrating this momentous

birthday. However, the journalist Helen Rowland

continued with, "but so do fallen arches, rheuma-

tism, faulty eyesight, and the tendency to tell a story

to the same person three or tour times." In any case,

we would love to hear some stories ofbig birthday

parties or other special events, so please share! We
promise to tell the story only a couple of times.

In the most obvious way that life begins at (or

around!) 40, many classmates recently welcomed

new babies into their lives. Victor Mejia and wife

Julia had a busy summer in Connecticut, including

the birth of their son Sebastian in August. In Octo-

ber, daughter Kinza Khatoon was born to Uzma and

Taimur Hadi. Taimur lives in the UAE and is the

founder and managing director ot TH Associates.

Hilary Driscoll Price and her husband, Mac, had

their third child, daughter Leighton, in November.

Big sister Harper and big brother Declan happily

welcomed the new addition. Hilary is a director and

tellow at the Center for Strategic and International

Studies, a think tank in Washington, DC Rich

Arnholt and wife Katie announced the Decem-

ber birth ot their son Matthew. Matthew joins big

brother Henry and family in Arlington, Va., where

Rich is counsel in the Washington, D.C., office of

Crowell & Moring.

Full ofyouth and vigor are Toyin Ajose and

Alexandra Bernbach Howson, competing in

races around the country and putting the rest of

us to shame. In December, Toyin completed the

Honolulu Marathon, his third marathon in three

years. In April, Alex completed her third St. Antho-

ny's Triathlon with Team in Training. She races in

honor ofher son Andrew, who was diagnosed with

leukemia as an infant and who today is a healthy

12-year-old, thanks to the medical team and the

interventions he received.

Our classmates are also musically talented

and continue to entertain and enlighten us. Since

receiving MPhil and PhD degrees from Yale, Matt

Shaftel has been an associate professor ofmusic

theory at Florida State University for over 11 years.

Alyssa Sullivan Volker is a teacher ofear and voice

training at Belmont University in Nashville, Tenn.

GaryWang performs jazz on his bass around NYC,

including the Zinc Bar, Hillstone, 55 Bar, and Zirza-

min. Sara SuJones runs Elite Educational Coach-

ing in Chicago, and she is also a virtuoso violinist,

playing frequently at St.James Cathedral and as

the concertmaster ofthe Chicago Bar Association

Symphony Orchestra and Chorus.

After receiving a PhD degree in English litera-

ture from the University ofPennsylvania, Julia

Bloch became an assistant professor at the Bard

College Master ofArts in Teaching program, which

is an interdisciplinary teacher training graduate

program. She published Letters to Kelly Clarkson, a

book of poetry from Sidebrow Books in San Fran-

cisco, and is an editor at Jacket!, an international

journal ofcommentary on modern and contempo-

rary poetry. She lives in LA with her partner and is

learning to love Southern California. Formerly with

Yahoo, Valla Vakili started the very cool website

smalldemons.com, which allows you to explore
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stay connected..

different places, people, and things mentioned in

your favorite books. The site was a Best of 2012

Nominee on All My Faves.

Other exciting news: Josh Tulgan got mar-

ried to Dina Davidson in December. The two

wed in Magnitogorsk, her hometown in Russia,

which, according to Josh, is about 2,000 km east of

Moscow. Also in attendance was David Bernstein

'93. The newlyweds jetted off tor a ski vacation in

Colorado and are planning a springtime celebra-

tion in the United States. Two-time World Series of

Poker champion Andy Frankenberger graced the

December cover of Poker Pro magazine, where he

talked about everything from meeting President Bill

Clinton to his hopes for the future. For about a year,

Elizabeth Farr Kuhse has been working in the U.S.

Embassy on the island of Mauritius, where she is

the second secretary and consular officer. She lives

there with her husband, Mike, and children, Finn

and Claudia. Tina Hartell s maple syrup business,

Bobo's Mountain Sugar, continues to grow and will

be producing syrup for public consumption this

season. Tina lives on a 2,500-tree sugar bush in Ver-

mont with her husband, Skye Chalmers, and twins,

Aida and Wren. They will be doing mail orders, so

check out their website or just stop by their sugar-

house in Weston and sample some for yourself

!

Victoria Farley Hostin moved from Delaware

to Denver in December, schlepping her husband,

Damon, daughters Stella and Skyler, and three cats

on the long car trip across the country. Before she

left the East Coast, Vicki stopped in NYC for a visit

with Blair Lawson, who was herself packing up tor

her move to LA. Mara Raphael is thrilled that Blair

and family will be moving down the street from

her. Blair's husband, Brett Holleman, and Maras

husband,John Mendell, grew up together, so there

are sure to be many fun times in Hancock Park!

In December, Mara saw Ben Stout and his wife,

Masha, at a party. The Stouts also live in LA, with

their adorable daughter, Nina.

1 hat is all the news for now. I wish you all a won-

derful spring and a happy 22nd anniversary ot your

18th birthday! —Hilary

1992
Allen Soong

1810 Burnell Drive

Los Angeles CA 90065
allen.soong@bluelink.andover.edu

[ Editor's note: After nearly 7 years ofpenning class

notes, Daphne Matalene is stepping down as class

secretary. We thank her tor her generous service to

(he ( 'lassot 1992. Please welcome Allen Soong as

your new class secretary; all updates now should be

sent to Allen. Welcome, Allen!
]

Cireetings, Class of '92! I'm writing from sunny

St. Lucia, while many classmates in the Northeast

are shoveling out from under a blizzard. Those

poor saps include David Charles, a native of

this charming tropical isle whose travel advice

has been absolutely sterling; new mom Mara

Terlizzi Ziegler, who's not just snowbound but

also up all night; and Tanya Sripanich Burton,

whose favorite SouICycle class (the one that future

Mr.-Daphne-Matalene Bradley Cooper takes)

was canceled. We all suffer.

Other classmates in southerly latitudes include

Yazad Dalai, who recently relocated to Singapore

just to be able to play Words With Friends against

Marilyn "Molly" Wagman in real time. A little

farther north of the equator, JeffBennett is hitting

the Atlanta track in his Lotus (ask him!) when he's

not busy with his vending business.

And—saving the best news tor last— I'm

pleased to announce that after a spirited two-day

Facebook debate, the Class of '92 (and by Class

of '92, 1 mean Dave Charles, Elbe Miller, Anant

Raut, Jessica Matias Wright, Jeff Bennett, Allen

Soong, Jenny Elkus, and Yakira Goldstein

Nurieli ) unanimously elected Allen Soong to be

our secretary until our next reunion! I have had fun

chronicling all our successes, but it 's time to hand

the reins to a guy who recently became the father of

twins. Do keep him informed! —Daphne
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20th REUNION

June 14-16, 2013

Amanda Adams
80 Park Ave. Apt. 7B

New York NY 10016
207-232-0884

aadams@bluelink.andover.edu

Nick Thompson

77 8th Ave., Apt. 4

Brooklyn NY 1 1215

212-996-0981

nick@nickthompson.com

Good day, Class of 1993! By now, I hope everyone

knows our 20th Reunion is upon us! I will be on

campus in June, and I hope to see as many ot you

as can make it. For anyone looking for additional

information about Reunion, there are numerous

sources. First, you can pick up PAs new mobile

app, which has links to all reunion information as

well as, it you re curious, the daily menu in Paresky

Commons, among other things. Just point your

smartphone browser to www.andover.edu/m. Our

class Facebook page (started by MarkJaklovksy

and Dan O'Keefe) will have updates and a running

list ofattendees. It you are on Facebook, join the

page! As of the date ot writing, we have about 150

members. Finally, PAs website (under the "Alumni

tab, then "Events ') has a link to the "reunion

booklet —a downloadable PDF with comprehen-

sive information.

Now to the notes. Marc Baker, head ot school

at Gann Academy in Waltham, Mass., had the

unique honor last tall ot marching with Andover

faculty and other heads ofindependent schools

at the investiture ofJohn Palfrey, PAs new head of

school. Marc was inspired and thrilled to be back

on campus wearing both his head of school and

alumnus hats and reconnecting with many ofour

teachers on a very special occasion.

Along with about 200 PA alums at PAs NYC
regional holiday party at Pratt Mansion, I had the

chance to hearJohn Palfrey speak in person tor the

first time. The party provided a great chance to get a

sense ofjohns vision tor PAs future, and, of course,

a chance to see old friends and meet as yet undis-

covered alumni, both young and less young. Chris

White, who is living in Brooklyn and doing well at

Goldman Sachs, and Nancy Vermylen Thornton

were also in attendance from our class. There might

have been more— it was a packed room!

Further south, in an event that reminded her of

lite in the dorms, Susannah "Smoot" Campbell

hosted 23 family members and their pets for 10

days at her home in Atlanta over the holidays. Like

dorm lite, Susannah described the event as, "jolly

and jam-packed!" I can't imagine what the line tor

the phone must have been like!

Susannah ran into Liza Farley '92 at a local

Andover event and has been corresponding with

Alison Wheeler Kennedy, who moved to Mas-

sachusetts with her family in early 2012. Susannah

also reports that Ramona Gittens is enjoying mar-

ried life and being an artist and entrepreneur and

that Melissa Clapp Johnson is doing well with her

three gorgeous children.

Around the world, after two years in Brooklyn

while taking a break from Iraq, Laila Kuznezov

(with husband and 3-year-old son) is living in

Dubai and working in strategy consulting with

Monitor—now Monitor Deloitte. Despite being

a world away, Laila has found a hearty PA alumni

network in the U.A.E., which includes Taimur Hadi

'91, Ahmed el-Gaili '94, and Majjid Ahmed 73!

Even Bill Leahy, PA director ot admission, made a

recent visit there. All passing through the U.A.E. are

strongly encouraged to reach out!

The ranks of PA progeny have continued to

swell this year. Raphael de Balmann, with whom I

had the pleasure of catching up just before the new

year, is absolutely "over the moon" about his new

son, Alexander Stephen de Balmann, who was born

in December 2012. Willet Bird shared that Gi-soo

Lee and his wife, Cindy, welcomed Madison Lee

into the world in August 2012. Brinda Ganguly is

doing well in Brooklyn, NY, working at the Rock-

efeller Foundation and, most excitingly, enjoying

her 1 -year-old little girl, Asha. Lisa Mills and her

husband, Victor Ssempijja, welcomed baby David

Mills Ssempijja in Boston in December 2012. David

joins stepsister Victoria, 7. While she was in Boston,

Lisa was thrilled to visit Temba Maqubela on PAs

campus and to wish him the best in his upcoming

transition to head ot school at Groton. Lisas family

returned to Kenya full-time in February.

The Washington, DC area appears to be quite

a hub ofPA activity, as reported by Kate Kennedy.
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Kate is still living in Takoma Park, Md. (on the

Washington, D.C., border) with her husband, Dave

Goodman, son Tyler (who's nearly 2), and dog

Django (named after the guitarist, not the recent

movie). Kate's latest addition, daughter Zoe Grace

Goodman, was born inJanuary— just beating to

the finish line Jessica Glasser Kaufman, with

whom Kate shared a due date. Jessica lives in Arling-

ton, Va., with her husband, Jason, and 2-year-old

daughter Maya, and still produces news for CBS's

DC affiliate. Kate sees Jessica and her family fairly

regularly, including during a great joint-trip to Jazz

Fest in New Orleans in spring 2012.

Kate also sees Scott Hennessey and his family

quite a bit. Scott, wife Monica, and little boy, Devin,

live in Bethesda, Md. Scott works for SolarCity as

a lobbyist for solar energy. Scott, Kate, and spouses

reportedly enjoyed a wild night of karaoke with

Mazyar "Mazy" Dar and his wife, Valeh Vakili '94,

in Manhattan over Thanksgiving. Kate reports that,

when it comes to karaoke, nothing has changed

since her early 20s, except that last call comes

closer to midnight than 3 a.m. Foreshadowing tor

Reunion? Kate suggests two things tor Reunion:

(l) Let's shoot for 3 a.m.! (2) Let's not mention the

nice round number that will soon represent our age.

I second both motions. So carried?

But wait, there's more! Kate is also frequendy

graced with the presence ofKathryn Henderson,

who just bought a condo in Bethesda, Md., and

who regularly babysits so Kate and her husband can

enjoy some rare, kid-free time. Kate, 1 must admit,

I'm exhausted just writing about your social life!

Markjaklovsky is still in Boston running Polar

Design—a full-service, interactive online com-

munications agency. NYC hosted a viewing ot the

Andover-Exeter football game—live streaming

—

attended by both PA and Exeter alums late last tall.

Yes, Exeter won, but it was close for a while. Plus,

there was beer and nachos.

I enjoyed a rare chance to catch up with Nancy

Vermylen Thornton and CarterMarsh Abbott

over dinner in NYC this past fall. Both are doing

well with huge broods in New Jersey.

In closing, predictions for the reunion? Recol-

lections ofreunions past? Post to our Facebook

page! For example, smuggling cold cuts through the

pouring rain? Free reunion DJ brought to you by

the blasting radio of a car slipped through a reunion

tent flap? Maybe there will be some kind ofreward

for the best posts. Maybe not. At the very least, I will

"buy" the winners a drink at the reunion bar. There

could be a lot ot winners!

I'm really looking forward to seeing everyone

who can make it this year. Nick and I wish you all

the best for a healthy, happy, and incredibly fun

2013. My best.—Amanda

1994

Moacir P. de Sa Pereira

+ 1 774 473 9856 Google Voice

moacir@gmail.com

There must be something about Eastern European

winters. Brian Kaczynski sent an e-mail from

Krakow, Poland, explaining that he's spending the

winter "reengineering the music synthesizer." In

the meantime, I'm in Vilnius, Lithuania, building

synthesizers from kits. I gave myselt a Mutable

Instruments Shruthi-1 synthesizer (with the

Polivoks filter) tor Christmas and spent all ot

Christmas day with a soldering iron in hand.

Speaking of, it anyone has a Polivoks they want to

move for cheap.... Anyway, soldering synthesizers,

watching the European version ot chickadees teast

at my feeder through my window, and being part

ofa ruthlessly dominant (and justifiably teared)

pub quiz team have been keeping me away from

finishing my dissertation in snow)' Lithuania.

In asking tor news and notes this time around, a

tew uncommon contributors sent in updates. Let's

get to them first. After five years in New Zealand,

Jessica Casey is now working as an emergency

veterinarian in Wisconsin, which sounds interest-

ing enough, but her excitement was over the fact

that her niece has now started at PA. Congrats to

the two ofthem! Peter Radocchia wrote from

Bennington, Vt, where he lives with his wife and

two kids. Peter said he works, buys toys, hangs tire

swings, builds closet shelving, and takes vacations.

His son, Eben, has started kindergarten and learned

to read in exchange tor Legos. Three-year-old

daughter Althea knows all about the Disney prin-

cess movies despite having never seen them. Peter

also watched the transit ofVenus across the sun

with his children, reflecting the images on a piece

ofpaper. Finally, he reported recently seeingAsim

GhafFar, Bharath Nath, and Omar Khan. Omar

had come back to New England from London to

introduce his parents to his infant son. Caroline

de Oliveira Burgess gave birth to daughterEmma

in New York in December. Had Emma been born

exactly a month earlier, she would have been born

into a hospital closed because ot Hurricane Sandy.

Danielle Debrule spent the hurricane scrambling

to save the aquarium at which she works. Without

getting electrocuted, she had to save three sharks,

four skates, an octopus, a calico lobster, crabs,

turtles, dogfish, jellyfish, puffer fish, and so on.

In short, it was an opportunity for yet more real-

world experience that should help Danielle with

her marine studies at University ot Rhode Island.

Bhak Tanta-Nanta, who rose to fame with his

snow-management exploits during an earlier New

York storm, wrote not about Sandy, but, rather, that

Garo Gebenlian and his wife, Anastasia, recently

completed a tour ofthe Far East, spending time in

Macao and Hong Kong. In the meantime, Bhak was

recently promoted to oversee all Paid Search mar-

keting for Mindshare's clients in New York.

Erin Conker Lentz moved with her husband,

Jason Cons '93, and daughter Mira to Lewisburg,

Pa., whereJason is an assistant professor ot inter-

national relations at Bucknell. Erin continues to

work on a PhD degree in sociology. Back in June,

she met up with Christine Yu to celebrate their

birthdays in Asheville, N.C Erin ate biscuits at six of

eight meals, while Christine perfected her stand-up

paddleboard pirouette. David Galium has returned

to teaching chemistry (after two years of math), now

at Hull High School in Hull, Mass., overlooking the

ocean. He's still coaching track at ThayerAcademy

and at the Greater Boston Track Club, but, most

importantly, he explains, he's expecting his first

child over the summer.

In July 2012, Jessica Rocha Stryhalaleck gave

birth to her third child, Stephen James, who joins

big sisters Mia and Chloe. And in April 2012, Bryan

Seabury and wife Cheryl had a baby girl, Scarlett.

Bryan is still at CBS as a vice president ofdrama

series development, where he most recently worked

on Person ofInterest, Vegas, and Elementary. He

recently saw Curren Krishnan, who came down

to LA from the Bay Area. Finally, Aaron Sharma

announced that his daughter Ellie is excited to have

real dolls to play with, as he and wife Andrea wel-

comed twins, Harison and Emmett. The twins were

born early, and during the course of the pregnancy,

the family was referred to Children's Hospital of

Philadelphia, where Aaron ran into Woody Sankar.

Woody mentioned Tim Stonecipher, Ben

Haddon, Richard Enos, and Darren Hopkins to

Aaron, while Peter Caperonis mentioned meeting

up with Tim and Darren while on holiday visits

to the Andover area. Each visit included a trip to

Harrison's, and Peter reports that the "roast beef is

still amazing."

Cyrus Massoumi visited a newly engaged Dan

Ingster in Las Vegas in January. Cyrus was speak-

ing at the innovators panel for CES. Berk Nelson

will be one of Dan's best men, and I hope to report

more about the autumn nuptials in a later note.

Marc Syp wrote from Seattle, where he lives with

his wife and young daughter. Marc is leading the

computational design effort for a new campus for

Google's Mountain View headquarters—the first

building Google has built from the ground up. Marc

wasn't allowed to tell me much more than that,

but he's also designing a web startup on the side.

While on a recent business trip to LA, he met up

with Rati Kalichstein '95. Aaron Flanagan wrote

to recommend the chicken and green chile bur-

rito at El Parasol in Santa Fe, N.M. Marta Rivera

Monclova is moving to China semipermanently to

teach at Shanghai International Studies University.

Reuben Teague dressed up his newborn daughter

Thea as Anthony Davis for Halloween. AndJessica

Lubarsky got married on Dec. 23.

Finally, I cut from the last class notes news ofan

impending girls' weekend in Arizona, hoping that

tales ofsaid weekend would make it into this install-

ment. Sadly, all I can report is that the weekend did

occur and that it featured Christina Lauricella

Klineman (Indianapolis), Erin Laspa Henry
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From barrio to boarding school, everything

happensfor a reason

Adayna Gonzalez was bom in New York City and lived all her life

in the neighborhood of Washington Heights, a community mainly

of immigrants from the Dominican Republic. Even though the fam-

ily depended on public assistance
—"We had very little, and that's

part of my story," she says—she grew up in a tight-knit family, hung out with

friends, went to a top school, and got top grades. Then her world abruptly

changed, like Alice falling down the rabbit hole. Her parents divorced, she was

accepted to Phillips Academy in suburban Massachusetts, and she was uproot-

ed and transplanted to Lawrence, Mass., with her mother, brother, and sister.

"I had a really hard time my first year at Andover," Gonzalez admits. "It was

too much at once. I was accepted as a boarding student, and now I was a day

student. I left every afternoon to go home on the bus." She had never attended

a school that was predominantly white. But, she says, she believes everything

happens for a reason.

Eventually Gonzalez opened up to life at Andover. There were turning points.

One was a theatrical production. "Adayna had a strong sense of her Dominican

roots," says Linda Carter Griffith, dean of Community and Multicultural Develop-

ment (CAMD) and an English teacher, "so I asked her to audition for a theatre

production I was directing, For Colored Girls, by Ntozake Shange. Starring in that

play with other young women of color allowed Adayna to take center stage and

unleash her Latina self to the PA com-

munity. She was fabulous in her role and

blossomed from a little girl into a young

^^fc woman over the course of that year.

"

After Andover, Gonzalez focused

laser-like on her future. She graduated

m *A from Wesleyan University and got a job

mi I [" in New York at American Express. Three

years on, ripe for a change from the

corporate world, she returned to her

president of digital marketing. In 2012,

after seven and a half years, Gonzalez left Citi to join RushCard, a young private

financial services company, to become director of Hispanic marketing. She is now
director of digital engagement, a job she loves.

Gonzalez met her husband, Travis, amidst the excitement of the first Obama
inauguration. After dating across two coasts, New York and Seattle, for almost a

year, he joined her in New York, they married, and are now the proud and happy

parents of Nila, their 2-1/2-year-old daughter. Her greatest joy, Gonzalez says, is

coming home each day to her family.

Gonzalez's intelligence, perseverance, and pluck weren't the only things that

got her to where she is today, she acknowledges. There have been many who
smoothed her path: her eighth-grade math teacher, Eric Calyo, who encouraged

her to apply to PA; Ann Miles, a PA parent who went to Lawrence every morning

for a year to drive Gonzalez to school; Phillips Academy, who gave her an opportu-

nity and a scholarship; her boss at Citi and now at RushCard, Rob Rosenblatt, who
"saw something in me and took a chance on me," says Gonzalez.

Her voice quivers when she speaks of her mother, who, she says, had the

biggest impact on her life. "I think of my Mom coming to this country and what

she envisioned for her kids. I think I've exceeded the expectations she had for me."

(Colorado), Kristie Pfeifle Medak (Oregon),

Mary Myers Hardgrove (NYC), Amy Smith (San

Francisco), and Saasha Celestial-One (London,

with baby son Nolan in tow). Further details may

surface in later installments.

Ofcourse, I ask you all, again, to consider joining

our class's page on Facebook: tinyurl.com/pa94tb.
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Lon Haber

PO Box 907
Topanga CA 90290
323-620-1675

lon@lonhaber.com

Margof van Bers Streeter

+44 077 393 77700
margotstreeter@gmail.com

Topping our news: two new additions to the extraor-

dinary brood our class has produced so far—Russell

Bell Patrick and Celina Rymzo. Huge congratula-

tions to Molly Bell Patrick, Isabel Arrillaga

Romany Rymzo, and their respective husbands!

Other autumn adventures ofnote: Melissa Ellis

tore it up at the Pali Triathalon in Calitornia and

(continuing the trend whereby they randomly run

into each other once a year at a gourmet shop some-

where in the world) saw Lon Haber at the Pacific

Palisades Gelsons market. Mini i Crume Sterling

was appointed to the position of executive director

of public relations at Hearst and was expecting baby

No. 2 (a boy!) in March.

RickJohanson headed offto explore Wudang

Mountain, one of China's six sacred peaks—and

says that the views from the monasteries at the top

were "worth the 27 hours ofplanes, trains, buses, and

cabs it took to get there.' Balancing a schedule that

included "tai chi in the morning, kung fu at night,

and sightseeing during the day, Rick nonethe-

less managed to rack up $476 in text and roaming

charges because "he couldn't let go of the lifeline to

the office." Of this, he wrote, "Not very Zen of me,

I know"—but we're still inclined to give him full

points tor the Matrix-y awesomeness of the trip

as a whole.

In Texas, Shannon Marvin Brown opened a

dual-language immersion school just outside of

Austin, and her son (Lon Haber's godson) Jax, a

kindergartner, is already reading and speaking in

both English and Spanish. More great '95 news from

Austin: one of its newest residents, Russel Taylor,

opened the second location of Due Forni with his

brother Alex, and the original location, a smash hit

since it opened, was named one of Las Vegas's res-

taurants in "Eating Las Vegas 2013: The 50 Essential

Restaurants." Their new outpost is in the heart of

downtown, and the brothers tell us they're thrilled

to be in such a dynamic and thriving city. As tor us,

we're thrilled by their success—and the prospect of

PA-priority access to two of the greatest restaurants

in the U.S.!

—Paula Trespas



In other food- and beverage-related news, the

beginning of (northern hemisphere) winter found

Aussie transplant Melissa Gaydon's company

Kiss My Cupcake continuing to churn out amaz-

ing baked goods ofevery stripe and color. And for

those who indulged in more than sugar during the

festive season (ahem), Brenna Haysom's Blowfish

anti-hangover tablets were there to offer quick relief

Word on the (NYC) street is that they were Duane

Reade pharmacy's "item of the week" during the

New Year's holiday and flew offthe shelves.

An empire built on booze? Take that, DC! (We

kid, we kid.)

Brooke Wheeler Grandwetter is living in

Pennsylvania with her husband and three kids.

She volunteers teaching fine art in the elementary

school and works with the Timothy School in Ber-

wyn, Pa., a school for autistic children. In October,

she visited NYC for dinner and a Louis CK standup

show with Sam Keller, who (when not "literally

commuting to Africa as an international architect of

mystery," according to Gilbert "Gibby " Greenway)

lives in the city. She missed seeing Maria Damon,

who when not teaching at NYU can be found jetset-

ting around the globe to attend various economic

and environmental conferences.

Gibby also tells us that the "tireless "John

Fawcett has launched a new company, Quanto-

pian, and that Daniel Marks is between NYC
and LA producing and editing films. In other East

Coast news, Leevert Holmes—aka the "proud

husband ofKerri Seow"— is working as a profes-

sional DJ, writer, and educator in NYC, thus taking

the concept of being a triple threat to a whole new

level ofcool.

On the Left Coast, Benjamin Cathcart was

accepted in October into the Directors Guild of

America as a guild member assistant director. He is

"crazy busy" with work on commercials and films,

but says he still has time to miss everyone from

the Big Blue. We also heard it through the Gibby-

grapevine that Kevin Mendonca is back in LA as

well after an East Coast-based stint with a reality

show. Yes, you read that correctly. And yes, we

want to know more, too—so chop chop with the

details, Mendo.

Rafi Kalich stein and husband Josh spent three

terrific weeks in Italy (Venice, Florence, and Rome).

Their daughter Skylar is doing spectacularly well in

second grade, soon to be playing Oompa Loompa

No. 1 in a musical production of Charlie and the

Chocolate Factory (at her school). His company

FORM is gearing up to start new rug, furniture,

and accessories lines, and, with projects from Han-

cock Park and Beverly Hills, Calif, to Greenwich,

Conn., and Austin, Texas, they 're poised—fingers

crossed!—for a banner year. No matter how busy,

however, Rafi promises to find time for any PA alum

who needs designers—a good sign that non sibi is

alive and well in the world of interior design.

We've also heard that December found our

favorite fighter pilot Laurie "Coff" Coffey hitting

the slopes on her snowboard in Tahoe and Squaw

Valley, Calif, which, given her mix offearlessness

iraCMiMglEE
Breaking the mold

Siblings often are amazed about

having the same set of parents but

being completely different per-

sonalities with different dreams

and goals. Sujeiry Gonzalez and her sister

Adayna '94 are a case in point.

Sujeiry is, by her older sister's account,

a dreamer, while Adayna is more ground-

ed in reality. Sujeiry is unconventional.

Adayna, the math whiz, admits "going

by the book." Sujeiry is, her sister says,

"passionate" and a "firecracker," while

Adayna, according to Sujeiry, is more

"cautious." Not so Sujeiry. After planning

the trip for only a few months, she up and

moved to the West Coast. It goes on.

While the sisters had similar negative

reactions to moving from their Dominican

community in New York City to Lawrence, Mass., in order for Adayna to attend

Phillips Academy, Sujeiry was, more or less, put in the middle of the drama. "I was

incredibly resistant to the move," she relates. "I definitely did not want to leave

New York. I admit I was selfish. Why did I have to change my life for my sister?"

After two successful years at Lawrence's Leonard School, the next logical step

for Gonzalez was to apply to Phillips Academy, where her sister was in her upper

year. "The only other options open to me were Lawrence High School or the

vocational-technical school," she says. Neither, she felt, would give her the top-

flight, education she knew her sister was receiving and that she craved. When the

news came that Andover believed in her, with a full scholarship, she was elated.

Gonzalez was always writing, pouring out her emotions in her journal. Vali-

dation came in Lou Bernieri's creative writing class that, she says, "gave me the

confidence that I could become a writer."

"Sujeiry was a high-level thinker and writer," Bernieri remembers. "Her intel-

lect was informed by her compassion and sense of social justice."

Another influence on her writing at Andover—exposure to renowned author

Julia Alvarez '67. Gonzalez says reading Alvarez opened "a world where strong

Dominican women survived dictatorship, gender roles, and language barriers."

She adds, "I wanted to be a Dominican author just like Alvarez, exposing the taboo

topics of love, sex, and relationships that were rarely discussed in my home."

After the rigors of Andover, she aced her studies at the University of Massa-

chusetts, Amherst. Returning to her Washington Heights neighborhood in New
York, she taught school for two years, then continued her education at Rowan

University in New Jersey, where she earned a master's degree in 2006.

Now, recently transplanted to Los Angeles from New York, Gonzalez continues

making her living as a freelance writer for several online publications. Her book,

titled Love Trips, came out last year. "My traditional family had different expecta-

tions—believing in hard, steady work and a weekly paycheck," she says, "so it was

challenging to go against what was expected and assert myself as a writer."

Exploring the entrepreneur within, Gonzalez also has ventured into the field

of relationship and life counseling. Her website advertises "Latina Relationship

Expert and Author." She offers "love advice" and tips on how to pursue one's

passions and enjoy healthy relationships. Los Angeles seems like a ripe market.

As an avid writer and singer—Karaoke is a passion—she says: "
I'll try anything

creative, but I'm not a risk-taker; I don't jump off cliffs." Maybe. But that may

depend on what one considers a cliff.

—Paula Trespas

Read Sujeiry Gonzalez's stories and learn more about her coaching services at

LoveSujeiry.com.
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Lindsay Warner '97 and Eddie Ferrer '97 got married in August 2012 in Vail, Colorado.

Christine Turner, applauding, officiated the ceremony.

and extreme athleticism, conjures up images inspir-

ing terror and wild admiration in equal measure.

After tour months training out west, she was

heading off tor a month at sea
—

"such is the lite of

a sailor," she quipped. Coft, our appreciation and

thanks go with you. Stay safe.

Two ofher former Smith House compatriots,

Delphine Rubin McNeill and Sarah Klip t c

I

Wiebenson, have been doing a lot or scamper-

ing around as well— albeit under slightly different

circumstances. After living in Alsace, France, for

eight months, Del and her husband were kicking oft

a tew months ot travel: Mauritius in January, Hong

Kong in February (where they were attending a

reception for the new head ot school), and Vietnam

for a bit ot relaxation—wrapped up by a relocation

to London. Sarah and her husband, on the other

hand, have moved their family to Zurich, Switzer-

land—and are spending their first European winter

having a blast in the mountains with their daughter.

Those of you with children take note: Sarah tells us

that Austria is a great place to head for family tun.

As she put it: " You ve got to love the kinderhotels:

all-day daycare for the little ones so you can go ski-

ing— not bad!" Amen to that.

Finally, last but certainly not least, Gibby Gre-

enway (aka Trey Green) took a December break

from "nerdin' it up in small business acquisition

to perform a sold-out show at Arlene's Grocery in

NYC with his band The Hang. Ihe occasion? A
celebration ot having released three albums in one

year. Yes, three. Nothing quite like living a double

life as a finance guy rock star to keep things inter-

esting, no?

And that's just the tip ot the '95 berg —further

proof, as if any was needed, that the Class ot 1995 is

the coolest and most eccentric Andover may have

ever seen. (Also, modest.) Happy New Year, guys!

We hope 2013 is your best year yet, and that you'll

give us a shout when you have news to share (or just

want to say hello). Until then, onward and upward!
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John Swansburg
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john.swansburg@aya.yale.edu

In Regular Guys, a new documentary by Kevin

Rafterty 65. the filmmaker trains his camera on his

Andover classmates as they recall their experiences

at the Academy. Not all of the memories are happy

ones: Rafterty s peers offer trank accounts ot hazing,

homesickness, and the asceticism of single-sex

preparatory education. But when the name of

then-dean of students G. Grenvillc Benedict comes

up, Rafterty s interlocutors can't help but shake their

heads and smile. One after the next, they offer up

the same curious exclamation: Abjure the hypotenuse!

Benedict, it turns out, wielded this phrase

to scold students he caught traipsing across the

Academy's well-manicured lawns. Don't cut corners

would have been a more colloquial way of putting

it, but the dean's line, with its Latinate verb and

Euclidian object, has a perfect prep school ring

to it—you can hear Francis Prescott saying it, or

Albus Dumbledore. Benedict s imperative had a

practical purpose— saving the Academy 's grass

from the footfalls of tardy students— but it also

reminded his young charges ot Andover s ethos ot

industriousness, a value so central to PA's mission

that it s enshrined in the school seal, which buzzes

with those busy bees engraved by no less a multi-

tasker than silversmith/patriot Paul Revere.

Benedict's signature phrase had sadly fallen out

ot use by the time we arrived at Andover, though

the cat-and-mouse game between turf-defending

instructors and time-starved students persisted. (I

also recall the faculty taking a dim view ot the divots

turned up by rounds ot Great Lawn golf) And yet

PA unquestionably instilled in our class that same

spirit of shortcut forswearing that Benedict nur-

tured in the boys ot '65. You guys are all up to such

great things!

ConsiderJohn Buffalo Mailer's latest endeavor.

In the wake ot the Columbine shooting,John

explored the issues ot bullying and school violence

in a play he wrote, titled Hello Herman. Now he's

hoping the play can be a tool for students trying to

root out violence in their schools. A feature film ver-

sion ot Hello Herman was due this spring, and John

has been inviting kids across the country to record

their own interpretations ot the play and post them

on the project's website. His hope is to encourage

thoughtful conversation about a subject that is sadly

as pressing now as when |ohn first put pen to paper.

Also in the movie business isJimmy Chie,

who is the executive producer of Supercapitalist, a

movie billed as "a financial thriller about a young

hedge fund trader who is sent to Hong Kong to

orchestrate a mega deal that swiftly gets out ot his

control. Think Wall Street meets The Firm out in

Asia." The movie, shot on a tight budget Gordon

Gekko might have admired, was featured at NYC s

Asian American Film Festival and is now available

in the iTunes store.

Flaneuring about Le Marais, Paris, recently, I

happened upon a copy of the inaugural issue of

GatherJournal in a bookstore on the Rue Vieille du

Temple. It seems the French really are enamored

ot all things fre.< Brooklyn. Gather journal is the new

biannual, Brooklyn-based tood magazine edited

by Fiorella Valdosolo. Recipes for a range of

dishes—from braised short ribs to zuccotto—are

accompanied by beautiful photographs. I encour-

age you all to buy a copy and send your best tarte

tatins (p. 85) to the mailing address above. [Editor's

note: Gather Journal was featured in Andover Book-

shelf in the winter 2015 issue.]

Marc Gottesman works in advertising as a

copywriter/creative director at the Boston-based

agency Digitas. "I used to have to explain the job to

people until MadMen came along," writes Mark.

"Now they say knowingly, Oh, so you're like Don

Draper!' I respond with a drag of a Lucky Strike,

a swig of Drambuie, and a subtle nod. When not

brooding in a Barcelona chair, Mark has his hands

full with Oliver, 4, and Penny, 2, though he appar-

ently still finds time for his avocations: "I play lots of

squash these days and recently had the sadomas-

ochistic opportunity to play against the No. 1 player

in the world, lames Willstrop. Aside trom that, I

do some improv and construct some Cake Boss-

esque birthday cakes tor my children. Oh, and I'm
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balding." Look at that—we're classmates with the

world's first honest ad man.

Matthew Hintermeister is still "selling the

dream for Sotheby 's International Realty" in Tel-

luride, Colo. Apparently the passage of Amendment

64 to the Colorado state constitution is already part

of the sales pitch. "For all of you who enjoy the fruits

ofcannabis, that's now legal here," Matthew notes.

In addition to his real estate work, Matthew also

owns a dry cleaner and is thinking about adding a

laundromat.

Continuing recent trends, many of you are occu-

pied with the good work of pairing oft and being

fruitful. Margaret Monaghan married Daniel Lin,

and the two now live in Forest Hills, Queens, NY.

Eric Stevens got married in August to [Catherine

Alex; they met at Boston University, where they

both earned MBA degrees. The wedding was held at

the Worcester Art Museum in Massachusetts, which

I see has among its holdings an extravagant Rococo

tea set commissioned in 1773 by Dr. William Paine

for his bride Lois—from Paul Revere. The 45-piece

set represents the largest single order recorded in

Reveres ledgers, and cost a steep £ 108. Andrew

Sempere was one of Eric's groomsmen; I'm sure the

Williams-Sonoma tea set he got the happy couple

is nice, too.

Sarah Danziger Valentino, who is the chair of

the classics department at the Rye Country Day

School in New York, has welcomed a baby boy

named for the founder of the Roman Empire and

the patron of its greatest poet. Remember, young

Augustus; sed famam extenderefactis/ hoc virtutis

opus
—

"but to extend one's fame by actions/this is

[truly] the work ofcourage." (Virgil, Aeneid: Book X,

468-9; translated byJosh Mann, who teaches clas-

sics at Middlesex.)

Maggie Klarberg Kennedy has given birth

to a son named Lee. Writes the happy mom, "He

is already in the 95th percentile for height, so I'm

especially excited for the launch ofthe new Andover

boathouse! " Lindsay Shaker McDermott had

her fourth child, Piper, last spring. "I am a full-time

chauffeur," writes Lindsay.

Andrew Coleman is living in Indianapolis;

he and his wife recently had a daughter, Margaret

Moses Coleman. Their son,John Peacock, is almost

3. Andrew doesn't see many Andover alums in

Indy, other than his wife's stepgrandfather, Charles

Harvey BradleyJr.
'41

. "Here and there he will

drop a story about his time at PA," writes Andrew.

Sounds like a man who abjured a hypotenuse or

two in his day.
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Jack Quinlan
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Happy New Year! We hope each of you had a

wonderful holiday season and properly rang in

2013. PA '97, we're happy to report, had quite a busy

fall—from Thanksgiving reunions to welcoming

new family members to moves and new adventures.

All this brought news from many ofyou— includ-

ing updates from some who have been on the lam

for a while. This makes the two ofus pretty happy to

report this round ofnotes.

Last time, we reported Luis Gonzalez moved to

Lisbon, Portugal, to work as the flag secretary to the

commander and executive assistant to the deputy

commander of naval striking and support forces

—

NATO. Well, he officially added one more title to

his name: fiance to Lauren Francis Patterson. Luis

popped the question just after midnight on Nov. 26,

at the very top of the Empire State Building.

Our other engagement congrats is for David

Constantine, who got engaged to the wonderful

Laramie Duncan back in December. We're looking

forward to hearing all about the weddings (seri-

ously, Kelly is) when it's time to celebrate!

With all ofthese engagements, we were hoping

there would be some wedding news. And there is.

Last August, LindsayWarner said "I do" to

Eddie Ferrer in Vail, Colo. In true Andover fashion, a

few of us were there to watch the happy couple wed,

specifically Deborah Schwartz Debiegun and

Lindsay's brother, Andy Warner '94. Joining Deb in

the celebrations were her husband and son, Garreth

and Holytn, respectively.

Shortly after Thanksgiving, Neil Kumar, Steven

Dise, and Lisa Galluzzo Borgatti were all in atten-

dance to watch Dave Holmes marry his beautiful

wife at his parents' home in Andover. Congratula-

tions, Dave!

Many ofyou welcomed babies in the past nine

months. In September, Gustav "G.J." Groos and his

wife welcomed their first child, Parker. G.J. lives in

San Francisco and is a senior manager of operations

for 24 Hour Fitness. He's been with the company

for more than 10 years and was previously a district

manager in the Bay Area. GJ reports that he and

24 Hour are a great fit, as health and fitness are

passions ofhis and working within the industry is a

dream job. Love to hear that!

October brought wonderful news to two

families. In October, Simone Thavaseelan and

husband Brian were blessed with the arrival

ofJake Samuel Donnenfeld. Also in October,

Patrick and Erin Keaney Noonan welcomed

Grady Robert Noonan. Erin says Grady's older

brother and sister, Connor and Caroline, have fallen

fast in love with him. No surprise there!

In November, Steve Dise became a dad! Steve's

wife, Lauren, gave birth to the very happy and

healthy baby girl, Evelyn Christine. And finally, in

January, Adam Steinert and his wife welcomed

their second child, Emma Madeline.

Erik Limpaecher let us know that the move

to Concord, Mass., has been quite good, and he's

enjoying work at the MIT Lincoln Laboratory.

Congratulations are in order tor Gina

Finocchiaro, who last tall became the senior pastor

of First Congregational Church UCC of Wolfeboro,

N.H. Her home in New Hampshire also worked

double duty, serving as the winter mountaineering

base for Michelle Kalas.

Lisa Galluzzo Borgatti is already planning her

summer break. Once the school year wraps, she and

her family will be running a horse ranch in Colo-

rado for the entire summer.

Seth Moulton decided it was time to leave good

ole Texas and return home to the Boston area,

where he is working at a health-care startup.

On Feb. 26, Domenica Ruta's book, With or

Without You: A Memoir, made its official debut in

bookstores. Domenica had a reading in Brooklyn

and, as of this class notes writing, was in the process

of scheduling events in Boston. Hopefully, by the

time these notes are published, Domenica has

already read at Andover and received the manda-

tory standing ovation from the All-School Meeting.

Ifnot, Andover, make it happen! [Editor's note:

Domenica Ruta's memoir is featured in this issue's

Andover Bookshelfon page 60.]

There were a few get-togethers throughout the

holiday season. Paul Pennelli and his wife hosted

a pre-Thanksgiving dinner for a few East Coast-

ers. Folks who enjoyed Paul s pretty impressive

spread (saw it on Instagram) were the Noonans,

Josh Lemaitre and Alison Aiello Lemaitre and

son Alfred, Owen Tripp and wife Kim, Dave

Weiner and wife Sloane, Dave Constantine, and

Tommy Ryan. Tommy moved back to the Boston

area from Chicago, where he worked on President

Obama's reelection campaign. We also heard the

Lemaitres won the Today Show with Kathie Lee and

Hoda's "I Do...Over, Bahamas Getaway." losh and

Ali are one of 12 couples who get to redo their hon-

eymoon due to things having not gone as planned.

In the case ofjosh and Ali, they experienced a boat

tipping and sinking, and Josh saved a life.

Erin Noonan caught up with Alana Welch and

Lisa Keith in Marblehead, Mass., over Thanksgiv-

ing weekend and confirmed both ladies continue

to do well. Alana is still a social worker in Brooklyn,

and Lisa's daughter turned 1 last fall.

The West Coast decided to throw a bash of its

own, congregating in San Francisco mid-December.

Shruti Haldea, Neil Kumar, Marc Hustvedt,

Jack Quinlan, Mary Barensfeld, Kevin Cline,

NickWilson, Thomas "Bear" Witherspoon,

and Kelly Quinn caught up over dinner, drinks,

Andover
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crazy dancing, brunch, beach time, and anything

else squeezed in over roughly 36 hours. Mary is

at home in San Francisco, practicing architecture

and pursuing other aesthetic perfections. Neil

and Shruti continue to maintain their status as

international power couple. Kevin was just settling

into the area with his family, and it was fabulous to

see him, Nick, and Bear together once again. Nick

recently moved to Somerville, Mass., but we're

convinced we 11 have him on the West Coast in no

time. Bear has been in San Francisco tor more than

10 years, perfecting space telescope development,

specifically on the camera tor what most folks

think ot as "Hubble 2." Marc continues to have

great success with his business Chill. This past tall

he started to work on a comedian series, launching

with a live Reddit "IAmA" interview with Maria

Bamford and an exclusive taping ot Ari ShafHr at

The Knitting Factory.

Four folks on the hook tor our next 36-hour

adventure in San Francisco are Amy Griffin

Atchley, Owen Tripp, G.J. Groos, and Mr. Justin

Skinner himself Sadly, we lost most ot them to

previously made plans or to the tlu. foining the tun

were a tew folks from other years: Anna Larson and

Helen Struck from 98, and |im Ellis and Lindsay

Hoopes from '99.

It's always great to hear from all ot you. Keep the

notes coming!

[Editor's note: Nikolaos J. Harlan passed away

on Feb. S, 201 3. Please see his obituary in the

In Memoriam section.]
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Sometimes lite teels very serious. What with houses

and apartments to manage, and careers and chil-

dren to coddle, spring break 199cS teels very, very far

away. But then, you turn on a bit ot daytime TV on a

dreary cold northeastern day, and what do you see?

David Niles dressed in costume as a contestant on

Let's Make a Deal And just like that, all is well in the

world. Bravo, David, bravo.

Speaking of coddling careers, you all are doing

quite famously in that department! Dave Robles,

for instance, wrote a book! It's a mixture ot science

fiction, fantasy, and sorcery (oh, my!). Charles

Finch also released a new book, A Death in the Small

Hours, which is the fifth book in his Charles Lenox

mystery series. Amelia Lukas continues to free-

lance as a flautist and also curates a monthly mod-

ern chamber music series called liar I leart Music,

which has recently relocated to Roulette, a beautiful

old art deco theatre in Brooklyn. Ear Heart Music

has received incredible reviews by the New York

Times, among others. I 'm awe inspired by Amelia's

continued hard work at her passion. Srinivas

Pullela moved from Jersey City, N.J., to Burling-

ton. Mass., and works as a developer focused on

computer science research tor MIT's Lincoln Labs

in Lexington, Mass. In his free time, Srinivas has

released Heartfelt, an album of Indian fusion music

featuring nine original compositions, improvisa-

tions, and adaptations for the piano. Another artist,

Harriet "Happy" Menocal, now has an online shop

tor her prints and original artwork that features a

new line of gorgeously printed stationery. The fact

that some of your children are old enough to start

writing handwritten notes is a bit shocking, but no

matter, |ust get thee to Happy's shop! Transitioning

from art to finance, Nnamdi Okike is now a prin-

cipal at Insight Venture Partners, having started at

the firm way back when as an associate. He has been

spending a lot of time chasing investment oppor-

tunities in Europe and South America. I know it's a

ton of hard work, elevators, and airports, but doesn t

Nnamdi's life sound a little like James Bond?

When I was last in touch with Caitlin Murphy

Dyer, it was summer in Australia, and in Boston

it was 10 degrees in the dead of winter. (Jealous!)

Caitlin works as a surgical nurse focused on ortho-

pedic trauma in Brisbane and has continued to keep

up with her blog, Mother Down Under, while also

studying tor a master s degree and chasing around

her adorable towheaded son, Charlie.

After nearly five years in London, Peter

and Amy Mueller-Christodoulo have headed

back to the States with their darling girl, Daphne.

Peter will join his firms San Francisco office, and

together, Peter and Amy (and I!) will mourn the

loss ofDaphne's little British accent. Winnie Chan

Wang has also made a big move, from NYC to LA.

Winnie sold the business she founded, Mandarin

Seeds, a Chinese school tor children, and is now

enjoying her time with her own little one.

The baby boom continues, and I would like to

initiate a tew more legacies to our Class of 1998 line

up. Andover couple Yeechin and Mike Harvey

welcomed son Jacob in September. Yeechin con-

tinues to work tor Proctor & Gamble in Gillette's

global sports marketing division. Kristin Beck and

husband Jeffwelcomed their second son, Andrew

David, in September. Andy joins big brotherJason

to make the new family of four complete. Rachael

Berry McLean also welcomed her second child,

a son named Alasdair, who joins big sister Emily

in what has got to be the cutest Scottish duo on

record. Lia Welsch McNeely and husband David

welcomed their second daughter, Tess Clark, in

October 2012. Big sister Helen is showing little Tess

the ropes quite valiantly. Lia is still at flic Children's

Hospital in Philadelphia, though she now works in

sports medicine. Also in October, Abby Gardner

Athanasopoulos and husband Vasilios welcomed

Nikos Vasilios. The Athanasopoulos family had

quite an eventful month, as soon after Nikos was

born they had to evacuate on account of Hurricane

Sandy. Thankfully their house was put back together

in time tor Nikos to have his first taste ofbaklava.

Another Hurricane Sandy baby, Mike Nardy's baby

girl, Madison Fay, was born in October. In Decem-

ber, Dan Burkons and wite Lillie welcomed Anna

Miriam. The Burkons family continues to live in the

Cleveland area, where Dan works in real estate.

There are some weddings to report. Mimi

Hanaoka married Shahan Mufti last summer. The

duo lives in Virginia with Totoro, their fluffy kitty.

Shahan is a journalist, and both Mimi and Shahan

have professorships at the University of Richmond.

Also last summer, Helen Struck celebrated her mar-

riage to Rocky Koplik. Helen and Rocky live in San

Francisco. Soon thereafter, Helen joined the Smith

House crew tor the wedding of SamarJamali to

Devens Hamlens. Samar and Devens were married

at Samar's family home in Connecticut. Along with

Helen, Andoverites Alison Banks, Jackie Bliss,

Liberty Howell, Anna Larson, Lindsey Heller

Lohwater, Erin Dougherty O'Connor, Chessie

Thacher, Salma Gaya, Zach Waldman, and Juliana

Priest '97 were all in attendance. Samar and Devens

live in New Haven, Conn., where Samar is at Yale

pursuing a master s degree in nursing to become

a family nurse practitioner, and Devens is a public

defender. Samar's clinical study brings her to the

Boston Medical Center, where she works in the

homeless clinic. As she is stationed just a few blocks

from me, I'm hoping our paths cross often and

am wondering what it will take to recruit her and

Devens up to Boston for good!

Christine Cloonan writes from Boston with

some tun Andover- related run-ins. While at the

SoWa artists market, Chrissie met a former Oliver

Wendell Holmes librarian, who now makes a living

creating jewelry out of the old library catalog cards.

She later met an artisan who makes bags and pil-

lows using coffee bags from Alta Gracia, a farm in

the Dominican Republic that Chrissie visited with

Andover students and faculty in 2002. Alta Gracia

is run by writer and Abbot alumna Julia Alvarez '67.

Funny to think that Chrissie went into the market

for a Saturday stroll and came out with two unex-

pected connections to our alma mater!

By the time you read this, we will be getting ready

to celebrate our 13th Reunion. As a class, we have

always been very, very good at reunions, so I hope

we do ourselves proud this time around. Happy 15th

to us! Stay in touch, and let the good times roll.

1999

Marisa Connors

marisaconnors@gmail.com

It's a briefone this go around, but here goes.

Colleen Boylan Cooper and Conor Cooper

enjoyed a visit from Russell Sticklor in October

and are so grateful lor the many well wishes from

Andover classmates and former teachers after

welcoming their twin girls, Anna and Emma, in

l l 4 Andover
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The West Coast coalition of the Class of 1997 gathered in San Francisco in mid-December to dance,

eat, catch up, tell stories, and reconnect. Kneeling in front are Thomas "Bear" Witherspoon '97

and Kelly Quinn '97. Standing, from left, are Jim Ellis '99, Anna Larson '98, Lindsay Hoopes '99,

Helen Struck '98, Marc Hustvedt '97, Jack Quinlan '97, Nick Wilson '97, Shruti Haldea '97,

Neil Kumar '97, and Mary Barensfeld '97.

September. In December, the girls attended their

first Phillips Academy boys' varsity hockey game

to cheer on Big Blue and the head coach—their

grandpa, Dean Boylanjr.!

After relocating from Manhattan to New

Canaan, Conn., last spring,Jeremy Hersch and

Morgan Swett Hersch '00 welcomed a beautiful

baby girl, Phoebe Lefebvre Hersch, in October.

Phoebe joins almost-3-year-oldJackson, who is

thrilled to be a big brother.

Jennie Cohen and her husband, Eli Mavros,

welcomed their first baby—an adorable girl named

Eloise— in November. They live in Brooklyn

Heights, N.Y., and are reportedly doing great.

Morgan Madera got engaged, planned an April

wedding, and also bought a house! Morgan and

her fiance, Roland, moved to the Boston suburbs

and competed for having the house with the best

Christmas lights on the block.

Joisan Decker DeHaan was in Boston last

tall and was able to catch up with a few Andover

alums. She and Anna Valeo 00 watched a few ofthe

Andover-Exeter games on campus and then drove

back to Boston for dinner and drinks with newly-

weds Paul Penta and Marlena Montanez during

an exceptionally fun and hysterical evening.

I hope everyone is having a fabulous year! As

always, ifyou have news to include in the class notes,

please e-mail me at marisaconnors((fgmail.com.

2000 mu
Jia H. Jung

550 1 1th St. #4R

Brooklyn NY 11215

917-589-5423 (mobile)

jiajung@alum.berkeley.edu

We're already well into the luck)' ' 13, in a position to

reflect upon some changes and transitions.

To start, Kelly Elworthy sadly retired from her

secretary-hood, but this didn't stop us from sticking

together over the holidays. We started offstrong

by logging in some hours at the Pub (that's the

Andovah Pub, in case there was any confusion) with

the ever-enigmaticAdam Schoene and his lovely

girlfriend, Pam Feo. After plying him with Bud Light

Limes (OK, he sipped champagne, I had some

BLLs, what ofit?), he told all. After 12 solid years

with the Tufts community, he relocated last fall to

the booming metropolis of Ithaca, N.Y., in pursuit of

a PhD degree at Cornell University, specializing in

the lasting influence ofclassical cultures on the law

as we know it today. Big task, which he hopes will

take fewer than 12 years to complete!

On Christmas Eve, I was honored to partake in

a seven-course Italian feast chez Elworthy by the

sparkling riverside, taking the opportunity to con-

gratulate brother Brian '98 on his fall marriage in

Nantucket and brother Craig on his October baby

Sienna—Kel'sNo. 1 niece! I returned the favor by

inviting Kelly down to NYC for New Year's, where

I showed her how I live by accidentally feeding her

expired yogurt and teaching her how to evade MTA
subway tare. Brooklyn!

Meanwhile, I found out that Biana Fay Varga

is living in Windsor Terrace, the neighborhood

adjacent to mine. Having been through elemen-

tary, middle, and high school with the woman, it

was a treat to see what she's been up to since the

dance floor ofthe Cage at the reunion in 2005,

where nothing ofsubstance was communicated or

absorbed (by me). Well, after a blooming relation-

ship and epic two-week hike on the Cohos Trail of

northern New Hampshire (from the great White

Mountains up to the Canadian border) in August

2009 with her then-boyfriend, Adam Varga, Biana

wed her love in November 2010 and had their

daughter, Maple Isabella Varga, last September

—

but not before running the New York City Mara-

thon in November 2011 ! Day to day, she works as

a software developer at Conductor and loves every

moment of it.

Kate Mason was so good as to shout out from

the heartland, where she has been working as a visit-

ing assistant professor at Kenyon College since last

fall after earning a PhD degree in sociology at the

University ofCalifornia, Berkeley. About a year ago,

she ran into TiffanyJoseph (another sociology

PhD from our class) at the annual meeting of the

Eastern Sociological Society in NYC.

After six weeks in Cape Town, South Africa,

last summer performing research at a township

high school, Bernadette Doykos has continued

raging on down South, or, as she says "truck-

ing along" with a PhD degree at Vanderbilt. Last

year, she observed Michael Tonelli's legend-

ary 30th birthday bash in NYC thrown by his

fabulous wife, Nicole, occasioning a reunion with

Bonnie Oliva, Greg Rodriguez,Jonathan Ross

"JRH" Harrington, Ashish Shetty, and other famil-

iar faces. She also got to see Ashley Harmeling,

Susannah Richardson, Katie Witman, Hillary

Fitzpatrick, Aynslie Accomando, and Laura

Fitzgerald Clark in Boston to celebrate engage-

ments and other big life moments. Most notably,

she finally convinced Elizabeth "Biz" Ghormley

to visit for a dance party in Nashville, Tenn., not too

long before busy Biz returned back to Gotham to

coordinate a stellar benefit event marking the fourth

birthday of her organization, Digital Democracy.

Bernadette is hoping to get some more visitors this

year, so everyone shuffle on down! [Editor's note:

During PAs Martin Luther Kingjr. Day celebration,

Biz Ghormley did a workshop with students called

"Fight Injustice with Your Cell Phone." See page 9

tor more information.]

In other life changes, Laura Mistretta Kirk

became mother to Alexander Harkins Kirk. She

reports that she and Nate Kirk '98 are happy,

proud, and sleep-deprived parents! Another stork's

delivery to NYC lastJune was a baby boy for

Caroline Lamborn Mehta named Ryland, making

Caroline's sister-in-law, Reena Mehta '97, an aunt.

Congratulations all around!

Andover
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2001

In October 2012, Courtney Gimbel '02 married Jesse Bardo '03 in Kennebunkport, Maine.

Bridesmaids, from left, were Jesse's sister Hannah Bardo '10, Olivia Wilde '02, Mariel O'Brien '01,

Christie Checovich '02, and Madeleine Fawcett '02.

Sophie Lam is busy preparing for a European

tour with her band FORMA, which received press

on Pitchfork, Interview, and the Wall Street Journal in

the wake of the release of their second album titled

OFF/ON. The group was very active in the last year,

playing the Bowery Ballroom, CMJ Music Mara-

thon 2012, and a private show (sponsored by MCE)

with RZA of Wu-Tang Clan. It was nice to see some

of these shows and catch up with Sophie offstage, as

well as her close friend Winslow Porter, producer

at Barbarian Group, at November's NYC Andover

e\ ent at the Black Door. By the way, he won the

jersey signed by Eli Manning kindly donated by

Zak DeOssie 03.

Also living the dream on the "best coast," San

I ranciscan Christine Choi shares that, as of a

European trip last tall, she came home to a job offer

from Electronic Arts, where she is now a writer

and editor. Christines creative writing is also forth-

coming in the narrative project titled Encyclopedia

Vol. 3 L-Z (encyclopediaproject.org), featuring her

alternative prose, or "short short stories," as she

describes them. Earlier this year, she also got away

for M I K w eekend with Katie Casey and Lindsay

Underhill to bask in the sun on Honduran beaches.

And news from so far West that it's East—

I

tracked down Zachary Wang and extracted some

updates tor, like, the first time since our five-year

reunion. Ihe juice was well worth the squeeze,

as he had much to say. After four years in Beijing

working for Seravia, he got engaged to a woman

named Chi Chi Zhang and mov ed from Beijing to

t hongqing, where he is practicing law and helping

his fiance research urban migration and China's

changing youth culture. Now and then, he kicks it

with Xiao Miao, who is trading commodities and

is apparently the same memorable character from

Andover days.

And now, dear classmates, if I may part with one

last wintry gripe before the warm winds of spring

blow once again: getting news from you is like pull-

ing teeth from a just-teething baby. 1 could shame-

lessly plumb the leading social network in order

to construct my own versions ofyour lives and the

tangled webs you weave, but that would take all the

suffering out of the tun. Here's some real news for

yas: this handy Andover magazine that you use as a

compound coaster isn't really going anywhere, so

you might as well fill it up. Even in these modern

days, there's something to say tor putting it in print.

Signing off til the next time. [Class secretary's

note: Dear Class, In the winter 2013 notes, the

following portion contained an error: "Nikki Salva

is already approaching her second anniversary

October 2013 with David Luk, soulmate found

through mutual friends. Migina Tsai, Bonnie Lui,

Sandra Sanchez, and Eric Seo were in attendance

at the wedding. Bonnie OUva, not Bonnie Lui, was

present at Nikki's wedding. Everyone knows what a

stupid slipup this is, so please let my embarrassment

be sufficient recompense for this mistake. I'lease

don't stop sharing your news, as I will make sure

that something like this does not happen again. My
sincerest apologies to both bonny Bonnie's of the

Class of2000.1

Misty Muscatel

203-569-9713

mistina.muscatel@gmail.com

A light issue of class notes tor the 01 ers this time

around. Looks like people are hibernating in the

cold weather and just waiting to come out tor

spring. As seems to be the trend these days, we have

a lot of wedding and baby announcements and,

over the holidays, had a lot of fun reunions!

Hilary Farrell Prosnitz and husband Aaron

were thrilled to welcome son David Carpenter

Prosnitz in October. He is a delightful little guy, and

they love every minute with the new addition to

their family.

In December, JunYup "John" Kwaak and wife

Michelle welcomedJune Madeleine into their fam-

ily. For the past two years, they have been living in

NYC, whereJohn is working at Evercore Partners

following his time in the Korean air force and the

Wharton MBA degree program.

Bryce Baschuk married his California bride on

Feb. 9, 2013. They live in Washington, D.C., where

Bryce works on Capitol Hill as a telecom reporter

tor Communications Daily.

After meeting up with )onathan Lo 02 in Sao

Paulo, Brazil, in early December, Ian Cropp

brought his talents to South Beach, Fla., to meet

Mike Paa and his wife, Jessica, in late Decem-

ber before heading north to see Matt Peltz 02 in

Palm Beach.

Rachel Weiner and Joe Lemire repre-

sented 01 in the Andover alumni sports panel

hosted in NYC on January 23.

John Pearson spent time with Hans Hertell

and wife Carolina at Ocean Reef in Key Largo, Fla.,

just after New Year's Eve. Hans recently moved to

Florida to take a new position with a global law firm.

In September, Andrea Daley Merin started

working at Wolf, Greenfield & Sacks, where she is

an associate in patent law.

1 got to see Raquel Leonard Moreno, Sydney

Freas, and Kate Bartlett Kimball, back at Andover

tor alumni weekend, which was lo\ civ

Raquel and her husband were planning to

celebrate her grandparents' 60th wedding anni-

versary on March 7! Raquel continues to work on

the Healthy Living Initiative at the Food Bank of

South Jersey, a project aimed at helping southern

New Jersey families eat better, even with limited

resources. Her book La Nena 's Kitchen: A Guide to

Plant-Based Cooking at Home is finally finished and

was to be released earlier this spring. Everyone, go

out and buy it!

Shanna Bowie hosted an 01 reunion at her

home in Brooklyn over the holidays with Jadele

McPherson, Casi Kolbjornsen, Nekia Durant,

and Stephanie Arau jo. Their only pal missing was

Sheena Hopkins, who has been very bus)- with her

new daughter, Shayanne. They were hoping to be

reunited again at the Af-Lat-Am Reunion this April.

1 1 6 Andover
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Several classmatesfrom the Class of2003 celebrated Kate Cooper '03's

marriage to Ryan Sawyer '03 in Cochran Chapel on October 13, 2012.

Behind the bride, from top to bottom, are Gardy Gould, Brian Emery,

Matt London, Sam Beattie, Anita Taylor, Katie Dlesk, Kathleen

Minahan, and Rachel Rapp.

Alexis Steil '02 married Bradley Burwell '00 in New York City in December

2012. They were happy to share the occasion with many close PAfriends,

including, top rowfrom left, Kate Elliott '02, Monica Tai '00, Brandon

Dickerson '00, and Zachary Frechette '00. Second row, Daniel Schwerin '00,

Eugenie Kim '02, Chris Hughes '02, Kanyi Maqubela '03, and Michael

Tai '00. Third row, Bradley Burwell '00, Linda Musser '62, Samuel

Takvorian '02, and Vivian Huang Bastos '02. Fourth row, bride Alexis Steil

Burwell, Katy Dybwad '02, Lila Preston '94, and Silla Brush '00. Fifth row,

Kate Planitzer '02, Dave Kurs '00, and Tak Takvorian '66. And, at the

bottom of the stairs, Andrew Coody '00 and Justin Steil '96.

Another 01 reunion happened around the holi-

days to ring in 2013 in the snowy mountains of Lake

Tahoe. Paige Austin hosted Sarah Kline, Susie

Dickson, and Erin Winkler, and from the photos,

we know they had an absolute blast. Susie and

husbandJamie recently relocated to the Bay Area;

Paige is finishing her final year in the joint Harvard

Law and Kennedy school program at Harvard; and

Sarah Kline is rocking life in the Big Apple, hosting

Andover events and taking advantage ofeverything

this city offers. Sarah recently attended Sundance

Film Festival, which made our whole crew jealous.

Ella Hoffman is still in DC, but she hosted

a crew of 01 ers in Cambridge, Mass., to toast the

Thanksgiving holiday, but also celebrate Marion

Read's 30th birthday. It was lovely to be together,

and we all swooned over Smita Singh's 1-year-

old, Shivani.

As for me, I had my 30th birthday bash in

mid-December, which was attended by a solid

crew of '01 ers. One ofthe most amazing suprises

was that our abroad friends Elizabeth "Libby"

Perkowski and Kathryn Cash surprised me! They

spent all night on the dance floor with fellow '01 ers

Rachel Weiner, Amita Singh, Marion Read, Sarah

Kline, Ella Hoffman, and Greg Sherman. Ramesh

Donthamsetty made a late-night appearance and

absolutely crushed the dance floor (circa Reunion

2011 !). I recently was promoted to become the new

head ofindustry for Google's "home and personal

care," which is a fancy way ofsaying I'm heading up

the team that handles advertisers that sell products

you would buy in a CVS (makeup, fragrances, skin-

care, etc.). I'm thrilled to be tackling this new oppor-

tunity and looking forward to an exciting 2013

!

And finally, in March, 01 celebrated the year of

the 30th birthdays in NYC!

2002
Paul Crowley

919-724-5868

Skip.crowley@gmail.com

Lauren Nickerson

355 Elmcroff Blvd., Unit 6209

Rockville MD 20850
Lauren9@gmail.com

Happy 2013, Class of2002! I hope all ofyou have

had a blissful and healthy start to the new year.

Thank you to all those who submitted updates.

Weddings and engagements continued to be the

theme as many ofyou are planning wonderful

futures with your significant others.

On Sept. 1, 2012, Sasha Parr Corken got mar-

ried to Ryan Corken at the Mt. Washington Hotel

in New Hampshire. Laura Miller, Amy Galvin,

Andover
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In September 2012, Sasha Parr '02 married Ryan Corken at the Omni Mt. Washington Hotel in

Bretton Woods, N.H. In attendancefor the beautifulfall ceremony were, from left, Natalie Ho '02, Amy
Galvin '02, Corken, Parr, Laura Miller '02, Helen Spink Meier '02, and Imran Hendley '02. (Daphne

Schatzberg '02 also was present, but is not pictured.)

Imran Hendley, Daphne Schatzberg, Natalie

Ho, and Helen Spink Meier were all in attendance

for the beautiful tall ceremony and reception. On

Oct 27, 2012, Sean Mansfield married his college

sweetheart. In September, Sean also had a great

dinner in Chicago with JackJudson while Jack

was in town working on a documentary about his

time in Africa. Also in October, Courtney Gimbel

Bardo married Jesse Bardo 03. Madeleine

Fawcett, Olivia Wilde, Christie Checovich, and

Mariel O Brien 01 served as bridesmaids at their

gorgeous wedding. The newlyweds are both loving

lite in Boston. Madeleine is living in NYC, where

she started a public relations agency with a focus in

luxury beauty and grooming brands. In December,

Alexis Steil married Bradley Burwell 00. More

than 25 Andover alums attended their wedding!

At the time of writing, Dan Crowley was making

final preparations tor his nuptials to Emily Salas.

Andrew Scharfand Oliver Grace planned to be in

attendance. [Editor's note: Olivia Wilde visited PA

on Feb. 12 to talk with students about her role in the

I'BS documentary Hn// the Skv: Turning Oppression

into Opportunity for Women Worldwide. See page 22

for more information.]

Melanie Cyr, who is working as a telemetry

nurse at Melrose-Wakefield Hospital in Melrose,

Mass., got engaged to longtime boyfriend Eric

Versteeg. At sunset on an October 2012 afternoon,

Eric proposed to Melanie on the Harvard foot-

bridge in Cambridge. James Maffionc wrote to

report that Michael Cashman recently proposed

to fiancee Shana Platz. In March, Adam Arguelles

proposed to his girlfriend, Megan Eidman, using

an elaborate and romantic scheme before dropping

down on one knee. The pair planned to marry in

Shelburne, Vt., in May.

Ferdinand "Freddie Martignetti founded a

small venture capital fund, Suffolk Equity Partners,

in December 2011 and enjoyed his first year of

business. Freddie also recently joined the athletics

committee on the Alumni Council, and joined the

Andover football coaching staff in 2012, focus-

ing on defensive backs and special teams. Freddie

will return to coach the Big Blue next season as

well. Also involved in the Andover community is

Christina Landolt, who has been teaching music

and conducting an orchestra at our alma mater for

the past six years. Christina gave birth to a baby boy,

Oliver, in November and reports that he is "an abso-

lute angel." Congratulations, Christina!

Chris Burnett and his wife, Damarys, also

welcomed a baby boy into their lives. Baron Chris-

topher Valentino Burnett was born in March 2012.

Greg Chang left his job as a hospital administrator

to found a startup called for[MD] (formd.com),

which is a physician social network. He lives in

NYC and would love to connect with fellow alums.

Kelsey Siepser was looking forward to graduat-

ing from the MFA degree program at the University

of Southern California in May. April Atiba is in

her last year of an internal medicine residency (!)

at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston.

When she finishes in June, she will move to Phila-

delphia and work as a hospitalist, taking care of

oncology patients at the University of Pennsylvania.

Anna Barensfeld is looking forward to compet-

ing in her first international pro cycling competi-

tion, the Tour of Qatar. In January, John Byung-Jin

Kang concluded his time with the Bergen Phil-

harmonic Orchestra in Bergen, Norway, in order

to join the Danish Radio Symphony Orchestra in

Copenhagen, Denmark. Gauri Kiloskar is living

in Pune, India, with her husband and working in

renewable energy. Sarah Lau is still living in Beijing

and working in strategy and operations at ESC, an

educational consulting firm. Sarah and Gauri both

welcome visitors!

Pablo Durana spent last year on the road,

mostly filming and climbing. His most interesting

adventure was a National Geographic archeological

Maya expedition during which he went tunnel-

crawling in Guatemala and cenote diving in Mexico.

Pablo's most incredible recent accomplishment,

however, was, after three years of filming, a feature

documentary that he collaborated on titled Life

According to Sam is finally complete. And it was just

nominated to the Sundance Film Festival! The film,

and the amazing family that it follows, looks incred-

ible. Congratulations, Pablo!

Caroline Lind and her two gold medals came

to visit me in Maryland in October for Caroline's

30th birthday. In case you missed it, Caroline and

the United States women's eight won gold in row-

ing at the London Olympics. Caroline is currently

traveling between NewJersey and California as she

continues to train. She is looking forward to going

for gold No. 3 in the 2016 games in Rio de Janeiro,

Brazil!

Thanks again to everyone who shared their

updates with me. Keep on conquering the world!

—Lauren

2003

10th REUNION
June 14-16, 2013

Will Heidrich

wheidrich@gmail.com

Happy 2013 from the Class of2003! It is hard to

believe, but we have arrived at the home stretch for

our much-anticipated 10-year Reunion. If you have

not already, mark your calendar torJune 14- 16

in Andover.

In the meantime, it's been an exciting few months

for many of our classmates. On Oct. 13, Kate

Cooper Sawyer married Ryan Sawyer in Cochran

Chapel. A great group of classmates cheered them

on. including Anita Taylor, Katie Dlesk, Rachel

Rapp, Kathleen Minahan, Gardner Gould,

Brian Emery, Sam Beattie, and Matt London.

Parker Schwartz dropped a line from NYC,
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where he met up with Sarah Demers, Alexandra

"Alf Rosen Gourvitch, and Matt Kane at the

annual PA holiday part)'. Last August, Parker

also joinedJack McCallum andJonathan "J.C."

MacMillan at Will England s w edding in Maine.

Ali Rosen recently married longtime boyfriend

and Georgetow n alumnus Daniel Gourvitch in

Charleston, S.C. Man)- ot our classmates counted

themselves among the attendees, including

Michael Ruderman Emily O'Brien, Alex

Hammer. Matt Kane, Katherine Takvorian,

Diana Dosik 02, Brittney Bailey, Alexis Brandt,

McKee Floyd 04, Chana Sacks, and Tara Gadgil.

Michael also met up with Ali tor dinner in

New York along with longtime pals Alex Ham-

mer, Emily, and McKee. While in the Big Apple,

Michael also connected with fellow Phillipian

editor Cathy Rampell, who continues to write tor

nytimes.com on the Economix blog.

In late 2012, Dan Koh traveled to Hong Kong

and caught up with fellow classmate Justine

Wardrop, who lives there. Dan also attended

Pam Risseeuw's wedding to Aaron Stroble '04 last

fall. Many more ofour classmates, including Drew-

Ward, Dean Boylan, Shaun Blugh, and Nick

Ksiazek, celebrated with Pam and Aaron.

San Diego is the new home of former Paul

Revere resident Angelica Godoy Wermers.

.Angelica and her husband welcomed twin boys,

Leo and Charles, in October. Angelica already has

intant-sized Andover T-shirts for them to wear!

San Francisco has been a welcoming new home

tor man)- Andover alumni. The Bay Area is full

ot our classmates—Janis Scanlon Rice, Tom
Dimopoulos, Kelly Sinclair, Brian Karfunkel.

Kanyi Maqubela, Sebastian Ben thai I and many

more—who have welcomed recent transplants

(Nick Franchot, Alexa Raducanu. me) to the

cold summers and steep hills. AlexandraJamali

wrote from across the Bay, where she is work-

ing at UC Berkeley. Alexandra visited longtime

pal Lucy Keating in LA for her birthday and

connected with classmates Anthony Pucillo,

Jeanne LeSaffre, and Casey Mister. Alex has also

stayed close with former Burtt housemate Justine

Wardrop and Sarah Carden. who now lives in

NewJersey.

In December, Margaret Ramsey, Phil

Caruso (visiting from Chicago), Matt Lindsay,

and I dressed up as Santas to ring in the holidays at

SantaCon 2012. Phil and Kaitlin Caruso continue

to represent our class well in Chicago, bolstered bv

the recent addition of Phil's fellow Stearns alumnus

Tom Oliphant, who is pursuing an MBA degree

in the Windy City. The Carusos recendy ran into

Lirra Schiebler at O'Hare Airport as the group

headed home tor the holidays.

After a second stint in Germany, Chris Skipper

has returned to the Midwest, now living in Ann

Arbor, Mich. Skipper's former Stowe housemate

Andy Hattemer wrote from NYC, where he has

been living tor the past few years.

That's it from here. Stay safe, and see you

onJune 14!

2004

Emma Sussex

214 Court St., 3rd Floor

Brooklyn NY 1 1201

702-378-6695

emmajcsussex@gmail.com

Hi, everyone. Thanks tor continuing to write and

letting me know what you are up to. I always love

hearing from you. Matt Garza is training to run a

marathon in March. He spent the holidays in San

Francisco, where he had a chance to meet up with

Martin Quinones and Alex Limpaecher, who

is studying computer science at Berkeley. Martin

is also at Berkeley, finishing his last semester ot

law school. After he graduates, he will attend his

five-year reunion at Brown University and study

tor the bar exam. This tall he will start work at a

plaintiff-side law firm in San Francisco.

Taylor Yates finished his first semester at MIT
Sloan this fall and is enjoying life in Boston. In Janu-

ary, he went to Silicon Valley, externing tor a startup.

Ian Hafkenschiel graduated from Santa Claras

JD MBA program and now continues to work at

his startup companies (SocialWimzy and Tweet

Busso). Garrett Kirk is back in the U.S. and getting

an MBA degree at the University ofMichigan. He is

enjoying rooting for the Maize and Blue sports. He

often takes trips back to Boston to visit his family,

and now that he is back in the U.S., he looks forward

to reconnecting with some Andover friends.

Margaret Wheeler is a 3L at Fordham Law,

where she is the symposium editor tor the Fordham

Journal ofCorporate & Financial Law. She spent the

past summer doing entertainment law tor a branch

ofMatteL

Also in NYC, Laura "Lily" Kelly was promoted

to interim director ot Global Green USAs New

York office and its Coalition tor Resource Recover)-.

She is the youngest director in the organization.

She continues to live happily in Queens. NY, with

Dan Adamsky 06 and their two ridiculous cats.

Adelaide Polk-Bauman has been doing some

extensive traveling tor the launch ofForevermark.

She goes to cities around the country to talk about

responsibly sourced diamonds. She met up with

JeffPena at Art Basel in Miami. Back in New York,

she regularly spends time withAmanda Senatore

and Meredith Wing. She also saw Olivia Oran

and Dan Koh 03 at the Lincoln Center Young

Patrons Gala this fall, which Sarah Wendell helped

to plan. Additionally, Adelaide has continued her

work at the National Arts Club in NAG and helped

chair the Explorers Club Annual Dinner in March

at the Waldorf

In April, Michelle Easton planned to run the

Boston Marathon for her organization Bottom

Line. Nick Stamas is living in Back Bay, where he

manages and trains at Get in Shape for Women.

Lolita Espinoza returned from the Peace Corps

in West Africa and is kicking offthe remainder of

her sabbatical with a Southeast Asia trip with her

boyfriend, Josh. She plans to meet up with Celia

Alexander in LA this spring.

Ben Bloom got married in May 2013 to Ruth

Shewmon. Ben Hansen recently got engaged to

his college girlfriend. He is also looking forward

to being neighbors withJohn Freker in the West

Village, NYC.June Gordon married Alex Noe this

January in Chicago. Lots ofPA alums were there to

celebrate w ith her. including Clara Amenyo, Clem

Wood, Julia Bacon, Sarah, and Olivia.

Alexandra "Lexi" Dwyer, Kinnon McCall,

and Margaret Moore 06 went to DC to surprise

Kathleen "Rat" Conlon tor her December birth-

day. Alison Schouten came to New York this

November, andJennyWong hosted a girls' dinner,

where I saw Olivia, Jess Chermayeff, and Ellen

Knuti. That's about it from me. Please keep me

updated. Hope you all are well and that I will hear

from you soon!

Matt Brennan

matthew.s.brennan 1 3@gmail.com

Alex Lebow

alexlebow@gmail.com

Happy new year, Class of '05
! This edition ot

the class notes finds y all traveling the globe and

working hard.

First things first. Many congratulations to Will

Riordan and Maryr Burris, who got engaged in

January! Their wedding is planned tor October in

the Cotswolds, England.

Hilary Fischer-Groban moved back from

India and is now in her first year as an MBA student

at MIT Sloan School ot Management She spent

January interning in NAG for an ethically sourced

luxury goods company. Meta Weiss joined Luis

Ortiz, a fellowJuilliard student, for a very success-

ful debut recital in Lima, Peru. She also performed

her third doctoral recital at Juilliard with Arianna

Warsaw--Fan 04, and the two signed a multi-disc

record deal with Grammy Award-winning label

Sono Luminus. Their first album was due this

spring. Congrats!

Stefanos Kasselakis is still in NYC, working in

fixed income, currency, and commodities at Gold-

man Sachs. Laura Sciuto does talent management

consulting for Deloitte in NAG and travels back

and forth between NYC and Boston every week.

She lives in the East Village and has seen Chloe

Hurley, Morissa Sobelson, Christopher Donais.

Wes Howe, Chris Magnin, Andrew Richards,

Alex Doty, Laylah Mohammed. Charlotte

Steinhardt, Tom Church, Chris Donahue,

Diana Grace, Alex King, Elizabeth Demers, and

Ian Schmertzler.

Billy Doyle recently spent a great night hang-

ing out and playing pool with Alex Lebow, Alex

King, andJon Hi II man in the East Village. Over

the holidays, he, Lebow, and Andrew Geraghty
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In December2012, Ishani Vellodi '06 and John Badman '06

had a "small world moment" when theyfound themselves

sitting next to one another in a cafe in Bangalore, India, a

city of more than eight million people.

In November 2012, a number offriends gatheredfor dim sum at Ping Pong restaurant in

Washington, D.C. Picturedfrom left are Stephen Stapczynski '07, Susannah Poland '07,

Andrea Coravos '06, Pat Shannon 'OS, and Becky Agostino '06.

ate some Harrison's Roast Beef and checked out

the new addition to Bulfinch Hall. He spent Martin

Luther Kingjr. weekend in Boston with Christian

Vareika, Stephen Sherrill, David Wilkinson, and

Bobby Spang.

Jason Duffett lives in Brooklyn and lights com-

mercials, movies, and any video work that comes

his way. He throws back brews on a regular basis

with David Billingsley, Peter Mistretta, Charlotte

Steinhardt, and Jessica Duffett 02. He went skiing

this winter with Dan Harris, Bridget O'Sullivan,

Henry Manice, Nathan Pirakitikulr, and Kyle

Davies, and caught up with Blake Hinckley '06

and Scout Kingery 04 in Portland, Ore., over

the holidays.

Jesse Seegers is finishing a master's degree in

architecture from Princeton and will graduate this

June. Katie Purcell started a new job at a market

research company, where she does qualitative and

quantitative data analysis and advanced statistical

analysis. She saw Katherine Dix at a Christmas

party in NYC. Anthony Reyes left his associ-

ate producer job at MSNBC primetime in New

York and moved to Washington, DC, to serve in

a political appointment at the Department of the

Treasury, running new media and online outreach

in their communications office. Anthony Green

also moved, from NYC to LA, as he just launched

TeachYburselfTlieSAT.com, a new self-study pro-

gram for the SAT online. The results have received

national attention, and he is about to start piloting

the program at community centers and under-

served schools.

Shawn Fu saw Meta Weiss solo in a Shosta-

kovich cello concerto at the Kennedy Center (she

rocked, he reports). Shawn also joined a book club

run by Andrea Rowan and kept up with the banter

between Nate Scott and Matt Brcnnan on their

blog, Shouts from the Balcony. Nate Scott is living

in Washington, D.C, and accepted a job writing for

USA Today. He also saw Steve Sherrill, Christian

Vareika, Kyle Kucharski, Steve Rolecek, Grant

Yoshitsu, Billy Doyle, Chloe Hurley, Morissa

Sobelson, and Laura Sciuto at Steve Sherrills birth-

day party in NYC.

Natasha Midgley picked up surfing and met up

with Pat Shannon in DC while there for Inaugura-

tion Day, then headed to Trinidad tor Carnival in

February. Eric Bair is in Chicago working by day

as an options trader in the Loop and working by

night as a music director at Second City and Improv

Olympic. He is also performing around the city

with his band, Walk the Talk, and performing live

Girl Talk covers and original mashups. Ben Nahill

dropped in on Eric Blair to eat omelets.

Brittany Kaiser is working on a PhD degree in

international law in London. She also co-founded

Pace Group, a company that works in post-conflict

development by putting together high-profile

conferences that bring investment in emerging

economies to aid development goals. She was in

Libya in November and headed to the Sudan in

February. She also did some work for the Obama

campaign and Democrats Abroad, returned to Chi-

cago for election day, and spent the evening with

the campaign and the Obama family at the rally and

second acceptance speech. She has also been seeing

a lot of Vanessa Parkinson de Castro, Thameka

Thompson, Diana Grace, Hee-Jin Chang, and

Alison Wheeler.

Krishna Gupta and Kelly Stecker organized

another Boston young alumni event, which was

attended by more than 60 Aiidover alums, includ-

ing Hilary Fischer-Groban, Cassie Tognoni,

Lindsay Baker, Sarah Donelan, Sylvester

Boumil, Jean-Marie Gossard, Natalie Exner, and

Kevin Dalias, among others. Krishna caught up

with Beau Freker in London, where Beau's rock-

ing it at RBC Wealth Management. He andJohn

Tincoffare working together to grow Romulus

Advisory, and they recently closed their first deal in

Brazil. The firm works in a variety ofsectors and has

a focus on the U.S. and emerging markets.

PeterAccomando hosted a Christmas party in

Somerville, Mass., with his brothers Ian 08, Josh,

and Justin '99. Jay Geary, Chris Magnin, Greg

Rees, Chris Herlich, Laurel Sticklor, Alex Doty,

Megan Scarborough, Christopher Zegel, Natalie

Exner, and Kelly Stecker attended.

Matt Brennan enjoyed oysters, cocktails, and

inclement weather with Megan Scarborough and

Christopher Zegel in Boston during the holidays,

caught up with Sarah Donelan over breakfast, had

coffee with Laylah Mohammed at Thanksgiving,

and went to lunch in Boston's North End with

Ben Hoerner, who's continuing to kick butt at the

University ofPennsylvania law school. Matt is writ-

ing regular film criticism for lndiewire, working on

a PhD degree in history at Tulane, and coordinating

media and communications tor roommate Alex

Lebow's youth development nonprofit Youth Run

NOLA. Alex spends his days as special assistant

to New Orleans mayor Mitch Landrieu. We were

happy to celebrate New Year's Eve with a big feast

attended by Nate Kellogg and Meg Coffin '03,

who live around the corner. That s it tor now, but as

always, much love, '05.—Matt and Lebow
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Andrea Coravos '06 and Brendan de Brun '06 (left) had

brunch with Paul Voorhees '06 and hisfiancee, Johanna

Barron (far right), in Washington, D.C., when Paul visited

from UVAfor a weekend.

Liz Finnegan '06, Olivia Pei '07, Vyshak Chandra, and Andrea Coravos '06 metfor dinner in

Washington, D.C., in October 2012.

2006

Jeni Lee

7914 Paragon Circle

Pleasanton CA 94588-3 1 22

925-846-8300

jeni_lee@bluelink.andover.edu

Paul Voorhees

345 West Berwicke Common, N.E.

Atlanta GA 30342
404-402-4869

pauldvoorhees@gmail.com

DearAndover Class of2006, Happy newyear!

As usual, our class has been up to no good, but

also quite some good! Read on for updates from

your classmates.

Jamie Love has been selected for the Pike

School/Lesley University School-Based Intern-

ship/MEd Program. She will receive a master's

degree in elementary education grades 1-6 in

May 2013. Congratulations!

JustinWu graduated with a doctorate degree in

physical therapy in October and currendy works

in Boston.

Andrea Coravos and Olivia Pei '07 live together

in DC, and had an ugly sweater Christmas party

attended by Brendan de Brun, Liz Finnegan,

Mary Grinton '07, andJohn Tincoff '05. The room-

mates also had a mini reunion dinner in November

with BeckyAgostino '07, Pat Shannon '05, Susan-

nah Poland '07, and Stephen Stapczynski '07.

Brendan and Andrea had brunch with Paul

Voorhees and Paul's fiancee in DC, when Paul

came up from UVA for a weekend. Brendan moved

to Litde Rock, Ark., to start C-130 training.

Also in DC, Liz Finnegan raves about Andrea's

dinners, bringing together Andover alums and non-

alums alike. Daniel Taylor organized an Andover

gathering to watch the Andover-Exeter game. Liz

saw both Dan and Andrew Ostroff at the event, as

well as other area alumni. Also in attendance were

John Tincoff '05, Anthony Reyes '05, Olivia, and

Pat Shannon '05. Liz attended Anthony's Christmas

party a few weeks after the game.

Erika Chow came from New York to spend

Thanksgiving with Liz's family; later—shortly

after Hurricane Sandy—Liz visited Erika in New

York. The pair managed to get in touch with Cage

Brewer! They had a bottomless brunch on the

Upper West Side, and it appears that Cage is doing

well atNYU Stern.

In October, Liz spent a week in Ireland and

stopped for a weekend in Berlin before traveling

down the boot ofItaly, stopping in Pisa, Florence,

and, finally, Rome. Brad Colbert is working for

Facebook in Dublin, and met up with Liz while she

was in town.

Weary ofconsulting in DC,John Lippe

renounced material possessions and joined a

startup in Seattle with '01 Andover grads Eric Feeny,

David Auld, Andrew Smith, and Will Chan. He

hopes to bump into fellow '06 grad Pete Kalmakis.

Also on the West Coast, Dave Heighington

is in San Francisco working in admissions for an

independent day high school, San Francisco Uni-

versity High School. Dave hangs out with Andover

cross-country teammate Ken Watari '07, also

in San Francisco.

Since September, Kevin Olusola, with a cap-

pella group Pentatonix, has been on his first nation-

wide headlining tour, which has been sold out!

They had some great press, like performing on the

Sing-OffChina (where Kevin spoke Chinese), at the

preshow for the American Music Awards, and also

being on shows like Katie and Jlie Tonight Show with

jay Leno. Their Christmas album PTXtnas came out

and debuted at No. 1 on the holiday iTunes charts!

Next year, they are touring and putting out many

EPs with more original music. To see ifPentato-

nix is playing near you, visit ptxofficial.com/ tour.

[Editor's note: Pentatonix performed in Cochran

Chapel on April 6.]

Jane Henningsen and Lindsay McLellan

went to see Kevin and the rest ofPentatonix sing in

Charlottesville, Va. They ran into Greg Hsu, who

also attended the show. Kevin has kept up with the

cello and has had some opportunities to do some

concerts solo, including a trip to Amsterdam at the

end ofOctober to do a solo concert at the Interna-

tional Cello Festival.

Jane was able to hang out with Alexandre 'Alex"

Wolfin the SanJuan Islands, Wash., over the New

Year's holiday, which was exciting because they

hadn't seen each other since the Reunion.

For news abroad, Emily Pollokoffis still in

Rabat, Morocco, on an English teaching Fulbright.

Life is good, teaching is fun, and her baby is hilari-

ous. Marysia Blackwood visited the family in Janu-

ary. Emily welcomes people out to visit; ifanyone

is in the country and wants to meet up, they should

let her know!

In December, Gordon Murphy, Emily

Chappell, andJustin Yi spent the weekend in Ber-

lin, where Gordon's opulent attire got them rejected

from two clubs. Very true story, we hear! Emily

moved to Munich in August, where she continues

to work for Deloitte & Touche. Claire Collery

visited her in Munich.

Back in New York, Rosie duPont is in produc-

tion for her independent short film headspace.

When she is not working on the project, she can
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stay connected.

.

be found enjoying the company ot Ben Lasman,

Michelle Miao, and Emma Dorsey in Brooklyn,

N.Y. Check out her film at headspacethefilm.com.

JeffBakkensen rang in the new year at Tobey

Duble's NYC apartment with Thomas Tassinari,

Cornelia Wolcott, and Alex King 05.

And finally,John Badman was in a cafe in

Bangalore, India, over the holidays. Sitting at the

table next to him was Ishani Vellodi. In a city ot 8

million-plus people, they managed to run into one

another! She was en route to Madras tor a cousins

wedding. John was on the tail end of an adventure

that started in Thailand. In |ohn's words: "What

fun! We gabbed about the weather and the new

Jimmy Choos that Ishani had purchased. She also

had just had a beautiful manicure. It sparkled. Both

things are worth mentioning!" What a small world!

That's all tor now. Much love, 2006!

2007
M. Conner Stoldt

94 Saddle Hill Road

Hopkinton MA 01748-1 102

508-954-9185

conner.stoldt@gmail.com

Catherine L. Crooke

61 Eastern Parkway, Apt. 2C
Brooklyn NY 1 1238-5916

917-375-5551

catherine.l.crooke@gmail.com

Evan Harmeling is now a professional golfer. He

lives in Orlando, Fla., and is playing on PGA Tour

Canada next year, trying to make his way up to the

real PGA tour. Rebecca Q. Yankes got married

in Cochran Chapel this fall; the occasion reunited

Cece Yu, Gina Kim, Fay Gao, Archie Rajender,

and Colleen Thurman. Colleen is in her first year

ot veterinary school at Tufts (Grafton, Mass., near

Worcester); Gina is completing a master s degree

program in anthropology at Columbia; Cece is in

Chicago working tor a tech startup; and Archie and

Fay are in their third year at BU medical school.

Colleen informs us that Katharine Matsumoto is

completing a master s degree in statistics at North-

western, and that Anna Klenkar and Rachel

Reinauer are currently living together in NYC,

where they all got together recently. Colleen has

also crossed paths with Becca Waldo ( literally, at

Head ot the Charles), as well as Alex Hugon, Katie

Morris, and Hilary Walker during various visits

to Cambridge, Mass.

Matt Silva lives in San Antonio, where he works

as the director of Labatt Online, selling food to

independent restaurants throughout Texas and

New Mexico. Olivia Coffey is training with the

U.S. women's rowing team in Princeton, N.J., and

working remotely tor a private equity company

based in NYC Emma Ellis is working in NYC for

the ad agency mcgarrybowen and playing lots ot

chess. Chris Bramwell works in New |ersey as a

financial advisor at Bank of America Merrill Lynch.

Sarah Haber loves lite in China, where she teaches

at an international school. Molly Ozimek-Maier is

celebrating the first birthday of her daughter C.J. She

spent Christmas with Catie Shaw, Annie Boylan,

Sam Gould, and Karen Schoenherr.

Steve Blackman is still alive. Allen Cai moved

to the Bay Area in October to start a position as a

product designer at Palantir, where he works on

one of the defense-based deployments in creating

interfaces and interactions. Conner Stoldt is work-

ing in Charlotte, N.C., and recently came back from a

hunting trip to Texas, during which he bagged a boar

more than 400 pounds. Patrick Curtin is living

in Isparta, Turkey, teaching English at a high school

called Altinbasak. Becky Agostino will continue

to teach when her time at Teach for America comes

to a close this summer. Gigi Cadet is in New York

working in cable advertising sales for NBCUniversal.

Courtney Fiske is working as a research assistant

to an art historian and as a freelance art critic and

journalist tor Artforuin and Art m America's websites,

among other places. Miles Silverman is still out

West studying at UCLA, but was back for the

holidays when he sawJocelyn Gully. Come back

East, Miles!

Ben Bramhall is working for Cotuit Solar and

SEBANE (Solar Energy Business Association of

New England), and living in Plymouth, Mass. Polly

Sinclair has been traveling around Asia and India,

and planned to ski in Japan until she ran out ot

money. Allison Callery graduated this year with a

master's degree in security studies trom Georgetown

LIniversity 's School of Foreign Service. Brian Louie

and Jonathan Louie both live in Brooklyn, N.Y,

and work for J.P. Morgan. Giacomo Chiaro will

graduate from medical school in July. Catie Shaw

relocated to Houston and is working in a marketing

communications role with GE Oil & Gas. Sarah

Gardner took her medical school boards in Febru-

ary and spent some time visiting Michaella Chung

in Seoul, South Korea, before starting her first rota-

tion in psychiatry.

Jelani Floyd spent his first season playing basket-

ball in Europe this year; the experience was his first

time leaving the country, and he visited France, Bel-

gium, Luxembourg, and Germany. Ben Feng is back

at Andover as a math teaching fellow and spends a

lot of time playing Ultimate. Noah Warren, after

traveling the world and tasting all that lite has to

offer, is also back at PA as a teaching fellow in Eng-

lish. He finds his teachings heavily influenced by his

time spent studying poetry on the Cuban coast this

past summer. Arielle Filiberti spent the past winter

working in Montana as a ski patroller and is enjoying

her time before starting med school this coming tall.

David Curtis has been quite busy in his first year at

Harvard Law. When not studying, Dave can often

be found at local open mics practicing his passions

ot tree verse and spoken word poetry. Danny Silk

moved back Stateside and is working in Cambridge,

Mass., as an associate at Forrester. Despite hav ing

significantly less time for travel, Danny still spends

quite a lew weekends in NYC.
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Mary Doyle

1 1 1 Red Gate Lane

Reading MA 01867
781-439-5209 (cell)

mbdoyle@gmail.com

Lydia Da I left

399 River Road

Andover MA 01 810
508-265-1005 (cell)

Lydia.Dallett@gmail.com

It's hard to believe, but here we are—gearing up tor

the great Class of'2008's Fifth Reunion! Woohoo!

Partaaaay! Who knew we would make it, and with

so few criminal records! Well done, guys.

This June, we'll have plenty to celebrate, starting

with another wedding! Chip Schroeder proposed

to his college sweetheart, Marcheta Marshall, in

October and is planning a summer wedding in San

Francisco. Wedding planning can be tough, but

luckily 08 has all of Chip's needs covered! Let's find

out how:

Great weddings need great wedding planners,

and nobody knows the business better than

TheKnot.com's editorial assistant, Simone Hill.

Since graduating trom Princeton inJune 2012, Sim-

one has been advising brides- (and grooms-) to-be

on everything trom cakes to venues to hideous veil

trends. One piece ot advice: be prepared and book

early! Chip would do well to partner with Michael

Ciummei, working in commercial real estate tor

Avison Young in Boston, to find the best deals on

reception halls. Financing a wedding can be tricky,

but 08 has many wise consultants who can point

Chip in the right direction: Rachel Cohen, Sarah

Gordon, Lambros Theofanidis, and Amberly

Tenney are working at Accenture in NYC, while

Veda Eswarappa and Sara Wallace have reunited

at the Parthenon Group in Boston. They may advise

Chip to skip the brass band and hire local talent for

the reception, like Nick Anschuetz's The Barely

Brothers Band, touring New England, or comedian

Jonathan Adler, now writing for Late Night with

Jimmy Fallon. It he's looking for something mel-

lower, Chip can find pianist Max Meyer in the jazz

clubs ofHong Kong or call Paul Joo, who played

violin with a Turkish street band in Istanbul before

heading to Houston to work for BCG.

Hate writing invitations? No sweat. Victoria

Glynn, now a member ot the communications

team at the Truman National Security Project, can

do it in her sleep, and probably in 140 characters or

less; she was recently rctweeted by the greatJohn

Palfrey himself. Save postage by uploading the

invites to Box.com, where Mary Doyle coordinates

the VPs ofengineering. Concerned Great-Aunt

Agnes won't show up? Ask Mercy Bell to use her
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product marketing and sales experience at a data

startup in California to help design the perfect pitch.

Dispel concerns over feeble relatives imbibing

too much by inviting med school junkies Lucian

Neville and Sebastian Caliri to the bachelor party.

Lucian is one year away from completing a degree at

Jefferson Medical College in Philadelphia, and both

he and Seb assure me they 're happily up to their

elbows in cadavers. (Seb doesn't always hang out

with dead bodies; he was recently appointed to the

board ofdirectors at the education nonprofit Learn-

ing Unlimited, and I'm pretty sure they 're all still

alive.) Should a relative need emergency dental care,

dentist-in-training Silke Cummings can handle

the job (though she admits she's skipped class on

occasion to hang out with Andover alums such as

Alexander Heftier).

While rowing tor Stanford helped Chip keep

the "freshman 15 "
at bay, he may want to hire Ian

Accomando as his personal trainer to make sure he

can still fit into that suit. Ian relocated to Somerville,

Mass., to work as the assistant coach at Harvard with

the men's lightweight crew team. When he's not

running marathons with the team at Disney World,

Ian works as a bartender and server at Cambridge

1, a flatbread pizza joint in Harvard Square, and at

the Boston Athletic Club in South Boston, where he

happily serves OSers cocktails while they struggle

to stay on their treadmills. Another candidate for

the job is pro athleteJohn "J.J."
McGregor, whose

recent transfer to a hockey team in Reims, France,

has quadrupled his champagne intake. On second

thought, Chip, maybe you should just go running

by yourself.

Nothing says, "I love you" like a military escort.

Chip can arrive in style in a private plane piloted by

naval officerJake Bean and his trusty sidekick, Jax,

a black Lab/Rhodesian mix. No dogs allowed in

the ceremony, however, so Chip should call Sally

Poole, newly enrolled in a preveterinary course at

the University ofSouthern Maine, to babysit the

pooch. To keep the kids occupied, Chip can call on

one ofour many teachers: Americorps volunteer

and college prep teacher Sophie Scolnik-Brower

can catch the ring bearer up on his gerunds, while

Teach ForAmerica Ohio's Andrew Clay can

supplement the flower girl's seventh-grade reading

list. Since we're all lifelong learners, the bridesmaids

can learn a thing or two about social change and

leadership development from Hillary Baker, the

New Sector Alliance's Americorps resident in social

enterprise in San Francisco. Not to be left out, the

groomsmen can get tips on getting into grad school

from LindseyWeiner, who just started a masters

program in elementary education through Lesley

University, or from Jade-Isis Lefebvre, working

toward a master's degree in counseling psychology

in Montreal.

A well-planned seating arrangement is essential

to keeping a wedding from turning into a bar brawl.

Place the more cerebral relatives next to Murphy

Temple, who is working toward an MPhil degree

in modern European history, or Rajit Malhotra.

who is busy designing an education curriculum for

— j mi-iiM | |

Division III

DISCOVER I
DEVELOP I

DEDICATE
Class of '09ers Georgina Norton, Berol Dewdney, and Aubrey Zimmerling reunited at the November

2012 D3 Cross Country National Championship in Terre Haute, Indiana. Though now runningfor

different teams, they enjoyed a terrific reunion.

children in Lesotho through the Institute for Social

Advancement. Chip's business colleagues from

his internship in Hong Kong will be delighted to

converse with BlaineJohnson, who seems to travel

to China more often than I see my parents, while

the wedding party's policy wonks can learn a thing

or two from Kelly Lacob, interning in former Presi-

dent Bill Clinton's office in New York. Kelly is in the

interview process for several overseas global health

and international development fellowships in sub-

Saharan Africa, so it's possible she'll prefer to talk to

Alyssa Yamamoto, also focused on global health

in her work for Paul Farmer. Simone Salvo was just

nominated by Bard for a Watson Fellowship, a one-

year grant for travel and study abroad, in which case

she may have to skip the wedding entirely.

Finally, Chip and Marcheta should consider

hiring the same photographer who took Lindsey

Branson's engagement photos; if you haven't seen

them yet, you're truly missing out. Lindsey is work-

ing at Eli Lilly as a cell culture biologist while simul-

taneously applying for grad school in public health

and genetic counseling at Indiana University and

planning her own September wedding. (Is everyone

wedding crazy? "Definitely not," says Stephanie

Clegg. "Engagements? Ha! Don't expect one from

this single lady any time soon!")

Good luck to Chip and our other brides-to-be

this year. The Class of 2008 is there for all your wed-

ding needs! Matrimonial love!—Lydia

2009

Alexander McHale

Columbia University

5362 Lerner Hall

2920 Broadway

New York NY 1 0027-8353

703-786-3330

arm2 1 62@columbia.edu

Deidra Willis

Dartmouth College

4426 Hinman

Hanover NH 03755-3529

347-342-7447

deidra.a.willis@dartmouth.edu

The Class of 2009 has been spending its remaining

time in college all over the world doing fascinating

things. Chelsea Carlson spent her summer in

Hyderabad, India, interning for a pharmaceutical

company and traveling. Harrison Hart hung out

with Schuyler "Jack" Dickey and CarlJackson at

Wimbledon in London this summer as well.

Although we still can't believe it, classmates in

the Class of2009 are now in their senior year of

college. We continue to bleed blue and stay con-

nected. Sam Auffant and Eddie Houghton are

roommates at Holy Cross, where they both play

football. Just before Thanksgiving at the D3 Cross

Country Championships in Terre Haute, Ind.,
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stay connected.

In summer 2011, violinist Katie Von Braun '09 played

at the Brevard Music Center in Brevard, N.C. For the

last concert, her orchestra performed a concerto with

Yo-Yo Ma, P'Ol, '04, soloing. Picturedfrom left are

Su-Yin Chan, Ma, and Von Braun.

Georgina Norton, Berol Dewdney, and Aubrey

Zimmerling had a great reunion. Berol qualified

as an individual tor Colby, Aubrey and Claremont-

Mudd-Scripps won third place, and Georgina's

NYU team had its highest team finish ever!

Katie von Braun has been putting us all to

shame by keeping so busy. Last summer, she par-

ticipated in the Brevard Music Center, a summer

music testival in Brevard, N.C. For her last concert,

her orchestra got the opportunity to play a concerto

with Yo-Yo Ma soloing. She also traveled to Johan-

nesburg with her anthropology class and the U.S.

ambassador. In February, the Cleveland Orchestra

gave a performance in Ann Arbor, Mich. Katie

had the amazing opportunity to participate in a

spontaneous chamber music jam session with some

members or the orchestra after the concert.

On Nov. 17, Allison Flanders, Blaire Pingeton,

Rebecca MacRae, Carolyn Han, and Iris Chang

got together in NYC to celebrate Olivia Panaccio

Tresham s 21 st birthday. The 09 Day Hall posse is

still alive and well!

Jill Kozloffand Elizabeth Brown went to

a Christmas party at Wesleyan hosted by Nick

Craven and Glenn Stowell. After New Year's Eve,

jil! enjoyed a winter reunion at Williams with Trey

Meyer, Eliza Dewey, and Annie Glancy. Speak

ingof New Year's Eve, Carolyn Brown, Hugh

Hdmundson 08, and Sara Kelly 08 went to a New

Year's party that Carolyn Calabrese had at her

place in NYC, along with Izzy Mascheroni. Her

older brother Colin Calabrese 06 was also there

lor the little impromptu Andover reunion. Marvin

Blugh, Jack Walker, and Max Abitbol reunited

at the Westway for New Year's Eve and then

enjoyed their annual New Year's Eve brunch at

EJ's Luncheonette. JeffZhou '06, Eliot Wall '07,

and Larry Zhou went to Whistler Mountain to

celebrate New Year's.

Looking forward, many ofthe Class of2009 have

already locked down post-graduate jobs and oppor-

tunities. Deidra Willis will be working in New

Jersey as a manufacturing engineering associate

for General Mills. VincentJow and Alex McHale

will be working together at an investment bank in

New York. Abigail Pollokoffgraduated early in

May with a BA in English, French, and Italian and a

minor in medieval and early modern studies. She is

now working as an assistant editor at Pelican Pub-

lishing Company in Gretna, La. Who knows what

else lies in store for 09!

2010

Sascha Strand

Metacalf Hall W205
Tufts University

Medford MA 02 1 55

316-371-9053 (cell)

Sascha.Strand@Tufts.edu

Courtney King

343 15th St.

Santa Monica CA 90402
310-984-0882 (cell)

courtney.king 1 16@gmail.com

Faiyad Ahmad
978-289-3584 (cell)

faiyad_ahmad@brown.edu

Caroline Gezon spent a semester studying abroad

in Aix-en-Provence, France. She had the chance to

travel around Europe while she was there and raved

about her time in Istanbul. While traveling in Flor-

ence, Italy, she happened to run into Rob Stevens,

who was spending the semester in Madrid, Spain.

Over winter break, she had another chance Andover

reunion when she and Charlie Walters ran into

Ellen Blindauer at a movie theatre in Evanston, 111.

This semester, Timothy Ghosh had a chance to

hang out with Liam Murphy 11 when Liam went

to Perm to visit his girlfriend, Michelle Ma '11, who

transferred there this year. He also reunited with

Michael Scognamiglio, who returned to Penn

from a semester abroad in London. Timothy is

spending his winter break getting ready to apply

for jobs and hopes to find one in NYC or LA

for the summer.

Katherine Sherrill is enjoying her time at Yale,

majoring in history and spending time with fellow

alums such as Will Winkenwerder, Jack Doyle,

Anna Fang, and many others who come and visit

often. At Yale, Katherine plays on the varsity lacrosse

team and says that she's getting excited for the sea-

son to start up again.

For Fall 2012, Courtney King transferred to

Wesleyan University, where she is studying anthro-

pology. She is getting ready to go back to India tor

the semester to volunteer and teach English for

a women's empowerment NGO. She was really

happy to meet up with Claire King over Thanks-

giving break, catching her between semesters

abroad in South Africa and Scotland!

Juliet Liu has spent the last semester working

as the managing editor tor culture magazine Out of

Order. She will head to the 2013 Sundance Film Fes-

tival with Lucy Bidwell 09 to represent the maga-

zine. She also works with Charles Shoener, Out of

Order's lifestyle editor. The second print issue ofthe

magazine was scheduled to come out in the spring.

Hannah Bardo spent the semester studying

abroad in Salvador, Brazil, where she lived with a

host family and took classes at a local university.

She worked on an independent study interview-

ing domestic workers and enjoyed meeting lots of

friendly Brazilians and working on her Portuguese.

She flew home in the middle of the semester for

what she calls "the wedding of the century " between

her brotherJesse Bardo 03 and Courtney Gimbel

(now Bardo) 02. She could hardly wait to get back

to Brazil, to Rio, where she will be spending her

second semester and enjoying Carnival!

Sophie Fourteau spent the first part of her win-

ter break with Juliet Liu, Sara Alban, Tavie Abell,

and Maggie Law, which she enjoyed tremen-

dously; earlier in the year, she saw Whitney Ford

and Maggie in Barcelona, Spain, when Whitney was

studying abroad. At the University ofSt. Andrews

in Scotland, Sophie is studying international rela-

tions and economics, which she gravitated toward

because of her interest in international history,

politics, and foreign languages, a desire to study a

more quantitative social science, and St. Andrew's

specialization in counter-terrorism.

At Harvard, Tom Hamel has begun the 2013

basketball season with an 8-5 record so far. He's

studying government and hopes to also specialize in

international relations. A week before the holidays,

Tom, Nicolas Serna, Matt Lawlor, and Faiyad

Ahmad got a chance to catch up over dinner

in Boston.

Over the holiday break, Billy Fowkes celebrated

his 21 st birthday with Vincent DAndrea, Ben

Nichols, Ryan Furlong '09, and Anthony Tedesco

'

12, while they were all home for the holidays. He's

now returning to Yale, where he studies economics,

plays club hockey, and served as the president of his

fraternity, Sigma Alpha Epsilon.

Max Png watched Arsenal destroy Wigan with

Vijit Kapoor at the British Club in Singapore,

stayed with/mooched offRaymond Chen in Bay-

side, Queens, NY, for two weeks following Christ-

mas, reminisced about PA tennis with Tony Zou 09

over lunch in the city, and caught up with Jonathan

Liu about his shenanigans down at Duke.

In October, Josh T. Feng attended an alumni

event in Atlanta and got a chance to catch up with

Jessica Siemer, among other recent alums cur-

rently at Emory and Georgia Tech. Josh also hung

out over winter break with Tyler Bond, who visited

him in northern California, where they attended

two Boston Celtics road games together.
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This past summer, Kelsey Lim lived in NYC
and interned atAR New York, a fashion-branding

agency. At RISD, she is the undergraduate student

vice president and is roommates with Arnold

Wong. Right now it looks as though she will spend

her summer working and living in Providence,

R.I., as she was just offered an internship at Rhode

Island's Board of Elections. There, she will analyze

and evaluate the systems currently in place and use

design to improve upon them, creating a sustainable

system that can be applied to polling places, ballots,

their website, and more.

2011

Christopher Batchelder

4 Raymond St.

Manchester-by-the-Sea AAA 01944
cqbatch@email.unc.edu

Oriekose Idah

8 Sycamore Lane

Rolling Hills Estates CA 90274
oidah0608@gmail.com

Kevin Song

1 Windy Hill Road

Green Brook NJ 08812
kevin@andoverl 1 .com

Edith Young

470 Park Ave., Apt. 2D
New York NY 10022

edithwyoung@gmail.com

News ! Haley Scott reported that she was transfer-

ring to Brown in the spring 2013 semester and is

super excited to be on the same hillside with two

of her favorite '11 ers, Shannon McSweeney and

Edith Young! She has started an internship at

GOOD as a campus ambassador, and the CEOs

ofGOOD are Andover grads Max Schorr '99 and

Ben Goldhirsh '99!

Kellie Walsh reports that Shannon McSweeney

cooked dinner for her over break at Shannon's home

in Boxborough, Mass. The two caught up on the fall

semester after working together at Andover last sum-

mer. Kellie transferred to Colby College this fall and

loves it. She often runs into other 11 ers likeJason

Buco, Mike Wincek, andAndrewWoonton.

Turner Shaw reports that he, Ambika

Krishnamachar, and Emily Kent met up for a

post-finals lunch and catch-up in Cambridge, Mass.,

on Dec. 20, 2012.

Benjamin Talarico reports, T have been having

quite a good time at NYU. I occasionally meet up

with Esther Muradov or Margot Pinckney, and

we'll go prancing through the city, soaking up all that

Manhattan has to offer."

Chris Batchelder is bringing innovation to the

intercollegiate communication world with his new

project, the Duke-UNC Portal, a virtual window

that connects universities with an interactive video

feed, starting with Duke and UNC. Zac Elder and

Nick Camarda ' 12 have hopped on board to help

cover the Duke end ofthe Portal, which is set to

expand to a dozen different universities over the

next few months. Batch received S 10,000 in fund-

ing from the presidents of Duke and UNC to make

this project a reality.

Charlotte Cleveland reports that Kate Wiener

visited Charlotte, Emily Timm, and Emily Kent in

St. Louis, Mo.

Julia Dean reports, "Charlie Cockburn had

Taylor Garden, Ben Brodie, Julie Cachia, and

Denzil Bernard all over for a Class of2011 NYC
mini reunion!"

Sports!

Tim McLaughlin,James Lim 12, Batch, and

Kristen Faulkner had a blast at the Head ofthe

Charles in October, as well as at the Harvard-Yale

football game at Harvard in November.

Theresa Faller and Thomas Kramer spent part

of their winter break training in Puerto Rico with

the Bowdoin swim and dive team. They both got

fabulous tans hanging out on the beach and enjoy-

ing the sun!

Features!

Cassie Coravos reports, "Meghan Collins

and I road-tripped to Hudson, NY, to visit Steven

Kosovac. We baked Nutella-stuffed chocolate chip

cookies and cherry pie, and celebrated the end of

the world—which never happened."

Givens Parr says she is "at Brown studying the

lindy hop. Also China. Also 1 have wanderin' bones

and am looking for road-trip buddies who like to

contra dance and read aloud."

Rohan Malhotra spread some holiday cheer

and met some Exonians at Vincent low 09 s

Andover-Exeter party in the midst offinals week at

the University of Pennsylvania.

Teddy Drake, we know you have tried to evade

us by giving us your dad's e-mail address instead of

your own. Send us a line.

We think of you all fondly and Facebook-stalk

you all often.

2012
Kennedy Edmonds

47 East 9 1st St., 5th Floor

New York NY 10128
917-294-5091 (cell)

kennedyedmonds@gmail.com

Miranda Haymon
1 97 Clare Ave.

Boston AAA 02136
617-308-6252

mirandahaymon@gmail.com

Lauren Howard

PO Box 1 352
Lexington AAA 24450
860-682-4641 (cell)

howardl 16@mail.wlu.edu

Ryan Ramos

700 Commonwealth Ave., Box 3232
Boston AAA 02215
917-841-0294

ryan.alexander.ramos@gmail.com

Freshman fall started offgreat for the Class of 2012!

Shannon Callahan and Mary Samson are having

a great time as roommates at the College ofWilliam

and Mary. Mary says that rooming with Shannon

"is absolutely wonderful. Sometimes, we like to just

relax in our twin extra-long beds and talk about life. I

couldn't ask for a better roommate." When Shannon

and Mary aren't sharing long walks on the beach, they

have weekly lunches with Timothy Fulton. For his

first three months of college, Rowland Robinson

was in Thessaloniki, Greece, through Northeastern's

study abroad program. He's having a great time and

writes, "I am meeting a lot ofinteresting people."

Jordan Miller-Surratt is a member ofMen in Drag,

an all-female a cappella group at the University of

Chicago. Jordan is featured as a soloist on their new-

est album Late Niglit, Parades, which can be found

on iTunes, and she will be a soloist at the upcoming

ICCA (International Championship ofA Cappella).

Kathleen Smolak joined the Society of Physics

Students at UMass Amherst and is applying to be

a resident advisor (RA). After being a day student

at Andover, Kathleen writes, "1 want to help to give

students the opportunity to learn in an environment

that is safe and comfortable." Fall was a great time for

Dennis Zhou at Columbia University. He loves liv-

ing in NYC and being able to see so many friends, like

Terrence Arjoon and Cameron Hastings. During

the past term, they've caught many movies and din-

ners. Fall in Cambridge, Mass., meant, among other

things, the Head of the Charles, and Stowe House

TO-Tl enjoyed a reunion with Chris Blackwood,

James Lim, Austin Teece, and Elezhan Zhakiya,

who were present for the two-day event.

In the meantime, PA athletics is being represented

well at Harvard asJames and Allison Morrison,

former teammates, have both joined its track and

field squad. Charlie Pecora is having a blast at the

University of Miami. He writes, "I was even able

to spend some time on the beach." He wishes he

could have made it up to Andover-Exeter weekend

last fall but is really enjoying his time in college.

The Andover-Exeter game was a reunion for many,

including KelseyJamieson, Melissa Wattana,

Katie Ellinger, Lauren Howard, Claudia Shin,

and Sofia Suarez. After making their ways from

their respective colleges to Andover, they stayed at

Sofia's house and had a great time catching up on

everything college. At the football game the follow-

ing day, they got the chance to meet Mr.John Palfrey

and express their excitement that he was the new

head of school.

William "Trey "Jennings loves his lite at college.

He had a great time during fall term at Dartmouth

and even took an economics class with Brenna

Liponis ' 10. Trey is so excited for spring semester;

he's making plans to visit Alana Saab and Uday

Singh in NYC. Over his seven-week winter break, he
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stay connected.

did a lot of relaxing, skiing, and even visited a friend

from college in Florida. Trey writes, "I also watched

a ton ofLaw & Order: SVU and ate a lot of Chipotle,

since we don't have that in Hanover, N.H." Although

he had a splendid break, Trey managed to upset his

mother. Apparently, she doesn't like w hen he sits on

the couch all day watching Law & Order: SVU. To

that, we say *yolo, Trey.

Gabriella "Gabbie" Cirelli loves life at the

University ot North Carolina at Chapel Hill! She

writes tor UNC's newspaper Tlie Daily Tar Heel

and frequently sees Evan lads Shannon Adams,

Sage Hunt, Ricky Goldstein, Ben Scharf, and Joe

kruy at Duke University. Gabbie also spent a week

in NYC with Isabel Elson, Evan Eads, Caroline

Kik: Somers, Colton Dempsey, Ben Scharf,

Ricky Goldstein, Anthony Tedesco, Jon Balcken,

Leo Cohen. Charles Horner, Noah Le Gros,

Maxwell Block, and GrosvenorMyles O'Neil.

Also at Duke, Nicholas "Nick" Camarda is thriving.

He has started a diabetes awareness club that will

be hosting walks, as well as doing outreach with the

Duke hospital and Durham community to help with

coping/support groups for people with diabetes. He

is the president ot his dormitory. He's been in a few

short movies with Duke's Freewater Video club, as

well as making music with his roommate. He says

they "started a label as the Godfathers and we make

electronic and dubstep music. I've been composing

contemporary classical music on the side; currently

I have two pieces complete and am working on my

improvisational piano technique. I'm loving it." He

sees Ricky Goldstein, Ben Scharf, Shannon Adams,

and Sage Hunt quite a bit, and hangs out with Zac

Elder 11a lot as well. His first semester was a balance

between fun and studies— he has great professors

and since taking chemistry with Dr. Christopher

Roy, he's strongly considering majoring in chemis-

try! Over winter break, Julianna Wessels hosted

a little Andover reunion with Miranda Haymon,

Isabella "Izzy" kratzer, Margaret "Molly" Levene,

Lorenzo Conte, Mary Samson, and Shannon Cal-

lahan all in attendance. They danced, laughed, and

overall had a really, really, really good time. That's all

tor now! Stay classy, 2012.

FACULTY EMERITI/AE

[
Tlie following notes were written by Andy and

Jennie Cline, who have stepped down as class

secretaries after three wonderful years. We extend a

heartfelt thanks to both And)' and )ennie, and invite

anyone who would like to step up as class secretary

to contact Laura MacHugh at lmachugh(ii>andover.

edu or 978-749-4289. Also, we are sad to report the

deaths of three beloved faculty emeriti: Frank L.

Hannah, James M. "Jay" Rogers Jr., and William

E. Ihomas. Please see the In Memoriam section

for more information.]

Continuing with our salute to [obn Palfrey's

first year at Andover, here is part two ot emeriti

recollections of their inaugural PA experiences.

In 1969, Georges Krivobok was named chair-

man ot foreign languages at Abbot Academy for the

upcoming school year. "That spring, while 1 was still

teaching at Exeter, 1 and a colleague, Madame Ger-

maine Arosa of the Abbot French department, were

codirecting Moliere's play Tlie Imaginary Invalid

with boy actors from Exeter and girls from Abbot.

We rehearsed alternately on both campuses and

had great tun with the play.

"Quite unexpectedly, disaster struck. Two weeks

before the first performance, the boy playing the

lead was dismissed tor disciplinary reasons. What

to do? Madame Arosa decided the only way to save

this joint production was to have me, the native

Frenchman, learn the five-act role. Between classes

and dorm duties, I stumbled through, trying to

learn my part fully in the short time remaining.

"The first performance was at Abbot. Many

students, most Abbot faculty, and guests from the

Phillips campus attended. So, there I was, all made

up and costumed to play a pompous, ignorant,

ridiculously gullible 17th-century bourgeois, at one

point even spanking on stage an insolent girl, who,

in tact, was my own daughter playing the part. What

an introduction to my future fellow teachers and

administrators, not to mention the students, who

did not let me forget this buffoon's performance

when 1 had them in class that September!"

"In September 1970," recalls Cilia Bonney-

Smith, "we were invited by the Kempers to a new

faculty barbecue. I dressed in my finest hippie char-

treuse flowing dress with turquoise embroidery and

leather sandals, long hair flowing to my waist. When

we arrived everyone else was dressed inJohn Meyer

linen dresses with heels, hair perfectly coifted. My
then-husband, Frank [Bellizia], dressed in an orange

shirt and striped pants, took one look at the situ-

ation and went home for his blue blazer. 1 stayed.

Abby Kemper couldn't have been more welcoming!

I quickly learned the unwritten code, and, at my first

Ladies Benevolent Society tea, came complete with

hat and white gloves!

"That first year we were assigned to Greene

House on Bartlett Street with nine shaggy boys in

our care. After doing their laundry, they hung blue

jeans on the fire escapes to dry. 1 hadn't noticed (or

cared), but our neighbor, the wife ofa senior faculty

member, penned a note to me (not the house coun-

selor) to tell me 'we didn't do this in our neighbor-

hood' and to make sure the boys never hung their

laundry tor others to see! Happily. 1 was off each

morning to teach history in a public school where 1

knew the codes well!"

Elwin Sykes's strongest memories of 1973 are

ot the people who impacted his and Becky 's lives.

"Tom and Gerri Regan's wit, Alan and Claire

Gillingham s hospitality,Joe and Inga Wenniks

generosity, Nancy and Ted Sizer's respect,

Jeannette and Frank Hannah s inclusion, Hart

Leavitt s mentorship, Skip and Skip Eccles adop-

tion, and the warm friendship ot Cilia, Clem and

Mary Morell, Carol Irish, and, ot course, Jean

St. Pierre, camaradc-de-guerrc." Elwin also salutes

Barbara Hawkes, "who was, during those turbu-

lent first years ofcoeducation, a steadfast supporter

of inclusion, ot scholarship students especially."

Leslie Ballard and Bob Pen-in also joined the faculty

in 1973, the first year of coeducatioa Leslie writes, 'An

extraordinary mix ot excitement and upset prevailed

Girls! So threatening, so interesting! Meanwhile, Bob and

I couldn't believe how beautifi.il it was—the vistas, the

houses, the sanctuary, the playing fields.And the students

all really wanted to learn. Bob had taught at Brandeis and

Harvard, but found the PA students more consistently

intelligent and motivated.

"Half the girls in my dorm were Abbot diplomas

and weren't included in rating meetings. With the

student body about 20 percent female, 1 had some

chemistry classes that were all male. Everyone

thought girls were so much more difficult. They

talked so much! We've come a long way."

In September 1976, Vincent Avery arrived in

Eaton Cottage from the U.K. with a single suit-

case. 'As evening approached, 1 suffered my first

culture shock. There were no overhead lights in

the rooms. I had no lamps and only basic student

furniture. 1 was sitting outside on the steps, when

Graham Baldwin—school minister emeritus

—

stopped by to introduce himself and check me out.

Seeing the situation, he returned an hour later with

some porch furniture, a shower curtain, and two

floor lamps. I never forgot the kindness." [Class sec-

retary's note: 1976 was the first year of the tripartite

chaplaincy, with Vincent joined later that tall by

Everett Gendler and Philip Zaeder.]

Andy and Jennie Cline came to Andover in

1979, "thanks to the persistent encouragement of

Dave and Mary Graham, whom we had met years

before in Ohio. Amidst our unpacking at Adams

South, Dick and Ann Lux stopped to welcome

us with fresh tomatoes from their garden." Andy

continues, "Knowing precious little about boarding

school or dormitory living, we were blessed to have

David and Phyllis Pottle next door to guide us.

I was thrilled to be among colleagues who were

passionate about math and its pedagogy, but had to

work hard at teaching new material at a faster pace

to such bright students. Among many supportive

colleagues, the wisdom and generosity of men-

tors George Best andJack McClement were of

immeasurable help."

Our "first year" inquiry brought back many

memories that served to remind Lydia Goetze how

much PA changed during her 25 years—for the bet-

ter. "When I arrived in 1980, the first question most

people asked was, What does your husband teach?'

( He had recently died.) Women did not teach

advanced science courses, and laboratory work was

considered a waste of time in those courses. The

demands ot the job assumed one had a wife to help

with family and probably with the dorm. With tew

women on the faculty, even fewer coached six-day

sports. I loved coaching Search & Rescue! Women

who had taught at Abbot and then at PA earned less

than their comparable male colleagues. My children,

not born at PA, refused to eat at Commons, so I

cooked dinner nightly so we could have the kind ot
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substantive family conversations we needed. Inter-

disciplinary courses were considered illegitimate,

and I had been hired to develop an interdisciplinary

program on food and hunger in developing coun-

tries. Faculty who were not white males had daily

teachable moments with colleagues and students,

trying to explain and demonstrate what it meant

to be more fully human. It was a year ofhuge chal-

lenge. And yet, the highlights, the reasons for being

there and persisting, were the students—diverse,

intelligent, fun, inspiring—and good colleagues,

who also believed in the joy ot litelong learning and

the possibilities of adolescents."

In 1986, Alice and Steve Purington came from

the Williston Northhampton School, along with

their 12-year-old German shepherd, Grazah. Alice

reports, "We were busy, excited, and learned an

enormous amount in a number ot rewarding and

challenging roles. I was college counselor tor—

I

can hardly believe it— 120 seniors, including four

foreign students (one South African and three Chi-

nese), none ofwhom had ever taken a standardized

test or knew anything about American colleges. We
became very close, and they spent many holidays

with us. The college counseling office comprised

a fabulous group ot professionals, two ofwhom,

Marion Finbury and Carl Bewig, I had known

and admired for years. I timed swimming and track,

traveled to colleges for visits and advocacy, and

spoke at several conferences. Steve coached three

sports, was a teaching fellow in statistics, ran Alice

Whitney House, and continued working on a mas-

ter's degree at Tufts.

"That first year in Whitney, we knew those dozen

lOth-grade boys were something special. They were

and are. Several have become outstanding mem-

bers in their fields from medicine, to finance, to the

arts, from university teaching to working with the

disenfranchised.

"The Academy was wrestling with a number of

important issues that year: divestment ofinvest-

ments in South Africa, the new student exchange

program with Russia, and the 'gender blind' admis-

sion policy.A member of the Ad Hoc Committee

on the Academic Program, I was the new kid on

the block with icons like Hale Sturges, David

Cobb, Bob Perrin, Susan Lloyd, Diz Bensley, and

Jay Rogers. To say I learned a great deal would be

an understatement.A number ot new colleagues

would become mentors and good friends.

'A shout-out to two gatherings that truly made

us feel welcome at Andover. First, the parties Pete

and PennyJoel hosted for the Rabbit Pond faculty.

Penny cooked an astonishing array ofscrumptious

toods and decorated Stowe House with dozens of

ceramic, stuffed, and painted rabbits. And when

Carroll and Elaine Bailey welcomed everyone to

their home tor a holiday celebration, every inch was

decorated, the food was bountiful and delicious,

and the warmth and sense of community were so

genuine that the memories still make me smile."

All ofus wish torJohn Palfrey many smile-induc-

ing Andover moments this year and well beyond!

FACULTY EMERITI

Frank L. Hannah

Hanover, N.H.; April 3, 2013

Eead more about beloved math instructor, coach,

and cluster dean Frank Hannah at www.andover.edu/

magazine. An obituary will be included in the fall 2013

issue ofAndover magazine.

James M. Rogers Jr.

Durham, N.C.; Jan. 5, 2013

On January 10, 2013, family and friends gathered at

Mount Vernon Baptist Church in Durham, N.C.,

tor a "Homecoming Celebration torJames Marshall

Jay' Rogers, Jr." With emblematic words and

images, the program cover represented well Jay's

"Sunrise" 20 June 1940 and his "Sunset" 6 Janu-

ary 2013, his life and his personality: the U.S. Air

Force symbol, the American flag, and a photograph

of Jay. Sitting right arm propped on a table, hand

curved to the right side ot his smiling, thoughtful

face, Jay wears a black leather jacket and a color-

ful scarf and tinted eyeglasses, his salt-and-pepper

goatee accentuating his obvious engagement with

his audience. Also definitive on the program cover

is a New Testament verse: "We are confident, I say,

and willing rather to be absent from the body, and

to be present with the Lord." (II Corinthians 5:8)

One can hearJay intone these words at once royally

and humbly in reference to the end ofa life fully and

responsibly lived.

In retirement in hometown Durham, Jay was

as creatively committed to community, family,

church, and his peoples history as he was to his

students and colleagues at Phillips Academy, where

he taught history, and a senior seminar on race rela-

tions, from 1985 to 2004.

Participants, officials, coaches, all in atten-

dance clearly remember Jay 's resonant, stentorian

announcement of events and results at PA track

meets. Colleagues and students still appreciate

Jays faithful, articulate advocacy of an inclusive

curriculum that did particular justice to the Afri-

can American experience and its interrogation of

our realization of this country's democratic ideals.

Music-lovers and theatre-goers on campus can

fondly recount Jay's artistic contributions to the

PA community as a gospel choir member, as a pro-

ducer/director of Purlic, and in numerous other

groups and productions. His advisees and denizens

of dorms where Jay provided support experienced

his generosity (treats and parties), his wisdom

(offered with grace and gravitas), and his wit (keen

but humane). Then beyond his duties as teacher

and advisor,Jay was a cultural impresario who deco-

rated the dining commons for the faculty/staffwin-

ter ball. Yes, on this Hill Jay was finely tuned to all

the elements essential to maintaining a varied and

healthy campus life and to fulfilling the school's mis-

sion. He was in general here daily what a bandleader

at one ofthe winter balls said otJay and a colleague

dancing near the band, "Like a metronome." Yes.

A steady social, moral, and pedagogical measure

tor us all.

A lifelong member and a trustee at his church,

where he was also a member of the History/

Archives Committee and sang in the Celestial

Choir, Jay also could be found ushering at the

Durham Performing Arts Center. WhetherJay was

thriving or ailing, he wonderfully maintained the

bearing both of a military officer and of a thespian,

ot a formidable and proud but warmly accessible

veteran ot the civil rights movement, the teaching

profession, and the performing arts.Jay was a singu-

lar soul, indomitable and generous, courageous and

kind, life-loving and scholarly.

—Elwin Sykes, Faculty Emeritus

Eead more about jay Rogers in an articlefrom the

spring 2004 Andover Bulletin at www.andover.edu/

magazine.

^^^^^^

William E. Thomas

Lexington, Ky.; April 28, 2013

William Thomas became chair of Phillips Acad-

emy's music department in 1975 through the

inspired vision of former Headmaster Theodore

Sizer and the dedicated support of Faculty Emerita

Susan Lloyd, instructor in history and accom-

plished musician. William, a young African Ameri-

can Oberlin College graduate from Kentucky, had

taught at PA for just one year. In his 15 years as

chair, he created an extraordinary array of music

programs, none ofwhich would have been possible

without his own vision, energy, and renowned pow-

ers ofpersuasion.

The orchestra grew from a handful of mis-

matched enthusiasts to include as many as 50

violins; the Cantata Choir, his own addition to

the choral program, annually went on foreign and

domestic tours; the chamber music program, barely
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functioning in the early 1970s, grew to include as

many as 20 groups, at least tour of them instructed

by William himself; and hundreds of students

enjoyed a taste of his musical passions and zest for

life in his annual Summer Session programs. He also

laid the foundation for a classroom experience in

music for all students, creating a required introduc-

tory course. Music was finally an integral part of the

curriculum at the Academy, and several new faculty

u ere appointed.

Students saw that William's legendary charisma

emanated from a deep compassion and warmth.

He would go out of his way to help unsettled or

homesick students with their musical and social

lives. Every summer he reviewed the list of incom-

ing students, seeking to know something of their

backgrounds before they arrived. His devotion to

African American students and their heritage was

at the heart of numerous programs he created: the

Gospel Choir; Kwanzaa celebrations; and, with his

good friend, former history instructor Jay Rogers,

the Sojourner Truth Fund.

William loved nothing more than to see large

numbers of people engaged in the joy of making

music. It is now hard to imagine the scale of some

of his projects: the choreographed Handel operas

in Cochran Chapel; the Mozart Birthday Week-

end, which included up to three concerts every year

with faculty and student soloists; and, perhaps most

ambitiously, a complete Mozart opera, sung in Ital-

ian with an all-student cast and rehearsed in a mere

eight weeks. Somehow, with much cajoling, laugh-

ter, and breaks tor lavish feasting, he made these

events happen.

Many beyond Andover benefited from William's

generosity and influence. He brought young children

from nearby Lawrence to learn violin from our own

students. In later years he became the artistic direc-

tor of Project Step, the New England Conservatory

program that supports young African American and

Latino students in their instrumental study. He con-

ducted the Cambridge Community Chorus for 18

years, leading a diverse and ever-expanding group in

performances that often included adventurous rep-

ertoire, including works by Samuel Coleridge-Taylor

and Luis Bacalov.

In his retirement in Lexington, Ky., courageous

and uncomplaining in the face of mounting health

problems, he put all his energy behind a project that

he called his destiny: the restoration and transforma-

tion of his childhood church into a museum and

cultural center for the African American community.

His friends and supporters will want nothing more

than the fulfillment of this, his final dream.

I le is survived by his sister, Donna Covington, of

Nicholasville, Ky. A celebration of William's life will

be held Reunion Weekend on Sunday, June 16, at

11:30 a.m., in Cochran Chapel.

— Christopher Walter, director ofperformance

and instructor in music

UJead more about William Thomas m thefall 2012

issue o/ Andover and about two funds established in his

honor at www.andover.edu/magazine.

ABBOT AND PHILLIPS

1926

Donald C. Dunham
New York, NY.j Dec. 31 , 2000

1928

William A. Robertson

Greenwich, Conn.; May 6, 1990

1929

John M. Kopper

Baltimore, Md.; Jan. 16,2013

1933

Daniel B. Badger

Greenwich, Conn.; Dec. 20, 2012

1934

Fletcher Brown

Falmouth, Maine; March 20, 2012

1935

Eliese Strahl Cutler

Pittsburgh, Pa.; Nov. 8, 2012

Charles H. Kellogg

Peoria, 111.; Dec. 21, 2012

1936

Lee A. Banash

Brookline, Mass.; Feb. 11, 2013

EdmondJ. Ford Jr.

Corpus Christi, Texas; Jan. 21 , 2013

Attorney, rancher, and oilman Edmond John

Ford Jr. passed away at his home at age 94. He

excelled at track and field at Andover and graduated

cum laude from Harvard College, where he played

football and later finished law school.

A captain in the U.S. Army, Mr. Ford served from

1942 to 1945, training pilots and establishing flight

instrument courses in Texas. He was an organizer

of the Bank of Corpus Christi and chair of the IBC

bank, and was involved in his community in many

ways, including as a member or officer of several

musical associations. Mr. Ford enjoyed golf cards,

and greyhound racing. He and wife Bobbe traveled

the world, usually taking along a few of their grand-

children. Very proud of his- affiliation with Phillips

Academy, he was known for his generosity, high eth-

ics, and devotion to family.

Mr. Ford is survived by his wife of 69 years,

Bobbe; his daughters Helen and Grace; 10 grand-

children; and 11 great-grandchildren.

—Vie Ford Family

1937

Elizabeth Melcher Anderson

Exeter, N.H.; Nov. 21, 2012

PriscillaWonson Hahn

North Reading, Mass.; Dec. 12, 2012

1938

James F. Brown

Charleston, W.Va.; Dec. 15,2012

Edward W. Friedman

Newtonville, Mass.; Jan. 5, 2013

Lincoln F. Hanson

Vineyard Haven, Mass.; Oct. 1, 2012

1939

Sally A. Downing

Sun City, Fla.; April 13, 2004

1940

Donald D. Davis Jr.

Minnetonka, Minn.; Aug. 1,2012

G. Edward Freeman

Boothbay Harbor, Maine; Oct. 30, 2012

1941

William H. Hatheway

Mercer Island, Wash.; Dec. 12, 2012

Frank M. Hicks Jr.

Mobile, Ala.; April 15,2012

William O. Pettit Jr.

Worcester, Mass.; Feb. 20, 2013

1942

William A. Bauman

Somers.N.Y; Nov. 28, 2012

A devoted family man, husband, parent, and pioneer

in computers and medicine, Dr. William "Bill" Bau-

man died in New York City after a protracted illness.

Following Andover, Bill enrolled at Harvard

and then in an accelerated pre-mcdical program

during WWII. He graduated from medical school

at Columbia in 1947, was drawn into the field of

pediatrics by his love for children, and continued on

the faculty at Columbia and at Babies & Children's

Hospital. His interest in clinical research and statis-

tics led him into the developing field of computers

and medicine. He established the first department of

computer medicine at New York-Presbyterian Hos-

pital, and held several hospital administrative posi-

tions before retiring as medical director ofDanbury

Hospital in Connecticut, then continued to volun-

teer at a local pediatric clinic.

Bill's family always remained his greatest love.

He is survived byJoan, his wife of60 years; children

Bill '71, Phillip '73, and Pam; and grandchildren

Adelaide 04, Milbry "Bree" '06, Lindsay, Mary 11,

Nicholas, and Alison. —Vie Bauman Family

Ruth Rathbone Hildreth

Gloucester, Mass.; Dec. 16, 2012
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Bernard G. Palitz

New York, NY.; Dec. 20, 2012

When Bernard Palitz applied to Andover for admis-

sion as an upper, his letter of recommendation was

a special one. It came from Henry Stimson, Class of

1883, secretary of state in the Hoover administra-

tion, president of the Andover Board ol Trustees,

and soon to be Franklin Roosevelt's secretary of

war. Stimson's confidence in his young protege was

justified, tor Bernard excelled academically (win-

ning two major history prizes), lettered in track and

swimming, and graduated from MIT. He was 88

when he died from congestive heart failure at his

home in Manhattan.

Part ot "The Greatest Generation," he enlisted in

the U.S. Army soon after the outbreak of World War

II, fighting on the front lines in France and Germany,

where he was seriously wounded in action.

He learned the equipment finance business

—

financing bulldozers and cranes for small compa-

nies—from his father, a pioneer in the field, whose

company, Credit America Corporation, Bernard

Palitz joined in 1947. It was sold in 1958, and he and

his brother started their first publicly held company,

Commercial Alliance Corporation, running it until

its sale in 1984. Mr. Palitz retired in 1996 as chair of

Financial Federal Corporation, another equipment

finance company.

He and his beloved wife, Louise, were passionate

art collectors, concentrating on early American sil-

ver and Old Master paintings and prints. Mr. Palitz

served on the boards of several art institutions,

including the Morgan Library and Museum, the

Worcester Art Museum, and PAs Addison Gallery

ofAmerican Art.A member ofthe council ofRocke-

feller University and its Executive Committee, he led

the effort to provide funding for stem cell research.

The Palitzes established a fund to support exhi-

bitions at the Addison, where an exhibitions gal-

lery has been created in their name. The Addison's

board of directors knew Mr. Palitz "from his direct

and perceptive opinions at board meetings to, more

recently, the physical determination he displayed in

attending meetings despite his worsening health,"

says museum director Brian Allen. "His opinions

were strong, coming from a keen and unsentimental

observation ofthe world."

Other generous gifts to Andover from the

Palitzes include a fund to support financial aid schol-

arships and a lecture fund. The Palitz Lectureship

has brought Nobel laureates and great leaders to

Andover, from molecular biologistJames Watson to

Archbishop Desmond Tutu.

"Special" is how Secretary of the Academy Peter

Ramsey describes his many conversations with Mr.

Palitz. They periodically met at Andover events at

the Harmonie Club in New York City. "I learned a

great deal from Bernard," says Ramsey. "He encour-

aged me to see a number of things from a different

angle. He valued his Andover experiences, and we

miss him."

Mr. Palitz is survived by Louise, his wife of 61

years; his children Anne and Gregory; and five

grandchildren.

John Wagstaff-Callahan

Palm Beach, Fla.; July 10, 2012

John Wagstaff-Callahan died while recovering

from a routine hip operation. He loved life in Palm

Beach—swimming, charitable work, and his won-

derful group of friends—and was blessed with

exceptional vigor and health until the end.

He learned the power ofpositivity after surviving

a Nazi submarine attack while serving in the Navy

during WWII. He said it was all dessert from there!

Upon the internment of his ashes at the South Flor-

ida National Cemetery in February 2013, the Ameri-

can flag was presented to his daughters, Courtney

Sloan '83, and Kendall, and his granddaughter,

Arden, tor his service to his country.

At his memorial service inJuly at St.John's ot Lat-

tingtown in Lattingtown, NY, he was remembered

lovingly as "a father who mothered." He is survived

by his ex-wife, Evelyn Reading; three daughters; son-

in-law Mike Gallipeo (Sloan's husband); and one

granddaughter. —Vie Callahan Family

1943

Arthur P. Hall

Newton Center, Mass.; Feb. 19, 2013

JohnT.MetcalfJr.

Chevy Chase, Md.; Jan.' 13, 2013

Henry H. Simpson Jr.

Huntingdon Valley, Pa.; Nov. 20, 2012

1944

Paul V. Robinson Jr.

Wayne, 111.; Oct. 24, 2012

Aagot Hinrichsen Stambaugh

Scottsdale, Ariz.; Jan. 16,2013

A devoted volunteer for Abbot Academy and later

the merged school, Aagot "Ricki" Stambaugh most

notably served as an Abbot trustee from 1969 to

1973, the period when the crucial and controver-

sial decision was being made to merge Abbot with

Phillips Academy.

In more recent years she served as an Alumni

Council member, a Non Sibi agent, and a Regional

Association board member. For nearly 15 years she

worked as head agent, leading fundraising for her

class, and in 2004 she served as reunion chair for her

60th Reunion. A resident both of Scottsdale, Ariz.,

and Vineyard Haven, Mass., she passed away sud-

denly at her ranch in Scottsdale. She was 85.

She met her first husband, John Cain Jr., when

both were students in Cambridge, Mass., she at

Radcliffe College and he at Harvard. They married

in 1946, settled in Weston, Mass., and had four chil-

dren. She worked as a real estate broker in Weston,

but also devoted time to many causes, including

Boston's Home for Little Wanderers, the Buddy Dog

Society, and the Cancer Society. John Cain died ot

cancer in 1962. She and Armstrong Stambaugh mar-

ried in 1972.

An active member of the Weston and Martha's

Vineyard garden clubs, she was also a member of the

Weston GolfClub and the Skating Club of Boston.

"Ricki was one of the first Abbot women I met

after moving to Wellesley in 1970," says Trustee

Emerita Betsy Parker Powell '56. "She was then and

remained an energetic great supporter ofAbbot and

Andover," and, she added, remembering Ricki's per-

sonality: "She sparkled with joie de vivre'.'

Besides her husband, she is survived by her chil-

dren John Cain III, Carolyn Cain Ware '69, and

David Cain; three stepchildren, Susan Beaton, Sally

Huber, and Betsy Warn eight grandchildren; and

three great-grandchildren. She was predeceased by

her son Erik Cain.

Douglas W. Sturges

Solon, Ohio; April 21, 2012

Nancy MclvorWebb
Cambridge, Mass.; May 22, 2012

1945

Ellsworth L. Timberman Jr.

Cobleskill,N.Y.;Feb.25, 2013

1946

M. Ellen Brumback

Orlando, Fla.; Nov. 2, 2012

Carolyn Teeson Keller

Newburyport, Mass.; Nov. 16, 2012

Richard H. Lawrence Jr.

Westminster, Mass.; Nov. 6, 2012

HenryA. Rentschler

Paoli, Pa.; March 26, 2013

Henry Adam Rentschler, 84, died following a long

struggle with cancer. After graduating from Phillips

Academy, he attended Princeton University, rowed

on the lightweight crew—which was undefeated his

freshman year—and graduated in 1950. He served

as a lieutenant in the U.S. Navy from 1952 to 1954

and oversaw the building ofaircraft rescue boats.

Mr. Rentschler held several administrative and

management positions at the Baldwin-Lima-Ham-

ilton Corp., later the Baldwin-Hamilton Company,

eventually rising to president. The firm manufac-

tured a variety ofproducts including giant industrial

presses, cranes, and ship propellers, as well as Bald-

win locomotives and spare parts.
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In 1992, he joined the historic St. Peter's Church

in the Great Valley and was a major donor to a new

church building. He also served on the boards ot

Tredyffrin Township, Stratton Mutual Funds, and

the Society tor Industrial Archeology.

Mr. Rcntschler is survived by his devoted friend

and dear companion Rosmarie Hope; three chil-

dren, Walter A. Rentschler, Stephanie Woolley, and

Patricia McConnell; and two grandchildren.

— Tlie Rcntschler Family

Norman F. Thompson Jr.

Montoursville, Pa.; Sept. 14, 2010

1947

John G. Clayton

Grantham, N.H.; Feb. 20, 2013

1948

Ross A. Kipka

Indianapolis, Ind.; Dec. 3, 2012

Elizabeth Ogden Tod

Youngstown, Ohio; April 7, 2012

Dan S. Tucker

Randolph, N.H.; March 8, 2013

Dan Stuart Tucker, PA class secretary from 1988 to

2008, died in early March.

Mr. Tucker graduated in 1932 cum laude from

Harvard College as a Holloway Plan student who,

upon graduation, was commissioned a lieutenant

junior grade in the U.S. Navy, Civil Engineer Corps.

After three years on active duty, he attended Harvard

Business School, earning an MBA degree in 1957

with a major in finance. He later earned an EdM

degree at Boston University in 1993 and taught Eng-

lish as a Second Language part time at Bunker Hill

Community College in Charlestown, Mass.

After a business career in New York City and

Boston, Mr. Tucker retired in 1994 and moved from

Wellesley, Mass., to Randolph, N.H. In recent years,

he served on the board of the Weeks State Park

Association in Lancaster, N.H., and on the Randolph

Planning Board.

At Andover, Mr. Tucker was active in a variety of

sports, most notably as a hammer thrower, and was

very involved with the Phittipian, Pot Pourn, the Glee

Club and Choir, and a host of other clubs and activi-

ties. "Dan was a unique individual whose presence

in this world seemed so inherent in its well-being

that his absence almost defines the experience ot a

void," says classmate Bob Mehlman. "The vision of

his orange hair and pink complected physical real-

ity has stood in metaphor ot his immense kindness,

gentleness, good humor, and subtly orchestrated and

inoffensive effectiveness as a human being so well

integrated as to not necessarily require or demand

anything ot us in exchange."

A memorial service for Mr. Tucker will be held

this summer at a date to be determined. He is sur-

vived by his wife of 54 years, Edith; three daughters,

Susan, Sarah Tucker, and Margaret; and a grand-

daughter. He was predeceased by his son, Andrew,

who died in an accident in Alaska in 1995.

1949

Premi Ashirvatham Latimer

London, England; |an. 24, 2013

1950

William R. Bailey

Smyrna, Ga.; June 14, 2008

Gibbons G. Cornwell III

Lyme,N.H.;Feb.3, 2013

Dr. Gibbons Gray "Gibb" Cornwell III died ot heart

failure shortly after reaching age 80.

After graduation from Yale, Gibb spent tour years

in the Air Force and was trained to fly F-86F jet fight-

ers. He then enrolled at the University of Pennsylva-

nia School ot Medicine and became a hematologist.

In 1967, he joined the faculty of Dartmouth Medi-

cal School, where his career combined patient care,

research, and teaching. He served as acting dean ot

Dartmouth Medical School and as acting medical

director at Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center.

After retiring from the faculty in 1995, he devel-

oped animated, interactive computer programs for

second-year medical students.

Gibb and his wife, Mary, lived in Lyme, N.H.,

for more than 40 years. At various times, Gibb was

a member of the school board and town budget

committee, served as the town's health officer, and

chaired the Lyme Foundation.

He is survived by Mary, his wife ot 54 years; son

Gray IV '81 and daughter-in-law Kitty '81
;
daugh-

ters Holly '85 and Heidi; brothers William and

Timothy '59 and sisterAm; and four grandchildren,

including Betsy 06. He was predeceased by his

brother Daniel 53. — Eric Wentworth 'SO

Geoffrey Pond

Plainfield, N.H.; Dec. 25,2012

A native of the Granite State, Geoffrey Pond

returned to his New Hampshire roots upon retiring

in 1993 after a brilliant career in journalism. Settling

in Enfield, he became editor ot the Valley News, based

in West Lebanon. He said he regarded his return to

print journalism, after years in network television, as

the most satisfying period in his career.

That career—which began when he joined the

New York Times as a reporter in 1954—spanned

42 years. Meeting and covering heads of state from

Willy Brandt to Fidel Castro; every president from

Truman to Ford; royalty; politicians; sports figures;

musicians; film and television luminaries; astro-

nauts; and generals on the battlefield, he traveled the

world covering the biggest news stories of the day

In his 17 years at NBC News in New York, Mr.

Pond was a network news desk editor; local TV and

radio reporter; anchor-producer of a late-night world

news telecast; evening local news anchor; network

TV news correspondent tor the Huntky-Brittkley

Report and the morning news show Today; producer

ofthe weekday evening news on WNBC-TV; North-

east Bureau chief; and director of news operations

systems, a project to computerize NBC News world-

wide. He also prepared and broadcast the NBC radio

news show On the Hour for eight years. In 1968, he

was associate producer ot NBC's coverage of the

Democratic and Republican conventions in Miami.

A cum laude graduate of Columbia University, he

was elected into the Phi Beta Kappa society. He was a

Distinguished Military Graduate at the Fort Sill Offi-

cer Candidate School and served in the U.S. Army in

Germany from 1951 to 1953 during the Korean War.

He didn't consider his remarkable career as his

greatest reward in lite. He gave that distinction to his

children: "I am most rewarded by having been an

active, devoted, and very close father to my three chil-

dren," he wrote in his Andover 50th Reunion book.

He is survived by his mother; two daughters,

Jennifer Muckerman and Jamison Renning; a son,

Gregory; and a brother and sister.

Philip W. Shambaugh

Brookline, Mass.; Oct. 7, 2012

Lewis Skeirik

Georgetown, Mass.; Jan. 1, 2013

Deborah R. Smith

Marco Island, Fla.; Feb. 5, 2013

1951

Walter D.Wales

Swarthmore, Pa.; Dec. 28, 201

1

1952

Dellson S.Alberts

Boston, Mass.; Dec. 22, 2012

1953

James Wilson Rayen

Westwood, Mass.; Feb. 25, 2013

Elizabeth Allen Wheeler

Northford, Conn.; Feb. 6, 2013

1954

David B. Bradley

Barton, Vt; Nov. 15, 2012

Carole Cox Hampton

Columbia, Md.
;
Nov. 20, 2011

1955

Robert G.Bushnell Jr.

Lafayette, Colo.; April 30, 2012

1956

Norman E. Hildes-Heim

Fairfield, Conn.; March 20, 2013

Frederick S. Moore

St. Clair, Mich.; Feb. 21, 2013

1957

JohnO.Willard

Philadelphia, Pa.;Jan. 21, 2013

1959

John R. Cox

Platteville, Colo.; Dec. 18, 2012

|ohn Rogers Cox was a leader throughout his life

—

in his career and among his family members and
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friends. After graduating from Denison University

and the Indiana University School of Business, he

started his family and built his distinguished career

in Indianapolis, where he worked with Indiana Bell,

the State Department of Commerce, and Indianapo-

lis city government. Highly regarded by friends and

fellow employees for his intellect, integrity, sense of

humor, and dry wit, John was completely devoted

to his family. He lived life with a smile, tenderness, a

chuckle, and a good word for everyone.

After retiring, he and wife Linda relocated to be

with their daughters and their families in Colorado,

where they enjoyed many wonderful years.

John is survived by his wife ot 24 years, Linda

Cox; former wife and mother of his children, Jane

Cox; his daughters, Catherine Cox, Elizabeth Cox,

and Emily McDonough, and stepdaughter Susan

Atwood; and six grandchildren. —Vie Cox Family

1961

Peter E. Gamm
Matthews, N.C.; Jan. 31 , 20 1

3

1965

J. Thomas Graham

Port Hadlock,Wash. ; Nov. 17, 2012

Stephen L. Tottenham

Watauga, Texas; Dec. 6, 2012

1969

Willie J. Washington

Belmont, Mass.; March 10, 2013

1972

Andrew E. Thurman

Pittsburgh, Pa.; Oct. 22, 2012

1973

Stephen J. Sullivan

Weston, Mass.; Nov. 22, 2012

Stephen
J.

Sullivan, MD—husband, father, brother,

son, friend, healer, scientist, entrepreneur, investor,

mentor, teacher, student, golfer, coach, explorer, and

more—died at age 57 following a brief but brave fight

against cancer.

After graduating from Duke University in 1977,

Steve earned an MD degree from New York Univer-

sity School ofMedicine and then moved to the Bay

Area with his wife, Jay, to begin an internal medicine

residency at Stanford University Medical School.

Over the next decade, Steve continued at Stanford as

an assistant clinical professor while building the suc-

cessful Menlo Medical Clinic.

In 1996, Steve moved his family to Boston and

joined Eclipsys Corporation as the health-care infor-

mation technology company's first staff clinician. He

then cofounded Eclipsys spinoff HEALTHvision. In

2000, Steve became managing director of Skyline

Ventures, a Palo Alto life sciences venture capital

firm. He volunteered on numerous outside advi-

sory boards; was a popular guest lecturer at Duke,

Stanford, Wharton, and USF; and served Andover

as class secretary from 1998 to 2008. Steve and Jay

moved to Abu Dhabi, U.A.E., in 2011, fulfilling a

lifelong dream to live abroad. There, Steve consulted

for several U.S. firms and began planning a medical

technology company.

He is survived by wife Jay; daughter Kathryn;

sons Jack and Mike '08; father John; and brothers

Mike, Ed, Gregory 76, and Kevin '80. —jay Sullivan

1980

AnthonyJ. Nicosia

Medford, Mass.; Jan. 2, 2013

Franklin G. Pelletier

Tracy, Calif; Jan. 24,2013

1989

Edwin A. Bernardez

Valparaiso, Ind.; Jan. 26, 2013

1997

Nikolaos J. Harlan

Durham, N.C; Feb. 5, 2013

Our friend and classmate Niko Harlan passed away

following a long, courageous struggle with brain

cancer. We remember Niko as a brilliant, witty friend

who could make anyone feel at home with a simple

grin or silly laugh.

Niko was born in New Orleans and grew up in

Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. After arriving at Phillips

Academy his lower year, Niko helped revive the Hel-

lenic Society as a celebration of his Greek heritage.

He had natural talents in the classroom and excelled

in athletics. A member ot the varsity wrestling team,

he also pursued his love ofsoccer, which he played all

three years. Niko spent many summers at his family

home in Greece, where he hosted numerous friends.

After PA, Niko attended Duke University, graduating

in 2001 with a degree in computer science. Follow-

ing graduation, he worked in the information tech-

nology sector in Durham. During the 11 years he

lived with a brain tumor, Niko made it his mission to

live his life to the fullest. He maintained his sense of

humor and goodness through it all, beating the odds

many times over and outlasting the expectations of

his doctors. In the process, he touched many people's

lives. Niko is survived by his loving family in Durham

and by friends everywhere.

Contributions in Nikos memory can be made

to UNC Hospice and A Helping Hand in Durham,

N.C, which'had an enormous impact on Nikos qual-

ity oflife during his illness. —Socrates Kakoulides '97,

Sam Dyer '97, and Brandon Stroman '97

FRIEND OF THE ACADEMY
John R. Rockwell

Kennebunk Beach, Maine; Jan. 29, 2013

John Rockwell, 84, a businessman and longtime

friend of Phillips Academy, died from ongoing com-

plications from Parkinson's disease and respiratory

issues. He is survived by his son and daughter-in-law,

Drew and Bartlett, and five grandchildren: Nick, Car-

olyn, Louisa '06, Mary, and Will. He was predeceased

by his wife, Lorraine, and his daughter, Nancy 76,

who died in a tragic hiking accident in 1982.

A boy from Wabash—and one of Indiana's finest

high school basketball players during the closing

years of World War II—John received an athletics

scholarship from Harvard. There, he was an Ail-

American basketball player who led the Ivy League

in scoring from 1949 to 1950. He graduated with

honors in 1950 and received an MBA degree from

Harvard Business School in 1952.

After many years in advertising, building brands

and creating new products and categories, he moved

to Booz Allen Hamilton, where he led the firm's

marketing practice until he "retired" in 1989. He was

active on numerous boards during his career. He

loved to build and nurture businesses, and valued the

relationships he formed doing that most of all.

A great philanthropist, he used his daughter

Nancy's tragic death as a catalyst to help fulfill her

lite vision to provide youth in need with a "second

chance." He established the Nancy Rockwell Schol-

arship at PA and worked for more than 30 years to

raise funds from nontraditional donors for nontra-

ditional kids. Many deserving youth were—and will

continue to be—beneficiaries ot his generosity and

the generosity of his many friends.

Until his final days, John was a worker and con-

tributor with a fierce desire to be productive and to

help companies and people articulate and reinforce

their values in everything they do. To continue his

work, the family would be honored by contribu-

tions to the Nancy G. Rockwell 76 Scholarship

Fund (Attn. Gail Mansfield, Office of Academy

Resources, Phillips Academy, 180 Main Street,

AndoverMA 01810-4161 ). —Drew Rockwell

MEMBERS OF THE PA COMMUNITY

William K. Blood—Bill Blood ofMethuen, Mass.,

a longtime teacher and coach in Methuen Public

Schools and PA indoor and outdoor track coach

since 2009, died suddenly onJanuary 23, 2013.

Anthony F. Coelho—Tony Coelho of Lowell,

Mass., night custodian in George Washington Hall

and the Gelb Science Center for 10 years, died unex-

pectedly onJanuary 23, 2013.

In Memoriam Protocol

Please notify Alumni Records at

alumni-records(2)andover.edu about

an alumna/us death.

Andover welcomes obituaries written

by family members or classmates.

Submissions should be no longer than

150 words and will be edited.

Please e-mail questions or submissions

to Jill Clerkin at jclerkinfSandover.edu

or call 978-749-4295.
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An Abbot Girl's Painful PA Lessons

by Kitty Sides Flather '59

GrowmgupasafacultybratatA.dover,

Ihad the run of the place. Best of all,

my dad, Bob Sides, was director ot

admission, and almost every boy in my

eighth-grade class at Andover Junior

High School had applied to be a day

student in the PA Class of 1959. 1
was

having an incredible social life that fall

and winter. Movie dates every Friday

night, skating parties, school and

church youth group dances, football

games until-

MARCH lOth-the dreaded day of

anticipation and the first of two big

lessons for me that year. My social lite

cametoanabrupthaltHalftheguys

were not invited to Andover. The half

who were no longer had to woo the

daughter. Maybe it wasn't my charm

and beauty after all. Never mind. I was

accepted at Abbot.

I couldn't wait to go there. For years

1 had longed to wear the blue Abbot

blazer and matchingblue and white

saddle shoes that would advertise

my new adventure in learning. 1

also thought that 1 might convince

my mother I shouldn't take piano

after eighth grade. After all, I had to

concentrate on all those heady new

disciplines-Latin, French, and Posture,

for instance. 1 made no headway with

that argument.

"You'll be sorry if you give up piano just

as you are getting over the hump, she

said. "Moreover, the rest of us are finally

beginning to enjoy listening to you. At

25, you'll be sorry you quit at 14.

So in September,! began Mr Coon's

weekly lessons in Draper Hall. He was

every bit as thrilled to have me as 1 was

to have him, yet he was dedicated to

the task.

In 1955, much to my surprise, not only

were Abbot and Andover completely

separate institutions, but it

seemed to me, determinedly

so. As a new Griffin 1 tried to

acquire as many points for

my team as I could by taking

the famous Abbot
Walks in

the afternoon. Naturally, the

most popular routes were

those that chugged through

the PA campus, but we were

not allowed to retard our

pace for anything, even

if a handsome Andover

crew cut happened to be

draped over the stone wall at Main and

Salem. That seemed so silly to me after

all those years of fun interaction with

the many PA students I had literally

grown up with. And one of these walks

was my daily route to and from school

whenlcouldstopandtalkto anyone.

Abbot and Andover could have been

at opposite ends ofNew England, I

thought. On the contrary! discovered

one day that the schools were too

closely connected for my comfort and

thatlwas going to learn my secondbig

lesson that year.

After six weeks of fracturing "Fur
Elise

and "Sonatina in C," I found myself

in Andover's Isham
Infirmary with

Dr Clark andhis nurse on the afternoon

preceding Mr. Coon's andmy weekly

mutually miserable torture session.

"Paronychia,'' Dr. Clark explained as he

examined my infected hangnai.
Well

have to lance it, put a Band-Aid on, and

you'll be all set."

"Paronychia," 1 mused. "What a

wonderfully dreadful ring it has.

Dr Clark, could you use a larger

bandage that might cover my entire

finger? Or maybe my whole hand.

"Why, Kitty, 1 thought you loved field

hockey. You wouldn't be able to play

"I do, but I have a piano lesson with

Mr Coon tomorrow, and as usual I

^

haven't practiced since the last lesson.

"Maybe this does need a little more

than a Band-Aid, nurse." Dr. Clark

winked at her.

Grinning, she wrapped my finger

around and around, then crisscrossed

the hand, covered the wrist, and to my

surprise, continued up to the elbow. I

could hardly believe
my good fortune

.

"This is terrific!" 1 burst out. "I'll be

abletogetoutofpianoatleastthrough

Christmas vacation. How do you

pronounce that word ..
.'paronychia .

The following morning I entered the

music studio with my one-eighth-inch

scar well disguised by the gleammg

bandages that were to be my salvation.

"Goodness, Kitty Youlookhke
you're

m terrible shape," Mr. Coon exclaimed.

"Yes sir, lam. I have a virulent form

of paronychia and I donH think 1 will

be able to take any more lessons until

January-at the very earliest, Hied.

"1 know, Kitty," he answered with a

strangely satisfied grin on his face.

"Dr. Clark's nurse is my wife.

Kitty Sides Flather lives in Boston where she is afounding board member of Tenacity <

a fundraiserfor Beacon Hill Village, the international modelfor aging in place. The di&.^.

Yamaha piano is a little rusty "Should have listened to my mother, " she commented recently.

and
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Generations of Trust

in Andover
John Finney '57 is grateful not only for the

education he received at PA, but also for his

Andover experience. Arriving from Montclair,

N.J., in the fall of 1956 as a postgraduate, John

moved into Adams Hall and points to the year that

followed as one of the most defining of his life.

"It is interesting that someone like me who spent

a single year at Andover could love it as much as

I do," observes John. He has happy memories of

many faculty, but two stand out. "I learned how to

row from Coach Bill Brown '34, who was also my
English instructor and who instilled in me a respect

for accurate and authentic

personal reminiscences. My housemaster, Bob Hulburd,

became a lifelong friend. Andover gives me a sense of

continuity with my past."

The Finneys have history at Andover. John's father,

Howard Finney Jr. was PA '22, older brother Howard '49,

and nephew Jay Finney 75. "Andover has become an

important part of the Finney family, and we find ourselves

at family gatherings recalling our time on campus and all

that the Academy has meant in our lives.

"

Grateful for what Andover has meant to the Finney

family and to him in particular, John wanted to give

back. After several conversations with PA's director

of gift planning, David Flash, John realized that he could convert

property he owned in Nantucket into something that would benefit

Andover—while simultaneously helping him meet his own financial

objectives. With David's help, John deeded some of his Nantucket

property into a trust that will begin paying him quarterly income for

life once the property sells.

be getting 6.4 percent annually and already have received

a nice six-figure tax deduction for funding the gift. Given that I

inherited the property from my dad, it's really a gift from the Finney

family. To top it off, there's an option to have my trust invested in

Andover's endowment—a great deal for me," says John.

"And for Andover!" adds Flash. "What John has done is

extraordinary. His gift will have a significant impact on future

generations of Andover students and faculty, and

we couldn't be more grateful."

To learn more about Andover's gift planning

options, contact David Flash, director of gift

planning, at 978-749-4297 or dflash@andover.edu.







A note and gift for

Head of School

John Palfrey
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Front cover: Students and faculty from both

PA and partner schools in China visit a water

treatment facility in Kunming, China, during

this past summer's inaugural BASK in ASK
program (see story, page 28).

FROM THE EDITOR

When I accepted the position of editor ofAndover magazine in late May, the spring

issue had recently mailed and I was preparing for a smooth July 1 transition. I looked

forward to overseeing my first issue, our exploration of a digital edition, and the launch

ofAndover s Twitter presence ((S)AndoverMagazine). Little did I know that a storm

was brewing.

Within days ofmoving my pens into Sally Holms' old desk drawers and tacking up

artwork by my 5-year-old daughter, e-mails began stacking up in response to Susan

Greenberg's "Coed(5H0: Looking Back at the Merger... and Its Unfinished Business."

Quite a number ofAbbot Academy (AA) and Phillips Academy (PA) alumni had

something to say about the article. Many expressed anger about factual errors as well

as what seemed to many a condescending tone implying that in 1973 AA girls were

academically inferior to PA boys. Others lent support and offered praise for Greenberg's

article and her handling of the important issue ofgender equality on campus today.

As I sat with the responses, emotions, and memories of the AA and PA graduates—both

negative and positive—I realized the weight of the responsibility I'd taken on as editor

ofAndover magazine.

Being relatively new to PA, I spent most of the summer listening and learning as much

as I could about the merger and its repercussions. I talked with alumnae, read books

and old articles, and reached out to Don Gordon '52, AA's principal during the merger.

In one ofmy many walks around Abbot Circle, I realized that PA—today's PA— is

very much like a family that has seen its share ofboth joyous and troubled times. And

like such a family, each member has her or his own memories and feelings that deserve

attention and respect.

As the summer sun beat down, I wrestled with how to handle our response to the

Coed(a>40 article, and, in the end, decided to heed the advice Evan Harmeling '07

(see page 47) takes whenever he starts making errors during a round of golf: "Don't

compound errors." Ignoring or glossing over the tough parts of our merger history and

the feelings ofourAA alumnae would be exactly that: a compounding of errors.

And so we have published several of the letters received in response to the merger

article, introduced by a piece by Don Gordon (see page 22). Additional letters, which

were not included due to space limitations, can be read at www.andover.edu/magazine.

From this point, I hope our conversation about the merger, coeducation, gender

equality, and much more continues and deepens—and that even more voices and

memories are shared.

As for me, my pens are unpacked, my daughter's artwork is hung, and I'm here listening,

tweeting, and looking for story in all its beautiful forms.

Kristin Bair O'Keeffe

Follow Andover on Twitter:

©AndoverMagazine
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Dear Editor,

Jill Clerkin's story of the Bulfinch Hall rededi-

cation reminded me of a special visitor to

our English class there in 1960. Robert Frost

came to Andover and sat in on Simeon

Hyde '37's class, where we discussed Frost's

poem "Dust of Snow":

The way a crow

Shook down on me
The dust of snow

From a hemlock tree

Has given my heart

A change of mood
And saved some part

Of a day I had rued.

Of course, we all talked of images and meta-

phors, deep insights into its not-so-hidden

meaning. Mr. Frost listened quietly, then said

he was simply sitting outside his home in

New Hampshire on a hot summer day and

thought of the pleasures of winter.. .with a

wink to Mr. Hyde. [English instructor] Dudley

Fitts had arranged his visit, which included

other classes and a talk to the student body.

—David Kellogg '61

Dallas, Texas

Dear Editor,

It was such a wonderful surprise to get the

latest Andover magazine and to see my
grandmother (the 2nd girl on the right with

the tennis racket), Anne Darling Whitehouse,

Abbot '23, just above the picture of my
class's graduation, with Caitlin Cofer 74 in

the foreground. My grandmother was at the

last Abbot graduation in 1973 for her 50th.

I was a class marshal.

My grandmother was a captain of the ten-

nis team (until, my mother says, she got

demoted for smoking—some things never

change!).

—KatyGass Walker '74

Lincoln, Massachusetts

If you think you know,

send your answer to:

andovermagazine@andover.edu

Although students for decades likely

have glanced at it dozens of times, no

one was able to identify Andover's spring

macro mystery. The Sun, a brass sculp-

ture by Klaus Ihlenfeld, is mounted on

CELEBRATE
THE CLASS

E OF 2013!

Don't miss Senior Prom,

Senior-Faculty Convocation,

Baccalaureate, and the June 9

Commencement addresses

of School President Hemang

Kaul '13 and Head of School

John Palfrey—and much more.

Bee the 2013

Commencement issue of

Andover magazine at

www.andover.edu/magazine.

a concrete wall in the Elson Art Center

courtyard near the Underwood Room.

Because the artist was not an American

citizen at the time, the sculpture—the

gift ofRobert W. Sarnoff'35 in 1962—

could not be added to the Addison

Gallery ofAmerican Art's collection.

ERRATA Spring 2013

We incorrectly stated on page 28 that 1 973 Abbot Academy graduates wore white dresses and

carried red roses. In tact, they wore blue graduation gowns and carried pink roses. On page 54,

EnsignJesse Brown was described as the navy's first African American pilot. In fact, he was the

navy's first African American pilot in the Korean War. We apologize for these errors.

PLEASE SHARE YOUR THOUGHTS WITH US
Andover, the magazine of Phillips Academy welcomes

your comments, suggestions, and involvement.

Letters may be edited for length, grammar, and style.

Please e-mail andovermagazine@andover.edu or call 978-749-4677.







From the Head ofSchool

At the New York Times Schools for

Tomorrow Conference in September,

the topic was the effect that tech-

nology will have on education

(see story, page 14). This topic elicits

strong responses. Traditionalists

point to the fact that great teaching

is about human beings (teachers)

connecting with other human beings

(students); the importance of face-

to-face experiences for teaching and

learning crucial lessons of empathy

and morality; and the over-hyped

promise of distance learning in the

form of massive open online courses

(MOOCs) to change everything

about education. "Disruptors" note

the power of technology to reach

and include people who are outside

the best educational settings; the

promise of personalized learning,

where teachers can reach students

at the level where they are instead

of constantly teaching to the middle

(or bottom); and the excitement

of engaging learners—on their

own terms and with respect to

their own interests—in interactive

and responsive ways that current

textbooks and practices do not.

I agree with each of these claims. In

considering how major institutions

are affected by technology, the story

is rarely all or nothing. Consider

retail. The traditional model of

retail sales has been under threat

from the online world for 15 years.

Amazon.com and its ilk have put

a lot of retail establishments out

of business, it's true, but they, too,

need warehouses and human beings

to pack boxes and ship materials

to consumers. Even though some

beloved types of stores—music

stores, neighborhood booksellers

—

struggle mightily, the streets of cities

and towns are still lined with shops

selling food, clothes, household

items, and much else in the same

fashion as ever.

While education is not about selling

widgets, it is a field ripe for disruption

by the way we use technology. The

change is not just coming; the change

is here, in many respects and in many

places. This fall, a slew of schools

jumped into the fray as 1 : 1 iPad

schools; thanks to a $30 million

government grant, a school district in

North Carolina adopted a program

to put a News Corp-branded tablet

called Amplify in every student's

hands; and people from 200 coun-

tries now have completed more

than 1.2 billion exercises on Khan

Academy, a leader in free and open

online education. Venture capitalists

are doubling down on investments

in the once-sleepy, now-hot sector

of education technologies. At the

New York Times conference, no one

seemed to argue with the premise

that technology's role in education is

growing rapidly— for good and for ill.

For my part, I believe Phillips

Academy should get in front of this

trend and bend it toward the good.

We should adopt new information

technologies where they can help us

to accomplish our mission and avoid

employing technologies where they

do not play a constructive role. And

we should help our students learn to

use technologies constructively—as

well as how to turn them off and go

do something that does not involve

a screen.

New technologies will enable us

to improve education in certain

profound ways. The future will be a

hybrid of some classic approaches

to education along with some very

exciting approaches made possible

by technology. We will reaffirm the

value of residential education and

the magic of deep, lasting, in-person

connections that can occur between

and among teachers and students. We
will be able to improve the reach and

connection ofour work at Andover,

beyond serving those who have the

good fortune to be in a particularly

wonderful place at particular times.

Our faculty cannot do everything at

once and be everything to everybody,

but we are trying out innovative,

creative—and yes, disruptive

—

approaches to teaching and learning.

We will study what works and what

does not as this transformational

period plays out, learning ourselves

both from failures and successes. We
will find ways to live our commitment

to be a private school with a public

purpose. And we will continue

to provide the very best learning

experience for the students on

Andover Hill.

John Palfrey

6 Andover
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DATELINE ANDOVER

New Brace Center Codirectors Take Charge
Tracy Ainsworth and Tony Rotundo, instructors in history and social science, will

serve as interim codirectors of the Brace Center for Gender Studies for 201 3-

2014. Both have strong backgrounds in gender studies and significant interest in

teaching girls and boys about the complex theoretical, social, academic, and emo-

tional intersections of gender and sexuality in society—and at Phillips Academy.

"As we observe 40 years of coeducation at Andover, it is urgent that we

understand the ways in which the school meets and doesn't meet the needs of

girls and boys, and that we think about the shaping effect of gender assump-

tions," says Rotundo.

Noting the importance of "inclusivity and collaboration" in raising gender

awareness and consciousness on campus, Ainsworth believes now is the time

"to think in big, expansive ways about what we hope the 50th anniversary of

coeducation will look like at PA."

Brace Center founding director Diane Moore, an instructor in philosophy and

religious studies, is on leave from the Academy for the year. Funded by an Abbot

Academy Association grant, she is continuing to work on a Brace Center project

to produce oral histories of Abbot Academy.

For the Record

Spring Trustee Meeting Highlights

Finance: The board approved the

FY1 4 budget, which preserves need-

blind admission and includes boarding

tuition of $47,200 and day tuition of

$36,700. These costs also include

mandatory fees of $900 (boarding) and

$800 (day). The budget will rely on

a 5.65 percent draw on endowment

(down from 5.83 percent in FY13),

marking further progress toward the

Academy's goal of gradually reducing

the draw over the next five years.

Steve Carter, chief operating and

financial officer, offered an update on

the Academy-wide project to replace

Datatel with a new enterprise comput-

ing system. Carter noted that this

highly collaborative process, led by

Dominic Veneto, director of the Office

of Information Technology, has drawn

on the expertise of faculty and staff

across administrative and academic

departments.

Facilities: Among the myriad

summer campus renewal initiatives,

Larry Muench, director of facilities,

reported that Bishop Hall would

undergo a major renovation (see story,

page 10). As part of a broader plan to

improve campus building security, a

card access system was installed in

Borden and Memorial gyms and was

piloted during Summer Session.

Office of Academy Resources:

Secretary of the Academy Peter

Ramsey updated the board on his

office's post-campaign plan. As OAR

realigns to support future Academy

priorities, he stressed that endow-

ment and annual giving remain critical

components of the Academy's overall

budget projections. Upcoming fund-

raising initiatives will support the new

Wellness Center, outreach programs,

and a targeted appeal to partially

endow The Phillipian.

Tracy Sweet, director of Academy

communications, made a presenta-

tion on the evolving communication

environment and engaged trustees in

a generative discussion about future

messaging and positioning to support

the upcoming Strategic Plan (see story,

page 46). The framing question "What

do you want the world to know about

Andover?" prompted a brainstorm of

phrases and descriptors, the first of

many future conversations that also

will involve faculty, staff, alumni,

parents, and students.

Admission: Jim Ventre 79,

dean of admission and financial aid,

reported unofficial figures from this

year's recruitment season, which

finished with a 13 percent admit rate

(a record low) and a 79 percent yield

(a more manageable result than last

year's 84 percent yield). Among this

office's efforts to educate PA families

earlier in the process. In addition to

highlighting increasingly competitive

admit rates—from the Ivy Leagues to

mid-size liberal arts colleges to public

universities—Logan outlined widely

varying financial aid policies. Among

each school's strategies are reliance

year's critical factors, he said, the

school's need-blind admission policy

continues to resonate with families

across the socioeconomic spectrum.

College Counseling: Sean Logan,

director of college counseling, led

a discussion on the college admis-

sion landscape and discussed his

on loans; preferential packaging for

highly desirable candidates; combina-

tions of merit- and need-based aid;

and "gapping," the practice of only

partially meeting a family's demon-

strated need.
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We, the People

An enthusiastic audience cheered

for friends, teachers, neighbors, and

relatives from the city of Lawrence,

Massachusetts, who were featured

in eight oral history videos at the

June 6 premiere of \Ne, the People:

Voices of the Immigrant City.

Throughout the 2012-2013 school

year, students from Phillips Academy

worked with partner students from

Lawrence High School to conduct

face-to-face interviews and produce

the videos as part of Mark Cutler's

Spanish 510/51 1 course.

As Cutler explains, the Spanish

510/51 1 sequence is a community-

based course in which students

engage directly with the people of

Lawrence in projects that expose

students to the culturally rich and

vibrant but much maligned city.

"Firsthand experiences help them

understand the realities of living in

a bicultural, bilingual world," says

Cutler. "Nearly 75 percent of Lawrence

is Latino, either foreign-born or native

of the U.S. This represents, on a small

scale, the trends across the nation and

provides many lessons for a Spanish

class to discover."

The video project has become

one of the many efforts to revital-

ize the city's image in response

to a Boston Magazine article that

labeled Lawrence the "City of the

Damned." The shared mission of the

project's two supporting organiza-

tions—Lawrence CommunityWorks-

Movement City and the Lawrence

History Center's Immigrant City

Archives— is to build the community

by helping it find and develop its voice.

Above: Images from the\Ne, the People oral history videos. To view the videos, visit www.nosotroselpueblo.com.

THREE-PEAT!
Led by head coach Peter Drench,

assistant coach Doug Kuhlmann,

and volunteer Lindsay Maroney '07,

PAs tenacious 2013 softball team

won its third straight Big East Prep

Invitational Tournament on May 19.

Throughout the competition and during

the season's final stretch. Drench

stressed the importance of "staying in

the moment," and the team's strong,

experienced seniors conveyed that

message by example.

Several players said they felt

inspired this year by the Academy's

recently renovated softball facilities,

which will be dedicated in spring 2014.

"The new field seemed to spur the girls

to work harder and make them feel

prouder of playing softball at Andover,"

says Drench, who was voted Spring

Coach of the Term by The Phillipian.

Will the girls' undefeated season

—

the first ever for PA softball—create

undue pressure for 201 4 players?

Cocaptain Abigail Chung '13 offered

this advice to next year's team:

"Softball is supposed to help you

de-stress from all your schoolwork.

It's about having fun and being sur-

rounded by your teammates. Enjoy

yourself, and give it your all."

Drench isn't overly concerned.

"Abby's right, though every team is

different, and every year presents its

own challenges. We will be ready to

compete."

—Colleen Qumlan

The 2013 Big East championship team includes (kneeling)

Kristin Mendez '13, Devon Burger 13, cocaptain/shortstop

Abigail Chung '13, cocaptain/pitcher Kayla Maloney '13,

Caitlin Clancy '13, and Nicole Pelletier '13, and (standing)

KaseyHartung 14, Miranda Nestor 16, Victoria Bergeron 16,

Jennifer Kaplan 15, Bun Jae Kim 15, Erica Shin 16, Bebecca

Federman 14, Bavenne Nasser 15, Kayla Thompson 15, and

Mackenzie Bradford 15. Not pictured: manager Frederick Lee 13

8 Andover
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LITERARY LINEUP
The staff of PA's Oliver Wendell Holmes Library recently celebrated

Banned Books Week by displaying "challenged" books and taking mug shots

of members of the PA community with their tome of choice. Among 201 2 s

most challenged books—those targeted by a person or group for removal

or restricted access—were Captain Underpants (series) by Dav Pilkey,

The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian by Sherman Alexie,

The Kite Runnerby Khaled Hosseini, and Belovedby Toni Morrison.

For the past 30 years, the American Library Association has designated

the final week of September as Banned Books Week to highlight the

importance of free and open access to information.

Please Spell

"Hilarious"
In late May, students charmed Tang

Theatre audiences with two boister-

ous, laugh-out-loud performances

of The 25th Annual Putnam County

Spelling Bee, a one-act musical

comedy about six quirky, over-

achieving adolescents competing

in a spelling bee. The ensemble

cast belted out tunes such as "My

Friend, the Dictionary" and "I'm Not

That Smart," and eventually figured

out two of life's most important

lessons: "Winning isn't everything"

and "Losing doesn't make you a

loser." Spelling Bee was directed

and choreographed by fellow in

theatre Jessica Harms, and musical

direction was provided by music

instructor Abbey Siegfried.

Andover
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47
years since Bishop Hall, built in

1911, was last renovated

107
new double-hung windows installed

110
new doors hung; approximately

50 are wired to close automatically

in the event of a fire

2,328
feet of exterior trim repainted

(that's nearly 1/2 mile)

80
workers on a typical day shift

30
workers on frequent night shifts

5
chimney masses rebuilt

10 Andover I Fall 2013

BISHOP HALL BYTHE NUMBERS
On the heels of departing students, legions of workers swarmed Bishop Hall

in early June, emptying the sizable brick dorm in less than eight hours. As

scaffolding went up outside, interior walls came down and, in short order,

Bishop was virtually gutted.

"This renovation represented the largest single summer project in recent

memory," says Larry Muench, Office of Physical Plant (OPP) director of facili-

ties. "It was a huge success, finishing days ahead of schedule and under

budget. The key was not only that we built a great team—including Project

Manager Gary Mignault, HVAC system specialist Charlie Jacobs, Bob Bramhall

Architects, and general contractor Lee Kennedy Co.—but that we started plan-

ning more than 15 months before the first construction crew lifted a hammer."

Exceptfor routine maintenance, the boys' dorm had received little attention since 1 966.

Allstudent rooms and faculty apartments (like this one) were ready for the new schoolyear.

28
number of years Gary Mignault,

OPP project manager, has been

involved in renovating

campus buildings

36
student rooms fully renovated

and refurnished

3
faculty apartments fully renovated,

2 with refinished floors

4,300
square feet of slate used for a

new roof, which has a projected

100-year lifespan

250
feet of copper gutter replaced

(typically lasts at least 7 times

longer than aluminum)

1,040
"L angles" added, connecting floors

to masonry walls so the building

can better withstand

earthquake tremors



PALS Celebrates 25
"A stellar example of non sibi 'm

action" is how Associate Head of

School Becky Sykes described PALS at

the July 8 ceremony celebrating the

program's 25th anniversary—and the

extraordinary leadership of retiring

director Tom Cone (pictured at right).

Founded in 1988, PALS is a two-year

academic enrichment program in which

students from Phillips Academy and

Andover High School teach and mentor

approximately 40 Lawrence middle

school students annually. The partner-

ship quickly achieved its intent, said

Sykes, which was for the learning to

flow both ways and benefit both sides.

"It's the hard work and commitment

of the high school- and college-age

mentors that has made the program so

successful," says Cone. "Their interac-

tions with the students are extremely

personal and powerful." Along with

improving math and writing skills,

PALS focuses on helping students

select and apply to area high schools.

Cone, who will continue to teach

biology, was involved with PALS from

the start and became director in 1 990.

Colleague Greg Wilkin describes Cone

as "an incredible leader. He put his

heart and creativity into the program

and into the team he built to run it."

Wilkin, a seven-year veteran of PALS

and the program's new director, has

taught English at PA for 33 years and

coaches tennis.

PALS graduate and former intern

Meekerley Sanon and former PALS

intern Andrew Frishman '93 were

the event's featured speakers. Sanon

spoke of how the program—specifi-

cally Cone's attention and care—put

her on a path to graduation from

Lawrence High School and later MIT.

"He was always on the bus in the first

row, always smiling," remembered

Sanon. "He knew each of us by name

and knew our families." Sanon is the

founding 7th-grade teacher and the

science instructional leader at Roxbury

Preparatory Charter School at the Lucy

Stone campus in Dorchester, Mass.

Frishman recalled coming to

Phillips Academy as "a skinny kid

with passions for marine biology

and squash." Cone instructed him in

both. Joining PALS and being called a

teacher changed his self-perception,

he said. "I learned about social justice

and equity, the power and vibrancy

of the city of Lawrence, about what

was important in the world." His

success at and satisfaction with PALS

prepared him for a career in teaching

and his present role as director of

program development at the nonprofit

Big Picture Learning.

The ceremony and dinner were

attended by veteran PALS administra-

tors and teachers, current leaders

and faculty, two generations of PALS

alumni, and several parents, as well

as community partners from Lawrence

and Andover schools.

—Jill Clerkin

PALS leaders and mentors honored by

Associate Head ojSchool Becky Sykes

and Head ofSchoolJohn Palfrey (back

row, center) included,from left,Alix

Driscoll, 8th-grade coordinator, who, since

PALS'founding, has guided and trained

countless mentors, teachers, and students;

Roxy Barry, 7th-grade coordinatorfor the

past 12 years; Patricia Karl, who, as the

manager ofseveral Lawrence foundations

in 1 988, helped launch PALS; Meekerley

Sanon, PALS graduate andformer intern;

Julie Morse, 7th-grade coordinatorfor

12 years, math curriculum developer

and coordinator until 20 1 3, and Chess

Programfounder, who, with husband

Tom Cone, created Web materials to

facilitate replication ofthe PALS program;

Tom Cone, retiring director; Andrew

Frishman '93 (back row, left),former

PALS intern; and Greg Wilkin (back row,

tight), the new director ofPALS.

Andover
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Fall at the Addison

"Some ofmy

pieces are

meant to be

tongue-in-cheek

commentaries

on things

like modern

conservation

practices,

"

says Prosek,

referring to

pieces such as

his taxidermied

beaver with

a chainsaw

for a tail.

The Nature of Prosek

A furry brown bat recently discovered

flying about his Abbot Hall artist's apart-

ment was reverentially described by

James Prosek as "a living piece of art."

The artist, writer, and truest of nature

lovers is the Addison's Edward E. Elson

Artist in Residence this fall.

Prosek has eagerly engaged with

faculty both in sciences and the humani-

ties, but the most exciting aspect of the

position, he says, is interaction with PA's

bright and talented students. "Hopefully

my exhibition can be a lens of sorts

to help students see aspects of their

immediate surroundings that they might

not otherwise have noticed."

Because much of his work is based

on personal experiences in nature, he

is taking his students out and about

campus for exploration and inspiration.

Prosek also is conducting classes for

various public school groups and talks

for area museum-goers.

James Prosek:

The Spaces in Between
September 1, 2013-January 5, 2014

Exquisitely crafted, frequently witty,

and always thought provoking, James

Prosek's art invites viewers to engage

with realms that science cannot quan-

tify or solve—those spaces between

fact and folklore, science and myth,

real and imagined. Taking inspiration

from the long tradition of natural his-

tory painting—from animal depictions

on cave walls to the works of Albrecht

Durer, William Blake, and John James

Audubon to diverse contemporary

influences—Prosek's work questions

accepted notions of how we under-

stand and interpret the natural world.

Pieces range from the compellingly

realistic to the inventively fanciful,

including meticulously rendered paint-

ings, monumental watercolors, and

taxidermied specimens.

Curated by Allison Kemmerer, the

Addison 's Mead Curator of Photography and

Curator of Contemporary Art, this exhibition

was generously supported by Edward P. Bass

(Phillips Academy Class of 1963) on his 50th

reunion (by The Bass Foundation!.

Flash Back

—

November 22, 1963

September 7, 2013-January 12, 2014

What really happened? Flash

Back—November 22, 7963 investi-

gates the lasting impact of President

John F. Kennedy's assassination and

explores the power of the media to

appropriate, manipulate, and at times

distort images. Included is Andy

Warhol's Flash—November 22, 1963, a

portfolio in the Addison's collection that

presents a fragmented narrative com-

prising disjointed snapshots spanning

events from the Kennedy campaign to

Lee Harvey Oswald's arrest.

Generous support for this exhibition, guest

curated by Jaime DeSimone, was provided by

the Sidney R. Knafel Fund.

Natural Selections

September 7, 2013-March 2014

Nature imposes itself in small and

grand ways in the works assembled

for Natural Selections, designed to

complement the James Prosek exhibi-

tion. Whether a treasured masterpiece

or a lesser-known work, each object

has been chosen from the Addison's

permanent collection to evidence

the artist's relation to the natural

environment.

Generous support for this exhibition,

curated by Addison Associate Director Susan

Faxon, was provided by the Mollie Bennett

Lupe and Garland M. Lasater Exhibitions Fund.

the kids are all right

September 14, 2013-January 5, 2014

Recent photography and video

by 38 artists explore the notion of

family in the 21 st century in the kids

are all right. Cumulatively, the artists

demonstrate what most of us already

know—that family is a complicated

entanglement of people. A platform of

acceptance and affirmation combined

with the process of vibrant collabora-

tion and trust results in work that

exhibits a radical new openness

about families.

Curated by Alison Ferris, the kids are all

right was organized by the John Michael

Kohler Arts Center, Sheboygan, Wisconsin,

and made possible through grants from the

Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts,

the Ruth St. John and John Dunham West

Foundation, and BMO Harris Bank. Generous

support for the Addison's presentation of

this exhibition was provided by the Winton

Family Exhibition Fund and by the Poss

Family Foundation.

NEW IN WINTER 2014

An American in London:

Whistler and the Thames
February 1-April 13, 2014

Be sure to visit www.andover.edu/museums/addison
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THREE TO RECEIVE
ANDOVER ALUMNI AWARD OF DISTINCTION
The Alumni Council will honor three alumni on Friday, November 1, 2013, with the Andover Alumni Award of Distinction

(AAAD). In its second year, the award recognizes alumni who have served with distinction in their fields of endeavor,

whose accomplishments and contributions embody the values of Abbot and Phillips academies, and who have had a

significant positive impact on their communities, society, or the world.

Hafsat Abiola 92

Human Rights Advocate, Civil

Rights and Democracy Activist

Founder and current executive

director of the Kudirat Initiative for

Democracy (KIND), Hafsat Abiola

seeks to strengthen civil society and

promote democracy in her native

Nigeria. She also launched China

Africa Bridge and China Africa Forum

to enhance women's contributions to

the economy and promote cross-

cultural collaboration.

George Church '72

Geneticist, Molecular Engineer,

and Chemist

Harvard Medical School Director

of Genetics Dr. George Church helped

develop the first direct genomic

sequencing method, which enabled

the commencement of the Human

Genome Project in 1984. Having

tackled the challenges of solving

nucleic acid structures and engineer-

ing DNA microarrays, Church is now

focusing on synthetic biology.

Frank Stella '54

Painter, Printmaker, Sculptor,

Author, and Innovator

Influenced by early visits to New

York galleries and the abstract expres-

sionism of Jackson Pollock and Franz

Kline, Frank Stella has reinvented

himself in consecutive bodies of work

over the course of his five-decade

career. With exhibitions in galleries

worldwide, he is one of the most

highly regarded postwar American

artists working today.

Along with attending the AAAD ceremony and dinner on Trustee Weekend, Abiola, Church, and Stella will spend time

on campus interacting with students and faculty in classroom discussions, lectures, and small group conversations.

Alumni are invited to submit nominations for future consideration to the

Office of Alumni Engagement at www.andover.edu/forms/aaawardofdistinction.

First-Ever

Spring Arts
Festival

Delights

The arts were in full bloom on the

Great Lawn on a sunny Saturday

in May as the Department of

Theatre and Dance presented PA's

inaugural Spring Arts Festival. For

two hours, students danced, sang,

played ukuleles, performed short

plays, practiced stage combat, and

celebrated the arrival of spring.

Spearheaded by Susannah Hyde '13

and supported by department

chair Erin Strong and the Student

Activities Office, the festival invited

the arts outside and into the heart

of the community.

Mihika Sridhar 16 studies

Bharatanatyam, a South Indian

classical dance discipline. "I was

dancing in a traditional dress to

a songpraising Shiva, one of the

Hindu gods,
" she explains.

Addison Director Brian Allen

Heads to New-York
In January 2014, Brian Allen, director

of the Addison Gallery of American

Art since 2004, will become museum

director and vice president of the

New-York Historical Society. Founded

in 1804, the New-York Historical

Society is the city's oldest art

museum, with a current collection of

more than 1 .6 million objects.

A nationwide search was launched

for Allen's successor early this fall.

Watch for a story about Allen and his

many contributions to the Addison in

the winter issue of Andover.



CONNECTED LEARNING

Connected learning" at Andover means

that we focus on the interconnected learning

experience of our students in a vibrant, diverse

residential community. We encourage students

to learn both from teachers in traditional class-

room settings as well as from the many com-

munities with which they engage, online and

face-to-face—peers, mentors, sports teams,

global communities, those involved in public

service—and to draw meaningful connections

between and among these experiences.

From the "Schools for Tomorrow" Conference
On September 1 7, Head of School John Palfrey spoke on the "Increasing Student Engagement" panel at the third annual

New York Times Schools for Tomorrow conference in New York City. To the question of how to balance the amazing benefits

of technology with a student's need for human interaction and connection, Palfrey said:

"Anyone who has been a teacher... knows that teaching is largely emotional. And you need that

connection to some extent. We've all been the learner on the other side of that. I would say my own

experience in teaching for four or five years at Harvard, courses that were both online and in person..

one of the things I said to the students was, 'Come at least once to campus and break bread with me.

I'll buy you lunch or buy you a coffee, or just come to my office. ' And the people who did that, even if

they were taking it online, had a much stronger connection to the course. And I think there are lots of

examples of how, within the online environment, we can mix the face-to-face with the online, and

I haven't heard anybody today disagree with the blended or the hybrid approach to this.

"

Watch the conference in its entirety at www.nytschoolsfortomorrow.com.

iPAD PILOT UUJNCHES
Funded by a generous alum, PA's first large-scale iPad pilot program launched in September. According to

Trish Russell, dean of studies and science instructor, 252 students in 27 sections across 7 departments are

currently using iPads in the classroom to create presentations, read assignments, submit homework, and

communicate with teachers.

Russell is using iPads in her BI0L-100 courses. "For me," she says, "the iPad pilot is not just about iPads

and certainly not about technology for technology's sake. This pilot is designed to provide an opportunity for

teachers, mostly of 9th-graders, to explore and think even more deliberately about how we teach and about

how our students learn."

While iPads—along with tablets and laptops—do not replace curriculum or the fundamentals of teach-

ing, they do offer opportunities for enhanced student-instructor interaction, extended learning opportunities,

and differentiated instruction. "All teachers know that not every student in a class learns new material in

the same way and at the same pace," says Russell. "Our very talented students have widely varying school

experiences prior to arriving at Andover. If as a teacher, I can more readily assess pace of student learning

and gaps in some students' progress using online assessment tools, well, then I can be a better teacher."

Throughout the pilot, Mike Barker, director of institutional research and assessment, is gathering and

assessing both qualitative and quantitative data, with an eye on:

• how students and teachers feel the classroom experience changes

• which apps work best

• whether self-conscious students participate more often in the classroom because of the iPad

• if the iPad facilitates faster and more efficient teacher feedback

Outcomes in both student and teacher experiences will help faculty and administrators decide how to

proceed next fall.



VERY
PORTABLE
CHEMISTRY
TEXTBOOKS
Schools or individual students look-

ing for quality chemistry textbooks,

complete with original lessons and

practice problems, can now access

two of PA's textbooks online for free.

With an eye toward helping school

systems and individuals save money

as well as educating students

without access to chemistry classes,

chemistry instructor Kevin Cardozo

wrote the textbooks and posted

them on a website called Non Sibi

High School.

Chem 250: Introductory/

Basic Chemistry and Chem 300:

Accelerated/Honors Chemistry

(SAT+) are available now; Chem

550: Advanced Chemistry (AP+j

will be available soon. Creation of

the textbooks was partially funded

by an Abbot Academy Association

grant. To learn more, visit

www.nonsibihighschool.org.

PA & Khan Academy:
An Innovative Partnership

When you think of PA's math depart-

ment—any math department—buzz

and hum are not the first things that

pop into mind.

Secant lines? Yes.

Parabolas? Definitely.

Rolle's Theorem? Maybe.

But when you talk to Bill

Scott, PA math department chair

and instructor, about the depart-

ment's new partnership with Khan

Academy to create an online BC

Calculus course for the Khan

Academy website, buzz and hum are

exactly what you get.

"We're really good at teaching

calculus," Scott says.

And Khan Academy—a nonprofit

organization committed to offering

a "free, world-class education for

anyone anywhere" via its dynamic

website—is really good at providing

material and instruction to students

all over the world.

Scott announced the partner-

ship in mid September after getting

buy-in from all 30 members of the

department. As of September 26,

PA math faculty had created, vetted,

and uploaded 240 problems, which

have been tried by more than 12,000

unique viewers.

The partnership—the first of

its kind for Khan Academy—is the

culmination of a number of dynamic

meetings that have taken place

since Sal Khan, the founder of Khan

Academy, and his staff visited PA

last spring. "This is the first time

we've partnered with a high school

to substantively drive a lot of our

core content," says Khan.

Earlier this summer, Scott and

math instructors Chris Odden and

Matt Lisa traveled to Khan Academy

in California's Silicon Valley for

a teacher workshop as well as

a meeting to discuss a potential

partnership. Though doubtful at

One-sided limits from graphs

O-l

ABC calculus problem on the Khan Academy website

first—this was, after all, a ground-

breaking move for PA—by the end

of the meeting Scott and his team

were sold.

"I see this as a tremendous pro-

fessional development opportunity,"

Lisa says. "I know I always get

"This is the first

time we've

partnered with

a high school

to substantively

drive a lot of our

core content."

—Sal Khan

better as a math teacher the more

I talk, in this case calculus, with

another math teacher. The way we

write the hints [for the Khan site]

that go along with the problems,

we're really rehearsing how we

would teach this material. It's an

incredibly valuable exercise."

The team at Khan Academy is

equally enthusiastic. "We're excited

to have the support of Phillips

Academy teachers as we continue

to expand our interactive math exer-

cises," says Khan. "Our mission is

a world-class education for anyone

anywhere, and when people think of

world class, they think of places like

Phillips Academy."

Admittedly, it's a sizeable under-

taking that involves the cooperation

and effort of the entire math depart-

ment, but buzz and hum are carrying

them through. Even Faculty Emeritus

David Penner couldn't resist getting

involved and is serving as the qual-

ity control leader.

"We're thrilled to partner with

Khan Academy in developing a BC

Calculus course that will reach

anyone with Internet access and a

desire to stretch themselves in this

particular area of study," says Head

of School John Palfrey. "Sharing the

resources of PA—in this case, the

talents of our faculty—with those

beyond campus fits precisely within

our mission."

—Kristin Bair O'Keeffe
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— SPORTS TALK

2013 INDUCTEES
Andover
Athletics

Hall— of

Honor

Recognized for their outstanding accomplishments in athletics and the exceptional ways

their lives have reflected the values of Phillips and Abbot academies, nine alumni and faculty

emeriti were inducted into the Andover Athletics Hall of Honor on June 15.

Opening remarks at the sixth annual induction ceremony were provided by Eleanor Tydings

Gollob '86, cochair of the Athletics Committee of the Alumni Council. Various committee

members introduced the inductees, who shared comments about their time at PA and

perspectives on athletics today. Head of School John Palfrey offered closing remarks.

Nominations for the 2014 Andover Athletics Hall of Honor are now being accepted at

www.andover.edu/alumni/recognihon/hallofhonor.

Tins year'sAndover

Athletics Hall ofHonor

inductees include, from

left, Lee Apgar '78

(with wife Laura),

Judy Morton Bramhall 78,

Richard Collins '49,

ZakDeOssie'03,

Laurie Coffey '95

(with daughter Brooke),

and Jonathan Stableford '63.

Thomas "Mike" Harvey '54

was unable to attend the

Lee S. Apgar '78

Through outstanding efforts

in soccer, hockey, and

lacrosse, Lee Apgar earned

1 varsity letters at Andover.

As an incoming junior, he

made the varsity soccer

team, started every game as

goaltender for four years, and was named to

the All-New England high school soccer team

his upper and senior years. Apgar was team

captain his senior year, during which he tal-

lied seven shutouts and was named the male

recipient of the Press Club Award.

Apgar played varsity soccer and lacrosse

at Dartmouth. He was named All-Ivy first

team in lacrosse in 1982 and remains one

of the college's all-time top scorers with 54

goals total. He is active in several eastern

Massachusetts youth soccer, hockey, and

lacrosse programs.

Judy Morton Bramhall '78

— The first girl in the Class

i£[ of '78 to be awarded a

I^^PPVm^ letter sweater, Judy Morton

^MHMB^ Bramhall earned 1 1 varsity

letters—three in soccer, and

^2 four each in swimming and

lacrosse. She was captain

of her soccer and swimming teams and high

scorer on her lacrosse team, which was un-

defeated in three out of her four seasons.

At the University of Vermont, Bramhall

played varsity lacrosse freshman year; her

interests then shifted to dance. A grade

school teacher and soccer and lacrosse coach

for eight years, Bramhall also competed

regularly in national tennis and paddle tennis

tournaments. In 2008, she cocreated Woven
Journeys, a nonprofit that promotes cultural

understanding through art and service in

developing countries.

Laurie N. Coffey '95

A new upper in 1993, Laurie

"Mocha" Coffey became

a leading varsity basketball

scorer and a varsity rower,

leading both teams to New
England championships that

first year. In just two years,

she achieved the second-highest career scor-

ing record in PA basketball history (685 points).

Coffey attended the U.S. Naval Academy,

where, as a starting forward, she led the bas-

ketball team to its first-ever 30-win season

and the Patriot League Championship. She

also made the varsity eight—and the U.S.

national rowing team—as a freshman.

Trained as an F/A-18 Hornet fighter pilot,

Lt. Cmdr. Coffey currently flies with Strike

Fighter Sguadron 37. She has logged more

than 2,000 flight hours, including 100

combat hours on 25 missions in Iraq.
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Richard J. Collins '49

His athletic prowess most

evident on the gridiron, Dick

^Lk^^BH Collins scored 12 touch-

downs his senior year in an

undefeated seven-game

season, which culminated

with PA winning the New
England prep school championship. He was

awarded the Yale Bowl at Commencement.
At Dartmouth, Collins earned three letters

in football and later was inducted into the

Dartmouth Hall of Fame. In 1959, he became

a history teacher at Punchard High School in

Andover and coached football and track. In

the 1970s, he won two straight Massachusetts

high school Super Bowls as coach of the

Andover High Golden Warriors and was

named National Track and Field Coach of the

Year. Collins is a member of the Massachusetts

football and basketball halls of fame.

Zachary R. DeOssie '03

A varsity athlete in football,

basketball, and baseball,

Zak DeOssie captained

the football and basket-

ball teams his senior year

under "Coach Mo" (Leon

Modeste) and was named
to the All-New England Prep Team in foot-

ball. At Brown University, DeOssie switched

from quarterback to linebacker. He played in

36 games with 29 starts and recorded 315

tackles (187 solos) with 10.5 sacks and 36.5

stops for losses.

In the 2007 NFL draft, the New York Giants

snatched DeOssie—a linebacker and long

snapper like his dad, Steve—and went on to

win Super Bowl XLII against the New England

Patriots. In Super Bowl XLVI, special teams

captain DeOssie called the coin toss, and the

Giants once again bested the Patriots.

Thomas H. Harvey Jr. '54

Thomas "Mike" Harvey let-

tered three years in hockey

and two years in football

and lacrosse. As a senior,

he captained the hockey

team and was selected

for all-team honors at the

Lawrenceville tournament.

At West Point, Harvey earned the Hal

Beukema Memorial Award as the outstand-

ing hockey player of 1958. A starter on the

national championship lacrosse team that

same year, he was named second team Ail-

American. He received the Army Athletic

Association Trophy, which honors the senior

who rendered the most valuable service to

athletics during his cadet career. Harvey served

in the U.S. Army for 33 years, made three vol-

untary tours of duty in Vietnam, and received

numerous prestigious military awards. In 1991,

he retired as a two-star major general.

Coach Robert P. Hulburd*

Named Phillips Exeter's

lacrosse team captain in

1939, Bob Hulburd contin-

ued to be a standout player

at Princeton. After serving

in the U.S. Navy during

World War II, he became an

instructor in German at Andover in 1953.

Hulburd took the reins of PA's lacrosse

program in 1956, which, in the first 30 years

of matches against Exeter, had suffered 26

defeats. Big Blue proceeded to win 25 of the

next 30 such contests through 1 994. He was

named New England Coach of the Year in

1969 and New England Lacrosse Man of the

Year in 1980. Hulburd retired in 1986 with a

1 53-35-1 record; his final three teams were

New England champs. In his memory, the

Hulburd Trophy is awarded each year to the

winner of the Andover-Exeter contest.

Jonathan A. Stableford '63

Before becoming the quint-

essential PA triple threat

—

teacher, coach, and house-

master for 34 years—Jon

Stableford played football,

baseball, and hockey as a

PA student, receiving the

Raymond T. Tippett Memorial Award for loy-

alty, courage, and modesty. He continued his

hockey career at Williams College, where he

was captain his senior year.

Stableford joined the Andover faculty in

1976 as an instructor in English. He ably

coached football, hockey, and track, but the

marathoner's true legacy is his 20 years as

coach of girls' and boys' cross country. He

never had a losing season, his teams won the

Division I Interscholastic Championship five

times, and he finished his final fall 2009 meet

with a dual victory over Exeter.

Macauley L. Smith '23*

An excellent distance

runner, Macauley Smith

was awarded the Yale Bowl

at Commencement for his

proficiency in scholarship

and athletics. As a freshman

at Yale, he won the IC4A

league cross-country championship. After

graduation, he placed second in the 1928

Olympic trials for the 5K, and hit a personal

best time of 14:57.4 that year. He ran the 5K

and 1 0K at the Amsterdam Olympics and,

although he did not medal, he made it to the

final heat of the 5K.

Smith returned to his hometown of

Louisville, Kentucky, and served as a circuit

court judge. In 1979, Judge Smith and his

wife, Emilie, donated 170 acres of land to the

Kentucky State Nature Preserves Commission,

creating the state's first nature preserve.

*deceased

Won: 2013 Class A New England

Championship, by Boys' Varsity Tennis,

beating Hotchkiss 4-2 in New England

finals

Won: Big East Tournament (third consecutive

crown), by PA's Varsity Softball team

(see story, page 8), following its first-ever

undefeated season

Boston Globe NEPSAC All-Scholastic

Softball team: Kayla Maloney '13 (third

straight year), Abby Chung ' 13, and Nikki

Pelletier '13

Boston Globe NEPSAC Softball Player of

the Year: Kayla Maloney '13 (third straight

year); her 33-4 pitching record breaks PA's

previous mark for wins (31).

Eagle-Tribune All-Star Team:
Nikki Pelletier '13

Won: Central New England Prep School

Baseball Championship (9th overall and
2nd consecutive win), by PA's Varsity

Baseball team, prevailing 12-8 over

Worcester Academy

Tournament MVP: Bory Ziomek '13

All-Tournament Team: David

McCullough '13 and Tim Salvadore '15

Named: Lacrosse First Team All-America,

Nekele McCall '14 and Larken Kemp '13

Committed: to Notre Dame (Div. 1) lacrosse,

Austin Gaiss ' 14 and Will Young ' 14

Broken: 100m and 200m school track records

at Interschols, by Camille Little ' 16,

with times of 12.38 sec. and 25.79 sec.

respectively

Ultimate U19 National Youth Club

Champions: Boston-area "BUDA" coed

team, coached by Ben Feng '07 (PA's spring

2013 assistant varsity coach) and including

Piper Curtis '13 (spring 2013 Ultimate

cocaptain)

Ivy League Softball Player of the Year: Yale

catcher Sarah Onorato '11, finishing as

league leader in batting average (.430),

slugging percentage (.852), on-base

percentage (.497), runs scored (37), hits

(64), doubles (19), home runs (14), and total

bases (127)

Div. 3 National Champions: Salisbury

University girls' lacrosse team, including

midfielder Summer Washburn '11 (who

was named 2013 field hockey cocaptain)
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FROM THE ARCHIVES
SATURDAY, JAN. 9, 1937

Phillipian Editors:

On
Aspirations,
Interviews,
and the
Upshot of
Failure

Comparison Of Editorials Shows
Present Andover Men More Mature

Judge WooUey Believe. Seholarehip Standard. Are Hi.k

Now At Andover Than In 1894

"When you as,, nle tQ (ejj

something about the difference be-tween the Andover of my day _
which began in the fail of 1890, and
lasted for four years—and the An-
dover of the present time, you ask

hLi "
mtr'y diff<™t

York District Judge, i„

P
a re-

cent Phillipian interview,
"I happen to know a great dealabout the new Andover L I havebeen in contact with it from 1921 to

'„f;
Uaus

? '
.

have had nephewsand a son. who ,n his time, 1932 to

of I he Phillipian. 1 Was cditor-
m-cbief in 1893-94.

h'gher, and the subjects of instruc-
tion much better prepare the men
SL 'I'*

"liege, "Ut for life
than the studies which we had

Dr. Forbes, who was acting

lust before Dr. Fuess was elected
had Uught me Latin when I was in

fro™ *
S0

m"'
Was 1 rMl ^ngefrom the old regune to an entirelynew regime at the time when Dr

l uess was elected.

Men More Mature Now
"The men at Andover now areuch mo'e mature, it seems to me

than were the men when , ^
,"LA" exam

I' l« of this, whichamused me a great deal, was when

vrnTT 'r*
cdl't°"als which I

"rote when f was editor-in-chief

wrote 7di,r ,S "-hich ™y ™
f ,£

h
,
n he was editor-in-chief

from. 1932 10 1933, and! foundTha

and showed so much more generalknotrkdn of the world and wha
the school meant that I was almost

Sf^Sj Wm see my editor
als. although I had preserved thevolume of The Philupians dur-

!Kt r •
y
i
ir

,

as ed«or-,n-chief so!
that I might let him see them whenhe came along himself.

"I think that what Dr. Fuess has

haHT *' cJ»"B«of curriculum
has been wholly admirable, and of
course, now Phillips Academy i,
able to command the very best
teachers owing to the salaries which
can be paid to them due to the zen-
crosity of Mr. Cochran and other
alumni who contributed to the fund

I

,0L™« endowment of salaries
rhc relation between the fac-

ulty and the students now is a farmore friendly and attractive rela-
tion than it used to be in the farTff
days when I was at Andover and
>r. Bancroft was principal. The re-

lation between the faculty and the

£"tT
,s

,

s

M
mt 'hinf 'hat cannot

lie too carefully cherished.

ReaJ Change In 1922
"Of course the real change camewhen some of the alumni-I thinkm 1922 subscribed to a fund to pur-chase the present campus from the

i^'f"! Seminary. That campul
enabled the school ,0 start on an
entirely new plan with a few of theold bu, dings to form a nucleus of

Over the past 136 years, several former

Phillipian staffers have taken time out

from their real-world demands to check

back with their young counterparts.

In interviews and opinion pieces, they

have reminisced about their time at the

paper and offered advice to aspiring

journalists—including, "Get out before

it's too late!"

Former managing editorJohn Munro

Woolsey Class of 1894, granted an

interview in 1937, in which he reflected

on how The Phillipian had changed.

Three years earlier, the U.S. district

judge had dealt a historic blow to

censorship when he ruled that Ulysses

was not obscene. His decision lifted the

U.S. ban on the book, which had been

in place since it was first published in

1922. His written opinion immediately

was embraced as a great work of liter-

ary criticism, the exegesis thereafter

printed verbatim in the front matter

of the U.S. edition, making it the most

widely distributed judicial opinion

in history.

In his 1937 feature, "Comparison of

Editorials Shows Present Andover Men
More Mature," the young Phillipian

reporter asked Woolsey to compare

the Andover of his day to that of the

present. The judge boasted that he hap-

pened "to know a great deal about the

new Andover," since his son and name-

sake (who would go on to become

a respected jurist, as well) had been

the managing editor of The Phillipian

in 1933. Having saved the volume of

editions under his own reign, Woolsey

said he had compared his editorials to

those of his son, finding that his son's

"were so much superior to mine...that

I was almost ashamed."

Father-son comparisons aside, the

tone of the elder Woolsey 's editori-

als reflected the noblesse oblige of

a would-be jurist. One in particular,

dated March 27, 1894, foreshadows

his fluke contribution to the popular

understanding of a literary epic: In it,

the young editor praised his fellow

students for a record turnout at

by Amy Morris and Paige Roberts

Andover 's various literary events and

announced a new approach to dis-

course on the topic of composition:

"The idea of holding a debate with

some other school has been conceived

and satisfactory arrangements have

been completed. This is sure to be a

stimulus to literary work."

Other former Phillipian staffers, like

William Davis Taylor '27 andJohn

Lardner '29, used their allotted space to

give aspiring reporters some profes-

sional advice. Taylor spoke with The

Phillipian in 1981. The scion of the

Boston Globe family remembered that

academic demands had cut short his

time on the paper, but, 54 years later,

he was long on practical advice for

student journalists with dreams ofbig

city newsrooms. By then chairman of

the family paper, Taylor said aspiring

reporters must first write for the school

paper and then pursue an internship at

a newspaper.
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Boston Globe

to

prime examples of the school that helps you

understand the world is a big place."

As we talked further, Taylor commented on

how much Aodover has changed since he went

here. In the twenties, first-year students at

Andover had to wear Dunce Caps every day

fall term. They also had to say hello to

everyone they passed. If an upperclassman

said to a junior, "I want you to help me move

some books," .the junior

53 years later, Taylor is the Chairman of

The BocUjm Globe, quite a major step from

his position on the 1930 PhUUplan. Taylor

knew he wanted to work on the paper "from

the time I heard my grandfather talk... There

is nothing I ever wanted to do more than get

into the paper," and he's worked hard to get

to where he is today. His first job at the GW»
was counting

*

BymCH WOOLEY
Cutting my last class on a rainy Wednesday

afternoon to catch the early bus, I set out' to

meet William Davis Taylor, the Chairman of

ihe Board of Hie Boston Globe, a 1927.

g« date of Andover, the 1974 recipient of the

Claude Moore Fuels Award, a Harvard

graduate and the descendant of an established

Bcetonuto family, 7 »• hL office on Morrisey

Boulevard.

After a short subway ride, I spotted the

Globe building. Once inside, several phone

calls were made, and after considerable

confusion, a friendly-looking white-haired

man appeared in a -door frame - Taylor. We
shook hands, talked about the bus ride from

' Andover, and after all the usual formalities

were completed, we sat down in an available

office.

Once we began talking, Taylor revealed

that he enjoyed participating in athletics when

he attended Andover. He competed on the

football and swimming teams and the hockey

squad. Taylor, even today
°~

and in top shape.

Taylor reflected fiirti*

Andover: among his friem

Dake and George Hinton,

leg and took tacks out of i

"And then," Taylor said i

his eyes, "there was Drip I

his name from the amount
would descend from plate t

each morning.

He recalled, quite pain

that he took during his th

centered around Latin (Cat

and English. While he enjo

Expository Writing, Geomen
weaker subjects, one whic

wishes he could forget .«

All of these experiences at

affect Taylor a great deal. "A
goes," he said, "it either mi
that this is a big world or

certainly think that Andover

- Tvares journalistic

,».. Saturday football scores WBSKKM ,

iniouwansm,esp ^ ing

fo^^TKlinCostel.
between 11 .W . . Avenue, N-

to', drug store, ™. thL.

YC C°^umWi°» Paid ™ 2 "

same as TM ' ' ^ wnting.

years chronologically.
Taking the w

™f:" tio- I worked
thtn '

thVfi;%^bomr"vh.ch was,
forwasTheVasabo^

;

for want of aj^ ^ r. They
magazine, l°<*«?

.

;

f Three and

made ed
later the magazine

a half "ours late', ^ of

folded, wiping out

widows and o.phans i

ilched to

to
Ballardvale, and i

had ,

The or editors-in-

special department m shot

chief whose ve l icks na >

out from under them. .

back home. The scoies Ur.

was b. Pans * *e fa« ^ a)ma

evel. know, exa Uy
Mogt q{ ncm

walk
gaslight lim,., from

wondering. m „ naeement of the

One ..Kid, why
Paris Herald said me

kfora
don't you go home *

he .

job on the parent papei
^

rent paper was the
• ^

Tribune, and *ebeau^ was that

fromPa^tT3200 »uies away.

it was siwateu m.
_ my sala- _ .....pj^a—

On the Herald in
, , ess than » - „

that, to give

ry began at $25 a week Inle afte. ^ e>

/year it had racket^ » *
o{ , kcU,res. My need^bemg ^

This was a ^Vv'Vcuts thai i asked h.m j

f
he

he left .

-fbrolghrrhy
trdepression. typewriter with

"To get with these programs," he said,

"you should first apply to have a personal

interview. No matterwho the person

is, force yourself to go in and see them,

and show them some ofyour work. If

you have a good record, you are right up

there with the fellow doing the picking."

Lardner, a sports columnist and

humorist, wrote an advice piece for the

paper in 1954, titled "Reporter Traces

Journalistic Career from Early P.A.

Start." He waxed sardonically about

the old days, beginning with his "three

and a halfhours" as editor in chief of

PA's Vagabond, which, he described,

as "for want of a better term, a literary

magazine." Following the publication's

meteoric demise, he switched to The

Phillipian, which had "a special depart-

ment for editors in chiefwhose vehicles

have been shot out from under them."

He lamented that the tumultuous turn-

over got him cold-shouldered around

campus "on the theory that an editor

should go down with his ship." But,

25 years later, Lardner, by then a sea-

soned, albeit still-young, veteran ofthe

Fourth Estate, gave the real scoop to

the kids coming up from behind: in the

news business, that going-down-with-

your-ship idealism will inevitably be

sunk. "Publications go down, but never

editors. They merely join some other

publication."

For those who choose the journalistic

path, the sage closed with an ominous

koan: "Once a young fellow asked me

for my advice about going into the

newspaper business. He happened to

be standing in the path of a speeding

bus as he spoke, so I yelled, 'Look out!'

He later joined a newspaper. I guess he

didn't hear me."

Amy Morris, senior communications officer,

and Paige Roberts, archivist and head of

special collections, have teamed up to coauthor

"From the Archives"for this andfuture issues

ofAndover.

An Endowment for The Philiipian

The oldest independent school newspaper in America, The Phillipian has

provided Phillips Academy students with an uncensored voice for 1 36
years. Reflecting the world it portrays, the newspaper experienced financial

difficulties following the economic downturn in 2008. Two years later,

Phillipian faculty advisors convened an advisory board to help the editors

secure the paper's financial health and navigate the rapidly evolving digital

landscape; short-term fiscal health has been restored.

To assure the long-term survival of The Phillipian—in both print and digital

formats—the Academy currently is seeking to raise a $500,000 endowment.

Learn more about this initiative and how you can support The Phillipian

by contacting Alison Hebert, major gift officer, at 978-749-4525 or

ahebert@andover.edu.
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ON COURSE

English Sll CC: The World in Pieces: Poetry and Cinema ofthe Avant-Garde

Instructed by John Bird

Whir-tick-whir-tick-whirrrr-tickety. The sound of 16mm film

running through an old Bell & Howell "Specialist" projec-

tor—the kind families gathered around in living rooms in

the 1960s—is the only sound in Elson 1 1 1 on a Wednesday

evening in May. Students are watching The Chromosomes of

Man, a black-and-white public service film made in 1967 by

Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corp. and recently

purchased on eBay by English instructorJohn Bird.

The film has sound, but Bird turns it off,

offering students a more dreamlike experi-

ence as they watch doctors, nurses, and lab

technicians prepare cells in laboratories and

confer with patients. As the students watch,

Bird tosses out questions and comments: "What's dreamlike

about this? What is odd and interesting to look at? Oh, look,

stock footage ofNew York City." At certain points, the stu-

dents laugh, say "That's cool" or "I want to use that image in

my film," or groan at the absurdity of the outdated hairstyles

and clothing.

Once the film is over, the students gather around Bird for

a lesson in slicing and splicing. Within 15 minutes, they've

taken charge of their final group project and are busy cutting

The Chromosomes ofMan at places they find strategic and

compelling. An hour later, dozens of film strips ofvarying

lengths are taped around the edges of the room. Later in

the week, the students will return to Elson 1 1 1 to splice

together the strips into a new film of their own vision.

They will reorder frames, run scenes backward, color with

markers, and discard a good bit of footage.

Not surprisingly, the intention of

this final project in

Bird's

The World

in Pieces: Poetry and

Cinema of the Avant-Garde is

not to create a cohesive, linear film with a

traditional plot and well-established characters. This is

not about creating a Hollywood blockbuster. Instead, after

spending the term "exploring the dynamism ofmodernist

and avant-garde poetry and cinema, the aesthetics of collage

and montage, quotation, and pastiche," students are encour-

aged and expected to experiment—with image, color,

movement, interpretation, and impression.

When asked to describe The World in Pieces, Bird says he

sometimes calls it "my weird film course," and although his

specialty is Renaissance poetry, he's always been drawn to

the avant-garde. Throughout the term, students read poetry

by Blaise Cendrars and Mina Loy, and watch avant-garde

films by Fernand Leger, Man Ray, Luis Buriuel, Maya Deren,

and others. They write a series of "synthetic responses" and

create manifestos about what they believe constitutes the

avant-garde today.



In a world that often demands

neat, precise answers,

class invites art

and allows

"I haveW+t 1 h;

Birds

to be art

—

questions to linger,

this idea that all art forms

are conversation anyway," he

says. "I want to sort of eavesdrop on

that conversation." (And allow students

to do the same.) Although he's quick to say he's

not a modernist, part of Bird's compulsion for creat-

ing and teaching this course is that he himself is still trying

to figure out how to make sense ofthe modern world. "One

basic thing is that the modern world itself is so overwhelm-

ing that it only can be taken in fragments," he says, "and you

have to sort of reassemble it."

His viewpoint inspires students to look at the world through

new lenses. Caitlin Clancy '13 says that after her group cut

its film into pieces they liked and disliked, they looked for a

motifthey could use to drive their new film forward. They

settled on age, and then started with an image of a very old

man, continuing in reverse chronological order until they

reached images of children, and ultimately, DNA.

Clancy, who thrived on the process, was delighted that she

and other students "were able to physically use our hands to

create a film from a preexisting film. Mr. Bird's class is open

to imagination, and there are very few set guidelines."

Grateful for the opportunity to learn about surrealism and

cinema as an independent art form, Emily Fang '13 was

especially intrigued by a literary piece on French graffiti

during a social revolution. Short, powerful sentences struck

her
—

"The walls have ears. Your ears have walls." and "Be

realistic, demand the impossible." Throughout the course,

her appreciation for abstract types of films blossomed:

"Before this class, I was used to videos that had clear

plots, sounds, and color. I considered videos that

' M weren't made this way boring. However, in

Mr- Bird's class, I began to notice the

W^T* Jb way the director filmed, the spe-

- cific shots used, the colors

and

Film became

form and less of a

quick entertainment.'

shadows, etcetera,

more of an art

source of

At the end ofMay, the class
O

gathered

in the Tirana Room in the newly renovated Bulfinch Hall

to screen the three final films. As the students cheered,

laughed, and noted each group's creative choices, it was

obvious they had gained a great deal ofvision and sensitivity

that likely will affect how they see and interpret the world

and, perhaps more importantly, themselves.

—Kristin Bair O'Keeffe



A Note from the Editor

The merger in 1973 of Abbot Academy (AA)

and Phillips Academy (PA) was one of many

powerful, life-changing events of that tumul-

tuous decade. While everyone involved

—

students, teachers, administrators, and

staff—felt the effects of the unification, it

was the young women of AA who got hit

the hardest and sacrificed the most. Many

moved through the experience unscathed

—

even strengthened—but many also struggled

with the fact that they had lost their beloved

school and that the newly unified PA was not

welcoming and nurturing to all.

The beginning of coeducation at PA is a diffi-

cult and sometimes contentious story, with many

nuances, opinions, and angles. In this issue, we've

chosen to highlight those many voices, starting

with a piece from Don Gordon '52, the principal of

Abbot Academy from 1968 to 1973, followed by a

number of letters from readers who responded to

the Coed@40 article that ran in the spring issue of

Andover—and to the symbolic gestures made by

the Class of 2013 at Commencement.

All voices count. All voices deserve to be heard.

—Kristin Bair O'Keeffe

When I became the principal ofAbbot Academy

in 1968, my board chair, Philip Allen '29,

was rightly plain: "An eventual merger is the

aim here," he told me. "You'll be working yourself out of

a job." As we say today, I was OK with that. But a funny

thing happened on the way to the merger: I fell in love

with Abbot Academy. I fell in love with Abbot Academy's

academic seriousness, its long history, the de facto chal-

lenge, the opportunity to work with Phil Allen, the sheer

enjoyment ofworking with so many bright students,

Abbot Academy's strong belief in education for women
and equality, and being back in the town ofAndover.

Although I was effectively PA's instrument and had to

ready Abbot Academy for a merger, I also had to serve

its needs as if there would be no merger. First, antiquated

rules needed to be changed; for example, girls were still

required to wear tie shoes at all times. Second, Abbot

Academy's plant needed work, as some buildings were

not up to code. And finally, a few personnel issues had to

be worked out; for example, the Dean of Students office

needed a more modern view of girls' needs. As a result,

the first two years were rough, as serious change often is.

wn
The final three years, with Carolyn Goodwin as faculty

dean and Carolyn Johnston as dean of students, were

thoroughly successful. These years led to a marked devel-

opment ofAbbot Academy's collective spirit, which even

led some to contemplate moving the school and making it

coed on its own.

From the beginning, I knew well enough that I would

upset some apple carts. The biggest issue ofthe merger,

of course, was terms. One major concern was the future

name: my suggestion, Phillips Abbot Academy, proved

unacceptable. Also, Abbot Academy faculty members

were expected to pass muster at PA or move on. While

some of our teachers did qualify, surely, some were less

credentialed and very young. While I was not directly

involved in the faculty hiring/non-hiring [this was the

responsibility of the two faculty deans], I did spend quite

a bit of time providing recommendations, etc., for some of

our people who were moving, some to excellent positions

in other New England schools. This process was bumpy,

and not without sore feelings.

But the differences between Abbot Academy and PA also

complicated the road to coeducation. For example, there

was a significant difference in size. Abbot Academy's stu-

dent population was less than half of PA's, which meant,

among other things, that its organization was more per-

sonal and that the involvement ofthe principal in student

life was more direct. I rendered the door to my office a

"Dutch door," with the top half usually open.

In addition, some at PA saw Abbot Academy as an aca-

demically inferior school, but to this alleged inferiority, I

say no: Abbot Academy graduates did as well in college

acceptances and subsequent professions. There may have

been greater unevenness in department strength, but again

size played a role here. And certainly as a human environ-

ment, Abbot Academy conceded nothing. Fundamental

to our view of a boarding school was the simple fact that

22 Andover
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Don Gordon today and in 1973

before a student ever went to a class, she had left home to

live somewhere else. Abbot Academy became, during those

years, very much a community, a natural, comfortable one,

as much as we could make it so.

Finally, Abbot Academy employees had only one job: not

two, certainly not three. Thus there was a marked contrast

from the "triple-threat" culture of PA. We had young house

parents, no longer older housemothers. Instead of a student

council, we had an all-school, New England-style Abbot

Academy Town Meeting each week with a senior modera-

tor. This became a real success, drawing approving notices

from the National Association ofIndependent Schools. PA
Headmaster Ted Sizer commented that Abbot Academy was

more progressive in this regard.

As a lifetime student ofAmerican history and culture, I am
abundandy aware that, in varying degrees, the "victors write

the history" and that myths thus generated often are so

because they are sometimes preferred to the facts. In this way,

a myth took hold at PA, which apparently remains unabated

today: namely, that Abbot Academy needed the merger

because it was fiscally troubled. This was never true. We held

a successful capital campaign—deliberately projected two

deficit years designed to result in a balanced third—with the

receipts going to "people and programs." [After the merger,

$1 million from the endowment was entrusted to the newly

formed Abbot Academy Association, which on its own terms

has benefited PA's program ever since.]

For two reasons, the fiery response to the Coed(a)40 article

in Andover's spring issue did not altogether surprise me.

One is that coeducation per se seems to remain a debat-

able issue. The other may well be the deep, continuing

loyalty ofAbbot Academy's alumnae, which I share. Both

Abbot Academy and PA have long histories and thoroughly

developed institutional souls, and throughout merger

negotiations, there seemed to be a real personality differ-

ence between the two institutions. What was going on was

simple enough, really: just as two bright, proud people

—

each fiercely defensive of his or her own history and rights

in the matter—strain to remain polite when they may be

seething underneath, so PA and Abbot Academy struggled

at many moments to maintain their cool, as the sometimes

baby, sometimes giant steps toward a complete merger

took place. AsJune 30, 1973, approached, the cumulative

weight ofpresiding over the dissolution of a 144-year-old

institution did not become easier for me. However much the

overall goals of the enterprise inspired an almost celebra-

tory mood, underneath it lay the very real sorrow ofmany

Abbot Academy alumnae. Privately I experienced not a little

acute discomfort. You move through some moments like an

automaton, certainly an accomplice.

The last round ofcommencement activities in 1973 was

loaded with emotion, be assured, and included a musical

parody, a symbol ofAbbot Academy's great spirit. It was both

inspiring and faintly tragic. The usually festive senior dinner

in our dining hall was certainly as best we could make it.

Space constraints preclude further explication, but one thing

occurs to me after these 40 years. Abbot Academy met the

culturally fractious times, the pending end of its 144-year run,

and all the attendant challenges by energetically embracing

the times, the issue—indeed, every aspect ofthe task—with

its own warm, intelligent, let's-get-the-job-done-and-done-

well attitude, which had served it well throughout its history.

I was then, and remain, immensely grateful to have had the

opportunity to be some part of it all.

—Don Gordon '52

After leavingAA, Don Gordon worked as a consultant until 1 992 and then

as a college instructor in New Hampshire and Denver before retiring in 2006.

He published a novel in 2000 and continues his writing life in Colorado.

Andover received the letters on the following pages in

response to the Coed@40 article (spring 2013 issue, p. 28).
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wn words

Dear Editor,

, had read about the controversy at Phillips Academy (the gender

ssue eadersh,p) when the news was in the major newspapers.

So when , saw It to the alumni magazine, I
already Knew what the

issues were.

Back m 1968, I really loved Abbot-the old Abbot. It had a lot of

ky traditions and a 0*0 rules for dress, ^time, ta,king

to boys, etc. That was the school I
matriculated to ,n 1968-but

rapidl changed. With Mr. Gordon guiding it into the merger-all

L changed. Even within a year, no more

and skirts Soon we were eating from a cafeteria l.ne and taking sex

ana sKiru,. o
ACademv boys. No more singing our

education classes with Phillips Acaaemy uuy

prayers at each meal!

As dismaying and difficult as that transition was from year to year

"
Q L about 1975), I think Phillips Academy of today can be

ustifiably proud of the school it has become. I am glac forMh lead

ers ip the school has and the high standards that each individua

r aches for as they pass through the school. My husband-also a

graduate of 1972 from Phill,ps-and I had two children who also ,n

their turn became Phillips Academy graduates.

The Phillips Academy of today has every right to continue to shape

students and to deal with the challenging intellectual times we find

ourselves in today.

Aleta R. Crawford 72
ipnnpqs '99)

(husband: Jim 72, children: Bristol 98, Jenness

Letter to the Editor, Andover Magazine

I found the article "Looking Back at the Merger..." in the

Spring 2013 Andover Magazine to be more than a little

condescending to Abbot Academy. And in its telling of con-

troversies around the merger of Abbot and Andover, it was

historically lopsided to the point of inaccuracy.

To be clear, Abbot was rigorous, challenging, and innova-

tive in its pedagogy. It prepared me well to go to Harvard. At

Abbot, Jean St. Pierre taught me to write. I have since written

a number of books, and in 2005 received a Guggenheim

Fellowship for my writing. When I arrived at Abbot, though, I

didn't know what a topic sentence was.

Susan Lloyd taught—in one of the best classes I've taken

at any level of my education—a course in American history

solely from primary texts. She also encouraged us to be

aware of how democracy was and was not working in the

present and to make a contribution; in my case to tutor math

at an under-financed grade school.

The powerful legacy of Abbot is important to respect in

conversations at Andover today. I believe that to do so would

aid those Andover students, female and male, engaged in

contemporary complex issues of cultures and politics and

looking to make their own contributions.

Sincerely,

Maud Lavin (Abbot 72)

Professor, Visual and Critical Studies and Art History,

Theory and Criticism

The School of the Art Institute of Chicago

Events are being planned through June 2014 to both celebrate and reflect on the

historic merger of Abbot and Phillips academies, highlight some of the important

Abbot Academy programs and traditions that continue to be embraced at PA
today, and engage the community in conversations about gender. This list will

continue to evolve.

Fall 2013

November 15

On-campus screening of Girl Rising, including

a Q&A with producer Kayce Freed Jennings 76

December
Campus focus: What Does It Mean to Be a Coed School?

Winter 2014

January 10 & 11

"Dido & Aeneas" dance performance, with songs by Fidelio

For more information, contact Debby Murphy '86, director of

Alumni Engagement, at dmurphy@andover.edu or 978-749-4268.

Spring 2014

March
Celebration of National Women's History Month

May 24

Softball field/dugout dedication; remarks

on 40th anniversary of Title IX

May 31

Abbot Bazaar on the Abbot Academy Circle,

honoring Abbot history and traditions

June
Special 40th Reunion celebration of the Class of 1974,

PA's first coed class; screening of History of Abbot Academy:

Recollections of Alumnae, a documentary by Charlie Stuart '62
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Dear [Editor]:

As a member of the last all-male graduating class in 1973, I

need to take issue with certain statements repeated several

times in the article of the Andover-Abbot merger: as a partici-

pant in the two years of "coordinate education" that preceded

the merger that were mentioned, I took two years of advanced

French and modern European history at Abbot. I then took and

passed the Advanced Placement exams in both subjects with

top scores. Both my teachers and fellow Abbot students were

fully equal to the academic "rigor" claimed for PA. As a lesser

aside, Abbot girls wore blue gowns to graduation, not white

dresses. I don't know where that newer PA "tradition" arose.

Sincerely,

Joseph A. Smith 73

To whom it may concern:

I also did not agree with some of the state-
ments made in that article* and found them
offensive.

I came to Abbot Academy for my
senior year in high school— 1972-1973.

|

never felt inferior to the male students at
Phillips Academy.

I took many of my courses
at Phillips during this pre-merger year. In

fact, one of my Phillips classes was science
I was asked to take a national scholastic
science exam for Phillips that year. After
I graduated Abbot, I went to the Wharton
School at University of Pennsylvania and
then to law school at University of Miami-
School of Law. After receiving a JD degree,

I

received an LL.M. in taxation from New York
University School of Law. I am currently a
practicing tax lawyer.

Bonnie Rentschler Rosner 73

* "Coed@40: Looking Back at the Merger
and Its Unfinished Business," Andover
magazine, Spring 2013
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Dear Editor,

I am sure you will be receiving a multitude of responses to Ms. Greenberg's ar-

ticle on the merger of PA and Abbot. Most will be far more eloquent than mine.

I will overlook the many inaccuracies of the article and cut to the bottom line.

I proudly graduated from Abbot Academy, one of the most prestigious girls'

schools in the country, in 1972. My classmates graduated from such colleges

and universities as Princeton, Vassar, Harvard, Brown, Tufts, Yale, Stanford^

etc Many went on to graduate and professional schools. This would have been

easily accessible information but instead Ms. Greenberg chose to take shots at

Abbot's "less rigorous" and "less prestigious" posit.on to Phillips Academy.

, am hopeful that this sexist and poorly researched article does not reflect on

the current state of coeducation at Phillips Academy. I am inclined to think that

our glorious education at Abbot and the political and societal changes taking

place in the late '60s and early 70s provided us with the best of times in

Andover. We had wonderfully bright and creative teachers who empowered

us as women and respected us as students.

Best wishes to the young ladies attending Phillips Academy. I hope the spirit of

the women of Abbot provides you the strength to overcome what is clearly the

arrogance of some at the current institution.

Regards,

Melissa Baird

Abbot Academy 72

i3ead more letters in response to the Coed(a)40

article at www.andover.edu/magazine.
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The following letter was written by the Class of 1963 to the

Class of 2013 in response to their graduation ceremony.

July 2013

Dear PA '13,

Your elegant Graduation Day celebration of PA's Abbot lineage and of PA's

future as a springboard that will launch men and women at the same velocity

astonished us, delighted us and, yes, comforted us when we reached campus a

week later to celebrate our 50th Abbot reunion. Thank you!

You will never have to answer the question "Where did you go to high school?"

with "Well, you never heard of it; it closed," but you can guess how that feels....

When 70 of the living AA '63 classmates arrived at our reunion, we brought with

us memories and many half-century-long unbroken friendships, but many of us

also carried a sad sense of loss and/or a touch of anger.

Our Abbot experiences were varied, complicated, and deeply influential. There

were bright lines between the boys'/men's world and ours. Our society and

economy had not opened many opportunities for women to pursue high-impact,

satisfying work and self-invention. We had no idea about the transformation to

come soon, changes that freed us to work and to raise a generation with unlim-

ited dreams, regardless of gender. But Abbot prepared us.

We have always appreciated that the PA women wear much the same white

graduation dresses we wore (and the stylish ones we wanted to wear), but we

know the difference between accepting PA tradition and inventing a powerful

symbolic statement of your own values. Your decision to wear those Abbot-blue

ribbons tied you to us and to an earlier-than-us century of determined Abbot

students, binding us together as you head to the future. Thank you for bringing

us along!

Primarily, we treasure all of you for dramatizing that men can and should carry

roses with the same grace and pleasure as do women. You signaled that, until

men can enjoy carrying flowers [symbolizing other objects once designated

"feminine"] as joyously as women have always treasured a good bouquet, there

might be formal equality but there will not be real freedom for both women and

men to develop all their gifts. You are so much wiser than we were at our gradu-

ation; we anticipate the changes you will make with joy and respect.

You have left the Academy a historic challenge by your parting statement. Like

you, we believe the nation's leading institutions have a unique responsibility to

create a better world. We are counting on you, as our fellow alums, to help PA's

leaders carry out their sincere commitments to an education and a community

that supports every student's effort to develop all her or his talents. You have

given us new strength, and we will help you for as long as we can.

Gratefully,

Helen Watson Collison, Meg Power, Morley Marshall Knoll, Bettina Proske

Walker, Barbara Rugen, Rosemary Eustace, Betsy Cadbury, Carolyn Holcombe
Damp, Fredericka Moxon Heller, Elizabeth Bartelink Lane, Sister Madeleine

(Jacqueline Sutton Cleverly), Mary Jasper Walter, Susan Boutin Atkinson, Mary
Wilkins Haslinger, Anita Miller White, Sharon Seeche Rich, Anita Schenck
Zednik, Susan Archer Vollmer, Ann Harris Furgerson, Nancy Sullivan, Elizabeth

Moulton Cocks, Emily Moulton Hall, Susan Coolidge, Hilary Hayes Geyer,

Margaret R. Kimball, Letitia Upton Brown, Danica Miller Eskind, Marie Fox

Young, Margaret Brown Coakley, Patience Meigs Bousel, Emilie Dean McBride

MEMBERS of the ABBOT ACADEMY CLASS of 1963

We Want Your Merger Stories!

In honor of the 40th anniversary of the merger

of Abbot and Phillips academies, Andover

magazine will devote most of the spring 2014

issue to recollections of the merger.

If you graduated in the late '60s through the

late 70s, please send us your stories. What do

you remember about this historical event? How

did life change after the merger? What was

better or worse? What was hard to adjust to >

What surprised you? What made you laugh or

cry? What lingers, even now?

Please e-mail
andovermagazine@andover.edu

no later than January 15, 2014. Thank you!
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As schools deepen their focus on how best to ready students for a rapidly chang-

ing global economy and a more interdependent, interconnected, digitally engaged

world, Phillips Academy recognizes that its strategically designed experiential learn-

) ing programs are a vital piece of that complicated puzzle. By the time PA students

> graduate and head to college, they need to be able to think on their feet, process

new situations quickly, get along with people from cultures quite different from

their own, collaborate, and manage change. PA's off-campus learning pro-

grams offer opportunities for students to practice those very skills with

guidance and support from faculty and administrators.

o
o

0)

O
0)
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'When we learn something through experience, it stretches us beyond

the context of our daily lives," says Peter Merrill, PA's coordinator

of global programming. "Well-designed experiential learning takes

place in a richer physical context—away from home, with new foods,

new language, new friends, new culture, new smells, new sights.

Emotional links create much stronger learning—which, in turn,

creates far deeper emotional connections with the learning."

Yes, lots of learning can, does, and will continue to happen in

traditional settings. But consider the differences between learn-

ing about baseball in a classroom and learning about it while

sitting at Yankee Stadium watching Red Sox catcher Jarrod
' Saltalamacchia hit a tie-breaking grand slam in the seventh

inning to beat the Yankees

—

while a baseball expert coaches

you about designated hitters, the strike zone, and the role of

baseball in American culture.

I No comparison.
I

Now consider the differences between learning about climate

change, water pollution, and cultural variations in a classroom

and learning about those things while in China standing next to

Kunming's dangerously compromised Lake Dianchi, rooming with

a student from Beijing, practicing fa/ chi and your Mandarin skills

daily, and hashing out the ethical implications of environmental

policies with knowledgeable teachers from both the U.S. and China.

Again, no comparison.

num wntMt; we bii luudy, u may ue ridru iu iniayine mis bi;t;Mdiiu in

^ Kunming, but that's exactly what 10 PA students and four PA faculty

members experienced this past summer while participating in the newly

launched BASK in ASK program (Beijing-Andover-Shanghai-Kunming in

Andover's Summer in Kunming).

^> And as you'll see on the following pages, BASK is just one of several

^ international and domestic off-campus learning programs that reflects PA's

core mission and values. For so many students and teachers, these programs

"crack open the world."

—Kristin Bair O'Keeffe and Jill Clerkin
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BASK in ASK
[Beijing-Andover-Shanghai-Kunming

in Andover's Summer in Kunming]

Kunming

"One thing that really sticks with me is the first

seminar where we discussed/debated where change

can come from. It went beyond academic subject

matter and dove into differences ofperspective.

Seeing the world [through] such a different lens

gave real insight and perspective as to how

problems in our environment/world arise and why

solving them is so complex.

"

—Matthew Simon '14

"Students learned a great deal in classes, but they

have learned much more from each other outside the

classes. It is like it is at PA, where we bring the best

kids together and create a nurturing environment for

them to grow and flourish.

"

—Lixia Ma

Participants:

20 students (10 PA + 10 China), led by 13 teachers (4 PA + 9 China), includ-

ing Tom Hodgson, instructor in philosophy and religious studies; Lixia Ma,

Chinese instructor and department chair; Willa Abel, instructor in biology;

and Tedd Parker, instructor in history and social science

Place:

Kunming, China, the capital of Yunnan Province

Description:

a 3-week program with English as the primary language of instruction;

a multidisciplinary program focusing on a pair of environmental issues

critical to both China and the U.S.—climate change and water

Launch:

summer 2013

Learning Methods:

• language/culture

partners (1 PA student

paired with 1 Chinese

student)

• daily courses taught

by both U.S. and

Chinese teachers in

science, economics,

social philosophy, and

language and culture

• field trips, such as a

4-day trip to the historic

Naxi market town of

Lijiang

•final case studies and

1-hour presentations

Outcomes

(PA students):

•firsthand knowledge

of China—people,

culture, geography,

environmental

challenges

• develop disposition

toward multidisciplinary

learning

• progress in under-

standing and speaking

Mandarin

• exploration in journals

on issues of common
concern

Outcomes (PA faculty):

• opportunity to work on

important issues across

department lines, and

with knowledgeable,

dedicated colleagues

from China

• opportunity to experi-

ment with new edu-

cational approaches

to addressing issues

of real concern with

integrated subject

matter from different

disciplines

• chance to consider

parallel issues in the

U.S. in a different light

Challenges:

• guiding a pilot,

prototype program in

its first year of student

programming

• working with students

from China who have a

broad range of ability to

communicate in English

Bonuses:

• daily tai chi practice

• an honorary name for

the BASK program in

Mandarin,

(pronounced An duo fii),

means safe and peace-

ful with a lot ofgood

luck and happiness
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NISWARTH
[Hindi for non sibi\

Participants:

15 students, led by program founder and

instructor in biology Raj Mundra, English

instructor Catherine Tousignant '88, and

many students and educators from

partners in India

Places:

Mumbai and Ahmedabad, India

Ahmedabad

Description:

a 3-week program that brings together

people and ideas from across the globe

and, from multiple perspectives, examines

innovative education models and

meaningful community development

"I walked through a slum and saw a boy brushing his teeth with water from a

multicolored puddle. I visited a factory where two men with scarred hands and

shining faces handled an open flame. . . . Niswarth forced me to confront the

bigger issues—poverty, health, sanitation—but also to reflect critically on my

own life. Andover's campus could house a million people in Mumbai.

"

—Janine Ko '14

Mumbai
"Connecting knowledge, goodness, action, and reflection in a continuous cycle,

we gain a sense ofpurpose and a sense of meaningful connection with those

around us.

"

—Raj Mundra

Learning Methods:

• partner with diverse

Indian schools, NGOs,

and foundations

•work with Teach

for India Fellows and

Akanksha students

• dig into complex and

pressing issues in

education

• examine ideas of

Mahatma Gandhi and

Paulo Freire

• daily blog entries

Outcomes

(PA students):

•transformation of

ideas, hopes, and

expectations

• examination of the

connections between

our external views of

the wider world and

internal reactions to

new experiences

• questioning of our

assumptions and

habits, recognition of

our shared humanity

Outcomes (PA faculty):

• deeper and contex-

tualized understanding

of development issues,

specifically education

• opportunities for

teachers and students

to collaborate, reflect,

and act on humanitar-

ian issues

• exploration of per-

sonal levels of empathy,

compassion, and

humility with others

• a better understand-

ing of issues, from

various perspectives

and with context

Challenges:

• group travel in a hot,

bustling city on the

cusp of the monsoon

season

• building on what we
learned after our return

to Andover

Bonuses:

•joined for one week

by faculty member

Diane Moore, former

chair of philosophy and

religious studies

• met with Angela

Leocata '13, who,

inspired by her 2012

Niswarth experience,

was traveling in India

on her own
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HUACA
[Human Understanding through

Archaeology and Cultural Awareness]

Peru

Participants:

12 students, led by Peabody Museum educator Donny Slater

and Spanish instructor Mark Cutler

Place:

Peru

Description:

a 2-week study of archaeology and history designed to promote

a deeper understanding of cultural diversity, with travels from the

deserts of the Peruvian coast to the subterranean tunnels of Chavin

de Huantar to the mist-shrouded heights of the Inca Trail

Launch:

summer 2013

"I now believe that archaeology is the very definition

of interdisciplinary study. It's just as much a study of

biology, math, physics, geography, and economics as

it is a study of history.

"

—Janani Hariharan '14

"Their faces upon arriving at Machu Picchu, their

sense of achievement when reaching the highest

point on the Inca Trail, the deep conversations that

ensued at dinner each night showed that the stu-

dents really understood the purpose of HUACA.

"

—Donny Slater

Learning Methods:

• Spanish language

immersion

• physical exploration

•focused discussions

Outcomes

(PA students):

• appreciation for

both past and present

peoples

• a sense of steward-

ship for our endan-

gered world heritage

resources

• preparation for

becoming better global

citizens

Outcomes (PA faculty):

• materials and experi-

ences to enrich the

teaching of Spanish

• opportunities to

expand Peabody

Museum's cross-

curricularteachings

Challenges:

• expanding faculty

familiarity with

Andean cultures and

archaeology

• scarcity of consoli-

dated and developed

archaeological sites

• students' varying

levels of Spanish

language abilities

Bonuses:

• exploration of areas

unpopulated by tourists

(i.e., Chanquillo)

• encounters with

alpacas along the

Inca Trail

• tres leches cake
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PECOS PATHWAYS

Participants:

8 students (4 PA + 4 Jemez Pueblo), led

by Peabody Museum educator Lindsay

Randall, German instructor and department

chair Lisa Johnson Svec '81, and several

Jemez community members and

archaeological professionals

Places:

Pecos and Jemez Pueblo, New Mexico;

New England

Description:

a 20-day cultural exchange to educate

PA students about ancient Puebloan

people and their modern descendants, as

well as Southwestern archaeology and

history—and to educate Jemez Pueblo

students about their own cultural history,

as well as New England archaeology

and history

Launch:

1998

Pecos & Jemez Pueblo,

New Mexico •

"I loved working at Pecos National Historical Park, where we helped restore the

ruins of an old church, and then coming back to New England with the students

from New Mexico. . . to show them a bit ofNew England history.

"

— Helen Leahy '14

"Often our students struggle to accept a viewpoint that is not rooted in science

and cannot be quantified, but after extended interactions with individuals who

hold perspectives very different from their own, they are able to see how valid,

important, and equal these perspectives are."

—Lindsay Randall

Learning Methods:

• experience a new
culture and place

• hands-on activities

and exploration

• historical perspec-

tives provided by

experts, including tribal

archaeologists, elders,

and park rangers

•force students out of

their comfort zones,

both mentally and

physically

•informal PA-Jemez

student interaction

Outcomes

(PA students):

• awareness of cultural

similarities

•a look at life and the

world from a non-

Western perspective

Outcomes (PA faculty):

• opportunity to learn

about the complex

history of native people

in the United States

• chance to develop

relationships with peers

from a culture vastly

different from their own

Challenge:

• helping two very dif-

ferent sets of students

interact comfortably

and become a team

Bonus:

• great traditional

Pueblo food, including

red chili stew, homo

bread, and Jemez

enchiladas
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RUSSIAN LANGUAGE PROGRAM

Participants:

12 students, led by Russian instructor

and department chair Vic Svec

Place:

Petrozavodsk and St. Petersburg, Russia

Description:

3 weeks in Russia, mostly in Petrozavodsk, a visit to the

local Kizhi Museum, and 2 days in St. Petersburg at the

end to take in some of the history and culture of the

former capital city of Russia

Launch:

1980

Petrozavodsk •

St. Petersburg •

"As I stepped out of my apartment building on that last Saturday,

headed to meet my new Russian friends at a local cafe, I

remembered how frightened I had been two weeks prior. Miles

from home, with nothing more than a map and an address to get

me to the school. . . . Now, weeks later, I left my apartment with

the confidence and ease I feel when stepping from my own home

in Maine.

"

—Ravn Jenkins '15

"A lot has changed in the more than 30 years I have been

chaperoning these trips. Mostly, the PA kids feel more at ease over

there. They did really well finding local friends and getting involved

in the community. Some of the boys played basketball with local

kids and ended up taking part in a local tourney. They didn 't get

very far, but they had fun.

"

—Vic Svec

Learning Methods:

•4 hours each day

of Russian language

classes with local

Russian teachers

• homestays (groups

of 3-4 students) with

host families through-

out the city

• integration with local

Russian students who
are studying English,

in both formal and

informal activities

Outcomes

(PA students):

• acquire greater

fluidity in Russian

language

• learn firsthand about

the Russian people and

culture

• get an inside look at

a family's daily life and

routine

Outcomes (PA faculty):

• "I get the satisfaction

of the kids being there

and continuing their

learning. Really!"

— Vic Svec

Challenge:

• keeping the students

safe while letting them

grow and explore

Bonus:

• great weather, which

gave PA students lots

of time at the local

swimming holes with

Russian peers
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Strategically designed experiential learning.

Next Stops...

London—November 2013

Led by David Fox, instructor in English

and art history

South Africa & Arts—June 2014

Led by Peter Cirelli, music instructor and

chair; Erin Strong, theatre and dance

instructor and chair; and Therese Zemlin,

art instructor and chair

Piette in France—July 2014

Led by Claire Gallou, instructor in French

Brazil PLACES—August 2014

Led by Flavia Vidal, instructor in English;

Anna Milkowski, instructor in biology;

and Peg Harrigan, instructor in art

"...is about being grounded as well as

connected. It's about particular places and

people as well as issues. It's about having

a body as well as a mind. It's about being social

animals as well as solitary individuals. It's about

understanding and celebrating similarities as well

as differences. It's about a kind of education that

is integrated, not dis-integrated into abstract sub-

ject areas. It's learning and playing and living with

particular new people and places. It's about caring

(goodness) as well as knowing (knowledge). It's

about experiencing and reflecting on something

more than status stress and instead exploring the

meaning of 'the Great End and Real Business

of Living' in this era—the Anthropocene—of

globalization and the environmental, social,

and political challenges and opportunities

that accompany it."

—Tom Hodgson, Instructor in Philosophy

and Religious Studies
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What excites a young novelist? Since

the release of his latest book, Snow

Hunters, in early August, Paul Yoon, 33,

has received no shortage of accolades

from media outlets and literary taste-

makers. Oprah called his spare novel

about a North Korean war refugee

seeking a new life in Brazil "a subtle,

elegant, poignant read." The New Yorker

included it in its August list of"Books

to Watch Out For." Yoon writes "prose

so pristine it feels supernatural," gushed

Publishers Weekly. New York magazine

pronounced Yoon a "quotidian-surreal

craft-master."

But Yoon—an Exeter alumnus

(PEA '98), Wesleyan grad, and

Andover's incoming writer in resi-

dence—is not one to be consumed

by literary fame. Seemingly right up

there with his New York Times Notable

Book and NPR Best Debut ofthe Year

designations was a delightful discov-

ery Yoon made shortly after his arrival

on campus in late August: Paresky

Commons boasts not one, but two

frozen yogurt (fro-yo) machines.

"I'm in double trouble," Yoon says, with

more than a hint of mirth. "I can't resist

those frozen yogurt machines."

PA Welcomes

Paul Yoon
Celebrated Novelist and

Fro-Yo Fan, as New
Writer in Residence

Sifting through an applicant pool of

134 candidates for the two- to four-year

position, a search committee of English

instructors—including department

chair Jeffrey Domina, Patricia Har, Kate

McQuade, and Kevin O'Connor

—

found Yoon's combination of talent

and genuine love of teaching hard to

resist. His background and experience

seemed ideal: a product of a boarding

school environment arguably similar to

PA's, he has garnered intensive teach-

ing experiences at Exeter, Bennington,

and Sarah Lawrence and spent stints

working in publishing at Harper's maga-

zine and Random House. Yoon also is

figuratively and literally wedded to the

writer's life: last April he married fellow

novelist Laura van den Berg.

"We look for writers who are somewhat

established but are still moving toward

their potential. They're on their trajec-

tory" notes O'Connor, who has been

actively involved with the program

since his arrival on campus in 1985.

"They need to model the writer's life,

but also be interested in teaching—and

be a fit for this very distinct big board-

ing school community."

Andover initiated its writer-in-resi-

dence position in 1978, a time when

such creative writing residency pro-

grams were still rare in universities and

virtually unheard of in high schools.

The position, officially known as the

Roger F. Murray Chair in Creative

Writing, was established in 1977 by

Roger F. Murray II '28.

From the outset, the bar for applicants

to this fellowship has been high. In

addition to teaching students (typically

two creative writing classes, one in fic-

tion and one in poetry), the writer in

residence "serves the faculty and the

larger community as a resource," says

O'Connor. "They keep our little bubble

community in touch with the literary

excitement in the outside world."
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Over the years, PA's writers in resi-

dence have included Pulitzer Prize and

National Book Award finalists, and

literary figures like Alex Theroux, Ward

Just, Bill Lychek, and Sabina Murray,

who won a PEN/Faulkner Award

during her tenure at PA. The school's

most recent holder of the position,

Lewis Robinson, seems to have encap-

sulated the perfect balance of inward

and outward focus during his three-

year term. He arrived on campus in fall

2010 with his wife, toddler daughter,

and newborn son, and the resume

distinction ofhaving been secretary to

"It's fun to

wrestle with

the rhythm

of a sentence,

to figure out

the emotion

of a sentence,

to group

certain words

together and

wonder what

that might

evoke in a

reader. These

are the things

I geek out

about."

the novelistJohn Irving. Within weeks,

he started bringing students to author

readings around the greater Boston

area. He left at the end ofthe 2013

school year not only in possession of

the first draft of a novel but with the

adoration of the entire PA commu-

nity, as a popular and creative teacher

(planting a tree with his students, for

example, as a compensatory gesture for

all the paper they used) and beloved

girls' basketball coach. Robinson

even received the ultimate student

compliment, a shout-out from School

President Hemang Kaul in his 2013

Commencement speech: "Thank you

to Lewis Robinson for reminding me
how to love writing."

"That's sort of a hard act to follow,"

says O'Connor.

Yet even amidst a very talented and

deep pool of applicants, "Paul stood

out as an exceptional teacher-writer,"

says Domina. "The committee mem-

bers loved his stories and appreciated

his experience, and we saw in him a

warm, gifted teacher. We're thrilled to

welcome him to the community."

Yoon reciprocates the warm feelings.

Even when caught mid-unpacking,

surrounded by boxes as he and Laura

settled into Brucato House, the thrill

in Yoon's voice was unmistakable. "I'm

giddy to be here. As writers we're so

nomadic, our fives tend to be so up in

the air, so uprooted every season, every

semester. What attracted me about

the Andover program was this idea of

a long-term residency/fellowship, the

prospect ofmoving to a place and stay-

ing there, getting to know the people,

the community, the students, and the

environment."

Yoon remembers fondly and vividly

the impact his high school teachers

Outgoing Writer in Residence Lewis Robinson

chats with HemangKaul 13 and classmates

at Commencement 2013.

had upon him. Andover-Exeter rivalry

aside, Yoon looks forward to teaching

in the way he was educated at Exeter.

"The teachers were more than just

teachers. They were huge presences,

both in and outside the classroom. It

doesn't feel like teaching; it feels inti-

mate and becomes like a mentorship."

With all due respect to his new bride,

Yoon calls writing his "first love" and

can't wait to share his passion with his

students. "I think whether it be poetry

or prose, what resonates with me and

what I find interesting are the pos-

sibilities of a single sentence, a single

line," he says in an author Q&A on the

Simon & Schuster website. "It's an awe-

some thing we do; we gather a bunch

ofwords and make things out ofthem.

So to think ofhow words play off each

other is fun to me. It's fun to wrestle

with the rhythm of a sentence, to figure

out the emotion of a sentence, to group

certain words together and wonder

what that might evoke in a reader.

These are the things I geek out about."

—Alessandra Bianchi
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Forty years ago,

Rebecca Miller

"Becky" Sykes

arrived at Phillips

Academy as the

wife of newly hired

English teacher Elwin

Sykes. This year, she

becomes the presi-

dent of the Oprah

Winfrey Charitable

Foundation. In

departing Andover,

she leaves a legacy

not only of accom-

plishment but also

of personal charac-

ter and leadership

style that serves as

an exceptional model

for the entire PA

community.
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An Irreplaceable

Role Model Moves On
When people at PA tell the story ofBecky Sykes, they usu-

ally start with Becky working the Academy switchboard

and end with her serving as associate head of school. While

that's a true story it misses the larger arc ofher life and over-

looks experiences that helped make her such an exemplary

person. Her parents' values and their professional lives had

a shaping influence on her and so did a childhood spent in

segregated Shreveport, Louisiana. Becky's story properly

begins with an extraordinary African American family in

theJim Crow South.

"She did the work not for accolades or

applause. ..but she gained gratification in

knowing and seeing fairness and equity in

action and becoming the community norm."

—Bobby Edwards, former dean of Community and Multicultural

Development and associate dean of admission

Ernest Miller, Becky's father, came from a Louisiana family

that valued education. He worked his way through Southern

University in Baton Rouge. As Becky notes, "He arrived

with one suit and two shirts, which he washed and ironed

every night." Young Miller became Southern's first Negro

All-American football player and accumulated an aca-

demic record that earned him a place at Teachers College,

Columbia University, where he earned a master's degree.

His successful teaching career led to his appointment as

principal of a segregated junior high school in Shreveport.

Navigating the white bureaucracy of the school system took

special gifts, but Principal Miller managed to get control of

the hiring at his school so that he could assure high qual-

ity in his faculty. He pressed hard for an academic program

that gave his students the same preparation for college that

students at white schools were getting. He served as a junior

high school principal from 1950 to his retirement in 1977,

presiding over the construction of a new building and later

over the integration ofhis school.

by Tony Rotundo

Becky's mother, Rebecca, was a sharecropper's daughter.

"My mother always worked," notes Becky with pride.

Employed for many years as a dental technician in

Shreveport, Rebecca Miller became a caseworker with

the Community Action Program in the 1960s and rose to

become director ofHead Start for the parish (county) in

which Shreveport is located.

Both Becky and Elwin speak of life in segregated Shreve-

port with deep feeling. They recall the sense ofpride in

the African American community. Elwin remembers that

African Americans always dressed up to go downtown.

"It was a way to indicate dignity and respectability," he says.

Within their own neighborhood, where they had limited

contact with whites, black people of different social classes

lived comfortably side by side.

Still, for all the positive memories, segregation was still seg-

regation. Life underJim Crow could be terrifying, especially

at the peak ofthe civil rights movement. Elwin and Becky

remember the police riding on horseback into churches

where civil rights rallies were happening. And for Becky, the

racial terrorism hit closer to home. Black teachers in theJim

Crow South were seen as figures of dignity, leaders in the

African American community. So when the white police

force wanted to maintain the old order in the face ofthe

civil rights movement, they called black teachers out of their

schools and beat them up, hoping to shame them in front

ofthe community that they led. When the police came for

Ernest Miller, though, he refused to go outside and instead

invited the police into his school. They declined the invita-

tion. This landscape of danger was part ofthe world that

Becky and Elwin traversed from their earliest years.

High aspirations and a sense of service must have come

naturally in the Mller family; Becky wanted to go North

to an elite women's college and become a doctor. As a high

school student, she went to a summer science program at

Louisiana State University with high school students from

Andover
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all over the country. There, she was the only black student.

Becky's science talents and medical ambitions also explain

why, at her own school, she was a lOth-grader in a chemis-

try class of seniors. One of those seniors was Elwin Sykes.

Becky and Elwin dated that year, but then Elwin went off to

Dillard University in New Orleans.

Two years later, Becky was accepted at Radcliffe College.

She majored in folklore and mythology, with a specialty

in African folklore, and reconnected with Elwin, who had

transferred to Harvard. They were married two years later,

and, in 1973, Elwin was hired to teach English at Andover.

^fl^PP^^"She was so open about

^^^^5^ unfathomable. Toward the

end of my lower year, I asked

her to be my advisor because I couldn't

imagine anyone else who knew me
better than myself."

—Robert Rush '14

Being the spouse of a beloved instructor was once a lifetime

role for a woman at PA, but this was a different era and

Becky was a different kind ofperson. With her mother as

a model, Becky built a career while she and Elwin raised

three children: Emmett was born in 1974, Eliot in 1978, and

Emerson in 1983. She served as director of social functions

a year after coming to campus and was a house counselor

from 1976 to 1984. House counseling gave Becky an outlet

for her professional talents and at the same time kept her

close to her growing family.

Becky began to pursue counseling in a more formal way at

Simmons School of Social Work, from which she received

a master's degree in 1983 with a specialty in community

mental health. After graduating, she became a clinician at

Cambridge Rindge and Latin School in the Adolescent

Parenting Program, where she gave counsel and support to

20 young mothers who were caring for their infants and

toddlers while completing high school.

In 1985, when Becky, Elwin, and their sons moved back to

Shreveport to be closer to aging relatives, she continued her

career, serving as a social work supervisor in the psychiatry

unit at Charter Forest Hospital. In 1988, the family returned

to Andover, where Becky put her counseling and nurturing

skills to work as dean ofAbbot Cluster until 1993. During

those years at Bertha Bailey House, she took on additional

responsibilities, first as assistant director ofthe College

Counseling Office and then, in 1992, as dean ofCommunity

and Multicultural Development (CAMD). As dean, Becky

oversaw an expansion of the CAMD office to include the

advisor to international students and a new position, the

advisor to LGBT students.

In her CAMD post, Becky reported directly to the head of

school. When Barbara Landis Chase arrived in 1994, she

quickly recognized Becky's extraordinary combination of

talents and appointed her assistant head of school in 1996.

That position expanded to associate head of school in 2000.

In this capacity, Becky served as chief advisor to Chase and

was deputized to act on her behalfwhen major capital cam-

paigns increasingly began to take Chase away from campus.

Becky's responsibilities stretched as far as her boundless

energy could take her. She was in charge of students' non-

classroom experience, she was involved in fundraising, she

negotiated complex personnel and disciplinary problems,

she led a variety of planning initiatives, she supervised

Andover 's distinctive outreach programs, and she repre-

sented PA at countless public and private events. She also

grasped PA's small but intricate bureaucracy better than

anyone. And that's only a partial list.

Becky brought to her work the vigor and organizational

skills of a great administrator and combined them with the

compassionate insight and informed wisdom of an outstand-

ing social worker. But those occupational descriptions don't

fully capture what Becky brought to her work at Andover.

The extraordinary thing about Becky is that there was never

any difference between her public and private selves. What

she learned from watching her parents—dignity, kindness,

courage, compassion, steadfast devotion to equality and jus-

tice, respect for the worth of every individual—she practiced

each day in her personal life and her public work at Andover.
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Katie Edwards '86 was inJohnson North during Becky's last

year there. She remembers Becky as "a fantastic house coun-

selor, very warm and funny, always there ifyou needed her.

Which . . . was pretty amazing, since she was going to gradu-

ate school and was pregnant with Emerson for most ofmy
first year." Katie adds, "I think she's a role model because she

works very hard and is very professional while staying warm

and kind . . . she didn't mow anyone down to get where she is."

Becky has served as a role model for her colleagues as

well. Linda Griffith, English instructor and current dean

ofCAMD, remembers "what it [felt] like to be a young

blackwoman arriving on this campus in 1990, single and

in her late twenties, and trying to find her place at a board-

ing school, a world I'd never been a part of." She recalls that

Becky was the first person she would ask about professional

issues at PA, but sometimes, too, "those questions were

about motherhood, about family, about balancing life here.

I was simply in awe of this blackwoman who had come to

live in this community so long ago and had not only

survived, but took the place by storm."

The traditional leader, inside the boarding school world and

out, is a big personality on a big stage, a person ofbig ges-

tures and big ambitions. But as former Protestant chaplain

Philip Zaeder has noted, Becky is "a gifted leader without

the usual trappings ofpower." Zaeder served as dean of

faculty during Becky's years in the head of school's office and

got to watch her at close range. He says that she had a talent

for "figuring out what's right about the direction of a group"

and then finding ways to lead it in that direction. She led not

by imposing her will but by "gathering respect so deep" that

people wanted to follow her.

Trustee Emerita Sandy Urie '70, a PA colleague ofBecky s

from the 1970s, points out that Becky is "collaborative by

nature" and understands that effective leadership frequently

Left: Becky and Elwin outside the

Addison Gallery ofAmerican Art

Far left: Becky with Osei Wilks '08

and ChadHollis 08 at Reunion 2013

comes from being "as non-visible as possible." Becky, says

Urie, is "decisive and tough" when that's needed, but her real

strength comes from her willingness to serve this commu-

nity and this institution "whose values are closely in sync

with her own." Urie adds that Becky has always been proac-

tive and energetic in her engagement with the tasks she has

undertaken and that, using the currently popular expression,

Becky "has always 'leaned in.'"

Practicing non sibi on a daily basis is not an easy way to lead.

But the discipline, the dignity, and the scrupulous sense of

fairness that Becky learned from her parents and from her

childhood under segregation shaped her leadership style.

And, too, she learned from her parents that it is possible to

be deeply committed to one's work and to one's family at the

same time.

Many major achievements compose Becky's Andover legacy,

especially those that deal with equity and inclusion: the

policy that allows house counselors to live in dorms with

same-sex partners; the broad, inclusive structure ofCAMD,
which has been imitated by boarding schools all over the

country; the revitalization ofthe Peabody Museum; the

good health of (MS) 2 and the Academy's other remarkable

outreach programs; and the list goes on.

But the true nature ofBecky's legacy lies in quiet, impercep-

tible gestures that affirm the dignity of students, colleagues,

and parents; in off-stage acts of nurturance and compassion;

in the many thousand small kindnesses for which Becky will

never receive credit. When we insist on fairness and equal-

ity in a calm, reasonable voice, when we lead in a way that

serves someone else's interests and not our own, when we

make it a habit to go about our daily business with unfailing

generosity of spirit, we are honoring the true legacy ofBecky

Sykes at Phillips Academy.

Author Tony Rotundo, Instructor in History and Social Science on the

Alfred Ernest Stearns Foundation, came to PA in 1981. He is currently

interim codirector ofthe Brace Centerfor Gender Studies.

"For people who conclude

that one person cannot

make a difference, well,

they simply don't know

Becky Sykes."

—Susan Perry, former biology instructor and advisor

to lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender students
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Q&A
Jonathan
Alter 75:

Findin

the

Pearls

Award-winning author, reporter,

columnist, and television

analyst Jonathan Alter 75 is

the author of three New York

Times bestsellers, including his

latest, The Center Holds: Obama

and His Enemies

(2013). In August,

Faculty Emeritus

Ed Quattlebaum '60

sat down with Alter

in Manhattan's

Rockefeller Center to discuss

The Center Holds, which

dissects the president's 2012

reelection campaign and

the challenges Obama faces

in office from Republican

obstructionist opposition.

During Alter's PA days, he lived

in Paul Revere South with the

Quattlebaums and was in

Mr. Q's urban history class.

|ONATH AN ALTER

B
CEH. | | li linl.DS

EQ: Where did the title come from?

JA: My daughter gave me that title. She

thought Dad needed a touch of class,

so she went to William Butler Yeats

for inspiration. It comes from a very

pessimistic poem: "Things fall apart;

the centre cannot hold; Mere anarchy

is loosed upon the world."

EQ: But your title is optimistic...

JA: It is. You know, when you're older

and the world speeds up, you have a

natural kind of predictable "kids these

days" attitude. But I actually agree with

Obama on something that relates to

this topic. On the day after the election,

he gives this little talk, and he breaks

down in tears. And he doesn't usually

show his emotions very much. He says

to the young people gathered in the

room, "You're better than we were."

I feel that all the time. I mean, student

organizers in the 1960s and '70s were

far more self-absorbed, clumsy, ineffi-

cient, and sexist—horribly sexist. They

treated women badly in the antiwar

movement. The organizers who helped

elect and then reelect Obama—what-

ever people's disappointments with the

way things are going in this country

—

are very impressive.

EQ: What was your goal in writing this book?

JA: I've found that there's still an audi-

ence for a textured story, especially if

it's about familiar events. My goal was

to have something new—that had not

been reported—on every page.

EQ: How were you able to synthesize

so much material into 379 pages?

JA: Some of that comes from my
training as a news magazine writer.

At a news magazine, at the beginning
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ofthe week, you have a large amount

ofmaterial that's come in either from

your own reporting, or sometimes, in

the old-fashioned system, from bureaus

around the world. And then you have

to find the pearls and find what is not

only a telling anecdote, but also an

important insight or statistic, and boil

things down to what's interesting. Then

you learn how to make what's interest-

ing important and what's important

interesting.

EQ: And you picked this up

at The Harvard Crimson!

JA: Yes, but it really started at The

Phillipian, which was very important

in my development. Learning how to

synthesize, and also learning how to pre-

pare for an interview with an important

newsmaker. In the case of The Phillipian,

it wasJimmy Hoffa, who was just out of

prison and was friends with an Andover

parent. He came to Andover, and when

I asked him some hard questions, he

turned to one ofthe thugs with him and

said, "Who is this kid?"

Not all that long after, within a year, he

had disappeared mysteriously. It was

right around the time I had sent the

interview with my college applications.

And even though [math, physics, and

chemistry instructor] Ed Hammond
didn't think much ofmy math skills

—

and today that would have doomed my
chances of getting into college—I think

with the help ofmy Phillipian interview

withJimmy Hoffa, I got in everywhere

I applied.

EQ: Do you remember presidential historian

Sheldon Stern? He was at the JFK Library. You

worked with him. He was the first guy who ever

heard the JFK Cuban Missile Crisis tapes.

JA: ok. Wow.

EQ: Twofold question from Stern: One, do you

think Obama expected such constant obstruc-

tionism from the GOP? And. two. do you think

he is bitter about that obstructionism?

JA: To the first, I'd say no. When
Obama came to office, he expected

more cooperation. To the second,

bitter is a pretty strong word. I would

say that he is just shy ofbitter about

it, but determined to be persistent in

trying to overcome or get around the

obstructionism. He places an extremely

high value on persistence.

EQ: What does the book offer for

conservatives and Republicans?

JA: Hugh Hewitt, a very popular, very

conservative radio talk show host in

California, had me on his program

and said, "All conservatives must read

Alter 's book. Why? Because it's the

game plan of the other side. The book

explains how Democrats used big data

to win the election." And he added,

"We must read this to understand how
to win elections, but also"—and this

is to Hugh's credit, as he wrote a book

about Romney and was one of his

absolute strongest supporters
—
"we

do need to understand where we went

wrong and where we messed up. And

to begin to make any kind of a come-

back you have to have a reckoning."

EQ: There was a rumor that Bill Clinton read your

book and wrote you a note. Can you say more?

JA: I probably shouldn't say more about

what was in the note, except that it

was vintage Clinton. It was both very

nice and also chided me on a couple

ofpoints. But it's a valued possession.

It goes right up on the wall next to the

picture ofMikhail Gorbachev with my
children, and an invoice that my grand-

father got from Benito Mussolini.

EQ: What was most interesting to research?

JA: Definitely how the Obama cam-

paign reengineered American politics . .

.

this unbelievable ability to increase

their online fundraising tenfold, over

the summer of 2012, from $15 million

a month to $150 million a month. This

was a revolutionary change. I think

everybody knows that Obama had an

edge in digital technology. I wanted to

explain how. How did he use that edge?

What did it mean? And it wasn't until

after the election that I went back and

reported on all this.

EQ: What do you think is the

future of political journalism?

JA: The appetite for context and report-

ing—real reporting, real research

—

will, if anything, grow, because ifyou're

tweeting and blogging all day, you're

not picking up the phone to find out

something new, or you're not in the

archives finding out something that's so

old that it's new.

I was a media critic for Newsweek in the

'80s. Now everybody's a media critic.

So the market value and the pleasure

that comes from doing something that

everybody does decreases. But the

market value, the pleasure, and also the

worth oftrying to construct a coherent

and contextual narrative continues.

EQ: What's next for you?

JA: This was the ninth presidential elec-

tion I've covered, and it's hard for me
to believe. Right now I'm involved in an

entertainment project, and I think the

next book I write will be history. I want

to take a step back from writing about

politics right now. And my wife told me

she would shoot me if I wrote another

Obama book.

This is an edited version of their conversation.
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PHILANTHROPY HIGHLIGHTS

Broad Donor Support

Propels Philanthropy

Summary of Giving

The 2013 fiscal year in philanthropy included generous

contributions to the Andover Fund as well as the comple-

tion of The Campaign for Andover, Building on the Surest

Foundation, a seven-year effort that raised a record

$322.2 million. A total of 18,871 alumni, parents, and

friends pledged their support.

Peter Ramsey, secretary of the Academy, characterizes

the campaign in terms of Andover's founding ideal.

"A/on sibi remains a contemporary concept for donors;

it connects generations and embodies what it means to

be part of the Andover community," he says. "I am so

proud of what we have been able to achieve together for

the students and faculty of Phillips Academy."

On behalf of the Office of Academy Resources, Ramsey
acknowledged the thousands of devoted volunteers and

singled out individuals who played extraordinary roles

in this effort: Campaign Chair Oscar Tang '56 and 14th

Head of School Barbara Landis Chase, whose partnership

and leadership guided the majority of the campaign;

Donna Brace Ogilvie '30 and Trustee Emeritus David

Underwood '54, who served as honorary cochairs; and

Trustee Stephen Sherrill '71, who served as chair of the

Academy Resources Committee.

Although The Campaign for Andover concluded on

December 31, 2012, the Academy continued its important

fundraising mission for FY13, which ended June 30, 2013.

Among the FY13 highlights reported this summer:

• The Academy received $38.8 million in cash, a sum
second only to last year's total of $39.2 million.

Included in these figures are gifts of all sizes to the

Andover Fund, a critical source of annual support for

school priorities. Contributions to the Andover Fund

totaled $10.6 million.

• New gifts and pledges (revenue) totaled

$26.5 million.

"Those who gave back to Andover touched virtually

every aspect of Academy life," says Head of School John

Palfrey. "Their generosity has enabled the Academy to

sustain an unparalleled need-blind admission policy,

launch an iPad education initiative and other connected

learning experiments, renovate Bulfinch Hall, and open

the new Brown Boathouse. These are just a few of the

ways in which philanthropy helped to address our highest

priorities. We are incredibly grateful."

Alumni and parents are rightfully proud of what takes

place on this campus, adds Palfrey. They also have an

abiding sense of Andover's obligation to serve more
broadly as a leader in secondary education. "With con-

tinued volunteer and financial support," he says, "our

faculty and students will continue to do amazing work on

Andover Hill and in the global community."
— Tracy Sweet

FY12 and FY13 Comparison
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(cash totals)

Outright Gifts $30,991,070 $34,527,182

Realized Estates 7,754,540 805,444

Deferred Gifts (pooled funds, trusts, and annuities) 463,788 3,481,048

Total Cash Gifts $39,209,398 $38,813,674

Gifts of Property (collections of art, books, etc) 6,489,348 1,098,835

Total Gifts $45,698,746 $39,912,509

Bequest Intentions 12,342,094 22,010,457

Andover Fund

(totals included above)
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Parent Fund 914,341 1,052,989

Restricted Current-Use 1,639,795 1,319,136

Term Scholarship 819,440 867,199

Museums, Outreach, ACE, Other 2,289,142 2,438,602

Total $11,347,099 $10,600,833

Alumni Donors (Participation) 6,576 (34.2%) 6,619(34.3%)

Parent Donors (Participation) 686 (68.6%) 652 (63.1%)

Financial Aid FY13 Gifts*

Financial Aid (via Andover Fund) $805,049

Term Scholarships $867,199

Financial Aid Endowment $5,375,239

"Does not include deferred gifts earmarked for scholarships

Top 5 Classes: Percent Participation

Percent Participation

83

Class

PA 1945

PA 1954

PA 1948 80

PA 1958 74

PA 1953 72

Top 5 Classes: Number of Donors

Class Number of Donors

1983 181

2005 1531

2001 1451

1993 1351

2008 1241

FY13 Philanthropy by the Numbers
(July 1,2012 -June 30, 2013)

$38,813,674 6

total cash gifts received from alumni, consecutive years PA has

parents, and friends of Andover upheld its need-blind promise

98% 6:30

record participation achieved wake-up call for alumni row on the

by the Class of 2013 Merrimack River, a warm-up before

the dedication of the new Brown

$1,906,267 Boathouse on Sept. 23, 2012

total received via online giving

1936

12/31/12 the year Bulfinch Hall became

closing date of The Campaign for home to the English department;

Andover, a seven-year, $322.2 million its 2013 renovation was the final

effort that included PA's historic com- capital project funded by The

mitment to need-blind admission Campaign for Andover
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Future for Academy Resources Includes Search for New Secretary

Following the extraordinary success of

The Campaign for Andover, the Office

of Academy Resources (OAR) has been

exploring new strategies to engage

alumni and parents and to secure the

philanthropy needed to support the

school's newest aspirations.

Head of School John Palfrey thanked

the members of OAR, led by Secretary

of the Academy Peter Ramsey for 16

years, for their dedication and persever-

ance. "Peter and his team held primary

responsibility for the execution of the

campaign and continue to staff the front

lines and behind-the-scenes efforts of

Andover's ongoing fundraising," said

Palfrey. "The trustees and I are deeply

grateful for their work."

In a July announcement, Palfrey

noted that OAR's next chapter will

include various organizational changes,

among them the search for a new

Cindy Scott, wife ofBill Scott '52, chats with Secretary oj

the Academy Peter Ramsey.

secretary of the Academy. Peter Ramsey
will remain secretary until his successor

is named. He will then shift his focus to

philanthropy at the strategic and leader-

ship level as senior philanthropic officer.

"Peter Ramsey has demonstrated

exceptional talent as a fundraiser and

ambassador for this school, oversee-

ing two ambitious campaigns totaling

upward of $570 million," said Palfrey.

"I am grateful to Peter, as well, for his

willingness to help us shape a plan for

leadership succession and for his con-

tinued partnership in strengthening the

Academy's principal gifts program." A
national search for Ramsey's successor

is expected to conclude in early 2014.

Changes in OAR are framed by a

post-campaign planning process that

started several months ago and has

included strategic discussions on the

future of alumni and parent engage-

ment, programming, and philanthropy.

The strategy includes the creation of a

new organizational structure that will

support these areas and serve Phillips

Academy for the next 10 to 15 years.

—Tracy Sweet

Way to Rally, Class of '13!

The tradition of the senior gift lives on

at Andover. This year the Class of 2013

broke an all-time record, achieving

98 percent participation. "Andover's

newest graduates have made a strong

statement about their educational

experience and about what non sibi

means to them," says Head of School

John Palfrey.

When the class hit 92 percent partici-

pation in May, Palfrey challenged the

students to keep up the momentum and

shoot for 95 percent. By June 30, 98

percent of the senior class had made a

gift, surpassing the previous record of

96 percent set by the Class of 2010.

Some chose to honor teachers with

their gifts. Others simply wanted to do

what they could to help. In all, 319 stu-

dents raised more than $12,000 for the

Andover Fund.

Leading the charge were many mem-
bers of the Class of 2013, including

the Student Alumni Representatives

(STARs). "We hope our record encour-

ages other classes to give back, whether

by inspiration or via Andover's clas-

sic competitive bent," says Christian

Langalis '13.

"The focus of the senior gift is par-

ticipation, not dollar amount," adds

Jen Hout, assistant director of Alumni

Engagement. "This is also the case

once students move on to college and

become the youngest members of

Andover's amazing 22,000-member

alumni network."
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STRATEGIC PLANNING

High Level "Wishful Thinking"

Sets Strategic Plan Process in Motion

"Today's the day we are really in gear!

"

And with that declaration, Head of School John Palfrey introduced the strategic

planning process at the first faculty meeting of the academic year. While the

Strategic Planning Task Force began its work over the summer, the September 4

meeting was the first opportunity for members of the campus community to

engage in the aspirational thinking that ultimately will lead to a plan that will

guide Phillips Academy for the next three to five years.

"It's important that this plan be one that we are psyched to carry out," added

Palfrey, with a nod to the strategic plan of 2004. The majority of the goals and

objectives from the 2004 plan were realized, including leadership in faculty

compensation, program flexibility, need-blind admission, and greater support

for students entering Andover with diverse academic experiences.

In her presentation to the faculty, Rachel Skiffer, dean of policy and strate-

gic planning, described the future plan as a "collaborative response to our

dynamic environment." She encouraged faculty to be bold and imaginative,

to reach beyond Andover Hill, and to consider trade-offs when necessary.

"Even a school that is stable and healthy must adapt to meet contemporary

challenges," she said. "This is not a growth plan; it's not about adding on, but

making wise choices."

Breaking into small groups, faculty developed "wish lists" based on issues

important to the future of the schooi, then grouped them thematically: innovation

in teaching and learning, wellness and balance, access and reach, and cocurricu-

lar programs. New themes also could be suggested.

More specific ideas were posed as questions: How might we set up a global

center that supports experiential and interdisciplinary learning? How might we
provide alternative paths for seniors? How might we sustain need-blind admis-

sion in a financially responsible way? How might we ease the pace of life without

sacrificing our high standards?

After considering some 28 distinct ideas generated per group—more than 400

among all groups—faculty voted their preferences, and the top vote-getters were

shared with the full faculty.

Among its next steps, the task force will consider all wishes, ideas, and feed-

back generated during the September 4 session and will look ahead to developing

a set of targeted surveys for faculty, staff, students, alumni, and parents.

—Tracy Sweet

Strategic Planning Task Force

Chris Auguste 76, trustee

Bob Campbell '66, trustee (cochair)

Catherine Carter, instructor

in classics (cochair)

Stephanie Curci, instructor in English

Jeff Domina, instructor in English

Louis Elson '80, trustee

Patrick Farrell, dean of faculty

Corinne Field '83, trustee

Lisa Joel, senior associate

dean of admission

Christopher Jones, instructor

in history and social science

Rachel Skiffer, dean of policy

and strategic planning

Chand Sripad, chemistry lab

and safety supervisor

Tracy Sweet, director of

communications

Ex Officio

Peter Currie 74, president

of the Board of Trustees

Nancy Jeton, special assistant

to the head of school

John Palfrey, head of school

www.andover.edu/strategicplan

strategicplan@andover.edu



Evan Harmeling '07 Donates
$15,000 to Bombing Victims

After capturing the 2013 Massachusetts

Open Championship in June—his first

professional victory since turning pro in

2012—golfer Evan Harmeling '07 donated

his $1 5,000 winnings to The One Fund

Boston to support victims of the marathon

bombings.

"I went into the final round having decided

the night before that I was going to give

away my earnings, and knowing that

definitely helped me to win," says

Harmeling. "I've been really privileged all

my life, and I'm lucky to play golf right now.

It felt really good to give back a little bit

and help out the victims of the bombings.

I didn't know anyone personally who was
involved, but since I'm from the area I

wanted to do something to help."

The tournament, played at Woodland Golf

Club in Auburndale, came down to a three-

hole aggregate playoff between Harmeling

and Chris Fitzpatrick, his roommate and

good friend; Harmeling birdied the last two
holes to win. He credits Nat Smith, his

Andover golf coach, with some of the

best-ever golf advice: don't compound
errors. "If I'm ever in trouble," says

Harmeling, "I get myself back into the

fairway and take a bogey if I have to." In

late July, Harmeling won the Maine Open.

Upcoming Alumni
Trustee Election

This spring, the alumni body will have

the opportunity to elect two alumni

to serve on the Board of Trustees

for four-year terms beginning July 1

,

2014, when the terms of Christopher

Auguste 76 and Corinne Field '83

expire. The Executive Committee
of the Alumni Council will nominate

four alumni to stand for election, and

additional alumni may be nominated

upon receipt by the director of Alumni

Engagement of a petition signed by

a minimum of 100 alumni for each

candidate. Ballots will be e-mailed

to alumni in the spring—and mailed

to those without e-mail. For more
information, please contact Dick

Howe, associate director of Alumni

Engagement, at 978-749-4280 or

rhowe@andover.edu.

Veterans: Be Counted!

Andover and the Military's website

register now boasts more than 800
alumni who have served or are

serving in the U.S. military. Sign-up

is simple. If your name is not on

the list, we urge you to join at

www.andover.edu/alumni/

connect/military.

Along with meeting and sharing

experiences with others who have

served, you will receive The Blue

Guidon biannual newsletter and be

invited to special campus events,

such as the annual Veterans Day
program and dinner.

Established in 201 1 , the Andover

and the Military affinity group

recognizes Phillips Academy and

Abbot Academy men and women
who have served in the U.S. military, reconnects them
with each other and the broader Andover community, and encourages discussions

among students, alumni, faculty, staff, and friends of the Academy about the

military, its history, and its connections to the school.
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Below: the Class of

1 968's Rusty Pickett,

Dougal Thompson,
and Kevin Hart

reunite in George
Washington Hall.

Above: Rajit Malhotra,

Adam Giansiracusa, Osei

Wilks, and Dave Holliday,

all Class of 2008, meet in

the Cage for dinner on
Friday night.

Left: Janis Hurter '88,

Manuel Rodriguez '08,

and Gita Khadiri '83 turn

their eyes to the sky in

an ornithology class led

by instructors Tom Cone
and Marc Koolen.

Right: Abbot
Academy's

Intoxic-eights

give an encore

performance at the

Class of 1963's lobster

bake. Annabelle

Harris Furgerson

(seated) is joined

by classmates (from

left) Morley Marshall

Knoll, Betsy Cadbury,

Bettina Proske

Walker, Marie "Re"

Fox Young, and

Carolyn Holcombe
Damp. Not pictured

are conductors

Sharon Seeche Rich

and Susan Archer

Vollmer.

Reunion 2Of3
More than 1,150 alums returned to

campus in mid-June to reconnect with

favorite people and places and to share

fond and funny memories. Including

spouses, significant others, and children,

overall attendance topped 1,750.

Luncheons, cocktail receptions, and
dinners were the scenes of myriad hugs

and handshakes. Name badges were
key, as several alums admitted to having

"changed a bit" since graduation.

Along with the traditional Alumni Parade

and the celebratory Annual Meeting

of Alumni in Cochran Chapel, weekend
highlights included nine "Back to the

Classroom" sessions led by current PA
faculty, an alumni panel on health care, the

Andover Athletics Hall of Honor induction

ceremony (see story, page 16), soccer and

stickball, and reflections from Head of

School John Palfrey. The weekend wound
down with a beautiful memorial service

for Faculty Emeritus William Thomas.

^3ee more reunion photos at

http://smu.gs/15qgimc.

-

Photos by Gil Talbot

and Bethany Versoy

Iff

Unabtlh



Right: Nate Kirk '98

and wife Laura

Mistretta Kirk '00

take a break with

baby Alex.

Above: Sharing Abbot stories on the steps of

McKeen Hall prior to Friday evening's buffet

are Jane Christie, Ingrid Stahlbrand Kassler,

Joyce Finger Beckwith, and Sandra Castle Hu
all Class of 1958.

Right: Lisa Wilburn

Wall, Monica Brown
Andrews, and Naomi
Cromwell, all Class

of 1988, share a

laugh.

Right: Bill Eastham '43

and Bob Traylor '43 wait

for the Annual Meeting
of Alumni to begin in

Cochran Chapel.

Above: The Class of 2003's Kaitlin Ainsworth Caruso, Chris Skipper, Tom
Oliphant, Erik Trautman, and Kathleen Minahan meet near the Borden Gym.

Below: A multigenerational Big Blue hug!

Right: John
Leggett '38 with

granddaughters

Annalee '09 and

Antonia '15



— CONNECTION

Henry M. Jackson Professor of

History and Asian Studies Ken

Pyle '54 began his 50th year

of teaching at the University of

Washington, Seattle... Marsha

Kazarosian '74 was named pres-

ident-elect of the Massachusetts

Bar Association for 2013-14...

Kirstyn Leuner '95 was awarded

the highly prized George F.

Reynolds dissertation fellowship

for 2013-14 at the University of

Colorado, Boulder, where she's

working on a PhD in English. .

.

at the Toronto International Film

Festival, Simon Hawkins '03

premiered his first feature-length

film, We Gotta Get Out of This

Place. Olympia "Posy" Stone

'87's new documentary, The

Cardboard Bernini, examines the

work and life of artist James

Grashow Eric Ouyang '13

founded Sponsr.Us, a student-run

nonprofit that "empow-

ers students

through

social

fundraising and mentor-

ship" Seth Moulton '97

tossed his hat into the ring for

Massachusetts' 6th Congres-

sional District seat... Alexandra

Huddleston '95 completed a

successful Kickstarter campaign

to produce 333 Saints: a Life

of Scholarship in Timbuktu, a

book of photographs on the

Islamic scholarship of Timbuktu,

Mali . Nadeem Mazen '02 is a

candidate for the Cambridge City

Council in Massachusetts...

in an August 13, 2013,

article, the Wall Street

Journal called Zak

DeOssie 03 "the

Giants' secret weap-

on" and attributed

his success to the fact

that he "shrieks like a scalded

wildcat" when running downfield

on punt coverage. . . Maps for

Good cofounder Marty Schnure

'06 spent much of last winter hik-

ing around Patagonia in southern

Chile to create maps that tell the

unique story of the future national

park and its conservation mis-

sion. . . Tom Wing '95 received

a PhD in French from Yale and

was awarded the Marguerite A.

Peyre Prize #^«8»fc for

best dis-

sertation in French... Jim

Grew '65 was inducted into

the national Water Ski Hall of

Fame as only the 64th inductee

in 32 years Jake Barton '90s

media design firm Local

Projects, which special-

izes in museums and public

spaces, won the Smithson-

ian Cooper-Hewitt National

Design Museum's National

Design Award for "Interac-

tion Design"... multimedia

artist Hilary Koob-Sassen '93 s

experimental feature Transcalar

Investment Vehicles, a "metaphor-

ic and bio-economic thriller," won

the European Media Art Festival

Award last spring . . . Heather

White '76 is heading for China,

where she'll research a book

about fac-

tory workers

who have

sustained

injuries on

production

lines for U.S.

brands Dan Malis

'76, president of Masterworks

Chorale, helped organize a joint

choral performance of the Brahms

Requiem as a benefit for The One

Fund Boston, during which 500

singers from more than 30 area

choruses participated. . . the crew

of the documentary show NY

Med followed Vanessa Ho '98

for three months this past spring,

gathering footage for upcoming

episodes. . . after running a mara-

thon in Kenya this past summer,

Lisa Donchak '06 can boast that

she's finished marathons on five

continents ... Henry-Alex Rubin

'91 directed Disconnect, a film

that "explores the consequences

of modern technology and how it

affects and defines our daily rela-

tionships"... Lisa MacFarlane

'75 was named the University of

New Hampshire's next provost

and vice president for academic

affairs Harshal Shah '88 was

appointed to the Executive Board

of the MIT Sloan School of

Management (as well as to

PA's Asia Council!)... at a

recent show at NYC's 54

Below, Duncan Sheik

'88 offered a preview

of his new musical

based on Bret Easton Ellis's novel

American Psycho, which will open

in London in December...
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Berkshires

Phillips Academy Alumni Events, November 2013-March 2014

National & International Events

Nov. 5 Chicago With Head of School John Palfrey

Nov. 9 Exeter Andover-Exeter Athletic Contests

Nov. 1

1

Tokyo With Director of Admission and Financial Aid Jim Ventre 79

Dec. 5 New York Holiday Party

March 1

8

Los Angeles With Head of School John Palfrey

March 20 Hong Kong With Head of School John Palfrey

March 22 Beijing With Head of School John Palfrey

March 24 Northern Calif. With Head of School John Palfrey

Campus Events

Nov. 1 Andover Alumni Award of Distinction Presentation

Nov. 2 Distinguished Service Award Luncheon

Feb. 22 Alumni Hockey Game

Feb. 22 Andover-Exeter Athletic Contests

For the most up-to-date listings, visit the Office ofAlumni Engagement
event calendar at www.andover.edu/alumni.

Martha's Vineyard
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ANDOVER BOOKSHELF

SE^ET BATTLE TO SAVE THE WORLD

EVAN THOMAS
I^Gthor of THE WAR LOVER^ \

Ike's Bluff: President Eisenhower's

Secret Battle to Save the World
by Evan Thomas '69

Little, Brown and Company

America's 34th president is often remembered as a genial but

somewhat doddering presence, more interested in golf than

governing. Lately, though, there's been a shift in that view of

Eisenhower, and in Ike's Bluff, noted author Thomas adds his

voice to the chorus of Eisenhower revisionists. Eisenhower,

Thomas argues, was far shrewder than is generally believed; the

"bluff" of the title refers to the former general's strategy for

avoiding nuclear war at a time when such a conflict sometimes

seemed imminent. To keep war at bay, Ike—a wily strategist

who could beat all comers at bridge and poker—threatened to

use nuclear weapons against Communist aggression. Was the

threat a real one? Thomas believes it wasn't: "[Eisenhower's]

ability to save the world from nuclear Armageddon entirely

depended on his ability to convince America's enemies—and his

own followers—that he was willing to use nuclear weapons.

This was a bluff of epic proportions."

Thomas's book focuses on the president's White House years

and Ike's success in presiding over nearly a decade of fragile

peace. Eisenhower, like the era in which he served, may have

harbored hidden complications behind a facade of bonhomie.

Perhaps that made him a perfect man for his times, and

Thomas makes a compelling case for giving Ike his due.

Boy in the Ivy:

The Inner Child of a Buried Man
by T McKinley '80

CreateSpace

Edward "T" McKinley's tale is an oft-told

one: Beneath a veneer of privilege and

gentility, his childhood was marked by

emotional dysfunction and physical

abuse at the hands of his parents. But

McKinley's memoir, prompted by his

brother's suicide, is distinguished by its honesty, compelling

voice, and above all, insight. As an adult, McKinley has

achieved an impressive degree of self-awareness, and his

lessons learned will resonate with many readers.

The Architecture of

Andrew Thomas Taylor:

Montreal's Square Mile and Beyond
by Susan Wagg '56

McGill-Queen's University Press

Architect Andrew Thomas Taylor (1850-

1937), who designed many of Montreal's

iconic buildings (including much of McGill

University), is largely overlooked today.

Wagg's well-researched volume helps

shed light on Taylor, a Scot who arrived in Montreal just as that

city was undergoing a construction boom. Taylor's buildings

reflect the marriage of British styles and Canadian conditions;

Wagg's study illuminates both the man and his work.

Second Nature

by Sarah Malakoff '90

Charta Art Books

Malakoff's photos of spotlessly neat

and mostly ordinary interiors, unpeopled

(but featuring the occasional dog or cat),

force a re-examination of the mundane.

Tables, chairs, rugs—all become objects

of wonder and speculation. The rooms, highly evocative of

the lives lived within them, create some of the anticipation of

a stage set and invite viewers to imagine what just happened,

and what may happen next.

The Melting World:

A Journey Across America's

Vanishing Glaciers

by Christopher White '74

St. Martin's Press

In his newest book, noted writer and

naturalist White takes on no less a subject

than global warming. White follows the

work of Dan Fagre, a climate scientist

' who monitors ice melt in Glacier National

Park. The disappearing glaciers are a barometer of climate

change; White delineates the enormity of the disaster and

urges all of us to take actions that may reverse the trend.
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Playing for Pancho Villa

by Sterling Bennett (Pierson Bennett '56)

Editorial Mazatlan

A victim of mercury poisoning, miner

Frank Holloway is toid by a doctor to

"have an adventure and get away from

the mine." And adventures he has

aplenty in this first novel that is by turns

action packed and thought provoking.

Set in Mexico in 1916 and told in spare,

evocative prose. Playing for Pancho Villa

vividly brings to life a country teetering on the brink of chaos.

Paris Reborn: Napoleon III,

Baron Haussmann, and the

Quest to Build a Modern City

by Stephane Kirkland '86

St. Martin's Press

Visitors to Paris invariably admire the

beauty of its parks, public buildings,

and broad streets. What they may not

realize is that much of the city's distinctive

look and feel was created by two men:

Napoleon III, the first president of the French Republic, and

Baron Georges-Eugene Haussmann, a civic planner. Kirkland's

fascinating account chronicles how the two built the Paris we
know today in the space of just 22 years.

/ADDITION
Trail Reflections: 50 Years of Hiking & Backpacking

by Jim Kern '52

Kern House Publishing

A Lyric Architecture:

Selected Works of John Malick & Associates

by John Malick '69

The Images Publishing Group

—Written by Jane Dornbusch

Been published recently? Please send your book to Jane Dornbusch,

Office of Communication, Phillips Academy, 180 Main St., AndoverMA
01810-4161 . After your book is announced, it will be donated to the Oliver

Wendell Holmes Library. Autographed copies appreciated! Regrettably, due to

the high volume of books written by alumni, not all books will be featured in

the Andover Bookshelf. Selection is at the discretion of the class notes editor.

SONG
WITHOUT

WO R D S
DISCOVERING MY DEAFNESS

HALFWAY THROUGH LIFE

t GERALD SHEA

Song Without Words:

Discovering My Deafness Halfway Through Life

by Gerald Shea '60

Da Capo Press

Imagine living in a world where language is largely

unintelligible. A world that presents a constant struggle to

translate nonsense ("Doe the parchment eyes") into sense

("Don't compartmentalize"). A world where booming bass

notes are audible but birdsong and the sound of crickets

chirping exist only in memory. And imagine negotiating that

world so adroitly that, despite the challenges, you are able to

pursue a successful career as a lawyer.

Such is the experience chronicled in this moving memoir.

Shea experienced severe but partial hearing loss after a

childhood bout of scarlet fever. Amazingly, his condition went

undiagnosed and unnoticed, even by himself, until he was in

his thirties; he developed a range of compensatory skills that

allowed him to mask his deficits. Chief among them is the

vocabulary of what he dubs "lyricals"—the often poetic and

sometimes funny misheard language that he deftly translates

into English.

Even after he is fitted with hearing aids, life and work continue

to be a struggle. In Shea's chosen profession, understanding

spoken language is crucial, and eventually he leaves law and

finds peace in family, music, and the study of his condition. To

be partially deaf is to exist between two worlds. Shea bridges

both and shares the experience with grace, courage, and wit.
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CLASS NOTES

1935

ABBOT
Doris Schwartz Lewis

250 Hammond Pond Pkwy., Apt. 515S

Chestnut Hill MA 02467
617-244-7302

dossl 23@webtv.net

1936

ABBOT
Lucy H. Winship

Heritage Heights

149 E. Side Drive

P.O. Box 350
Concord NH 03301
603-225-7109

lhwinship@comcast.net

PHILLIPS

Robert W. Hewitt

644 Hillsdale Ave.

Hillsdale NJ 07642-2507
201-664-5063

1937

PHILLIPS

John Foskett

4694 Rue Bayou

Sanibel FL 33957
239-472-1726

jdfoskett@att.net

Regrettably, our only news this time around is the

passing in April ofour classmate Norm Karasick

in California. You may remember that Norm and

I were the only members ofour class who were on

hand for our 75th Reunion. Norm came up with

the slogan "Stay alive for 75," and did exacdy that.

We also corresponded recently about the big "80"

coming up, so it was a special shocking surprise to

learn ofhis death. At Andover, Norm played on the

varsity soccer team for three seasons and devoted

time to social outreach in the local community
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stay connected..

The Old Guard proudly hoists its banner in Cochran Chapel. Standing are David Ammen '43 and

Thomas Hudner '43. Seated, from left, are Brad Murphy '40, Faelton Perkins '39, John Leggett '38,

Robert Trayler '43, and William Eastham '43.

through the Circle A group on campus. You will

be missed, Norm, and we classmates extend our

sympathy and condolences to your family.

Those ofyou who have an old Pot Pourri and

can find it should take it out occasionally and leaf

through it. It amazes me to find how those young

faces bring back good memories ot time on cam-

pus so many years ago. With best wishes to all my

classmates, and if you would like to share your news,

don't hesitate.

1938

ABBOT
Dana Lynch '68

PO Box 370539

Montara CA 94037-0539

650-728-8238

Dana.h.lynch@gmail.com

I would like to encourage members ot the class

to send along news. You are not making me work

hard enough!

I'm sorry that the only news I have to pass along

is sad news. Earlier this spring the school notified

me of the death of Madeleine Proctor Woodward

and provided me with a link to the following obitu-

ary from the Brewitt Funeral Home in Exeter, N.H.:

"Madeleine Proctor Woodward, 93, of River-

Woods in Exeter, N.H., beloved wife of 60 years to

the late Rev. Donald R. Woodward and daughter

ot the late Ferdinand and Edward O. Proctor, died

peacefully March 14, 2013, at Exeter Hospital. She

was the loving mother ot Gretchen Park ot Kensing-

ton, Md.i Michael Woodward and his wite, Pamela

Moore, ofNorth Hampton, N.H.; Meredith Colon

and her husband, |oe Colon, ot Franklin Square,

NY; and Christopher Woodward and his wife,

Martha Woodward, ot Chelmsford, Mass.

"Madeleine was born in Brookline, Mass., grew

up in Newton, Mass., and graduated trom Radclifle

College. She was a captain in the Women's Army

Corps (WAC) from 1942 to 1946, serving in the

Army Air Force Air Transport Command (ATC).

Later in her life, she worked for a social services

organization supporting unwed mothers in Kansas

City and at the Community Services Society in

New York City.

"Madeleine loved being with her family and

triends. She loved vacations and traveling, reading,

and walking, and she was active in community and

church work. She served on boards ofeducation

in Vermont and Kansas. At RiverWoods Retire-

ment Community in Exeter, in between games

ofScrabble and bridge, she was active in several

committees. She was the first chairperson ofthe

resident council and later served as resident trustee

on the RiverWoods Board ot Trustees.

"In addition to her children, she is survived by

her sister, Jaqueline DeBrun, andJeanne Proctor,

wite ofMadeleine's brother, the late Edward O.

Proctorjr. Madeline had 13 grandchildren, one

great-grandchild, and many nieces and nephews."

[Editor's note: Madeleine wrote about her war-

time experiences for the tall 2011 issue ofAndover

magazine. See page 16 ofthat issue.]

PHILLIPS

Dana Lynch '68

PO Box 370539
Montara CA 94037-0539

650-728-8238

Dana.h.lynch@gmail.com

Bob Young was curious to know it any ofyou had

plans to attend the class's 75th Reunion in June.

Judging trom the response I got when I polled the

class, I think no one made it. Bob himselfwas torn

between seeing classmates and seeing a grand-

daughter graduate trom high school. He says he is

still active in Vero Beach, Fla., and would welcome

hearing from the class.

Two people who answered my query to the class

in April were Bill Winternitz in Alabama and Tom
Burns of Boston. Both of them, like Bob Young,

were disinclined to travel to Andover without the

prospect ot seeing old friends. I know you all are

spread around the country, and some may not feel

up to the rigors ot modern travel, but perhaps a

mini reunion at a time ofyour own choosing is in

order? Feel free to write or call me if you would like

to get in touch with anyone in the class. I am not

the most gregarious of class secretaries, but 1 would

be pleased to be able to help.

An unhappy by-product ofmy search for poten-

tial reunion attendees was news of the deaths oftwo

class members,Jim Brown and Lincoln Hanson.

The following obituary was passed to me byJim

Brown's son Jeff.

"James F. Brown III, 91 , passed away on Dec. 15,

2012, at his home in Charleston, WVa.

"Jim Brown was predeceased by Catharine

L. Hart, his wife of 61 years. Canky andJim are

survived by their three sons, Charles C, Jeff (J.F.

IV) and his wife, Patti, and Edward D. and his

wife, Bryan, and three grandchildren.Jim is also

survived by his sister Trudy Lynch of Hilton Head

Island, S.C., her three children, the children ot

his deceased brother, Ben B. Brown Jr., and his

deceased sister, Betty (Mrs. JT. MooreJr.), and their

families, and many, many cousins and friends, all

ot whom he loved and cherished. He was greatly
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loved and admired by them, as well.

"Jim Brown was born in 1920, in Charleston,

WVa., the second child or Benjamin Beuhring Brown

and Hester M. Newhall. He was named for his

grandfather,James Frederick Brown, and attended

local schools before attending Phillips Academy in

Andover, Mass. He graduated from Princeton Uni-

versity in 1942, and recently attended his 70th class

reunion. Immediately after college, he entered the

U.S. Navy and served in both the Atlantic and Pacific

during WWII. AfterWWII he earned his law degree

under the GI Bill from the University of Virginia and

entered into law practice withJackson, Kelly, Holt

& O'Farrell (formerly Brown,Jackson & Knight),

following the chosen profession of his father, grand-

father, and great-grandfatherjudgeJames H. Brown.

Later he formed an enduring law partnership with

Angus E. Peyton, which lasted until 2005, and then

continued to practice with his son Jeff at Brown and

Brown Law Offices, refusing to retire and continuing

to be alert and independent.

"Jim Brown was active in business, being the

president ofthe West Virginia Building and Loan

Association, president of Eagle Land Company, and

a director ofOne Valley Bank Corp. He was a lifelong

member of Kanawha United Presbyterian Church,

where he was an elder and a property trustee. He was

also very generous and supported many charitable

and educational organizations, including the Legal

Aid Society of Charleston, which he helped establish,

and gave to the West Virginia University Libraries,

the University of Charleston, and the Clay Center."

The following is extracted from the online [Mar-

tha's] Vineyard Gazette:

"Dr. Lincoln F. Hanson died peacefully on Oct.

1
,
2012, at the age of 92. An active member ofthe

Vineyard community, among other things he had

been a founder and teacher at the Nathan Mayhew

Seminars, the college-level Vineyard Haven institu-

tion that thrived in the 1980s.

"Born in Lincoln, Mass., he grew up in Cambridge,

Mass. He attended Cambridge schools, Phillips

Academy, and Brown University, obtaining a doctoral

degree in education from Columbia University.

"He taught learning theory at the University of

Buffalo, Middlebury College, Columbia University,

American University, The Tatnall School in Dela-

ware, andJohns Hopkins University, and he was head

ofa college in Rockland County, N.Y.

"The Hanson family summered on the island for

60 years before making the Vineyard their perma-

nent home 24 years ago.

"As a year-round resident, Mr. Hanson was 'Mr.

Volunteer' on the island, especially at the Com-

munity Solar Greenhouse, Windemere, Habitat for

Humanity, and Nathan Mayhew Seminars. His fam-

ily and his teaching were his greatest loves, but caring

for all was his greatest contribution.

"He was married to wife Allen SchaufFler for 62

years and was a loving father offour: Leslie Look

ofEdgartown, Mass., Sara Alwardt ofWest Tisbury,

Mass., Stephen Hanson ofNorth Attleboro, Mass.,

and Kim Hanson ofAspen, Colo. He had eight

grandchildren and two great-grandchildren."

1939

PHILLIPS

Joseph F. Anderson

Box 482
Lower Hollow Road

Dorset VT 0525

1

802-867-41 19

jfanders@truvista.net

As I write, before me is a wonderful photo of our

class on the steps ofWilliams Hall in fall 1935.

Perhaps many of you have seen it. In case you

haven't, I'm taking the liberty of sending you one.

It's fun to look at the picture ofus 14- or 15-year-

olds wondering what comes next. I note the faces of

many: Gordon Turtle, Eli Clark,John Blum,Jack

Walsh, Charlie Liddell,John "Jumbo" Welch '40,

Pete Anderson, and Barney Rafterty, along with

our mentor, Frank "Deke" DiClemente. You might

enjoy, as have I, trying to figure out who's who.

Almost 80 years later, those happy faces are

either no longer with us or, it they are, the threat

ofage has moved closer to each ofus. I had a brief

talk with Art Williams, now mostly housebound

and "lacking much energy." Golf is now a memory,

says Art, but fortunately, given his successes, a very

happy one.

Jack Castles reports he's on the "DL" thanks to

an ankle injury slow in healing. It's kept Jack from

his almost daily ritual of practice followed by nine

or 18 holes. He hopes to be back on the links soon.

He and his wife, Mindy, have a home in Callawassie,

S.C., and will remain there year-round, having sold

their former summer residence in Manchester, Vt.

Ralph Smith's wife, Lilian Winkler, tells me our

classmate is under the weather with an assortment

of maladies but is on the mend. In a conversation

with another Andover friend of Ralph, I learned he

is an accomplished painter, which is not surprising,

for Ralph was always good at whatever he tried.

Faelton Perkins, the man responsible for my

copy ofthe class photo, sounds fine on the tele-

phone. As I write, he's looking forward to attending

his 70th reunion at Yale and, hopefully, his 74th at

Andover. No one could be a more loyal alumnus

than Faelton.

On a similar note, Dan Hall plans to attend his

70th at Amherst. Dan lives for the summer months

with his daughter at her home in Alstead, N.H.

Dan still likes to mow the lawn, and there's a lot

of it on the 200-acre property. He keeps in shape

at a local fitness center and does a lot ofwalking

on the property or at a local track.A joy is the

Hall family, which includes seven grandchildren.

One ofhis sons, Tim '72, is an Andover man. In

the winter months, Dan repairs to his daughter's

home in St. Louis.

The Strenuous Life ofHarry Anderson, a biog-

raphy ofour classmate written by Roger Vaughn, is

forthcoming. Harry's illustrious life includes a life-

long career in sailing and a deep interest in the his-

tory ofAaron Burr, one ofhis ancestors. He reports

a satisfying life at Stonehedge, a life-care community

in Mystic, Conn.

Bill Brewer lives in Galesville, Md., close to

Annapolis. He sounds great, but says, "I'm not

doing much." Bill's wife commutes regularly to

Washington, so he gets a chance to visit DC from

time to time.

George Wagoner also provides a somewhat

placid report. He's living in Galloway Ridge, an

attractive life-care community in North Caro-

lina. Life seems to be treating George and his

wife very well.

Likewise Don Quarles, who lives in Eastham,

Mass., on Cape Cod year-round. He notes it is a

perfect retirement environment, and he and his wife

of63 years, Doris, are very happy there. The Quarles

family includes three grandchildren.

Tom Flournoy has been taking a holiday from

his principal activity as a photographer. "Not com-

mercial," says Tom, but more in the artistic arena.

His photographs have won many awards and been

displayed at many galleries, including the famous

Salmagundi Club in New York. He believes his cur-

rent malaise will be short-lived, and he'll be behind

the shutter again soon.

John Sullivan, now living in Abingdon, Va.,

is "OK, but I'm not running any dashes," he says.

He had an important task, prior to the invasion

of Normandy, which utilized radio to fool the

Germans and mask the true site ot the landing. "It

was a mimicry of messages which, ifnot carried off,

would have allowed the Germans to be ready for

us with superior strength on the Normandy beach-

head." Following the war,John spent his working

life with ABC-TV. One ofhis productions was Dark

Shadows, a popular show for the vampire age. As a

footnote, while in London during the war,John met

Tom Flournoy on the streets of London, a happy

happenstance.

One night in mid-June I received a call from

Danny Dannenbaum, now 92. Unfortunately he

was calling from a Philadelphia rehab center, where

for the past two and a halfmonths he had been

recuperating from a bad fall at home. He broke his

shoulder and pelvis, and the culprit was a simple

rug. He thought he would be released two or three

days after our call. He adds that falling has been a

nemesis, a familiar story for most ofus.

As for your scribe, a few details: On May 1 ,
Molly

and I celebrated 65 years ofmarriage at our home in

Camden, SC. Camden is a nice little Southern town

in the center ofthe state, and we enjoy our seven

months there very much. In May, we pick up stakes,

pack all those clothes, and move back to Dorset,

Vt., for the summer and early fall. I have written a

book about my friends and experiences at Hamilton

College, with first copies ofthis 155-page tome

available next week. I'm a life trustee at Hamilton, a

great college, and will attend a board meeting plus

my 69th reunion in earlyJune. Molly and I have two

children and five grandchildren. Tilings are OK with

the Andersons. Enough said!

The very best to each ofyou.
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In March, Trustee Emerita Betsy Parker Powell '56

(right) paid a visit to Beverly Floe '41 at her home in

Bedford, Mass.

1940

ABBOT
Nadene Nichols Lane

125 Coolidge Ave. #610
Watertown MA 02472
617-924-1981

PHILLIPS

Blake Flint

1762 Bay St. #401

Sarasota FL 34236-7751

941-955-9396

cbflint@comcast.net

Don Cole is getting along nicely, having retired

in 1988 after 40 years teaching history at Exeter.

He and his wite live in Exeter, N.H., as does one

ot his sons and two grandchildren. Another son

lives in Concord, N.H., a daughter in Connecticut,

and another son in Seattle. Altogether, Don has 10

grandchildren and one great-grandchild.

Walter Curley is back in his office, after a few

days in the hospital, a quick recovery. Walter still

plays golt, walks a lot, and rides, especially in Ire-

land, which he and Taitsie visit two to three times

a year. They have had a house in Ireland tor 52

years! We talked about Margaret Thatcher. Walter

knew her and her husband, each ot whom had a

great sense ot humor. He said she was a very smart

woman, who liked being in control. Walter shared

other stories gleaned trom his years ot ambassador-

ships, and we reminisced about some of our Ando-

ver classmates, some gone and some still with us.

1 had a wonderful chat with Nort Wheeler,

who lives with his wife, Mary, in the picturesque

town ofMystic, Conn. Nort finally retired this past

January from the family business, Davis Standard

Machinery Company, founded by his grandfather.

He is currently volunteering to deliver Meals on

Wheels. Happily, Mystic missed most ot the recent

hurricane, and even went through the heavy winter

snow without losing power. Nort says you have to go

through three days without electricity to appreciate

how dependent we are on that power that comes to

our homes.

Brad Murphy has spent two months in the

hospital, partly as a result of a tall, which broke no

bones, but largely as the result ofsome improper

medication administered to him at the hospital. He

is mostly in a wheelchair, but is getting better, and

had high expectations ofattending the Andover

Reunion in June. He may well be the only one from

the Class of 1940. Five years ago he and Manny

Cadenas were the only ones representing us. I have

asked Brad to report on the festivities.

My life is very comfortable here in Sarasota.

Several former classmates who lived in Sarasota are

gone. I am fortunate to have a daughter who moved

to Sarasota, and my brother Bob '43 (a nonreturning

upper), now in a retirement home here.

Please send news of yourself, either by mail or

e-mail, or even telephone. A number ot classmates

do not have a telephone number or an e-mail

address listed with the Academy, so it is not possible

to contact you.

And a sad note: Kroger Pettengill died on

March 12, 2013. Kroger was one of 14 grandchildren

of B.H. Kroger, founder of the Kroger Company.

He went on to Princeton, and received a degree cum

laude in economics. During World War II, he served

with the 20th Armored Division and the Office of

Strategic Services. He had a banking career, rising

to president ofthe First National Bank. He was a

longtime trustee and chairman ofthe board, and was

actively involved in the Cincinnati Children's Hospi-

tal and Berea College in Florida. In his later years, he

spent winters in Naples, Fla. RIP.

1941

ABBOT
Ruth Bondy Lowy

70 Chestnut Ave.

Larchmont NY 10538
914-834-4584

ruthlowy@optonline.net

Jeannette Biart Warren passed away on May 1,

2013. She was a teisty, freckled, fun member of our

junior and senior classes. We talked on the phone

after she had moved to Colorado to be near her

daughter. That was after her husband, Dave, died.

She seemed to have made a happy adjustment to

her new surroundings bolstered by golf, bridge, and

new friends. Our condolences to the kids, who are

no longer kids.

PHILLIPS

William D. Cochran

233 Ash St.

Weston MA 02493
781-894-8067

wmdco@aol.com

1942

ABBOT
Ann Taylor Debevoise

Pinnacle Farm

222 Daniel Cox Road

Woodstock VT 05091-9723
802-457-1 186

Ann.T.Debevoise@valley.net

PHILLIPS

Robert K. Reynolds

185 Southern Blvd.

Danbury CT 06810
203-743-0174

rreynolds06@snet.net

Back in May I got a phone call from Thruston

"Sledge" Hammer asking ifI would accept the

position of class secretary following in the footsteps

ofJohn Searle, Vernon Midgley, and other

distinguished secretaries ofour class. At first I

was reluctant to accept, but then I thought, "How

difficult can it be?" If I write letters to all ofour

classmates, they will then reply with timely updates

on what's happening. So I accepted, and here are

the results.

First, a note on Bruce ( alder a nonreturning

upper of our class. Bruce not only graduated from

PA in three years, but he graduated from Yale in

two and a half years ! Bruce is living in Dallas, and

he wrote to say that he keeps in touch with George

Bush, who lives in Houston. Bruce had planned

to attend the dedication ofGeorge W. Bush '64's

library back in May. Unfortunately his tickets went

to the wrong address, and he didn't receive them in

time to attend. Bruce and I were the only members

of our class to attend the 70th Reunion in 2012,

which brings to mind our first class reunion in 1945,

at which there also were only two ofus: Bernie

Palitz, who died last year, and me. We were both

in the army, and I got leave to attend my brother's

graduation. Bernie was on leave recovering from

combat wounds.

A note from John Corse: John graduated from

the U.S. Naval Academy and from law school. He

lives and still practices law in Jacksonville, Fla. He

sent me a copy ot a recent edition ot Shipmate, that

academy's alumni magazine, which featured a photo

of him holding a sizeable shad he had caught earlier

this year on the St. (ohn's River about five miles west

of Cape Canaveral. |ohn had it for dinner, sauteed

with a little lemon juice. Shad and shad roe were

favorites of mine every spring, but it's hard to find

them on a menu in Connecticut anymore. I think

Connecticut River shad are extinct.

Carl Badger writes from Arizona that he and

his wite, Patsy, have given up driving. Many ofus

have, but I'm not looking forward to it. He and

Patsy probably have the record as the most prolific

members of our class. They have five children,
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17 grandchildren, and six great-grandchildren, with

more on the way. Can any ofyou beat this?

Dudley Batchelor reminisces about his time

at Andover. Like me, he was a fifth-year preppie,

and he expected to breeze through his courses,

only to find that at the end ofthe first marking

period he was failing tour out of five, including

the dreaded American history course. He hit the

books and graduated. He spent 42 years with one

company, Mallinckrodt Pharmaceuticals, which

must be a record. He and his first wife, Margaret,

who died in 2006, have a son and a daughter. In

2010, he married Connie Roeder. Stan Seccombe

also reminisces about his Andover experience.

He was shocked when his Latin instructor, Paul

MacKendrick, told his class that he actually

expected them to speak Latin. Stan reports horn

Newport News, Va., that his wife,Joan, died in

February 2010.

Condolences to Bill Stiles, who writes from

Marblehead, Mass., that his wife, Nancy, died earlier

this year. They are the parents offour daughters,

Julie, Katherine, Susan, and Sarah. Stuart Arnold

died on May 1 , and we offer our sympathy to his

wife, Aline, and his children and grandchildren.

Condolences also to Carolyn and the family of

Tom Quarles, who died onJune 1 . Tom was an

active alumnus, and he seldom missed a reunion.

He had a great voice, and I can still remember

his performance as Ralph Rackstraw in our class

production ofGilbert and Sullivan'sHMS Pinafore

in spring 1942.

1943

PHILLIPS

Richard L. Ordeman
6 1 9 Oakwood Ave.

Dayton OH 45419
937-299-9652

mbo5 1 0@aol.com

We celebrated our 70th with two reunions. Five

members ofthe Class of '43 gathered on the Hill

to participate in Reunion Weekend. Eight others

were on hand for the annual February Naples,

Fla., luncheon. DaveAmmen
,
Wally Cahners,

Bill Eastham, Lou Hudner, and Bob Traylor

made the Andover event. Lou and Bob even spent

Friday night in the dorm. Lou reported,A really

good time, but it's sure not like having a bunch

ofyour classmates there." Lou and Bob carried

the "Old Guard" banner in the Alumni Parade.

Bob expressed disappointment that theAcademy

didn't have an official 1943 reunion, feeling more

classmates would have returned ifwe had been able

to promote a 1943 reunion rather than coming

back as part ofthe Old Guard. Bob points out

life expectancy has increased and feels the school

should review its thinking about a 70th.

Mary and Dick Harshman generously hosted

the annual '43 Naples get-together on Feb. 23 for

Members of the Old Guard gather in Cochran Chapelfor Saturday's Celebration ofReunion.

From left, David Ammen '43, David's wife Eleanor, William Eastham '43, Robert Trayler '43, and

Faelton Perkins '39.

lunch, which Dick prepared. Bill Chipman, who

came immaculately dressed in sport coat and tie

(the only tie in sight), was again voted "best dressed"

in our class. Along with Artie Moher '45, a welcome

addition to the group, attending were Dick Baird.

Phil Drake, Charlotte and Bard Smith,

Art Sherrill, Charlie Arnold s widow, Maxine,

Dave Thurber, Terry and Bill Chipman, Martha

and Skip Ordeman, and, ofcourse, Mary and Dick

Harshman. We plan to gather again in 2014 and

hope more classmates will be there.

I was sorry not to make the reunion. A big family

gathering at home, for which the dates were deter-

mined by vacation dates ot others, had to be my

choice. From some others who couldn't attend: Phil

Drake had been dealing with some health problems

but is feeling better now and getting in a few holes

ot golf He also missed his Yale 65th reunion. Bob

Coulson writes, "Two reasons I can't be there: Our

yacht club is holding a 125th celebration, and our

dogs (Fish and Grog) have voted against our being

away that weekend. I'll miss being an Old Guard,

whatever that means. I have just composed a mini

memoir that covers my four years at Andover.

Do you remember a game called buck buck?"

Catherine Dorn, Dave Dorn's wife, wrote, "David

has had esophageal cancer but is well recovered

from that. He plays bridge in our couples group

and dreams ofgetting back on the golfcourse."

Sandy Lowsley writes he's no longer able to travel,

has had lots ofvisits from family, and is still active in

the stock market.Jim Munro has been working on

a physically demanding task—building a new stair-

way in his home—in spite oflimitations brought on

by his stroke a few years ago. He writes, "I've been

told that the secret to old age success is to keep on

as you always have, and I am trying to be faithful to

the letter ofthis old rule."

The spring issue ofAndover magazine has two

items ofparticular interest to our class. The first is a

two-page article that covered the April 12 Andover-

sponsored luncheon at the Maine Maritime

Museum celebrating the naming ofa new destroyer,

the USS Thomas Hudner. The same issue also noted

the retirement ot Victor W. Henningsen III '69,

who was an instructor in history and social sciences

from 1974- 1979 and 1985-2013. Vic is the son of

our classmate VictorW. Henningsen Jr., who gave

much to our class, including sponsoring a farewell

breakfast at some ofour class reunions. Some of

these breakfasts were held at Vic Ill's home, a cus-

tom he continued after his father died. Our thanks

to both Henningsen families and our best wishes to

Victor III in his retirement.

Dick Harshman passed along the sad news that

Ted Brockie's widow, Janice, died April 7, 2013.

I'm sorry to report that, in addition to the loss of

Janice, five ofour classmates have died since the

beginning ofthe year.John MetcalfJr. died on

Jan. 13, 2013. Following Andover,John entered the

U.S. Naval Academy, graduating in 1949. After 28

years in the navy, he retired in 1971 at the age of46

as a commander and decided to go into education.

He enrolled in a program leading to a doctorate in

engineering at Catholic University in Washington,

DC. Graduating in 1974, he worked at the Univer-

sity ofMaryland for six years and later taught at the

Naval Academy, from which he retired in 1993. He

then turned to designing and building furniture full

time.A lovely letter from John's wife, Helen, told of

the good timesJohn had enjoyed with his family in

Arizona over the holidays and later at his home in

Maryland before he unexpectedly failed to wake up

one morning. Besides Helen,John is survived by

two daughters, two sons, and seven grandchildren.

Dr. Arthur Hall died on Feb. 19, 2013. Arthur

served in the Army Air Corps after leavingAndover

and graduated from Harvard in 1948. He received a

medical degree from the College ofPhysicians and

Surgeons at Columbia University. He then returned

to Boston to practice internal medicine and rheu-

matology for more than 50 years at Brigham and

Women's Hospital until retiring in 2007. Arthur

was predeceased by his wife, Martha, in 1984, and is

survived by two sons, two daughters, six grandchil-

dren, and one great-grandson. DickDuden died
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on March 31 ,
2013, following a briefbout with can-

cer. At Andover he was a class officer on multiple

occasions, captain of football and basketball teams

that defeated Exeter, and recipient of the Aurelian

Honor Society Prize for character, scholarship, and

leadership. In 2008, Dick was inducted into the

Andover Athletics Hall of Honor. Following Ando-

ver, Dick entered the U.S. Naval Academy, where

he received varsity letters for football, basketball,

and baseball. He was elected captain of the 1945

football team, was voted consensus ail-American as

offensive end, and won the Knute Rockne award,

given to the nation's top linemen. At graduation,

he was awarded the U.S.N.A. Sword given to the

Naval Academy 's top athlete. Following gradua-

tion, Dick served aboard several fleet ships, took

reserve status, played one season with the New York

Giants, and was recalled during the Korean conflict.

He later returned to the Naval Academy and in

1960 became head plebe football coach until his

retirement, in 1973. He never had a losing season

as plebe coach. Dick's first wife, Jean, died in 1964.

He is survived by his second wife, Lillian, to whom

he was married tor 46 years, and by five children,

eight grandchildren, and two great-grandchildren.

[Editor's note: Please see Dick Dudens obituary in

the In Memoriam section.]

Mason Phelps died on April 13, 2013. Mason

left Andover and joined the Marine Corps on Jan.

13, 1943, and was deployed to the Pacific aboard

the battleship USS Indiana. Following the war he

attended Yale, graduating in 1948. He joined the

family business, Pheoll Manufacturing in Chicago,

and worked his way up to chief executive officer.

The company grew successfully and was acquired

by Fairchild Industries in 1980. Mason retired in

1982 and moved to La Jolla, Calif., in 1985. Skiing

the mountains of Colorado and Canada, trekking

the Himalayas, and deep-sea fishing were all part

ofhis life, as were his interests in art and partici-

pating in civic organizations. His obituary in the

LosAngeles Times included the following descrip-

tion of Mason, to which I think we can all relate:

"Beneath his playfully gruffand boisterous exterior,

he was principled, loyal, generous, compassion-

ate, and real. His love of life was infectious and

ever-present. He was simply the most fun guy

to be around." In addition to his wife, Elizabeth,

Mason is survived by a sister, a son, a daughter, two

stepdaughters, and a number of grandchildren and

great-grandchildren.

George Lethbridge died on May 29, 2013.

Always a supporter of our class, Bud led the plan-

ning of our 65th Reunion and contributed to the

development of our 50th Reunion class book. Fol-

lowing Andover, he served in the Army Air Corps,

where he survived a training mission in which the

other crew members were killed. After graduat-

ing from Princeton in 1947, Bud went to work for

( ieneral Electric, where he spent his entire career,

retiring in 1980. Bud and his wife, Helen, held

leadership positions with Colby-Sawyer College,

an interest he continued after Helen's death in 1986.

Each independently received the Susan Colgate

Cleveland Medal for distinguished service to the

college. In 2004, the college dedicated a new recre-

ational and study center to Helen and Bud, naming

it Lethbridge Lodge. Bud is survived by his brother,

John, three children, and four grandchildren.

Our class extends its sympathy to the families

and friends of these classmates.

Benediction: "God, as we remember classmates

and friends who have gone before us, help the

memories of them to keep their spirits alive and

to help those who remember them grow closer

to one another and to you. Bless us all with happy

memories of the past, joy in the present, and hope

for the future." Chaplain Maria Cataldo left us with

these words at the conclusion of our 60th Reunion

Memorial Service. Thinking about the good times

of class reunions, yet saddened by the loss of five

classmates, 1 thought Maria's words seemed more

timely and appropriate than ever.

1944

ABBOT
Emily McMurray Mead
P.O. Box 292

Etna NH 03750
603-643-3741

Emily_mead@valley.net

PHILLIPS

Angus Deming

975 Park Ave., Apt. 2

A

New York NY 10028-0323

212-794-1206

ademingusmc@aol.com

There's not a great deal to report this time (no more

weather bulletins from me, at least until the next

one). Still, there are a few items of interest. Earlier

this year (better late than never), the well-traveled

Roger Strong reported having made a sojourn

in late 2012 to the lakes and villages ot northern

Italy—probably one ofthe most scenic and

charming destinations the country has to offer. Yet

Roger's cryptic verdict sounded somewhat less than

rapturous: "Less spectacular than Alaska, but with

better food." So much for the tabled Lake Como.

Also earlier in the year, Woody Stockwell

reported that he was still awaiting publication ot his

latest book, a biography titled Sherwood (no rela-

tion). Its an action-packed tale ofan enterprising

youngster who, as a 12-year-old orphan, went west

in 1862 as a stowaway on a wagon train. Attaining

manhood, he went on to become, among other

things, a jockey, a professional gambler, a rancher,

and a successful gold and silver miner. A railroad

stop in Colorado was named after him, as was the

quarry that supplied the stone to build Denver's

historic Brown Palace Hotel. I know I mentioned

some ot this before, but it still sounds like a movie

to me. And I'm still thinking Leonardo DiCaprio.

Strikes me it might be more his style than Tlie Great

Gatsby. (I don't like that 3-D.) By the way, ifyou

happen to be a collector ot the Sherwood Stockwell

literary output, Woody says an updated list of his

books can be found at http://sites.google.com/

site/brushandpen/home.

Over Memorial Day weekend I had a nice

telephone reunion with Mort Dunn, who lives in

a retirement home in West Hartford, Conn., and

always has something to offer. Among his memories

ot his time at Andover, Mort—a lifelong baseball

fan—recalled trying out for the baseball team in

1943, his upper year. Standing at the plate, under

the watchful gaze of coach "Flop" Follansbee, he

faced Andover's big and intimidating pitcher Phil

Kemp '43. Kemp's fastball was just a little wide, and

headed straight for Mort's chin. "The ball came so

fast 1 hardly saw it," Mort says, "and at the last split

second all I had time to do was tilt my head back

and hope tor the best. The ball whizzed right past

my chin, and I just stood there, frozen in place and

too scared to move. Flop saw the whole thing and

must have decided that since I appeared to have

held my ground, I must have enough guts to make

the team." (Mort became a star third-baseman his

senior year and went on to play the same position

at Harvard.)

Far from the playing fields ofAndover, New

York's Metropolitan Museum ot Art held a three-

month exhibition ( January to April) of more than

50 paintings by French and other European artists

collected by Wheelock Whitney III, eldest son

ofWheelock Whitney. A noted art historian,

connoisseur, and philanthropist, the younger

Whitney, 63, assembled between 1972 and 2000

what is now officially known as "The Wheelock

Whitney III Collection" (now permanently housed

at the Met). It includes works executed between

1785 and 1850—roughly a century before the

advent ot Impressionism. Paintings such as those in

this remarkable display, including portraits, mythi-

cal architectural scenes, and numerous mesmeriz-

ing landscapes, were often a source ot inspiration tor

late 19th- and early 20th-century artists.

Finally, Pete Stevens has issued an appeal to us

all regarding a 70th Reunion ofthe class of 1944.

(Oh dear, this means we are part of the Old Guard.

I'm not ready tor that.) "Dear Classmates," Pete

writes. "Having had a role in our recent reunions,

with much appreciated assistance from several

classmates, I am stepping out a year in advance to

ask for your ideas and suggestions, in order to have

as interesting a one- or two-day 1944 gathering as

we possibly can. Living in an assisted living facility

in Beverly, Mass., I am well aware that many ofus

are dependent on canes, walkers, or wheelchairs

and are not as mobile as we once were. That sug-

gests that we might limit our 70th to one day, Satur-

day, perhaps from mid-morning to dinner."

A reunion program tor our class remains to be

worked out. The dates of the 2014 Reunion Week-

end areJune 13- 15. Pete asks us to avoid making

long-range plans for that time trame. He concludes:

"Hoping this finds you well, and possibly a bit
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nostalgic for a look at the PA campus in full bloom

inJune 2014, and a chance to catch up on the lives

ofclassmates you haven't seen or heard from in

many years." Here's to our 70th—and let's hope

we're not as doddery as Pete seems to think.

1945

PHILLIPS

William M. Barnum

89 Angell St.

Providence Rl 02906
401-861-6083

wmbarnum@hotmail.com

Since my last notes I've had the pleasure oftalking

to Ed Mead, who had a very bad tall this winter and

broke his hip. This resulted in some time in rehab

before going home. Katharine and Bill Barnum

have moved out of their home in Providence

and will live in an apartment at 89 Angell Street,

Providence RJ 02906. The move was horrible, and

they are just now recovering. Ifany ofyou have

news you would like to share with the rest of '45,

1

hope you will pass it along. I will be glad to put it in

our class notes.

I am sorry to end on a sad note, and that is that

classmate Ronald Nicholson died on Feb. 26.

I send my best regards to each and every one

ofyou and thank you for making my four years at

Andover very special and wonderful. Peace.

1946

ABBOT
Sarah Allen Waugh
441 PequotAve.

Southport CT 06890
203-259-7640

SallyAW@optonline.net

Please send any news.We need to let all knowwe

are alive and kicking! Cheers.

PHILLIPS

Richard R. Hudner

24 Merrill St.

Newburyport MA 01 950
978-462-0103

rickhudner@gmail.com

For Roger Pugh, spring 2013 was a time ofgradu-

ations. He attended the graduation ofhis grandson

Roger Filmyer from New College in Sarasota,

Fla., on May 25. He missed the graduation ofhis

granddaughter Daria Pugh on the same date from

Goucher College in Maryland. She is the daughter

ofJim Pugh 73. Roger attended the graduation of

his grandson Ben Piper from Irvine High School in

Irvine, Calif Then he and his wife went to spend the

summer at their house in Falmouth, Mass. There,

they were venue assistants at the Woods Hole Film

Festival and attended a panel sponsored by Peace

and Justice in the Middle East.

Max Becker is still going to work at the real

estate and insurance firm Gurney, Becker and

Bourne in Buffalo, N.Y., which started in 1950. His

wife, Corky, passed away in 2010. He is still playing

golfand visiting his son and daughter once or twice

a year.John Macomber reports that he planned

to be in North Haven, Maine, for most ot the sum-

mer. Dick Phelps and I (Rick Hudner) drove

to New Hampshire for the memorial service for

John Clayton '47.John was the quarterback on the

football team in fall 1945 on which Dick and I were

halfbacks.John went on to Dartmouth, where he

starred as a football player. CliffCrosby was also at

the service. Dick and his wife, Sally, were planning

to visit Los Alamos, N.M., this past summer.

I am sad to report the death of Wentworth

"Budd" Williams in Gloucester, Mass., on April 12,

2013. Born in Marblehead, Budd grew up in Gro-

ton and New York City. He earned highest honors

in physics from Williams College and got a PhD

degree in physics at the University of Michigan.

Most ot his career was spent in underwater acousti-

cal research to support the U.S. Navy's antisubma-

rine wartare. Retired in 1994, "Dr. Budd," as he was

known, was an assistant planner in community

development. He had insatiable curiosity and

amassed a huge library on a variety ofsubjects.

Hank Rentschler ofPaoli, Pa., died March 26,

2013, after a long struggle with cancer. He gradu-

ated from Princeton in 1950. He was president

of that class at their 50th reunion in 2000. After

graduation he was employed by Baldwin-Lima-

Hamilton Corp. and served in a wide variety of

management positions. In the 1960s, he was placed

in charge oftheir renewal part division. That divi-

sion became a new company named Baldwin-

Hamilton Corp., and Hank was made president.

Over the next 20 years, the prime business was

supplying renewal parts for Baldwin locomotives

and other diesel engines.

Earle Putnam died May 2, 2013. He earned a

law degree in 1958. He was a trial attorney for the

National Labor Relations Board from 1958 until

1962, when he joined the Amalgamated Transit

Union and became its general counsel. His leader-

ship, wise counsel, and skills as a lawyer set the

framework for the transit labor laws that, to this

day, provide important protections to transit work-

ers across all unions. [Editor's note: Please see Earle

Putnam's obituary in the In Memoriam section.]

PA sponsored a luncheon in Bath, Maine,

where a ballistic missile destroyer is being built

for the U.S. Navy. It will be named for my brother

Tom Hudner '43. Family, faculty, and friends were

invited. My family members deeply appreci-

ated the event and thank the Academy and the

people involved.

1947

ABBOT
Mary Lou Miller Hart

47 Harborview Road

Lewes DE 1 9958
302-644-9249

mlhart@comcast.net

It is May 2013. Some ofyou had a wild winter and

are still getting snow!

I ended the last column with "to be continued." I

am now continuing.

Jane Brown Reynolds writes, "I'm really enjoy-

ing my new home. I had no idea retirement would

keep me so busy—from billiards to volleyball!"

New address: 221 Rivermead Road, Peterborough

NH 03458.

Beverly "Bev" DeCesare Nassar writes, "We

are hanging in there."

Virginia "Ginny" Eason Weinmann e-mailed

the following: "The First Lutheran Church of Okla-

homa City dug up and opened its 'Century Chest,'

a time capsule that was buried under the church

100 years ago. The Oklahoma Gazette reported

that the project was the brainchild ofVirginia

Sohlberg. Her great-granddaughter, Virginia Eason

Weinmann, was especially moved by a book that

contained family photos and poetry. All the items

will be displayed at the Oklahoma History Center."

Corallie "Dimp" Hanly Murray writes, 'All well

here [in Camden, Maine]. Had a great Christmas

with all four grandchildren here for a week, and

we had a great snow." Her daughter, Kate, is back in

Portland, Maine, after a year in Thailand.

FromJoyce Huntington Knights: "It has

been a year ofhappiness and ofsorrow. I shall miss

Mackie Hall Kernan's chatty cards. [My husband

and I] feel so blessed being healthy and able to

enjoy our children and their families." Her oldest

grandson was married in March to a woman from

Brazil.Joyce talked to Lois Derby Taylor, and

she is doing well but still battling arthritis in her

feet.Joyce also talked toJean Ritchey Ross, who

was sad to hear about Mackie's death.Jean has her

problems. She had to put her husband, Wally, in an

Alzheimer's unit, and she has been diagnosed with

early Parkinson's. As Joyce said, "It never rains but

it pours."

From PatJaffer Russell: "We were lucky with

the storm (Sandy)—only two days without elec-

tricity, and no damage—not like last year, when

[my husband and I] had to leave because it was

cold. There is much unbelievable damage around

near the coast.We are well and had a good year. It

went by so quickly. Our granddaughter got married

in August—a great affair."

Jane Lewis Gleason writes, "I'm doing well

for 84. Hate the aches and vision and hearing

problems, but am grateful I can get out and about

and am keeping busy. Family lives all over the

country—Texas, North Carolina, Baltimore—and

some will be home for Xmas." She plans to fly to
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Marco Island in January and go back to Maine in

April. She says lire is good in the warm sun. She

continues, "So sorry to miss our 65th. Corallie

called me two days before and wanted to go— just

too late to plan. We re the Old Guard now!"

Hurricane Sandy did hit one of our classmates.

After trying to get Mary "Skeeter" Pierce Clark on

the phone, I sent her a Christmas card in the hope

she would get it and answer. She did. Her home was

completely destroyed (in Monmouth Beach, N.J.).

She was living with her daughter in Maryland, hop-

ing to be back home by spring. Other bad news was

the death ofher husband about a year ago. I send

condolences from her classmates.

Abbot lives: One ofthe first educational insti-

tutions in New England to be founded for girls

and women alone, Abbot by far had the longest

corporate life of any. It opened its doors to 70

students on May 6, 1829, and endured until those

same doors and all the material goods inside them

were entrusted to Phillips Academy on June 28,

1973. For more than 35 years, the Abbot Academy

Association has celebrated its mission to "preserve

the spirit, dignity and high standard of the Abbot

Academy tradition and to provide an additional

means of carrying on the educational aims of

Abbot Academy at Phillips Academy through sup-

port of students, faculty, staffand properties at Phil-

lips Academy." In the past, many of Andover's fine

programs—both large and small—were seeded

with Abbot Academy Association's monies.

For a small class, we didn't do too badly tor

Reunion giving: $6,425.

PHILLIPS

Bob Lasley

1958 Cherryvale Court

Tom's River NJ 08753
ralasley@comcasf.net

Thank Cod for e-mail— a great one came from

Les Sherrill in New Hampshire detailing a solid

career with the Bell Telephone System. He had the

great good sense to retire in 1985. Would we were

all so smart! He keeps busy with many hobbies,

the primary one being competitive barbershop

quartet singing.

Still another e-mail, from Art Brockie, which

was part of a group e-mail to his Air Force buddies

about landing a fighter jet on the USS Wasp. All of

this confused me, so I tried to reach him but had

no success. He's probably still cruising in Tierra del

Fuego or at a fighter pilots' reunion.

Next, I had a good phone conversation with

Don Harshman, who keeps traveling
—

"local

trips" to Florida and Maine, and then somewhat

longer trips to Africa and China. On top of this,

he's into tennis three or tour times a week, winning

his battle of the bulge, and playing concert quality

piano. How did he find time to work?

I was finally able to reach John Brown in

Yakima, Wash., who has been pretty much out of

touch since leaving PA in fall 1946. He reports good

health and a great dual career with Boeing Air and

cattle ranching. There's a combination: airplanes

and cows!

A trip to New England to pester grandkids ended

up including a great Gloucester, Mass., waterfront

lunch with Bea and Bayard Waring. They both

report very active semiretirements. Bayard is still

playing the market and splitting great logs to fit into

a 6-toot fireplace, while Bea (Miss America 1948)

is quite pleased that the Miss America pageant is

returning to Atlantic City.

Then, I connected with BillJohnson in Arling-

ton, Va., who reports traveling pretty extensively,

with both China and Istanbul/Black Sea on his list.

Bill s career as a professor at George Washington

University was pretty much centered on the China/

Asia world. He further reports evidence of aging

very well—going up on his roofchecking the work

ofcontractors. When they discovered his age, they

threw a fit.

I made a follow-up phone call to Vic Tyler, who

is slowly progressing out ofa stroke ofsome time

ago. His speech gets better every day, but there is

still a long trail ahead.

And then a sad/shocking moment: after asking

Jim Boyce tor a general report, I found out his wite,

Elsie, had passed away a week prior, after a long

illness. Jim is coping well and reports activity in

golf, duplicate bridge, and volunteering for Habi-

tat for Humanity.

The final tough one: John Clayton died last Feb.

20. )ohn was certainly a leader of our class, playing

fantastic football at both PA and Dartmouth, and

he will be missed. Those of us who were with him

at the 65th Reunion enjoyed catching up with him

and will be shocked at this news.

Our condolences to both Marcia Clayton and

Jim Boyce.

1948

ABBOT
Gene Young

30 Park Ave., Apt. 1 2C
New York NY 10016
212-679-8931

panchogene@gmail.com

Our 65th Reunion took place on a beautiful

weekend. After an ominously rainy Thursday, Friday

and Saturday were perfect—blue skies, sunny,

breezy, and warm. The Abbot contingent consisted

of Mary Farrar Bonotto,Josephine "Dodie"

Hildreth Detmerjane Kenah Dewey, Patricia

Hammond Foot, Brigid "Biz Bisgood Galusha,

Nancy Elliot Stewart, and me, accompanied by a

number of spouses and children.

We spent a good deal of time on the Abbot cam-

pus, which has never looked better. All the buildings

around the Circle, which is as lush and green as

ever, have been groomed and renovated and put

to good new uses. Draper holds offices and faculty

apartments. Abbot Hall, to which we used to troop

every morning tor chapel, now houses (among other

things) the Brace Center for Gender Studies, funded

by Donna Brace Ogilvie '30. Across the Circle,

McKeen also contains administrative offices, and the

gym has now become a big space for large meetings.

On Friday night, that space hosted a dinner for all

returning Abbot alumnae—a group ofalmost 100.

The following day we returned to Abbot for the

traditional Abbot Tea, and that night the entire Class

of '48, male and female, had our class dinner in what

used to be Chapel. All in all, we had a really good

time. I wish you had been there!

Dorothy Lee Booth Witwer writes that she was

unable to come to reunion because her grandson

Robert Stolz and his fiancee, who live in Egypt,

planned to visit her in Key West, Fla., that weekend.

They were to be married in a picturesque little town

in Austria in August, and Lee and her husband,

George, were looking forward to attending the

wedding. She continues, "Our first great-grandchild

made her appearance in February 2010, and her

sister came in February 2013. Their mother is our

oldest granddaughter, Grace."

Oscar Tang '56 married Hsin-Mei Agnes Hsu,

an archaeologist, on May 18 in a lovely ceremony

at Historic Christ Church in Irvington, Va. Wed-

ding festivities at the nearby Tides Inn, including a

pig roast, occupied the whole weekend. Oscar was

married to my sister Frances Young Tang '57, who

died in 1992. He recently retired as president of the

Phillips Academy Board ofTrustees.

Please send me some news!

PHILLIPS

Robert Segal

1 1 8 Sutton Hill Road

North Andover MA 01 845
978-682-9317

robsegna@verizon.net

The rain had stopped, and the skies cleared to greet

us at registration tor our 65th Reunion. The efforts

of Sandy Saunders for this, our last reunion before

we become part of the Old Guard, began to unfold.

Sid Knafel had arranged a focal gathering for the

class in the afternoon at the Addison Gallery and

introduced our speaker, Brian Allen, director of the

gallery. We were treated to a special presentation of

woodcuts and watercolors by Winslow Homer from

the Addison collection. The intellectual stimulation

segued to conversation at cocktail hour in the GW.

courtyard. The walk across campus seems longer

than it did lower year, but the school had a fleet

of carriers on patrol to help those with less-than-

perfect balance, or backs, or hips, or knees, or ankles.

Many sheathed their canes and climbed aboard. Our

bar business was slow, yet we made a lot ofnoise.

The strain of early days at Andover was a favored

topic.A few eased through those days, but it was

only a few. Some ofthe brightest, most athletic, and

most worldly felt they were in a different dimension
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Members of the Abbot Academy and Phillips Academy Classes of48 came togetherfor a group photo at Cochran Chapel.

and struggled to survive. Even when the struggle

continued until graduation, the Andover years are

often seen as the most important ot our lives.

We mostly omitted the honorary breakfast and

"Back to the Classroom" sessions Saturday morn-

ing, but we put it all together to assemble tor the

Alumni Parade to Cochran Chapel on this perfect

day. There were a few from the Old Guard, and we

smiled when they addressed us as "young men," but

it was clear as we looked downstream at the long

line of younger classes stretched out ahead ofus

that we were beginning a milestone walk. As we led

the parade passing through the reunion classes, the

applause and words offered along the route seemed

to have an impact this year. Inside the chapel,John

Palfrey was the new hand at the wheel; we sensed a

different energy. We enjoyed the musical prowess

ofbrother and sister recent alums on the piano and

cello. We heard about success in fundraising for

Andover; Roger McLean brought the class in at 80

percent giving. We recognized the talent and contri-

butions ofthose moving on in their careers. We met

our leadership among the alumni.We heard about

the plans to assess the direction ofthe school and to

keep it moving forward. And the stentorian tones of

The Reverend Henry Hobson echoed in our heads.

Lunch followed in the court outside George

Washington Hall. Dr. Chase did not threaten.

Fed and refreshed, we moved on to our space in

Sam Phillips, where Anne Kimball, wife ofDick

Kimball, arranged and guided us through a memo-

rial service for our lost classmates. We've lost about

as many as remain, but our rendering of "O God,

Our Help in Ages Past" was spirited.

And then, in what may have been the highlight

of the weekend, Bob Brace crafted a panel of 1948

notables and asked them to reflect on where we

had been and where we are going. John Steadman

senior judge of the District of Columbia Court ot

Appeals, briefly covered the path he had taken to

don his robes. He then departed from describing

his career and challenged us to consider the prob-

lem of the allocation ot national resources. Noting

that the burgeoning cost ot health care for seniors

commands a disproportionate share of our national

resources, he asked for better support for the poor,

for children's education, and for updating the infra-

structure. He pointed out that the intractability ot

the problem is aggravated by our current political

paralysis. Paul McHugh, university distinguished

professor ofpsychiatry atJohns Hopkins, followed.

He chronicled quickly his own career in psychiatry

and then detailed more fully the development of

the field since the early 20th century. With humor,

but ever direct and pragmatic, he followed the

scientific sway of thought in psychiatry, which

he sometimes found unworthy ofthe name sci-

ence, and commented on its distorting effects on

our society. He drew his remarks from two of his

recently published articles: "A Manual Run Amok,"

the Wall Streetjournal, May 18, and "Mental Ill-

ness—Comprehensive Evaluation or Checklist?"

the New England journal ofMedicine, May 17, 2012.

I can send you a copy ifyou so request. Gene

Young '48 came next and began with her childhood

years, the family caught in the Philippines during

WWII with her diplomat father.When her father

was taken by theJapanese and executed, her mother

managed to guide them to survival and passage to

the United States, where they were befriended and

where soon Gene received a scholarship to Abbot.

With scant command ofthe language initially, she

nonetheless graduated from Abbot and Wellesley

College. She went to work at Harper & Brothers as

a stenographer, although she could not type and did

not know shorthand. By 1970, she was the execu-

tive editor at Lippincott. She has since held similar

positions at many top publishers. She did this in the

male-dominated world ot publishing. Sid Knafel

ran the last lap and described how he had graduated

from Harvard and the Harvard Business School and

then gone to work. He worked hard, and though he

made some mistakes, he also made enough good

decisions to enable him to dedicate a substantial part

ofhis life to philanthropy, with an emphasis on edu-

cation. Low-key and understated, this proponent of

a fundamental and broad learning base paid scarce

homage to himself in his eagerness to express his

support ofhis schools and the education they offer.

Each member ofthe panel, probably without intent,

touched on non sibi as they summed up a life and

what was especially meaningful to them. And don't

underestimate the deft hand ofBob Brace in making

the event happen.

Cocktails and dinner were on the house at Abbot,

with good food and good conversation. Plans bud-

ded for a mini reunion in a few years.A few stayed

for chapel on Sunday, and there it was. Sandy assidu-

ously and doggedly had put it together.

Those PA and Abbot alums counted in atten-

dance: Phil Aronson, Ed Biedermanjohn

Bloom, Mary Bonotto, Bob Brace, Bob Brenner,

Charles Carl, Dick Conway, Harry Davidson,

Josephine Detmer,Jane Dewey, Rob Diefenbach,

Patricia Foot, Brigid Galusha, Norm Henderson,

Roger Hunt, Mike Hurwitz, Dick Kimball, Sidney

Knafel, Dick Lindsay, Andy Lorant, Paul McHugh,

Roger McLean, Bob Mehlman, Bill Miner, Mike

Sapuppo, Sandy Saunders, Bob Segal,John Stead-

man, Nancy Stewart, Brad Wellman, AI West, Dick

White, Bob Whitney, and Gene Young.
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Zareen Taj Mirza '75 and her mother, Josephine "Dodie" Hildreth Detmer '48,

share a smile.

Leading the Class ofS3 are, from left, Audrey Taylor MacLean,

Natalie Starr, George Bixby, Ken Sharp, and Tom Shoop.

We add two names to our list of departed. Austin

Brandt died on March 3, 2013, at his home in

Georgetown, Washington, D.C. Aus graduated trom

Yale and served with the army in Korea. On comple-

tion ofhis service, he entered Penn to earn an MBA
degree trom Wharton and a law degree. He prac-

ticed law in Harrisburg, Pa., until he chose to special-

ize in labor law, working as an attorney tor the NLRB

and then as a labor attorney tor major corporations.

He shifted gears and moved to Washington, D.C,

where he practiced law for the U.S. Navy and the

Library of Congress, specializing in discrimination

law. He was active in national squash competition,

as an usher at his church, and as a club member. He

leaves his wife or 30 years, Kathleen, three stepchil-

dren, and an extended family.

Christopher Choate Pinkham died at his home

in Mirror Lake, N.H. Born in Lynn, Mass., he was

the great-grandson ot Lydia E. Pinkham, founder of

the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. Chris graduated

from Brown. He enjoyed a long career in the paper

industry, living in Boxford, Mass., and Wheaton, 111.,

before moving to Brookfield, N.H., where he eventu-

ally retired. Chris is survived by his wife, Marilyn,

three sons, a daughter, seven grandchildren, and two

great-grandchildren.

On hearing of the passing of Chris Pinkham,

Chuck Maslin remarked that he and Chris had

gone to school together for eight years, met on busi-

ness, and saw each other summers at Mirror Lake,

N.H. Chuck added subsequently, "After 30 years in

Westfield, N.J., my wife and I retired to Williams-

burg, Va., in 1997. We are now in our sixth year in a

villa at WindsorMeade ofWilliamsburg, a CCRC,

and are still active at Bruton Parish Church. I remain

with the Shrine Club and on the board ot the Navy

League Williamsburg/Yorktown Council. We are

now looking forward to celebrating our 60th wed-

ding anniversary in August with our five children

and their families."

1949

PHILLIPS

James P. McLane

28 County St.

Ipswich MA 01938
978-356-4149

jpmcl@cs.com

In leafing through the New York Review oj Books I

was surprised to come across the familiar name

ofour classmate Walter Kaiser. Walter was for

some time an English professor at Harvard. He was

rewarded with the enviable post of managing direc-

tor ot the Harvard outpost in Florence, Villa I Tatti,

for many years the residence ofthe eminent cultural

icon Bernard Berenson. Under Walter's leadership

this famous residence and gardens were expanded

and transformed as a location for academic and

aesthetic pursuits. The Review article asks why

the 15th-century painter Piero della Francesca

was so different trom other Quattrocento artists.

If you don't know the answer to this question, I

refer you to the article. The level of scholarship

was staggering, especially as art was a sideline with

this Harvard-trained humanities professor. In my

discussion with Walter, 1 discovered that most of

it just came out of his head, not requiring much

research. Derwood Chase announced letting go

ot the daily reins of the firm he brilliantly managed

to become chairman emeritus of the Chase Invest-

ment Counsel Corp.

Edwin Smith sent a full-page article trom the

Andover Townsman celebrating the retirement of

Dick Collins from the town of Andover school

committee. The article begins: "In 1959 the school

department hired a guy fresh out ofthe Marine

Corps to teach history and coach football and track

at the then Punchard High School. This was the

man who would be named to two state-level Halls

of Fame. His first-year football record clocked in

with zero victories. By the 70s the football team

picked up two state championships in the tough

northeastern conference and a 40-game winning

streak." In addition, Dick is well known for his

inexhaustible contributions to PA. Fittingly, he was

acknowledged in this year's election to the Phillips

Academy Athletics Hall ot Honor. (Other members

of this august group include a U.S. president, Bill

Belichick 71 , Dick Phelps 46, and yours truly.)

From the ever-eftervescent Artie Doran came

a clipping trom Connecticut's Valley Courier with

a picture and text ofour Stuart Ingersoll having

a renowned jazz concert named after him. Can

you believe this? Artie's granddaughter, Charlotte,

graduated with the PA Class of2013.

My last solicitation ofnews had a quote from

Winston Churchill about appeasement being

"feeding the alligators in hopes that they will devour

you last." This prompted a somewhat controversial

response from Ware Adams: "Professor Malins, in

an Andover English history class, lectured on the

tawdry phoniness of Churchill and the reputation

he built, like many, on lies. For instance, Malins

commented if this guy ever sought to inhale a cigar,

he may die. The cigar was all public relations—we

witness lots of this political symbolism today.

Amongst the lies was that Neville Chamberlain

caved in' at Munich. In fact, the Admiralty, RAF, and

army told Chamberlain that they were 'hopelessly'

ill-prepared to fight Germany in 1938, as were the

French. Hence, he was told to go and make the

best deal possible; to buy time. He did so. By April

1940, when Von Manstein, Guderian, and Rommel

launched their attacks, they faced a combined

British-French army and air force with exactly

twice everything that the Germans had. Churchill

mastered the art ofadage and aphorism. Now we
should know that never, never, never believe that

any war will be smooth and easy, or that anyone who
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Sid Knafel '48, host of the Class of48 tour of the

Addison Gallery, greets classmate Harry Davidson.

With Abbot Hall as a backdrop, eightfrom the Class of 'S3 reunite. From left are Natalie Starr, Caroline

Benedict Ferguson, PatEveleth Buchanan, Ellen "Smitty" Smith, Audrey Taylor MacLean, Eva Stern

Breckenridge, Cornelia "Connie" Weldon LeMaitre, and Helen Glidden Wesley.

embarks on this hazardous voyage can measure

the tides and hurricanes he will encounter. The

statesman who yields to war fever must realize

that once the signal is given, he is no longer the

master of policy, but the slave ofunforeseeable and

uncontrollable events. Britain, to save the empire

(!), twice declared war on Germany, 1914 and 1939.

It was 'statesmen' like Churchill in both wars who

prompted the attacks. What he accomplished was

what he said he would never do: preside over the

disintegration ofthe British Empire. He not only

did that, but since 1945 the U.K. has limped along

from one form ofbankruptcy to another, and that's

where they are now. Amen." Thanks, Ware, for your

thought-provoking observations.

1950

ABBOT
Nora Johnson

1619 Third Ave., Apt. 13G
New York NY 10128
212-289-2097

noraj3 1 @gmail.com

PHILLIPS

Eric B. Wentworth

2126 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Apt. 32

Washington DC 20008
202-328-0453

ebw@bellatlantic.net

As the deadline for these notes arrived, a small but

resolute group ofclassmates were brushing up on

their conversational German and starting to pack

their bags for aJune 16-26 culture tour in Berlin

organized by Burkhard Strack and his wife, Trudi.

Ticketed for the trip, which the Stracks originally

planned for last year, were Phil Brooks and his

wife, Claire, Pim Epler and his wife, Eleanor, Bob

Martin and his wite, Joanna, Will Watson and his

wife, Myra, Charlie Flather, and Sig Sandzen's

widow, Pam.

"Given my interest in modern architecture and

my knowledge ofthe painful history ot modern

Germany, I am quite impatient to get there," Will

Watson wrote. After reading some guides to Berlin,

I am convinced that Berlin is the most saturated

cultural center in all ofEurope ifnot the world!"

Will meanwhile was plugging away on his book

about Ernest Hemingway and 1936 big-game fish-

ing offBimini.

Another Berlin-bound voyager, Pim Epler,

reported that he and Eleanor spent a fine winter at

their Florida winter home plus "our usual month

ofMarch in Hope Town, Bahamas," where for

years they have rented a house from Marilyn Miller

Logan, sister ofour late classmateJim Miller. "I

was able to get in a few sailboat races while we were

there," Pim added.

'Although we'll miss Burkhard's Berlin

extravaganza," Ken McDonald wrote, he and wife

Chandley were planning to attend a military his-

tory conference in Turin, Italy, at the end ofAugust

and "visit some other Italian cities while we're in

the neighborhood." Ken added that he had written

a review ofa set ofpapers presented at a Nuffield

College, Oxford, roundtable on "Intelligence in the

Cold War: What Difference Did It Make?"

Skip Schaum was planning to kick back this

summer after commuting for several years to Iraq,

where his Newport Global Project Management

Group, Ltd., was involved in a huge development

venture. "My contract on the Basra Sports City

project is now complete," Skip reported. "The

stadium and all other buildings and infrastructure

were delivered to the Iraqi Mnistry ofYouth and

Sport last March. . . .We expect the first event at the

stadium to be this autumn." Skip said he might be

returning to Basra for that inaugural event, but in the

meantime, "I am planning to enjoy the summer in

Newport on my boat, New Horizons, and completing

work on my autobiography ofthe same name."

Elsewhere, enterprising travelers Bill Drake

and his wife,JoAnn Carney, were sampling shrimp,

gumbo, and other regional delicacies as they towed

their spiffy Airstream trailer along the GulfCoast

past the "Redneck Riviera" on a photo safari around

the South.

Bob Martin and his wife, Joanna, enjoyed an

excellent National Trust tour to Charleston, SC.,

in March after missing out on the same tour a year

earlier for lack ofspace. Aside from visits to elegant

historic houses, the tour this time overlapped for

one day with an Andover alumni mini reunion

—

with both groups staying at the same hotel. During

the cocktail hour, Bob related, "Lo and behold, who

should say hello but Charlie Flather. We agreed

to meet after dinner to catch up further. At that

point Charlie and I found Bill Crozier and his wife,

Prudy so ourAndover meshing worked well." While

Bob andJoanna headed offto Philadelphia next day,

who should show up at the Andover gathering but

Dick Riker and his wife, Ronnie.

Also on the road,John Thompson and wife

Mary were heading east to Baltimore at the end

ofMay for their grandsonJack's graduation from

Boys' Latin School and another appointment with

John's doctor atJohns Hopkins for follow-up on

the melanoma problem on his right ear.Jackwas

accepted at the College ofWilliam and Mary, his

number-one choice. His mother (the Thompsons'

daughter Ellen Thompson Brinkley '82), his father,

his other grandfather, his uncle, and a cousin are all

W&M graduates.

The postman delivered a delightful surprise in

late April. The manila envelope from Gil Murray in

Gainesville, Fla., contained a copy of Gillis, a newly

published volume ofGil's cartoons from the 70s

and '80s, plus an exhibition catalogue with one of
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Gil's brightly colored collages. Gil's cartoons in Gillis

might look at first like simple doodles, but look

again and you'll see their whimsical humor springs

from witty visual puns. Somehow they remind me

of lames Thurber.

Dick Bell has been elected to a third five-

year term as one of five members (directors) of

the South Gentral Gonnecticut Regional Water

Authority, responsible for providing pure water to

a district including some 15 cities and towns in the

New Haven area with a total population ofabout

half a million people. "1 find current water issues

(biomed contamination, declining consumption,

increasing operating costs, climate change, world-

wide water scarcity, etc.) interesting and increas-

ingly complex," Dick observed.

While winding down his 18th year running the

Gonnecticut River Salmon Association's Salmon-

in-Schools program, Dick found himselfwith

others embroiled in a statehouse budget battle to

protect state funding tor salmon restoration. Mean-

while, Dick wrote, "I am engaged in enough other

things to remain busy most of the time."

On a positive note, Dick Suisman was well

along the road to recovery after six very long

months of rehab for injuries he suffered in a traffic

accident back in October 2012. Dick's wife, Ingrid,

was an outstanding caregiver during his ordeal.

Sadly, 1 must report the death of

Roland S. "Robin" Hornet on July 8, 2013. [Editor's

note: Please see Robin Hornets obituary in the

In Memoriam section.]

1951

ABBOT
Connie Hall DeNault

37 Green St.

Marblehead MA 01 945
781-631-9233

dkdenault@comcast.net

PHILLIPS

George S.K. Rider

22 Curiosity Lane

Essex CT 06426
860-581-8199

ridercrawford@gmail.com

Being class secretary is an honor. The downside:

reporting classmates no longer with us. Ed

Ackerson's family wrote, "We lost him to ALS on

Dec. 11
,
2012," adding, "He so enjoyed his visit to

the reunion after so many years." He was the hit at

our reunion s final luncheon. Dick Howe 64 had

facilitated Ed s return to campus.

Locke Rush's wife, Jackie, was recently named to

the "A" list of Travel + Leisure magazine from among

40,000 travel agents and also named the top DC
agent. Her country of expertise: South Africa.

Tony Quainton is completing his 10th year

teaching at American University. He plans a brief

May holiday with wife Susan in Italy, return-

ing for a hip replacement in June. Classes begin

again in August.

The best response to my challenge "What the

Hell Have You Been Up To?" came from Jerry

Schultz, who replied, "Rien d extraordinaire'."

Bob Doran, nine-year chairman ofthe Yale Uni-

versity Art Gallery board, retired in April. He was

involved with restoring and expanding the gallery,

was "surrounded by great people," and urges all to

visit the extraordinary collection and spaces.Jock

Reynolds '65, the gallery's director, was formerly

director of Andover's Addison Gallery.

InJanuary, Doc Castle viewed two stunning

Addison Gallery works displayed in Paris at an

Edward Hopper exhibition. He and his family are

well! As an independent director and audit com-

mittee member of a mid-size regional bank, he's

able to view Dodd-Frank and the consumer protec-

tion board in action close up. Doc labors to fill in

for Frank Yatsu and urges us to give generously to

PA in Frank's memory.

Peter Baldwin reports that ritual chores on

the farm while transitioning from season to season

keep him hopping. He is also in an "ongoing writ-

ing trance," immersed in writing Scattering of Seeds.

Peter's other books are Four and Twenty Blackbirds

and Gleanings.

Billy Lee has been helping rejuvenate the U.S.-

China Peoples Friendship Association South Bay

Chapter by promoting a series of mini lectures. To

access: http:/ /uscpfa-sbay.blogspot.com. Fascinat-

ing context!

Andy Parssinens wild ride! On April 16, 2013,

Andy departed Newport, R.I., by car for a drive to

LA. (Sawy wife Nancy flew from Manchester, N.H.,

to meet him there.) After a McD's breakfast on the

road, driving rain caused him to spin out in Stuart,

Iowa. His car landed in a ditch 15 feet below road

level. He called 911, but no response. Departing on

toot, he spotted a Chevy dealership across a seri-

ously wet field, then walked a mile. The dealership

was under construction and closed! Soaking wet,

he entered a Burger King. A clerk dialed the sheriff

and gave him free coffee. The deputy arrived and

called a wrecker; the car was loaded on the wrecker

and taken to another Chevy dealer. Two hours later,

Andy was on the road again! Planning to cross the

Rockies, something's up! Heading south to Pueblo,

Colo., there's snow, snow, and more snow! Visibility

was 25 feet, so he pulled off at a rest stop in Colo-

rado City for the night. At 8 a.m., the roads were

cleared. He arrived in LA on April 19, a little late.

Wow! Andy has a "super senior" pass at Sunapee

for downhill skiing and faithfully uses a Concept 2

rowing machine, with parts supplied by his com-

pany a time ago. No couch potato here!

Fred Pratt became a bionic man. Cataract

surgeries in both eyes have enhanced his bird-

watching pleasure. Sadly, his brother Charlie passed

away recently. The news brought back my memo-

ries of shellacking Exeter 5-0 in the snow. Fred,

Bill Duffy, Ed Carey, Charles Hy Upson, and

Billy Van Alstyne starred for us. In the game, Fred

played against his brother Charlie. Mke Tyson '52

played against his brother, and I played with my
brother Ken '52. Socially, Fred reports he remains

a two-vodka-and-tonic-nightly consumer, finding

it far cheaper and more efficacious than other

known medication.

Dick Kapelson, Tony Thompson, Harry

Berkowitz, and Steve Yamamoto checked in. All

is well on each front.

John Scheiwe observes, 'As an octogenarian,

I have started to participate in a medical study

designed to last eight years. Ifthat isn't enough, I

have become an aspiring author with two Kindle

thriller novels—incorrigible plug—criticism

welcomed! Knee infirmities and lack ofmen-

tal discipline has my waist rivaling the national

debt. Nothing equals moments spent with family

and old friends, be they real or virtual, via the

written word."

Norm AJlenby returned from checking out

tulips and daffodils, visiting Omaha Beach, and

spending a long weekend in Paris. He comments,

"Gorgeous, sobering, and fun!" Norm, knee-deep

in planning an October Yale mini reunion in San

Diego, is also recruiting Andover-Yale participants

for a mini reunion.

Recently, I had two articles published. The semi-

annual newsletter of Andover and the Military, the

Blue Guidon, features "Celebrating the USS Tlioinas

Hudner (DDG- 116) and its Namesake." By the time

you read this, you will have received the spring

Andover magazine detailing an incredible luncheon

for Medal of Honor recipient Tom Hudner '43, in

Bath, Maine, on April 12. 1 was also fortunate in the

April-May-June 2013 edition ofthe Tin Can Sailor

to write a front-page article about Medal of Honor

recipient Navy Seal Lt. Michael Murphy, "USS

Michael Murphy (DDG- 112) Comes ofAge." Lots

of goose bumps and plenty of Kleenex!

Please, all 51 veterans, join our Andover and

the Military group. It's simple. Call or e-mailJenny

Savino or me! We are 800-plus strong. Uncle Sam

needs you! Stay well!

1952

ABBOT
Mary "Molly" Edson Whiteford

149 Pine Valley Road

Lake Oswego OR 97034
503-636-0980

davwhiteford@yahoo.com

Janie Edwards Holbrook writes that she went

to an Andover meeting in Atlanta, Ga., that was

nice, but she felt like she was 100 years old. There

was only one other alumnus near her age, a nice

young 76-year-old man. She enjoyed the meeting

last November but doubts she will go again. Janie

also wrote that she was recruited by her family to

put together her granddaughter s wedding. She
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wrote, "That should keep me out oftrouble." I guess

it will! A lot ofwork to do, and our hopes are that

all went well.

News from your secretary 's household is that my

husband and 1 briefly got back into cross-country

skiing this past winter, only to have it end with my

husband slipping on snow-covered ice and break-

ing three ribs at the end ofjanuary. He is fine now,

and we are in the garden enjoying the Northwest's

lovely spring, though by the time you read this it

will be fall and, hopefully, lovely too.

Please send news. Get out pen or pencil and

paper, get on the telephone, or get into e-mail. Just

do it—actually send news. Your classmates want to

hear about you.

PHILLIPS

Mike Bromberg

PO Box 423

The Sea Ranch CA 95497
707-785-3910

mjbromberg@pbnlaw.com

Mike Bromberg has asked for a break from his

role as our good secretary. So with this issue, your

very first secretary, Hugh Fortmiller, from back

in '52, takes another brief turn as your scribe, with

gratitude to Steve Charnas for his many years

pushing the '52 pen and to Mike's vitality as the

teller ofour tales since our 60th Reunion.

Mike's wife, Lisa, is taking good care ofMike

as he steadily recovers from open-heart surgery.

While he takes a respite from e-mail and class

notes, however, Mke would love to hear from you!

Send him good wishes, corny tales, and irrever-

ent jokes via snail mail to 9 Thompson Court,

Morristown NJ 07962.

And then, please e-mail or talk to me about your

lives, dear classmates, as your recent messages to

Mke may be stuck in digital limbo. I would love

to send our class news ofyour latest invention,

publication, vacation, reunification, or fabrica-

tion. I'll share it in the next issue or send it to Mke
when he's up and running. Meanwhile, here are two

minuscule reunions:

In earlyJune, my wife, Francie '54, joined me

in visiting my youthful Day Hall roommate Dick

Sagebiel and his wife, Daisy, at their new vacation

condo in Bodega Bay, Calif, a couple of hours

north ofFrisco. With a toast to Mke and Lisa

Bromberg, whom we had hoped to visit but an

hour farther north, Dick and Daisy gave us a deli-

cious lunch and rich conversation as we marveled

at the view ofan undulating par-4 fairway, with

an expanse ofwhite beach and blue Pacific just

beyond. In their permanent home in Novato, Calif,

Dick remains active in his specialty ofdiagnosing

and treating melanoma. And we were happy to see

that, while golfis only an onlookers' sport for the

Sagebiels, tennis courts are at the ready.

The day after the late-June deadline for this

column, Renata and Ed Selig and Inga andJoe

Wennik joined Francie and me for lunch in the

always-needing-attention 1775 Cape that we repair

daily. A lively reunion with the Seligs and Wenniks

always rejuvenates the six ofus, and it should create

a bit ofnews for the column to follow.

Please add to the news by writing, e-mailing,

or phoning: Hugh Fortmiller, 459 Sargent Road,

Boxborough MA 01719; hfortmiller^fgmail.com;

978-929-2552. It will be wonderful to hear from you

once again! —Eibuh

1953

ABBOT
Patricia Eveleth Buchanan

9 The Valley Road

Concord MA 01742
978-369-6838

pebl35@comcast.net

Your secretary is still basking in the memories of

our sun-drenched reunion weekend, from the Davis

Hall alumnae supper Friday evening to Margot and

George Bixby '53 s quintessential PA-Abbot '53

brunch on Sunday morning. Both campuses

(campi?) were resplendent; it was wonderful to

see how verdant the Abbot Circle is (there is talk

ofrestaging the Abbot Bazaar there next spring

to mark the 40th anniversary ofour merger with

Phillips Academy) and howwarm and dignified the

old red brick buildings around the Circle look.

The weekend began with early Friday afternoon

registrants Audrey Taylor MacLean and Ellen

Smith taking part in a scavenger hunt at the Pea-

body Museum ofArchaeology, where they were

handed cryptically written clues to the identity

ofsome ofthe treasures there. When evening

arrived, eight ofus gathered in Davis Hall to share

supper: Audie, Ellen, Eva Stern Breckenridge,

Connie Weldon LeMaitre, Natalie Starr, Bunty

Benedict Ferguson, Helen Glidden Wesley, and

me. (And I shared a glass ofwhite wine with Audie's

outfit— it was a festive group.)

We had to say goodbye to Eva and Helen Friday

night. Saturday morning found the rest ofus in

various pursuits: Nat joined a band ofbird-watchers

(and discovered a stand ofinky cap mushrooms

beside the Addison, which made my day even

brighter); Ellen visited a seminar on Brazil; Bunty

and Audie were among a group exploring the

nether regions ofthe Addison with its outgoing

director, Brian Allen, and Connie, her husband,

George, and I attended a class called "Write for

Your Life," where, in the course ofless than two

hours, our group was inspired to write and recite

poems deeply felt, thanks to the spirited guidance

ofLou Bernieri, director ofAndover Bread Loaf

This Academy outreach program is designed, as

its flyer states, "to promote reading and writing

skills in economically disadvantaged school sys-

tems in the United States and abroad." What Lou

imparted to us that morning was a moving and

unforgettable experience.

Soon afterward we fell in with the parade of

reunion classes, to be bagpiped and applauded

on our way to Cochran Chapel for a morning's

visit with Head of SchoolJohn Palfrey and other

members ofthe Academy's staff Then it was on to

a picnic lunch on the PA grounds, where we were

joined by PollyJackson Townsend, who had

just arrived from her home in Manchester-by-the-

Sea, Mass. Later in the day we all wandered over

to Abbot Hall to have tea, where once we sang and

met tor morning chapel. Our group was among

a number ot happy recipients ot some beautiful

Abbot polo shirts ordered by the last class to gradu-

ate from Abbot Academy, 40 years ago. Thank you,

our sisters from '73!

Finally, on Saturday night our little band ot

merrymakers, including Connie's husband,

George, was joined at the Andover Inn by Ruth

Fleischmann-Colgan and her husband, Dick.

Our dinner in a private room proved to be one of

the highlights ofour weekend. How could it not be,

when George, a wonderful raconteur, offered up an

ample sample ofjokes and Dick invited each ofus to

talk in turn about our lives before, during, and after

our time at Abbot? Then, after dessert, in the spirit

ofa true bon vivant, Dick donned a yellow wig.

We missed all ofyou who weren't able to be at

our 60th. Dee Bethell Wroth, a staunch member

ofthe Vermont steel band group the Panhandlers

(and the dedicatee oftheir 2012 CD), was commit-

ted to more than one performance that weekend

in Vermont. See ifyou can spot her in this YouTube

video recorded in May at the New England Steel

Band Festival in Gorham, Maine: wwwyoutube.

com/watch?v=uOFoTh20XoY. Beverly Berkey

Sipes had hoped to come, but illness in her

family kept her away, and distance was a deter-

rent for Martha Gross Boesing, who lives in

California. Anne OliverJackson was enjoying

a family reunion in Colorado. Libby Hollister

Zimmerman sends her best to all and writes, "I

don't travel much outside ofWisconsin inJune.

This is the month when the most field-oriented

activities are occurring. I go each year in earlyJune

to northern Wisconsin to monitor some permanent

plots in the forest at a University ofWisconsin field

station." Her husband,Jack, was offfor a summer of

math work in San Diego, and in lateJune Libby was

back home from a second trip to the north woods.

"These four-and-a-half-hour drives are getting to be

hard work," notes Libby. I have to agree, as I've just

driven the same number ofhours to study lichens

for a week in Maine.

I've put a few photos from the reunion onto a

website called Dropbox—send me an e-mail if

you'd like to see them or have any you'd like to add

to the collection.

Keep our reunion alive, dear Abbot classmates

—stay in touch!
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PHILLIPS

Bill Joseph

225 W. 83rd St.

Apt. 5Q
New York NY 1 0024
347-907-4647 (cell)

wjoseph80@hotmail.com

Before the reunion: John Snider reported that

though he was not reelected as Muskegon County

Commissioner, he remains active on a number

ot community and corporate boards and enjoys

his beautiful Michigan environment, his status

as a great-grandfather, and the close proximity of

children and nine grandchildren.

Ron Bland provided a fascinating history of his

family in the New World, which he wrote for his

youngest child (now about 40).

Shelby Tucker pointed me to an article on

his life and wanderings at www.memphismaga-

zine.com/Memphis-Magazine/March-20l3/

Coing-Clobal.

Joel Sharp became close friends with Ken

Sharp, owing to their sitting next to each other at

every PA event with attendance taken. Joel told me

of their recent trip together to the Amazon with

distaffaccompaniment, including Ken's friend

Mollie Curley, Joel s wife of 53 years, Winnie, and

her identical twin sister. Earlier, Joel had a bout with

cancer that, inter alia, had him in a coma tor two

and a half months.

Mai Dole reports: "I now have three grandsons:

two who belong to my daughter, Heather, who

went to PA Summer Session and lives in Antigua,

Guatemala, and one who belongs to my son, Mal-

colm 111, who lives in Seattle, where 1 will be next

week for a visit. Our two-acre property is too much

to take care ot at our age, so it is on the market, and

we plan to move to Santa Monica, Calif, by the

ocean, where my stepson lives. I have retired from

the California Air Resources Board, from which I

first retired in 2001 . 1 was asked to come back part

time in 2006 and retired again in 2009 but stayed

as a volunteer until last year. In 2009 I gave a talk,

Solutions to Global Warming,' at the 8th Biennial

Pacific Rim Conference in Kyoto, Japan, and wrote

a chapter titled 'Market Solutions for Climate

Change' for a book, Tlie Next Economics: Global

Cases in Energy, Environment, and Climate Change,

published in January 2013."

On page C 17 of the Feb. 17 New York Times Sun-

day Book Review section, a letter from Paul AJkon

was published. More recently,John Poppy sent a

cogent letter to the head ofthe NRA.

The 60th: Wonderful to see all you old coots

again, although I 'm surprised I'm the only one who

hasn't aged since the 50th. 1 arrived a day late, so

wasn't in the class photo. But not to worry; Dick

Rain was on the job. Everyone, whether or not an

attendee, should go to www.richardykain.zenfolio.

com/andover60 to see us all.

Highlights tor me included Sunday brunch at

Margot and George Bixbys and the Saturday

night dinner at which the names of our 84 deceased

classmates were read. That was also the occasion

tor Bill Raufmann's paean to Peter Chermayeff,

another ot our stalwarts, for his contribution to

our 50th—especially the 50th book, for which, of

course, Bill deserves equal thanks:

"For two years, Peter selected every photograph

and every graphic element in the book, and it

wasn't as if there were a table full of photographs to

pick from. He had to go into the Andover archives

and search for each picture, and go into Boston to

meet with Diz Bensley '43 so he could go through

Diz's photographs, and show up at every yearbook

meeting, even bringing in an associate of his to

further help. And then, when the book was done

and printed, he rejected the printing and made the

printer do it all over again, just so the book would

be perfect for us."

I told Dave Bowman I remembered him as a

first baseman, and he proved the essence ofheredity

by telling me that his son was Eddy Murray 's backup

at first base for the Orioles for six years. Walt

Alexander is living outside Chicago. A grandson

will be entering PA in the fall. I remember think-

ing Al Pearsall and West Point didn't seem like a

good fit, and apparently he agreed. He transferred

to Northwestern for a bachelor s degree and MBA,

and pursued a career as an insurance manager

rather than in the military. Hank Riggs taught

engineering and became vice president at Stanford

and then president ofHarvey Mudd College.

According to my notes, Fred Guggenheim lives in

Providence, R.I.; his daughter Jennifer '86 is now an

obstetrician, and daughter Hannah is a videogra-

pher in Sitka, Alaska. Tad Girdler is soldiering on,

and his daughter Faith made a cameo appearance at

the Bixbys' breakfast. Ed Lanouette, a former edi-

tor at National Geographic and several major news-

papers, now living in York, Maine, was at the Bixbys'

as well. Speaking of editors, some ot the highlights

ofRoger Donald's career at Little, Brown came

to my attention in the course of a series ot post-

reunion e-mails clarifying Robert Donald's listing

in the necrology.

Someone advised me of the results of a splinter

group's poll. Mike Kohler was voted the classmate

most influential on our lives. Bruce Rosborough

and Zeus Stevens were deemed to be from the

Class of 1963 by dint of their oft-color (i.e., non-

white) hair.

My train trip home was shortened by the com-

pany of Randy Heimer's widow, (udy Heimer.

Hope all you other attendees got home safe, too.

In Memoriam: So far this year, we have lostJohn

Scranton on April 1 ,
Terry Porter on Feb. 1 , and

Jim Rayen on Feb. 25.

We all knew and admiredJohn and bemoaned

the onset of Alzheimer's disease, which, together

with prostate cancer and pneumonia, caused

his death. Bob Semple '54, having first arrived at

Andover by car with John, wrote this: "Until mov-

ing to Key West a few years ago,John—who spent

the bulk of his professional career in the corporate

health insurance and pension business—lived

most ot his adult life in Greenwich Village, where

he was a gracious host and luncheon companion.

He was an extraordinarily generous person. He kept

up with his New York-based classmates like Bill

Kaufmann, attended reunions, and rarely missed

a local Andover gathering until his illnesses took

hold." Nort Wright remembers thatJohn and he

taught each other their respective musical prefer-

ences, includingjohn's admiration of Ethel Mer-

man's oeuvre, which Nort and wife Susan believe

led to their marriage! John is survived by his wife,

Damaris, daughter, Susannah, and son, Max.

Terry Porter died at home after a distinguished

career at the National Science Foundation and

NATO detailed in his 50th Reunion book bio. His

NATO assignment entailed annual trips to a mem-

ber state, which were greatly enjoyed by Terry and

his wife, Sharon. In recent years Terry developed a

blood disorder that caused a series of mini strokes

and required him to use a walker, and in the last

two years he was confined to a wheelchair. He is

survived by Sharon, a daughter, a son, a daughter-in-

law, and five grandchildren.

Jim Rayen was a well-regarded painter, a profes-

sor at Wellesley College tor many years who was

responsible for the foundation ofstudio art as a

major in the curriculum there. A tribute from the

college included the following:

"To his many students,James was the embodi-

ment of kindness, discipline, and magic— the

magic of colors, ofthe eye, ofmemory, and of the

brain working in concert. To his colleagues,James

was warm and insightful, a bridge builder and

mentor. For us all, he was the most elegant and

impassioned ofartist-educators and a painter of

exceptional lyricism." See www.legacy.com/obitu-

aries/nhregister/obituary.aspx?n=james-wilson-

rayen&pid=163393045*fbLoggedOut for more.

Earlier losses: The memory ot Bill Bride was

honored a week after the reunion at a golftourna-

ment sponsored by the Boys & Girls Club of

Lawrence (Mass.), of which Bill was the president

and a steadfast supporter for many years. The event

took place at the Indian Ridge Country Club. There

were 144 participants and many spectators, includ-

ing family and former members of the club who

attested to the impact the club had on their lives.

Bill's social responsibility and activism— in the

spirit ofmom sibi—were greatly admired.

Webb Janssen died on May 29, 2012, after a long

battle with cancer. After PA he, too, went to Brown,

where he and his twin brother, Ben Janssen, were

cocaptains of the lacrosse team. His career was in

finance and his leisure time concentrated on hiking,

camping, and fly-fishing.

Our sympathies go to the survivors ofall these

classmates, each of whom is sorely missed.

See you all at the 65th!
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1954

ABBOT
Nancy Donnelly Bliss

31 Cluf Bay Road

Brunswick ME 0401 1-9349

207-725-095

1

On May 6, 2013,Jane Munro Barrett, Paula

Prial Folkman Joan Wheeler Kaufman, Sandy

Liberty, Maris Oamer Noble, Francie Nolde,

Peggy Moore Roll, Sylvia "Sam" Thayer, and

1 gathered on the Abbot campus for a mini class

reunion. All the events planned for the day went

smoothly, thanks to the support ofjenny Savino in

the alumni office and Kristin Bair O'Keeffe, editor

ofAndover magazine.Jenny Savino arranged for

Head ofSchool John Palfrey to meet with us. We
had a delightful chat together in the sunshine on the

Circle, whereJohn discussed some of his first-year

experiences at Phillips. We talked about what

attending Abbot was like 60 years ago and the role

ofgirls in the life ofthe school today. Francie was

able to share briefly withJohn about her Tibetan

Buddhist pilgrimage in Northern India in October

2012. We were most appreciative ofjohn taking

the time to meet with us and look forward to other

visits with him on campus.

We then met in the School Room (our former

chapel) in Abbot Hall, where Francie had set up

her computer to show pictures as she spoke about

her amazing five-week pilgrimage consisting offour

major Tibetan Buddhist teachings and ending with

a teaching by the Dalai Lama. Francie had some

amazing pictures showing the elaborate temples as

well as the folk in plain garb. Francie mentioned that

the Tibetans are re-creating in Northern India what

had been destroyed in Tibet since 1959 when the

Dalai Lama fled to India. They are building monas-

teries and nunneries as well as the temples. We were

moved by Francie's story. As Maris wrote, "Francie,

your journey is part ofour journeys, and thank you

for including us in your pilgrimage to those sacred

and human connections."When I thanked Francie,

she said, "Telling the story helps me to remember

what came myway while there and helps me to

deepen my practice, so I truly thank you." Although

the School Room is used for a variety ofevents,

it still holds memories ofthe chapel for us and

seemed a fitting place to hear Francie's talk. Francie

brought some lovely flowers from her garden,

which added a nice tone to the setting.

After Francie's presentation, we enjoyed our

lunch in the Blue Room in Paresky Commons,

where we continue to be amazed by the variety of

food being served.We had an opportunity to catch

up with news ofother classmates and to continue

to reflect on Francie's experiences. After lunch we

walked over to GW Hall to see an exhibit featuring

Sylvia's son, Thayer Zaeder '83, and his mentor

while a student at Phillips, Audrey Bensley.We were

very impressed with Thayer's artistic talent and the

creative ceramic pieces displayed.

Members of the AA Class of '54 enjoyed a mini reunion and meeting with Head of School John

Palfrey on campus in May. From left are Paula Prial Folkman, Peggy Moore Roll, Francie Nolde,

Sandy Liberty, John Palfrey, Nancy Donnelly Bliss, Joan Wheeler Kaufman, Sylvia Thayer, Jane

Munro Barrett, and Maris Oamer Noble.

We spoke fondly of classmates unable to be

with us and left promising to be in Andover to

march in the Alumni Parade for our 60th Reunion

onJune 14,2014.

In other news, Edie Williamson Kean and

husband Ham traveled to Sicily this past spring. In

March Sue Larter Lingeman and husband Byron

celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary at The

Breakers in Palm Beach, Fla. All their familywas

able to gather for the "wonderful and memorable"

event. The Lingemans also traveled to Arkansas in

May to see the fabulous Crystal Bridges Museum

ofAmerican Art.

I am grateful for the support ofclassmates and

the folks in the alumni offices as I continue in my

role as class secretary. Love.

PHILLIPS

W. Parker Seeleyjr., Esq.

Seeley and Berglass

855 Main St., 5th Floor

Bridgeport CT 06604
203-366-3939 ext. 483

wps@seeleyberglass.com

I have heard from only a very few classmates, so

there is a paucity ofnews to report in this column.

Tireless Ken MacWilliams keeps many ofus

linked with the Andover 1954VCR, precipitating

electronic discussion ofa wide variety oftopics.

The class notes columns are for your liaisons with

other classmates, your achievements (now, living

another year is one), your families as they grow

—

how many great-grandchildren has our class

spawned?—and, sadly, deaths.

Sid Unobskey writes from San Francisco, "My

first project after graduating from Yale was the rede-

velopment ofdowntown Calais, Maine. Fifty-five

years later I am still working on it." He notes that he

is working on three projects for the National Park

Service and that he will keep us up to date. We look

forward to your updates, Sid.

Dave Mackenzie was elected to the representa-

tive town meeting (the town legislative body) in

Fairfield, Conn. His voice ofreason and resistance

to what many see as unnecessary spending in

that town, as it is more and more populated by

"upscalers," is a welcome voice in that community.

A number ofour classmates gathered at the

Maine Maritime Museum in Bath, Maine, on April

12, 2013, for a program honoring Phil Hudner s

brother Tom Hudner '43, Medal ofHonor recipi-

ent: Ken MacWilliams,Jim Spencer, Phil, Tom

Rodes, Paul Keaney, Bill Purinton, Newb Le

Roy, and Bill Bullock They all signed a "short

snorter" (dollar bill—you will have to look it up).

KentMcKamy has been involved in develop-

ing a re-entry program for former New York State
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prisoners who have served their sentences or been

paroled. The program is a one-on-one effort link-

ing just-released women and men as they struggle

with re-entry into life outside prison. The program

is being developed through the joint efforts of

Kent's church, the Brick Presbyterian Church in

New York City, and Exodus Transitional Commu-

nity in Harlem and was set to launch in September

2013. Kent reports, "There is not one religious

institution in Manhattan (mosque, synagogue, or

church) that offers a helping hand or supports a

re-entry program," and he would "welcome hearing

from any classmate who has an interest in this kind

of work."

Ken MacWilliams continues his intensive

interest in exacting clinical research in medicine

and science, having just accepted an invitation

to join the international board of the Alliance for

Clinical Research Excellence and Safety (ACRES),

whose global mission is to develop throughout

the world the highest quality and most consistent

safety standards and operating systems for medical

devices and drug research in which humans are

involved, i.e., tor clinical trials. ACRES led the way

tor the United States to have developed the "gold

standard" for clinical trials in the U.S. and through-

out the world.

As these notes are written, Kent McKamy

reports that about 15 (classmates, wives/partners,

and the indomitable Dutch Wolf ) have signed up

tor the annual Andover 1954 luncheon at the Bry-

ant Park Crill in the center of Manhattan. Thank

you, Kent, tor driving this always enjoyable event.

A report of the action there will grace this page in

the next class notes.

Our 60th Reunion is now less than a year away.

It is time for us to form a 60th Reunion committee.

There will not be a lot to do as we do not need to

demand that there be assigned to us a Softball field,

though many of us wish we were able to function in

a way that such a demand was realistic.

Several classmates have indicated an interest in

helping on such a committee in response to a call

sent out by Ken MacWilliams: Hugh MacMillan,

Kent McKamy, Dave Mackenzie, Ken, and me.

Dick Starratt indicated his willingness to help,

and Tim Hogen said he would help in an advisory

capacity. (Tim is the 1958 Yale class secretary, just

finished planning and delivering a very successful

Yale 1958 reunion, and has a great deal of

experience in these matters. We thank you, Tim. ) It

anyone wants to join the 60th Reunion committee

or just help in any way, please contact me at wps(S)

seeleyberglass.com.

At the 55th Yale reunion, Andover was

represented by at least six members of Andover

1954, Dick Carlson, Roger Whitcomb, Starratt,

Unobskey, Hogen, and your scribe. At that reunion

1 caught up with |an and Roger Whitcomb. They

have moved to Juno Beach in Florida after 35

years on Lake Candlewood in Connecticut. He

takes a three-mile walk every day and appears to

be in great shape. Witness how he and Jan stepped

out in the fast-dancing in the evening. And I also

spoke with Carol and Dick Carlson, who are

both avid golfers and live on the championship

golf course in Cromwell, Conn. Dick has just

retired as the president of the Connecticut State

Seniors Golf Association.

We want to update Andover records with all of

our classmates. There are 65 or 70 e-mail addresses

on the MacWilliams VCR. However, Andover

should have all of our current mailing information,

home or best address for such written communi-

cations, telephone numbers, PO box addresses,

and e-mail addresses. Please take a moment

and send them to Laura MacHugh, class notes

coordinator, at Phillips Academy, 180 Main Street,

AndoverMA 01810.

And for the next issue ofAndover magazine,

please send in reports of your doings to me at

wps(S>seeleyberglass.com.

[Editor's note: Les Blank passed away on

April 7, 2013. Please see his obituary in the

In Memoriam section.]

1955

ABBOT
Nancy Eastham lacobucci

17 Wilgar Road

Etobicoke ON M8X 1J3

Canada
416-231-1670

n.iacobucci@bluelink.andover.edu

Three wonderful e-mails received in February gave

me something to include in this issue—thank you,

my loyal correspondents! Diane Sorota wrote that

she has returned to professional freelance writing.

She commented that she had "just lopped offthe

decades between 1977 [when her resume ended]

and 2013" by taking up where she had left off She

turned in her first assignment (on complementary

medicine) to Coronado Lifestyle magazine and was

working on her second assignment, on anti-aging

medicine. When she wrote, she was about to check

out a local writers' group; 1 expect that she is now

well connected with other writers and having

a lot of fun!

Sue AppletonJowett reported on her varied

activities. She does some pottery at a friend's studio,

which she describes as a win-win situation: she

helps her friend with techniques the friend has

forgotten (because of a brain tumor operation), and

she has a place to work. She is also very interested in

archaeology; and although she is unable to attend

classes at Bowdoin, a professor has given her the

information on his text and reading syllabus. Thus

she reads at her leisure and is able to pursue special

areas of interest (especially thanks to interlibrary

loans). Sue also observes (from her living room

window) and records information about a blue

heron colony that spends the spring and summer

on an island 50 yards from her house; each season

she notes the numbers of nests (old and new), pairs,

and eggs that hatch and fledge. She reports this

information to a woman in Maine's fish and wildlife

department who is trying to determine the level of

activity from year to year. Another occupation for

Sue, especially in winter, is feeding wild birds and

attempting to ward offsquirrel attacks on her feed-

ers. She sent a hilarious description ofher "wars,"

which I wish 1 could include intact! Her conclusion

was that "squirrels are worthy opponents and in

their clever way are helping to keep my senior brain

active and engaged."

Dee Fleming King sent a catch-up on her busy

lite in 2012. She kindly corrected my misunder-

standing of the arrangement ot her home "Ocean

House." It is not her son's home, with a separate

apartment tor her, but rather her home with space

tor her son and family tor weekends and vacations.

She lives on the top floor, where her bedroom,

living room, dining room, kitchen, etc., are located;

the bedrooms for the family and other guests are

on the second floor; and the garages and tackle

room are on the ground floor. It sounds lovely and

unique! When she wrote, one ongoing project was

a pool house, which she said would be terrific when

finally finished. Her summation of her 2012 Euro-

pean trip was that the Adriatic was beautiful, she

wished she could have stayed forever in Paris, and

the thought of having sat in a Greek amphitheatre

constructed in 3000 BC left her in awe! Locally, she

reported that the year had been excellent for duck

hunting and fishing but regretted that there was no

dove hunting. She and the family had a lovely time

at Disney World at Christmas, although her grand-

sons, 1 1 and 9, were almost too old
;
evidently the

roller coaster saved the day. Now that she is dogless

and catless, she can travel more easily; she was

heading to Cuba with her friend Rick in the spring,

and then hoped to go on safari in September.

Please let me hear from you, especially the

"silent majority." E-mail is such an easy way

to communicate!

PHILLIPS

Tom Lawrence

1039 1/2 Sweetzer

West Hollywood CA 90069
323-654-0286

323-804-4394 (cell)

yogi@earthlink.net

Mini reunions seem to be the theme this time

around. And Walt McLeod appears to be the

Zelig ot those events. Doug Fisher reports that

Walt spent a few days with him and his partner,

|oann Buckley, in the North Carolina mountains

and mentioned that Walt continues to represent

his constituents from Newberry County, S.C., in

the state legislature and still attends most funerals,

baptisms, and social events in the area. He may be

the best known figure in that part of S.C.

Walt next surfaces at a Florida convocation

ot self-described snowbirds consisting ot Steve

Clarkson, Art Hotchkissjohn Palmer,Jack
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Doykos, and the aforementioned Doug Fisher. I

am sending a photo ofthis bunch and if it isn't pub-

lished, it's too bad ifonly for the table of wives in the

background who have obviously decided that their

evening could be better spent than hearing about

those great old times on FlagstaffCourt.

Doug Fisher turns up in Syd Morgan's account

ofa "royal dinner" in Wilmington, N.C., as the result

ofDoug'sWWI research finding a Dr. Sydney

Morgan serving "over there." No relation, but a great

mini reunion.

I sent Art Kelly a picture from the PA website

ofEaton Cottage, featuring our prep-year windows

on the strange, new world in which we Midwestern-

ers found ourselves 61 years ago. He had crossed

paths with Jack Doykos in south Florida at an event

to introduce the new head ofschool to Sunshine

Staters. Art's e-mail came from Oporto, Portugal,

where he and wife Diane were attending a meet-

ing for the board ofdirectors of Robert Bosch, a

German company that employs 300,000-plus

people in 150 countries. He and the only other

American on the board, Henry Kissinger, gave a

coordinated presentation: Art on U.S. micro- and

macro-economics and Dr. K. on foreign policy

and Washington.

Which brings me to 1955 s own "Ironman," the

aforementioned snowbird Art Hotchkiss. Are you

still with me? Art traveled from his home in Noank,

Conn., to Arizona to compete in the National Mas-

ters Racquetball Association Championships in

March. He was ranked ninth in the 75-plus division,

and when several competitors had to drop out, he

took on top-rankedJerry Holly from California

in a round-robin contest. They split the first two

matches and when, two days later, the showdown

was played, Art and Mr. Holly exchanged 15-9

scores. Since a "no tie-break" had been agreed on,

Art was proclaimed the 75-plus champion on the

basis ofhaving scored a single point more in the

two preliminary games.

The most recent mini reunion took place this

afternoon—June 27—in Louisville, Colo. Mike

"Digme" Bell, Chris Crosby, and I had a leisurely

lunch there to sidestep Memorial Day madness in

Boulder, Colo., comprising a 10K race and outdoor

festival expected to draw 47,000-plus contestants

and thousands ofspectators. Former University of

Colorado professor Bell retired from his folk music

show on local station KGNU after 30 years in 2008,

and will soon begin a series ofinterviews dealing

with the history offolk radio.

Chris brought along a snapshot ofa small part

ofthe Crosby clan of 10 children and an expectedly

large number ofgrandchildren. No other explana-

tion was needed for his zeal as an activist for aware-

ness ofand solutions for climate change. Recent

climatological disasters helped Chris make a strong

case for urgent action. This normally soft-spoken

classmate puts on a game face when the topic arises

and appears ready to move heaven and earth, if

Mother Nature doesn't beat him to it, to bring this

issue to the attention ofthe powers that be. ...Y.

Attendees with PA connections at the marriage of Trustee Emeritus Oscar Tang '56 and Hsin-Mei Hsu in

May were Meta Weiss 'OS, Douglas Lilley '76, Shirley Young 'SI, Gene Young '48, former Head of School

Barbara Landis Chase, Tang, David Chase, and Andrew Darrell '81. The wedding took place at Historic

Christ Church in Weems, Va. Photo courtesy ofLo-Yi Chan.

1956

ABBOT
Anne Woolverton Oswald

7862 East Greythorn Drive

Superstition Mountain AZ 851 1 8

480-374-4281

317-502-0339 (cell)

Woolvie56@gmail.com

Eleanor Rulon-Miller York has returned to Maine

from Florida and is happy to be "home in my nest."

She adds, "Marjorie Moore Yoars and husband

Peter are coming for a few days' visit. My six-month

checkup with the chemo doctor gave me an amaz-

ing clean bill ofhealth."

Carol "Cemmy" Kelton Ryland spoke with

SusanWickham Maire and thinks Susan is

doing quite well with her chemo treatments. Susie

planned to go to her grandson's graduation this

past spring at the University ofIllinois. Cemmy

spent time withJane Sweetsir Ferguson and

husband Doug and reports, " [Husband] Michael

and I had some delightful days at their lovely home

in the canyon ofMill Valley in Marin, just north

ofSan Francisco."

Jane Tatman Walker reports, "My focus this

past year has been to catch up with family and

friends, including lunches with Carol Gaines

Ruckle '57, Anne Woolverton Oswald, and Linda

Jones Matthews '54 and phone visits with some

other classmates. I have been spending time on

family genealogy.Am currently in Florida (Sarasota

area), from where we hope to connect with some

classmates en route back to Indy in late April. In

June we plan a cruise to Iceland and Norway and

more grandchildren's graduations. InJuly we will

celebrate my hometown's (Connersville, Ind.)

bicentennial with childhood friends." Jane and I had

a nice lunch in October before husband Bob and I

left Indiana for Arizona.

Bob and I trundled East in May for two college

graduations—Butler University and the University

ofVirginia—thankfully, on consecutive weekends.

We were able to fly from Arizona to Indianapolis,

drive to Charlottesville, and fly back home from

Norfolk. It was a full, fun 10 days! Mid-June found

us in Vancouver, Canada, for a high school gradu-

ation.We will have seen two oceans in just over

four weeks but, more importantly, been with all the

members ofour family.

Our summer plans includedJuly in Durango,

Colo., August in Ketchum, Idaho, and stops along

the way with friends in Wyoming and Montana.We
put a lot ofmiles on our car to avoid the Arizona

summer heat.

Please keep me posted on your activities and

contacts. You can send me news at any time. I love

to hear from you. Love to all '56ers!
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Class Notes News!

Here at Andover magazine, we're

working to make class notes better

and more accessible. Starting with our

winter 2014 issue, we're instituting a

new procedure that should enable you

to get your class notes more quickly.

A PDF of class notes will be

e-mailed to your class secretaries four

to six weeks before the magazine is

mailed. Your class secretary can then

share the notes with class members
in whatever way works best for your

class, perhaps via e-mail or Facebook

or a class website.

As many of you know, we have

phased out BlueLink, and, as a

result, the notes no longer will be in a

password-protected location on PA's

website. Starting with our next issue,

class notes will be included in the

digital version of the magazine on the

website. Please be aware that whatever

you share will be searchable online.

These changes should make it

easier to keep up with your classmates.

We look forward to receiving your

feedback!

PHILLIPS

Phil Bowers

322 W. 57th St., Apt. 30F

New York NY 10019
212-581-0538

philbowers@verizon.net

Philip R. Hirsh Jr.

59 Union Run

Lexington VA 24450-6040

540-464-5202

prhjr@rockbridge.net

When Julian Herrey issued his invitation to host a

mini reunion in Berlin, he said he would take us into

the soul of the city, his home since he left Columbia

in 1958, dissatisfied and hoping tor a more exciting

lite in Europe. Tine deeply personal nature ot Julian's

mission shaped our experience in ways none of

us would have anticipated or will ever torget. He

speaks openly about the emotional challenges he

experienced and overcame at Andover, a transition

that opened a litetime ot achievement and satisfac-

tion in his work as a master engineer focused on the

technology ot theatre management. He worked in

both East and West Berlin, a delicate and sometimes

risky balancing act, especially when chaufteuring an

Hast German theatre director or helping someone

escape to the West. He was responsible tor getting

the International Congress Center, Berlin's

enormous convention center, up and running. He

worked with theatre and music legends like Herbert

von Karajan, Cleorge Balanchine, and Samuel

Beckett as well as most ot Germany's major political

and government figures. Julian is also protessor of

theatre and event technology at Berlin University.

He and wite Sabine have surrounded themselves

with artists, performers, architects, historians, and

political and business people. Their friends became

our guides and mentors throughout every day

and evening as we moved through art exhibitions,

musical performances, architectural and historical

excursions, even an Andover evening with the Ger-

man American Business Club. There were no gift

shops on Julian's agenda, only a stunning series of

intimate, sometimes offbeat explorations ofBerlin

from the time of Frederick the Great to today.

Our group: Phil Bowers, Lyn andJim Taylor,

Dave and Betsy Powell '56, Suzanne and Ed Tarlov,

Libba and Guy Robinson, Julia and Sam Rea, Bill

Kieffer, Sheila and Toby Schwartzburg, Carla

and Sven Kraemer, Diana and Ron Garmey, and

Susan and Phil Hirsh. Happily, Sabine was able to

join us on most of the journey. Betsy's friendship

with Tammy Murphy '83—member of PA's Board

ot Trustees, wite ofthe U.S. Ambassador to Ger-

many, and mother ot a child now at Andover—net-

ted us a formal luncheon at the ambassador's home.

Ambassador Philip Murphy spoke in his famously

frank way about the EU and German-American

relations. Note: the drain stoppers in the ladies'

room are decorated with the American flag. Is this a

message or just a decorating touch?

Some ofour group already knew a great deal

about Berlin. Toby remembered his days with Army

Intelligence eavesdropping on Russian communica-

tions during the construction ot the Berlin Wall: "I

was there when they built the wall. How amazing

and wonderful to see it come down 25 years later!"

Sven is completing a definitive history of the Cold

War ("trying to get it down to 600 pages"), using

primary source material gathered during his years

working in the Department ot Defense, at the

National Security Council, as director ot arms con-

trol for President Reagan, and as senior staff mem-

ber for both Sen.John Tower and Rep. Jack Kemp.

Sven has an astounding grasp of historical detail and

provided us with firsthand details—some at vari-

ance with popularly accepted history—about the

people and events we were experiencing.

Julian's itinerary unfolded in a way that invited

classmates and spouses to talk in depth about

the choices, challenges, and struggles we have all

experienced since our days at Andover, interac-

tion unthinkable at high-energy reunions. Robo

summed it up saying, "It was a wonderful adven-

ture. Julian prepared every detail with meticulous

thoroughness. Equally important was the pleasure

ot getting to know classmates I did not know at all

before the trip. Wouldn't it be wonderful if we could

do a similar trip in the future?''

About a year before our mini reunion, Dianne

and Doc Bennett visited Berlin and spent two days

with Julian and Sabine. "Julian is an extraordinary

guide, kind, funny, smart, and very knowledgeable,"

he writes. Doc is a longtime resident of Mexico

and student of its life and history, experience he

used in his newly released book, Playing For Pancho

Villa. You can download it on Amazon Kindle.

One reviewer describes the book as "a double-

barreled read," its author "a virtuoso who intrigues

and fascinates." [Editor's note: See Bookshelf,

page 53.]

We have lost three classmates: Fred Moore,

Norman Hildes-Heim, and Tom Crosby.

Fred died on April 1 , 2013, from an ALS-like

neurological disorder he fought for 15 years. His

wite, Lezlynne, described Fred as a patriot, lifelong

student of English, and man of honor who was

deeply committed to his church and the commu-

nity ot St. Clair, Mich. "Fred saw himself as a teacher

who always wanted to share his good fortune and

enthusiasm for life with others."

Norm died suddenly at home on March 20,

2013. Many of us knew him as rowing correspon-

dent for the Neif York Times. He was also an inter-

nationally acclaimed architect, visiting architecture

teacher at Harvard and the University of British

Columbia, coach of Columbia's lightweight rowing

team, and a musician. Norm also holds the record

tor the longest summer job ever. He was a lifeguard

at Jennings Beach, Conn., for 54 years.

Tom died on May 26, 2013, after a three-month

battle with pancreatic cancer. Attorney, former

chairman ot his law firm, and community activist,

he was known for his leadership working for non-

profit and civic projects. Tom served three terms

as mayor of Medina, Minn., and still found time to

pursue his favorite hobby: producing prize-winning

syrup from his farm's maple trees.

Nick Andrus was honored with the Adinaro

Humanitarian Award tor his work assisting low-

income families and individuals in Alexandria,

Va. Moved by the loss ofclassmates, Nick has

pledged to make a donation to the Academy in

honor of each classmate we lose. Thinking about

the deeds ot Fred, Norm, Tom, and Nick reminds

us of the power and endurance ot the non sibi spirit.

—Phil Hirsh

1957

ABBOT
Anne Boswell

5 Choate Road

Hanover NH 03755-1701

603-643-5043

aboswell@valley.net

Lucinda "Lulu" Cutler

267 Legend Hill Road

Madison CT 06443-1881

203-779-5859

lucindacutler@gmail.com

Mimi Ganem Reeder and Louisa Lehmann

Birch wrote me soon after the bombing of the

Boston Marathon. Both are well. But each one was

affected one way or another. Louisa's son Chris

was close to the finish line and saw the destruction.
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Mimi was unable to get home to her house in

Cambridge from New York on the day the city was

locked down. Lilacs were blooming in the photo-

graphs that reached the newspapers, reminding us

ofthe city's beauty and the heartbreak.

Mimi and Dinah Hallowell Barlow keep up

their long friendship and are thankful for classes

available through the Harvard Institute for Learning

in Retirement (HILR).

Lynne McLaughlin Moughty writes happily of

upcoming plans to see her daughter-in-law gradu-

ate from the Pacific School ofReligion in Berkeley,

Calif. She will also join a Tauck Tour ofSouth

Dakota and Wyoming. The plan includes horseback

riding and volunteer work in one of the national

parks along the way. Her daughter Beth and family

will welcome her in October following her trip

on the Rhone. Beth will be in Lyons, where her

husband will spend his sabbatical. He will have time

for research in forestry (on leave from Syracuse Uni-

versity's school offorestry). Lynne is polishing her

French. Grandchildren will go to the public school

and undoubtedly become fluent. Sounds like a very

special time for all ofthem!

Carol Gaines Ruckle encourages us to read

Steven Brill's article 'A Bitter Pill" on the out-

rageous costs ofhealth care (Time magazine,

March 4, 2013).

Wishing you a good autumn and happy

endeavors.

PHILLIPS

Stephen C. Trivers

151 South Rose St., Suite 61 1

Kalamazoo Ml 49007
269-385-2757

Stephen@StephenTrivers.com

Gregory Wierzynski

4426 Klingle St., NW
Washington DC 20016
202-686-9104

gregor@wierzynski.com

Class website: www.andover57.ning.com

A few weeks ago, Bill Sterling sent me a suggestion.

Why not ask classmates to describe their current

passions, at least the ones we can print?John

Austin graciously agreed to start what we hope will

become a repeating feature. A noted radiologist,

John still practices his day job but in recent years

has devoted himselfto music, organizing elaborate

opera productions. "Music reaches deep inside— it

comes from the heart,"John writes. "Playing an

instrument feels wonderful. The other day, my dou-

ble-bass teacher said, "Think ofthe bow as a large

paintbrush.' And music can be gloriously social—

a

major reason I produce opera run-through parties is

that it brings people together in shared purpose and

joy." John's next 'opera party' Mozart's La Clemenza

di Tito, is scheduled for Nov. 2 in New York. Lee and

Tom Terry,Jim Stewart, and Brian Pendleton

and wife Susan Stein have signed on to sing.

Dan Adams's passion is not difficult to discern.

Consider his fly-fishing schedule: the Yucatan

Peninsula for bone fish and tarpon in April; a lake

in Kentucky for large-mouth bass in May; the

Penobscot River in Maine inJune and the New
River in Washington in July for small-mouth bass;

the Kootenai and Clark rivers in Montana for trout

in September; Nashville lakes in October. When

he's not gone fishin', Dan serves on the Evansville,

Ind., city council.A former heart surgeon, he made

his hometown smoke-free last year.

Since he retired in 2004, Arkie Koehl has

invested his energies in making Hawaii's roads safer

as a board member ot Mothers Against Drunk

Driving. Earlier this year, he was working on the

third MADD Cab Affair, a 1920s-themed fund-

raiser—unusual in that its location is kept secret

and guests are whisked to and from their homes

in taxis. Arkie explains: "One ofMADD's biggest

problems is its policy ofno alcohol at gatherings.

By keeping the location secret, and by contract-

ing a taxi company to pick up and deliver people,

there would be no chance anyone [could drink and

drive]. We embellished the concept by pitching the

secret location as a 'speakeasy' and encouraging

Prohibition-era costumes." The party was scheduled

for Sept. 7. Leslie and Bill Cox, owners ot a Hono-

lulu condo, planned to tly in from San Diego.

This from the aforementioned Tom Terry,

received in mid-May: "I'm writing from a Tuscan

villa some 50 kilometers south ot Florence. [Wife]

Lee and I are here for two weeks, having spent the

previous six weeks studying Italian and feeling occa-

sionally cheered that we can eke out a full sentence.

Our next foray will be to Istanbul, Cappadocia, and

the coast ofTurkey in October. Meanwhile, we will

hang out in northeastern Connecticut, where our

four-member band, the Seldom Heard, will play

through the summer. Should any classmates be in

the vicinity, we welcome drop-in guests!"

Three years ago, rising taxes forcedJohn

Douglas, our class filmmaker and enfant-terrible-

through-art, to leave his cabin on the shores ofLake

Champlain, Vt. Instead ofmoving in with his long-

time companion, Bobbie Lanahan, also an artist, in

nearby Burlington, he built a studio
—

"my cyber

bunker"—adjacent to her house and connected

the two with a 20-foot overpass. The bridge allows

them to share the joys ofcohabitation while provid-

ing each with independent space. The New York

Times was sufficiendy intrigued to chronicle this

imaginative arrangement. Have a look at http://

tinyurl.com/qzpcouh. A visual medley ofjohn's art,

including his daughter s wedding, is posted on the

class website (address above).

Fred Shuman's passion, as he puts it, is to

remain "busy and relevant." Shordy after a tour of

central Europe last fall, he suffered a cardiac event,

resulting in his 10th stent—a world record, he

thinks. But that didn't slow Fred down. He contin-

ues to shuttle between homes in Santa Barbara, East

Hampton, and NYC, and, thanks to telecommut-

ing, to put in a regular day's work at his hedge fund,

Archstone, and various philanthropies. He was the

honoree at the annual gala ofNew York City Center,

which he has served for years as executive commit-

tee chairman. But the high lite has its perils. "One

night in May," Fred writes, "four people performed

the Heimlich maneuver on me. Thank God the 12th

try worked. I was very close to leaving."

In his class letter, Bill Sterling muses about his

Anderson Valley, Calif, neighbors. "The tone and

tenor ofour neighbors' feelings about the federal

government have shifted from unsurprising disap-

pointment to disdain," Bill writes. "Personal political

survival and power-mongering have replaced a sense

ofresponsibility to govern the country. I think dis-

dain is justified." But he finds hope in such endeavors

as Bob Darnton's National Digital Public Library,

which opened online in April. "Bob deserves fresh

and fragrant laurels." Check out Bill's letter in full on

our class website.

Sadly, word comes from Lancaster, Pa., thatJohn

Malone died in March. The son ofMiles Malone,

the American history teacher to many ofus,John

grew up on campus and went on to Harvard. He

dropped out after his third year to embark on a

prolific career ofwriting short stories and books,

including 77ie Complete Idiot's Guide to Acting, a

collaboration with Paul Baldwin, his companion

for 31 years.—

G

ABBOT
Parry Ellice Adam
33 Pleasant Run Road

Flemington NJ 08822-7109

908-782-3754

peaba@comcast.net

How opportune to have the class notes due on the

tail ofour 55th festivities! Although there were just

eight ofus (Joyce Finger Beckwith,Jane Christie,

Carol Greene Donnelly, Ellie Taft Ethridge,

Sandra Castle Hull, Ingrid Stahlbrand Kassler,

Vickie Kohler, and moi), it was plenty for a party.

Friday eveningwe had an Abbot-only dinner in

Davis Hall, with greetings from our new head of

school,John Palfrey. Saturday, a No. 10 weather day,

began with the parade and continued through lunch

on the lawn ofGW. Hall and random activities in

the afternoon, including tea at Abbot Hall. Cocktails

were poured at the Addison Gallery for several

classes. Sandra arranged a lovely dinner for us at

the Andover Inn, which was the ideal capper ofa

super reunion.

Here are some tidbits from the attendees. Joyce

retired just days after the reunion, having served 27

years as head ofthe language department at a local

school. Jane is on the board ofthe 1898 library in

Kingston, N.H., which is now the historical center.

She was with Sandy Bensen Calhoun in Hilton

Head, SC., in June.

Carol and her husband, Joey, never change

—

happily! Ellie is busy as always maintaining the
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stay connected.

gorgeous family homestead on Andovers Salem

Street. Sandra's oldest granddaughter graduated

from Loyola University Chicago. Another grand-

daughter is at Holderness after tour family mem-

bers. Sandra and Gary marked their 38th anniver-

sary—while she was with us! Vickie spent April in

Africa and will be in Madagascar in September. She

and lngrid toured Asia last year. Speaking ot Ingrid,

she and my husband, Sandy, propped each other

with flawless grace at the foot of every staircase.

Knees seem to be the issue of the age.

It was a ball, we miss you all, but do please plan

to celebrate our 60th.

PHILLIPS

Dermod O. Sullivan

Morgan Stanley

590 Madison Ave., 1 1th Floor

New York NY 1 0022
800-468-0019

dermod.o.sullivan@ms.com

Our 55th Reunion was held over the weekend

of )une 14- 16, and we had an enthusiastic group

ofattendees, tew in number but high in qual-

ity. Among the loyalists were Ted Bailey, Gil

Bamford, Charlie Brennan, John Do Lin Andy

Fichthorn, Patrick Gorman, Al Griggs, Steve

Larned, Arthur Mann,Jem Minard, Eric Norlin,

Win Orgera, Bob Posner, Donald Schwartz, Bill

Stiles, Dermod Sullivan, Chris Wadsworth, and

Mark Woodbury.

The 1958 golfmatch, which at the 50th num

bered 16 players, was similarly reduced in numbers

but unsurpassed in skills. Your secretary and Eric

Norlin were the only ones who showed up at Wan-

namoisett Country Club near Pawtucket, R.I., a

most wonderful Donald Ross design. Eric and 1

teed oft just as the rain stopped, and we had the

course to ourselves. By running in a 60-foot putt on

9 and a 30-toot putt on 18, Eric kept his losses to a

dollar. Once I supplemented these winnings with

tour dollars ot my own, they afforded a chit to a

welcome drink at the reunion.

The class arranged for a private 1958 tour ot the

Addison on Friday afternoon. Rebecca Hayes, the

gallery's curator ot education, escorted an enthu-

siastic group of us through the current exhibits,

highlighting three Winslow Homer oils, including

the famous Eight Bells; Thomas Eakins's Salutat, an

oil painting of a boxer; a George Inness; a Frederic

Church; and many other paintings. Of note, the

Addison has 12,000 items in its collection, includ-

ing a startling 143 works by Winslow Homer, many

of them Homer originals (as opposed to prints or

lithographs). Many of you will remember the model

boats, now in the basement. What 1 discovered

is that all the ship models were built to the same

1 /4-inch scale. In other words, the model of J.P.

Morgan's yacht Corsair bears the same relationship

to the real Corsair as the model ot Columbus S Santa

Maria does to thai ship.

Ironically, because ot the thin turnout, I sensed a

more intimate gathering. I heard wonderful stories

and managed to remember a tew. Chris Wadsworth

guided me on how to fish the ponds and the surf

ot Cape Cod. He will shortly be on his way to the

Henry 's Fork for trout. Mark Woodbury related

how his breakout football performance as an

upper on JV1 was thanks to Dexter Morse asking

the coach to put Mark in. On another occasion,

playing varsity basketball, Mark stunk it up in the

early going. He went to the coach and asked to be

taken out. Coach snarled, "It you opt out now, I'll

make sure you'll never play again." Sure sounds like

the Aiidover coaches I remember from the '50s.

Mark stayed in, got hot, and scored 37 points. Eric

Norlin cited his career total of nine holes-in-one (I

witnessed one at Brookline 30 years ago!). On one

occasion, in a match, Eric made a hole-in-one on top

of his opponent's, to tie the hole! Andy Fichthorn

and I swapped ammo-loading experiences, as it we

were familiar regulars down at the local shooting

range. Arthur Mann described his numerous busi-

ness trips to the Far East, where his reception varied

depending on his role as a vendor or a purchaser.

"Pathfinder" Gorman from San Francisco appropri-

ately won the distance award.

I had time to seek out more culture at the Robert

S. Peabody Museum of Archaeology, with its many

exhibits on Native Americans, and there I bumped

into Win Orgera likewise trying to improve his

mind. As befits the theme of paucity in this column,

only a fraction ot the collection is on display; the

collection has 500,000 artifacts, 46,000 images, and

9,000 books. There's a wonderful mural from 1933

that I hadn't noticed before, Culture Areas of North

America by Stuart Travis ( 1868- 1942). You may

also remember his mural History and Traditions of

the School and Vicinity in the Oliver Wendell Holmes

Library. Travis started his work at Phillips Academy,

where he painted a total ot three murals, in 1928;

he also designed the stone and wood gate that now

leads to the Moncrieft Cochran Sanctuary. All these

works can be seen on the Internet.

Gil Bamford echoes the advantages of the light

turnout, in that it "allowed attendees more time and

opportunity to do much catching up.Jem Minard,

up from Chantilly, Va., brought his lovely grandchil-

dren to the Saturday luncheon in front of Sam Phil."

Gil attended the Non Sibi Donor Breakfast, and a

handout showed that the five-year total giving by PA

1958 was $ 13.9 million, with an excellent 66 percent

participation rate, second only in dollars to PA 1948,

which gave $ 14.4 million in gifts. Great work by

Marshall Cloyd, Bill Stiles, and Charlie Brennan,

and kudos for the generosity of many classmates.

JeflfEiseman writes that he "wanted to come to

the 55th, but I am a member of a tour-town board

that is trying to work out how our towns (which

have a regional secondary-school system) can

regionalize at the elementary-school level. We've

been working on this for more than a year, and

Saturday the 15th was a crucial all-day meeting. We

also had our children and our five grandchildren

here on Sunday."

left corrects the record that he also attended

the Swampscott public schools with Bill Stiles,

Frank Morse, and Tom Welch. Jeffpoints out

that Malcolm Salter also came from Swamp-

scott but can't recall that Mai ever attended the

public schools. We'll have to ask Mai to produce

his junior-high-school diploma. left is still with

UMass/Amherst.

Bill Stiles reports that he spoke to Bill Weihofen

separately trom the reunion. He tells us that Bill and

partner Kaye are selling their condo in Santa Fe,

N.M., probably next year, and moving to Portland,

Ore. Both are doing well, but they want to relocate

from Santa Fe (altitude ot 7,000 feet) to sea level

and to be in a region where water is plentiful and

not problematic, as it can be in New Mexico.

In the previous notes, I misidentified a classmate.

Apologies to all. Actually, it was Ed Rice who

replied to my e-mail about Lawry Chickering as

follows: "Still coaching (50 years in a row), having

returned part time to Episcopal High School of

Virginia in Alexandria. Coaching football and track

and field, and tutoring math on the side, is much

nicer than the hectic pace ot a full-time boarding

school job."

[Editor's note: The Academy received

word thatJohn P. Leonard passed away on

May 13, 2013. Please see his obituary in the

In Memoriam section.]

1959

ABBOT
Nathalie Taft Andrews

2407 Ransdell Ave.

Louisville KY 40204
502-459-5715

dulcie@iglou.com

"We're all probably getting ready to attend our

50th college reunions, right? I'm on my way to

Smith," wroteJudy Agor Aydelott. And Sandra

Moulton Burridge agreed: "Am getting ready to

visit my daughter in Montreal and then inJune go

to my 50th reunion at Colby College in Maine. Will

meet up also with friends from Ghana Peace Corps

days. I never had children, but I am a stepmother.

In )une the first ofour grandchildren will graduate

high school, and [my husband and I] are looking

forward to that. Summer shapes up to be a

combination of time spent on Martha's Vineyard

and Red Sox baseball."

"While having breakfast in Fiji," wrote Frances

"Eve" Dalmolen, "I learned about the Boston Mara-

thon bombings." Eve was flying back to Boston and

luckily made all her connections. "From mid-March

to mid-April, I was in Australia, New Zealand, and

Fiji. Snorkeling on the Outer Barrier Reef and Fiji

Islands was fabulous. Trip highlights for me, as pres-

ident ofCape Cod Opera, were touring the Sydney

Opera House and seeing the Handa Opera produc-

tion ofCarmen with the nightlights ot Sydney, the

opera house, and famed bridge as the background."
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Tina Savell Treadwell had a splendid trip to the

U.K. in April to visit her younger son and his family,

who are living there while he does social mission

work for Ben and Jerry 's. "The family has settled in

Windsor in a rented house, and the girls are going to

British schools with great opportunities to stretch

and grow! We all took the train to Edinburgh,

Scotland, a charming, walkable city, then back to

London, where we indulged in attending two plays."

CathyWatson Rapp is still traveling from

Pennsylvania north to Ottawa and south to Virginia

Beach to see grandchildren. "In between, I still play

lots of tennis, love to garden, and work on a quilt,

the starting date ofwhich I shall not mention! This

December we're planning a trip to Turks and Cai-

cos with our entire family ( 11 ofus) to celebrate 50

years ofmarital endurance. Should be fun!"

Elsie KelloggMorse and her husband, Doug,

continue to enjoy life in Providence, R.I. "In Octo-

ber we're headed for Myanmar—a great adventure.

Mind you, we still go to Maine for three months

every summer tor Doug's research. Some things

never change, because they don't have to!"

Pathologist Marilyn Fairfax is working full time

and publishing and teaching a lot, while her hus-

band retired from teaching high school chemistry

in Detroit years ago. "We sail a lot and have a small

ocean cruising sailboat—recently confined to the

Great Lakes. We bought a condo in Salt Lake City

for skiing and as a retirement home (if I ever retire).

I have a good amount ofvacation, and we are travel-

ing and sailing a lot while we still have the energy

to do it and the income to pay for it. Recent trips

included the Galapagos Islands and an extended

trip to Sicily. This summer we visited Sognefjord,

Norway, the area where my husband's family came

from, and then cruised around Spitzbergen to see

the polar bears."

"After 20 years working in Geneva, Switzerland,

I moved with my husband, Stuart, to London,"

writes Lynn Mahoney Edelstein. "We are near our

daughter, Jenny, and her family, and enjoying three

grandchildren. We also travel frequently to Califor-

nia to visit our son, Dan, a professor at Stanford, and

his family."

"Still doing the same things: [I am active in

the] Wildflower Rescue and Fishtown Preserva-

tion organizations. I follow grandchildren playing

baseball and sailing on their high school teams, and

cross-country and downhill skied last winter. Hope

to sail and play golfifit ever warms up. Life is good
!

"

declaresJoan FisherWoods.

Linda Lobb Timmins writes from Utah, "No

real news." Her kids and grandkids are thriving in

Colorado and Washington. "I live in the Conser-

vative capital ofthe world' and enjoy being one of

those 'scary liberals.' It is about to get hot, so soon

[my husband and I] head for Cannon Beach, Ore.,

for a break from the heat!"

In December, WinkieWard Keith had a knee

replacement at Boston's Brigham and Women's

Hospital. Then in March she went to Virgin Gorda

for 10 days. "Our oldest daughter, Lucy, flew to Sen-

egal to join her husband, Tomas Diagne. She will go

to Guinea-Bissau to study manatees with a Spanish

group. [Daughter] Tess is still in Pordand, Ore., and

Coral [and her family] live in Cumberland, Maine."

From Ann Morris Stack: "My work and pro-

ductive fun continues with the 51 Percent Club

ofIndiana. It's invigorating to be with women of

all ages and ethnic and social backgrounds who

want a seat at the table. ...The women in my world

care about jobs, equal pay for equal work, health

care, education, child care, the environment, and

public transportation. The women in my world are

organizing so that everyone wins: women, men,

children, and families; our state and our country. 1

like having a purpose."

Deborah Hayes Gillette says, "Same old,

same old." To which Missy lams Kittredge adds,

"Nothing new. Still loving Panama and still trying

to unload farm and house. Aveling [one ot my

children] says, 'No, you're not. You're not trying at

all.' What is it about these perspicacious children?

Love to all."

PHILLIPS

David Othmer

4220 Spruce St.

Philadelphia PA 19104
215-387-7824

davidothmer@aol.com

A great story, and a reminder to us all from Tom
Stirling: "One ofthe things I recall saying at a

recent Punahou School chapel service in Honolulu

was suggesting that the kids ask their family, friends,

and neighbors about the veterans they knew, and

then to ask those veterans ifthey would be willing

to talk about their experiences. I added that there

were some remarkable stories out there that were in

danger ofbeing lost ifnot told and recorded.

"As an example, I related an experience ofmy
own. About six years ago, I phoned my father's

sister, known as AuntJano, who was then in her late

80s and retired in Louisville, Ky.

"Usuallywhen I call her, our conversations are

rather unremarkable, but on this day I happened to

ask her, 'Do you have any family stories you'd like to

share?' AuntJano did. Almost without hesitation,

she launched into a story that I had never heard

before (and, it turned out, no one else in my genera-

tion ofthe family had ever heard either). Byway

ofbriefbackground, five generations ofStirlings

(including my father and his three sisters, ofwhom
onlyAuntJano is now living) have lived in Wilm-

ington, Del., going back to 1811 . Theywere Scots-

Irish Presbyterians from Londonderry, in what is

now Northern Ireland. My great-grandfather, Victor

Stirling, ran a general store on the outskirts of

Wilmington and was one ofthe founders ofWilm-

ington's Green Hill Presbyterian Church in 1849.

Auntjano's story was about him.

"To supply his store, Victor would hitch up his

wagon and go out into the surrounding countryside

to buy fruit, meat, and produce from the outlying

farms. During one such trip in 1863 during the

Civil War, he encountered a regiment ofthe Union

army marching westward. One ofthe officers knew

Victor, and hailed him to ask a favor. One ofthe

regiment's drummer boys was very sick with a high

fever. The regiment's doctor had done all he could

for him. They were on the march and couldn't stop.

AuntJano thinks they were headed toward Get-

tysburg. The officer asked Victor ifhe could please

take the boy with him and do what he could, even

though it didn t appear he had long to live. Victor

said yes, he would take the boy home in his wagon,

tend to him and, ifhe didn't pull through, make sure

he received a Christian burial. Although Victor and

his family treated him as best they could, the boy

died soon after. True to his word, Victor made sure

the boy was buried in the Green Hill church's cem-

etery. When it came time tor the service, however,

he realized he didn't know the boy's name. The story

is unclear as to whether the Union officer didn't

know the boy s name or expected the boy to be able

to identify himselt, or whether someone may have

told Victor and he forgot. In any event, since no

one knew, the boy was buried without a name. His

gravestone (given by one ofthe church members

who was a stone mason) reads simply "Unknown

Drummer Boy." We don't know how old the boy

was (maybe about 12, I'm guessing) or why he had

joined up with this regiment. Was he an orphan,

or from a poor urban familywho had too many

mouths to feed? Did he have a mother or other fam-

ily who missed him and never learned what became

ofhim? We'll never know. But it now strikes me that

he was, in the end and at his last breath, a member ot

my family. He died in Victor's home, being tended

by the Stirling family, with no other known relatives.

"For many years after the Civil War, AuntJano

said, Union veterans would assemble by his grave

as part oflocal Memorial Day observances. After I

got offthe phone that day, I called the Wilmington

church to see ifthey could verify Auntjano's story.

Yes, said the historian, there is a drummer boy bur-

ied right here in our churchyard, just as your aunt

related. Everyone knows ofhim, but until nowwe

didn't know just how he got here, or ofthe Stirling

family's connection with him.

"I have told that story sparingly over the last six

years. I remain immensely touched by it and can

never manage to avoid choking up a bit when I

do tell it. But until recently I hadn't really thought

through what it might mean. There was no compel-

ling reason for me to askAuntJano such an open-

ended question that day, or for her to have that story

so ready to be told, and told so well. I felt like I got

to know something about my great-grandfather

through that story, and got some sense ofhis devo-

tion to his God and his church. The story also offers

an allegorical message—that, as we hitch up and

go about our daily rounds, we never know just what

unexpected challenges, duties, and opportunities

will be presented to us."

And, ofcourse, as Tom suggests, don't forget to

ask questions ofthose you love.
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stay connected. .

ABBOT
Lynne Furneaux Clark

P.O. Box 1 087
Manchester Center VT 05255-1 087
802-362-1744

puffinplace@aol.com

Your class secretary has missed the past tew

deadlines as she was coping with breast cancer and

also helping her husband with many trips over to

Dartmouth-Hitchcock's cancer center tor treatment

ot cancer on his tace. Luckily, things have now

calmed down a little.

Maggie Elsemore Sipple and her husband

looked forward to a trip to the Baltics this summer

as members ot the Yale Alumni Chorus. They had

a most enjoyable dinner with Fred and SaraJasper

Cook about a month ago.

Anne Kales Howson wrote that she and

husband left had a great trip to Patagonia last

November. One highlight was revisiting the small

church in Buenos Aires where they were married

in 1970. Another highlight was landing on Cape

Horn amidst 35-knot winds in rubber Zodiac boats.

They had another great season tor their S.F. Giants

baseball team. Two World Series championships in

three years! They are season ticket holders and loyal

enough tans to follow the team to spring training in

Scottsdale, Ariz., each March, a great escape from

the rainy season in San Francisco.

Kathy Stevens says her days are filled with vol-

unteering, grandparenting, health maintenance, and

helping her mother (Abbot '36).

Susan Lothrop Koster wrote that she and her

husband are happy just to be alive and enjoying life

in the Bahamas.

Lindsay Knowlton wrote from just up the road

in Vermont that she was recently in Hawaii and

had a lovely visit with Cindy Bump Tourte upon

arrival in San Francisco. Lindsay is scheduled for

knee surgery very soon.

Sarah von der Heyde Richards would love

to hear from more classmates. It has now been

almost 13 years since her cancer treatment, and

she is doing well in that area but still fighting some

medical issues. Of course, new medical things keep

popping up. This summer she planned to travel by

car with her daughter and three grandchildren to

Niagara Falls, Mt. Rushmore, Yellowstone Park, and

Seattle while still working part time at her pediatric

practice, which she hopes to continue for a couple

more years. She now sees some grandchildren of

her former patients!

Cyndy Smith Bailes says that lite is good: she

has both her daughter and granddaughter living

with her. Brenda Walker Swords recently enjoyed

a mini reunion in NYC with Hannah Jopling,

Mary Feldblum, and Phyllis Ross Schless.

Corky Auxier Perez is finally retiring from

volunteering with the Humane Society after 30

years but is still adopting and caring tor older

unadoptable dogs and cats. She crossed paths

with Lulu Sulzbacher Cutler '57 this past winter

in Vero Beach.

That's all for this issue. 1 would love to hear from

more classmates, despite the tact that we are all

fighting medical issues— a by-product ofadvanc-

ing age. As a friend succinctly puts it, "What's the

alternative?" I d like to put in short news briefs from

as many ot our class as possible. I enjoy hearing

from everyone, and if you don't want something

published in the magazine, just say so. I 'm hoping

that a tew classmates will visit me in Vermont.

PHILLIPS

Dick Bourne

1503 McDermoff Road

Pylesviile MD 21 132

410-836-1 100

rbourne@ubalt.edu

Class website: www. 1 960pa.com

Last spring I sent out a letter to a random group of

classmates asking who would attend the Academy-

sponsored "mini reunion" in Charleston in late

March. I heard from a larger number of you than at

any time since I became class secretary.

Five classmates sent me notes praising Gerry

Shea's memoir, Song Without Words: Discovering

My Deafness Halfway through Life (Da Capo Press,

2013). [Editor's note: See Bookshelf, page 53.] They

were right on. In Song, Gerry tells the extraordinary

story of becoming partially deaf after a boyhood

bout with scarlet fever but not discovering his

hearing deficit until he was diagnosed at age 34.

He describes how the damage to his ear caused

him to slip into a world of silence. Many of us

remember him as a guy who could sing beautifully;

he continued to do this at Yale, where he sang with

the Whifrenpoots. But the amazing thing is how

successfully he struggled to master his studies, not

only at Andover but also at Yale and at Columbia

Law School and later as a Wall Street lawyer. Gerry

retired from law practice in the mid- 1990s.

Ed Abbott spent most of his adult life teaching

chemistry at Montana State but began phased

retirement in 2004, finally quitting in 2008 to begin

a new life devoted to family, hiking, cross-country

skiing, and enjoying exploring rural Montana.

My college roommate Larry Butler reports he

is "easing gently into retirement" from his career

as a strategic planning consultant tor colleges, uni-

versities, and secondary schools, " leaving behind

the daily grind offull-time consulting in favor of

a more episodic regimen" in which he take jobs

"more selectively and in more congenial locations."

Larry also plans to spend more time with his two

sons and grandchildren, and was hoping to take

wife Grace to visit their elder son, a diplomat,

and his family at their station in Tanzania. Larry

spends more time pursuing creative interests,

including working on DrawingPower, a personal

graphics studio.

Paul "Duke" Courtnell couldn't make the mini

reunion because he was off to visit his first grand-

child. Whit Foster was offto San Diego to see his

daughter, her husband, and two boys, all newly

transplanted to the U.S. after years ofplaying judge

in tar-off Palau.

Dave Dumas is a member of the Rhode Island

legislature, and because it was in session he couldn't

get away to the reunion. Dave said he will be there

for the 55th Reunion.

Ellen and Tom Campion couldn't make the

mini reunion because they were planning another

(biking? ) trip to Italy. Tom and I had quite a cor-

respondence about that, since Ellen's serious head

injury while biking near Siena, Italy, last year called

into question whether she would be ready for

another bicycle tour. While Ellen had mended well

and seemed quite fit, they decided to forego the joys

ot biking this trip.

Andy Combe said he couldn't make the mini

reunion: "I have a 100-mile bike race on March 24,

and March 25, being Palm Sunday, has me fully

occupied in Annapolis."

Wally Winter reports from Chicago that he is

still acting as a "climate-change, anti-keystone-XL-

pipeline scold" and loving every minute of it. He is

engaged in community action to try to figure out

how local people and institutions can limit their car-

bon footprints. I wish him well.

The only correspondents I know ofwho made

the trip to Charleston were Ward Wickwire and

Frits Dulles. Ward had to travel down from New

England to South Carolina, while Fritz only had to

go across town, as he lives in Charleston. It is a pity

more ofus couldn't make it. Those who attended:

please write and fill me in on what happened, so I

can make the rest ot us drool with envy.

I have the sad duty to report the March 18

death ot Mitch Ostrom. Shortly after he and wife

Shirley returned to the U.S. from a trip to Europe,

where Mitch celebrated his 70th birthday, Mitch

learned he was terminally ill with leukemia. He

bravely wrote that, it the worst was to come, "I can't

complain, because I've really had a good run for the

first 70 years." Mitch and Shirley moved to Reston,

Va., two years ago after living in Hawaii for more

than 20 years. In late December 2012, Andy Combe

and I had lunch in Reston and went to visit with the

Ostroms at their house on the lake. At that time,

Mitch got tired easily but seemed quite chipper. We
spent part ofthe visit regaling Shirley with a funny

story about a confrontation Mitch had with our

America House housemaster, Floyd T. "the Hump"

Humphries, in December 1957—a confrontation

that ended (surprisingly, given the power differen-

tial between the combatants) with Mr. Humphries

totally nonplussed and in full retreat. Mitch was an

adventuresome, funny guy. At the same time, he was

very private. When Mike Burlingame and I started

to edit the "class book" for our 50th Reunion, Mitch

declined to tell us much about himself, indicating

that his memories of Andover were not entirely

positive. Yet he was terribly loyal to those he loved.

He sent Mike and me a wonderful set ot photos he
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had taken ofWoodyWickham in Chicago, where

Mitch had gone to visit as soon as he learned of

Woody s illness. He and Woody roomed together

at PA. Mitch never forgot his friends. We will

miss him.

1961

ABBOT
Carolyn "Cally" Butler Dow
44 Spruce St.

Portland ME 04102
207-899-4178

Callydow365@gmail.com

PHILLIPS

Paul Kalkstein

42 Doubling Point Road

Arrowsic ME 04530
207-443-5675

pkalkstein@gmail.com

Mai King sends greetings from North Carolina.

"George V. Hanna and I practice law in different

parts ofthe state but have both been involved with

pro bono Bar Association work over the years.

George and I both attended UNC Chapel Hill as

undergraduates and graduated from UNC Law

School. George went home to Charlotte, and I went

into the Navy for a tour ofduty, eventually settling

in Durham, where I have practiced law since 1972.

George and I have remained friends since Andover."

Mai also sent me a Doonesbury comic strip

from the '80s. I became a Doonesbury fan in Yale

graduate school, where B.D. and company roamed

the campus, and Calvin Hill frequented the library.

Yes, he did. I still read Doonesbury in our local rag.

We are the only people in the world who call

Landon Carter "Bunky." And Bunky has been all

around the world. I was delighted to receive a group

e-mail from him, announcing ( 1
) a new book, and

(2) his marriage, in that order. I'll let him tell it:

"My wife, Diane Covington-Carter, and I have

recently published our new book, Falling in Love

Backwards: An Unlikely Tale ofHappily Ever After.

The book is available through Amazon. It is a great

(although different) love story and a 'how to' book

on relationships as it describes our process. In

addition, I revised my book LivingAwake... [which]

describes the principles and process Diane and I

used to create our loving and joyous relationship

from what was a very rocky start."

Landon continues, "The biggest and most joyous

news is that I married Diane inJune 2012 and we

live in Nevada City, Calif., on her small apple farm.

I still have a house in Golden Bay, New Zealand,

and a real estate project there. I continue to row

competitively and am intent on winning in Henley,

England, the World Masters Games in Turino, Italy,

and the Head ofthe Charles in Boston, as this year

I turn 70 and am the youngest in my age group!

Finally, I have gotten some great skiing in this year

in California and Utah."

All ofthis leaves me breathless.

On a frigid winter day (remember?), our listserv

received a report from Leslie Stroh: "Minus 8F in

[New York's] beautiful Butternut Valley. This old

stone house, uninsulated, so it heats both inside and

outside, has a 'burn rate'—that quaint Silicon Valley

term—ofover 15 gallons a day offuel oil on days

like today. But the air is clean."

Wells Walker issues an invitation to us: "Two

paintings from 2011 have been added to http:/

/

wellswalkerfineart.com: RoadsideME 04S64 and

Garden Portrait. They're quite different from each

other in most ways, but I feel they both fit with

my other works. Have a look, and tell me what

you think."

I looked at Wells's website and found this: "On

a Saturday afternoon in 1951 , 1 walked out ot The

Wadsworth Athenaeum in Hartford, Conn., and

put my art career on hold. Fifty-four years later, I

picked up a brush and started in again on my dream

ofbecoming a painter. ...The small encouragements

ofappearances in regional juried shows at Roway-

ton Arts Center and The Stamford Art Association

have made it easier to move forward through the

obstacles that inevitably accompany being a solitary,

self-taught (self-teaching?) artist."

Has anyone else had such a rebirth?

WithJim Sprague, David Kirk, Dave Weaver,

Dave Han non Clint Kendrick, Gage McAfee,

and George Bar tie tt. Frank MacMurray has

organized a drive to create an endowment in honor

ofthe late Ned Cabot. This fund will be used "to

provide financial aid for students participating in

programs beyond Andover, with a preference for

conservation-focused programs and activities." This

initiative fits in with an important direction Ando-

ver is taking these days and is worthy ofour support

as we remember our intrepid classmate.

Ifyou would like to help with the fund but did

not respond to the letter Frank sent us in March,

please e-mail or call Gail Mansfield at gmansfield(a>

andover.edu, 978-749-4290.

In the midst ofthe past horrible winter,Jim

Rubin had the cruelty to fire offto me from his

iPhone a picture ofhimselfand Dennis Cross on a

Florida beach. He reminded me that he and Dennis

"live down the street from one another in NY. Our

schedules just didn't mesh until we both happened

to be here."

In April wife Mamie and I attended a celebration

ofthe naming ofa new Navy destroyer for Medal of

Honor winner Thomas Hudner '43. On this happy

occasion at the Maine Maritime Museum, we

encounteredJackie and Dave Verrill. Dave men-

tioned that Mac Rogers has temporarily ceased

his manifold Maine mercies to join wife Sue, who is

installing computer software in one ofthe Oxford

colleges. That's Oxford, England. Oh, jolly good!

Facebook generated an invitation for me to

join the newly created page ofBeldenJohnson.

Like many ofus, Belden has been writing: "Belden

decided to be an author when he was 11 . Since then

he has published a book of poetry (Snake Blos-

soms), a novel (Fathers & Teachers), and nonfiction

(Real Relationship: Essential Tools to Help You Go the

Distance)" This from Facebook.

Jim Rubin "will be on sabbatical in Europe from

June untilJanuary 2014 ifanyone would like to visit

us in Alsace. We'll be back in the States early Sep-

tember tor Eliza Cross's (Anne and Dennis Cross's

daughter) wedding on Nantucket."

What haveyou written? Ifyou send me your

creative news, you'll get some ink. Go tor it.

Our class lost Peter Gamm in January. He

always had a smile, didn't he?

1962

ABBOT
Kathrin Krakauer

405A Ridgefield Circle

Clinton MA 01510
978-368-3348

kakrakauer@comcast.net

PHILLIPS

Vic Obninsky

1101 Navarro St.

Santa Rosa CA 95401

707-230-2271

707-843-5784 (fax)

vpobninsky@comcast.net

Our 51 st Reunion broke up yesterday. Ace Lake

just filled me in with a report ofthe festivities. In

addition to Ace, in attendance were Karen and

Al Blum, Wendy and Dick Penley, Diane and

Denny Mulcahy, Noel andJack Fabiano, Barbara

and Tom Israel, Rick Beinecke, Carol and Rick

Malone, Dick Leger and guest Susan James,Jan

and Ben White, Budge Upton, Mike Moonves

and wife Baba Davenport, Tom Gilbert, Susan

and Bill Morehouse, Mike Davey,Jim Bamford,

Annie and DougWales, Barbara and Paul Upson,

Kathie andJonathan Sox, Maggie and Colin

Smith, Marty Shulkin, Dex Newton, Azanda

and Russ Donaldson, Nancy and Dinny Adams,

andJay Westcott, who arranged for a mini golf

tournament in Brookline. Al is our class agent and

also headed the 51st Reunion committee.Judging

by the turnout and feedback, this nascent tradition

should continue growing and bloom each May

until our 55th Reunion.

The weekend was sparkling in many ways. The

campus was beautiful, from refurbished Pearson

Hall to immaculate landscaping to outstanding

Paresky Commons food. There was plenty ofchow,

and it was delicious. The days ofTyphoid Mary

coughing into the oatmeal are over.

Addison Gallery Associate Director Susan Faxon

led our classmates through one ot four exhibitions

at the Addison. Her knowledge ofthe collection

was impressive. There was ample time to view the
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At the Oliver Wendell Holmes Library Open House, Arthur

Mann '58 browses through the many books written by Abbot

and Phillips academy alums.

It's Circle timefor Jane Christie, Joyce Finger Beckwith, Ingrid Stahlbrand Kassler,

Sandra Castle Hull, Parry Ellice Adam, and Victoria Kohler, all Class of '58.

rest of our artistic inheritance. I wish the fellow who

stole Paul Reveres seal would return it.

On Saturday morning the Andover Inn dis-

gorged a full crowd who headed for an Admission

meeting. The new director isJim Ventre 79, who

has been in the school business for over 25 years.

Ace said thatJim is "out ot the same cut asJim Hul-

burd and Josh Miner." He was a day student from

Methuen, but was later given special arrangement to

board. After Andover,Jim went to Dartmouth Col-

lege, where he played football.

The Office of Admission is run like a business,

and PA wants the very best students. There was

a wonderful demonstration ot evaluating four

applicants. Ninety percent ot the accepted students

are from the U.S. and 10 percent from overseas. The

"other" Phillips Academy is our chief competi-

tion; 75 percent of the applicants accepted by both

choose PA. Tariff for the school is now $47,000,

but the real cost is $75,000. This means all students

have at least a 37 percent scholarship benefit.

Head of School John Palfrey was very impres-

sive and indicated he would answer to the term ot

"headmaster." Ace Lake presented him with money

Ace recovered from the Andrea Dona. It was pre-

sented in the name of our class with the statement

that the job ot Phillips Academy is "to find treasure."

The discussion at the Log Cabin was done openly

en famille and without notes. Two of our more

prominent inquisitors were satisfied that the school

is acting responsibly in areas ot potential liability.

The headmaster is apparently a fine man with a nice

family and looks like a marathon runner.

This 51 st Reunion should engender the

52nd. Our school could not have done more to

make us welcome.

Dan Jenkins sees Bill Gardner every year at

canoe races near Clearwater, Fla. According to

Danny, Bill is a "world class competitor."

From Lee Gilbert: "Having |ust returned from

a month in New Zealand, where it's impossible

not to get immersed in Maori/South Sea Islander

culture, I can easily understand their reverence

tor brave Marines, as they pride themselves on

fierceness and fighting ...

"Did I report a sail with Marjorie and Steve

Abbot? January last, we bare-boat chartered a

46-foot catamaran out of St. Martin for a week with

the Abbots [and four others]. I'd been anxious to get

to know Steve better because of his passion for avia-

tion and sailing. Turns out that not only is he one of

the nicest, most considerate, and most competent

men I know, but also one of the most unassuming.

You'd never know he'd been a Rhodes scholar and

a Naval combat pilot, gone through the Air Force

test pilot school out at Edwards, and then become

a Navy test pilot and commanded an aircraft carrier

during Desert Storm, and if you asked him about it,

he would shrug it all off. His lovely wife, Marjorie, is

a spitfire with incredible energy and kindness. They

have three sons. ...We had a marvelous week sailing,

sharing sea and Hying lies, and playing board games.

We flew to and from the islands so had a chance

to share some aviating as well. The Abbots are a

remarkable family, and I am incredibly pleased to

know them at long last.

"[Wife] Becky and I are still flying lots to visit

eight children scattered all over the U.S. and their 14

children. I'm not sure whether such a large family

keeps us young or terribly busy. ...Life is good. I

hope you are well in your lovely part of the world

and happy baseball has returned once more.

I completely concur with Lees remarks about

the Abbots. I will always remember seeing a

Cal-Maryland football game and sharing dinner

with Mike Davey, Archie "Buzz" Andrews, Larry

Hinkle, and Steve five years ago. The next day Steve

took my friend and me to tour Annapolis!

There have been no additions to our necrology.

Hope you had a great summer!

1963

ABBOT
Cynthia F. Kimball

7 Thoreau Road

Lexington MA 02420
781-862-6424

cynthiakimball@earthlink.net

Due to the fullness ofour reunion experience, and

a space limit here, there will be no listing ofthose

who came to the reunion. Please contact me for the

incredible spreadsheet done by Morley Marshall

Knoll. Seventy percent of the wonderful women

ofthe 1963 Abbot class came together to share in a

full experience. This is a record for both AA and PA

classes since 1948. We were celebrating our 50th

Reunion; we were coming together to rejoice in the

privilege ot being able to explore the glory ot all that

we are today, and in griefover the recent death ot

one ot our own, following the untimely passing of

seven others; and to acknowledge that this weekend

we were part ofthe 40th anniversary of the merger

ofAbbot and Phillips Academy. I know a movie

was made during the weekend, with Ann Harris

Furgerson as the contact for that. Danica Miller

Eskind is collecting photos that will be posted for

all who want to see them.
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Wearing theirfavorite shade ofAbbot blue are the Class of63's Sharon

Seeche Rich, Helen Watson Collison, and Susan Archer Vollmer.

Holding the banner high, from left, are John Kane, Helen Watson Collison, Morley

Marshall Knoll, and Richard Clapp, all Class of '63.

I hope that our phenomenal organizers can now

take time to relax. I know that Morley Marshall

Knoll and Helen Watson Collison worked

way beyond what anyone could imagine. Danica

Miller Eskind, Elizabeth "Betsy" Cadbury, Ann

MacCready Northup, Cindy Sorensen, Anita

Miller White, Em i lie "Mimi ' McBride, Carolyn

Holcombe Damp, Barbara Rugen, and so many

others toiled tirelessly to make it all happen. For

many ofus, I suspect that trying to merge our

mental image of an Abbot girl from 50 years ago

with the person facing us is a strange process. In

some cases it was a matter ofpicking up where we

had left offduring other reunions and rejoicing in

improved health (as forMaidy Wilkins Haslinger

and Lucinda Hannon, to name two). Some people

wanted to come but couldn't at the last minute.

Such was the case with Rosemary Eustace, who

wrote, "I am afraid I will not be there tomorrow.

Something with Father. But I send all my friendship

to all you girls.' Enjoy."

A rainy Thursday afternoon brought a time of

gathering during an Abbot-only session at PA in

the Underwood Room, followed by a class dinner.

Friday morning brought facilitated small group

discussions under the shared leadership ofBarbara

Rugen and Dennis McCullough '63. There was also

a wonderful Skype session with Muriel DeStaffany

Karr, who was with us so much in spirit then and

on Sunday morning. I felt a surge ofpride at seeing

our classmates in leadership roles, such as when

Chris Stern Hyman and Maureen O'Rourke

Richardson were on the public health and

medicine panel. The wonderful clam/lobster bake

and PA andAA singing groups followed.

Saturday dawned sunny and promising. Karla

"Kay" Haartz Cortelyou and Sharon Seeche

Rich appeared in their original Abbot blazers as

we gathered for the parade and posed for a class

picture. The glorious flash mob dancers led by Iris

Vardavoulis Beckwith got the afternoon picnic

going in a free-spirited way. At the afternoon tea at

Abbot there was an opportunity to catch up with

classmates such as Charlotte Witts Bright, who

had come to Abbot on an English Speaking Union

scholarship. In the evening there was dancing with

Abbot and PA folks, with wonderful mixing that

could not have happened so easily decades ago.

Sunday morning brought a memorial service

that, for some, was the most potent part ofthe

weekend. It was made possible through the talent,

sensitivity, direction, and tireless work of six special

'Abbot Sisters": Anita M.W, Betsy, EmoryWood
Disney, Muriel, Morley, and Helen. Thanks also to

all those who sang beautifully during the service.

Natalie "Nat" Ware Ryherd's sister, Patricia Ware

Schumacher '62, sent in some touching thoughts.

She wrote, "May you have a 50th Reunion filled

with joy, reflection, gratitude, and wonder that

you're still around 50 years later to join in such a

celebration! For me, in Nat's honor, I know she

would have been thrilled and surprised to have

been nominated and selected for the Athletics Hall

of Honor in 2007, less than a year after the ALS

took her away." Bettina Proske Walker expressed

so articulately what many ofus must have been

feeling: "This service was for me by far the most

moving part ofthe entire extended weekend, and

thus it provided the perfect ending to the whole

reunion. It was absolutely beautiful, from the lovely

choral pieces that represented perfect choices and

Betsy's stunning, clear-as-a-bell voice and solo to

the reading ofMuriel's poem with its expressive

and powerful image ofthe quilt as part ofMorley s

tribute that was masterfully expressed and could

not have been more fitting (Morley, it was excellent

how you wove your own thoughts into the reading

and quoting ofMuriel's remarkable poem that

could have been written just for this service, it

was so relevant) to the rose for each deceased

classmate to Emory's stirring composition and

performance to Anita's words ofintroduction and

prayer. I know that I am not alone when I admit that

I was moved to tears while I listened to the strains

ofEmory's music, which evoked in me thoughts

ofour deceased classmates and stirred feelings

accompanying those thoughts."

Another classmate wrote, "My first tears

came during Emory's music even as I recognized

the lilting notes ofdistant, beautiful, happy

classmates. ... I felt sadness, yes, but there was

also something divine about it. Thank all ofyou

who brought it into being, for bringing us all back

together. We are so lucky to have each other."

Standing in front ofus in her ministerial role, Anita

seemed to assure us that she would support us in

our grief I know that Deborah Fitts's widower,

Clark "Bud" Hall, wanted to come. It was great

to see Deb's brother, Dan Fitts '61
,
looking a bit

like Deb from the side, and to see elements of

Ann Sample Bates in her vivacious daughter's

face. Several ofus commented to Carla Flint's

daughter, Kira, that we could see a resemblance.

The comfort oflife going on and bringing us

the great joy offamily and friends was seen in

the wonderful presence, at Saturday 's lunch,

ofMuthoni Githungo Gitata, her daughters,

and her grandchildren.

While we rejoice in the renewal of life, we also

mourn the loss ofour dear classmateJan Gleason,

on May 31, right before reunion. Helen wrote,
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Enjoying their SOth Reunion are, from left, Donald Way, Eric Heyworth, Tracy Kidder, Edward

Campion, Charles Martin, and Sandy Trevor, all Class of '63.

"There are a lot ot 'Jan' stories out there. We need to

share them. Let's promise to find many moments

throughout our time together to rememberJan

and all the others who have left us. Many friends

attended |an's memorial service and burial at sea

in August. . . . Lite is precious but so short. Treasure

every moment." [Editor's note: Watch torJan

Gleasons obituary in the next issue ofAndover.]

On a final note, I would like to add a last-minute

submission from Sharon: "Don't forget to tell the

world about the synchronicity we achieved with our

blue toes (and blue fingernails, often Revlon 410)!

We were able to laugh and play in the midst ot all the

complexity otour reunion. Abbot Rabbits forever!

PHILLIPS

John C. Kane Jr.

Ropes & Gray LLP

One International Place

Boston MA 02 11 0-2624

617-951-7775

617-951-7050 (fax)

Jkane2727@aol.com

Thoughts on the Abbot-Andover Class of 1963

50th Reunion.

How varied (and continuing ) the journeys, how

fascinating the discoveries, and how central the love

to both.

The time is approximately 11:30 a.m. on Friday,

[une 14, 2013. We have been "working" for approxi-

mately two hours at randomly assigned tables for

nine—Andovers, Abbots, and spouses. By direction

ofthe title ot the program, we have been "Looking

Back, Looking Forward," led b>y Abbot classmate

Barbara Rugen '63 and Dennis McCullough. An

Andover spouse offers this anecdote (recounted

with my apologies for exercise ot literary license):

"
1 lived for years in the Bay Area. Reno was a place

I could never be drawn to— until I had grandchil-

dren living there. Then, as we approached Truckee

on the interstate to Reno, I found myself feeling

happy." For her and her spouse, Reno becomes

home, a part ot the journey, the discovery, and

the love.

For nearly three full days, we gathered in small

groups and large, female and male, in formal set-

tings and informal, all of a certain age, all with

unknown futures, each from an individual past,

with much to share and a willingness to do so. Hie

Friday morning program set a tone. We explored

the best and worst of being "that certain age" and

the dichotomy between the freedom and liberation

we had finally achieved and the invisibility that

attended that freedom. And we explored how to use

that freedom most constructively, by lengthening

our lives through attention to health, strengthening

our lives through careful financial stewardship, and

enriching our lives through mentoring, writing, and

continuing positive attitude and engagement.

If sharing and comradeship among Certain

Agers was a major theme of the weekend, there was

also the theme ot separate institutional roots joining

to become a strong, coeducational Andover. In sig-

nificant ways, we have become, Abbot and Andover

graduates alike, a single class. Yet we come from

very different, very separate secondary school expe-

riences, and we celebrate that separateness. And the

continuing Andover is a unique institution, perhaps

the finest secondary school on the planet, which

draws much ot its strength and traditions from the

two outstanding schools that merged in 1973.

We began the reunion separately. Abbot women

lunched together on Thursday, followed by a

"reconnecting" gathering, a follow-up to conversa-

tions they had begun in 2008, at their 45th. PA's par-

allel gathering, moderated by Dennis McCullough

and reunion cochair Dick Clapp, drew upon a film

by Kevin Ratterty '65, Regular Guys, featuring obser-

vations by members of his Class ot '65 on their

experiences at Andover. Those observations elicited

from US wide-ranging memories and comments

about attending an ail-male, "sex nonexistent,"

early 60s boarding school.

The Thursday evening dinner, in Davis Hall on

the Abbot Campus, provided a unique opportunity

to put those separate roots, the 1973 Abbot-Ando-

ver merger, and today 's Phillips Academy into a

clear framework. Discussion was led by classmate

Jon Stableford, an emeritus 34-year Andover

teacher, coach, and administrator, and Susan Urie

Donahue 73, who, as a four-year member ofthe

last Abbot graduating class, experienced single-

sex Abbot, coordinate education with Andover,

and the merger itself, and who, as an Andover

alumna leader, trustee, and parent, has experienced

Andover post-merger. Again, we discussed a wide

range ofsubjects, including the perception of at

least some Abbot graduates that Abbot was inad-

equately respected and represented in the merged

entity, the role of the Abbot Academy Association

in preserving Abbot values, and whether current

female Andover students have equal access to

leadership positions (a topic explored recently in

the New York Times).

By the time we had completed the Friday

morning program, the effective "merger" ofour

two classes was strongly evident. Writing after the

reunion, Tachi Yamada summed up the feeling

nicely: "I think one of the good aspects ot the

reunion was the extent to which we really combined

all of our activities with the Abbot alumnae. They

brought a special spirit to the weekend and also

made our discussions more relevant. "Judging from

conversations with Abbot colleagues, I believe the

feeling is mutual.

Tachi himself was a major contributor to another

aspect ot the reunion that was quite timely, the two

spectacular panels on health-care issues. Each again

was moderated by the redoubtable Dr. Clapp. On

Friday afternoon, classmates Jim Binns, Tachi,

Maureen O Rourke Richardson '63, and Chris

Stern Hyman '63 explored a wide range of public-

health topics, and on Saturday afternoon, Dick

moderated a panel discussion on the key challenges

facing the U.S. health-care system, featuring class-

mate Tad Campion. The individual and collective

expertise otjim, Tachi, Tad, and Dick, as well as

Dennis McCullough, Maureen, and Chris, on

perhaps the most important issues currently facing

us was impressive.

The arts also were a central aspect ot the reunion,

beginning Thursday afternoon with a private tour

of the Addison Gallery conducted by Director

Brian Allen, which included a lecture built around

the gallery's remarkable collection ofWinslow

Homer works and a special exhibition entitled

Secrets, Loss, Memory, and Courage: Works by Gay

Male Artists inspired by our classmate Louis Wiley

and dedicated to the memory of our deceased class-

mate Paul Monette. Immediately following the

Addison tour, a creative works exhibit (with liba-

tions) opened in Gelb Gallery, to which Dick Bell,

Jim Bourne, Dick Gould, Ken Kusterer,Josh

Morton, Will Nettleship, andJohn Whipple

contributed. To celebrate the literary arts, OWHL
Director Elisabeth Tully displayed classmates'
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written works on two tables in the library through-

out the Reunion Weekend. And on Friday after-

noon, there was a Class of 1963 writers' "meet and

greet," where classmates who have been published,

and those with works in prospect, could share

experiences. The class bibliography lists works by

more than 20 classmates. Tracy Kidder was among

those exchanging views on their works. Both the

PA contributions to the creative works exhibit and

the assembly ofthe authors and literary works were

organized by the equally redoubtable Mr. Wiley.

Having combined to produce six major pro-

grams and activities, Louis and Dick share MVP
honors for our 50th. Also achieving all-star status:

Dennis McCullough, for his thoughtful contribu-

tions to the Thursday afternoon and Friday morn-

ing programs, andJon Stableiord, for speaking and

moderating at the Thursday dinner and for being

inducted Saturday afternoon into the Andover

Athletics Hall ofHonor, becoming (withJack

Morrison and the late Bill Smoyer and Natalie

Ware Ryherd 63) the fourth member of our com-

bined PA-AA class to be so honored.

Saturday included several traditional activities

open to all reuning classes. The Annual Meeting of

the Andover-Abbot Alumni Association featured

the remarks of Head ofSchoolJohn Palfrey (who

had hosted our reunion class at Phelps House for

cocktails the previous evening), comments on the

40th anniversary ofcoeducation at Andover, and

two touching tributes. Temba Maqubela, former

chair ofthe chemistry department and dean of

faculty, and his wife, Vuyelwa, are departing for the

Groton School, where Temba becomes Groton's

eighth headmaster. Beck)' Sykes, associate head of

school, and her husband, Elwin, a retired faculty

member, will be moving to South Africa and Bos-

ton as Becky assumes the leadership ofthe Oprah

Winfrey Charitable Foundation. The emotion

in Cochran Chapel for Temba, Becky, and their

spouses was powerful.

On Sunday morning, we attended the memo-

rial service in the Chapel, brilliantly conceived

and beautifully executed with Abbot voices

uplifting all hearts in common reminiscence of

deceased classmates.

It was over. And it was not.A celebration ofthe

life ofWilliam E. Thomas, a 34-year member and

leader ofthe music faculty, was scheduled for 11 :30

in the Chapel. I attended withJohn Born. John, a

singer at Andover, had sung under William's direc-

torship as a member of the Cambridge Community

Chorus. Dozens ofAndover graduate musicians

came back to perform in William's memory.John

participated in singing the "Hallelujah" Chorus. The

program was breathtaking.

And it (the program), andJohn's role in it,

provokes a final observation. Andover today is a

unique and special place— rich, diverse, beautiful,

and selective (for students and faculty alike) almost

beyond contemplation. It is at risk ofbecoming

precious, elitist, and apart. I believe its leadership,

includingjohn Palfrey, appreciates the risk. Non sibi

is outward looking. There will be future William

Thomases mentoring in communities like Cam-

bridge, Lawrence, and Lowell. Youth from every

quarter will return home, bearing enhanced talents.

Creative teaching methods will be shared widely. As

graduates, we are, and will continue to be, proud to

be a part of that.

1964

ABBOT
Joan "Whippie" Whipple Trimble

1 6 Baldwin Lane

Cape Neddick ME 03902
207-251-5554

whippie@maine.rr.com

Some ofus, including Pat Morrill, Allis Brooks

Hanley,Joan Harney Wiles, Mary Travers

Munger, Nancy Poynter Sandberg, Jackie

Meyers Eby, and now Diana Kiarsis Mayer,

have been working on the committee for our

50th Reunion. It has been great to reconnect with

classmates.We hope as many ofus as possible will

attend the reunionJune 12- 15, 2014.

Susan Localio writes, "After 12 years of living in

very rural southwestern Colorado in the Dolores

River Valley, [husband] Daniel and I moved to Port

Townsend, Wash., to be nearer his daughter and her

husband in Seattle. We have now joined the tribe of

besotted grandparents. Baby Etta has just arrived.

Ana Rose is 6 and has engaged me in hours and

hours of pretend. ...I garden (a workout on its own),

haul, spread, dig, pull, plant, harvest, and in summer

I hike, as the Olympics are nearby. I realize that my

new overnight backpack may be my last, and

I savor these years. I continue to be involved

in Camp Treetops, where my twin brother still

works. ...My mother and Treetops were the defin-

ing forces in my life."

Joan Harney Wiles wrote, "We are enjoying a

new chapter in our lives, with my husbandJohn '64

retired and my work very part-time as a comple-

mentary therapist with hospice. Our son, Christo-

pher, graduated last year from St. Lawrence Univer-

sity and starts graduate school in the fall.John and I

very much look forward to the 50th Reunion next

June and hope to see lots offriends there."

KitJones Prager writes, "I am winding down

my college advising practice after 20 years, so I can

get the fall months back for travel and Stanford

football games. Several days a week I take care ofmy

grandchildren, Mara, 4, and Cord, 1. 1 am blessed

that they are in my life and live around the corner.

Spending time with them means I also get to see

my daughter Alice, which is special. ... My husband,

Allan, is retired ... [and] is now fully occupied with

the nonprofit NatureBridge, which teaches envi-

ronmental education to students grades 5- 12 in

[various national parks].We get to Yosemite several

times a year. My son Mark returned to the San Fran-

cisco Bay Area and is an attorney. In March, Allan

and I spent a week in Ajijic (outside Guadalajara),

Mexico. . . .We are about to embark on a Viking

Cruise trip to China.Amy Shlossberg Wolfram

and I manage to see each other once or twice a year.

She used to live in LA and now lives in Camarillo,

Calif We have sons age 34 who went to Andover

Summer Session together. Mary Sturgeon Wright

and I maintain e-mail contact. I was thrilled to visit

her in Fayetteville, Ark., tour years ago. I see Pat Mor-

rill, who was my roommate when I worked in NYC,

when I get to that city. Carol Barker Guilford and I

have recently started communicating by e-mail."

Jackie Eby reports, "I spoke with Bridget Parson

Sal tons tall , who I have known since we were

children, and she probably will not be attending the

reunion. I had a long conversation with Martha

Foley Stackpole, a childhood friend, who lives on

Marthas Vineyard. We went to the same summer

camp and worked at Dana Hall School together.

Though she has retired from teaching, her commit-

ment to education continues with short and long-

term projects. She is in touch with Aline Hill-Ries

and Heidi Paffard Simmons. Martha might be

interested in attending the reunion. I talked toJudy

Lang Day, andJune is especially busy for her, as she

runs an annual art festival in Falmouth, Mass., Arts

Alive, which involves 6,000 people."

I, Whippie, met my husband, Terry Trimble '64,

at our 25th Reunion. We married a year later, and we

have a 20-year-old daughter, Tucker, who is at Bates

College. Terry and I live in Maine and spend a few

months in Charleston, S.C. My passions are God,

my family, our pug Lily, Maine, gardening, exercise,

healthy food, and some sort of artistic outlet, which

now is photography. My youngest daughter and I are

involved in FOCUS, a Christian organization that

ministers to young people in private schools.

I have three older children. My oldest daughter,

Steamie, teaches ESL and lives in Baltimore, Md.,

with her 19-year-old daughter. Daughter Booie, who

is a Bikram Yoga instructor, lives in Asheville, N.C.,

with her husband and their 11-year-old son. Brian is

mainly a writer who does a bit oflaw work. He and

his wife live in Portsmouth, N.H., with their 1 -year-

old daughter. Terry has two sons, both married, and

a 6-year-old granddaughter.

I have been in touch with some classmates. Dale

Thomson Milne, my roommate at Abbot, and I

have seen each other at least once or twice a year

since we graduated. Dale and her husband, Jeff,

live in New London, N.H., and have three sons, a

daughter, and two grandchildren. Dale taught at

ProctorAcademy for a number ofyears. I have been

in touch with Ivers Bever, and Sukey Stafford and

I are going to have lunch. I am connected through

Facebook with Lucy Bingham, Dale, Allis Brooks

Hanley, Mary Travers Munger, Molly Webster, and

Ginny Clemens Bryant.

Here is a list ofmissing classmates, based on

information from the Academy. Please let us

know ifyou have knowledge of any of these ladies:

Marietta B. Amy, Dale Barraclough Staniar,

Lilian "Paige" Bossi Barlow, Tana Centeno, Mary

"Polly" Danos Nayak,Joan Emerson Bruno,

Honora HelfFerich Seidler, Alice D. Holmes,
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stay connected...

Nina Hopkins Butlin, Ginger F. Law, Leicia A.

Mahla Marlow, Susannah P. Nickerson, Linda

Pattberg Meixner, Priscilla Pedersen, Katharine

Reinhold Farrell, Gay Steimle, Cynthia E.

Tilney, and Catherine Wells.

Hope to see many ofyouJune 12- IS, 2014, at

our 50th Reunion!

PHILLIPS

Bob Marshall

846 Lilac Drive

Santa Barbara CA 93108
rpm@marshall846.com

Congratulations to these five classmates:

Torby Macdonald, who, as ofmy writing this in

May, has just won an election for selectman in York,

Maine
—
"New England's second bedroom," I think

he called it—by 18 votes.

Pat Cathcart, named on Christmas night by

Governor Jerry Brown to the Los Angeles Superior

Court. Training tor his new career was "about the

steepest learning curve I've had since Andover, but

extremely exciting stuff"

Peter Schandorff, to be honored this fall by the

John Burroughs School, in St. Louis, Mo., with the

dedication of the green room in his old school's new

theatre complex. "We will 'quaff carouses'" on the

occasion, wrote Peter, quoting the Bard.

Bill Stowe, who is attending his last Wesleyan

commencement and will end 17 years of commut-

ing to Middletown, Conn., by moving full-time to

Princeton, where his wife is the university librarian.

Bill will continue his studies, but now in a master

gardener program.

Tom Seligson, rehired by CBS, after working

there 11 years then taking a five-year hiatus, to pro-

duce hour-long shows tor 48 Hours. "In a business

that favors kids, CBS doesn't hold it against you that

you're adult," Tom adds.

In other breaking news,John Kidde and Don

Vermeil attended the opening ofthe George W.

Bush Presidential Library on the SMU campus

in Dallas. John reports, "During our visit we saw

ClayJohnson, Rob Dieter, and Jim Lockhart.

Spent some time with GWB at a reception after

the ceremony. Great guy in school and still a great

guy today. The library is most impressive! Everyone

should visit it."

ClayJohnson spends time as president of a

foundation that supports the Texas State His-

tory Museum. " WeTexans like our history, so

it's tun work." Clay is also cochair ol the Aspen

Institutes Commission to Reform the Federal

Appointments Process.

Don Vermeil cashed out his collection of com-

mercial real estate assets seven years ago and has

been working since then with Lastside College Prep

in East Palo Alto, Calif. , a school for at-risk kids who

will be the first in their family to attend college. Tine

school started with eight kids in 1996 and now has

MO. Don comments, "It s been a grand and amazing
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journey." On another journey, to visit his middle

child in Maine, Don had lunch with Doug Brown,

who "seems to be the go to' sports medicine guy in

the Portland area."

Don also bumped into Mike Cathcart before

Stanford's victorious Rose Bowl game last January,

which segues into Mike's reporting that he is on the

board of the Valley Hunt Club in Pasadena, which

founded the Tournament of Roses circa 1895. Mike

was just appointed to the community services dis-

trict board in El Dorado County, Calif, (near Lake

Tahoe), but will need to run tor election in Novem-

ber. Mike is still practicing real estate law in LA for

a 230-lawyer firm and has had three hip replace-

ments, which is more hips than most of us have.

After a career in journalism, Bruce kaurlman

is "quasi-retired" in the most southwestern city in

the continental U.S., Imperial Beach, Calif He left

a "very troubled daily newspaper" in 2005, taught

communications at Palomar College, wrote for

various publications, including the column "Not

That You Asked" tor the Coast News, and now bills

himselfas "The Oceanside Scribe," an all-purpose

purveyor of editorial services.

Bruce recently had breakfast in San Diego with

Lee ke una who claims never to have appeared in

these pages. Lee is still running SIMCO Electronics,

which provides instrument calibration to high-

tech manufacturers worldwide, including China.

One ofLee's sons is taking over as president ofthe

company, and Lee is "moving as gracefully as pos-

sible" to a position as non-executive chairman in the

near future.

No "quasi" for Bob Hirsch, who declared

himself retired as soon as he had access to a Medi-

care Advantage plan. His volunteer gigs include

refurbishing donated bicycles and facilitating

conversation groups tor non-English speakers. Bob

said his "biggest excitement lately was a glassblow-

ing class. After a whole career in computers, which

amounts to living in Logic Land, it was a new thing

to get acquainted with molten glass, which has a life

of its own."

Ron Rooney plans to retire from the Univer-

sity of Minnesota School ofSocial Work in 2015,

although no word on whether he will then bike

more or less than the 100 miles a week he put

in until he braked to avoid a rabbit and tore his

rotator cuff.

Thanks, as ever, to ace reporter Randy Hobler,

who tracked down most of the above classmates

and also heard from Al Brown, who lives on an

island in Alaska, where he went as a schoolteacher

in 1969 and has remained ever since. Two ol

Randy's other discoveries are still singing: JefF

Wright, a second bass in the Rochester, N.Y, com-

munity chorus and his Presbyterian Church choir;

and Cappy McClure, who competed in the Verona

International Choral Festival last year with the Cali-

fornia Redwood Chorale. 1 hope we can get them

to join Bart Loomis in singing for us at our 50th

Reunion in June.

On a personal recruiting trip to Philadelphia

I dined with Alan Wolsey, who is enjoying his

psychiatry practice more than ever. It took very

little arm twisting to get Alan to commit to the

reunion, where he will offer to explicate ado-

lescent angst based on years of research, if not

personal experience.

Don't miss out! Make plans to arrive Thursday,

June 12. 1 hope to see you all there.

1965

ABBOT
Karen Swenson

20100 SW Peavine Road

McMinnville OR 97128
503-472-2988

chezkren@gmail.com

Tunket Spaulding writes, "Our 50th Reunion

planning committee had its first on-campus

meeting on April 17. (Yes, the reunion is almost

two years away, but it takes a huge amount of

planning.) Katherine Abler Harvey and I were

there to represent Abbot. Melanie Fales Davis and

I will once again be serving as reunion cochairs,

and we hope to have lots of participation from the

rest of the class. Getting involved at the planning

stages makes attending reunion even more fun, so

please consider joining us. We'll have a number of

committees that need leadership and membership.

(Details to follow by e-mail.) One event we hope to

include is a display ofcreative works by members ot

the class: painting, sculpture, books, poetry, jewelry

making, fabric arts—any and all things artistic.

We will set up a display in a room at the Addison

Gallery, starting on Thursday afternoon of reunion

weekend, where your classmates can see what

you've done. We'll also have a Friday afternoon

talking circle for Abbot alums only, to be facilitated

by Ellen Huntington Slade. Please be on the

lookout tor candid photos you might like to share

for the reunion book, which will be sent to all class

members several months before reunion. You'll

hear more about the book this coming winter."

Katherine Staples sent a briefnote: "Still work-

ing. Ill health and my 94-year-old mom's affairs (tor

which I am now responsible) have kept me on the

job. Austin, Texas, is home, as well as my second

home in Mexico." Becky Reynolds Zielinski

stopped by to see Karen Swenson in Naples, Fla.,

lor an overnight stay this spring. She and husband

Gene were on a Southeastern states tour. They had

just been to key West and the Everglades, and were

traveling on through Florida to spend several days

in New Orleans before swinging back through Ten-

nessee and the Great Smoky Mountains on their

return trip to South Carolina. Last year they went

on a wonderful two-week river cruise in France.

Ellen Adams Kelley sent a much-appreciated

e-mail about her lite events since she left Abbot.

She attended Trinity College in Washington, DC,

and worked at the U.S. Senate lor five years. She

married Jeffrey kelley (Dartmouth 1969) and spent

a couple ofyears in New Hampshire working at
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Dartmouth College and medical school in her early

marriage. Eventually they returned to Washington,

where they both worked in the Carter Administra-

tion: Ellen in the White House for Rosalynn Carter,

Jeffas a speechwriter for HEW Secretary Patricia

Harris. After Carter's defeat, they moved to Wilm-

ington, Del., andJeffjoined the DuPont Company.

They spent 10 years in Delaware and 13 years in

Geneva, Switzerland, returning to Washington in

2004.Jeffretired from the Obama Administration

in 2011 . Ellen and Jeffhave two children. Moira is

married and expecting her first child. She works

at the Pentagon for the Army Corps ofEngineers.

Their son, Andrew, is with HBO in NYC.

In Delaware, Ellen worked in local politics and

sold real estate. Work permits prevented her from

working while in Switzerland. She says "retired"

might not be the right term for her current situa-

tion. She plays a lot ofcompetitive duplicate bridge

and will be helping out with the care ofher new

grandson. She adds, "Life in DC is good. We live

pretty center-city. Travel is a big part ofour year.

Last year we went to South Africa and this year

Southeast Asia, always with a trip or two back to

Europe. I have a group ot four otherwomen I met

in Geneva, and we try to get together once a year.

Recent years we have met in British Columbia,

Switzerland, LA, Las Vegas, and often Montenegro.

Can't beat women friends!"

PHILLIPS

Nick Marble

1 0674 North Osceola Drive

Westminster CO 80031
303-439-7819

nick.marble@yahoo.com

Semper scriptus notatus, or something like that (I

took Greek, not Latin). Big news out ofthe Mile

High State (and I'm not talkin' about the recent

statewide approval ofmarijuana consumption).

Big-time water skierJim Grew is not the sole Hall

ofFamer in the Class of'65 (see previous notes).

Retired high-end (ofcourse) haberdasher Court

Dixon now shares that distinction as a recent

inductee into the Boulder County Business Hall

ofFame. Court also regularly reels in trophy-size

trout, and can take you to the best fishing holes in

the Rockies.

Dick Cromie packed up his muscle car, left

California's high taxes, and now rolls the dice in

Sparks, Nevada. Fellow Silver StaterJohn Deane

runs The Alta Group, an international consulting

firm. John's been married 41 -plus years and has a

son and daughter-in-law who live in Reno and two

grandsons. John's knees still allow him to shred the

black diamond routes. Ernie Hemingway recently

made the obligatory see-the-schools trip, including

to PA and PEA, with granddaughter Emma, who

lives in Idaho. Sam Alb er s tad t and wife Eleanor

said "Eastward ho!" and relocated to the land ofthe

great crab cake.

Eddie Samp continued his nonstop birthday

greetings, contacting, among others, Brock Baker,

who, if memory serves (it does only sporadically),

is/was a man ofthe cloth in New York. Hib Kline

recently wrote Conflicting Loyalties, described by

one historian as "a complex and fascinating novel

ofpersonal and political conflict, blood, friendship,

loyalty, humor, tenderness, lust, love, and naval war

in a most overlooked locale, West Africa." Whew,

that's my kinda book. It's available on Amazon,

B&N, etc., as an e-book, and in print through

The Book Patch. It's the first in a series called

Navy Gray. Lou Rorimer works the family farm,

siphons maple syrup, and studies art history at Case

Western. Tom McEwan paddles his kayak all over

the world and runs his school (Liquid Adventures)

on the Potomac. Partly retired Bud Kellett spends

time skiing and sailing—and why not? Vaho

Rebassoo got together with about 100,000 close

friends for the presidential inauguration. Vaho

takes courses at University ofWashington and

travels whenever possible. His wife, Maura, worked

forUSAID.

Talk about the apple not falling far from the

tree, Tom "Airplane" Garner writes that his son

Gavin teaches (among other things) aerospace

engineering at UVA. Daughter Tamsin is with

the Department ofjustice in DC and keeps busy

caring for Tom's first grandchild, Annabelle.

Proud grandpa Tom is still involved in real estate

development in the Richmond area, when he's not

sailing the Bermuda Triangle. Tom and Carolyn

have kept the knot tied for more than 40 years. The

knot remains untied for MickeyJako, but he's still

on the prowl, looking for the right gal. Mickey still

swings a mean tennis racket and debates religious

issues. My "twin brother from another mother"

Kit Meade (we were born in the same snowstorm)

and Carolie remain eligible tor Vie Newlywed

Game (is that show still on TV, or has it gone into

syndication?) and partied late into the night to
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Lucy Thomson '66

Defending civil rights, rooting outfraud, and

protecting privacy and national security

Lucy
Thomson didn't have the advantage

of a feminist tailwind to propel her career

forward. "I wasn't on the cusp of the

feminist revolution," she laughs. "I was actu-

ally before it." Thomson wanted to go to Yale,

but the college didn't accept women until she

was a junior at Connecticut College. Out of

400 in her 1973 graduating class at George-

| town Law, only 40 were women. "Gender

t bias was out there," she says, and as elected

1 president of the D.C. Women's Bar Associa-

I tion from 1988 to 1989, she pushed for more

equity for women.

Today, one has to stand in awe of Thomson's career trajectory,

fueled by a singular focus and drive to succeed. As a new attorney,

she began at the then-Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

(HEW), investigating civil rights discrimination cases. "I was interested

in civil rights rather than working with corporate clients," she says.

"My career has been about serving the public interest." Moving to

the Department of Justice in 1977, she litigated cases targeting public

schools, health-care providers, prisons, and mental institutions. "Our

work was important," she says, "because the cases addressed both

discrimination and the quality of programs at these institutions."

In 1 981 , she transferred to the Criminal Division's Fraud Section,

prosecuting white-collar crime cases, including Medicare fraud, around

the country. "I put a doctor and a clinic operator in Florida in jail," she

says. "That was one of the most wonderful periods of my life."

Fast forward to Lucy Thomson, the information technology

wizard. After earning a master's degree in management and technology

from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 2001, she was hired by CSC, a

global technology company. As senior principal engineer, she worked

on two of the country's largest civil information systems—those of the

IRS and U.S. Customs and Border Protection—to protect data privacy

and security. "I had experience in IT," she says, "but getting my master's

gave me the in-depth expertise to land more senior positions."

The senior position turned out to be her appointment in 2012

to chair of the American Bar Association (ABA) Section of Science &
Technology Law. Thomson oversees projects intersecting science,

technology, and law, and was editor of the ABA's best-selling Data

Breach and Encryption Handbook. She also heads her own law firm,

Livingston [Thomson's middle name] PLLC in Washington, D.C, and

has been appointed consumer privacy ombudsman in several of the

largest federal bankruptcy cases.

In the middle of her high-octane work life, Thomson makes time

to volunteer. She has served in many capacities at Andover, including as

alumni trustee, and received the school's Distinguished Service Award in

2008. A Girl Scout leader in Alexandria, Va., where her two daughters

grew up, she received that organization's Outstanding Leader award.

Thomson has been an expert sailor (she won the National

Women's Intercollegiate Sailing Championship) since living on Cape

Cod as a teenager. These days her reward for years of hard work and

success is her new J/80, a 26-foot sailboat designed for speed, which

she'll be racing on Chesapeake Bay this fall.

—Paula Trespas

celebrate our mutual 66th lap around the sun. I, on

the other hand, hit the sack at about 9:30, which is

way beyond my bedtime.

Married tor 36 years, Bill Bisset practices law

in LA, Tokyo, and NYC. Bill has three dogs and

a decent golt swing. Bill still follows the Boston

sports scene. Like me, he is part of the Red Sox

diaspora. Remember Night at the Museum, starring

Ben Stiller? Well, our own Doug Pirnie has

made the grade and now conducts tours ofNew
York's Museum ofNatural History. Docent Doug

described the training as tougher than History

4. Danny Samuels teaches architecture at Rice,

where he still climbs scaffolds and ladders with his

students. His insurance guy must love that. Richard

Olver retired from a career with the U.N. in 2007

and recently anticipated a return to his law practice.

We're gonna pry Houston M&A attorney Geoff

Walker loose to attend our 50th, provided Gene

Indjic performs and the weekend's emphasis is

on schmoozing. Sounds like a plan to me. (Subtle

hint to all you fence sitters: the gang in charge of

the reunion is already workin' hard, so the rest of

us don't have to.) Reunion magnate Steve Seeche

contacted Geoffand will pass his preferences

along to the planners. Steve sez we are tentatively

skedded for the second weekend in June 2015, with

festivities to start on Thursday. Kevin Rafferty

is already on board for a showing of Regular

Guvs, a.k.a. "How Many of Those Handsome

Dudes Do You Recognize?" Many thanks to the

indefatigable Mark Carnevale for his service on

PA's Alumni Council.

Among our world travelers are JeffPidot

(Thailand and Vietnam), Phil Young (Costa Rica,

where he visited Rob Arras), Tony Gibson (UK),

Warren Clark ( Jamaica), and Charlie Sheldon

(on a tramp steamer, somewhere, fending off

Somali pirates).

In closing, while by now much time has passed

since the event, I'd like you all to know that many

of your classmates took the time to contact friends

in Boston, to ask about their well-being in the

wake of the Marathon bombing. In times like

that, comforting words are sometimes all we have

to offer, but they often are what is most needed

and appreciated.

ABBOT
Blake Hazzard Allen

481 School St.

Rumney NH 03266
603-786-9089

603-359-0870 (cell)

blakemanallen@gmail.com

ballen@plymouth.edu

Greetings from the midst of multiple suitcases.

While out in Islamabad, checking e-mails in the

early morning with the stunning Margalla Hills as a
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backdrop, the following delightful message arrived

fromJeanie Lippincott Anderson ofDelta, Utah:

"Guess it's about time I sent you a note. I always

love to read about everyone else in the magazine. I

can't believe I just received my Medicare card! Are

we really getting this old? Life has been good to me:

married 43 years, four daughters, 15 grandchildren,

have taught school 28 years (English, history,

counseling, alternative programs, and special educa-

tion). What a ride! Wish I was on the East Coast,

not here in Utah, when it comes time for reunions.

Maybe in the future."

Jeanie continues, "I too have amazing memories

ofAbbot. Sometimes I wonder how some ofus sur-

vived four years of it, but we managed. The friend-

ships were what kept me going. Thanks to all ofyou

for this. Some ofthe old pictures I have make me

laugh, especially one ofMargy Ryder Kornblum

trying to put on her pantyhose, Bethe Moulton

with her hair full of curlers, and Marty Wies

Oignan dancing in the rec room in her pajamas. I

wonder ifthe notes we left under the floorboards in

our Sherman House porch bedroom are still there?

Blake, thanks for all the years ofkeeping us updated

on each other. Love, Jeanie."

In keeping with the nostalgia theme, on May 7,

I had the great pleasure ofmeeting again one of

our inspirational teachers. An outdoor classroom

outside ofrenovated Bulfinch Hall was dedicated to

our very own Miss Jean St. Pierre, fittingly funded

by the AbbotAcademy Association. Formed during

the merger, the Association supports dynamic inno-

vations in education—an ongoing Abbot presence

on campus.

As one ofthe crossover teachers from Abbot

to Phillips, Miss St. Pierre's passion for education

influenced so many ofus. Looking just as she did

50 years ago, Miss St. Pierre maintains that same

spark and zest for life that marked her Abbot

years. Follow the link to photos ofthe special

occasion: http://phillipsacademy.smugmug.

com/Alumni/St-Pierre-Classroom/29320500_

smXQ6m#!i=2501051354&k=36Nmmgm.

Best to you all!

PHILLIPS

Ray Healey

740 West End Ave., Apt. 1 1 1

New York NY 1 0025
212-866-8507

drrayhealey@gmail.com

The last time I mentioned Eric Best, I reported that

I had the pleasure ofsailing from Portland, Maine,

to New York City aboard Eric's 47-foot ketch.

Now I report that I can watch him sail any given

weekend, albeit in smaller boats. Eric has bought

the cabin right next to mine in the upstate NY.

community ofGipsy Trail; as I write this, I look out

mywindow and see Eric's cabin, which he has done

a splendid job ofremodeling over the past year. He

has made a home for his older daughter Emily, a

filmmaker, and his son and younger daughter Will

and Isabel, who attend school in New York City

—

and his black Labrador, Prophet, could not be

happier. I couldn't be happier, too, because my old

hockey buddy is now a stones throw away. We play

lots of tennis on red clay courts, and today, from the

dock of the small Gipsy Trail lake, Eric launched

his Sunfish, in a stiff, gusting breeze. Strong winds

had persuaded the Commodore to cancel racing

for the day, but Eric was not to be denied. I followed

suit, and also had a brisk sail. Did I mention that the

same lake froze rock solid last winter, with black ice

galore, and Eric and I reunited our hockey line for

pond hockey?

LastJanuary, my younger daughter Ellie, 23,

finished up an environmental advocacy job in the

S.F. Bay Area and needed to drive her car to New

York, where she is charting a new course. 1 had a

monthlong break from my English teaching, so I

leapt at the chance to be Ellie's copilot on an LA-

to-NYC road trip. We spent 18 wonderful days en

route, with stops atJoshua Tree, the Grand Canyon,

Santa Fe, Amarillo, and Austin—and we completed

our southern crossing with three memorable days

in New Orleans, about which more shortly.We
didn't get to spend enough time in Santa Fe to look

up our classmatesJoe Schepps, Ned Kendrick,

Jon Morse, andJoe Spinden. We also didn't get

tar enough south to check in with Earl Maxon in

El Paso or Denny Tottenham in San Antonio, nor

did we get close enough to Dallas to find Norm
Diamond. But when we got to New Orleans, we

struck gold.

There, my old cross-country compatriot,

William "Sunny" Gauntt, not only hosted us for

three days in his elegant townhouse but acted as

our tour guide for an unforgettable look at the Big

Easy. Sunny lives in the Garden District, where

his neighbors are folks like the actorJohn Good-

man and the writerAnne Rice. Sunny, a native

ofBirmingham, Ala., did exceptionally well for

himselfafter Andover and college, first as an astute

moneymaker at Goldman Sachs in New York, then,

for a time, running his family's securities business

in Birmingham. But Sunny, ever the entrepreneur,

started not one but two companies at the intersec-

tion offinance and computers—and today his run-

ning ofthese two highly successful firms leaves him

enough free time to show his friends the town he

loves. Piloting his touring car, he showed us all the

sights, from the ravaged Ninth Ward, where Hur-

ricane Katrina had wreaked havoc, to the marvels of

the French Quarter, where he wined and dined us

at one chic spot after another. He also took us to the

best Vietnamese restaurant in the city, Pho Tau Bay.

On our final afternoon in town, Sunny dropped

us offat the New Orleans Audubon Zoo, a south-

ern marvel, where Ellie and I had the privilege

ofmeeting up withJim Grillo, who is the head

veterinarian at this zoo. (This was a real treat for

Ellie, who is now aiming for veterinary school.)

This is Jim's second career in the medical field: his

first was as a head and neck surgeon in NYC, where

he practiced for 25 years after completing medical

school at Dartmouth and a residency at Roosevelt

Hospital in Manhattan. ButJim has always had a

strong interest in zoos and animals, and when he

first arrived in New York, he had gone to the Bronx

Zoo, met the zoo's renowned chiefveterinarian,

Emil Dolensk, and offered his medical services to

the zoo as a volunteer in various capacities.

As Eliot Kamenitz reported in the New Orleans

Times-Picayune, "In 1999, Grillo hit a turning point

in his own life...which gave him ample time to think

about . . . the road not traveled, the road lined with

animals, which he still had time left to explore. In

2001 Grillo shut down his practice and entered

veterinary school at Tufts. 'I was 53,'Jim notes. He

was the oldest student by far in his classes and says

he felt more pumped up than he had ever been.

Determined to work at a zoo when he graduated, he

applied for jobs around the country and was hired

at Audubon in the fall of2006."

Jim invited us into the inner sanctum of his zoo

hospital, where the first animal we encountered was

an awesome 12-year-old African lion—with a deep,

haunting growl—whomJim had operated on just

the day before and referred to as "old buddy. "Jim

also showed us other animals he had cared for, rang-

ing from flamingos to alligators to white tigers.Jim

is a special guy, who, in his second go-round, has

found his life's work.

Adios, amigos. Keep writing, e-mailing, and

texting.

1967

ABBOT
Anstiss Bowser Agnew
2 1 Canoe Trail

Darien CT 06820
203-912-5264

aagnew@forestdaleinc.org

anstissa@aol.com

Catherine Hoover Petros

251 19 US Hwy 40
Golden CO 80401

303-526-5202

chpetros@msn.com

Louisa "Weezie" Huntington checked in, saying, "I

have been very busy planning a lot ofthings—from

a hooked rug festival that will take place in October

2013 to a trip to South America that I hope to take

in 2014."

Linda Sullivan reports, "In March, [husband]

Michael and I took our first trip to Las Vegas. We
went to two NASCAR races (new interest for us),

Death Valley, and the Hoover Dam. In April, I

enjoyed dinner at Marseille in NYC withJane von

der Heyde Lindley and attended the Forestdale

fundraiser hosted by Anstiss Bowser Agnew. Oth-

erwise, working, reading, and preparing the garden

for summer."

Judy Hannegan Sherman shared, "I'm cur-

rently at home recuperating from a third operation
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stay connected..

to repair my rotator cuH ... am being very con-

servative in hopes that this latest surgery will do

the trick. I anticipate being out ot work tor three

months, with a full recovery in six months. ... No

kayaking, gardening, or even walking our new

puppy during the summer. Argh! In January I trav-

eled to Haiti tor 10 days to work with educators,

administrators, and students at the National Spiri-

tual Council ofChurches ofHaiti (CONASPEH)

in Port-au-Prince. I had an opportunity to help the

initial set-up of a computer lab at the school, intro-

duce high school students to the topic of cultural

competence, debate gay marriage, raise conscious-

ness on the issues ot epilepsy and cerebral palsy, and

participate in a seminar on leadership tor students

at their seminary. Finally I visited the new Partners

in Health hospital in nearby Mirebalais with the

director of the CONASPEH nursing school.

Whenever I go to visit Haiti, I always return with so

much more than when 1 arrive there."

Laurian Cannon Coburn writes, "I am an

auxiliary police officer with Fairfax County PD and

ofcourse still with United Airlines. Why retire? I

now view the airline job as a retirement vehicle! Am
able to fly one trip a month, or two it I teel like it. I

still love Paris, London, Rome, and the Netherlands

in particular. So, life is good! It I want to contribute

more to the police department, I teach Spanish

to law enforcement. Our own Misty Major is my

primary care doctor here in Virginia!"

Nancy Howe Erdmann reports that she and

her husband are planning the second wedding tor

their second ofthree daughters, are spending time

with grandkids (three boys!), and enjoying their

new lake house in Parsonsfield, Maine.

Dorsey Green shares, "I've finished my four

years as part ot the leadership team tor the Friends

Committee for National Legislation. I miss the staff

and other volunteers in the organization and I'm

glad to have more time tor my local Quaker meet-

ing. My younger son, Brendan, is getting married

this summer in New Mexico. My partner, Ann, and

I are planning some birding while we are down that

way, since Pacific Northwest birds are different from

the birds ot the Southwest. My older son, Ethan,

and his tamily are planning to move to Seattle for

about 15 months while he begins his new job at

Amazon. They'll move back to Berkeley after that.

But I can't wait to have the grandboys so close!"

Anstiss Bowser Agnew reports that she has put

her house in Darien, Conn., on the market and

plans to move back to NYC.

Catherine Hoover Petros says that she is now

chair elect ofthe advisory board ot the Center for

Women's Health Research at the Anschutz Medical

Center, University ofColorado. The center's vision

is to transtorm women's health through ground-

breaking research in cardiovascular disease and

diabetes in women, mentoring young scientists in

the held, and the education ot the community and

health-care providers in these arenas.

PHILLIPS

Joseph P. Kahn

28 Gallison Ave.

Marblehead MA 01945
781-639-2668

jkahn@globe.com

This past April I dined in Harvard Square with Jeff

Melamed, Bruce MacNelly, Steve Kellogg, and

Steve Gardner (recently back from visiting with

Luis Menocal in South Florida), in the course of

which we caught up on lives, jobs, families, etc., over

Indian food and beer. Notwithstanding many grim

little jokes about the aging process, all seemed to be

in a mellow mood and in reasonably good health.

We drank a collective toast to Norman Cross and

to others no longer with us. We hope you joined us

in absentia, wherever you fill your glass these days.

Steve G. is working on a photos-and-text book

about his late son, Graham, and the many lives he

touched, including my own. Bruce is still running

his Martha's Vineyard-based architecture firm, and

Steve K. the math department at the Park School

in Brookline, Mass. Jeff's radiology practice on

Boston's North Shore is thriving, although Jeffwon-

ders it he'll ever be able to afford to retire. I hope

he doesn't—not before I need a second opinion

on a set ot X-rays, anyway. Growing old is tough

on the bones.

Invited but unable to join us was Keith Funston,

who phoned me a few weeks later to outline his lat-

est project: re-creating a Wunderkammer, or "cabinet

of curiosities," a collection ot objects, exotic and

mundane, whose origins go back to the European

Renaissance. Keith continues to run his antiques

business out of his home in Sudbury, Mass. A fuller

description of his professional life can be found on

Keiths website, www.FunstonAntiques.com.

Two days after the tragic Boston Marathon

bombings, I bumped into attorney Tom Schiavoni

walking near the Public Garden, a few blocks from

where the terrorist attack had occurred. We com-

miserated over the trauma inflicted on our city,

which Tom has done much work to make a more

equitable and livable place. Check out Tom's rivet-

ing performance in the YouTube "story slam" video

"Where I'm from," recalling his near-death experi-

ence on the mean streets ot Boston.

While browsing that video site, you can also find

several tracks (e.g., "Frozen Laughter," "Baby Please

Don't Go") from the 1967 album Calm Before...

by The Rising Storm (Tony Thompson, Rich

Weinberg, Bob Cohan, Tom Scheft, Charlie

Rockwell, and charter member Todd Cohen). Or

you can visit www.rising-storm.com for more than

you might possibly want to know about PA '67's

pioneering garage-rock band.

Steve Brown and his wife, Alice, undertook

a cross-country road trip, reading from his latest

novel, Concealed, plus a visit to Australia, high-

lighted by the birth of granddaughter Amy Summer

Robertson Elliott. "Our trip concluded with some

time in Tijuana, Mexico, researching my next

novel," he writes, "and then driving home through

the deep South, the highlight of which was locating

my grandparents homestead in Mssissippi, which

I had last visited in 1962. Their home was washed

away by Katrina, but my grandfather's flagpole, a

ship's mast, still stands." Now president ofCape

Cod's Barnstable Sunrise Rotary Club, Steve

adds that he "still make(s) my living, such as it is,

consulting on positive youth development, men's

spirituality, and local sustainable agriculture." He's

also president ot the Red Lily Pond Project, work-

ing with regional nonprofits to preserve the North

Atlantic herring fishery and protect Cape Cod's

water resources. "I'm hoping to return for our 50th

in 2017!" Steve concludes. "Meanwhile, I'd love to

reconnect informally with classmates who share

similar interests."

A group ofvery nice Andover students invited

me to give a pair of journalism workshops at their

campus writer's conference in April. I had tun doing

it, and I hope they learned something. I'm also plan-

ning to meet with the current Phillipian staff at some

point soon, no doubt to learn from them about

campus journalism in the brave new digital world.

Until next time: Peace out and sunscreen.

1968

ABBOT
Annette Davis Esteves

848 Brickell Key Drive, Apt. 1604

Miami FL 33131

305-377-2027

aedesteves@yahoo.com

From Anne Moses Bennett: " It was a brilliant

45th reunion and nice to be 'home' with people

and places I've known torever. Everyone looked

wonderful, and my husband, Bill, loved it. We

laughed, danced, learned things, and met new

and old friends. Gordie Baird, Kenny Blake, Al

Alessi, Duncan Andrews, Annette Davis Esteves,

and others, thank you tor the music. My update:

five years ago, Bill retired after 38 years in the

Royal Navy and we moved from Naples, Italy, to

Athens, Greece. Since then, we have completed the

23-month-long renovation ot our lovely neoclas-

sical house located near the Acropolis. Along the

way, Gracie, our very clever English cocker spaniel,

joined us. She writes books, naturally, and the first

of the Gracie Guides should soon be in print. I

continue to paint, with an occasional exhibit, but

writing and illustrating children's books has pretty

much taken over, with a bedtime story due to come

out this fall. Please do come visit us in Greece. It's

still a wonderful place to be."

Karen Seaward writes, "Folks who weren't

there—we missed you ! And those who were, thank

you for making the reunion a memorable experi-

ence. Cary Cleaver, my roommate, is delightful,

and I 'm so glad I know her better. Anne Moses Ben-

nett, my first Abbot roommate, was and still is warm
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and elegant, and her husband, Bill, always full of

mischief Patty Rockwood has aged very well and

hasn't lost her huge laugh. Lanie Finbury has many

irons in the fire, and Lee Sullivan was looking great

and is, as always, a great leader. Karen Urie and

Florence Newcomb Verrill were still inseparable!

Gordie Baird's band played at Rabbit Pond Saturday

night. I danced and sang my heart out, and I am

comforted knowing that we still live and act from

our 1968 rock-and-roll roots. Like, wow!"

Cary Cleaver thinks AA '68 and PA '68 were uni-

fied this time, that "we Rabbits were truly welcomed

and an integral part of a great party!" Cary contin-

ues her quest to become a cowgirl with her faithful

quarter horse, Guinness.

Surprise! Tina Kaupe, who attended Abbot

only in 10th grade and with whom 1 attended

primary school in Westchester County, was there!

Tina wrote, "Annette, the reunion was so much

fun and seeing you first was largely responsible for

my not feeling awkward! Why did 1 attend after

47 years? My mother couldn't afford to return me

to Abbot so I was abruptly 'ripped' from Abbot's

bosom. I loved Abbot for the characters living

together 24/7, and the unique courses; Visual

Perceptions was my favorite! The images of the

place and people loomed large with each Andover

magazine. I was curious to return and it was won-

derful. Rabbit sightings over the years: I saw Diane

Russell at Barnard, Betty Briggs Robinson at

Duke, Bonnie Cook at the Philadelphia Inquirer,

and Debbie Webster at Machu Picchu. I have two

sons and live in New Canaan, Conn., where I con-

tinue my interest in art, play tennis, and make some

money organizing people's messy lives!"

From Karen Urie: "One ofthe greatest things

has been spending more time with Florence. We've

managed to take two trips this year and have prom-

ised ourselves at least one girls' trip' a year going

forward. Sometimes old friends are, indeed, the best

friends. I took a job in 2012 as the marketing and

business development manager for one of Dallas's

largest residential real estate firms. Lots offun and

learning. This year I was president ofthe board of

the USA Film Festival here in Dallas. But what has

become my consuming passion is working on the

board ofthe SPCA ofTexas, on such projects as the

Puppy Mill Initiative and Big Fix for Big D, which

provides low- and no-cost spay/neutering. It started

with a benefit called Paws Cause, which raises

significant money for the SPCA ofTexas clinic.

Right up my alley: plan a party, have a party, then

go to a party!"

Speaking ofFlorence Newcomb Verrill, we

caught up at lunch Saturday: She lives with her hus-

band of42 years in Southport, Conn. Son, Gordon,

graduated from Cornell in 2010 and works in NYC.

Daughter, Sarah, is a senior at Emerson College in

Boston, studying photojournalism. Florence shared

about her many years battling a life-threatening

illness. She is a staunch survivor with an incred-

ible amount ofinspiring courage. She credits her

recovery, in the face ofall odds, to an epiphany she

had that she would get better, and, shortly after, a

new medication was prescribed that has made

all the difference. She enjoys her pets and spends

hours in her flower gardens. She still works some,

but the key to working at this stage is to have a bit

of flexibility.

Patty Rockwood greeted me at the Abbot dinner

on Friday night with blonde hair and a huge smile;

I'm thinking, "Who the heck is this?" True, she only

attended as a senior, but it was the hair that threw

me off Well, she looks wonderful, healthy, and

happy. She owns a popular bar/restaurant in the

San Diego area called Rocky s. She shares, "I can't

tell you how much I enjoyed the reunion; 1 felt so

reconnected to everyone there. I promise to stay in

touch so 1 don't lose the thread again."

Also there was local resident Lanie Finbury, a

busy lady and lovely person whose first words to

me at the Abbot dinner were, "Thank you for being

class secretary and keeping us all connected." That

was heartwarming, as sometimes I wonder who is

reading the class notes; after all, that's part ofwhat

got Tina here.

Kudos to our reunion chairperson, Lee Sullivan,

steadfast and true. In spite ofan incredibly busy

schedule, she manages to pull things together and

make it look effortless. At home in Rye, N.H., she

shared her commitment and passion for the Max

Warburg Courage Curriculum, a yearlong language

arts curriculum for sixth- and ninth-graders. By

making meaningful connections with literature,

students strengthen literacy and thinking skills,

while acknowledging acts of moral courage in their

lives and the lives ot others in their communities.

"The Max" started in Boston 22 years ago and

has gone global; with the help ofBlake Hazzard

Allen '66, it has reached Pakistan.

While at reunion, Karen Seaward and I did

impromptu interviews in Draper for a "personal

histories" documentary project in progress that will

include written testimonials as well. We were filmed

responding to probing, open-ended questions

about our Abbot years. That was fun and revealing;

the interviewers wanted the uncut version!

Cher Lewis writes, "Isn't it amazing how walk-

ing through those gates and across that campus

magically turns you into the 16-year-old still lurking

in the psyche? So many memories: kneesocks,

saddle shoes, great food, late-night whispering,

and rock-outs. . . . We knewwe were smart and

lucky, with great potential, but were also anguished

realizing we would always be 'just girls' in the eyes

of many. But we survived, thrived, and have many

tales to tell! Looking forward to perfect attendance

at the 50th."

I hope many more ofyou will plan ahead and be

available for what will certainly be a momentous

occasion in 2018. It's the big one!

PHILLIPS

Gordon Baird

27 Fort Hill Ave.

Gloucester MA 01 930
978-283-0390

Gordon@rampartsfarm.com

Hoorah for the class! We turned out more than

60 '68ers for a spectacular reunion weekend. Rob

Barber, Caleb Warren, and John Barclay took

on the bulk ot duties on behalfof all of us. Each had

good words for the event. Robbie writes: "I was

lucky enough to be at our reunion, and the Saturday

morning experience Bares describes below was

moving and reaffirming. In fact, the whole ot the

weekend was one great moment after another.

Some 60-plus classmates returned for some or all

of the weekend, and we once again did our own

thing—there was a class cookout Friday night, and

Gordie Baird 's band, Human Jukebox, featuring

Ken Blake, Duncan Andrews, and Annette Davis

Esteves '68, rocked out Saturday night; there was

time for singing, hooting, and hollering, and also

many a quiet conversation. We were joined by

our Abbot classmates for most ofthis, and I am

delighted to say the bonds across the once-separate

classes are growing ever stronger. And we celebrated

the return of four fellows with whom we did not

graduate, two of whom—Peter Young and Joe

Moravec—had not been back since leaving the

school. And they, plus CliffWright and Mike

Copley, are holding the banner in the official class

picture. Pretty cool.

"We are a singular class, we '68ers, and we've

displayed our penchant for independence and

rascality time and again. Many ofus are loyal to PA,

others not so much or even at all, but we've a con-

nection amongst ourselves that is indelible and in

some ways more durable and unshakable as we age.

Barcs's comments reflect that, I believe."

Mr. Barclay: "The Reunion march has always

been a spectacle, still replete with bagpipes leading

the way to the Chapel. This year it seemed more so,

perhaps because there were so many more people/

classes applauding us than the other way around

—

one of the few benefits ofaging into the more senior

ranks ofreunion classes. But as a 45th Reunion

class, we didn't get much mention in the alumni

meeting in Cochran Chapel. For some reason I have

become accustomed to this view ofPA '68. 1 don't

know why . . . but we have always seemed to be

outliers: a little different, a little unconventional.

Not that there is anything wrong with that. As the

Cochran program progressed, I again realized I

was in chapel tor too long and it was again testing

my patience. I turned to Rob Barber, sitting next

to me—same as in 1968—and announced that

I wasn't going to likeJohn Palfrey. Rob told me I

would like him. I did. Aid my breath was somewhat

taken away.

"John Palfrey talked about loving the student

body—and that is what PA really is. He spoke ot

an engaged collection ofpeople as smart and as
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stay connected.

Class of68 classmates Karen Urie, Lanie Finbury, Florence Newcomb Verrill, Patty Rockwood, and Lee

Sullivan are happy to be back on the Abbot Academy campus.

motivated as any anywhere—which is who they

have always been. And he talked about the unique

activism ot the student body coupled with a great

reverence tor the traditions of Andover—able to

make a point ot principle without being revolution-

ary/disruptive. Could Commons trays on SamPhil

steps be tar away? The Paltrey dude gets it' after

only 11 months. He got me.

"We listened to a musical piece that was typically

amazing trom yet another duet ot phenomenally

gifted Andover kids, a pianist and cellist brother/

sister act. They were something. Then there were

comments trom admin tolks . . . then we all rose tor

the exodus. The sound ot a single trumpet played

trom the rear ot the chapel. And in that trumpet's

melody ... a tew introductory notes ot "The Royal

Blue, taint and so subtle, woven into this piece. I

turned to Rob and said, 'This is not an instrumen-

tal.' In a gloriously random act ot spontaneity the

entire PA and AA '68 class collectively broke into

the full deal, trom top to bottom. The song that G.G.

Benedict spent an entire morning teaching us to

sing properly. Gone for years. . . . Here we were, the

only voices in a very full Cochran Chapel. Activists

with a great reverence for Andover tradition. A

moment ot that is in this video: http://www.you-

tube.com/watch?v= 1 X2DeXcJN5k.

Take a minute to listen to it. You'll note that

we need a little Benedict-style tutorial with some

words . . . but we do know how to take over and

lift a room. And yes, breaths were taken aplenty. It

was perhaps the proudest moment I've had of our

class. We stood as one and made ourselves known

as something other than outliers. With power and

velocity we brought back something that has been

gone. We did it in the most appropriate place and

at the most appropriate time. And we set the stage

for coming back in five years to make another state-

ment of unity and support for our class and our

classmates. We must prepare for a huge 50th."

Caleb Warren told us a great story: 'A while

ago I had mentioned to a daughter's Puerto Rican

boyfriend that there were some Puerto Ricans in

our class at Andover, and that 1 had roomed across

the hall from one junior year (Rockwell North,

fourth floor).

"When I mentionedJuan Segarra's name,

Pedro (the boyfriend) was astonished.Juan is

one of his heroes. I said, thinking it would never

happen, that if we were ever to go to Puerto Rico

together, I'd try to look up Juan and see it we could

have dinner.

"Three years later, we went to Puerto Rico

together, and 1 had to make good on my prom-

ise. Gary Meller had the best blog leads (thanks,

Gary), but 1 couldn't find Juan. Then, totally ser-

endipitously, a friend ot a friend thought he might

know how to get in touch. Which I did.

"Pedro and I had dinner with Juan, his girlfriend,

and my daughter in San Juan. He looks terrific

(ran in the NYC Marathon a couple ot years ago,

swims in the ocean every day). He was gracious,

relaxed, humorous, and engaging. He runs his own

interpreting business (1 think a lot for corporations

regarding documents and legal matters). He's got

three grown children who are all doing well. He

gave his best to all and hopes to get to the 50th."

Here's a triple-play note to stir up the connec-

tions: David Johanson passed along a note about

Rob Freedman, whose company announced a

recent $9.2 million financing led by Spring Moun-

tain Capital of New York, and the presentation

by UCB Pharma, of Brussels, oftoxicological data

derived trom its new product, HurelStaticDog. He

also thought folks might be interested to learn that

for many years Andy Spindler has been the presi-

dent and CEO ot the Financial Services Volunteer

Corps in NYC: www.fsvc.org/node/35 and www.

fsvc.org/node/36.

For those of you following Dick Stevenson's

round-the-world sailing exploits, he writes, "Win-

ter in London provided repeat visits to favorite

museums, some of the best music performances

in decades, quite a bit of outstanding theatre, and a

visit to Windsor Castle. The castle was wonderful on

multiple levels: the history foremost for [wife] Gin-

ger and me, its ongoing function as a venue tor cer-

emonies ot state (and a better venue would be hard

to imagine), and as the Queen's residence. Other

highlights included a visit to the Whitechapel Bell

Foundry, which made the Liberty Bell and Big Ben,

long walks in the country and along the Regent's

Canal, visiting with friends who live in London and

those who are passing through, as well as fellow

cruisers, and, of course, spending time with our son

Jake, who is still working in Cambridge.

"The New Year brought our usual flurry ot a trip

to NY. to see doctors and friends. We then headed

out to California, where we spent almost two weeks,

mostly in Berkeley with daughter Becky but finish-

ing across the bridge in San Francisco with daughter

Megan. The highlights out there (beyond being

with Becky and Megan) seem always to be eating

experiences, and this trip was no exception. With

extra time I connected with a cousin I had not seen

in years, and we found some good hiking in the area.

In (long-term) preparation tor what maybe another

mode ot wandering, we looked at RVs while in Cali-

fornia. We were most impressed by the manufactur-

er's creative ability to shoehorn multiple television

screens into what is, in reality, quite modest living

space tor the great outdoors, not unlike our boat."

1969

ABBOT
Madelon Curtis Harper

529 Poppy Way
Aptos CA 95003
831-345-91 1 1 (cell)

mcurtis61 2@aol.com

Well, thankfully, a few ot you wrote me, so here's

the news. Unfortunately, I have been allotted a

600-word limit since it's a reunion issue, so I'll skip

the silly chatter!

Margaret Gay Lavender is heading to her 40th

college reunion next weekend and will see Margie

Lord, whom she is looking forward to reconnecting

with. Margaret adds, "Jessie Butler and I still mean

to get together in Winnetka, 111., and need the cata-

lyst ot the Abbot reunion to get beyond the good

intentions stage. We both know we will talk forever."

She says that the biggest surprise about this lite stage
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is how busy and unpredictable life has become. It's

hard to see friends and make plans regularly, though

the good intentions are always there. Amen to that,

Margaret! She has every intention ofmaking it to

Andover nextJune!

Katrina Moulton Wollenberg sends regards to

all: "I am leaving for Italy: a cooking class and then

on to Portofino." Although her bucket list included

six months ofcooking classes in France, she finds

herselfcooking in Italy tor six days. Plus, visits to a

winery, cheese maker, and olive oil company. Flor-

ence will loom large the middle ofthe week: the

local market there, plus the sights. The remainder ot

the trip will tocus on the countryside ot Italy, not the

cities. "I think I will so enjoy the peace and beauty

ofthe hills and local towns." She adds, "My last three

months of Italian classes should help me just a bit."

She is also planning on coming to the Reunion next

June, and adds, "Let's party, girlfriends!"

Nancy Bennett writes, "I am still directing the

Center for Community Health at the University

ofRochester. Somehow we have grown to almost

70 faculty and staff We are developing evidence-

based models for prevention for individuals, groups,

institutions (schools, workplaces, health care), and

in community policy. I am having lots ot fun but

never anticipated directing such a large organiza-

tion. The university is thriving and improving all

the time, making it a very fun place to work. My
husband, Rob Calihan 70, left his large law firm

(Nixon, Peabody) two years ago to strike out on his

own. He is having a great time, and now has lots of

interesting cases and several employees, without the

management hassles (and overhead) ofa large firm.

We are about to have three daughters living in NYC.

My sister now refers to Manhattan as 'Calihanland.'

[Daughter] Jessie just finished a master's degree

in physiology at the University ot Colorado in

Boulder; Rob and I had a great weekend in Boulder

celebrating her graduation. She is headed to Colum-

bia medical school in the fall. Eliza is graduating

from Harvard in two weeks and headed to Gold-

man Sachs. Kate is finishing her sophomore year at

Columbia undergraduate and loves NYC." Many of

Nancy's friends have children in NYC. They are all

reliving their years working and playing in Manhat-

tan. Nancy and Rob would love to see anyone from

AA/PA traveling to upstate New York.

As for me, I am still teaching ballet and Pilates,

and freelancing as a vet tech. I am also pursu-

ing my acting career intensively, so ifanyone

gets the inclination, I'd appreciate it ifyou would

"like" me on my IMDB page: www.imdb.com/

name/nmO193434/ ?ref_=fn_al_nm_l and

my Facebook professional fan page: https://

www.facebook.com/* ! /pages/Madelon-

Curtis/418578244905088?fref=ts. Check out

some ofthe stills and videos I have uploaded there

and on my website! You can also follow me on

Twitter at (3)madeloncurtis.

Bye for now!

PHILLIPS

Hugh Kelleher

1 2 Atwood St.

Newburyport MA 1 950
617-448-8073

hughkelleherl @gmail.com

Maybe it is because people are retiring, but

classmates are going to interesting places, spending

time doing interesting things.

Take for instance the recent publication ot

Hubert Crouch's novel Cried For No One. It's a

legal thriller, described in Kirkus Reviews as "a well-

plotted tale . . . well-crafted with an authentic South-

western setting." Hubert's years in the courtroom

evidently served him well.Johnson Lightfoote

and others have read it and are greatly enthusiastic.

Check out the website hubertcrouch.com.

Our class's best-known author, Evan Thomas

(now teaching at Princeton), has written another

compelling book ot history, Ike's Bluff, about the

clever ways in which Eisenhower negotiated com-

plex postwar international relations, particularly

with the Soviet Union. In a cover blurb Eisenhow-

er's son praised the book, saying that Evan's work

was both spot-on and revealing.

Evan was on a book tour recently, and several of

us were generously invited to an event at the Coun-

try Club in Brookline by Doug "Digger" Donahue

and his wife, Susan. Evan was as engaging as ever.

Jim Hearty and his wife, Doris, were there, as were

Jim Shannon and recently retired Boston Globe

journalist Brian Mooney. Brian's "retirement"

looks to be short-lived, as several offers have come

in. Digger, the managing partner at Brown Brothers

Harriman, is overseeing the firm's move to a great

location overlooking Post Office Square in Boston.

Jim and Doris purchased a vacation home on Lake

Winnipesaukee, andJim Shannon seems to be in a

different part ofthe world every other week, repre-

senting the National Fire Protection Association.

Steve Taylor's tamily sold the Boston Globe to

the New York Times a decade ago for a tidy sum

north ofone billion. Then Steve took a job teaching

at Yale. Now the Times wants to unload the paper,

reportedly for a tenth ofwhat they bought it. Steve

and partners are reportedly in the hunt. [Editor's

note: The Globe was bought by Boston Red Sox

ownerJohn Henry after this note was submitted.]

In addition to the shifting journalistic market-

place, the Times was confronted with the Globe's not

insignificant pension obligations. Part ofmy own

work involves representing business owners as the

chair ofa union pension fund.

While in DC this spring, I had the great pleasure

ofdining at a fine Italian restaurant with David

Ensor and his wife, Anita. David is deeply engaged

with his work as the director ofthe Voice ofAmer-

ica. David is turningVOA into a prominent force in

informing the world about our nation's marvel-

ous complexity. No longer just a shortwave outlet,

VOA uses TV and the Internet to reach 123 million

people each week in 43 languages. David gave

the commencement speech at Washington State

University. While on the West Coast and addressing

a meeting ofthe World Affairs Council in Portland,

Ore., he got together with his Abbot Stevens room-

mate, Dirk Nelson. Dirk is married and enjoying

life in one ofAmerica's most interesting cities.

Back in DC, Alex van Oss was among those

who saw Evan on his book tour. Alex sees Brendan

Doyle and marvels at the great aesthetics ofBren-

dan's home. Alex curated an exhibition, Silence, at the

Finnish Embassy.

My own travels this year included a visit to

Naples, Fla., for a nice stay with Rob Gardner.

Guess what we did ? Golf ! Sun ! Made myselfa

promise never again to spend the entire winter in

New England, much as I love the place. Following a

trip to San Antonio and Austin, I stopped for a few

days in Kansas City, home ofmy dear friend Crosby

Kemper. Cros, now the director ot the Kansas City

Public Library system, is one ofthe fortunates who

is fulfilling his calling. Even back in Abbot Stevens,

the floor ofour dorm room practically buckled from

the weight ofhis books. Cros has a magnificent loft

in the KC arts district, a booklover's fantasy. We had

a wonderful tew days, spending time with his charm-

ing kids, Lawson and Madeleine ' 16. Maddie just

completed her junior year at PA.

In May, Rob Gardner made his biannual stop in

Newburyport. Along with Howie Murphy, we ful-

filled our ritual of attending the Sunday night blues

jam at the The Grog. Howie finished another year

teaching at Peabody High. Even in May, his superb

garden was producing lettuce.

News came from Andover that PA history

instructor Vic Henningsen is retiring. Lucky guy,

he and his wife, Susan, will be spending time at

their beloved home in Vermont. Another "retired"

instructor, Kelly Wise, and I got together for a fine

Chinese meal last winter in Boston. Kelly has a

superb instinct for finding the finest foods in the

most unexpected places. Kelly continues working

for PAs Institute for Recruitment ofTeachers.

Classmates and other alums answered a won sibi

call and generously contributed to fundraising I've

been involved with for the Big Brothers program in

Lawrence. Working as a "Big" for two young broth-

ers whose dad is in jail in Lawrence has become an

important part ofmy life. I greatly appreciate the

kindness ofBillJones, Joel McBee '71
,
Larry Gelb,

Ken Bagan, Leslie Monsky 73, Arthur Turtle,

Dave Tibbetts, Charlie Kittredge, Fred Mattis,

Bill Schink,Warren Motte, Pat Mahoney, Peter

Hawkins, and Mark Snelling.

I spent summer working with contractors in nego-

tiating a new collective bargaining agreement with

the plumbers union in Boston. Talk about fun! (Did I

mention pension funding?) My son, Cameron, and I

will spend a couple weeks in France, including Paris,

with a trip out to Normandy, where I hope to glimpse

the magnificent chateau where Larry Gelb and I

spent a memorable (you can say that again) summer

back in '68, when his grandfather owned that estate.

It's surprising to think that 2014 will be another

reunion year.
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ABBOT
Penny Snelling Sullivan

972 Summit St.

Lebanon PA 1 7042
717-274-0498

sullivan@mbcomp.com

Sandra A. Urie

38 Prospect St.

Winchester MA 01 890
781-729-4480

sandraurie@gmail.com

It is with profound sadness that we share with

you the news ot Abby Hale's death. Abby died ot

Alzheimer's disease on April 30, 2013, in Middle-

bury, Vt. Those ofus who saw Abby at our 40th

Reunion in June 2010 were struck by how honest

and forthright she was in describing her illness.

There is a mini documentary about Abby at www.

der.org/films/theres-no-hole-in-rny-head.html, in

which she speaks about the realities of early onset

Alzheimer s, again with such openness and honesty.

Throughout her career as a physician's assistant in

Vermont, Abby was a longtime advocate tor women

and for homeless people. While at the Community

Health Center in Burlington she worked for the

Homeless Health Project as the medical director

of the Safe Harbor Clinic. She was a member of the

National Health Care tor the Homeless Clinician's

Network, and she was on the organization's steering

committee. Abby is survived by her children, Silas

Pierpont-Hale and Shilpa Pierpont-Hale, her sisters

and brothers and their families, her former partner,

Kelly Pierpont, and an amazing network ot friends.

Among the friends who mourn her loss are her

Abbot classmates who wrote about Abby:

"She was a fun-loving, sensitive, caring person."

Til remember her from our Abbot days when

we were kids— a slender girl with long, straight

brown hair, a ready if shy smile, a generosity ot

spirit, and a wonderfully wry sense of humor. Abby

was always ready for tun and adventure."

"I remember Abby so clearly from school. I was

always intrigued by her and impressed with her

kindness and intellect.

"Abby had a truthful, quirky, and engaged quality

that was rare."

"She made the world a little bit better tor having

lived. Her kind heart and hard work made other

people's lives better."

"Abby was a friend to us all, and she obviously

was a friend to the countless others whom she

helped."

flic memorial service for Abby was held on fune

2 in Burlington, Vt., and Abby s friends from Abbot

1970 were well represented. In attendance were

Pauline CerfAlexander, Lexi Freeman,Jenny

Williams, day Luster Sawabini, Sandy Perkin

(Jiieram, and Sandy Urie. The service was a cele-

bration ot Abby, her warmth, her generosity, and her

nonjudgmental approach to all. Very uplifting and

certainly a reminder ot why she was so well loved.

Turning to other news of our classmates,

Deborah Naman Meyer and her husband have

celebrated several milestones in the last six months:

their 35th wedding anniversary, their son's wedding

in November 2012, and the birth of their oldest

daughter's baby boy, Cole, their first grandchild.

Susana Gun Hasenson sent news that she is

still living in Israel in her position as ambassador

from El Salvador, which keeps her very busy. Suzy

has four children. Daughter Mia, who works for

Amnesty International in London, has three chil-

dren. Daughter Dana lives in Tel Aviv and has one

daughter. Daughter Kelly got married this summer.

Her youngest child, Ben, is 17 years old. Suzy was

sorry not to be able to make it to our NYC reunion

and visit with everyone. Suzy, you make us all very

proud ot your many accomplishments.

In March, Nan Quick was the recipient ot quite

a lot of Abbot classmate hospitality. She was "pam-

pered for a weekend at Marcie Rickenbacker

and Doug Pettibone's home in Enfield, N.H. By

mid-month, Nan made her way to Gulf Stream, Fla.,

where Lisa Sweitzer HayesJankowski "lavished

her loving care" upon Nan for four days. Sandy Urie

planned a wedding on Nantucket for her daughter

Katie this summer.
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Mid-April brought the sad news ot the death of

Owen "Laddie Hearty. Roberta Caploe, who

was married to Owen, wrote the following for

this space:

"He was a whiz at crossword puzzles and a

die-hard Red Sox tan. Owen also loved to be in the

kitchen; for an Irish Catholic boy, he turned out a

divine brisket at Passover.

"Those who knew him well thought ot him as a

good friend and a serious thinker, a person who'd

read a 780-page expose of the CIA like Legacy of

Ashes and then send copies ofthe book to everyone

he knew, trom his college-age daughter to his

brother-in-law. He considered one ot his most

important accomplishments teaching his kids,

Owen III and Grace, to read, sitting between them

with a copy ofDr. Seuss's Hop on Pop, helping them

discover the world, one syllable at a time.

"He was also a lifelong lover ofmusic: Mark

Knopfler, the Vienna Boys' Choir, John Prine, and

his beloved Beatles. (He'd say to me, 'Darling, there

are the Beatles, and then there's everyone else. ) If

Owen loved you, he loved you completely and with-

out reservation. When we adopted a shih tzu rescue

puppy named Pancake, he'd carry all 6 pounds of

her around, zipped up inside his jacket, showing her

oft proudly to everyone he met.

"And of course, Owen cherished his golfgame,

playing several times a week for what turned out to

be his last two years among us. T want to enjoy life

while 1 can,' he said to me not long ago, 'when I still

have the time and vitality' Rest in peace, Owen."

Laddie was, indeed, kind and thoughtful. Always.

His memorial service was held on May 4 at The

Brook on 54th Street in New York City. His sisters

and brother Jim Hearty '69 warmly welcomed

Owen's PA classmates Robert "Breck" Sherwood,

Bill Brenizer, Don Celotto, Mark Kelly, and Bill

Roth. Breck was a sight tor sore eyes. He attended

our Fifth Reunion way back when, but had not

graced any PA-related events since.

Breck works as an actuary focusing on multi-

employer pension plans. He and four others

founded Horizon Actuarial tour years ago. Things

have added up nicely at home, too, with his won-

derful wife, Elizabeth Jones, and 20-something

sons, Rob and Andy. Bill Roth notes, "Those who

remember Breck in the Stearns common room will

be glad to hear that he is smoking the same pipe as

he used then." Furthermore, "Having been in the

actuarial trenches since 1978, Breck professionally

confirmed that it he waits another 38 years to join

our get-togethers, it is more likely than not that we

won't all be here to greet him."

Regarding his own family, Bill wrote that his son,

Andrew, wrote the script for an episode of the com-

edy Rules of Engagement.

The irrepressible Charlie van der Horst taced a

very different set ot rules of engagement on May 5 in

Raleigh, N.C. His tale is enough to jolt trom slum-

ber those ofus who are casting a longing eye on a

60-something easy chair.

Word about his arrest spread May 10, thanks

to this e-mail from David Short: "My brother got

arrested with Charlie van der Horst the other day.

David included a link to a story from the News if

Observer in Raleigh. Charlie et al were arrested while

being civilly disobedient at the North Carolina

State Legislative Building in Raleigh—now under

Republican sway. The protest—part ot a series of

"Moral Mondays" demonstrations—focused on

proposed changes in, among other things, health

care, welfare, and education programs.

This launched a string ot comments trom

class membersJohn Deming, Rod Goldstein,

John Sibal, Fred Peters, Fred Sawabini, Rob

Stearns, Ken Colburn, and the originator,

David. A sampling:

"God love em. Fighting the good fight. Thanks

for sharing, and best to all, especially Charlie and

your brother." —John S.

"Not the typical PA update. But great article.

Gotta respect our '70 leadership, in all its forms."

—Rod
"Not the typical PA update indeed. Far better!
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God bless CvdH tor continuing to be the iconoclast

he always was!"—Fred P.

"Have to admire CvdH for still wanting to make

a difference, and actually doing something about

it."—FredS.

"Bravo to anyone who has the guts to make a

difference."—Rob

"Yes, we have the lefties, the righties, and the

just plain OTL like me."—David (Out To Lunch?

Outside The Lines? Old Timers List?)

"CvdH makes a distinguished-looking demon-

strator."—Ken

The newspaper shows a lab-coated Charlie being

led offby a police officer. His hands are zip-tied

behind him. A file folder leans from a side pocket.

He glances toward the camera. Puzzled? Bemused?

Angry? He says "mixed emotions including fear."

According to the police report, Charlie was

arrested for creating a disturbance "with loud sing-

ing and yelling." One ofthe songs was that notori-

ous rabble-rouser "This Little Light ofMine."

Charlie—a bundle ofenergy—elaborated a bit

about the arrest and his inclinations to spurn easy

chairs: "Since I first became a physician in 1979,

I have believed that I am not just responsible for

my patients' hearts and lungs but that I should use

my privileged position to speak out when I believe

our elected leaders are making decisions that are

harmful to them. So, no change. I did this during the

early days ofthe AIDS epidemic when I frequently

made trips to Raleigh and the courthouses. In April

2006, 1 did it again when I realized that N.C. was

using physicians to carry out executions. Both those

efforts had dramatic effects."
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Deborah Huntington's family arranged an incred-

ible trip to Egypt after Christmas to celebrate her

birthday and 25th wedding anniversary. Fortunate

to avoid political unrest, they enjoyed the warmth

ofthe Egyptian people and majestic sights ofCairo,

Aswan, and Luxor. Son David completed a yearlong

gender studies thesis atWhitman College. Son Ray

is a licensed NYC tour guide who reveals the city 's

special facets to locals and visitors. Deborah and

her husband anticipate working (happily) for the

foreseeable future, feeling like "the future isn't what

it used to be." Deborah adds, "I am in my 15th year

managing an educational institute in the department

ofpsychiatry at NYU School ofMedicine, and my

husband is an attorney for nonprofit and housing

groups. We've lived in Brooklyn, NY, for more

than 30 years."

Nancy "Mimi" Walker Sherwin s daughter,

Katie, moved to San Francisco after six years in

Chile. "With both of my kids living there I can't wait

to go visit!" says Mimi.

Linda Hynson and Rayjones celebrated their

27th wedding anniversary in April. Son Nick gradu-

ated in May with a master's degree in psychology

from Vanderbilt. Linda's other children are following

their parents in creative ventures; Tyler is getting

into the 3-D printing field in Asheville, N.C, and

Emily, at Wesleyan, is a writer and dancer with a

specialty in flame hooping.

Sally Browning's daughterEmma graduated

from Bard College in May. Son Alex spent last winter

in Alaska pursuing enviable adventures: he passed

the requirements to become an Alaska ski patroller

while working at Barney's Sport Chalet. Sally and

her husband, Rich, continue their careers in medi-

cine and enjoy life in the Pacific Northwest with

their 11 -year-old keeshond dog, Toby.

Anne Hyde Degan and husband Dan sold their

house in Norwich, Vt., and now divide their time

between a small condo in Hanover, N.H., where Dan

still works, and a house in Weston, Vt. Anne and her

family took a fantastic trip to Italy for Dan's niece's

wedding, where the reception was held at a 15th-

century villa in the countryside. The trip started

with a few days oftraveling by car to Tuscany. At one

point they became lost while driving in a remote

mountainous area. They stopped at what appeared

to be a trattoria but ended up being a family welcom-

ing them into their dining room for lunch!

Didi Sailing LaRochelle retired from Mas-

sachusetts State service in August after 24 years.

"I've worked alongside many extremely bright and

dedicated professionals, and have been honored to

serve the administrations of a number ofattorneys

general and governors." She would continue at the

job except for the grueling daily 100-mile commute.

She will join husband Bob in their government

and community relations consulting business and

be more available to help with her grandsons, ages

8 and 6. "It will also allow me to fully pursue my
passion ofrooting on my favorite football team, the

New England Patriots."

In early May, MaryMcCabe attended the dedi-

cation ofan outdoor classroom in honor ofjean St.

Pierre near Bulfinch Hall on the PA campus. Many

ofus were lucky to haveJean as our talented English

teacher at Abbot, and she continued her career

at Andover. The design ofthe outdoor classroom

consists ofa ring offlat-top granite stones that act as

seats in the shape and dimensions ofan oval seminar

classroom table. Mary reports, "Jean was funny and

wonderful and quite moved.A student cellist played

and there were 'Tiffin-type' snacks."

A toast to Tiffin, most ofus turning 60, holding

class outside, and Jean St. Pierre!
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I just read Vie River Swimmer,Jim Harrison's

collection ofnovellas. The first one, "The Land

of Unlikeness," channels the consciousness ofa

60-year-old in transition. The hero is an accom-

plished art historian, a guy who gave up painting

early, had a successful career, yet finds himself

almost coming to rest— at a pause point—as he

takes on the task of caring for his aging mother back

home in northern Michigan. What he discovers

during this interlude is a new inspiration: a passion

he left behind decades before, painting. One new

feature in his thinking: he now just wants to paint.

He no longer cares about being a painter. This type

oflife transition seems to resonate in stories from

our 60ish classmates.

As Dave Winton put it over lunch today, at 60

you make choices, or opt to do things for differ-

ent reasons than what might have motivated you

previously. Ideally, you're still fit and energetic. The

real change happens at 70. Dave is launching into

a new documentary project: a series ofportraits

ofyoung tech entrepreneurs in Silicon Valley who

are redefining the boundaries between human

and machine intelligence.

Grover Burthey shared these reports from a

few classmates who re mulling over this 60-year

mile marker: Chris Gardella: "Turning 60 is not

for budding teenagers." Deolis Allen: "Still in shock

about turning 60 because I don't feel like it. But

there are signs: oldest son just celebrated 15th col-

lege reunion; just had my first granddaughter; but

the true sign to know you're 60—go play ball."Jeb

Bush: "Life is just beginning at 60! I am working

harder, enjoying my family (two grandkids) and

thinking clearer. My one small complaint is the

pathetically large number offrequent flyer miles I

accumulate these days." Harry Chandler: "This

60th milestone has motivated me on setting a plan

for the next 20 years." Retired from his "first two

careers (film/TV then Internet)," Harry is "actively

painting and doing a portrait series for digital dis-

plays. Over the next two decades, 1 want to produce

a steady and coherent series ofworks." As for Gro-

ver himself: "I'm embalming folks younger than me

more and more often."

Chaiya Wongkrajang just retired last year from

the Thai Air Force Academy, where he worked

as an instructor in the Department ofIndustrial

Engineering. "Now I live with my wife, who is an

associate professor in the school ofpharmacy of

Mahidol University, two daughters, a son-in-law, a

2-year-old niece, and a father- and mother-in-law in

three separate houses built on the same lot of land

in Bangkok. I spend most ot my time every day with

my cute little niece. She will have a brother [soon]."

For Bill Cahill, passing the 60-year milestone
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Strength in numbers: Women of the Class of '73 on the steps ofMcKeen Hall

seems to be aligned with a greater commitment

to nature and living the outdoor lite. Bill and wite

Wendy moved from their home on the New Hamp-

shire seacoast, "where I grew up, helped build a

business, and raised our kids." Their second home is

" 1700 feet up on the tar western edge of the White

Mountain National Forest, on a mountain lake, with

the Appalachian Trail going through our back yard.

Paddling, rowing, fishing, hiking, skiing, and snow-

shoeing in winter. It's been a great move tor us."

To complete the scene, Bill's oldest child, Peter, is

in the ski equipment and apparel business, while his

daughter, Meaghan, is a professional ski instructor

and hospitality guru in Jackson Hole, Wyo. When

he's not paddling around the lake, Bill continues to

work as a self-employed marketing communica-

tions, media, and public affairs consultant.

Bill Pangburn invited me over tor his 60th

birthday party, which also doubled as a 60th

celebration for Andy Rutherford. An unexpected

treat, I joined 15 to 20 people at a long table in

Bill's Tribeca loft. Bill's artwork was everywhere, as

was his wite, Renee's. Andy 's wife, Anna, and son

James were there. An intimate and lively gathering.

Though I hadn't seen Bill in ages, it felt completely

familiar. He is his same exuberant self.

Bill Gardner made a big lite shift recently, when

he moved to Nova Scotia as "a trailing spouse" when

his wife took a job as "chief ot child psychiatry for

the Maritime Provinces (not her official title, but

that's her job)."

In Nova Scotia, Bill is the scientific director for

a Canadian Institute of Health research center.

( ienerally, his work includes "research on improv-

ing child health services, mostly mental health,

but also neonatal intensive care units." Bill also still

works "half-time in Ohio, where I am trying to put

together an effort to improve mental health care for

kids in the foster care system."

f inally. Bill has a "sideline of work as a kind of

amateur moral philosopher." (He's giving a lecture

in England this fall on the concept of child well-

being. ) Sounds terrific. If this is "trailing," we should

all try it.

For my part, I'm finding the greatest enjoyment

creating inspirational, often cause-related films:

from Living Histories and Citizen Honors stories tor

the Medal of Honor Foundation to films about

cancer treatment at Memorial Sloan-Rettering and

about Rikers Island, where an innovative, social

impact bond created by Goldman Sachs is working

to reduce recidivism.

Here's to knowing what you want and need to

do, and doing it.
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For many of us, talk ot empty nests has given way to

news of our children's next adventures: graduations,

engagements, promotions, and tours of discovery.

Linda Gilbert Cooper's son, Kevin, proposed

to his longtime girlfriend, Lauren, last year in front

of Marc Chagall's America Windows at the Art

Institute of Chicago (familiar stomping ground to

Maud Lavin and Nora Kyger). I thought 1 had

mentioned this happy event before, but it I missed

it, consider it mentioned now.

Among, I am sure, many others, Nancy Pinks

Bennett's son, Harrison, graduated thisJune. Har-

rison took his degree from the audio production

program at Boston University 's Center for Digital

Imaging Arts, with his proud mother and brother

in tow. Margaret "Ginger" Chapman s daughter

Michaela found herself gainfully employed at

Weill Cornell Medical College, and Brett Cook's

son, Miles, is off to lose himselfsomewhere on the

American continent, staying up past his bedtime

to discover what 's going on with the Millen-

nial Generation. You can find out more at www.

driveallnight.org.

Which is not to say we have left it all to the next

generation, or have been idle ourselves. Maud

(op. cit.) is recently back from Singapore, where

she was collaborating on research into issues of

gender and sexuality (and writing another book,

ot course). Marna Parke Borgstrom metaphori-

cally dropped on my doormat (or more accurately

into my inbox) when the New York Times did a

long article on the escalating cost ot health care

in the U.S. She's still in charge of Yale New Haven

Hospital. Artist Jessica Straus, more usually noted

tor her sculpture in wood, was honored tor her

service to an urban farm in Dorchester, Mass. Beth

Urdang Shiro again joined Project Bread's annual

20-mile Walk for Hunger. Ginger is still director of

sustainable initiatives at Yale. Libby Spader Naficy

is always on an airplane. Missy Baird is still fight-

ing the liberal cause in Florida, and Brett has taken

up bee-keeping.

No doubt the rest of you are doing something

equally exciting. Meanwhile, there is a very lively

virtual book group on the Andover Abbot 1972

Facebook page.
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As I write these notes, signs ot spring are

everywhere— flowers blooming, peace activists

filling the streets, Earth Day events all over town,

and a Bruins-Rangers matchup in the Stanley Cup

Playoffs— I know it's 2013 in Seattle, but it sure feels

like 1970 in Andover.

Jack Zamboni is the rector at an Episcopal

church in NewJersey. "I've been serving at St.

Francis in Dunellen since 2008. It's the smallest

congregation I've ever served in, and I finally feel

I'm in the right-sized place for me. I'm enjoying

working two-thirds time, leaving time tor family,

long bike rides, and singing. I've been happily

married to Judith Yannariello since 2006. We live

in Somerset, raising Judith's 16-year-old daughter,

Coral.Jonathan, my 25-year-old son trom my first

marriage, graduated from Wesleyan in 2010, is

living in Brooklyn (along, it seems, with the rest of

his generation), has a day job, writes novels, and is

figuring out what to do with his life. Despite some

health issues for Judith, life is good." We wish Judith

a speedy recovery and hope to see both Jack and

ludith at our next reunion.
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Bay Area news: Chris Bremser reports that he

is "living happily in San Francisco with wifeJennine

Heller, working (too much) as VP [oftechnology]

in e-commerce, hiking (not enough), reading, and

traveling when we can."Jim Mayock keeps busy

as an immigration lawyer, but manages to get out

of town occasionally for treks with his gal pal, Tan.

They have been enjoying annual trips to Malaysia to

visit with Tan's family and explore Borneo.

Bob Pfeiffer and partner Larry Parks have

been living in Pendleton, Ore., for three years.

When not occupied in his job as a software tester

at Cayuse Technologies, Bob enjoys singing in

the church choir and exploring the back roads of

eastern Oregon.

By the time this column appears in print, I will

have moved to Orcas Island, about three hours

northwest of Seattle by car and terry. I am the new

grades 1 -3 teacher at Salmonberry School, a small

progressive elementary school. Orcas gets very

busy and crowded with tourists in the summer, but

is mostly quiet and slow the rest ofthe year. After 35

wonderful action-packed years in Seattle, I've been

looking forward to a change of pace with island lite.
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As I write these notes, I'm still recovering from

"PTRD ": Post Traumatic Reunion Disorder! Too

many people to talk to and too little time; too many

activities crammed into 36 hours, and extreme

sadness that it was over in the blink ofan eye!

I want to thank Dick Howe '64 and our reunion

chairs, Edith Wilson, Mimi Kessler, and Pete

Morin 73, tor organizing and leading such a special

40th Reunion.

Our schedule permitted only a two-minute

class meeting, where it was decided that Noreen

Markley,Jane Cashin Demers, and I would be

your new class secretary team. This is a true case

of"the circle of life." Forty years ago, Noreen and I

were the first class scribes, and now, after 30 years

ofretirement for her and 10 for me, we are back in

the saddle again! (And very happy to haveJane on

board. Fresh blood!)

Jane and her husband, Walter, kicked offthe

festivities by hosting a lovely cocktail party at their

Andover home, a stone s throw away from the

Abbot campus. Retired faculty membersJim Lynch,

David Tower, and Susan Clark were there along

with some 73ers who had been MIA for years

!

Their presence made the party extra special. Josie

Martin, Molly Prescott, Mandy Cobb, Leila

Percy, and Charlotte Hamlin joined us for the

first time in decades. Later, at the Abbot dinner in

McKeen Hall, Carmen Vinales Cunningham and

Claudia Brown came for the first time ever! (If

I'd had a deck of cards, we could have had a bridge

game, our favorite distraction back in the days of the

Draper Hall "Butt Room.")

At the dinner I auctioned offan Abbot plate that

commemorated the centennial of Abbot, 1829-

1929. 1 had gotten it at the "Bid on Blue" auction

last year and was hoping we could raise the last bit

ot money we needed to fund our 73 Abbot Scholar

term scholarship. I'm happy and proud to announce

that our fundraising efforts were successful, and the

$2,000 raised by the plate let us reach our $ 100,000

goal. No small teat for our class! John Palfrey

announced our achievement at the Non Sibi Donor

Breakfast on Saturday, which was very exciting.

The team ot Susan Urie Donahue, Mimi Kes-

sler, Betsy "Bart" Fauver Stueber, Lori Goodman

Seegers, Dianne "Dee" DeLucia, and I would like

to thank everyone who donated. This scholarship

is a wonderful gift we can give to a deserving young

woman. It will change her lite forever.

On Saturday morning under an Abbot blue

sky, we gathered in front ot the library to march

in the Alumni Parade. Leslie Hendrixgave us

all an Abbot-crested polo shirt and we wore

them proudly. Thanks, Leslie. They make a

wonderful keepsake!

After all the reunion classes met at Cochran Cha-

pel, we had a cookout lunch, class photos, and more

time to chat and catch up.

A couple ofour "Rabbits" brought their "bun-

nies" along: Anne Allen McGrath's 12-year-old

daughter, Louisa, andJackie Landry, Christina

Landry's daughter, who is going to be a high school

senior in the tall. Both have grown up so much since

the 35th Reunion, and it was great to have them

with us.

The rest ofthe afternoon was filled with a tree

dedication and a stickball game to honor the

memory ofSteve "Sully" Sullivan 73. 1 organized a

"sharing yourself" event in the recently renovated

Bulfinch Hall. It provided an opportunity for class-

mates to share the stories oftheir lives after Ando-

ver. It was a small gathering, thanks to all the other

events on campus, but interesting nonetheless. Bill

Robinson 73, Tony Weiner 73, May Irwin, and

Aina "Phoebe" Allen all told their stories. Phoebe,

who found her true calling late in life, is a psychic

and energy healer. She said there was lots ofpositive

energy at Andover during our reunion, and I agree!

The Abbot Tea was the last event ofthe day, and

a large crowd gathered to enjoy it. Faith Howland,

the former Abbot admissions head, was there,

and many stopped by to thank her for having

the wisdom and good taste to admit us all those

decades ago!

After freshening up at the dorms and local

hotels, we met at the beautiful Addison Gallery for

cocktails, followed by dinner at Paresky Commons.

We didn't have any music at our party, so a bunch of

us girls not only crashed the Class of '63's "Disco"

across the hall, but took over the dance floor.

Annie Spader Byerly, Julie Horowitz, Lucinda

Leach, and Lynn Chesler were just a few ofthe

"girls just wanna have fun" crew. We all had a blast!

The evening ended at the Andover Inn, where we

joined "the boys" and toasted the end ofa really

fabulous day.

On Sunday morning my reunion roommate,

Lori Goodman Seegers (who is newly engaged to

Robert Rosendale) and I met some classmates for

brunch and farewells: Dee DeLucia, Mimi Kes-

sler, Edith Wilson, Connee Petty Young (Edith

and Connee were flying back to San Francisco),

Mandy Cobb, Anne Allen McGrath and Louisa,

Sarah Bayldon Beaman, Noreen Markley, and

Betsy Coward Miller. We all agreed that we had

reached our 50s with style, humor, and grace, due

in no small measure to our time together at Abbot.

It was the perfect way to end a perfectly wonderful

Reunion Weekend!

Finally, I'd like to acknowledge the attendance of

all our fellow classmates whom I didn't mention in

the column. Here they are: Mardi Hudson Abuza,

Cecilia Blewer, Jenifer McLean Cooke, Amy
Rogers Dittrich, Mindy Diane Feldman, Ellen

Hoitsma, Bets Kent, Elizabeth Rollins Mauran,

Abbie Owen Read, Kim Grecoe Sherwood,

Barbara Contarino Tomkins, Kris tine

Tomlinson, Robin Waters,Judith Webster, and

Cathy von Klemperer Utzschneider. Thanks to

everyone who made the weekend such a great suc-

cess. See you in 20 18 ! —Marcia

PHILLIPS

Pete Morin

41 Border St.

Scituate MA 02066
pbmorin@comcast.net

www.facebook.com/pete.morin2

First, on behalfofthe entire class, I want to thank

John Bird for the fine job he has done over the past

five years in providing us with class notes.John had

expressed a desire to hand offthe responsibility, and

I have volunteered to take up the cudgel again after

a nice 15-year hiatus.

This 40th Reunion attendance was through the

roof! The school had planned to stick us over in

Johnson but quickly had to assign us the whole ot

Elbridge Stuart, which, somewhat incongruously,

few ofus had ever set foot in. No matter, we had no

problem making ourselves at home (and apologies
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Walking and talking with, from left, David Donahue, Pete Morin, Geert Geisterfer, and David Swanson, all Class of '73

to the early-to-bed folks who were rousted by cer-

tain classmates' nocturnal enthusiasm).

All right then, I have a word limit, so let's get on

with it.

Fritz Drury looks almost as young as he did

10 years ago and is still teaching at R1SD; Mark

Russell, in his semi-retirement, is busy on his fabu-

lous Buster the Black Lab children's book series.

Casey Sheahan is still running Patagonia and

loving Hot Tuna; Bobby Wheeler defends crimi-

nals in Boston; Dave Donahue is still peddling

surveying instruments and dry wit; Dave Harsch

took a few days oft from his dog breeding; Jim

I lacked squeezed us in between trips to China;

Marshall Partington came disguised as Sting;

Walt Bukawyn is still a [ackson Heights landlord;

Roger Lawrence has been with Raytheon for

about a million years.

Dan Miner brought his guitar from Durham,

N.H. (putting the doctor's coat on the rack for the

weekend); Dave Victor made it from Washington

state; Bill Adams was instrumental in arranging tor

the proper .stickball equipment; Dan Lasman was

his avuncular self; Steve Rooney (an ex officio, for-

mer mayor! ) proved he could stay up after midnight

(although lies probably still hurting from it).

My old roomie GeoffAronow made his first

reunion in 35 years (with wife, Melinda), and how

good was it to see him! He's moved back to govern-

ment, where he is special counsel to the SEC chair.

Ceert Geisterfer made it from Chile, where he's

busy giving Chileans a nightlife; Tony Weiner's

sense of humor is still quick; Will Hart remains

young looking and as serene as always; Phil Kemp
was looking lean, fit, and buttoned-down; and my

old defense partner, Al Cregg, also hasn't changed

in 20 years. Nun/.i Sapuppo saved my lovely wife,

Betsy, from the m)/-gluten-free food, and they all

enjoyed a nice salad.

Henry Mueller hoisted his end of the class

banner beautifully; George Foster, filmmaker and

videographer, took pictures with a film camera, then

left it at a hotel someplace. I'm waiting for prints (it

anyone remembers what those are).

John McDonald's biggest dilemma was decid-

ing whether to arrive on a motorcycle or in a

Mercedes convertible. He chose the latter. Peter

Lindsay still has the biggest smile I've ever seen.

The ever-debonair Will Schutte showed oft

his wife, Suzanne, and Lawson Fisher his wife,

Christine Sherry.

The irrepressible Craig Reynolds showed oft

his voluble late-night party skills, as did Geisterfer,

Majjid Ahmed, Dave Downs (for Friday, at least),

Miner, Donahue, Rooney, and Dave Swanson, who

will never, ever leave Red Oak, Iowa. (Note: I was

an eyewitness.) Downs is looking for something

to do in retirement, ifanyone wants to play golf in

upper Westchester County.

Tom Beaton showed us all weekend exactly why

he was chosen to serve on the Board of Trustees

(glad you took the tie oft, though, Tom!). Thank

you, Tom, for so brilliantly representing our class.

Brooks Bloomfield hasn't changed—prob-

ably will never change—although I think his hair

is a little darker (but no thinner!).Jim Hilboldt,

even keeled as always, is happy to have moved from

Pfizer to Raytheon. Scott Mead's photography was

displayed masterfully on the walls of the Andover

Inn. (We had a wonderful conversation about

showing one's art to the world.)

Joe Smith and Leslie Hendrix 73 were joined at

the hip, and there's no mystery why. They 're made

for each other, and they wear NYC perfectly. So

does Michael Pierce, whose sartorial splendor

w as magnificent. (1 actually didn't recognize him at

first— I just saw this dude and thought, "I want to

hangout with him. )

Bill Robinson joined us after a long absence

and generously shared CDs of his unique classical

compositions and writing. Sandy Wood came

from his retirement home in Florida, where he and

his wife still play golf and tennis on a schedule that

makes me want to take a nap.

Hunter Boll still rolls in big investor circles,

now as chairman of the investment committee at

Acumen Fund, a nonprofit global venture fund

that uses entrepreneurial approaches to solve the

problems of poverty. But his most fun project is

with Source Audio, maker ofmusical effects and

accessories including a device called Hot Hand,

which responds to the musician's hand motions to

produce effects.

Try as I might, there were too many class-

mates 1 didn't get a chance to spend more than a

minute with— Charlie Toy, Mike Husson, Max

Steinhardt, David Lindsay, Bruno Marino,

Tom Sommerfield, and Ray Stecker. All of these

gentlemen looked fabulous, and whatever they're

doing, they 're doing it with class.

As usual, the events of the weekend passed

in a whirlwind, tar too fast to be savored as they

deserved to be. Following the Friday Cage dinner,

many of us swarmed the Andover Inn to join our

Abbot sisters, who had snubbed the boys tor their

own private dinner, and as well they did. The energy

level was frenetic: so many people to hug, so much

to catch up on. It's not possible to do it all, and it

always ends too early and too fast.

Except tor the gang in the upper right pod in Stu-

art, who managed to keep it rolling until after 2 a.m.

Saturday's festivities were tempered by the dedi-

cation of a new elm tree in front ofOliver Wendell

Holmes Library to the memory of our dear friend

Steve Sullivan and to other members ofour class

who preceded him. Joined by Steves widow, Jay, and

his son Michael, none of us could have succeeded

in evading the sadness of moment—especially

not after Dan Miner and Mike Fox led us in a stir-

ring rendition of Amazing Grace. There wasn't

a dry eye in the place. Still, once the blubbering

was over, we got back to the stickball in a rousing

competition that was put to bed, fittingly, with a
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Molly Prescott Porter, May Irwin, and Robin Waters are all Class of '73 and all

smiles outside the Abbot Academy cocktail reception on Friday.

It's a family affair: from right are Susan Urie Donahue '73, her

daughter Abigail Donahue '08, and her sister Karen Urie '68.

walk-offhome run by Michael himself

The class dinner in Paresky Commons had its

problems (which will be remedied!), but we're a

sturdy gang, and a shortage offood and long lines

did not repress our enthusiasm. Mike Fox, Dan

Miner, and I had worked out a little dinner music;

we delighted in giving the class a performance of

Mike's happy number, "Blues For Sully," and finished

it offwith Hot Tuna's "Water Song." We had a blast

doing it, and your standing ovation was too much

for us!

After dinner, a throng ofus commandeered the

bar at the Andover Inn to watch the Boston Bruins

beat Chicago in overtime.

Sunday mornings are always a tough time for me

at these reunions. So many folks seem to move on

haphazardly, and no matter how hard you try, you

always leave the campus with the empty feeling that

there was someone, something, you missed. This

time, however, it seemed that practically every mem-

ber ofthe class showed up at Paresky Commons

for brunch, and it was almost like a continuation of

the prior evening's festivities (slow movements and

healthier liquids notwithstanding). And there was

this sense that we don't ever part ways, we just find a

way to fill five years until the next time.

So we've done the 40th, and I'm betting we broke

records for attendance and giving, as we have made

a practice ofdoing over the years. Attendance at the

45th might be a little lighter as we muster up the

gumption for the big 5-0, but be assured that it will

all be worthwhile. Like grunion swarming to spawn

on the California coast during the full moon, we

shall once again overrun whatever Mother Phillips

plans for us.

So, in the immortal words of Billy Pilgrim, "Fare-

well, hello, farewell, hello." See you next time.

[Editors note: TheAcademy received word

that Edward "Ned" Hayes passed away on

May 9, 2013. Please see his obituary in the

In Memoriam section.!

1974

Jack Gray

80 Central Park West, Apt. 20F

New York NY 10023-5215

212-496-1594

jackgray@BlueLink.Andover.edu

Nina Rutenburg Gray, my wife of26 years, died of

cancer on May 20 peacefully at home surrounded

by her family. We were friends at Andover and met

again at our 10th Reunion, when we were both

graduate students in New York.

She faced her diagnosis as she lived her life—as

Sara Knowles put it—with an "independent

spirit, witty honesty (about everything!), and dry

sense of humor." Rob Miller also got herwhen

he wrote, "She was an exceptionally snarky and

funny teenager and seemed like a great, engaged,

generous, knowledgeable adult. Her fascinating

combination ofacerbic wit and warmth was

magnetic. I remember times in the old days when

she and Sara Wedeman would get into these

rapid-fire routines of playful sarcasm that showed a

sly alternative to the hours of moping and self-pity

that many ofus were heavily into."Joe Algrant

also invoked our days at PA, remembering "the

days in American history where her really brilliant

humor entertained and enlightened at so many

moments throughout that year. In a course 1 had

avoided until the last minute, the combination of

Ed Quattlebaum and your wife made it work well."

Kathy Terrill clearly recalled "her wonderful

laugh." Diane Aigler Cook recalled Nina in the

Abbot library curled up "the size ofa kitten" at one

end a big sofa. HeatherMac Donald called her

"fiery" and "graceful." Peter Currie used the word

"grace" as well.

As Steve Ho andJonathan Meath spread the

word, our class rallied with support, even as we

confronted, as Alex Stille put it, the terrible reality

of "someone still so young and with so much life

ahead ofher, no longer alive." Sara Wedeman for her

part "could not find the words to express the depth

of her feelings," and Betsy Evans Hunt felt "para-

lyzed" with the news. Laura Richards and Ted

Maynard urged circling to grieve with family.John

MacWilliams reminded me that "nothing can take

away" our family bond built over decades. Katie

Keesling Newland and Barbara Goyer Rose

recalled a visit last year with Nina in New York.

Betsy Gootrad, Giles Carter, Kent Vogel,Jake

Cahill,Jeanne Nahill Kempthorne, and Priscilla

Martel all reached out with condolences.

The wider circle ofthe Andover community

responded too, including Marcia McCabe 73,

Scott Mead 73, Chris Auguste 76, Bill Schink '69,

and David Othmer '59. Our son, Alex Gray ' 10,

has received an outpouring of support from his

classmates as well. Tony Armour, who lives near

our daughter, Julia, in Evanston, 111., where she's a

freshman, offered to "feed her and her friends. I am

sure this is a tough time for her, perhaps we can

provide a brief respite. "Julian Hatton produced

a poignant take onJohn Donne in a cartoon that

the editors felt "doesn't quite fit with the voice of"

this magazine. Finally, Margaret Downs wrote a

letter to Nina I read to her as she was fading that I'm

including entire:

"Dear Nina, I apologize for the typing but want

to spare you my extremely crappy handwriting.

"First, let me try to get myselfout ofthe way

because I want to write about you, but I am sitting

here trying to wrap my head around the idea of

your life coming to an end. Stunned, aghast, some

significant percentage in denial, and wretchedly sad.

I will miss you very much, dear friend. But there is

something else here too—a deep well of memories

that pull me out ofthis miserable state of mind.

"To start with, your irreverence and irony have

not only been a source ofamusement but also that
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stay connected.

.

refreshing honesty that helps cut through a world

ovedarded with smarm and puffery. A couple of

little anecdotes that came to mind: I visited you

one time when Julia was a small child, and she had

a doll named Hortense. Also, you told a story of

asking a sales clerk if they had any Russian immi-

grant Barbies. That is a laugh-out-loud memory.

'Another thing I notice in looking back is the

rare opportunity to be friends with someone who

is authentic and starkly honest, no small matter in

this city of self-promotion. I have cherished the

ability to kick back and say anything and not have

to take the niceties. 1 have also felt your goodwill

and good wishes alongside an understanding of

the parts of life that shouldn't be sugarcoated but

too often are.

"Your creativity and artistry have overflowed

in so many directions! I think first of the shelved

display of minute, perfectly beautiful ceramic pots,

then the collection of cameos above the dining

table, the brass doorknobs, the period furniture . .

.

your contributions to the understanding of Louis

Tiffany's work and other furniture, objets and his-

tory of the period. And it goes on: your cooking,

your shoes ...

!

"Somewhere I read an anecdote about a person

who took a relative who was nearing death to see

a beautiful place in nature, and she commented, It

is nice to know that the beauty of the world will go

on after I'm gone.' I 'm thinking of a different twist

on that remark, which is that the beauty you have

created in your corner of the world will go on long

after you're gone. In my mind's eye 1 will always see

those perfect pots, the cameos, the Tiffany book ...

"I like to look back on the splendid New Year's

Eve we spent together— walking across the park

through the gathering crowds, [seeing] fireworks

from your balcony with dessert and champagne,

and the arrival of Alex with his friends. I recall

the look of delight in your face as the two of you

exchanged tidbits of news.

"In some way, through irreverence, irony, hon-

esty, delight, and artistry, you have equipped your

friends with the means to comfort themselves in

your absence. A chuckle at some remembered gem

of snark, a remembrance of beauty, the memory of

a fine evening spent in the company of old friends.

"Now here's another thing that happened. A

week ago Sunday, [husband] Henry and I were

walking in Lasdon Park in Westchester, which is

full of blooming flowers, bushes, and trees at this

time of year. As I entered the park, your image flew

into my mind and somehow I had the impression

that you were joining us on our walk. That's a little

Twilight Zone, but still, it was very distinct.

"I have no idea how to end a letter like this

except to say that Henry and 1 think of you often

and hope you will join us for more such walks. We

wish you case in the days ahead, and we will be

looking out forJack in times going forward.

"With a great deal of affection, respect, and

gratitude tor your friendship, Margaret Downs."

In an e-mail to friends as the end approached,

1 wrote, "Speaking tor myself, 1 am gradually

beginning to look over the valley, but 1 still must

walk through it."

Steve Miller, positive thinker that he is,

responded with this: "I suppose one positive out-

come that can result from the update on Nina's situ-

ation given to us byJack is to do our best to connect

or reconnect with one another, and to strengthen

friendship ties and support." Katy Walker wrote

in reply, "I have told my daughter and son [both

PA alums] to go back to reunions to connect and

reconnect with people in new and surprising ways!

You've reminded me how reassuring and delightful

it is to travel back in time, to link our current with

our former selves and with our fellow time travelers

who also have often come some distance not just

physically but metaphorically." Exactly right, Steve

and Katy and the rest ofPA 74!

[Editor's note: Please see Nina Rutenburg Gray's

obituary in the In Memoriam section.]
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Mari Wellin King

1884 Beans Bight Road N.E.

Bainbridge Island WA 98 1 1

206-842-1885

marioriewk@gmail.com

Roger L. Strong Jr.

6 Ridgeview Circle

Armonk NY 10504

914-273-6710

strongir@optonline.net

Peter Wyman
963 Ponus Ridge Road

New Canaan CT 06840
203-966-1074

peter.wyman@merrillcorp.com

As the years unspool seemingly more quickly now

than when we were younger (how can our 40th

Reunion be less than two years away?), a number

of classmates reported enjoying Big Chill moments

with old friends. In May, Lewis Butler said he had

"a great time" with Bill Whiteford, Dick King,

and Lawrence Kemp at Lewis's ranch in Northern

California
—

"a trip that we used to take every

year when we were all at Stanford together, which

went on a 30-year hold and then was revived three

years ago." During the weekend, the group caught

a few fish and shared plentiful memories about

Andover. Lewis recounted that "the funniest part of

the trip" was the drive up with Lawrence, who has

a significant job with BlackRock, Inc., managing

the $5 billion BlackRock Capital Appreciation

Fund, a large-cap equity fund. "Lawrence was

trying to salvage a market position and I was

treated to a continuous stream of market talk that

could have been a Michael Douglas monologue

in the next Wall Street movie." Lewis and his wife,

t Catherine Armsden 73, traveled east for their son's

graduation from Wesleyan in May. He reported that

projects at the award-winning, high-end residential

architecture firm Butler Armsden Architects in San

Francisco are "trending toward more green houses,

and we work for many of the young tech company

founders who are half my age. It's by and large a

great group, though, and it's fun for me to have a

toot in that world. We have more than 20 employees

in two offices now, which is an all-time high."

Georl Richards noted, "The halfway point

between our 2010 and 2015 reunions was marked

by an escape to Rockport, Mass." where he joined

Paul Suslovic and Phil Hueber to reminisce at the

home of Charlie Clark's parents. Geoff admitted

to "mingling with multiple Millennial in May" at a

reception in New York City honoring retiring and

departing PA faculty members, including history

instructor Vic Henningsen '69. "Vic was a friend,

mentor, historian, adventure guide, and teacher to

many ofus at PA," Geoff recalled.

Geoff also mentioned "recent cyber connec-

tions with new social media users Evans Huber in

Massachusetts and Roger Kohn in Seattle." In New

Jersey, Michael Boldt "was spotted looking for a

new grill to replace a casualty from last year's Hur-

ricane Sandy," and Matt Finnie hosted a celebration

for his son, Daniel, who graduated from Lehigh in

May. Mike's oldest son, Ian, returned to Colby Col-

lege after a semester in Edinburgh, and younger son

Alden was at Berkshire School in Sheffield, Mass.

Espied at an investor conference in New York in

the spring, Tom Meredith has been working fever-

ishly on his startup, P2P Cash, where he is chairman

and CEO of the company that dubs itself "the future

of money." Tom wrote, "We've signed up some of

the largest banks and carriers in the world to send/

receive cash from their cellphones for tree. The

target market is the three billion cellphone users

who deal in cash only—no bank account! Negotiat-

ing with our only competitor globally to create a

single global standard. Lots of work for no money,

but ifwe pull it off, we'll put millions in the hands of

people who need it instead of the Western Unions

of the world."

More news about offspring: Victoria Christian's

son, Max, is practicing emergency veterinary medi-

cine in Boone, N.C; her daughter, Daphne, is in her

final year of medical school in Louisville, Ky., and

is applying tor residency programs. Victoria noted,

"My man, Dan Duffy (Exeter 78), tried to get me

to his reunion in May. My excuse for staying home

(in North Carolina) with the dogs and chickens was

that if I had never attended one of my own, I should

get a pass on his. Maybe I will break down and

come to Andover in 2025. Might need a litter to get

around—but that could be fun!"

Catherine Chapman's oldest son, Abe, gradu-

ated from Boston University in May with a double

major in linguistics and economics and then headed

to Taipei to work on his Chinese language skills.

Her daughter is a college senior focusing on public-

health. Eben Gay's son is a chef in Burlington,

Vt, and his daughter "is continuing to parlay her

modern dance PhD into a dance archival career

in New York."
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Arthur Kell says he took his band "on a nine-

country tour in Europe in March and survived." He

was planning to spend time in Munich, Montserrat,

and Berlin writing music tor film and live perfor-

mance in the second halfot the year.

Felecia Elias, a builder involved in purchase/

rehabs, green construction consulting, interna-

tional property market research and commercial

brokerage, has been installed as the president of

the Builders Association of Greater Boston. Felecia

returned to the Hill in November 2012 for Leader-

ship Weekend events that included a tribute to

Peter Sol la i s "It was his first time back to campus

since we graduated and he gave an amazing and

inspiring speech. Apparently, he had spent a couple

ot days as a guest instructor, and the students were

blown away by his creativity, energy, and passion,"

she recounted. She also praised Harry Flynn for

his "amazing work" on the Andover Alumni Coun-

cils Mentoring and Young Alumni Committee. "It

is evolving as a fabulous way tor alumni to network

professionally, stay in touch with others' interests,

and mentor students."

Please let PeterWyman know what s new with

you for the next class notes column.—Roger

1976

Ruben Alvero

7875 S Wabash Court

Centennial CO 80 11 2

303-358-8739

ruben.alvero@ucdenver.edu

Lisa Barlow

530 9th St.

Brooklyn NY 1 1 2 1 5-4206

lisabnyc@gmail.com

Collecting news for our class notes this time was

easy. All Ruben Alvero and I had todowasopen

a newspaper or turn on our computers. The first

reminder that the Class of76 is an impressive

group came to my inbox in a random e-mail

headed by an inspirational quote. The visionary

being quoted? Our very own Tim Draper. Draper

University, Tims latest brainchild, is an eight-week

program for young entrepreneurs from around

the globe. "The world needs more heroes," Tim

says. "My plan is to help create enough heroes to

drive the world forward to greatness." He adds in

an e-mail, "I'm having a lot offun with the school.

Ordinary people with this much creativity can

make great things happen."

SteveJames, also an entrepreneur and Tims

neighbor in San Mateo County, Calif., is the CEO
of Labrys Biologies, a company he started after

leading Kai Pharmaceuticals for seven years. "We

are developing a drug to prevent chronic migraine

headaches," he says. Apparently, the only approved

drug for this condition to date is Botox injections.

Steve is also in touch withJohn Chory, who

runs the high tech/biotech practice for Latham

& Watkins out ofBoston. He adds, "I have had

the pleasure to connect with Dan Lynch on trips

to Boston in recent months based on our mutual

biotechnology interests and venture capital con-

tacts." On the home front, Steve says, "With two

high-schoolers, lite is hectic and is only going to get

more interesting as college approaches." He and

Joe Salvo connected over dinner in San Francisco,

where they commiserated about the college process

and enjoyed reminiscing about Andover days.

I caught up with Dan Algrant, first in a Rolling

Stone review ofDan's excellent new movie, Greet-

ings from Tim Buckley, and then in an e-mail. The

film "etches a haunting tone poem about the bond

between a father and son who barely knew each

other," writes the reviewer. Tim Buckley, the 1960s

folk and jazz performer, and son JeffBuckley, whose

iconic cover ofLeonard Cohen's "Hallelujah"

reached anthem status, both died tragically young,

yet managed to leave a lasting fan base. Dan never

reads reviews, so I hope I am just one ofthe many

who let him know just how great the film is.

Carrington MacDuffie has a new CD. You can

check it out and even listen to the title track, "Only

an Angel," on Carries website, www.carrington-

macduffie.com. Ruben Alvero says, "I just listened

to it, and it is fabulous. Having acquired a taste for

soulful country western music during my years in

west Texas, I thoroughly enjoyed the sound. I'm

heading right to Amazon to order the album."

Peter Begley continues to paint prolifically, and

his work is at two New York galleries this summer.

His latest work, inspired by the Alps, depicts the

mountains using colorful acrylics, wax, paper, and

canvas. Peter still lives in Paris, but finds himself

often in NYC to show his work and visit family.

HeatherWhite packed her bags for China,

where she is "spending the year writing a book on

seriously injured factory workers, mostly teenag-

ers, who get hurt on the production lines for U.S.

brands." Heather will be using some ot her research

when she finishes a two-year fellowship at Harvard's

Safra Center for Ethics next fall. Heather writes,

"It has been emotionally challenging to do the

interviews and then watch the footage many times.

I feel connected to these people now and to their

wonderful families."

PAs non sibi motto continues to hold true for

many ofour classmates. Dan Malis, when I caught

up with him, had just finished helping to spearhead

"One Community/One Voice," a joint choral

performance ofthe Brahms Requiem in tribute to

Boston Marathon victims and as a benefit for One

Fund Boston. Dan, who is president ofMaster-

works Chorale near Boston, teamed up with five

Boston area chorus conductors and MIT to create

the performance, which featured 500 singers from

more than 30 area choruses. "It was a moving

experience, and for many ofus . . . was the first step

toward healing." He adds that, as a bonus, "1 got a

hug from Naomi Rush Olson, who came to share

the experience."

Carina K jellstrom Elgin and her family remain

involved in fundraising and raising awareness for

www. andover.edu/intouch

the wonderful organization Canine Companions

for Independence. Carina's daughter, Caroline, 19,

who has cerebral palsy, was joined by her service

dog, Sajen, as they helped lead 57 other dogs with

their human partners down Pennsylvania Avenue

in the 2013 Inaugural Parade. Carina's oldest daugh-

ter, Katherine "Kaki" Elgin 09, graduated from

Princeton this May. Christina, Carina's youngest,

was just inducted into the National Junior Honor

Society. "All else is well on the family farm near

the horse center of the world, Middleburg, Va.,"

Carina says.

As some ofyou know, I have been splitting my

time between Mexico and Brooklyn for the past

few years. On occasion, I run into a few Andover

connections in our small Mexican town (Oscar

Tang '56 has a house nearby, and Jillian Mitchell '98

runs a successful wedding photography business

there). But it was a pleasure to finally have classmate

Liza Parker Migliorelli and her husband, Frank,

come stay for a week this past spring. It could have

been the tequila, but we laughed so much together

that it hardly felt as though any time had passed

since our prank-filled days on the Abbot campus.

Liza's impressive job as COO of Lincoln Center

keeps her remarkably busy, so I felt extra lucky to

steal her away.

Ruben takes the next turn with the class notes,

so please send news. As always, we love to hear

from you! —Lisa

1977
Buck Burnaman

222 Nod Hill Road

Wilton CT 06897
203-834-9776

bburnaman@msn.com

My sincere apologies for the absence ofmy most

erudite and witty prose from these pages in the

previous Andover magazines. As it is often said, life

is what happens while you're making other plans.

So life happened to me. I focused on my family

—

finally getting amicably divorced (or as amicable

as such events can be) and going back to working

hard in order to "feed the shark." Life is good, and

part offeeding my shark is paying the PA tuition of

my son Ross ' 13, who has completed his PG year

at Andover and headed to Washington, DC, this

fall for college. Ross never failed to remind me that

Andover Cottage, or the AC," is the coolest guys'

dorm on campus. Maybe so, but only because

Churchill House is no longer a dorm. Apologies

to Benji Swett and others from 77 who lived

there. Marty KofFman and I attended the party for

Benji's book ofNew York tree photos at the Central

Park Armory in April. It's a lovely set ofincredible

photographs and has been very well received. Your

coffee table deserves a copy.

As my son departs PA for college, several class-

mates have children treading the hallowed grounds

ofour alma mater. Noel Schwerin's son Asa will
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Representing the Class of '78 in the Alumni Parade are, from left, Kirk Doggett '78, Steve

Bailey '78, Kirk's son Stetson and wife Laurel, Tony de la Rosa '78, Shelly Guyer '78,

Winston Wyckoff '78, Lee Apgar '78, Bruce Conklin '78, Jon Olson '78 (with his son, Jon

Olson Jr.), Mark Upton '78, and Rich See '78.

enter as a junior this fall, as willJorge Virgili's

daughter. Jorge sent photos from Madrid, where

he seems somehow to maintain his old wrestling

weight. Not I. Both Jorge and Noel invite classmates

to be in touch. Contact me if you'd like to reach out

to either of them.

And please find me via Web, phone, snail mail, or

carrier pigeon. 1 need news, if only of the mundane

variety. Lite is what happens ..

.

Please be well.

1978

Nick Strauss

945 South New St.

WestChester PA 19382
610-436-4978

infinitysw@comcast.net

ncs@alum.mit.edu

Hello classmates, one and all. As many of you know,

this reunion was all about me, and, OK, Lee S.

Apgar, too, and by extension all of you, the Class

of78. But let's get back to me.

Who would have thought that all those years

sweating it out tor Shirley Ritchie in antiquated

lumpers and one-piece gym uniforms would have

rewarded me with a place in the Athletics Hall

ot Honor? And for that matter, who would have

thought that Lee Apgar, ot high school and college

soccer and lacrosse fame, would be totally white-

haired and still look like a kid winning his first blue

ribbon when he gratefully accepted his Hall of

Honor berth?

For those ot you who were unable to attend our

induction ceremony for whatever lame reason, I'll

try to set the stage for you. There we were, Lee and

I, at 4:00 on a Saturday afternoon inJune sitting on

stage in Kemper Auditorium alongside a handful

of real superstars like Zak DeOssie '03, two-time

Super Bowl winner; Laurie Coffey '95, a.k.a.

Lt. Cmdr. Coffey, F/A- 18 Hornet fighter pilot with

100 combat hours on 25 missions in Iraq; "legend-

ary" teacher and coach Dick Collins '49; Maj. Gen.

Thomas "Mike" Harvey '54; and alumnus, teacher,

coach, and housemasterJon Stableford '63. (Also

honored were the late "father ot Andover lacrosse"

Bob Hulburd and the late Macauley Smith '23, of

the I-went-to-the- 1928-Olympics Smiths.)

With these true legendary greats surrounding

me, and a full audience of adoring fans in front

of us, I began to think maybe I had been a pretty

good athlete, but perhaps that was only a part of

this special moment. Maybe I had earned a right to

share the stage with these people because 1 worked

as hard as they did to make the most ot my natural

talents. Maybe all those laps in the pool on frigid

winter days, the swim-till-you-puke 200-yard indi-

vidual medley races, and the endless ball-control

drills in soccer and lacrosse were worth something

more than lean muscle mass. Maybe all my years

in teaching and coaching young kids and escort-

ing adults and children to developing countries to

learn about lite beyond themselves were every bit

as important as earning the right to wear two over-

sized, diamond-encrusted Super Bowl rings. (Of

course, every kid in the audience ran right to Zak

after the ceremony, asking tor his autograph, but

that s a subject tor another day.)

One by one, we were called to center stage to

stand in front ot a wall-sized screen displaying

photos ot ourselves in high school, playing the

games we each adored, the games that defined us as

adolescents and now would define us as adults. We
stood in front ot the images ot ourselves cradling

lacrosse sticks, hurling footballs, running races,

and smiling alongside our teammates and friends.

Alone on stage, we listened to the laundry lists of

our athletic achievements— strangely, what are now

considered achievements were then just our daily

routine and no doubt the most fun times ofour

high-school lives. And tor this we are winning such

an honor? Everyone should be so lucky.

Each of us gave a heartfelt speech, not basking

in our individual glory but thanking our mentors

along the way—our parents, our siblings, our teach-

ers, our coaches, our friends. None ofwhat we do as

individuals can be done without the help ofothers.

Enough ofme. Let's talk about you. Especially

those of you who did attend the ceremony and

made a point of coming up to both Lee and me

afterward to say hello—classmates like Mary

Buttrick Burnham, Austen Furse, Kirk Doggett,

Caroline Sheahan, Maeve Walsh Hill, and Rich

Ward. Thank you tor making the effort. Later that

night in the new Paresky Commons, lower right

to be exact, I had a chance to say hello to Peter

Tobeason, Sasha Chermayeff, Mark Resnick

(with a bunch of his kids in tow), Mike Canned,

Bill "BVD" Vandeventer, Colin McNay, Tony De

La Rosa, Bill Sellers, and Julian Chang. I know

there were a lot more ofyou there, but my time was

limited and 1 was unable to say hello.

One more thing—the photo of me used for this

occasion was both a high and a low moment in my

adolescent years. I owe that to my old friend Kris

Timken 79. As the yearbook editor, she threatened

to use that photo if 1 didn't get a better one in by the

deadline. 1 can't remember if I did or not. It doesn't

matter now. My kids have enjoyed it tremendously.

—Judy Morton Bramhall

From Nick Strauss: I'm sorry I didn't get to the

reunion this year, but 1 hope to be there at 4-0. My
life is undergoing lots ot transitions. Perhaps I'll

share some of this personal gossip at some point,

but tor now all I'll say is that my youngest daughter

is 18 and oft to college.

I recently received the following note from

Victoria Hull Sharp.

"Dear Nick,

"I am feeling really sad that distance and a busy

workload has kept me from the 35th Reunion

of our class. ... I commiserated with Maureen

Hooft Graailand (nee Walsh) who also could not

make the trek back then. We have both lived here

in London since 1984 ... a lifetime really. And it is

a challenge to wrench ourselves away from jobs

and families in June. She is now a senior director

at Sotheby 's (and June-July is very active for sales,

so too difficult for her to get away) with three

grown-up daughters, and she just celebrated her

25th wedding anniversary. I am deeply immersed

in the music education and orchestral world. I run
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a nonprofit music education organization that I

set up five years ago, London Music Masters, and

for the past year have also been the chair ofthe

London Philharmonic Orchestra. Between that

and my own three children (also pretty grown

up now—23-year-old daughter and two sons 21

and 19—the 21 -year-old is the only one to cross

back over the ocean, as he is going into his junior

year at Georgetown), it is tricky to get back to the

United States, very sadly.

"I am really writing just to apologize for

missing the fun and to say that I hope it was a

fantastic reunion. Perhaps in five years my life will

be less chaotic and 1 will be able to come back

for our 40th!"

[Editor's note: With this issue, Judith Morton

Bramhall will be stepping down as class secretary.

We thank her for her five years ofservice to the

Class of 1978. Ifany member ofthe class is inter-

ested in taking over, please contact Laura McHugh

in the Office ofAlumni Engagement, lmachugh^?

andover.edu, 978-749-4289.]

1979

Amy Appleton

2201 Hall Place N.W.
Washington DC 20007-2217

202-338-3807

Applta9@aol.com

Rick Moseley

71 03 Sherman St.

Philadelphia PA 191 19

215-753-8809

rdmoseley@gmail.com

Doug Segal

1556 North Orange Grove Ave.

Los Angeles CA 90046
323-969-0708

dougsegal@earthlink.net

I don't often write about myselfin these entries,

allowing my allotted word count to feature your

news over mine. I decided for this one I'd change

that history a little. It's been about seven months

since my last installment, and as we're often

reminded, either in our own lives or by watching

the events on the news, life can take a radical

turn in an instant. Such was the case with me this

past October.

Just a week or so after I submitted my last bulle-

tin, my wife, Susan, was driving our daughter, Alyce,

to school when a freak incident caused an oncom-

ing city bus to swerve and lose control, traveling

across four lanes oftraffic before smashing head-on

into my wife. Alyce miraculously walked away

from the wreckage, but Susan was not so fortunate.

The impact broke nearly every bone in her body,

including her neck, and she spent the next 80 days

in the hospital recovering, while I, her doctors, her

family, a large circle offriends, and many who didn't

even know her apprehensively watched and waited,

sending continuous love and prayers. Now, here we

are, seven months later as life struggles to return to

normalcy and the events begin to fade into a surreal

memory. Hopefully, in the not-too-distant future, it

will become a blip in the book ot our lives, and we

are fortunate in that regard ... as I am well aware of

many ofyou who have suffered your own crises and

losses, the effects ofwhich doubtfully ever fade.

Sometimes our lives continue rather unevent-

fully, one season bleeding into another, one year

becoming the next. And then other times, a lot can

happen in seven months. So, I asked you for your

memories ot the past seven months, milestones or

not, some ol which will undoubtedly be engraved

forever, while others will just dissolve and blend

into the many threads that make up the fabric

ot our lives.

So, we'll start with a milestone, which is the birth

of Sean Wolfort's son this past April. Congrats,

Sean. On the other end ofthe child spectrum, Bill

Schultz sends news ofhis children, one moving

from Australia to San Francisco, another graduating

college to work at NBC, and the youngest start-

ing at Columbia. As for Bill, he's moving from the

Philippines to do some projects in Mexico.Amy
Morton Durbin offered her first contribution to

the notes. (Let this be an inspiration to all you other

would-be first timers.) Amy is a science teacher

in Illinois, whose oldest son just graduated from

Massachusetts College of Art and Design; she has

a daughter at the University of Illinois and another

son who is a freshman in high school.

In the "simple moments" category,Jamie Marks

recalls playing tag with his partner, Mark, and their

now 11 -year-old kids around a 26-foot-tall Marilyn

Monroe statue in Palm Springs.John Andrews

was nursing a sore back in April from shoveling

snow out ofhis driveway in the winter that would

never end. Ed Hill titillatingly hints ofa dinner with

"an extraordinarywoman he has been privileged

to engage oflate" where "every evening with her is

a memory worth keeping." The details, however,

have been left to our romantic imaginations. Rick

Moseley saw Taylor Gray and Ginny Selden

Gray at dinner with mutual friends. Both looked

fabulous (no doubt), Ginny just back from a squash

tournament. Rachel Cartmell fondly recalls gig-

gling with Paula Elias Ross like they were 16 again

as they gardened in their community plot. And

appreciating some other fruits ofher labor, Rachel

said she hugged her "beautiful 20-year-old son,

Henry, when he returned home two days ago from

Emory. Appreciating his unique self"

From some ofour outdoors people: Paul

Whittall and his wife went on a 10-day outing

to St. Lucia, where they went on an aggressive

hike up Gros Piton, taking in beautiful views of

the Caribbean. Megan Davis '76 and son Peter

set offto do some hiking oftheir own in Big Sur

after stopping at Starbucks to pick up a cup oftea.

Midway through the hike, the incongruity/self-

consciousness ofthe Starbucks coffee cup on the

Big Sur trail caused Megan to pour the tea into her

water bottle and ditch the cup in her backpack. And

Geri Pope-Bidwell is now, I hope, recovered from

falling offher horse, landing perfectly on her feet

but still tearing herACL and meniscus. She writes,

"Now I have the tendon ofan anonymous 21 -year-

old boy in my knee. On the tissue bank file, it said

he died of gunshot wounds. I wrote the tissue bank

a letter to send to his family. It thanked them for

their son's tendon and [I expressed] my gratitude

and how he'll be with me every step I take in the

next 50 years. There are still good rides ahead in life

and we are blessed to have second chances."

Yes, blessed for second chances and grateful, tor

sure. So, on that, kiss your babies, your partners,

your parents, your friends—for as I was just unwel-

comely reminded, who knows what will happen

tomorrow? You might just get hit by a bus.

Be in touch.—Doug

1980

Kate Thomes

158 Commercial St., Apt. 2

Boston MA 02 1 09
katethomes@gmail.com

It is May, Boston is blooming and strong. I am

planning my summer, which includes weekends to

visit fellow classmatesAmy Davidsen and Sarah

Ehrlich Aronin. Sarah recently bumped into Steve

Lamed at TraderJoes and had a nice exchange.

I have not bumped into anyone.Jane Shattuck

Mayer and I have exchanged e-mails, as she is now

our Class of 1980 Web editor.We are the only '80

secretary/Web editor pair in existence and can be

groundbreakers in getting classmates connected.

I have been out oftouch with Phillips Academy

except for some social engagements with alumni in

other classes and the various interviews I conduct

for the Office ofAdmission. I have met with a lot ot

kids, but my "get into the school" ratio is low. You

just cannot believe some ofthese kids! I don't know

how PA admission decides.

So that is it. For the next notes please answer this

question: What would I have done while at Ando-

ver that I did not take advantage of? My answer: I

would have taken more drama classes.

1981

Warren Jones

Houston, Texas

281-450-6457

wcjonesilc@gmail.com

Stefanie Scheer Young

New York, NY
917-287-61 1

1

stefanie.scheer@gmail.com

Dear classmates: For those not yet in the conversa-

tion, there has been a tremendous response to
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an article published by the New York Times about

the Academy, "School Vote Stirs Debate on Girls

as Leaders." The story covers this year's race tor

school president and how, in an attempt to improve

the chances of electing a girl president, the school

dropped the single presidency in favor of two

copresidents. This change was a response to a feel-

ing on campus that there is a paucity of girls in high-

profile positions. Read the piece if you haven't had a

chance. The link is http://tinyurl.com/ncjh9mz.

On April 12, the morning the story appeared,

New York Times journalist (and former coeditor in

chiefofthe PhiUipian) Vivian Toy sent out the story

link to about 45 PA 81 classmates. The exchange of

comments began immediately. Suffice it to say we

have never seen as many e-mails from classmates in

a "news cycle," and the conversation quickly became

passionate, thoughtful, and personal.

On campus, most students were disappointed

with the way the school and the race were pre-

sented, but as it did for us, the article created a great

deal of discussion amongst them. Some then-senior

students created a forum tor information and dis-

cussion at www.teminismisequality.com/our-goals,

and we recommend you take a look.

Our class e-mail chain has continued to grow,

thus far totaling 80 comments from 33 classmates

to 87 e-mail addresses, including comments

from Chris Arnold, Gretchen Biggs, Anne

Brownstein, Laura Bull Bailey, Jane Butler,

Tim Clark, Ellen Condren, Jennifer Ellis,

Steve Frank, Valerie Germain 1'rimavera, Ellie

Hirschhorn, Annie Hoagland Simonds, Laurie

Hogin, Brad Kliber, Larry Kopp, Carolyn Foley

Laing, William Lawrence, Bayly Ledes-Daviau,

Katie Leede, Jack Liebau, Kathleen Lyons

Fanikos, Catherine Monk, Caroline Otto, June

Palumbo Meyer, David Parker, Amy Peck,

Eleanor Prior, Sean Rynne, Stefanie Scheer

Young, Mary Schwarzer-Hampton, Laure

Stevens-Lubin, Noelle Strong,Joe Sutherland,

Amanda Tepper, Vivian Toy, Bill Ullman, Laura

Unobskey Shenkar, and Avenll Powers '80.

The comments in the discussion thread,

while sometimes critical and contentious, were

remarkably sensitive, mindful, and wistfully nos-

talgic, and suggested a deep camaraderie among

our classmates.

Here are a few snippets from the conversation:

"I ended up with lifelong friends and a Roman

arena toughness."

"What sociocultural adaptations/ sacrifices do

students ot color, females, and gays have to make at

PA to be taken seriously enough to want to run and

get elected?"

"PA is a wonderful school but obviously is still

struggling to foster female leadership for a reason.

Power struggles are culture struggles."

"I explored who I was and wanted to be with love

and support that was surprisingly nonjudgmental.

The tnends 1 made at PA are still my best now 30

years later."

" There was a prevailing male WASP ethos."

"I do think our class was exceptional in regard to

tolerance and celebration ot otherness and strength

ofcharacter no matter gender or race."

"How privileged I was to be there, in terms of

education and resources. But I think the school, and

many other schools, can do much better."

"
1 am struck by the fundamental caring of the

class for each other and for each other's ideas, even

more than by the extremely high and entertaining

level of discourse."

Discourse on the topic at hand did briefly

come to a halt when Brad KJiber used the word

"percipient" and Steve Frank led the charge railing

against "Klibes" for using words they had to look up.

(Kliber saluted Mr. Lane's etymology class.)

At another juncture we recalled when Bill

Ullman and Annie Yates slugged it out on the

Rockwell tennis courts in fall 1979 in a mock "battle

of the sexes" tennis match to settle this issue once

and for all (a la Bobby Riggs and Billie |ean King ),

with Mr. Ullman emerging victorious in a grueling

three-setter. Where did that get us? The battle rages

on today!

Needless to say, this conversation sounded like

one that would pair well with wine. So with that in

mind, and thinking it would also be a way to cel-

ebrate together our mid-century birthdays, Andrew

Young and Stefanie Scheer Young offered up their

apartment, and on May 9 about 25 classmates

gathered for drinks, lasagna, frivolity, and a serious

discussion led by Blue-Key-head-forever Katie

Leede. (Co-Blue Key head Rick Field was delayed

at an airport, but the assembled crowd devoured

the pickles he had wisely sent ahead.) Everyone on

the e-mail list was encouraged to attend and spread

the word to classmates who might want to join us. If

you are not on the e-mail discussion list and would

like to be, please just contact one ofyour class secre-

taries and we will gladly add you.—W&S

Graham Anthony

2502 Waterville Drive

Champaign IL 6 1 822
434-989-5800

grahamanthony@earthlink.net

John Barton

480 Hulls Highway

Southport CT 06890
203-254-7751 (home)

212-230-3235 (work)

jwb@tfm-llc.com

Parker L. Quillen

170 E. 87th St., Apt. PH1B

New York NY 10128
917-923-7400

parkerlq@yahoo.com

Class, we have a management change to report.

After more than a decade ot faithful service, Paul

Hochman has deservedly said, "Enough," and

passed the baton. You will now receive class notes

from a rotating triumvirate—Graham Anthony,

John Barton, and me, Parker L. Quillen. Yes,

admittedly, we form a motley crew and no doubt

there are more talented scribes from '82. Alas, none

ot our more worthy scholars stepped forward.

I am sorry for not seeing many ofyou at the 30th

Reunion last year. It was the first reunion I have

missed. I was up at Andover last year separately,

though. My younger son, Loomis, 15, was looking

at boarding schools and naturally PA was on the list.

It was a stunning tall day, and I was reminded, awed

really, at just how beautiful and special that place

we shared remains. I also could not help but reflect

on how foolishly unappreciative I was during those

tour years, how there were so many things to have

embraced— interesting, diverse courses and faculty,

overwhelming facilities, incredible students like,

dare I say, ourselves! Could I reapply with with my

son? (I would promise to behave better this time.)

We had a wonderful visit with the head of

admission,Jim Ventre '79. Later, the varsity lacrosse

coach came to meet the prospect—Loomis has a

talent for the sport—and it was none other than

Steve Moreland! I was floored by the surprise

and so glad to see the man well. Steve and I had a

great catch up until he politely dispatched me so he

could spend time with the candidate and show him

Andover s over-the-top sports facilities. Inciden-

tally, while at the admission office we saw many

decades of yearbooks. Alas, '82 s was not among

them. Have we been banned ? Does the admission

office not fully appreciate Brooks Elder's magnum

opus? Sure, there may have been some depictions

of decadence— specifically four pages, ifmemory

serves—but it was the early '80s, after all!

But I digress. Living in New York, I get a pretty

good stream ofthe old crew coming through. Not

long ago Ashley Tobin flew in from her home near

San Francisco to visit East Coast colleges with her

daughter, Lindsey. Kids in college? Are we that old

already? My oldest lad, Declan, 18, is off to Tulane

this tall—yikes! Ashley, along with Lindsey and

a mutual friend ot ours, joined me in a very fun

ifsomewhat overindulgent evening in the Meat

Packing District ofNYC. Ashley is still the same

energetic teenager passing your diploma on that

rainy day in the Cage 31 Junes ago.

I see Amy Falls around town. It was with more

regularity when I lived literally across the street

from her up until a couple ofyears ago. She has two

lovely daughters, and her husband, Hartley, is a

super guy, despite his blemish of an Exeter associa-

tion. Amy was in charge of Andover's endowment

until Rockefeller University snatched her away as its

chief investment officer. I know this because I was

pulled into a client/ marketing meeting—some-

thing I normally resist with a passion—and there

she was. You can imagine the surprise of both our

colleagues when they "introduced" Amy and me

and we immediately settled into a warm embrace.

Fortunately, nobody cried "Get a room," and we did

eventually return to the business at hand.

John "Cookie" Barton and I were in the Oyster
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Bar at Grand Central Station recently.John was

mid-rant about excess Central Bank intervention

("helicopter money") when a tap on the shoulder

by none other than Catherine Monteiro de

Barros provided a brief reprieve. Catherine was

there with friends, who, small world, knew Cookie

and also whose daughter attends school with one of

my sons. We had little opportunity to get life details

from Catherine, though iflooks are any gauge, she's

doing exceptionally well. Our time constraint was

that we were en route to the Yale Club to hear a

presentation by the Reverend Nicholas Porter on

the state ofaffairs in Israel and Palestine. Nick is the

rector ofTrinity Episcopal Church in Southport,

Conn. He has also spent much time in the Middle

East. Addressing its cultural complexities and chal-

lenges is his passion. Among other things, Nick

has started a camp in Vermont, drawing young

people of different ethnicities and religious groups

from the Holy Land with the hope ot fostering

understanding, mutual respect, and maybe nurtur-

ing tomorrow 's ambassadors for peace. Stuart

Kensinger was up from Houston for the event and

in great spirits. Stuart has spent time with Nick in

the region and takes a keen interest in the camp

project and related issues. Victoria Lee Hood

came from uptown to attend as well, youthful and

lovely as ever, despite having a kid who graduated

from Andover early last decade!

1 hear fairly regularly from Will St. Laurent.

Living presently in Winter Park, Fla., Will and his

wife, Wendy, were just behind Vicky on the "Let's

start making babies while Flock ot Seagulls is still

on the pop charts." The St. Laurents already have

one son graduated from college. Their second son

plays lacrosse for Brown University and, by the time

you read this, our old friend will, we hope, have kept

his pledge to rescue my youngest boy from his St.

George's captivity to take him tor an afternoon lax

game in Providence. (And, Will, ifyou've been a real

good bud, you'll also have shamelessly promoted

my boy to the Brown lacrosse coach. Get on that
!

)

Graham, Cookie, and I will rotate penning these

updates. Though strive we may, I doubt that any

ofus will last long enough to produce the epic of

Hochman's tenure. Again, thanks for all that, Paul.

In general, the three ofus would love to hear from

all ofyou. And if any ofyou are in or travelling

through NYC, give me a heads up and we'll go raise

a glass.—Parker

1983

Susannah W. Hill

32 Willow Road

Menlo Park CA 94025
650-328-6880

susannah.hill@gmail.com

Blaise P. Zerega

575 1 1th Ave.

San Francisco CA 941 1 8

415-640-5339

blaise.zerega@gmail.com

Dear Class of 1983,

It's time to pass the baton.

While it's been a genuine delight to have served

as your class secretaries for the past five years, we

would like to hand over the task to another pair

ofable and willing Class of '83ers. Being a class

secretary is a great way to keep in touch with every-

one and, much like at our reunions, you may be

surprised to find yourself forming new friendships

while maintaining old ones. As added bonus, you'll

also get the keys to our class Facebook page.

So, any volunteers? Please contact either ofus

at the addresses above and we'll connect you with

the wonderful and helpful Laura MacHugh at

the Office ofAlumni Engagement, or contact her

directly at lmachugh(5)andover.edu.

With thanks for all the wonderful correspon-

dence and love to all.

—Blaise Zerega and Susannah Hill

1984

Alexandra Gillespie

52 Amelia St.

Toronto ON M4E 1X1

acoonpie@gmail.com

William P. Seeley

Department of Philosophy

73/75 Campus Ave.

Bates College

Lewiston ME 04240
wseeley@bates.edu

Adam Simha

84 Rice St.

Cambridge AAA 02 1 40-1 8 1

9

617-876-0103

adam@mksdesign.com

W. Keith Campbell is a professor ofpsychology at

the University ofGeorgia and lives in Athens, Ga.,

with his wife and two daughters.Andy LeSueur

visited Tim Cah ill and family in Malibu, Calif,

with his daughter Olivia and experienced part

oftheir wonderful SoCal lifestyle. Andy eagerly

anticipated seeing David Kantaros, currently a

law partner at Foley & Lardner in Boston, Phoebe

Brown, and Sean Flanagan at the Brown reunion

over Memorial Day weekend. Sean's online

grant-making company, CyberGrants, recendy

expanded to new, larger headquarters in Andover.

Sean is happy to report that his two children are

following in his baseball and hockey footsteps. Joe

Bardetti and family live in Andover. He is currently

a VP at Mullen, an advertising agency located in

Boston.Joe stays in touch with fellow day student

Phil Goss, who lives nearby in North Andover.

(No word yet on which black concert T-shirtsJoe

and Phil will be wearing at next year's Andover

reunion—sshhh, it's a day student thing.) Joe also

caught up with Matt Bergeron, on campus to

watch Mart's daughter Victoria ' 16 (varsity center

fielder) play in the Big East Softball tournament.

Matt is an executive for ExxonMobil and, in the

process of moving back and forth over the last

five years, has bought and sold DC-area homes

from Hans Wydler—repeatedly. Also spotted

at that Andover Softball tournament in May was

Chris Dole, whose high-school-age daughter

may also soon be gracing the PA team with her

Softball prowess.

Whitney Carrico, SarahJane Cohen

Grossbard, Stu Bergen,Judy Cho Lieu, and

Courtney Keppelman all checked in with a wave

and a smile. Anne Stout Hughes and family are

moving back to the Washington, DC, area in

June after three amazing years in San Diego. Meg

Dolan Rockwood will be finishing a residency in

family practice in June and joining the department

of family medicine at Georgetown University

in the fall. She has three sons, two cats, and one

luck)' husband.

Meg saw Claudia Kraut Rimerman in the

spring when she came to DC for a conference.

Claudia is busy with her three children as well as

her own consulting firm specializing in health-care

solutions in Stamford, Conn. Tora Stoneman

started nursing school at Rush University in

Chicago in January and will finish in December.

She reports having a blast trying to keep up with

the 22-year-olds!John McCarthy has three kids

(Crispin, 10, Lukie, 8, and Bodhi, 4) and is married

to Marta. They live in Brooklyn in Boerum Hill

near whereJohn grew up.John works in marketing

for NBTY, which is the biggest legitimate vitamin

and supplements manufacturer in the world.

AlexMochary Bergstein, whose son, William,

is joining the PA Class of2016 this fall, plans to be

spending more time on campus ( little does William

know). In the meantime, she's loving pursuing a

doctorate in environmental health law and policy at

Yale. She's hoping to get a PhD degree at the same

time William graduates from Andover—or maybe

college. Andrew Myers is still doing computer sci-

ence, teaching and conducting research at Cornell.

He and his wife have three boys now, ages 3, 8,

and 12. They love math, music, and RTS computer

games.JackWhelan is the director ofcollege guid-

ance at Providence Day School in Charlotte, N.C.

His PA "fun fact" is that he lives less than a mile

from Mark Crowther! Caroline RenJackson
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Friendsfrom the Class of '83 gather outside George Washington Hall. From left are Sarah Rosenfield Worley, Cori Field, Gita Khadiri, Angela Lorenz,

Andrea Feldman Falcione, Laurie Nardone, Karen Humphries Sallick, Katherine Macoul, Marc Schwartz, Cathy Hicks, and Rebecca Bennett Hedlund.

is still living in Andover with husband Todd and

enjoying the chaotic pace ot keeping up and laugh-

ing with their three kids (Julia, Scott, and Emily).

David Bunker is enjoying life in Westford,

Mass., with his wife, two 14-year-olds, and corgi

Riley. He assures us that the double-barreled ado-

lescent thing is not as bad as advertised—just a ton

ot baseball! When they can, he and lamily sneak up

to York, Maine, for R&R. David is looking forward

to meeting up with Raffaele Petrosino at their BC

reunion and sends best wishes to all. In a separate

note, David somehow got hold of pictures of yours

truly and Bill Seeley attending Alumni Council

Weekend. Little did we know that Misty Musca-

tel 01 is David's sister's sister-in-law! Apparently we

looked reasonably well behaved (whew!)

Carolyn Battista Thorng writes that she and

her family have been living in the East Bay, Calif, for

nearly three years and are still becoming acquainted

with all the beauty that surrounds their new home:

Lake Tahoe, Mt. Diablo, Santa Cruz, HalfMoon

Bay, San Francisco, etc.! Her kids, Liam, 13, and

Madison, 1 1 ,
keep her and husband Eric pretty busy.

Ho Nam sent a beautiful picture of daughter Kin-

sey. Kathryn Hall Baxter is living with her three

children (Will, 13, Sam, 11, and Charlotte, 7) and

her attorney husband Garth in Beijing and enjoying

the adventure—exciting times in China while try-

ing not to breathe in too much polluted air! Celia

Pastoriza has three kids and three sports, and that's

it! Susan O'Brien Lyons's son Nathaniel will be

offto boarding school in September, but sadly to

his father's alma mater, not his mother's. Says Susan,

"1 can't believe we will be gathering for our 30th

Reunion next year!?"

1 caught up with Nick Bienstock in his car driv-

ing to the country with three sleeping kids and a

dog. Life is good tor Nick. Christa Thomas Kent

is still doing tremendous things at ArtCecko Pro-

ductions.Jane McGillivray-Smith is having great

fun in her new role at Group Health Cooperative

doing a two-year fellowship applying the Toyota

Production System to the service industry ot health

care. She is also raising her two kids, Kiernan, 10,

and Maddy, 7. All are excited to get a dog! Jordan

Smyth promises things are good in Bethesda,

Md., where he is comfortably installed with his

wife, Shelagh, and their three highly musical boys.

Jordan reminded me of playing rock and roll in the

basement ofGraves. I recommended a relisten to

Frank Zappa's "Joe's Garage."Jim Reische, along

with daughter Elijah, 15, and spouse Aimee, is hap-

pily negotiating the realities (ironies) ot small town

Iowa lite (like driving an hour to Des Moines to get

decent groceries as none ot the ocean ofcorn and

soybeans surrounding them is actually tor human

consumption!). That said,Jim is enjoying his role at

Grinnell. Turns out that Grinnell was founded by a

bunch ot Andover Seminary students sitting around

Rabbit Pond and talking about starting a college in

the new western territories!

Our own Alexandra Gillespie reports that

one of her sons recently stepped out from under

the shadow ofLanny McDonald's mustache and

won the local Toronto peewee hockey tournament

with his team. Also, she recently had dinner in SF

with Laurie Nash, AunyAbegglen, Serra Butler

Simbeck, Carlotta Mills, and SteveJones and his

wonderful partner, Bobby Fraher. Alexandra also

had a lovely hillside brunch with Betsy Biern and

her kids Lucy and Charlie. Alex Mehlman writes

that Andover was well represented on the team that

won the 2013 Greater Boston Platform (Paddle)

Tennis League. It was their second title in the past

three years. Clearly, the racquet skills honed many

years ago on the tennis and squash courts at Ando-

ver have paid off

1985

Chris McCarthy

8 Wilkie Terrace #09-05

228031 Singapore

+65 9864 7918

chrismccarthy@gmail.com

I know you all want some column inches in Andover

magazine, so do send along those updates.

In his hometown of Miami, Fla., Alexander

Palenzuela-Mauri has opened a law firm special-

izing in municipal law, land use, and labor law.

Stephanie Pelham Hickey reports that she, too,

is living in her hometown, Pleasantville, N.Y., work-

ing in human resource consulting and knowledge

management, and studying computer science on

the side. She's married and has two lovely daughters,

ages 16 and 13.

From Zurich, Alan Himmer (who is getting a

lot ot ink in these pages) writes that he's taken a new

job as global human resource chief operating officer

at UBS. Lots of travel. His younger son, Morgan, is

going to Exeter, so both sons now attend the Phillips

to the north. Older son Wyatt joined Victor Svec's

summer group ot Andover Russian students visiting

Petrozavodsk, almost 30 years to the day after Alan

traveled to the USSR with Victor's first group in

1983 to Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, and Sochi.

Lawrence Epstein (whose dad suggested he

get some ink here) reports that all is well at home

in Las Vegas with his wife Michelle and their three

children. He's EVP and COO ofUltimate Fighting

Championship, the largest promoter ot mixed mar-

tial arts events. Events take place all over the globe,

and this keeps him on the road a lot. But to make up

for all the business travel, he reports, "It's fun to see

the world."

And so, dear classmates, do send me some news; I

shall diligently ink the reports. Till next time.
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1986

Christine Balling

22 James Farm Road

Lee NH 03861

603-479-6829 (cell)

cballing@msn.com

Kathleen Campbell DiPaolo

25 1 6 Vista Drive

Newport Beach CA 92663
949-689-3314 (cell)

949-209-2043 (fax)

Kathleen@kathleendipaolodesigns.com

Caroline Langston Jarboe

3124 63rd Ave.

Cheverly MD 20785
301-322-4241 (home)

301-379-6572 (cell)

caroline_jarboe@yahoo.com

Hi, class! Thank you to those who have been

keeping me posted on their lives. I knowwe get too

busy some (all !) ofthe time, but we all love reading

the notes!

Istvan Szent-Miklosy has just finished a

Kickstarter campaign for a product he has been

working on: BrightFingers—The Fast & Fun Way

To Learn Typing. I only wish I had such a method

when I learned how to type. He had a fantastic

cocktail reception in Washington, D.C, with Rafael

Lorente, KellyMcCann, Caroline Langston

Jarboe, and Melissa Hardin '87 (our own Adlai

Hardin's sister).

Rafael also had a fun evening with Tom Novel-

line '85. While at dinner, they conference called to

Dave Brittin, who was sitting at home in Hawaii

waiting for somebody to come cut down the coco-

nuts from his trees. Really!

Christine Balling attended the Alumni Council

meetings on campus, where she saw Emily M.

Bernstein, Alison Ranney, Leland Westeriield

and Lisa Chiofli. Lee was staying at Dave

Eckman s house and wanted us to know that Dave

is playing tor the USA men's 30-plus soccer team at

the Maccabiah Games in Israel this summer. Thank

God tor David Eckman! I think I still have the paper

with the headline.

Speaking ofDave Eckman,John Claflin handed

over the reigns as reunion grand poobah to Eck!

John, thank you tor coordinating the big event for

the past (all!) five reunions. Thank you, Eck, for

volunteering your splendiferous entertaining skills.

Don't worry, we have a little time betore our 30th!

Isn't that crazy?

Close to Andover, Susan Willard Hawes and

PeterAnton were both cast in the same produc-

tion, ACT's Vie Best Little Whorehouse in Texas. The

Facebook page shows some fun pictures. Looks like

it was a great show!

Tom Takoudes was chosen by his peers as one

offour ear, nose, and throat surgeons in New Haven

to make ConnecticutMagazine s "Top Docs" issue.

Congrats, Tom! I am personally so happy to have

had Tom look in on my ill father-in-law, who was

airlifted to New Haven. I feel blessed to know such

a great person.

CarolineJarboe also wrote in that she had

lunch with Naomi Gendler Camper and Trig

Tarazi '85. Caroline and her family were honored

to attend Naomi's Passover seder, at which Rabbi

Gendler was present. Caroline also visits with Brita

Strandberg through their neighborhood networks.

That is it for now. I hope you all had a fabulous

summer! I have two boys who spent their fifth and

sixth consecutive summers at a camp in Maine.

My daughter sailed and did the Newport Beach

junior lifeguard program. I would love to be a kid

again. I also love living vicariously through them.

—Kath Campbell DiPaolo

1987

David Kopans

2 Princeton Road

Arlington MA 02474-8238

78 1 -646-45 1

5

617-947-2454 (cell)

dave@kopans.com

This set ofnotes is dedicated to the number 87, the

letters P and A, and the following themes:

Theme No. 1 = Come Visit!

Bo Webb writes in that he still lives in Wilming-

ton, N.C., and encourages everyone to come visit

the beach! Bo has spent the past year filming some

really cool shows (see IMDB http://tinyurl.com/

PABoWebb). He also had a blast last October at

Andrew McNaught's wedding in SF with the other

Day Hall vikings (Bill McNulty, Oliver Ryan,

Tom Clyde, Keith Thomajan, Doug Hamilton,

and Sam Britton).

Chuck Chung and his partner, Doug Hender-

son, recently bought a house in San Francisco com-

plete with extra bedroom and say, "Please visit!"

Chap Munger still divides his time 60/40

between Arctic Russia and New Orleans. Go hang

out with him and David Kunian in NOLA—espe-

cially duringjazz Fest, when last Anselm Fusco

was last there. Both NOLA guys promise to show

you a good time. Kunian especially. Ofcourse,

this is as soon as he finishes his master's thesis on

modern jazz.

A takeoffon the "come visit" theme, Becky

Hiland Dayton and husband Chris Dayton '83

are thinking ofa move out ofMddlebury, Vt., once

their son heads offto college. Anonymity in a city

is singing a siren song, and Becky asks if"any-

one [is up] for a trade."

Theme No. 2 = Movies and Movie Stars

Karl Kister alerted me to Posy Stone's new
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stay connected.

The Class of'88's Roddy Scheer, Jed Gore, and Corey Rateau meet up at Saturday's cookout.

movie, which was just written up in the New York

Times (http://tinyurl.com/PAPosy). While Karl

was unable to attend the opening, his wife, Mary

( a ul k i ns was there.

Nick Simon, newly moved to the Berkshires

with his family, is still commuting to Southeast Asia,

where his company, Indochina Productions (www.

indochinaproductions.com), is based.

Jamie Rosenberg got to hang out with Justin

Bieber, Miiey Cyrus, and others in a nationally

televised event titled Real Change (http://livereal-

change.com/ ) that featured the charity he started

(www.AdoptAClassroom.org).

Theme No. 3 = Lawn and Tree Care

Jonathan Bush just took his daughter on a

college tour and was so impressed with the lawns

down south that he has totally reengineered his

lawn-care program at home.

Laura Glenn Sorkin s maple sugaring enter-

prise is up to 67,000 taps. Yikes! To relax, she went

to visit Robyn Roberts. She also promised to visit

me and my wife, Lauren, in Boston. We say great,

as long as we don't take a day trip to the Aquarium.

Good plan, right, Robyn?

Theme No. 4 = Good Deeds

Do you remember Lou Bernieri? If so, go check

out http://tinyurl.com/PALouB. Andover Bread

Loat is a wonderful program, and Cindy Greene

and Travis Metz are on the board.

Continuing in the Andover spirit, Liz Graham's

daughter Miriam is raising money for an organiza-

tion called Heading Home tor her bat mitzvah

project. Like Bread Loal, Lauren and I helped out

here, and it you are so inclined, you can too through

the Heading Home website (http://tinyurl.com/

PAMiriam). For Mirian to get credit, just type in

"Miriam Feldman" in the "Program" section.

Theme No. 5 = Random

Like a flock ot migratory birds, Charlie Strout

and family headed to Camden, Maine, for the

summer. Melissa Morton and her family are

preparing tor a 2014 return to the States after

living since 2011 in Israel, where husband Mark

attended medical school. Morty can be reached at

mortonkleid(i?gmail.com.

Over in Brussels and working for the European

Commission, Laura Pignataro reports a 2013 plan

to see Vered Pomerantz Welsh. Time and place

unspecified. Perhaps a jaunt over to Paris?

Speaking of Paris, our faithful president, Travis

Metz, reports in from the Pompidou Centre that

all is well, the fishing is great on the Seine, and that

he absolutely loves the chic fashion scene and the

modern literary, artistic, and intellectual ideals

of Paris.

Catherine Bouthet du Rivault Leclair also

reports in from France, where she has been liv-

ing since marrying a widower and adopting his

two boys 18 years ago. Indeed, next August, the

oldest is getting married. "We are delighted!"

reports Catherine.

Corey Williams has sadly stopped spinning the

vinyl and is looking to off-load his record collection

that started accumulating while plying the airwaves

at WPAA. Give him a buzz, and when you do,

congratulate him on his 25th wedding anniversary!

While lots of you reported long runs, Corey wins

hands down and gets the only press on this topic!

Jenny Lim reports hosting the Strout family,

along with Melissa Hardin, for dinner. Charlie

gave swimming tips to Jenny's kids, and Melissa

and Jenny discussed plans to road trip south to see

Elizabeth Schulte Roth or north to see Tania

Tretiak. 1 say stop planning, get offthe blocks,

and go!

Christina Smith-Gajadhar is still teaching

ESL in Virginia and getting ready for college tour

rounds with her oldest daughter. (Be sure to ask

Jonny Bush about the lawns.)

Josh Coleman was to the point and said, "I got

married in 2012 to Annie Brown. I can't think of

anything too much more spectacular than that!"

Here is (1 think) a picture ot the lovely couple

http://tinyurl.com/PAJosh.

Hyalker Amaral spent time running in the DC
Marathon with Julie Gilbert Rosicky and rehy-

drating with George Christo.

Callie Hershey is working on a "soulful" album

with Seth Davis. And Tony Gellert is ever grateful

that 1 just ran up against the 900-word limit ...

1988

Terri Stroud

800 4th St. SW, Unit N418
Washington DC 20024
202-486-4189

terri.stroud@gmail.com

Laura Cox
2 1 Merced Ave.

San Anselmo CA 94960
415-302-7709

laurajeancox@gmail.com

Matt Lavin

324 14th St. NE
Washington DC 20002
202-365-8593

mattlavindc@yahoo.com

Heather Ross Zuzenak

1 6 Essex St.

Medford MA 02155
781-874-1747

hrzuzenak@yahoo.com

Hey'88ers!

Not a whole heck ot a lot to report this time

around, primarily because many ot us got to dish to

each other up close and personal about the goings-

on in our lives as we celebrated our 25th up on the

Hill back in June. Amazing turnout; amazing time!

FY], I took an informal survey of some of our old

professors (actually, just Nancy Boutilier) and they

all agreed: We are, by tar, the best class to come out

ofPA to date!

Here's what 's going on with some ot us who did

not make it:

Darnell Moore welcomed his second child,

daughter Emery Allyn Moore, back in March 2012.
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Enjoying the cookout luncheon near SamPhil are Heather Ross Zuzenak, Cricket Crutcher

Mikheev, and Jennifer Sbrogna, all Class of '88.

Always an underachiever, Darnell was promoted

to senior member ofthe technical staffat Texas

Instruments, a title held by the top 5 percent ofthe

technical population, and he was elected president

ofthe Dallas Assembly tor the 2013- 14 year. (Fac-

toid: 50 years ago, whenJFK was assassinated, his

motorcade was en route to a luncheon to meet with

members ot the Dallas Assembly and the Dallas

Citizens Council: www.thedallasassembly.com/.)

Why couldn't Darnell join us on the Hill, you ask?

He was suffering through the Maui Film Festival

with his beautiful wife, Yesenia. Yes, I hate him, too.

Neil Weiss has moved from the Bay Area

to Cleveland (yep, you read that right) to take

a position as chief information officer tor the

Cleveland Indians. Neil has always wanted to get

into baseball and is absolutely loving his new gig.

Andover alums in northeast Ohio who want to

attend an Indians game are invited to contact Neil

at neil.b.weiss((j)gmail.com.

Moby Parsons really wanted to join us at

reunion—he even went so tar as to register for

that sports class that was offered—but his kids'

activities forced him to miss out. Moby continues

to practice orthopedic surgery in seacoast New
Hampshire with a focus on joint replacement, and

he does some consulting work on prosthesis design

tor shoulder replacement. He took his ridiculously

busy children Alexandra, 13,Analiese, 11, and Marc,

9, to Paris in August to give them a taste ot Europe.

Moby is doing his ninth consecutive Reach the

Beach Relay this September, so ifany other class-

mates are out on the course, look him up.

Grace La, another notorious slacker, had to miss

out on reunion because she was busy dealing with

the ramifications ot being appointed full professor

with tenure at the Harvard University Graduate

School of Design. Grace and her hubby,James

Dallman, will maintain their architecture practice,

La Dallman, in Milwaukee and also expand to Bos-

ton, so they hope to accomplish dual citizenship

between the East Coast and the Midwest!

Allison Picott did join us at reunion, but she

reports that in May, she started a consulting firm

called Advancement Advisers (www.advance-

mentadvisers.com) with a partner. They advise

nonprofit organizations in the areas offundraising,

leadership development, and planning.

Finally, in shocking news, DougDAgata

reports that he remains committed to the "relent-

less pursuit offinancial gain through the glories

of capitalism'' and hopes that, as the result ofsuch

pursuit, he will be able to host us all at his home for

annual off-year reunions. Total win-win! He'll keep

us posted.

Finally, please give a hearty round ofapplause

to my stalwart class-notes cohorts these past five

years, Peter Reese and Roddy Scheer (well

done, guys!) and join me in welcomingmy new

colleagues, Laura Cox, Matt Lavin, and Heather

Ross Zuzenak. Keep the good news coming!

Ta-ta for now, '88ers!—Terri

1989

Emily Muldoon Kathan

1 8 Laurel Terrace

Somerville MA 02143
emily@kathandesign.com

Christian Parker

1 1 Berkeley Place, Apt. 3

Brooklyn NY 1 1 2 1

7

cparker39@nyc.rr.com

Gina Hoods

7477 Commons Blvd., Apt. 326
Chattanooga TN 37421

423-892-7140

404-667-4939

ghoods@yahoo.com

Ifyou read the In Memoriam section ofthe

winter ' 13 edition ofthe magazine, you may have

noticed a mention ofthe passing ofour classmate

Peter Condakes. Peter died in March 2011 after

nearly a year's battle with leukemia. He was a VP at

his family's produce distribution company, having

worked there since graduating from Harvard.

Buster Melvin had reached out to us about this

just after the deadline for the last notes, and though

it did appear elsewhere in the magazine recendy,

we wanted to make sure to use some space here to

remember Peter. Our belated condolences to his

loved ones.

After all these years ofdiligence and consis-

tency, you knew it would eventually happen. We've

come up a bit dry on the notes. It's my turn, and

though 1 keep in somewhat regular touch with

a healthy number ofyou, and Gina Hoods and

Emily Kathan and I compared notes, I don't have

a lot ofnewsworthy news to report here. It does

seem like the era of social media has changed not

only who we keep in touch with but the very nature

ofthat contact. The types ot tidbits ofinformation

we usually include here are often covered on a daily

basis on Facebook, Twitter, etc. So, in light ofthat, I

thought I'd use this space to reach out to all ofyou

at once and ask, how would you like us to use the

class notes space we have? Should we still beat the

bushes for news and keep up the tradition offeatur-

ing briefitems on whomever we manage to hear

from? Should we target specific individuals who

haven't been heard from in a while? Should we write

more thorough profiles on classmates who are up to

something unusual and intriguing? Should we get

you to submit features on one another?

We've got another big reunion coming up next

year, and we certainly want to encourage all ofyou

to return to campus and reconnect. The 20th was an

exceptionally friendly, dynamic, invigorating week-

end, speaking for myselfanyway. In the meantime,

though, and in all those intervening years between

these events, we want to know from you how you

would like to stay in touch, and what we might

do differently to help you feel more substantively

engaged with Andover, ifyou wish to be.A not-

infrequent criticism ofnotes like these is that the

scope ofcoverage across the class might not be as

wide as you all would like. Certainly, I think by hav-

ing three ofus cover this job, some ofthat concern

is ameliorated simply because between Emily, Gina,

and me, we know a relatively high percentage ofyou

reasonably well. But we never want this space to be

dominated with news only ofthose we know and

have easy access to. So you tell us. Get in touch, and

let us know how to make the '89 class notes a real
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stay connected...

meeting place ot information, ideas, and enduring,

substantive connection.

There are a lot of things competing for our

attention, particularly, it seems, at this stage of our

lives. So certainly I find it really reassuring to have

some consistent link to a place that was formative

for me, and to a wider group of people whom I still

find to be the most interesting and interested I've

encountered so far. In the meantime, best wishes

to all of you. Apologies tor the dearth ot news, but

let that serve as a forceful invitation tor you to drop

any or all ofus a line.

All the best.—Christian

1990

Regina A. DeMeo
1666 Connecticut Ave. NW, Suite 250
Washington DC 20009
240-621-0559

reginademeo@yahoo.com

Thomas W. Seeley

1572 Heifer Road

Skaneateles NY 13152
315-263-0052 (cell)

315-685-3416 (work)

twseeley@gmail.com

As many of you already know, we have set up a

Facebook group for the Class ot 1990! It's a great

way to stay current with what is going on on

campus and to keep up with classmates. Ifyou

aren t a member of the group, please let one or both

ot us know.

So much baby news to report!

Congrats to Liz Stites, who in March 2013

successfully defended her PhD dissertation at the

Fletcher School at Tufts University three weeks

before the birth ot her daughter, Tilley ! Liz and

her husband, Peter, live in Brooklyn with their

son, Zoeth, 2, down the street from Deborah

Blanchard. Post-PhD, Liz planned to remain on

the research faculty at Tufts, where she has worked

since 2006, while husband Peter will remain with

his job at the UN.

Also welcoming a new addition to her family is

Lynne Langlois Hunter. Ziva Elizabeth was born

Feb. 2013, at Mass. General Hospital weighing 9

lbs., 13 oz. Congrats to the Hunter family!

To the great joy of Ann Volkwein Saxton and

her husband, Tony, Maximus McPherson Saxton

arrived in Dec. 2012. Word has it that the family is

already gathering letters for the Naval Academy.

Meanwhile, Phil Lisio and his family are

enjoying each milestone their son, Michale Arnold

Lisio, is hitting since he was born in Dec. 2011. Phil

caught up with Seth Schiesel at a Phish concert

over New Year's break and with Greg Djerejian

in Beijing in February. From time to time, Phil also

sees Rob Vermylen and his family ( Arlene and

tour kids) in Hong Kong.

Regina DeMeo is pleased to report that she

was listed among the 2013 Super Lawyers in April

2013 and recently mentioned in the ABA Journal

for her outside-the-box marketing ideas. She has

aired more than 40 episodes this past year ofher

weekly television show "Making It Last," which

helps families tackle major issues. Many ot these

episodes are now on her YouTube channel. While

continuing to run her family law practice, she has

enjoyed lecturing to students around the DC area

this spring, and over the summer will work on her

idea for a children s book.

Also, from the "career accomplishments" depart-

ment, the Smithsonian Cooper-Hewitt National

Design Museum awardedJake Barton 's media

design firm, Local Projects, its prestigious National

Design Award tor Interaction Design. Local Proj-

ects is a media design firm for museums and public

spaces. Among its many projects are the National

September 1 1 th Memorial and Museum at the

World Trade Center, the Beijing 2008 Olympics,

the National Museum of American Jewish History,

the Official New York City Information Center,

the Tribeca Film Festival, the New-York Historical

Society, and the National Building Museum.

Oliver Schwaner-Albright writes about food

under the pen name "Oliver Strand." Look tor his

work in the New York Times. His articles have also

appeared in Bon Appetit and Vogue. Oliver is work-

ing on a book on coffee, which he hoped to finish

last summer while finding time to enjoy with his

wife, Christine Muhlke, and their 6-month-old

son, who thankfully is proving to be a good dinner

companion. It anyone is in or is planning to be in

Union Square near Greenmarket, look him up or

drop him a line.

Alastair Bor has changed jobs and industries,

taking his first ever public-sector gig, where he

is now responsible tor IT solution delivery at

Transport for New South Wales in Australia. His

team works on providing real-time bus and train

location data via mobile apps tor commuters,

developing geo-spatial applications to automate

customer service processes, etc. While this doesn't

exactly fulfill a childhood dream to become a train

conductor, it's a step in the right direction.

It was great to read in the press that Rahim Aga

Khan is engaged ! The Aga Khan family announced

in April Rahim's engagement to Kendra Spears.

Rahim is involved with the poverty reduction

efforts ofthe Aga Khan Development Network,

one of the largest private systems of agencies foster-

ing social, cultural, and economic development in

Asia, Africa, and the Middle East.

Here is some good news from Sharon

Tentarelli: "My wife, Ellen, and I got married

on June 26, 2010, and so we celebrated our third

anniversary in stunned joy as DOMA was declared

unconstitutional. The Supreme Court gave us the

best wedding anniversary gift ever! We live in Sud-

bury, Mass., with our son, Mark, who recently com-

pleted his Eagle Scout project. I work for AstraZen-

eca researching cancer and antibiotic medicine,

and Ellen works for Boston Children's Hospital, so

we see both ends ot the health-care system."

As many ofyou on Facebook know by now, Tom
Seeley has been very busy creating a Spotify playl-

ist ofsongs from our time at Andover inspired by

memories of songs played on the Ryley Room juke-

box. Check it out on Spotify (message Tom ifyou

don't know how) and send along your memories. It

is our goal to have this complete and distributed at

our 23th Reunion in 2015! —Tom

1991

Hilary Gershman

6124 SW 104th St.

Miami FL33156
305-467-6581

hilarygershman@yahoo.com

Matt Fleming

22 1 Edgevale Road

Baltimore MD 21210
410-375-8302

Mattfleming9 1 @bluelink. andover.edu

Greetings, classmates! As usual, there is a lot ot great

stuff happening in 1991 land. So, without further

ado...

Josh Tulgan and Dina Davidson flew from Mos-

cow to Delray, Fla., for their weekend wedding cele-

bration. It was a gorgeous beach ceremony attended

by an international crowd. Max Hoover and his

wife, Tatiana, traveled down from New York, as did

Sasha Kipka and his fiancee, Kate Nintzel, Win

Burke, Christoph Cushman and wife Paula, and

Charlie Glass and wife Meghann (who is due soon

with their second baby!). Matt Reid and his wife,

Carmen, came from California with two ot their

children. Hilary Driscoll Price tlew down from

Columbus, Ohio, where she recently moved with

her husband and three kids.

On March 18, Hilary Gershman attended an

Andover alumni lunch at Estiatorio Milos on Miami

Beach and talked with a lot ot alums, including

German Acosta. Outside ofwork, German has

been dancing with the Miami Salsa Dream Team.

Hilary also saw Mara Raphael in March, when

Mara and her husband,John, visited tor a night at

the end their spring break. Mara's kids,Jack and

Whitney, ran and swam all day and night with

Gershman children, Emmet, Leo, Reed, and Charlie.

Mara also frequently sees LA newcomer Blair

Lawson. According to Blair, they have taken up hot

yoga and "sweat beside each other several days a

week!" 1 hope deodorant is included ...

Tina Hartell is also very active in Vermont. Her

organic maple syrup company tapped 2,400 trees

and made more than 850 gallons ofsyrup. I am

not allowed to advertise, but now might be a good

time to mention that I have recently taken up a high

sugar diet and would not dream of eating anything

without Bobo's Mountain Sugar. In her spare time,

Tina is busy on her mushroom farm (which 1 imag-

ine smells like a hot yoga studio) and "mom-ing it

up" with her 3-year-old twins, Aida and Wren.
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Lucie Flather informs us she is happy liv-

ing in Brooklyn and building her architecture

practice. She also can't believe where the time

has gone and that we are all 40!

Speaking ofhow "time flies," Cagla Hirschman

is now a PA 17 parent! Her son Ebin is a junior.

Everyone is very excited but wishes Andover was

just a little bit closer to Henderson, Nev., where the

Hirschmans live.

Hearing horn Lucie and Cagla inspired me to

try something new before turning the big 4-0 in

August. As such, I have decided to act as though

I am living on the Italian Rivera. Unfortunately, I

have had limited success thus far, largely because

Baltimore is nothing like Portofino and, after much

trial and error, I concluded that 1 actually hate

Negroni cocktails. I hope everyone else has better

luck in their plans!

Thanks for news, and 1 look forward to staying in

touch. All the best.—Matt

1992

Allen Soong

1810 Burnell Drive

Los Angeles CA 90065
allen.soong@bluelink.andover.edu

Greetings from LA! I'm honored to be taking

over as class secretary from Daphne Matalene.

I'm sorry I missed the 20th Reunion last year but,

thanks to social media, we are all just a Facebook

friend request away from each other. Ifyou haven't

joined it already, in Facebook search for "Andover

1992" and ask to join. Ifyou have any trouble,

Jenny Elkus, Daphne Matalene, Darryl Cohen,

Sherri Shaftnan, and Pristine Joban n essen

are the admins. So far about 160 classmates are

members, or almost 50 percent participation!

Some ofthe following comes from our Face-

book page:

Josh Davis is an assistant professor ofpsychol-

ogy at Columbia University and writes a neurosci-

ence blog on the Psychology Today website called

"Your Mental Toolkit" (www.psychologytoday.

com/blog/your-mental-toolkit), discussing how

breakthroughs in neuroscience can be applied in

our daily lives. More importantly, he's engaged!

Congratulations,Josh!

Maki Hsieh is shredding musical genres (and

her violin) with her otherworldly vocals and string

stylings. Her YouTube channel has been deemed a

danger to social order by the Taiwanese govern-

ment (seriously, not a joke). Catch her chart-climb-

ing cover of"Kyoto" by dubstep pioneer Skrillex

before her site gets blocked.

Mike Bor left behind a distinguished career in

investment banking to reinvent howwe buy and

sell used cars by starting CarLotz (CarLotz.com),

a new kind ofauto dealership. Mike helps private

sellers find buyers with the safety and comfort

ofanonymity, while buyers are free to browse a

car lot and make an offer without having to deal

with high-pressure sales tactics. Ifyou're in the

Richmond, Va., area and in the market for a used

car, go see Mike.

The "Cooley House award" for upholding the

proud Andover tradition ofenjoying tea with class-

mates goes to Anant Raut, who hosted Daphne

Matalene, Reenah Kim, and Mndy Page '91 for

tea in his kitchen on three consecutive weekends

in April. There should be a weekly podcast out of

this. Anant would have to fit this into his crowded

road-running schedule, ot course, and cut back on

his efforts to uphold the fundamental principle of

habeas corpus (google "Boumediene v. Bush").

Justin Piasecki was named one ot the "Most

Beautiful Doctors in America 2013" by the syndi-

cated daytime television show, Vie Doctors, in an

episode aired on Jan. 8. The segment highlighted

Justin's unique practice treating skin cancer

patients. Justin looks as good as he did 20 years ago.

I presume Dr. Dana Piasecki does as well, but I

gather he was too camera-shy when the producers

came calling.

In January, I joined Todd Lubin and Aimee

Lubin as they celebrated Aimee's birthday at

their lovely home in the Silver Lake neighbor-

hood ofLA. Also there were Billy Kheel and his

wife, Marina, Alex Wolf, and Susan Abramson.

After working as an executive producer for several

seasons of"The Biggest Loser," Todd launched his

own production company backed by some serious

private equity investors. Aimee continues to exhibit

her artwork in local galleries and helps the best

and brightest young minds in LA find their way to

Andover as an alumna interviewer. Billy is also a

working artist with several exhibits under his belt

(www.bkheel.com). Alex moved to LA to run his

own investment firm after many years at Cerberus

in New York, and Susan continues her work as

a casting director for various features and TV
projects. (Ifyou pay close attention you'll catch her

in an episode ofEntourage, where she worked her

way up from an assistant the first season to casting

director by the fifth.)

Jon Keidan breezed through town from NY
in February for the LA launch ofhis latest digital

media venture, InsideHook, a lifestyle guide for

men, with national, NY, and LA editions distrib-

uted daily via e-mail (www.insidehook.com).Jon is

also a resident venture advisor with Trigger Media,

a New York-based incubator that teams with "cura-

tion services" startups in the vein ofDailyCandy

and Thrillist.

Betsy Davis Tucker and husbandJeffrun

Sugar Creek Farm, a small-scale 45-acre certified

organic farm in Advance, NC. You'll find their pro-

duce and poultry at farmers' markets in Winston-

Salem. Those not living in the area can show their

support for sustainable agriculture by checking out

their blog at sugarcreekfarm.blogspot.com, liking

their Facebook page, and shopping your local

organic farmers' market. (Betsy's buttercrunch

head lettuce has my mouth watering as I type.)

Kira Nurieli's 3-year-old son, Zakkai, has been

struggling with a benign but aggressive tumor that

What's new with you?

Get married?

Move?

Change your e-mail address?

Let PA know! You can update your

information in any one of the

following ways:

• Visit www.andover.edu/

alumnidirectory, and log in to update

your information

• E-mail alumni-records@andover.edu

• Call 978-749-4287

• Send a note to:

Alumni Records

Phillips Academy

180 Main Street

Andover MA 01810-4161

has stumped his oncologists, who can only call it

"Zakkai's tumor." He has endured several surger-

ies already in his few short years thus far, but in

the photos on his Facebook page (search "Zakkai

Nurieli") his big brown eyes are full ofthe joy of

life regardless. Please keep Kira and her family in

your thoughts.

In late April, WendyJohnston started her

months-long hike ofthe Pacific Coast Trail all

the way from Mexico to Canada, a distance of

almost 2,700 miles. She documented her incred-

ible trek—both physical and spiritual—at www.

movingtowardsfreedom.com. It's worth noting

that the PCT is not Wendy 's first rodeo by a long

shot—back in 2009 she hiked the entire length ot

the Appalachian Trail, 2,200 miles from Georgia to

Maine. Carry on, Wendy.

Last September Aditi Joshi entrusted her son to

the tender mercies ofthe Blue Keys. Yes, that's right,

20 years and three months after we graduated, the

first '92 offspring matriculated. Congratulations,

Aditi! In the blink ofan eye my own girls, 5-year-old

Madelyn and 1 -year-old twins Avery and Penelope,

might be trundling their belongings into Nathan

Hale (presuming, ofcourse, that I've managed to

save up enough).

That's all for now. Please do connect with us on

Facebook or send me your news direcdy.
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stay connected...

Renita Kundu, Leif Gibb, Mark Jaklovsky, and Colton Brown, all Class of93, jockey

for position in the Alumni Parade.

1993
Susannah (Smoot) Campbell

Susannah.s.campbell@gmail.com

301-257-9728

Jen Charat

icharat@yahoo.com

619-857-6525

Ted Gesing

tedgesing@gmail.com

917-282-4210

Hilary Koob-Sassen

hksassen@hotmail.com

+44 7973775369

It was wonderful to see so many classmates back

on campus in June. It was a time to remember our

classmates at our class tree in front ot Bartlett Hall

and to look forward to new adventures together,

as formed and contemplated on Graves Hall Field

while viewing the all-alumni soccer game, in newly

renovated and gorgeous Addison Gallery tor

alumni cocktails, on the steps of SamPhil tor one

ot many more class pictures to come, or on the

lawn in West Quad South in the wee hours of the

morning. It you could not attend the reunion, we

hope you can organize or participate in smaller class

get-togethers in your areas and keep our class bonds

strong until our 25th Reunion.

To the news:

Michelle Cho is working in the conservation

department at the New England Aquarium in Bos-

ton, where she advises seafood companies on the

environmental impacts of fishing and/or farming.

Michelle lives south of Boston in Sharon, Mass., and

stopped by our reunion with her beautiful family

for daytime activities on Saturday.

After 10 years,John Dwight still lives in the

Bay Area with his wife ot three years and two kids.

The weather in California suits his outdoor lifestyle,

including his passion for triathlons and other endur-

ance racing, and he's convinced that pushing his kids

in jogging strollers has made him a tar stronger run-

ner. 1 can imagine. He misses our class and wishes

he could have made it all the way out from the West

Coast for reunion.John was training for the Mont-

Tremblant ironman in August.

Hardy Stecker, who lives in Brooklyn, N.Y., and

practices landscape architecture, recently married,

and her wonderful husband is the kind of guy who

would come all the way to our reunion, participate

in every event, and still have a smile on his face after

putting up with us for the entire weekend.

Claudia Dreszer earned an MD degree in

Europe and, at the time of writing, was staying

home with her four children: Shayden, 9, Chase, 8,

Maialee, 6, and Evelee, 3. She and her family live in

Farnnngdale, N.Y., where her husband is a physician

in internal medicine. Claudia had hoped to join our

class in July in NYC at our mini reunion but was on

vacation with her family in Maine.

Jen Charat is working hard as a freelance editor

in San Diego and reports no new additions to her

brood ot three close-knit boys, except a beagle, who

she tears may remain in the "excitable puppy stage"

until hes 5 years old.

Lauren Harder moved to NYC (yea and wel-

come!) in July, a moved sparked by her husband's

new fellowship at Mt. Sinai Hospital.

Dan Haarmann joined Hewlett-Packard in

May and is helping to rebuild HP's consumer

website. His daughter, Katie, was inspired on the

driving range this past spring by a current upper

at Andover, whom they met by coincidence when

Katie approached the student and asked her ifshe

was a professional goiter. On a different topic, Dan

also notes that it recently came to his attention that a

friend ot theirs from church is Exeter '93. They now

sit in a different pew (ha ha).

Rejji Hayes and his wonderful wife, Celeste

(both ot whom attended the reunion), are enjoy-

ing lite in Michigan with their 16-month-old son,

Hunter. They are looking forward to the arrival ofa

daughter in October.

Hilary Koob-Sassen has been wining and

dining our class, reporting this spring that Doug

Schlemmer and his sweetheart met him for a won-

derful dinner in London; Hilary also joined Chris

White and his family at their home in Brooklyn,

N.Y., for dinner and playtime with the kids. Hilary's

son, Fausto, 7, heads to a new school this fall, and

Fausto joined his father at the awards ceremony

when Hilary's experimental feature Transcalar

Investment Vehicles received the European Media Art

Festival Award. Hilary highly recommends bringing

your children along to any honors ceremonies fall-

ing your way, however modest, as it engenders a lot

of street cred with the kids.

Stacie Ringleb was recently granted tenure

at Old Dominion University, where she teaches

mechanical engineering, performs research in

biomechanics, and serves as a freshman advisor.

Stacie has two girls, Trudy and Penny who, she says,

"amaze me and make me laugh every day" That last

bit was too precious not to quote verbatim.

Chris Koulichkov unfortunately missed the

reunion because of an illness in the family. He

and his wife, Andrea, welcomed their third boy,

Christian Jack, in January (joining Alexander

and Maxim) and are currently in the process of

moving from Boston back to NYC (a PA discount

may apply to any alums interest in the downtown

Boston loft they are vacating—anyone?). The move

was prompted by Chris's real estate company, which

specializes in structure sales and finance and which

Chris started last year. Alison Wheeler Kennedy

is helping him to start a fund to capitalize on

equity opportunities.

Chris Hawley played his first show in South

America in |une in Fortaleza, Brazil, and was backed

by an incredible band of Brazilian musicians, only

one ofwhom spoke English. Chris might be relocat-

ing from LA soon. Throw any ideas tor a new home

base his way.

Last but not least, Josh Rosenblum welcomed a

son, Benjamin, this spring. Congratulations, Josh.

That's the news. Once again, wonderful to see all

who could make it this spring. Please stay in touch,

and please write in with news about yourself or

classmates whenever the mood strikes you.

We miss you, and we hope to see you soon!

[Editor's note: The Academy has received

word that Christopher C. George passed away

on May 28, 2013. Please see his obituary in the

In Memoriam section.]

[Editor's note: With this edition, Amanda Adams

and Nick Thompson will be stepping down as class

secretaries. We thank them for their good work and

welcome Susannah Smoot Campbelljen Charat,

Ted Gesing, and Hilary Koob-Sassen as their

replacements. Please send all news and notes to

them. Their contact information is above.]
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Jon Buono'93

1994 Jazzed about preservation

Moacir P. de Sa Pereira

+ 1 774 473 9856 Google Voice

moacir@gmaii.com

As I write this, summer has already started in

Vilnius, Lithuania, which means it's time for the

yearly game ofchicken with the skylights regarding

the rain. Expertly managing the largest amount

offresh air and least amount ofsoaked floors (or

bed) is the true sign of a longtime resident ofthis

corner ofthe world. Since I'm still new, I woke up

today with a suspicious-looking puddle on my bed,

evidence that I forgot to close the skylight before

nodding off. Summer also means I'm moving, but

the details beyond that are rather fuzzy. So let's get

straight to the news.

Laurence Jollon wrote me a short update

about his recent exploits. It seems that Rich Enos

hosted a sort ofmini reunion at his house in Mas-

sachusetts.Joining the two ofthem were Darren

Hopkins, Ben Haddon, Tim Stonecipher, and

Mike Koehler. Each classmate has a bunch of

kids, and knowing their fathers, the kids all already

have lacrosse or hockey sticks beside their beds.

Rich is still the CEO ofhis education company,

and Darren is working for a multinational software

company after his own was acquired. Ben is still

up in Maine, close to the water. Tim is the dean of

students at a school in Marblehead and coaches

tennis. And Mike is still practicing environmental

law. Laurence lives in New York, with a new job in

asset management. He closed his note telling me

about a trip down to Charlotte, N.C., in May, where

he sawJohn Stubbs and Kevin Moran. Kevin, like

my correspondent, is working in asset manage-

ment, andJohn continues to dominate the real

estate market in North Carolina.

John Gruener sent word about another mini

reunion. This is great! Everyone, keep this up and

remember our challenge to ourselves from four

years ago: to absolutely steal the show at our 20th

with the most impressive (quantity and quality)

showing ofany class. Anyway, this mini reunion

was at Katy Sumberg Langhorst's in Beverly,

Mass.JoiningJohn and Katy were Jess Rocha

Stryhalaleck, Katherine Wrobel, and Rachel

Bloom, plus seven children. After 15 years,John

is back in New England, and he is working as an

IT consultant for a firm in Boston. Most felici-

tous is that he lives a mere 15-minute walk from

David Rosman.

Still more news comes in from Massachusetts.

Hannah Sharpless Graffannounced that she now

has a titanium plate and three screws in her neck.

I imagine this story will be serialized over the next

few installments ofthe class notes. Trevor Bayliss

has moved back to his hometown ofWilliamstown,

Mass., where he is an oncologist at Berkshire

Medical Center. He was expecting the arrival ofhis

third son over the summer, and, most importantfy,

he is joining his brotherJarrett '97's hockey team.

Jon Buono knew he wanted to be an architect as early as elementary

school, choosing PA for its unique architecture studio. He planned

to design buildings, and studied with Bob Lloyd; during his senior

year, he tackled an independent project, advised by art and architecture

instructor Ruth Quattlebaum, on the history of Manhattan's Rockefeller

Center. After graduating from Cornell, Buono took a job as a historic

architect with the National Park Service. Based in Atlanta, he traveled

around the southeast and Caribbean to research structures housed

within the region's 65 parks—from Fort Jefferson on the island of Dry

Tortugas to the Wright Brothers'

National Memorial Visitor Center

near Kitty Hawk, North Carolina.

The latter was a building he might

have studied in school, he said, and

he "got very jazzed," recognizing

it as simultaneously modern and

historic, and grasping the idea that

even for such a relatively young

building, "there are interesting

issues about keeping it relevant

and at the same time restoring it

to what it looked like on day one."

With that passion awak-

ened, Buono moved to New York

in 2006, where he signed on as

consulting architect and historic

preservation specialist on the mul-

tiyear, multiphase restoration of

the United Nations headquarters,

whose buildings date to the early

1950s. (Executive architect Wallace Harrison also had helped design

Rockefeller Center, a point of continuity to Buono that he recognized and

appreciated.) The U.N. complex was one of the first fully air-conditioned,

tempered environments on one of the largest scales in the world—its

water-cooled system operated off the East River—but it was riddled with

asbestos and woeful energy efficiencies. Buono calls the rehabilitation

a "surgical project": many spaces were disassembled—the walls taken

down, the woodwork carefully removed and sent to a restoration con-

tractor—and then reinstalled.

Recently, in a departure from his prior work with nonprofits, gov-

ernments, and universities, he's moved on to a new project: the restora-

tion of Cartier's Fifth Avenue store, a Gilded Age mansion that dates

to 1903. Buono recognizes it's a big leap from modern icon to neo-

Italian Renaissance, but he's not done with modernism by any means.

As a longtime board member of Docomomo, an international nonprofit

dedicated to the documentation and conservation of buildings, sites,

and neighborhoods of the modern movement, he's helping reinforce

the notion that the post-War schools, libraries, and stores that dot the

United States, though "contemporary," are historic.

"Sometimes there's a generational issue in arguing for advocacy

and expressing the significance of some of the buildings," he says, "so

education is a big part of what we do."

In all of his work, there's a "process of deliberation," a concern for

respecting every structure's past. PA, he notes, "helped foster this idea

of context and history and significance. I found that restoration actually

is a process of design."

—Sarah Zobel



stay connected

Clockwisefrom upper right, Grace

Dingledine '98, Rebecca Stob '98, Srinivas

Pullela '98, and Michael Puckett, Grace's

fiance, chat at dinner on Friday.

Sharing the same reunion weekend are Scott Gudorf'68

and daughter Erika Gudorf-Gee '93.

Trustee Rejji Hayes '93 shows somefancy

footwork at the alumni soccer game, which he

helped organize.

Stephanie Dixon Britz has left behind Florida tor

a new life in Boston with her two children while

starting a charter school in New Hampshire.Jason

Webster also wrote in tor the first time, I think,

announcing that he is an assistant principal in the

Boston area, and that he and his wife recently left

their two kids behind to celebrate their 10th anni-

versary in the British Virgin Islands. Dave Callum

made the short trip up to Andover recently to

honor Jay Rogers at his memorial service during the

Af-Lat-Am reunion, providing an opportunity to

shed some tears with faculty and former classmates.

Sarah Demers Konezny found herself on campus

in February, trying to find the Gelb Science Center.

She gave a talk to students and faculty about the

Higgs boson.

Merry Rose wrote about plans to travel to PA

for the alumni soccer game in June, her first time

back on campus in many years. Left unspoken was

that she was expecting her first child. That news

came from Eden Doniger, who is now senior

counsel at Cox Enterprises in Atlanta. Also expect-

ing at the time of writing was Jessie Clyde, who

promises to avoid her mistakes from baby No. I

,

most notably by taking a month off before the

upcoming birth, thanks to Planned Parenthood's

great parental-leave policy. She's looking forward

to a productive month of quiet before her world is

turned upside down.

Now to the West Coast. Maria Taft married

a classmate from the Stanford Graduate School

of Business. Abigail Ross Goodman was in

attendance. Marc Syp, who has been working on

designing the new Google headquarters, is leaving

Washington tor San Francisco with his family. At

the other end, Abbie Suberman Chen is moving

up to Seattle and looking tor connections in the

city. One person to see in Seattle would be Sachita

Shah, who recently had a daughter, Ayla.

Matt Ferraguto and family recently saw Chris

Kangand family and Beth Crowley and family

in Washington, D.C, Dimitri Chalvatsiotis wrote

from London, where his son Hadrien was born in

February. Donna Kaminski was appointed chief

resident at her hospital and returned recently from

two medical mission trips: one in Belize and one

in Malawi. Danielle DeBrule was planning a huge

summer road trip featuring stops in Tennessee at

the Bonnaroo music festival and Dollywood.

I've promised Greg Whitmore a conversation

about grad school, changing the world, and Jacques

Ranciere, so I've got to wrap this up. Oh, and please

consider joining our class's page on Facebook:

http://tinyurl.com/pa94fb.

1995

Lon Haber

PO Box 907
Topanga CA 90290
323-620-1675

lon@lonhaber.com

Margot van Bers Streeter

+44 077 393 77700
margotstreeter@gmail.com

What news of our far-flung friends this time

around? Well, let's just say that the beginning of

this particular update could easily be carrying

the headline: "Outrageously Gifted Classmates,

Academic Honors Edition."

In March, Kirstyn Leuner, who's doing a PhD

program in the department ofEnglish at CU-

Bouldcr, was awarded the George F. Reynolds dis-

sertation fellowship for 2013- 14. It's a huge honor,

and (having poked around a bit) we discovered that

she beat out basically all of the PhD candidates in

the entire College ofArts & Sciences to get it. Just

saying. Go, Blue.

In April, Kevin Mendonca tipped us off

that our very own Fulbright scholar Alexandra

Huddleston is working on the publication of

the book she has been creating for the past five

years. Called "333 Saints: a Life of Scholarship in

Timbuktu," it is a truly remarkable collection of

photography. But don't take our word for it: The US

Library of Congress and the Smithsonian Museum

of African Art have both already acquired prints

from the project. You can learn more at Alexandra's

Rickstarter page: http://tinyurl.com/pkzal3n.

May found Tom Wing finishing his disserta-

tion and receiving a PhD degree in French from

Yale. But before packing up and heading out into

the world beyond New Haven, he paused to pick

up the Marguerite A. Peyre Prize for the best dis-

sertation in French. As one does. Tom says he's

"now working on some articles and looking for

a real job." While resting on one's laurels isn't a

long-term strategy we'd advocate, we still think he

well deserves a great vacation first. Might we be so

bold as to suggest Scott Beach in St.John? Molly

Bell Patrick says it is the best she's ever been to, so

really, where's the debate?

Also in May, Vanessa Kerry's Health Service

Corps— the medical initiative that partners with

the Peace Corps and the President s Emergency

Plan for AIDS relief—changed its name to "bet-

ter reflect its mission." Now called Seed Global

Health, it's on the cusp of sending its first cohort,

33 nurses and doctors, to "serve as faculty in

medical and nursing schools in Malawi, Tanzania,

and Uganda." Any ofyou interested in helping

Vanessa change the world? Applications tor the

class of2014 are available now on their website:

www.seedgIobalhealth.org.

On the subject of new opportunities,Jimmy

Leger e-mailed us to mention a dinner shared

with Cory Munsterteiger that changed his career

trajectory in a flash. Cory was up from Philadelphia,

and the two got together for dinner at the Bertucci's

outpost in Andover (old habits die hard, no?).

Apparently, they "chatted throughout dinner," and

then Cory informed him that their dinner was actu-

ally an interview. Ah, old friends. Must have gone
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well, because Cory hired him, and the two are now

working together "for Shire Regenerative Medicine

specializing in diabetic foot ulcers with a product

called Dermagraft."Jimmy's takeaway? "Our Phillips

alumni network never goes away, and we all look

out for one another everywhere!" We love it.

You know what we love less, however? The fact

that the two took their first field ride together this

week and, after sharing stories from PA, came to

the conclusion that we are really, really old. Or, as

Jimmy put it: "Really? [We graduated] almost 15

years ago?" This gave us pause, until we took a look

at Checka Antifonario's website, www.check-

ayoga.com. Soothed by her warmth and amazing

offering of retreats and classes, we're now firmly of

the opinion that we're getting better by the day

—

not just older, but wiser. Kinder. Lovelier. No, really,

we are. Anyone who wants to see firsthand what our

lovely yogini classmate is up to should take a look

at Checka's schedule ofclasses and retreats. And

for all the Boston-area parents out there, we hear

that her Radiant Child Yoga Summer Program is

absolutely amazing. But we also hear that it books

up really quickly, so take note ifyou're interested for

next summer!

Finally, congratulations are due to Parker Sides,

who, according toJimmy Leger, got married in

June to Lori Marshall '00. Something tells us that

there were a lot of'95ers in attendance; 1,000

points to anyone who submits a photo. Throw us a

bone, people—we'd love to see your smiling faces

in the next issue!

Until the next time, lovely ones, have a great

summer. Namaste!—Margot

1996

John Swansburg

349 Adelphi St., Apt. 2

Brooklyn NY 1 1238

john.swansburg@aya.yale.edu

One ofmy earliest Andover memories is ofa scene

that would prove highly atypical ofour experience

at PA. Fall 1992, interior ofEvans Hall.JoshMann
and I exit our first period class, Biology 25 with

Esther Novis. Leaving the classroom, we cross paths

with Matt Noyes.Josh, perhaps feeling his oats after

a strong performance on that morning's circulatory

system quiz, greets Matt with a gentle ribbing:

"What's up, No/yes?" he says.A seemingly harmless

play on Matt s surname—but one that Matt,

apparently, has heard one too many times. Incensed,

Noyes catches Mann offguard with a right hook;

Mann counters with a quick jab. The fight is over

quickly—no blood is drawn—but word ofit

soon reaches the faculty, and Matt andJosh are

summoned to appear before their cluster dean, Dr.

Pottle. Their precise punishment is lost to history,

though it was surely something like two weeks of

Commons duty and one stiffhandshake.

Whatever the verdict, it seems to have made

an impression, setting these hot-headed youths

Several members of the Class of97 came to campus last spring to celebrate the 45th anniversary

of the Af-Lat-Am Society. From left, Nashira Washington, Sandra Lopez-Morales, Natalie

Grizzle, Danielle Brown, Sufia Dadabhai, Keeva McLeod, and Joaquin Escamille.

on the straight and narrow. Today, Matt Noyes is a

trusted weatherman in New England, predicting heat

waves and Nor easters with none ot the equivoca-

tion conjured by that unwanted nickname. Look

for Matt weekday evenings on New England Cable

News. As forJosh Mann—well, he's now a "Dr.

Pottle," the original Dr. Pottle having retired from the

Academy this spring. Josh will be joining the faculty

this fall, instructing the next generation ofAndover

students in Greek and Latin. One ot our classmates

is now a faculty member! Teinpusjugit. Or, as Mike

Andruchow put it to me one rainy day upper year:

"Funny how things change." (Mike, a precocious

student ot history, was commenting on a marked

transformation in Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn's reputa-

tion among the Soviet intelligentsia.)

Josh isn't the only member ofour class practicing

the pedagogical arts. Emily Bramowitz has just

graduated from Bank Street College ofEducation

with a dual master's degree in early childhood and

elementary education. She'll be teaching at City and

Country School in New York City's West Village

come fall. Around the same time, Mike Smart says

he will be starting his new gig as assistant professor

in city and regional planning at Rutgers University,

"where I'll continue my research on social influ-

ences on our activities and travel patterns and teach

courses on transportation and statistical analysis."

1 took the liberty oflooking up Mike's CV, and

he's already written a fascinating body ofwork, on

everything from transportation use in ethnic neigh-

borhoods to the effect ofwait times on public trans-

portation use. Mke, 1 have an idea for what I think

could be a blockbuster paper on the sociolinguistics

ofMetro-North Railroad conductors (New Haven

Line). Call me.

Also making a big professional move isJerry

Bramwell. "I left my cushy BigLaw job at Skadden

Arps to strike out on my own," he writes. "I am very

happy with that decision, have enjoyed building my

practice, and like having control over the way I prac-

tice law." It's not so easy to hang out your own shingle

in the era of the multinational megafirm. Here's to

Jerry for having the courage to go solo.

The Andover '96 bookshelf has expanded of late.

In February, Aria SIoss's debut novel, Autobiog-

raphy of Us, was published. The novel chronicles a

friendship between two women coming of age in

1960s California, and according to Janet Maslin

ofthe New York Times, it's "a potent story ofaltered

expectations and thwarted dreams." Living in

present-day California is Sujeiry Gonzalez, a self-

described "Latina Carrie Bradshaw" and author

ofLove Trips: A Collection ofRelationship Stumbles.

"I have a really long history ofchoosing the wrong

men," she writes in the book's introduction, describ-

ing her weakness for cads. ("He just eyed that

pretty lady with a round caboose? That makes me

so angry! But I want him more!") Her book, and

her associated life-coaching business, aim to help

women avoid some ofthe mistakes she has made,

"to find and maintain the healthy love that we all

deserve," in Sujeiry s words.

Happy and healthy are Brooke Weddle and

her husband, who welcomed their first child last

fall, a boy named Alejandro William. Brooke lives

in Seoul, where she works for McKinsey. She plans

to stay in Korea long enough for her new son to

develop a taste for kimchi and K-pop.

Brian Cody and his wife, Ilyse, recently wel-

comed their second child, Finn Parker Cody. Mark

Rickmeier also had a second child, a daughter.

Mark runs a software company called Table XI,

which worked with the late Roger Ebert on his

redesigned website, RogerEbert.com. Sadly, the

site launched a few days after the legendary film

critic died, but it remains a vibrant home for movie

writing, by the sharp-eyed critic Matt Zoller Seitz,

among others. It also hosts a vast archive ofEbert's

writings on cinema, politics, rice cookers, and other

passions. Well worth a visit.

Speaking ofshow business, I got this excellent

note from Tricia Taitt, sent from the tarmac at Sky

Harbor Airport: "I just landed in Phoenix, Ariz. I
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stay connected..

joined the national tour or the Tony Award-win-

ning Broadway musical Fela'.We head to LA, Dallas,

Seattle, and Oakland next. I 'm hoping we go abroad

soon and extend the tour."

Teaching, meteorology, fiction writing, website

building, song and dance. Whatta class!

1997

Jack Quinlan

5 1 4 S. Clementine St.

Oceanside CA 92054
760-415-9054

illegalparietal@gmail.com

Kelly Quinn

2538 NW Thurman St. #205
Portland OR 97210
919-949-0736

illegalparietal@gmail.com

Hello, everyone! Hope you had a wonderful

summer and were able to sneak in a vacation or two

over the past few months. Another round ot notes

brings great news trom many of you. |ust have to say,

y all make us proud by everything you accomplish.

Diving in ...

Michael Fortner published the provocative

paper Black Silent Majority: Urban Politics and the

Development of the Rockefeller Drug Laws. The paper

focuses on the roots of mass African-American

incarceration, and Michael is developing a book on

the same topic. He posits that the strict criminaliza-

tion ot drug offenses under Rockefeller was not a

product of conservative white suppression, but the

direct result of indigenous black community efforts,

ones designed to protect newly gained class stand-

ing and define a social and moral imperative tor law

and order.

Jennifer Bassett Sherman works in advertis-

ing at Havas by day and is the vocalist/organist tor

her band, The Living Kills, by night. They regularly

play NYC venues and have an EP to be released in

the tall. Look for one ot the tracks on the Converse

music blog.

Sam Dyer lives in Chicago with wife, |oan, and

recently starred as the lead in a short film thriller,

Syncope. The trailers are haunting.

Amy Griffin Atchley is a Kickstarter success!

The children's book she cowrote, Phantom: A Poo

C aper, is now available on Amazon. And knowing

what we know, we highly recommend the hundred

or so of you with young toddlers support Amy and

make her book part ofyour potty training book col-

lection. Yep, just went there.

After having practiced and competed in muay

thai tor a tew years, Kevin Manning moved onto

training in Brazilian |iii|itsu. He continues to apply

martial arts philosophy and discipline to managing

investments at Morgan Stanley.

Training in krav roaga since February, Michelle

Kalas had her official fight on May 16 as part of

Boston's Haymakers for Hope event, raising money
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tor Dana-Farber and theJimmy Fund.

Neil Kumar and Shruti Haldea's new daughter,

Aria, made her first visit to PA at just 3 months

while her parents attended the first phase of Dave

Holmes's international wedding.

Steve Tsou now regularly sees Dave and

Rebecca Schrage as their worlds overlap in China.

Socrates Kakoulides has taken to describing

his marriage to Jill Otto '98 as "a Greek Cypriot

controlled by a German banker." We'll get Megan

Greene's thoughts on the marriage's impact on

European economics shortly.

To nobody's surprise, Seth Moulton will be

running tor the Massachusetts 6th Congressional

District seat, which includes both Seth's hometown

ot Marblehead and parts ofAndover. Should the

good people ot Massachusetts see fit to elect him,

we're sure his time at the Kennedy School, HBS,

tour tours in Iraq as a Marine, and work in finance,

transportation, and healthcare have readied him

tor the task.

Melanie Sites and husband Alex, along with

23-month-old daughter Jasmine, welcomed their

son, Jack, in April. Good choice on the name!

Joaquin Escamille returned to campus in

early April with Heather Barry to attend the 45th

anniversary celebration ot Af-Lat-Am and to com-

memorate the lite and legacy of Faculty Emeritus

Jay Rogers. Joaquin had the wonderful opportu-

nity that weekend to briefly speak with his tormer

Af-Lat-Am faculty advisor, William Thomas, before

Mr. Thomas succumbed to illness a few short weeks

later. Also in attendance at the event were Nashira

Washington, Sandra Lopez-Morales, Natalie

Grizzle, Danielle Brown, Sufia Dadabhai, and

Keeva McLeod. Everyone participated in the

weekend's on-campus activities, including a Satur-

day dinner in Paresky Commons to acknowledge

all that the Maqubela family contributed to the

Andover community over the years.

Natalie Harvey teaches middle school in

Harlem and wed Patrick Williams on July 6, 2013.

Congrats to you both!

Yauvana Venkataraman Gold is loving life

in NorCal working as a tamily physician. She and

husband Chris welcomed a son this pastJanuary.

Yauvana says the little guy is keeping them both

fairly busy and blessed.

After spending many years working in Buenos

Aires, Argentina, Lindsay Williams Bellasi

returned to this country to get an MBA degree

at Emory in 2006. She now lives in Atlanta, Ga.,

where she works in marketing consulting tor Sparks

Grove, a division ofNorth Highland Consulting.

She and husband Santiago welcomed their first

son, Luca, in January 2012, and their second, Nico,

in May.

The Final Four brought together the University

of Michigan crew of Portland, Ore. Todd Pugatch,

Rob Kinast, and Kelly Quinn cheered on the

Big Blue as they defeated Syracuse. Steve Dise

may have been the victim ot "healthy " rivalry texts

throughout the game.

Speaking ot Dise, he and his tamily recently

moved to Denver, Colo., where his wife, Lauren,

matched for her No. 1 hospital choice.

Wrapping things up with news from Japan is

Matt Romaine. Living in Tokyo, Matt continues

to grow Gengo, the human translation startup he

cofounded. Gengo recently partnered with You-

Tube to provide translated captions on uploaded

videos. On top ot that good news, Gengo closed

its series B investment round of$ 12 million led by

Intel Capital. Whew, congrats! Matt shared news

that Web Coates is now a naturalizedJapanese

citizen and has a third addition to his tamily!

News ofour classmates continues to enrich

our lives well beyond our time spent at PA, and we

hope all ot you continue to share with us and with

each other in all ofyour respective locales.

1998

Zoe B. Niarchos Anetakis

75 Waltham St., No. 4

Boston MA 02 1 1 8

781-475-9772

zbniarchos@yahoo.com

I don't know about the rest ot our class, but being

back at Andover for our 15th Reunion made me

quite sentimental. Admissions got it right with the

Class of 1998. 1 love you guys, I really do. (No one

ever said 1 didn't have a flair for the dramatic.) With

that, let's get after this.

Aside from my own proclamation, there is a

lot ot love in the air among our classmates. Grace

Dingledine was looking resplendent at the

reunion as she prepared for her August nuptials

to her Aussie fiance, Michael Puckett. Another

beaming bride-to-be, Alison Banks, was also at

the reunion. Alison and Ezra Hark were planning

an August wedding in Maine, with Jen Banks '96

standing as maid of honor. SamarJamali, Jackie

Bliss, Kim Davis Vinnakota, Salma Gaya khan,

and Liberty Howell all expected to be in atten-

dance. It was great to catch up with Alison, Samar,

and Jackie over the weekend. Samar is finishing a

nursing program and she and her husband, Devens,

have moved to Portland, Maine (also home to

Alison and Ezra!). Jackie is now permanently in

Boston and is working as a lead program manager

for National Grid (and loving it! ). We missed

Liberty at the reunion as she and her husband,

foe Orlowski, were home with their newborn son,

August Wardwell Orlowski, born in May. The new

family of three lives in Brooklyn, N.Y, where, I am

certain, their entire neighborhood is smitten with

baby August. Kim is also a new mother, delivering

baby girl number two as I was submitting this col-

umn. No, really, as I write she is having this baby.

Salma Gaya Khan got married earlier this year

to Bilal Khan in Palm Beach, Fla. From my perch

on Facebook, Salma and Bilals wedding was

completely droolworthy. Salma literally looked

like a princess, and I stared at her photos for tar

longer than I should probably admit. Over Reunion
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Weekend Courtenay Green and her new bride,

Larrison Campbell, were on their honeymoon in

Greece and Croatia. Courtenay and Larrison were

married in the early evening on a balmy day in Palm

Springs, Calif. It was a picture-perfect, beautiful

wedding (which I stalked on Facebook). However,

Moses Kagan and wife Lucy were there in the

flesh! I'm not sure if I ever reported this, but Cour-

tenay is godmother to Kingsley, Mo and Lucy's

firstborn. Speaking ofwhich, there is another Kagan

in the mix! Baby boy Giles was born in April and is

pretty darn perfect, if I do say so myself. Mo joined

us at the reunion, and he and I had an epic discus-

sion on all things real estate private equity. Suffice it

to say that Mo's new real estate fund is offto a great

start, and I'm excited to see what's next for him.

(A funny connection made at reunion: Angeleno

Gillian Goldberg actually lives right near one of

Mo's buildings.)

Also joining us at the reunion were Amy
Mueller-Christodoulo and Peter Christodoulo,

along with their daughter Daphne, from San Fran-

cisco, and Charles Forelle along with wife Megan

and daughter Kay, from London. As it turns out,

Andover was the perfect halfway meeting point

for the Christodoulos and Forelles to have their

own reunion within a reunion. For those following

along, here is a little throwback trivia: Charles was

Peter's best man and Peter is Kay's godfather.

We were lucky to have a handful ofkiddos in

attendance. Lia Welsch McNeely brought Tess,

her youngest daughter, and Nate Kirk and Laura

Kirk '00 brought their newest addition, Alex. Tess

and Alex had tummy time together on the grass

in front of Pearson and bonded over their mutual

love of the classics. (Or, at least, they drooled and

cooed in unison.) Dan Burkons and wife Lillie

brought along baby Anna, who was a trouper and

so, so cute. Kate Connors Orbon and Allison

Ferranti Mac Bride brought their little guys (Clint,

Fletcher, and Winn, respectively) to play at the

Rockwell playground. Annie Martinez was there

to spoil them rotten and show them around their

moms' old stomping ground. Caitlin Murphy

Dyer rounded out the Adams crew and was in town

from Australia! Caitlin brought her 2-year-old son,

Charlie, to the States for a long holiday to see fam-

ily and experience a bit ofthe good of U.S.A. She

was able to swing through Andover as part ofthe

trip. It was such a treat to see Caitlin and to catch

up with Kate, Allison, and Annie over dinner on

Saturday night. Also at our table was Clare Ferraro

Johnson, along with her husband, Nate. Clare and

Nate are two ofmy favorite people. They hosted

me more times than I can count when they lived in

New York. Over reunion we celebrated the end of

an era as Clare and Nate have moved to the 'burbs,

settling into a lovely home in Greenwich, Conn.

Their adorable son, Max, is already attacking the

backyard with full force. Mona Desai is also a new

homeowner. She had to miss reunion to close on

her new house in Burlington, Mass. I'll give her a

pass, this time. Another new Boston-area resident

is Eliza Bobek, who moved with her husband,

The Class of98 on parade, with some help from the younger generation. From left, Susan Friedell,

Lia Welsch McNeely (holding daughter Tess), David Ha, Vanessa Ho, Timur Mukminov, Grant

Upson, Rachael Berry McLean (holding son Alasdair McLean), Rebecca Stob, Alison Banks, and

Samar Jamali.

Daniel, and their little girl, Lucia, to Newburyport,

Mass., from Brooklyn, NY.

Speaking ofnew beginnings, Paul Okner and

wife Allie welcomed Whitfield Stewart into the

world in April, Sari Edelstein and wife Holly

Jackson welcomed baby girlJane Marni in May,

and Diana Bergren Fink and husband Matt wel-

comed their second child, a son named Benjamin,

also in May. Benjamin joins big sisterJune, who is

making the adjustment to siblinghood quite enthu-

siastically. Sometimes newborn babies look like

sea monkeys or old men (you know it's true). I can

dutifully report, however, that Whit,Jane, and Ben-

jamin are truly gorgeous little bundles of perfec-

tion, and the new parents are all beside themselves

with happiness.When I submitted this column,

there were so, so (so) many ofyou pregnant I was

left wondering ifthere was something in the water.

Suffice it to say, our next column will be chock-full

of baby news. Get excited. I know I am.

Career news is pretty incredible this time

around. Tamika Guishard screened her short

film Jackie back at Andover for the Af-Lat-Am 45th

anniversary. It was a special day for Tamika and

also for Andover. I recently wrote about Charles

Finch's sixth novel in his Charles Lenox series. As

it turns out, Charlie is one prolific writer, because

his seventh,An Old Betrayal, is due out in Novem-

ber! Next spring, Charlie's first non-Lenox novel,

called The LastEnchantments and inspired by his

time at Oxford, will be published. I am late to the

game here, but my Kindle is locked and loaded

with the Lenox series so I can catch up!

In the "I cure people" genre, Vanessa Ho joined

us at reunion, and I sat with rapt attention over her

tales of critical care and trauma surgery. As it turns

out, I am not the only one with piqued interest.

TheNYMedTV show documentary team is at

it again and followed Vanessa for three months

this past spring. I'm hoping she makes it past the

cutting-room floor because NYMed is a great series

and I love seeing her in it! Another surgeon, Nick

Foeger, graduated from Washington University in

St. Louis with an MD/PhD degree and has moved

to Honolulu to pursue his orthopedic surgery

residency. After spending something like 10 years

on his studies and training, Nick made the right

decision to finish things in paradise.

I wish I had had more time to catch up with

everyone in attendance, like Rebecca Stob, who

joined us from Seattle, and Sarah Marie Josselyn,

Rachael Rotman Brodsky, and Chrissie

Cloonan, all ofwhom are in the Boston area. In

fact, Chrissie lives a couple of blocks from me, and

Sarah Marie performs burlesque at a theatre just

across the street. How do we not see each other

more often?

So there you have it, folks, all the news that fits.

My takeaway from reunion is this: There is no single

path to amazingness. You are all getting after this

thing called life in different ways and are just killing

it out there. I'm so proud to know you. Stay in touch

for the next 15.
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stay connected.

From left, Greysen Carlson '03, Matt London '03 and wife Jordan, Amy Malleck Gillette '03, Nate

Meltzer '03, and David Beyer '03 mingle at a cocktail reception near the Borden Gym.

1999

Marisa Connors

marisaconnors@gmail.com

As 1 began to write this edition of class notes, I

realized our 15th Reunion is just around the corner!

Can you believe it? Really, where has the time gone?

It seems like our 10-year reunion wasn't that long

ago, let alone our days as Andover students. If you

haven't done so already, please mark your calendars

for |une 13- 15, 2014. 1 know I'm excited! Now, on

to the news ...

Morgan Madera Baroni celebrated her wed-

ding day at the Harvard Club in Boston with an

incredible number of Andover alums—more

than 20!—including Tiffany Home Noonan,

Joisan Decker OeHaan, Nathaniel Fowler,

Fred Flather, Liza Trafton, Matt kali n Kirsten

Lewis Riemer, Tysie Sawyer, Paul Penta,

Marlena Montanez Penta, Meghan Hayes '00,

David Constantine '97, Meghan Madera Bent '94,

Meggan Haarmann Newmarker '94, Stefanie San-

tangelo '95, Delphine Rubin McNeill '95, Caitlin

Madera Fawcett '95,John Fawcett '95, and Megan

O'Keefe Manzo 94. Morgan and her husband,

Roland, are enjoying life as newlyweds and live in

the Boston suburbs.

Barrett Hamilton is engaged to Erin Skvarca

and is planning a September wedding in Pittsburgh.

Samantha Samora Bowman and her husband

welcomed a son, Jack, in May. He joins older

brother Isaac.

Amy Lynn Teleron Findley and her husband,

Joe, moved to Burlington, Vt., this summer. Joe

accepted a fellowship to further his training in OB
CYN, while Amy accepted a position as an assistant

professor ofinternal medicine at the University of

Vermont School of Medicine. They recently pur-

chased their first house and are excited to reconnect

with friends in the New England area.

Hope everyone is doing well! If you have news

you'd like to include in the class notes, please e-mail

me at marisaconnors(i?gmail.com. See you all in

June, if not before!

2000

Jia H. Jung

550 1 1th St. #4R

Brooklyn NY 11215

917-589-5423 (cell)

jiaiung@alum.berkeley.edu

This fall, it is exciting to announce the homecoming

of a long-lost class member to the notes. Confessing

that it had been "many moons' since we last heard

from her, Cynthia IsohJon-Ubabuco dropped me

a line to catch us all up on her happenings over the

past 1.5 decades.

First, she married her "wonderful husband,

Chuka, in November 2012 in Dallas, and remained

in Texas, "land of zero state income tax!" Go, Cyn-

thia! Glad one ofus is winning . .

.

Additionally, she recently received a promotion

to assistant general counsel at the Bank of America

Corporation, where she has practiced privacy law

for the past five and a halfyears. She had a great

dinner party with Andoverites Sydney Freas '01

and katherine Chu 02 and enjoyed 18 holes of

"mistake-laden" golf in earlyjune with the ladies.

She stated that one of her goals this year was to do

a better job of keeping in touch with her Ando-

ver pals, and it looks like she's made good on her

intentions. Great to hear from you, Cynthia!

Another holler from a heretofore elusive class-

mate: Jessie Smith graduated last December from

the University of South Florida with a master's

degree in public health. She is now working at

Humana Cares in St. Petersburg, Fla., educating

Medicare members on "how they can stay healthy,

manage their health conditions, and ultimately

avoid preventable hospitalizations and ER visits."

She met up with some Andover alumnae to watch

the Andover-Exeter game, and got together with

other alums in Tampa for Non Sibi Day.

Now, for a 2013 season dog-race report from

Sally Manikian after losing eight weeks oftraining

in December and January thanks to a broken ankle,

Sally and her dog team got it together within three

weeks to finish the Can-Am Crown, New England's

most competitive 30-mile dog sled race, in 3 hours

and 42 minutes, placing ninth out of23 teams. Every

second counted; the person who came in eighth

was only 37 seconds ahead of her! Feeling less com-

petitive in a running race a week later, Sally entered

the "fun run" class but still managed to beat by 7

minutes the first-place winner of the competitive

class on the same 17-mile course.

Meanwhile, Hemant Joshi received a PhD

degree in pharmacology and an MD from the Uni-

versity of Minnesota in Minneapolis. At the begin-

ning of the summer, he left the Midwest to embark

upon his anesthesiology residency at the University

of Florida as a Gravenstein Scholar. His work will

focus on the effects of anesthetics on brain develop-

ment in children. He'd like to add that his favorite ice

cream flavor is coflee Oreo.

On a beautiful Memorial Day Weekend, song-

bird and acoustical engineer Alicia Wagner Larsen

wed Kirk Larsen, whom she met on eHarmony.

Maid ofhonor Katie Casey and bridesmaid

Christine Choi were in the bridal party, while

Tenley Oldak Mueller, Po Chen and fiance Sam

Sherry, and I looked on from the audience at St.

Thomas' Episcopal Church in picturesque Camden,

Maine. Everyone had a great time socializing during

the cocktail hour and reception overlooking the

cobalt Penobscot Bay, then roaring on to the after

party at the bowling lanes, then crashing in piles in

the woodsy cottages speckling the grounds.

More from the seaside: Joe Matt i son has been

holding down the fort on Cape Cod for a while

and just launched a company called SummerTies

(www.SummerTies.com), founded in partner-

ship with his friends from Martha's Vineyard. The

company features silk-woven ties, scarves, apparel,

and accessories in the spirit of the classic yacht/

country club scene and those lasting friendships

forged under the sun. The collection's pastels are

refreshing as a sea breeze, and if I were a dude (or a

gal who could pull it off), I'd be getting on one of the

jellyfish or mermaid print ties for sure! Though the

days grow short, summer lives on in the heart and

on the sleeves, so ladies and gents should check out

the goods as they reluctantly bid the warm season

farewell for another year.

On a closing note, I 'd like to pay respects to
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Mr. William Thomas, who passed away in May and

brought many people ofthe music community back

home to Cochran Chapel for a memorial service on

June 16 (Father's Day). Even the most nonmusical

among us were at some point exposed to the warm-

hearted man and his Southern expressions. And

those ofus who did partake in the music program at

PA are still living with the benefits ofhaving had our

lives touched by him, whether through orchestra,

chamber, or choral groups. And the thing I'll never

forget is when he helped us part with oboist, class-

mate, and friend Zack Tripp by pushing through

with musical performances to honor his short

life—and to go on with all the shows thereafter.

Whatever your beliefs or nonbeliefs in an afterlife,

ifyou ever saw Zack and Mr. Thomas ribbing each

other during rehearsal, you'd have to believe it's still

going on in some pocket ofan alternate universe.

And that's how I'd like to think of it.

I'm proud ofyou all for starting to come forward

with your diverse happenings and hope you don't

stop doing so.

Misty Muscatel

203-569-9713

mistina.muscatel@gmail.com

We're finishing up the year ofour 30th birthdays,

and those festive celebrations are interspersed

with engagement and birth announcements. Yup,

we're there.

Susie Dickson and her husband recently

moved to San Francisco, where she is working as a

writer for Facebook. She recently met up with fel-

low 1 ers Misty Muscatel, Marion Read, Sarah

Kline, Paige Austin, and Erin Winkler for a 30th

birthday wine-country celebration in Sonoma.

Two weeks prior, she spent the weekend with

Rachel Weiner.

Joe Lemire got engaged to the love ot his

life, Penelope Sharrock, who is a teacher at the

Brearley School (whereJane Fried is the new

head ofschool). Joe and Penelope are planning a

June 2014 wedding.

Raquel Leonard Moreno is still rocking

in Philadelphia. Husband Orlando and Raquel

celebrated their third anniversary in the Poconos

during a getaway weekend. She is staying active in

her tai chi practice, she planted bell peppers in her

community garden plot in spring, and is psyched

that the farmers' market in her neighborhood is

finally open. She's also continuing work on her

book project. She's hoping to have things published

by the fall. She's also leading the Healthy Living

Initiative at the Food Bank ofSouthJersey. The

Food Bank provides hands-on cooking classes,

demonstrations, and other participatory forms of

nutrition education for adults and children living on

low incomes in Burlington, Camden, Gloucester,

and Salem counties in NewJersey. She is beyond

thrilled to be leading the team into its fourth year

ofexistence.

Frank Brodie is in his last year ofaMD/MBA
program at Wharton. He'll be joined in Philly by

Brian Cloonan, who is starting an MBA program

at Wharton in the fall. Frank is planning on an oph-

thalmology residency after graduation.

Laurie Choi graduated from USC Law, and fel-

low Angelenos Wendy Huang and Erin Winkler

joined her in celebrating. Luke LeSaffre and Isaac

Taylor went to the Boston Calling Music Festival

over Memorial Day and saw Dave Longstreth's 00

band, the Dirty Projectors, as one ofthe many acts.

They had a ball and can't wait to see them again!

Julia O'Hern is heading in to the Galveston

jetties from another trip offshore. She is officially a

sailboat owner, so it anyone wants to sail the Gulf

ofMexico, hit her up! Tim Daniels is working in

Boston at a software startup and gets together with

Scott Ward, Gino Rotondi, and Scott Darci all

the time. Keeping the '01 love alive!

Colin Penley is finishing his seventh year of

teaching history and Chinese in a boarding school.

This also makes it his 16th straight year living in a

dorm ! Colin is spending the summer in Beijing on a

Fulbright scholarship doing a program studying the

pedagogy ofChinese instruction.

Chris Callahan moved back to Palm Beach,

Fla., and has developed an iPhone app for surfing

(surfrapp.co). He's helping lead EntrepreneurWeek

and is putting together a startup weekend in West

Palm Beach this November. He's actually connected

with Nakul Patel a bit, since Nakul is at Parse, a

company that helps provide back-end services to

app developers. Chris was caught offguard when he

got an auto-generated e-mail from Nakul when he

first signed up for the service (not knowing Nakul

worked there!). This summer Chris enjoyed a trip

to Bali and Sumba, Indonesia, where he was shoot-

ing a video for the launch ofthe app. His summer

will be busy, as he's taking a cross-country trip to

market the app. Basically, ifyou have a question

about surfing, Callahan's your man.

An update from Lexie Renwanz said she is

languishing in Obscurity, Kan., where she converts

oxygen into carbon dioxide.

I hosted a really fun 30th birthday celebration

that was meant to toast the entire class ot 2001 s

birthdays. But a lot ofpeople thought it was for my

birthday, so it was a pretty funny misunderstanding.

It was a gorgeous day in April, and we hung at my

apartment having cocktails and yummy food, and

a bit ofdancing was busted out. Attendees included

Mihir Patel, Vikas Goela, Ami ta Singh,Adam
Sklar, Sarah Kline, Ramesh Donthamsetty,

Daniel Ahn, Matteo Natale, Rachel Weiner,

Amanda Barash, Sophia Walter, and Kat Russell.

It was really fun to have five ofus be Doherty Mid-

dle School alums and have a toast ofchampagne to

knowing each other for 18 years! Whoa!

Hope everyone had a great summer. Keep in

touch!

2002
Paul Crowley

919-724-5868

Skip.crowley@gmail.com

Lauren Nickerson

355 Elmcroft Blvd., Unit 6209
Rockville MD 20850
Lauren9@gmail.com

Hey, Class ot 2002! We didn't get too many

updates this time around, so ifyou have anything

you'd like to see in the notes, e-mail me and/or

Lauren Nickerson at skip.crowley(i?gmail.com or

lauren9(S|gmail.com! Thanks, and I hope to hear

from you soon!—Paul

2003

Will Heidrich

wheidrich@gmail.com

Ten years later, our class remains as strong and loyal

as ever. Ifwe ever needed evidence, our recent 10th

Reunion provided plenty. It proved an excellent

sequel to our much-remembered Fifth Reunion by

all measures, from numbers to letters.

One hundred thirty-seven ofour classmates

registered for the weekend, with another 30

spouses and significant others graciously suffering

through our inside jokes and reminiscences. Danny

Dumond deserves extra credit as the first ofour

class to register, beating out Marianna Kleyman

by 50 minutes and Kate Cooper Sawyer and her

husband, Ryan, by 12 hours.

From Aldun Andre to Meryl Mims to Will

Walter, we covered almost every letter ofthe

alphabet in our return to campus. The unrelated

Andersons were particularly impressive, with Abbe

Anderson, Marc Anderson, and Tara Anderson

all attending the weekend. Ditto the unrelated

Parks, who boastedJen Park, Yeunbee Park, and

Soojin Park The Littlefields were not far behind

in numbers, with the unrelated tandem ofBoo

Littlefield and Caitlin Littlefield also joining in

the festivities.

We also went 2-for-2 on the Carusos, our class's

celebrated spouses, in Phil Caruso and Kait

Ainsworth Caruso, who married after dating in

college. Another Andover couple also attended:

Pam Risseeuw Stroble and her husband, Aaron

Stroble '04, traveled from Saudia Arabia to celebrate

the 10 years. Even our class's favorite bands were

well represented: three-quarters otTodd Deck

were in attendance, led by Danny Dumond, Katie

Dlesk, and Erin O'Hern, and three-fifths ot the

Stowe House Band, with Greysen Carlson, Tom

Oliphant, and Chris Skipper.

We even had three generations ot alumni at

the weekend: Matt Lindsay and his father, Peter

Lindsay '73, represented two. Angelica Godoy

and her husband, Branden Wermers, came with
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2004

Back at PAfor their 10th Reunion arefrom left) Nick Ingaciola, Seb Benthall, Courtney McBride,

and Brian Karfunkel, all Class of '03.

their twins, and Drew Ward and his wife, Melena,

brought their young son, all representing a new

generation.

From Rockwell to Foxcroft, we filled the campus

with former roommates—Charles Beaman and

Richie Gergel, among many pairs—and even cur-

rent roommates, such as DC residents Nick Ksiazek

and Kyle Murphy. Our classmates traveled from afar

(almost 8,000 miles by Justine Wardrop, our most

dedicated traveler) and near (Adjatay Nyajdroh

and Molly Hauptman, among many in the greater

Boston area).

Each of our class's starting years was well rep-

resented. Among the many tour-year seniors, we

counted Zach Cafritz and Lucy Keating; Alex

Hammer and AlexJamali represented the new

lowers well; Nick Barber and Simon Hawkins,

the new uppers; and Margaret Ramsey and Peter

Smith, the one-year seniors.

Over the weekend, we reminded each other that

some things have not changed since we graduated in

2003. Marianna KJeyman and Ben Sprattler remain

great friends. The Great Lawn is as green and wel-

coming as it was a decade ago. But some things have

changed, and all for the better.

In the past 10 years, we lost one Evans (our favor-

ite science building), but we got a lovely replacement

in [oanna, wife of Nick Evans. This time around,

there were a few more beards in attendance, most

notably on Tom Oliphant and Greysen Carlson. Our

class also carries a few more rings, from the wedding

bands sported by Ali Rosen Gourvitch and her

husband, Dan, and Zak DeOssie and his wife, Kate,

to the football ones worn by Zak.

Several ofour classmates celebrated the 10th

Reunion from afar. Attendees Stephen Fee and

Boo spoke with longtime pal Paul Sonne, who is

stationed in Moscow with the Wall Street Journal

and is the owner of a great Twitter handle, (fSpaul-

sonne. Matt Lindsay and Shaun Blugh sent play-

by-play updates to fellow Taylor Hall dorm mate

Evan McGarvey, who is in the midst ofpromoting

his new book, 2pac vs. Biggie: An Illustrated History

of Raps Greatest Battle, available now on Amazon.

Michael Ruderman and Tara Gadgil, who both

graduated from Stanford business school on the

same day, sent their best wishes from Palo Alto,

Calif Nick Franchot and fiancee Alexa Raducanu

did the same from the wedding of Nick's sister.

Our class owes a special shout-out to Gardner

Gould, who was the unanimous MVP of

Reunion Weekend. He and longtime pal Janis

Rice organized many ofthe weekend's festivities,

from 03-themed "Guess Who" to an excellent

barbeque and kickball game on Rafferty Field Sat-

urday afternoon. The kickball game had a little bit

ofeverything, including Cy Young-caliber pitch-

ing from Zach Cafritz, kicking dirt and disputed

outs between Sam Heart ie. Nick Evans, and Tom

Oliphant, all-over-the-field wizardry from Yuki

Watanabe, and of course, the brilliant base running

and fielding of David Beyer, the unquestioned

MVP ofthe game.

Andrew McManus, Morgan Intrator, Andy

Hattemer, Danielle Vardaro, Ali Armstrong,

and Ali's husband, Eric Van Beurden, led our class

parade on Saturday morning with many more fol-

lowing in line. Alex Minasian, [anis, Marianna, and

Ben all helped close out the weekend, leading us all

to the dance floor on Saturday night.

Fireworks and all, we all reported safely home

without incident on Sunday night. It was a fantastic

reunion and a precursor to many more to come. In

the meantime, stay in touch and stay safe!

Emma Sussex

214 Court St., 3rd Floor

Brooklyn NY 1 1201

702-378-6695

emmajcsussex@gmail.com

It certainly sounds like the Class of 2004 is having a

busy year. Good luck to those ofyou who are head-

ing back to school this fall. Alanna Hughes finished

her term with Community Enterprise Solutions as

Dominican Republic founder and country director

this summer. After designing and managing eco-

nomic development projects in the DR and Haiti,

she will move back to Massachusetts to begin busi-

ness school at MIT Sloan School ofManagement.

She looks forward to reconnecting with her fellow

Andover alums in Boston. Dorothy Voorhees and

Sam Levenback are headed to Chicago this fall to

start business school at Chicago Booth School of

Business, where the two will be roommates. For the

last two years, Sam worked on the team that made

President Obama's TV ads. Before heading back to

school, Sam is taking some time to travel, which will

include a six-week trip through South America with

Sam duPont, who recently sailed to Tahiti on a

43-foot ketch with three other novices. Sam duPont

starts grad school this fall at the Woodrow Wilson

School of International Affairs. Wing-Kit Chu

finished his first year of business school at Duke

this spring and is bound for LA, where he will be

interning at Amgen this summer.

At the end ofMay, David Morse started a new

job as the director of engineering at a startup called

Ruster Sports. The company will be setting up a

U.S.-based manufacturing facility in Des Moines,

Iowa, to make carbon fiber bicycle frames and

other products geared toward endurance sports.

Alex Thorn moved to Raleigh, N.C, inJuly to

pursue a new opportunity with Fidelity Invest-

ments, where he has worked since finishing school.

He plans to release his debut hip-hop album this

summer. Martin Quinones graduated from the

UC Berkeley School of Law on May II . He studied

for the bar exam this summer and will start work

at a plaintiff-side law firm in San Francisco this fall.

Mimi Hanley, Nyssa Liebermann 03, and Katie

Regner 03 all graduated from Harvard Business

School in May. Mimi moved out to San Francisco

and now works at Dropbox. Mimi joined April

Warren, Amy Lippe, and Malika Felix in celebrat-

ing Allegra Asplundh-Smiths engagement to

Evan McGarvey 03 with a trip to Portland, Ore.

Derrick Kuan moved to LA to start a job

with Activision Blizzard, where he is the prod-

uct manager for Skylanders. He and Uzoma

Iheagwara are putting together an epic soiree for

J.J.
Feigenbaum's bachelor party. Uz spent some

time in New York for the Big East Tournament and

met up with Johanna Marmolejos, Ben Hansen,

Eddie Velez, Eddie's fiancee Anna, and Jeffrey

Pena. He also attended a great brunch prepared
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and hosted by Carey Hynes with Sarah Wendell,

ClaraAmenyo, Emily Ma, Emilys fianceJohn,

Jacqui Bovaird, ClemWood, and Olivia Oran.

Uz is heading to Hawaii to present at the American

Association ofImmunologists annual meeting.

Michelle Easton ran in the Boston Marathon,

where she was able to spend some time with

Jacqueline Latina when the race stopped. She felt

lucky to happen upon an Andover connection, even

given the circumstances.

I enjoyed a fairly relaxed last semester oflaw

school, and have had a chance to catch up with

some local Andover friends. I attended a get-

together at Olivia Oran's in April along withJenny

Wong, Sarah Wendell, and Julia Bacon. At this

writing, I was in the midst ofpacking up to spend

the summer in LA while studying for the bar, where

I hope to spend some time with Ali Schouten. Ali

has decided to team up withAmy O'Gorman to

attempt to turn Amy's tumblr, which chronicles her

experiences in nursing, into a TV script.

Hope the rest ofyou are well. Please continue

to keep me updated. It is always wonderful to hear

from you.

2005

Matt Brennan

matthew.s.brennan 1 3@gmail.com

Alex Lebow

alexlebow@gmail.com

Thanks to all who submitted to this edition ofthe

class notes!

Nina Beinart marriedJordan Kunkes at Bryant

Park in May, with Bridget O'Sullivan, Dan Harris,

Chris Magnin, Greg Rees, Alexandra Doty,

Jay Geary, Chris Herlich,Amy Sticldor, Laurel

Sticklor, and Steve Severo in attendance. Katie

Minott and her husband, Rodolfo, welcomed their

second child,Ana Sofia, into the world in May. Will

Riordan andMary Burris were planning an Oct. 5

wedding in the Cotswolds, England. Natalie Exner

and her fiance were engaged on Easter. Natalie is

also completing a PhD program in biostatistics at

Harvard and consults with the World Health Orga-

nization. Clare Kasemset married a fellow Stan-

ford alum and software engineer inJune. She works

at Apple on the team that makes iOS accessible to

people with disabilities. Congratulations!

In Boston, Kelly Stecker works for an online

education company called Penn Foster. She ran

into Ned Henningsen during a volunteer weekend

on campus, and saw Ben Hoerner, Brendan

McManus,James Boumil, Lindsay Baker, Cassie

Tognoni, Natalie Exner, and Cara Ruccolo at

an event at the Back Bay Social Club for Big Blue.

Andrew Richards is working, looking at gradu-

ate programs, and released his first CD with his

three-piece music project, Light.Sweet.Crude.

Julianne Fitzpatrick passed the Massachusetts

Ali Rosen '03 married Daniel Gourvitch in October 2012 in Charleston) S.C. In attendance)from left,

were McKee Floyd '04, Tara Gadgil '03, Diana Dosik '02, Ghana Sacks '03, Kate Takvorian '03, Alex

Hammer '03 (kneeling), the bride and groom, Emily O'Brien '03, Alexis Brandt '03, Brittney Bailey '03,

Matthew Kane '03, Michael Ruderman '03, andformer PA teachingfellow Alana Rush.

and New York bar exams and has been working

as a clerk for a U.S. bankruptcy judge. She had

drinks with Gina Crivelli, who was visiting Boston

from Philadelphia.

Ben Hoerner spent time in Boston working as

a summer associate for the law firm Ropes & Gray.

PeterAccomando moved back to Boston after

accepting a job at GE Aviation. Emily Bargar pre-

pared to start teaching math at Mlton Academy in

the fall, and Joey Furnari celebrated the one-year

anniversary ofopening his own jewelry store in

Enfield, Conn., Furnari Jewelers.

Jesse Seegers finished the architecture masters

degree at Princeton. Laura Sciuto moved from

Washington, D.C., to New York to try her hand at

broadcast journalism, and has been spending time

with Chloe Hurley. Chloe and former prom date

Christian Vareika met up several times in New
York City for drinks. Each is trying to convince the

other one to go to law school: as ofright now, they

are bound for NYU and BC, respectively.

Katherine Dix finished her four-year stint

in New York at Goldman Sachs' Private Equity

Group, where she worked with Lizzy Maxwell,

and moved to London over the summer to work

for Anchorage Capital. She also connected with

Cassie Ornell, who lives in Princeton, N.J. Hilary

Fischer-Groban interned at the sustainable fash-

ion company Reformation, before heading back to

MIT Sloan for the second year oftheirMBA pro-

gram. Alice Campbell has lived in NewYork the

past two years and suggests a PA '05 NYC brunch.

Shawn Fu joined Laura Sciuto,John TincoflJ

Peter Nelson, andAnthony Reyes at a Big Blue in

the Capital event.Jon Hillman spent the summer

at the National Security Division ofthe Office of

Management and Budget, Sara Helmers moved

to DC in August to start law school at George

Washington, andJason Saunders is writing a

PhD dissertation at UVA on human rights and

postwar race relations.

Terrance Rubin is living in Memphis and

working tor Church ofGod in Christ, Inc., and

Candace Mitchell works for a public defender

in Charlotte. In Chicago,Jordan Nottke is a chef

at an underground supper club, frequents local

hip-hop shows and sumo competitions with

Clarissa Deng, and sees Katie Hunclder and Will

Hunckler '08 around town on a weekly basis. Miles

Canaday lives in Denver, where he directs two

choirs and sings in several professional groups.

Dan LeClerc was in Seattle for six months to

work on digital design for agriculture at the Bill

and Melinda Gates Foundation, before matriculat-

ing at the Wharton School ofBusiness in the fall.

Anthony Green moved to Los Angeles with his

firm, Teach Yourselfthe SAT, and has hung out with

Natasha Midgley, Ali Schouten '04, and Derrick

Kuan '04. Sims Witherspoon took on an addi-

tional role at Google, as social impact project man-

ager for Google Giving. She and Lauren Seno ran

the "Bay to Breakers" race and met Helen Chacon

for a Giants game. Sims also sawVic Miller, Wes

Howe, Kanyi Maqubela '03, and Pat Kinsel '03 at

an Andover in Tech event atY Combinator.

Jon Weigel conducted summer research in the

Democratic Republic ofthe Congo, and Harry

Goldstein is in Hong Kong. He saw Yusuke

Uchiyama in Tokyo over the Chinese New Year

and hiked and ate with Beau Freker when Beau

visited on holiday from England. Brittany Kaiser

andMelanie Kress are in London. Brittany travels

between London, DC, and Tripoli to work on inter-

national development goals for Libya and is pursu-

ing a PhD degree in international law. Melanie is

working on her dissertation for an MA degree in

contemporary art theory at Goldsmiths College.

Here in New Orleans, Alex Lebow is special

assistant to Mayor Mtch Landrieu, while Matt

Brennan continues graduate work at Tulane

University and writes on film, television, and other

topics for Indiewire, Thought Catalog, and Shouts

from the Balcony (with Nate Scott). Nate and Matt

participated in April's Frostiana writers' conference
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stay connected..

at Andover, and Nate dropped in to New Orleans to

him a book trailer tor his Hrst novel.

Natasha Midgley visited tor Buku Music + Art

Project before travels in the Caribbean and India,

while Sarah Donelan enjoyed Gult oysters and

the World War II Museum during a weekend away

from her PhD program in marine ecology at North-

eastern. Matt, Alex, and Alex King kidnapped

Nathan Kellogg to Austin for Nathan's bachelor

party, where they were joined by Nate Scott, Ben

Hoerner, Mac King, Billy Doyle, andJeremy Kel-

logg 02 tor a wide variety ot shenanigans, most of

them unprintable.

Much love, PA 05.—Matt and Lebow

2006

Jeni Lee

7914 Paragon Circle

Pleasanton CA 94588-3 1 22

925-846-8300

jeni_lee@bluelink.andover.edu

Paul Voorhees

345 West Berwicke Common, N.E.

Atlanta GA 30342
404-402-4869

pauldvoorhees@gmail.com

Thank you to those who submitted class notes! We

always love to hear about the amazing things our

class is doing (see below). For those who were not

able to send in updates, we hope to hear from you

tor the next round!

Jeff Cutis received a master's degree in sacred

music and conducting this spring and was plan-

ning on singing at both the Spoleto Festival in

Charleston, S.C., and at Lincoln Center this sum-

mer. Lucretia Witte taught in Switzerland last year

and will be going to Greece to teach on a Fulbright

scholarship this year.

Emily Pollokoffhad fun in Morocco and is

moving back to the U.S., where her husband got a

teaching position in New York. She 11 be work-

ing on an urban homesteading adventure, so if

anyone wants to join her to make butter, get in

touch! Khaki Burke and Colin Touhey went to

the Sakura Matsui Cherry Blossom Festival at the

Brooklyn Botanical Garden together.

Steve Kim wrote a book, Shim Pvo, that is selling

well, and he promoted it in Korea via newspaper

and magazine features and live speeches before

returning to Europe after the summer. Congratula-

tions, Steve, on a top- 10 best seller!

Ariana Wilkinson has been in Boston for the

past three years while she has been busy complet-

ing a master's degree and finishing her first year

ofmedical school. Tobey Duble reports that

Cornelia Wolcott, Merit Webster, Justin Yi, and

Luke Cahill had a reunion recently in Nashville,

where they stayed with Luke and even saw his

brotherJustin Cahill '04.

Carly Williams is still in New York working

as the press secretary tor the nonprofit Iraq and

Afghanistan Veterans ofAmerica, which focuses on

supporting veterans of wars in Iraq and Afghani-

stan. She and Lindsay Dewhirst ran the 9/ 11

Memorial SK Run/Walk together.

Emily Mortara is training to become a

Montessori teacher and will focus on teaching

first- through third-graders when she gets her certi-

fication. She'll be in Tucson for the next four years,

ifanyone's in the area! Owen Remeika, Emily

Chappell, Justin Yi, and Gordon Murphy met up

in Munich, Germany, withJulian Dames 05.

Catherine Wright lives in the San Francisco

Bay Area and works at a nonprofit called Dui Hua

that advocates for criminal justice in China. She has

seen quite a few Andover friends in the Bay Area,

both at Head of SchoolJohn Palfrey 's event and

during an afternoon at a beer garden organized by

Dan Bacon and Mary Doyle '08. Last fall, Cath-

erine connected with Chris Sargent, who was in

town for an anthropology conference. Catherine

was looking forward to reconnecting with Marty

Schnure over the summer. Anna Ho and Cath-

erine have also been able to meet up a few times

during Annas business trips to San Francisco.

Marty recently moved to San Francisco with

her organization, Maps for Good. Just before

leaving the East Coast, she went hiking in the

White Mountains with Julia Littlefield and

Caitlin Littlefield 03.

Lisa Donchak is heading to University of

Pennsylvania's Wharton School of Business in

the fall for an MBA program. Over the sum-

mer, she planned to run a marathon in Kenya;

after Kenya, Lisa will have run marathons on five

continents! Congratulations!

Andrea Coravos and Brendan de Brun have

been spending a lot ot time in Little Rock, Ark.,

where Brendan is stationed and Andrea has client

work. In July, Brendan headed out to Albuquerque,

N.M., for more advanced C- 130 training. The pair

had breakfast with Paul Voorhees and Paul's fian-

cee, Johanna, in Washington, DC, in late winter.

While in DC, Andrea lived with Olivia Pei '07.

The pair hosted an Andover brunch with their

roommates, and Pat Shannon 05, Liz Finnegan,

Susannah Poland 07, andJohn Tincoff '05 were

in attendance. In May, Andrea visited with Becky

Agostino 07 in NYC. Coincidentally, Andrea ran

into both JeffBakkensen and Emily Ma 04—sep-

arately, but within one minute of one another! In

the fall, Andrea will move to San Francisco to join

KKR Capstone's operations team. In November,

Brendan will move to Valdosta, Ga., to do combat

search and rescue for the next three to four years.

Finally, JeffZhou attended his brother Larry

Zhou 09 s graduation from New York University in

May before meeting up with Isaac Opper and Jae

Han tor Ben Lasman s wedding.

That's all for now, 2006! We look forward to

more exciting updates this fall!

Much love.— Paul andjeni

2007
M. Conner Stoldt

94 Saddle Hill Road

Hopkinton MA 01748-1 102

508-954-9185

conner.stoldt@gmail.com

Catherine L. Crooke

61 Eastern Parkway, Apt. 2C
Brooklyn NY 1 1238-5916

917-375-5551

catherine.l.crooke@gmail.com

Paz Mendez Hodes has been working tor Charlie

Rose in New York tor the past year, but is preparing

to move back to the UK to join her fiance. Following

graduation from Georgetown, Matt Schubert

spent the past year working in Jordan at King's

Academy, where he helped the school to start an

alumni magazine, taking much inspiration from our

own. Song Kim attends medical school at Tulane

University, where she is classmates with Robert

Hsu 05. She recently hosted Lindsay Agostinelli

and Naomi Jiang, who were visiting the Crescent

City to present in academic conferences. Morgan

Broccoli will take next year oft from medical

school to move to Cape Town. Allison Callery will

graduate this year with an MA degree in security

studies from Georgetown University's School of

Foreign Service.

Komaki Foster is working as a legislative aide

in the House ofRepresentatives; she frequently sees

Ryan Ferguson, who was working on the Senate

side as a special assistant to Senator Mo Cowan.

In accordance with tradition, Komaki rooms with

Sara Nickel, who also works in DC. At the time

of writing, Eric Van Oss had just returned from

a yoga retreat in Puerto Vallarta and was working

in Anchorage, Alaska. His summer was spent on

a hiking expedition in Iceland; in the long term,

Eric is working to open a yoga retreat /studio in

Homer, Alaska.

Molly Ozimek-Maier celebrated her daughter's

first birthday in May. This past spring she also saw

Kevin Olusola 06 in concert with Pentatonbt

at Andover, along with Sam Gould and Karen

Schoenherr. Lauren Jackson works as a full-time

personal trainer at Healthworks Fitness Center tor

Women in Boston, and recently joined the college

ministry staff at the Community ofFaith Christian

Fellowship. Lily Mathison spent the past two years

working for an insurance brokerage firm and will

start a PhD program in counseling psychology this

fall. Stacey Middlebrook bought a condo in the

North End ofBoston and moved in this spring.

Olivia Pei moved to San Francisco to join Meraki,

where she works with Hoppy Maffione 04 and

Dan Quinlan 04. This year she went to Vegas to

see Carrie St. Louis '08 perform at the Venetian;

she also caught up with Allen Cai, Cece Yu, Laura

Minasian, and Billy Draper at various dinners and

Andover reunions.

Steve Farquhar has been working on a project
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in Annapolis, Md., and has gotten to see Ryan

Ferguson, Ben Landy, and Steve Stapczynski.

Tori Anderson is starting at Harvard Law in the

tall and looks forward to hanging out with Sam

Gould, Rosemary Bailey, and Dave Curtis.

Chizorom Izeogu now lives in LA and is working

in the customer service industry, interning at

Disney, and hoping to snag an internship with

Nickelodeon. She regularly attends film screenings

with Chelsea Woods and would love to hear from

any classmates living in the area.

Becky Agostino is heading the special

education department at a charter school in

Harlem, and frequently sees Katie Morris and

Andrea Coravos '06. Katie sits about 20 feet away

from Veronika Kamenova at work. She is moving

into an apartment in Cambridge with Trevor

Sanders, and she tries to see Dave Curtis and

Noah Warren as frequently as possible, preferably

over scorpion bowls at the Hong Kong. Ben Feng

worked this past year as a math teaching fellow at

PA and is a professional ultimate Frisbee player for

the Philadelphia Spinners.

Steph Marton is spending a year in Kuala

Lumpur while working for the Boston Consulting

Group office there. Nnenna Okoye is about

to start medical school on a full scholarship.

Catherine Crooke is starting an MSc in Refugee

and Forced Migration Studies at Oxford this fall,

after a summer working with refugee youth and

education in Ghana and Lebanon. She spent the

past year in London enjoying late nights with

Giacomo Chiaro and Melanie Kress 05, and also

enjoyed a delicious meal and several pub sessions

with Brittany Kaiser '05. Catherine met up with

a sizable cohort ofalums during a trip to NYC in

April, including the elusive Ale Moss, who was

about to embark on a move to Australia. Conner

Stoldt has been doing Conner things in Charlotte,

N.C Kara Hollis is about to start a joint degree

at Stanford. Eliot Wall and Henry Frankievich

recently moved to Boston together, Henry to start a

new job and Eliot to continue his medical training.

Danielle Rothman Zaychik and her husband,

Eliyahu, are both working toward finishing

their degrees in Israel. Arjun Sharma recendy

transferred to Boulder, Colo., from San Francisco

and loves it in Colorado. Now that he is a bit

close, Arjun is going to visit Nat Lavin in Arizona

this summer. Claire Voegele has been living in

Charleston, SC., and working for a real estateWeb
marketing startup called BoomTown, claimed to

be the eighth-fastest-growing software firm in the

nation, where people bring their dogs to work,

a game of cornhole is always in play, and beer is

always on tap. Recendy Claire attended a minor

league baseball game in Charleston and spent some

time with Kate Measom '08 and Marc Chardon 72.

Maura Mulroy recently moved to Florida, where

she has taken up boxing. Colleen Thurman

applied to a concurrent master's program in lab

animal medicine to accompany her current studies

in the veterinary sciences at Tufts, after earning an

NIH research grant for her work this summer.

It's like they never left: Carolina Marion, Shayna Sanderson, Lauren Shevlin, Kim Sugerman, Corey

Simpson, Lucy Maguire, Emily Cokorinos, Abby Donahue, and Lindsey Branson catch up at the

Class of08 luncheon near the Bicentennial Elm.

2008

Mary B. Doyle

327 Noe St.

San Francisco, CA 941 14

781-439-5209 (cell)

mbdoyle@gmail.com

Lydia Dallett

399 River Road

Andover AAA 01810
508-265-1005 (cell)

Lydia.Dallett@gmail.com

One magical weekend this June, nearly 200 twenty-

somethings tried to relive high school. As if nothing

had changed, they rekindled old friendships,

dinner-danced in a gym, rallied around a hockey

game, ceremoniously and awkwardly paraded for

only each other, and cheered through a meeting in

Cochran Chapel.

But since five years had actually passed since

their days at Andover, they also played beer pong in

Kemper, paced the library without anxiety, casually

partied at day students' houses without off-campus

permissions, and branched in a dining hall with

drinking glasses that held more than three gulps.

And all of it was awesome.

Thank you to all ofyou who came to the

reunion! Most ofthe worthwhile stories don't

belong in this respectable publication, so store

them up until they can be relived at the 10th

Reunion.

Abbreviated highlight reel from the lives ofour

classmates:

Jamie Harisiades wrote a book! Jamie

coauthored a children's book with an orthopedic

surgeon at Massachusetts General Hospital; the

book is called DareBone's Big Break, and it coaches

children and parents through the experience of

having a broken bone.

Murphy Temple and Chris Wade will both be

Andover teaching fellows next year. Murphy just

wrapped up a master's program at the University of

Cambridge, and Chris taught for a year at a Boston

magnet school.

In an upcoming company newsletter, Accenture

is spotlighting the whopping seven members ofthe

Andover Class of2008 who are second-year associ-

ates there: Rachel Cohen, Will Hunckler, Dave

Koppel, Amberly Tenney, Hector Cintron,

Lambros Theofan id is, and Sarah Gordon.

Jess Cole is living in Boston and working at a

digital branding startup, One Mghty Roar.Jen

Downing hosted Kristin Spiak in Boston and

had dinner with Nkem Oghedo and Jess.Jen

traveled Europe and California before starting at

Bain in Boston. Ben Schley is living in Boston

while working on his own startup in the mobile

payments space.

Four '08ers got hitched!

Cassidy Carpenter and her husband, Dan

Belz, celebrated their nuptials onJuly 6 with a

solid crew of'08ers around them: Mike Donelan,

Matt Cranney, Dan Pouliot, Ian Accomando,

J.J. McGregor, Alyssa Warren, and Dana Feeny,

who was a bridesmaid.

Chip Schroeder married Marcheta Marshall

in San Francisco during the same weekend as our

reunion. Having their own mini reunion with Chip

on the left coast wereJake Bean, Sara Ho, and

John Bukawyn.

At this writing, Lindsey Branson and her

fiance, Kyle, were planning a September 2013

wedding. Kate Foley was excited about being a

bridesmaid! Damian DeSousa also got married,
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Reminiscing over their yearbook are, from left, the

Class of'08's James Yang, Alex Lee, and Evan

DelGaudio.

Members of the Class of '08 relax near the Borden Gym. Clockwisefrom left are Radka

Slamova, Megumi Ishizuka, Molly Shoemaker, Chris Wade, Evan Hawk, Corey Simpson,

Kim Sugerman, Evan DelGaudio, and Dan Silva.

and Nick Anschuetz was there to celebrate.

Kelly Lacob left tor a yearlong fellowship in

Uganda, where she'll work with the Clinton Health

Access Initiative. Thomas Smyth and James

Sawabini are still working out ofZambia, expe-

riencing terrific growth of their rural solar energy

company, Zamsolar.

Cranney is sharpening up his agricultural skills

in North Carolina while preparing to launch a new

organization in New Orleans; Fee-Fi-Fo-Farm will

be a distributor of local produce that serves and

engages with New Orleans-area students. Fee-Fi-

Fo-Farm will gain fast notoriety among NOLA
nonprofits tor having a name as gooty as its strategy

is smart.

Hanson Causbie is learning to fly Apaches tor

the Coast Guard at flight school in Alabama. In

Pensacola, Fla., Jake Bean is well into his special-

ized helicopter training. Jake flew himselt in a T6 to

visitJimmy Spang in Boston, where they hung out

with Mike Donelan and Kieran de Brun at Eliot

Wall 07 s housewarming.

Abby Colella directed a play tor the Boston

Playwrights' Theatre; Ellie Shepley starred in this

debut performance ot Nicky Park Memorial Park.

Abby started her first year ot law school at Harvard,

where Lisa Lian is in her second ot dental school.

In New York, Ellie Choi, Sara Nosaka, and

Grace Gordon hang out often. Molly Shoemaker

is a tellow at Signature Theatre and sees Lucas

McMahon whenever he descends from Broadway.

Jonathan Adler is in NYC, working on the writing

star! ot Late Night with jimmy Fallon.

Hillary Baker is wrapping up a yearlong Ameri-

Corps fellowship in San Francisco. She worked

with an organization, First Place tor Youth, that

focuses on holistic support tor transition-age toster

youth. She started a book club, which I eagerly

hopped into. Alyssa Warren just moved to the Bay

Area after a year of Fulbright teaching in Kosovo;

she's teaching in San Jose, Calif., with Teach for

America. Tessa Pompa loves her job at YouTube,

and Kit Halvorsen is launching his new company,

Panafold, in the education technology space. Kit

maintains an ever-chic live-work loft space in the

Potrero Hill neighborhood ot San Francisco.

I'm living in San Francisco, working for a tech

company in Palo Alto, and indulging in semiregu-

lar dinners with Tessa, Hillary, Kit, Kristy Spiak,

Kimbo Chang, and Sara Ho, with cameo appear-

ances by Billy Draper '07 and Dan Bacon '06. Phil

Meyer came up from LA for my birthday party,

where we scored one poor-quality photo ot us with

Hillary, Mike Tully '07, Sarah Beattie '07, and Kit.

Send me your updates ! Blue love.—Mary

2009

Alexander McHale

30 Waterside Plaza Apt. 29J

New York NY 10010
703-786-3330

arxmchale@gmail.com

Deidra Willis

550 East Holly Ave. #39
Pitman NJ 08071
347-342-7447

willis.deidra@gmail.com

John Grunbeck moved to NYC in July to begin

work at Waldorf Astoria's Guerlain Spa. He saw

Max Abitbol when John visited Denver tor a

presentation. Tina Kit hung out with Malik

Jenkins and Mike Discenza over spring break and

ended up at 1020 (a bar by Columbia), where they

met up with Tony Zou and Eli Grober. Tina is in

NYC working at a tech startup in Chelsea.

Lauren Wilmarth, Tori Wilmarth, and

Megan Farquhar went to a Luke Bryan concert in

Connecticut in May and lived in the Boston area

this summer. The three ot them also met up with

MariannaJordan and Carolyn Brown for dinner

at Bertucci's in Andover! Marianna spent the rest of

the summer in DC, and Carolyn traveled around

Europe until August.

Ashley Noble, Louisa Chafee, and Annalee

Leggett all competed in the Inter-Collegiate Sailing

Association Team Racing and Coed Fleet Racing

Nationals in St. Petersburg, Fla. Annalee com-

peted tor Georgetown, while Ashley and Louisa

competed tor Brown, which placed third in team

racing. Ashley and her skipper won the B division

at Coed Nationals, and Georgetown placed second

at Coed Nationals. Ashley and Louisa were named

ail-American crews. Congrats, you two!

Catherine McManus entered Yale's PhD pro-

gram in biological and biomedical sciences this tall.

Emily Kowal teaches math full time and coaches

field hockey and lacrosse at Westminster School.

Danica Mitchell got back from a week in Philadel-

phia with Alice Conant. She lived in NYC for the

summer with Mali Bowers while she interned at

Langan Engineering.

Jean Fang visited Gloria Odusote at Princeton

and celebrated Harvard graduation on the Widener

steps with Chelsea Carlson, Christian Anderson,

and Carl Jackson. She traveled to Peru in early

July to hike the Inca trail with college friends in the

Cusco area. Jean will be working with Air Liquide
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in a two-year rotational program, starting in Phila-

delphia and then to the Houston area. Chelsea Carl-

son also met up with Henry Wilkin in April when

he came to visit Harvard's physics PhD program.

Alex Choi and Mide Babatunde met up for a

drink in Cambridge, where they spent hours catch-

ing up on college life and reminiscing about their

time at Andover. Mide started work with GE Capi-

tal in July as part ofa two-year marketing and sales

development rotational program. His first rotation

is in Kettering, Ohio.

Kevin Ofori and Kyle Ofori bumped into

Ryan Furlong and his girlfriend on Newbury

Street in Boston. Though they had made plans

to see each other earlier, those plans had fallen

through, so "it was really a serendipitous run-in,"

as Kevin writes. They also ran into Ricky Chen

and Will Thompson-Butler that same day. Kyle

bumped into Stephen Levy andJohnny Carmona

during a day trip to DC. Sarah Boylan is working

at Andover this fall as a teaching fellow in chemistry

after spendingjuly in Colorado working as a TA for

the AndoverACE program.

Mike Kaluzny and Evan DelGaudio 08 ran

into Blaire Pingeton and Hannah Turk at Vassar.

Malin Adams spent two weeks traveling in South-

east Asia before vacationing out west in Idaho and

Yellowstone. He'll be in NYC with Brooks Dyroff

in J.P. Morgans Private Banking division.

This summer Victoria Sanchez tour-guided at

Yale and worked in one of Yale's libraries. Before

wrapping up her final semester in college, she plans

to play ultimate and research her senior thesis.

Over spring break Larry Zhou went to Ultra

Music Festival with Eliot Wall 07 and JeffZhou '06

and ran into Chad Hollis 08 and Caitlin Crook.

He later saw Ishan Kapoor at Duke and hung out

with Steph Xu and Annie McDonough at their

Spring Fling. Ishan and Larry then drove up to

UVA to see Steven Lee-Kramer, who also traveled

to Ishan's house in Andover with Graham Miao,

Michael Discenza, and Eli Howe to congregate

one last time before starting their journey through

the workforce. Larry will be working the business

side offashion at Club Monaco and will room with

Trevor Gulick-Stutz.

Katie von Braun randomly ran into Tom Foley

inJune in Ann Arbor where she volunteers at the

Boys and Girls Club. Katie attended the Aspen

Music Festival in Colorado before she headed

to the San Francisco Conservatory for a master's

degree in music

Annie Glancy, Eliza Dewey, and Jill Kozloff

spent the week after their graduations together in

Gloucester, Mass., where they also met up with

Molly Rountree. Jill is a chemistry teaching fellow

at Andover this year. Molly worked for Ernst &
Young this summer in NYC before heading back

to UVA to geat a master's degree in accounting.

Julie Ingram works for Wells Fargo in Basking

Ridge, N.J., near NYC. Mai KristofFerson, Nana

Matsushita, and Graham Miao all moved to Tokyo

this fall. Sam Auffant and Eddie Houghton gradu-

ated from Holy Cross in May.

As for us, Deidra Willis wrapped up two bach-

elor degrees at Dartmouth and started working

as an engineer with General Mills as ofAugust in

the SouthJersey/Philadelphia area. Alex McHale

moved into an apartment in New York to get settled

before work starts. We both can't believe it's been

four years since graduation. This issue of class notes

is riddled with location changes as we all move into

postgraduate life. Many of 09 asked for folks to

contact them ifthey should find themselves near

their cities, so please reconnect]

2010

Sascha Strand

Metcalf Hall W205
Tufts University

Medford MA 02 1 55

316-371-9053 (cell)

Sascha.Strand@Tufts.edu

Courtney King

343 15th St.

Santa Monica CA 90402
310-984-0882 (cell)

courtney.king 1 16@gmail.com

Faiyad Ahmad
978-289-3584 (cell)

faiyad_ahmad@brown.edu

Andrew Hong is at UChicago studying economics

and looking to go into consulting. Having met

people in the city who are involved in the Chicago

hip-hop scene, Andrew likes to make music with his

roommates in his free time. He's currently working

on a mixtape. This summer, he interned at Barings

Asset Management in Hong Kong. At Chicago, he

studies alongside classmate Nick Serna, who is

also part ofthe economics program and who spent

last winter in Mexico. Andrew also been in touch

with Kyul Rhee, who took a gap year and now

plays squash at Columbia. Last fall, he met up with

Nicholas Grace and Frederick Grace, who were

visiting Chicago for a squash tournament, as well as

Ishan Kapoor '09.

Paul Chan is interning with Gage Clemenceau

Architects in NYC and has recently done some

fashion and design work for Francis Bitonti Stu-

dios. He's looking for anyone from Andover who's

interested in design and wants to collaborate! He's

studying at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in

upstate New York, doing a five-year professional

architecture degree.

Sophia Bernazzani spent the summer working

in government affairs at a public health nonprofit

dedicated to tobacco control policy, as well as

at a wine bar. She'll graduate early from George

Washington University this December. She took an

online Shakespeare course with Lucy Arnold this

summer and is happy to report that she just moved

into her first "real" apartment in DC.

Ziwe Chidinma Fumudoh spent the summer

interning at Comedy Central in NYC and living in

the West Village. She just found out she's living in

the same housing as Tebs Maqubela ' 11 and Brianna

Barros '

12. She's currently studying African Ameri-

can studies, film, and poetry at Northwestern Uni-

versity and spends a lot of time there with classmate

Hannah Lee. She and Hannah also had a mini

reunion with Melissa Ferrari and Sam Poliquin

this spring at Tufts University.

Rob Stevens is the captain ofthe Davidson

ultimate Frisbee team, which finished fourth at

regionals this year. He also participates in student

government, on the LGBTQ_task force, and sus-

tainability council. He continues to spend time with

the outdoors club at Davidson, and this semester

he led a trip to the South Carolina mountains. This

summer he's doing consulting for Bain in Atlanta.

Fred Grace worked at CBRE in New York City

this summer. He's excited to be spending the fall in

Spain with Duke in Madrid.

Claire King studied at the University of Edin-

burgh in Scotland this past semester after she spent

fall semester in Capetown, South Africa. She was

studying there alongside classmate Ryan Marcelo

and also got the opportunity to reunite with Sophie

Fourteau and Caitlin Ayhvard, who attend the

University ofSt. Andrews in Scotland.

Dylan Rhodes worked at tech company Turn

this summer in Palo Alto. He says, "Ifanyone's in the

Bay Area, they should give me a ring." He's studying

computer science at Stanford, and he spent last

winter studying art history, Italian film, and Italian

through Stanford in Florence. While he was there,

he traveled around Italy every week, and then did a

trip through Sweden, Amsterdam, and Austria.

Celia Lewis, Ben Prawdzik and Cecchi

MacNaughton had an exciting, adventure-filled

Memorial Day Weekend out in San Francisco.

Between wine tastings, burritos, bars, clubs, and

more, the weekend was filled with highs and lows

and plenty ofsore calves for the plane ride back

to Boston.

Tristin Moone attends Columbia University

and works for the Flying Eagle Woman Fund for

Peace,Justice and Sovereignty in honor ofIngrid

Washinawatok, a citizen ofthe Menominee Nation

who was murdered in Colombia in 1999. Tristin

recently attended the United Nations Permanent

Forum on Indigenous Issues and delivered and

helped draft a few interventions for the UNDRIP

(U.N. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous

Peoples). She's also connected to the Rigoberta

Menchii Turn Foundation and will be attending

various U.N. conferences through the founda-

tion later this year. She's currently working on a

decolonizing history curriculum that will be taught

in three North American indigenous communi-

ties this summer as a postscript project stemming

offa class from Columbia's Center for the Study of

Ethnicity and Race.

Juliet Liu has been working on the launch of

her magazine, Out ofOrder, and was excited to be

working in LA this past summer at the Weinstein

Company. She was especially excited about plans
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stay connected.

to see Courtney King and Claire King in LA this

summer, and to road trip up the California coastline

to see Nathalie Sun at home in San Francisco.

Courtney spent the spring semester volunteer-

ing for a women's empowerment NGO in Jodhpur,

India, called Sambhali Trust. There, she had the

privilege ot teaching English to a variety ot students,

from a rowdy class of 60 14-year-old boys to curious

5-year-olds to strong-willed "untouchable" young

women. She was also responsible for administra-

tive tasks and collecting research tor the trust's 2013

annual report. She also had the pleasure of attend-

ing the 2013 Women Deliver Conference in Kuala

Lumpur, Malaysia, at the end of May, which she

would describe as the highlight of her experience in

Asia and maybe of her life. —Courtney

[Editor's note: We would like to extend our

condolences to the family of Alex Gray, whose

mother, Nina Rutenburg Gray 74, died on May

20. Alex wrote to the editors that some ot the

strongest support he's received has been from

his Andover classmates. You can read more

about Alex's mother in the 1974 class notes and

in the In Memoriam section.]

2011

Christopher Batchelder

4 Raymond St.

Manchester-by-the-Sea MA 01944
cqbatch@email.unc.edu

Oriekose Idah

8 Sycamore Lane

Rolling Hills Estates CA 90274
oidah0608@gmail.com

Kevin Song

1 Windy Hill Road

Green Brook NJ 08812
kevin@andoverl 1 .com

Edith Young

470 Park Ave., Apt. 2D
New York NY 10022

edithwyoung@gmail.com

Hie members ot the Class of 2011 enjoyed finishing

another year ofcollege and heading into exciting

summer plans. Despite the distance separating

many, these young alums have remained connected.

Benjamin Talarico traveled uptown to Morn-

ingside Heights to visit Margot Pinckney, where

they do homework together or go out to eat. Ben

often bumps into Andrew Schlager ' 12 and Dan

Krichmar ' 12 while walking between classes at NYU.

Kellie Walsh went to visit Shannon

McSwceney, Haley Scott, and Edith Young in

Providence, R.I., during "|an Plan" break from

Colby. They had a little trouble finding the place but

eventually had a nice brunch! On the slightly more

academic side, Kellie also went fly-fishing out in

California during her schools |an Plan.

Over winter break, Kevin Song, Audrey
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McMurtrie, and Danny McMurtrie '10 headed

down to sunny Miami, Fla., for the football BCS

National Championship, cheering tor ol' Notre

Dame in Sun Life Stadium and having tun on the

beach. A few months later, Kevin returned to Florida

to visit Disney World and Universal Studios in

Orlando for a week during spring break.

Back on campus in the good ol 01810, the Af-Lat-

Am 45th anniversary celebration this spring brought

Oriekose "Orie" Idah, Kemi Amurawaiye, Jess

Holley, Chioma Ngwudo, Ijeoma "E.J." Ejiogu,

Nneka Anunkor, and Natasha Vaz together for an

amazing weekend. The group spent their weekend

reminiscing and cheering on various sports teams.

The highlights ot the trip were reconnecting with the

Maqubelas and the surprise alumni SLAM perfor-

mance, in which many ofthe group participated.

Meanwhile, on the other side of the country, over

on the West Coast in sunny California, Demetrius

Lalanne drove up to Palo Alto to catch up with

Marilyn Harris, and they bumped into Orie Idah at

the Stanford coffee shop.

Chris Batchelder and Zac Elder founded an

intercollegiate video-communication service, The

Portal Network, starting with Duke and UNC, with

the help of fellow Andover grad Nick Camarda '

12.

As of April, all three are now brothers in Pi Kappa

Phi fraternity.

In other college rivalry news, Kevin Song and

Sumi Matsumoto met up in South Bend, Ind.,

this spring when Notre Dame hosted the Irish

Dancesport Gala, an annual ballroom competition

that Sumi and the University ofMichigan team

participated in.

Chris Batchelder continued pursuing technology

and electronic music in the spring while at Ultra in

Miami with Bijan Torabi ' 10 and then the Electric

Daisy Carnival New York with TJ. Lenzo '12. Mike

MacKay and Batchelder started the summer off

strong in Boston, before Mike moved to New York

tor the summer and Chris headed out to San Fran-

cisco to design for Chubbies Shorts and explore tech

with Matt Appleby.

Also in the San Francisco Bay Area, Kevin Song

spent the summer interning at eBay, Inc., in San

lose and hopes to make a return appearance at

AngelHack Silicon Valley with fellow PA folk Eric

Ouyang ' 13 and Greg Hosono 14.

Denzil Bernard joined the Freshman Outdoor

Orientation Trip ( FOOT) organization at Yale, ot

which Kate Wiener and Ben Burke are also a part.

Together, they lead trips in the Northeast in the

Green Mountains, White Mountains, the Catskills,

and more! The program serves as preorientation

for roughly 500 incoming freshman. This summer,

L>enzil was a summer intern in the Douglas Paul

Scholarship Program at Credit Suisse and worked in

sales and trading.

As class secretaries, we hope everyone had a

wonderful summer, and we are excited to read all

about it when the next class notes submissions roll

around. We hope that everyone is excited to become

upperclassmen in college, and remember: We want

to hear all about it.

2012
Kennedy Edmonds

47 E. 91st St., 5th Floor

New York NY 10128
917-294-5091 (cell)

kennedyedmonds@gmail.com

Miranda Haymon
1 97 Clare Ave.

Boston MA 021 36
617-308-6252

mirandahaymon@gmail.com

Lauren Howard

PO Box 1 352

Lexington MA 24450
860-682-4641 (cell)

howardl 16@mail.wlu.edu

Ryan Ramos

700 Commonwealth Ave., Box 3232
Boston MA 02215
917-841-0294

ryan.alexander.ramos@gmail.com

Freshman year wrapped up well tor the Class of

2012! Chuan Xu met up with PA clans at Yale and

Princeton, including Paul Noh, Kevin Jiang, and

John Sykes. Chuan writes, "Talking to them really

made me nostalgic for those late-night conversa-

tions at Fuess! Brandon Mancilla and Clay Fisher

gave me a tour of NYC." Danny Gottfried plans to

study international relations at Tufts University. He

said, "I had the pleasure ot being visited by Madden

Bremer, Brianna Barros, Margaret "Molly"

Levene, Derek Farquhar, Asia Bradlee, and Matt

Deorocki ' 13 over the course ofthe year at Tufts. I

also visited Derek andJonathan DeLeon at UPenn

over spring break. This summer I will be working at

Tufts tor a summer English program designed for

international students." Ben Manuel met up with

David Russell and Dylan Gully in Georgia over

spring break. Ben wrote, "It was great to see them.

I'll be in Andover working with Dylan for Andover

Summer Session. It 'll be great to get back to my

roots." Terrence Arjoon had a great year volunteer-

ing with City Year. He worked strenuous 12-hour

days in a fifth-grade ESL class in Astoria, Queens.

Terrence writes, "I made many new friends this year,

but still got to keep in touch with my old crew from

Andover ... all over NYC. I 'm happy to finally be

going to college, planning to attend Bard College in

the fall. I keep being told that it is a perfect fit tor me,

and can't wait to find out for myself"

Matt Lloyd-Thomas spent lots of time

at the Yale Daily News, where he often saw

Julia Zorthian 11, Sophie Gould 11, and Ben

Prawdzik ' 10. Matt raced in the Collegiate National

Cycling Championships in Utah, spent a few days

with Kian Ivey at UVA over spring break and

caught up with lots ofAndover people from the

classes of2013, 2012, 2011 , and 2010 at a small

Andover get-together during Yale's revisit days.

Melissa Wattana had a great time reuniting with
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Feting new octogenarian Tom Regan (seated at left) are his wife, Gerri 'SI, and son Bill '78.

Standing: Jim Finlay '64, Tom's son Tim '79, and Ed '60 (settling a gag bet with Tom) and

Ruth Quattlebaum

Claudia Shin and Lauren Howard in Connecticut

over spring break. Melissa also met up with Katie

Ellinger and KelseyJamieson at MIT. Eliana

Kwartler performed in a Yale production of Vie

Vagina Monologues along with Calista Small ' 10.

Nora Princiotti surprised her by coming to the

show! Eliana wrote, "1 am in the Yale Exit Players,

Yale's oldest improv comedy group (along with Will

Adams 11 ), so I spent the year doing improv and

laughing and going on tour to places like New York

and Texas. This August I am going to Nice, Vienna,

and Munich. And, ofcourse, Nora and 1 plan to

continue our tradition ofbeing the ladies who

brunch this summer in NYC."

Matthew Mattia, who took a gap year, wrote,

"I am living in Beijing, writing a novel about

loneliness, obsession, the word made flesh, and how

a person can become the secret meaning behind

everything in your life. I'm reading a lot too . . . and

two days a week I'm working at a PR firm checking

translations. And eating so many dumplings."

Julianna Wessels went to Germany inJune to visit

relatives in four cities there. She hopes to attend

college in Germany.

Alexandra Morrow spent summer interning

at the Children's Museum ofNH with funding

from a summer grant from Bates College. She is

designing an interdisciplinary major combining

the fields ofEnglish education and sociology and

will minor in teacher education. Sammy Marrus,

Katie Hebb, Isabel Elson, Anthony Tedesco met

up to watch the Duke-Harvard lacrosse game and

see Ben Scharf. Sammy also met up with Katie

and Nora during Easter weekend in Cambridge.

Sammy looked forward to a summer in NYC
withJonathan Westling, Margot Shoemaker,

Tom Palleschi, Nora, and so many more. Maggie

interned at Conde Nast and lived with her sister

Molly Shoemaker '08 in NYC.

Kate Chaviano wrote, "I've been enjoying

my first year at Pitzer a lot. I run into a host ofPA

friends all the time at the Claremont Colleges,

especially Lily Shaffer '10 and Demetrius

Lalanne '

11. I've done a lot ofcoursework in

gender studies, which has been really satisfying.

I'm continuing my gender studies work outside of

the classroom on Pitzer's campus as well as long-

distance at Andover. Several young alums, current

Andover students, and I have been discussing the

creation ofa sex-education curriculum for Andover

almost exclusively through Facebook, which has

been lots ofwork but has already proven to be very

productive, encouraging, and interesting! I'm also

helping with the creation ofa women's alumni

network and a queer alumni network for Andover.

Ifanyone is interested (especially in the queer

alumni network, which I'm sort ofspearheading)

in joining in such networks, they can e-mail me
at katherine_chavianol6(3)pitzer.edu or Abigail

Burman at abigailburman(2>gmail.com." Abigail

began the year looking at the fall ofRoman rule

in Britain in the 300s and ended it reading about

London in the 1970s. She writes, "The winter

gloom was interrupted by a great visit with Mia

Dwyer and Peter Larner. I'll be back in DC in

the summer, living with Tia Baheri doing various

internship and job things."

This summer, William "Trey"Jennings said

he would be "balling out withJulia Quinn, Lydia

Azaret, and Sarah Freedman on Nantucket!"

Hopefully, he can get Alana Saab to come visit.

Trey's working at an awesome restaurant called

Cru. Trey started taking Latin and really likes the

language. He crushed his math midterm and says,

"Hopefully, I'm making Ms. Litvin proud!"

MJ Engel

414-477-5563

mjengel8@gmail.com

Connor Fraser

9 Scotland Drive

Andover MA 01810
978-857-4443

cfraserl 42@gmail.com

Chiamaka Okorie

347-981-0429

okoriesc@ymail.com

FACULTY EMERITI/AE

[Editor's note: We are currently seeking an emeritus

faculty member to take on the task of gathering

news and notes on faculty emeriti/ ae. It's a great

way to stay connected to the PA community. Ifyou

are interested, please contact Laura MacHugh at

lmachugh(a>andover.edu or 978-749-4289.]

Friends and family gathered on August 10

at the Del Mar racetrack in California to

celebrate Tom Regan '51 s 80th birthday.

Well wishers included '51 classmates

BillyMin Sing Lee.JockDenison, Peter Baldwin,

Hans "Wolfi" Duerr, and Tony Quainton;

Tom's former students Sean Kennedy '64,

Henry Hobson '64, Fred Gass '61,Mike Bragg '61

,

and Dave Tibbetts '69; and PA teaching colleagues

Kelly Wise, Meredith Price, Elwin Sykes,

Leon Modeste, and Paul Kalkstein '61
. You can

hear Paul's limerick about Tom at wwwyoutube.

com/watch ?v=VtI 1 i 1 ulhm8.

The Academy recently learned that Claire S.

Lohnes, wife offormer faculty member

Walter F.W. Lohnes, died peacefully at her home

in Los Altos, Calif, onJuly 6, 2013. She was 81.

Walter Lohnes, an instructor in German and

department head from 1951 to 1961, predeceased

his wife in February 2012.

Claire met her future husband in fall 1949 at

the University ofMissouri, and they married the

following spring. In 1951 , the couple moved to

the Andover campus, where Walter commenced

teaching and Claire became house mother

to numerous Academy boys who boarded in

their house. In 1961, the Lohnes family moved

to California, where Walter had accepted a

professorship at Stanford; Claire became very

active as a faculty wife.

Until the end she was filled with curiosity

about travel, languages, plants, animals, poetry,

German linguistics, weaving, and, most of all, her

music. Passionate about the piano, she mentored

students from around the world. She is survived by

her three children, Kristen, Claudia, and Peter; six

grandchildren; and one great-granddaughter.
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IN MEMORIAM

FACULTY EMERITUS

Frank L. Hannah

Hanover, N.H.; April 3,2013

A lifelong resident of New Hampshire, Frank

Hannah was born and raised on a farm in the White

Mountains. He and his wifejanette, returned to their

beloved home state in 2004 to settle in Hanover in

retirement. Mr. Hannah died there of Alzheimer's

disease. He was 70.

After earning bachelors and master's degrees at

Dartmouth College, Mr. Hannah joined Andovers

math faculty in 1968. In an Andover Bulletin inter-

view, he surmised that he got the job after pointing

out an error in the textbook used in all PA math

classes that was written by the department chair. He

spent his entire teaching career at Andover.

At the top of his game as a mathematician and a

master of the material he taught, Mr. Hannah was

known and admired among his colleagues as an

expert in the field of probability. In 1975, he took a

sabbatical year to write a book on the subject. "Some

of his solutions [to probability problems] would be

so elegant they would take your breath away," says his

former colleague Donald Barry.

A master both in the classroom—he never

missed a day of school in 36 years—and on the

playing field, Mr. Hannah earned a reputation as one

of Andovers most versatile coaches. A legendary

skier and ski jumper, he primarily coached varsity

skiing, tennis, and golf but also coached lacrosse,

cross country, squash, Softball, and girls' soccer. He

believed strongly in the school's (MS)2 outreach

program, and for nearly a decade of summers in the

1980s and 1990s, he taught math to countless inner-

city youths. His commitment to underserved stu-

dents extended to teaching summer classes both in

Hanover and at Andover for the local ABC (A Better

Chance) program, and he worked with math teach-

ers from inner-city schools as part of the now discon-

tinued Andover-Dartmouth Teachers Institute.

The Hannahs were house counselors and lived

with their three boys in various dormitories over the

years. Their home was a welcoming place for many

a student. "Mr. Hannah mentored us in so many

ways—on the soccer pitch, in the classroom, and,

most notably, around the card table, where he applied

his mathematical genius to keep us youngsters in our

place," says Luke Wennik '88. Mr. Hannah was dean

ofFlagstaffCluster from 1994 to 1999.

He is survived by his wife; their sons Gor-

don '84, Stewart '86, and Andrew; and two grand-

sons. Donations in Mr. Hannah's name may be

made to The Frank Eccles Scholarship Fund for

(MS)2 at Phillips Academy, OAR, 180 Main Street,

AndoverMA 01810.

FORMER FACULTY

Francis E. Bellizia Jr.

South Newfane, Vt; April 24, 2013

Francis "Frank" Bellizia died after a yearlong battle

with cancer. After earning a master's degree in Eng-

lish at Middlebury College, he joined the Phillips

Academy faculty in 1970. Over the course of the

next decade, his teaching shifted from English to

theatre. He went on to teach classes in all aspects

of theatre, including acting, directing, lighting, and

scene design.

In spring 1972, Mr. Bellizia directed a memo-

rable production of Guys and Dolls, revitalizing the

musical genre at Andover. His productions, includ-

ing Kiss Me, Kate and South Pacific, typically involved

80 to 100 students. Bruce Bacon '74, current PA

theatre and dance instructor, was involved in each

of those productions. "He was a great influence on

me, as well as on Mark Efinger, my PA classmate and

former theatre colleague," says Bacon.

In 1973, Mr. Bellizia initiated a theatre exchange

program with Manchester Grammar School in

England. "In that first year, Andover and Abbot

students traveled to England to perform Thornton

Wilder s Our Town, attend classes at the school, and

stay with families of students," recalls Bacon. "Later

in spring term, MGS students visited Andover and

performed Goldoni's Vie Servant oj Two Masters.

"Frank worked well with his young and inexpe-

rienced casts," says Bacon, who joined PA's theatre

faculty in 1978. "Frank and I shared many laughs

as we planned our 1978-79 productions in our

second-floorGW office."

Mr. Bellizia left the Academy in 1982 and later

taught at Keene State College, Vermont College,

and American International College. He is survived

by his children, Phillip, James, and Vishakha.

Peter T. Stapleton

Boston, Mass.; June 8, 2010

Phillips Academy recently learned of the death of

Peter Stapleton, who taught at Abbot Academy

from 1969 to 1973. He divided his time between

teaching English and serving as Principal Donald

Gordons assistant on a variety of ad hoc projects.

"He was brilliant, resourceful, and a considerable

help to me during those fully charged times for both

schools," said Gordon. "He had a gift of laughter

that was memorable, no small contribution to our

work together."

Mr. Stapleton graduated from Yale in 1960 with

a double major in English and music; he earned

an MEd degree from Harvard in the mid-1970s.

An accomplished musician, he played the organ in

major churches in Washington, D.C., and California,

wrote for various church publications, and authored

the book New Directionsjor a Musical Church.

ABBOT AND PHILLIPS

1930

Elizabeth Walworth Ross

Essex, Conn.; date of death unknown

Evelyn Hamilton White

Salisbury, Md.; March 8, 2013

1932

Henry M.V. Dearborn

Mitchellville, Md.; April 9, 2013

John B. Rowland

Osterville, Mass.; July 12, 2012

Ruth Tyler Smith

Vero Beach, Fla.jjune 6, 2013

1934

Walter E. Faithorn Jr.

Bridgewater, N.H.; Nov. 9, 2011

1937

Norman M. Karasick

Tarzana, Calif; Feb. 18,2013

1938

Harris E. Adriance

Longmeadow, Mass.; May 15, 2012

Parker N. Blanchard

Acton, Maine; Jan. 31, 2013

Madeleine ProctorWoodward

Exeter, N.H; March 14, 2013

1939

William C. Coughlan

Hobe Sound, Fk; Nov. 13, 2008

George F. Wagoner

Pittsboro,N.C.;June 6,2013

1940

Charles W. Chandler

HeberCity, Utah; June 2, 2013

Phyllis Crocker England

Punta Gorda, Fla.; Sept. 27, 2012

Maurice H. Pease Jr.

West Tisbury, Mass.; Nov. 10, 2012

Kroger Pettengill

Cincinnati, Ohio; March 12, 2013
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Mary Dean NaffPugh

McGehee, Ark.; June 9, 2013

William C.Wallace

Madison, Conn.; Dec. 22, 2012

1941

Jeannette BiartWarren

Grand Junction, Colo.; May 1, 2013

Melvin L. Weiner

Andover, Mass.; May 8, 2013

1942

StuartArnold

Sarasota, Fla.; May 1, 2013

Patricia Daniels Hanson

Union, Wash.; March 8, 2013

Thomas B. Quarles

Manchester, N.H.;June 1,2013

George D. Roberts Jr.

Palo Alto, Calif.; June 28, 2012

1943

H. Richard Duden Jr.

Severna Park, Md.; March 31 , 2013

A standout three-sport varsity athlete—and widely

regarded as the best football player in Academy

history—H. Richard "Dick" Duden Jr. was chosen

for induction into the Andover Athletics Hall of

Honor in 2008. He attended the US. Naval Acad-

emy, where he earned a total of nine varsity letters

in football, basketball, and baseball. Considered one

of Navy's finest athletes ever, he received the presti-

gious NavalAcademy Athletic Association Sword as

the top athlete in the 1946 graduating class. "Dude

was a natural athlete in every sport he played,"

said longtime friend Thomas Hudner 43. "Highly

popular, he was a natural leader and respected

not only by his teammates, but also by his oppo-

nents. It was my privilege to have played tootball

with him at Andover and to have gone to the Naval

Academy together."

Following graduation, Mr. Duden served as a

surface warfare officer from 1946 to 1949 before

being drafted by the New York Giants. He played

one season of professional football before being

recalled to active duty during the Korean War,

where he served as a gunner)' officer aboard the

USS Chickasaw.

He returned to Annapolis in 1951 to begin a

long, successful coaching career at Navy. He served

as assistant coach and then head coach ofthe plebe

football squad and continued coaching the fresh-

man squad until 1954, when he joined the staff of

varsity head coach Eddie Erdelatz for six seasons.

He returned as head coach of the plebe squad in

1960, retiring in 1973. He compiled a stellar 95-23-2

record in 16 seasons overseeing the freshman foot-

ball team. Mr. Duden was elected a member of the

College Football Hall ofFame in 2001.

"What set my father apart was his tremendous

sense ofhumor," said H. Richard "Dick" Duden III,

a District Court of Maryland judge. "Despite his

many accomplishments, Dad never took himselftoo

seriously. He just had a great attitude and outlook

on life."

Mr. Duden is survived by his wife, Lillian, and

four children, Judy, Parti, Dick, and Jason.

Ann Loughridge Konstam

Mansfield, Ohio; Sept. 6, 2012

George M. Lethbridge Jr.

Essex, Conn.; May 20, 2013

Eleanor Cole Paine

Woodstock, Vt; April 19, 2004

Mason Phelps

Pasadena, Calif; April 13, 2013

1944

J. David Turner

Upper Hurt, New Zealand; Sept. 5, 2012

1945

Charles H.McDuffie

Bedford Hills, N.Y.; Jan. 22, 2012

Ronald A. Nicholson

New York, NY; Feb. 26, 2013

Donald P. Warner

La Quinta, Calif.;June 13, 2013

1946

Howard B.Johnson

Charleston, WVa.; Sept. 12, 2011

Bruce D. McCurdy

Derwood, Md.; April 13, 2013

Earle W. Putnam

Lynchburg, Va.; May 2, 2013

A change of careers—from writer and editor to

attorney—brought Earle Putnam full circle to dis-

cover his true calling. He dedicated himselfto union

labor law for the better part of three decades. Mr.

Putnam died at 84 after a brief illness.

While at Dartmouth, he wrote and edited tor

Hie Daily Dartmouth. After graduation in 1950, he

studied at the Institut dEtudes Politiques de Paris

and was a special Paris correspondent for the Barre

[Vermont] Daily Times and a messenger to the U.S.

Delegation to the U.N. General Assembly session in

Paris. In 1952, he joined the U.S. Army as an instruc-

tor in English and American history for non-com-

missioned officers in Bad Kissingen, Germany.

He and his bride, Margaret, whom he met while

she was traveling in Germany, returned to Virginia,

where Mr. Putnam worked as an editor and began

raising a family. He attended night school at George

Washington University Law School, earning a law

degree in 1958 and an LLM in 1960.

Mr. Putnam served as a trial attorney for the

National Labor Relations Board from 1958 to 1962.

He then joined the Amalgamated Transit Union

(ATU) as its general counsel and for the next three

decades dedicated himself to the labor movement.

Most notably, he was the architect ofSection 13(c) of

the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964, which

provided federal funding for transit systems that, at

that time, were rapidly passing from private to public

operation. Section 13(c) guaranteed transit workers

the right to be represented by a union if ownership

of their transit system changed hands, and is said to

have helped save and advance the collective bargain-

ing and job rights of hundreds ot thousands of U.S.

transit workers and set the standard and framework

for state transit labor laws.

He is survived by his wife; his daughter, Eleanor

Dunn; and a brother, Nelson.

Henry A. Rentschler

Paoli, Pa.; March 26, 2013

Samuel G. Taylor

Darien, Conn.; March 22, 2012

Wentworth Williams Jr.

Gloucester, Mass.; April 12, 2013

1947

Leroy P. Heely

Brunswick, Maine; Oct. 5, 2010

Robert A. MacKennan

Poughkeepsie, NY; July 30, 2010

Arthur G. Tebbens

Bar Harbor, Maine; June 25, 2013

1948

Austin B. Graff

Washington, DC; March 3, 2013

Walter S.Griffith

County Kilkenny, Ireland; Jan. 9, 2013

Christopher C. Pinkham

Mrror Lake, N.H.; May 13, 2013

Peter S. Polhemus

Edmond, Okk; Feb. 4, 2012

1949

William S. Byler

Silver Spring, Md.; May 9, 2013

Lawrence D. Hollman

North Bethesda, Md.; June 27, 2013

Premi Ashirvatham Latimer

London, England; Jan. 24, 2013

Mercy Barnes Moore

Jensen Beach, Fla.;June 18, 2013

John A. Schaffer

Verona, N.J.; April 2, 2013

1950

Mary Dodge Astle

Walpole,N.H; May 17,2010

LucyWright Case

Duxbury, Mass.; Sept. 12, 2010

Ann Merriwether Disharoon

Charlottesville, Va.; July 17, 2013
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From the little English refugee,

with love

by Mariel Mellersh Toynbee '48

Dear Madam,

for 67 years. Is this a record?!

1 have enjoyed receiving it of course, but now I am 82!

obv ou Won't know anyone, and being quite a keen

eLrrnLtahsUcahtbeartothinkofallthepaperbemg

used up on me-& postage, etc.

. , tn the Tj S in 1940 and lived at the 'The Lily

My special«— in case anyone is interested are as

follows:

! loved my bedroom in the accommodation
block with its

^nZtheWowCwWchlhadneverseenbeforey

1 showed off one day and pushed a banana through it and

apparently the green mark stayed for years-sorry

The memory of a hurricane being
forecast and all of us girls

^d" open all windows & doors & stay together; joining

he t lung' team (1 wonder if its still going!); learning

Trcherv for the first time; having our skirts measured before

Le enough and not too silly looking!; listening to Pau

tbeson's wife give us a talk about 'little' Paul who I believe

Robesons wi g , leader of my
was her son, only about 6 3., oeing

class and at the concert being very
nervous and starting on

Sout signaling for the choir to stand up first, and trying

My best friend was Salley Macartney and
we have

exLngedlett
erseveryChristmassincel 4^ nd came

over to the U.S. and met her with my family in 1963.

It sounds as if Abbot/Phillips is still a marvelous

successful and famous school. I was proud to be there and

may I wish you all good luck, success ft all happiness m

The future. I shall never forget my five years in the States

and the hospitality offered to me, what amazing people

you Americans are.

I am now a widow of 82 (my husband was a marvelous

chooTmaster and we were so happy for SO golden years )

now Uve in a small house in a friendly Georgian village in

clematis arches, (& birdbath asl™^^^'
I have two lovely sons and a wonderful daughte & seven

marvelous grandchildren. What a lucky person I am.

My love to all at Andover—

From

Mariel Toynbee (nea Mellersh)

Year 1945

1945 Prefatory Class Officers

Front row: Elizabeth Howe, Mariel Mellersh, Salley Macartney, and Ann Robinson

Back row: Nancy Elliot, Jane Jackson, Barbara Dake, and Tatiana Russell



Gifts & Pledge:

Robert S. Peabody
e«s &P^ Museum of Archaeolog
Unrestricted

Qneofthe nation's major repoatones of

^er Fund and Parent Fund, grtB
J ^^^ archaeotogci collecli(

directed to areas where they wl« P ^ peabody Museum „ an lrnportant

greatest good. resource for our students and faculty ar

the wider community.

Need-Blind Admission

A cornerstone goal of the 2004 Strategic _
Plan, need-blind admission reflects Environmental Citizen
Andover's commitment to access for the

most talented youth from every quarter.

We are committed to renewing and Im FaCfi/tv
our n*t°"c campus by focusing on er

aUUIly and Program
efficiency and sustainabllity to promol m^ the ground is acarw

Support students and faculty
Choose the area most meaningful to you

Tuition covers approximately 53 percent of the cost of educating a Phillips

Academy student. The remaining 47 percent comes from gifts to the

Andover Fund and income from the endowment.

The Andover Fund supports virtually every aspect of Academy life. In

addition to the 10 areas shown here, you may choose from Women on

Andover Hill, ACE Scholars Program, PALS, Tree Renewal, and Andover
and the Military. Please help us increase participation by supporting the

area most meaningful to you. Your gift makes an immediate impact.

www.andover.edu/af

DONATE

Technology

""oration technology
tools fo

century.

Gifts & Piwges

Mathematics and Scien
for Minority Students
Andover Fund support enables (MS)2 to c

its program free to students from
economicalfy disadvantaged public schoc
helping to advance Andover's ideals of
excellence and Inclusion.

Gifts & Pudges

Addison Gallery of

American Art

The Addison Gallery has long served as a

proving ground for new approaches to

learning about art and as a national model

arts education.

Gfts& Pledge5

Andover Bread Loaf
sms&P^

^ in1 987 Andover Bread Loaf

IRT TSSSsSS^
instrtute for Recurtment of Teachers (IR ^emy and

recruits, prepares, and supports studen
Loa) 3^00! of English,

graduate study at some of our finest

universities.

Bread

T
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51

Students and faculty in

the HUACA experiential

learning program camp

beneath the stars on

the first night of their

30-mile trek along the

Inca Trail in Peru

(see story, page 28).


